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For Reference

Do Not Take

From the Library

tvi/iy person who maliciously

cms. oY'tdceb. breaks ui injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California

1915, Section 623
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EXTRA EXTENDING MASCARA

WITH A NEW
ADVANCED PROTEIN FORMULA

Suddenly, lashes go long, longer

in one smooth glide. It's the combination

of a very advanced protein formula

and the famous Teddy Bear brush.

EXTENDING, UNENDING LASHES

Lash Out lengthens gently, effortlessly.

For spectacular lashes that extend

happily ever after.
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Everwant to bein more than
oneplace atonce?
Then you d have enough timefor everything. Its a

thought, but just a thought. That 's why Whirlpool

makes refrigerators with EZ-YUE Design. The

see-through bins and up-front lighting make every

thing easy tofind. And unique lateral adjustable

shelving means you can even custom create

storage. At Whirlpool, we knowyou vegot a lot to do.

TJmt's why we make refrigeratorsfor the one ofyou.

Whirlpool
Home JH Appliances

Hon To Make A Home Run.
1

Learn more about how you and Whirlpool am make your home run.

Call 1-800-253-1301 Any clay. Anytime.

©1994 Whirlpool Corporation ©Registered trademark/TM Trademark of Whirlpool Corporation
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bladder control protection than mymaxi?

-ury is we answ<

O m
Just one slim Attends Pad has the absorbency of 2 maxis.

Maxis were made for your period, not for bladder

control protection. That's why we invented new

Attends" Pads. They're slim and discreet as a maxi.

but absorb twice as much. What's the secret?

wen*)* LeadingKen* mad pads Perma-Dry. A revolutionary new protection system

that absorbs wetness faster, then locks it away in a gel for good. So how

do you get confidence in your bladder control protection today? The

answer's not maxis anymore. The answer is Attends.

FOR A FREE SAMPLE, CALL 1-800-ATTENDS (1-800-288-3637).'

s

Q
Attends

Consult your physician about bladder control problems. 'Ml data i s. leading regular ma\i pads, totter expires 9/30/94. Limit one per name or address. © P&G 1994.
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EDITOR'S JOURNAL

The man from

MADISON COUNTY

T
I
he only time I ever wanted a plane ride to be longer

was when I was reading The Bridges of Madison

County. I was flying to Iowa, and so it was especially

easy to fall in love with the poignant romance of an

Iowa farm wife and a photographer. Since then I've gotten to

know Robert James Waller, the author of Madison County, who

has also published two other much-loved best-sellers, Slow Waltz

in Cedar Bend and Old Songs in a New Cafe.

Waller lived for many years in Iowa and taught economics

and management at the University of Northern Iowa. He told me

when we talked recently that he never intended to publish

Madison County. "I really wrote it for myself; a friend of mine is

the one who got it to an agent in New York." Waller is also a

songwriter, guitarist and photographer. "I've always told people

who wanted to write or compose music to keep their day jobs.

Then you have complete freedom in doing your creative work.

There's a real virtue in being an amateur."

Since the enormous worldwide populari-

ty of Madison County, Waller has been

forced to give up his day job. Nowadays,

he is working on a new novel, called Bor-

der Music, and does most of his writing in

West Texas. Unlike most people who have

great success, Waller has recently made
his life much simpler. One morning in early

spring when we spoke, he had just come

home from a morning walk. He told me
there had been a little snow that had set-

tled on the blue mountain laurel that was

just beginning to bloom. He had taken his

camera, but, he said, "it was too pretty to

photograph. That can happen sometimes."

On another morning he said how much he

and Georgia, his wife of thirty-two years, really love their new

ranch. And on that morning, he was waiting for a pump to be

fixed! We're really pleased to have two new stories, one this

month and one next month, by Robert James Waller, the man

who wrote the most popular love story of our time.

Other special features in this issue? Sensible information on sum-

mer food safety (page 92), a thought-provoking report on maternal

rights (page 1 12), an up-to-the-minute feature on the one-and-only

Streisand (page 108), wonderful beauty makeovers (page 1 18), and

great summer food (page 1 29) for your besi Fourth of July barbecue ever!

Robert James
Waller, who

wrote today's

favorite love

story, and his

wife, Georgia
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CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
The most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

By ( lorinne ( Ilements

MONICA'S TURN I still can't be-

lieve that Larry has been cheating

on me, after all we've been through

together." said Monica, forty-one, a

plump brunet who sat stiffly on the

edge of her chair, blinking back

tears. "There w ere a lot of clues, I

suppose, but I chose to ignore

them. You know, he'd say he had to

w ork late half the time, and when

he did come home, he was too tired

to talk to me, let alone make love.

This kind of thing started about

four months ago. and I kept think-

ing I should ask him what was go-

ing on, but I guess I was afraid to

hear the truth. Then one day when

I was paying the phone bill, I no-

ticed a whole string of calls to the

same number in Boston. All of the

calls had been made at odd hours of

the night and early morning, and

they were fifteen minutes or more

each. I felt like a real sneak, but I

dialed the number, and a woman
answered. Of course, that didn't

prove anything, but I confronted

I .arrv, and he admitted that she was

someone from his office who 'under-

stands him.' Is that classic or what!

"In particular, though, he said

she accepts his illness and loves him

anyway. Meaning that I don't, I

suppose. Well, maybe there's some

truth in that. Larry was diagnosed

as having myasthenia gravis about

five years ago. It's a fairly rare auto-

immune disease that causes muscle

weakness, slurred speech and vision

problems, but Larry has everything

under control now with medication.

In very serious cases it can be fatal,

but it hardly ever is. People would

never guess there's anything wrong.

But he has become a fanatic about

this disease. It's all he talks about

—

how he had to quit drinking, how-

he has to have his medication moni-

tored periodically, how he might

end up having his thymus surgically

removed. I feel sorry for him, hut

life has to go on. I sw ear he uses

this disease as an excuse for being

hard to live with. He comes home
from his job as a civil engineer and

lashes out at the kids and me and

grip>es about everything. Then he

says I should just accept his behav-

ior because he's trying to cope with

his illness.

"I'm not saying he has it easy, but

he has to get it together so that he

doesn't make the rest of us totally

miserable. Maybe his mistress sees

things differendy, but I'll bet if she

had to live with him full-time, she'd

change her tune. I can just picture

him cozying up to her after work in

her apartment, where he has no re-

sponsibilities, and getting her to

sympathize about his every little

problem. I'm sure he complains to

her that I'm overweight. He puts me
down for that all die time. What did

he expect, a lifetime widi Barbie?

"But what hurts most about all

this is that I've spent my entire adult

life working toward the goal Larry

and I mapped out when we were

engaged. He was twenty-two and

just out of the army when we met,

and he was determined to get a col-

lege education. I was eighteen, fin-

ishing up secretarial (combined)

THIS CASE IS FROM INTERVIEWS AND THE FILES OF SUSAN BORNSTEIN, M.C.S.W., A CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER IN
PRIVATE PRACTICE WITH ADAMS STREET ASSOCIATES, IN NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS. THE STORY TOLD HERE IS

TRUE, THOUGH NAMES AND OTHER DETAILS HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO CONCEAL IDENTITIES.
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Can this marriage be saved?

continued

school, and I vowed I would work as

long as necessary to put him through

school. Sure, I felt a little funny living in

Boston, the ultimate college town, and

being just a secretary. But there are six

kids in my family—my parents are Ital-

ian Catholics, first-generation Ameri-

cans—and college was out of the

question. Larry's family couldn't send

him to college either, even though he

comes from a very different background.

His father came from England, was even

educated at Oxford, but he died when
Larry was six and his two sisters were ten

and twelve. Apparently, Larry's father

didn't leave his family particularly well

set, and Larry's mom had to go to work
as a cashier. Eventually, she worked up

to being a store manager, but they were

always just getting by. Larry is very

closemouthed around her because no
matter what he does, she criticizes him.

This just amazes me because my parents

are so open and warm and emotional.

"Anyway, that's why I prided myself

on the fact that I could help Larry get

away from that family situation and
make something of himself. I worked

hard, so that by the time we were ready

to have children, we'd be able to give

them even' advantage.

"As far as everyone knows, that's ex-

actly what happened. But there's a part

of the story we've never told anyone, not

even our parents. In fact, we never even

discuss this. I've tried, but Larry changes

the subject. He seems to have been able

to put the whole thing out of his mind.

"WTiile wc were still planning our wed-

ding, I got pregnant. I was a good
Catholic girl who never meant to go all

the way, so we never bothered with birth

control, but then once—once!—we got

carried away. I didn't let myself believe I

was pregnant until I had missed two peri-

ods. Then I told Larry, but we were too

scared to do anything. We let another

month go by. Remember, this was back

when abortion was still illegal in Mas-
sachusetts. And although Lam' is not very

religious, I couldn't shake my Catholic up-

bringing, and I thought we should get

married right away and have the baby.

"Then one night we had a long talk.

14 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL II II Y1PQ4

Larry said that if we rushed to get mar-

ried and became instant parents, our

whole future would be jeopardized. I

knew he was right. So we went to New
York and found an abortion clinic.

"By that time, I was more than sixteen

weeks along, and they had to do a saline

injection. This meant inducing labor. I

wanted to scream, but I just lay there

and let the tears roll down my cheeks.

"I'm not actually against abortion,

even though I know the Church is. I

would do it again, only earlier in the preg-

nancy. We sacrificed one person, but we
now have two gorgeous children—Johnny

is twelve, and Susan is eight—and we're

giving them a wonderful life, which was

the whole point. But that doesn't mean
that I don't cry every year on that day.

The only thing that has always kept me
from slipping into a depression about the

abortion is telling myself that everything is

working out as planned in our family.

"So now, after all this and almost

twenty years of marriage, my husband
has turned to another woman. I don't

want our children to be subjected to a di-

vorce, but maybe that would be the best

thing. Kids are not dumb. Susan started

crying last week when I was kissing her

good night. She wanted to know why

Daddy is grouchy all the time. Johnny
hasn't actually brought the subject up,

but his grades are slipping and he's start-

ed to act up, talk back—stuff he never

did before. I can't stand having my kids

so frightened and confused. I feel so bit-

ter and betrayed that I just don't know if

I even want to save my marriage."

LARRY'S TURN "I feel like a real heel,

not being faithful to Monica, but I wish I

could explain what my relationship with

Donna means to me," said Larry, tall

and lean, impeccably dressed and looking

much younger than his forty-five years.

"I'll admit that I'm still seeing Donna. I

was honest with Monica when she asked

me what was going on, but I just haven't

been able to break up with Donna. She's

so kind and comforting, and she's gen-

uinely concerned about my illness. I have

myasthenia gravis, which means that I

am dependent on medication. When the

doses are not perfect, or even when I just

get too hungry or overtired, I have dou-

ble vision, I can barely swallow, my arms

and legs go weak and my speechi

slurred. Besides, the drugs themsehj

cause discomfort sometimes, like crarn

and diarrhea. Also, to help control ij

disease, I may have to have my thyrr'i

removed. I'm no sissy, but this disease)

a life sentence, and not an easy one. h

Monica can't seem to get a grip on l|

severity of this. It's Donna who has tak|

the trouble to read up on myasthei)

gravis, and she admires me for the wa
have kept functioning at full steam aj

not let this thing get me down.

"On the other hand, Monica ha;

kind of 'how could you do this to n

attitude! I'm not kidding. She acts

though she's the one who's the victi

Look, I didn't choose to get sick. Mo
ca's simply got to get it through I

head that I'm not exaggerating. Ai

yes, sometimes I do fly off the hand
especially when I'm hungry and i

hausted, but as soon as I get somethi

to eat, everything is fine. It's not

though I want to go into a rage.

"The trouble is that Monica is ho

ing a grudge. Things started out fine

us. I have a good job, and she's b<

home with the children since they w
born. She hasn't had to work, and
have a beautiful home. So all of I

dreams came true, but then I got si

and she feels gypped.

"Maybe this is petty of me, but

some ways I feel gypped, too. Monic;

basically a beautiful woman, but ;

has let herself get this matronly figu

and she almost never fixes herself

anymore.

"Of course, there's one other thii

When we were engaged, she got pr

nant and we went to New York for

abortion. It was late in the pregnan

so I guess it was a bad scene from w
she tells me. And, yeah, I feel terri

about it, but we made the decision, i

it's history. I can't see dwelling on
She keeps bringing it up, but I don't

what there is to say.

"At this point, I've lost all desire

make love to Monica. I just don't

any feeling that she cares about me a

person. I know I should end my af:

with Donna, but I need her. My mot
was overbearing, and my sisters are c

bon copies of her. Now Monica is

my case. Donna is the only one w

makes me feel worth anything. I'm w
ing to try to save this marriage for

children's sake, but I don't knov
that's even possible at this point."

THE COUNSELOR'S TURN "This c

pie had suffered through three signifia

losses—the loss of their out-of-wedl

child, the loss of Larry's good health :

the loss of his faithfulness to her," s

the counselor. "The main problem i

that each of them handled these los

differently and (continued on page

look, we made the decision,

and it's history. I can t see

dwelling on it," said Larry.
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Can this marriage be saved?

continuedfrom page 14

failed to communicate their personal

grief to the other. For Monica, the abor-

tion and affair with Donna were serious

blows, while for Larry, the myasthenia

gravis was the biggest problem. In addi-

tion, as young people, each of them had

seen their lives as a kind of script that

would be played out without any prob-

lems, as long as they were diligent and

determined. With such unrealistic expec-

tations, they were bound to be disap-

pointed when trouble cropped up.

"My first goal in counseling was to

get them past their denial about these

losses and to help each of them go
through a genuine mourning process

while also developing some compassion

for the other. In fact, while Monica's
and Larry's losses were dramatic, their

situation was not unique. I found that I

could draw upon my experience in

counseling other couples who had not

dealt well with such fairly common
problems as careers that never really

take off, children who don't do well in

school, financial goals that are never

quite reached or recognition that never

quite comes. Couples frequently fail to

comprehend the depth of a partner's

disappointment, and my job is to get

them to communicate these feelings.

"I started with Larry's illness, since it

was an ongoing problem and a key ele-

ment in his 'need' for his relationship

with Donna. Larry, who hailed from an

undemonstrative family with a domi-
neering mother, had tremendous trou-

ble discovering and expressing what he

was feeling. Interestingly, Donna
seemed able to pick up on his pain with-

out his verbalizing it, whereas Monica,
who was used to her openly emotional

family, couldn't grasp what was going

on. Finally, I suggested that Monica go

with Larry to his doctor and have Lar-

ry's disease explained to her fully. I also

recommended that the children get sim-

plified explanations of their father's ill-

ness. This was an excellent move, since

it turned out that both youngsters had
been imagining some very scary things.

Susan admitted that she had seen Lar-

ry's bottles of pills and thought her dad-

dy was dying. Johnny said he had
thought he was going to catch whatever

was wrong with his father. Once these

fears were allayed, the children were
more understanding about Larry's

sometimes unpredictable behavior.

"Monica, too, was grateful to be edu-

cated about what was going on. Her tough

talk was really just a defense against her

fear and concern for her husband. Once
she knew more about the disease, she

started doing simple things such as keep-

ing healthy snacks in the refrigerator and
letting Larry rest briefly when he came
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home from work. These small expressions

of concern touched Lam-

deeply.

"At this point, about three months af-

ter the counseling began, Larry stopped

seeing Donna and made a genuine com-
mitment to saving the marriage. And as

Monica began to appreciate how brave

Larry really was and how much he

needed her help, she found that she was

able to forgive him for looking outside

the marriage for the support he needed.

"Interestingly, Monica also put herself

on a self-improvement course at this

point. She was ready to admit that she

had let herself go during the child-rearing

years, gaining quite a bit of weight and

not paying much attention to her appear-

ance. She laughed as she told me that she

SKILL BUILDER

Dealing with loss

Like Monica and Larry, many cou-

ples have difficulty sharing the

painful feelings that result from loss

or disappointment. But, according

to Susan Bornstein, keeping nega-

tive emotions bottled up is danger-

ous, both for personal well being

and for the health of the relation-

ship. Try these techniques to get

problems out in the open.

Develop a ritual for sharing

both good and bad feelings.

Schedule a regular time, at least

once a month, to tell each other

what's on your mind. As you get

used to this new frankness, you'll

find it easier to be honest with

each other at other times.

If one partner is upset, the oth-

er should listen intently and re-

frain from talking except to

restate what he or she hears as

the problem. Don't interrupt to

say, "Everything will be fine" or

"Look at the bright side." Such

platitudes not only trivialize the

person's pain, but they keep him

or her from talking it out.

When a problem has no solu-

tion—the loss involves death or

disability—don't let feelings of

helplessness keep you from comfort-

ing each other. Just admitting how
bad things are lets you find ways
to compensate for the tragedy.

And when you learn to face

trouble together, your reward will

be a closeness that lets you enjoy

the good times even more.

had thrown away an old chenille bathu

she'd had for years and splurged ci

whole new- 'bedroom wardrobe,' as
j

put it. Larry was delighted and flattej

and their lovelife has gradually improv

.

"The last order of business, then, j

to exorcise the ghost that had been hau

ing them for many years. I started by j

ing them a structured homewij
assignment. They were to find fifti

minutes per day to have a quiet chat, I

the topic had to be light and breezj

wanted them to recapture whatever it j

that first attracted them to each other.

"They responded well to the ass]

ment. They found themselves laugh

together and telling each other fui

anecdotes. I kept them at this levelj

several weeks.

"Then at one session in my officj

decided that the lines of communica
had been opened well enough that

were ready to broach the issue of

abortion. To my surprise, it was L
who spoke first, saying softly, 'I've alv

wondered what our child would r

been like.' Monica simply gasped,

apparently had never realized that Lai

matter-of-fact manner on this topic w
defense to help him deal with what

happened and go on. They ended
hugging and crying, and when they a
pull themselves together, they let £

other know that neither regretted the

cision, under the circumstances, and

making a good life for their two beau

children had always been, and she

still be, their shared goal.

"This was a key moment, a recap

ing of the impetus that had prope

their relationship from the beginnin;

had been eight months since they

entered counseling, and I felt confic

that they were on their way to a b(

marriage than they had ever had.

"I've seen them even' month or s

a follow-up since then, and the la

development is that Monica has

rolled at a community college, wl

she is preparing for a teaching car

She had long worked as a moth
helper in her children's schools and
wants to put that experience to g
use. Larry, who was recently prom<

to top management at his firm

pleased that Monica is getting her

to go to school.

"But the best part, accordinj

Monica, is that she and Larry I

stopped seeing life as rigid and pr

dained, with any deviations from
script spelling failure. 'Who kn|

what's around the corner?' she s

laughing, when I called to check

them a week or so ago. 'Whatever :

good or bad, from now on we k;

we'll be facing life together.'
"

CAN THISMARRIAGE BE SA VED
registered trademark ofMeredith Corpora,



"It's only heartburn, I should learn to

live with it right?"

ATTENTION HEARTBURN SUFFERERS

It's time to talk to your doctor.

Take the heartburn test.

Do you experience these symptoms? Yes No

1. Frequent heartburn attacks

2. Frequent use of antacids

3. Heartburn waking me up at night

4. An acid or bitter taste in my mouth

5. Burning sensation in my chest

6. Discomfort after eating spicy foods

7. Difficulty swallowing

If you experience one or more of these symptoms frequently, talk to your doctor.

Frequent heartburn may be a sign of a more serious medical problem.

Your doctor has treatment plans that can help.

Frequent heartburn. Isn't it time you talked to your doctor?

Glaxo Institute for Digestive Health

Dedicated to medical research and public education

To receive a newsletter about digestive health, call 1-800-232-GIDH (4434)



A WOMAN TODAY

Our Lvme-disease

nightmare
By Jaiiis Spina

In
the summer of 1988,

my husband, Joe. our

three children, our

German shepherd and

I spent a day visiting

friends who lived in the

woods near the south shore of

New Jersey. When we re-

turned home that evening, Joe

and I found a number of tiny

deer ticks embedded in the

skin on the shoulders and

backs of our ten-year-old

daughter, Kelly, and our five-

year-old son, Joey, and on

the dog. Seventeen-year-old

Cyndi, our oldest, found one

on her arm. We weren't

afraid of ticks, and we had no

idea that they might

carry disease, so we just

plucked the insects off

with our fingers, dis-

posed of them in the

toilet and didn't think

anything more of it.

But what happened to us over

the course of the next six years was

worse than anything we could have

imagined: now I wish more than

anything thai we had never taken

that trip. Those little ticks we
thought were so harmless had ac-

tually infected us with Lyme dis-

ease. As people now know, the

illness is caused by a corkscrew-

shaped bacterium carried in the

blood of mammals like deer and

mice, and it is passed on to hu-

mans by ticks who have fed on in-

fected animals. If treated in time,

the Lyme bacteria can be destroyed
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A simple family trip to the shore

turned into a six-vear ordeal

quickly, but ours went undiag-

nosed and untreated for so long

that it devastated our family.

In the two years that followed

our trip to the shore, we all became

sick with such a variety of com-
plaints that we felt like hypochon-

driacs. Joe and Cyndi developed

flulike symptoms. Kelly had a rash

resembling a bull's-eye on her low-

er leg, but it went away and I for-

got about it. Joe also developed a

rash on his legs that we thought

was caused by flea bites, so we
sprayed the dog and our bedding

with Ilea repellent.

We had never been allergic to

anything before, but now we
were congested all the time.

Kelly started experiencing de-

pression and frightening visu-

al "blackouts"—for thirty

seconds or so, she would lose

her sight completely. Cyndi

had recurrent strep throat.

Joey complained of headaches

and chest pains. Joe and I had

terrible pain and swelling in

our joints; I had a persistent

case of swollen glands and

an incredible fatigue that

my doctor diagnosed as the

Epstein-Barr virus. We visit-

ed doctor after doctor and got

treated for each symptom, but

no one suspected that all our

complaints could be re-

lated. To be honest,

neither did I.

It wasn't until the

summer of 1990 that I

made the connection

between our mysterious illnesses

and the ticks that had bitten us two

years earlier. I was watching a talk

show and heard a woman dis-

cussing Lyme disease. As she de-

scribed the variety of ailments the

disease could cause, I realized that

many of them were identical to the

ones my family had! When she said

that a bull's-eye rash—the kind we
had seen on Kelly—was a telltale

sign of Lyme, everything finally

became clear.

But finding a doctor to make
that diagnosis was difficult. We
were tested for Lyme, but I was the

only one (continued on page 28)





MO HEEDS
Available in Cologne Spray. Dusting Powder. Body Lotion. Body Oil Spray and Cologne Body Spray For the store nearest you. call 1-800-528-7228. To receive ;l

sample of Sand & Sable 2.0 fl oz Body Lotion, send Si 25 (check or money order) for postage and handling along with your name and mailing address to: Sand & i

Lotion Offer. P.O. Box 591. Church Hill. MD 21690 Please allow up to eight weeks for delivery Limit one sample per person per address. Offer expires 1 2/21



Atlanta Housewife Investigated Aj

almost Arrested For Losing 73 Pou
By Kathleen Ann Muldowney

I you ever notice that when you're fat.

oeople actually stare at you while you

fs as if they want to tap you on the

ler and say, "If you wouldn't eat that

/ou wouldn't be so fat!"

lo. My name is Kate Muldowney. You

know me from Adam. But I'm a real

t. I live near Sandy Springs, Georgia,

lp until two years ago, I was the fat

iat everyone was staring at.

is too tired to go out with my friends at

I was even embarrassed to go out on

nds by myself. I waddled when I

i I sweat when I ate. I wore anything

that would hang straight down and

n't cling. I couldn't even cross my legs. I

;
just "overweight." I was fat. I was 5'4"

eighed 202 pounds.

ent to my doctor for help. But I wasn't

stic. During the past seven years I had

16 different diets. One by one. And I

at all of them.

doctor listened to me very carefully and

•ecommended an entirely different pro-

This wasn't a "diet." It was a unique

veight-loss program researched by a

of bariatric physicians — specialists

•eat the severely obese. The program it-

as developed by Dr. James Cooper of

a, Georgia.

arted the program on May 17th. Within

•st four days, I only lost three pounds,

/as disappointed. But during the three

that followed, my weight began to

Rapidly. Within the next 196 days, I

rom 202 pounds to 129 pounds.

1 reason the program worked was

s: I was always eating,

uld eat six times every day. So I never

•prived. Never hungry. I could snack in

'ternoon. Snack before dinner. I could

nack at night while I was watching TV.

v can you eat so much and still lose

t?

i secret is not in the amount of food you

's in the prescribed combination of foods

it in each 24-hour period. Nutritionally

portions of special fiber, unrefined car-

rates, and certain proteins that gener-

calorie-burning process that continues

y long ... a complete 24-hour fat-reduc-

/cle.

'abolism is evened out, so fat is burned

around the clock. Not just in unhealthy

i like many diets. That's why it lets you

innnrls P9«ilv Withnur bnncrpr Wifh-

And it's all good wholesome food. No
weird stuff. You'll enjoy a variety of meats,

chicken, fish, vegetables, potatoes, pasta,

sauces — plus your favorite snacks. Lots of

snacks.

This new program must be the best kept

secret in America. Because, up until now,

it's only been available to doctors. No one

else. In fact, the Clinic-30 Program has been

used by 142 doctors in the U.S. and Canada

to treat more than 9,820 patients. So it's

doctor-tested. And proven. This is the first

time it's been available to the public.

There are other benefits too ...

• There are no amphetamines. No drugs of

any kind.

• No pills. No powders. No chalky-tasting

drinks to mix. Everything's at your local

supermarket. No special foods to buy.

• There's no strenuous exercise program.

• You don't count calories. Just follow the

program. It's easy.

• It's low in sodium, so you don't hold

water.

• You eat the foods you really enjoy. Great

variety. Great taste.

• You can dine out.

• There's no ketosis. No bad breath odor.

But here's the best part ...

Once you lose the weight, you can keep it

off. Permanently! Because you're not hungry

all the time.

Let's face it. We all have "eating life-

styles." Our eating habits usually include

three meals a day. Plus two or three snacks.

We all love snacks. Especially at night.

But most diets force us to change all that.

And that's why they fail!

The Clinic-30 Program lets you continue

your normal eating lifestyle. You can eat six

times a day. You can snack when you wish.

So, when you lose the weight, you can keep

it off. For good. Because no one's forcing you

to change.

Here are some other patients from Geor-

gia who entered Dr. Cooper's Clinic-30 Pro-

gram with me ...

• Reverend Donald F. is a 42-year-old

minister who went from 227 to 179 in just

four months.

"In spite of church suppers, I've lost al-

most 50 pounds in four months and I'm not

having a rebound gain."

• Renate M. was a G.I. bride from Ger-

many who went from 212 to 140.2 in 8V2

"/ believe I was a participant in every

weight-reducing plan there ever was. Then,

about two years ago, I started the Clinic-30

Program. And I haven't regained a pound."

And then there's me. About 4 months ago

1 was stopped by a policeman for not using

my turning signal. When he looked at my
driver's license he claimed it wasn't mine.

He said it had someone else's picture on it.

After he called for a computer check, he

came back to the car smiling. 'You must

have lost a lot of weight. This picture doesn't

even look like you." I agreed. In a way, it

was one of the nicest "warnings" I'd ever re-

ceived.

Obviously, I'm excited about the pro-

gram. This is the first time it's been

available outside of a clinical setting. Dr.

Cooper has asked Green Tree Press, Inc. to

distribute it.

We'll be happy to send you the program to

examine for 31 days. Show it to your doctor.

Try it. There's no obligation. In fact, your

check won't be cashed for 31 days. You may

even postdate it 31 days in advance if you

wish.

Choose a day and start the program. If

you don't begin losing weight within five

days — and continue losing weight — we'll

promptly return your original uncashed

check. No delays. No excuses.

Or keep it longer. Try it for six months.

Even then, if you're not continuing to lose

weight on a regular basis, you'll receive a

full refund. Promptly. And without question.

This is the fairest way we know to prove to

you how well this new program works.

To order, just send your name, address

and postdated check for $12.95 (plus $3.00

shipping/handling) to The Clinic-30 Pro-

gram, c/o Green Tree Press, Inc., Dept. 655.

3603 West 12th Street. Erie. PA 16505.

AN IMPORTANT REMINDER
As your weight begins to drop, do not al-

low yourself to become too thin.

It's also very important to consult your

physician before commencing any weight-

loss program. Show him this program.

And be sure to see him periodically if you

intend to take off large amounts of weight.

Green Tree Press is .1 member of the Erie.

Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce. bank and

business references are available upon request.



Our Lady of Lourdes, pray for us ... I

a Bradford Exchange recommendation

Mother ofHeaven . .

.

Handmaiden ofGod ...

Queen ofPeace ...

Hear our Prayers. $

JlL stirring First Edition.

Pilgrims travel thousands of miles to a

grotto near Lourdes, France, to pray to

the Blessed Virgin, the Immaculate

Conception, who appeared here to Saint

Bernadette over a century ago. At the

Holy Mother's request, the girl dug in

the gravel and, miraculously, healing

waters sprang forth from the rock.

Today, abandoned crutches and

wheelchairs near the shrine at the grotto

pool give eloquent testimony to the

power of prayer and faith that out-

Blessed Mother, even today, intercedes

and dispenses compassion in the name

of Her Son.

An Affordable Art Treasure.

The exquisite 'Our Lady of Lourdes''

plate, lovingly cradled in a unique oval

shape, is surrounded and embellished

in genuine 22-karat gold. This impor-

tant first edition is hand-numbered,

comes with a correspondingly hand-

numbered Certificate of Authenticity,

and is backed fully by the Bradford

Exchange's unconditional 365-day guar-

antee of your complete satisfaction. Yet

it costs only $29.90.

"Our Lady ofLourdes"

Your Bradford Exchange
Advantages:

•A hand-numbered limited-edition

plate with a correspondingly hand-

numbered Certificate of Authenticity

•A complete plate story introducing

the artist and detailing the signifi-

cance of this recommendation

•A one-of-a-kind plate value with an

exquisite border of 22-karat gold

•Unique oval shape enhances the

beauty of the portrait

•An unconditional 365-day guarantee

allowing you to return your plate for

a full refund of everything you have

paid—including postage

An Exceptional Plate Honori

the Miraculous Power ofPrayer.

Now the beautiful young Virgin wh(

Bernadette saw clothed in radiant wh

and holding a rosary has been faithfi

painted by the renowned Hector Garri<

Expertly re-created on true hard-

porcelain, "Our Lady of Lourdes" is

astonishingly stirring reminder that

power of God shines forth wherever

Mother is honored and adored, lmagi

the sense of peace and hope this insp

ing work of religious art will bring

your own home.

It Costs You Nothing To Ord

"Our Lady ofLourdes"Now.

To acquire "Our Lady of Lourdes"

its very affordable $29-90 iss

price—backed by our unconditioi

365-day guarantee—simply fill out a

mail the attached coupon. You ne

send no money now. You will be bil

when your plate is shipped. Those int

ested in owning this moving portrait

Man, are advised to act promptly. Do

delay. Order "Our Lady of Lourdes" a

make Saint Bernadette 's glorious visi

yours forever!



"Our Lady of Lourdes'

•Precious 22-karat gold rim and highlights embellish this radiant portrait of the Blessed Virgin

In dill color on fine porcelain Show n smaller than aclual m/c of S'A inches high by b'A inches wide

0\>m Ok Bradford Exchange

ase Respond Promptly

Signature

.

E BIRADFOIRiD EXCHANGE Mr. Mrs. Ms

(45 Milwaukee Avenue • Nites. Illinois 60714-1 393

RECOMMENDING TOMORROWS TREASURES TODAY s"
AddreSS

Name (Please Print Clearly)

City.:S. Please enter my order for "Our Lady cf Lourdes."

nderstand I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. I will be billed

9.90* when my plate is shipped. Limit: one plate per order.
Te |ephone (

State Zip.

s a total ot $3 49 postage and handling. Illinois residents add state sales tax.

ling credit approval. The plate price will be higher in Canada.
©1994 BGE VMG-726 12361-E88091



A woman today

combined from page 20

whose test was positive. Since my test

indicated the Lyme wasn't active, none
of us were treated for the disease. (I lat-

er learned that Lyme can be present, yet

not detected, 50 percent of the time.) I

relentlessly phoned doctors until a

friend of mine, who also had Lyme, told

me about Dr. Eileen Moynihan, a pri-

vate practitioner in New Jersey. The
doctor listened to our medical history,

confirmed that we did have Lyme and
prescribed three weeks of outpatient in-

travenous treatment with the antibiotic

Rocephin for all of us. Finally, we had
some answers and some relief!

After the treatment, we were blessed-

ly symptom-free for seven months,
though Kelly needed surgery' to repair

her weakened eye muscles. Then, in

April 1991, we all came down with the

familiar pain, headaches and fatigue

again and returned to Dr. Moynihan.
Following another course of Rocephin,

the children and I felt better, but Joe be-

came progressively worse.

Now he was getting terrible

headaches, and when they came on, he

said his mind felt "foggy" and that noth-

ing anyone said made sense to him. He
couldn't form coherent sentences in his

mind. During those times, his speech

became so oddly sluggish and mechani-

cal that he sounded like a record playing

too slowly. Astonishing as it may sound,

this disease was actually turning my
husband into a different man.

Always so intelligent and organized,

Joe started losing his ability to function

in daily life. He couldn't safely drive a

car and had trouble performing his job

as a computer programmer. One day he

stepped away from his desk for a cup of

coffee, then couldn't find his way back.

My worst fear had come true—Joe

couldn't work anymore. He used all his

sick leave and vacation days, then went
on a month's unpaid leave of absence;

his employer warned that Joe would lose

his job if he didn't come back after that.

Now my family depended on me—and I

was terrified. Joe had always been my
rock and strength.

As Joe's condition deteriorated, our

family suffered financially. I wasi;

working outside the home because I b

to care for the family, and the disabili

checks Joe was collecting didn't go ve

far. (His employer did hold his job
\

him, after all.) I pleaded with credit"

even' day for more time to pay the bi

Our extended family helped us out w
groceries, and Joey's school alerted «

ganizations that gave us assistance; st|

there were times when I stood in line
:

food giveaways.

By the summer, Joe's periods of ccj

fusion were lasting up to three days a;

time. At first, we had to laugh at the
jj

ly things he said and did, but soon
wasn't funny anymore—it was terrifyi

and frustrating. We were afraid to 1

out in public because Joe would crei

embarrassing scenes. Once, in a doctd
waiting room, he pretended his ca

was a machine gun and started "shol

ing." When we went shopping, he did!

understand why we couldn't buy evej

thing he saw. A psychiatrist, Dr. Pel

Zand, confirmed my suspicions tn

Joe's problems were related to Lyij

disease rather than a mental disorder.
|

Utterly self-involved, Joe wouj

scream and threaten us if he thought

weren't paying enough attention to hi

Sometimes he didn't even recognize

own family. He couldn't sleep at nig

and he yelled at me for not stayi

awake with him. Our close friends [

came afraid to visit us. When his thii

ing was clear, Joe would be heartsi

and apologetic at hearing what he

done, but it wasn't always easy to fi

give him.

Our children were terrified of their

ther—Kelly, in particular. I had to ke

Joe calm, run the house and be a mod
at the same time. I couldn't wait to

to bed at night, yet I was always afr;

of what I would face the next mornint

had never been so lonely or frighten

in my life, but somehow I found an

ner strength. My family needed me, a

I had to find an answer.

Finally, Dr. Zand put us in tou

with Dr. Steven Mandel, a neurolog

at Thomas Jefferson University Hos
tal, in Philadelphia. He identified Jo

condition as Lyme encephalitis—a br;

infection caused by the Lyme virus

and treated Joe for four weeks with I

antibiotic Claforan. Joe's headaches d

appeared and his speech lost its n
chanical quality, but the confusion ne 1

entirely went away.

One fall night, Joe had another b<

of rage—smashing things and throwi

the TV across the room. The childi

screamed, "Daddy's going to kill u

All I could do was sit on the sofa, ho
ing them tightly, until I could get t(

phone and call 911. Hearing me, J

tried to run away, but the paramed
arrived quickly and took (continu

A MOST PUZZLING ILLNESS

Lyme disease continues to frustrate both patients and their doctors. There

is no question that the illness is real and can cause its patients distress;

some physicians believe that Lyme can linger and cause damage
throughout the body. Last spring, at an international conference on Lyme,

several recent studies were presented that raised the possibility that, in

some cases, Lyme can mimic such neurological and psychiatric diseases

as multiple sclerosis and dementia. Indeed, Lyme patients have reported

that they were misdiagnosed as having those illnesses before the true di-

agnosis was confirmed.

Yet the medical community is still divided over the diagnosis and
treatment of Lyme. The disease is tricky to spot; not every patient will

develop the telltale reddish "bull's-eye" rash, and the flulike symptoms
that are also common in Lyme can easily pass for other illnesses. Be-

cause the blood tests available for Lyme give a high incidence of both

false-negative and false-positive results, doctors have called the disease

over- and underdiagnosed.

And once Lyme is diagnosed, doctors disagree on the length of time a pa-

tient should stay on antibiotics. Though the Spinas credit their recovery to the

doctor who gave them extensive doses of drugs, some doctors say a regimen

lasting longer than a few weeks is unnecessary and potentially dangerous.

The near future could see dramatic advances in the diagnosis and pre-

vention of Lyme disease. Researchers are working to improve and stan-

dardize the blood test for Lyme, and a vaccine shown to be effective in

animals is now undergoing clinical trials in five states where the disease

is prevalent. More than eight thousand volunteers will be studied, and re-

sults should be available next year.

For more information about Lyme disease, contact: the Lyme Disease

Foundation, 1 Financial Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103 (include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope), 800-886-5963; the American Lyme Dis-

ease Foundation Inc., Mill Pond Offices, 293 Route 100, Somers, NY
10589, 800-876-LYME; or the Centers for Disease Control, 404-332-4555.

—Joan Lippert



light flow days. And luck-

has nothing to do with

it. Because it offers

twice the protection of

ordinary parity litters.

With a patented sponge-

like core it absorbs better

than any other pad.

he answer for those who haven't
had much luck with parity liners.

<

Plus it 5s panty shaped to

cover more of your panty.

So when you need more

protection than

a panty liner

but less than

a mttxi, there's no

question Staytree

Maxi Liner gives you

the right protection.

Stayfree

UltraThin

Maxi Liner

Protection by choice. rot chance.



Smooth
away

facial hair

with Nair

Cream.

Nair Cream is

made with baby

oil. It not only

removes the

hair, it leaves

y our ski 11

smoother,
silkier and

sexier. And Nair

Cream smells

fjreat too.

CREAM
HAIR REMOVER
with Baby Oil

FOS FACE TOO

ForAH Hair Types.

Nair. Complete Care

for Unwanted Hair.

Nair is a registered traoemark o' Carter-Wallace, inc

A woman today

continued

him to a hospital for the night.

The next day, I sent my husband of

twenty-one years to a psychiatric hospi-

tal. When Joe learned what I was doing,

he shouted, "I'll never forgive you for

this!" My kids wanted me to leave their

father, but how could I desert Joe when
he needed me most?

Joe was treated as an outpatient for a

month, during which time he was put on

tranquilizers and more antibiotics. I

wasn't sure that four weeks of treatment

was long enough for such an advanced

case of Lyme, but no one had any idea of

what would cure him completely. Around

the same time, our daughters began feel-

ing sick again. Would this ever end?

It was discouraging, but I was deter-

mined not to give up. I had been attend-

ing meetings of a Lyme-disease support

group that had formed in our area, and

in November 1991, someone there re-

ferred me to Dr. Charlene De Marco, a

local private practitioner who specializes

in Lyme disease. After examining my
husband, Cyndi and Kelly, Dr. De Mar-

co said she wanted to try giving them a

much more aggressive course of intra-

venous antibiotics than any of our other

doctors had tried.

Because so little is known about Lyme
disease, doctors' opinions about the type

and length of treatment vary widely.

Some believe that long-term use of IV an-

tibiotics is unsafe because of the risk of

organ damage. But Dr. De Marco said

she felt that in certain cases, like ours, it's

the only thing that can help, and I agreed.

She prescribed sixteen weeks of Claforan

for Joe, twelve weeks for Kelly and ten

weeks for Cyndi, then switched them to

oral antibiotics. We saw her weekly to

monitor our progress and health.

This wasn't an instant cure—far from

it. After that first round of treatment,

Joe and the girls saw improvement, but

it wasn't long before we all felt the old

symptoms returning. Dr. De Marco put

us back on medication. That cycle re-

curred again and again over the next

two years, but gradually we began to

feel better for longer periods of time.

The emotional recovery was tough,

too. Joe was still having irrational and
confusion-filled days, and I wasn't sure

if I could ever trust him—or love him

—

again. During one of his setbacks, I said

to him, "I'll stay with you till you're

better, but I don't know what will hap-

pen after that." I kept my word and
stuck it out, and things did improve. As
Joe felt well enough to go out more, we
spent more time alone—we'd go out on

dates dancing or to the zoo. Feeling less

confused and angry, he was able to ex-

press his love and appreciation. Day by

day, Joe returned to being the sweet,

intelligent man I had married.

It was harder for Joey, Kelly

Cyndi to forgive their father, but I

couraged them to express their ai

and disappointment openly. We <}

ported each other, learning to talk

our problems and laugh at ourse

when we could. Joey was the quicke

adjust, and Cyndi was able to rid he

of the anger in time, but the turmo

home had hurt Kelly badly. Unabl
separate her dad's illness from his

havior, she developed deep emotii'

problems that required psychiatric c|

We took her out of school and hin

home tutor to help get her through

eighth grade. But over time, she,

started making emotional progress.
\

Six years after it began, it look

though the worst of our nightmai;

over. Until all signs of illness are gj

we will continue to see Dr. De Ml
every three months—or more often ii

feel sick. We have blood tests on|

month to monitor our red- and wll

cell counts.

Dr. De Marco is optimistic that w
all of the Lyme bacteria in my I

band's system are destroyed, he car'

sume a fully normal life. For now, Ji

resting and healing. He still needs

rest for periods of extreme fatigue,

the slowed speech and movement cj

back for a few minutes every so of

but he hasn't suffered memory los

confusion in more than a year.

Joe's former employer went od
business, so Joe receives Social Secil

disability. Until Joe recovers enoug'j

handle a full-time job, he works d

time two days a week just to help

for our medication, which isn't f|

covered by our insurance. In all,

disease has cost us more than $200,({

Most of our family is still battling

Lyme to a lesser degree. I have per

nent rheumatoid arthritis, but I find

exercise helps the pain. Joey is bJ

monitored for vision problems simik

Kelly's, but otherwise he's a healthy

happy eleven-year-old who excels in

Happily, Cyndi has been symptom-

for sixteen months. She was marrie

the spring of 1993, and she is expec

her first child.

With time, professional help and 1

ily support, Kelly's emotional scars 1

faded. She and Joe still aren't as clos

they once were, but they are slowl}

building their relationship. Toda>
sixteen, she's back in school, mal

good grades.

We still have a long climb bac

where we were before this myster

disease nearly destroyed us, and
won't stop fighting until we're toi

cured. But the important thing is

we have each other, and that the pc

of our family's love has seen us thrc

a terrible ordeal.
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From Boring" Brunette

Revel in the world's onlx haircclor with luminescent gel.

Gorgeous Hair Is The Best Revenge.

C l a i r o l



New Dr. Sertoli's Advanced Pain Relief Corn And Callus Cushion

For Pain Relief, The Solution Is Clear.

To every corn or callus sufferer, freedom conforming to your corn or callus, while it

from painful shoes has always been a thing absorbs painful shoe pressure and friction.

NEW ADVANCED
PAIN RELIEF CORN

CUSHION

of the future. But no longer.

With new Advanced Pain

Relief Corn and Callus

Products from Dr. Scholl's,

the future is here today.

That's because our new

Advanced Pain

Relief Corn Cushions and

Callus Cushions are made of a

breakthrough material we call

Cushlin™ refined over years of

laboratory research at Dr.

Scholl's. Cushlin™ gives you

And new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn

Removers also include

clinically- proven medicat-

ed discs that completely

remove your corn in five

applications or

NEW ADVANCED
PAIN RELIEF CALLUS

CUSHION

NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR SUPERIOR PAIN RELIEF

less, thanks to the most effective

removal ingredient available.

So buy new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn and

Callus Products with Cushlin™

And step up to a whole new

immediate and all-day pain relief, by softly world of pain relief.

®

DrScholls

Make life in vour shoes more comfortable.



BEAUTY & FASHIO
Terrific tummy tighteners, ageless style and more

WHEN PUSH COMES TO SHOVE
Model Laurie

Shoemaker, size 34B:
"The Wonderbra lifted

my breasts way up for

fabulous cleavage"

What's the hottest-selling

fashion item right now? The
super push-up bra. Two
companies claim to make
bras that create cleavage for

even the most modestly en-

dowed women. And guess
what: These bras really work

The Wonderbra by Sara Lee Intimates, above, is the best-

selling push-up in Britain and will be available nationwide in

the U.S. in September. It retails for $26 and is available in

three colors in sizes 32 to 38, A, B and C. The Gossard Super-Uplift,

right, made its debut in the U.S. last March; it comes in five colors in

the same sizes as the Wonder- --

bra and retails for $39.50.

A \ What makes these bras

work? A very deep plunge,

vertically angled padded

cups that push breasts

up and together, extra-

firm underwires, and

an unusual cut that's

high on the sides,

low in the front.

K OF THE MON

GREEN CONCEALER?
ow do pros camouflage red blemishes and ruddiness

without layering on lots of makeup? Willi given

concealer. Ii neutralizes the red so spots disap-

pear. Two to try: Physicians formula Gentle

Cover Concealer Stick and Chanel Professional

( lorreclive ( loncealer.

Model Micaela
Sundholm, siie

3 2A: "The
Gossard bra
is the only
one that's

ever created
cleavage"

i

—I ,ois ,|o\ Johnson

I>i \m & I \siiion Dim ( ion7
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Nurse him at 3 am, get up

and go to work, don't

talk to me about a 5-step

beauty plan. I don't

have time.

Here at last is PURPOSE '

Dual Treatment Moisturizer

from Johnson & Johnson—

the one, simple way to soft

skin. It's wonderfully light,

it won't clog your pores,

it has no fragrance, it has

just the right sunscreen,

dermatologists love it.

Take 15 seconds and put

it on. You're beautiful. Tired,

but beautiful.

Kiss the baby for us.

H; life.

And beautiful skin, too.

PURPOSE f,
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PEGGY'S LONG, straight

hair and minimal make-
up was a perfect look for

the down-to-earth six-

ties, right. She looks just

as great now as she did

then—a nineties version

of California natural

r

X Q f r

G G

Tl i i moiilll 1 .1 II \ isiis Peggy

I .ipton. w ho Ml age (ortv-

si\ is as sew. beautiful and fil

as sli<" was when she starred in

I lie sixties T\ li i i The Mod
S(/ii<i(/. I lere. her secrets to age-

less beauty:

LHJ: lloir <li) vim keep your skin

looking si i \ vnlhjuly

PL: I don I s li II . - a 11(1 I wear

sunblock, moist urizcr and eve

cream dailv. I also go to a salon

once a in o n I h lor a deep -

cleansing i real nienl

.

LHJ: // Iml made yon decide to

en I vonr linn shorty

PL: I didii I waul to hide behind

long hair an\ more. I led more

feminine w ill) short hair.

LHJ: // Iml s vonr makeup ronline'y

PL: Pretl\ simple. I powder in\

skin, fill in in \ b row s. cm H
m\ lashes, and add smok\

gra\ shadow around ni\ eves.

lipliner—an essential— to ponl

oul m\ lips and a natural-color

matte lipstick.

LHJ: )niu lasle in fashion seems

equally pored

down.

L I P T O N

black in i he w inter and w liiie

and pastels in die summer.

LHJ: // Iml s vonr definition of

heanly'y

PL: Being able io handle every-

da\ stresses without letting them

show up in vour aliunde and

vonr laee. I meditate lor lorty

minutes a da\— for me. ii puis

everything into perspective.

ami menswear-

si\ le panlsiiils

with T-shirts.

I lend lo hn\ if

BARGAIN O F THE MONTH
$28 VERSUS $250

WHICH SHADES ARE A STEAL?
These two pairs of sunglasses in classy tortoise are nearly identical.

The only difference (aside from the price): The expensive Giorgio Ar-

mani shades, near left, have a wire stem; Liz Claiborne's are acetate.



EAD MY i ICK
tLt >' asked (op makeup ariisl.

FW Cover (iirl consultant and

aul> "psychic" IU. Gillian lo read

ir staffers' lipstieks. lie revealed

rsonalit> (rails without even meet-

>i the lipstick ow ners! Does your

•slick shape resemble any of tliest*?

v if your personality does, ton.

. THE KISSER (L'Oreal Colour

:he Lipcolour in Tawny) "She's a star-

type—you can tell by her Bridget

irdot color choice," says B.J. "Her lip-

ck shape proves she wants round,

kissable lips—the perfect pout. I bet

she's very blond and likes to be tan."

2. THE POWER LIP (M.A.C. Matte

Lipstick in Chili) "This is a woman who
loves power—she's focused and likes to

be in charge," says B.J. 'The flatness of

her lipstick indicates she applies it with

force and determination, top lip first."

3. THE ELITIST (Chanel Rouge a Levres

Hydrabase Creme Lipstick in Coral Shock)

"This is one extravagant lady—the type

who would rather own just a few expensive

items and take good care of them. It's clear

she applies her lipstick lightly so it lasts."

4. and 5. THE PERFECTIONISTS
(Avon Color Rich Lip-

stick in Wine Cordial

and Estee Lauder Per-

fect Lipstick in Perfect

Emotion) "These two

are organizers— I can

tell by their ritualistic

use and application of

lipstick," says B.J. "They stretch their

mouth while applying color. They start

with fhe bottom lip, stretching it over the

teeth and ther do the top lip."

6. THE NEATNIK (Lancome Rouge Su-

perbe Lasting Creme Lipcolour in Fuschine)

"Th is woman maintains a symmetrical

lipstick shape, almost like new. She
probably bought this bluish-pink color to

perk up a sallow complexion."

7. THE LADY (Cover Girl Remark-

able Lipcolor in Very Berry) "I'd describe

this woman as calm, ladylike and frugal.

She probably has delicate, doll-like lips.

She doesn't apply much pressure—the

lipstick retains its original shape."

8. THE MECHANIC (Revlon Moon
Drops Lipstick in Earthy) 'There's an an-

gle to everything in this woman's life,"

says B.J. "She uses her lipstick as a

dual-purpose tool. She applies it from

the center using the angled area to col-

or, then the tip to line."

>he s into Therapy.

AlbertoV05,Hot Oil Hair Therapy.

A complete line of shampoos &
conditioners that replenishes hair and helps

restore its natural beauty. Only V05
Hot Oil Hair Therapy has Hydratein,"

a micro-fine moisturizing breakthrough.

It penetrates deep to moisturize from

the inside out and gives you

more naturally beautiful hair.

V05® Hot Oil Hair Therapy.
C 1 994 Alberto-Culver USA. Inc.
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This month

1 ,i |)l oil. v\

I I I.I \ i-.ii ^ Pegg> black in the winter and w hile

ho at age fortv- and pastels in the summer,

six is as sew. beautiful and lit LHJ: // hul's your definition of

a^ she was when die starred in beauty?

the -i\lir> TV hit The Mod PL: Being able lo handle everv-j

Sound. Mere, her secrets to age- da\ stresses without letting them

less heaut\ : show up in your attitude and

LHJ: I loir do you keep your skin vour lace. I meditate lor lortv

looking so youthful? minutes a da\— for me. ii |>nts

PL: I don t sun. and I wear everything into perspective,

sunblock, moisturizer and eve

cream dail\ . I also go to a salon

once a month f '»«• < < I ee n -



EAD MY LIPSTICK
V«-

asked top makeup nrtisi.

Cover Girl consultant and

autv "psychic" IU. (•illian lo road

r staffers' lipsticks, lie revealed

rsoiialily traits widioni even meet-

X the lipstick owner-: Dors your

islick shape rcsenihle any ol' these?

«' if your personality does. too.

. THE KISSER (L'Oreal Colour

:he Lipcolour in Tawny) "She's a star-

type—you can tell by her Bridget

rdot color choice," says B.J. "Her lip-

ck shape proves she wants round,

kissable lips—the perfect pout. I bet

she's very blond and likes to be tan."

2. THE POWER UP (M.A.C. Matte

Lipstick in Chili) "This is a woman who
loves power—she's focused and likes to

be in charge," says B.J. 'The flatness of

her lipstick indicates she applies it with

force and determination, top lip first."

3. THE ELITIST (Chanel Rouge a Levres

Hydrabase Creme Lipstick in Coral Shock)

"This is one extravagant lady—the type

who would rather own just a few expensive

items and take good care of them. It's clear

she applies her lipstick lightly so it lasts."

4. and 5. THE PERFECTIONISTS
(Avon Color Rich Lip-

stick in Wine Cordial

and Estee Lauder Per-

fect Lipstick in Perfect

Emotion) "These two

are organizers— I can

tell by their ritualistic

use and application of

lipstick," says B.J. "They stretch their

mouth while applying color. They start

with he bottom lip, stretching it over the

teeth, and then do the top lip."

6. THE NEATNIK (Lancome Rouge Su-

perbe Lasting Creme Lipcolour in Fuschine)

"This woman maintains a symmetrical

iipstick shape, almost like new. She
probably bought this bluish-pink color to

perk up a sallow complexion."

7. THE LADY (Cover Girl Remark-

able Lipcolor in Very Berry) "I'd describe

this woman as calm, ladylike and frugal.

She probably has delicate, doll-like lips.

She doesn't apply much pressure—the

lipstick retains its original shape."

8. THE MECHANIC (Revlon Moon
Drops Lipstick in Earthy) "There's an an-

gle to everything in this woman's life,"

says B.J. "She uses her lipstick as a

dual-purpose tool. She applies it from

the center using the angled area to col-

or, then the tip to line."
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Women on the air
Talk radio is hotter today than it has ever been. It is also dominated almost entirely

by men: Of the some nine hundred radio talk-show hosts on the air in the United

States, fewer than fifty-five are women. And there are virtually no women hosting

programs of political satire or social commentary. What's the reason for this

glaring imbalance? At a recent seminar of radio-industry members, where the

issue was debated, program directors argued that listeners perceive women

hosts as being too harsh. But though many pollsters agree that public bias does

exist, critics of today's male-dominated radio point out that if such outspoken

women as Brett Butler and Roseanne Arnold can become popular TV stars, female

radio hosts can make inroads if given a chance. —Jill Brooke, Showbiz Today

7 v3aWI Steroids that save lives
Most people associate steroids with the man-made muscle-

building drugs long vilified by doctors as dangerous and even

deadly. But corticosteroids, a form of steroid produced by the

body's adrenal glands, may actually save babies' lives. Doctors

at perinatal clinics around the country, including The Chil-

dren's Hospital of Michigan and Hutzel Hospital (both part

of The Detroit Medical Center), are successfully using corti-

costeroids in mothers-to-be who are in imminent danger of

going into early labor. The doctors say the steroids, which are

administered twenty-four to forty-eight hours before delivery,

help the baby's lungs mature, reducing the infant's risk of

developing respiratory-distress syndrome, a life-threatening

condition that frequently occurs in premature babies. Steroids may also

strengthen their fragile blood vessels, making bleeding into the brain—another

common and deadly complication—less likely. —Ed Garsten, CNN Detroit

Superphone
A new high-tech telephone is set to hit the stores this fall. PhonePlus, a sleek phone

equipped with a powerful compact computer, a display screen and a keyboard,

will let the user pay bills, transfer funds and shop by catalog more efficiently by

using an attached magnetic-strip credit-card reader. Eventually, it will even be used

to trade stocks and send E-Mail messages all over the world. The makers of

PhonePlus, U.S. Order, in Herndon, Virginia, say their superphone one day will

even act as a home ATM: Using PhonePlus, people with bank accounts will be able

to load cash credits onto cards embedded with tiny computer chips and then use

them like cash wherever the cards are accepted. —Brian Nelson, Future Watch

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Besides a cure and effective treatment I would somehow
like to reduce the stigma [of AIDS]. People are rejected by

their families, by their friends. I think that's the

hardest part that people have to live with.

—Mary Fisher, HIV-positive mother and artist who spoke before the 1 992
Republican National Convention, while appearing on Larry King Live
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Courting
the future
The courtroom of the future can

be found today in the College of

William and Mary's Marshall-

Wythe School of Law, in

Williamsburg, Virginia. "Court-

room 21," a working prototype

of what many courtrooms will be

like in the next century, is stuffed

with state-of-the-art technology.

Some samples: video monitors

that allow testimony from out-of-

town witnesses and computer

microdisks that can store evi-

dence so that it can be easily dis-

played for witnesses and the jury.

High-tech courtrooms should

soon become a reality; some of

the technology is already being

used in courtrooms around the

country today. —Al Hinman,

Science & Technology Week

A bit of tartan
One of the biggest trends this fall

is tartan, the look that made a

comeback a couple of years ago.

Designers are showing tartans in

everything from skirts to thigh-high

boots. This season, tartan seems to

be popping up in all sorts of

interesting forms—vests, blouses

and even hair ribbons. However

you decide to "tartan ize" your

wardrobe, remember this rule of

thumb: A little plaid is plenty.

—Elsa Klensch,

Style with Elsa Klensch

Watch CNN s Larry King Live for intriguing interviews with newsmakers and celebrities

(weekdays. 9 p.m. E.T.) and Showbiz Today for the latest from Hollywood to Broadway (weekdays, 5:30 p.m. EI),



hicks, Wildlife, Primitive

Locations And Lots Of Babes.

Fulvous whistling chicks.

Least-tern babies. Birds aren't the

usual subjects of an advertisement.

But then again, we're not talking

about just any environmental program. It's one that Amoco designed to give

endangered species and other birds a place to feed, breed and nest. Tliese wildlife

habitats are monitored by Amoco employees themselves, working together with

No, This Is Not Another Swimsuit Issue.

consewation groups. From North Dakota to South Carolina, Amoco employee

volunteers are spending time in swampy marshes and mosquito-ridden woods to

help preserve all kinds of wildlife for future generations. These ivetlands wildlife

habitats are part of an overall environmental program at Amoco. One tliat includes

clean-burning natural gas for cars and trucks at selected stations as well as our

Crystal ClearAmoco Ultinate gasoline which is refined an extra step to reduce

hudrocarbon exhaust emissions. Together, these

environmental efforts will be good for all living things

both today and down the road.

You Expect More From A Leader.

If uou would like more information, please contact us at: Amoco Oil Company, Customer Relations, 1-800-333-3991.



WHAT'S HOT

GREAT GUYS!
This summer, two of our favorite stars go West: Kevin Costner in Wyatt Earp

and James Garner in Maverick. Come with us behind the scenes and find out

why each is equally at home with his family and out on the range

The private

Kevin Costner

I
always figured I was some-

thing special—the way every-

body is something special."

Coming from any Holly-

wood star other than Kevin

Costner, that statement might

draw derisive hoots. But when the

ineffably sincere thirty-nine-year-

old actor says it, you believe him.

For despite his reported $ 1 4-million-

per-film price tag, Costner enjoys

a relatively austere life. He doesn't

have a press agent. He prefers

faded jeans to designer suits. He
drives a Ford Bronco instead of a

Rolls-Royce.

In fact, it is Costner's very ordi-

nariness that makes him special in

an industry where glitz and gar-

gantuan egos reign. And the

charismatic performer will likely

move closer to becoming a screen

legend by playing a historical one
in this summer's Wyatt Earp, a

panoramic saga about the life and
loves of the frontier lawman.

For the actor, it's a return to fa-

miliar territory, to the Western
landscape that provided a back-

drop for his first big-screen success

[Silverado) and his Oscar-winning

megahit (Dances with Wolves).

Says Wyatt Earp director Lawrence

Kasdan, who has known Costner

for years, "Kevin is very much in

the mold of Gary Cooper and Hen-

ry Fonda. He's very comfortable

on a horse, and he looks good
A? .LADIES' HOME JOURNAL .1111 Y 1 QQd

[with] a holster."

It's no big sur-

prise that Cost-

ner knows how
to sit tall in the

saddle: He grew

up watching
screen classics

like How the

West Was Won
in the blue-collar

Los Angeles suburb

of Compton. But his

sense of adventure

didn't stop at the

neighborhood
movie house. As a

teenager, Costner

once built a canoe
and retraced parts

of the river journey

taken by the early-

nineteenth-century

explorers Lewis

and Clark. "I've

always thought of

myself as a pio-

neer in a previous

life," he's said,

feel very comfort-

able in that world."

No wonder, then,

that Costner is so

comfortable re-

creating it on film.

He is a producer as

weil as the star of

Wyatt Earp, which

delivers an epic dose of

roughhousing and romance.

"He concerns himself with so

much beyond just his part,"

says Mare Winningham, who
plays Earp's common-law

wife, Mattie. "He has

an objectivity—

a

sense of the big pic-

ture— that's al-

ways right in his

back pocket."

"Kevin is very

easygoing on the

set and makes you

feel that he's really

glad everyone is there,"

says actress Joanna Go-
ing, who's making her

feature debut as Josie,

Earp's nineteen-year-old

girlfriend. That attitude,

according to Going,
helped in completing

Earp and Josie's big

romantic moments.
"Those scenes were not

tough with Kevin," she

says with a smile. "He

makes them very easy

because there's a com-

plete candor. He'd

say, 'This is awk-

ward, and we're
going to do it.'

And we'd laugh.

He made me feel

very comfortable

—

and I hope I did

the same for him!"

As for the burning

question on every

(continued on

page 46)
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In less than an hour, for less than $100, you can redo

your bathroom with Collage bathroom accessories. You can

have new shower curtains and towels that are cheerful and

colorful, and that go beautifully with the More Than Terry
rM

bath mat and tumbler and toilet seat and tissue box. Then,

if you do some of your best thinking

in the bathroom, you'll probably

have prettier thoughts.

lH»ii~t just sit there. Do something.



WHAT'S HOT

James Garner:
Riding high

(continued from page 42) woman's

mind: Yes, Going admits with a

sly giggle, kissing Costner "was

pretty nice."

Nice is a word Hollywood in-

siders often use to describe Cost-

ner— a genuine, if somewhat
banal, compliment in a town
known for being anything but. A
notorious Hollywood party-pooper,

he spends as much time at home

as possible, and when work takes

him away, his contracts provide

for visits from Cindy, his wife of

sixteen years, and their three chil-

dren: Annie, ten, Lily, seven, and

Joe, six. "If the adulation you get

from being in successful movies is

your reason for living, you won't

ever be satisfied," he's said. "If I

can hold my marriage together

throughout my career, that will be

an accomplishment that will be

worthwhile."

Certainly, that particular ac-

complishment would be impossi-

ble without the steadying
influence of Cindy, who stood by

him when reports of his alleged

infidelities surfaced in British and

American tabloids in 1991. Cost-

ner called the stories "off the

wall. Cindy's got to be incredibly

strong to deal with all that. . . .

We don't have a perfect mar-

riage by any means, but we work

at it." (Ironically, it's just these

family-man, nice-guy qualities that

attract women to Costner in the

first place. He's handsome, of

course, but most of his female

fans seem to admire him for his

integrity as well as his looks.)

And if the actor's personal life

isn't perfect, neither is his choice

of film roles. Many reviewers sav-

aged The Bodyguard ("Kevin

makes jokes about how much
money it made," says Mare Win-

ningham), and critics and audi-

ences alike largely brushed off

the (continued on page 50)

It's
two days before James

Garner's sixty-sixth birth-

day, and the roguishly

handsome actor is killing

time at the posh Bel-Air

Country Club—not playing golf,

as he usually does, but reading a

suspense novel in the crimson-

carpeted Grill Room. Time is

something Garner has had too

much of lately, ever since under-

going femoral bypass surgery in

January to remove an arterial

blood clot in his left thigh. Garner

believes he got the clot when his

trainer held his leg up for too long.

"The poor guy, he just feels awful

about it," he says, stretching his

legs to ease the soreness. "But my
wife wants to kill him! I've been

around the house a lot."

A notoriously private couple,

Lois and James Garner have been

married for thirty-seven years.

They rarely socialize, and when
they do it's usually over dinner

with old friends. Garner—who
stopped drinking at twenty-six,

when he realized "that the liquor

boys could produce more bottles

than I could down"—is happiest

watching sports on TV.
"She knows me better than any-

body in the world," Garner says of

his wife, who was working as a re-

ceptionist when they met at a po-

litical rally in 1956. She had a

six-year-old daughter, Kimberly,

from a previous marriage, and he

was a $175-a-week contract player

at Warner Bros. Two weeks later

they were wed at the Beverly Hills

Courthouse (the couple had a

daughter, Gigi, two years after that).

But marriage Garner-style is a

lot like the rest of his life: It seems

smooth and has staying power, but

it's far more complicated than it

appears. The Garners have sur-

vived two separations, once briefly

in 1970 and then for eighteen

months starting in 1979. "The
second time didn't have much to

do with Lois and me," says Gar-

ner. "The business was driving me
crazy." Earlier that year he'd quit

The Rockford Files, charging MCA-
Universal, the owners of the show,

with cheating him out of his per-

centage of (continued on page 50)
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Kevin Costlier

continuedfrom page 46

ironically titled A Perfect World,

a brooding drama that found

Costner cast against type as a

career criminal who kidnaps a

young boy in 1963 Texas. It

slunk off into the sunset after

earning less than $40 million in

the U.S. (not a bad chunk of

change— unless you're used to

bringing in more than four or five

times that).

Still, insiders believe that an oc-

casional cinematic misstep won't

permanently shake Costner's con-

fidence. "Success has just made
him bolder," says Kasdan. "He's

been confirmed in his belief

about things, and he has a lot of

faith in his taste and his judg-

ment." Costner is proud of his in-

tegrity—and his perspective. "I

do have a point of view, and in

Hollywood that's important. I

don't vacillate over my friendships

or my tastes. I won't be tread on."

Which means he will continue

to make the movies he wants to

make—even if he isn't always the

romantic leading man. In this

fall's The War, he'll appear in a

supporting role as a recently re-

turned Vietnam veteran seeking to

build a better life for his family.

After that comes Waterworld, a

$60 million-plus fu-

turistic adventure.

"There are things I

can do in movies
tliat the audience
knows I can do,

FAMILY MAN: Costner

hits home with Annie,

Lily and Joe

and then there are

things I haven't

done yet and will someday do
and surprise a lot of people."

Either way, Costner's shrewd

but simple instinct will continue to

inform his work. "I don't think in

deep terms," he's said. "I just

know what brings a smile to the

face." And that may be his

biggest talent of all.

—Dean Lamanna

James Garner
continuedfrom page 46

the profits. Garner sued the studio for

822.5 million, finally settling out of

court in 1989. (He isn't legally free to

discuss the details hut has said, "They'll

be paying me for the rest of my life.")

At the time, he was so bitter about

the injustice that it sent him on a

downward emotional spiral; to deal

with it, he moved out of the house,

traveled the country with his friend

Waylon Jennings and saw a psychia-

trist. Today, he credits his wife for her

patience and understanding. "Lois had

a lot of people saying, 'Sue his ass,'

and she had every right," he says.

gambler, while Gamer plays Zane Coop-
er, the ornery lawman on his trail.

"He's like few other leading men,"
says Maverick director Richard Don-
ner. "He has incredible presence and
those dark eyes that either penetrate

through you or make you smile."

Mention this to Garner, and he wastes

no time telling you that Paul Newman
was Donner's first choice to play

Cooper. But the blue-eyed actor was
committed to another project, and
Donner and Gibson turned to Garner.

"I thought maybe he'd be so overly

protective of [Bret] Maverick," says

Donner, "that he wouldn't want to

play a major role in a movie where he's

not playing the character he created."

They call it child abuse

today when they don't give

kids a television set

.

"But I was in bad shape."

Though he doesn't let it show much,
Garner is no stranger to personal pain.

He was born James Bumgarner in Nor-
man, Oklahoma, the youngest of three

brothers. His mother died when he was

five, and he moved in with relatives.

His father, a carpenter, married several

more times, once to the proverbial

wicked stepmother who beat Garner
with switches and forced him to wear a

dress as "a penalty" when she got an-

gry. If this now smacks of child abuse,

Garner shrugs it off. "They call it child

abuse today when they don't give kids

a television set in their room and their

own telephone. A certain amount of

[spanking] wouldn't hurt a lot of kids."

And Garner claims his bumpy
childhood taught him how to be inde-

pendent. Living on his own at fifteen,

he worked at odd jobs, joined the army
(winning two Purple Hearts in Korea)

and finally ended up in Hollywood.
Square-jawed and six-foot-three, he

took only a few years to land the star-

ring role in Maverick. That role, which
lasted from 1957 to 1962, and the one

he played on The Rockford Files from
1974 to 1980, helped define him as a

stalwart and graceful leading man.
Now, after acting in more than forty

feature films. Gamer takes on one of the

more meaningful movie roles of his ca-

reer, co-starring with Mel Gibson and
Jodie Foster in the S40 million big-screen

version of Maverick. This time, though,

it's Gibson who brings his considerable

charms to the role of the debonair

Garner insists he was only too hap-

py to pass the mantle to Gibson—"I

don't own it," he says of the role—but

his co-star Jodie Foster thinks it means
more than he lets on. "Mel's not imi-

tating Jim, but he's totally inspired by

him," she says. "And I think Jim was

really proud." Foster remembers
working with Garner once before—in

a forgettable Disney movie, One Little

Indian, when she was nine. "He was
the nicest person," she recalls. "I re-

member thinking he was really hand-

some and wishing my mom would go

out with a guy like him."

According to the actress, Gibson
and Garner are two of a kind.

"They're both very self-effacing,

down-to-earth guys," she says. And
Garner brings the same mature ease to

a role that he does to his golf game.

"He's learned that you don't have to

make a big show out of things," Foster

says. "You just pull back and swing."

Donner predicts that Maverick will

finally bestow on Garner the Holly-

wood stature that has eluded him for so

long. But Garner says he's just happy

to keep working (somewhat ironically,

he'll soon revive his Rockford character

in a series of TV movies for CBS).
Meanwhile, he and Lois are about to

break ground on a new home in the

Santa Ynez Valley, two hours north of

Hollywood. And while he's ready to

commute. Gamer says he'll never retire.

"You got to start going downhill some-

time," he says. "But fortunately, I haven't

done that vet." —M\rk Morrison
cr\ Anicc uamc iniiouti n n v mn.i
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The too 10letop iu

SCAMS
Each year, millions of Americans are ripped off by clever con artists. This

rundown on the latest consumer frauds will give you expert advice on how
to avoid becoming a victim. By Lauren Picker

Ordinarily, Kathleen

Coventry, thirty-eight,

of Bartlett, Illinois,

tosses junk mail into

the trash. But a letter

she received in April 1993 caught

her eye. Typed on professional-

looking letterhead, it offered a spe-

cial program designed to improve

her financial situation. "That
sounded exactly like something I

needed," says Coventry, a di-

vorced mother of two who had lost

her job when the company she

worked for went out of business.

She called for more information

and spoke with a sales representa-

tive who described a promising fi-

nancial plan. But at a cost of

almost SI,000, the program was

out of Coventry's reach. Less than

an hour after she hung up the

phone, however, another salesman

from the same company called.

He'd heard about her dilemma
from his colleague and was offer-

ing a work-at-home program that

would be better suited to her fi-

nancial resources. If she was not

satisfied, he assured her, her mon-
ey would be refunded.

A few days later, a thick envelope

arrived C.O.D. After dashing off a

check for SI 53.95, Coventry leafed

through the material, disappoint-

ment mounting with every page.

The spiral-bound notebook offered

only vague suggestions: Start a

home typing business; use your

personal computer as a source of

income. "There was no way that

any person

could read this

stuff and actually

use the informa-

tion," she says.

Coventry returned

the material along

with a request for a re

fund. That was more
than a year ago. Today,

coundess irate calls and

letters later, she has

yet to see her mon-
ey—and she proba

bly never will.

Unfortunately,

Coventry's story

is not unusual.

Each year in the

U.S., millions of

people fall victim to

scams—losing an es

timated SI 00 billion.

So prevalent has fraud

become, for instance,

that according to

1992 Louis Harris

survey, 92 per-

cent of all adult

Americans
have received

phony prize notifications and
nearly a third took the bait. "This

is a growing problem," says Patri-

cia Faley, the former acting direc-

tor of the U.S. Office of

Consumer Affairs,

in Washington,
D.C.

Part of the

trouble is that

consumers
can encounter

swindlers
virtually
anywhere.
Con artists

can open up a

local repair

shop and con-

vince you that

your appliances

need costly—and

usually unneces-

sary— repairs.

They can enter

your home
through the

mail, news-

papers, TV
and tele-

phone with

offers that

seem too good

to pass up.

Many of them
even (continued)
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The top 10 scams
continued

use company names similar to those

of bona fide organizations, duping
consumers into thinking that they're

legitimate.

Not only that, technological advances

such as computer dialing and call for-

warding have made many of these

schemes even more successful. "Because

of technology, the crooks are able to

reach out to so many more consumers

in such a short period of time that the

base number of people being hit for

fraud just keeps expanding," says

Shirley L. Rooker, president of Call for

Action, Inc., an international consumer
hot line based in Washington, D.C.

But why do so many people fall for

scams? Con artists are experts at ex-

ploiting a person's weakness for a good
deal. They're also masters of deception.

"They'll tell the consumer basically any-

thing in order to get him to write a

check or give them a credit-card num-
ber," says Richard Ress, a supervisory

special agent at the FBI.

But you don't have to be a victim. Ac-

cording to a recent survey of consumer
agencies across the country—conducted

by the Consumer Federation of America

and the National Association of Con-
sumer Agency Administrators—and in-

terviews with consumer-protection
agencies, the following scams are the ten

most common. This guide will help you
protect yourself—and your money.

Auto-repair rip-offs Most of us know little

about how our cars actually work. The
upshot: We're easy prey for dishonest

mechanics.

The typical auto-repair scam ranges

from bait and switch—for instance, ad-

vertising cheap tires to lure you into the

shop, where you'll be talked into buying

a more expensive set—to blatant lies.

"They'll wait until your transmission is

strewn across the garage floor and give

you the bad news that you need a seven-

hundred- or eight-hundred-dollar re-

pair," says Stephen Gardner, a leading

consumer advocate in Dallas.

Or, you bring your car in for a tune-

up and the mechanic shows you metal

shavings in the car's oil pan, saying that

this is a serious problem in need of im-

mediate repair. "In truth, you [should]

have shavings in your pan," says Gard-
ner. "You should be more surprised if

there aren't [any]."

Scam-busting tips "Once the work has

been done and they've discarded the old

parts, it's really difficult for the con-
sumer to prove that it was unnecessary,"

savs Anna Flores, executive director of

the National Association of Consumer
Agency Administrators, in Washing-
ton, D.C. She urges consumers to get

written estimates before authorizinga
repair work and to ask the mechan: u

keep all the old parts for you. That ij

"they may think twice if they were ga
to do something wrong," says Flores: -

Buying a used car What looks like a |jj

deal in the used-car lot may actually

a lemon in need of costly repair woii<(

replacement parts: You bring the:a

home only to have it die in your dip

way a few days or weeks later. Ancie

common con: Some dealers roll lfl

the vehicle's odometer, so it appeal!

have less mileage than it actually do&
Scam-busting tips If the car lcafc

worn, don't trust a low mileage ream
the odometer may have been tampjpc

with. And shop around; don't letj|

dealer pressure you into writing a eki

before the car has been inspected*
approved by a mechanic ofyour choje.

Home-improvement hoaxes Coma
home fix-it scams involve salesmenkn

contractors who sell inferior—or I
nonexistent—goods and services, 'kki

the case of one couple from Jnis

sachusetts who hired a contractor t«
a new roof on their house. AlthAg!

they gave the roofer a S2.000 down lay

ment, he never even started the vftk

The couple took him to small-clta

court, but got back just S400.

Scam-busting tips Before hiring abn

tractor or other worker, a home obe

should always carefully check theier

son's references and, most imporin:

inspect the contractor's previous \nt

Also, call the Better Business Bure;i

make sure there are no compUti'i

against him. Finally, call your sta^o

local consumer-protection agen^ tl

find out if your state requires conrac

tors to be bonded, licensed and ins'ed

"If [contractors] don't perform the

or don't perform it up to standards be

cause they're bonded the consume wu

get his money back," says Patricia Hev

Phony prize offers Congratulates
you're a grand-prize winner—not. ost

cards and telephone calls promisirt a

exotic vacation, a new boat or a sikbk

cashier's check are one of the faiesi

growing frauds. In truth, that newboa

is likely to be a rubber raft—if yofge

anything at all.

Catherine Brooks, a thirty-four-ear

old secretary from Alexandria, Virjhia

found that out the hard way. In urn

1992, she received a phone calan

nouncing that she was a winnerXhi

caller told her that if she sentn i

check for S299, she would be elibli

to receive cash prizes. To Brooi, i

seemed like a worthwhile investm<it a

the time. "They promised I wouli re

ceive more money later on— ipt<

5100,000," she says. She did get pzes

two personal organizers, two cick

and a coffeemaker—worth less tat

half of the money she was ask>l ti



order to collect them,

the savviest consumers can be

by con artists' ability to manipu-

[ override resistance. "These peo-

iw how to push those buttons,"

ihn Brugger, national public-

uion officer for the U.S. Postal

ion Service. Many of them set up

:ams to coincide with a promo-

push by legitimate sweepstakes,

en use sound-alike names. The

r" is required to either provide a

:ard or checking-account number

ltifkation purposes, to wire mon-

:over processing, shipping and

ig or taxes, or to make a small

se in order to receive the prize.

busting tips If you receive a post-

: telephone call that "guarantees"

j-and prize, keep a cool head and a

and on your wallet. Says Shirley

r, of Call for Action, "We've got to

question 'What strings are at-

to this offer? Why should I have to

r a prize that's supposed to be

d?'" You shouldn't. Hang up the

or toss the postcard in the trash,

rder frauds Phony prize offers

the only form of mail and tele-

ting scams to look out for.

lers perpetrate a mind-boggling

)f other rip-offs. Most often, the

involves the sale of a dubious

:t, such as "miracle" weight-loss

r a S3.99 "Universal Coat Hang-

t turns out to be a nail.

nother scheme, a so-called gov-

:nt agency will contact a new
)r a new mother, offering to help

itain a new Social Security card

er married name on it, or a card

• new baby—for a $40 fee. "They

t seem as though they're the So-

ecurity Administration, which

; not," says Marsha Goldberger,

>r of ethics and consumer affairs

Direct Marketing Association, in

ngton, D.C. "All services from

Security are free."

-busting tips Insist upon addi-

information and time to investigate

fer. "Legitimate firms will give you

me," says Brugger. "They're not

: to [have] you check it out."

1 cons According to experts, credit-

raud now costs consumers and

card companies S3 billion a year,

ype of scam can take many forms:

i artist can steal your card, or he can

! make off with your credit-card

er. Thieves have been known to

: scarded receipts out of the garbage;

i >crupulous salesperson might make
i imprints of your card to go on a

ing spree. Public telephone calls

f
so put you at risk. Criminals often

' n unwitting phone users as they

l'

in their calling-card numbers. The
i later sell the numbers to others,

t all credit scams (continued)

DoesYour

GarageDoorOpener

HaveA^feaklink?

JM If you're stuck with a chain drive opener, you know the

%^9^r answer. Chain drives rely on a noisy, greasy, slack chain

with hundreds of little links that can stretch or even break.

Consider the advantages of installing a Genie - Screw Drive Opener:

Increased Strength. Unlike most chain drive openers, Genie's

solid ten-foot steel screw and direct-drive technology deliver more

lifting force to your door.

Maximum Power, Quiet and Durability. Genie's reliable transfer

of power, from motor to screw to door, delivers a quieter, smoother lift

and close. Time after time, year after year.

"Tighter" Security. Chains flex, wobble and give. But Genie's

exclusive solid-steel screw twists down tight and resists forced,

manual operation.

The Standard for Safety. Every Genie opener meets or exceeds

the strict mandates of The Consumer Products Safety Act* and has

earned the UL Mark of Safety.

Easy Installation. Follow the step-by- step illustrated

instructions. We even have a how-to home video and a toll-

free HELP hotline. Or you can just call an authorized ipr

Genie Professional to do the job.

For the name of your nearest Genie Dealer or

Professional Installer, call 1-800-82-GENIE.

In Canada, call 1-800-654-3643.

•Effective January 1. 1093.

LIFETIME
pro-tech*;

BultForAIifetime

GXL Series

1 1994. Genie is a registered trademark of The Genie Company. Alliance. Ohio 44601 UL Listed CSA Certified



DELICIOUS

OATMEAL RAISIN/

HONEY NUT AND
APPLE BROWN SUGAR.

The top 10 scams
continued

involve charge cards, however; con
artists also target consumers who have

poor credit histories. For instance, some
companies advertise "guaranteed"
advance-fee loans. Typically, a customer

who can't get approved for a conven-

tional loan pays the company a $200 to

$500 "application" or "processing" fee;

the loan, of course, never materializes.

Other companies claim that they can

clean up a bad credit record. For $60 or

more, you'll get such commonsense tips

as "pay your bills on time."

Scatn-busting tips To safeguard against

credit-card fraud, destroy all carbons

and voided receipts. When purchasing

items at a store, make sure your credit

card is in view at all times. If you're us-

ing a calling card in a public place, says

Shirley Rooker, "Be sure your body is

between the person behind you and the

keypad." And never reveal your card

number or even the expiration date to

unsolicited callers.

Finally, says Stephen Brobeck, execu-

tive director of the Consumer Federa-

tion of America, in Washington, D.C.,

"Credit-repair clinics and loan brokers

should be avoided." The Consumer
Credit Counseling Service is a legiti-

mate organization that can help vou get

out of debt. Call 800-388-CCCS for the

counseling office nearest you.

Travel trickery You're browsing through

the travel section of your local paper

when you spot an unbelievably low fare

to Rome. Don't believe it. Designi
|

attract the infrequent flyer, thes«u

make the price of a flight seem artif ia

ly low by misrepresenting a one-u a^a

as a round-trip ticket and separating

the other charges. You'll bookt
flight—but it will end up being ioi

than twice the original price.

Though consumers can, of ccs
hang up the phone once they realiztl

flight will cost considerably more 11

the advertised fare, very few actualld

Once you're on the line, the salespia

is trained to keep you there until yip

made a reservation. "They can <e

come consumer resistance," w|
Stephen Gardner.

Another common travel scanH-.

special promotional offer: Simpl^i

down $100 to lock in a low-fee patai

and you can take the trip at any riier

the next year or two. "You call baol

ter a year and find that the phono
been disconnected," says John Be«

director of the National Fraud Infdn

tion Center, in Washington, D.C. t

Scam-busting tips To keep frorrk

tine duped, avoid fly-by-night t!»

agents. "Just as you shop around >r

car or a house, go to different th

agents. Compare their services an^ti

prices they charge you," says Anna^l

res. And be suspicious of open-edi

offers. "See whether they're willii;

give you a bona fide reservation, ";a

Barker. "If they say 'we'll take carol

later,' that could be a problem."

Investment schemes According tfltl

North American Securities Adminisntc

yu

WHAT TO DO IF YOU'VE BEEN CONNED

If you're the victim of a scam, it's unlikely you'll ever get your moi8)

back. Still, there are steps you can take:

"Complain, complain, complain," advises consumer advocate Step

Gardner. As soon as you realize you've been had, contact the compil

responsible. "The longer you delay, the greater the chances that the c

pany is going to move someplace else and start ripping off a new bu

of people," says Shirley Rooker, of Call for Action.

If you paid for phony goods or services with a credit card, call

credit-card company right away and ask them to stop the charge. If I
charge has already been put on your bill, under the Fair Credit Bilir.

Act you can dispute it and request a charge-back within sixty days ofte

ceiving your bill. To do so, immediately write to your credit-card como

ny and include such documentation as a copy of your order, the date pi

ordered the material and the name and phone number of the compn^

that sold you the bill of goods.

If you wrote the con artists a check or gave out your bank-acccn

number, you have a couple of days to block the withdrawal. Call yu

bank immediately.

Contact your local, state and federal consumer-protection offices. Esr

if they can't get your money back, your complaint could protect others

Call the National Consumer League's Fraud Information Center at 8C

876-7060 for information, referrals and assistance.



;iation, U.S. investors are defraud-

:" a total of S10 billion each year,

[ally, [the scam artist] will target

le who have invested some money

:e," says John Barker. They also

on people who have responded to

ir mailings about investments. To
>ff the con, swindlers telephone vic-

and offer the investment opportuni-

a lifetime. The deal is often linked

lew development, such as a govern-

project; the con artist says it will

the investment through the roof,

ter taking the bait, victims are likely

ceive "financial statements" from

on artists, showing that their invest-

is earning a high return—at first,

's when the crook will convince you

ut even more money into the

me. Then, "one day they call up

say, 'I'm sorry, we made a bad bet

ill your money is gone,' " says Pa-

Faley. "Or they may disappear af-

.king your life savings."

n-busting tips Be wary of unso-

d calls from companies who offer

i deal that's too good to be true. "If

:one offers a deal [that's] going to

; an enormous return on your mon-
jut you must invest today, that

Id be a clue" that you should be

ious and carefully investigate the

,
says Faley. You should also be

icious of testimonials from other

satisfied investors—they may be on the

con artist's payroll. To get reliable infor-

mation on investments, talk to your in-

vestment adviser, if you have one. Or
contact the National Fraud Information

Center at 800-876-7060 and discuss the

sales pitch with them before handing
over your money.
Fake employment opportunities During re-

cessionary times, employment fraud
proliferates. According to Marsha Gold-
berger at the Direct Marketing Associa-

tion, work-at-home scams are "one of

the oldest schemes" and often target

stay-at-home moms. Other employment
cons include the sale of job lists—for

S40 or more, a company will send you
information that could have been culled

from the helped-wanted ads. Enterpris-

ing criminals also latch onto news events

to give their pitch credibility. In the

wake of the Persian Gulf War, for in-

stance, ads promised jobs in the Gulf,

and people were sometimes charged
hundreds of dollars for work papers that

never arrived.

Scam-busting tips If you're looking

for work, use resources that are free of

charge, such as the classified section of

your local paper. Be skeptical of any
employment "opportunity" that requires

you to send in money first.

Uncharitable solicitations These scams
take advantage of a person's generosity.

Typically, you're called by someone
who says he's from a nonprofit group in

need of funding; he may even claim to

represent an organization with a name
similar to that of a bona fide nonprofit

group. (Other swindlers may contact
you in the wake of a natural disaster,

such as an earthquake or hurricane,
claiming to be from a relief organiza-

tion ) If you agree to make a contribu-

tion, the caller will ask for your
credit-card number. Or he might ask
vou to send money through an
overnight mail company, thus avoiding

the postal service (and mail-fraud
statutes) and ensuring that he'll get your
money immediately. Often, you never
realize that you've been ripped off.

Scam-busting tips "NX'atch out for ap-

peals that are long on emotion and short

on describing what actions the charity is

taking to address the problems," says

Bennett VX'einer, director of the Council

of Better Business Bureau's philan-

thropic advisory service in Arlington,

Virginia. If you're contacted by a fund-

raiser for an unfamiliar chanty, request

additional information before making a

contribution. Also, contact your local

Better Business Bureau, which keeps

records on various charities.

Lauren Picker has written for The New
York Times and The Wall Street Journal.

-FOR. Ar UJtfPLE. ute&K^OFGEWryf

MUDD Mask & MUDD Scrub
....down-to-earth skincare.

MUDD- Mask DEEP CLEANING
treatment may look ugly

but what it does for your skin is

simply beautiful.

You can actually feel

MUDD' Mask's unique

100% NATURAL PURIFYING CLAYS
working to draw out oil and dirt

everyday soap simply can't reach.

MUDD* Mask also LIFTS AWAY DRY.

DEAD SKIN CELLS that can make
your complexion look dull

and lifeless.

The result is skin

so deep-down clean it will

FEEL REFRESHED AND ALIVE.

That's the beauty of

15 minutes of ugly.

MUDD MUDD
Mask



WOMAN TO WOMAN

(,(,

1 in disappointed
in my daughter

"

No parent likes to admit

the person my daughter

picture hangs in the hall-

way of my daughter. Eliz-

abeth,* then five years

old. She wears the or-

ange terry-cloth lion

costume I made for her that Hal-

loween; a lollipop is jammed in her

mouth. How lucky I am, I used to

say. to have this loving, bright, cre-

ative girl as my child. Never in my
darkest dreams could I have imag-

ined the anguish she has brought to

me over the past two years, as she

has gone through the painful pro-

cess we call growing up.

My husband, Mark, and I

thought we'd done

our best. Because I

know how lonely it

can be for an only

child, we entered

Elizabeth early on

into nursery school

and play groups. I

teach, and Mark is

part owner of an ac-

counting firm, so

our jobs were flexi-

ble enough lo allow

us to spend extra

time with our daughter—baking

bread, painting pictures, making

dolls' clothes and holding tea par-

ties. When she developed an inter-

est in ballet, we sent her to classes.

As in all households, I guess,

Mark and I occasionally had our

angry outbursts with her. We were

annoyed when Elizabeth left her

*All names have been changed.

it, but I will: I don't like

has become

homework unfinished, and when
she switched from flute lessons to

violin to piano—then gave them all

up without too much of a try. Af-

ter a teacher reported that Eliza-

beth seemed easily frustrated by

schoolwork, the three of us went

for family counseling. There, we
were assured that her fears and

self-doubts were nothing out of the

ordinary for a preteen.

Indeed, as she entered high

school, Elizabeth's grades im-

proved. She became involved in

extracurricular activities and took

a part-time evening

job. There were no weekend keg

parties or Saturday-night joyrides

for her; instead, she and her

friends went to the movies or

watched videos together. We wait-

ed for that steady boyfriend to ap-

pear, but he never did.

Sometimes Elizabeth thought we
were being too protective—like, for

example, when we refused to let her

go to unchaperoned parties. She

grumbled about getting a smaller

allowance than her friends did, and

she needed occasional prodding to

straighten up her room. But all in

all, she seemed to be a happy
young woman who was warm, con-

siderate and loving. We congratu-

lated ourselves on a job well done.

Then graduation night came.

When Elizabeth stayed out until

dawn with her friends, we weren't

terribly concerned; we felt she was

entitled to one celebration. We
were surprised, however, when she

continued to come home that

summer at two, three, then four

o'clock. She promised to try to be

in earlier. She rarely was.

In the fall, Elizabeth went away

to the state college

she had chosen. She

was successful

enough that first

year—dating a little,

making good grades

in dance classes.

Then came sopho-

more year and her

one major disap-

pointment: Eliza-

beth entered an

important dance
competition and came m second3

though she had worked hard and

felt she deserved to win. We were

proud that she'd done that well,

but she interpreted the "loss" as an

insurmountable failure.

Elizabeth decided to change

schools in order to study sociology.

A few months into her second

semester there, she fell for a hand-

some, slightly older man. When he

eventually dropped (continued.



ToMostMoms It'sA
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It's SaltAnd Water.
It'sA Little Known Fact That After Use Clorox" Bleach Breaks Down

To Little More Than Salt And Water.

Thesame Clorox

Bleachyou've

rel/ed on all

these years

is also an

environmen

tally sound

:hoice. Wat's bemuse it

'wreaks down naturally

to simple elements after-

use, just as it always has. And ij'you J

iidn '/know that, then there are some terrific

uses ofClorox Bleachyou may be miss-

ing out on.

did you know Clorox Bleach

extends the life offreshly cutflowers?

It's true. Just add 1/4 teaspoon (20

drops) ofClorox Bleach to each quart

ofwater used in your rase.

hid didyou knowpouring

Clorox Bleach

down your

sink is an

easy

and environ-

mentally sound

|^ way to get rid

ofodors in

{ the disposal"f

That's because

Clorox Bleach works

quickly and always

breaks down to little

more than saltandwater after use.

That's the great thing

about Clorox Bleach.

\o matter how or

whm>y° l{ JftK Bleach

use it. it's VE Wf Process

always an 4> s;

environmen-

tally sound choice, as

thediagram shows.Andthat'ssomethingyou
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Woman to woman
continued

her for another girl, the resulting grief

sent her grades plummeting, and her at-

tendance at dance classes dwindled.

Placed on academic probation, Elizabeth

considered dropping out, but agreed to

return for one more try. It wasn't long,

though, before she was calling us in tears,

telling us that she found it impossible to

study. At our urging, she saw a counselor.

Then she met Louis at a bar during

one of her weekends home. They started

dating, and she was soon taking long

weekends off from school to stay at his

apartment. Louis was on welfare, had
alcohol problems and was on parole for

some misdemeanor that was never ex-

plained to us. We didn't have to speak

our disapproval of him. She knew.

Elizabeth began to charge her phone

calls to our number, sending the bills

skyrocketing. Though she'd always been

careful with money, she was now run-

ning up $200 and $300 charges for din-

ners and expensive presents for Louis on

the credit card I'd given her for necessi-

ties. After several warnings, we took the

card away. We tried expressing our con-

X-TREMELY CONFUSED

It may seem that parents such as the ones in this story

might be doing something wrong if, despite their best

efforts, their children end up as lazy, apathetic young

adults. But it's more likely that these kids are just char-

acteristic of their generation. The 46 million people

born between 1965 and 1976 make up the second-

largest young-adult population in U.S. history—and

one of the most maligned.

The aimlessness of these teens and twentysome-

things has earned them nicknames like "Generation

X," "The Nowhere Generation" and "slackers." The

media calls them alienated, causeless, selfish. Rather

than dressing for—and reaching for— success,

"X'ers" wear grungy flannel and ripped jeans and

settle for low-prestige, low-paying jobs to cover the

rent and cable bills. And over half of eighteen- to

twenty-four-year-olds—a thirty-two-year high as of

1 992— still live at home.

But there are real reasons for this seeming lack of

ambition: The baby boomers had the comfort of the

fifties and the exhilaration of the sixties; this genera-

tion saw the shallowness of the seventies and the mis-

guided materialism of the eighties. In this decade, their

prospects of work, love and fun are dimmed by reces-

sion, AIDS and violence.

"These kids grew up in an entirely different world

than we grew up in," says Karen Ritchie, executive

vice president, managing director of General Motors

Mediaworks and author of the upcoming book After

the Boom: Marketing to Generation X (Lexington

Press). "Their world is one in which it's much more im-

portant to get along, to conform, not to offend. Many
of them speak with a rising inflection in their voices

—

as if they're asking a question—reflecting their reluc-

tance to sound opinionated. But their resentment of the

boomer generation has been overblown. Most of them

respect the kind of independence and vitality that the

boomers represent."

Despite the fears of their parents, however, many
X'ers aren't wasting their lives, but waiting until it

feels safer to venture out into the world. "It's adult-

hood deferred," says Judith Longer, president of the

cems over the direction her life wasak-

ing, but nothing came of it.

One terrible day, Elizabeth ai
were in the kitchen when, clearly \M
fied, she blurted out, "SomethirH
wrong—I need to see a gynecologt.l

She had contracted the virus that czpi

genital warts. Mark and I worei
whether she might also be HIV-posiM
and Elizabeth reluctantly agreed til

tested. For six weeks, we tried nc'n

imagine the worst. Our little girl bn{

tested for AIDS? Was this really l)j

pening to us?

By the time the negative (contirm

I

-H
New York-based market-research company Langfll

Associates, Inc. As for the reluctance to ieave \m

nest, Ritchie adds that X'ers facing a tough econori-j

are waiting until they can afford a place with all tUt

luxuries of home.

And while some members of this new breed do I

the lazy "slacker" label, saying all of them are lil' !

that would be as silly as believing that every ball

boomer spent the I960, protesting Vietnam or gettirw

high on drugs. "They haven't even started to mo'iji

into their earning years, and half of them aren't mcB
ried yet, but we boomers have pronounced them ec

nomic failures," says Ritchie. "And we have real

i

very little evidence for that attitude. The fact i

boomers are so used to having been the center of d

tention that we don't want to step aside and let thj

younger generation have a shot."

Many X'ers are working to create a more secui

world for themselves and others, and more younj

adults than ever are involved in community Servian

particularly in areas such as aiding the homele I

and working toward a cleaner environment. Eve

those not yet on the career track are quietly prepa

ing for the future. Susan Hayward, a partner of th

market-research firm Yankelovich Partners, Inc

says, "They wear grungy clothes, but they have a

interview suit in the closet."

Parents may not care for their X'er children's tastes cj

habits, but they can learn to accept them as individual

Ross E. Goldstein, Ph.D., a psychologist and presided

of Generation Insights, a San Francisco consulting fin]

that tracks generational trends, offers these suggestions]

Avoid judging. Talk to them. Try to understan

their expectations and why they don't match yours.

Be positive. Discuss the benefits of your value

and expectations, not the disasters that await in the d

rection they're going.

Let go. "Even having done the best job in thl

world, parents don't have complete control over ho\

their kids wind up," says Goldstein. "Recognizing the]

can be liberating. You can stop trying so hard.

—Lynn Harrii

I a«i,8» L JULY 1994



THE JOY
F NOT

jdczs/cz scz/czcfin/us/ one minu/e.

COOKING
Now turning out great-tasting, home-

made pasta salad is as easy as turning on the

tap. Just take Rosetto Salad &
Soup Tortellini out of tlle

freezer, place in a strainer, and

thaw under hot running water

for one minute. Then drain,

throw in a few sliced vegetables

if you like, and toss with your

favorite salad dressing. That s

X.'l is aiUblc in all areas. ©1994 Ore-Ilia Kiocls, Inc.

all there is to creating a delicious pasta salad

th Rosetto. It s wholesome, durum tortell 1111

filled with ricotta, romano,

and parmesan cheeses. Its

delightful pasta that comes out

just right every time, hecause

there's never any cooking

involved. Perfect for salads,

perfect for soups, and always

ready in just one minute.



INTRODUCING: FOR WOMEN ONLY

"THE BODY BY JAKE HIP AMD THIGH MACHINE
WILL SHAPE AND TONE YOUR HIPS AND
THIGHS IN 30 DAYS, OR YOUR
MONEY BACK."

TURN YOUR HIP AND THIGH WORKOUT INTO AN
EXCITING FITNESS CHALLENGE.
Say goodbye to dull, tm I it I 111 ling workouts. Unlike any other exerciser, the Body By Jake Hip And Thigh

Machine is so effective, you'll start noticing the slimming and tinning results almost immediately.

USE THE 10 MINUTE TRIO FOR A COMPLETE HIP AND THIGH WORKOUT.
With the Body By Jake Hip Ami Thigh Machine, you'll exercise all parts of your hips and thighs — all in

just IO minutes! You'll perform 3 shaping and muscle-firming exercises. (Switch exercises in just seconds!)

INNER THIGH
Push in to trim,

tighten and tone

the inner thighs

(adductor

muscles).

OUTER THIGH
Push out to firm

up and slim

down the outer

thighs (abductor

muscles).

LEG PRESS
Works the front and
back ofyour thighs,

as well as your back-

side, lor a trim and

firm look (quads,

hamstrings and
gluteals).

AND, THE BODY BY JAKE HIP AND THIGH MACHINE IS AFFORDABLE.
It's a remarkable buy at just $199.90 (plus shipping of $29.95). Kven better, it's yours in 5 easy payments of $39.98! (plus shipping and handling)

THE BODY BY JAKE
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
If you're not completely!

satisfied with the result

you achieve on the Bod;

By Jake Hip And Thigh
1

Machine in 30 days, we
will refund your money
full and pay for return

shipping and handling.

ORDER NOW! 1-800-889-3251 ext.

OR, CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE.

To order or tor more information, write to:

USA Direct, Body By Jake Hip And Thigh Machine,

Dept. A, 6250 Ridgewood Road, St. Cloud, MN 56395

3120
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Woman to woman
coiiluiiicJ

results came back, Elizabeth had offi-

cially dropped out of college. Since she

was no longer a student, we felt we
shouldn't support her financially. She
protested briefly, but within a month
she had moved in with Louis and taken

a job as a salesclerk.

Our disappointment grew. Several

months earlier, Elizabeth displayed for

us a gold pen that she had found in the

ladies' room of the mall where she
works. "Didn't it ever occur to you that

you took something that wasn't yours, at

another person's expense?" Mark asked.

"But I asked the mall manager," she

replied. "No one claimed they had lost

it. If I'd left it with the manager, some-
one else would have taken it home." As-

tonished and saddened, we urged her to

take the pen back, but I doubt she did.

Mark and I now realize that Elizabeth

has been repudiating our lifestyle in ev-

ery way she can. She spends her

evenings in bars and pool halls. When
she is angry, four-letter words just fly

out of her mouth. Although art and lit-

erature are important to us, Elizabeth

rarely even picks up a newspaper.

We have twice in the last two years

paid for therapy for her, but she stopped

attending sessions after a few months.

"It's only me who can straighten out my
life," she announced. She seems to

know that she is not ready to do so yet.

What purpose were we serving when
we thought we were acting as role mod-
els? we now ask ourselves. What is the

use of parenting at all? I recently saw a

mother and her teenage daughter shar-

ing a close moment at an art gallery. I

wanted to ask: How did you do it?

Being a mother seemed so simple

when Elizabeth was a toddler. Today, I

don't know what "good parenting"
means anymore. If my daughter is not

as "successful" as her college-graduate

peers, am I suddenly a bad parent? All

too often, the echo in my mind clearly

whispers, yes.

At work, friends bring in pictures of

their daughters in bridal gowns and talk

about their children's graduate work or

creative endeavors. Envious of them and
sad for myself, I try to smile bravely,

wishing I could brag, too. If they should

ask, am I supposed to say, "I'm relieved

our daughter is at least barely managing
to support herself, and I'm pretty sure

she wouldn't steal, lie or deliberately

hurt anyone"?

Still, I have come to realize that my
situation is far from unique, mainly be-

cause I have recently begun to talk

about Elizabeth with other mothers who
are willing to share similar stories.

Some parents in our community sp

about our teens' nonchalant attiti

about cheating and the absence of w
we used to call basic respect. We
amazed when we hear how many c

dren are drinking, using LSD or smok
marijuana. A friend who is also a teac

reports that 70 percent of her high sch

seniors admitted to having had sex.

In fact, the more truthful I am wll

people ask how Elizabeth is doing, I

more I hear stories that are similar!

my own. I hear about sons with grl

promise who drop out of college; intel

gent daughters in young, miserable mi
riages. I suspect I am not the only (I

whose child has taken an AIDS te|

And with each story that unfolds, I hi

the parents' pain and amazement ti

this is happening to their child. Perhil

my daughter is simply typical of II

generation. But when it's your o|

child who's a member of that genei

tion, the reality is much more painl

than you could possibly imagine.

These days, Elizabeth comes by ocl

sionally when we aren't around—mail

to "borrow" a few inexpensive items. I

when I arrive home to find that all tl

twenty sheets of toilet paper are gontl

know she's been here.

Though there are times when she c|

barely pay her rent, Elizabeth does!

ask us for money anymore—not sir!
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it her $400 toward a car and never

. cent returned. She has stopped

ing phone calls to us. Her Christ-

nd birthday cards to us are signed,

ak you for putting up with all the

le I've caused. Love, Elizabeth."

the advice of one acquaintance

las been through a similar situation,

topped reminding Elizabeth about

rs' appointments and bills that need

y. My friend also urges me to talk

ler as a friend more than as a par-

'iscussing my own life and worries

than probing into hers. As a result,

omach pains have eased and there

ver nights of uncontrollable crying.

I see it now, the concept that our

en are clay to be molded into some-

roe value is probably the most dam-
idea we held as parents. Yes, I

Mark and I did too much guiding,

uch protecting, too much hovering,

ver lovingly, we tried to mold her

ling to the inclinations of our own
talities, without regard for the fact

lis child was always a separate, dis-

jeing. I see now that Elizabeth felt

tit of not being what we wanted her

and rebellion seemed the only path

iing out who she really was.

;ometimes helps to ease my guilt

I remember that Elizabeth is not

st child ever to go against her par-

ishes. I, too, had no idea what to

th my life at twenty-two. Rather

rebelling against the pressures,

ver, I turned my distress inward
[ was so depressed that I needed a

iatrist's help. My mother was sure

his was a sign that she had failed,

he was responsible. Only now am I

ning to understand how horrible

:nse of responsibility can be.

course, I still have hopes for Eliza-

I would like to see her return to

e, and to dancing— I think she is

at it than she ever knew. I would
er to find a man who is moving
rd in life. But those are her deci-

All I can do right now is miss her,

ler, hope she takes care of herself

ook forward to the day when she

es to visit us more often,

til that happens, I'm trying not to

ny breath.

/ANT TO HEAR FROM YOU
)lunm is a series of intimate revelations by

i. Ifyou have a story you 'd like to share,

x Ladies' Home Journal, Box WW, WO
ivenue, New York, NY 10017. Anieles

•e true, first-person accounts about experi-

io personal that one would reveal them

a best friend. (All identities will be

nonymous on request.) Stories should be

words, typed double-spaced and accom-

1 by a self-addressed, stamped envelope,

include your address and daytime tele-

number on the manuscript. We will pay
c
or each article acceptedfor publication.
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Migraines and deadlines don't mix So I saw my doctor.

What surprised me was how much my doctor could do for me.

Music is my life. And a migraine would stop me cold. I put off calling

the doctor. But when I finally did. I couldn't believe all the help I got.

What hurt worse than my migraines was missing time with Canic.

But now we ilo so much more together since 1 saw mv doctor.

Today, thanks to new medical

research, doctors have a better

understanding of migraines. They

know that a migraine is more than

just a "hail headache." It has a unique

set of biological causes and physical

symptoms.

These symjnoms include at least

two of thefollowing: pain on one side

of the head, throbbing pain, pain

that's moderate to severe, pain that's

aggravated by activity. Migraine

symptoms also include one of the

following: sensitivity to light

and/or sound, or nausea with or

without vomiting.

Doctors also have a better insight

into how much a migraine can affect

you and everyone around you. Today

doctors can diagnose migraine better;

and they can provide treatment pro-

grams that ttre surprisingly effective.

Now you can live more of the

life you want. But only a doctor can

•give you the whole story. Call your

doctor today.

Cerenex
PHARMACEUTICALS
DIVISION Of CLAM INC

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Before Your Next Migraine,
Call Your Doctor.

IMC002R0 Printed in USA Februorv 1



MIND/BODY

WHY MEN CAN'T
FIND THINGS-
and other great

mysteries solved
Ever wonder why men think, behave and react so

differently than we do? Is it simply because of the

wav they were raised? Or is it biological? Here's the

latest surprising research. By Dianne Hairs

My
husband, Bob,

is thirteen inches

taller and eighty

pounds heavier

than I am—but

those are only the

most obvious differences between

us. He can calculate tips, mileage

and mortgage rates in his head. I

can't—but I'll beat him every time

at anagrams or Scrabble.

He can tell in a glance whether

the car can squeeze into a park-

ing space. I'm the one who
homes in on the "miss

ing" keys in the jumble

atop his bureau.

When asked for di-

rections, he tells

people to go a mile

south and a half mile

east; I tell them to

turn right at the high

school and left at the

supermarket.

Why do men and
women think, act and

react in such different

ways? Is it because we
are born different? Or
do we become different

because of our environ-

ment and experiences?

I m.w^umniWmM luuuaa&i

This question—one of the

most controversial in the be

havioral sciences—has long been

the subject of vigorous debate.

Before the turn of the century, it

was assumed that the differences

were exclusively a result of nature.

Men were thought to have larger

brains—and were therefore thought

smarter. But that theory was put to

rest in the early 1900s, when scien-

tists studying the human skull

found some women had

larger brains than some

men—leading them to

conclude that brain

size varied with body

size, not gender.

More recently,

social scientists

theorized that

gender differ-

ences were
the result of

the distinct

ways boys
and girls were

nurtured. Lit-

tle boys w ere

taught not to

cry and were en-

couraged to play

with guns, trucks and

other toys that developed "mascu-

line" traits. Girls, by contrast, were

allowed to show emotions and

were encouraged to collect Barbie

dolls, not model cars. These child-

hood variables were thought to ful-

ly explain the different ways men
and women behaved as adults.

But now it seems the question of

gender differences is far too com-
plex for an either-or answer. No
one discounts the influences of so-

cial factors, but increasingly, sci-

entists are beginning to learn

about some very concrete physio-

logical differences between the

genders as well.

"You can't pull apart nature and

nurture," says Diane Halpern,

Ph.D., a psychology professor at

California State University, in San

Bernardino, who has researched

gender differences. "There are

tilings that men, on average, excel

at, and diings that women, on av-

erage, excel at. But the fact that

there are differences doesn't mean
one is good and one is bad, or that

there's a winner or a loser."

In fact, gender (continued)
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Vivien Leigh, is authentic to the movie scene.

Rendered in finest handcrafted detail. Entirely

handpainted from parasol and hat, to neck-

An outstanding value, "Scarlett" is first in

the Scarlett and Rhett: Moments of Passion
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Why men can't find things

continued

differences are what make life with

members of the opposite sex so in-

triguing. Here are some of the most
recent and revealing findings about

the different ways that men and
women think, behave, develop, feel

and function:

1 . Male and female brains
are not identical. Scientists say

there are actual physical differences

in men's and women's brains. Wom-
en tend to have a thicker corpus cal-

losum. a nerve cable that connects

the brain's two halves. Some re-

searchers believe this allows for more
communication between the two
sides, although no one is quite sure

what effect that has. Also, experts

contend that the key functions, such

as language and memory, are fo-

cused in different parts of the brain

in men and women.
2. Women's brains age
more slowly than men's. Us-

ing computers and magnetic reso-

nance imaging techniques to create

three-dimensional images of the

brain, several teams of neurologists

have found that women's brains

seem less vulnerable to age-related

changes. In men, the amount of gray-

matter— a key indicator of intelli-

gence—begins to decrease at an ear-

lier age than in women, whose sex

hormones may protect their brains

from this sort of atrophy.

3. Women have better
hearing. Throughout life, a wom-
an's hearing is more acute than a

man's. As babies, girls are more sen-

sitive to sounds, particularly their

mother's voice, and are more startled

by loud noises than boys are. In vari-

ous experiments, scientists have
found that women are better at de-

tecting "pure" tones (tones of a sin-

gle frequency) during childhood and
most of adulthood. While men begin

to lose their ability to detect high

tones at about age thirty-two, wom-
en's hearing doesn't start to deterio-

rate until about age thirty-seven. In

addition, British researchers have
found that women are more likely to

listen with both ears, while men fa-

vor the right ear.

4. Women are more sensi-
tive to tastes and smells. In

laboratory experiments, women have

proved better able than men to dis-

tinguish sweet, sour, saltv and bitter

avails fl« iSHIBDAk 4UU 1i?81

substances. They also can detect

smaller levels of odors, match them
more accurately with their sources

and rate them more precisely accord-

ing to specific qualities, such as fa-

miliarity or offensiveness. Even baby

girls seem to have more sensitive

noses: In one test in which babies

were offered scented or unscented

rattles, the girls were more likely to

choose the scented ones.

5. Men have keener eyes.
Scientists say that men under age

forty have better "'dynamic visual

acuity," which means they are better

able to detect small movements in

their visual field. They also are more
sensitive to bright light and can de-

tect subtle differences in light pat-

terns. The ability to see well at long

distances begins to deteriorate at an

earlier age for women (between diirty-

five and forty-four) than for men (be-

tween forty-five and fifty-four)

.

6. Women are better find-
ers and matchers. Women tend

to be better than men at rapidly

identifying matching items, a skill

known as perceptual speed. When
shown a crowded tabletop or desk-

top in psychological experiments,

women are more likely than men to

remember if an item has been dis-

placed. Once they've seen an array

of objects, women replace them in

their exact positions more accurately

than men do.

7. In terms of sexual turn-
ons, men are more visual,
and women are more tac-
tile. Apparently because of testos-

terone's effects, men seem to have

sharper and stronger visual percep-

tions than women do. This may ex-

plain why men are more aroused by
looking at erotic material than wom-
en are, and why the audience for

pornographic magazines is mostly
male. For women, touch is more of a

turn-on than is visual stimulation.

8. Girls and women have
more of a way with words.
Speech pathologists report that in

general girls start talking earlier

than boys, develop more extensive

vocabularies and use more varied

and sophisticated sentences. In

standardized tests of third- to

eighth-graders, girls consistently

outscore boys in spelling, punctua-

tion, vocabulary and reading com-
prehension. Other studies have
found that women are better at

coming up with synonyms, un-

scrambling letters to form word in)

anagrams and thinking of wed
that begin with a certain letter.

9. Men are stronger; we
en are more dexterous. \«d

men can outmuscle most worruj

but when it comes to precision taxs

power isn't everything. In laborarjj

tests that involve working door lafl

es or inserting pegs in a pegbotfjj

women have proved to be ml
adept. However, researchers n'jm

that this advantage at precision til

may have less to do with the fenB
brain and more to do with a wcH
an's smaller fingers and greater digil|

muscle control.

1 0. Men and women najM
gate in different ways. «t

experiments in which volunteers jb)

lowed a route on a tabletop mm
men learned the route more quia
and made fewer mistakes along I
way. However, once they had rrfl

tered the route, women remembeji|

more landmarks. The conclusil
Mefl orient by direction, distam
and spatial relationships—skills tl

may explain why they tend to be tl

ter map-readers. Women rely ml
on landmarks to find their way.

11. Girls are better natui
planners. Some scientists belil

that during childhood, girls shl
greater natural planning ability til

boys—a skill that may give themI
intellectual edge over boys in the el

ly elementary years. Boys, howevl
do catch up, and there are no cl

cernible differences at older ages. I

1 2. Women's sex hormonij
fluctuate monthly durim
their childbearing year
men's fluctuate daily ai

seasonally. Women's perfJ

mance on certain tasks, includia

some related to spatial ability al

some with verbal skills, seems to v;|

as levels of estrogen go up or dom
through the menstrual cycle. Mel
hormonal cycles also affect their aril

ities. One study found that meitj

spatial ability typically improves!

the spring, when testosterone lev]

are lower. The possible impact o:j

man's daily testosterone rise (in tj

morning) and fall (in the evenin

isn't fully understood.

1 3. Women and men ai

vulnerable to differei
types of mental disorder
Women are much more likely thj

men to develop depression, eati:;

disorders and anxiety (continui
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Why men can't find things

continued
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disorders, including panic atttfes,

Men are more likely to develop -M

holism, substance-abuse disorB
and antisocial personality disoifl

In a recent epidemiological sum
researchers found that womenjB
twice as likely as men to devel-H

mental disorder as a result of traiB

such as rape or abuse.

1 4. Both men and worm
have sexual fantasies, *
the scenarios vary wide-
While researchers have found
men and women report an el
number of sexual daydreams I
fantasies, a survey of more than tm

hundred college students reveB
that men's fantasies contained rm
explicit sexual images and culmiB

ed in sexual acts more quickly il

did women's. In women's fantaB

emotional feelings played a gm
role, and there was more kissing I
car; jsing. In general, women fal

size about partners with whl
they've been involved, while ml
fantasies include a greater varier

imaginary lovers.

1 5. Women smile a
make eye contact more
ten than men do. In studie

a wide range of interactions, won
beginning in their preteen and 1

years, consistently smile more
quently than men do. It may
something innate or it may be sin

because people tend to smile mor
women—so they're more likelj

smile back. Other studies show
females of all ages look directlj

others more than males do. In so

interactions, two women talking

gether look into each other's eyes!

more often than two men would dl

1 6. Men talk more in pi
lie; women are mo
talkative in private. At rn|

ings and social gatherings, comim]
cations researchers have found tl

men speak more often and for lonl

periods of time than women do. L

guists speculate that may be beca

men speak to get attention in pub
while women speak to strength]

emotional connections.

1 7. Men and women ha'

distinctive manager!
styles. Men generally favor a mi

formal, hierarchical "command a

control" structure, while worn*

tend to be flexible, work interactivi

jthtiwhm' ii i i i i iiii Mhi i MBin,
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I decide by consensus, according

lurious management studies. In

I,
survey of male and female lead-

I researchers found that women
B ;s believe in accomplishing their

1 , by empowering workers—that

I laking them feel good about

J lselves and therefore working

II productively.

|
Women react to alcohol

I erently than men do. As

hemical studies have show n,

en have lower quantities of a

ach enzyme that neutralizes al-

1. As a result, one drink for a

ian has the impact that two
ss have for a man. Hormone
; also affect the impact of alco-

Women are also more sensitive

: cohol just before menstruation.

. control pills and other forms of

cial hormones can intensify al-

l's effects.

Men are much more
•ly than women to de-
>p sexual fetishes. Ten-
ies toward fetishism—getting

i al excitement from inanimate

cts, such as underwear or

• s—almost always involve men.
i are also far more likely than

women to engage in other "paraphil-

ias," sexual urges or acts involving

objects or nonconsenting partners.

Some such behaviors—for example,
exhibitionism (exposing oneself) or

frotteurism (rubbing against anoth-
er's body in a public place)—occur
almost exclusively in men. The ex-

planations for this are still unknown.
20. Women are better at
decoding nonverbal cues. In

an analysis of more than 125 studies

in various cultures, researchers found
that starting at third grade, girls and
women are consistently more accu-

rate than men at interpreting unspo-
ken messages in gestures, facial

expressions and tone of voice.

-

Whether looking at photographs or

watching videotapes or actual inter-

actions, women show significantly

greater skill than men show in figur-

ing out how the people they observe

are feeling. Even in experiments in

which words are deliberately garbled

or do not betray any feelings, women
were able to intuit the emotional
content of a conversation.

Dianne Hales is a freelance writer based

in Mill Valley, California.

Information in this article is based on
material by numerous researchers, in-

eluding: o Judith Hall, P />.. professor

of psychology. Northeastern University,

in Boston. • Diane Halpern, Ph.D.,
professor of psychology al California

State University, in San Bernardino.

• Doreen Kimura, Ph.D.. p
psycliology, University of Western On-
tario, in London, Canada. • Jack A.

Naglieri, Ph. D. , professor of school psy-

chology, Ohio State University, in

Columbus, m Judy B. Rosener, Ph.D.,

professor of management, University of

California at Irvine. • Deborah Tannen,

Ph. D. , professor of linguistics at George-

town University, in Washington, D.C.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK

Do you think the differences in the

way men and women behave are

primarily innate? Or are they be-

cause of the ways boys and girls

are brought up? If you have com-
ments on this intriguing subject,

let us know. Please write to

Ladies' Home Journal, Depart-

ment G, 100 Park Avenue, New
York, NY, 10017.
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ATTITUDES

How to make
THE RIGHT DECISION
Can't make up your mind? Do you agonize over every choice? Our five-point plan

will help you make the best decision every time. By Donna Brown Hogarty

F
or weeks now. you and

your husband have

been arguing about

whether to buy that

new house. On the plus

side is a shorter commute to work

for both of you, a lot more space

and a safer neighborhood. But you

have many good friends in your

present neighborhood, and you've

heard that the grade school your

daughter would attend if you move

is academically weak.

You're feeling frustrated,

and somewhat embarrassed,

by your inability to make a

final choice.

Unfortunately, this di-

lemma is quite common.
"Many women, to some de-

gree, have trouble making

decisions," says Barbara

Holstein, Hd.D., a psychol-

ogist in private practice in

Long Beach, New Jersey.

And that difficulty only in-

tensifies when a woman
needs to make a joint deci-

sion with her husband.
"Women have the capacity

to see both sides of an argu-

ment," says Holstein. Wives are

masters of appreciating their

spouse's point of view, and arc of-

ten more focused on a peaceful

compromise than on pushing for

what they want.

When a woman does take the

lead in making a choice, she may
get nervous about whether her de-

cision was the right one. "Some

women fear the ramifications of a

decision much more than the deci-

sion itself," says Holstein. So, if

her choice turns out to be not as

good as she'd hoped, she's often all

too ready to assume the blame. As

a result, the next time she's faced

with a variety of options, she ob-

sesses and vacillates, wasting pre-

cious time and energy and losing

her decision-making confidence.

If all this sounds familiar, take

y 1

j

heart. In just five simple steps, you

can learn to make quicker, and bet-

ter, decisions.

IDENTIFY YOUR PRIORITIES

Before you can make a sound
choice about any important issue,

you need to know what it is about

the decision that matters most to

vou. J. Edward Russo. Ph.D., a

professor of marketing and behav-

ioral science at Cornell University,

in Ithaca, New York, likens this

step to "framing" a photograph

with a camera. "You must focus

on what's important, and cast into

shadow those elements that are

unimportant," he explains.

Say that you've been offered a

plum spot on a community group

in your town. You'd like to accept

the position, but you feel torn—be-

coming a member of the

group will mean meetings

and extra work on evenings

and some weekends, and

you have two small chil-

dren at home. You worry

about spending too much
time away from them (even

though your husband has

agreed to watch them), but

you feel the issues facing

your community are ex-

tremely important—and af-

fect your children's future

as well. In this case, you

decide your top priority is

to join the community
group and help make posi-

tive changes for the fami-

lies that live in your town.

GATHER INFORMATION
Now that you've got a fix on your

priorities, you need to find out as

much as possible about your op-

tions. For instance, you and your

husband decide you'd like to rent a

house in the mountains for your

vacation this vear. (continued)
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How to make the right decision

continued

But first, you need to figure out exactly

where you want to go, how much you

want to spend and what type of rental

house you'd prefer (for instance, rustic

or modern).

Where should you begin? You can get

a good start by looking through travel

magazines for vacation spots that appeal

to you. Then, call people you know who
have also rented vacation homes, and

ask for any advice they have. Finally,

call the visitors' bureau or the chamber

of commerce in the towns you're inter-

ested in and ask them to send you infor-

mation about the area, as well as the

names of reputable house-rental agents.

"It's amazing how much information

you can gather in a half hour on the

telephone," says Russo.

Doing your homework will also help

you identify additional options. Talking

to experts and friends or brainstorming

with your spouse can point you in a new
direction. Say that your new boss is un-

bearable, and you're thinking about re-

signing to save your sanity. By doing

some research at the office—talking to

co-workers in other departments, ex-

ploring opportunities with your person-

nel director—you might find a suitable

slot to move int"> within your company,

thus saving yourself a job search. The
bottom line: You'll seldom regret a deci-

sion if it's a well-informed one.

USE YOUR INTUITION
While you gather solid information on

your decision, be sure to take your gut

feelings into account. Although some de-

cision-making experts discount the value

of intuition, others believe that our
"sixth sense" is a valuable tool, especially

when balanced with logic and deduction.

To put your intuition to work for you,

your first step must be to get in touch

with it. According to New Yc rk psy-

chotherapist Laurie Nadel, Ph.D., the

author of Sixth Sense (Avon Books,

1992), everyone experiences intuition

differently. Some people get a physical

signal, such as a fluttering in the di-

aphragm or a warm sensation in the

chest. Others have a visual flash or a

dream. The key, says Nadel, is to learn

to recognize your particular signal.

Think about the times in your life when
your intuition turned out to be right, and

analyze how it worked. Did you experi-

ence intuition physically or emotionally?

If your sixth sense is difficult to pin-

point, try this method from psychologist

Barbara Holstein: Discuss an upcoming
decision with a trusted friend or family

member. What are your secret fears

about the decision? For instance, if

you're considering a new job but fear

that you won't fit in with your col-

leagues, you may have intuitively picked

up signals during interviews that the of-

fice atmosphere is unpleasant.

Although intuition is extremely use-

ful, you should avoid giving absolute cre-

dence to it. Sometimes gut feelings

result from fear rather than intuition.

"Intuitive people need to have their feet

on the ground," cautions Nadel. For ex-

ample, your concern about changing

jobs might actually arise from the chal-

lenges and insecurity that any new job

brings, rather than a true sixth sense

that the office is uncomfortable.

How can you test your intuition? Be-

havioral scientist Russo suggests that

you try to find evidence that runs counter

to your hunch. Since most people sub-

consciously focus their information-

gathering on confirming their initial

conclusion, "this step can enable you to

be much more certain that you're mak-
ing the right choice," he says.

WEIGH YOUR OPTIONS
Now that you've done your research and

put your intuition to work, it's time to

compare potential choices. One tried-

and-true method: Simply list the pros

and cons of each option, and cross out

counterbalancing characteristics. This

method worked for Sheovaun LaLonde,

a thirty-nine-year-old mother of one in

New York City, when she was wrestling

with whether to stay in interior-design

school. "For me, the pros were getting a

degree and launching a career that was

potentially financially lucrative," she ex-

plains. "Under cons, I listed that I f<m

the program stifling and that althc.gj

my head was telling me to stay in scli

I knew in my heart that I wouldni

happy in this profession." LaLond*

cided to quit and is now content

her career as a counselor and teachei

If listing the pros and cons doi

work for you, try a more elaborate

tern. Say you're grappling with what

of car to buy. Money is tight, so you

toward buying an inexpensive mt
Your husband believes, however, d
you spend more on a quality car i

you'll save money in the long run. T(

cide, list all the important issues

—

Consumer Reports ratings, mileage

pected maintenance expenditures-

rank them from one to four in im

tance. Your overall scores will help

to make a final choice—and could

vent an argument, especially if you

your husband weigh the items togeth

TEST YOURSELF
After you've made a final decis

subject it to one last check, says Ri

Imagine the worst consequence
cou% possibly arise from your ch<

For instance, say your best friend

asked you for a loan. You want to

her out, but you know that she's

very responsible when it come
money. If you can imagine yoursel

maining on good terms with her—

not getting resentful or angry if

doesn't pay you back on time—

t

giving her the loan is probably

right thing to do.

Remember that no one can accun

predict the future—if a decision dof

pan out because of unforeseei

events, realize that you still did 5

best. "No one should judge the qu

of her decision-making solely on

outcome," says Russo.

Even the strongest decision-ma

occasionally make the wrong decisic

often for all the right reasons. If

happens to you, don't punish youi

for failing to take into account th

that you couldn't possibly have km

about. Instead, "give yourself a br

and view the decision as a choice

needs to be updated, rather than a i

take," says Barbara Holstein.

Ultimately, you'll be a top-notch

cision-maker if you're comfortable <

how you arrive at conclusions. "Whai

ally counts," says Holstein, "is the
]

cess of making the decision—of carei

pondering alternatives and reflecting

what's best for you." By confron

life's major choices in a ratioij

thoughtful way, you'll always makej

best decisions possible.

Donna Brown Hogarty writes frequa

about psychology and relationships.

Imagine the worst

consequence; if you can live

with it, youre probably

making the right choice.
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EMORIES

BEST FRIENDS
We used to joke about school and boyfriends;

now we swap cute baby anecdotes. But no

matter how our lives have changed, Cathy

has always been there for me. A moving

tribute to friendship. By Jill McCorkle

Thave
known Cathy Lewis

for as long as I can remem-
ber. Our hometown, Lum-
berton. North Carolina,

was small enough when we
were grow ing up that it seemed ev-

eryone knew everyone. Though we
were never in the same class at

Tanglewood Elementary School,

we shared the same history and

had witnessed the same events.

In the seventh grade we finally

landed in the same homeroom. This

year is marked in my mind with

songs like "Na Na Hey Hey Kiss

Him Good-bye," Indian moccasins

and by a boy in our class, named
Raymond Weston, who talked

nonstop about his plans

of owning a

Harley, and
said things like

"Your mama
had to tie pork

chops around
your neck to get

the dogs to play

with you."

I tend to think

Cathy and I were

first united by the

mutual aggrava-

tion supplied by

the likes of Ray-

mond, but it was really in high

school when our friendship as we
know it began. Since our last names

began with the letters L ||
and M, we always shared s

homeroom and quickly chose

seats next to each other. We had

everything in the world in common.
We were the types who would

decorate for school dances and

build the floats for the homecom-
ing parade. If there are proms in

the afterlife, she'll be hanging old

parachutes, Spanish moss and
crepe-paper flowers in the celestial

gym and IT1 be tying balloons to

the pearly gates. Both of us love to

talk about and analyze books and

stories, songs and movies. As the

editor of the high school paper, she

published my lousy poetry, and I

was grateful.

We graduated

from Lumberton
High School in

1976, and that

fall we were
roommates at

the University

of North Car-

olina at Chapel

Hill. Neither of

us could stand

for things not

to match, so

we had a color

scheme; everything was bright

yellow and lime green, except for

my wardrobe, which, despite

Cathy's encouragement to branch

Now and then: above,
Cathy (Jetft) and Jill today;
below, Jill (left) and Cathy at

a college Halloween party

out with color, was—aside from

my orange items—in shades of ba-

sic brown and tan.

By the end of freshman year I

was not soaring academically, so I

decided to take some time off from

school. Come July, I realized this

was a dumb idea, but by then,

Cathy had been assigned a new
roommate. The good thing to

come of that separated year was

that when Cathy and I were re-

united for apartment life our ju-

nior year, I had both a major and

goals for what I wanted to do with

my life, as well as a brand-new
Smith-Corona typewriter hum-
ming on the kitchen table.

That fall I joined her sorority

and was formally taught all the se-

cret handshakes and songs and

codes that she had already di-

vulged. We went to mixers and

toga parties; I took care of the

cooking and she did the cleaning.

We called ourselves Alice and
Theresa after two maiden sisters

from our hometown who lived to-

gether and split the chores in a

similar way. (continued)

"Cathy, Now and Then," by Jill McCorkle. Copyright © 1993 by Jill McCorkle. From the book BETWEEN FRIENDS, edited by Mickey Pearlman,

published by Houghton Mifflin Company. Copyright © 1993 by Mickey Pearlman. Reprinted by permission.
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'nly Bertolli, Italy's best-selling, best-loved olive oil,

could bring out the true, subtle flavors of such delicious foods

as this.

Olive Oil has No Cholesterol.

And Bertolli not only makes foods better, it's better for you, as

olive oil is naturally cholesterol free.

Of course foods like this are appreciated not only in Italy,

where Bertolli has been made for over 125 years, but here,

where families like yours have made it the best-loved olive oil

in America today.

IfYou Want ItTo Be Better,

It Better Be Bertolu.

Bertolli Insalata di Noci Ciccati

ECIPE BOOK!
r Bertolli Olive Oil

containing 25 delicious

I money-saving

^nd $1.25, check or

er, for postage and
>: Bertolli Nutrition

). Box 2399, Secaucus,

399.

1 12 cup thin strips yellow or orange

bell pepper

1 12 cup finely sliced, trimmed fresh

fennel, when in season

1 /8 tsp. salt

Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese for

shaving over the salad (optional)

3 Tbsp. Bertolli Extra Virgin Olive Oil

2 Tbsp. broken walnut pieces

1 Tbsp. mild red wine vinegar (or fresh

lemon juice)

Freshly ground black pepper to taste

6 cups torn mixed salad greens

(select at least 3: arugula, radic-

chio. curly endive, romaine)

1 . Combine the olive oil and walnuts in a small skillet. Heat, stirring over very low

heat just until walnuts are warm. Remove from the heat. Stir in the vinegar or

lemon juice, salt and pepper.

2. Combine the salad greens with the bell pepper and fennel (if available) in a
salad bowl. Add the walnut dressing and toss the salad well. Divide the salad

among four plates. Optional, using a vegetable peeler, peel wide strips of the

Parmigiano-Reggiano over each salad. Garnish with walnut halves. Serves 4.



Best friends

continued

Come summer, we found ourselves

wearing red polyester, pushing slices at

Pizza Hut. Unfortunately, the owners

knew that we tended to talk a lot, so

they always put us on separate shifts.

Our only time to see each other was
while we lay out in the sun or in the

wee hours when one of us came home,
smelling of pepperoni, with a free large

Super Supreme

"I wouldn't do that," I told her.

"Not without telling you."

"Well, I know that," she said with

that little laugh that emerges when
she gets nervous. "But it would be

okay if you did." She was clearly

stalling. "My watch is gone, too," she

whispered, and I could hear her be-

ginning to open and close drawers.

All of her earrings were gone. "My
clothes!" she was shouting. "My
clothes are gone!"

The owner was furious that I

was leaving. "You girls don't take

work seriously," the man said.

"Well, you don't get robbed ev-

ery day!" I said. "It's not like we
knew." But then I did know
who had done this, and I ran

back to the phone. Cathy had
the same thought at the same
time. It all made sense. We had

heard our door slam one day

when we were awakened from

our naps, and our neighbor had

been stopping by more and
more frequently.

Cathy and I often sat in our

apartment at one A.M. eating

pizza, one of us in a nightgown,

the other in the red suit, talking

about Brent, the cook, a former

reform-school student with

long, greasy, black hair, who
confessed to us that he had
burned down his room there.

This reminded us that people

like Raymond Weston were
now out there, all grown up,

with tattoos and Harleys and
saying things far worse than

"Your daddy kills dogs."

It was while all of this was

going on that we befriended

our neighbor, the young woman
who lived above us. Within the first

afternoon of chatting she revealed

that she was pregnant and that her

boyfriend frequently beat her up.

Now, during our carefree summer,
beer in the fridge, Jimmy Buffett

blasting from our apartment windows,
we became therapists. We were sup-

portive and comforting; we encour-

aged her to seek help, to leave.

A week or so passed and we were
still at the Hut. I was midway through

my shift a few nights later when Brent

loped his greasy way over to tell me
that I had a phone call. "The other one
of you," he said. I barely answered be-

fore Cathy was asking if I'd borrowed
the tip money on her dresser.

Cathy (left) and Jill

at a Beach Boys concert in 1 980
(top); at Cathy's wedding (above)

We spent the rest of the night re-

hashing our clues. I was so relieved to

see that my typewriter had not been
stolen that I hadn't even done a full

inventory, so we sat up late going
through our things. That's when I dis-

covered that the woman had not taken

any of my clothes! "I've been trying to

tell you about your taste," Cathy said.

"Haven't I been trying to tell you?"

That fall my first short story was
published in the university literary

magazine. Cathy and I celebrated this

event many times over. We celebrated

when it was accepted, celebrated

when the issue came out. But the

biggest celebration of all came when
there was a very good review of the is-

sue in the school newspaper with a

whole paragraph devoted to my story.

I know I didn't go to class that day; I

just sat in the student union staring at

the review. I remember getting to the

apartment door and finding the re-

view taped to it, that paragraph high-

lighted in yellow.

We shared everything that year. She

read all of the manuscripts for my writ-

ing class, and I brainstormed with her

on ad campaigns for her journalism

course. We could almost smell gradua-

tion, but it seemed the closer it came
the less we talked about moving away;

she had a job in Raleigh, and I was
going to graduate school for writing.

We both knew that some things are

just understood. I knew as our senior

year was drawing to a close we were

about to experience a great loss. Oh,
sure, we'd always be there for each

other; we'd live on the telephone. But
what about the way we told each oth-

er everything that had hap-
pe led each day? What about
the jokes other people didn't

think were funny because they

hadn't been in that seventh-

grade classroom? What about
our great album collection?

But there was no need to wor-

ry. Now we talk and tell every-

thing that has happened during

the week. We call to complain, to

get reassurance, to get that totally

biased opinion that we all need
from time to time or simply to

gossip—between the two of us we
know all the hometown news even

though neither of us lives there.

We have huge phone bills, but we
always rationalize that they don't

cost as much as an hour with a re-

ally good shrink.

I've been surprised to learn that

not everyone has a Cathy, and every

month or two—phone cords twisting

as we pause and turn into our sepa-

rate homes to say things like "Get that

out of your mouth"—one of us will re-

mind the other how very lucky we are.

A new friend knows your present,

and an old friend knows all your past

dirt and glories. Once in a blue moon
there's someone who knows it all,

someone who knows and accepts you
unconditionally, someone who's there

for life. I shudder to think how differ-

ent my life would have been if I'd

wound up in another homeroom.

Jill McCorkle teaches creative writing at

Harvard. She has written four novels

and a collection of short stories, "Crash

Diet" (Algonquin, 1992).
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NE MOTHER'S STORY

Cardboard
CASTLES
the latest electronic toys. But all they really need to spark their imagination

is the carton the TV set came in. By Beverly Ann Bond Stewart

Coming down the block, my
child looks all extremi-

ties—a lean seventy-five

pounds on a lank five feet

two inches. Kate may be

eleven years old, but jut-

ting elbows and knees lend her the ap-

pearance of a newborn calf. Today
she is intent on a mission, and a suc-

cessful venture at that: Already the

haul looks good.

At the corner of the lot, where my
parents' yard meets Mr. Cook's, sits

the loot. Spread across the lawn are

boxes that once housed a microwave, a

nineteen-inch color TV, a washer and

bits and pieces of Styrofoam stuffing.

For all of Kate's life, my parents

have lived in an old Victorian house

near downtown Starkville and half a

block from Spot Cash Furniture and

Appliance. I don't know who owns
this store, but I have wondered if the

proprietor knows he is so much more
than a businessman. His business may
be selling washers and dryers, sofas

and chairs, but encouraging childhood

dreams is a definite sideline.

On the South Washington Street

side, at the back of Spot Cash, em-
ployees regularly discard unwanted
boxes and containers. Mr. Cook's
grandchildren, Betsy and Buck, intro-

duced Kate to this site a few years

ago, and it remains a magnificent at-

traction. Recycling just doesn't get

any better than diis.

Kate, Betsy and Buck are heading

back now, ever so slowly, ever so cau-

tiously. Betsy is carrying a square

wooden frame, Buck is tossing a plas-

tic gallon jug into the air, and Kate is

navigating a huge box. Occasionally a

stray rock or clump of grass bring,, die

procession to a wavering halt, causing

Kate to peer around the side and ad-

just her load. Their sadsfied and hap-

py expressions give no indication that

S.E. 6

they feel any of the 98-degree heat

that keeps me indoors, a spectator be-

hind lace curtains.

Soon Mother and Daddy won't be

living in this old Victorian house. We
are in Starkville to help with a move
across town into a smaller, newer
place. I am in the process of boxing

up the last things.

Mother and I are dred of working

and glad for the diver-

sion the children pro-

vide. We watch as they

drag the bounty to the

backyard, beneath the

spreading pecan tree.

I edge away from the

window and begin pack-

ing again. I know what
will happen. After much
tugging and arranging

and rearranging, after

much cutting and tear-

ing and ripping, after

much discussion—and
perhaps argument—

a

grand and glorious

building will rise.

If this process doesn't take too long

and we don't eat supper too early, Bet-

sy and Buck and Kate will then be-

come actors. Buck may become the

young, willful child, and Kate and
Betsy may be roommates in the dor-

mitory. They will cart their Cokes and

potato chips out of Mr. Cook's kitchen

to dine in the most elegant of rooms.

My mind has long left die scene, and

I'm lost in Mother's very real boxes,

but she is sdll peeking around die edge

of the curtain. "I was just thinking," she

says, "how different our friendships are

with different people. Kate plays widi

Barbie dolls with some friends and
Nintendo with others. With some
friends she rides bikes. Then—with

some—she plays with . . . boxes. All

our reladonships are different."

This is true. In fact, Kate would be

mortified if certain friends ever dis-

covered that she plays with Barbie

dolls and boxes. I, however, am se-

cretly very pleased with the box
friendship. In her small world shaped

by activities and lessons, a world in

which kids devour PG-13 movies and

sport $100 tennis shoes, Kate has

managed to fashion another path.

My parents' move will not be easy

for Kate. I have lived in many towns,

states and countries, and I know that

we will make other memories in odier

houses. But I know, too, that we may
never again be able to create empires of

cardboard from someone else's trash.

I think of all Kate's relationships,

and I know that box friends are for a

finite time in a finite place at a finite

age. I recall lines in The Sound and the

Fury when Quentin's father gives him
a watch and first says, "I give it to

you not that you may remember
time, but that you might forget it now
and then for a moment. ..."

Beverly Ann Bond Stewart lives in

Clinton, Mississippi, with her husband

and her daughter Kate, now fourteen.
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OW-HOW

The medical system

SURVIVAL GUIDE
What can you do to keep your medical costs as low as possible? To get the most

coverage from your insurance policy? To make sure your medical records don't

get into the wrong hands? Here's everything you need to know. By Sue Berkman

Tn
these times of mammoth

health-care systems and
complex insurance regula-

tions, being a good medical

consumer requires more
than having the latest information

about an ailment or getting a

second opinion before decid-

ing on a treatment plan.

Experts say that good medi-

cal consumers know how to

navigate the country's com-
plex medical system—a diffi-

cult, but far from impossible,

task. Here are the things you

must know to win the medical-

bureaucracy game.

HOW TO AVOID
MEDICAL RIP-OFFS

It's the ultimate hospital billing

blunder: A young couple look

at the bill for their baby daugh-

ter's birth—and find they've

been charged $400 for a cir-

cumcision.

While most mistakes aren't

that easy to catch, errors in medi-

cal bills are not at all infrequent. A
1990 study by a committee of the

U.S. Congress found overcharges

in a shocking 99 percent of hospi-

tal invoices that it reviewed.

Often, these errors slip by unno-

ticed. For one thing, most people

take it for granted that their medi-

cal bills are correct. "People

should start out by assuming there

will be errors," advises Frederick

Ruof, president of the National

Emergency Medicine Alliance, a

consumer health-care organiza-

tion, in McLean, Virginia.

Unfortunately, though, the pre-

vailing attitude is, why worry?

"People think that because their

insurance plan pays for the bill,

they don't have to concern them-

selves with checking for mistakes,"

says Arthur Drechsler, senior vice

president of the Segal Company,
an employee-benefits consulting

firm in New York City. But billing

errors do haunt the insured as well

as the insurer: Since more compa-

nies are requiring employees to

share the cost of insurance, higher

medical costs, due to error, can re-

sult in higher premiums.

Furthermore, many patients are

reluctant to question their doctor

or hospital billing office for fear of

repercussions. "People must get

over the idea that the doctor will

refuse to treat them again— or,

^_ worse, will mistreat them—if

they challenge billing prac-

tices," says Charles Inlander,

president of the People's Med-
ical Society, a consumer health

organization in Allentown,

Pennsylvania.

There are steps you can

take to avoid errors in bills for

a doctor's visit or a hospital

stay. "First, before you un-

dergo an exam or treatment,

you should talk about fees

with your doctor or, if you're

going to the hospital, with a

billing representative," Ruof
says. "Then, you should talk

to your insurance representa-

tive to determine if all the

charges will be covered. If

they aren't, ask the doctor to

accept the insurance as payment

in full. He may not go for it, but it

costs nothing to ask and you
could save money."

Adds Charles Inlander: "Try not

to go to a doctor's office or hospital

alone; it helps to have two sets of

ears and eyes. And keep a written

record of your office visit or hospi-

tal stay; no one knows better dian

you whether or not you received

the services and medications listed

on a bill." (continued)



The cause ofyour lower back pain may be a lot lower than you think.

A physical therapist looking for the source of your pain doesn't overlook

hing, including the shoes you wear. That's one reason why physical therapists are

to get you on track to a healthy and long-lasting recovery: They're educated in

nteraction of all the pans of your body.

Their hands-on approach begins with the treatment of the immediate

)lem. Then they teach you how to take care of yourself by show ing you exercises

how to use your body properly in order to gain strength and prevent recurring

ry If you need this kind of care and you're not receiving it now, be sure to ask for it.

Contact a licensed physical therapist today And for more infonnation about

sical therapy, and a brochure on back pain, call 1-800-955-7848.

Put your health in the hands
of a Physical Therapist.

Name .

Addrcs

City _
f
:or more information and a brochuri on

back pain send to
\?V»I/7

American Physical Therap) Association VxIXY
P.O. Box 37257
Washington, D C. 20013
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Although you may have to pay your

bill as you leave a doctor's office, you
should never settle a hospital bill at the

time of discharge. (Hospital bills are

generally much more complex.) Insist

that the hospital send you an itemized

bill, not a summary. And ask to see your

hospital records, too. "This is the best

way of comparing what was done to you

with what your bill says was done to

you," says Ruof.

Most hospitals will bill your insurance

company directly. But ask the billing de-

partment to let you check the bill first,

before it is submitted to your insurer.

"You'll meet with resistance since hos-

pitals want to get paid as fast as possi-

ble," says Ruof. "But don't give in."

Watch for these things in reviewing

your medical bills:

Code errors There are more than

7,000 five-digit codes for health services

and procedures, designed to simplify

that you didn't receive.

Unrequested items There are no free-

bies in hospitals. Personal items (slip-

pers, tissues and toothpaste) are often

billed at luxury rates. Look for—and
contest—items such as "thermal therapy

kit: $15," which may be a plastic bag of

ice cubes, or "urinal: $5," which may be

an inexpensive plastic cup.

Bulk charges Watch for vague listings

such as "Pharmacy" or "Radiology."

Ask for an itemized listing and ques-

tion anything that appears to be a

charge over and above the total for

specific items.

Human errors A mistake in data entry

can happen if a clerical worker is not

paying strict attention. "Hospitals call

these 'honest mistakes,' " says Inlander.

"But they don't try to correct them."

If you find an error in your bill, call

your doctor's office or the hospital

billing department right away. Insist

that the bill not be sent to your insur-

ance carrier until it is straightened out;

if it's already in the works, write to your

People must get over the

idea that the doctor will

refuse to treat them if they

challenge billing practices.^

billing procedures and insurance claims.

Check your bills to make sure your doc-

tor has used the right code for the ser-

vice you received. "Never accept a bill

with only codes," says Charles Inlander.

"Codes tell you nothing. Your bill must
also have understandable explanations

so that you can make sure the codes
correspond to what was done to you."

Redundant or shoddy testing If sever-

al doctors are involved in your care, each

may request the same test. If you find

yourself being billed more than once for

the same procedure, question it.

Unauthorized charges Certain routine

tests, such as chest X rays, may be done
without your permission. Tell your doc-

tor in advance you want to preapprove

all tests. If you haven't approved some-
thing, don't pay for it.

"Phantom" charges Many hospitals

have a standard list of fees that are auto-

matically imposed in connection with

certain procedures. For example, some
hospitals routinely bill for sedatives and
painkillers with all childbirths, even
when the baby is delivered naturally.

Demand removal of charges for services

insurer and report the discrepancy.

Send a copy of the letter to the hospital.

HOW TO GET INSURERS TO PAY UP
There are a number of justifiable rea-

sons insurers refuse to pay medical bills,

says Benjamin Lipson, author of How to

Collect More on Your Insurance Claims

(Simon & Schuster, 1985). Lipson says

that many plans, for example, don't al-

low for certain services such as dentistry

or psychiatric treatment. Other plans

won't cover treatment for "preexisting

conditions," medical problems that ex-

isted prior to your coverage taking ef-

fect. And still other insurers refuse to

pay charges in excess of what's consid-

ered to be the usual and customary fee

in your geographic area. So, before get-

ting up in arms over a denied claim,

make sure you are actually entitled to it

under the terms of your insurance policy.

If there is a mistake, though, it can

sometimes be traced to your doctor,

who may have written the wrong proce-

dure code on your claim forms. If that's

the case, contact his or her office—in

writing—and point out the discrepancy.

Follow up to make sure the corredH
has been made with your insuraJ
company.

If you believe that your insuraM
company has denied a legitimate els
take these steps:

Write to a high-level official ofJ
insurance company with your apjjl

as soon as your claim is denied. 'M

letter should summarize the element!
the dispute and contain your name iM
if it is different, the name of the insuB
the policy number and the claim nil
ber, as well as copies (not originalsB

documents such as the "explanation

benefits" form explaining the decB
Send the letter by certified mail.

Write to your state insurance cojk

missioner, enclosing copies ofp
correspondence between you M.
your insurer. Every state insuraB
commissioner has a consumer-ccB
plaint division. Though the division cfl

not order the insurer to pay you, it

certainly intercede on your behalf to

sure that your appeal is conside
promptly and seriously.

Bring legal action against the ins

er. r epending on the amount, you
do this in small-claims court on y
own or consult a lawyer about a f

scale suit. However, you should do

only if you're sure you have a clear-

case of injustice. Legal action can be

pensive and fruitless.

HOW TO KEEP MEDICAL
RECORDS PRIVATE
You may assume that the informat

contained in your medical records

secret between you and your doct

But, unfortunately, that's not always

case , says Harvey Wachsman, M.l

J.D., a lawyer/physician in Great Ne
New York. If you're covered by ins

ance provided by your work, chan
are you've relinquished a certain deg1

of privacy and given your employer

cess to medical files. (Every time y

sign an insurance claim form, you i

releasing medical records to your ins

ance company, which in turn may
lease them to your employer.)

Beyond that, "there are a lot of p^

pie who use authorized access for unt

thorized reasons," says Evan Hendric

publisher of Privacy Times, a newslet

in Washington, D.C., that deals w:

privacy issues.

Horror stories of misuse of medi
records abound: employers who reft

to hire or promote someone because

a medical condition; insurance comf
nies that won't enroll an individual t

cause of family health problems; ev

angry spouses who introduce medi<

or psychiatric histories into divor

proceedings.

Though many such practices are b!

tantly illegal, consumer (continut
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Tell us what makes tub time fun for your kids. Send us your tub time tips

nd tell us why bath time is special for you and your kids and be a winner!

FIRST PRIZE $10,000
$2,000
$1,000

lO HONORABLE MENTIONS $50 we ..1

TUB TIME CONTEST ENTRY FORM
Entries must be postmarked by August 31, 1994

All cash prize winners receive monogrammed towels for their kids and
a year's supply of Dow Bathroom Cleaner.

The first 1 ,000 entrants receive a SCRUBBING BUBBLES "Bathroom Organizer/'

I entrants receive a SCRUBBING BUBBLES "Help You Play It Safe In The Bathroom" Booklet.*

"While supplies last.

UBBING BUBBLES™ Tub Time Contest Rules

purchase necessary. Contest subject to all federal, state and local laws and regulation, void where prohibited,

turn completed entry form ond attach kids bathtub entertainment and parent bonding tips printed on a 8 1/2" x 1

1

"

ce of paper (SO words or less), photos optional.

ntest is open to all parents 1 8 years and older who are residents of the U.S., except employees and immediate family

rubers of DowBrands LP, its affiliates and agencies.

lil entries to Scrubbing Bubbles Tub Time Contest, 500 North Michigan Ave , Suite 200, Chicago, IL 606 1

1

ist be postmarked by August 31,1 994.

wBrands is not responsible for lost, late, incomplete or misdirected mail.

nners will be selected by Golin/Harris, an independent organization, on the basis of originality, creativity and

icticality. Winners will be chosen from all entries received by representatives of DowBrands L P on or about

Member 1 5, 1 994. Decisions of DowBrands L P ond Golin/Harris are controlling and finol

nners will be notified by mail. For winners' list, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to address previously noted,

entries and materials submitted become the property of DowBrands L.P. ond will not be relumed or acknowledged,

try constitutes permission for DowBrands LP. to use entrant's name or likeness ond adapt, modify, edit, excerpt,

blish, promote and otherwise use the entry and its contents as it sees fit.

zes include: (1 ) First Prize: $10,000 cosh, (1 ) Second Prize: $2,000 cash, (1) Third Prize: $1,000 cash, (10)

norable Mentions: $50 cash each. Cash winners receive a monogrammed towel for each child in their family

aximum five towels per winner), retail value $25.00 per towel. Cash winners receive year's supply (one case) of Dow

throom Cleaner, retail value $28.00. No prize substitutions allowed. Winners responsible for all applicable taxes.

J
J
J
J
J
J

Name:

Address:

City/Stale/Zip:

Kid(s) Nome and Age:

Daytime Telephone Number:

Attach your tub time tips (SO words or less)

foito this form and mail to:

SCRUBBING BUBBLES Tub Time Contest

S00 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 200

Dept. #401 -LJ

Chicago, IL 6061

1

® ™ Trademark of DowBrands

© 1994 DowBrands
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ADVERTISEMENT

* Spirited+
Family^

Activities
to Enjoy All
Summer

* Brought to you by

CoolWhip
S HIPPED TOPPING

Pump up those bicycle tires

and set out on a family

excursion. It's a great way to

explore your town and,

of course, great exercise.

Get out your frisbee, prepare

your family's favorite lunch

and head out for a picnic at

your local park.

Fold your tent, pack your

gear, and bring food to grill

on the campfire. There are

state parks and inexpensive

camping grounds every-

where. Perfect for spending

time with your family.

wr

Invite your friends and neigh-

bors over for a Saturday

afternoon frisbee barbecue.

A fun and relaxing way to

spend the day.

Go berry picking with the

kids and use those fresh-

picked fruits to make a

special dessert. For a fun

recipe idea, turn to page 155.

I wi n II IImini—Tiiim™—

The medical system survival guide

continued

advocates say they occur all the time.

Here are some things you can do to pro-

tect your medical privacy:

Read before you sign. Before signing

off on a blanket release form that al-

lows employers and insurers access to

all your medical records, look for ways

to modify them. For example, insert a

phrase that limits the number of doc-

tors who are allowed to release your

records, or designate that records may
be released only for the period of time

of your hospitalization or treatment,

thereby cutting off perpetual permis-

sion to get into your files. You should

make sure, though, that reimbursement

isn't contingent upon your signing the

standard form.

Make sure your medical records are

accurate. Ask your doctor for copies of

your medical files. Whether you will get

them depends on your individual doc-

tor—and on laws in your state. Accord-

ing to Inlander, state laws vary regarding

an individual's access to his or her own
medical files. For copies of relevant laws,

contact your state's health department.

If you're having trouble getting your

records:

• Ask another doctor (a specialist you're

seeing, a friend, etc.) to request them.

Most doctors will give records to other

doctors as a professional courtesy.

• Or, if that doesn't work, get a lawyer.

Often, a letter on legal letterhead will be

persuasion enough.

Find out what the data bank knows
about you. The largest repository of

insurance records is the Boston-based
Medical Information Bureau (MIB).
Some seven hundred and fifty insur-

ance companies provide information to

MIB each year, and approximately one
out of seven Americans has a personal

file there. If you'd like to see yours,

you can request it free of charge from
MIB, Box 105, Essex Station, Boston,

MA 02112; 617-426-3660. Ask them
to send you forms to begin the disclo-

sure process.

If you find errors—and many people

do—request that your file be corrected.

You should send a statement from your

doctor with the right information. Fol-

low through to make sure the correction

was made.

Go "off the record" with your doc-
tor. If you have any medical problems
that are particularly sensitive, you
might ask your doctor not to include it

in his or her files, says Mack Lipkin,

M.D., director of primary care at New
York University Medical Center, in

New York City. Don't avoid telling

your doctor about certain things (sexu-

al practices, past or current use of

S.E. 12

drugs, psychological disorders,

fear of repercussions. Rather,

that the information not be wi

down—or that if it is, that it stay

office. (Doctors are bound by pi

sional ethics to protect your me
privacy. However, many insureJ

quire patients to authorize doctcj
release their medical records.)

Know your rights. The Amer
with Disabilities Act (ADA),
went into effect in 1992, makes it

for companies to ask any ques
about the disability or medical hi

of any job applicant. The law fo

discrimination on the basis of me
history in hiring or promotions
more information on the law, co

the Job Accommodation Netwo
800-ADA-WORK. The hot line is

Monday through Thursday, eight

to eight p.m., and Friday, eight A.

five P.M. E.T.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

For information about insuraM

regulations in your state—

about how to contact the in:;-

ance commissioner— call

write the National Insurar

Consumer Organization, a n

profit consumer agency, P.

Box 15492, Alexandria,
'

22309; 703-549-8050.

For general information ab
how to select an insuran

company and to get the m
out of your policy, contact

National Insurance Consult]

Helpline, a service sponsor]

by the insurance industry,!

800-942-4242. The line]

open Monday through Fridc

eight a.m. to eight p.m. E.T.

These publications provide t]

ditional information:

"Warning: Health Care Co
May Be Hazardous to Yc

Wealth!" available for $4 frci

the National Emergen'

Medicine Alliance, 6862 EjJ

Street, Suite 300, McLean, V

22101.

Take This Book to the Hos

tal With You, available f'

$14.95 at bookstores or frc

the People's Medical Socie!

462 Walnut Street, Allentow

PA 18102; 800-624-8773.



THE FIRST
DOLL HOUSE
CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENT

Officially Authorized

by the

National Trust for

Historic Preservation

4

Shown slightly larger than actual size.

)| n

ring the warmth of a Victorian Christmas into your home
with this unique Christmas ornament created especially

for you.. .the first Doll House ornament.

highly detailed, hand-assembled ornament was inspired

authentic antique (circa 1900) on display at the

tington Dolls' House & Toy Museum.

3rnate exterior is meticulously detailed, embellished with

. gold and finished in a rich creme color.

nside displays images of the doll house's miniature interi-

legantly furnished and decorated for the holidays. The

e family can be seen dressed in their "Sunday best."

:ially authorized by the National Trust for Historic

Brvation, guardian of America's heritage, this ornament

be treasured for years to come. It's affordably priced at

il9.50, and your satisfaction is guaranteed!

Don't delay. Order this historic first Christmas

ornament today!

Bing & Grondahl Collections

27 Holland Avenue, White Plains, NY 10603

Please Respond
Promptly

Please accept mv order for the first Victorian Poll House Christmas ornament for

just $19.50.* 1 w ould like to reserve Christmas ornaments.

If for any reason, I'm not 100".. delighted with my ornament I mav return it

within 30 days for a replacement, credit or refund.

"1 Mv check or money order is enclosed (payable to Bing & Grondahl Collections)

""I Charge my credit card on shipment (check one)

1 VISA i"l MasterCard l~\ American F.vpress

Card # Exp Date

Signature

Name
Please print clearly

Address

City State Z.p

'Plus $1.95 per ornament for shipping and handling. M , II CA residents add applicable sales tax Please allow 4 to 8

weeks tor shipment NOTE ALL ORDERS MUST BE SIGNED AND ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE DHX57



THE NEWS

UNDER FIRE:
When crime
hits home
In America today, die sound of gunfire is heard on

die streets, in the workplace, even on commuter
trains. Mere, lour stories of women whose lives

w ere altered forever by acts of terror

HORROR ON THE 5:33

According to the Centers for Disease

Control, each year in the U.S. ap-

proximately one hundred thousand

people are treated for serious gunshot

wounds in hospital emergency rooms.

Some of these victims eventually re-

cover; others are left permanently dis-

abled. Annually, gunshot wounds cost

the country SI 16.4 billion in hospital

and medical care.

But the emotional costs can be even

more devastating—something Carolyn

McCarthy, of Mineola, New York,

kiioti-s all too well. Last December 7, a

man named Colin Ferguson boarded a

Long Island Rail Road train, allegedly

pulled out a 9mm semiautomatic

handgun and began a methodical

shooting spree, killing six passengers

and wounding nineteen others. Among
those fatally injured was Carolyn's

husband, Dennis, fifty-two. Her son,

Kevin, twenty-seven, teas hit in the

head and hand, and was left partially

paralyzed. Now, as she grieves for her

husband, Carolyn is determined to see

her son recover fully.

I arrived home December " around

eleven p.m. after attending a Christ-

mas concert with a friend. As I got

out of the car, my brother. Tommy,
came out of our house and asked me
if I was all right. I asked what he was
doing there. "Oh. my God. you
didn't hear?" Tommy cried. There

had been a shooting on the train, he

told me. Dennis was dead, and
Kevin was in surgery.

I fell apart for about five minutes,

and then we went over to Xorth
Shore University Hospital. On the

way there, I just kept saying.

"Kevin is going to be okay." But
the neurosurgeon who treated him
offered us almost no hope. One of

the bullets had ripped out part of

his brain, and there was only a 10

to 20 percent chance that he would
survive the night. My whole family,

plus about twenty of Kevin's
friends, waited at the hospital all

through the night.

Miraculously, the next day my
son was fairly alert. He was lucky

in that the brain injury did not af-

fect his respiration or vital organs,

but the neurosurgeon said he

would be permanently paralyzed

on his left side. I told her she was
wrong. Having worked as a nurse

for thirty years. I've helped rehabil-

itate patients who weren't sup-
posed to survive, and I know how
important it is to maintain a posi-

tive attitude. 'continued)

INNOCENT VICTIMS (from top): Carolyn
McCarthy, whose husband and son
were shot; grieving widow Judy Becker-

Darling; Cynda Valle-Rogers, her young
son, and husband, Glenn, a recovered
shooting victim; and Frances Davis, who
lost three sons to random violence



Best Foods Reduced R
Never has so little fat tasted

You don't have to give up tnste to cut down on fat.

Try Best Foods Reduced Fat Mayonnaise

Dressing. Only one third the

fat of regular mayonnaise,

zero cholesterol and the

great taste of Best Foods.

Bring out the Best Foods...

bring out the best.

On One 32 oz. Best Foods
Reduced Fat Mayonnaise Dressing.

t :reeMayonnaiseDi^^

led taxed or 01

-

'48001 "1 0050'

W\ Best Hoods, CPC International Ine



Please protect your family. Protect them with serious suncare. But don't trust

just any sun protection. Trust the name health care professionals rely on, Jotvtson

and Johnson. SUNDOWN sunblock from Johnson and Johnson contains a pat-

ented UV barrier system to protect two ways. It both reflects and absorbs damag-

ing ultra violet rays. So help keep your family safe from the sun with SUNDOWN.

SUNCARE THAT'S AS
STRONG AS THE SUN

SiJohnson & Johnson, CPI 1994

Under fire

continued

I postponed Dennis's funeral for sev-

eral days until we had a better idea of

Kevin's condition. By the day of the fu-

neral, my son was off the respirator.

When I visited him that afternoon, his

voice was just a whisper as he asked,

"Where is Dad?" I didn't know how
much he remembered, but I hoped he

thought his father was in the next
room. I said, "Dad's not here right

now." He replied, "Dad's gone. . . .

Train, gun, Dad, gone." I told him,

yes, his father had died. We had a good
cry together; then he gave me a big hug
as he said, "No tears."

On Christmas Eve, Kevin developed

a large blood clot near his lungs that re-

quired immediate surgery. But he pulled

through. A close friend of mine was with

me through all this; when they brought

Kevin back from the operating room she

and I started laughing out of sheer joy.

We celebrated his successful surgery

with ice-cream cones.

His progress was incredible. Doc-
tors had planned to keep Kevin in

the intensive-care unit for five months,
but he was ready to go to a rehab unit in

less than five weeks. During that time, we
got so much support from everyone who
had heard the news. Within two days of

the shooting, hundreds and hundreds of

letters poured in. I couldn't walk any-

where in the hospital without people
coming up to me and saying they were

praying for Kevin.

All that time I was still focusing on
Kevin and never took the time to

grieve for Dennis. That came almost

two months later. I felt that if I spent

my energy on mourning, I wouldn't
have anything left to give to my son. I

felt a little guilty about that, but I

knew Dennis would understand.
Kevin and I have both spoken to a

psychologist specializing in trauma. I

also have a lot of faith, lots of friends

and good family support.

The only day I got angry with Colin

Ferguson was the day of his hearing to

determine whether he was mentally
competent to stand trial. [He was—the

trial is expected to take place this fall.] I

happened to be home and caught the

live broadcast on TV. Just the way he
spoke really infuriated me. I kept walk-

ing around the house saying, "How dare

he! How dare he!"

Still, I believe that it takes more en-

ergy to be angry at somebody than it

does to—well, I'm not going to say

forgive because I am nowhere near
that point. I'm not saying I don't have
bad feelings about Ferguson every
once in a while, but I really don't

think about him, and I am not going

waste my time on him. Let the cov

system handle him.

I have always been against guns. W
should automatic and semiautomal
guns be sold in the first place? It's uni

alistic for me to say we should ban gu

altogether, but there have to be strong

controls. The criminals always seem
have more rights than the victims, at

that's wrong. When I answer all the It

ters I've received, I include the addres

es of all the governors and congressmi

in the New York City area, hopir

these people will tell the officials th

they've had enough.

America has got to wake up. Th
tragedy happened in this quiet commi
nity, and it can happen anywhere. No
I know that ordinary people have to c

something about this, and I don't mes
by buying a gun to protect yourself

That isn't going to work.

As I look to the future, my greate

hope is for Kevin's complete recover!

He's at home now, and he's strugglir;

to walk again. He still needs assistant!

with basic activities, like getting dressec

but he's making progress every da}

(Fortunately, his medical bills, which t(

tal approximately $200,000 thus far, ai

covered by insurance.)

We have an old tree stump in on

backyard that Dennis and Kevin wei
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to remove. I told my son I'm

ing on him to get rid of it and to

ie in the garden this summer.
—By Carolyn McCarthy,

AS TOLD to Tom Lowry

OUGHT IT COULDN'T
EN TO US"
r is now the second-leading cause of

'ace death. In 1992, more than one

rid people were killed on the job. In

percent of those cases, the victims

; a result ofgunshot wounds.

lent injuries are also on the rise in the

lace—something one family in Los

s will never be able to forget.

jsband, Glenn, is an internist at

al Hospital in Los Angeles -the

at's pictured in the opening credits

teral Hospital. But on February 8,

what happened there rivaled any

ie drama.

it rainy morning, I was painting in

iwntown Los Angeles studio as

n-week-old son, Valle, slept near-

hen I heard the announcement
he radio: Three doctors had been

t close range in one of the hospi-

•mergency rooms. I tried to call

1 but got no answer, so I left a

ge with the hospital administra-

After a terrifying fifteen-minute

a doctor returned my call and
med my worst fear: Glenn was

one of the victims, but he was alive and
being treated. The gunman had taken
two female hostages and was si ill holed

up in the emergency room near where
the shooting had taken place.

I grabbed Valle, and we rushed to the

hospital. Police were stationed every-

where, but it didn't seem real; it was
more like the set of a cop show where
everyone knew their roles but me. I

identified myself to the officers, one of

whom took me through the barricades

and into the hospital. Glenn's colleagues

hovered over me and the baby; I kept

asking them, "Where is he? Is he all

right?" They assured me my husband
was alive and in intensive care, but the

gunman was still at large. Two officers

escorted me to the elevator leading to

the ICU, shielding me with their bodies

as we passed the doors to the room
where the hostage drama was taking

place. I held Valle close.

After a long wait outside the ICU, I

was allowed to see my husband and
bring our son with me. Glenn was
frighteningly pale and weak. The bul-

let had pierced his lung and lodged
just behind his heart, narrowly miss-

ing his spinal column. If he had been
shot anywhere but in a trauma center,

he could easily have bled to death; if

he made it through the next twelve

hours, though, he would be all right. I

sat at Glenn's bedside and concen-
trated on every breath he took. By the

first rays of dawn, his vital signs were
good. The longest night of our lives

was over.

It was also a relief to know that the

crisis ended without further tragedy.

After five hours, the gunman released

his two hostages unharmed, and the

othe. two doctors, though badly hurt,

would recover. The man, a skid-row

resident, was charged with three
counts of attempted murder and two
counts of hostage-taking. Apparently,

he had come to the hospital to get re-

venge against the doctors he felt had
not taken seriously medical com-
plaints he had made more than six

months earlier.

With the support and an unbeliev-

able outpouring of love from friends,

family and everyone at the hospital,

we made it through the next several

days. Something about this particular

shooting seemed to interest people,

and reporters sought out my husband
for interviews. Glenn couldn't under-

stand all the media attention -espe-

cially since shootings with much more
tragic outcomes are commonplace on
L.A. streets—but he used the oppor-

tunity to speak out in favor of gun
control. "I think it's insane that any-

one who harbors a (continued)

aecial blend of garlic, onion, red bell peppers, lemon juice, an
> Wish-Bone Italian taste so great on your salad makes your steak taste

too. For more Wish-Bone marinade recipes, write: Free Cookbook Offer,

ox 1148, Grand Rapids, MN 55745-1148, while supplies last.
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grudge can just go out and buy a

handgun," he said. "I think handguns
should be banned."

I was torn between conflicting emo-
tions. On one hand, I felt proud of

Glenn and grateful that he was alive.

We were both taking more joy in life

and in our family. On the other hand,

I was also fearful and on edge. Ran-
dom violence was no longer something

that happened only to other people

—

now I knew that it could strike me and
my loved ones.

It's been more than a year now, and
some of the fear is beginning to fade.

Glenn is back working in the emergen-

cy room, and I spend my days wielding

a paintbrush and caring for Valle. But
every so often, when I find myself
overreacting to life's small annoyances,

I take out a get-well card from one of

the nurses who helped save Glenn's
life. Its message reminds me of what I

almost lost: "Dear Dr. Rogers ... It

was very difficult for me when you told

me, 'Tell my wife I love her,' but I'm

really glad that now you are able to tell

her yourself."

—By Cvnda Valle-Rogers

"MY SONS DIED IN THE
COMBAT ZONE"
Since the mid-eighties, the murder rate of

Americans aged fifteen to twenty-four has

rise>i nearly 90 percent. In 1991 alone,

more than eight thousand young people

were killed—many of them young men.

The violence is particularly severe in

neighborhoods like the one Frances Davis

lives in. Outside her home in Brooklyn,

New York, the sound of gunshots is as fa-

miliar as the noise of traffic. And among
the innocent lives that have been claimed

here are those of Davis's children.

Once I had diree sons. Now all ot them
are gone. When I buried my youngest

child last summer, I planned to go
home, take some pills and go to sleep

forever. But then I stopped and asked
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myself what my children would have

wanted me to do. Now I'm their repre-

sentative. I felt they would want me to

let people know who they were—not

just some young men who got shot on

the streets of New York, but my sons:

Raleak, Andrew and Frankie.

They grew up in Brooklyn, just as I

did. But when I was young, the only

people we knew who carried guns
were the police. Now mothers are

afraid to let their kids play outside in

the summer.
I raised my sons alone, for the most

part, and we were so close; even when
they were grown, they called me
"Mommy." Raleak was my oldest, with

big plans for his life. At twenty, he

worked as a sheet-metal welder and
went to college part-time, hoping to

eventually become an architect. He was

also engaged to be married.

But all those dreams were destroyed

on a June night in 1987, when Raleak

was approached by a young man on the

street who demanded money. Raleak

was very generous, but he was also the

kind of kid you couldn't take something

from. Words were exchanged, and the

guy pulled a gun on my son, killing him.

The murderer served only three and a

half years in jail.

I felt like somebody had cut my heart

out. Just hours before he died, Raleak

and I had had an argument, and I never

got to make it up to him. That was one
of the hardest things. In a violent death,

you never get to prepare.

Andrew, then eighteen, became an-

gry and aggressive after his brother's

death, and for several years, I didn't

know how to reach him. But in 1991,

the last year of his life, he was calming

down. At twenty-two, he was the father

of two young sons, and he was about to

marry the mother of one of the babies.

He was entering a job-training program.

I felt our family was finally coming back

together again.

Then one day in early November, I

had just come back from a day trip to

Pennsylvania when I heard the mesJ
from my sister on my answering
chine. Andrew had gotten into an al
ment with another man—over whatB
never found out. The man ran al
but he returned with two friends, m
shot Andrew four times.

I went to the hospital, but £
|

could do was let my son know I I
there. For twelve days I stayed byB
side. On the final day, I locked rmB
in a bathroom to be alone for a Jl

ment, but my grief and terror werB
immense that I couldn't even pi
All I could think was: Does he km
I'm here? Is he afraid? Then I hM
everyone screaming, so I knew it I
over. They never found the man m
shot Andrew, and none of the m
nesses wanted to get involved. WB
no one is charged, it makes the m
and suffering even worse— like I
child was a nobody.

After that, I came to dependl
Frankie. He coped with his grief \fl

humor, and he could always make
laugh. I bought him a beeper i

beeped him every five minui
"Yor "re always worrying," he'd sa

knew I was clinging to him, bt

couldn't help it.

I had planned a family trip to Dis

World for July 1993, just to get a

for a while. The morning before

were scheduled to leave, Frankie

talking to a neighbor in front of

mother's house when gunfire broke (

People were shooting at some men v

had left the building at the same tii

While trying to pull the neighbor

safety behind a pillar, my son was
He was only eighteen.

I still haven't been able to acc

Frankie's death. I haven't been able

go into a store, even to buy a quart

milk, because it was something we
ways did together.

Since my last son died, I've talkec

mothers from all over the country. T!

say they're afraid for their children

cause of all the guns and violence. E'

the small North Carolina town wh
my family is from is only a short <

tance from the place where Michael J

dan's father was killed.

My goal is to do something to h

young people. I've banded togetl

with other mothers in Brooklyn
form a support, educational and cl

dren's-rights lobbying group call

Mothers of All Children. Our purpi-

is to teach young people nonviolt

conflict-resolution techniques and
them know someone cares. I'm a

active with a group at my churi

Families of Victims Against Violen

But nothing really gets my mind
my sons. I'm always sad—that's goi

to be there forever. But I'll ke

telling the story of (continu

'When I was young, the

only people we knew with

guns were the police. Now
mothers are afraid to let

their children play outside."
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these three young men, and I hope it

will make a difference.
—By Frances Davis,

as told to Gail Collins

"I AM AN EXPERT ON ANGER"
Foi a long time, U.S. citizens believed our

country was safe from terrorism. But it's

not. In fact, from 1 980 to 1 993, twenty-

four people zvere killed in aets of terrorism

committed on U.S. soil.

()«)• vulnerability truly hit home last

year. On January 25, 1993, as employees

of the CIA were waiting to drive into agency

headquarters, a man armed with an AK-47
semiautomatic weapon suddenly opened fire

on them, killing two and wounding three.

About a month later, Kezv York City's

World Trade Center was bombed.

One of the fatalities of the CIA shooting

was Frank Darling, a telecommunications

engineer at the agency and a newlywed of

only three months. The suspected gunman,

Pakistani national Mir Aimal Kansi, fled

the country and is still at large. But Dar-

ling's wife, Judy, refuses to let her hus-

band's death be forgotten.

Since our beautiful wedding on Octo-

ber 31, 1992, Frank and I had settled

into a commuting routine to our jobs ai

the CIA. That Monday in January was

not much different, except diat we ran out

the door a few minutes later than usual.

To this day, I wonder what would have

happened if we had been on schedule.

We sat in Frank's VW, waiting at the

stoplight to turn into the entrance to CIA
headquarters. I looked at my watch, an-

noyed at being late; I can still hear my
husband laughing at my impatience.

Suddenly, there was a loud smash at our

back window. Calmly but firmly, Frank
said, "Oh, my God, Judy, I've been
shot—stay down on the floor!" I crawled

under the glove compartment, not realiz-

ing yet what was going on. All that kept

racing through my mind was the hope
that the gunman would run out of bullets.

When the shooting stopped, I lifted

my head. Frank was slumped to the

right, a gunshot wound through his

forehead. Blood and brain tissue were
everywhere. Though I had never seen

anyone shot before, I knew that the love

of my life was dead—and in his dying
moments, he had saved me.

Leaping out of the car, I ran as fast as

I could until I reached the visitors' cen-

ter, not noticing that the gunman hadn't

yet left. I was the only uninjured passen-

ger of the cars hit; another man died,

and three others had been hurt. I never

got to say good-bye to Frank or tell him
how very much I loved him.

In the year that followed, I took a leave

of absence from work and moved to

Pennsylvania, trying to cope with being a
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widow at thirty-three. But I want tq

more, to make a difference, so ti

Frank's death will not have been in v

I have become a member of Hand
Control, Inc., and I write to elected <

cials protesting automatic weapons. ]

August, I spoke to the U.S. Senate Ji

ciary Committee hearing on ass.

weapons. Though I'm not a pul

speaker, I found the strength that da

tell our story publicly for die first time

am not an expert on guns; I am an ex

on anger," I said. "I am angry t

weapons capable of the destruction I

nessed are sold even' day in this conn

I coordinated a memorial cerem
this year to commemorate the first

niversary of the tragedy. Family
friends gathered at a flower garden i

the site of the shooting, where we pi

ed two white crosses and a "pe
pole"—an obelisk inscribed in four

guages with the message, "May pe

prevail on earth." We held a recep

where I read a poem and thanked ev

one who had helped and supported

through this difficult year. We all sh;

tears that day, but afterward there w
sense .of peace and closure.

I trope that one day I will underst

why such a wonderful, caring man
taken away so suddenly—and why I

saved. The loss and pain will always

there. But I will continue to ho
Frank's memory and spirit by carry

on his love for life, and by working

see that horrible murders like these n

er happen again.

—By Judy Becker-Darli

FOR MORE INFORMATION

The Center to Prevent Hani,

gun Violence works to redud

firearm violence through educij

tion and research. Contact the

at: 1225 Eye Street, N.W., Su

1 100
;
Washington, DC 2000i{

202-289-7319. A related orgc

nization, Handgun Control, Inc

lobbies for stricter gun-contrc

laws on the state and federal lei

el. Write to the group at the ac

dress above, or call them c

202-898-0792.

The National Organization fc

Victim Assistance provides cow

seling and information to crim

victims and their families. Conta<

the organization at 1757 Pari

Road, N.W., Washington, D<

20010; or call 202-232-6682 fc

crisis counseling, 800-879-6681

for information and referrals.

i
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SUMMER
FOOD-
SAFETY
GUIDE

Last year hundreds of people got

sick from eating contaminated

hamburgers—a good reason to

practice safe food handling. Learn

these important facts for healthful

summer eating. By Linda Fears

Research Links Grade-j

Food Poisoning

FOUR COMMON
MYTHS DEBUNKED

MYTH Only cracked eggs FACT If there are no dents

THE MOST SERIOUS
FOOD-BORNE ILLNESSES

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention, there are an estimated eighty million cases of,

and nine thousand deaths from, food-borne illnesses in

the U.S. each y
Qar. Most food-borne disease is caused

by bacterial contamination from foods of animal ori-

gin—meat, poultry, eggs, milk, cheese and shellfish.

The people most at risk are the very young, the elderly

and people who are already ill. With proper handling

and cooking, though, most of these illnesses can be prevented.

Salmonella There are nearly two million cases of, and two

thousand to three thousand deaths from, salmonellosis in the

U.S. each year. Eggs are the primary source of infection.

Salmonella bacteria cause gastroenteritis, marked by diarrhea,

fever and abdominal pain. Basic prevention: Refrigerate eggs

below 40°F.; cook eggs thoroughly, until yolk and white are firm.

Campylobacter As common as salmonella but less serious,

with more than two million cases per year and two hundred to

four hundred deaths. Raw (unpasteurized) milk and under-

cooked poultry are primary sources of infection. Basic preven-
tion: Drink pasteurized milk; (continued on page 94)

carry salmonella.

FACT Cracked and un-

cracked eggs can carry

salmonella. Thorough
cooking kills salmonella.

MYTH Cooking kills bacte-

ria, so cooked food is al-

ways safe.

FACT Thoroughly cooked

food is safe if you eat it or

refrigerate it within two

hours. But cooked food left

out more than two hours

will cool to a temperature

that bacteria thrive on.

Reheating will kill some
kinds of newly grown bac-

teria, but some are heat-

resistant. Particularly risky

are starchy foods.

MYTH Canned foods last

forever.

near the seams, high-acid

canned foods (such as

tomatoes) should be used

within eighteen months of

purchase, and low-acid

canned foods (such as

corn) should be used within

two to five years.

MYTH Beef should be

cooked until well done to

kill E. coli bacteria.

FACT E. coli on the surface

of steak will be killed

when the beef is cooked

medium-rare, to an inter-

nal temperature of between

145°F. and 160°F. But

when you grind beef, the

bacteria are distributed

throughout, so it must be

cooked to an internal tem-

perature of at least 1 60°F.

SANITIZING SURFACES
AND UTENSILS
One of the major sources of food-borne illness

is cross-contamination, according to Richard

Vergili, the senior sanitation instructor at the

Culinary Institute of America. After cutting or

preparing raw meat or poultry you must

sanitize all surfaces and utensils: Scrub

surfaces with hot, soapy water, then go over

again with a diluted solution of bleach (one

ounce per five gallons of water).
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("Food-borne illnesses," continued) cook whole poultry to

an internal temperature of 1 80°F., poultry breasts to 1 70°F.

E. coli 0157:H7 A bacterium normally found in the intestines

of animals and humans. There are ten thousand to twenty thou-

sand cases per year in the U.S., with approximately three hun-

dred fatalities. It takes very few E. coli bacteria to make a

person seriously ill. Undercooked ground beef is the primary

source of infection. E. coli causes severe diarrhea. Basic pre-

vention: Thoroughly wash hands after using the bathroom;

cook ground beef thoroughly.

Listeria monocytogenes This bacterium is most likely trans-

mitted when animal feces contaminate raw agricultural products.

Listeriosis is characterized by a high mortality rate—there are an

estimated twenty-five hundred cases per year in the U.S., with a

25 to 35 percent death rate. Coleslaw, processed meat (espe-

cially undercooked hot dogs) and soft cheese are primary

sources of infection. Early symptoms are flulike; pregnant women

are very susceptible. Basic prevention: Refrigerate dairy

products and cold cuts below 41 °F.; cook hot dogs in boiling

water for several minutes. Wash raw vegetables thoroughly.

Vibrio vulnificus A bacterium found in U.S. coastal waters.

There are about two dozen cases per year in the U.S., with a

50 to 60 percent death rate. Raw shellfish is the primary

source of infection. People with liver disease may experience

rapid, often fatal, blood poisoning. Basic prevention:

Avoid raw shellfish.

THE COLDER
THE BETTER

Because of the recent emergence

of bacteria that grow at cooler

temperatures, the FDA's latest

Food Code (announced in Jan-

uary) recommends lowering re-

frigerator temperatures from

45°F. to 41 °F. (the USDA advises

40°F., and Richard Vergili, of the

Culinary Institute of America,

suggests 35°F. to 38°F. to be on

the safe side). If your refrigerator

doesn't have a thermostat, buy

an inexpensive thermometer. Al-

ways refrigerate perishable food

immediately after purchasing,

and never leave perishable

food—raw or cooked—out for

more than two hours. Freezers

should be set at O F.

IS IT FOOD POISONING?
It's not always easy to diagnose a food-

borne illness. Common symptoms include

vomiting, diarrhea, fever and abdominal

cramps. Although most people get sick

within four to forty-eight hours of eating

bad food, sometimes symptoms can appear

up to two weeks later. In more serious

cases, a victim may experience paralysis,

double vision or have trouble breathing and

swallowing. If symptoms are severe or the

victim is very young, old, pregnant or

already ill, call a doctor or go to the

hospital immediately.

For more information

Call the USDA Meat & Poultry Hotline (800-

535-4555) Monday through Friday, ten a.m. to

four p.m. E.T. (DC. residents call 202-720-3333.)

Call the FDA Seafood Hotline (800-FDA-

4010) to hear a recorded message about prop-

er handling, safety, preparation and labeling of

seafood (twenty-four hours a day); operators an-

swer questions from noon to four p.m. E.T.

Public Voice for Food & Health Policy offers a

free two-page seofood-safety tip sheet. Send a

self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Public

Voice, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite

522, Washington, DC 20036.

SEAFOOD SAFETY: what you must know
Earlier this year the government

made the first major attempt to

regulate the seafood industry.

Unlike meat and poultry,

seafood is not subject to com-

prehensive mandatory inspec-

tion for safety. In fact, just last

February an ABC News Prime-

Time Live investigation found

50 percent of the seafood sam-

ples it purchased around the

country were spoiled, and

many samples contained chem-

ical contaminants. The FDA's

new initiative, called the Haz-

ard Analysis Critical Control

Point (HACCP, pronounced

Hassup), calls on the nation's

six thousand seafood proces-

sors to adopt quality-control

programs to avoid contamina-

tion. The processors will be

held responsible for proving the

safety of their products. These

safe-eating tips are from Public

Voice for Food & Health Policy,

a consumer-advocacy group:

1. Keep seafood chilled at

32 F. to 40 F.

2. Select the freshest fish.

Check the smell (strong odors

usually indicate spoilage), the

eyes (they should look bright

and bulge), the flesh (it should

feel firm and look fresh, even

shiny) and the display (fish

should be surrounded by ice,

not piled in open cases).

3. Cook fish thoroughly. Fish is

fully cooked when it is opaque

and flakes easily.

4. Avoid raw shellfish, which

carries the highest risk of

acute illness. It is especially

dangerous for pregnant wom-

en and people with the follow-

ing conditions: alcoholism,

liver disease, cancer, dia-

betes, kidney disease, steroid

dependency, AIDS and chron-

ic intestinal disease.

5. Choose lean fish (flounder,

sole), which are less likely to

harbor harmful chemicals (from

pesticides and industrial waste).

6. Trim all guts and skin from

fish; pesticides and other chemi-

cals tend to be stored there.
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HEALTH

THE

ANTI-
BREAST-CANCER

B
y now, we've all

heard that a low-

fat diet may have

a protective ef-

fect against can-

cer. But what's less known
and perhaps even more im-

portant is the power of natu-

rally occurring substances

called phytochemicals, found

in vegetables, fruits and
grains, to promote health

and prevent disease.

All fresh fruits and vegeta-

bles contain literally hun-

dreds of phytochemicals.

The best known are such

substances as beta-carotene

and vitamin E, which may
help shield cells from disease.

But there are many
lesser-known ones

as well that scien-

tists are just begin-

ning to learn about.

In terms of

breast cancer, per-

haps the most sig-

nificant is a class of phytochemicals

called indoles, found in cruciferous

vegetables such as broccoli, cabbage

and brussels sprouts. One form of

this compound apparently helps

prevent abnormal stimulation of the

female hormone estrogen, which

has been linked to breast cancer.

Here's how it seems to work: Es-

trogen travels throughout the body in

many forms. One form, called C-16.

can be unusually active and danger-

ous, potentially able to damage the

genetic material of breast cells. A
woman's breast health appears to

Can eating the right foods lower your risk of

breast cancer? Yes, says the leading doctor who

developed this revolutionary eating plan. By Jon

J. Michnovicz, M.D., Ph.D., and Diane S. Klein

be best protected when her body
produces less of the C-16 estrogen

and more of a safer type called C-2.

Though our findings are still

preliminary, our research suggests

that indoles can safely transform

estrogen into the most benign form

possible. Initial laboratory studies

demonsuated a reduction of breast

cancers in mice that were fed in-

doles. And, in pilot studies of wom-
en taking this compound, we found

that indoles could inactivate estro-

gen in a way that may prevent

breast disease. (Our research into

the effect of food chemicals

was done as part of the Na-

tional Cancer Institute's Ex-

perimental Foods Program,

an ongoing research project.)

Unquestionably, more re-

search needs to be done on

exactly how these and other

t hytochemicals work. But it

already is clear that these

plant substances constitute a

natural pharmacy, assisting

our body in fighting disease.

Last spring, for example, sci-

entists at Johns Hopkins
University, in Baltimore, re-

ported that a phytochemical

called sulforaphane seemed

to block the formation of

cancerous tumors in rats.

And even stud-

ies that don't

specifically cite

phytochemicals are

clear on the bene-

fits of the kind of

diet we're suggest-

ing. "There is suf-

ficient evidence that consumption

of certain vegetables is associated

with the reduction of cancer in hu-

mans," concluded a groundbreak-

ing report by the National

Academy of Sciences in 1992.

Other researchers have reached

the same conclusion. John Potter,

M.D., Ph.D., and Kristi Stein-

metZj Ph.D., scientists at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, in Minne-

apolis, in 1991 reviewed over 130

modern scientific studies. Their

findings were striking: Higher

consumption of (continued)
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The anti-breast-cancer diet

continued

fruits and vegetables was associated with

a much lower risk of cancer at most sites

in the body. They also found evidence

of the protective effects of diets high in

fruits and vegetables against hormone-
related cancers, including breast cancer.

Finally, scientists at the National

Cancer Institute and the University of

California, at Berkeley, examined nearly

two hundred published scientific re-

ports. Again, the results were striking.

In nearly all organs of the body, the sci-

entists found cancer rates were cut by

half or more in those people who ate the

most fresh fruits and vegetables. Specifi-

cally, the team reported that such a diet

was protective against breast cancer.

PREVENTION MADE EASY
This news is especially encouraging: Of
all the possible ways to diminish your

breast-cancer risk, dietary adjustments

are perhaps the easiest and most effec-

tive change you can make. Consider:

Dietary change is under your di-

rect control. You do not need to de-

pend on anyone else to make this

change in your life.

Dietary change can be enjoyable.
Gone are the days when healthful eating

meant bland food and dull recipes.

Healthful meals can be delicious—and

easy to prepare.

Dietary change can protect you
from a variety of chronic diseases in

addition to breast cancer. Many sci-

entists are convinced that nutritional

changes are likely to reduce your risk,

not only for breast cancer, but for colon

cancer, heart disease and other illnesses.

Dietary change can protect your
daughters and your entire family.

New: eating habits in a household will

affect everyone positively.

THE LOW-FAT FACTOR
What's the relationship between fat con-

tent and phytochemicals? Not surpris-

ingly, fat calories and phytochemicals

occur in opposite amounts in our daily

diets. The more fat a woman eats, the

greater the likelihood that she is eating

relatively few fruits and vegetables. On
the other hand, the more fresh, plant-

based foods a woman consumes, the less

appetite she will have for greasy, fat-

laden foods. Therefore, the best strategy

is to replace fatty foods with grains,

fruits and vegetables.

It is important for women to try to

limit their fat consumption to 20 percent

or less of total daily calorie intake. This

goal can be achieved by focusing more
attention each day not only on fruits and

vegetables, but also on whole grain

breads, cereals and pasta. With litt ef-

fort, fat can be removed successilh

from most of the foods you eat, wn aJ.1

most no sacrifice of taste or enjoyme:.!

As a general rule, women mustlscj

reduce their dependence on meatnq
whole milk dairy products as theinrjJ

mary source of protein. Other exaym
protein sources can be found in vole]

grains and beans, especially soybtH
When choosing dairy products, useI
fat or skim-milk products, incluntl

low-fat cheeses. Look for lean cu «d

beef, fish or skinless white-meat chieil

or turkey, and limit the portions by Bl

ing these meats with more vegetable
;

AN EASY EATING PLAN
Women should strive to eat at «j
five—and, better yet, nine—servinS

fresh fruits and vegetables a day. m\

are some ways to incorporate t|§|

foods into your meals:

Breakfast If you're accustomed to jt

ning out the door without eating bi Jc-

fast, it's very important to try gradiH

to eliminate this habit. Studies haviffl

peatedly shown that people who I
bre kfast usually make up for tH
missed calories later in the day, ofteB

eating high-fat snack foods. In addi «.,

if you skip breakfast, it becomes r.H

difficult to fit in the right numbeo:

daily servings. Each of the follovB

Today, leading medical authorities poino

strong evidence that eating foods rict|

antioxidant vitamins and minerals is important)

good health. Antioxidants help strengthen the bocs

natural defenses against cell damai

For a well-balanced di

include 5-9 servings of fruits i

vegetables every day. These foes

are a good source of beta-carott?

and other antioxidant vitamin



es as one serving:

:up of orange juice or half a

ruit.

i alf-cup of sliced bananas, stravv-

i or blueberries on your cereal,

w dried apricots or raisins (about

inces).

; (at any time during the day):

a piece of fruit—a pear, apple, or-

r a bunch of grapes,

e a little box of raisins or a four-

bag of carrot sticks to work with

lach equals one serving.)

u're especially hungry, double up:

1 apple and an orange— it is not

me as having two doughnuts or

ces of pizza.

i This is an easy meal to fit in one

•e servings:

i lk a small can of tomato or veg-

juice, or an individual carton of

;rapefruit or apple juice. (Make
:'s 100 percent juice, not a juice

)

ou're eating out, go for a baked
in its skin or head for the salad

Remember to avoid bacon bits,

:routons and creamy dressings,

and baked potatoes don't need
idd-ons to taste good.)

k for fresh, seasonal fruits,

x This is an excellent time to add
r fresh fruit and vegetable quota:

itinely have a green salad or

coleslaw (made with low-fat dressing)
with your meal. Mix in an assortment of
raw vegetables, such as sliced red radish-

es, cherry tomatoes, cucumber slices, or
strips of red, green or yellow peppers.

• Do what the Italians enjoy doing:
Mix a wide assortment of different
leafy greens such as chicory, water-
cress, endive and red-leaf lettuce. Toss
in some chopped parsley or fragrant
fresh dill. Remember to choose low-fat

or nonfat dressings!

THE TOP TEN

These vegetables, members of the

cruciferous family, offer the greatest

protection against breast cancer:

1 . Broccoli

2. Brussels sprouts

3. Cabbage
4. Cauliflower

5. Collards

6. Kale

7. Radishes

8. Rutabaga

9. Turnip

1 0. Watercress

Reprinted from HOW TO REDUCE YOUR RISK OF BREAST
CANCER. Copyright © 1994 by Jon J. Michnovicz and
Diane Klein. Published by Warner Books, Inc.. New York

Desserts This is an opportunity to treat

yourself to sweets that are nutritious:

• Add some fresh fruit ; iui nonfat
frozen yogurt or sorbet fresh sliced

peaches, strawberries, blueberries or
raspberries.

• Cut up any combination
and mix with a little fruit juice and a

dash of sweet wine or cordial. Make the

fruit salad at least a half hour in ad-

vance and let the juice and wine com-
bine into a delicious sauce.

Remember, eating healthful foods
doesn't mean being stuck with a dull

and boring diet. Try new recipes and
experiment with new fruits and vegeta-

bles. Look for ways to substitute the

"right" foods for ones that are high in

fat. Before long, you'll become accus-

tomed to these new tastes and will real-

ize how enjoyable they can be. And, best

of all, you will be taking a key step in

lowering your risk of breast cancer.

Jon J. Michnovicz, AID., Ph.D., is on

staff at Rockefeller University, in New
York City, and is the director and founder

of the Foundation for Preventive Oncology.

(The foundation is an independent not-for-

profit organization composed of research

scientists, physicians, health-care profes-

sionals and educators dedicated to cancer

prevention.) Diane S. Klein is a zvriter who
specializes in health issues.
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FAMILY

Tim Burke was a major-

same—until he decidec

him more than his fans <

pair of three-year-olds in

footie pajamas bump on

their backsides down the

five steps into the family

.room. Two six-year-

olds dash in close behind. Rest

time is over; everybody's ready to

roughhouse. Tim and Christine

Burke direct them into the base-

ment playroom of their large

northern Indiana home, and every-

one spends the next hour in a

noisy, happy kid heaven—running,

wrestling, tossing balls.

This family frolic isn't a special

occasion—it's been a part of the

Burkes' daily life since February

of last year. That's when Tim
gave up his career as a major-

league baseball player to become a

full-time father to the adopted

children he loves.

It almost seems unbelievable that

league pitcher at the pea

I his wife and children

lid. By Lynn Harris

a young man would voluntarily

leave this exciting—and highly lu-

crative—life. By retiring when he

did, Tim, thirty-five, passed up an

opportunity to earn 5650,000 with

the Cincinnati Reds that season as

a relief pitcher, and probably three

times as much by the end of his ca-

reer. He also gave up the game that

had been his passion since child-

hood. For him, the idea of

one day pitching in the

major leagues was, he

says, "beyond a dream."

But along the way, that

dream lost its importance.

"In baseball, they'll get

along fine without me.

They're not going to miss

me," Tim said at the time

he made his decision.

"But I'm the only hus-

band my wife has, and the

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL JULY 1994

only father my children,

have—for a lifetime."

BUILDING A FAMILY

The ballpark has been

Tim's second home!
since he made his Little:

League debut at age'

eight. He attended the

University of Nebraska f

on a baseball scholar- }

ship, then signed with|

the Pittsburgh Pirates in
|

his junior year. Soon af-

ter that, he met Chris-

a

tine, now thirty-three.
|

They were married in u

May 1982, shortly after,

Tim was moved up to I

the Pirates' AA minor- I

league team.

The marriage had a I

less-than-meteoric start. I

Both came into the rela- I

tionship with troubled I

family histories: Tim's

mother and brother died

when he was young,

and Christine's father

abandoned the family

before she was born, leaving her

mother struggling to get by. When
Tim was on the road, his new wife

was alone and lonely; when he was

home, his drinking—a habit that

began in college—compounded the

tension. As Tim tells it, "She was

packed up and ready to go home
and get a divorce two weeks after

we were married."

Certain disaster

was averted when
the couple accepted a

teammate's invitation

to a Bible-study meet-

ing. That evening,

says Christine, "it

all made sense. Our
icom iimcd on page 104)

AS A PITCHER lor the

Montreal Expos, Tim

:A Rflfc Burke quickly became a

Wk record-setter and an

[ All-Star player

k of his

needed
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introducing Control Pel

guaranteed to break th

There's nothing more

irritating to pet owners than

flea and tick prohlems. M
And the insidious cycle ™

of infestation and irritation that makes

fleas and ticks so annoying and even

dangerous, can be difficult to control.

But it doesn't have to be.

Hartz Control Flea & Tick

Conditioning Shampoo. This

exclusive formula enriched w ith

protein conditioners is specialh

formulated to kill adult fleas and ticks

w hile also removing loose dandruff, dirt

and scales, w hich are food sources for

developing fleas and ticks.

It starts with Hartz,
The Hartz Control Pet Care System

is a proven system guaranteed to break

the flea and tick cycle.

Fleas and ticks breed and multiply

with ease. For example, a female flea

can lay as many as 200 eggs in just a

couple of days. Imagine 200 more

female fleas laying 200 more eggs.

But, thanks to Hartz' technology,

it's a cycle that can be interrupted and
"

controlled. The Hartz Control Pet

Care System uses the remarkable active

chemical ingredient vIGRen™ *

bisect Growth Regulator (IGR) w hich

helps fight fleas in a scientific and

guaranteed effective way.

The simple system works like this:

A. Treat your pet.

You start by bathing your pet w ith

B. Protect your pet.

. V weekly treatment with Hartz

Control Flea & Tick Repellent

will keep annoying insects

and pests from infesting

your pet. It quickly kills

any stray fleas or ticks

while establishing a fresh

protective hairier.

Then for added protection

make sure your pet is w earing a

Hartz 2 in 1® Flea & Tick Collar when

it goes outdoors.

C. Treat your home.
Fleas and ticks

infest homes as w ell

as pets. And die way

to halt the flea and

tick life cycle is to

treat your home with Hartz Con!

Home Flea & Tick Killer or

Home Fogger. One application A

lolls fleas and ticks on contact and prevenl

re-infestation, from hatching flea eggs, I

for up to seven months.

The Hartz Guarantee.

We're so certain diat the Hartz

Control Pet Care System will do the

job that we guarantee it. Just use our

system properly for 30 days. Ifyou

don't see a real change in flea and tick

infestation in vour home and on your

pet, we'll refund

your money.

Every penny. No
questions asked.

Any questions?

Call right now.

1-800-275-1414.

\ \ e want vou to know-

all vou need to know about flea and tick

problems and how the Hartz Control Pet I

Care S^teni can solve them. Call our 80f'

number at your convenience and we'll giv!

vou the information vou need.

Control
Pet Care System™
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TO

KinderCare...

a safe, secure childcare environment

where children of all ages are

nurtured emotionally, socially,

physically and intellectually by

attentive caregivers and teachers.

A A place where you'll find an

ongoing dialogue between parents

and caregivers and where infants

are given the individualized love

and attention so crucial to their

emotional development. A A

place where two-year-olds gain a

sense of self and important

socialization skills, learn colors and

shapes, and develop their language

and motor skills. A A place where

three- to five-year-olds get the

intellectual stimulation they need

for school readiness, learn to

cultivate friendships and develop

their coordination through outdoor

play activities. A A place where

school-age children who need to

wind down and have fun at the end

of a busy, lesson-packed day can

participate in a variety of supervised

play activities, arts and crafts, music,

quiet time and homework time.

KinderCare

The Whole Child is the Whole Idea"

All-star dad
continued from page 100

marnage wasn't working right, and the

Bible had an outline for how a marriage

does work." That summer, they commit-

ted to Christianity; as a result, they say,

their relationship improved and Tim
stopped drinking altogether.

In the years that followed, Tim made
his way from the minors to his major-

league debut with the Montreal Expos.

He soon tied the National League
record for most game appearances by a

rookie, and in 1986 he reached the

"century mark" (one hundred appear-

ances), faster than any other pitcher in

baseball history.

But the Burkes' most cherished

dream nearly died in the fall of 1985,

when they learned they could not have

children of their own. Christine quickly

set her heart on adopting; Tim was less

enthusiastic. "I thought it was great that

other people did it, but I just didn't

think I could love another person's

child," he says.

Christine didn't push him to change

his mind—though she did secretly pray

that they could come to a definite agree-

ment on the subject. Then one day that

December, Tim suddenly announced
that he had been feeling an unexplain-

able desire to adopt a daughter from
Korea. Christine nearly fell over. She
had recently had a dream in which Tim
was lovingly holding an Asian baby girl.

Tim had once heard about Holt In-

ternational Children's Services, an
Oregon-based Christian organization

specializing in foreign adoptions and
child welfare overseas. They called the

agency a few months later to start the

process, and Holt sent a social worker

to conduct a careful evaluation. Holt's

adoption fee of just S5,000 covered all

expenses, including plane fare.

In just eight months, with surprisingly

little red tape involved, Holt arranged

the adoption of a South Korean girl

whom the Burkes named Stephanie.

Though born prematurely, she was oth-

erwise healthy, and today, at six, she is

an avid gymnast and ballet student.

The overjoyed parents returned to

Holt in 1989 to add to their family. This

time, they felt drawn to adopt a special-

needs child, and when the agency
showed them an album of such chil-

dren, a picture of a young Guatemalan
boy seemed to jump out at them. He
had hypothyroidism, which had left him
with disproportionately small arms and

legs, and he was thought to be mentally

retarded. But the Burkes were certain

their love could make a difference in the

boy's life.

The Guatemalan authorities granted

them permission to come claim the boy,

whom they would name Ryan, on the

date of the annual All-Star game, w^,
Tim would be on break. But as 11

would have it, L.A. Dodgers mana^
Tommy Lasorda picked Tim for ic

National League All-Star team. 1^
told Christine, "I'm not going to pi;/'

but she persuaded him to go ahead, J
ing it was a once-in-a-lifetime char;.

As an Ail-Star, Tim pitched two i-

mngs

—

scoreless, his wife proudly adc-

then caught a midnight flight o

Guatemala City.

Happily, the doctors' dire predicts

for Ryan never materialized: His meal

and physical development has been ir-

mal, and today he is a dynamic boy \h

a keen sense of humor. One day Rn
will wear his dad's All-Star ring, beca*

the date inscribed is the day he joii

the family.

GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT
When they returned to Holt yet agaiit

1990, Christine and Tim felt they A
been prompted by God to parent a c'l

with medical problems even more se^M

than Ryan's. This time, they ch|j

Nicole, a three-month-old Korean ill

Born without one hand, she also hai!

life-threatening heart malformatii.

called tetralogy of Fallot, that wouldy
quire immediate surgery once ej

reached the U.S.

The drama that followed was toej

the beginning of the end for Tim's b*

ball career. In July 1991, the day belj

Nicole's open-heart surgery, Tim g«
call at the nurse's station—he had bit

J

traded to the New York Mets M
would have to leave after the operaB

was over. His heart ached at havinjol

desert his family at a time of crisis.

Nicole survived surgery—twice—

I

spent a month in intensive care. I
though her heart was successfully

paired, she sustained brain damage
the process, and then began suffering>

current seizures, as many as forty a (J.

"We were in our own silent grievir'

says Christine. It was more thai

month before the family was able to I

Tim in New York.

That time marked a low point

Tim's career. "It was the first tim<n

my life that I found myself out oni

mound not concentrating at all,"'*

says. And, for the first time as a ml
leaguer, Tim did not earn a single 5!

(maintaining the leading score est'

lished by the starting pitcher) that :

son. He was traded to the Yankees ll

that year, then became a free agent i

accepted an offer from Cincinnati i

the 1993 season.

There were other firsts, too. Chris

started hearing her husband, once sol

voted to his sport, say, "This isn't J

anymore. I don't love this anymorl

don't want to be out in the field; I v\»

to be home." (co)itin ')
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All-star dad
continued

Tim began to think seriously about

his priorities. He remembered how hard

it had been waiting until the end of the

1989 season to bond with Ryan, who
had been shy and frightened with his

new family. "He'd start warming up to

me, and then I'd go on the road, and
when I came home we'd be back to

square one," he recalls.

He thought about the time, a couple

of years later, when both Ryan and
Stephanie had cried inconsolably be-

cause the new baseball season had start-

ed. When he was on the road—which
was about half the time during the

eight-month season—the children were

angry and disobeyed their mother more
often. One day, Stephanie had given

him the cold shoulder; when he asked

what was wrong, she finally confessed,

"I'm mad because you keep going away
and leaving us alone." They were about

to adopt another child, a boy from Viet-

nam. Would he come to resent Tim's
schedule, too?

Then there was the toll his career

was taking on Christine. She had expe-

rienced stress-related chest pains during

the worst of the crisis with Nicole, and,

to make matters worse, she still suffers

from neck pain caused by a car accident
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she was in as a teenager. Yet she had
orchestrated thirty-eight moves in ten

years without a complaint, played
mother and father most of the time and
given constant support when Tim's
game was in a slump. The trauma of

parenting a severely disabled child had

been hard on their marriage as well,

and they went for counseling.

Tim left for spring training in Florida

with the Reds in February 1993, excited

to be playing with a new team and ready

to give baseball another chance. The
thrill didn't last. He was willing to pass

it off as a bad day at first, but nine bad

days later, the real reason for his unhap-

piness was clear. "My heart and passion

weren't on the ball field. They were with

my family," Tim says.

After a good deal of prayer, a long talk

with Christine and a sleepless night, Tim
went into manager Tony Perez's office

and announced his retirement, effective

immediately. Perez was so shocked, he

slammed down his coffee cup, but he

didn't argue with his pitcher's decision.

Tim cleared out his locker for the last

time, turned in his uniform and drove

home. "That's when the tears came," he

says. "I'm looking in the rearview mirror

and seeing the ballpark getting smaller

and smaller. It was a perfect picture of

how baseball was going to be in my life."

Tim's teammates and superiors were

astounded but supportive. They km
how tough it can be. Tom Foley, a

rates infielder and friend of Tim's frc

their Expos days, is away from his thi

young children during half of the schc

year. He says, "It gets really hard—

a

the phone bills sure rack up. When y

have a family and they start to get old

you can never bring back the times y

spent apart from them. Tim's showr

lot of people that having the money,
[fame], isn't everything. In fact, it's

even a small percentage of what's rea

involved in his life."

The import of her husband's decisii
1

didn't hit Christine until some time It

er, when she was in her car, listening

a tape of a radio interview Tim had gi

en. It brought her to tears. "It was f

first time I'd heard Tim's words sayir

T did it because I love my wife

much.' I never had anyone display tl

kind of love. I was overwhelmed by it;

she remembers.

FAMILY MATTERS
Expecting to leave the limelight, tl

Burkes were shocked when newspaper

talk shows and film companies beg;

making offers. The mailbox in their n<

Indiana home became stuffed with B

ters from other dads who'd scaled dov,

their work to be with their families

Though no movie deals have been mad



and Christine recently collaborated

n autobiography, Major League Dad

us on the Family Publishing, May
), which covers Tim's career, their

iage, the adoptions, their spiritual

th and Tim's retirement,

v'e never, ever did this to be an ex-

e to anybody other than our fami-

;ays Christine. "But as it turns out,

has made people stop and say,

j can I make my life less busy so I

t be on my deathbed wishing I'd

with my kids more?' We're saying

don't have to give up everything

—

eprioritize a bit."

timately, however, the biggest im-

Tim has made has been right in his

home. For years, Christine ran a

voman show; now she has an equal

ier in the household routine. In the

lings, Tim manages breakfast for

one before turning the kids over to

mother for home schooling,

istine began teaching the children

>me during Tim's pitching days to

constant school changes; now, she

she plans to continue this for the

being.) The older children take

going on "dates" with one parent,

Tim and Christine schedule a week-

:e of their own just to be a couple,

tirement has also allowed Tim to

ere for his children's milestones. In

1992, for no apparent reason,

Nicole's seizures disappeared as quickly

as they began. While her doctors can't

predict her developmental progress,

there is no question about her ability to

love. Eight months ago, she said

"Mama" for the first tune; now, says

Christine, she says, "Daddy" all the

time. Wayne, who came from Vietnam
hampered by a severe clubfoot, now
limps only slightly since having orthope-

dic surgery, and he no longer needs the

brace he once wore.

Furthermore, the example of compas-
sion and generosity that Tim and Chris-

tine have set is reflected in their children.

When Wayne first came home in March
1993, Ryan offered a toy car as a wel-

coming gift. The young boy refused it at

first, then hurled it at his new big broth-

er. Displaying maturity and understand-

ing far beyond his years, Ryan
responded, "That's okay, Wayne. You
don't trust us yet, but you will soon." He
was right: Now, when Ryan invites his

brother to watch a videotape, Wayne
says with a grin, "Yes, Ry-ee!" and
reaches out his arms to be picked up.

There is one thing, however, that the

older children haven't picked up from

their dad. Though they love participat-

ing in other activities, Ryan and
Stephanie have no interest in team
sports

—"which is fine with me," says

Tim. "I want them to be able to do

whatever they want to do."

Does Tim Burke ever have regrets?

Only one: that the teams h; plaved for

never made it to the World Series play-

offs while he was on the roster. All in

all, though, he looks forward rather than

back. He'll never play profess

again, he says, but there are other ways

to bj part of the game. He and Chris-

tine have begun making speaking ap-

pearances to baseball players and their

families, supporting them in matters of

family and spirituality.

But parenting is still their highest pri-

ority; in fact, the couple are awaiting the

arrival of the next little Burke: Maria, a

year-old Guatemalan girl, now undergo-

ing surgery for a cleft palate. As of this

writing, the Burkes are waiting for her to

be declared legally abandoned before

they can start the adoption process.

(Will this complete their family? Well,

Tim did once say he wanted "a child

from every continent.")

Tim and Christine are already in love

with the girl they have never met. "Once
their photo is on the fridge, it's like

they're already ours," says Christine,

laughing. Tim adds, "When a mother's

pregnant, there's bonding before she

even sees the child. For us, it's just a lit-

tle longer distance."

Lvtiu Hams is a writer based in Boston.





She's a

legendary

singer—yet, for

years, a phobia

held her back

from doing all

she was capable

of. How did she

overcome her

most terrifying

obstacle? By

Susan Price

honestly believed it was

going to be just two

concerts [in Las Ve-

gas]," Barbra Streisand

told Ladies' Home

Journal, explaining the

reason for her current series of

concerts. "But it was such a

lovely experience, feeling the

connection with the audience

after all these years, that I de-

cided to do a limited tour to

express my appreciation for

the love and support I have

received for such a long time."

Her seemingly simple

statement conceals a com-

plex, poignant reality: the fear

that has haunted the superstar

for decades—as well as the

grueling effort she has made

to overcome this fear.

For the two Las Vegas con-

certs Streisand gave at the be-

ginning of this year marked the

first time she had returned to

the concert stage since 1967.

Then, frightened by a death

threat allegedly made by the

Palestine Liberation Organiza-

tion, she forgot the words to

some songs in front of a mas-

sive crowd in New York's Cen-

tral Park. "I just went blank,"

she has said. "It was horrify-

ing." Afterward, it seemed un-

likely she would (continued)



The way she was:

In the 1960s Streisand

seemed to wear virtually

every chic hairstyle, from the

Vidal Sassoon-ish blunt cut

(left) to the imposing beehive

(below). For the London

premiere of Funny Girl in

1969 (near right), she

adopted a gaucho look,

while a year later she looked

more like a society matron

(continued) ever per-

form in public again.

"You don't get over

stage fright—you just

don't perform," she

said. "I don't think I

can do it again."

Yet she has done it,

in a big way, beginning

with London's Wemb-

ley Stadium in April,

through Washington, D.C.,

in May and ending in late

June with five performances

at New York's Madison

Square Garden. Each appear-

ance sold out within hours,

and the tour is expected to

net millions of dollars.

And that's not all. Over

the past several months,

Streisand has been doing a

lot more than conquering the

fear that has limited and

dominated her life. She has

disposed of her Malibu es-

tate, sold her treasured Art

Deco and Art Nouveau co

lection for % 5. 8 million ("The

selling of my collectibles,"

she's said, "is a cleansing of

my heart, my mind and my

soul") and is planning a num-

ber of controversial film pro-

jects. What's more, she has

never looked better; her fa-

mously translucent skin is as

clear as ever and virtually

wrinkle-free (Manhattan der-

matologist Dr. Pat Wexler has

reportedly done some wrinkle-

plumping work on her); her

body is toned and firm. At

the age of fifty-two, Streisand

appears to be beginning a

new phase of her life.

THE ROOTS OF CHANGE
Why is she able to put her

fears behind her now, to do

what she once thought was

impossible? There is no sim-

ple answer; instead, a number

of factors have combined to

make the change possible.

Part of Streisand's re-

newed interest in performing,

"THE GREATEST STAR"
P7
^

To Streisand, acting is as important as singing, and she has given fans many wonderful movie memories

(from top, left to right): Funny Girl (1968); Hello, Dolly! (1969); Funny Lady (1 975); A Star Is Born (1 976); Yentl (1 983);

The Owl and the Pussycat ( 1 970); The Way We Were ( 1 973); Prince of Tides ( 1 991

)



Changing times

(from top):

the 1970s, she sported

the decade's signature

orkscrew curls, though

she occasionally went

aight as well. In 1984,

; wore a typical power

\, but a few years later

•'d opted for a waifish,

low-key look, even

dding (by the 1990s) a

whimsical sailor cap

entertainment-industry insid-

ers say, may be due simply to

her §60 million contract with

Sony, which includes $2 mil-

lion a year for ten years to

develop projects; S3 million

for a movie she directs; a

S4 million advance for even'

movie in which she stars; and

a $5 million advance for each

of six albums she is expected

to produce. High-priced

projects like these are un-

questionably helped by

a star's high visibility.

And the fear of growing

old and outdated may also

be part of her return to

the stage. "She might

be going out there

again because she

really feels that she's be-

come a memory, a legend in

her own time, and she

wants to be real again," says

Stuart Fischoff, Ph.D., me-

dia psychology professor at

California State University,

Los Angeles. "She wants to

have some contemporary

meaning."

But that isn't the whole

story. Streisand's new-

found confidence is also

due to a long, intense self-

examination that includes

years of therapy as well as

encounters with New
Age-style spirituality.

And perhaps the most

important factor, the

singer's friends say, is

pure old-fashioned stub-

bornness, the kind of

stubbornness that made a

poor girl from Brooklyn,

New York, determined to

transform herself into a

superstar.

"1 think there's a tenacity

that she's probably had since

the time she was a little

girl—to always want to be

better and always ask more

of herself," says lyricist Mari-

lyn Bergman, who, with her

husband, Alan, wrote the

lyrics to one of Streisand's

signature songs, "The Way
We Were."

"This [returning to live

performance] is overcoming

fear. And I think that because

she was so afraid of it, it

made her want to feel that

she could conquer it."

But if Streisand is no

longer paralyzed by fear,

she's still very anxious about

\f/r- appearing onstage.

Mindful of the long-

ago death threat before

the Central Park perfor-

j
mance, she has imposed

[
antiterrorist-level sec-

|
urity measures at her

concerts, with every

member of the audience

required to go through

(continued on nope 1 >6)

The men in

her life

Streisand's marriage, to Elliott

Gould (top), ended in divorce, and

her relationships—with Jon Peters,

Richard Baskin, Don Johnson,

Andre Agassi—have had a dismal

track record. But she has kept

close to a very important man in

her life, her son, Jason (bottom)



DOES
MOTHER
KNOW
BEST?

Women today are fighting the

medical community on behalf

of their children— to keep them

alive, to let them die with

dignity, even to give birth to

them after fifty. how much of

a say should a mom have?

Baby
K, as the little

girl is known in the

courts and newspa-

pers, will never

see, hear, feel or

think. She will never say

"Mommy" or know what the

word means. And she will

never know a life outside the

confines of her bed in the

nursing home where she

lives. Born with no viable

brain, Baby K, nearly two,

has already lived longer than

expected, thanks to the hospi-

tal that revives her when she

comes close to death. Her

mother wants this treatment

to continue for the remainder

of her daughter's life; the hos-

pital wants it to stop.

Who should decide?

This conflict is the most ex-

treme current example of a

mother fighting for the right

to make a controversial med-

ical decision for her child,

but it is not the only one.

Parents are increasingly be-

ing pitted against doctors,

hospitals, lawyers, advocacy

groups and, in some cases,

public opinion. At issue are

the rights to choose how
and when to have children,

to (continued on page 153)

Told that her baby son, Callian, should be born by caesarean,

Tabita Bricci took her doctors and state officials to court for the

right to refuse the operation—and won. Today, Callian is healthy







Robert James Waller, author of

the phenomena] love ston The

Bridges ofMadison County, is

unquestionably today s i

popular author. Readers

around the world have been

deeplv moved by his heartfelt

tales of passion and longing. In

the U.S. alone, more than

seven million copies ol his

books

—

Bridges. Slow Waltz in

Cedar Bend and the essay

collection Old Songs in a New

Cafe—are in print. Mere, in

the first of a two-part Journal

exclusive, he w rites about his lite

his w ife. Georgia, and the w ide-

open country they call home

My
road atlas says it's

about 1 ,250 miles to El

Paso from Des Moines,

forty miles less than from

Des Moines to Montpe-

I lier, Vermont. It doesn't

feel that way; Montpelier seems a lot closer

than El Paso by my internal reckoning.

Somewhere west of Austin and past the hill

country is a space-time curtain blowing

around in the southern run of the high

plains, and on the other side of that curtain

iies another land entirely: West Texas. West

Texas, where the moon sits fuN on MO, fat

and round and looking as if you could drive

right through it in a mile or two.

If, as I still am, you're used to green fields

and towns that lie only a few miles apart, or

city streets and corner delicatessens, the great

distance out here and the loft (continued)
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(continued) of high-desert mountains can make you

feel small and vulnerable. A West Texas radio station

labels itself "The Voice of the Last Frontier." I believe it.

And driving through a sunup that turns the high buttes

red on their eastern sides and sends the moon to where

it goes before it comes around again, you understand

it's no place to be running on empty.

On a Monday morning, at dawn, while eastern com-

muter trains clack toward the work of stocks and bonds

and putting out magazines and designing clothes, it's

quiet out here except for our dog named Shy, who
thinks she smells something on the canyon breeze and

barks intermittently. Sometimes, when the wind dies, it's

so quiet you feel as if the Big-Space-Silence might actu-

ally crush you; I've had that feeling more than once, a

silence that is almost suffocating until you get used to it

and come to want only that which will not disturb it.

Both my wife, Georgia, and I have that sense of a

space-time curtain. We keep saying to each other how
big the land seems way out here . . . and is. And
there's no sign of jet contrails across these blue, high-

desert skies; the flight paths are far north of us.

This morning, I built a fire in the stove for her and

started toward the little outbuilding where I work, then

ran back to the house, saying, "Look at the clouds

swirling up there on Bird Mountain." In two minutes I

had a tripod set up and was firing the Nikon at

clouds running over the mountain and streaming

down into the canyon next to it, the same canyon

where a mule-deer buck lives and carries the biggest

rack you've ever seen. I saw him through my binocu-

lars a few weeks ago, standing by an upthrust of rock

in the morning sunlight.

Out here we've had to learn new things and be re-

minded of others—that water doesn't really come from

a faucet and that you need to periodically repack the

pumps pulling it up from fifteen hundred feet below the

earth's surface. And we've learned what it means when

a dog shifts from a low growl to a shrill bark in the

nighttime. And how to plan meals when you get to town

only once a week, how to prepare for a grass fire and

where the firebreaks ought to go on the edge of the

property. We have a lot more to learn, but the people

out here are patient and kind, moving a little slower

than we're used to but doing things right when they do

them, as far as I can tell.

Georgia and I don't have a television; we'd
stopped watching television a long time before we
116

came here. In the evenings we practice the Texas to

step, getting ready for the annual cowboy-poetry ce-

bration that's coming up in a couple of weeks. Sf's

a fine dancer—all her years of ballet saw to that—ut

I'm self-conscious and klutzy. I grin and tell her, "Rg|

men don't bond, and tough guys don't dance. Th,'j

how i was brought up."

She'll have none of it, and I'd promised I'd lear if

we came to West Texas, so she rewinds the Wa^
Jennings tape to "Rainy Day Woman" one more tig.

"See, it's not hard. You just do this little skip and shufe,

and stay with it while I do my turns." Across the li\k

room we go, into the billiards room and around*

pool table, Georgia moving light and easy while

starting to sweat under my flannel shirt, counting to*

self and thinking, "Lead with left foot, shuffle, skip. . m
After dancing for a while (I'll never get the Wesp

style of waltzing down—never), we take out a coupl«

beers and shoot pool. I can do that, and she can't, ft

grew up with ballet lessons; I grew up in a place cal

"The Sportsman," where it was a dime a cue, Ids

pays. The .30-30 saddle gun lies on a chair in case*

javelinas—wild pigs—come tonight. I look at it, tl

back at her and say, "Keep your cue level, nice smJ
stroke . . . no, no, you're not M
centrating on the target ball."

She smiles and plows the «
ball into three or four others, hp

ing something will head towarB

pocket, any pocket. I open I
billiards-room door and look del

at three dogs asleep on the st€

then up at Bird Mountain, and remember that tomon

I have to check the south pump.

Georgia bends over the pool table, squinting at

cue ball, and says, "How about leftover spagh

tonight?"

"That's fine with me," I tell her, still looking out

door at Bird Mountain and wondering if a lion is

there staring back at me silhouetted in the door c

ranch-house billiards room, wondering if the javeli

will come tonight with trouble on their minds, am
the south pump is working all right. As far as I <

see, and that's thirty miles to the north in the daytii

there are no other lights of home. A mile from

down by the highway, I catch the low rumble o

Southern Pacific freight, barely audible, and beh

me I can hear the click of pool balls and Georgia s

ing, "Got it! Yea for me."

It's pretty quiet way out here, real quiet, except

the click of billiard balls or when the wind cor

and blows the clouds around on Bird Mountain. /

even then it's quiet, in its own way, in this spe(

and peculiar place.

Continued in next month's Ladies' Home Journal.

Real men don't bond, and

tough guys don't dance.^
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W hen Walt Disne\ World s publicity staff wrote to us asking for makeovers to help them

look their prettiest in the f lorida heat, ii was LHJ s turn to put our magic to the test. We

Hew to Orlando with an expert team—hair pro Gad Cohen and makeup ace Lvdia Sny-

der—to create Cinderella-style transformations (even Minnie Mouse got in on the act).

Sometimes when you wish upon a star, dreams do come Hue. Bv Lois Jon Jolmson.

Beauty and Fashion Director

Michelle Fisher
"I've always wanted bigger eyes and bigger hair," said

twenty-eight-year-old Michelle. "And can you teach me

how to apply eye makeup so it lasts?" Gad worked his less-

is-more sorcery by cutting Michelle's hair to a more sophis-

ticated shoulder length. 'The new swingier length plus

reverse blow-drying [head flipped

forward when drying] added great

body," said Gad. 'There are tricks to

creating larger eyes," said Lydia.

"But Michelle's best bet is to make I

her mouth the focal point of her

face. A defined mouth will add a

lot of sophistication." Lydia blended

a mauve-brown shadow on the

whole lid to push back the brow

overhang, then swept a deeper

brown shadow at the outer corners in a sideways V. Lydia

also explained that makeup lasts longest when you layer

rich, matte colors. She saved the drama for Michelle's lips,

choosing a bright, matte-formula blue-red shade. Voila!

makeup. Cover Girl. For details, see page 150.
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Jennie, a forty-year-old

mother of a sixteen-

month-old baby, took a

step in the right dnection

when she cut her long

hair short last fall. Gad

loved the length—but

said the artificial-looking

red color had to go. He

softened it to a warm

chestnut brown, which al-

tered Jennie's whole look:

It added a rosy glow to

her skin and made her

pretty blue eyes really

stand out. Ly-

dia reshaped

Jennie's eye-

H brows, creat-

ing a slight

off-center arch,

m then haloed the

eyes with smoky

color—a la Liz

Taylor—which

gives Jennie's

new look star quality.

All makeup. L'Oreal. Details, page

150. Large photo: dress. Laundry

by S hell i Segal at Lord & Taylor

Petites; earrings. Ann & Catherine

Prevost. Small photo: jacket, Zang

Toi; necklace. Kenneth Jay Lane:

earrings. Richelieu.



Jane
Adams
Sometimes your natural hair

color is not the best comple-

ment to your skin—as was

the case for forty-year-olc
i

Jane. Gad brightened the

dull brown to auburn, which'

livened up Jane's face. He a

also reshaped the cut into a*

sexy gamine style. Lydia

chose new makeup shades

in melon, coral and warm

ginger—shades that look

wonderful on redheads.

Lydia also made Jane's

thin lips more voluptuous

by rounding out the points

of the bow with a neutral
1

lip pencil, then filling inl

with matte color.

All makeup. Estee Lauder. Details]

page 150. Large photo: jacket,

Linda Allard for Ellen Tracy

Petite for Lord & Taylor;

pearls, Carolee. Small

photo: jacket. Bar-

neys NY; choker,

Ann & Cather-

ine Prevost.



am Brandon
ant to look sophisticated without a lot of makeup. I

'-old mother of two. "Pam's hair length was great,"

I,
loose layers for movement and add gold and h

/ and give her hair color more dimension.' ' The bi

ning and extending Pam's pale, sparse brows with

in was so worried about looking natural that she

I Lydia. "So I showed her how she could achieve]

>rs." Lydia used muted-brown eye shadows and a v

dow at the lash base to add definition. Pam's quic

a Velcro-roller set for sexy waves. Natural never

e natural," said Pam, a forty-

said Gad. "All I did was cut

ney highlights to blend in the

est change Lydia made was

th pencil and brow powder,

s afraid to wear makeup,"

atural look using neutral

mall amount of black eye

itch for evening: red lips

so good.
|

lakeup, Revlon. Details, page 150. Large photo: jacket. Christian Dior^Bcklace, Yves Saint Laurent; earrings,



Carole
Jackson
Monroe
"I love makeup and fash-

ion," said Carole, thirty-

three. "But I'd like to

develop a real signature

style." Gad's advice: a

sleeker hairstyle. "A blunt

chin-length cut gives Car-

ole options— she can

wear her hair down or

smoothed into a chignon."

Lydia concentrated on

perfecting Carole's oily

complexion: She

spot-blended two

shades of oil-free

foundation to even

out the skin tone,

topping it with con-

cealer and powder.

Her daytime look is

neutral eye shad-

ows, rosy-brown

blush and red-brown lips.

For evening, heavier eye

makeup and a pale, shim-

mery mouth. Now Carole

has unmistakable style!

All makeup, Maybelline Shades of

You. Details, page 150. Large photo:

dress, Bill Blass. choker, Givenchy;

earrings Nina Rica. Small photo: jack-

et, KL Karl Lagerfeld; sweater, KL Karl

Lagerfeld; earrings. Kenneth Jay Lane



Sarona Soughers
"I've always permed my hair because it's so fine, but I'm

tired of it. Also, my makeup never stays put on my oily

skin," thirty-two-year-old Sarona told us. Gad's solution?

A bob. "Sarona's perm and the dry, dull texture of her

hair distract from its great color. A simple bob, blow-

dried straight, emphasizes the natural blond silkiness."

Lydia chose a brand-new makeup palette for Sarona and put the emphasis on a

fresh, groomed look. "Sarona looks monotone with her pale skin, palest blue

eyes and light hair. After applying an oil-free dual powder-foundation, I shaded

her eyes with soft gray and vanilla and lined them in a deeper gray, extending

the eye slightly at the corner. Neutral beige-pink lipstick is the finishing touch."

Instant sophistication.

All makeup, Elizabeth Arden. Details, page 150 Large photo: )acket and shell, Soma Rykiei, earrings, Mish
_

SEVin SECRETS
TO MAKEOVER MAGIC
# Make small or ho

dramatically larger by stretching the

shape of the eye horizontally. Start

by extending the brow at the outer

corner, then extend shadow to the

same point, feathering the edges to

blend. Extend eyeliner to meet the

outer edge of shadow, widening

and lifting the line at the outer lid.

# All brows need to be shaped and

enhanced with makeup to create

larger, younger eyes: Subtly thin and

lift the brow, adding a little more

arch on top with a pencil or powder.

# Don't be afraid to overline your

lips. Round out your lip line where

you need more fullness. Match

pencil to your natural lip color

when using neutral or earthy

lipcolors; or, when wearing bright

lipcolor, match liner to lipstick for a

sharper shape.

# Layering can add movement,

texture and body to give hair a

younger look.

# Shampooing isn't always

necessary for a fast style boost. A

ten-minute Velcro-roller set

while you're doing your makeup

or dressing can add soft waves.

Gel applied to the roots of short

hair creates a tousled look.

% A richer, warmer version of

your own hair color can lift a

sallow complexion. Highlights

around the face can help soften

wrinkles.

# Spend more time perfecting the

look of your skin before making up

eyes and lips. The right foundation,

concealer and powder can even

out problem skin, prevent shine

and de-emphasize lines.

•••••••••••••••a**
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Kikkoman Lite Soy Sauce has the lowest sodium

of any major brand. Yet it's naturally brewed using

the same time-honored method Kikkoman has been

using (or nearly (our centuries.

As it matures, Kikkoman Soy Sauce

becomes a rich ruby-nut brown and

develops a distinctive roasted aroma.

Other soy sauces use chemicals and

artificial coloring in their attempts

to achieve the same effects.

Kikko-Mushroom Burger: Drain and chop one 2 oz. can

of mushroom stems and pieces. Mix with 1 lb. lean

ground beef, Vi cup chopped onion and 2 tablespoons

Kikkoman Soy Sauce; shape into 4 patties. Cook in hot

skillet over medium heal about 10 minutes, or to desired

doneness. Remove patties from pan. Stir in 2 tablespoons

Kikkoman Soy Sauce; bring to boil. Remove pan from

heat; add patties and coat with soy sauce. Makes

4 servings. For additional recipes, send a stamped,

self-addressed envelope to: Kikkoman International

Inc., Dept. CS4D, P.O. Box 420784,

San Francisco, CA

94142-0784.

i KIKKOMAN i

NATURALLY BREWED

SoySauce

Of all the major brands.Vnly Kikkoman Soy Sauce

is naturally brewed (or almost half a year. So it enhances,

rather than overwhelms, the flavors offoods.

Soy-Lcmon Chicken: Broil or grill 4 chicken quailcrs 7 inches from

about 30 minutes, or until no longer pink in center; turn over occasia

Combine 'A cup Kikkoman Soy Sauce, 2 lablespa.

lemon juice, 'A teaspoon each orega

and garlic powder; brush

chit ken during last

minutes of cooki
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GRILL TALK

Great recipes for chicken, fish, beef and pork plus foolprool

Broom two of the country's top grill masters

ten

KALADS—THE CLASSICS
up with our best-loved salads—from satisfying entre

perfect side dishes

WHAT A PEACH!
Just-peachy desserts that make the most of summer's bour



We're talking flavor! The secret: spicy dry

rubs and zesty marinades that bring out

the best in meats and fish. Summer

cooking has never had so much sizzl

By Chris Schlesinger and John Willoughby
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continued

O Easy % Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

^ Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

HOISIN-GLAZED PORK CHOPS
WITH PICKLED GINGER

Test-kitchen favorite The smoky fla-

vor of grilled pork stands up to a sweet-

sour glaze and aromatic pickled ginger.

Although you can buy pickled ginger in

Asian markets, it's easy and fun to make
it yourself.

Prep time: 15 minutes plus cooling O
Grilling time: 6 to 8 minutes

Pickled Ginger

V 3 cup white vinegar
1A cup sugar

1 teaspoon salt

'A cup thinly sliced fresh ginger (2 oz.)

'A cup hoisin sauce*

2 tablespoons tomato ketchup

2 tablespoons white vinegar

1 tablespoon reduced-sodium soy sauce

4 pork loin chops, 'A to 3A inch thick,

trimmed

Salt and cracked black pepper

3 green onions, sliced thin diagonally

1. Make Pickled Ginger: Heat vinegar,

sugar and salt in small saucepan to boil-

ing. Add ginger; return to boil, reduce

heat and simmer 10 minutes. Cool. Cover

and refrigerate. (Can be made ahead up

to I month.

j

2. Prepare grill.

3. Combine hoisin sauce, ketchup, vine-

gar and soy sauce in small bowl.

4. Sprinkle chops with salt and pepper.

Grill over medium-hot coals 3 to 4 minutes

per side. During last 30 seconds, brush

tops with hoisin mixture; grill 1 5 seconds.

Turn, brush other side with hoisin and grill

1 5 seconds more.

5. Transfer to dinner plates and sprinkle

with green onions. Drain Pickled Ginger

and serve on the side. Makes 4 servings.

"Hoisin sauce is available in Asian markets and the spe-

cialty sections of some supermarkets.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 345 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 12 g 60gor less(F), 70gor less(M)

Saturated fat 4g 20gor less (F); 23 g or less (Ml

Cholesterol 1 14 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 973 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 15 g 250 g or more

Protein 44 g 55 g to 90 g

LATIN SPICED PORK TENDERLOIN

Fastest recipe of the month The fla-

vor combination of cumin, chile, coriander

and cinnamon—characteristic of Latin

American cooking— is especially good
with pork. Covered and stored in a cool,

dark place, the spice mixture will keep for

about six weeks.

Prep time: 8 minutes V O
Grilling time: 20 to 25 minutes

Spice Mixture

2 tablespoons cumin seeds

2 tablespoons chili powder

1 tablespoon ground coriander

1 tablespoon salt

1 tablespoon freshly ground pepper

1 'A teaspoons cinnamon

1 'A teaspoons brown sugar

1
'A teaspoons crushed red pepper

2 pork tenderloins (10-12 oz. each),

trimmed

Lime wedges, for garnish

1 . Prepare grill.

2. Prepare spice mixture: Toast cumin

seeds in small skillet over medium heat,

shaking occasionally, until fragrant, 2 to 3

minutes. Transfer to spice mill, coffee

grinder or mortar with remaining spices;

grind to powder. Makes 'A cup.

3. Rub 2 tablespoons spice mixture over

each tenderloin. Grill over medium-low

coals 20 to 25 minutes, turning occasion-

ally, until meat thermometer inserted in

thickest part reaches 160°F. Serve with

lime wedges. Makes 6 servings.

There's the rub

Dry rubs give grilled foods maxi-

mum flavor with minimum effort.

Rubbing meat with spices before

grilling creates a flavorful, slightly

crunchy crust. Don't worry when
the rub turns dark brown during

cooking—grilling over medium
(not hot) coals will help ensure

that it won't blacken or scorch. To

make a dry rub, mix the spices to-

gether thoroughly, then coat the

meat all over with small handfuls,

using a little pressure to make sure

the spices adhere.

Per 3-oz. serving Daily goal

Calories 160 2,000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60 g or less (F); 70 got les

Saturated fat 2g 20gor less (F): 23gorles
Cholesterol 73 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 615 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 2g 250 g or more

Protein 24 g 55gto90g

LIME FLANK STEAK WITH
CHIPOTLE-HONEY SAUCE

In this recipe, adapted from "The Thrilm

the Grill" (Morrow, 19901, chipotlei

dried, smoked jalopeno chiles—give 1

sauce a smoky heat. Slicing the steak I

thin against the grain keeps it tender.

Prep time: 25 minutes plus marinating I

Grilling time: 10 to 14 minutes

6 tab espoons fresh lime juice

1A cup vegetable oil

1 canned chipotle chile,* chopped I

1 tablespoon chopped fresh cilantro

1 teaspoon minced garlic

2 flank steaks (1 'A- 1 'A lb. each),

trimmed

Salt and cracked black pepper

Chipotle-Honey Sauce

'A cup honey

'A cup fresh lime juice

3 canned chipotle chiles*
J

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

2 tablespoons prepared mustard

2 garlic cloves

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon cumin

'A teaspoon cracked black pepper!

2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantrol

1. Combine lime juice, oil, chile, cilaij

and garlic in large nonaluminum bakl

dish. Add steaks, turning to coat. Cc

and refrigerate at least 3 or up to

hours, turning once or twice. Remove fi

refrigerator 30 minutes before grilling.

2. Make Chipotle-Honey Sauce: Comt

honey, lime juice, chiles, oil, vinegar, n

tard, garlic, salt, cumin and peppei

blender; blend until smooth. Stir

cilantro. Makes 1 cup.

3. Prepare grill.

4. Grill steak over medium-hot coals 5 t(

minutes per side for medium-rare. Let stc

5 minutes. Slice very thin against

grain. Serve with Chipotle-Honey Sou

Makes 8 servings. (continu



Dressing Mb

Italian
I

Marinade
1 envelope

GOOD SEASONS*

\talian Salad Dressing Mix

'/, cup oil

V3 cup dry white wine

{or water)

2 tablespoons lemon juice

Mix ingredients in cruet or

bowl until well blended.

Reserve '/
4 cup for basting.

Pour marinade over meat,

poultry or seafood;

cover and refrigerate.

~~
1

/ssummed

a
\z\»\ireworf

arinating times, meat and poultry, 30
oversight; seafood, 30 min. to one hour

I General Foods. Inc. The perfect dressing is now the perfect marinade.



Grill talk

continued

'Chipotle chiles are available in Hispanic markets and by

mail from Mo-Hotta Mo-Betta, 800-462-3220.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 345 2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 19 g 60 g or less (F). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 6g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 78 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 519 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 1 1 g 250 g or more

Protein 32 g 55 g to 90 g

CHICKEN SKEWERS WITH
INDONESIAN KETCHUP

This recipe, adopted from "Big Flavors of

the Hot Sun" (Morrow, I 994), is a version

of satay, the grilled skewers of Southeast

Asia. We turn up the heat with a soy-lime-

chile marinade, complemented by a spicy-

sweet soy-molasses sauce.

Prep time: 45 minutes plus marinating

Grilling time: 4 to 6 minutes V O
Indonesian Ketchup

] /2 cup light molasses

1/2 cup reduced-sodium soy sauce

>/2 cup firmly packed brown sugar

2 tablespoons cracked black pepper

2 tablespoons minced fresh ginger

1 teaspoon nutmeg

2 pounds boneless, skinless chicken

breasts

'/2 cup water

'A cup fresh lime juice

1 /a cup reduced-sodium soy sauce

2 to 4 tablespoons minced |alapeho or

serrano chiles

1 tablespoon cracked black pepper

1 . Make Indonesian Ketchup: Combine all

ingredients in medium saucepan. Bring to

boil; reduce heat and simmer, stirring fre-

A SIMPLE GUIDE TO GREAT GRILLING

Grilling is anything but an exact science—that's what makes it fun. Below,

all you need to know to grill with the proper fuel and fire and guarantee

that your food will attain the smoky flavor you can get only from grilling.

Standard charcoal briquettes are readily available and work perfectly

well. Hardwood lump charcoal is almost pure carbon and therefore starts

quickly and burns very cleanly. Hardwood logs, such as apple wood

and cherry wood, are fun but unpredictable. Logs are best left to those

who are true grilling veterans.

Lay a fire with a surface area about 10 percent larger than the food

being grilled. Don't skimp on the fuel—we recommend mounding the

coals about 3 inches deep at the center, tapering out to about 1 inch at

the edges of the fire.

Electric fire-starters and grill chimneys (round metal containers with

wooden handles) are the quickest and most ecologically sound ways to

start the fire. Light the coals about 30 minutes before you want to cook. Let

them get fiery red and then die down until they are covered with gray ash.

Every fire is different, so cooking times given in recipes are approxi-

mate. To judge the doneness of the food, do what many professional

chefs do: Cut one piece open and look inside.

We don't use marinades to tenderize foods—food for grilling should

be fairly tender anyway, since it doesn't cook long enough on the grill to

overcome any toughness. Some foods can be marinated for several

hours, but 20 minutes is all it takes to add strong, bright flavors.

Try out these tips from chefs who are known for their grilling savvy:

Before you begin, says Mary Sue Milliken, of Border Grill, in Santa Moni-

ca, "Always scrape the grill grate well with a wire brush so it's very clean."

Susan Spicer, of Bayona, in New Orleans, advises, "If you use a marinade,

strip off as much as possible with your fingers before you grill. This avoids

huge flare-ups, which give food a burned taste." And a final word from

Jody Adams, of Michela's, in Cambridge, Massachusetts: "Don't overcook:

If food is seared too quickly but is not finished cooking, move it to a cooler

spot to slow the cooking down. Or cover it with a pan lid or disposable alu-

minum pan for faster, but more even, cooking." —C.S. and J.W.

quently, until slightly thickened, 7 to

minutes. (Can be made ahead. Cc

and refrigerate up to I month.) AAo

1 'A cups.

2. Cut chicken breasts into 3x'/2-i

strips. Combine water, lime juice,

sauce, chiles and pepper in med
bowl; add chicken and toss to coat. (

er and refrigerate 3 to 4 hours, stin

once or twice.

3. Prepare grill. Remove chicken fi

marinade and thread loosely on m
skewers. Grill over medium-hot coals

3 minutes per side, until cooked thro

and browned, just before removing

grill, brush lightly with Indonesian Ketcf

Serve with additional Ketchup for dipp

Makes 8 servings.

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

255

2g
0g

66 mg
955 mg

32 g
28 g

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

60gor less(F); 70 g Of k

20 g or less (F); 23gorle

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH
WITH SMOKY RED-ONION SAL^

The trick to grilling chicken breasts is cm

ing them fast: The outside is sligl

seared, which adds rich flavor, and mej

side stays moist. The smoky onion-torri

salsa is the perfect condiment for I

quick, tasty sandwich.

Prep time: 20 minutes

Grilling time: 9 to II minutes

Smoky Red-Onion Salsa

1 small red onion, cut into 4 slices I

1 tomato, cut into 4 slices

6 tablespoons fresh lime juice

] /a cup chopped fresh cilantro

4 to 1 dashes red pepper sauce

Salt and cracked black pepper

3 tablespoons chili powder

1 tablespoon cumin

1 tablespoon cracked black pepper

4 boneless, skinless chicken-breast halvJ

(1i/4 lb.)

Salt

8 slices sourdough bread, '/2 inch thic

] /a cup mayonnaise

Assorted baby lettuces

1 . Prepare grill.

2. Make salsa: Grill onion and toml

slices 2 minutes per side. Chop coari

and transfer to bowl. Stir in remaining!

gredients. Makes 2 cups.

3. Combine chili powder, /con//nJ



REALBACONMAKES THE
ORDINARY EXTRAORDINARY.
You can turn the humble potato into a proudfeast
with HORMEL9 Real Bacon Bits or Real Bacon Pieces.

They also add sizzle to salads, casseroles, scrambled eggs,

baked beans, omelets, pizza, all kinds offoods. Real

bacon. Anything else is unreal.

REALBACONADDS REALTASTE"

JReal
Bacon

BITS
501. LESS FAT

HAN USDA DATA fOi
PAN FRIED BACON

Tmel Foods Corporation, 1994.

fHoimet).
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continued

cumin ond pepper in small bowl. Rub all

over chicken. Sprinkle with salt.

4. Grill chicken over medium-hot coals un-

til cooked through, 4 to 5 minutes per

side. Grill bread until golden, 30 to 60
seconds per side.

5. Top 4 bread slices with mayonnaise,

lettuces, chicken, then salsa. Top with re-

maining bread. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories ' 4*0 2.000 (F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 15 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 91 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 544 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 37 g 250 g or more

Protein 39 g 55 g to 90 g

MARINATED SHRIMP WITH
MANGO RELISH

Leaving the shells on protects shrimp from

burning during grilling. Size is important:

The bigger the shrimp you use, the easier

they are for your guests to peel.

Prep rime: 40 minutes plus marinating

Grilling time: 2 to 6 minutes O
1 'A cups pineapple juice

1A cup dark rum

'A cup fresh lime juice

2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro

1 teaspoon minced garlic

1 teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon cracked black pepper

2 pounds medium shrimp in shells

Mango Relish

2 mangoes, diced fine

'A cup finely diced red pepper

'A cup finely diced green pepper

'A cup finely chopped red onion

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

1 tablespoon red wine vinegar

'A teaspoon minced garlic

1 5 whole cilantro leaves

'A teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1. Combine pineapple juice, rum, lime

juice, cilantro, garlic, salt and pepper in

large bowl. Add shrimp, cover and refrig-

erate 2 to 4 hours.

2. Make Mango Relish: Combine all in-

gredients in medium bowl. Makes 2 3A
cups. (Can be made ahead. Cover and
refrigerate up to 4 hours.)

3. Prepare grill.

4. Thread shrimp on skewers and grill over

medium-hot coals until opaque throughout,

1 to 3 minutes per side. Spread Mango
Relish on platter and arrange shrimp on

top. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 225 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 2g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 186 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 458 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 20 g 250 g or more

Protein 26 g 55 g to 90 g

CUMIN-RUBBED STEAK WITH
AVOCADO SALAD

Spice rubs don 7 have to be complex c

binations of many spices—here, a sir

blend of salt, pepper and toasted a
seeds lends the meat an intense flavor.

Prep time: M) minutes

Grilling time: 12 to 14 minutes

Avocado Salad

'A cup olive oil

1 / 4 cup red wine vinegar

'A cup fresh lime juice

'A cup chopped fresh oregano (or

A teaspoon dried and 'A cup

chopped fresh parsley)

1 tablespoon cumin

1 teaspoon chili powder

1 teaspoon minced garlic

4 to 8 dashes hot pepper sauce

Salt and cracked black pepper

3 firm, ripe avocados, cut into

'/2-inch dice

1 small red onion, chopped fine

1 small red pepper, diced fine

3 tablespoons cumin seeds

3 tablespoons kosher salt or

1 'A teaspoons table salt



spoons crocked black pepper

A pounds round steak, 1 'A
ches thick, trimmed

are grill.

ke Avocado Salad: Combine oil,

\ lime juice, oregano, cumin, chili

r, garlic, pepper sauce, salt and

r in large bowl. Add avocado,

and pepper; stir gently to coat.

4 cups.

5t cumin seeds in small skillet over

i heat, shaking pan occasionally,

grant, 2 to 3 minutes. Immediately

to small bowl. Add kosher salt and

and mix well. Rub all over steak.

I steak over medium-hot coals 6

minutes.

steak against the grain into very

:es. Serve w' th Avocado Salad.

6 servings.

Daily goal

540 2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)

37 g 60gor less(F); 70gor less(M)

t 7g 20gor less (F). 23 g or less(M)

100 mg 300 mg or less

842 mg 2,400 mg or less

>s 14 g 250 g or more

40 g 55 g to 90 g

ED GRILLED MAHIMAHI

/ on page 129

a cue from the way fish is pre-

•n many tropical cuisines, delicate,

while-fleshed mahimahi is combined with

spices to great effect. Lime-marinated

onions and spicy greens add other robust

flavors to the mix.

Prep time: 35 minutes O
Grilling time: 8 to 12 minutes

Limey Red Onions

1
1A cups thinly sliced red onion

6 tablespoons fresh lime juice

1 teaspoon sugar

'A cup chopped fresh cilantro

Curry Rub

1 'A teaspoons cumin

1 'A teaspoons paprika
3A teaspoon ground coriander
3/4 teaspoon ginger
3/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1 /2 teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon turmeric

'A teaspoon dry mustard

'A teaspoon ground red pepper

Spicy Greens

4 tablespoons olive oil, divided

2 pounds mustard, turnip or collard

greens, kale or spinach, or a

combination, cut into thin strips

'A cup white vinegar

1 teaspoon crushed red pepper

1 teaspoon sugar

'A teaspoon salt

4 mahimahi or swordfish fillets (8 oz.

each), 1 inch thick

1 . Prepare grill.

2. Make Limey Red Onions: Combine
onion, lime juice, sugar and cilantro in

medium bowl. Let stand 30 minutes.

3. Make Curry Rub: Combine all ingredi-

ents in small bowl.

4. Prepare Spicy Greens: Heat 2 table-

spoons oil in large skillet over high heat

until shimmering Add half the greens, stir-

ring quickly until slightly wilted, 30 to 45
seconds. Transfer to bowl. Repeat with re-

maining oil and greens Add vinegar,

crushed red pepper and sugar to skillet,

bring to boil; stir. Add to greens with salt

and toss. Keep warm.

5. Rub curry all over fish. Grill fish over

medium-hot coals until opaque through-

out, 4 to 6 minutes per side.

6. Divide greens among 4 dinner plates.

Place fish on top and spoon Limey Red

Onions on top. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 420 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 16 g 60gor less(F). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20gor less(F): 23gor less(M)

Cholesterol 166 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 812 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 23 g 250 g or more

Protein 50 o 55 g to 90

Chris Schlesinger, a chef and restaurateur,

and John Willoughby, a writer, have co-

authored three cookbooks . They are

based in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Secret

Recipe Secrets

Lipton

1 envelope Lipton Recipe Secrets" Onion

Soup Mix

1 container (16 oz.) sour cream

In small bowl, blend all ingredients; chill.

Makes about 2 cups dip

For a creamier dip, add more sour cream

Try these delicious variations

• CALIFORNIA SEAFOOD DIP: Add 1 cup

finely chopped cooked clams, crabmeat or

shrimp. % cup chili sauce and 1 tablespoon

horseradish

• CALIFORNIA BACON DIP: Add % cup
crumbled cooked bacon or bacon bits

Lipton Recipe Secrets^ Onion. The Secret Worth Passing Around.





THE CLASSICS

|

>inach to the ultimate chePs salad (above), our hall of fame includes updated

ant something light, it's a toss-up. By Jan Turner Hazard, Food Editor



Salads: the classics

continued

O Easy Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave \ Low-calorie

Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

SOUTHWESTERN POTATO SALAD

Budget recipe of the month Cumin

seeds and chiles give this creamy potato

salad its Southwestern kick. It's a lively

companion to grilled meat and poultry.

Prep time: 30 minutes plus cooling O
Cooking time: 20 to 25 minutes

4 pounds small red potatoes

Salt

3 tablespoons olive oil

2 teaspoons cumin seeds

l tablespoon minced jalapeno chile

'/2 teaspoon minced garlic

'/4 cup fresh lime juice

1 teaspoon grated lime peel
1 /2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 container (8 oz.) sour cream

'/2 cup plain low-fat yogurt

'/2 cup finely chopped red onion

'/4 cup chopped fresh parsley

1 . Cook potatoes in boiling salted water;

boil until tender, 1 5 to 20 minutes. Drain.

2. Meanwhile, heat oil in small saucepan

over medium heat. Add cumin seeds and
cook until fragrant, 30 seconds. Remove
from heat and stir in jalapeno and garlic.

Whisk in lime juice and peel, 2 teaspoons

salt and the pepper. Transfer to large bowl.

3. Slice warm potatoes ] /2 inch thick and
toss with dressing; cool. Stir in remaining

ingredients. Makes 8 cups.

Per 1
2 cup Daily goal

Calories 155 2,000 (F), 2,500 [Ml

Total fat 5g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 7 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 435 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 23 g 250 g or more

Protein 3 g 55 g to 90 g

GARDEN MACARONI SALAD

adding dill, radishes and cucumbers for

crisp texture and fresh flavor.

Prep time: 30 minutes O
Cooking time: 10 minutes

Dressing

1 cup buttermilk

] /2 cup mayonnaise or salad dressing

1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

2 teaspoons salt

2 teaspoons Dijon mustard

3/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

'/8 teaspoon hot pepper sauce

8 ounces elbow macaroni (2'/3 cups)

1 cup shredded carrots

] bunch radishes, halved and sliced

1 cucumber, peeled, quartered, seeded

and sliced

'/4 cup sliced green onions

'/4 cup chopped fresh parsley

3 tablespoons chopped fresh dill or

1 ',/2 teaspoons dried dillweed

1 . Make dressing: Whisk all ingredients in

large bowl until smooth.

2. Cook macaroni according to package

directions just until tender; drain. Rinse un-

der cold water and drain again.

3. Add macaroni, then remaining ingredi-

ents, to dressing; toss well. Makes 8 cups.

Per '/2 cup

Calories 115

Total fat 6 g
Saturated fat 1 g

Cholesterol 5 mg
Sodium 356 mg
Carbohydrates 13 g
Protein 3 g

TABBOULEH

in bowl. Makes 4'/2 cups.

Dally goal

2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g or less(M)

20 g or less (F); 23 g or less(M)

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

How can you improve on the summer
comfort of a great macaroni salad? By

iflUiAffffS' Bare mnmi JIM I™4

This Middle Eastern salad has a base of

bulgur that is soaked, drained and tossed

with lemony vinaigrette and crunchy, aro-

matic chopped veggies and herbs.

Prep time: 35 minutes plus soaking O
1 cup bulgur wheat
3/4 cup peeled, seeded and finely diced

cucumber
'/2 cup chopped fresh parsley

1 medium tomato, seeded and diced

'/4 cup finely chopped green onions

'/4 cup fresh lemon juice

3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

2 tablespoons chopped fresh mint

2 tablespoons chopped Iresh rilantro

•easpoon salt

1/3 teaspoon ground red pepper

'/s teaspoon grated lemon peel

1 . Place bulgur in small bowl in cold wa-
ter to cover by 1 inch; soak 1 hour. Drain

well, pressing out excess water.

2. Toss bulgur with remaining ingredients

Per 1 2 cup
Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

101

5g
lg
mg

128 mg
14 g

2g

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2,500 (M) 1
60 g or less (F)

;
70 g or lesl

20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or lesj

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

1
FETA-SPINACH SALAD

We broke with tradition by adding flcm

ful feta cheese, but it's still the greens I
make a great spinach salad. Select a
bright, small leaves: They can be smc

or curly, but wash them well to get ric

all the grit.

Total prep time: 20 minutes

Dressing

3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

3/4 teaspoon salt

'/8 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

'/3 cup olive oil

1 '/2 pounds spinach, trimmed, cleanec

and torn

] /2 pound mushrooms, sliced thin

] /2 cup thinly sliced red onion

10 slices bacon, cooked and crumblec
] /2 cup crumbled feta cheese (2 oz.

1 . Make dressing: Whisk lemon juice,

and pepper in medium bowl. Gradui

whisk in oil.

2. Combine spinach, mushrooms, oni

half the bacon and half the cheese!

large salad bowl. Add dressing and

to coat. Sprinkle with remaining ban
and cheese. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Dally goal

Calories 225 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 20 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g
Saturated fat 5g 20 g or less (F); 23 g
Cholesterol 17 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium >. : £ rr g 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 7g 250 g or more

Protein 8g 55 g to 90 g

CREAMY CAESAR SALAD

In our version of this great salad (actut

created in a restaurant in Tijuana, Mi

co), mayonnaise dressing replaces

raw-egg dressing. You can (continu



ntroducing New Dannorr Light Dessert Flavo

erne Caramel! Banana Cream Pie! Now two
? deliciously creamy Dannon- Light Nonfat
jrt* flavors bring the total up to 13. And

since they're all fat free and just 100 calories,**

that makes 13 a very

lucky number for people avery healthy habit

watching their weight.
FOR LIFE

" iDfthMOh)

t yogurt with aspartame sweetener

serving

I IneD.innonC



Salads: the classics

^cnunued

use anchovy paste instead of chopping

your own anchovies, but don't skip the

fish entirely.

Prep time: 20 minutes O
Cooking time: 10 minutes

Creamy Caesar Dressing
] /3 cup mayonnaise or salad dressing

'A cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons water

3 to 4 anchovies, chopped fine

'/2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

'/4 teaspoon minced garlic

Croutons

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 garlic clove, smashed

2 cups cubed
[

] /2 inch) sourdough

bread

1 cups torn romaine lettuce

Additional anchovies (optional)

1. Make dressing: Whisk all ingredients

together in small bowl.

2. Make croutons: Heat oil with garlic in

large skillet over medium-low heat until

garlic is golden brown. Remove garlic.

Add bread cubes to pan, stirring to coat.

Cook, stirring frequently, until golden and
crisp, 10 minutes. Drain on paper towels.

3. Toss romaine with dressing in large sal-

ad bowl. Add croutons and anchovies, if

desired, and toss again. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories ' 200 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 16 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 3g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 12 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 309 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 9 g 250 g or more

Protein 5 g 55 g to 90 g

COBB SALAD

A superstar salad from Hollywood's hey-

day, this masterpiece of avocado, tomato,

bacon and chicken was created at L.A.'s

Brown Derby restaurant in the 1 930s.

Total prep time: 50 minutes O
Dressing

'/4 cup red wine vinegar

1 teaspoon Dijon mustard

1 teaspoon salt

'/8 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 garlic clove, halved
2/3 cup vegetable oil

1 pound boneless, skinless chicken breasts

1 teaspoon salt

10 cups thinly sliced iceberg lettuce

'/2 pound bacon, cooked and crumbled

4 hard-cooked eggs, chopped fine

2 large tomatoes, seeded and chopped

fine

1 avocado, chopped fine

4 green onions, chopped fine

2/3 cup crumbled blue cheese

1. Make dressing: Whisk vinegar, mus-

tard, salt, pepper and garlic in small

bowl. Gradually whisk in oil. Remove gar-

lic before using.

2. Combine chicken with salt and water to

cover in large saucepan. Heat just to boil-

ing; reduce heat and simmer gently 10

minutes. Drain. Cool and chop fine.

3. Line large salad bowl or individual plates

with lettuce. Arrange rows of chicken, ba-

con, eggs, tomatoes, avocado, green

onions and blue cheese on top. Just before

serving, drizzle with half the dressing and

toss well to coat. Pass remaining dressing.

Makes 6 servings.

Per serving without extra dressing Daily goal

Calories 445 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 32 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 8g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 206 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1,245 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 10 g 250 g or more

Protein 31 g 55 g to 90 g

GRILLED TUNA NICOISE

Fresh tuna adds a wonderful twist to this

Provencal salad. Served with crusty bread,

it's the perfect luncheon fare.

Prep time: 45 minutes plus marinating O
Grilling time: 4 to 6 minutes

Dressing

'/4 cup red wine vinegar

'/4 cup minced shallots

'A cup chopped fresh parsley

2 tablespoons Dijon mustard

1 teaspoon chopped fresh thyme or

'A teaspoon dried

'/2 teaspoon salt

'/2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

'/2 cup olive oil

4 tuna fillets, 3 /4 inch thick (1 lb.)

Salt

] /2 pound small red potatoes

'/4 pound green beans, trimmed

1 head Boston lettuce

2 plum tomatoes, sliced

2 hard-cooked eggs, quartered

4 anchovy fillets

'/4 cup Nicoise or Greek olives

1. Make dressing: Whisk vinegar, shal-

lots, parsley, mustard, thyme, salt and
pepper in bowl. Gradually whisk in oil.

2. Prepare grill or preheat broiler. Coat

tuna with 2 tablespoons dressing; cJ
and refrigerate 30 minutes.

3. Bring 4 cups water to boil in lew

saucepan. Add 1 teaspoon salt ancH
potatoes; boil just until tender, 1 5 tafl

minutes. Drain. While still hot, cut into

n

inch slices. Toss with 2 tablespoons am
ing in small bowl.

4. Bring 4 cups water to boil in icfl

saucepan. Add ] /2 teaspoon salt xj

green beans; boil just until tender, 3 f
minutes. Drain and rinse under cold wol
5. Lightly oil grill or broiler pan. Grill or I
tuna 2 to 3 minutes per side for meci
rare. Keep warm.

6. Line platter with 6 whole lettuce leas.

Tear remaining lettuce into bite-size pirn

in medium bowl and toss with 2 tcfl

spoons dressing. Arrange dressed let!

in center of platter. Ada potatoes, bel
tomatoes, eggs, anchovies and olijj

Top with tuna. Drizzle with remairl

dressing. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 545 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 37 g 60gor less (F); 70 g or les

Saturated fat 6g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or les

Cholesterol 156 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1,360 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 19 g 250 g or more

Protein 34g 55 g to 90 g

ULTIMATE CHEF'S SALAD

Grilled chicken breasts and Brie chm
add a continental touch to this old-m

American favorite.

Prep time: 55 minutes

Grilling time: 8 to 10 minutes

Honey-Mustard Dressing

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

2 tablespoons white wine vinegar

1 '/2 teaspoons honey
'/2 teaspoon salt

'/3 cup vegetable oil

2 teaspoons Dijon mustard

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

] /a teaspoon salt

'/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 pound boneless, skinless chicken breJ

1 cups torn mixed salad greens (arugl

watercress, romaine, radicchio) 1

'/4 pound Westphalian ham, julienneaj

'/4 pound ripe Brie cheese, julienned 1

2 tomatoes, cut into small wedges

1. Make dressing: Whisk mustard v|

vinegar, honey and salt in small bcS

Gradually whisk in oil.

2. Prepare grill or preheat broiler. Cl

bine mustard, oil, salt and pepper in cj

Brush over chicken. Grill 4 to 5 mini

per side, until cooked through. Cool, ti

cut into thin strips.

3. Arrange greens in large salad bowl.

J

range chicken, ham, Brie and tomatnj

on top. Just before serving, add dressl

and toss well to coat. Makes 6 serving^

Per strving Daily goal

Calories 330 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 22 g 60 g or less (F); 70 gor less

Saturated (at 2g 20gor less (F); 23 gor less

Cholesterol 73 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 812 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 6g 250 g or more

Protein 27 g 55 g to 90 g



m S, PASTA MEPiTEKRAaJEAaJ 15 FANTAST/^ I ASSi^e
Yw osep our NEW S<W TOMATO, HERB AND GARLIC

COOKING SAUCE ?

Pasta Mediterranean

bsp olive oil

! up chopped onion

ips broccoli flowerettes

$ mushrooms, quartered

in (14.5 oz.)S&W Italian

le Ready-Cut® Tomatoes,

ined (reserve juice)

bsp S«W Tomato, Herb

Jarlic Cooking Sauce

bsp sour cream

1 can (15 oz.)S*W Black

Beans, drained & rinsed

lean (8.25 oz.JS&W Small

Whole Carrots, drained

6 oz. linguine, cooked &
drained

Vi cup shredded Parmesan

cheese

Garnish (optional): Italian

parsley, shredded Parmesan

cheese

SO OH£ BOTTLFL

IS 6>0OV> FOrZ

LOTS OF MEALS '

30T TffAT MEAMS WE'LL SELL.
LE3S / JX> YOU VtMT Wk??i
CUSTOMERS, OR SALES ?

£>N SECOND THOUGHT, UOhlT

ANSWER THAT /

t oil in a large skillet. Add onions, broccoli and mushrooms;
e over medium-low heat, stirring constantly, until vegetables are

J-tendet Reduce heat to low. Meanwhile, blend reserved tomato

e with cooking sauce and sour cream. Add tomatoes, black

is, carrots and pasta to skillet; drizzle tomato juice mixture over

tables and sprinkle with Parmesan cheese; toss gently to mix

. Garnish with additional Parmesan cheese and Itaban parslev,

sired. Serves 4-6.

Htion information per serving: 290 cal; 13 g protein;

1 carbo; 7 g fiber; 8 g (at; 5 mg chol; 800 mg sodium.

Forfree recipes, write

S&WFineFooJs, San Ramon, CA Q4S83-0587. Simply Wonderful





UICY, SWEET AND DELICIOUSLY RIPE ... A FRESH PEACH

IS ONE OF THE DELIGHTS OF SUMMER. HOW TO IM-

PROVE ON PERFECTION? WlTH OUR SCRUMPTIOUS PEACH

DESSERTS: (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) PEACH MELBA TART;

Peach Sherbet and Peach Ice Cream; Deep-Dish Peach

Pie; Peach Coffee Cake; and, left, Peach Phyllo Pie. Any

way you slice it, these treats are peachy keen!



What a peach!

continued

O Easy # Challenging Low-fat

rm Moderate Microwave Low-calorie

^ Can be frozen up to 1 , 3, 6 or 9 months

PEACH PHYLLO PIE

The piecrust is made from layers of phyllo

that are baked, then piled high with sliced

fresh peaches just before serving. For a

dessert that's truly distinctive, look for white

peaches, usually sold at farmers' markets.

Prep time: 30 minutes O
Baking time: 20 to 30 minutes

Pastry

'A cup walnuts, toasted

1 /4 cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar
] /a cup unsalted butter, melted

8 sheets phyllo dough

'/3 cup mascarpone cheese or

1 package (3 oz.) cream cheese

2 tablespoons honey

1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons sugar

3 pounds peaches, peeled and sliced

(6 cups)

1 . Assemble pastry: Preheat oven to

375°F. Process walnuts with '
/'4 cup sugar

in food processor or blender until ground

fine. Place 9-inch pie plate on cookie

sheet; brush plate lightly with butter. Place

1 phyllo sheet in plate and brush lightly

with butter. Place another sheet on top in

the opposite direction; brush with butter.

Sprinkle one third of the nut mixture on top.

To form rim, tuck in edges and crumple.

Layer 2 more phyllo sheets, brushing with

butter and sprinkling with nuts; repeat. Top

with remaining 2 phyllo sheets, brushing

with butter; sprinkle with remaining 1 table-

spoon sugar. Crumple edges in.

2. Bake 20 to 30 minutes, until golden.

Cool on wire rack. (Can be made ahead.

Cover and let stand up to 8 hours.)

3. Combine mascarpone and honey in

small bowl. (Can be made ahead. Cover

and refrigerate up to 8 hours.)

4. Just before serving, combine lemon juice

and sugar in large bowl. Add peaches

and toss to combine. Spoon mascarpone

mixture in bottom of pastry. Spoon peach-

es on top. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 390 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 19 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 5g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 40 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 133 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 55 g 250 g or more

Protein 5 g 55 g to 90 g

PEACH MELBA TART

Food editor's choice Peaches are

baked over an almond-sugar layer and
adorned with fresh raspberries for an ele-

gant ending to any meal.

Prep time: 30 minutes plus chilling ©©
Baking time: 63 to 65 minutes

Pastry

1 cup all-purpose flour

2 tablespoons sugar

6 tablespoons cold butter, cut up

4 teaspoons ice water

1 /2 cup sugar

'/2 cup blanched slivered almonds

1 tablespoon cornstarch

1 large egg
2'/2 pounds peaches, peeled and

quartered [5 cups)

'/4 cup peach or apricot preserves

1 cup raspberries

1 . Prepare pastry: Combine flour and sug-

ar in medium bowl. With pastry blender

or 2 knives, cut in butter until mixture

resembles fine crumbs. Sprinkle with wa-

ter, tossing with fork until pastry begins to

MAKING THE MOST OF THE SUMMER CROP

Here is the lowdown on handling the

quintessential summer fruit, plus two

unimpeachable ways to use them:

How to buy Look for peaches that

are plump, large and firm but not

hard, with no trace of green or soft

spots. They should have a cream- or

golden-color skin, a sweet fragrance

and a well-defined crease down the

side. Redness is not a sign of ripeness.

How to ripen Store at room tem-

perature for a day or two away from

sunlight or in a loosely closed paper

bag or a ripening bowl. Softer

peaches should be used immediately

or refrigerated for a few days

How to peel Immerse a peach in

boiling water for 20 to 30 seconds,

then remove with a slotted spoon and

plunge immediately into cold water.

The skin should slide off easily.

Making peach sauce Peel and
slice 1

3/4 pounds (3 cups) peaches.

Combine half the peaches with

'/3 cup sugar, 2 tablespoons cold

water and }
] /2 teaspoons corn-

starch in small saucepan. Bring to

boil, stirring occasionally; simmer 1

minute. Remove from heat; stir in re-

maining peaches and 1 teaspoon

fresh lemon juice. Serve over ice

cream. Makes 1
1 /2 cups.

Making peaches in red wine For

this easy dessert, combine 1
] /2 cups

red wine and 3 tablespoons sugar in

medium bowl, stirring to dissolve sug-

ar. Gently stir in 4 ripe peaches,

peeled and sliced thin. Cover and re-

frigerate at least 1 hour or up to 6

hours. Makes 4 servings.

hold together. Shape into ball; flatten

disk. Wrap and refrigerate 1 hour.
j

2. On lightly floured surface with flo|

rolling pin, roll pastry to 1 1-inch circle

into 9' /2-inch tart pan with removable

torn; trim overhang to 1 inch and fol

against side of tart. Freeze 30 minutes

3. Meanwhile, preheat oven to 40B
Line pastry with foil and fill with dl
beans or rice. Bake 10 minutes. Rerrl

foil and beans and bake 8 to 10 mir

more, until golden. Cool on wire rack.

4. Process sugar with almonds and <

starch in food processor until ground

Add egg and process just until blent

Spreaa in bottom of baked pastry s

Arrange peaches on top.

5. Bake on cookie sheet 45 minutes o

til golden. Cool on wire rack 5 min

Remove side of pan.

6. Microwave preserves in microw

proof cup on High 1 minute. Brush

top of tart; cool completely. Arrange

berries around edge. Makes 8 serving

Per ttrving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cnolesterol

Sodium

Carboti .rates

Protein

33?

;

6g
50 mg

101 mg
50 g

5g

Daily goal

2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g or le

20 g or less (F); 23 g or le

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

PEACH SHERBET

This velvety sherbet is made with milk (M

sherbets are not) and the ripest, most fm

ful fruit you can find to double the p/eol

of an old-fashioned summertime treat.

Prep time: 40 minutes plus chilling andm

freezing V ^
2/3 cup sugar
2/3 cup water

'/a cup fresh lemon juice

'/4 cup light corn syrup

1
3/4 pounds peaches, peeled and slic

(3 cups)

1 cup whole, low-fat or skim milk

1 . Heat sugar and water to a boil in M
saucepan over high heat. Reduce I

and simmer 5 minutes. Stir in lemon I

and corn syrup; cool to room tempera!

2. Transfer mixture to blender. Add pea|

and blend until smooth. Refrigerate until

3. Stir in milk. Transfer to ice-cream m
and freeze according to manufacturer

structions. Place in freezer at least

Makes 4'/2 cups^

Per '/2 cup
Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

130

lg
lg

4mg
25 mg
31 g
lg

Daily goal

2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g or l

20 g or less (F); 23 g or If

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

PEACH ICE CREAM
Is there any dessert that evokes the sel

more perfectly than a bowl of homerm

peach ice cream?

Prep time: 25 minutes plus chilling ana i

freezing V I

1
3/4 pound peaches, peeled and sliol

(3 cups) (continued on page I
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Cubs of the Big Cats
Cii , whose animal portraits are world renowned, creates her

k ever plate collection. Eight spellbinding works of art in

f'i porcelain, capturing the fire of the most beautiful cubs of

1 Dig cats. Each plate is masterful for its realism and detail.

I; Jther. they form a collection to own with pride. And. as a

I Dr first by a great wildlife artist, it is an acquisition of

I ng importance.

Fine Porcelain decorated with 23 karat gold

m r\ porcelain plate is carefully handcrafted to depict every

El >r and nuance of the artist's work—then handsomely

|'i 4 Princeton Gallery 986554

rimmed w ith 23 karat gold for striking display in your home.

Issued in Limited Edition

The collection is being issued in limited edition, with each plate

restricted to 90 firing days. Each work is hand numbered and

bears the artist's signature and personal remarque. The subscrip-

tion price is $29.90 per plate, payable in convenient install-

ments. To begin your collection, enter y our subscription now.

Gallery Guarantee: At Princeton Gallery . we understand how important it in to see a new acquisition

in your home- That's why wc ensure your nehi to return any plate at any lime within one year lor

replacement And you may cancel your subscription at any time. Thus, you can place your subscrip-

tion now. without risk, knowing your satisfaction is completely guaranteed.

GALLERY SUBSCRIPTION • PLEASE MAIL BY JULY 31. I W4.

ish to enter my subscription to Cubs of the Bi^ Cats, a collec-

l of eight fine porcelain plates to be sent to me at the rate of

: every other month. I need send no money now. I will be

led for each plate, after shipment, in two monthly install-

nts of SI 4.95* each.

til to: Princeton Gallery. Studio 344
301 North Harrison Street

Princeton New Jervev OfiSdfi

Signature Telephone (

Name
i'l l. \sl I'KIS! I LLARL1

Address

City. State Zip

'PIus $3.25 per plate for shipping, handling and in surance 986554



What a peach!

continuedfrom page 146

2/3 cup sugar

1 */2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

1 cup half-and-half cream
'/2 cup heavy or whipping cream

1 . Mash peaches with sugar and lemon

juice in bowl. Cover and refrigerate 1 hour.

2. Stir in creams. Transfer to ice-cream

maker and freeze according to manufac-

turer's instructions. Makes 6 cups.

Per '/2 cup Daily goal

Calories 125 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 6g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 4 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 21 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 12 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 18 g 250 g or more

Protein 1 g 55 g to 90 g

PEACH COFFEE CAKE

Indulgent but worth it Make and
freeze several coffee cakes at the peak of

peach season to savor on the first cold au-

tumn morning of the year.

Prep time: 30 minutes O 03
Baking time: 50 to 60 minutes

Streusel

'/2 cup uncooked oats

2 tablespoons flour

'/2 cup firmly packed brown sugar

'/2 teaspoon cinnamon

3 tablespoons butter or margarine,

cut up

'/2 cup chopped pecans

1
3/4 cups all-purpose flour

! '/2 teaspoons baking powder
'/2 teaspoon baking soda

'At teaspoon salt

6 tablespoons butter or margarine,

softened

2/3 cup granulated sugar

2 large eggs

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

'/2 pint sour cream

1
] /a pounds peaches, peeled and cut

into 1-inch chunks (2 cups)

Confectioners' sugar

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease 9-inch

square baking pan.

2. Make streusel: Combine oats, flour,

brown sugar and cinnamon in medium
bowl. With pastry blender or 2 knives, cut

in butter until mixture resembles coarse

crumbs. Stir in pecans

3. Combine flour, baking powder, baking

soda and salt in medium bowl. Beat butter

and sugar in mixer bowl at medium speed

until light and fluffy. Beat in eggs one at a

time, then add vanilla. Add sour cream al-

ternately with dry ingredients, beginning

and ending with dry ingredients; beat just

until combined.

4. Spread batter in prepared pan. Sprin-

kle evenly with half the streusel. Spoon
peaches on top; sprinkle with remaining

streusel. Bake 50 to 60 minutes, until

toothpick inserted in center comes out

clean. Cool in pan on wire rack 30 min-

utes. Sprinkle with confectioners' sugar.

Serve warm or at room temperature.

Makes 8 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 510 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 26 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated (at 13 g 20gor less (F)
; 23 gor less(M)

Cholesterol 102 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 411 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 65 g 250 g or more

Protein 7 g 55 g to 90 g

DEEP-DISH PEACH PIE

Because summer peaches are so juicy,

we skipped the bottom pastry for this pie.

What's left? Succulent peach filling

crowned by a flaky crust.

Prep time: 30 minutes O
Baking time: 45 to 60 minutes

Pastry

1 cup all-purpose flour

'/4 teaspoon salt

'A cup butter or margarine, cut up

1 tablespoon vegetable shortening

1 to 2 tablespoons ice water

2/3 cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar

'/4 cup all-purpose flour

'A teaspoon grated lemon peel

3 pounds peaches, peeled and sliced

(6 cups)

2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 tablespoon butter or margarine, cut up

1 tablespoon milk

Vanilla ice cream

1 . Prepare pastry: Combine flour and salt

in medium bowl. With pastry blender or 2

knives, cut in butter and shortening until

mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Sprinkle

with water, tossing with fork until pastry

begins to hold together. Shape into ball;

flatten into disk. Wrap and refrigerate at

least 30 minutes.

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Combine 2/3

cup sugar, the flour and lemon peel in

large bowl. Add peaches, lemon juice

and vanilla; toss to combine. Spoon
into 10-inch deep-dish pie plate and
dot with butter.

3. On lightly floured surface, roll pastry to

1 1-inch circle. Cut decorative vents.

Place pastry over peaches and flute

edges, or cut pastry in 1 /2-inch strips and
arrange on top of pie to form lattice.

Brush pastry with milk and sprinkle with 2

tablespoons sugar.

4. Place on cookie sheet and bake 1 5
minutes. Reduce oven temperature to

375°F. and bake 30 to 45 minutes more,

until bubbly in center. Cool on wire rack

20 minutes. Serve with vanilla ice cream.

Makes 8 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories ' 285 2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 9g 60 g or less (F). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 5 g 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 20 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 142 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 49 g 250 g or more

Protein 3g 55 g to 90 g

Recipes developed by Lisa Brainerd.
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They'll all want seconds on the Fourth.

Stars & Stripes
2 pints strawberries

1 package (12 ounces) ENTENMANNS
Al! Butter Pound Loaf, cut into 8 slices

V/i cups blueberries

1 tub (12 ounces) COOL WHIP
Whipped Topping, thawed

SLICE 1 cup of strawberries; halve remaining strawberries. Set aside.

LINE bottom of 12x8-inch glass baking dish with cake slices

Top with 1 cup sliced strawberries. 1 cup blueberries and COOL WHIP

ARRANGE strawberry halves and remaining blueberries over

COOL WHIP to create a flag design. Refrigerate until ready to serve.

Makes 15 servings.



INSIDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN

ocoa Butter is one of nature's most

effective skin softeners; the more Cocoa
Butter a moisturizer contains, the softer

it leaves your skin. Palmer's* Cocoa
Butter Formula™ enriched with

emollients and Vitamin E, is

concentrated to help soothe away even

the roughest, driest skin and stretch

marks. For more information and
a free sample, please call toll free

1-800-441-SOFT.

PALMERS
Everything Palmer's Touches

Turns To Soft.
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Dear Headers:

foilins; a bis plateful of soft-shell crabs is high on our list ofsummerpleasures* .M

a lien sereral readers asked as recently hair l<> prepare them, ire really irarine<hm

the task, lie went to the Milton laa. in Sparks. Man land, where e.vecnlire c.M

Mink I lean's Sauleed Soft-Shell Crabs are the specialty of the house. WmJ
his recipe for litis coastal delicacy, which is in peak season duringJune ana Ju.

— The load c(lil,\m

SUMMER ON THE SOFT SHELL
1. Preheat oven to 4.50°F. Sprinkle 8 soft-

shell crabs, cleaned, with 1/2 tea-

spoon salt and 'A teaspoon freshly

ground pepper. Place V2 cup all-pur-

pose flour on a sheet of wax paper; coat

both sides of crabs, shaking off excess flour.

2. Heat 1 tablespoon each vegetable

oil and butter in each of 2 large skillets

over medium-high heat.

Add 6 crabs to each pan

and cook, shell side

down, until golden, 4 to 5

minutes. Turn crabs over;

place skillets in oven. Bake

uncovered 10 minutes.

3. Prepare Mustard

Beurre Blanc: Meanwhile,

heat '/3 cup dry white

wine and 2 shallots,

sliced thin, to boiling in

small saucepan over high

heat. Boil until liquid is al-

most completely evaporated. Add 1 tab-

spoon heavy or whipping cream
turn to boil. Reduce heat to low and wrj|

in 12 tablespoons unsalted butt!

(no substitutions), 1 tablespoon al
time, until completely incorporated.

4. Remove saucepan from heat; stir irfl

tablespoons fresh lemon juice anct

pinch salt Strain sail

through fine sieve. Stir^

3 tablespoons thin

sliced green onio

and 1 teaspoon who
grain mustard Pic

sauce in large panj

warm water until rec

to serve.

5. To serve, place 2 en

on each of 4 warm din

plates. Spoon 3 tafcj

spoons sauce over e

serving. Makes 4 servinij

I N D E X
Here is a listing of recipes appear-

ing in this issue, including those

from the Journal kitchen and ad-

vertisements. Advertisers' recipes

appear in boldface. Recipes

marked with an asterisk include

microwave instructions.

DESSERTS
Deep-Dish Peach Pie p. 150

Peach Coffee Cake p. 150

Peach Ice Cream p. 146

Peach Melba Tart* p. 146

Peach Phyllo Pie p. 146

Peach Sherbet p. 146

Stars and Stripes p. 151

ENTREES
Chicken Skewers with Indonesian

Ketchup p. 134

Creamy Caesar Salad p. 140

Cobb Salad p. 142

Cumin-Rubbed Steak with

Avocado Salad p. 136

Curried Grilled Mahimahi p. 137

Feta-Spinach Salad p. 140

Grilled Chicken Sandwich with

Smoky Red-Onion Salsa p. 134

Grilled Tuna Nicoise p. 142

Hoisin-Glazed Pork Chops with

Pickled Ginger p. 132

Kikko-Mushroom Burger p. 128

Latin Spiced Pork Tenderloin

p. 132

Lime Flank Steak with Chipotlfj

Honey Sauce p. 132

Marinated Shrimp with Mango!

Relish p. 136

Marinated Steak Itaiiano p. 85

Sauteed Soft-Shell Crabs p. la

Soy-Lemon Chicken p. 128

Ultimate Chef's Salad p. 142 I

MISCELLANEOUS
The Famous Lipton California Dip

p. 137

Italian Marinade p. 133

SIDE DISHES
Garden Macaroni Salad p. 1401

Southwestern Potato Salad p. 1]

Tabbouleh p. 140

COMING IN AUGUST
Too tired for sex? If you and your husband have little energy left for romance, don't despair. The

are easy ways to put the sizzle back in your lovelife. After the flood One family's Midwest horr

went from water-logged to wonderful when LHJ pitched in to help. Join us for a tour. The best in tf

business For skin, hair and makeup that's never looked better, don't miss these expert tips fro

today's top pros. Cool cooking Can't stand the heat? We'll get you out of the kitchen fast wij

sensational summertime recipes. Plus interviews with your favorite celebs and lots, lots mor<)

ON SALE JULY 12

THANK YOU FOR BUYING THIS ISSUE. WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED IT. SEE YOU NEXT MONT



lother know best?

4 dfrom page 112

le quality of their life—even to

:ieir gender. And in doing so,

se profound moral and ethical

is: When must important choic-

ide for a child? Docs a parent al-

ve final say in deciding what is

ne? And if not, who does?

5 HOPE ALIVE

ally, our society has supported

. of parents to direct the medical

their children, for it is assumed

s- will act in a child's best inter-

lese rights aren't absolute,

The state can intervene on be-

.hildren whose parents are con-

to be negligent in their medical

it can a parent insist that the

community give care against its

idgment? The Baby K case may
lat question.

baby's mother, an unmarried
dentified publicly only as Ms. H,

rough prenatal testing that her

uld be born with anencephaly

—

lid have a brain stem, but no
cortex. Most of the infants born

ir with the defect (between one

d and two thousand) usually die

few months. But when Ms. H's

suggested she terminate the

cy, she refused.

time the child suffered life-

ling respiratory crises, Ms. H
ler to Fairfax Hospital in Falls

Virginia, for treatment. Even-
owever, the child's doctors and

)ital's ethics committee balked.

;ing to treat Baby K, they felt,

:her humane nor ethical, since

Id never be "cured" and the

)f her life would never improve,

iirmly objected. Only God, she

, had the right to decide when
;hter would die.

/ear, the hospital filed suit, ask-

:ourt's permission to refuse fur-

lergency treatment. Ms. H
•ack and won, and a federal ap-

urt upheld the decision earlier

ir. Fairfax Hospital has chal-

he ruling, and the case may end
e the U.S. Supreme Court,

his decision justified? Some ex-

yes. To Robert M. Veatch, dircc-

e Kennedy Institute of Ethics at

own University, in Washington,
id who testified for Ms. H at trial,

tat a baby be kept alive falls "well

ie range of parental discretion."

rs disagree, questioning the
of spending vast sums of money
:one who will never gain aware

-

7
e're now in a situation where we
y the money to vaccinate chil-

lt we're going to pay a million

d keep Baby K, with no brain, on

a ventilator," says Arthur Caplan, Ph.D.,

trustee professor of bioethics at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia.

Some doctors fear that this case could

set a precedent in which parents' wishes

are always honored, even if it means
keeping brain-dead patients on machines
indefinitely. "To order a hospital to use

technology simply because it's there re-

moves physicians' authority as moral
agents in making decisions," says Arthur
Kohrman, M.D., chair of the bioethics

committee of the American Academy of

Pediatrics, which filed a brief in support

of Fairfax Hospital. He adds, "We've
gotten so lulled by the promise of tech-

nology, I think, that there's an unspoken
belief that if we just apply enough of it,

death will become optional. One of our
issues as a society is that we have to

come to grips with the fact that everyone

is eventually going to die—and some arc

going to die tragically and young."

WHEN TO SAY GOOD-BYE
Even as Ms. H demanded that doctors

continue to resuscitate her daughter, a

woman in Lewiston, Maine, was bat-

tling for the right to refuse similar treat-

ment for her own child.

Linda Lafrance's daughter, twelve-

year-old Corey Brown, is mentally re-

tarded and communicates only through

sounds, gestures and facial expressions.

Spastic cerebral palsy and scoliosis (cur-

vature of the spine) affect her breathing

and place pressure on her organs that

her doctor believes will eventually prove

fatal. In April 1993, Corey suffered a

seizure and serious breathing problems.

Because of this, Lafrance began to re-

consider something Corey's pediatrician

had once recommended: that she issue a

"do not resuscitate" (DNR) order for

Corey in the event she becomes critical-

ly ill. Standard CPR procedures, he

said, could cause critical internal in-

juries that would further her suffering.

Lafrance submitted a request to school

board officials in Lewiston, where Corey

attends special-education classes with an

aide, that if Corey stopped breathing

while in school, she be allowed to die.

The board agreed. Outraged, advocates

for the disabled promptly protested and

even threatened to file a federal civil-

rights lawsuit against the school board.

DNR orders are quite common to-

day, but they usually apply to those who
are either permanently comatose or ter-

minally ill. Corey is neither, points out

John Winske, director of the Mas-
sachusetts Coalition for Citizens with

Disabilities. Winske, who has muscular

dystrophy, believes that Corey is the

only one qualified to decide that her life

is not worth saving. "Even someone
who is severely disabled deserves the

right to grow up and to live as indepen-

dent and productive a (continued)
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A Soothing Bultrr IoIm

(or Mark,. Btvmish<~
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Cocoa Butter

Formula Lotion

r'h //, emollient blend

of Cocoa Baiter and

daily hand and

all-over-body

care. Helps

moisturize and

soothe rough,

dry skin. Also

available in a

family size with

convenient pump.

For Cocoa Butter'

This Rich, Call

U800-441 SOFT.
We'll send you more

information and a

free sample.

Cocoa Butter Formula
'

Moisturizing

Body Oil.

A lightly scented Body Oil

with I 'itamin E to help

moisturize and soothe

rough, dry skin without

greasiness. Features aflip-

top cap for easy application

in either shower or hath.

Also available in a

travel /trial size bottle.

Cocoa Butter Formula

Moisturizing Lip Balm
and Swivel Sticks

A new lip balm with

SPF 15 and Vitamin E.

Medicated to help prevent

and temporarily protect

chapped, cracked or wind-

burned lips. Also

available for spot

moisturizing, a

convenient Swivel Stick to touch-up

dry areas on the face and body.

PALMER'S
Everything Palmer's Touches Turns

To Soet.

IH I'I'NJIl BROUV DRLll. CO AIL RIGHTS KLbtKYiU

COCOA
HUITER
IDKMUI V

Moisturizim

B ^ Oil
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Replens.
REPLENISHES VAGINAL MOISTURE

Long -lasting

comfort

Single use pfe-Mieo" applicators

Replens
h does for you what a lubricant can'j

because Replens goes beyond enhancing yd

comfort during sex. Available in slim pre-filll

applicators, Replens is uniquely designed tcj

help restore long-lasting moisture to your

vagina] tissue in a way K-Y* can't. Doctors

us that vaginal moisture is essential to main]

taining vaginal health. Just as your skin nee<|

moisture, so docs your vaginal tissue. Withe

moisture, your vaginal tissue can become
too dry—causing considerable discomfort a|

irritation. Each time you use Replens. your

vaginal tissue will have its natural moisture r|

stored for days. So you can use it in advanqj

and be sexually spontaneous. And Replens i

is estrogen-free and fragrance-free with just]

the right pH.

Switch to Replens. It's not only right fori

the moment. It's also right for you.

Replens,
The vaginal moisturizer tha

gives your body the special

treatment it deserves



mother know best?

I ied

. possible," he says.

er activists argue that Lafrance

I e underestimating her child's po-

. "I think children with severe dis-

•s [whom] society misunderstands

ering are at tremendous risk of so-

, evaluation," says Carol Gill,

a developmental psychologist in

,, Illinois. She adds that Lafrance

i ot be aware of all the possible al-

i ves for Corey's care. In that case,

; ;s, "I think society would be obli-

to intervene. . . . That's why we

I :ws against neglect."

le end, the Lewiston school board

with the activists who opposed

sIR order. Two weeks after they

• ed Linda Lafrance's request, the

I
rescinded the order and replaced

I a new plan: If Corey has a health

I

ency, teachers will call for help

:ect aides to give her oxygen.

I STION OF CHOICE
i nore sensitive than the matter of

| lling a minor's care is that of a

r's right over her unborn child.

ii h this debate is usually confined

1 general issue of abortion, it has

: ;iven some interesting twists fol-

1 two recent incidents.

i Washington, D.C., woman as-

I lat doctors should have respected

)ice that her daughter not be born

I In 1990, when Venita Davis was

I -seven weeks pregnant, a sono-

i evealed that the unborn girl had a

' Jting, irreparable disorder. Most
I brain had developed in a sac out-

ie back of her head; what tissue

i ied inside the skull was virtually

:i )le. Like Baby K, the child would
;i lpletely disabled.

, is and her husband made the ago-

ii decision to undergo a late-term,

lduced abortion. In the middle of

i >cedure, however, the doctor sud-

i eft the room to consult with other

i ans. When he returned about an
i iter, he stopped the abortion, ex-

i g that he had been told the fetus

s: be born alive. Unaware that sev-

i: jctors in the U.S. specialize in
' rimester abortions of fetuses with
'• ibnormalities, Davis carried her
i ) term.
:

: :ia Davis—immobile, suffering
i) ;s and incapable of thought or

i —was sent to a care facility after

I rth. The Davises are suing the

i who stopped the abortion, as

ip two other physicians who cared

|
ids during her pregnancy.

I I re seems to be consensus among all

ase who oppose abortion on any
i s that Davis's doctor was wrong to

i on her. Says Jonathan Moreno,

Ph.D., professor of biomedical ethics at the

State University of New York Health Sci-

ence Center, in Brooklyn, "Once there's a

therapeutic relationship established, the

physician has an obligation to make sure

the patient's care isn't interrupted."

Tabita Bricci, on the other hand,
asked simply to be left alone—and her
request has stirred up far greater dis-

agreement. Last November, when she
was nearly eight months pregnant, the

twenty-two-year-old Chicago woman
was informed by her doctor that her un-

born son was not getting enough oxygen
from the placenta. Unless he was deliv-

ered by caesarean section or labor was
induced right away, the doctor said, he
was in danger of dying or sustaining se-

vere brain damage.

Bricci— up to then a dutiful pa-
tient—said no. She and her husband,
Pentecostal Christians, believed that

pregnancies should be carried to term.

"We had God's promise that our son
would be okay," they say. The Cook
County State Attorney's office and
county public guardian went to court

seeking to override her wishes.

Did the state have the right to de-

mand control over Bricci's body? Abso-
lutely, says Lee Ann Lowder, of the

Cook County Public Guardian's Office.

A mother's right over her fetus gives

way, she says, "when the child can live

independently outside the mother's

womb." Lowder adds that if Bricci's son

had indeed been born disabled, the state

would have to provide him with special

education and possibly foot the bill for

his medical care. "So, doesn't the state

have an interest in ensuring that kid is

born healthy?" she asks.

Not necessarily, says Moreno.
"There are some who believe we should

pull out all the stops when a fetus is en-

dangered, regardless of what a woman
wants. But what we've been willing to

say in this society is [that] while a wom-
an can't abort a healthy fetus in the

third trimester, we won't require that

she deliver in a certain way."

Last December 14, a three-member

panel of the Illinois Appellate Court
ruled unanimously that the state could

not compel Tabita Bricci to undergo
surgery. Her son was born soon after

that; though small, he showed no evi-

dence of brain damage and seemed to be
doing well sev eral months later. The
county public guardian's office appealed

to the U.S. Supreme Court, but after the

baby was born, the court decided noi to

hear the case.

As for Portia Davis, she was still alive

at the end of 1993. Ironically, according

to one report, Venita Davis has request-

ed that her daughter be revived if she

linos into cardiac arrest.

WHEN TO DRAW THE LINE

If some women are being challenged for

the decisions they give as mothers, oth-

ers face disapproval for having children

in the first place. Medicine has im-
proved on nature to such a degree that

women can give birth well past

menopause, or choose to have a child of

a particular sex. But does the fact that

these miracles are possible also mean
they are morally right?

Last December, a fifty-nine-year-old

British woman made history when she

gave birth to twins. Not long afterward,

an Italian woman announced her preg-

nancy—at the incredible age of sixty-two.

Like other pregnancies involving post-

menopausal or infertile women, these were

made possible by the use of donated eggs.

But most women who conceive using

donated eggs are in their forties or early

fifties and have either suffered years of

infertility or want to start a new family

after remarriage. Much of die world re-

ceived the news of the European moth-

ers with horror. Some accused the

women of not considering whether it

might be unfair for a child to have a

mom old enough to be a grandmother.

Yet, can a healthy older woman be

barred from bearing a child? The idea

angers some women who have given

birth late in life. "No one tells me when
to quit," one woman who had a child by

her second husband at fifty-two has

said. "Everyone wants to know how I

keep up with the baby. Well, I'm fifty-

four, not one hundred four." To many,

the criticism of aging (continued)

1

Does the fact that

medical miracles are

possible also mean they

are morally ri^ht?
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AND IT'S FREE!
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Does mother know best?

continued

mothers also smacks of a double stan-

dard; after all, men have long married

women much younger than themselves

and fathered children well into old age.

As yet, there has been no groundswell

of public opinion in this country push-

ing for age restrictions on who may use

the new fertility technology. There
probably never will be. Another medical

advance, however, is meeting with resis-

tance in some corners.

Earlier this year, a British couple

made front-page news for planning the

sex of their third child with the aid of a

"gender clinic." After using a sperm-sep-

aration technique developed in the U.S.,

doctors fertilized Gillian Clark with

sperm from her husband containing the

chromosomes most likely to produce the

chosen sex. Already the parents of two

sons, the Clarks were trying for a daugh-

ter. They got their wish—and in the pro-

cess, created a national furor.

Though gender selection has been

practiced in America for years with rela-

tively little public outcry, exper,.: nere have

expressed concern over what the future

might hold. Some say that society could

eventually become dominated by firstborn

men, with fewer women knowing the

benefits of being the ranking child in the

family. Others fear that couples might

abort children on the basis of gender alone.

Proponents of the technology, on the

other hand, say that it helps eliminate

guesswork, which may be a boon to

would-be parents who want only one
child of each sex. It also offers hope to

couples who are carriers of sex-linked dis-

eases like hemophilia and Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, which affect males.

Caplan adds that the probability that too

many parents would opt to abort a child

of the "wrong" sex is virtually nonexistent.

Since millions of women would have

to undergo the procedure successfully in

order to produce a noticeable effect, the

prospect of a brave new sex-chosen
world anytime soon is slight. For their

part, the Clarks insist that they would
have loved little Sophie May just as

much had she been a boy.

In the end, there are no easy answers to

the ethical questions posed by the strug-

gles of these families. One thing, however,

is clear: Theirs are the kinds of stories we
will be hearing again and again. In them,

some of the important moral debates of

our time collide with a force as powerful

as it is ancient: the determination of a

mother to have her child and to protect

that child as she deems best.

Carol Lynn Mirhers is a contributing editor

to Ladies ' Home Journal.

Barbra's fight against fear

continuedfrom page 111

an airport-style metal detector.

A PERFECT STAR?
Fear isn't the only thing that's ku

from performing, though. She w;

friends say, reluctant to be invol.

any project over which she had le

total control. "When you're di

live," explains one friend, "you
jj

do not have that control."

And for Streisand, control isq

whether onstage or off. To sal

she wants—and gets—her own iy

a laughable understatement. I

legendary among journalists forjjfc

ing on approval of everything^

photographs to quotes. She doeat

low anyone to photograph thdp

side of her face, which she saysfl

masculine-looking. When sH|

peared in London, she had them

floor area of Wembley Stadium
equivalent of, say, Yankee Stadia

Candlestick Park—covered irl

carpet. Why? Depending on if

you believe, she either liked the it

looked or thought it would piiH

better acoustics.

Streisand is defensive about b|

control freak: "You don't ask a ma|
you want to be in control?'—you i

he wants control," she's said,

would a woman be any differen

How could anyone not want to

control of their work?"

Her associates say, tactfulh

she simply never wants to giv

than her best. "Why shouldn't

involved in every decision?" one

says heatedly. "When that rec

goes on, or the conductor giv

downbeat, she is the person
standing there alone. The st

pretty naked; it's a very vuln

place to be."

But it can also be a wonderfuiBa

when, like Streisand, a performer cij

and gets—frenzied adulation fromi.

sands of fans, the people who pii

instant, loving feedback.

Of course, as anyone familiajf

Streisand's story knows, love is I

ly what she missed as a chile*

what she appears to be in com
search of. "If you don't feel love»

child," she has said, "you spent»<

life trying to get that love." H"

ther, Emanuel, an English te;i

died when she was fifteen montljC

Several years later, her mothe I

ana, married a used-car dealeil

Kind, who, Streisand has said,fl

spoke to her except once, whB
told her to be more like one <
friends—quiet.

Streisand has also had an unl-T

complicated (continued on paM



America's Sweet On Domino:

x A Cake Into A Dominosaurus.

ing a monster has never been so much fun. Or so easy. Just follow the

im and turn a simple pound cake into a prehistonc delight. And because

ade with 100% pure Domino* Sugar, your dinosaur will be 100% delicious

•nosaurus Pound Cake

ups all-purpose flour

"bsp baking powder

sp salt

up (IV2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened

ups Domino® Pure Granulated Sugar

sp vanilla

ggs

up milk

)ine flour, baking powder and salt in medium bowl; set aside.

)arate bowl, cream butter and sugar; add vanilla. Add eggs

t a time, beating well after each. Alternately add flour

ire and milk. Line outside of 9" or 9 V2" springform pan with

irease and flour pan. Pour in batter and bake at 350° for

in. or until wooden pick inserted in center comes out clean.

10 mm. Remove cake from pan. To prevent crumbling,

• cake 45 min. before cutting. Makes 8 servings.

rcream Frosting
3* Domino® Confectioners Sugar

up (1 stick) butter or margarine, softened

>p vanilla extract

"bsp milk

>p yellow food coloring

?e bowl, beat sugar, butter, vanilla and

jntil smooth. Add more milk if needed

1 food coloring.

> 3
3A cups, unsifted

100% Pure

h ng The Dinosaur

1 ike as indicated on diagram.

I )"x 16" foil-covered cardboard,

I ing to "stick" parts together. Snack

nj 1 extra piece (G) as you decorate!

If

I

ate with candies and

kj no® Dots® Sugar Cubes.

I

z



The tip releases the Monistat

The rest absorbs the mess.

Together, just one tampon per night

cures in 5 days.

PRESCRIPTION
ONLY Ask your doctorfor the clean cure.

MICONAZOLE NITRATE

WARNINGS:

Do not rely on condoms or diaphragms to prevent sexually transmitted diseases or pregnancy

during the 5 days you are using Monistat® 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons 100 mg, because

an ingredient in Monistat 5 Tampons will break down the latex.

Please note that Monistat 5 Tampons are not recommended tor use during pregnancy.

The use of nonmedicated tampons for menstrual flow has been associated with Toxic

Shock Syndrome (TSS). Although there have been no reports of TSS to date with

Monistat 5 Tampons, patients who develop high fever, vomiting, or diarrhea should

discontinue use and consult a physician.

Low occurrence of side effects has included burning, itching or irritation, headache,

or nausea; however, these occurred about as often as with nonmedicated tampons.

Available only in California.



•tfONISTAr 5

miconazole nitrato

tampons 100 nig

DESCRIPTION: MONISVAT" 5 Vaginal Tampons are white

oxylphenelliyll imidazole nitrate. iOO mg in a base mixture ol

INDICATIONS ANO USAGE: MONISTAT" 5 Tampons are
|

indicated lor the local treatment ol vulvovaginal candidiasis
,

(moniliasis) As MONISTAT is elleclive only lor vulvovaginal

candidiasis, the diagnosis should be conlirmed by KOH
smear and/or cultures The therapeutic effect ol

MONISTAT* 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons is not allecled

by eilher oral contraceptive use or menslrualion

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Patients known to be hypersensi-

tive lo this drug

WARNINGS: Salety and ellicacy ol Ihe lampon in pregnancy
have nol been established, therefore. MONISTAT* 5
(miconazole nitrate) Tampons are not recommended lor use
during pregnancy MONISTAT* 5 Tampons are nol indicated

|

lor use as a menstrual tampon but are a drug delivery system I

lor treating vulvovaginal candidiasis

Re: Toxic Shock Syndrome. The use ol nonmedicated

tampons lor menstrual How has been associated with an

increased risk ol Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) TSS is a

rare illness which can be fatal and is characterized by high

fever (102'F or greater), hypotension, sunburnlike rash with

desguamalion 1 to 2 weeks alter onset Three (3) or more
other organ systems may become involved

Patients should be advised lhat it. during Ihe use ol

MONISTAT* 5 (miconazole nitrale) Tampons, a high lever

(greater or egual lo 102 F) develops and vomiting or diarrhea

is experienced, the use ol MONISTAT- 5 (miconazole nitrate)

Tampons should be immediately disconlinued and a

physician contacted

PRECAUTIONS:

General: Discontinue drug it sensitization or irritation is

reported during use

Laboratory Tests: It there is a lack ol response to

MONISTAT* 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons, appropriate

microbiological studies should be repealed to conliim the

diagnosis and exclude other pathogens

Carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, impairment
ol fertility: Long-term animal studies lo determine carcino-

genic potential have nol been performed

PREGNANCY: Pregnancy Category C. Miconazole

nitrate has been shown lo be embryoloxic in animals when
given by Ihe oral route at 12 limes Ihe human dose There are

no adeguale and well-conlrolled studies m pregnant women

Nursing mothers: II is nol known whether miconazole

nitrate is excreted in human milk Because many drugs are

excreted in human milk, caution should be exercised when
miconazole nitrate is administered to nursing women.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: During clinical studies with

miconazole nitrate tampons lor up to 14 days. 33 ol 535

patients (6 2%) treated with miconazole nitrate tampons

reported complaints during therapy The most frequent

complaints were vulvovaginal burning, itching or irritation,

headache, or nausea. In Ihe placebo-controlled trial, the

number ol miconazole nitrate tampon-treated patients report-

ing each ol these complaints was nol statistically different

from the number ol placebo lampon-lreated patients reporting

them The therapy related dropout rale was 4%

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION:

MONISTAT S (miconazole nitrale)Tampons: One
tampon (100 mg miconazole nitrate) is inserted intravaginally

at bedlime. left in place overnight, and removed in Ihe morn-

ing lor each ol 5 consecutive nights During menstruation,

the concurrent use ol sanitary napkin protection is advised

If vulvovaginal candidiasis persists or recurs, therapy may be

repealed after other pathogens have been excluded by appro-

priate smears and cultures

HOW SUPPLIED: MONISTAT* 5 Tampons are available as

while to oft-white tampons, each coaled with 1 gm ol a base

mixture containing 100 mg ol miconazole nitrate

MONISTAT* 5 Tampons are supplied in packages ol live, with

an inserter Store at 1ST lo 30"C (59T lo 86 F)

CAUTION: Federal law prohibits dispen' rig without

prescription

Advanced Care Products
Ortho Pharmaceutical C-orp Raman. New Jersey 08869

© OPC 1994 633-04-1-33910





AT MORE TURKEY, DANCE MORE
KEEP YOURSELI HEALTHY AND YOU'LL BE ABLE TO DO THE THINGS YOU

ENJOY. WE'D LIKE TO HELP, WITH RECIPES THAT \RE NUTRITIOUS AND

LOWER IN FAT. TRY OUR FRESH LEAN GROUND TURKEY, 100% GROUND

BREAST MEAT AND BURGER PATTIES. IT'S A STEP YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU TOOK.

MEDITERRANEAN TURKEY MEATBALL SANDWICHES

- MEATBALLS -

PKG. (ABOUT 1V4 LB.) THE TURKEY STORE®

PREMIUM FRESH LEAN GROUND TURKEY

V4 CUP CHOPPED ONION

1V2 TSP. DRIED OREGANO

1 TSP. EACH DRIED MINT, PARSLEY

ND LEMON PEPPER

CLOVE GARLIC, MINCED

TSP. LEMON JUICE

- SAUCE -

i CUP NONFAT SOUR CREAM

l MEDIUM CUCUMBER, PEELED AND

INELY CHOPPED

1/2 TSP. LEMON JUICE

s TSP. BLACK PEPPER

6" PITA BREADS,CUT IN HALF CROSSWISE

LETTUCE LEAVES, TORN INTO PIECES

MEDIUM TOMATO, CHOPPED

OMBINE TURKEY MEATBALL INGREDIENTS; MIX WELL.

SHAPE INTO 18 (1V4") BALLS. USING SKILLET COATED

WITH NON-STICK COOKING SPRAY, COOK MEATBALLS

8 TO 10 MINUTES OR UNTIL BROWNED AND NO LONGER PINK

IN CENTER; STIR OCCASIONALLY. COMBINE SAUCE

INGREDIENTS. PLACE 3 MEATBALLS IN EACH PITA HALF.

ADD LETTUCE AND TOMATO. TOP WITH SAUCE. 6 SERVINGS.
§

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION PER SERVING (1/6 OF RECIPE)-CALORIES 264,

PROTEIN 25G, CARBOHYDRATE 29G, FAT 7G, CHOLESTEROL 65MG, SODIUM 122 MG.

FOR "A FRESH APPROACH" COOKBOOK, SEND $2.50 WITH YOUR ADDRESS TO P.O. BOX 1 1 LORETTP. MN "iY-W

c '» tJSHOMF FOOW-. INC.



"When I was a kid my dad

always looked out for me... now

it's my turn to look out for hvm.

The #1 Doctor Recommended
Source of Nutrition.

Most doctors will tell you that a key to

good health is good nutrition. So how can

you help guarantee that you and the ones

you love get the right nutrition?

With Ensure.

Ensure is more than a vitamin sup-

plement. It's complete, balanced nutrition

in a delicious drink that provides an excel-

lent balance of protein, carbohydrate,

vitamins and minerals. It's all the nutrition

you need everyday to help stay healthy,

be energetic and more active. Drink

Ensure anytime. Enjoy it as a healthy

meal by itself or as a between-meal snack.

Ensure is even recommended #1 by
doctors as a complete source

of nutrition.

So make sure

you and the ones

you love get the

right nutrition.

Drink Ensure and

drink to your

health.
\«UU ,n h DJiciou

~ 2

lr

ENSURE [ensure
1 BMHIUHU

travel
journal

Colorado's old West beckons

L
ocated in the southwest comer of Colorado, Dur
offers a Western ambience that hasn't changed n

since the turn of the century. Modern tourists can e

rience the same amenities the town's early visitor;

joyed—the hotel and saloon, the railroad, the natural be

the Indian heritage—all remain relatively unaltered. As

suit, Durango offers a modern-day, active family vacaticl

surroundings reminiscent of days past.

Put on the map by the silver strikes of the 1 880s, the J

boomed when the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad arrivi

few years later. Over $300 million in gold and silver were h

out of nearby mines during the next thirty-five years,

spent their wages in the Diamond Belle Saloon located

Strater Hotel, which has been open for business since 1873.

Today's visitors will find few changes: The Diamond
Saloon still sports a carved, gold-trimmed mirror, a tin ce

and ruby patterned wallpaper—not to mention a ga

sleeved piano player. And visitors can still stay at the res

Strater Hotel (800-247-4431). The lobby features the ori;

chandeliers and carved-wood decor, while the rooms are d

rated with period antiques. Outside the Strater, the his«

Western buildings of Main Avenue have also been restorer

house modern shops and restaurants.

Although the railroad abandoned Durango after the rr]

closed, the Durango Silverton Narrow Gauge Railway (

247-2733) still operates restored coaches over a scenic I

mile section of track, carrying tourists to the tiny mining t

of Silverton (population 700). A Registered National His

Landmark, Silverton provides another walk through We<
history. Bat Masterson once policed Blair Street, lockinji

rowdy miners in what is now the San Juan County Histoi

Museum. The restored livery stable, gun shop and gam!

hall offer jewelry, gifts and clothing. (The railroad operate

tween the two towns from May 1 through October 31.)

Durango is located on the southern edge of the San
.

National Forest (303-247-4874). While the mines of the

Juan Mountains were long ago depleted of their ore,

wilderness area is still rich with natural beauty. Dotted

crystal-clear lakes, the two million acres of ponderosa pine

spruce and aspen are home to elk, bighorn sheep, perej

falcons and golden eagles. And for scenic drives, it's har

beat the park's Million Dollar Highway, a section of R
550 north of Silverton named for the riches carried out o:

mountains. Incredible switchbacks cut into steep ledges al

sloping forests, hairpin turns confront spectacular watei

and a dancing creek races beside the road.

To explore the miles of Indian trails, footpaths and mi

roads that lace the park, you can rent mountain bikes, h(

and Jeeps or arrange a guided tour with the Colorado Oi

ters Association (303-368-4731). White-water rafting a

the Animas River, seasonal rodeos and ballooning are c

popular activities in the area. Public campsites in the Nati

Forest are open May through November.
Another not-to-be-missed sight: Historic Mesa Verde

tional Park, just diirty-six miles west of Durango, is open
|

round and contains the largest concentration of Ana
Indian cliff dwellings in the United States. Many of the ei

hundred-year-old ruins can be viewed by overlooks, while

ers are reached by ladders, hiking trails or ranger-led tours

For more information, call the Durango Chamber of C
merce at 303-247-03 1 2. —Winnifred Ja
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Anna
from

Sweden

Become a Host Family...
to an Australian, Scandinavian, European,
SouthAmerican orJapanese High School

Exchange Student

AISE brings people together from around

the world for an adventure in understand-

ing. You too can share this adventure by

becoming a Host Family. Open your heart

and your home to a foreign student who
wants to spend a year studying in America.

American Litercultural

A non-profit tax exempt educational Foundation

CALL 1-800-SBBIJNG



The best thing to
happen to

kids since era
your

TWO COMPLETE
STORYBOOKS

IN EVERY ISSUE!
Plus crafts and projects, games
and puzzles, fun facts and more!

From your friends at Crayola® — J
a magazine that makes learning and

creating more fun

than ever before

Color their world with the all-new

CRAYOLA KIDS™ Magazine! Your kids won't

want to put it down ! It's bursting with brilliant

colors, wonderful stories, challenging crafts and lots

of fun — all the things your kids wonder, dream

about, and love! Pets and animals, friends and scary

things, songs and dances, long-ago creatures like

dinosaurs, far-away places and more.

YOUR FULL
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
You and your child

must be 100%
delighted with

CRAYOLA KIDS

Magazine— every

colorful page and

issue— or you can

get your money

back, all of it, at any

time during your

subscription, simply
|

by notifying us.

YES! Rush the exciting first issue of CRAYOLA KIDS™ Magazine and enter a Charter

subscription in my child's name(s) for one year (6 issues) for only $1 4.97! I understand that's

$5.00 off what others will pay at the established subscription price and that our satisfaction

my child's and mine — is 100% guaranteed! For gift orders to a different address, please list names and

addresses on a separate sheet and enclose with this coupon.

CHILDREN'S NAMES BIRTHDAYS (MONTH/YEAR)

Please Print

ADDRESS APT #

CITY STATE ZIP

Send no money now— We'll bill you later!

Hurry! Subscription prices subject to change.
MAIL TO: Better Homes and Gardens®

CRAYOLA KIDS™ Magazine,

Please allow 6-8 weeks lor delivery of first issue. Published 6 times a year. 1716 Locust Street,

Add $6 for subscriptions to Canada and other foreign countries. Printed in U S A Des Moines
, Iowa 50309-9708.

S-5

Reviewed and apprfl

by the Crayola® Par:

Advisory Board.

©1993 Binney&S|
Inc. Crayola, chevrcl

serpentine and crayl

character are registijl

trademarks of Binra

& Smith Inc.



TM

&o\o in the (Spotlight™

Figurine

Skillful hand-painting captures
every nuance of the beautv

*nd timeless appeal of Barbie.

All the memorable details (if

the original Barbie gown are

captured to perfection —
trom the bright red rose to

the glitter of her dress.

\RBIE and associated trademark* are owned by and used under
ense from Mattel, Inc © 1993 Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

1993 MBI

Shown slightly larger than actual size

of approximately 6" in height.



Barbra's fight against fear

continuedfrom page 156

relationship with her mother, who she

has said did not give her enough emo-

tional support: Diana Kind urged her

daughter to forget singing and get a cler-

ical job. And when she first saw-

Streisand act, the singer recalled, Mrs.

Kind had only one comment to make:

"Your arms are too skinny."

Streisand has tried to forgive her

mother: "I saw she did the best she

could, you know?" she has said. "'It's

just another generation. And she obvi-

ously caused me to be who I am today.

Because I was only trying to prove to my
mother that I was something."

But some ambivalence remains, and

her mixed feelings are obvious even in

concert. During one of her Las Vegas ap-

pearances, she asked her mother to stand

for applause from the audience, and
then, with a trace of impatience, abruptly

told her to sit down.

It may be that those un-

happy early relationships

have left Streisand unable

to have a long-lasting rela-

tionship of her own. "I live

with a lot of angst," she has

said. "I'm a mass of contra-

dictions. I change and I

grow. I change my mind all

the time. So tell [whatever]

man I'm looking for that if

he likes to have affairs with

lots of women, then I'm
perfect for him!"

Streisand hasn't found that

man, despite a string of rela-

tionships with, among oth-

ers, Elliott Gould (her only

husband and the father of her

son, Jason, now twenty-seven), Ryan
O'Neal, ice-cream heir Richard Baskin,

producer Jon Peters, Don Johnson, tennis

player Andre Agassi and Pierre Trudeau,

the former Canadian Prime Minister with

whom she's recently been seen again.

"[People] were meant to be together

with somebody," she has said. "We're
meant to have a mate." (That sweet wist-

fulness, so rarely seen in public, so appeal-

ing to men in private, has enabled her to

remain friends with most of her ex-lovers.)

The superstar's anxieties about men
form a small but significant part of her

concert patter, in which she tells an off-

stage "analyst" of her uncertainties about

who opens the car door or picks up the

dinner check—questions that, if they are

genuine, are surprisingly old-fashioned

for one of Hollywood's most powerful

women. Undoubtedly, Streisand does

have a vulnerable side: "I'm supposed to

be this big, powerful woman, but I'd be

scared to get on a train by myself or trav-

el alone through Europe. So there's al-

ways a contradiction."

In memory of
President Clinton's

mother, Virginia
Kelley, Streisand

donated $200,000 to

a breast-cancer fund

BARBRA'S NEW AGE
She's tried to explore the particular con-

tradictions in her life through therapy

—

beginning more than thirty years ago: "I

always thought I'd adjust well to suc-

cess. Clearly I didn't. The first week
Funny Girl opened I was on the covers

of Time and Life. It was too much for

me. It put me into analysis."

Besides that grueling, often painful

process of self-examination, Streisand

has explored a number of other paths as

well: She's expressed interest in the

ideas of poet Robert Bly, inner-child

theorist John Bradshaw and mythogra-

pher Joseph Campbell, and she's report-

edly held a few at-home spiritual

gatherings for her friends.

She's also gone recently to a retreat

center in Arizona run by a guru-type fig-

ure called Brugh Joy. There, associates

report, Streisand has joined in "group

work" that involves aerobics, yoga, med-
itation and interpretation of dreams.

In fact, though Shirley

MacLaine has a reputation

for being the spaciest Hol-

lywood star, MacLaine, a

friend of Streisand, has

said, "Barbra rivals me in

questioning values and hu-

man behavior."

Yet, for someone who
professes such a high degree

of spirituality, Streisand can

be both inconsiderate and

rude. Associates recount
her screaming fits on the

telephone with humorous
awe, and even some of her

most ardent fans were em-
barrassed in Las Vegas by

her lengthy onstage trashing

of the hotel/casino where
she was performing. Streisand's chief

complaint: There were no soap holders

in the bathroom. "They were paying her

millions of dollars," one fan said bemus-
edly. "Couldn't she have bought her

own soap dish?"

THE CLINTON CONNECTION
But the superstar has a charitable side

as well. The organization she founded,

the Streisand Foundation, has given

more than S7.5 million to environmen-

tal, civil-rights and AIDS research

groups. She herself made substantial

donations to local groups following the

Exxon Valdez disaster and the Los An-
geles riots. And she has spoken out on
controversial political issues such as the

anti-gay-rights amendment passed by
Colorado voters in 1992.

It is Streisand's involvement with the

Clinton White House, however, that has

drawn the most attention. She has spent

the night in the White House, dined

with Attorney General Janet Reno and
attended Congressional hearings on

gays in the military. Nonetheless1

!

angrily blasts as "a joke" the charge

she is trying to be a political force.

Gossip says that she and the I;$

dent have a mutual crush on each g
and that Mrs. Clinton may be some

less enamored of Barbra. That s

unlikely, associates say. What is

however, is that both Clintons ac

her talent and professionalism—

n

mention the money she can raise

she is attracted to the President's pc

education and politics.

She also developed a close rela

ship with his mother, Virginia K<

who died early this year of breast

cer; Streisand donated 5200,000
breast-cancer fund in her memory
The star's interest in political

controversial causes extends, t

days, even to her work. She is
\

ning to direct a film version of

Normal Heart, a play by gay act

Larry Kramer about the early da;

the AIDS epidemic and, Strei

says emphatically, "everybody's

to love." She has also optionedH
story of Colonel Margarethe CM
me meyer, a National Guard of*

forced to resign from the organ
tion because of her lesbianism. |
nificantly, her third big project

personal rather than political m
ing—she plans to star in The M
Has Two Faces, the story of the c

cult relationship between mot
and daughters.

But amid all these high-powered

jects, Streisand's most meaningful

umph may just have been one mot
last January, when on a Las Vegas stl

in front of an audience that included

eryone from Michael Jackson to Grj

ry Peck, the unthinkable happened:!

made a mistake.

A fairly small one, as mistakes goA
a mistake nonetheless: She flubb^

few words to Evergreen, the 1 976 Ac

my Award-winning hit she co-w

with Paul Williams. But rather t

stopping, or letting her embarrassn

mar her performance, she simply srri

and said lightly, "And that's on

mine," and kept right on singing.

The audience rewarded her with e

wilder applause than they'd been gr

her as she sang the introductory note

each familiar number. Said one ado

fan, "It just made me love her mor

know that she allowed herself to b<

vulnerable with us."

Streisand swept triumphantly thro

the rest of her performance that ni

joyouslv telling her audience, "I did

did it! I did it!"

No one who saw her that ni

doubts that she'll keep on doing it.

Susan Price writes about celebrities,

quently for Ladies ' Home Journal.



There's no dog like your dog.

id no heartworm protection like ours.

Now each beefy, chewable chunk of HEARTGARD-30 Plus

ombines unsurpassed heartworm protection plus treatment

and control of more types of other worms.
So ask your veterinarian for HEARTGARD-30 Plus.

Heartgards €2>
Chewables (ivermectin/pyrantel)

Heartworm protection plus. Right from the heart.

90 Plus I ivermectin/pyrantel! Caution' Federal (USA) law restricts mis drug lo use by ot on trie ordei ot a licensed veterinarian Precautions AH dogs should De testeo tor emsting heartworm intection prior to starling treatment with HEARTGARD 30 Plus

ust be treated to remove adult heartworms and microfilaria prior lo initiating a p'ogiam with HEARTGARD 30 p us HEARTGARD 30 is not effective against adult O mm While some microlilariae may be Killed o,- tnt ivermectin m HEARTGARD-30 Pius al me

ose level HEARTGARD-30 Pius is no' etlectivetor miciotnariae Clearance Amiic nypersens<tivity-type reaction presumably due to dead ot dvmg microfilariae and particularly involving a transient diarrhea has Deer observed in clinical trials mm ivermectin alow

I some tfctos that nave circulating microfilariae Heap IMS and all iMMMM ate rasck M cnildren Mutts* niicltitaa: in ciimoi imo trials mnttt HEAMGAHD-30 Pius vomiting o- rjrarmea was observer) rarely (1

1

allowing adverse reactions have been reported following trie use o' HEARTGARD-30 Depression lethargy vomiting anorena diarrhea mydriasis arana staggering convulsions and hypersalrvatiOl Safety: HEARTGARD 30 P us has been sham to r* b.oeguivalenr

30. with respect to the bioavailability ol ivermectin The dose reqimens oi HEARTGARD-30 Plus aid HEARTGARD-30 are me same with regard to ivermectin 16 mcg/kgi Studies with rvermectm mdioa'e that ce'tam ooos ot me Collie breed are more sensitive lo me enacts

ministered at elevated dose levels (more than 16 times the targe; use level) than dogs o' other breeds Ar elevated doses sensitive dogs showed adverse reactions which included mydriasis depressor- atana nemors drooling paresis recumbency eicrtabiiity stupor

h. HEARTGARD-30 demonstrated no signs ot tonicity at 10 times the recommended dose 160 mcg<«g) m sensitive Collies Results ot these trials and bioequivaiency studies support the saterv of HEARTGARD 30 products in dogs including Coli.es when used as recom

GARD-30 Plus has snowr a wroe margin ot safety at me recommences dose level in dogs including pregnant or breeding pitches stud dogs and puppies aged 6 ot more weeks In clinical trials many commonly used Ilea collars dips shampoos anttieimmt..

. ind steinm nrerararmns ruve h»»n admimanm nin HfaRir.4Hn.iiy P:m m a rwartmnm rtiwaw niwentmn nrnnram in nnp inai where some nuns had oaivovims mere was a marginal reduction in etticacv against intestinal nematodes, possibly due to a change in
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Tinere are those amono vis

with very simple tastes.

1 hev only want the best.

For them, there is Fancy Feast!

I he gourmet dry cat lood.

Supremely delicious. Excjuisitely

satisfying. A gourmet taste that

could only come from Fancy Feast,

Fancy Feast gourmet dry cat lood.

( jood taste is easy to recognize.™



PET NEWS
Keeping your cats and dogs healthy and happy. By Shana Aborn

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
Thinking about taking

your pet on your next

vacation? If you plan

your trip properly, and

even include outdoor

activities or sites that

welcome animals, it can

be fun for everyone

For
the traveling pet,

one tip is basic:

Have your pet

checked by a veteri-

narian beforehand, and

get a copy of its health cer-

tificate and proof of inocu-

lation if you're traveling out

of state. The Humane Soci-

ety of the United States rec-

ommends packing first-aid

supplies such as bandages

and disinfectant, as well as

water and food, dishes, litter

box and other necessities.

Animals should also wear

an ID tag at all times that in-

cludes the addresses of your

destination and the name of

an alternate contact.

If your pet isn't used to

traveling, let it explore its

carrier and go for short

drives prior to the trip.

On car trips, says Tom
Greek, D.V.M., of the

Long Beach Animal

Hospital, in Long

Beach, California,

schedule rest stops ev-

ery one to two hours,

leashing the pet

—

even a cat—when it's

out of its carrier. Feed

it a couple of hours be-

fore starting out, and

keep to its regular diet

Who's minding the mutt?
What child hasn't made the promise, "Can

we have a pet? I'll take care of it—honest!"

But on polling 1,100 pet owners, the

American Animal Hospital Association found

that 66 percent of those who took care of the

family pets were adult women; men came in

second, at 19 percent. Only 7 percent were
sons and daughters, and just 5 percent

of all caretakers were younger than

twenty. This confirms what mothers

have known for years: Kids may
give a pet lots of love, but it's Mom
who provides everything else.

on the trip. Never leave a

pet alone in a car in hot

weather; it can he deadly.

If you're traveling by bus

or train, make sure you

can bring animals along.

Amtrak and Greyhound
permit only assistance

dogs for the disabled.

Most airlines allow pets,

but check before making

reservations and ask about

requirements. By law, pets

must be at least eight

weeks old, weaned and in

properly marked carriers.

Some breeds simply don't

fly well; ask your vet

whether your pet is suited

to air travel. (The issue of

animals' safety in plane

cargo holds has been under

debate since a lawsuit that

was recently settled. You

may want to ask the airline

about its animal-handling

policies and whether pets

are permitted in the pas-

senger section.)

The free booklet "Touring

With Towser" is available

from Quaker Professional

Services, 585 Hawthorne

Court, Galesburg, IL

61 401 . "Air Travel for Your

Dog or Cat" is a free pam-

phlet; send a business-size

self-addressed, stamped en-

velope to Air Transport As-

sociation of America, 1301

Pennsylvania Avenue,

N.W., Suite 1 100, Wash-

ington, DC 20004-1707,

Attention: Cargo Services.

—VICKI L. HOGUE

ASK THE VET
By William D. Swartz, D.V.M.

Every so often, my cat will nip me lightly on the

hand when I pet him. He's neutered, so he

shouldn't be aggressive. Why does he do this?

Many cat owners are perplexed by these nip-and-run

attacks, but sudden mood changes are just part of a

cat's nature. They often indulge in long periods of

napping or lying in wait for prey, followed by a

pounce, nip or some other burst of activity. Teach

your cat that biting is unacceptable by giving him a

small treat every time he cuddles on your lap without

nipping. If he does bite, stop petting him, firmly

scold, "No!" or "Ouch!" and don't reward him.

h Reinforcing his good behavior will persuade

^ him to repeat it more often.

Dr. Swartz is a veterinarian in practice in

Herndon, Virginia. Send your questions about

pet health ana behavior to Box PN, Ladies'

Home Journal, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY
1 001 7. We'll use the best ones in future issues.
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WISE WORDS

WhyFm not a complainer
My grandmother had no use for whiners. Her constant theme was, If you

can't change it, change the way you think about it. By Maya Angelou

"hen my grandmother was raising me

in Stamps, Arkansas, she had a par-

ticular routine when people who were

known to be whiners entered her store.

Whenever she saw a known complainer

coming, she would call me from whatever I was doing

and say conspiratorially, "Sister, come inside. Come."

Of course I would obey.

My grandmother would

ask the customer, "How are

you doing today, Brother

Thomas?" And the person

would reply, "Not so good."

There would be a distinct

whine in the voice. "Not so

good today, Sister Hender-

son. You see, it's this sum-

mer. It's this summer heat. I

just hate it. Oh, I hate it so

much. It just frazzles me up

and frazzles me down. I just

hate the heat. It's almost

killing me." Then my grand-

mother would stand stoically,

her arms folded, and mum-
ble, "Uh-huh, uh-huh." And

she would cut her eyes at me

to make certain that I had

heard the lamentation.

At another time a vvhiner

would mewl, "I hate plowing.

That packed-down dirt ain't got no reasoning, and

mules ain't got good sense. . . . Sure ain't. It's killing

me. I can't ever seem to get done. My feet and my

hands stay sore, and I get dirt in my eyes and up my

nose. I just can't stand it." And my grandmother,

again stoically with her arms folded, would say, "Uh-

huh, uh-huh," and then look at me and nod.

As soon as the complainer was out of the store, my

From the book WOULDN'T TAKE NOTHING FOR MY JOURNEY NOW, by Maya Angelou

grandmother would call me to stand in front of her.

And then she would say the same thing she had said

at least a thousand times, it seemed to me. "Sister,

did you hear what Brother So-and-So or Sister

Much-to-Do complained about? You heard that?"

And I would nod. Mamma would continue, "Sister,

there are people who went to sleep all over the world

last night, poor and rich and

white and black, but they will

nevet wake again. Sister,

those who expected to rise

did not, their beds became

their cooling boards, and their

blankets became their wind-

ing sheets. And those dead

folks would give anything,

anything at all for just five

minutes of this weather or ten

minutes of that plowing that

person was grumbling about.

So you watch yourself about

complaining, Sister. What

you're supposed to do when

you don't like a thing is

change it. If you can't change

it, change the way you think

about it. Don't complain."

It is said that persons

have few teachable moments

in their lives. Mamma
seemed to have caught me

at each one I had between the ages of three and

thirteen. Whining is not only graceless, but can be

dangerous. It can alert a brute that a victim is in

the neighborhood.

Maya Angelou is the author of the best-selling "I Know

Why the Caged Bird Sings" as well as several other

books and collections ofpoetry.

Copyright © 1993 by Maya Angelou. Reprinted by permission of Random House, Inc.
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41 CNN NEWSLINE REPORT LHJ teams up with the world's news

'eader to bring you the latest stories. This month: the link between fat and

skin cancer; vacation scams; special toys for special kids; and more.

66 LOVE AND LOSS Two months after the death of her mother,

how is Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg coping? By Ellen O'Hara

98 "WE CARE!" LHJ asked you to help fight the war against

sleaze and violence, and over forty thousand of you

responded. Here's a sampling of your suggestions.

106 THE WOMAN WHO WOULDN'T GIVE UP When Janice

Guthrie was diagnosed with cancer, she did her own research

on the treatments available—and defied the doctor's prognosis.

Now she's helping other women take charge of their own care.

By Ellen Perley Frank

108 "DON'T TALK TO STRANGERS" These mothers were sure

that their kids would never even talk to a stranger, let alone

willingly walk off with one. A child-safety

expert shows how kids get lured and

gives his tips for keeping them safe.

By Margery D. Rosen
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42 WOMAN TO WOMAN "My secret

life" Joyce Bova was a successful

career woman who had a private life no

one would ever have imagined—for three

years she had an affair with Elvis. By Joyce

Bova, as told to William Conrad Nowels

84 WEST TEXAS TWO-STEP In the

second of a two-part Journal exclusive, the

author of The Bridges of Madison County

tells of Saturday nights, sad music and
dancing with the woman he loves. By Robert James Waller
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ACTRESS The superstar has had a string of movie hits, but her most

demanding role is off-screen, as the mother of three. By Jim Jerome

body and mind
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to wake up your lovelife. By Judy Kuriansky, Ph.D.

58 "NOBODY LIKES ME" Do your co-workers leave you out of their

lunch plans? Did the neighbors forget to invite you to their annual
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ONE
SMART
LADY r

R
:ently I had a chance to hear Margaret Thatcher

speak. I, along with every other woman—and man

—

in the room, was extremely impressed by Lady

.Thatcher's insights about world affairs and by her

tremendous self-confidence. After she spoke I presented

her with Ladies' Home Journal's aptly named One Smart

Lady Award for her many achievements. Lady Thatcher

beamed with delight and applauded when I told her that

the Journal's slogan is "Never underestimate the power of

a woman." "I certainly agree with that!" she exclaimed.

When we had a chance to chat privately, I mentioned

that 1 had once seen photos of

Lady Thatcher helping her

daughter decorate her apart-

ment. Lady Thatcher, in fact,

was doing the wallpapering.

"It was fun," she said. "I want-

ed to help out." Now, I don't

want to be accused of male-

bashing, but how many other

leaders of nations would be

able to balance the budget,

fight a small war, answer

questions in Parliament and

still get the decorative border

straight? Just asking.

Appropriately, this month we
have a very special decorating story. Five years ago, Don-

na and Gregg Perdun, of Grafton, Illinois, won Ladies'

Home Journal's "My Favorite Room" contest. In fact, the

kitchen in their 1 836 stone house received first prize.

Then, last summer they nearly lost their historic house and

almost everything in it to the floods that devastated so

much of the Midwest. They wrote to tell us of their heart-

breaking loss. Our reaction? We knew we just had to

help return them to their much-loved home. On page 1 19,

you'll find our very special feature on restoring their

dream house. So, remember, never underestimate the

power of a woman—and never underestimate the power

of Ladies' Home Journal.

Lady

Thatcher,

pleased withm our slogan.

Yes, we

n both wore

* r -
polka dots!
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CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
The most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

My husband is a
compulsive gambler

Bv Margery D. Rosen

KIM'S TURN "Six months ago, I

kicked my husband out of the

house," said Kim, thirty-seven, her

voice shaky. "Nick is a compulsive

gambler, and though I've adored

him for twenty years, I can no
longer be married to him.

"Except to discuss our kids

—

Kelly will be eighteen next spring

and Sean is thirteen—Nick and I

have barely spoken. He's living in

an apartment across town. Then,
last week he called to tell me he'd

gone to Gamblers

Anonymous. He
promised he's go-

ing to stick with it

this time. I don't

know what to do

now. I thought

asking Nick to

leave was the

hardest thing I'd

ever have to do,

but healing our

marriage seems
impossible.

"I met Nick
when I was six-

teen. My fami-

ly— I was the

youngest of four

girls, all far pretti-

er and smarter

than I was—had

j

just moved to

j

New England
HBHHI^^B from Milwaukee,

and I was finding it hard to make

friends. Nick was a senior. Hand-

some and charming, he was clearly

the smartest, most popular boy in

high school. It was love at first

sight for me, and I was astounded

that a guy like him, who could

have any girl he wanted, was actu-

ally interested in someone like me.

"After one date, we were insepa-

rable. My parents wanted me to go

to college, but I couldn't wait to

marrv Nick, settle down and raise

a family. We married two months

after I graduated from high school.

By then, Nick had a job at a ship-

ping and packaging company, and

I found a spot as a secretary for a

businessman in town.

"I thought my dreams had come

true. But clearly, our problems

started long ago, and I chose to ig-

nore them.

"Nick put in lots of hours on the

job. His shift changed every few

months. He took lots of overtime,

and, since his company is a round-

the-clock operation, he could con-

ceivably be working at all hours of

the day or night. When he told me
he had to work late, there was no

reason not to believe him.

"But by the time Sean was two, I

started to get increasingly anxious

about money. We never seemed to

have any, even though Nick was

working all die time. If I dared ask

about it, he'd fly into a rage.

'That's my job/ he would shout.

'The bills are getting paid, aren't

they? So leave me alone.' I was

never allowed to see his paychecks

or the bank statements. Whenever

we were low on cash, Nick had a

ready explanation. I learned not to

ask too many questions.

"For years I convinced myself

that in spite of my money worries,

things really were all right. After

all, my husband wasn't a goof-off,

or an alcoholic like (continued)

THIS MONTH'S CASE IS BASED ON INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION FROM THE FILES OF JOANNE GAFFNEY-
BENNETT, R.N., LI.C.S.W., AND JOHN B. LIVINGSTONE, M.D., A HUSBAND-AND-WIFE COUPLES THERAPY TEAM IN

BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS.
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ill lis marriage be saved?

led

;
ier was. My sisters and I adored

I en with his outbursts. Mother al-

y nade excuses for him, anyway,

i addy didn't mean that,' she'd tell

; insisted we all love each other,

I never fight or argue.

|: like my mother, I whitewashed

—literally. I became a cleanliness

i
Tlie kids were immaculate; the

was immaculate. I could calm

s that way for a while, and then I'd

l o feel anxious again and start

[ ; at my kids. Of course, Nick was

id guy. He'd come home and say,

where we're going? Walt Disney

>

' Kelly and Sean would be so ex-

:, and my stomach would churn.

I
, I wondered, did the money for

I ) come from?

|
en, six years ago, my worst fears

-ue. Nick told me that he had got-

i o the habit of stopping off at the

ck on the way home from work,

t he won some money, but over

: few months he had had a string

i :s. It was enough, he said, that we
; take out a second mortgage,

i as hysterical, but Nick was so re-

i ~ul; he promised it would never

: i again. So we took out a second

;
ge, and I tried to forget it.

is became a pattern. Things
: be fine for a while, then I'd no-

: at money I was sure I had de-

: 1 in our joint account was gone. If

hinted that I thought he was
' ng, he'd deny it vehemently.

en one day, when I was looking

E ne stamps, I found a bank state-

i ;tuffed in the drawer that proved

; juandered the money we had got-

ji >m a personal loan—money ear-

id for Kelly's college education,

f when I really lost it. I told him
it blank that I knew he was gam-
ind demanded that he get help.

: used and we had a huge fight, but

] ildren and I started going once a

GAM-A-NON, a support group

lilies of compulsive gamblers.

I lose meetings opened my eyes. I

; lescribe how relieved I felt to hear

; ories of all these other people
1 problems were so much like mine,

t led that compulsive gamblers al-

lave an excuse for what they do.

:an charm a dog off a meat truck.

realized that by denying his addic-

I was actually encouraging it. These
1 gave me the strength to do what I

I 1 have done long ago: Tell Nick to

: ne help or leave.

I hasn't been easy, but I've man-
1 told him that the only way I'd

onsider getting back together was if

it went for marriage counseling so
1 uld at least learn to speak to each

other like human beings. I love him, but 1

don't know if I can live with him."

NICK'S TURN "I've been living a lie

for years," Nick, thirty-nine, admitted

sadly. "But I've learned my lesson. I've

changed, and I want Kim to know that.

"To me, gambling was always second

nature. I grew up in a small town not far

from here, and as far back as I can re-

member, I rarely told the truth. It was a

knee-jerk reaction, a way to protect my-
self, I guess. I remember my father

whacking me and my younger brother

around if we did or said anything that

displeased him. He was an ironworker, a

real physical guy, and he'd hit us with

his hand or a wooden paddle.

"Dad was an alcoholic, and a violent

one, too. My mother didn't do much to

stop him. Dad gave my mother a certain

amount of money to run the house, and
that was it. I wasn't close to either of

them. Dad wasn't around a lot and was
private with his own time. I know he

had a regular card game going at his

club, and though he made a good salary,

from time to time money would be
tight. At one point, when my father lost

his job, we had to move in with relatives

for a few months. I assumed he gam-

bled—but no one ever talked about it.

Neither of my parents ever shared their

feelings, and I certainly didn't think they

cared very much about mine. Though I

was captain of the football team, my
parents never attended a game.

"When I was a freshman in high

school, I took a job as a stock boy in a

department store. I worked after school

and on weekends so I could have the

kinds of things my friends had—clothes,

a new baseball glove, money to go to the

movies. After high school, I wanted to

be a teacher, but my father wanted me
to be an engineer, and he refused to

help me with tuition unless I went to the

college he wanted me to go to. My heart

wasn't in my studies, and at the begin-

ning of my junior year, I dropped out. I

found a job with a nationwide shipping

company; the salary and benefits were

good. Since Kim and I planned to get

married, I thought it was a good move.

"The first few years, I did well. I

moved up fast, and by the time I was
twenty-five, I was in charge of a crew of

one hundred. But then I started to feel

overwhelmed. I had a hard time delegat-

ing, and yet there was too much work
for me to do. I hated to reprimand peo-

ple, and having to fire someone -forget

it. I developed an ulcer.

"I started to get anxious about money
around the time Sean was born. I felt

tremendous pressure to give my chil-

dren a better life than I had had. I also

lost touch with my old friends because

my hours were so different. When I

worked the two P.M. to ten p.m. shift, I

fell into the habit of stopping off at the

racetrack on the way home.
"At first it was a lark, something to

do. I felt less lonely at the track. I would
catch the last two or three races. The
first couple of times I won decent mon-
ey—two nights in a row, I came home
with over five thousand dollars in my
pocket. The next night, I lost it all.

"That became a pattern. Winning,
losing, winning, losing. All the time I

was betting, I was trying to pay off the

bills, too. When I was short, I'd borrow

from loan companies, get cash advances

on my credit card to use at the track, or

borrow against our insurance plans. Or
I'd borrow from my mother, even from

my daughter once or twice. I didn't

want Kim to know. I was secretive and

defensive, and whenever Kim confront-

ed me, I'd clam up or lash out at her.

"As time went on, I got deeper and

deeper in debt. Of course, I told her I'd

never do it again, but all I was waiting

for was another chance at the track.

"I did attend one meeting of Gam-
blers Anonymous years ago, but I

thought the program was ridiculous.

'I'm not as sick as these people,' I told

myself. When Kim kicked me out, I was

indignant at first. But I knew she was
right. I started going to GA and vowed
to stick with it—and I have. But I can't

make Kim believe that I've changed for

good. I'm afraid it might be too late to

save our marriage, but I want to try."

THE COUNSELORS' TURN As in

any relationship where trust has been
broken, Nick and Kim had to rebuild

their marriage from the foundation up,"

said the counselors. "At GAM-A-NON
meetings, Kim realized how badly she

had been hurt by Nick's addiction.

"Though Nick insisted he had
changed, it was going to take (continued)

c

l#ve been living a lie for years,^

said Nick, "but Fve changed,

and I want Kim to know that.^
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continued

a long time and require a lot of effort on

both their parts for Kim to believe he had.

"We asked Nick and Kim to make a

commitment of at least three months of

weekly therapy. If couples can get past

this point, they usually have one experi-

ence of success as w ell as the essential

tools to cope with problems as they arise.

"Once Nick and Kim made a com-
mitment, we wanted to make sure they

understood how addictions destroy a re-

lationship. Anyone growing up in a fam-

ily with addictions, especially if the

addiction is not addressed (neither

Kim's nor Nick's father dealt with his

problem), is also at high risk for devel-

oping an addiction. It's not uncommon
for the children of addicted parents to

avoid feelings and instead use a mecha-

nism that they believe is under their

control and will make them feel better.

The child of an alcoholic may become
an alcoholic, too, or the caretaker of an

alcoholic. Or he may become addicted

to other substances, such as food or

drugs, or activities such as gambling, sex

or even work. Because he didn't know-

how to deal with stress, Nick used gam-
bling to camouflage his inadequacies

and give himself a sense of power and

control. Understanding this helped Kim
be more compassionate.

"It was also important for Nick and

Kim to identify how each had played a

role in the addictive process and under-

stand themselves and their own feelings

better. Kim, especially, had little sense

of herself. She grew up to be a replica of

her mother, an uncomplaining woman
who never felt entitled to express her

feelings, opinions or needs. Despite the

obstacles thrown in her path, Kim was

determined to make everything work,

and for many years, she did.

"It's not surprising that Nick and
Kim were attracted to each other. Kim
saw her charming, handsome father in

Nick. And in Kim, Nick found all the

love, acceptance and appreciation that

had been missing from his childhood.

However, because of their childhood ex-

periences, anger was frightening and to

be avoided at all costs. One of our early

goals was to help both of them recognize

their anger, and then learn to deal with

it in a constructive way.

"We told them, 'Tune in to your own
body; when you're upset, what hap-

pens?' Kim realized that anger made her

anxious: Her stomach would churn, her

heart would race and she'd souirm in

her seat. Assuming she was to blame for

their troubles, Kim would either keep

quiet or give in. The emerging sense of

self she was discovering in her GAM-A-
NON meetings was still too fragile to

safely express in her relationship. But it

was strong enough to erupt in anger.

Nick tended to pull away emotionally

and physically when angry. His body
language was indicative of this: He'd
cross his arms, get a distant, glassy look

in his eyes, or glance anxiously around

the room. Unable to discuss what was

upsetting him, he'd hold it in until he

exploded in rage.

"Once they could recognize the early

signs of their anger, they set about
learning to defuse it by discussing the

feelings underneath. Those feelings

—

SKILL BUILDER

Learning a new
communication skill

The Couples Dialogue is a highly

structured communication technique

that couples can use to discuss is-

sues large and small. There are

three key parts to the dialogue: mir-

roring, validation and empathy.

Pick a time when you can talk un-

interrupted—a Dialogue can take

five minutes or an hour, depending

on what you need to discuss. The

person who has something to talk

about (sender) begins by express-

ing his or her thoughts and feelings

to her partner (listener). The listener

mirrors back what their partner has

said. (No editing or elaborating;

the mirror needs to be accurate.)

Then the listener says, "Did I get it

right?" The sender says yes or no,

or has the chance to add other

thoughts and feelings. If at any time

the listener becomes too reactive or

defensive to mirror, the sender

should stop talking until the listener

can resume the process.

In the second part, the listener

validates—that is, acknowledges

—

the sender's point of view. Instead

of saying, "That's not the way you

should feel," the listener makes it

clear that he's heard and under-

stood the sender's words. This

doesn't mean he agrees. It simply

means the message has gotten

through and his partner's point of

view makes sense to him.

The third step is empathy: The

listener attempts to put himself in

his partner's shoes. He imagines

the partner's stated and unstated

feelings and checks with her to see

if these are right.

fear, hurt, loss and abandonment
usually more vulnerable and pa
'Conflict in marriage is not the

lerrij' we told them; 'it's how you

with conflict that makes the differei

"We taught them a structured spe;

and-listening technique called Cop
Dialogue, developed by Harville <

drix, Ph.D., a psychotherapisn
founding president of the Institui

Relationship Therapy, in New (

City [see Skill Builder]. The techfl

is especially helpful for couples deii

with addiction problems, because k

ners' recovery needs are often ver);

ferent. For example, Nick was tea

GA—quite correctly—that dwelliij

the past was unhealthy for him.

making amends to people he has ofj

ed, he needed to focus on the pre*

Kim couldn't do that. She had bes

damaged by his deceit that she na

to talk, over and over again, abovu

pain, which she was still feeling, i

had to be able to listen and empaj

but not react defensively or and

Though it sounds simple, it's not.

people really know how to listen t<

other person without jumping in
|

their own ideas, opinions or hidden i

das. Couples like Kim and Nick,

have become emotionally disconnc

over the years, are so incapable of

municating that fighting become!
only way they can relate to each oth

"This technique was especially u

when Nick and Kim had to talk a

volatile money matters—buying a

renting a new: apartment (the mori

on their home had been foreclosed d

Nick's gambling debts, and Kim h<ji

move out), making a budget. Kim fi

this very painful, since it brought b;

rush of memories. But the day Nick

'I can imagine you felt really scared

alone,' Kim melted. For the first t

she felt he understood. Nick, too, lea

to express his feelings to Kim. They
able to discuss Nick's job situation d

ly and agreed that with his experience

could most likely find another with it

pressured atmosphere.

"Learning to share feelings and e

riences in this way helped Kim and

develop an intimacy long lacking in i<

marriage. After four months, Kim i

ed Nick to move into the new aparti

she had rented.

"We still see Nick and Kim pert

cally, and both of them are contin

to attend meetings of their reco

groups. 'Just like an alcoholic can n

have one drink, I know I can never j

one bet,' said Nick. 'It's too easy to

back. But, you know, I have more c«

dence now. I don't have the urg

gamble anymore; I don't need it.
" jl
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The greatest gift

Most engaged cou-

ples only have to

worry about mak-

ing sure the cere-

mony goes off

without a hitch. But just as we

were busily making plans to spend

the rest of our lives together, my fi-

ance, Mick Kronman, and I faced

a crisis that tested both of us.

It was the last day of xYlarch 1993,

and I was surprised

to see Mick show
up at my office in

the Santa Barbara

School District,

where I work as an

administrative as-

sistant. He looked

absolutely devastat-

ed, and so was I

when he told me
the news. He had

gone to have his

blood tested for our

marriage license

and, since he was a

kidney-transplant

recipient, had asked

to have a kidney-

function test, too.

"Sweetie, we've got

a problem—maybe

a big problem,"

Mick said. "Some-

thing's wrong with

my kidney, the one my brother

gave me thirteen years ago."

Our wedding was only three

months away. We'd already spent

weeks sketching out an idyllic hon-

eymoon in Italy. In the fall, we
planned to cut back our work to

part-time hours so that we could re-

turn to college: Mick, an environ-

mental consultant specializing in

maritime affairs, would begin law

school, and I would be going for my

degree in communications. Now,
our lives had been turned upside

down. I was miserable, angry and

scared. I felt like blaming somebody,

but there was nobody to blame.

My heart broke for the man I

loved. We had met at a barbecue in

August 1991, and one of the first

things I noticed was Mick's passion

for life. He was forty-three—eighteen

years my senior—but his openness

I was determined to give mv
husband the chance for a healthy

life. By Ginger Gillqnist

and vigor quickly melted away the

age gap. Our friendship blossomed

into romance, and on New Year's

Day 1993, he proposed.

As a child, Mick had contracted

an infection that developed into

chronic nephritis years later. He told

me of the nausea, cramps and fa-

tigue he had suffered during the

months he spent on a dialysis ma-
chine that performed the functions

his kidneys no longer could. Because

there were no cadaver donor organs •!

immediately available that matched

his tissue type, Mick's brother.)

Tony, had courageously volunteered!

to be tested as a living kidney donor.!

He was considered to be a perfect!

match, and the surgery, performed!

in 1980, was successful—until now. I

For several days after he told ma
the terrible news, Mick underwent:

blood work and sonograms, andl

Dr. Michael Fish-I

er, his longtime

kidney specialist

and friend, con
suited with doctors

at Cedars-Sinai

Medical Center,

in Los Angeles

They confirmed
that Mick's kidney

was swollen and
losing function be

cause his ureter—

a

tube connecting

the kidney and the

bladder—was ob

structed by scar

tissue. The surgi

cal team agreed

they would place

a small tube in

the ureter to keep

it open, relieving

pressure on the

kidney; when the

tube was removed a few weeks lat

er, the ureter, they hoped, would

remain open, and the crisis would

be averted. But on April 13, one

day after the tube was inserted, a

kidney biopsy revealed that the

transplanted organ was being irre

versibly rejected.

Within months, Dr. Fisher said,

Mick would need either a new
transplant or dialysis. Hearing that,

I stood for several (continued)
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A woman today

coiuinued

minutes at the window of Mick's fifth-

floor hospital room, staring at the Holly-

wood Hills. I wasn't prepared for this

nightmare.

Despite Mick's failing health, we de-

cided not to postpone the wedding cere-

mony, but went ahead with our
arrangements. After all, we were in love

and nothing could change that. Still, his

illness strained our relationship; we ar-

gued over everything from wedding
plans to where we would go for dinner

that night.

As if all this weren't enough, Dr.

Fisher recommended we cancel the trip

to Italy, saying that Mick needed to be

close to the hospital in case he became
seriously ill or if a donor organ became
available. We settled instead for spend-

ing a few days in San Francisco after

the wedding. My world, by then, had
grown gloomy and small. I leaned on
my family, close friends and my person-

al journal for support.

Meanwhile, Mick was growing sick-

er—he had to cut back on work because

he had less energy—and his weekly
blood-test results indicated that time

was running out. Doctors placed him on
a transplant list but cautioned that it

might take as long as three years for him
to get a matching kidney. Every year,

thirty thousand transplant candidates

compete for the fewer than ten thou-

sand cadaver kidneys available. Al-

though another family donation would
be preferable—organs from relatives are

more likely to be compatible with the re-

cipient's tissue—this option was out of

the question: Mick's widowed mother
was too old to be an eligible donor, and

Tony was his only sibling. Now we
asked the doctors: What if we could find

a nonrelated, living kidney donor?

Using live, nonrelated donors is a new
approach to treating kidney disease, but

one that is gaining in favor because of the

scarcity of cadaver kidneys. The develop-

ment of Cyclosporine, a potent antirejec-

tion drug, has also increased the success

of such transplants. Doctors in the U.S.

have performed only three hundred of

these operations since 1989; about fifty

of the living kidney donors have been the

patient's spouse, and the others have
been friends, business partners and other

acquaintances. Though hard data is

scarce, surveys suggest about 85 percent

of living, nonrelated transplants suc-

ceed—a rate higher than cadaver trans-

plants (a 75 to 80 percent success rate)

and close to the 90 percent success rate

for living, related donations.

Luckily for us, Cedars-Sinai doctors

had already performed eight such trans-

plants (four of them spousal), with only

one rejection. We felt confident that if

we could find a donor, Mick wotA
in good hands.

We discussed the issue with fijSl

and some of them said they woulj^B
sider being tested to see if the\s^p

compatible with Mick's type O jB
and genetic material. But what rlA
Mick nor our families knew wasjM
was thinking of undergoing the cotH
bility tests, too, after the weddingM
was feasible, I wanted to be the «H
give him a kidney.

I knew this was a serious dedH
but I never really thought about vjB
might entail—whether the suH
would be painful for me, or if my mm
would be jeopardized. I knew I co^B
just sit by and watch him suffer ii^p

was something I could do to save tip
On June 26, with our family ancflf.

friends at our side, we celebratB
Eastern Orthodox Christian weH
ceremony, followed by a modest mm
tion. Everything was beautiful, ancH
cifully, nobody mentioned thaM
word. But as we waved good-bye jH
guests and crawled into our limofll

Mtck slumped into the backseat WL
pile of rags. "Thank God it's oveH
murmured. "I feel so sick I barelyB
it through the afternoon."

Our honeymoon was bittersH
Alick was a champ, hardly ever™
plaining about his nausea and faH
But while we treated ourselves toH
hotels, candlelight dinners and anHi
land A's game, his declining healtBj

the diet of round-the-clock pills hdB
had a numbing effect on our lovelifB

cuddled a lot, but inside I grievedB
wasn't the intimate honeymoon mm
dreamed of. Mick was trying Uf
strong for my sake, but I felt shiH
from his feelings and fears. Yet iH
not to let it get to me. I knew thatH
than ever, he needed my unflaggingH

It was during this time away fl
first told Mick I wanted to find outB
my blood type was. I didn't coml
and say that I was hoping to be hifl

ney donor, but I think he suspectH

And when I was tested after our rjfj

home and found out that I was ty]

too, we both cried. Mick never tril

discourage me from being a ki|

donor. I think he realized how stutj

I can be when my mind is made up|

Now the next step was tissue-

to determine whether Mick and II

genetically compatible. Dr. Fi

warned, "Don't get your hopes up'|

chances of close compatibility are :

A friend of ours had also volunteer

be tested, but I told Mick, "I want
j

the one to make you well."

Meanwhile, Mick's condition deiri

rated, and his medical problems

over our lives. By the end of I

Mick's options were corrective su:|

to insert another (continued on pagl
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The Plate Artist of the Year interprets the world's oldest express*

of love and honor...now a Bradford Exchange recommendation

Beautiful wreaths once decorated the temple ofAphrodite,

the breast ofLordByron and the head ofNapoleon.

But none were as beautiful as the wreath

award-winning artist Lena Liu has createdforyou.

xm. Breathtaking First Edition.

In ancient Greece a beautiful wreath was

hung on a lover's doorway as a sign of

devotion. Renaissance beauties wore it

in their hair and upon their velvet

gowns. In Victorian homes the wreath

expressed joy and welcome, especially

at Christmas time. Like few flowers, this

ancient Circle of Love has always had the

power to dazzle the eye with color and

fill the heart with romance.

Now the timeless radiance of a fresh

wreath has been captured on a delicate

silk canvas by the Plate Artist of the Year

and re-created here on a fine porcelain

collector's plate. The first issue in the

Floral Greetings from Lena Liu plate

collection, "Circle of Love" is a vision of

dreamy elegance surrounded by the

splendor of 22-karat gold. Can you pic-

ture the beauty this colorful wreath

would bring to your home?

An Affordable Art Treasure.

Limited-edition plates offer the opportu-

nity to live w ith fine art at a modest cost.

And "Circle of Love" is truly an impres-

sive work. It is created from an original

painting by Lena Liu—an internationally

~*A 'tfiicJ mil r»_ li <ii

Your Bradford Exchange
Advantages:

•A hand-numbered limited-edition

plate with a correspondingly hand-

numbered Certificate of Authenticity

•A complete plate story introducing

the artist and detailing the signifi-

cance of this recommendation

•A one-of-a-kind plate value: breath-

taking new art from the reigning

Plate Artist of the Year and surround-

ed by the added splendor of 22-karat

gold

•An unconditional 365-day guarantee

allowing you to return your plate for

a full refund of everything you have

paid—including postage

plate world's highest honors, inclij

1993 Plate of the Year and Artist

Year awards. Her latest work is a

terpiece of color and composition.

A Limited-Edition Plate

Unlimited Potential For Plet

To help ensure exclusivity, "Circ

Love" is issued in a strictly limite

tion of 95 firing days. Once the e

closes, collector demand could e:

the supply of plates and force as|

prices up. That's why you shoul

immediately to secure "Circle of 1

at the most affordable issue price,

the w reath that blessed gods and ei

ors, poets and lovers is your

behold... to bring happiness to
;

heart and beauty to your home.

It Costs You Nothing To Of

Now. To acquire "Circle of Love" s

$29 90 issue price-backed by

unconditional 365-day full ref

guarantee-simply fill out and mail

coupon. Send no money now. You

be billed when your plate is ship

Order today and soon the rare beaui

Lena Liu's "Circle of Love" will b



'Circle ofLove"
Decorated with a scalloped border edged in brilliant 22-karat gold

In full color on tine porcelain • Shown smaller than actual diameter ofTJ* inches • © 199* The Bradford Exchange

Artist of the Year

Please Respond Promptly

Signature

.

IE R RADFO Rl) EXC HANGE
i Milwaukee Avenue • Niles. Illinois 60714-1393

RECOMMENDING TOMORROW'S TREASURES TODAY s"

. Please enter my order for "Circle of Love."

erstand I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. I will be billed

30* when my plate is shipped. Limit: one plate per order.
je iepnone

Mr. Mrs. Ms.

Address

City

Name (Please Print Clearly)

.
State .Zip.



A woman today

continuedfrom page 22

tube in the ureter—the third such proce-

dure in four months—or dialysis.

Loathing the thought of being hooked

up to the machine again, he opted for

the surgery, buying a few more precious

weeks. But that was all we had. If he

didn't get a kidney soon, he would have

to go on dialysis, performed either at

home or at the hospital. The machine

would prolong his life indefinitely, but

dialysis is a time-consuming and ex-

hausting procedure.

Then, shortly after Mick returned

home from the hospital, I got the call

from the nurse at Cedars-Sinai's trans-

plant unit. The minute after I hung up,

I dialed Mick at home, my hands shak-

ing. "Sweetheart, the transplant nurse

called with our test results," I said.

"'We're a good genetic match!"

"I can't believe it," Mick said, his voice

cracking. Though it was only noon, I

raced out of my office and drove home. I

laughed and cried the whole way, shout-

ing, "It's a miracle! It's a miracle!"

During the next two weeks, doctors

poked me, prodded me and drew so

much blood I wasn't sure there would
be any left in my body by the time I was
ready for surgery. They examined my

kidneys by injecting dye into my veins

and X-raying me in different positions.

They confirmed that I was in good
physical health and should live a normal

life after the surgery.

In late August, I was pronounced fit,

and the transplant date was set for

September 15. Our families were as

elated as we were. For some reason, I

wasn't scared; in fact, I was at peace as

we counted the days to the operation.

Mick and I were put on separate

floors at Cedars-Sinai the day before the

surgery. My parents and Mick's mother
joined us, and Tony flew in from Con-
necticut. That evening, we all gathered

in my room, and my dad prayed aloud

for the success of the transplant.

The next morning, nurses wheeled
me to a pre-op room. Minutes later,

Mick's gurney rolled in, and we lay

there gazing at each other. Then, just as

we were about to be rolled into the op-

erating room, Mick asked the nurses to

stop. "I want to kiss my wife," he said.

The orderlies pushed our gurneys close

together. Pressing his lips to mine,
Mick whispered, "I love you, sweet-

heart. You're my hero." I could see the

nurses dabbing at their tears as we pro-

ceeded into surgery.

Two separate surgical teams worked
on us in adjacent operating rooms. The

THE FACTS ON TRANSPLANTS

Kidney transplants are the most common type of organ transplants

performed in the United States today, although other organs and tissues

such as the bone marrow, cornea, liver, heart and lungs are also

transplanted every year. Most donor organs come from people who have

signed either a uniform organ donor card or the donor card attached to

their driver's license, agreeing to allow their organs to be donated after

their death. Donors also need to inform their families beforehand of their

wishes, since family consent is required once the potential donor has died.

Living-donor transplant procedures are much rarer, but in recent years

have been occurring with increased frequency, thanks to improved

medical technology. And with the advent of new drugs that decrease the

odds of organ rejection, even living donations from unrelated donors,

such as a best friend or, as in the case of Ginger Gillquist and Mick

Kronman, a spouse, have doubled in the past decade.

Still, donations from cadavers are the most frequently used method.

Living-donor transplants require a healthy donor whose blood and tissue

types match the recipient's almost perfectly. Like any other surgical

procedure, these transplants involve the risk of infection or trauma in both

recipient and donor. And a living donor who donates a portion of the

liver or lung faces reduced capacity in the organ and an increased

chance of complications.

Because there is a shortage of available organs from cadavers, organ-

donation centers urge the public to learn more about the procedure and
consider registering as a potential donor.

To find out more about organ transplants, or to obtain a uniform organ

donor card, contact the United Network for Organ Sharing, P.O. Box

1 3770, Richmond, VA 23225-8770; 800-24-DONOR. —Katherine Lee

first team made an incision just bek
rib cage, removed my kidney from

in my back, then carefully transpo

to the second team, who transpla

into Mick's left pelvic region, just

his navel. (To avoid additional su

the nonfunctioning kidneys are left

the body, where they naturally shrin

When I awoke four hours la
J

groggily asked a nurse, "Where's .

She assured me he was tine, and I

ed back to sleep.

Two days later, my parents wh
me down the hospital corridor to i

husband for the first time. Emi
overwhelmed us when our eyes mea
our families quietly left the room!
couldn't speak; all we did was!
hands for what seemed an eternl

couldn't believe how good Mick loi

The color in his face was evidenca

the kidney was working. Finally, hei

"We did it, sweetheart." All I coul

was nod and squeeze his hand.

We came through the recovery pi

with no complications and were ab

return home in five days. Friends]

workers and church members took!

of us for several weeks, cooking, d
ing and seeing to our needs. I was
to work three weeks after the opera

and three weeks after that, I evej

turned to my aerobics classes. Midi
also recovered fully by that time.

It has been nearly a year since ou

markable operation, and it alrJ

seems like a lifetime ago. You'd j

know Mick was the same man whd
so sick; today, he works full days, si

and plays racquetball. At this writin

also planned to compete this mon
racquetball at the National Transj

Olympics, in Atlanta, a sports even

transplant recipients. Other than ta

routine antirejection medicine, he n

no other special treatment, and his

tors say his chances for long-term

ney function and good health

excellent. As for me, the eight-inch

on my side is the only sign of my pa

this medical drama.

We may have had to put our ne

wed life and plans on hold, but

we're determined that nothing will

us down. We've registered for sc

again, and we'll start full-time

month. In May, we even went on

long-anticipated romantic honeym
to Italy. (It was well worth the wait!)

This past year has taught us some
valuable lessons: Health is a prec

gift, and love really does heal. Mick
told a local newspaper reporter, "Pe

who donate organs are the true herot

the nineties." But I don't really

heroic; I just did what I knew had ti

done for the man I love. I think of

donation as a very special bond l

share for the rest of our lives.





TimeSmart
Shopping and Storing Tips

ADVERTI MEN

Know Your Refrigerator

Refrigerated bread won't get

moldy—but it will be stale in about a

day due to starch molecule changes.

Freeze leftover bread to inhibit mold

growth and keep the starch from set-

tling. Thaw in a microwave or at

room temperature.

To tell if eggs are still fresh, place

an egg in a pan of cold water. If it

lies on its side, it's fresh. If it tilts,

it's about 3 to 4 days old. If the egg

stands upright, it's probably at least

10 days old. If it floats to the top, it

shouldn't be used.

To save energy, do not locate the

refrigerator next to or near a heat

source, such as a range, water heater

or furnace.

Easy-clean glass shelves cut scrub

time and keep spills from spreading to

the bottom of the refrigerator. Slide-

out shelves also make cleaning easier.

Ice attracts and absorbs odors as

air moves from the refrigerator to the

freezer, particularly in today's no-

frost refrigerators. To minimize the

problem, make sure all foods are

sealed or wrapped well and use air-

tight containers. And avoid storing

foods with strong odors—such as

pizza, casseroles, or anything con-

taining onion or garlic. Dumping

unused ice cubes once a week

reduces the potential for odor build

up in ice.

Once the ice cream carton has been

opened, place a piece of aluminum

foil or plastic wrap smoothly against

the ice cream surface. This will pre-

vent ice crystals from forming.

See-through crispers and meat

drawers save time and let you find

things faster. A well-lit interior also

helps locate items that have been

stored toward the back of the refrig-

erator or freezer department.

TimeSmart TIF

Shaving Your Shopping Tin

Grocery lists will getl

you through the aisles

in a hurry, and help I

you save money by I

limiting any impulse
purchases.

• Divide your list into I

categories arranged I

in the order they
appear in your store. I

Make your list whenl
you plan a week's
menus.

• Keep an ongoing
list on your refrigera- '

tor door.

Check your news-
paper for specials
and coupons. Note
can and package
sizes where possible.

For additional tips to hi

you manage your hon
better, call for a free

Whirlpool® TimeSmart
Guide,

1-800-253-1301.

® Registered Trademark.'SM Service Mark

Whirlpool. U.S.A.

Good planning and Whirlpool® appliances combine
to make this kitchen a TimeSmart " one.



verwant to bein more than
neplace atonce?
i you'd have enough timefor everything. It's a

•ght. butjust a thought. That's why Whirlpool

W refrigerators with EZ-VUE" Design. The

through bins and up-front lighting make every-

f> easy to find. And unique lateral adjustable

ving means you can even custom-create

age. At Whirlpool, we know you ve got a lot to do.

H why we make refrigeratorsfor the one ofyou.

Whirlpool
Home J& Appliances

How To Make A Home Run .

jf n more about how you and Whirlpool can make your home run.

Call 1-800-253-1301. Any day. Anytime.

t Whirlpool Corporation ©Registered trademark/TM Trademark of Whirlpool Corporation

i



AUTY & FASHION JOURNAL
How to have ageless hands, a terrific contest, and more

FALL CATALOGS: 5 TOP TRENDS
What will the catalogs have to offer for autumn? New basics and

classic updates with very affordable price tags. here's a sneak preview /\

from some of our favorite catalogs to give you a jump-start on what

everyone will be wearing this season

i i A TAILORED VEST WITH
cardigan jacket ;in<l the mililaiA- A COLLARLESS SHIRT
— i v I

«
- jarkcl m bright colors Vests were all the rage lasl spring

like red. orange, eoball and and will be a big trend this fall, too.

pie ureen are I he two look* thai will in- in a wide range ol colors, fabrics

ill the and styles. The\ give a suit-like feel-

ni> to tailored bottoms even af-

'"^^W -lanlK update and add a spark to ;

" ~'
in nt ral -color tailored

|

>kirt> and trousers in

,our closet

.

1

A POLISHED d
PANTSUIT
It s siinplx I lie

fastest wa\ to yet

J

ores sect tor tan

( I hoosc elassi<

n a \ \ or black

1 Both have built

in <* ca-

)abilit\ and da\ -to-niiilii versatility.

Oversize coz> sweaters are the newest

s\ a \ tu lop idl lcggiug> or jeans. We
spotted a great one in the Clifford «S;

W ills catalog. "Our purple trapeze-stvie

mohair tunic with an elegant boatneck

overs problem s[)ots without making

\ou look pudgy. si\^ Alvce Good-

man, president. Clifford iS; W ill-.

I er von lake ofl vour jacket

.

Bavs Pain Kotovskv. vice presi-

dent of merchandising at

I weed-. "The newest styles are a

little boxier and made from heaw

wool melton. Wear them over a

while collarless shirt for the mosl

up-to-date look.

SLOUCHY TROUSERS p

Vlenswear-stvle |
> lea i ed woo

trousers are a sophisticated al-fi

lernat ive to -kil l-. I he best

versions we ve seen are Iron

Land- End and I weed- im

ighlweight wool gabardine audi

wool melton, hot Ii I ulk lined.

Top: left, red cardigan jacket ($89) and, mid-

dle, yellow military jacket ($79), Clifford &J

Wills. Top right: vest ($59), shirt ($44),

trousers ($89), Tweeds. Bottom left: suit

(blazer, $152; trousers, $78). Lands' End.

:
Bottom right: tunic ($59). leggings ($29),]

* Clifford & Wills.

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
We found a classic, contrast-toe flat that's a clone of a designer

original: The $45 taupe shoe with a black patent toe, by Hirica

(near right), looks great with skirts, trousers, leggings and jeans.

The price of the identical Chanel shoe? $425! For information

on where to purchase Hirica shoes, call 800-757-8462.
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dermatologists aren't the onl

cpertswho recommendDo

^^^""^Virginia Warshaw, Jacksonville, Illinois

' - y— —+~-+f4mm

Laureen Burke, Spring Lake, New Jersey

3 fa*- Box nruj -^yvyicLu^uX CMy^JUfC^

.

Lisa Stanley, Detroit, Michigan

S^^^cs /{L^U**^; ^p^a/^^/i ^Z&' 0^ .

Mary Jane Higgins, Worcester, Massachusetts

Dove. Recommended by dermatologists. And other experts.

ver Brothers Company



"
He wanted to coverthe angles

©Sean, Roebuck and Co 1994

Pnces may vary *n Alaska Hawaii and Pueno Rico





Nurse him at 3 am, get up and go to work, don't talk

to me about a 5-step beauty plan. I don't have time.

Here at last is PURPOSE Dual Treatment Moisturizer

from Johnson & Johnson — the one, simple way to soft

skin. It's wonderfully light, it won't clog your pores, it has no

fragrance, it has just the right sunscreen, dermatologists

love it.

Take 15 seconds and put it on. You're beautiful. Tired,

but beautiful.

Kiss the baby for us.

Have a life. And beautiful skin, too.

PURPOSE from (jt^ntmt<4j©&n*en

•£ ; Johnson 8t Johnson Consumer Produc ts. Inc. 199*1



BEAUTY & FASHION JOURNAL

the SECRET
TO AGELESS HANDS
Who knows better how to keep hands looking flawless and

foung than the manicurists to the stars? Below, they share their

best-kept tips and tricks for the prettiest hands and nails

| 'The best nail shape for the youngest- if they have a tint of pink or peach to

DOKING HANDS IS A ROUNDED OVAL," says them. Avoid brown enamels—they em-

Jew York manicurist Sheril Bailey, phasize age spots. "MOISTURIZE

/ho's responsible for many of the hands at least twice daily," says Hay-

>icture-perfect models' nails in adver- ley Weisner, an L.A. manicurist who

tisements. After

filing, use a

foam whitestick

to buff ridges

treats the nails of Demi Moore and

Lauren Hutton. Choose a hand cream

that contains an SPF 15 sunscreen. Be-

ore manicuring nails, smooth on a

dlow discoloration.

I "Bright enamel puts

HE FOCUS ON NAILS,

>IOT ON FLAWS IN THE

kin," says New York

and remove any moisturizer, apply a cuticle remover

and push back the cuti-

cles with a cotton-

wrapped orange stick,

then gently scrape off

dead skin around the

base of the cuticle; mas-

sage oil into the cuticle.

nanicurist Roseann Singleton, of Vis- Remove all cream from nails with an

jges, whose clients include Cindy astringent before polishing. If hands

Zrawford, Jaclyn Smith and Christie are very chapped, apply an intensive

Jrinkley. "The best shades are red, conditioner or vitamin E oil before

deep coral, cranberry and raspberry." bed. Give hands a flawless finish

3ale natural shades are flattering only with this trick from Sheril Bailey: Mix

foundation with hand cream

and work into backs of

hands, blending carefully

around knuckles. Dust with

powder and blot with a tis-

sue. This will temporarily con-

ceal age spots and veins for

a smoother, more even color

and texture—great for a pre-

sentation or special event.

t's not too late to tone up-

I per arms and chest to look

better in spare summer
styles. This easy exercise is

from Jake Steinfeld, creator

of Body by Jake and host of

the new 24-hour Cable

Health Club. Do it daily for

results in two weeks.

JAKE'S
FABULOUS FLYES

TO START:

Lie on your back with your

knees bent and your feet flat on

the floor. Grasp a dumbbell in

eoch hand and hold them close

to your shoulders, keeping el-

bows slightly bent and in line

with shoulders.

MOVEMENT:

Push dumbbells up, with thumbs

pointing toward back, palms

facing in. Slowly lower arms out

to the sides, keeping them in line

with chest. Repeat sixteen times.

note: use a dumbbell of any
weight that's comfortable for

you, even if it's just one pound.

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE
BEGINNING ANY EXERCISE PLAN.
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BE A WINNER! I

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A
|

Maybelline I

Revitalizing I

Award
re*vi*tal*iz*er\(

,
)re-' vi - t

3
l - , Tz-a r\n

:

one who gives new life or vigor to

Maybelline is searching for very special women. Revitalizers. Womel
who have done something significant and positive. If you've energize*

or changed your life or the lives of others in a meaningful way, wl
want to know about it. Simply fill out the entry form and send it alonJJ

with a recent color photo of yourself and a short essay (fifty to seventy!

five words) on how you revitalized yourself, your family or your coml

munity. Three finalists will win a four-day trip to New York CirJ

(including airfare, accommodations and all meals) and an LHJ

makeover! In addition, Maybelline will make charitable donations irl

the names of three winners—a $10,000 donation for the first-placJ

winner, a $7,500 donation for the second-place winner and a $5,00(3

donation for the third-place winner. Entries must be mailed on or be-l

fore September 1 5, 1 994. For official rules, see page 1 39.

Name V . . \ Birthdat*

Address
\

Telephone (daytime) (evening)

I understand and agree that the final determination as to which charity receives such donation will be made by

Maybelline and Ladies' Home Journal.

Signature Date

HOW I HAVE REVITALIZED MYSELF, MY FAMILY OR MY COMMUNITY: (Please summa-
rize in 50 to 75 words. See official rules for additional information.) I have enclosed a recent snapshot and have read and agree
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Introducing an entirely new

anti-perspirant that works k

new generation of women.

Look, it's tot a lly clear.

Dry Idea
1 Clear Gel.

IllCcWes no chalky residue ma.

And it's a gel — smooth and clean.

It's the most advance orm ot wetness

and odor protection you've ever seen.

And it will work lor you.
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Working to Keep Up \)Wth W>men



WHEN A TOOTHBRUSH REALLY FIT!

TEETH GET REALLY CLEAN.
Colgate Plus was designed by a team of scientists to difficult areas, like the back teeth. So it cleans

accurately fit the shape of the human mouth. Its thoroughly to help keep teeth strong and healthy,

unique diamond-shaped head comfortably gets to And that's the most comfortable feeling of all.

U WINNING THE FIGHT FOR A HEALTHY SMILE
ADA

CoigatePLUS

©1994 Coleale-Palmolivc ComD



EWSLINE REPORT

Special toys for special tots
Fun toys can be hard to find for many children with physical disabilities

such as cerebral palsy. Most playthings require good motor skills and coor-

dination, while easy-to-handle toys may not be challenging enough for such

kids' developing minds. That's why Daniel Bogen, a professor of bioengi-

neering at the University of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia, and his class of

engineering students recently created two innovative toys designed espe-

cially for children with special physical needs. The toys, which have over-

size switches that can be triggered by the slightest pressure, respond to a

child's touch with sounds and movements. Bogen and his students plan to

donate several hundred of these toys to therapy and education centers.

—Miles O'Brien, Science and Technology Week

A fluffy fall

The next hot retro trend is mohair, the soft, warm and fluffy fiber that

was popular in the fifties in the form of sweaters. Now, designers are

using this versatile fabric in everything from tiny miniskirts to suits. To-

day, mohair is often combined with nylon to give it extra strength

and flexibility as well as a light, ethereal quality. And for those who

are feeling especially nostalgic, there will be plenty of fuzzy cardi-

gans, crop-tops and other sweaters.

—Elsa Klensch, Style with Elsa Klensch

Sports-vacation scams
Increasingly, people are planning their vacations around a sports or cultural event

such as Wimbledon, the World Series or the Olympics. Because tickets to such

events can be hard to come by, and travel arrangements are often a hassle, the

demand for sports-tour operators—companies that provide tickets to events as

well as arrange travel—is growing. But wherever there's monev to be made, there

are scam artists as well. Illegitimate ticket brokers and scalpers have been selling

people bogus tickets, then leaving town. So before you write a check, make sure

the tour operator is affiliated with a national association such as the United

States Tour Operators Association, in New York City. —CNN Tpl-uel Glide

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
For many women, the life that I've led—trying to

balance family and work—is what we're all trying

to work out in our own lives. But we've never had

somebody in my position before who had done that.

And I've worked most of my life, and I really believe

in women having the full range of choices available

to them. I don't care what choice they make, as long

as they make the right choice for them.

—First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, while appearing on Larry King Lve

ON
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FACTS AND FINDINGS
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Eating fat =

skin cancer?
Cutting the amount of fat in

your diet may help prevent

skin cancer, according to a

recent study at Baylor

College of Medicine, in

Houston. The study tracked

76 skin cancer patients, half

of whom were put on a low-

fat diet (defined in this study

as deriving just 20 percent of

its calories from fat). The

others were given a diet

containing 40 percent of

calories from fat—the

national average. Doctors

found that over the course of

two years, the group on the

regular-fat diet developed an

average of ten additional

precancerous tumors,

whereas the group on the

low-fat diet developed an

average of only three. The

researchers think the fat-skin

cancer connection may be

related to the way excess

dietary fat lowers the body's

overall immune system.

—Elizabeth Schwartz,

On the Menu

Watch CNN's Science and Technology Mfeefrfor high-tech information on the latest science news (Saturday, 1 1 a.m.; Sunday, 12:30 p.m.

E.T.) and CHH Travel Gu/de for information on business and pleasure vacation spots around the world (Sunday, 1 a.m., 8:30 a.m. EI).



OMAN TO WOMA

Have you ever done something

you've told very few people about—

or maybe no one at all? Then you'll

be fascinated by this woman, who

had a successful career and a private,

life that was strictly confidential.

By Joyce Bova, as told to William

Conrad Nowels

"MY SECRET LIFE"

I

've been a staff mem-
ber of the Armed Ser-

vices Committee of

the U.S. House of

Representatives for

twenty-five years now. The
work I do on Capitol Hill is

both fulfilling and exciting.

The colorful and important

political figures I've met, the

headlining cases that I've

worked on— I wouldn't

trade my experiences for

Clockwise from top: Elvis in

his early years; Elvis and

Joyce Bova in Las Vegas,

1971; the author today

the world. But there was one

point early in my career

when I cast aside caution and

responsibility to lead a very

secret personal life outside

the office for three heart-

pounding years.

It all began twenty-five

years ago in the summer of

1 969, a summer when wom-
en wore bouffant hairdos

and miniskirts; a long, hot

summer of riots and burning

draft cards; the summer of

Woodstock and Neil Arm-
strong's walk on the moon. It

was also the summer Elvis

Presley and I fell in love.

The months prior had
been particularly grueling at

work, as my committee had

delved into an investigation

of the My Lai incident. I was

desperate for a vacation and

thought. What better place

than the mecca of unreali-

ty—Las Vegas.

I left Washington, D.C.,

with my friend AnnMarie on

August 16, the two of us ar-

riving in Las Vegas readv to

take in some show's and havl

some fun. On the third nigh

of our vacation, the aif

seemed particularly chargec

as we made our way througl

town to see Elvis perform afa

the new International Hotel ii

As AnnMarie and I passec

through the heavy glass doors-

of the hotel and encounterec

the daunting line of loyalj

fans, a man approached us.

"Good evening, ladies," he!

said. "How would you both!

like to meet Elvis?" At thai

time, Elvis was thirty-seven

and the biggest star of hisi

era—we didn't have to thinl<

twice before saying yes.

It was seeing the arme

guards that finally brough

home what was happening

and I could feel the carpet

of my hard-earned Wash-
ington sophistication being

yanked right out from under

me as I pondered the idea of

actually seeing Elvis Presle

in the flesh.

I don't remember any

longer who courimtcJ,

i

Adapted from the book DON'T ASK FOREVER: MY LOVE AFFAIR WITH ELVIS, by Joyce Bova, as told to William Conrad Nowels. Copyright © 1994

by Joyce Bova and William Conrad Nowels Published by Kensington Books, an imprint of Kensington Publishing Corp. Reprinted by permission.
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Seems like some cereals are full of sugar. But Kix is low in

sugar, with no added colors or flavors. No gimmicks whatsoever.

Kix is simply a cereal with a corn crunch that kids really

like. It's proof that you don't need a spoonful of something sweet

to get your kids to eat.

ix! Kid-Tested, Mother-Approved!
I <S 1994 General MilK Inr.



Woman to woman
continued

actually introduced us, but I do remem-

ber—and can still feel it as if it were yes-

terday—the touch of Elvis's hand as he

reached out and took mine. "It's a great

pleasure to meet you," I told him. Not

exactly a memorable first line, but I did

have the excuse that I was mesmerized

by his eyes.

Still holding my gaze with his, he ac-

knowledged that it was a pleasure to

meet me, too, in a voice so sweet and sin-

cere that my knees got all wobbly, and I

gratefully accepted the chair he led me
to. Elvis dropped gracefully into another

one he pulled up alongside. He crossed

one bell-buttomed trouser leg over the

other. "You know, Joyce Bova," he said

matter-of-factly, "you're a beautiful girl."

I was almost in a daze, but I managed

to tell him I came from Washington, and

I talked a little about my work for the

government. Suddenly, one of his body-

guards announced it was time for him to

get ready for his show. "That work you

do ... it sure does sound interesting. I'd

really like to hear more. Will you come
back after the show?" I told him an act

of Congress couldn't keep me away.

The show itself was exhilarating.

AnnMarie and I sat breathless in Elvis's

private booth as we watched him effort-

lessly dominate the vast showroom. Mo-
ments after his performance ended, we
were back in his crowded, private dress-

ing room. It took only seconds for his

eyes to search the room and find me.

I felt pretty self-assured and com-
posed—until he asked me to come up to

his suite and have dinner with him. Part

of me was dying to accept, of course. Un-
fortunately, die rest of me felt things were

happening too fast. When I told him my
doubts, blurting out that I couldn't help

but feel that he picked up a different girl

each night, he asked me simply, "You
mean that you can't believe that I simply

enjoy your company? That all I want is to

get to know you better?" Nevertheless, I

still found myself saying, "There is also

the fact that you're married."

He became indignant. "What does

'married' have to do with this? I just

want to be with someone I can talk to,

v'know? Besides, I know what kind of

girl you are, even if you don't think I do.

You should realize that with you I

would have to be a perfect gentleman.

And that's a promise."

And it was a promise that he kept.

The romantic dinner I had envisioned

turned out to be nothing more than a

night spent munching hamburgers with

his trusted bodyguards, who were al-

ways at his side. It was a little before five

in the morning when my last reserves

of energy gave out and I told Elvis I

thought I should be leaving. "Will you

come back another night, Joyce?" he

asked. My God, I thought, could this re-

ally be happening to me?
We had a second night together in

Vegas. He was sweet and charming, and

the evening ended with a long, intense

kiss and his request for my phone num-
ber back in Washington. Once back
home, however, my normal life didn't

seem the same; it all felt dull, stale, pre-

dictable. I told only my sister and a few

close friends about my two wonderful

nights with Elvis. There was nothing to

be gained by flaunting my encounter.

After all, he was still a happily married

man, and casting myself in the role of

the other woman wouldn't go over very

well with my superiors.

As the busy days at work passed, I at-

tempted to put what had happened in

Las Vegas in perspective. Yes, he was in

many ways the most glamorous man in

the world, but did I really want to get

involved? I was trying my best to control

my conflicting emotions, when one
night several weeks later, the phone
rang. I looked at the clock. It was almost

two in the morning. In some strange

way, I knew it was Elvis. I jumped up
and grabbed the receiver.

Somehow we seemed to pick up right

where we left off in Las Vegas; we kid-

ded and made small talk for what
seemed like hours. Suddenly, he said,

"You know I want to see you. I mean I

want you with me now. I want you to

come out here."

I had a difficult time persuading him

that I couldn't just leave my woi at

fly across the country7 to be withfl

Ironically, I'm afraid I did such a$oc

job of impressing him with my uivai

ability that it was a couple of rrntl

before he called again—and the an

thing happened. He wanted me jf

out to see him immediately, but)n<

again I had pressing matters at oj

After our third phone conversation

ed unpleasandy with Elvis angry tljjgi

still couldn't set up a time or plac«
rendezvous, I decided to make am
promptu trip to Las Vegas. I kneft

if I ever was to see him again, I ft

have to be the one to make it happlj

My high hopes of patching um
misunderstandings and miscomm«
tions were crushed that August ofp

in Las Vegas. Although Elvis was

to see me, his nervous energy andfc

ety after the show put an end to ml
tasy of a romantic evening togethJ
was agitated and jumpy. I was devfc

ed as I flew back to Washington
surprisingly, Elvis called to apoll
and he had flown into town to see M
When I saw him later that night I

hotel suite, he told me, "You knoJ
come here to show you how reallyl

I am for what happened in Vegasl

to show you how much I want I

with you." He took my hand, J

squeezed his in return, smiling url

his eyes. There was no need for wop

Once we were inside the bedrol

excused myself to get ready. In the B

room, I undressed before the mi
Was I too skinny? Or maybe too I

stared at my reflected image until
|

ticed every imperfection. All of a sij

my stomach began to flip-flop. I d«

deep breath and tried to compose ml

Elvis was sitting on the edge of thl

wearing red silk pajamas when I emd
"You're my sweet, pretty little girl

whispered and leaned over to pu

mouth softly on mine. "You know
|

you, you silly thing, don't you?"

After that night, I began what v

become a challenging juggling act-

ing to have a discreet, private reh

ship with Elvis Presley while keepir

demanding job. I saw Elvis only w
could get some vacation time or ;

in a three-day weekend—which I

to do as often as possible, even thoi

frequently created friction on both :

In addition, Elvis asked me to ge

other phone line hooked up at hor

he could reach me quickly and e

My sister called it my Elvis hot lint

cause only he had the number.

Soon after my Elvis phone wa

stalled in December 1970, I recei1

call from one of his bodyguards,

said Elvis was flying into Washir

the next morning. They sent a ci

me, and I arrived at his hotel at

a.m. I noticed almost (contu

Will you come back

another night, Joyce?'' Elvis

asked. My God, I thought,

can this really be happening?
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Send US a photo thai captures the spirit of your pet as a member of

vour family and you could win!

GRAND PRIZE: mily trip for 4 to Tail Disney World or

the San Diego Zoo ami $3000 cash.

FIVE FIRST PRIZES: S250 worth of Hartz Mountain pet

care products.

TEN SECOND PRIZES: Nikon automatic 35mm camera.

OFFICIAL RULES: 1 . Entries must be accompanied by an original cash register receipt from any
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6 days.5 nights accommodations: tickets to Disney World or the San Diego Zoo, plus S3 000 Meals, taxes, gratuities, ground transportation and other expenses
not specified herein are the responsibility of the winner Approx retail value S6.400 Five (5) First Pnzes S250 worth ot Hartz Mountain pet care products Ten

1 10| Second Pnzes Nikon camera value S100 Total prize value S8.650 4 Winners required to sign and return a Liability Release. Affidavit ot Eligibility and
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Woman to woman
continued

immediately, however, that Elvis had
none of his usual vitality.

Later, in the bedroom, I asked him if

something was the matter. He stood over

me and said, "I missed you." Then he

leaned down and kissed me. I kissed

back fervently. And then . . . there was
only his dead weight on me. I saw that

his eyes were shut, the lids very dark. Af-

ter a second, they fluttered open. "Hon-
ey, let's get some sleep," he mumbled.

In a mute, instinctive protest, I began
caressing his back when, abruptly, he
brought his closed hand up, first to his

own mouth and then, extending his

open palm, toward mine. There was a

tiny, round, purple capsule nestled in it.

He told me it would relax me and
added, "I need to sleep, and I need to

know you're sleeping beside me. Any-
way, if you take this, you'll feel a lot bet-

ter when you wake up. Then we'll have

the rest of the day and all night together.

Believe me, it's not gonna hurt you. I

wouldn't do anything to hurt you.
You're my little girl and I love you."

The capsule—which I found out later

was the sleeping pill Placidyl—took ef-

fect with unbelievable swiftness. Within

minutes, I was experiencing a sensation

I had never felt before: My bodv felt

absolutely weightless, suspended in

space. And that's all I remember until

Elvis woke me that evening and I real-

ized he had been right about how I'd

feel—great, absolutely invigorated. As
for Elvis, he was a new man, bursting

with even greater energy than usual.

But I was in trouble. Between the

sleeping pills I started taking with Elvis

on a regular basis and the frequent "sick

days" I took off to be with him, my per-

formance at work deteriorated. My co-

workers began making sarcastic

comments about my absences, but it

wasn't until my boss told me, "This has

to stop—now" that I realized how out of

control things had become.
I still kept seeing Elvis, though, but I

didn't know what to expect from one vis-

it to the next. As the weeks and months
of 1971 passed, his mental and physical

health disintegrated. Special "doctors"

were called in: They gave him pills to go

to sleep, pills to wake up, pills to live by.

One night, I confronted Elvis. Taking
a deep breath, I began, "Because I love

you, I want you to promise me some-
thing. I know I've gone along with it up
to now, but . . . please don't take this

the wrong way ... do we need to take

so many pills?"

"That's enough," Elvis cut me off. "I

told you I know what I'm doin'. I know
as much about drugs as any doctor and

certainly more than you. I dor
advice from you or anyone else,

it!" Subsequent conversations!

drugs ended in the same abrupt i

In December 1971 Elvis flew]

to Graceland for my twenty-
birthday. He had a big surprise t^B
"Pnscilla has given us the besti^B
mas present ever," he announce^!
I arrived. "My freedom."

Even with that good news, haft
the old patterns remained. Onol
after we'd taken our Placidylt^M

pulled me close, trying to kiss rn^|
turned my head. It wasn't anyTllW
planned. Something inside me Jen 1

to have changed, to have died, fen
no longer felt the same toward til
I had once adored.

My job and my health wer|j|p

shaky once the affair ended ariUi

sumed my full-time life back inll
ington in 1972. After a while. «ji

everything returned to normal^!
however, see Elvis one more tinB'

mors about his deterioration well

and I finally reached a point vn
knew I had to see for myself if thlj

any truth to what was being saidH.

August 1975, I took some time B
traveled to Las Vegas.

The man spodighted onstage

motely resembled the Elvis

known. He was almost grotesq

looned to a pathetic caricatur

former self. With the crowd aro

still yelling and cheering for mor
awkward, pitiful parody, I stood

wiping the tears from my cheeks,

sadly up the aisle.

Two years later, I was driving

Elvis bought me for my twenty-

birthday, when the shocking new
death came over the radio. It

someone had punched me in th

ach. I was completely devastated

Yet, after the initial shock wo
wasn't all that surprised bl

tragedy— I had known he wasnl

long before the public found oil

his death was still a real awakeni(

me. Aside from my personal relatiB

with Elvis, I had also recognized n

a part of my youth, and when ri

on August 16, 1977, I couldn't hi

feel that my youth had ended as wl

But this is a different era, and
|j

is still active and fulfilling. I havf

reer I love, and although I neveX
ried, I've shared the past nine yea

a wonderful man who supports m
ing forth and telling my story.

Yet, sometimes, when I hear

song of Elvis's, I remember the

looked, and the rush of my emot

overwhelming: a sense of won
sense of loss, a trace of love; in sh

the emotions we feel when we loo

on a time in our life that is gone b

never be forgotten.
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The simple ABC system works like this:

A. Treat your pet. First bathe your pet with

Hartz Control Flea & Tick Conditioning Shampoo

Our exclusive formula kills adult fleas and ticks

while cleaning your pet's coat.

B. Protect your pet. A weekly treatment

with Hartz Control Flea & Tick Repellent keeps

insects and pests from infesting your pet. And

then for added protection make sure your pet

is wearing a Hartz 2 in 1
K

Flea & Tick Collar.
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Fleas and ticks infest
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Hartz Control Home Flea
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kills fleas and ticks on contact and prevents

re-infestation, from hatching flea eggs, for up
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The Hartz Guarantee. We absolutely

guarantee the Hartz Control Pet Care System.
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It's great for

a lot of things.

Sex isn't

one of them.

I f you experience dryness ad

comfort, particularly during

should know that doctors warn

using petroleum jelly and al

oil-based products internally,

recommend K-Y® Brand Jelly m

any other personal lubricant o

turizer. It's specifically made fo

lubrication. K-Y Jelly is water

natural-feeling and clean-rinsin

important. K-Y Jelly won't re

vagina] walls. It doesn't seal in

bacteria like petroleum jelly ca

when women who use petrole
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at Johnson &. Johnson.

For a free sample, pleas
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COUPLES

F00 TIRED
FOR SEX
:

or many busy couples today,

jxhaustion is the number-one

ovemaking problem. Here, how to

ight fatigue and recharge your sex

ife. By Judy Kuriansky, Ph.D.

Just
past midnight, after

straightening up the house,

checking on the kids and

preparing her papers for

work the next morning, thir-

, -six-year-old Carol slipped into

ed. Exhausted from sixteen-hour

ays since her promotion to local

ales manager at a Philadelphia

adio station, Carol hoped her hus-

and, Wayne, was already asleep,

nstead, she felt his arm reach

round her with that familiar

udge. She inched closer to her

dge of the bed and whispered,

Please, honey, not tonight; I'm

xhausted."

Carol knew that she'd get the

ilent treatment from Wayne in the

lorning. After all, it was the third

ight in a row that he'd wanted to

lake love and she'd protested she

/as too tired. In fact, over the past

;w months, this scene had become
ommon, and Wayne was getting

icreasingly moody. More than

nee he had called Carol "cold"

nd complained in front of others

iat the fire was out of their ten-

ear marriage.

Carol and Wayne's dilemma is

ot unusual. According to The

anus Report on Sexual Behavior

Wiley, 1993), half of the married

len and women polled felt they

were functioning 50 percent to an

astounding 1 00 percent below their

maximum sexual potential. Un-
doubtedly, for many of them, be-

ing too exhausted for passion is a

big part of the problem. In fact, so

common has this complaint be-

come that sexologists agree that

"I'm too tired for sex" is heard

more often in American bedrooms

today than "not tonight, dear, I

have a headache."

SLEEP VERSUS SEX

What causes this out-like-a-light-

before-you-light-my-fire syn-

drome? The reasons may be

physiological: illness, chemical im-

balances or hormonal changes in

the body. Some common medica-

tions (such as antihistamines,

antidepressants and antianxiety

drugs) can also cause fatigue and

lessen desire.

But perhaps the most likely cul-

prit of sexual fatigue is the most

obvious. iMany couples today are

overwhelmed by the demands of

everyday life. Like more than sev-

enty million other Americans, they

suffer from a significant lack of

sleep—which often decreases ardor

and energy for all activities, includ-

ing lovemaking.

This is especially true for wom-

en, who shoulder the major bur-

den of balancing family and ca-

reer. Take the case of Francine,

thirty-two, a legal assistant with

two children, who lives in Michi-

gan. "How can I possibly have en-

ergy left for sex when I get up at

six to get the kids ready for school,

rush to be at work by nine, come

home at five-thirty, fix dinner,

help with the kids' homework, do

housework, and go off to night

school so I can get my law de-

gree?" she asks. "By the time the

weekend rolls around, the kids

want to be taken to the mall or

friends' houses, I have to drive an

hour to Detroit to spend time with

my sick mother, and I have more

studying. There's just no oomph
left for me and Paul to be alone."

Children also take a toll on a

couple's sex life. In fact, studies

show that the birth of a first child is

a source of major marital stress.

Repeatedly interrupted sleep adds

to the psychological adjustments of

parenthood, leaving new parents

physically and emotionally drained.

Gradually, sex becomes less and

less of a priority for many of these

weary couples. For instance, Lau-

ra, twenty-eight, and Daniel, thirty,

enjoyed lovemaking three times a

week before their (continued)
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Too tired for sex

continued

daughter was born. A colicky child, lit-

tle Jessica kept them awake every night

throughout her first year. As Laura and
Daniel became increasingly tired and
irritable, blaming each other for Jessi-

ca's problem and arguing constantly,

their lovemaking deteriorated to brief

sexual encounters. "It was devastating

that the very event that should have

brought us more happiness ended up
draining us and nearly ruining our mar-
riage," says Laura.

WHEN EMOTIONS GET IN THE WAY
Although many experts agree that sex is

a basic instinct, the fact that it is not

necessary for survival makes it easily af-

fected by emotional conflict. Thus, sex-

ual fatigue may be a symptom of a

psychological problem, rather than
physical exhaustion. For example, re-

search shows that depression depletes

sexual drive. Other strong emotions,

such as anxiety, fear and insecurity, are

also commonly linked to diminished
sexual interest.

Anger is a major turn-off as well.

When her husband, Leonard, an archi-

tect, started staying late at his office,

Lisa, twenty-eight, suspected he was
having an affair with his new secretary.

Terrified it could be true, and obsessed

that sex with her was no longer satisfy-

ing to him, Lisa repressed her anger and

insecurity. Instead, she refused to make
love with Leonard, giving him the con-

stant excuse that she was too tired.

Soon, though, she actually did feel too

weary. "I know it started out as a

business when she remarried al
cided to devote herself full-time m
ing her new husband's chill

Though Charlene adored the kifl

her new role as mom, unconsdl
she missed the excitement and!
lenge of her business. "The nl
heard about how my old businel
booming and how much monB
former partner was making, the!

turned off and tired I got whr
Gene approached me," Charlen

"I guess deep down I blamed h
what I thought I'd lost, and I war;

to punish him for it."

Dampened desire can also b
for simple affection, as it was for

When her husband, Tim, took

cut, Janet had to go back to w
make up the difference in their i

She returned to the departmen
where she'd worked previously, b
time at a lower salary and positio

she'd had when she left. As a

she felt frustrated and was con
irritated and stressed on the job.

tensions carried over into her

life-. "Telling Tim I was too tir

seSc was my clumsy way of trying

him to just hold me," Janet says

not feeling confident enough
anything these days to be sexy,

needed him to make me feel goo

than I needed sex."

Finally, fatigue can be a han
cuse when a couple's sex life be

unsatisfying—or too demanding,

especially common when one s

wants sex often, making the oth

exploited. "Kevin became insati:

says Gwen, thirty, who has been

ried for a year. "Sometimes he

to make love two or three times

He was exhausting me. I tried a

Sexual fatigue may be th

symptom of a psychologic

problem^ such as anger

or depression.

weapon against him," Lisa says, "but

then I really began to feel that I just

couldn't make love. My feelings just

made me feel shut down and weak."

In other instances, the emotion be-

hind sexual exhaustion is hidden, as in

the case of Charlene, forty-three, who
had just married Gene, a widower with

two small children. Previously co-own-

er of a beauty-supply company in Dal-

las, Charlene sold her interest in the

cuse I could think of to get him to

me alone for a while, from not f(

well to being too darn tired."

WHAT COUPLES CAN DO
Occasionally, most busy couple

probably prefer not to make love. ^

one partner is temporarily or justi

low on energy, he or she should n

put down. Fatigue is a realistic reas

say no to (continued on pat
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Too tired for sex

continuedfrom page 50

lovemaking, and it doesn't mean that

there's a problem in the relationship. But

if the not-tonight-dear pattern continues

longer than three or four weeks or starts

to erode your relationship, you need to

take immediate action. Here's how:

• Be honest. If you really are too ex-

hausted for lovemaking, don't just yawn

and turn over. This will only make your

husband feel angry, resentful—or hurt.

Instead, tell him the truth. For instance,

you could say, "I'm too tired tonight,

honey, because I had an incredibly

stressful and exhausting day at work."

This will assure him that your lack of in-

terest in sex at that moment doesn't in-

dicate that you love him any less.

• Ask for his help. If you're over-

whelmed—and exhausted—by chores

and responsibilities, tell your husband

that he may need to pitch in more. For

example, when Carol told Wayne how
stressed out she was, he began to think

of ways he could help reduce the de-

mands on her time. He offered to help

out with the kids each night and to assist

with the dinner clean-up. Once the kids

were in bed, the couple had more time

to devote to each other.

• Share your emotional needs. If you're

feeling neglected, or if you long for your

husband to be more romantic, tell him.

The crucial thing is to make your feel-

ings known, rather than keeping them

inside where they'll only drain you of

energy and desire. For instance, once

Charlene admitted to Gene her conflict

over selling her business, she no longer

felt trapped by her secret resentment or

guilty about her feelings. "Telling Gene
was the first step," Charlene says. "The
next step was resolving that I eventually

needed to go back to work. And the

third step was to ask Gene to give me
more attention because my self-esteem

was faltering. When he did that, I felt a

heavy weight lifted off my shoulders and

suddenly became more alive and sexy

for him again."

• If you're angry, let your husband
know. If you're mad because he does

too little around the house or spends too

many nights out with his friends, tell

him that you're upset, and explain why,

rather than fuming in silence. Once
you've expressed your feelings, both of

you can work on alleviating the cause of

your anger—and getting your lovelife

back on track.

• Finally, if the two of you are unable to

adequately resolve your problems, or if

there are deeper issues underlying your

sexual exhaustion—such as marital dis-

cord or fears of inadequate performance

in the bedroom—seek professional help.

In every marriage, there will be times

when one partner is in the mood for

love and the other simply doesn hav

the energy to get passionate, lit I

keeping the lines of communiitjj
open and being willing to compinus

couples can get through the lull '-a

have a stronger and happier relating

in the process.

Judy Kuriansky, Ph.D., is a sex //iH

clinical psychologist and host of the fcH
New York radio talk shozc "Iak-c Pluis *

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For referrals to a marriage m
selor, contact the American k
ciation for Marriage and Fcp

Therapy. Write: Referft

AAMFT, 1 1 00 Seventeenth s|k

N.W., 10th floor, Washing
DC 20036-4601 ; or call ftt

374-2638.

The Sex Information and Eqc

tion Council of the U.S. has 1
of current books on sexualityFi

a copy of the list, plus informlo

on how to order the books, M

$2 and a note stating youU

quest to SIECUS, 1 30 W. f
Street, Suite 2500, New >d

NY 10036.

EIGHT WILD WAYS TO WAKE UP YOUR LOVELIFI
1. Forget conventional wisdom. Remember all those

things you've heard that you shouldn't do before

bed because they'll keep you awake? Go ahead ifA^

and do them anyway: Drink a cup of coffee; ^, ;tfe

the caffeine will give you an instant energy

boost. And take a cool (not cold!) shower; the

chilly water will invigorate you.

2. Don't eat a bedtime snack. High-fat foods,

such as cookies, will make you feel drowsy, and

milk contains a sleep-inducing chemical called trypto-

phan. Besides, who could make love after milk and

i cookies?

> 3. Take a walk. Any activity that gets

I

your adrenaline flowing will energize

you. A few minutes with an exercise

video or a brisk walk after dinner will

give you a quick pick-me-up.

4. Put it in the schedule. Whenever

there's a rerun on—and there are plenty of them—turn

off the TV and start turning on each other. If you can

make the time to watch your favorite TV shows, you can

find the time for passion.

5. Practice remote control. Don't make the mistcs

watching TV in bed. Many couples do so, only ti

asleep in front of the tube. Zap it off and conceju

r

j£ solely on each other.

6. Develop a bedtime ritual. Instead of waitingu

you're so exhausted that you collapse in bed, •«

JJJk upstairs earlier than usual Wash your face, spr:

some perfume, put on a sexy night-

ie. This will help fight the fatigue and

get you feeling in the mood for love.

7. Use mind-over-matter techniques.

A sexual fantasy can "kick start" your

passion. Positive self-talk and visual-

izations—such as picturing yourself as

having more energy—are also proven

techniques to help you feel sexier.

8. Just say yes. Believe it or not, there are times

making love can actually reduce sexual fatiguel

any exercise, it can energize you by trigg<

adrenaline and other stimulating body chemical

the next time you feel too sleepy for sex, don't aukp

cally say no. Give passion a chance—and enjoy.
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LATIONSHIPS

Your co-workers go out to lunch, but don't ask you.

A neighbor has a dinner party, but you're not in-

vited. Are they being cruel—or just careless? What

it means when you're left out. By Ann Nelson

Two years ago, feeling

particularly frazzled, I

decided not to give my
annual Fourth of July

party. By early August, I

realized I hadn't heard from a

friend who usually touched base

every couple of weeks. Mildly

concerned. I phoned her We
talked, and 1 mentioned how much
calmer the summer had seemed
without my usual party prepara-

tions. There was a pause, then my
friend said, "Oh. I thought you'd

taken me off the guest list."

If my friend's reaction strikes a

sympathetic chord, you're not

alone. At one time or another,

most women have felt the hurt that

comes from being left out. In fact,

we're so sensitive about this issue

that, like my friend, we easily

imagine we've been excluded

—

even if that's not the case. We all

long desperately to be included.

Of course, men can also be hurt

by exclusion, but women have a

particularly difficult time coping.

"Women, in general, are socialized

to pay more attention to relation-

ships and feelings than men are,"

says Ellyn Kaschak, Ph.D., profes-

sor of psychology at San Jose State

University' in California, and au-

thor of Engendered Lives (Basic

Books, 1992).

Rosemary, forty-one, a mother

of four in suburban Boston, vividly

recalls being invited to a lunch

hosted by a women's civic group.

When she arrived, she found the

room crowded with women. "I put

on my name tag," she says, "'and

not a single person spoke to me. I

made attempts to greet people, but

it was a very closed group. That

was definitely the most uncomfort-

able situation I've ever been in.

Needless to say, I didn't return."

"WHAT'S WRONG WITH ME?
Such a cold response can shake us

right down to the bottom of our

ego. Initially, we may react with

bewilderment or indignation, but

those emotions are quickly re-

placed by a nagging feeling of self-

doubt. /'/;/ the one at fault, we

think; I'm just not good enough.

But the truth is far more compli-

cated than that. Experts say wom-
en may be left out of the loop for

any number of reasons, ranging

from sheer thoughtlessness to a

slight perceived when none exists.

Women are also likely to ex-

clude someone who makes them

feel uncomfortable. For example,

they may put space between riiem-

selves and "the woman who is per-

ceived as using her sexuality as a

w ay of gaining advantage," notes

Barbara Cohen, M.A., a therapist

in Fort Collins, Colorado.

Or, they may shut out a woman
whose emotional style is too de-

manding or manipulative—for in-

stance, the woman who is

excessively needy and expects too

much from (continued on page 81)
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I NEWS
The very latest in health today

RISK FOR HYPERTENSION: SLEEP APNEt
Sleep

apnea—episodes of breathing pauses

during sleep—appears to raise blood pres-

sure, even after patients are awake, accord-

ing to a new study at the University of

Wisconsin Medical

School, in Madison.

In a study of sleep-related

disorders, researchers moni-

tored the blood pressures of

147 healthy adults. They found

that those suffering from sleep

apnea had consistently higher-

than-normal blood-pressure

readings around the clock, re-

port Khin Mae Hla, M.D., and

Terry Young, Ph.D.

Even when researchers adjusted for other factor:

such as weight, age and sex, that influence bloo!

pressure, they found that even mild cases of slee'

apnea hiked blood pressure.

Previous studies have hin

ed at a link between the tw

conditions, but this is the firo

to clearly document the assc

ciation. The findings "shouli

alert patients to talk to thej

doctors about any sleep prob

lems in order to identify slee

i

apnea, which may be an irrf

portant contributor to hype

tension," Hla says.

> —Sally Squirb

Fluoride to fight bone decay., too

Fluoride may not be just for fighting cavities anymore. Scientists think they've

perfected a method of using it to treat osteoporosis as well.

Earlier research showed that fluoride can slow bone degeneration and build

bone mass. Rut using it for osteoporosis caused complications: Patients often devel-

oped bleeding ulcers and other gastrointestinal problems. Moreover, the new bone that

fluoride helped form tended to be weaker and more prone to fractures.

But now, researchers at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at

Dallas think they've made an important breakthrough: In a recent study of 99 osteo-

porosis patients, they gave half of the women a daily dose of a slow-release fluoride and

calcium citrate, an easily absorbed form of calcium. The rest took daily doses of a

placebo and calcium citrate. When the women were tested after two and a half years,

the researchers found that those who had followed the regimen that included fluoride

had increased their bone mass and had suffered fewer fractures.

More study is needed, but preliminary results suggest that when fluoride is used in

conjunction with calcium, it may be effective in replacing lost bone, says Charles Y.C.

Pak, M.D., the head author of the study. —Katherixe Lee

EXTRA from the Journal of Women's Health

PMS: A GLIMMER OF HOPE?
There may be a light at the end of

the tunnel for women who suffer

from premenstrual syndrome

(PMS): Bright-light therapy—expo-

sure to fluorescent light that is some-

times used to treat depression or

seasonal affective disorder—may also

reduce some PMS symptoms.

In a study at the University of Cali-

fornia, in San Diego, researchers

found that women who were suffering

from severe PMS reported feeling less

depressed after they were ex-

posed to two hours of bright

light every evening in the week

preceding their menstrual peri-

ods. (Depression has been

found to be one of the most

frequent symptoms of PMS.)

Why does light act as an anti-

depressant? According to Gabrielle

Cerda, M.D., the study's first author,

it has something to do with the fact

that light is received by an area of the

THE BREAST MILK-
BREAST CANCER LINK

We've all heard that childbearing and

breast-feeding may help protect

women against breast cancer. But

now, a new study suggests that

women who were breast-fed as babies

may face a lower risk.

Researchers at the State University

of New York at Buffalo surveyed

528 women with breast cancer and

602 healthy women. They found that

the women without cancer were

25 percent more likely to have been

breast-fed as infants.

According to the study's lead author, Jo

Freudenheim, Ph.D., one reason breast

milk may reduce risk is that this milk,

unlike formula or cow's milk, provides

colostrum, an immunity-building

substance produced by the mother

during the first few days of lactation.

This finding is significant because "it

supports the growing theory that early

exposure to factors such as diet may
influence a woman's chances of developing

breast disease," Freudenheim says. —K.L

brain that controls the body's natura

or circadian, rhythms. These rhythm:

in turn, have been linked to moo!

changes. —K.L|
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Great R)rWishing
Down Leftovers.

Clorox* Bleach Eliminates Bad Kitchen Odors

fy Getting Rid OfThe Old Food Bits And Drink Spills That Cause Them.

underyour sink or

in yourpantry there's

j
probably already a

bottle ofClorox Bleach.

That's all von need

> start getting rid ofthe odors,

tsta little will freshen up even

)e biggest kitchens.

Spilled milk, old veggies, forgotten

leftovers— it's hard tofinda place

in your refrigerator that

abesn t trap odors.

Get rid ofthem by

washing shelves,

Do you smell

something fishy

going on here?

Deodorizeyour

I kitchen trash can

I with Clorox

I Bleach to stop the

stench. A quick wash

v with the Clorox Bleach

'leaning Solution* removesfish smells and

ther foul garbage odors, evenfrom thefilthiest cans.

jet's see now. Tl)ey have teeth, they eat constantly and they never brush.

to wonder disposals have such bad breath. Here's

in easy way to keep yours smelling clean. First, fill

'our sink with the Clomx Bleach Cleaning Solution*

"hen drain and let water run for a minute to really

inseyourpipes. That's all there is to it.

drawers, and

doors with

the Clorox

Bleach

Cleaning Solution

Xou 11 be happy to know that

^j^^^using Clorox Bleach

^nj
jffi
^V is ah 'a ys an

environ-

mentally

sound

choice. In

fact, after its

' work is done, Clorox

Bleach breaks down to little more

than salt and water.

lix 3/4 cup Regular Clorox Bleach with

one galion of water.

Rinse items first with water. Then apply

Clorox Bleach Cleaning Solution and let

stand for 5 minutes. Rinse well and let dry.

Limited space?

Try our handy quart

and pint size bottles.

The Simple

Solution ForA
Healthy Home.

4 The Cltjnxx Co



PING

before rememberiri

abruptly that her motr
er is no longer arourf

to call? Do her eya

well with tears whe:

she hears herself sayirl

a phrase that her motl|

er said countless timei

Has she realized yl
tliat losing your mothf
isn't something yo|

"get over," but a so*,

row that simply ba

comes part of your life

T

st profoundly

though I

nd

The fierce spotlight on the

Kennedy family has

dimmed somewhat in

the months since Jacque-

line Kennedy Onassis's

death in May. Yet I often find my-
self thinking of Caroline Kennedy
Schlossberg, wondering how she's

coping with the loss of her mother.

Has the reality of it hit her yet?

Or is she still reeling from the

range of emotions—disappoint-

ment, fear, anger, shock— that

floods through you when a parent

is diagnosed with a fatal illness?

Has she begun to really grieve?

Or is she, as the mother of three

small children, too busy to take the

time to let her sadness sink in?

Is she able to enjoy these sum-

mer months? Or does every

event—a trip to the beach, a mile-

stone in one of her children's life

—

remind her of something her

mother might have said or done?

I don't wonder these things idly.
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In the death of Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis and the grief her daughter

is undoubtedly suffering, I sec par-

allels to my own life. My mother,

too, had non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma, and died, too young, at age

sixty-four—the same age Jackie was

at the time of her death. Like Caro-

line, whose three children are un-

der six, I was the mother of babies

when my mom died: My son

was barely three, my daugh-

ter just weeks old. And for

the first year after her death,

I lived in an emotional blur

that I suspect is typical of

what all women feel at the

loss of their mother.

So, I wonder: Does Car-

oline ever reach instinctive-

ly for the phone, as I did.

Many of Jackie's happiest mo-
ments were spent with her
grandchildren—here, in Central

Park with little Jack, Caroline

and Maurice Tempelsman

1994

hough I'm not

celebrity-watchej

Caroline Kennedy al

ways held a kind ol

fascination for me. Ml
Irish Catholic famih

always thought of thj

Kennedys as near royj

alty, and Caroline

—

year younger than

am—was the prett;
• 5 iS------ young princess.

Though I was only seven whei

President Kennedy was killed,

clearly recall being mesmerized bj

the photograph of Caroline, ag<

six, and her little brother clasping

the hands of their black-veilec

mother in Arlington Nationa
Cemetery. At that age, especially

losing a parent seemed terrifying.

After that horrible, (continued



Beef
The San FranciscoTreat

OnThe Sidelines.

<0

The San FranciscoTreat

AsThe Center OfAttention.
Quick Taw Salad

¥4 pound lean ground beef

V2 cup chopped onion

1 package Rice-A-Roni Beef Flavor

V2 cup salsa

1 teaspoon chilipowder

-4 cups shredded lettuce

1 medium tomato, chopped

V2 cup shredded monterey jack or cheddar cheese

V2 cup crushed tortilla chips

In just 30 minutes, you can now make a delicious main dish

with a box ofRice-A-Roni andajew simple ingredients.

Step 1. In large skillet, brown ground beefand onion; drain.

Removefrom skillet; set aside.

Step 2. In same skillet , prepare Rice-A-Row aspackage directs.

Step 3. Stir in meat mixture, salsa and chili powder, continue

cooking at >er lou 1 heat 3 to 4 minutes or until heated through.

Step 4- Arrange lettuce on servingplatter. Top with rice mpcture,

tomato, cheese and tortilla chips. Serves 5.

For over 170 more recipes, just call the number below.

The Rice-A-RoniAlain Dish Helpline

1-800-421-2444



Love and loss

continued

traumatic time, Caroline and her

brother went on, miraculously, to

live a life of balanced normalcy

—

thanks in large pari to their moth-

er. The young widow, in the midst

of her grief bought an apartment

in Manhattan so she and her chil-

dren wouldn't have to live in the

painfully evocative locale of Wash-

ington. And when Caroline was in

the early grades at The Convent of

the Sacred Heart, in New York,

her mother, concerned that her

daughter wasn't being invited to

parties, reportedly called the par-

ents of Caroline's classmates. She

understood, Jackie said, that they

probably didn't want to seem to be

inviting Caroline simply because of

her family name. But, she went on

tactfully, "after all, Caroline's only

a little girl." Subsequently, Caro-

line got party invitations just like

everyone else.

Jackie also seemed to

have a clear-eyed realism

in choosing schools for

Caroline. After The Con-

vent of the Sacred Heart,

Caroline attended The
Brearley School, in Man-
hattan, and Concord
Academy, in Concord,

Massachusetts— institu-

tions known more for

Caroline clearly idolized her

father, even making a kind

of shrine to him in her room

their high academic standards thn

for producing debutantes.

As a result. Caroline seemed ef-

ferent from the other Kenney
children, notably her cousins wp
appeared preoccupied with wld

parties. It seemed to me that Hr

celebrity was a burden to hr

(though her brother seemed to ri-

ish it). Somehow she always cai'e

across as an average person. El-

scribed in profiles as shy, quiet a'd

having a good sense of humor, se

always struck me as the most ncj

mal kid in the Kennedy clan.

Still, there were some roun
patches along the way. As a pud

teenager, Caroline supposedly hj

run-ins with her mother, just js

most kids do. While a college st-

dent at Harvard, she was rard?

seen in anything but faded bis

jeans and sneakers, a campus ui-

forrh that surely must have hor-

fied her stylish mother.

But Jackie didn't push her. a

fact, she was understanding whk
Caroline filled her room with pictuis

Adult cereals dorft have to

be in specially marked boxes

to come with surprises.

More sodium* Artificial sweetener
"Compared to Nabisco' 100% Bran

i 1994 Kraft General Foods Inc NABISCO and CORNER TRIANGLE logo are registered trademarks of Nabisco. Inc. KKLLOGG'S and ALL-BRAN are registered trademarks of Kelloggs t

FIBER ONE is a registered trad, mark ol General Mills. Inc



Df her father, turning it into a virtual

shrine to the slain president. When
[ackie's brother-in-law, Stas Radzi-

vvill, once suggested she encourage

Caroline to lake some of the pic-

oires down, Jackie said, "I couldn't;

1 simply couldn't."

Rather, Jackie seemed to encour-

age Caroline to find her own way.

Despite Jackie's own negative feel-

ngs toward the press, she didn't

nterfere with Caroline's decision

o work as a copygirl at the New
Vovk Daily News during the sum-

ner of 1977. (No doubt, though,

ihe was relieved when Caroline ul-

imately went to Columbia Univer-

sity for her law degree.)

As an adult, Caroline and her

nom seemed to have a model

nother-daughter relationship. In

1986, when Caroline married Ed-

vin Schlossberg, a sophisticated

irtist and entrepreneur, she looked

ike a fairy-tale princess in a tradi-

ionally frothy white gown. Family

riend Carolina Herrera, who de-

signed the bridal dress, said Jackie

had refused to

even glimpse at

the gown until it

was finished. "I'm

not going to get

involved because

Caroline is the

one who will

wear it," Jackie

told the designer.

"I want her to be

the happiest girl

in the world."

During the past

few years, Jackie

certainly had
happy times with

Caroline's three children: Rose, six,

who looks just like her mother did

when she was small; Tatiana, four;

and Jack, one. Jackie baby-sat them

once a week and accompanied them

on nursery-school outings. And on

die last day of her life, according to

one report, she reminisced about

teaching little Jack a nursery rhyme.

To the end, Jackie was a w oman
who placed family first.

Though Jackie's
duties as First

Lady took up a

great deal of time.,

she always made
Caroline a priority

Like
people.

most
I fol-

lowed the reports

of Jackie's health

closely after her

illness was an -

nounced. When I

initially read about

die doctors' assur-

ances of how
treatable diis kind

of cancer could be, I recalled the

optimism I desperately held on to

when my mother began treatment.

But, remembering my mother's

determined but futile battle to beat

her cancer, I was skeptical of re-

ports that suggested Jackie seemed

to be winning her fight.

From my own experience, I

knew quite a bit about her disease.

When my mother (continued)

3nly 100% Bran has 1/2 the sodium
ofAll-Bran Original without the

artificial sweetener of Fiber One.

1^.100%
Bran

High Fiber Wheal Bran Cereal

There's nothing hidden inside a box of Nabisco 100%

Bran. You get the natural, crunchy goodness of

wholesome bran with 11 vitamins and minerals. And,

not only is Nabisco 100% Bran the best you can find in

high fiber cereals — it's surprisingly delicious, too.

NABISCO 100% BRAN.
It's just everything you ever
wanted in a high fiber cereal.

MANTTACTI'KER'S COITON EXPIRATION DATK 10/31/94

This coupon
good only
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Any other
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Love and loss

continued

was first diagnosed, I

consumed every available

bit of information about

non-Hodgkin's lym-

phoma. I knew that while

this type of cancer can be

treated, it is difficult to

cure or to control. (As a

systemic cancer, lym-

phoma invades many
parts of the body, and af-

ter chemotherapy wipes it out in

one location, it frequently develops

somewhere else. It also diminishes

the immune system, leaving those

who have it vulnerable to deadly

germs and infection.)

So I was not surprised when I

read that Jackie had been released

from the hospital, her cancer hav-

ing spread to other organs, her

body weak from pneumonia. The
news reports said her doctors could

not treat her further. She had de-

cided, on her own terms, to go

home to die.

Though I was a bit put off by

the reporters, photographers and

camerapeople camped out in front

of Jackie's Fifth Avenue apartment

in the hours before her death, I lis-

tened to their reports and looked

intently at every image they cap-

tured: The people who love

her had come to say good-bye

—

much as my own family had

in my mother's final hours.

As anyone who has lost a

parent knows, one slips onto

automatic pilot in the days im-

mediately following the death.

Tasks that once seemed ter-

rifying and morbid—choos-

ing a coffin, writing eulogies,

planning a funeral—are now
simply things that need to

get done. I felt deeply for

Caroline as I watched her in

the glare of the media spot- ™*

light, and I marveled at her grace

and composure.

But I wondered then—and again

many times over subsequent weeks

—

how she is dealing with tilings in pri-

vate. Jackie (continued on page 74)

Friends say Carrir

almost afraid of lej

dia that records mi

ery move (top, frci

from attending if

ther's funeral andi

memorial service,*!

lege graduation an

right) and an outi$ i

Jackie (above left

In 1986, Caroline married Edwin

Schlossberg (above)—choosing, as

her mother had, a slightly older

man. The closeness between
mother and daughter (right) was
obvious in every photograph
taken of them
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To brighten your home and warm your heart.

TS'iirmiMi "Rockwell Lighted Christmas Vil
'.JfculSbjf '

'

-

I

Actual size of sculptures is 5" to 6" hi£

ulpture of Rockwell's charming

|
-out studio begins your village...

' credibly detailed recreation of

Rockwell's original art.

Now you can recre-

ate the warmth and

beauty of Rockwell's mas-

terpiece, "Main Street,

Stockbridge"—and begin a

new holiday tradition for

your family—with the

Rockwell's Christmas in

Stockbridge illuminated

village.

Rockwell's Studio. ..the

1 ry Store.. .the Antique Shop.. .the Red Lion Inn. Seven

i gic sculptures in all. Each hand- crafted of fine bisque

i lain. Hand-painted. Then softly illuminated with

ving light bulb.. .to warm your home every holi-

?ason.

inteed low price—

) each —plus a

;e "welcome"

ree!

your Rockwell lighted Christmas village collection now

urning the reservation form. You'll enjoy real col-

g value throughout the series, with a guaranteed low

)f just $29.90 for each sculpture...plus a free "Welcome

:kbridge" display sign!

.

RESERVATION FORM
Please return by August 30, 1994
Please enter my reservation for Rockwell's

Christmas in Stockbridge lighted village

collection, complete with bulb and cord set

and Certificate of Authenticity. I'll receive my
sculptures about every other month — seven

in all. I'll also receive a free village welcome sign.

Other accessories sold separately.

I need send no money now. I will pay for each sculpture in two monthly

installments of just $14.95' each, the first payable before shipment.

100% RISK-FREE GUARANTEE. // I'm ever not completely satisfied.

I have 30 days to return any sculpture for replacement or full refund. I may
cancel my collection at any time.

Circle one

Mrs Miss Ms Mr

Name (please print)

_Apt No

City _ .
State

.

Zip.

(

Telephone

'Plus $3 94 total shipping and handling

and any applicable sales tax

SEND TO: HAWTHORNE ARCHITECTURAL REGISTER
9210 North Maryland Avenue, Niles, Illinois 60714-1322

MSVB-100R
BpHAWTHORNE

49012 E88041

PORCHLIGHTCOLLECTIONS

'

DI994 Hawthorne Architectural Register. 9210 N. Maryland Ave.. Niles, I 607H-1322



Caroline's daughters, Tatiana

and Rose, attend their grand-

mother's wake. At right, John
and Caroline at the funeral

(continuedfrom page 70) was
a committed mother, and
she was involved day-to-day

in her children's and grand-

children's lives. So Caroline

undoubtedly misses her

physical presence: Her
mother's death has de-

prived her of a companion,

a devoted grandmother for

her children.

But, surely, her loss is

deeply emotional as well.

Grief, the experts say,

comes in stages: from denial

to acceptance. And they say

grief is particularly acute in the

year following the loss.

That conventional wisdom is

true to some degree. But grief is

not that neat and tidy. It never dis-

appears; it just fades. It is a burden

that stays with you— a shadow
amid sunlight.

And with the grief comes
change. Every woman is like her

mother, and when she loses her

mother, a part of her is forever

gone. So, when I think about Caro-

line Kennedy, I wonder how the

loss of her mother will affect her:

Will she feel compelled somehow
to follow in Jackie's footsteps? Will

she become involved with her
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mother's causes, such as the arts

and historic preservation? How will

it affect the way she is raising her

children? Will she sing them her

mother's lullabies, chide them with

the same admonitions, tell them
stories about their grandmother to

keep her forever alive?

A funny thing about the loss of

a mother: The painful reality

of it lies just beneath your emo-
tional surface, and anything can

bring it out into the open. For me,

the pain of losing my mother was

most recently renewed by the

death of Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis. And, I suppose, when I

think about Caroline, I'm not real-

ly thinking about her at all, but

about myself. For I suspect all

daughters experience the loss of a

mother in the same basic way.
"Our mothers are our most direct

connection to our history and our

gender," writes Hope Edelman in

her book, Motherless Daughters: The

Legacy of Loss (Addison-Wesley,

i994). "The void their absence

creates in our lives is never com-
pletely filled again."

T994

A MOTHER'S
LESSONS

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis

devoted most of her attention

to her children. In fact, in his

eulogy, Ted Kennedy recalled

how she once said, "If you bungle

raising your children, nothing

much else matters in life."

She didn't bungle—and in

Caroline, Jackie raised a daughter

who possesses many of her own
admirable qualities. Here's what

Jackie taught her:

The children come first

Though nannies took care of

Caroline and John when they

were children, Jackie was always

an involved mother. Caroline is

following in her footsteps:

Though she holds a law degree,

she has put her career on hold

while her children are young.

Friends say she has very little

help with her three children; she

even cooks their meals herself.

Privacy equals dignity

Just as Jackie avoided the press,

Caroline steers clear of the

limelight.

Don't behave pretentiously

Jackie was known to her peers at

the Doubleday publishing com-

pany as someone who resisted

special treatment. Her daughter

seems inclined in the same direc-

tion. Co-workers at the New
York Daily News, where she

worked as a copygirl, described

her as being "down-to-earth"

and "just like everyone else."

Be proud of the family legacy

Jackie carried on many of the

Kennedy traditions. Caroline is

similarly involved: She is presi-

dent of the John F. Kennedy Li-

brary Foundation. It's also telling

that she chose to name her first

child after the matriarch of the

Kennedy clan. Rose, and her son,

John Bouvier, after her father and

for her mother's family.

—Katherine Lee



7 love eating something really good and satisjj for lunch.

Then again, in this ojjice it's a miracle just tc

let's just say 'Lunch Hour' is not a

idely used phrase where I work. So I

lake the most oj my time. I'll Jix my

worite Lunch Express, and spend a jew

wilized moments enjoying lunch, instead

[standing in a long line at the corner

eli. Sitting there with my Mandarin

.hicken, I start to Jeel

ike myselfagain. Well, at

east until lunch is over.

Lunch Expressjrom Lean Cuisine

makes an everyday lunch

something special. Our Mandarin

Chicken has tender cuts of chicken

in an Oriental sauce. It comes in

a microwaveable package so

you can cat right from the box. Even

better, it only costs about $2.00.

Lean Cuisine
tunc/?Express

Lunch ExpressJrom Lean Cuisine.

Time to treat yourself right?
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THE NEWS

CONTRACEPTIVE
UPDATE

The perfect form of birth control—effective and

without side effects—has yet to be made. But

today, women have more choices than ever before.

A special report. By Nadia Zonis

THE LATEST OPTIONS
THE NEW
HORMONAL METHODS:
The easiest yet Depo-Provera and

Norplant are the two newest methods

that don't involve taking a

daily pill or thinking about

contraceptives every time

you have sex.

Depo-Provera, ap-

proved as a contraceptive

by the federal Food and

Drug Administration (FDA)

in 1 992, is an injection

containing progestin—a synthetic

form of the hormone progesterone.

Administered by a medical profes-

sional once every three months, it's

more than 99 percent effective in

preventing pregnancy. Unfortunate-

ly, it has some side effects: It has

been associated with irregular

bleeding and with weight gain. In

one study, women who used the

method for three years put on an av-

erage of fifteen pounds. Also, it can

take several months to a year after

injections are stopped for a wom-
an's fertility to return.

Norplant, which got FDA ap-

proval in 1 990, is a soft, rubberlike

implant of six matchstick-size cylinders

that's inserted under the skin in the

upper arm. These cylinders, which

stay in place for up to five years,

slowly release progestin. Common
side effects include irregular menstrual

THE IUD:

Time for another look

Since the mid-1970s when

the Dalkon Shield was tak-

en off the market after causing pelvic

infections and infertility in thousands,

many American women and their

doctors have viewed the intrauterine

device (IUD) with suspicion. Now,
according to experts, it may be time

for another look.

Research has determined that the

complications had to do primarily

with the design of the Dalkon Shield

—

its braided, multistrand string acted as

a wick to draw bacteria into the

uterus. The two lUD's that are now
available in the U.S. have single-strand

strings that don't have that effect.

In fact, the FDA recently completed

its third review of the ParaGard
T380A, the most popularly prescribed

IUD in the U.S. The agency said it can

safely remain in the uterus for up to

ten years. (It had previously been ap-

proved for eight years.)

The IUD is about (continued)

periods, spotting and headaches. I

Other possible problems can be ;

weight loss or gain, acne, hair
|

growth or loss, breast tenderness,

nervousness, nausea or

dizziness. On the upside:

Fertility returns right away
after device is removed.

CONDOMS: NOT F(

CONTRACEPTION ON|
With sexually transmitted dise

(STD) becoming more widespr

and more virulent than ever bef

condoms are making a comeback.

Today, they are hailed as good

surance against venereal disease

against HIV, the virus that causes Al

(Unfortunately, they are much I

reliable when it comes to pregna

prevention. The failure rate is ab

1 6 percent for condoms in typical us!

Here are some things you sho

know:

• Latex condoms provide the best

protection because they are the m
impenetrable of all condoms, keepi

germs from entering the vagina. La

skin condoms, by contrast, can po

bly be penetrated by the HIV virus.

• Adding spermicide or using c

doms that contain it provides add

protection. Condoms with spermici'

offer another advantage: Their pad-

1

ages contain expiration dates to hep

you know if they're still good. (Tfc'

effectiveness of spermicides expirk<

after eighteen months; condoms r"M

main usable for three to five yearaj

but only if they've been stored in I

cool, dry place.)

• Never use an oil-base lubrica

such as Vaseline when using coiftj

doms. It can cause tiny tears to devep 1

op. Use water-base products such J
K-Y jelly instead.

• A female condom—a polyuretharf

pouch with a ring at one end that fil

over the cervix and another ring th<l

hangs outside the vagina— is currenl

ly available at public-health facilitie]

and family-planning clinics. (It wil

soon be available in pharmacies!

Though the female condom provide

good protection against STD's, it'

not a particularly effective form a]

birth control: It fails one of every fou|

times it's used.
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Today, leading medical

authorities point to strong evidence

that eating foods rich in antioxidant

vitamins and minerals is important

to good health. Antioxidants help

strengthen the body's natural

defenses against cell damage.

For a well-balanced diet, include

5-9 servings of fruits and

vegetables every day. These foods

are a good source of beta-carotene

and other antioxidant vitamins.

Centrum contains the Complete

Antioxidant Group, including

vitamins C and E, and beta-carotene.

In fact, Centrum has more vitamins

and minerals than any leading brand.

So eat right. And supplement

your diet with Centrum. It's more

important than ever.

Centrum!
More complete.

From A to Zinc!

Including the

Complete
Antioxidant Group.
© 1993 Lederle Consumer Health 0129-3A



v Mi i Vol- cKOEcSi
,•' ;e forms . * birth cc-trol,

the rjrgical mefhods—tubal liga-

tion and vasectomy—are the

most widely used. They are par-

ticularly popular among those

aged thirty to forty-four: More

than half of pregnancies in this

age group are unintended, re-

ports The Alan Guttmacher Insti-

tute, a research organization in

New York City.

These methods offer the great-

est protection—and carry very

few risks. Tubal ligation—in which

the fallopian tubes are tied,

sealed or blocked, most common-

ly in an outpatient procedure

called a laparoscopy—is a virtual-

ly foolproof way of preventing

pregnancy. And the risk associat-

ed with it is small. Though compli-

cations are occasionally reported,

the vast majority of those are the

results of anesthesia, not the pro-

cedure itself.

In fact, tubal ligation may even

have some protective health bene-

fits: One recent study found that

women who have undergone the

procedure are less likely than oth-

er women to develop a certain

form of ovarian cancer.

Vasectomy is another pop-

ular and effective choice.

More than 1 5 percent of men

over age forty have had the

procedure, which involves

snipping a portion of tubes

that carries sperm. Though long

considered safe, it has recently

raised some concerns: Two reports

in The Journal of the American

Medical Association (JAMA) last

year suggested a possible link be-

tween vasectomy and prostate

cancer. Nonetheless, a JAMA edito-

rial cautioned against an overreac-

tion, pointing out that the

conclusions were preliminary. It

suggested, though, that men

who've had the procedure get an

annual prostate check.

("The latest options," continue)

96 percent effective, requires lit*

attention and is the most econor>

cal of all birth control forms. Anolr

er plus: Once the IUD is remove,

fertility returns right away.

which is

effective in average use-

WHO USES WHAT?
Of the 39 million American women at risk of unintended

pregnancy, nine out of ten use some method of contraception.

These are the most popular methods:

METHOD %0F USERS

surgical sterilization (vasectomy, tubal ligation) 39.2

oral contraceptive 30.7

condom 14.6

diaphragm 5.7

spermicide, sponge, etc. 3.3

periodic abstinence 2.3

withdrawal 2.2

intrauterine device 2.0

THE PILL:

Research stacks up in i;

favor As the doss

of hormones in biit

control pills ha\ji

plummeted arl

more studies hal
been done on the a

fects of the drufc

doctors have coil

eluded that the pill4

about 94 percer

is sat

for healthy, nonsmoking woma
and even confers some importar

health benefits.

Dne of the most striking effect

of the pill is the protection it mc
provide against endometrial an

ovarian cancer. Studies hav

shown that women who use it fc

at least a year have approx

mately half the risk of developin

these cancers as those who hav!

never used the drug. What'!

more, this protection appears n

last long after pill use ends.

Taking the pill may ward o

benign breast conditions, fibroids

ovarian cysts, pelvic inflammatory disease an'

menstrual problems such as severe cramps, ir|

regular cycles and excessive bleeding, whic

can lead to anemia. Moreover, it has been assc

ciated with reducing the risk of osteoporosis.

The question of the pill and breast cancer i

still unresolved. A number of studies hav*

shown that women who have taken the pill fo

a number of years and at a young age, ano

before their first child is born, are more liken

to have breast cancer diagnosed before agi

thirty-five. This doesn't mean that the pill caus

es breast cancer—but it may make tumors tha

are already there grow faster, experts say

Nonetheless, doctors recommend that womer

with a strong family history of breast cancer

breast lumps or abnormal mammogram:
should be closely monitored by their doctor i

they choose oral contraceptives.

Though it is not widely known, oral contra

ceptives can also be (continued
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A number of new contraceptives are being developed, and
American women are likely to have more choices soon. What's

in the works:

• Within ten years, hormone-infused vaginal rings, which fit

around the cervix like a diaphragm, will be an option. Scientists

are also working on skin patches with estrogen and progestin that

will be left on for three weeks, then removed for one week to al-

low for a menstrual period.

• Researchers are trying to perfect birth control implants to reduce

side effects and make them even more convenient. In development

are smaller implant devices and ones that will biodegrade within

the body, making removal unnecessary.

• Scientists are exploring the possibility of a contraceptive vaccine,

which would "immunize" a woman against the hormones of early

pregnancy, or against her partner's sperm. This method entails

complications and is still a long way off.

• Male contraceptives are also decades away. A major compli-

cation is that sperm generation must be stopped without impair-

ing sex drive or performance. One method being tested is an
injection that blotks the male hormone that regulates produc-

tion of sperm. It is paired with injections of testosterone to

maintain sex drive Daily shots are necessary, making it incon-

venient and expensive.

("The latest options," continuity

used as a "morning afte"

form of birth control. Accoii-

ing to a recent article in 7e

Journal of the American Me •-

cal Association, an effectie

method of postcoital contr-

ception works like this: \

woman takes two birth contnl

pills containing estrogen ad
progestin (such as the pill sd
under the brand name Own)
as soon as possible after u-

protected intercourse. Sever'

hours later, she takes anoth

two pills. Doctors say th;

method, which is widely use!

in Europe, is highly effective i

preventing pregnancy whei

the regimen is begun with

i

seventy-two hours of unpn
tected sex.

A word of caution: Th,

regimen may carry risk and •

not advisable for all women, :

it is essential to talk to your do

tor before taking extra doses <

:

birth control pills.

RU 486:
Finally, it's on its way A
ter much political wranglini

and legal maneuvering, clinico

trials on RU 486—the so-calle

"French abortion pill"—are ex

pected to begin this fall. Th

FDA plans to test the pill in stucj

ies involving more than 2,00!

women at a dozen sites aroun«

the United States. If approvec

RU 486 could be available N

American women in about <

year and a half.

RU 486, which has been use<

by more than 1 50,000 womei

in France, Britain and Sweden

halts pregnancy by blocking th<

action of progesterone—the

hormone that enables the uteru:

to maintain a fertilized egg

The drug can be taken up tc

two months after conceptior

has occurred. Its side effects in >

elude headache, nausea anc'

severe bleeding.

Nadia Zonis is a writer and edi

tor in New York City.
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ody likes me"
tedfrom page 58

ends, or the untrustworthy wom-
o betrays confidences,

ly, women are wary, too, of those

re not quite like them. A woman
, too different, who ranges too far

jroup expectations, may find her-

st as an outsider.

i, occasionally, we are our own
;t obstacles to being included. If

been left out before, we assume

>e rejected again. So we hold our-

back, make no effort to connect

—

el hurt once again,

men who anticipate rejection are

engaged in a self-fulfilling

lecy, says psychotherapist Luise

nbaum, C.S.W., founder of The
;n's Therapy Centre Institute, in

ifork City. "I think they feel them-

to be either too different or much
:edy," she says, "and other people

p on it."

I'oman like this may even sabotage

mships—perhaps she forgets to re-

done calls or skips a lunch date

ler new friend. "The friend ends

inking, This is too difficult. I'm

>ing to bother," says Eichenbaum.
: whether we're hurting ourselves

ng hurt by another, the pain of be-

cluded is the same.

HOW TO JOIN THE GROUP
What should you do if you feel left out?

Here, a few smart strategies:

Evaluate the situation. Take a calm,
objective look at what's happening. Ask
yourself: What was the other person do-

ing? Rationally, what should I have ex-

pected her to do?

Get a second opinion. Sometimes our
vision is so distorted by our hurt that we
need help putting things in perspective.

Ask someone who is not caught up in the

experience, suggests Cohen. "Say, 'This

is what's happening, this is how I'm ex-

periencing it. Am I being objective?'
"

Don't expect too much. Just because
you're friendly with one person doesn't

mean both of you don't have other
friends, says Laura Kastner, Ph.D., a

psychologist in Seattle. If you believe

friendship is an exclusive contract, you
may often feel shortchanged.

Don't get angry. If you feel excluded,

lashing out in anger—or retreating into

a sullen silence—is no solution. Instead,

express what the problem is, but put the

emphasis on your feelings. For instance,

tell your co-workers, "I feel left out
when you don't invite me to lunch. I'd

love to join you sometime." That way,

you're being honest, but not accusatory.

Know when to say "enough." Realisti-

cally, there are times when it's just not

possible to make a connection. For

example, if you've tried every reasonable

strategy to break the ice with your co-

workers and they still remain stubbornly

cliquish, decide how much thai matters

to you. If their behavior makes the at-

mosphere too unbearable, consider ask-

ing for a transfer or finding another )ob

altogether. Don't blame yourself,

though—the fault is theirs, not yours.

Take a risk. Don't let a fear of re

stop you from reaching out to others,

says Luise Eichenbaum. For instance, if

there's a neighbor you'd like to get to

know better, invite her out to lunch.

She'll probably be delighted you asked.

One of my closest friends is a woman
who, when I first met her, intimidated me
into shyness. Then one day, while we both

waited to pick up our children from
school, I admired her earrings and re-

marked that I'd always wanted to have my
ears pierced but lacked the courage. Noth-
ing to it, she assured me. On impulse, I

asked if she would come with me for

moral support. Horrified as soon as I'd

blurted out the request, I sat there await-

ing a polite refusal. Instead, we met at the

mall the next day, first for a piece of

morale-building cheesecake and a good
conversation, then to visit the earring

store. We've been fast friends ever since.

Ann Nelson frequently writes about psy-

chology and relationships.

[This
place for
germs.
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toy boat.
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know it's clean.
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EXCLUSIVE

Last month, Robert James Waller, author of The Bridges ofMadison County, wrote

of his wife and the Texas country they call home. In part two of this true-life story,

he talks about sad music, Saturday nights, and the rhythms of life and love

hen the fiddler hit

the first three notes of

"Faded Love," I knew
it was time for dancing.

My wife was sitting far-

ther along the table, talking to her

friend, Lourene, and I had to shout

over the music. "Bob Wills!" I said,

looking down a raggedy caravan of

Coors and Budweiser beer cans,

empty or well on their way to that

happy state.

She put one hand to her ear and

gave me a quizzical look. So I esca-

lated, trying to make up in decibels

what I lacked in diction. "Bob
Wills . . . it's the old Bob Wills songf'

"What?" she shouted back. I

knew her question really was in two

84 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL AUGUST 1994

parts. First, she was only getting

some of my words. Second, I'm

not sure she's ever figured out Bob
Wills from Willie Bob, whoever

Willie Bob might be. Georgia grew

up different from me.

I stood and waved her toward

the dance floor. That's all it took.

Georgia likes to dance because

she's good at it; I'm generally luke-

warm about it because I'm not. I

played the bars for over twenty

years, but I was always behind the

guitar looking out. Still, there's in-

competence of foot and leg. and

then there's an old song called

"Faded Love."

The Spur of the Moment Band

came full into the rune, a long, slow

wave of electric guitar, bass, key-J

board and drums, with the fiddlen

out front and on top, playing sacl

the way a fiddler ought to play thai

particular song. It was a special

moment in my life, and nobody

could have really understood ho~

special except me.

Forty years ago, so far back

have trouble associating who I a

now with the fourteen-year-old bo

I used to be, my connection wi

the larger world was a little brow

radio next to my bed. At night in

north Iowa town of less than

thousand people, I'd listen to XE
in Del Rio, Texas, wherever tha

was, out there someplace. Far int

the night I'd (continued on page 92,
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"Menopause is something

that women shouldn't talk about."

Myth No. 4

lybe this was true in our mothers' time. But today

kinds of women are learning everything they can

out menopause. And, yes, talking about it. With

;ir friends, their families, and their doctors, too.

they're better prepared for the changes meno-

use brings, and can deal with them positively.

Estraderm': The estrogen patch

women are talking about

Menopause is an entirely nat-

ural process. Unfortunately,

hot flashes, vaginal dryness

and night sweats can go along

with it. Some women suffer a

lot; some don't. But, no matter

how severe, these symptoms are

caused by the same thing: loss

of estrogen. Estrogen therapy,

like Estraderm, can replace this

loss. Estraderm is not a pill,

it a clear round patch that restores your body's

trogen: It delivers small steady doses into your

oodstream in much the same way your ovaries

d before menopause. You can wear Estraderm on

ur backside, hidden by your underwear, where

s less likely to cause skin irritation.

Benefits vs. risks of Estraderm

itraderm is available by prescription only and is

)t for every woman. It's up to you - and your doc-

r - to decide if benefits balance risks. Millions of

omen have used Estraderm to help manage meno-

msal symptoms. And along with calcium and exer-

E ESTRADERM PATCH

:

ONMEDICATED SAMPLE

NCLUDED IN THE FREE

ORMATION KIT

cise, it can be, effective for many women in pre-

venting postmenopausal osteoporosis.

Some women - those who are pregnant, for

example - should avoid estrogen therapy. You

should tell your doctor if you have ever had can-

cer of the breast or uterus, unusual vaginal bleed-

ing, abnormal blood clotting or any heart disease.

Estrogen therapy has been associated with

increased risk of uterine cancer.

What to ask your doctor

Q. Is estrogen therapy - and Estraderm - right for me?

Q. What can I tell my family to help them understand

what I'm going through?

Q. How long do I need to stay on Estraderm to get the

most benefit? Months? Years?

Free menopause information

The time to prepare yourself for menopause

is now. Free information and a nonmedicated

sample of The Estraderm Patch are yours by call-

ing 1-800-521-CIBA. Or send this coupon.

I

1

I TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION AND A NONMEDICATED SAMPLE.

MAIL TO: C1BA. P O BOX 907. SPRING HOUSE. PA 19477 9945

CALL 1-800-521-CIBA • EXT. LH31G
(Para una operadora en espariol, llame a la extension LH31G.)

STATE ZIP •H.ICITY

ESTRADERM* ESTRADIOL TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN

05 MG AND 0.1 MG STRENGTHS.

L J
Sec next page for additional important information

ESTRADIOL TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM

NOW THE CHANGE OF LIFE DOESN'T HAVE TO CHANGE YOURS.



Important Information on Estraderm Continued from Previous Page

Estraderm®
estradiol transdermal system

Continuous delivery tor twice-weekly

application

BRIEFSUMMARY (FOR FULL PRESCRIBING

INFORMATION. SEE PACKAGE INSERT).

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Estraderm is indicated for the treatment ot the following: moderate-to-

severe vasomotor symptoms associated with menopause; female

hypogonadism, female castration, primary ovarian failure; atrophic

conditions caused by deficient endogenous estrogen production, such

as atrophic vaginitis and Kraurosis vulvae; and prevention of

osteoporosis (loss of bone mass)

Estrogen replacement therapy is the most effective single modality for

the prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis in women. Case-

controlled studies have shown a reduction of approximately 60% in the

incidence of hip and wnst fractures in women who began estrogen

replacement therapy wrthin a few years of menopause A recent, well-

controlled, double-blind, prospective trial conducted at the Mayo Clinic

has demonstrated that treatment with Estraderm prevents bone loss in

postmenopausal women at a dosage of 05 mg per day

Treatment with Estraderm 05 mg showed full maintenance of bone

density with a slight (0 3%), but not significant, increase Placebo

treatment resulted in a significant loss of more than 6% below baseline

vertebral bone mass. Patients using either Estraderm 0.1 mg, or 0.05

mg, had significantly greater bone densities than those using placebo

Other studies suggest that estrogen replacement therapy reduces the

rate of vertebral fractures.

Peak bone mass is reached at age 30 to 35 and can best be

maximized by adequate calcium intake and exercise during the

adolescent and early adult years. Early menopause is one of the best

predictors for the development of osteoporosis White women are at

higher risk for osteoporosis than white men, black women are at higher

risk than black men, and thin women are at higher risk than obese

women. Cigarette smoking may be an additional risk factor Calcium

deficiency has been implicated in the pathogenesis ot this disease

Therefore, when not contraindicated, a calcium intake of 1000-1500 mg/

day either by diet or supplements is recommended tor postmenopausal

women.
Immobilization and prolonged bedrest produce rapid bone loss, while

weight-beanng exercise has been shown to both reduce bone loss and

to increase bone mass. The optimal type and amount of physical activity

that might lower the nsk tor osteoporosis have not been established.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Patients with known hypersensitivity to any of the components of the

therapeutic system should not use Estraderm,

Estrogens should not be used in women or men with any ot the

followma conditions

1 . known or suspected cancer of the breast

;

2. known or suspected estrogen-dependent neoplasia,

3 known or suspected pregnancy (see Boxed Warning);

4. undiagnosed abnormal genital bleeding;

5. active thrombophlebitis or thromboembolic disorders;

6. history of thrombophlebitis, thrombosis, or thromboembolic

disorders associated with previous estrogen use.

WARNINGS
1 . Induction of Malignant Neoplasms. Long-term continuous

administration of natural and synthetic estrogens in certain animal

species increases the frequency of carcinomas ot the breast, cervix,

vagina, and liver There are now reports that estrogens increase the risk

of carcinoma of the endometrium in humans. (See Boxed Warning.)

At the present time, there is no satisfactory evidence that estrogens

given to postmenopausal women increase the nsk of breast cancer,

although a recent long-term follow-up study has raised this possibility.

Because of the animal data, there is a need for caution in prescnbmg

estrogens for women with'a strong family history of breast cancer or

who have breast nodules, fibrocystic disease, or abnormal

mammograms.
2 Gallbladder Disease A recent study has reported a two- to threefold

increase in the risk of surgically confirmed gallbladder disease in

postmenopausal women receiving oral estrogens, similar to the twofold

increase previously noted in users of oral contraceptives.

3 . Effects Similar to Those Caused by Estrogen-Progestogen Oral

Contraceptives. There are several serous adverse effects of oral

contraceptives and other high-dose oral estrogen treatments, most of

which have not, up to now, been documented as consequences of

postmenopausal estrogen replacement therapy. This may reflect the

comparatively low doses of estrogen used in postmenopausal women,

a. Thromboembolic Disease. It is now well established that users of oral

contraceptives have an increased nsk of vanous thromboembolic and

thrombotic vascular diseases, such as thrombophlebitis, pulmonary

embolism, stroke, and myocardial infarction. Cases of retinal

thrombosis, mesenteric thrombosis, and optic neuritis have been

reported in oral contraceptive users. There is evidence that the nsk ot

several of these adverse reactions is related to the dose of the drug. An
increased risk of postsurgery thromboembolic complications has also

been reported in users of oral contraceptives. If feasible, estrogen

should be discontinued at least 4 weeks before surgery of the type

associated with an increased risk of thromboembolism, or during

penods of prolonged immobilization.

While an increased rate of thromboembolic and thrombotic disease in

postmenopausal users of estrogens has not been found, this does not

rule out the possibility that such an increase may be present or that

subgroups of women who have underlying risk factors or who are

receiving relatively large doses of estrogens may have increased nsk.

Therefore, estrogens should not be used in persons with active

thrombophlebitis or thromboembolic disorders, and they should not be

used in persons with a history ot such disorders in association with

estrogen use They should be used with caution in patients with cerebral

vascular or coronary artery disease and only tor those in whom
estrogens are clearly needed.

Large doses of estrogen (5 mg coniugated estrogens per day),

comparable to those used to treat cancer of the prostate and breast,

have been shown in a large prospective clinical trial in men to increase

the risk of nonfatal myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolism, and

thrombophlebitis. When estrogen doses of Bus size are used, any of the

thromboembolic and thrombotic adverse effects associated with oral

contraceptive use should be considered a clear risk,

b Hepatic Adenoma. Benign hepatic adenomas have been associated

with the use of oral contraceptives. Although benign and rare, these

tumors may rupture and cause death from intra-abdominal hemorrhage.

Such lesions have not yet been reported in association with other

estrogen or progestogen preparations, but they should be considered it

abdominal pain and tenderness, abdominal mass, or hypovolemic shock

occurs in patients receiving estrogen. Hepatocellular carcinoma has also

been reported in women taking estrogen-containing oral contraceptives.

The causal relationship of this malignancy to these drugs is not known.

c. Elevated Blood Pressure Women using oral contraceptives

sometimes experience increased blood pressure which, in most cases,

returns to normal upon discontinuing the drug. There is now a report

that this may occur with use of oral estrogens in the menopause and

blood pressure should be monitored with estrogen use especially if high

doses are used. Ethinyl estradiol and coniugated estrogens have been

shown to increase renin substrate In contrast to these oral estrogens,

transdermal^ administered estradiol does not affect renin substrate.

d. Glucose Tolerance. A worsening of glucose tolerance has been

observed in a significant percentage of patients on estrogen-containing

oral contraceptives. For this reason, diabetic patients should be carefully

observed while receiving estrogen.

4. Hypercalcemia. Administration of high doses of estrogens may lead

to severe hypercalcemia in patients with breast cancer and bone

metastases. If hypercalcemia occurs, use of the drug should be stopped

and appropriate measures should be taken to reduce the serum calcium

level

PRECAUTIONS
General

1. A complete medical and family history should be taken before

initiation of any estrogen therapy. The pretreatment and periodic

physical examinations should include special reference to blood

pressure, breasts, abdomen, and pelvic organs, as well as a cervical

Papanicolaou test. As a general rule, estrogen should not be prescnbed

for longer than 1 year without another physical examination being

performed.

2 Because estrogens may cause some degree of fluid retention, careful

observation is required when conditions that might be influenced by this

factor are present (e.g.. ast hma, epilepsy, migraine, and cardiac or renal

dysfunction)

3 Certain patients may develop undesirable manifestations ot excessive

estrogenic stimulation, such as uterine bleeding, mastodynia, etc.

4 Prolonged administration of unopposed estrogen therapy has been

reported to increase the nsk of endometrial hyperplasia in some
patients. Estrogens should be used with caution in patients who have or

have had endometriosis

5 Studies of the addition ot a progestin tor 7 or more days of a cycle of

estrogen administration have reported a lowered incidence of

endometnal hyperplasia Morphological and biochemical studies ot

endometrium suggest that 12 to 13 days of progestin are needed to

provide maximal maturation of the endometrium and to eliminate any

hyperplastic changes. Whether this will provide protection from

endometrial carcinoma has not been clearly established. There are

possible additional risks that may be associated with the inclusion ot

progestin in estrogen replacement regimens. The potential risks include

adverse effects on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism The choice of

progestin and dosage may be important in minimizing these adverse

6. Oral contraceptives appear to be associated with an incised |'

incidence of mental depression. Although it is not clear *t»i
due to the estrogenic or progestogenic component of thentraa

patients with a history ot depression should be carefully <ei\erj

7 Preexisting utenne leiomyomala may increase in size cng
|

prolonged estrogen use. If this occurs, estrogen therapy ukj J
discontinued while the cause is investigated.

8. In patients with a history of )aundce during pregnancy ere si

increased nsk that jaundice will recur with the use ot estnjh
j

containing oral contraceptives. If laundce develops in amUeni,
receiving estrogen, the medication should be discontmuediiet

cause is investigated.

9. Estrogens may be poorly metabolized in patients with laral.;

function and should be administered with caution in suchtenl-
10 Because the prolonged use of estrogens influences thtietai

of calcium and phosphorus, estrogens should be used wpaud
patients with metabolic bone diseases associated with hyeacA-
and in patients with renal insufficiency

Information tor Patients

See Patient Package Insert pnnted below.

Drug/Laboratory Test Interactions

The results of certain endoenne and Irver function tests mbea
by estrogen-containing oral contraceptives. The followingaiKj

been observed with large doses of oral estrogen:

1 increased suHobromophthalein retention;

2. increased prothrombin time: increased factors VII, Vllltani.

decreased antrthrombm 3, increased norepmephnne-irjwf
aggregabilriy.

3 increased thyroxme-binding globulin (TBG). leading to nar
circulating total thyroid hormone (T

4
i as measured byhuJ

radioimmunoassay; tree T, resin uptake is decreased. r«r»
elevated TBG; tree T, concentration is unaltered, TBG \f nnj-

atfected m clinical tnals of Estraderm.

4 reduced response to the metyrapone test

5 reduced serum folate concentration;

6 increased serum tnglycende and phospholipid concent»r
j

decreased pregnanediol excretion.

The pathologist should be informed that the patient is nwmi
estrogen therapy when relevant specimens are submitted, i

Carcinogenesis. Mutagenesis. Impairment ot Fertility

See WARNINGS and Boxed Warning.

Lcng-term continuous administration of natural and sy«& I

estrogens in certain animal species increases the frequence
j

carcinomas of the breast, cervix, vagina, and liver.

Fegnancy Category X

See CONTRAINDICATIONS and Boxed Warning.

Estrogens should not be used during pregnancy

Nursing Mothers

As a general principle, the administration of any drug to n(ng i

mothers should be done only when clearty necessary sincna'-*

drugs are excreted in human milk.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
See WARNINGS and Boxed Warning regarding potential awssi

on the fetus, induction of malignant neoplasms, increased Met
gallbladder disease, and adverse effects similar to those ofI

T

contraceptives, including thromboembolism.

The most commonly reported adverse reaction to Estrai]m (
clinical trials was redness and irritation at the application s T-j'

occurred in about 17% of the women treated and caused araa
2% to discontinue therapy Reports of rash have been rares™
also been rare reports ot severe systemic allergic reactions I

The following additional adverse reactions have been reiteor

estrogenic therapy, including oral contraceptives:

Genitourinary System: Breakthrough bleeding, spotting.onf

menstrual flow; increase in size ol utenne fibromyomata. cligel

cervical erosion and amount of cervical secretion.

Endoenne: Breast tenderness, breast enlargement

.

Gastrointestinal: Nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps. ItM
cholestatic iaundice have been observed with oral estroger-eraj

fyes Steepening of corneal curvature, intolerance to coict 4
Central Nervous System Headache, migraine, dizziness. I

Miscellaneous. Change in weight, edema, change in libic I

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
The adhesive side of the Estraderm system should be placsunt

dry area ot the skin on the trunk of the body (including the toot

abdomen) The site selected should be one that is not expottci

sunlight Estraderm should not be applied to the breasts Tlsilsj

application musf be rotated, with an interval of at least 1 wctaw
between applications to a particular site. The area selectecwt

be oily, damaged, or irritated The waistline should be avoid, sf

tight clothing may rub the system off The system should bra
immediately after opening the pouch and removing the protMt

The system should be pressed firmly in place with the palrrrflij

for about 10 seconds, making sure there is good contact, etcaj

around the edges In the unlikely event that a system shouliillnj

same system may be reapplied. If necessary, a new systemayi

applied In either case, the onginal treatment schedule shoube
f

continued.

Initiation ol Therapy

Treatment of menopausal symptoms is usually initiated witstr*

05 mg applied to the skin twice weekly. The dosage shou* I

adiusted as necessary to control symptoms The lowest da* I

necessary for the control ot symptoms should be used, escelM

women with an intact uterus Attempts to taper or discontir th l

medication should be made at 3-to 6- month intervals.

Prophylactic therapy with Estraderm to prevent postmen lust

bone loss should be initiated with the 0.05 mg/day dosag* ; so

possible after menopause The dosage may be adiusted if n'ssr

control concurrent menopausal symptoms. Discontinuatior est

replacement therapy may reestablish the natural rate of bonral

In women not currently taking oral estrogens, treatment h I

Estraderm may be initiated at once In women who are currly*

oral estrogen, treatment with Estraderm should be initiated WW
withdrawal ot oral hormone replacement therapy, or sooner

menopausal symptoms reappear in less than 1 week.

Therapeutic Regimen
Estraderm therapy may be given continuously in patients wMl
have an intact uterus. In those patients with an intact uterusWi

may be given on a cycle schedule (e g., 3 weeks on drug foW
week off drug)

C92-51&1f

C I B A
Ciba Pharmaceutical Company

Ciba-Geigy Corporation

Summit New Jersey 07901

ESTROGENS HAVE BEEN REPORTED TO INCREASE THE RISK OF

ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMA.
Three independent case control studies have reported an

increased nsk of endometnal cancer in postmenopausal women
exposed to exogenous estrogens for more than t year. This nsk was

independent of the other known nsk factors for endometrial cancer.

These studies are further supported by the finding that incidence

rates of endometnal cancer have increased sharply since 1969 in

eight different areas of the United States with population-based

cancer-reporting systems, an increase which may be related to the

rapidly expanding use of estrogens dunng the last decade

The three case control studies reported that the risk of

endometnal cancer in estrogen users was about 4 5-13 9 times

greater than in nonusers. The nsk appears to depend both on

duration of treatment and on estrogen dose. In view of these

findings, when estrogens are used for the treatment of menopausal

symptoms, the lowest dose that will control symptoms should be

utilized and medication should be discontinued as soon as possible.

When prolonged treatment is medically indicated, the patient should

be reassessed on at least a semiannual basis to determine the need

for continued therapy Airough !he evidence must be considered

preliminary, one studv ingests that cyclic administration ot low

doses of estrogen may carry less nsk than continuous

administralion; it therefore appears prudent to utilize such a regimen

Close cimical surveillance of all women taking estrogens is

important. In all cases of undiagnosed persistent or recurnng

abnormal vaginal bleeding, adequate diagnostic measures should be

undertaken to rule out malignancy

There is no evidence at present that "natural" estrogens are more

or less hazardous than 'synthetic" estrogens at equiestrogenic doses

ESTROGENS SHOULD NOT BE USED DURING PREGNANCY.
The use ot female sex hormones, both estrogens and

progestogens, dunng early pregnancy may seriously damage the

offspring It has been shown that women who had been exposed in

utero to diethylstilbestrol, a nonsteroidal estrogen, have an increased

nsk of developing in later life a form of vaginal or cervical cancer that

is ordinarily extremely rare. This nsk has been estimated as not

greater than 4 per 1000 exposures. Furthermore, a high percentage

ot such exposed women (30-90%) have been found lo have vaginal

adenosis, epithelial changes of the vagina and cervix. Although these

changes are histologically benign, it is not known whether they are

precursors of malignancy Although similar data on the use of other

estrogens are not available, it cannot be presumed they would not

induce similar changes

Several reports suggest an association between intrauterine

exposure to female sex hormones and congenital anomalies,

including congenital heart defects and limb-reduction defects. One

case control siudy estimated a 4 7-fold increased risk ot limb-

reduction defects in infants who had been exposed in utero to sex

hormones (oral contraceptives, hormone withdrawal tests for

pregnancy, or attempted treatment for threatened abortion) Some of

these exposures were very short and involved only a few days of

treatment. The data suggest that the nsk of limb-reduction defects in

exposed fetuses is somewhat less than 1 per 1000

In the past, female sex hormones have been used during

pregnancy in an attempt to treat threatened or habitual abortion

There is considerable evidence that estrogens are ineffective for

these indications, and there is no evidence from well-controlled

studies that progestogens are effective for these uses.

If Estraderm is used dunng pregnancy, or if the patient becomes
pregnant while taking this drug, she should be apposed of the

potential nsks to the tetus and ot the advisability of continuation of

the pregnancy.
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West Texas two-step

continuedfrom page 84

listen, keeping the volume low enough that

my mother wouldn't come in and tell me it

was past time to shut it off and go to sleep.

XERF apparently was something of a

renegade operation in those days. Its tow-

ers were across the Rio Grande in Mexico,

allowing the station to circumvent U.S.

rules and boost its signal up to Pluto and

back whenever it wanted, enough power

that it came like an arrow straight into

my small bedroom, in Rockford, Iowa.

In between rambling, endless com-
mercials for "miniature white bibles" and

"autographed pictures of Jesus Key-rist,"

the DJ's played a little music. Some-
times they played Bob Wills and his

Texas Playboys. Bob smoked cigars on

the bandstand and had a peculiar way of

going into a high-tenor yowl during

parts of songs he liked a lot, such as

"Somewhere South of San Antone."
When Bob'd say, "Take it away, Leon,"

Mr. Leon McAuliffe would roll into a

hot instrumental break on his steel gui-

tar. Those were the early years of Texas

Swing, a mixture of blues and folk and

jazz, a music all its own.

So, at fifty-four and counting, a can

tucked into knee-high boots. When he's

working stock, Sam wears tennis shoes

most of the time (he thinks high-heeled

boots have a tendency to get caught in

the stirrups, and if things get out of con-

trol, a horse might just drag you along

for some unpleasant distance). But he

wore boots and a cowboy hat and snap-

button shirt for the dance (snaps come
undone fast if your shirt gets tangled up
with something bad out on the range). I

felt better about that—Sam's cowboy
hat—since I had on my new Stetson and

thought I looked pretty good in it.

When he wasn't dancing with his wife

or mother-in-law or several other ladies

for whom he felt a responsibility, Sam
and I sat together at a corner of the

table and talked about these last years of

real cowboying, about the old ways dy-

ing and the sorrow of things passing.

Out on the dance floor, Sam does just

fine, does son of a basic Texas two-step.

He doesn't waltz, says, "My body just

can't feel it." I understood his words.

Even before I came out here, I always

liked two things about West Texas.

First, it has a culture all its own, hooked

deep into the traditions of ranching,

identifiable as that of a foreign country.

Second, the men dance. And a lot of

When it comes to things

you really love, it's best

not to let technique get in

the way of feeling.

of Bud in my fist, I knew it was "Faded
Love" from the first three notes of the

song, and I knew I had to dance that

one. Having lived my life in something
other than perfect meter, I tried not to

run over Georgia's feet as we joined fifty

other couples doing a medium fox-trot.

And moving around the floor, I kept re-

minding myself that when it comes to

things you really love, it's best not to let

technique get in the way of feeling.

After "Faded Love," Sam Cavness
brought more Budweisers to the table.

Sam's one of the last true cowboys, and
with the help of his dog, B'ar, takes care

of the cattle on my place. Not my cat-

tle—I lease out the grazing rights. Bui

occasionally Sam comes up to ihe ranch-

house door and asks about a pump valve

or whatever, he and B'ar and a nine-

year-old sorrel named Macaroni he rides

as if it were part of him. He grins at the

cowboy pretenders with their pants
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them really dance, in an intense, soulful

way, taking the women through wide,

complicated turns with fancy footwork,

always on the beat.

There's a West Texas custom that

takes some getting used to, however, of

going back to your table after every song.

Song over and the dance floor empties;

music starts up again and the dance floor

fills. So there's a constant stream of peo-

ple moving back and forth, laughing and
shaking hands, locked into one another

from decades of droughts and bar fights

and empty drill holes and marriages that

worked or didn't. But, by God, they

dance; they dance hard to the rhythms of

a hard land and country music. In fact, a

local mayoral candidate told me a key el-

ement of his campaign will be "a dance

in town at least once a month."
By midnight it was getting wild, peo-

ple yelling, going like hell around the

floor—you had to keep moving or get

994

run over. The band had crankecupj

volume and was shifting back ar faf

between country and rockabil,ti

hundred pairs of boots doing th r oi

variation on Texas dancing and ha

dred Stetsons rising and falling ar tun

ing toward the morning (women nd'

wear boots but leave hats to the rrn).

Somebody requested a MerlHi
/

gard song, and again I shoutecdoi
|

the table to Georgia, "They're gjngj T

play Merle. We have to dance thwEsl

"I sure like your hat," she saiusil

managed a respectable versiontfaj

Texas two-step she'd taught me. !

I grinned and took her aroud I

floor, remembering XERF and h.^

ture white bibles, an outsider ajfrj

ing the traditions of West Texas.

After the dance, we drove «i

miles to our place in the mounta;s a

fixed egg sandwiches while Ja<., s

Border collie, slept on the kitcheffloj

I leaned against the fridge and lo'beci

the red ink stamped on the bachfi

hand, just the way they used to <. u
roller rinks and high school daieH

yeu could leave and come back \thj

buying another ticket.

Sitting at the table, she smiHa
said, "We danced more tonight imi

have in the last twenty years, total I

After a bite of egg sandwich ar at

of L one Star, I grinned at her. "Ipm

stand this music. A little browrto

with a tan cloth covering over theHj
ers drilled it into me forty years a|fcM

I paused for a moment, then wla
"You know what Bob Wills once tin

Leon McAuliffe about handling ill

mental breaks? He said, 'You snj

me when you take it and smilepB

you give it back and play like hellr.

meantime.' That's a pretty fair cat

tion of the way life ought to be." 9

I got Jack settled down for thflt

and then lay in bed, thinking abim
evening. They dance out here irW

Texas, moving along to the coipi

rhythms of music and droughts, fI

fights and empty drill holes amral

riages that worked or didn't.

But, by God, they do dance.flk

dance well and honestly, and I frN

chance to join them, had the cha'cej

pay my own private respects to Bolffl

to a memory that rests warm and svsti

side of me—a little brown radio amni

music coming like an arrow all tl 4

from Del Rio. I'd put on my daQ

boots, called up my memories and pld»

respects. I did that when a fiddler Ifll

"Faded Love" on a Saturday night . .|

the early spring ... in West Texas.

In addition to "The Bridges ofMm
County, " Robert James Waller is them

of "Slow Waltz in Cedar Bend" andW
say collection "Old Songs in a Newwn
(all published by Warner).
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EALTH

The food-lover s guide tq

LOW-FAT EATING I
There's no reason to avoid your favorite foods—as long as you keep an eye on the jttl

In fact, good nutrition often means adding food to meals instead of cutting back. ThB

guide will help you make good, better and best choices for healthful, enjoyable eatim

every day. By Jeanne Goldberg, R.D., Ph.D.

I^rT •I •J *M

VI 3 cups unbuffered 2 cups unbuffered

popcorn popcorn
*>

1 2 oz. soda 1 2 oz. diet soda

£
1 oz. chocolate-covered 1 oz. chocolate-covered

peanuts raisins

• Calories: 385 Calories: 175

Total fat grams: 12 Total fat grams: 5

5

3 cups homemade
unbuffered popcorn

1 2 oz. diet soda

Bring-your-own raisins

[n oz.) and peanuts

f/4 oz.)

Calories: 200
Total fat grams: 4

The snack bar at the movie theater is not I

health-food center. But you can make goal

choices without overloading on fat. SerioJ

popcorn eaters with an eye on the budget

especially those who like o lot of popcorn!

prefer to pop their own. Season it with go]

powder or freshly grated Parmesan cheesl

which adds a little calcium, a lot of flavor!

hardly any fat.

It
Is

at

'/2 cup apple or peach

crisp

'/a cup lemon sorbet

Calories: 310
Total fat grams: 6

Poached fresh peach with

raspberry sauce

Angel food cake

Calories: 170

Total fat grams: 1

Fresh peaches and

raspberries

Biscotti

Calories: 125

Total fat grams: 2

Fresh fruits in season can be prepared m
ways for flavorful desserts. Sorbet is a tas

fat alternative to ice cream. In the summe

peaches and raspberries are at their pea

make a delicious dessert on their own wi

the added sugar and calories that go into

raspberry sauce.

1

1 cup hot cocoa with 2%
milk (calories, 220;

total fat grams, 6)

6 oz. chocolate frozen

yogurt with Vb cup

nonfat chocolate

sauce (calories, 246;

total fat grams, 3)

1 cup hot cocoa with skim

milk (calories, 185;

total fat grams, 2)

6 oz. chocolate pudding

made with skim milk

(calories, 150; total fat

grams, 2)

1 cup chocolate milk

with syrup and skim

milk (calories, 225;

total fat grams, 1

)

V? cup raspberries with

3 T. chocolate syrup

(calories, 175; total fat

grams, 1)

We are not suggesting that you eat these

once. These are a variety of low-fat choic

satisfy a craving for chocolate. Whether rr

chocolate desserts yourself or purchasing

look for cocoa on the ingredient list. Coco

the rich taste of chocolate without the fat.

(A

4>

c
o

4)

6 oz. rosemary- stuffed

roast chicken

5 oz. new potatoes with

fresh parsley

2 cups salad with vinegar

and a little oil

1 cup roasted summer

squash with peppers,

tomatoes and onion

Calories: 765

Total fat grams: 28

6 oz. rosemary-stuffed

roast chicken

5 oz. new potatoes with

fresh parsley

2 cups fresh spinach and

mushroom salad with

balsamic vinegar

2 cups steamed summer

squash with peppers,

tomatoes and onion

Calories: 700

Total fat grams: 1

9

4 oz. grilled chicken

teriyaki with

green peppers

and cherry

tomatoes ^|
1 cup brown

rice

1 cup

steamed

broccoli

Calories: 525
Total fat grams: 9

An entree with a small portion of chicken

have less rat than a large pie

meat. Making up the dif

with vegetables and com|

carbohydrates such as nc

potatoes and pasta mak

meal with an excellent nut

profile. Brown rice provide

fiber and B vitamins along w
nutty flavor. Roasted vegetables

generally prepared with fat in a restau

whereas steamed vegetables are likely to

less (or no) added fat.
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aleaning bathrooms may

seem like a thankless job, but we

love it. In fact we like it so much,

you barely have to lift a finger to

get a sparkling clean bathroom.

Just spray us on and wipe away

dirt and soap scum. All that's left

is extraordinary sparkle and shine.

It's that simple.

So use Scrubbing Bubbles:

only in DowBathroom Qeaner.

And leave all the dirty work to us.

Dow Bathroom Cleaner

With Scrubbing Bubbles.'

arkot DowBrands

owBrands

We WorkHard
So You Don'tHave To.
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8 oz. grilled salmon steak

"O <A 1/2 cups sauteed

2 m. zucchini with red

"S* pepper

» * 5 oz. red potatoes

Calories: 610

Total fat qrams: 24

8 oz. fresh white fish with

V2 cup Creole sauce
3
/4 cup steamed rice

1 cup steamed fresh

spinach

Calories: 590
Total fat grams: 9

8 oz. fresh white fish, grilled

with lemon and ginger

1 cup black beans

cooked with herbs

1 cup steamed spinach

Calories: 570

Total fat grams: 6

Remember that in restaurants you can al<

ask to go light on the fat and sauces, su> 1

fat added to sauteed vegetables. Spinaclj

good option for adding vitamins A and

beans add a hefty amount of fiber to a I

low- fat meal.

e

u

Egg drop soup or

hot & sour soup

Beef and broccoli

Vegetable lo mein

Stir-fried vegetables

Calories: 805

Total fat grams: 28

Egg drop soup or

not & sour soup

Chicken and broccoli

Shrimp with garlic sauce

Stir-fried vegetables

Calories: 785
Total fat grams: 23

Egg drop soup or

not & sour soup

Chicken and broccoli

Szechuan shrimp

Stir-fried vegetables

Extra plain rice

Calories: 760

Total fat grams: 1

7

The fun of eating Chinese I

sharing, so we suggest cor

of dishes. To control the fat.

dishes low in fat, 2) ask forfl

meal to be prepared with I

and 3) go heavy on the rice, lit

the entrees (the calculations for the best <

reflect tfiis tip), especially entrees higher in I

n

s

5

s

peanut butter and jelly

sandwich on whole

wheat bread with 1 cup

skim milk (calories, 456;

total fat grams, 18)

medium green apple

with 1 T. peanut butter

and 1 cup skim milk

(calories, 260; total fat

grams, 9)

1 cup applesauce with

6 vanilla wafers or

gingersnaps (calories,

255; total fat grams, 4)

4 graham crackers with

2 T. apple butter and

tea (calories, 220; total

fat grams, 5)

Whole wheat English

muffin with jelly and tea

(calories, 149; total fat

grams, I)

Bowl of whole grain

cereal with sliced

fruit and skim

milk (calories,

295; total fat

grams, 2)

For many people, a late-night snack is an

indispensable part of the daily ritual. The <

you snack on, however, should de

how much you've eaten during

the day. Our good-better-best \

are geared for people who hai

consumed an average amount

the day. But if you're carefully w

your calorie and fat intake, or i

ate more than usual during the i

piece of fresh fruit is your best

Have 5 potato chips for ^2*5 grams of fat or



I GOOD BEST

i oz. grilled marinated

London broil

aked potato with 1 tsp.

margarine

liced tomatoes with

minced scallions and

balsamic vinegar

'Jones: 690

otal ht grams: 29

2 oz. beef with 2 cups stir-

fried veggies OR 2 oz.

marinated beef strips with

tomatoes, scallions and

green peppers on greens,

with balsamic vinegar

1 cup sliced new potatoes

with vinegar, oil and herbs

Calories: 385
Total fat grams: 14

1 cup beef stew with

carrots and potatoes

1 cup steamed broccoli

with lemon

Sliced tomatoes with

minced scallions and

balsamic vinegar

Calories: 280
Total fat grams: 6

i

Beef main dishes can be low in fat and calories

if you keep three things in mind: First, choose

low-fat cuts such as London broil, flank steak,

lean stew beef and lean ground beef. Second,

i

keep portion sizes small, filling in the rest of the

meal with complex carbohydrates: rice, potatoes,

1 noodles, bread. Third, use a minimum amount of

fat to brown meat and vegetables when making

stew, drain before adding cooking liquid, and
i . re r i i 1 • 1 •

skim ott any tat that accumulates during cooking.

1 hamburger

' Garden salad with lite

vinaigrette

! 6 oz. orange juice OR
1 1% milk
1 1 i fil * ' 1 a/~\/~\

\
With \uice: calories, 400;

total fat grams, 12
1

With milk: 430, 14

Chicken faiita

Garden salad with lite

vinaigrette

i 6 oz. orange juice OR
1% milk

With juice: calories, 330;

total ht grams, 1

1

With milk: 360; 13

Chunky chicken salad

with lite vinaigrette

Fat-free apple-bran muffin

6 oz. orange juice OR
1 % milk

With juice: calories, 422;

total ht grams, 5
With milk: 452; 7

i These days fast-food restaurants are offering an

expanding number of healthful choices. These
1

menus are designed as

examples of the / ^ P

preferred options for / i

those who would like to \W\ /^T^zZs
keep a careful eye on ^^^St&S^fflP?
fat and calories.

Grilled-chicken

sandwich

Side salad with low-fat

i Italian dressing

j

6 oz. 2% milk

!
Calories: 460

Total ht grams: 1

4

Baked potato with

broccoli, chives and

cheddar cheese

6 oz. 2% milk

Calories: 455
Total fat grams: 10

From salad bar: romaine

lettuce, cottage cheese,

carrots, peas, broccoli,

cauliflower with low-fat

dressing

Fruit salad: mebn,

peaches, pineapple,

strawberries, cantaloupe

6 oz. 2% milk

Calories: 295
Total fat grams: 6

There are endless possible combinations for a

good meal and dessert, but the virtues of a salad

bar are easily sabotaged. Low-fat sources of

protein, such as hard-cooked eggs (mostly egg

whites), beans and cottage cheese, along with

vegetables and fruit, can make a nutrient-dense

meal that is high in fiber and vitamins and low

in fat. Dressings, however, can quickly add a lot

of fat. Many salad bars now have low-fat

alternatives. Try extending a little salad dressing

i with lemon juice, vinegar or cottage cheese.

7
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"WE CARE!"
LHJ asked you to do your part to make this country a better place to live. You

|j s tenecj

—

on(j told us your suggestions for fighting the war against sleaze and violence

Three months ago,

Ladies' Home Journal

ran a special editorial

by Editor-in-Chief Myrna

Blyth. She spoke out

against the alarming climate of cyni-

cism in this country, the increase in

violence and the media's part in

promoting cynicism and glorifying

violence. We also included a peti-

tion for readers to sign and encour-

aged you to express your ideas on

how best to address the problems.

"Show you care," we said.

You did. Readers, their friends,

family, neighbors and co-workers

—

more than forty thousand—signed the

petition, and your responses are still

coming in. (The results will be sent to

President Clinton, members of

Congress and the heads of major me-

dia corporations.) Hundreds of read-

ers also wrote to comment on the

editorial, and their responses were

both thoughtful and heartfelt. Though

the letters represented varying politi-

cal points of view, all the writers

agreed on one thing: We must do

something to bring ethics and values

back to our nation, starting now.

We decided to share some of the

best letters. You may not agree with

all of the opinions expressed, but

some are sure to strike a chord.

IT CAN HAPPEN ANYWHERE
This past Friday, I planned to col-

lect twenty or so "Show you care"

signatures from fellow teachers at

my school. I was going to say, "We
have a good, safe environment here

in our rural Delta school, and we
want to keep it that way."

At approxi

mately 12:05

P.M., as we
waited for

the lunch

bell, we
heard what
we thought to

be firecrack

ers. It was pistol

shots—one student

had been critically in

jured by another. The
irony amazed mc—I had

gotten the last signature

only minutes before.

What we thought

happened in other

places had now
happened to us.

Afterward, the other

teachers and I talked to

our students and collected

their signatures—more than

one hundred seventy in all, a

lot for our small school. We care.

—Sally Blackley, Rolling Fork High

School, Rolling Fork, Mississippi

TURNED OFF BY TV

I almost felt like crying when I saw

your article on sleaze and violence.

So many of my friends and neigh-

bors are frustrated with TV, too. I

used to feel that if I didn't think a

show was appropriate for my fami-

ly, it would be turned off, but now
there seems to be nothing to

change it to. My big complaint is

that even if my family does choose

not to watch a certain show, that

program's commercials are aired

during the shows that we do

watch—and the commercials arpi

just as sleazy and violent.

My argument to people wh*
think that TV violence doesnV
influence children is: If T\B
doesn't influence adults, xvhm

would advertisers paw
^ S900,000 for thirty second!

of commercials during thfi

Super Bowl?

—Teresa Kolodziejl

Marlton, New Jersey

A PASTOR SPEAKS OUT

Your editoria i

was quitai

timelyBl

m]
message one re-1

cent Sunday was about how we livM

out our lives, for those of us whdj

call ourselves Christians, and 1
quoted from that editorial. Om
course, I have spoken to this subjecp

in the past in different ways, but xhi

time is now for every concerned in-|

dividual to take positive action.

The suggestion of a "Day of Re-I

flection" is good, but there are twcl

observances already establishes

that can also be effective tools: Na-|

tional Family Week (the first weekw

in May) and the National Day oi

Prayer (the first Thursday in

May). People of any background^

are encouraged to participate int

these events. As communities, wel

can also encourage the recognition!

of those who do live their lives inl

healthy, beneficial ways for others.

|

I would encourage all the media tojj

pay more attention to these peoples

and to report the (continued)
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New OFF!* Skintastic
3

for Children is a clean,

fresh-smelling bug repellent that feels great

-

not greasy. It comes in ten pre-measured foil pouches so

it's easy to use. Pediatricians recommend it. Kids sure

seem to like it. Bugs were unavailable for comment.



"We care!"

continued

positive side of news as well as the nega-

tive. When all we live with is defeat,

then we become defeated people.

—Pastor Kathryn B. Loizeaux,

The United Methodist Parish,

East Branch, New York

ONE REAPER'S CAMPAIGN
It is so easy to feel alone when you seem

to be surrounded by a deteriorating

world and you feel helpless to do any-

thing. I know in my heart, however, that

this is not true. We can all make a dif-

ference, a little at a time.

How do I try to make a difference?

For one, I write letters on issues that I

feel strongly about. Last year, I wrote

several letters to major sponsors of cer-

tain violent TV programs, telling them

that neither I nor my family and friends

would purchase their products. When it

begins to affect their pockets, corpora-

tions will listen.

responsible for their decisions. This
world is full of rules and regulations,

and unless our children learned to re-

spect this at an early age, they would not

stand a chance of survival later.

The social and economic problems

that we all face today are horrific, but

we must never give up trying to teach

that as long as you rise each and every

day, give thanks to the Creator that He
has seen fit to give you another day, and

try to respect the others around you,

maybe—just maybe—we can give our

grandchildren a chance.

—Sandra Josey, Pensacola, Florida

GENERATION GAP
I am a college professor, and I teach

primarily on the graduate level. Your
article really hit home after an inci-

dent in my American Politics Seminar
last week. The class (ages twenty-two

to forty-five) got into an argument
over the Menendez and Bobbitt trials

and results. The younger members,
without exception, felt that the abuse

The family is where

every thing starts !
^ says

one reader.
aDo we want

to save it or don't we?
Recently, I also made a change on a

small scale at home. Since we moved to

a neighborhood without cable access,

my two sons' TV viewing has dropped

by at least 50 percent. Our oldest son

has suddenly become an avid reader. I

now realize that children can live with-

out TV and actually thrive!

I have joined committees that are

working to make positive changes. I

loathe public speaking; however, be-

cause my children mean so much to me,

I put aside my fears and have forced

myself to speak out.

I do feel the trend toward violence

will shift the other way. However, before

it does, I want to make sure that my
family is not one of the statistics!

—Joanne H. Liwicki, Eden, New York

PLAYING BY THE RULES
As the mother of two sons, ages nine-

teen and twenty, I am at times over-

whelmed by the fact that they face

problems and trials I never had to face.

My husband and I have taught our chil-

dren that each and every action has a re-

action, and that they will be held

justified the violence that occurred in

the two cases; the other members
pointed out that the Menendez broth-

ers and Mrs. Bobbitt were old enough
to seek help. It was the change in atti-

tude according to generation that

concerned me.
The message clearly being sent by

the media is that all individuals need

is some type of justification to engage

in violent behavior, even to the point

of taking a life. How sad that the im-

plicit message in the media is sympa-

thy for those who committed the

crime. We are besieged with films that

glorify violent crimes just by provid-

ing the attention; worse yet, such in-

dividuals become wealthy from books

and films, while leaving extensive car-

nage behind.

—Dr. Kay Hofer, San Marcos, Texas

ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE

I'm willing to do what it takes to make
our country a safer place to live for all of

us, especially our children. In addition

to stopping the sleaze and violence that

we are continually exposed to by TV

and media, we could improve whHJ
on around us by publicizing and km.
ing programs that show the good

, pejr

pie and the beauty of our country^B
—Kathy Clark, Riverside, CaBl

TEACH OUR CHILDREN WELL
Children need two things to becclH
sponsible, productive adults: self-Hl

and education. If these needs aK
dressed and attained for every ehipfl

society's problems will disappear. m
Unfortunately, society provi^H

training for the most importantU
the world—parenting. We must teHj
children, as part of their regular pw
curricula, how to be good parentaB
must be taught how to nurtuiHI
must be held accountable for mebm
dren's self-esteem, as well.

I never understood why parenBpv

left to chance when the consequeiHJ
a poorh done job are of such greHJ
to society, both in economic andHJ
cal terms. We're so diligent in recHJ
training, licensing or certification all
er areas.

There are many strong women vJIU

passionately interested in, and wHI
discussing and finally focusing on, irHJ
ing the welfare and rearing of ouHj
dren: Marian Wright Edelman, Aflj
Cuomo, Janet Reno, Donna ShalaH
Schroeder, Oprah Winfrey, HillarjBj

ham Clinton, Maya Angelou ancfli

Hamburg, just to name a few. I HJ
love to see them and you, Myma Bj
organize to focus attention on thisBJ

Congress needs its feet held to the fifl

—Nancy E. Castro^
Clifton, NewI

BACK TO CIVILIZATION

With our children sampling mu
life's experiences prematurely and

exposed to much that is sordid, w<

sacrificed their carefree innocen

the altar of freedom of choice. It i;

to reverse our thinking. Looking o

number one is no longer an adm
or desirable trait. Civilized soc

must have a focus on the corr

good—even if it means sacrificing

of our individual rights.

The civilizing influence of faith s

again be treated with respect and/c

erance—what's so bad about beli

that Someone out there might have!

power and know more than we do?

We're ready to help—the jot|

won't be easy. Be a beacon for us!

—Judy Woodle, Portland, O

TAKING A STAND
As a wife and mother, I believe thi

only way to effectively deal with-

hopefully change—the situation lij

standing behind and financially sup

ing organizations that convey one's

victions. (conti
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k'Wecare!"

continued

I have found that the best way to fight

sleaze is to join the American Family
Association, established by Dr. Donald
E. Wildmon. They fight against every-

thing—from trash on TV to pornogra-

phy funded by the National Endowment
for the Arts—by boycotting those who
sponsor this filth, and by contacting our

representatives in Washington.

To fight violence, the best and most

effective organization to join, even if you

do not own a firearm, is the National

Rifle Association. They promote pro-

grams such as "CrimeStrike," which is

designed to keep criminals off the street

and in prison. By joining the NRA, you

can tell Washington to quit trying to

take away our means of protecting our-

selves, which our forefathers gave us in

the Second Amendment, and to focus

on punishing the criminal.

—Laura Woodward, Three Rivers, Texas

A NEED FOR DEBATE
I was glad to see your editorial and your

mention of a courageous former editor of

Ladies ' Home Journal—Edward Bok. He
was my husband's grandfather, and from

all I know about him, I know he would
approve of the steps you are taking!

I am especially interested in your call

for public debate and advocacy because

I have recently completed a research

paper on "TV Violence, Children and
the Press." Media violence is only one
of the factors contributing to the cli-

mate of violence in which American
children now grow up, but it influences

their lives from babyhood on up as in

no other society. The average Ameri-
can child will already have watched, on
average, eight thousand murders and
one hundred thousand acts of violence

on TV by the time he or she finishes

grade school.

There are many ways for families,

communities, advocacy groups, the en-

tertainment industry and the govern-
ment to address the problems of violence

and the media without posing any risks

of censorship. We are witnessing a

groundswell of such efforts by citizens

across the country. Unfortunately, many
in the press have been too quick to in-

voke the threat of censorship and to dis-

cuss the problems of media violence in a

way so superficial as to inhibit, rather

than facilitate, informed public debate.

This is why I am especially glad to see

your initiative in calling for such an in-

formed debate. It is only by taking seri-

ously the unacceptable role that violence

has come to play in the lives of our chil-

dren that we'll be able to determine the

wisest ways to reduce its impact.

—Sissela Bok, Ph.D.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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GETTING BACK TO BASICS
I do believe there's a lot we can do, even

if only a chosen few of us rise up and
demand moral integrity and, with it, re-

sponsibility.

So many people strive hard to be po-

litically correct that they've lost sight of

something very basic but very crucial to

a sound society: There really is a right

and wrong, and all roads do not lead

home. Why are we so afraid to draw
lines and admit this? Why is it easier to

give in to "situational ethics" than to

teach our youth about the value of life

itself? We can't place a value on anoth-

er's life unless we understand our own
value. This is where we need to begin

with our children, from birth.

Obviously, I'm not a writer, a politi-

cian or a saint. I'm just a mother with

three children whom I love very dearly.

—Donna L. Ramsey,

San Jose, California

FAMILY FIRST

How can we be better parents when we
are both working full-time and have to

turn our children over to child care?

Yes, some couples work to have the

extra BMW, but many, like us, do it

just to pay for necessities. No wonder
there has been a breakdown in the

family integrity. We need choices that

include the option of the mother being

home to nurture and teach her chil-

dren without being penalized financial-

ly for doing so.

Corporate America and the govern-

ment have got to wake up and subsidize

family values. There is too much pres-

sure and stress on families, and not

enough support for them. The family is

where everything starts! Do we want to

save, strengthen, respect and prioritize

it—and in so doing improve and restore

society—or don't we?

—Karen L. Mira,

Santa Barbara, California

LET'S START NOW
Bravo. I applaud the courage of your
editorial calling us all to take a stand

against the insidious sleaze and violence

in our society. It has become so perva-

sive, and we take it for granted and
shrug our shoulders, showing little sense

of outrage.

Let's start by standing up to the gun
lobby. Assault weapons, silencers and
handguns are not used for hunting deer,

and the rights of criminals have so super-

seded the rights of law-abiding citizens

that the pendulum must swing back.

Let's talk about restoring a respect for

other people and property. Let's spear-

head the media into celebrating kind-

nesses in a reverential way. Let's get

advertisers on the bandwagon. Share the

results of your petition; show them that

the snide and sarcastic have no place in

QQ/I

their ads and that people will "b
those who give us real heroes.

Let's put energy into shaping

and acknowledging people w T

down bribes, donate blood, vo
for community fire departme
T-ball coaching—people who h
ready said no to sleaze and viole

are already making a difference.

—Bernice Kanner

Bridgewater, Con

THE SMALLEST CRIMEFIGHTERS
I was very pleased to see in your
sue that you are waging a ca

against sleaze and violence.

You asked for ideas, so I wa
share one: At the school where
second grade—Southwest Elem
in High Point, North Carolina—

-

organized a "Second Graders
Violence" campaign, which incl

conflict resolution program. Our
"Use Words, Not Weapons," h
printed on T-shirts for our teach

the hundred second-graders he
on posters, which we are mailing

er schools. Governor Hunt vis

and approved our project highly.

—Faye

Greensboro, North C

DOING UNTO OTHERS
The publicity over violence a

tourists is tarnishing Florida's

glow. Yet our community—Ch
County, in southwest Florida

bracing a kindness project on a

wide basis. Since the first day of

we have been committing R
Acts of Senseless Kindness (

_

and inviting our neighbors to
j

(When they do, we affectionat

them RASKals.) We say th

pensing RASKs is an antidote

violence virus.

We launched our project

"Kindness Celebration," whi
attended by over three hundre
pie. Since then we have expan
include such features as a dis

our local mall, a weekly radi

and a regular column in our lo

per. We have also been given

tional nod: On May 10, the c

The Oprah Winfrey Show visited

lotte County for a Kindness 1

which will be featured brieflyc

upcoming show.

Given the positive energy our ]0j

seems to be inspiring in just f

months, the time may have arrifd

notice kindness, access it and nurre

LHJ is clearly a RASKal at hearivs

your assistance, we can help otheco

munities to start their own kindne.p

grams. We'll even challenge thn

match us RASK for RASK!
—Lee H. Campbell, h.

Punta Gorda, Flora



Constantly switching your dog's food

can lead to finicky eating.

You may think your dog craves variety. And Purina Dog Chow brand dog food has

But if you feed him something different all

the time, you could be teaching

him a new trick— finicky

eating. The fact is, what dogs 1

really need is good nutrition.
J

Purina Dog Chow Every Dav

Dog
( IMM

the 100% complete and balanced

nutrition dogs need to stay fit

and healthy. Feed it to your dog

each and every day. And turn

his eating habits around. §





SARANDON
SHE'DM
BEST MOM THAN
1 1ST

p|

111

The superstar talks about her kids, her career, life with

her mate, Tim Robbins—and why she doesn't think she's

going to marry him. By Jim Jerome

orenting,"

says Su-

san Saran-

don, "is

about feel-

ing over-

whelmed.

You never

don't feel

over-
whelmed. It's nonstop. Work-

ing is when I get my rest."

Asked if she ever gets close

to just crashing, the forty-

seven-year-old mother of three

rolls her eyes. "All the time!"

Who could blame her?

Take this morning, for exam-

ple: Sarandon has just

dropped off her nine-year-old

daughter, Eva Maria, and

five-year-old son, Jack Henry,

at school. Two-year-old Miles

is home with a nanny but will

join his mother later for a

playground romp. In the

meantime, she's trying to grab

a few moments of quality time

with actor/director Tim Rob-

bins, who has accompanied

her on the morning ritual.

(He's Jack Henry and Miles'

dad; Eva Maria's father is Ital-

ian director Franco Amurri.)

They manage to squeeze in a

few minutes before Robbins,

looking quite boyish at thirty-

five, lowers his six-five frame

to give the actress an affec-

tionate farewell kiss. Then

Sarandon steps out of the ear-

ly morning sun and into a din-

er near the couple's home,

faintly apprehensive but ready

to face a rare interview.

In black tights and a baggy

shirt, no makeup, her hair

pulled back in a bun, Saran-

don looks perfectly cast for the

role of Everymom, or at least a

hands-on Manhattan subtype.

"On location," she sighs,

"at least I have someone feed-

ing me two meals a day, I

have my little trailer, I can turn

down ninety percent of what's

asked of me under the guise

of working. I've either always

had this enormous energy, or

it comes from being, you

know, borderline psychotic."

That diagnosis, at least, ap-

pears unlikely. Sarandon's

transition into midlife—and to

her demanding roles as moth-

er, (continued on page 145J



anice Guthrie was thirty-

nine and in seemingly per-

feet health when she

4fc discovered that she had

ovarian cancer. It hit fast

without any warning, literally waking

her up out of a deep sleep.

Guthrie, who lives in Conway,

Arkansas, with her husband, Jon,

and their two now-grown children,

had gone to bed early that evening

in preparation for a trip the next day

to PI: slphia. But around mid-

night she awoke with an excruciating

abdominal pain. "I thought maybe it

was appendicitis," she recalls.

Alarmed, she woke her husband,

who called the doctor. At the physi-

cian's orders, they drove straight to

the hospital emergency room. When

By Ellen Perley Frank

health care, she managed to over-

come bad medical advice and to

defy the odds that she had less than

five years to live.

Today, a full decade after her ini-

tial diagnosis, the only way you

would know Guthrie has cancer is if

she told you. Though she is still bat-

tling the disease, she feels fine, and

her outlook on life is better than

ever. And she has even embarked on

a new career as a medical researcher,

helping others take control of their

health care in the same lifesaving

way that she did.

A SHOCKING DISCOVERY

After her hysterectomy, Guthrie

waited three tense days for the lab re-

port on her tumor. When she finally

When Janice Guthrie was

DIAGNOSED WITI

DEFIED THE

PROGNOSIS THAT

LIVE—AND NOW

OTHERS BEAT THE

the examining doctors discovered a

large tumor, Guthrie was rushed

into the operating room. They per-

formed an immediate hysterectomy.

The next thing she remembers is

waking up from anesthesia and ask-

ing Jon what had happened. "He
told me it was a tumor, and I asked,

'A malignant tumor?' " Guthrie re-

calls. "When Jon told me that was a

possibility, I started to cry. He took

my hand and said, 'We've weathered

other storms together, and we'll get

through this one, too.'
"

The storm was more fierce than

either of them ever expected, but

they did get through it—thanks in

large part to Guthrie's determina-

tion. By taking control of her own
1 nc

H CANCER, SHE

DOCTOR'S

SHE WOULDN'T

she's HELPING

ODDS AS WELL

heard the results, she panicked. She

had granulosa cell ovarian cancer, a

rare cancer with only a 20 percent

chance of long-term survival. "A di-

agnosis of cancer stops you in your

tracks," she says.

One of Guthrie's greatest worries

was how her illness would affect her

children, Paul, who was twelve at the

time, and Holly, who was ten. "For

their sake, I needed to stay in control

of my emotions," she says.

To lessen her fear, Guthrie decid-

ed to find out all she could about the

disease. "Not knowing is what feeds

fear, and I realized I could lessen

some of that fear by learning about

the cancer, so that's what I began

to do." Just (continued on page 146)





EXPLAINED EVERY ASPECT OF STRANGER DANGER TO OUR CHILDRI «

CHILD-SAFETY EXPERT KEN WOODEN. AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE PICTUR I
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my puppy?" he asks.

(3) Elizabeth says no, but

I Wooden manages to

engage her in conversation

and (4) actually coax her

into stepping outside of

the park wall

David, nine, is skating

when Wooden catches

up with him (1 ) and asks

for help. At first, David

goes to ask his mother

if he can look for the

dog. When she pretends

to ignore him, David uses

his own judgment:

Concerned about the

puppy, he goes back to

Wooden (2 and 3) and

even takes his hand (4)

as they leave the park

Five-year-old Michael is

not only worried about

the puppy (1 and 2), he's

impressed by the $20
reward Wooden shows

him. He calls to his friend

Tahlor (3), and, together,

they walk with Wooden

(4) over the hill and out

of the park in search of

the "lost" dog

Xdads on child safety. Needless

to say, I've been so conscien-

tious in teaching my own chil-

dren that my husband insists I'm paranoid,

and my daughter has more than once

rolled her eyes heavenward at my often-

repeated warnings.

Which is why I can hardly describe the

sick feeling in my stomach as I watched my

redheaded little boy and his friend Tahlor

march right out of the park one spring af-

ternoon with a total stranger.

Let me explain: We set them up. While

researching the subject of child safety,

Journal editors were intrigued by the work

of Ken Wooden, an author and former in-

vestigative reporter who, for the past

twenty years, has crisscrossed the country

to educate children and parents about

preventing sexual crimes against kids.

Wooden's contention: Despite more than

a decade of public education in schools

and in the news media, sexual crimes

against children and adolescents continue

unabated. (continued on page 1 53)

WE WERE POSITIVE Tl

COULDN'T HAVE BEEN



THE
BEAUTY
HAH
Of FAME
To bring you the very best, very latest advice, tips and tricks, we assembled an

all-star team of beauty pros. The fab four are tops in their fields of makeup,

skin care, haircolor and style, and they share the kind of special informatioi

<h$t comes only from years of training and hands-on experience. Meet tl

experts, and learn just how easy it is to look really terrific all the /time//

LOIS JOY JOHNSON, BEAUTY AND FASHION DIRECTOR
//'///



BOBBI BROWN THE SECRET TO A

Renowned for NATURAL-LOOKING

her ability tO MAKEUP is wearing

create the most 3 foundation that ex-

natural look, actly matches y° ur

this New York skin Alwa y § test

City-based
foundation in daylight

makeup pro's

star-studded

client list includes

Andie MacDowelL

Diane Sawyer

and Lauren

Hutton

on a clean, foundation-

free face. The ideal

shade will seem to

disappear into your

skin on application. In

doubt? Choose the

lighter or warmer

shade. Apply, blend

and touch up with a damp makeup sponge

to keep texture sheer and prevent creasing.

THE BEST WAY TO HIDE UNDEREYE

CIRCLES is with a warm-tone concealer.

Choose a creamy stick form one shade

lighter than your foundation. Pat on with

your pinky and follow with a light

dusting of yellow powder to set the

concealer and counteract the blue

tones. Concentrate eye shadow and liner at

outer lids to draw attention from dark areas

at inner eye corners. Avoid cool blue or pur-

ple eye makeup; choose instead yellow-base

brown shadows in shades like camel or toast.

CREATE THE BIGGEST EYES in just three

minutes flat, using only two matte shadows, a

pencil liner and mascara. Apply a coffee-color

shadow from lashline to crease to enlarge and

emphasize eye shape, and use a smoky liner at

the lashline and a beige shadow on the brow-

bone to add contrast and create a sculpted

look. Finish off with one coat of black mascara.

GET FULLER, SEXIER LIPS by lining the

top lip with pencil toned to your natural lip

color or to lipstick. With your mouth open,

start lining at the bow and create a soft,

rounded lip shape. Close mouth to check

the shape; fill in with lipstick.

THE FASTEST WAKE-UP FOR A TIRED

FACE is a bright apricot blush or a red lip-

stick. Dip a powder brush into powder, then

sweep brush across blush and apply to cheek

apples. A clear, vibrant red lipstick is anoth-

er energizer. Try a red lip pencil over a

brownish lipstick for an earthier red if you're

color-shy. Keep eye makeup soft and neutral

so you don't look overdone.

BRONZING POWDER IS A
YEAR-ROUND ESSENTIAL Wear

it to warm up pale or sallow skin

and add a healthy no-

risk glow. Using a

full, round brush, dust

bronzer on cheeks and nose,

chin, temples and sides of neck,

brushing and buffing back and forth

to avoid spots of color.

KEEP LOOSE, TRANSLUCENT

POWDER ON HAND AT ALL

TIMES Apply with a velour puff to

set foundation and to keep skin (es-

pecially the T zone) matte. Use it

also to blend blush and eye makeup

seamlessly and to soften eye liner.
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FREDERIC FEKKAI
This Manhattan-based

stylist's reputation for

creating clean, modern

cuts has earned him

the devotion o< actors,

models and other

high-profile people

including Claudia

Schiffer, Meryl Streep

and Paula Zahn

GET THICKER, MORE LUX-

URIOUS HAIR FAST with a

blunt cut. The style that cre-

ates the most volume and

works for most women (on

any hair texture) is the chin-

length bob. To get maximum

fullness, use a shampoo de-

signed for oily hair only at the

scalp (where excess oil creates

flatness) and apply a light con-

ditioner to ends only. After

towel-drying, spritz a volumiz-

ing spray on the roots. Blow-

dry hair at the root area first,

using fin-

gers to rake hair

you dry to add

ish by bending

the waist and di-

recting the dryer

at underneath layers before

flipping hair back into place.

HOW TO BLOW-DRY
HAIR SLEEK LIKE A PRO:

After shampooing and condi-

tioning, apply a moisturizing

mousse and work it through

the hair, section by section,

starting at the roots. Sandwich

a section of hair between your

brush and blow-dryer, moving

both tools simultaneously to-

ward ends. The dryer should

be on a high-heat setting for

speed and to create a smooth

finish. Repeat three or four

times until each section is dry.

Blow-dry bottom layers first,

then the crown and

sides. Use a round

brush to smooth

ends under, then

spritz with a non-

aerosol hairspray.

MAKE BANGS BE-

HAVE . . . even in

rainy, humid weath-

er. Coat with a de-

frizzing gel and wrap

bangs around the

largest round brush

you can find (the

very largest is 3 'A

inches in diameter).

Dry bangs toward

the left, then toward

119

at center, pulling bangs

downward with the brush.

GET RID OF FRIZZ Coarse

or curly hair should not be.

shampooed every day. In-I

stead, use a conditioning!

shampoo even- other day fol-l

lowed by an intensive condi-l

tioner. On days between!

shampooing, rinse hair with*

water and apply conditioner

to ends only. The best styling!

product for this type of hair is

a protein hair-treatment pac.p

Apply a small amount every-l

where but the roots andb

comb through hair. Blow-dryl

hair using a diffuser attach-fll

ment for smooth curls or fol-l

low the sleekening techniquep

at left for a straight look.

TO LIFT HAIR OFF THeI

FACE or add height at the|

crown, apply an extra-hold

gel to the root area around

the face (at the hairline, ear

to ear or just at the forehead?

border). Using a vent brush,

lift the hair about two inches!

and hold it straight up off the

scalp, pulled slightly backi

and up. Direct dryer at this!

spot, maintaining the stretch I

while you lock direction in.

Use a vent brush or fingers >

when grooming hair to avoid
f

flattening the look.







A lOUfS UCAftf

Internationally revered,

The King of Color divides

his time between New
York and LA., applying

gorgeous color to such

celeb heads as Linda

Evans, Ellen Barkin and

Melanie Griffith

YOUR HAIRCOLOR IS PER-

FECT IF it enhances your looks

the way makeup does. In fact,

if your haircolor is just right,

you can wear less makeup. If

you look washed out with

minimal makeup, then you

know your haircolor is

wrong—too similar in shade or

tone to your skin. Contrast be-

tween hair and skin is crucial

to make eyes look brighter and

skin appear more luminous.

THE RIGHT WAY TO RE-

TOUCH single-process hair is

to apply col-

or onlv

to the

roots and conditioner to the

ends. While the color works

on the regrowth, the condi-

tioner repairs split ends.

When you rinse the color

through, your hair will retain

all its natural high-

lights and the ends

will be protected from

the drying effects of

color because the con-

ditioner acts as a bar-

rier to the color.

THE QUICK-FIX RE-

TOUCH When you

have a special event

to attend and are des-

perate for a touch-up

but have no time, try

this trick: Take a bit

of haircolor and

smudge it around the

hairline and the part.

Leave on for fifteen

minutes and rinse.

This should last two

weeks.

THE BEST WAY TO COVER

GRAY First of all, never, ever

pull out gray hairs. They grow

back coarser and tend to stick

straight up so they're more

obvious than before. Instead,

erase those beginning grays

one by one with permanent

color and a cotton swab:

Mix a teaspoon of develop-

er and tint (if they're

stored separated and

well sealed, they'll

last). Then, using the

swab, color individual

hairs and let color pen-

etrate for twenty minutes.

Rinse thoroughly.

COLOR SHOULD FLATTER

THE CUT If you change your

hairstyle, you must rethink

your color, especially if you

have highlights. Highlights

are meant to emphasize a

focal point. If you cut bangs,

they should be highlighted.

With a bob, the focus should

be on the top layers. Very

short hair should have allover

color to lighten and brighten

the whole head.

TO REJUVENATE FADING

COLOR, try a color-enhancing

shampoo. These shampoos

can extend the life of your

color and brighten highlights,

but they can't hide roots.

CONCENTRATE ON HAIR

HEALTH Haircolor today is very

gentle. Permanent colors con-

tain conditioning ingredients,

and semi-permanents are great

conditioners—they provide the

best shine of all. However, any-

one who colors her hair should

use a conditioner daily. And if

your hair still feels coarse or

looks frizzy, do a weekly deep-

conditioning treatment.
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PATRICIA

WEXLER, M.D.

A top

dermatologist in

New York City,

Wexler has

appeared on

national TV and

is working on a

skin-care line for

Donna Karan

MIRACLE CURE

FOR ZAPPING

PIMPLES The

fastest way to get rid

of a painful cystlike

pimple (if you need

to look good for an

important event) is

to ask your doctor

for a shot of corti-

sone. The injection

right into the blem-

ish will make it shrink within twenty-four

hours. Another option is to apply a topical

hydrocortisone plus a topical antibiotic such

as Metrogel, available by prescription only. If

the pimple is very red, add a dot of hydro-

quinone (a bleaching agent, also by prescrip-

tion) or Preparation H (it really works) to

help diminish the redness instantly. A topical

antibiotic is also effective for banishing acne

breakouts when used in combination with

drying agents such as Retin-A or benzoyl

peroxide. Taking ibuprofen every four hours

will help decrease any swelling fast. Never

use an antibiotic cream like bacitracin—it

contains oil and will only exacer-

bate the problem. And never

squeeze a pimple. Squeezing causes

sebum (oil) and bacteria to rupture

outside of the lesion, which leads

to swelling, redness and possi-

ble scarring.

MAKE BROWN SPOTS

FADE FAST If you

have just a few light-brown

spots, try an over-the-counter

bleaching cream that contains mini doses

of hydroquinone, such as Porcelana, and use

in conjunction with Retin-A or an alpha-hy-

droxy-acid (AHA) cream. For very dark

spots, ask your doctor to prescribe cogic

acid, the newest, most powerful bleach, to

use writh Retin-A or an AHA. To avoid new

spots, use a sunscreen with an SPF of at

least fifteen every day; most brown spots are

caused by the sun.

NEVER USE A TONER OR ASTRINGENT

Forget the old beauty advice that included a

toner or astringent as part of your daily

cleansing routine. You shouldn't use either

product on your face, especially if you have

oily skin. As these products dry the skin out,

the skin compensates by producing even

more oil than before. Soap usage should be

kept to a minimum, too: Lather the face no

more than twice a day.

DON'T TWEEZE FACIAL HAIR Tweezing any

hairs (except eyebrows) will promote a

stronger follicle and can cause inflammation

or ingrown hairs. Electrolysis is the only per-

manent method of removal. Ask your doctor

about Emla cream, a product that was just

approved by the FDA. It works as an anes-

thetic to make electrolysis less painful.

BE GENTLE TO YOUR SKIN Exfoliation is an

important step in your daily cleansing rou-

tine, but you should never use abrasives like

rough loofahs, brushes and harsh sponges on

your skin. Scrubbing the skin causes irrita-

tion, broken blood vessels, even infection.

Mild exfoliation, however, is good for the

skin to remove dead skin cells: Masques,

soft loofahs and alpha-hydroxy-acid prod-

ucts are all good choices.





A normal adult takes about 14,400 breaths each day.

Fortunately, Tidy Cat freshens each and every one of them.

If there's a cat box around your home, you need the round-the-clock odor protection of Tidy Cat.

Specially formulated to work every minute of every hour of every day. Tidy Cat makes for a

consistently fresher, cleaner-smelling cat box. So you and your cat can breathe easier.

Tidy Cat with continuous odor control. Also av ailable in Tidy Scoop K and Multiple Cat formulas.

1994 GOLDEN CAT CORPORATION
MAKE IT TIDY ALL THE TIME.'^J
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flooding that ravaged whole towns. While

one family was d

dream come tru

Cn
July 6, 1993,

k Donna Perdun

A got the phone

call she had

I been dread-

The
V floodwaters

f had reached

the main floor of

her Grafton, Illinois,

home, threatening to

inundate the house that

she and her family had

lived in for fifteen

years. "Gregg had been

calling me at work ev-

ery hour with a report

on how high the river

was getting," says Don-

na, a marketing assis-

tant for Mercantile

Bank's Credit Card
Division, in St. Louis.

"When he called that

afternoon, the water

had just begun to seep

through the front

door," she says, her

voice cracking.

By evening, there

was a foot of muddy
water in the living

room, and Donna, her

husband, Gregg, a ru-

ral mail carrier, and

their sixteen-year-old

daughter, Whitney, Donna and Gregg Perdun, with

were forced to seek daughter, Whitney, survived

refuge at (continued) the Great Flood of 1 993



The fireplace mantel

and the stairway

spindles are the only

architectural

elements of the living

room that were

salvaged from the

dirty floodwaters.

Donna reupholstered

her wing chairs in a

checkered Laura

Ashley pattern



(continued) Gregg's mother's home

in nearby Jersey ville.

"It wasn't a sudden gush of flash

flooding," explains Donna. "We
watched the Illinois River rise for

weeks from the unrelenting rains.

But our home was more than fifteen

and a half feet above flood level,

which itself is fifteen feet, so we were

confident we wouldn't be affected."

By
the end of June, howev-

er, Gregg and Donna be-

came distrustful of the

slow-rising river, which

merges with the Mississip-

pi River a quarter mile from their

home, and began to move furniture

up to the second floor—just in case.

It was a good thing they did.

By the end of July, the water

reached a level of seven and a half

feet above the main floor, soaking

the whole place. "Nearly everything

inside the house was ruined," says

Donna. "Even some of the uphol-

stered pieces we had moved upstairs

were destroyed by mildew. We had

850,000 worth of damage—and

only $13,000 worth (continued)

Throughout the house unless otherwise indicated: fabrics,

wall coverings, bed linens, rugs, lamps, towels, Laura

Ashley; window blinds, shades, Hunter Douglas Window

Fashions; drapery hardware, Kirsch; wood flooring, Bruce

Hardwood Flooring; paint, Sherwin Williams; painted wall

finishes, Angela Saladm. Living room: rugs, candlesticks,

Prairie Peddler Antiques; secretary, Thomasville. Sitting

room: sofa and wing chair, Pearson, a division of Lane

Furniture; cornice molding, ceiling medallion, Armstrong

"Finishing Touches"; chandelier, J.R. Coppersmythe;

lamp, Prairie Peddler Antiques.





/continued) of flood insurance."

In that one day, the Perduns lost

everything: their dream house and,

they thought, the hope of ever get-

ting it back.

"I can remember the first time we

spotted the house," says Donna
wistfully. "Gregg and I knew in-

stantly that it was the house for us."

Never mind that the interior was

ramshackle and the site had been

condemned by the town; the Per-

duns were intent on buying it. The

1836 stone house, once a steamboat

warehouse on the banks of the Illi-

nois River, was theirs for an unbe-

lievable $1,500. Gregg, a skilled

carpenter, restored the interior to its

original nineteenth-century feeling,

including making period-style cabi-

nets, installing spruce flooring and

reconstructing walls and beams.

The kitchen was such a masterpiece

that it won first prize in Ladies'

HomeJournaFs 1989 "My Favorite

Room" contest. "We were very-

proud of that award," says Donna.

So,
when Donna wrote to us

with the devastating news

that they'd been forced from

their flood-swept home, we

immediately set out to help.

But first we had to find out if the

state deemed it worthy of restoration.

The good news came last winter

from the Illinois Historic (continued)

Kitchen: cabinets. Schrock Handcrafted Cabinetry;

microwave, refrigerator, Frigidaire; cooking range.

Heartland Appliances, Inc.; ladder-back chairs,

Broyhill Furniture Industries; sink, faucet, Sterling

Plumbing Group, Inc.; chandelier, R.D.S. Historic Light-

ing; ceramic spongeware. Green Tree Inn; copper

pot, rug, Prairie Peddler Antiques.
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i Reisler and the

im worked hard

ate the Perduns'

rsonal style. The

ished walls, left,

jminiscent of the

's mustard-color

om walls. Here,

rorite chandelier

jed ruin, but the

s rack and table

lirs from Broyhill

ew renditions of

xjssessions. The

n, bottom left, is

; special spot for

ding. The comfy

or-garden room

fresh personality

arson upholstery

dutiful Andersen

ioors. Whitney's

iroom, top right,

»rts her favorite

md-white theme.

cs to Sterling, the

xri, middle right,

intains the lovely

i it had before the

. Gregg built the

and Donna then

twith fabric. The

y, below right, is

j's private haven

relaxing. Wood-

d blinds lend the

of paneling, and

ainted walls with

ly cross-hatching

rmth and charm.

•om: table, chairs,

ack, dresser base,

urniture Industries;

se, tole planter cen-

candlesticks, Ken

;; painting, Prairie

\ntiques. Sunroom:

>man, chair, table,

a division of Lane

:; windows, French

ndersen Windows,

tings, Ken Miesner's;

cessories, hat, wood

np, Laura Ashley; ce-

np, Prairie Peddler

Bedroom: Sisal Wool

larastan; comforter,

)illows, The Company

!ara" doll in chair,

llman; painting, bird-

n Miesner's; candy
1 Tree Inn. Bathroom:

iing, Armstrong; ac-

, Crabtree & Evelyn;

cet, Sterling Plumb-

), Inc. Study: ceiling

i.R. Coppersmythe;

le, Lane Furniture.

(continued) Preservation Agency, and

the Perduns were given grant money

to repair any structural damage.

With die green light, we went right

to work to assemble a committee of

manufacturers eager to help red.

rate the 2,500-square-foot space. And

under the supervision of New York

designer Karen J. Reisler, who main-

tained a true-to-the-period spirit, the

Perdun residence was returned to its

original Early American splendor.

"When I first arrived in Grafton,

I was horrified by the magnitude of

destruction; the town was literally

wiped out," says Reisler. "But for-

tunately, Donna's house was sal-

vageable. Once structural repairs

were completed, we immediately

began planning new interiors

around her favorite palette of tradi-

tional nineteenth-century colors:

smoke blue, burgundy, ocher and

hunter green." Says Donna, "We
wanted to carry the Early American

theme throughout the house, but we

didn't want an everything-has-to-

match look. Also, we're homebod-

ies, so the furniture had to be

comfortable as well as pretty."

Q
_ur main objective," says

Reisler, "was to make the

most of the series of small,

connected rooms by unit-

ing them visually. The sun-

room off the kitchen takes its cues

from patterns used in the kitchen

window treatments; the sitting room

adjacent to the living room serves up

similar fabrics in different ways."

And, everywhere, period acces-

sories—such as dried flowers, wicker

baskets and nineteenth-century

memorabilia—heighten the Early-

American flavor.

How do the Perduns feel now

that they have their home back?

"We're just overjoyed with the out-

come," says Donna. "We're really

attached to this house, and we were

distraught by the thought that it

would be ripped down and turned

into a public park like most of the

other homes in the area. But now

we look forward to many good

times here, entertaining friends and

family and rebuilding our lives."
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These Fiesta Pork Burritos are as delicious

as they are easy. All it takes is some fresh, lean,

boneless pork and a few other easy ingredients

You'll have dinner rolled up in no time.

Preparation and cooking time: 15 minutes.

Fiesta Pork Burritos
Slice about a pound of boneless pork loin into strips and stir-fry with one

teaspoon vegetable oil and sliced onion. Stir in an 11 -ounce can of drained

corn and toss with two teaspoons taco seasoning. Roll up portions in four

warmed flour tortillas and serve with salsa, rice and beans. Serves four.

Nutrient information, approximately, per serving: 4 1 8 cal.; 1 2 g. total fat; 3 g. saturated fat; 66 mg. cholesterol.

For recipes, send a self-addressed, stamped, business-size envelope to:

Recipes-Ad, Box 10383. Des Moines. IA 50306.

Nutrient analysis done bv The Food Processor II Diet Analysis Software. Pork data from USDA Handbook 8-10 11991).

The Other
White Meat:

America's Pork Producers.

National Pork Producers Council m cooperation with the Main







Seasonal
end or

s

Who hasn't been waiting all

year for a taste of summer

veggies at their peak of

flavor? Now that gardens

and farm stands are

overflowing with tomatoes,

eggplant, zucchini and corn,

we've created delicious

ways to enjoy the bounty.

By Jan T. Hazard,

Food Editor



Seasonal splendors

continued

O Easy # Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave V Low-calorie

rfc Can be frozen up to 1 , 3, 6 or 9 months

GRILLED CORN AND
POBLANO CHILE SALAD

The secret to this flavorful salad is the

tequila: A small amount releases the es-

sential flavors of the other ingredients, so

you can use less oil for the dressing.

Prep lime: 35 minutes O
Grilling time: 15 minutes

1 tablespoon tequila

teaspoon cumin
3 poblano chiles

6 ears corn, shucked and cooked

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

lh teaspoon salt

1 serrano or jalapeno chile, minced
1 tablespoon chopped fresh oregano

1. Prepare grill. Combine tequila and

cumin in medium bowl; set aside.

2. Grill poblanos, turning occasionally, un-

til charred and blistered all over, 10 to 15

minutes. Remove skin and seeds; chop

chiles coarsely. Meanwhile, grill corn,

turning frequently, until lightly charred,

5 to 10 minutes. Cut kernels from cobs.

3. Whisk lime juice, oil, salt, chile and

oregano into tequila. Add poblanos and

corn; toss. Makes 472 cups.

Per '/2 cup Daily goal

Calories 3C 2.000(F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 2g 60 g or less(F), 70 g or !ess(M)

Saturated fat Og 20 gor less(F), 23 g or lesS(M)

Cholesterol Omg 300 mg or less

Sodium 133 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 15 g 250 g or more

Protein 3g 55 g to 90 g

GRILLED EGGPLANT AND
GOAT CHEESE SALAD

nineties. Domestic and imported cheeses

vary in tanginess—taste a variety to select

the type you like best.

Prep time: 30 minutes O
Grilling time: 11 to 18 minutes

1U cup olive oil

'/4 cup chopped fresh basil

2 tablespoons red wine vinegar

1 1/2 teaspoons packed brown sugar
3/4 teaspoon salt

lU teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 medium eggplant (1-1 'At lb.)

lh cup (2 oz.) crumbled goat cheese

8 cups chopped romaine lettuce

lk cup diced plum tomato

1 . Whisk oil, basil, vinegar, brown sugar,

salt and pepper in cup. Pour half into

13x9-inch baking dish. Reserve remain-

ing to dress salad.

2. Prepare grill.

3. Slice eggplant crosswise into eight V2-

inch-thick slices (reserve remaining egg-

plant for another use). Coat slices with

dressing in baking dish, turning occa-

sionally; let stand, 15 to 20 minutes.

4. Grill eggplant over medium-hot coals 5

to 8 minutes per side, brushing with any

remaining marinade, until tender and

golden. Sprinkle goat cheese over egg-

plant slices on grill. Grill 1 to 2 minutes

more, until cheese is softened.

5. To serve, place lettuce in large bowl;

toss with reserved dressing. Arrange on 4

dinner plates. Top each with 2 eggplant

slices, slightly overlapping, and tomato.

Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 230 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 18 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 5 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 11 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 501 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 13 g 250 gor more

Protein 6 g 55 g to 90 g

CHILLED ZUCCHINI SOUP

Goat cheese (in France, it's called chevre)

has become one of the hottest foods of the

The blender is our appliance of choice for

turning out smooth, creamy soups. And
what could be more refreshing than a

bowl of cool soup on a hot day?

Prep time: 15 minutes plus cooling O
Cooking time: 20 minutes

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

'/: cup chopped onion

3 small zucchini (12 oz.), diced

1 can (14 1
/: oz.) chicken broth

3/4 cup low-fat yogurt, divided
lU cup half-and-half cream
2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

lh teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons chopped fresh mint In

sprigs for garnish

1 . Heat oil in large saucepot over rml
heat. Add onion; cook 2 to 3 minutest

zucchini and cook, stirring frequen

.

minutes more. Add chicken broth. Br
j 1

boil: reduce heat and simmer until zl*

ni is tender, 8 minutes. Cool to lukewr<

2. Puree zucchini mixture, 72 cup yJ

the cream, lime juice and salt in blefc

Stir in mint. Refrigerate until cold.

3. To serve, spoon soup into 4 bowl;i)

remaining V4 cup yogurt in cup*
smooth. Swirl 1 tablespoon into!

bowl. Garnish with mint. Makes 4 ser\[

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 115 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 7g 60goriess(F);70gor|

Saturated fat 2 g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or
|

Cholesterol 8 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 838 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 9 g 250 g or more

Protein 5g 55 g to 90 g

GRILLED EGGPLANT DIP

1

For sweet-tasting grilled eggplant

test-kitchen assistant, Alena Ramn
studs it with garlic before roasting.

Prep time: 20 minutes

Grilling lime: 35 to 45 minutes

2 medium eggplants (VU lb. each)j

2 garlic cloves, sliced very thin

1 medium tomato
'/4 cup chopped flat-leaf parsley

2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive 01

1 teaspoon fresh lemon juice

V4 teaspoon salt

lh teaspoon freshly ground pepper

'/4 cup chopped toasted walnuts

Assorted raw vegetables

Toasted French bread

1. Prepare grill. Cut slits all over m

plants; insert garlic into slits. Grill iff

plants over medium-hot coals, turl

occasionally, until charred and begiril

to collapse, 35 to 45 minutes. Meanvjj

grill tomato, turning occasionally, r
beginning to char, about 3 to 5 minutl

2. Remove skin from eggplants and!

card; cut in half lengthwise and rer|

as many seeds as possible. Chop

plant and transfer to medium bowl.

3. Peel, seed and coarsely (contin



Make your chicken fly.

Marinade

I envelope GOOD SEASONS'

Honey Mustard

Salad Dressing Mix

'/
3 cup oil

'/
3 cup orange juice

1 teaspoon orange peel

(optional)

Mix ingredients in cruet or

bowl until well blended.

Reserve V4 cup for basting.

Pour marinade over meat, poultry

or seafood; cover and refrigerate.

Marinating times, meat and poultry, 30 min

to overnight, seafood, 30 min. to one hour.

© 1994 Kraft General Foods. Inc

J
i

^Good
Seasons

The perfect dressing is now the perfect marinade.



Seasonal splendors

continued

chop tomato; add to bowl. Stir in parsley,

oil, lemon juice, salt and pepper. (Can be

made ahead. Cover and refrigerate up to

8 hours.) Just before serving, stir in wal-

nuts. Serve with raw vegetables and

toasted bread. Makes 2 cups.

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calories 25 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat lg 60 g or less(F). 70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat Og 20gor less(F). 23 g or less(M)

Cholestero mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 53 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 3g 250 g or more

Protein lg 55 g to 90 g

SUMMER GARDEN PASTA

Simplicity at its best: pasta tossed with

fresh dill and the cream of the summer's

crops, tomatoes and zucchini.

Prep time: 10 minutes WG
(Hooking time: 20 minutes

4 large tomatoes, chopped
'/4 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese

2 tablespoons chopped fresh dill

4 tablespoons olive oil, divided

1 teaspoon salt, divided

'At teaspoon freshly ground pepper
cup chopped onion

2 small zucchini, halved lengthwise

and sliced ] h inch thick

1 teaspoon minced garlic

lU cup dry white wine

1 pound bow-tie pasta, cooked
according to package directions

1. Combine tomatoes, Parmesan, dill, 2

tablespoons oil, V2 teaspoon salt and the

pepper in large bowl.

2. Heat remaining 2 tablespoons oil in

large skillet over medium-high heat. Add
onion; cook, stirring, until onion is tender

and beginning to brown, 8 to 10 minutes.

Stir in zucchini and cook until golden, 4

to 5 minutes. Add garlic and remaining

V2 teaspoon salt; cook 1 minute. Add
wine; bring to boil and boil 1 minute.

3. Stir hot pasta and zucchini mixture into

tomatoes. Toss well. Makes 6 servings.

Daily goal

420 2,000 (F), 2.500 (M)

12 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

2g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

3 mg 300 mg or less

642 mg 2.400 mg or less

64 g 250 g or more

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein 55 s to 90 s

ZUCCHINI FRITTERS WITH
CORIANDER CHUTNEY

Test-kitchen favorite

Our Indian-style chutney is a tangy puree

of cilantro (coriander's other name), lime

and chile pepper—a perfect dip for these

tender fritters.

Prep time: 35 minutes w
Cooking time: 2 to 3 minutes per baieh

Coriander Chutney
1 poblano chile or green pepper
1 cup fresh cilantro leaves

'/: cup fresh parsley leaves

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

Pinch ground red pepper
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice

teaspoon salt

2 medium zucchini (8 oz.)

1 large egg yolk
lh cup milk
'/4 cup shredded pepper-jack cheese

1 green onion, sliced

1 large egg white

V4 cup all-purpose flour

'/: teaspoon baking powder
'/: teaspoon cumin
'/: teaspoon salt

Vegetable oil, for frying

1 . Prepare Coriander Chutney: Roast
poblano directly on range top over medium-
high heat until evenly charred. Place in

brown paper bag; fold over and cool.

2. When chile or pepper is just cool

enough to handle, peel and remove stem
and seeds. Combine chile, cilantro, pars-

ley, oil, red pepper, lime juice and salt in

blender; puree. Set aside.

3. Shred 2 cups zucchini on coarse side

of grater onto several layers of paper
towels. Whisk egg yolk, milk, cheese and
green onion in medium bowl. Pat zucchi-

ni well and add to yolk mixture. Beat egg
white to stiff peaks in small bowl.

4. Combine flour, baking powder, cumin
and salt. Stir into zucchini mixture, then

fold in egg white just until mixed.

5. Meanwhile, heat IV2 inches vegetable

oil in heavy saucepan or electric skillet to

375°F. Carefully drop batter by tea-

spoonfuls, four at a time, into hot oil;

cook, turning once, until golden, 2 to 3

minutes. Drain on paper towels. Serve
with chutney. Makes 2 dozen.

Per fritter with 1 tsp. chutney Daily goal

Calories 60 2,000 IF), 2.500 (M)

Total fat lg 60gor less (F)
:
70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat lg 20gor less(F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 10 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 114 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 4g 250 g or more

Protein lg 55 g to 90 g

PARSLEY SALAD WITH
TOMATOES AND PARMESAN

If you think of parsley only as a garnish,

this delicious, unusual salad will change
your mind.

Total prep time: 15 minutes o
2 cups loosely packed Italian

flat-leaf parsley leaves

2 cups loosely packed curly parsley

leaves

2 large tomatoes, cut into thin wedges
'/: cup julienned basil leaves

2 tablespoons olive oil

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

'/: teaspoon salt

'/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

lh cup shaved Parmesan cheese

1. Rinse and dry parsley thoroij

Combine with tomatoes and basil in

bowl. Add oil, lemon juice, salt ana
per; toss to coat.

2. Arrange salad on platter: sprinkh

cheese and toss. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 95 2.000 (F). 2,500 (Ml

Total fat 6g 60 g or less (F); 70g
Saturated fat 2g 20gor less (F) ; 23 g
Cholesterol 4mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 303 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 7g 250 g or more

Protein 4g 55 g to 90 g

HARVEST VEGETABLE SOI

The key to this colorful soup: CocJ
corncobs in the broth to extract a lg

corn flavor.

Prep time: 40 minutes

Cooking time: 20 minutes

Lemon-Tarragon Butter

3 tablespoons butter (no

substitutions), softened

l'/2 teaspoons minced fresh

tarragon

h teaspoon grated lemon peel

1 tablespoon butter or margarine,

1 cup finely chopped onions

teaspoon minced garlic

'/4 teaspoon thyme
1 can (14 1

/: oz.) chicken broth

3 cups water
2 cups diced small red potatoes

l'/4 teaspoons salt

4 ears corn, shucked
1 cup diced (>/4 inch) carrots

1 cup sliced (
!
/4 inch) green beans

1 cup diced ('/4 inch) zucchini

% cup diced O/4 inch) plum tomad

1. Make Lemon-Tarragon Butter: I

bine butter, tarragon and lemon p

small bowl. Shape into small log 01*

paper; wrap and refrigerate.

2. Melt 1 tablespoon butter in I

saucepot over medium heat. Add cs

and cook, stirring, until tender, 5 miif

Stir in garlic and thyme: cook 30'

onds. Add broth, water, potatoe:

salt. Cut kernels from cobs; reservist

nels and add cobs to pot. Bring t|

and cook uncovered 5 minutes. 1

3. Add reserved kernels, carrots]

green beans to pot; return to boi*

cook 5 minutes. Add zucchini and!

until all vegetables are tender, 5 ml
more. Discard cobs.

4. To serve, ladle soup into bowlJ

top each with diced tomato and a |t

Lemon-Tarragon Butter. Makes 10 05

Per cup with 1 tsp. butter

Caiones 120
Total fat 6 g

Saturated fat 3 g
Cholesterol 12 mg
Sodium 545 mg
Carbohydrates 1 7 g

Protein 3 g

Daily goal

2.000 (F), 2.500 (I

60 g or less (F). 70 g or

20 g or less(F); 23 g or

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd, Kathy K,

and Cynthia DePersio.
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ikoman Lite Soy Sauce has the lowest sodium

ry major brand. Yet it's naturally brewed using

ame time-honored method Kikkoman has been

using (or nearly Jour centuries.

o-Mushroom Burger: Drain and chop one 2 oz. can

lushroom stems and pieces. Mix with 1 lb. lean

nd beef, Yi cup chopped onion and 2 tablespoons

oman Soy Sauce; shape into 4 patties. Cook in hot

:t over medium heat about 10 minutes, or to desired

ness. Remove patties from pan. Stir in 2 tablespoons

toman Soy Sauce; bring to boil. Remove pan from

; add patties and coat with soy sauce. Makes

rvings. For additional recipes, send a stamped,

addressed envelope to: Kikkoman International

Dept. CS4D, P.O. Box 420784,

Francisco

i2-0784.

As it matures. Kikkoman Soy Sauce

becomes a rich ruby-nut brown and

develops a distinctive roasted aroma.

Other soy sauces use chemicals and

artificial coloring in their attempts

to achieve the same effects.

KKOMA
NATURALLY BREWED

SoySauce

Of all the major brands, only Kikkoman Soy Sauce

is naturally brewed for almost half a year. So it enhances,

rather than overwhelms, the flavors of foods.

Soy-Lemon Chicken: Broil or grill 4 chicken quarters 7 inches from heat

about 30 minutes, or until no longer pink in center; turn over occasionally.

Combine 'A cup Kikkoman Soy Sauce, 2 tablespoons

lemon juice, '/'» teaspoon each oregano

and garlic powder; brush on

chicken timing last 15

minutes of cooking

time. Makes 4

servings.





Fast, refreshing and
jj

\ hassle-free, our l|

dinners are just the
;|j

ticket when you can't

stand the heat. Some
are no-cook, others

can be on the table

in twenty minutes or

less; all are perfect



Cool summer cooking

continued

O Easy Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

•fe Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

GRILLED MEXICAN PIZZA

>/3 cup sliced green onions

1. Prepare grill. Grill pizza crust, top side

down, over low coals about 4 minutes.

2. Meanwhile, combine avocado, oil, lime

juice, cumin, salt and pepper in bowl.

3. Remove crust from griil. Top with

tomatoes, leaving 1-inch border, and
sprinkle with cheese. Grill covered about

4 minutes or until cheese is melted and

crust is crisp. Top with avocado mixture,

bacon and green onions. Makes 8 slices.

Per slice Daily goal

Calones 265 2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 16 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 6g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (Ml

Cholesterol 27 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 457 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 21 g 250 g or more

Protein 1 1 g 55 g to 90 g

PLUM TOMATO-FETA PASTA

Total prep time: 20 minutes

3 cups finely diced plum tomatoes
'/: cup chopped red onion

3 tablespoons olive oil

'/3 cup chopped fresh parsley

teaspoon salt

l
l: teaspoon freshly ground pepper

S ounces feta cheese, crumbled
1 pound radiatore or corkscrew pas,

cooked and drained

Combine tomatoes, onion, oil. pars',

salt and pepper in large bowl. Add 'i

and hot pasta: toss. Makes 6 servings

Look for packaged thin pizza crust to

make this irresistible entree. For appetiz-

ers, cut into smaller wedges.

Total prep/grilling time: 15 minutes O
1 prepared 12-inch pizza crust

1 avocado, sliced

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

1 tablespoon fresh lime juice

1 teaspoon cumin
'/4 teaspoon salt

'/4 teaspoon cracked black pepper

2 large tomatoes, sliced

l 1
/: cups shredded pepper-jack cheese

6 slices bacon, cooked and crumbled

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

465

16 g

7g
34 mg

620 mg
64g
16g

Daily goal

2,000 (F), 2.500 [Hj

60gor less (F): 70 gc
20gor !ess(F); 23 gc

300 mg o' less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

Budget recipe of the month
The flavors of fresh-from-the-garden

tomatoes and onion, parsley and oil min-

gle while the pasta cooks.

CARIBBEAN SHRIMP SALAD

pictured on page 127

In this refreshing salad, the sweetnesl

pineapple and the crunch of jicama I

celery complement the shrimp.

Total prep time: 16 to 18 minutes 1

'/3 cup vegetable oil

lU cup fresh lime juice

'/: teaspoon crushed red pepper
'/4 teaspoon salt

SMUCKER'S:
AGREAT WAYTO SAY

CHOCOLATE.
Also a sreat way to say rich,

thick and smooth -all the thinss

you'll taste in our Toppinss and
our Magic Shell? And try our new
Sundae Syrup:" The fat-free topping

that makes everyday ice cream sun-

dae special.

WITH A NAME LIKE SMUCKER'S,

IT HAS TO BE GOOD.® Jk
K Res stered trademarks of The J M Smucker Company.



ad cooked medium shrimp

; julienned jicama (l'/:x '/s-inch)

ry ribs, sliced diagonally

n onions, sliced diagonally

i pineapple cubes ('/:-inch)

ium head Boston lettuce

ibine oil, lime juice, red pepper and

bowl. Add shrimp and toss. Add ji-

celery and green onions,

before serving, add pineapple and

Arrange lettuce on platter and

on salad. Makes 6 servings.

g Daily goal

235 2.000 (F), 2,500 (Mi

13 g 60 g or less (F): 70 g or less (M)

al 2 g 20 g or less 'F)
; 23 g or less (M)

148 mg 300 mg or less

463 mg 2,400 mg or less

:es 13 g 250 g or more

17 g 55 g to 90 g

STEAK WITH PLUM SALSA

ASTEST RECIPE OF THE MONTH
:he ham grills, you can chop, sea-

d microwave the plums for a fabu-

ne-minute salsa.

nf grilling time: 15 minutes O - ©

is, cubed (l'/2 cups)

spoons orange juice

spoon sugar

e pickled jalapeno chile, seeded

spoons fresh lemon juice

poon grated fresh ginger

ced-sodium ham steak (I'M lb.)

•are grill.

e plums, orange juice, sugar, chile,

juice and ginger in food processor

hopped fine. Transfer to micro-

oof bowl; cover with a paper tow-

nicrowave on High 1 minute,

ham steak over medium-hot coals 4

lutes per side, until heated through,

vith salsa. Makes 4 servings.

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

60gor less (F); 70gor less (M)

20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or less(M)

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

207

5g
2g

68 mg
1,230 mg

17g
25 g

DITERRANEAN CHICKEN-
ND-VEGETABLE SALAD
dressing adds flavor and color to

i, peppers and zucchini.

vO
137

*ep lime: 20 minutes

Dressing

1 cup lightly packed basil leaves

'/4 cup olive oil

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

1 garlic clove, minced
'/: teaspoon salt

'/4 teaspoon fresh ground pepper

5 cups torn assorted lettuces

1 red pepper, diced

1 yellow pepper, diced

2 small zucchini (8 oz.), halved

lengthwise and sliced thin

cup chopped onion

1 can (16 or 19 oz.) chickpeas, drained
and rinsed

12 ounces cooked boneless, skinless

chicken breast, sliced crosswise

1. Make dressing: Puree all ingredients in

food processor or blender until smooth.
2. Pour half the dressing over lettuces in

bowl and toss; arrange on serving platter.

3. Add remaining ingredients and dress-

ing to bowl; toss. Spoon onto greens.

Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories " 265 2,000 (F). 2,500 (M;

Total fat 13 g 60 g or less IF); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated 'at 2 g 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less (M)

Cholestero 48 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 323 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 16 g 250 g or more

Protein 23 g 55 g to 90 g

THAI BEEF SALAD
Seasoned with mint, cilantro, lime peel and
a lime-soy sauce vinaigrette, deli roast

beef never tasted so good! (continued)

Ifanyone can make fat-free dressing

taste great,you can
We've created four special blends of herbs and

spices that taste delicious without oil. So you can make a

dressing that's fat-free and full of the fresh flavor

you expect from Good Seasons."

You Make It Fresh.You Make It Best:
1994 KjjJt Gtnti.il fwxfc. In

Vressine



The Best way

is Finally

out Ol The Bag

Reynolds Wrap® is completely recyclable and costs less

than plastic zipper bags, too.

ReynoldsWhip

Wrap it up right with Reynolds Wrap.



immer cooking

p time: 20 minutes O ^ ©

g
5 fresh lime juice

espoons sugar

espoon soy sauce

ic cloves, minced
spoon anchovy paste

spoon crushed red pepper

orn romaine lettuce leaves

arn arugula or watercress

liced green onions

tiredded carrot

I
esh mint leaves

I

acked fresh cilantro leaves

I

oon grated lime peel

i s roast beef, cut into strips

; dressing: Combine ingredients in

. veproof bowl. Cover and micro-

i High 1 minute.

- ine lettuces, onions, carrot, mint,

and peel in large bowl. Toss with

i Doons dressing. Add beef to re-

dressing; toss. Serve salad and

>ef on 4 dinner plates. Makes
is.

Dally goal

190 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

8g 60gor less(F); 70gor less(M)

3g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

47 mg 300 mg or less

340 mg 2,400 mg or less

13g 250 g or more

18 g 55 g to 90 g

by Cynthia DePersio.

COOL IT!

. wise buys that will help

ou away from the hot stove.

i >hed salad greens Not only

w mix, but a whole assort-

>f greens is now available:

• mix, garden salad (a mix

>erg and romaine lettuces)

ourmet or California mix

i, Boston and romaine).

ked shrimp and other shell*

ss with julienned vegetables

instant entree.

leraled salsa, hummus,
i anoush and guacamole
i ew appetizers make tasty,

:i dips for cut-up farm-stand

i|: bles.

i| rie chicken You don't have

if
on the oven to have just-

I chicken on hand for sal-

d sandwiches. (It's best to

hin a day of purchase.)

JOURNAL SHOPPING CENTER
AFTER THE FLOOD Pages 119-125 Throughout the home paint,

Sherwin Williams, 216-566-2323, painted wall finishes. Angela

Saladin. 314-239-3009, Bruce Hardwood Flooring, "Gunstock." 800-

722-4647 Kitchen "Celeste" cabinets. Schrock Handcrafted

Cabinetry, 800-223-6548; refrigerator, microwave. Fngidaire. 800-

451-7007, range. Heartland Appliances Inc.. available through

Lehman's Hardware. 216-857-5441. ladder-back chairs. Broyhill

Furniture Industries, 800-722-4647, sink, faucet. Sterling Plumbing

Group. Inc
,
800-895-4774. chandelier, R D S Historic Lighting, 203-

526-3690, wallpaper border, tablecloth, window swags, "Melrose,"

chair seat, wing chair, window swag, "Croquet Check," Laura Ashley.

800-367-2000; copper pot. rug. Prairie Peddler Antiques. 618-465

6114, spongeware. Green Tree Inn, 618-374-2821. "Country Woods"

blinds, Hunter Douglas Window Fashions. 800-SHADING. drapery

poles, Kirsch, 800-528-1407 D ning roow; wallpaper. "Chawton,"

border, swag, table linens, "Rubens," lining. "Croquet Check," Laura

Ashley; table, chairs, baker s rack, dresser base, "Creekside

Collection," Broyhill Furniture Industries, plates, vase, planter

centerpiece, candlesticks. Ken Miesner's, 314-567-6650; painting,

Prairie Peddler Antiques window tie backs. Kirsch Sunroom
wallpaper, "Melrose " sofa/ottoman fabric. "Ironwork Damask,' wing

chair fabric, "Croquet Check," window swags. "Melrose" and "Croquet

Check." rug, garden accessories, hat, Laura Ashley; lamp table, sofa,

ottoman/bench, easy chair. 'The America Collection," Pearson, a

division of Lane. 800-447-4700, "Regatta" brass poles, Kirsch,

windows. French doors. Andersen Windows Inc
.
800-426-4261

painting, flowers, trees. Ken Miesner's; shades. Silhouettes". Hunter

Douglas Window Fashions Living room window swag fabric.

"Caroline," wing chairs. "Glenisla," bench cushion, "Suffolk Stripe,

"

Laura Ashley, rugs, candlesticks, Prairie Peddler Antiques, secretary,

Fisher Park Collection," Thomasville Furniture Industries, 800-225-

0265, shades, Duette Elite™, Hunter Douglas Window Fashions

Sitting room; wallpaper, "Chawton," sofa, "Caroline," chair, "Trellis,"

rug "Cornelius," pillow. "Glenisla." Laura Ashley, sofa. "Shaker

Country," Pearson, a division of Lane; table, "The America Collection,"

wing chair. "Shaker Country." Lane, molding, ceiling medallion,

Armstrong "Finishing Touches." 800-233-3823. light fixture, J R.

Coppersmythe. 800-426-8249, table, lamp, Prairie Peddler Antiques.

Whitney's room; wallpaper. "Candy Stripe," border, "Architectural

Border," fabric for curtains, bedding. "Ironwork Scroll," lace, "Scroll

Madras Muslin." window seat, tablecloth, "Wmdowpane Check," lamp

shades, "Ironwork Scroll," chaise, "Glenisla," Laura Ashley; doll

"Sara," The Small Wonders Collection by Lynda Millman, sunflower

painting, birdcage, Ken Miesner's; candy jar. Green Tree Inn. Sisal

Wool carpet, Karastan. 800-234-1120; pillows, comforter. The

Company Store, 800-323-8000 Bathroom wallpaper, "Lyme Regis."

border, "Caroline," sink skirt, balloon shade, "Vineyard." towels, pillow,

lamp, Laura Ashley, accessories. Crabtree & Evelyn, 314-432-0701,

sink, faucet. Sterling Plumbing Group. Inc
.
800-895-4774. vinyl

flooring, Armstrong. 800-223-2833; shades, Duette Classic'", Hunter

Douglas Window Fashions S'uav light fixture, J R Coppersmythe,

lamp, swags, "Albert." Laura Ashley, wood drapery poles. Kirsch,

scattertable, desk, "The America Collection." Lane; "Country Woods"

blinds, Hunter Douglas Window Fashions

FOOD JOURNAL Page 127 Plate, Gordon Foster Antiques, 212-744-

4922 COOL COOKING Pages 134-135 Plates and vase. Gordon Foster

Antiques Page 136 Italian ceramic plate. Awentura. 212-769-2510

IT'S THE BERRIES Pages 140-141 All painted backgrounds, Sara

Abalan, glassware. New Glass, 212-431-0050, green glass bowl

Awentura Page 142 Glass dishes, Awentura Linen napkin. Chelsea

Passage at Barney's New York. 212-929-9000

MAYBELLINE REVITALIZING AWARDS OFFICIAL RULES from Page 38

1 . Nominations must include a completed original or photocopy of the

Revitalizer Nomination Form published in the August 1994 edition of

Ladies' Home Journal magazine, a 50-75 word essay, and a recent

color photograph 2. Nominations may include up to five pages of

additional information, including press clippings, resumes or letters of

reference, but materials can be no larger than 8V2 by 11 inches 3.

Nominations must be mailed to Maybellme Revitalizing Awards, 3030

Jackson Avenue. Memphis, TN 38112-2018 All nominations must be

received on or before 9/15/94. All materials become the property of

Maybellme. Inc
,
and cannot be returned No responsibility is assumed

for lost, late or misdirected entries Winners will be chosen by a panel of

ludges comprised of Maybellme and LHJ representatives Selection will

be based on winners' significant actions which have had a positive

effect on themselves, the lives of others and/or their commumtes

Decisions of the judges a;e final 4. A representative of Maybellme and

Ladies' Home Journal will notify 10 award finalists by telephone on or

before 10/15/94 All 10 finalists will receive a supply of Maybellme

products with a retail value of approximately $100 5. The top three

Revitalizing Award winners will be selected and notified by phone on or

before 10/22/94 and must return a signed and notarized affidavit and

release on or before 1 1/1/94 The top three winners each will receive a

trip for two to New York on Nov 10-13. 1994 including round-trip

coach airfare, hotel accommodations for three nights, meals for the

winner and one guest with a retail value of approximately $1 ,500, plus a

Ladies' Home Journal makeover for the three winners No alternate

travel dates or prizes will be awarded 6. Maybellme will make a

donation to a charitable organization as defined by the Internal Revenue

Code in the name of the top three Revitalizing Award recipients, with a

$10,000 donation for first place, $7,500 for second place, and $5,000

for third place 7. All nominees must be U S. citizens at least 18 years

of age Employees of Maybellme and Meredith Corp and their agents,

affiliates, subsidiaries and families are not eligible By entering,

nominees consent to the use of their names, hometowns, likenesses

and biographical information for advertising and promotional purposes

without compensation, except where prohibited by law Submission of

nomination materials grants sponsors and their agents the right to

publish, use. edit, adapt and/or modify such materials in any way, in

any and all media, without compensation to the nominees Submission

of nomination materials further constitutes the nominee's consent to

irrevocably assign and transfer to Sponsor any and all rights, title and

interest to said materials including, without limitation, all copyrights

Subject to all federal, state, and local laws and regulations Void where

prohibited Applicable taxes are sole responsibility of winners For a list

of prize winners send a SASE to Maybellme Revitalizing Awards

Winners List. 3030 Jackson Avenue. Memphis. TN 381 12-2018

-Of-The-Bag

These hearty sandwiches are too

much for a sandwich bag. So

wrap them fresh and tight in

Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

NUTTY HAM AND CHEESE
2 leaves curly lettuce

4 oz sliced ham
1 suli roll (8-inch),

split

:i Tbsp ( ream cheese,
softened

2 Tbsp coarsely
chopped pecans

2 Tbsp chopped green
onion

2 slices Swiss cheese,
halved diagonally

cup alfalfa .sprouts

Reynolds Wrap
aluminum toil

- tsp garlic salt

( 1 imbine cream cheese, pecans, green onion and

garlic salt; spreadon roll. Layer ingredients in order

listed. Wrap in Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

SMOKEHOUSE CALIFORMAN

2 slices whole grain
bread

2 Tbsp mayonnaise

1 Tbsp thick & chunky
salsa, drained

6 fresh spinach leaves

2 slices tomato

oz sliced smoked turkey

Combine mayonnaise and salsa, spread on bread

Layer ingredients in order listed. Wrap in

Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

2 slices Cheddar
cheese

2 slices cooked
turkej bar . 111

medium avocado
sliced

Reynolds Wrap
aluminum foil

ReynoldsWrapJ





Crisps pies and puddings bursting with juicy, sun-ripened berries-

desserts that are truly the essence of summer. We don't blame you for

wanting to try them all: When

they're good, they're berry,

berry good!



It's the berries

continued

combined blackberries with apples for

even better taste.

O Easy % Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

S$! Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

RASPBERRY BREAD-AND-
BUTTER PUDDING

i
i

This delicate, creamy bread pudding is a

perfect way to use those late berries.

Prep tunc: 20 minutes plus standing O
Baking nine: 50 minutes

5 tablespoons butter, softened

12 slices day-old good-quality white

bread, crusts trimmed
2 cups fresh raspberries, divided

4 large eggs

>/: cup granulated sugar

.3 cups milk

Boiling water

Confectioners' sugar

1. Spread butter on bread. Fit 6 slices,

buttered side down, in 11x7-inch glass

baking dish. Sprinkle 1 cup berries on top.

Layer with remaining bread, buttered side

down, and berries. Whisk eggs with sugar,

then milk, in bowl. Pour over bread, press-

ing gently. Let stand 30 minutes.

2. Preheat oven to 350 F. Place baking

dish in larger pan in oven. Pour boiling wa-

ter in pan to come 1 inch up sides of dish.

Bake 50 minutes or until center is set.

Cool on wire rack. Sprinkle with confec-

tioners' sugar. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

VI

il

-

BRAMBLE CRISP

Prep time: 20 minute

Baking lime: 1 hour

O :• /

Topping
'/: cup hazelnuts, toasted
2
I$ cup firmly packed brown sugar

2
/3 cup all-purpose flour

'/: teaspoon cinnamon
1 !a cup butter or margarine, cut up

5 cups sliced Granny Smith apples

3 cups fresh blackberries
1 /j cup granulated sugar

1 tablespoon flour

1 . Preheat oven to 350°F.

2. Make topping: Process nuts and
brown sugar in food processor until

coarsely chopped. Add flour and cinna-

mon; pulse. With machine on, add butter

through feed tube until combined.

3. Toss apples, berries, granulated sugar

and flour in large bowl. Spoon into shal-

low 2-quart baking dish. Crumble top-

ping evenly on top. Bake 60 minutes.

Makes 8 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 300 2.000 (F), 2.500 IM)

Saturated fat 4g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less (M)

Sodium

RASPBERRY ICE CREAM WITH
BLUEBERRY SWIRL

Bramble is the fruit from a prickly bush
such as blackberry or raspberry. We

Food editor's choice

Homemade blueberry sauce is swirled

into raspberry ice cream for a unique

marbled appearance and a divine taste.

Prep lime: 15 minutes plus cooling

and freezing O
Cooking time: 5 minutes

Blueberry Swirl

1 cup fresh blueberries

'/4 cup sugar

1 tablespoon water

2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

4 cups raspberries

1 cup sugar

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

1 cup heavy or whipping cream
1 cup half-and-half cream

1. Make Swirl: Heat blueberries, sugar

and water to boiling, stirring, in medium

saucepan. Simmer 3 minutes. Trans
to blender; puree. Transfer to bowl
stir in lemon juice. Cover and ch
Makes 2/3Cup.

2. Puree raspberries in blender: pr

though sieve into bowl, discarding si

Stir in sugar and lemon juice, then en

3. Freeze in ice-cream maker accon
to manufacturer's directions. Transfi

chilled 2-quart bowl and freeze 1 hour.

4. Spoon Swirl in 4 pools onto ice cn

Gently fold in to marbleize. Cover; fn

at least 1 hour more. Makes 5 1

12 cups

Per 1

2 cup Daily goal

2.000 IF). 2.500 (M)Calories ;:c
Total fat il g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or lea

Saturated fat U 2C g or less IF) 23 gor les

Cholesterol 38 -g 3C0 mg or less

Sodium 18 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 32 g 250 g or more

Protem 2 g 55 g to 90 g

JUMBLE BERRY PIE

Indulgent but worth it

Pure heaven: a mix of berries baked
gether under a lattice crust.

Prep lime: 20 minutes plus chilling Q
Baking time: 65 to 75 minutes

V
Pastry

2 cups all-purpose flour

'/: teaspoon salt

cup cold butter, cut up
'/4 cup vegetable shortening

4 to 6 tablespoons ice water

'/4 cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar
:
/4 cup all-purpose flour

3 cups fresh blueberries

l 1
/: cups fresh raspberries

l
1
/: cups fresh blackberries

1 tablespoon butter, cut up
1 tablespoon heavy cream or milk

1 . Make pastry: Combine flour and saf

large bowl. Cut in butter and shorten

with pastry blender until mixture resemt

fine crumbs. Stir in water 1 tablespoon {

time until mixture begins to hold togett

Divide into 2 balls, one slightly larger tl

the other. Flatten into disks. Chill.

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Combine!

cup sugar and the flour in bowl. A

berries and toss. On floured surface,

larger pastry disk to 11 -inch circle,

into 9-mch pie pan; flute edges. Spc

berries into pie shell; dot with butter, f

small pastry disk to 9-inch circle; cuti:

1 /2-inch strips. Weave strips over pie

lattice pattern. Brush pastry with cre<

sprinkle with remaining sugar.

3. Bake on cookie sheet 15 minutes. I

duce oven temperature to 375°F
bake 50 to 60 minutes more, until eel

is bubbly. Makes 8 servings.

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Caraohyorates

Protem

.4:

10 g

37 Tg
273 mg

61 g

5g

Daily goal

2.000(F), 2.500 (M)

60 g or less (F), 70 g or le

20 g or less (F). 23 g or lei

55 g to 90 £

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd.





INSIDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN

Dear LIU:

/./( / r 111111' I cut dl (i lied Lobster rcsiuf-

INDEX
•s a listing of recipes appearing in this issue, inc

e from the Journal kitchen and advertiseme.

.;sers' recipes appear in boldface. Recipes raaij

•n asterisk include microwave instructions.

tZERS

•echini Soup p. 130

. Eggplant Dip p. 130

ni Fritters with

.nander Chutney p. 132

SERTS

.mble Crisp p. 142

Jool 'n Easy Pie p. 143

Jumble Berry Pie p. 142

Raspberry Bread-and-Butter

Pjddmgp. 142

:pberry Ice Cream with

Blueberry Swim p. 142

REES

joean Shrimp Salad

. 136

Pork Burritos p. 126

ed Mexican Pizza p. 136

Ham Steak with Plum Salsa

p. 137

Kikko-Mushroom Burger p. 133

Mediterranean Chicker-and-

Vegetable Salad p. 137

Nutty Ham and Cheese

Sandwich p. 13S

Plum Tomato-Feta Pasta

136

Quick Taco Salad p. 67

Smokehouse Californian

Sandwich p. 139

Soy-Lemon Chicken p. 133

Summer Garden Pasta

p. 132

•Thai Beef Salad p. 137

MISCELLANEOUS

Cheese Garlic Biscuits p. I

Honey Mustard Marinade p.

SIDE DISHES

Grilled Corn and Poblano

Chile Salad p. 130

Grilled Eggplant and Goat

Cheese Salad p. 130

Harvest Vegetable Soup

p. 132

Parsley Salad with Tomatc

and Parmesan p. 131



i Sarandon

ledfrom page 105

ictress and activist on behalf of caus-

ing from AIDS to homclessncss

ide her Hollywood's poster girl for

and mature, sexy self-confidence. At

in life when most of her female col-

s agonize over a scarcity of roles,

on has managed to find at least two

a & Louise and Lorenzo's Oil) that

?od enough to earn her a pair of Best

i Academy Award nominations. The

;ely to become her first blockbuster

he Client—opens this summer, and

ready has two more projects. Safe

• and Little Women* on the way.

it's more, Sarandon has struck that

id much sought-

ialance between

and family that

,
genuinely, to

her to do it all.

i [Client direc-

iel Schumacher

i the film," she

'he said some-

no director had

aid: 'We'll pay

reat, get you a

big house, I

se you'll have

e'll be h «
ds.' If he had BLfejfl 1

Modern screen

stars: Sarandon

and Robbins

(above) with Hie

kids; Susan (right)

as lawyer Reggie

Love in The CHeni

to me with,

is art; this will

e the world,' I

have known he

•mpletely full of

Jut if being in a

ovie gives me
I over my family

Je, that's great."

1 that schedule can be grueling,

ion's days typically take her from

>unds to symposia, organic groceries

to shoots. And the going only gets

r at night. "Everybody has to have

lgs and three stories before bed-

she says.

;d whether she'd value a Best Moth-

id over Best Actress, she says, "Ab-

ly. It's so much harder. Being a

takes all your creativity, a lot more

a, patience, strength and love. And
/ards are so much greater."

t doesn't mean her work isn't cru-

: just doesn't matter quite as much
family. .And although it's taken her

wenty years to achieve superstar sta-

irandon seems unfazed by the com-
al prospects—or burdens—of

ng" a film like The Client. "I don't

essure," she says with a shrug. "I

d a long time ago not to invest in

ings turn out and what kind of busi-

does."

Sarandon freely acknowledges that

d some initial problems with the

. In The Client, the actress plays

divorced lawyer Reggie Love, a recovering

alcoholic who takes on as a client a young

boy who is being pursued by the Mafia af-

ter he learns the truth about a hit. Saran-

don saw "huge holes" in the script and

found it "not that moving."

So, after she signed on for a fee de-

scribed by one industry source as "being in

the seven-figure range," she implemented

several key changes: In the book. Love spe-

cializes in cases involving children; in the

movie, the boy has to convince her to take

the case. W hat's the difference? "Before, it

had no tension. It's now a love story with

an eleven-year-old," says Sarandon. And
in the absence of a torrid romance, the

"sparks flying" betw een her character and

that of co-star Tommy Lee Jones created a

feisty, flirty edge.

But though Sarandon has no

qualms about doing movies like

The Client, a commercial thriller,

she does draw the line at doing

films that link sex and violence.

Sarandon has never shied away
from )ust plain sex, however; she's

always projected a powerful, take-

no-pnsoners sensuality.

These days, though, she's just

as likely to be playing a mom as a

madam. "I'm

demoting my-
self," she says

with a smile.

"You start

playing moth-
ers and it's

over. You don't

have mothers
that are sexy,

and if they are

sensual and
have a sexual

appetite, then they leave their kids. That's

always the choice. I've basically ruled my-

self out of being sexy for now. My agents

see me on a very self-destructive path. But

I've always had a very unorthodox career."

Indeed she has. Sarandon, born Su-

san Abigail Tomalin, grew up the oldest

of nine children in Edison, New Jersey.

Her father was a onetime singer who
went on to produce TV shows. Because

she helped her mother out with the

kids, Sarandon never had, she says, a

"burning desire" for parenthood. Saint-

hood, however, was another matter.

Young Susan, educated in Catholic

schools, figured the Cold War was her

ticket to heaven. "They told us the

Communists were coming and nailing

us to a cross. So I prayed every lunch

period to have the faith of a saint." But

the fact that she also "had a hard time

with original sin from third grade on"

hardly pointed to canonization. "I was

always asking questions I was made to

stand in the hall for."

At Catholic University, in Washington,

D.C., in the late sixties, she met Chris

Sarandon, a graduate student and an as-

piring actor. They married when she was

twenty, and when he took her to his audi-

tion for the John Avildsen film Joe, Susan

landed a starring role opposite Peter

Boyle. (She and Chris eventually split up.)

Sarandon admits that she then em-

barked on a "pretty wild, adventurous

lifestyle" that included relationships

with Louis Malle, who directed her in

Atlantic City and Pretty Baby, actor

Christopher Walken. British rocker

David Bowie, and Amurri.

Never zealous about starting a family.

Sarandon accepted the fact that she might

not be able to have one when, during the

shooting of The Hunger in the early 1980s,

she began hemorrhaging. The problem:

severe endometriosis.

In 1984, however, the actress found

herself pregnant with Eva Maria. Her de-

cision to have the baby was never contin-

gent on Amurn's plans.

Sarandon happily admits she "com-
pletely lucked out" in the soul-mate and

father-material departments when she

met Robbins on the set ot Bull Durham
in 1987: "It's so great to have a pal, a

comrade, who's not going to ask you to

be his mother."

The age gap is no problem, she says. In

some ways, Robbins is "older, more tradi-

tional than me. We have a great time."

If Sarandon has a technique for stay-

ing energized and young, she claims ig-

norance. She doesn't even have time to

think about workouts. And forget about

plastic surgery. "You can't come in

looking bandaged up like you got hit by

a car with a two-year-old at home," she

says, smirking.

For their home, Sarandon and Robbins

chose a double-decker loft in lower Man-
hattan, with a core "gathering space," the

open kitchen living room. There's a pi-

ano, a stage and room enough for running

bases, dancing and wrestling.

Sarandon and Robbins also avoid al-

most all TV save for a handful of chil-

dren's programs {Sesame Street, not

cartoons), the occasional sporting event

and a few favorite videos. Because they

live mostly unplugged, says the actress,

"there's a lot more downtime where
something has to be happening among us.

In today's culture, you have to be incredi-

bly vigilant; you're up against an enor-

mous nightmare out there.'"

Sarandon's extravagances are limited,

at least by Hollywood standards: Early

American and Haitian art, private

schools, a "tiny" weekend country home
and travel.

And it's unlikely she'll be blowing a wad
on a wedding anytime soon. Sarandon sees

no reason to marry Robbins, "because for

commitment's sake, we are married. If it

causes the kids angst—or if we needed a

really great party down the line— I guess

we'd consider marriage." (continued)
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WARFARb
All automatics clean. But new Ty-D-Bol

E

is the only automatic,

bowl cleaner so powerful, it goes beyond clean to kill 99.9% f

toilet bowl germs with every flush. And it's the only automat

you can buy that's registered with the United States E.P.A. I

Only TyD-Bol Kills Germs

Susan Sarandon
continued

Sarandon's kids have all been bap-

tized in the Catholic Church, but the

core of her spiritual life is her unflagging

political activism. She says, with intend-

ed irony, that she was not blessed with

"the gift of unquestioning faith." In-

stead, she has an irrepressible urge to

improve the planet any way she can.

Asked if Saint Susan still has a shot,

Sarandon laughs. "I'm no saint. There
are people doing remarkable, completely

selfless things—for the homeless, for

Haiti, women taking their children in

the middle of the night to escape do-

mestic violence. Those people are

heroes and saints. That gives me faith."

It's almost noon, and Sarandon's nan-

ny has wheeled in beautiful, blond-
haired Miles, a baby Tim. The actress

picks him up, nuzzles him and prepares

to meet the rest of the day. But there's

still one more question to answer: What
does she think about being a role model
for superstars like Geena Dans who see

her as the High Priestess of having it all?

"/ don't see it," she says with a shrug.

"I'm trying to make a life for my kids

and myself that I feel is sane. I'm just

finding my way."

Jim Jerome frequently profiles celebrities.

The woman who wouldn't give up
continued from page 106

days after being released from the hospi-

tal, Guthrie—still weak and tired from
surgery—went to the medical school li-

brary at the University of Arkansas at

Little Rock. For the next several days,

she and her husband pored over reports,

books, indexes and medical journals,

learning everything they could about her

form of cancer.

Many people would feel over-
whelmed by the complexity of medical

texts. But Guthrie had worked for sev-

eral years as a science teacher, so the

technical writing was somewhat famil-

iar. In addition, she had always enjoyed

challenging research. She lived next

door to a library growing up and early

on developed a love of books. "I've al-

ways been inclined that way," she says.

"I was the kid in high school who loved

to write term papers."

But never before had research had
such dramatic consequences. As
Guthrie read about her type of cancer,

she made a startling discovery: She real-

ized that the treatment recommended
by her oncologist was wrong.

The doctor had advised beginning

radiation therapy immediately. But,

after reading the medical literature,

Guthrie discovered that was not the

best way to treat the type of cl
had. "The research showed tl

you compared a group of woJ
my type of tumor who had rad|

a group who had no treatmenl

ever, the length of life was xhM
both groups," Guthrie recal!

was one important difference!

The women who had radiatiorl

permanent side effects that cal

ther health problems and lov!

quality of their lives.

When Guthrie read that radii

not the definitive treatment, ha
action was one of disbelief:!

doctor really wrong? "I had!
tioned his recommendation. I jl

ed to read up on the treat!

prepare myself for it," she says!

expected to find out it wasn't rfl

Unfortunately, what Gut!
covered is not so unusual.!
studies have consistently sh!
doctors—who generally trea!

thirty to thirty-five patientsk

rarely have time to review than

literature for every patient fl

And, according to a report m
in a 1992 Bulletin of the MM
brary Association, as many aa[

cent of physicians handle pan
differently when they have!
medical information.

Although (continued onW



Your eyebrowswent up whi
you realized it was turkey.

i DID YOU KNOW THAT TURKEY SAUSAGE HAS HALF THE FAT OF PORK

SAUSAGE? NOW EVEN HEARTY DINNERS CAN BF GOOD FOR YOU.

WE'LL SHOW YOU, WITH RECIPES THAT ARE NUTRITIOUS AND

LOWER IN FAT. TRY A PACKAGE OF OUR ITALIAN TURKEY

AUSAGE; IT JUST MAY OPEN YOUR EYES.

IOMESTYLE TURKEY SAUSAGE

»KG. (ABOUT 1 LB.) THE TURKEY STOF

'REM1UM FRESH TURKEY

ITALIAN SAUSAGE, CUT IN THIRDS
mSr- I {

-
- • .«• 7V.--' -r'tA,-'-',,

Vi CUP REDUCED-SODIUM CHICKEN BROTH

12 SMALL RED POTATOES, QUARTERED

2 RIBS CELERY, CUT IN 1-INCH CHUNKS

1 MEDIUM ONION, SLICED

1 SMALL BELL PEPPER (GREEN, RED OR

YELLOW), CUT IN 2-INCH STRIPS

1 TSP. DRIED OREGANO LEAVES

PREPARE: SPRAY SKILLET WITH NON-

STICK COOKING SPRAY. HEAT SKILLET

OVER MEDIUM-HIGH HEAT ABOUT 30

SECONDS. COOK: ADD TURKEY ITALIAN

SAUSAGE. COVER; COOK 14 TO 16 MINUTES OR

UNTIL LIGHTLY BROWNED AND NO LONGER PINK

IN CENTER, TURNING OCCASIONALLY. ADD

REMAINING INGREDIENTS. REDUCE HEAT TO

MEDIUM-LOW AND COVER;

COOK 30 TO 35 MINUTES OR UNTIL

VEGETABLES ARE TENDER. 6 SERVINGS

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION PER SERVING (1/6 OF RECIPE) - CALORIES 221,

PROTEIN 16G, CARBOHYDRATE 24G, FAT 7G, CHOLESTEROL 52 MG, SODIUM 75 MG.

FOR "A FRESH APPROACH" COOKBOOK, SEND $2.50WTTHTOUR ADDRESS TO P.O. BOX 1 1 73-02 LORETTD, MN



The tip releases the Monistat.

The rest absorbs the mess.

Together, just one tampon per night

cures in 5 days.

PRESCRIPTION
ONLY Ask your doctorfor the clean cure.

M 1 C N A Z L E NITRATE

WARNINGS:

• Do not rely on condoms or diaphragms to prevent sexually transmitted diseases or pregnancy

during the 5 days you are using Monistat" 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons 100 mg, because

an ingredient in Monistat 5 Tampons will break down the latex.

• Please note that Monistat 5 Tampons are not recommended for use during pregnancy.

• The use of nonmedicated tampons for menstrual flow has been associated with Toxic

Shock Jyndrome (TSS). Although there have been no reports of TSS to date with

Monistat 5 Tampons, patients who develop high fever, vomiting, or diarrhea should

discontinue use and consult a physician.

• Low occurrence of side effects has included burning, itching or irritation, headache,

or nausea; however, these occurred about as often as with nonmedicated tampons.

Available only in California.



MONISTAF 5

miconazole nitrate

Tampons 100 mg

DESCRIPTION: MONISTAF 5 Vaginal Tampons are while

to olf-white tampons, each coated with the antifungal agent,

miconazole nitrate. 1-l.2.4-dichloro-(i-l(2.4-dichlotobenzyl)

oxylphenethyl] imidazole nitrate, 100 mg in a base mixture ot

Adeps solidus. Cetcth-20. and Colloidal silicon dioxide

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: MONISTAT* 5 Tampons are

indicated lor the local treatment ol vulvovaginal candidiasis '

(moniliasis) As MONISTAT is effective only lor vulvovaginal

candidiasis, the diagnosis should be confirmed by KOH

smear and/or cultures The therapeulic eltect ol

MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons is not atlected

by either oral contraceptive use or menstruation

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Patients known to be hypersensi-

tive lo this drug

WARNINGS: Safety and efficacy ol the lampon in pregnane

have not been established, therefore, MONISTAF 5

(miconazole nitrate) Tampons are not recommended lor use

during pregnancy MONISTAT" 5 Tampons are not indicated

for use as a menstrual lampon bul are a drug delivery system

lor treating vulvovaginal candidiasis

Re: Toxic Shock Syndrome. The use ol nonmedicated

tampons fur menstrual (low has been associated with an

increased risk of Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) TSS is a

rare illness which can be latal and is characterized by high

lever (102 T or greater), hypotension, sunburnlike rash wilh

desquamation 1 to 2 weeks alter onset Three (3) or more

other organ systems may become involved.

Patients should be advised thai if, during Ihe use ol

MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons, a high lever

(greater or equal lo 102*F) develops and vomiting or diarrhea

is experienced. Ihe use ol MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nitrate)

Tampons should be immediately discontinued and a

physician contacted

PRECAUTIONS:

General: Discontinue drug if sensitization or irritation is

reported during use

Laboratory Tests: If there is a lack ol response lo

MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nilrale) Tampons, appropriate

microbiological studies should be repealed to confirm Ihe

diagnosis and exclude other pathogens

Carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, impairment

ol fertility: Long-term animal studies lo determine carcino-

genic potential have not been performed

PREGNANCY: Pregnancy Category C. Miconazole

nitrate has been shown lo be embryoloxic in animals when

given by Ihe oral route al 1 2 times the human dose There are

no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women

Nursing mothers: II is nol known whelher miconazole

nitrate is excreted in human milk Because many drugs are

excreted in human milk, caution should be exercised when

miconazole nitrate is administered to nursing women

ADVERSE REACTIONS: During clinical studies with

miconazole nitrate tampons for up lo 14 days, 33 of 535

patients (6 2%) treated with miconazole nilrale tampons

reported complaints during Iherapy The most Irequent

complaints were vulvovaginal burning, itching or nutation,

headache, or nausea In Ihe placebo-controlled trial, the

numbei ol miconazole nitrate tampon-treated patients report-

ing each ot these complaints was not statistically different

from the numbei ol placebo tampon-treated patients reporting

them The therapy related dropout rate was 4%

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION:

MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nitrate)Tampons: One

lampon (100 mg miconazole nitrate) is inserted inlravaginally

at bedtime left in place overnight, and removed in Ihe morn-

ing lor each ol 5 consecutive nights During menstruation,

the concurrent use ol sanitary napkin protection is advised

II vulvovaginal candidiasis persists oi recurs, Iherapy may be

repealed after other pathogens have been excluded by appro-

priate smears and cultures

HOW SUPPLIED: MONISTAF 5 Tampons are available as

white to off-white tampons, each coaled with t gm ol a base

mixture containing 100 mg ol miconazole nitrate

MONISTAF 5 Tampons are supplied in packages ol five, with
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prescription
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The woman who wouldn't give up
continued from page 146

many patients find it difficult to start

over with a new doctor, Guthrie knew
she had to find someone she could
trust. She had already begun to have

doubts about the physician who had
prescribed the radiation, and what she

found in the medical journals only con-

firmed her fears. "I knew I Ir'd to find a

doctor I could feel comfortable with

—

and someone who would respect the

fact that I wanted to be involved in my
own care," she says.

So she dug further into the journals

and books and came across two articles

on a surgical treatment of granulosa

cell cancer written by Felix Rutledge,

M.D., who was then head of the gy-

necology unit at the University of
Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Cen-
ter, in Houston. With the help of a

friend who was a physician, she con-

tacted Rutledge and made an appoint-

ment to see him.

Aside from leading Guthrie to a top

doctor, her research taught her an im-

portant lesson that has served her well

throughout her ordeal. "It made me re-

alize that medicine is an art rather than

a hard science, that it isn't all black and
white," she says. "I realized I was going

to have to be a partner in my own care."

When Guthrie first met Rutledge,

she was impressed. "He was an older

man, very kind and caring," shtjai

But, even more important, the ocu

seemed to appreciate the facth:

Guthrie had learned about the -ea

ment options and could intelli:nt

discuss the pros and cons of eac! Hi

first oncologist hadn't been recepy-ei

her involvement. When she had us«

questions about the advisability crad

ation, he dismissed her concern sa

ing, "You can know too much."
{

Rutledge, by contrast, encoiage

her participation. "We agreed thj re

ther radiation nor chemotherarj \\-,

the best treatment for my type cjcai

cer," she says. Rather, they decij£
i

treat her cancer by surgically remit

tumors if and when they appire,

Guthrie was comfortable with the ;

cision because of a study she hadbu;

in the course of her library workfTbi

study showed that two women wh n

type of cancer had lived for fiftel at

eighteen years, respectively, sirray I

having tumors surgically removecttn

they appeared.

"'-Although Guthrie knew she fad ri

prospect of repeated surgeries, it r

calls a feeling of relief after he fir

meeting with Rutledge. "Of corse,

still had cancer," she recalls. "Bi

positive because I had a sense of raoi

over the course of my health."

HOPE, THEN DISAPPOINTMENT
Six months after her initial diaiosi

Rutledge did an exploratory surjry

Guthrie to see if her cancer haccca

back. Remarkably, it hadn't. "I tDUgl

I was out of the woods," she says.:

But about two and a half yearjate

Guthrie had her first recurreite.a

happened as abruptly as it did bfon

She was at a rock concert win la

then-teenage son, when she bejp a

periencing severe abdominal pai Si

tried to leave but collapsed in it lol

by of the concert hall and was fshe

to the hospital. There, she learnlth.

she had another tumor, whieppi

ruptured, causing internal hermirhai

ing. This time, the cancer had ie«

tasized, spreading througi tit

abdominal cavity. Once again, ttdia

experts predicted she had jusra 21

years to live. But, once again, (jitho

defied the prognosis.

In the past years, she has beenn an

out of the hospital numerous tirri. fit

ery six months she has a CAT scji, atf

when new tumors are found, h:

scheduled for surgery. She has rp

operations since 1986.

In part, Guthrie credits her su<e^ i

the research she's done about tb Ot

ways to take care of herself. H, re?

men includes exercising regularlyfatin

a low-fat diet, taking vitamins arjifW

using Chinese herbal medicine. ta'

the approach has worked welj>



i m is always amazed because I get

I ;ach year, and with the cumulative

I s of these multiple surgeries I

I ln't be recovering as quickly as I

I he says. "But I'm usually back at

3 n four weeks."

IMCAL RESEARCH BUSINESS

j 's even more amazing than

tji ie's remarkable endurance—and

i
isitive outlook on her illness—is

I ;t that in the midst of it, Guthrie

& to make a career change.

he time she got sick, she had been

j lg as a university administrator,

i fter her first surgery, she decided

1 /e that job and find something

1 suitable to her interests. So she

l'i i The Health Resource, Inc., a

c j1 information service that pro-

1 individualized, comprehensive

research reports on specific medical

conditions. Since its beginning ten years

ago, The Health Resource has served

roughly eight thousand people. "My re-

search was so important in helping me
regain control over my health that I de-

cided to do similar research as a service

for others," she says.

Meanwhile, Guthrie continues plug-

ging away with characteristic optimism.

Obviously, she has to accept the fact

that she's likely to need more surgery or,

worse, that she'll have an inoperable tu-

mor. But she is taking one day at a time.

"You learn to live with the cards you
were handed and to make the best of

it," she says.

Ellen Perky Frank is a writer in western

Massachusetts who frequently covers

medical topics.

|

How to do your own medical research

\ \ tnice Guthrie found, doing your own research can make you feel more

ill ntrol of your health. Here's a step-by-step guide on how you can do re-

el h on the newest and best treatments:

> 1 good place to start is to contact a national association or support

I 3 that deals with a particular ailment (for instance, the American Lung

V: :iation or the National Multiple Sclerosis Society). Such associations

i«: ly publish an informative newsletter; some have physician referrals by

)<
raphic area; and they can steer you to local support groups.

: find such an association, look in your library for The Encyclopedia of

\iziations (published annually by Gale Research, Inc.). Or contact the

\}\ ican Self-Help Clearinghouse, St. Clares-Riverside Medical Center, 25

I no Road, Denville, NJ 07834 (201-625-7101).

ad up on the condition or ailment at a medical library. Most medi-

:c chools and teaching hospitals have libraries that are open to the

)i c. To find the institution nearest you, call the toll-free number for the

!( )nal Medical Libraries system of the National Library of Medicine

ill )0-338-7657.

j' ur first stop should be the librarian, who can direct you to reference

K s and the indexes appropriate to your particular subject. Be prepared

• snd at least a day at a medical library.

1
' jst medical libraries have access to Medline, the National Library of

W: cine's computer database, which indexes close to four thousand medi-

ae Durnals. (If you have a home computer, you can access Medline

a gh on-line services such as CompuServe.) If a computerized index is not

i\i able, you can find the information in Index Medicus.
,:

: Derts advise going back roughly five years to get a full overview. (Infor-

n;i >n older than that may be outdated.) Photocopy all articles that seem

» ient and present them to your doctor.

:|| /ou're unable to do the research yourself, you can pay experts to

for you. (Fees depend on the service you choose and the length

ir :omplexity of the topic you need researched. Costs vary from $85
0;i much as $300 per report.) Here are several companies that pro-

I i that service:

»J 3 Health Resource, Inc., 564 Locust Street, Conway, AR 72032 (501-

V 5272).

3 Planetree Health Resource Center, at California Pacific Medical Cen-

b 040 Webster Street, San Francisco, CA 941 15 (415-923-3680).
I

I dScan, 1 89 Riverside Drive, Johnson City, NY 1 3790 (800-MED-8 1 45).
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)on't talk to strangers"

uinuedfrom page 109

5 solution: Teach kids to use their in-

Kts and their intelligence to recognize

i avoid molesters instead of relying on

nket responses.

Today, when most parents hear the

rd abduction, they think of Polly

las, the twelve-year-old California girl

o was kidnapped from her home last

r and murdered. However, while such

nous crimes are relatively rare, accord-

to the most recent U.S. Department

Justice statistics, approximately 3,200

i 4,600 children listed as missing each

r are seized by non-family members;

: i some 350,000 youngsters are

: tched by family members involved in

tody disputes. Though procedures for

:king missing children have certainly

; proved in the last decade, even Ernie

en, president of the National Center

i Missing & Exploited Children, ad-

. s: "It is easier in this country to trace

lissing car than a missing child."

t even one child is abducted, it's too

; ay. And the question in every parent's

i id is: "Have I done absolutely every-

i lg to protect my kids?"

X'hich brings us to the park on a warm
r ril afternoon. The Journal wanted to

whether kids who had been warned re-

f
tedly about strangers and safety in gen-

\ I were still vulnerable. In the process,

we hoped to teach our kids, and ourselves,

as much as we could about playing safe.

Besides my son, Michael, and his

friend Tahlor, both five, we rounded up

the children of another editor, Elizabeth,

eleven, and David, nine, and told them
we were having an impromptu after-

school picnic. We moms arranged our-

selves on a bench while the kids played in

the field and playground about one hun-

dred feet away. Ken Wooden watched
from a distance. Dressed in a white

sweater, khakis and running shoes, his

gray hair combed neatly, he could have

been anybody's grandfather. In his hand
was a dog leash and two Polaroid photos

of his "lost" puppy. He approached each

child with his sad story: He had just taken

his puppy off the leash for a minute when
she jumped over the stone wall and dis-

appeared. Could they help him look for

her? Occasionally he would add that he

had a $20 reward for the finder.

Though we pretended to chat among
ourselves, our eyes were glued to our

kids. (And that, as any parent must ad-

mit, is not always the case. Even the most

vigilant mom stops to tie a shoe, fetch an-

other child from the top of the slide, or

simply to talk to a friend.) So, how did

our children react?

Elizabeth, the worldly wise preteen,

listened sympathetically to Wooden's
story and asked questions. No, she

hadn't seen the dog, she said, but if he

could give her his phone number, she'd

be happy to call him if she did. Ah, Eliz-

abeth, we sighed happih—though, in

spite of her response, she did step out-

side the park gate with Wooden for a

minute, leaving herself vulnerable to be-

ing grabbed and shoved into a car.

Nine-year-old David, balancing ad-

mirably on his new skates, was also ap-

propriately cautious: He listened and
asked questions, then came back to re-

port that a man had lost a puppy—could

he help him look for her? When his moth-

er pretended to be too preoccupied to

hear, David made his own decision: Skat-

ing back to Wooden, he volunteered to

help and walked with him up the hill and

toward the underbrush, taking Wooden's
hand as he did so.

But Michael and Tahlor threw all cau-

tion to the wind. Instantly attracted by this

nice man's plight, worried sick about the

poor lost dog—and no doubt lusting after

the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers they

could buy with their $20 windfall—they

marched with Wooden across the open
field and disappeared over the hill. Not
once did they even glance back at their

moms, sitting in silent panic on the bench.

THE MYTH OF THE DIRTY OLD MAN
We learned a lot that afternoon, not the

least of which is that there is no reason to

live in fear that your child will be abduct-

ed. In fact, many (continued)

WHAT IF
Child molesters' most common tricks, plus tactics for staying safe, from Ken Wooden
Would your child know what to do in the following situations? Read the scenarios together and talk about how you can

make the safety strategies a part of your da ily life

iluatien # I : A man carrying an armload of pack-

ges asks you to help bring a bag to bis car.

;ll your child: Adults should ask other adults, not kids, for

jlp. Like the lost-puppy lure that Ken Wooden used in the

3rk, such requests for assistance are common ploys. Ex-

oin that it's not impolite to say no to such requests, since,

general, a trustworthy adult would not ask. Also tell your

lild to report any such requests to you.

ituation #2: Someone you don't know pulls his car

ver and asks you for directions to the town library.

ill your child: Be wary, too, of any adult asking for direc-

ts. Take two giant steps back from the car and shout the

formation. If the stranger tries to grab you, be ready to run

;ry fast in the opposite direction from the way the car is go-

g. Tell your child that even if someone knows your name it

Desn't mean he knows you. (Editor's note: Be sure to put

3me tags or labels on clothing, backpacks or lunch boxes
a place that is not visible to strangers.)

ituation #3: You're playing in the backyard when
neighbor strolls by and asks if you would like to play
is new Sega Genesis game.
ill your child: Never go anyplace with anyone unless you check

ith a parent or a caregiver first, even if you're sure it's okay,

ituation #4: You're home alone and someone
hones to say he's doing a survey for your school. Can
9 ask you a few questions?
ill your child: Never give out any information to anyone who
ills. Say, "You'll have to speak to my mom or dad. One

second, please .
." Pretend to call a parent, wait a minute,

then say, "My mom is busy right now. Can I take a message?"

Situation #5: Your teenage baby-sitter says he'll

give you $5 if you play a secret game with him.

Tell your child: Say no, and tell a parent as soon as you

can. Be wary of anyone who tries to bribe you with money,

gifts, candy, alcohol or drugs. Parents must pay attention to

anyone who gives children unexplained toys, gifts or money.

Find out where they came from and why they were given.

Situation #6: You lost track of your mom at the

shopping center. A nice man finds you and says,

"Come with me; I'll help you find your mom."
Tell your child: If you're lost, go to a store clerk behind the

counter or at the register, or to a uniformed security guard, and

tell her you're lost. To stay safe, remember to use the buddy
system in stores or at the mall. That means never wander by

yourself or go to the rest room or children's play areas alone.

Situation #7: A man comes up to you and your
friends in the park. He shows you his business card and
tells you he represents a modeling agency and that

you're one of the prettiest young ladies he's seen in a
long time. Can he take your picture for the agency?
Tell your child: Molesters often use flattery, compliments

and promises of fame to lure children. Fake business cards

can be made cheaply and quickly, and a harmless photo

session easily escalates into more. Never go with anyone
under these circumstances. Tell a parent so he or she can

check out the situation.

1 k'J
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"Don't talk to strangers"

continued

child-safety- pros such as Ernie Allen be-

lieve parents need context and perspec-

tive on the issue. "Parents shouldn't

panic, but they do need to use common
sense and be prepared," Allen says.

Unfortunately, many well-meaning
parents inadvertently make kids more
vulnerable to sexual offenders, as I did.

As Wooden points out, the first bit of ad-

vice we ingrain in them is that they

should never talk to strangers. Of course

they shouldn't—but to stop there ignores

some psychology.

For example, to a preschool- or even

school-age child, a stranger is a slovenly,

scary man. On rhe other hand, someone
they've spoken to, albeit for only a few

minutes, is in their minds no longer a

stranger. In fact, when we later explained

the experiment to our children, the first

question Wooden asked them was, "Am I

a stranger?" Michael and Tahlor replied

in unison: "No, you're a nice man!"

"They don't perceive an engaging

stranger as a threat," Wooden explains,

"and child molesters are notoriously

charming and flattering." What's more,

since the majority of crimes against

youngsters are committed by people they

know, they are caught off-guard when a

scout leader, an uncle, a member of the

clergy, a neighbor or a friend of Daddy's

makes advances.

Interestingly, while Elizabeth was more

street-smart than the others, statistics show-

that girls twelve to fourteen years old are

prime targets for abduction. The reason:

Most parents tend to give preteens and

adolescents more freedom, and the kids

themselves have a cloak of invulnerability

about them. They think: This could never

happen to me; I'm too smart, too cool.

Unfortunately, most school-based self-

protection programs end at sixth grade.

But clearly, kids this age still need
guidance. Child molesters use every avail-

able medium to lure unsuspecting young-

sters. Even the vast information highway

of computer bulletin boards has become
a tool. According to recent news reports,

the arrest of a twenty-three-year-old Mas-
sachusetts man for trying to hire a

teenager who logged onto his computer

bulletin board to kidnap another child is

but one of several cases involving high-

tech pedophilia in the past few years.

"Just as any conscientious parent will

from time to time check to see what their

children are reading, they must also

check what interests and connections

they are pursuing on their on-line com-
puters," Wooden advises.

WHAT THEY MUST KNOW ... AND
WHEN THEY SHOULD KNOW IT

Many parents are afraid that talking about

sexual assault and abduction with young-

sters will frighten them, but experts con-

tend just the opposite is true. "We teach

our kids all kinds of safety rules from the

time they can crawl," notes Wooden. "We
tell them not to touch electrical outlets

and always to swim with a buddy. This is

no different." In fact, when kids have pre-

vention strategies and rules concerning

how to act, even at a young age, they feel

stronger and more confident.

For instance, in the same matter-of-

fact way you told your preschoolers to be

careful near a hot stove, teach them to be

wary of actions or situations, not only of

strangers. Reassure them that most adults

are well meaning, but give them the self-

confidence they need to trust their in-

stincts and use their brains to judge each

situation accordingly. Ken Wooden tells

children, "Tune into the siren in your

stomach, that funny feeling you get when
a situation or person makes you feel

uncomfortable." Also, since preschool*,

are curious and receptive to discussio,

about their bodies and are not yet se-

conscious, teach them to use the com:
names for body pans. By talking cand:-

ly, you send a message of respect f;

them and their bodies.

Caution all children never to go p\z§

alone or without checking with you, thb

regular caregiver or another trusted adij.

Remind them, over and over again, to.

they have the right to say no to anyoc

who tries to touch their private parts—at

don't forget to explain what this is: an
pan normally covered by a bathing si.

Explain that it is against the law to )

this, and they should always repon ari

one who does or says something else tl

makes them feel uncomfortable or scaref

Child molesters often gain a chilis

confidence by gradually befriending hi
encouraging harmless secrets that lay fe

foundation for future secretive sex»
acts. Molesters may also threaten cl|-

dren by saying: "If you tell what we cL

you'll go to jail, too" or "I'll hurt y<kr

parerus if you tell." Reassure them tji

you will believe them—and love then-

no matter what happens.

For my part, while it was both fright .-

ing and humbling to discover how vulr--

able my children are, I feel more confidti

now. I know exactly what to tell therrso

do and not do. And though my five-y#

old is now- rolling his eyes just like his %
sister, I plan to keep on telling them.

They'll just have to learn to putp
with me. 1

Margery Rosen is a contributing editotii

Ladies ' Home Journal.
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WISE WORDS

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
What do the sophisticated kids of today really need? The answer

isn't as difficult as most people think. By Teryl Zarnow

Mom,
will you ask for me?"

My son, Zachary, wanted an adult to

do the talking for him, and I knew ex-

actly why. It wasn't just that we were

walking into a high-class coin collec-

tors' store where we were asking for

free advice. It is also that sometimes

adults do not take children seriously.

At ten years old Zachary is tall for his age, but many
times when he is waiting in line in front of a counter, the

person behind it seems to look right over him. But when I

step in, I manage to get

the clerk's attention im-

mediately.

Before I became a

mother, I have to admit,

I, too, did not routinely

bend down to acknowl-

edge children with a per-

sonal greeting if I was

talking to their parents. I

probably drove too fast

down residential streets

and sighed if the child

buying candy ahead of

me paid for it with pen-

nies. Now, as the mother

of three, I have suitably

reformed. I am not only more aware of children, but I am
annoyed by the behavior of others who aren't.

One summer at the pool, Zachary had difficulty saving

his chaise longue.

"What am I? Invisible?" he exploded one day, after he-

lost his chair again. "I leave my clothes and my towel piled

on the top of the chair and some mother comes along and

moves it off. But if a mother puts only a suntan lotion bot-

de on her chair, nobody takes it!"

So, when we walked into the coin store, Zachary did not

expect to be taken seriously. It was obvious we were not

going to spend any money. But for weeks now my son had

wanted to take his fledgling collection of liras and sucres

into the shop to find out more about them. I hoped the

clerks had the time to dispense a little free advice. The
store was empty.

"Can I help you?" the saleslady asked, looking glam-

orous and looking straight at me.

My son was stricken mute as I explained our request.

"You'll need to speak to Randy," she said, placing the

coins upon a black velvet square, where they looked as out

of place as I felt. And so we waited.

Another salesman came over and told us what we already

knew. I wondered if he expected us to leave, but my son re-

mained planted against the counter. And so we waited.

Not until Randy came over and started to speak did I

realize that I had been holding my breath. As soon as he

smiled, looked straight at Zachary and started to talk, I re-

leased it in a relieved sigh. It would be all right; my son

was going to be treated like a human being.

As the man behind the counter explained the origin and

worth of each coin, I realized it;was going to be better than

all right.

"You have the mak-

ings of a great coin collec-

tion," he said. "That's

how I got started. Every

time someone in my fam-

ily took a trip, I would

I ask them to bring back

some change for me."

My son was silent as

the man advised him
what metals the coins

were made from and
how my son should take

care of them.

"Now, wait a second,"

he said. "I have some-

thing for you." Then he disappeared behind the counter.

I nudged my son, who was so intimidated he could not

bring himself to smile. "Say thank you," I mouthed.

"Here are two more coins for you," said Randy, bring-

ing over a coin from Vietnam and one from France. Then
he explained when and how the two coins were made, and

what would make them valuable. Even I felt a thrill of his-

tory as I touched a Vietnamese dong dated 1 968 and won-

dered who else had held and lost that coin.

Periodically, Randy made eye contact with me. Obvi-

ously he was as delighted to be explaining about coins as

my son was to be learning.

Zachary beamed. I knew that already the worth of those

coins far exceeded their cost. That night, at dinner, he re-

counted verbatim the entire one-sided conversation.

Randy said his interest in coins began as a child. I'll bet

it endured because some adult took him seriously.

Teryl Zarnow is the family columnist for tlie Orange County

Register, in California, and author of "The Mother Side of

Midnight" (Addison-Wesley, 1992).
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THANKS
FOR
CARING

I
ast month I reported that over forty thousand read-

ers had responded to our petition that asked you to

J
help us say no to the cynicism, the sleaze and the

violence that have permeated so much of our soci-

ety. Since then, one hundred thousand more readers

have signed our petition and written us letters and post-

cards. Yes, nearly one hundred fifty thousand of you

have responded, and the mail is still coming in. Frankly,

I have found your interest

extremely heartening. I

have sent some of your let-

ters as well as a report on

your enthusiastic response

to the President, all mem-

bers of Congress, the

heads of the TV networks,

^Jjw and many other executives

in the entertainment indus-

V ' * try and media community.

Moreover, I have

^ - made a commit-

m fak*afl I ment to keep writ-

ing about this

problem in the

pages of the Jour-

nal. This month,

William J. Ben-

nett, the former

Secretary of Education, has written a very special piece

for us called "How to teach children values."

In his article he makes many good points. One that I

found especially important: People today can have differ-

ent political points of view, can be conservative or liber-

al, yet still agree that parents must instill in their children

morals and ethics.

As always, this issue of LHJ is chock-full of interesting

articles, helpful advice and plenty of fun features. But, as

you know, we are not shy about discussing some of the

more complex issues of the day. So thanks again for re-

sponding to our petition. And know that at the Journal

we always want to be responsive to your thoughts, con-

cerns and needs.

Myrna Blyth and

Reader Service Editor

Jill Benz with your

letters. Right, William

J. Bennett, author of

The Book of Virtues

MYRNA BLYTH
Editor-in-Chief& Publishing Director
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This one told me Wake Up
to how soft, smooth and

(yes) young my skin can feel

everywhere. With light Olay

moisture and an uncanny

ability to help hold

moisture in.

tit's that different

from soap)

.

I'm definitely getting

the message.



CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
The most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

r

Bv Shirlev J. Longshore

JESSICA'S TURN "I'm moving

out," thirty-four-year-old Jessica

announced. "Curt has frozen me
out of his life completely, and I

can't stand it anymore. Day after

day, night after night, he comes
home from work at the department

store, eats his dinner, says absolute-

ly nothing to me and disappears for

the evening—down to the base-

ment, to his beloved computer.

"Actually, I take that back about

not talking. Does yelling at me for

the last six months count as talk-

ing? I walk on eggshells because I

never know what will set him off.

I'm exhausted from scrambling to

have everything straightened up be-

fore he gets home, have his dinner

ready and make sure the kids—Jen-

ny, Curt's child from his first mar-

riage, is twelve, and our son, Tustin.

is almost two—are quiet so he can

concentrate on whatever it is that's

so important.

"Nothing helps. He erupts in

rage at the slightest thing. When I

try to defend myself or suggest talk-

ing about it, he yells even louder.

Can't he see how hard I'm trying?

"Sometimes I wish he wouldn't

come home at all. I can see he's

very unhappy, but I don't know
why. I keep thinking that one night

he'll come in the door and be his

old self, so I try to be cheerful in

spite of the fact that my marriage is

dying before my eyes. But, you
know, it's getting harder and hard-

er. I don't have the heart or the en-

ergy to try anymore.

"It's so sad. We've been married

four years, but we have no family

life at all these days, and that's \ cr\

important to me. I thought it was

important to Curt, too. But we
have no dinnertime conversation,

no outings, not even a walk in the

park. There's a couch in the base-

down there. Needless to say, we

haven't had sex for longer than I

care to say, but at least for a while

there, we were still snuggling with

each other. Now that's history, too.

"The irony is that, when our re-

lationship began, we were able to

talk to each other about just about

anything. I met Curt when I start-

ed working at the same retail store

where he had worked since his dis-

charge from the Marines. We dis-

covered that we enjoyed each

other's company, and we had this

easygoing, comfortable friendship

for two years before we actually

began dating. It made going to

work a pleasure.

"In those days, we had so much

fun together and were a real team.

We planned our wedding together,

even renovated our house togeth-

er—just the two of us. Now those

days seem so far away. I realized

last week (continued on page 18)ment, and lately he's been sleeping

THIS MONTH'S CASE IS BASED ON INTERVIEWS FROM THE FILES OF THOMAS LOZINSKI, PH.D., CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST
AT JERSEY SHORE MEDICAL CENTER, WHO HAS A PRIVATE PRACTICE IN MANASQUAN, NEW JERSEY. THE STORY TOLD
HERE IS TRUE, THOUGH NAMES AND OTHER DETAILS HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO CONCEAL IDENTITIES.

ornTrunrn
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*hair's strength
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better than before. It penetrates each
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to look right now!
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Can this marriage be saved?

continuedfrom page 12

that one of the things I remember
most about those early days was his

warm smile. I haven't seen that smile

for months.

"Another thing that impressed me
was the way he took responsibility for

his daughter, Jenny. One day, not too

long after we had become involved ro-

mantically, his ex-wife just dropped her

off, saying—are you ready for this?

—

'Here, you keep her.' You know what?

He did keep her, even though his ex-

wife had custody.

"It makes me so frustrated to re-

member how he was there for his

daughter, but now he's not there for

our son. He just ignores Justin. He isn't

here at all. His body may be, but his

heart sure isn't.

"We have no social life either. We
have no other couples to be with, and
we never even go out together for din-

ner. If I even bring it up, Curt grunts

disinterestedly. Forget anything outra-

geous like a vacation. The word's not in

his vocabulary.

"I come from a family in which every-

one pitches in. I'm the oldest of seven,

meals, the child care, everything! I'm

falling apart.

"Things came to a head recently

when Curt had an operation and had to

be home recuperating for three weeks.

He was livid because there's not much
peace and quiet here during the day.

There's Justin, and at the time, I baby-

sat for three other kids to try to bring in

some income. Curt made me quit; he

hated the noise and the toys all over.

"It still shocks me to hear Curt yell.

In my family, we never argued in an an-

gry way. I don't want Justin to grow up
in such an atmosphere.

"You know, before we got married, I

remember thinking how Curt was the

kind of person who would work hard for

something he really wanted—and I

thought what he wanted was a good
home and a family. I don't think we're

really important to him anymore. I'd

rather be on my own again than live

with a man who doesn't want me."

CURT'S TURN "Why would Jessica

spring this on me now? Things seem all

right," said Curt, forty, with a bewildered

expression on his face. "Okay, so maybe
our marriage hasn't been idyllic, but I

had no idea she was so unhappy. She's

"She's right," said Curt. "Once I

GET GOING ON THE COMPUTER, THE

WORLD COULD BLOW UP AND I

WOULDN'T KNOW IT."

all born within ten years, and I'm used

to everyone working together. Curt told

me his family was like that, too, when he

was growing up. You'd never know it,

though, from how little time he spends

with us. It doesn't even cross his mind
to suggest activities. Forget about me.
Justin needs a dad who will pay some at-

tention to him.

"What really hurts is when he says

I'm trying to run his life. Now, you tell

me, if I don't do the organizing, who
will? He doesn't offer to make any deci-

sions. How can I be faulted for doing

things my way?

"You'd think I live alone the way I

have to handle everything. We have two

doors that will hardly shut, and the

paint is peeling on the outside of the

house. I can't get Curt to do a thing.

Somehow, maybe because I'm at

home— I worked as a salesgirl in a de-

partment store, and, until I had Justin, I

thought I might like to be a buyer some-

day— I've ended up in charge of the

checkbook, the yard, the housework, the

always so cheerful and full of energy.

That's what keeps me going. Otherwise, I

think I'd be a goner by now.

"It figures that my marriage would go

as badly as everything else in my life.

Jessica thinks I don't care about my
family, but she's wrong. I'd be crushed

not to see Justin's smiling face when I

got home. Home is the only sanctuary I

have. I hate my job, and it gets worse
every day. I don't know what to do
about it. It's very frustrating.

"Believe me, I have no idea why I

start arguments with Jessica. It's not like

me. I hate myself afterward. She's right

about my going down to the basement
to work on the computer whenever I

can. Once I get going on it, the world

could blow up and I wouldn't know it. I

lose track of time completely.

"I picked this computer up cheap so

we could all play the computer games,

but after a while, I got really fascinated

with how it worked and what it could

do. I taught myself to program. I had
hopes of forging some other career path,

doing customized computer prog

for small businesses so I could quit!

dead-end job. Can't Jessica see

much we'd all benefit from that sc

day? I can't just quit my job when I ]

no other prospects, can I? But if l\

make this computer thing work,

our future will be brighter.

"But I'm having a lot of trouble

centrating and a lot of trouble slee

too. I do manage to catch catnapl

the couch at night, but I haven't

full night's sleep in weeks. Lots of i

I see the sun come up from the

ment window, and I know I have to I

with a full day's work on practicall!

sleep. That doesn't help the situatiof

"Jessica used to understand
well. She was the only person I've|

bared my soul to, and when I

her—at a real low point in my life-

spirits soared.

"I was drafted right out of
school and sent to Vietnam. I spent I

months there—long enough, be!

me—and then they sent for me to

back home because my father wad
ing. He was a big guy, and I watl

him shrink down to nothing. Hel
been my friend, not just my pare|

still miss him every day.

"Not long after that, my best

was killed in a car accident. And I

ried a woman I had been dating ben

left. The only good thing that camd
of that union was my daughter, Jq

We divorced when Jenny was three.

"I was pretty uneasy about hafafafe

another woman in my life, but Jew

was something else. We have ver>^|

ferent personalities—she's a get-nH
to-the-nitty-gritty person, and I haH
take my time. It really impressed rnftf

way she treated Jenny. She really hdH
me parent her. A lot of women vunt

have said, 'Hey, this is not my kid,jllfc

made you choose. I couldn't have an-:

aged it without Jessica's help. And Wk
in spite of everything, she's still dip
it. She is putting up with Jenny afflft

enters adolescence, even, which III
near impossible.

"But I always wanted a family. Ipk

a terrific childhood, lots of wondffii

memories of huge family gathering. 1

want that now, too, though Jeijica

doesn't believe me. But maybe this Car-

riage was never meant to be. JessidM
always done fine on her own.phe

doesn't need me to help her take apot

Justin either. She knows what to doj

THE COUNSELOR'S TURN "Alth

Jessica said she was at the end otaer

rope, it was clear to me in ourjrst

meeting that Curt was suffering frn a

clinical depression that had long t>r.e

unrecognized," said the counsjor

"Clearly, Jessica had tolerated arlin-

bearable situation for (contimi





Can this marriage be saved?

continued

some time. But while she was aware of

her husband's frustration—indeed, was
sympathetic to it—she misread his ex-

pression of it as anger, and worse, anger

directed at her.

'"Curt was not angry at Jessica; he

was mad at the world, angry and frus-

trated with his work situation, devastat-

ed by the losses he had experienced
when he first returned from Vietnam.

He had retreated into his own world,

isolating himself and avoiding life as

much as he could. His change in sleep

patterns, his feelings of hopelessness,

his loss of self-esteem, even his angry

outbursts were all significant indicators

of his mental state.

"This couple were caught in a web
spun tighter and tighter by Curt's illness.

My first step was to refer him to a col-

league, a psychiatrist who, after talking

with Curt, prescribed an antidepressant.

Once Curt began to feel some relief, we
could begin couples counseling.

"Curt and Jessica had lost the ability

to communicate with each other, which
had brought them together in the first

place. Jessica, an outgoing, dynamic
woman, dominated the discussion.

Curt, on the other hand, had little to

say, partly because Jessica overwhelmed
him, and partly because his verbal skills

weren't as good. He simply did not
know how to express his feelings.

"My task was to get Jessica talking

less and Curt talking more. I asked Jes-

sica to allow Curt to speak, even if it

tried her patience, and to really listen to

him. When Jessica followed my instruc-

tions. Curt opened up more. The more
he practiced his verbal skills and Jessica

her listening ones, in the safety of our
sessions, the more they were able to uti-

lize them at home.
"I also suggested they set aside time

on a daily basis that would be solely for

talking to each other without kids or

other distractions. I wanted them to do
this unfailingly so they could retrieve

that easy communication they once had.

"My second goal was to right the bal-

ance in their relationship so that they

could become a team once more. Jessi-

ca, the oldest in a large family, was ex-

pected to take on responsibility. She had
assumed the role of the 'doer'—the 'fix-

er'—in her marriage. Curt was deeply

insecure about his ability as a husband,

father and provider. With such a take-

charge wife, he became an expert at

avoiding any problem-solving 01 respon-

sibility. Indeed, the more Jessica took

control, the more Curt let her. Despite

her air of confidence, however, she was
getting frantic.

"To end this vicious circle and em-
power Curt as a husband and father

90 LADIES' HOMF .lOHRMAI SFPTPMRF

again, I told him that he needed to take

the initiative and plan family time,

schedule outings, begin working on
home repairs—anything to show Jessica

that he cared about his family and want-

ed to spend time with them. At the

same time, I told Jessica she would have

to be patient about this and let Curt

SKILL BUILDER

Recognizing depression

Sometimes what appears to be a

marital issue really has its source in

a problem that "belongs" to one

spouse. Real marital difficulties de-

velop around it, but these cannot be

resolved until the root problem has

been taken care of. For example,

the extraordinary amount of time

Curt spent with his computer
masked his growing depression.

Had Jessica known this, her respons-

es to him would have been different.

Recognizing depression is a

first step in keeping one person's

problem from becoming a mar-

riage problem. "Fixing" the prob-

lems that will arise from

depression and affect your mar-

ried life is beyond the scope of

any couple's ability. Here are

common behavioral clues that indi-

cate the need for professional help:

changes in sleeping and eating

patterns

withdrawal from your family

and friends

lack of interest in activities or

events that once gave pleasure

reduction in sexual activity or

intimacy between you

talk of a despairing nature, say-

ing things like: "It's no use," or

"Things will never get better"

inability to find anything plea-

surable

general irritability.

If you notice even two of these

warning signs lasting more than

several weeks, talk to your spouse

about the fact that you think the

problem is bigger than both of

you, and seek help. Be careful not

to try to change how he or she

feels by yourself. You will be frus-

trated when the response is not

what you expect, and further diffi-

culties are then likely to develop.

learn, through trial and error and in

own way, how to do it.

"The first outing that Curt planne

a picnic—could have been a disaste:

rained, but Jessica's natural optim
was buoyed just to see her husband
ing, and she pronounced it a huge
cess. 'We all raced to the car and
lunch there while it poured,' she rep

ed, 'but we had a great time.' Pies

with himself, Curt has also begur
spend more time with Justin, whor
adores, as well as with Jenny. And,
cause of his increased communica
with Jessica, he is better able to

with Jenny's rebelliousness.

"During one session, Jessica said

wanted to go back to school to st

fashion merchandising, and I enc(

aged her to do that. Curt was initij

reluctant because he felt that he shoe

be the primary breadwinner. Asm
talked, however, he was able to see tact

if Jessica was working, he would qm
time to explore other job options.

"Curt, too, needed to branch outfil

develop his socialization skills. I sugaH
ed he join a counseling group I run.He

was resistant at first, afraid to openp
but eventually he tried it. As he begaH
connect with the group, he learlH

more about himself and practiced™
communication skills.

"At one session, Jessica reported at-

they had had a big blow up that wHI
and to her surprise, Curt had heldH
afterward and gently patted her bA,.

telling her, 'We'll get through it. WdH
ways do.' 'He hadn't touched mau
about ten months,' Jessica saidjH
meant the world to me.' As the gerfl
tension eased, their sex life improvecB

"I saw Curt and Jessica for two yapr

Though Curt still has periods of ffltt

doubt—he stopped taking the antH
pressant after a year—they are notH
deep bouts of depression he used to mm
fer. More important, he is able to telH
wife when he is feeling bad, and jB
can talk about it. He recently appet

"

for, and was offered, a position in ip-n

die management at a much largerM
partment store in a nearby town, H
after talking about it with Jessica, H
excited about making a move. He isjw

passionate about his computer, bujH
time spent working on it is more H
anced—he's installed several progrn-

for Justin, and the two spend mv
wonderful afternoons using it. Jessifj*

schooling is almost complete, and sH
starting to go on interviews.

" 'The best news is, we feel liiHW

team again,' Jessica said. 'Curt wl»3

my input, and I don't even mind vJetui

he gets lost in his computer. I knovjie

cares about us most of all.' " IB

CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SA VEDlM
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A WOMAN TODAY

The toughest decision
By Phyllis Leber, as told to Marilyn Neibergall

A t dinner, my two-year-old

/^k son, Zachary, makes a sil-

/ ^ ly popping sound as he

I pokes an empty
_a_ ™ fnri-

i n t his

mouth and pretends to eat.

He glances up, his blue eyes

dancing, to see if any of us

are watching, then feeds him-

self with his fingers. If his

brothers or sister start laugh-

ing at his antics, he giggles

and does it again and again.

Zachary thinks he's pretty

funny. I think he's a miracle.

Just months after Zachary

was born, my husband, Dan,

and I had to make a heart-

breaking decision. The
seizures Zachary had been

suffering for months would

surely kill him unless we
agreed to let his neurosur-

geon perform a radical—and

highly unusual—operation.

It was a decision any parent

would dread.

We never expected to

have to face this dilemma at

all. Our other children—
twins Jared and Jason, then

five, and Rachel, then two

—

were healthy and active, so

there was no reason to worry

when, at thirty, I learned I

was carrying our fourth

child. My pregnancy was
normal, and Zachary arrived

without complications on

March 8, 1992.

But Dan and I noticed

something odd right from the start.

Instead of wailing at birth like most

babies. Zachary was strangely qui-

et, his only noise a little cough. It

made me feel uneasv. Thirtv minutes

later, we were aghast to see our

baby trembling involuntarily.

Within five hours, he was jerking

Drastic surgery might

disable our baby sou

completely—but without

it. he would die. How
could we choose?

and shaking, in the throes of a ma-
jor seizure. Dan and I were beside

ourselves with worry.

Doctors admitted Zachary the

next dav to Arizona's Phoenix

Children's Hospital, which has a

major pediatric neuroscience cen-

ter. The news was bad: An elec-

troencephalogram showed
seizure activity all over his

brain. The brain is a com-
plex labyrinth of one hun-

dred billion neurons—cells

that continually fire out elec-

trical impulses, signaling the

Body to think, respond, feel

and move. But Zachary's

neurons were misfiring,

causing the convulsions.

Further tests revealed that

Zachary had a rare, non-

genetic condition called

hcmimegalencephaly, which
occurs in only a handful of

births in the U.S. every year.

The right side (hemisphere)

of his brain was abnormally

large, and the neuron con-

nections in that area were

improperly formed, hinder-

ing the brain function as a

whole. No one could say at

this point what Zachary's

chances were. That news re-

allv devastated me; I never
-

want to feel that awful again I

as long as I live. I cried fort

hours.

A pediatric neurologist at

the hospital put Zachary on|

antiseizure medication, and

four days later our baby was

ready to come home. But

our anxiety was far from!

over. After a few days, the'

medication stopped working,

and the seizures began again. No
matter how much the doctor in-

creased the dosage, nothing

seemed to help.

Dan and I could (continued
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only stand by helplessly as our tiny son

was overtaken by the relentless convul-

sions. Some were minor episodes, the

kind called petit mal, during which he

would stare into space for a minute or

two before regaining awareness. Other

times, Zachary suffered grand mal
seizures, a more severe form. His body
in spasm, he would arch his back, be-

come rigid and gasp for air. These
episodes were as unpredictable as they

were frightening. Sometimes he would
go for nearly a day with only one
seizure; at other times, he'd have five

every hour.

Zachary's condition was different

from epilepsy. Most epileptics have

seizures only occasionally, after which

the brain quickly recovers its function.

Zachary, on the other hand, was having

so many seizures that his brain couldn't

adjust. He wasn't able to process all the

information vital to infant development,

so he couldn't roll over, make sounds or

even take much interest in his family or

his surroundings.

As the next several months passed,

we were devastated for our son and de-

pressed at the way his condition was
controlling our lives. It seemed he had a

seizure every time the family sat down
to eat or read a bedtime story, and a full

night's sleep was a rarity. It was almost

impossible to leave him at home with a

sitter, so Dan and I couldn't go out.

Fortunately, the support of our fami-

lies and our love for each other sus-

tained us through the anguish and gave

us the courage to face each day.

We had one period of hope when
Zachary was about four months old.

His seizures mysteriously disappeared,

and he began to smile, roll over and
babble. But our joy didn't last long.

Three weeks later, Zachary's grand mal

convulsions came back more frequently

than ever—about twelve an hour.

Our son's doctors continued to give

him anticonvulsive drugs. His neurolo-

gist, Dr. Saunder Bernes, mentioned to

us once that brain surgery might one day

be an option, but he wanted to wait until

all other possibilities had been exhausted.

The episodes intensified. Zachary
stopped smiling, eating, reaching for

our fingers and following movements
with his eyes. Now I began to worry

about the future. How much longer

could he live this way? I loved my son

so much, but I was on the verge of giv-

ing up hope.

That October, seven-and-a-half-

month-old Zachary was showing no
signs of improvement. Dr. Bernes read-

mitted him to Phoenix Children's Hos-

pital and called in Dr. S. David Moss, a

pediatric neurosurgeon. After running

further tests, Dr. Moss sat down \\h us

and explained that our son's eh-ged

right hemisphere wasn't developin nor-

mally because all it had learned i do

was produce seizures. If the se ares

couldn't be controlled, they mightng-

ger a heart attack or stroke, or the rain

tissue could deteriorate entirely. 1 an»

case, Zachary would not live to s: hs

first birthday.

Now the doctor brought up tl op.

tion of surgery again. Zachary'ionh

chance would be to undergo a trm-

spherectomy: literally, removal
j
tin

right half of his brain. Though thjpro-

cedure has been used to treat seures

since 1938, hemispherectomies ar$ni:

rarely performed—roughly ten to»en-

ty are done in this country each yer.

Because Zachary was so youim)
his brain not yet fully developedjhtf.'

was a good chance that the healri li

brain would assume the right bur.:

functions, thus leaving most of In
telligence and motor skills inact

(Brain fluid would fill the emprypac;

in, the skull.)

i However, there were many ri*. b

the left hemisphere was inadveimih

injured during the surgery, Zatxiu

would be badly brain-damaged ornrtj

lyzed. He might not live throua fat

procedure at all. And while the mlanjf

of the seizures would stop onclB
right brain was removed, Zacharyirigtf

still have occasional episodes.

People have since asked us, mm
could you let them do this toll
baby?" But Dan and I knew we III

try it, whatever the odds. Yes, mw
frightening to think about the positK

consequences of this strange sunri'-f

not to mention the thought of Z h

living with only half a brain—bpittaa

prospect of watching him die iijpaii

was worse. We didn't need to talktn

it at length; to us, the hemispherexrai)

meant hope. Two days later, wigan

Dr. Moss our permission to procel.

On the morning of October lSBn

and I watched as our tiny so wa

wheeled toward the operating rooLHl

hadn't had many seizures that m&nt
and was lying quietly. Suddenly ?anti

ing one last look at him, I ask<Tfchj

nurse to stop the gurney for a mciient,

Zachary looked up at me and srrgd. i

prayed that when this was all ovejhe'd

still be able to recognize his mo and

dad on sight.

During the four-hour procedui, tot

neurosurgeons made an incisiorfroa

the top of Zachary's forehead > tn*

back of his skull to expose the rig 1 sidt

of the brain. Detaching the right iemi-

sphere from the left, they then re:Ova'

the diseased right lobes. Zacharyieed-

ed one blood transfusion, but othr*'*

the surgery went smoothly.

As Dan and I paid (confuedi
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Age Defying Complex

CREATED THE MOST DRAMATIC DECREASE IN LINES

AND WRINKLES WE'VE EVER RECORDED

At the Pond's Institute, women took part in the most extensive

skincare tests we've ever conducted . They used Age Defying Complex with

Alpha Nutrium every day far six months. This is their story.

The face to face test utilized a

highly sophisticated piece oi tech-

nology—the human eye.

We scrutinized each woman's

complexion, "mapping" each face

into eight key areas. For the next

six months, we watched those

areas for any signs of change.

^ Over time, up to a seventy-seven

percent reduction in fine lines

was measured.

Women said their wrinkles were

fading away. They witnessed the

texture of their skin improving; it

felt dramatically smoother. Age

The breakthrough: Alpha Nutrium™
This unique, oil-free complex delivers vitamins and

three Alpha Hydroxy acids (found naturally in fruits

and plants). Age Defying Complex with

Alpha Nutrium helps restore younger-looking skin.

D e fy i n g Complex had gently

removed dry, tired surface skin to

reveal the healthy skin beneath.

Women were impressed. So

were we.

But there's more to looking

younger than fading lines and

wrinkles.

Institute

POND'S

ACE DEFYING
COMPLEX





Age Defying Complex

REVIVED OVERALL RADIANCE, EXCEEDING

OUR HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS

The camera never lies test used

polarized photography to help us

monitor the changes that occurred

in each woman's complexion.

After using Age Defying Complex

with Alpha Nutriu m, wo m e

n

noticed dramatic improvements.

In just two weeks, a healthy,

rosy glow was experienced by

sixty percent of the women tested.

skin looked healthier. They noted

a new smoothness and firmness. They

felt they looked younger. And

even more impressive, they spoke

of feeling younger. Some stopped

using make-up. Some got new

hair cuts.

Age Defying Complex had, in

fact, restored more than younger-

looking skin.

Older cells that were clouding

the complexion disappeared, reveal-

ing a renewed radiance and beau-

tiful luminosity. Women felt their

Look at Your Daughi er.

Or anyone under 20. You'll notice

a healthy glow. Yomigei skin is relatively

undamaged . Reflecting light more evenly.

That's it'hai we mean by radiance

Institute





Age Defying Complex

SUCCEEDED IN THE MOST IMPORTANT

TEST OF ALL

The seeing is believing test

is what women witnessed tor them-

selves.

And while we have thousands

of clinical charts, graphs, and pho-

tographs that prove Age Defying

Complex with Alpha Nutrium

really works, we believe these

women say it best.

"My skin has the healthier look I

always wanted. People ask me if

I've had a face lift. I swear."

Shelley Levinson, salon coordinator

'The way my skin feels is just liki

velvet . I love it .

"

Maryl McCormick, secretary

"My rosy color came hack.

It's terrific. I'd buy this in

a heartbeat.
"

Susan Bergers, receptionist

"The little lines went away.

My face is so soft. I'm 48 years

old and a 30 year old just asked

me out. Too bad I'm married."

Shirley Schepp, homemaker

"I noticed the pinkuess, the

glowing. It takes away the fine

lines . I 'm very pleased .

"

Carol Kelly, teacher

'Of course, I'm not 20 again, but

my skin looks alive and I

feel better about myself."

Janet Jacopian, child care provider

Institute



PONDS

Institute

Hundreds of women have

experienced you ng er- looki ng skin

We invite you to join them

If you'd like to know more about

Age Defying Complex with Alpha Nutrium,

please call The Institute at 1-X()()-34-PO\'DS.

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON EXPIRES 12-31-94

Save $2
ON THE PURCHASE ( )F

Pond's Age Defying Complex

4207

00521"23082'
AFE# 1-4-48-32

Also good on Pond's Skin Smoothing
Capsules and Self-Foaming Facial Cleanser.

CONSUMER Limit one coupon pei purchase on product speci-

fied Void it reproduced or transferred or where prohibited/regu-

lated bv lav You pay sales tax RETAILER Chesebrough-Pond's

USA Co , CMS. Dept 00521. 1 Fawcett Drive. Del Rio. Texas

78840. will redeem this coupon per our redemption policy, avail-

able on request One coupon per purchase Cash value V100J

POND'S

dramatic
RESULTS1

~se Alpha
Nutrium-

1994 Chesebrough-Pond's USA, Co.



The Razor Is Safe.

The Legs Will Be Killer.

renting Silk Effects' From Schick; mfirst razor with siiky-jme Wi>« wrapped

around pivoting twin blades to protect youfrom nicks and cuts. What's

, the handle is sculpted into sleek curves that fit naturally in yourmore.

i. So you'll get a remarkably close shave even around those hard to reach places. Infact, Silk Effects™gets

Jjj lose, it leaves your legs soft, smooth and, most importantly, totally dangerous. Si i Ave Safely.

ft -i Stbifk-\Vartier-l ambert Coi ip tiny
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our first visit to Zachary's room, I was

almost afraid to look at him, dreading

the thought of seeing him go through

another convulsion. Our baby was
pasty pale, his head shaved, with sev-

enty staples marking the incision and a

long drainage tube protruding from

his scalp. Yet for the first time in

many months, he was sleeping peace-

fully, without a single seizure! Just half

an hour later, Zacharv was awake and

From top, Dan and Rachel; Phyllis and
Zachary; Jared (in purple) and Jason

recognized us right away. Seven days

later, he was ready to go home.

If Zachary's health had showed
merely a little improvement after the

surgery, we would have been grateful

beyond words—but what has hap-
pened in the past two years has been

nothing short of miraculous. Our son

has not had a single seizure since the

hemispherectomy. And he never suf-

fered complications or needed to be

rehospitalized.

There is still a 50 percent chance

that excess spinal fluid will collect in

his skull, causing dangerous pressure

on the brain. If that happens, he'll

need a permanent shunt inserted to

drain off the fluid. But he sees Lis neu-

rologists every six months, and they say

that the odds against his needing an-

other operation will improve with time.

As Dr. Moss warned, the surgery-

has had some lasting effects. Zachary's

development is still delayed; he's only

just beginning to walk, and he can't

stay upright unless he holds on to the

furniture. The left side of Zachary's

body is weak because the right brain

normally controls that side. He prefers

to reach with his right hand and puts

up a fight when his therapists try to

make him use the left one. And the

peripheral vision in the left side of

both eyes is impaired. He undergoes

speech, physical and occupational

therapy once a week.

But that all seems a small sacrifice

compared to the improve-
ments we've seen. Zachary is a

happy, outgoing toddler who
loves to play with his big sis-

ter. His blond hair has grown

out, covering the scar on his

head, so you'd never know
he'd been through such a ma-
jor ordeal. It's so wonderful to

see him laugh and play.

Dr. Moss attributes

Zachary's amazing recovery

both to his young age and ex-

ceptional intelligence. He's

already starting to speak sim-

ple words, and as he grows,

his motor skills should con-

tinue to improve. He should

be able to begin school at the

appropriate age, though he

may need some special-edu-

cation classes. As an adult,

the chances are good that he

will be able to live a full and

independent life.

And while we're delighted

that this radical surgery was
so successful, Dan and I agree

that we would have had no re-

grets even if Zachary hadn't

lived through the operation.

It was the only opportunity

for him to live any sort of normal life,

and we had to take that risk.

Last October, our family celebrated

the first anniversary of Zachary's oper-

ation at Disneyland. I think I'll always

consider that date to be his true birth-

day, because it was the day we had our

little boy back with us again.

Share your story
The Journal will pay $750 for each arti-

cle accepted for publication in the "A
woman today" column. Manuscripts

must be first-person accounts for actual

dramatic events and should be 1,500

zvords, typed double-spaced and accompa-

nied by a self-addressed, stamped enve-

lope for return of the work. Include your

address and daytime phone number on

the manuscript. Send stories to Box WT,
Ladies' Home Journal, 100 Park Av-
enue, New York, NY 10017.

How to make tough

medical decisions

The Lebers were faced with an ago-

nizing choice that would affect their

child's life forever: Should they agree

to a risky operation or allow nature to

take its course? "There's no easy way
to answer these questions," acknowl-

edges Michael A. Grodin, M.D., di-

rector of the Program in Bioethics at

Boston University's Schools of

Medicine and Public Health. "It's im-

portant to realize that they are diffi-

cult. One has to do the best one can

without all the information."

How can a parent decide how—or

whether—to treat a gravely ill child?

Here's what experts in medicine,

ethics and law suggest.

Get all the facts. Some questions

parents and doctors should discuss

before selecting a surgery or drug

option: Is this proposed treatment in-

vasive or painful? What are the risks

and success rates? What will our

child's prognosis be without the pro-

cedure? Is this treatment experimental

or standard for the particular illness?

Take as much time as possible.

If it is not an emergency situation,

parents could ask about postponing

the central decision in favor of less in-

vasive measures.

Talk to others. Discussing the op-

tions with doctors and loved ones

can help parents make the choice

and prepare for all possible out-

comes. Most hospitals also have so-

cial workers and risk managers
available for consultation on practical

matters, says Michelle Oberman,

J.D., M.P.H., professor at DePaul Uni-

versity College of Law, in Chicago.

Realize that the best treatment

may be no treatment. The gray

area that clouds difficult medical de-

cisions can "crudely be broken down

into quantity versus quality," says

Ezekiel Emanuel, M.D., Ph.D., an on-

cologist and medical ethicist at Har-

vard Medical School. Parents must

consider whether a treatment might

improve a child's life or simply pro-

long it—perhaps with great suffering.

Deciding not to treat does not neces-

sarily mean that parents are giving up

on their child. "Some aggressive treat-

ments can not only not help, but can

hurt," says Grodin. "One shouldn't as-

sume that medicine is always going

to do good." —Lynn C. Harris
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itroducingJergens.Refreshing Body Shampoo:

the new non-soap shower system.

IMAGINE FRESH, HEALTHY SKIN...

WITHOUT SOAP FILM OR DRYNESS.

Jergens combines an invigorating

dual-lextured sponge : and a special

cleanser made with

non-soap M.A.P.

You get mountains of

rich, creamy lather

that rinse avvav easily.

Unlike soap, this new formula actually helps

your skin retain more of its moisture.

It's advanced. It's pH-balanced. It's a

refreshing clean without soap film or

dryness. And your skin is left

feeling touchingly fresh and healthy.

Also a\ ailable in

Deodorant Formula.





KNALBEAUTY & FASHION JO
ccessory news, skin-care tips from the Oil of Olay contest winners, and more

BEST FALL
MAKEUP BUYS
After testing all that's new we discovered that

'he best colors and formulations are bargains:

9ur picks? All under $8—which makes a makeup

update worth every penny!

PRO SHADOW/
LINER KITS

Eye-shadow compacts
now offer such great com-

plementary neutrals you'll use

each color (a big difference from

the kits that offered only one wearable shade). Look for trios or

quads of browns or grays that contain a dark shadow to use the way the pros

do—as a soft liner instead of a pencil. Two top sets, above: Max Factor Inter-

national High Definition Eyeshadow Quartet in Kohl Collection ($4.95); May-

belline Revitalizing Shadow & Powder Liner Collection in Earthtones ($5.85).

BERRY-BROWN LIPSTICK
"The most-wanted shades right now are rich neutrals," says Tanya Mandor, vice

president of marketing for Revlon. What to buy? Earthy brown lipsticks with rich

berry or spicy undertones. Five perfect shades, from left: Revlon's Super Lustrous

Lipstick in Toast of New York ($6.50); Cover Girl Continuous Color Lipstick in

Rum Raisin ($4.25); L'Oreal Colour Riche Lipcolour in Cranapple ($6.50); May-

belline Revitalizing Matte Lipcolor in Matte Raisin ($4.95); Max Factor Inter-

national Lasting Color Lipstick in Persian Plum ($5.50).

tEAL-LOOKING BLUSH
inally, blushers in colors that mimic healthy, glowing cheeks.

\nother plus: They come with wide, chunky brushes (or sponges

or powder-creams) for the most natural-looking application. Bye-

3ye to skinny brushes that leave harsh, streaky lines! Natural

jlushers, from left: Max Factor International Natural Brush-On

iatin Blush in Sienna ($6.25); Maybelline Revitalizing Blush in

lose Amber ($6.50); Cover Girl Ultimate Finish PowderSilk

ilush in Chestnut ($5.50); L'Oreal Blushesse Endless Colour
3owder Blush in Mauvelous ($7.25).

skirt of the momentPLAID
They may remind you of junior high and knee socks, but plaid

skirts happen to be the newest fall basic for grown-ups.

These three represent the best looks: sleek fringed, blanket wrap

skirts (by J.G. Hook and Karen Kane) and flirty pleats (by Ex-

press). Wear with a ribbed poorboy or a big, chunky sweater.

29
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FAST FINISHES
The best-dressed women know that the

secret to style is wearing the right

accessories. Well, we did the shopping for

you and came up with a quick list of

essentials: eight easy pieces that will

make every item in your closet look new

2.
cut

5. tAtctld

jf 4. toned

5. <iuede

Ilf you buy one new scarf, make

it chenille: Layer it over a suit

now, a winter coat later. Scarf, Liz

Claiborne.

High-cut black suede pumps

jgm with a chunky heel add fresh-

ness to any skirt that's knee-length

or shorter. Pumps, Liz Claiborne.

3 Elegant as a tailored hand-

bag, roomy as a tote, the

eather satchel is a most sophisticat-

ed carryall. Satchel, Liz Claiborne.

Collect a drawerful of light

opaque hose in solids and

subtle textures to match your shoes

and skirts. From left: Liz Claiborne,

CK Calvin Klein, Calvin Klein Col-

lection, Hot Sox (last two pairs).

5 Love flats? Choose suede

loafer, ballet or moccasin

styles. From left: Unisa, Jaclyn

Smith for Kmart, Calico, Separate

Issue for Kmart, Nine West.

6 The skinny leather belt

cinches all your boxy

jackets into a shapelier sil-

houette. Belt, Liz Claiborne.

7 A suede mini back-

pack is the casual bag

to wear with everything.

Backpack, Liz Claiborne.

7. &uede
8 Add fast class to

trousers with short

lace-up boots in black

or brown. Boots, Calico.

FABRIC DICTIONARY
"Consumers are still cocooning, and they want to wrap themselves in warm,

fuzzy fabrics," says Ingrid Johnson, chairwoman of the Textile Development and

Marketing Department at New York's Fashion Institute of Technology. Cuddle up in:

CHENILLE • (shah-'neel):

A cushy fabric that feels like

velour but has the sophistica-

tion of cashmere. Look for

scarves and long tunic

sweaters with ballerina or

turtle necklines to wear with

short skirts or jeans.

BOUCLE • (boo-'clay): A
poodle-textured fabric char-

acterized by bumps, loops

and curls in the yarn. It's

turning up in soft jackets in

both solids and tweeds.

MOHAIR • (mow'-hair):

A fluffy wool from the fleece

of angora goats. It creates

super-lightweight sweaters.

Anicc unnc iaiidmai CCDTCMPPD 1QQ/I
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s >w find clearer, younger looking skin.

|ht beneath the skin you have.

xiver Oil of Olay Hydroxy Renewal Cream

Dual-Action Hydroxy Complex,

iliating: Our hydroxy compound

Hates dull, dry surface skin that can

i :e you look older. Uncovering

er, more radiant skin,

rating: Olay moisture

i rates newly revealed skin.

Results: Improved skin

ity. The look of fine

s and wrinkles

bly reduced.

OIL
O L'AY.

RENEWAL CREAM
visible recovery

series
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ihes in the moodfora change.

It's Fall.

Time to step out

from the ordinary.

Be more colorful. More imaginative.

a I I l_-L L_ I

R E V I T ^ I Z I N G M

High-performance color.

Revitalizing Lip and Nail Color.

Only from Maybelline.

A color collection

to satisfy your fancy in cream,

matte and frost finishes.

All lip and nail nurturing.

tAN'BE IT'S
AYBELLINE
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CONTEST WINNERS

Congratulations to this year's stunning winners of the

Oil of Olay/LHJ "I Keep Getting Better'' contest! These

five women would be beautiful at any age, but the fact

that they're all over thirty-five just goes to show that

a commitment to good skin-care habits (and good

health in general) is the key. The group, clockwise

from top left: Carrie Pospichal, Kathy Brothers, Nancy

Donovan, Alice D'Antoni and grand-prize winner June

Gunther. On these pages, their tried-and-true beauty

and style advice for better-than-ever looks

WINNING
TIPS FOR
BEAUTIFUL,
AGELESS SKIN
These five

women have

the kind of

flawless skin

that every

woman en-

vies. Here,

their favorite skin-savers.

"I swear by one old

family secret and one

new one: I remove my

eye makeup with pet-

roleum jelly, and I

love Oil of Olay's

new Revitalizing Eye

Gel for overnight

moisturizing."
—June Gunther

"Gently exfoliate your face

once a week to remove flakes

and make skin radiant. I apply

a mild masque, leave it on for

twenty minutes and then re-

move it with a warm, wet

washcloth." —June Gunther

"Don't neglect your neck

and hands—they give

away your age instantly.

Every morning when you

apply sunscreen to your

face, protect your neck and

hands, too." —Carrie

Pospichal (FYI: Oil of

Olay's Daily UV Protectant

Beauty Fluid

with SPF 15 is

a moisturizer

and sunscreen

in one.)

(continued)
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"I went in fora TV.
"

Pnces may vary in Alosko Ha*oi> and Puerto toco
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Getting better all the time

rand-prize winner

June Gunther, thir-

ty-eight, lives with her

husband and nine-year-

old son in Charlotte,

North Carolina, where

she does part-time

volunteer work for

the community.

What's essential

to her always-

young look?

"Soft bangs are

the latest addition

to my shoulder-

length hair—they

definitely make me look younger.

So do highlights—as long as

they're placed randomly for a natura

look. Makeup should look fresh and

real, too. My trick is mixing founda-

tion with a drop of mineral water to

give it a sheerer look,

which makes lines and

wrinkles less noticeable."

orty- two-year-old

Nancy Donovan, of

Nashville, is the best-

ooking grandma we've

seen in a long time (her

1 grandson is two). When

A H she's not working at her

^^^V^ job as a sales manager

V for MCI, she's taking great

care of herself. "I walk

V three times a week and do

H H fifty sit-ups every other

V day— it's a simple routine,

W but it works. I don't try to dress

young, but wearing feminine,

classic clothing looks

ageless."

Forty-four-year-old

Alice D'Antoni, of

Surfside Beach, South

Carolina, a school psy-

chologist and mother of

three teenage sons,

says, "Long hair is

younger, more ver-

satile and easier

to manage. I have

\ highlights

applied

to cover the gray every

three to four months, and I

have it trimmed and

permed every three months.

I ieave it loose during the

day and slick it back into a

chignon at night."

Carrie Pospichal, thirty-six, of

Youngstown, Ohio, shares a

great style trick: "Big, chunky clip-on

pearls and a short, bold

pearl necklace give any-

thing a dressed-up look and

add light to the face.

They're my favorite pick-

me-up when I'm tired."

Fifty-one-year-old

Kathy Brothers is a

technical writer and

mother of two from

Austin, Texas, who has this

advice: "Surround yourself

with younger people and

get involved. Think less

about your age, more

about your life."

WINNING
TIPS FOR
BEAUTIFUL,
AGELESS SKIN
(continued)

*

"Drinking

lots of wa-

ter and get-

ting plenty

of sleep at

night do

improve
the appearance of your

skin. When you're tired

and dehydrated, every

little line will be more ob-

vious. When your skin

does look dry, apply

moisturizer while your

skin is still

damp. This

seals in the

moisture for a

dewier look."

—NancyDonovan
"Be gentle when

applying makeup. Use your

fingers to softly blend, and

avoid tugging or stretching the

skin." —Kathy Brothers

"Anyone can have good

skin. These are the most

important rules to follow:

Eat well—a poor diet

makes skin look awful—

don't smoke, avoid the

sun and pay attention to

your mental health.





WSLINE REPORT

A new weapon against osteoporosis?
Potassium bicarbonate, an important nutrient, may be the latest weapon in the

fight against osteoporosis, the debilitating bone disease that affects millions of

American women. In a recent study at the University of California at San

Francisco, researchers added potassium bicarbonate to the diets of eighteen

women with osteoporosis. After a few weeks, there was evidence that the rate

of bone loss had slowed down and that more bone was building up in the

women than before they were put on the supplement. Then, when the

supplement was taken out of the participants' diets, bone loss began again.

Potassium bicarbonate supplements are not available in stores yet, but they

may be if further tests prove that the nutrient is an effective osteoporosis fighter.

—Elizabeth Schwartz, On the Menu

Dissolve; don't dispose
A manufacturer of products for health-care facilities has come up with an

ingenious solution to the problem of disposing of the many pounds of

infectious waste that hospitals amass daily. Their revolutionary line of hospital

products dissolves completely in very hot water. Isolyser Company, Inc., in

Norcross, Georgia, has produced gowns, surgical sponges, towels and even

mop tops and basins that break down when run through high-temperature,

washing machine-like processors; and the germs that may have been on them

become noninfectious. The water is then released into municipal waste-

treatment centers, where it ends up in a "degraded," safe form. Eliminating

the need to transport, dump or burn hospital waste saves money as well as the

environment. The products are currently making their way into hospitals

across the country. —Bruce Burkhardt, Earth Smart

A herpes vaccine
There's new hope for the estimated twenty-five million to forty million Americans

who suffer from genital herpes, the sexually transmitted disease that, though

treatable, stays in the body permanently and can cause chronic, painful

outbreaks. Doctors at the National Institutes of Health, along with a California-

based company, have developed a vaccine that may be a first step in the search

for a drug that may stop recurring outbreaks and prevent new infections. Tests

have found that patients who are given the drug have one third the number of

outbreaks experienced by those not on the vaccine. —Jeff Levine, HealthWorks

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
We get more activist and radical

and rebellious as we get older,

whereas many men are

rebellious when they are young

and get more conservative

when they get older.

—Gloria Steinem, while appearing on Larry King Live

Tune in to TMack L/Ve, CNN's new live, interactive town meeting, weekdays at 1:00 p.m. E.T.. beg

host. Susan Rook, will provide you with the opportunity to voice your opinion and speak to other
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Getting girls to

play video games
Why do adolescent boys seem

to be better than girls at

computer and video games? It

coiHd be that the industry has

been ignoring its young female

consumers. Studies show that

boys and girls tend to be equally

interested in computers until

about age eleven or twelve,

when girls begin losing interest.

Eventually, this can put girls at

a tremendous disadvantage,

especially in today's computer

age. Child-education experts

think that part of the problem

may be that most of the

computer and video software on

the market emphasizes violence,

competition and action

—

themes popular with boys but

not with girls, who tend to

prefer games that emphasize a

story line, cooperation and

character development.

Manufacturers, recognizing that

girls are an untapped market,

are now working to produce

games for them. Educators

hope that the new software and

games will keep girls interested

in computer technology long

after they stop playing games.

—Miles O'Brien, Sciexce &
Technology Week

ining August 22. Each day, TalkBack Live s

nencans about issues that affect your life.
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hicks, Wildlife, Primitive

Locations And Lots Of Babes.

Fulvous whistling chicks.

Least-tern babies. Birds aren't the

usual subjects of an advertisement.

But then again, we're not talking

about just any environmental program. It's one that Amoco designed to give

endangered species and other birds a place to feed, breed and nest. These wildlife

habitats are monitored by Amoco employees themselves, working together with

No, This Is Not Another Swimsuit Issue.

conservation groups. From North Dakota to South Carolina, Amoco employee

"volunteers are spending time in swampy marshes and mosquito-ridden woods to

help presence all kinds of wildlife for future generations. These -wetlands wildlife

habitats are part of an overall environmental program at Amoco. One that includes

clean -burning natural gas for cars and trucks at selected stations as well as our

Crystal Clear Amoco Ultmate gasoline which is refined an extra step to reduce

hydrocarbon exhaust emissions. Together, these

environmental efforts will be good for all Irving things

both today and down the road.

You Expect More From A Leader.

If you would like more information, please contact us at: Amoco Oil Company, Customer Relations. 1-800-333-3991.
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"When will I feel

GROWN-UP?
Officially, we're adults. We have a

husband, kids, a house and a job to

prove it. Then why do we feel so young

and uncertain? By Carol Lynn Mithers

Just
over two years ago, my

husband and I bought a

house. It was something I'd

dreamed of, but instead of

being exhilarated, I found

myself scared to death. Not only

were we using every penny of our

savings and borrowing a huge sum,

we were picking a community in

which we might live for years,

committing to a school district for

an as-yet-unconceived child. It all

seemed terrifyingly adult.

That shouldn't have been a big

deal; I was a woman in her thirties

with a career, bank account, retire-

ment plan and credit cards—by any

objective standard, I was an adult.

But I didn't feel like one. The very

word "grown-up" brought a specif-

ic picture to my mind: a woman in

hose and heels, her short, bouffant

hairdo sprayed firmly in place,

mouth outlined in bright red lip-

stick, and a man in suit and tie,

both leaving the house at seven-

thirty A.M. to go to work. These

people were crisp and no-nonsense;

they could manage a household,

balance a budget, get what they

wanted out of surly salesclerkc

The image bore no resemblance

to me or my life: I never used hair-

spray or red lipstick, and I'd been

working at home for thirteen years,

usually wearing a T-shirt and jeans.

My husband, a

professor, spent

most of his work

time at home, too.

and owned one

suit, which he

wore twice a year.

Our housework
and checkbook
balancing were

erratic, our con-

trol over life's

minutiae precari-

ous. While filling

out the loan ap-

plication for our

mortgage, I found myself alternate-

ly giggling at the ludicrousness of

what I was doing and paralyzed

with the certainty that I was in way
over my head. How could I be do-

ing this? I was just a kid!

I've found that I'm not the only

one who has felt this way. Ask any

dozen women—all of them out-

wardly responsible, mature human
beings—whether they feel like

grown-ups. and almost all will tell

you no. Long after we can drive,

vote, drink, have children, after

teenagers start calling us ma'am,

gray hairs sprout and gravity starts

taking its toll on our bodies—many
of us still feel as if we're barely out

of adolescence. And it bugs us.

When, we wonder, will we become

that mythical person who deserves

the title "grown-up"?

OUR PARENTS, OURSELVES

Why don't women feel like adults?

Everyone seems to have a different

reason. For Dolores, forty, a part-

time florist's assistant and the moth-

er of three-year-old twins, the

problem is that she doesn't have

what she calls "a real career. I've

drifted from one job to another since

I was in my twenties," she says.

"Grown-ups have something specif-

ic they do for a living. I've never re-

ally known what that is for me."

Carrie, thirty-eight and married,

has an extremely successful career as

a freelance business consultant but

complains (continued on page 46)
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"When will I feel grown-up?"

continuedfrow page 42

that she can't be an adult because she's

childless. "It sounds ridiculous, but bio-

logically, what's the difference between

being fourteen and being forty if you

haven't had a child?" she asks. "I've al-

ways had a notion of motherhood as a

coming of age."

And Barbara, thirty-four, a store buy-

er with a career and two kids, says she

couldn't possibly be an adult yet be-

cause she's too roiled by inner doubt. "I

still wake up in the middle of the night,

worrying about what I'm doing with my
life," she says. "Half the time I feel like

I'm losing control of even-thing and am
on the verge of catastrophe. I just don't

think grown-ups feel this way."

Beneath these differing reasons, how-

ever, lies one common denominator:

The image of "grown-up" that we want

to match looks an awful lot like our

mothers. Dolores's mother worked;

Carrie's had several children. "And,"

says Barbara, "my mother always had

everything under control."

Of course, equating being grown-up

with being like your parents is a natural

impulse; watching Mom and Dad is

a relationship in which there's a blur-

ring of gender roles, you get the sense

that you're not a grown-up. If you enjoy

your work, you're not a grown-up."

Certainly, the differences between
their parents' lives and their own con-

tributes to many women's feelings that

they're not "real" adults. "So many of

the things my mother did that seemed
grown-up to me are things I just don't

do," says Kit. "I don't get my hair done

every week. I don't wear high heels. I

don't have cocktail parties. It wasn't this

way for my mother. Women of her gen-

eration stepped into the world of their

own mothers in a way we haven't. My
mother and grandmother went to the

same beauty parlor. My mom and I

don't go to the same anything."

BREAKING THE TIES THAT BIND
But the I-don't-feel-like-an-adult syn-

drome may also signify that there are

deeper issues at work than simply try ing

to step into the roles of our parents. For

instance, when important needs go un-

met in childhood, people can become
"frozen" in that time. "I'm seeing one

man who was greatly deprived as a

child, and when he sees his wife give to

his granddaughter, he becomes angry.

"I STILL WAKE UP IN THE MIDDLE

OF THE NIGHT, WORRYING ABOUT WHAT

I'M DOING WITH MY LIFE/7 SAYS

Barbara. "I just don't think

GROWN-UPS FEEL THIS WAY. n

what gives every child her first—and
most enduring—notion of how adults

act, think and feel. But it's also prob-

lematic. Ideas of adulthood formed early

are skewed because children inevitably

see their parents as strong, all-powerful

and all-knowing. Nor do many parents

disabuse them of that idea. "If a parent

doesn't talk about conflicts, frustrations

and insecurities, a child gets an idealized

image of how grown-ups are supposed

to be—strong and controlled," says John
Barron, M.S.W., a psychotherapist in

private practice in Encino, California.

Moreover, those of us in our thirties

and forties grew up with a very particu-

lar—and no longer relevant—model of

what constitutes adulthood. "During
the fifties and into the sixties you saw

men making money and women taking

care of the house," says Barbara Zheut-

lin, M.F.C.C., a therapist in Santa

Monica, California. "You saw that it

was children's jobs to play and parents'

jobs to work hard. So, now, if you're in

just like a child getting jealous that his

brother or sister is getting more atten-

tion than he is," says John Barron. Ac-

cording to experts, people who are still

reliving past wrongs won't feel adultlike

until they resolve those old problems.

Others feel "split"—sometimes they

behave in an intensely mature way, and

other times they act like children. "The
qualities that make you a success in one

area of your life give you trouble in an-

other," says Barbara Zheutlin. "Perhaps

you're very goal-oriented, not too aware

of your own emotional processes. That
can make you extremely effective in

business and let you feel very adult, but

when you are confronted with deep
emotions like frustration, neediness and

anger, you feel out of control. And feel-

ing out of control means feeling power-

less—like a child.

"Having intense, irrational responses

is part of being a human being," adds

Zheutlin. "The challenge, if you're go-

ing to be an adult, is to say, 'I'm having

this strong emotional responsej^^
don't have to act on it.'

"

Those with a bigger, more
sense of never having grown up
be trying to separate emotional!

their parents. "There's a differe

tween leaving home physically anc^H
so emotionally or psychologicallyHB

Donald Williamson, Ph.D., senioftp.

r\ .it Leadership Institute of Seftjp

graduate training program in appllbjr.

havioral science, and a therapist Up
vate practice. In fact, he mm
throughout our twenties, thirtieSS

into our forties, many of us contMS
have a deep dependence on thoidp
raised us. Long after we're on oin
we look to our parents for advifc

fear their judgment of us.

Not surprisingly, the solution

case is to learn to stand up for y
to be responsible for your a

Above all, says Williamson, yo

to find a way to humanize a

mythologize your parents, turnin)

relationship into one of equals.

Some women find that to be a

al} natural process. "What's
changed the way I feel is my p
getting older," says Robin, thi:

bank manager. "I don't call o

anymore for help; they call me
others, the balance of family powi

tered suddenly by a major event 1

death of a parent or the birth of a

Finally, many women need to

out images of adulthood that ar|

moded or overly idealized. "I'v

waiting for some magical even!

would signal I'd crossed the linf

adulthood," says Lee, thirty-f<|x,u

homemaker and mother of two. 'tut;

don't know how to define being gpwnr

up anymore. I still haven't gotten

figured out, but I'm feeling incredhgl

comfortable with that fact. If I'm pwi

and I don't know what I'm doi

must mean that my parents often

know what they were doing e

That's kind of consoling."

dr

bei

TAKING CHARGE
It is, finally, our own perception op
selves—and our willingness to adBi

grown-ups—that determines whm
begin to feel like adults. "Today,p
different than I used to," Robino;

"It's like having a different perspjtr

an awareness of being something*!

than I was when I was in my tw»
And I like it a lot. I think I waste*
of time thinking I*d feel grown-™
only had X or Y or became somM
else. That's not being grown-up! pa

grown is accepting responsibility

accepting what you are and ml
peace with yourself."

Carol Lynn Milkers is a contributingM

to Ladies ' Howe Journal.
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SDINEWS

YOU MUST
KNOW ABOUT
A life-threatening strain of strep. A form of

pneumonia that resists antibiotics. These and

other killers are baffling medical researchers.

But you can take steps to protect yourself and

your family. By Sherry Helms

Tn
Connecticut, a twenty-two-year-old woman

comes to the emergency room complaining of

inflamed red patches of raw skin. She's stunned

to learn that she has a life-threatening form of a

strep infection, caused by the same bacteria that

give most people a sore throat.

In Florida, a thirty-three-year-old mechanic devel-

ops a mysterious illness that be-

gins like the flu but soon leaves

him unconscious and suffocating,

his lungs filling with fluid. The
man is shocked to hear that he's

the state's first known victim of

the hantavirus, a rodent-borne

disease that keeps researchers baf-

fled as it haphazardly strikes vic-

tims around the country. Luckily,

he survives.

In New York, a grandfather au-

tomatically thinks cancer when an

X ray shows a huge spot on his

lung. The man is floored when he

Vince Kibby, of Buren, Washington, who suf-

fers from a little-known form of Group-A strep

called necrotizing fasciitis, had to have a large

portion of tissue amputated from his leg

hears the diagnosis: He has a full-blown case

of tuberculosis, a contagious disease he had

thought was wiped out in this country

decades ago.

These stories may seem unrelated, but

each is a tiny piece of a big and disconcerting

picture that is slowly coming into focus for

public-health experts: They're beginning to

see a startling rise in the number of new in-

fectious diseases and the reemergence of

contagious killers from the past.

Once considered well within management
by drugs and vaccines, life-threatening germs

had been shoved to the back burner. But

now we may be paying a price for letting

down our collective guard. Experts admit

that we no longe/ have the threat of infec-

tious diseases in check. "The range of dis-

eases is increasing, and an alarming number

of these germs are resilient," says Ralph

Bryan, M.D.. project coordinator at the Na-

tional Center for Infectious Diseases, at the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC), in Atlanta.

So here in the age of highest technology,

we find ourselves faced with a menu of

"new" diseases that recall an earlier era: an

incurable illness carried by rodents, a return

of life-threatening tuberculosis, lethal forms

of hepatitis and strains of bacterial infections

that antibiotics can't kill.

Scientists report that this situation isn't happen-

stance. Some facts of American life today make us

newly vulnerable. Increased air travel and immigration

are helping dangerous germs move around at jet

speed. The prevalence of child-care centers is playing

a role in spreading contagious microorganisms to sus-

ceptible children, who in turn

bring them home to their families.

Then there's the fact that our ag-

ing arsenal of antibiotics is losing

its once dependable punch.

"We're leaving the comfortable

era when there was always a pill to

take," Alexander Tomasz, Ph.D.,

a microbiologist at Rockefeller

University", in New York City, told

a gathering of American scientists

earlier this year.

Experts also theorize that global

warming may make it easier for

disease-carrying (continued)
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Viruses and bacteria: What's the difference?
~~~—

:
*

"

The new germs
continued

insects and animals, who thrive in

warm climates, to migrate to new ar-

eas. So humans may be exposed to

microorganisms never before encoun-

tered in this part of the world. And
public-health officials know enough

to be worried: The rapid spread of

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-

drome (AIDS) taught us just how
quickly germs that

were once confined

to a small area can

become global

threats.

So, what does
all this mean to the

average American
family? Short of

locking everyone
up at home and
doling out surgical

masks and gloves,

what can we do to

keep our families

safe? Plenty, say

the experts.

"For the vast

number of infec-

tious diseases, we
know what causes

them and can tell

people how to pro-

tect themselves,"

says Richard J.

Duma, M.D., Ph.D.,

head of the Na-
tional Foundation for Infectious Dis-

eases, a nonprofit foundation in

Bethesda, Maryland. "There are com-
mon pieces of knowledge that can
prevent an enormous amount of dis-

ease and death."

Here's what you need to know
about some of the most dangerous
new germs:

INVASIVE GROUP-A STREP
This is a highly virulent type of strep-

tococcus, a form of the same bacteria

that cause common strep throat. This

particular germ is far more dangerous:

It can cause a fatal drop in blood pres-

sure, toxic shock and organ failure. In

some cases, invasive Group-A strep

can also cause necrotizing fasciitis, a

secondary infection that eats away at

muscles and fat tissue. The first signs

of the skin infection are inflamed skin

with localized redness, sometimes with

blisters. An important clue can be
rapidly expanding >rders of the red-

dened area. Vomiting, diarrhea, pain,

fever and weakness may accompany
the skin symptoms.
Prevalence: Despite widespread
publicity about deaths and emergency
amputations in Great Britain and the
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United States earlier this year, the

flesh-eating form of this disease is be-

lieved to be quite rare. CDC officials

estimate that between 500 and 1,500

necrotizing fasciitis cases occur in the

United States each year. Invasive

strep A itself, though, is more com-
mon, with 10,000 to 15,000 cases

yearly. Between 10 and 20 percent of

those are fatal.

Method of transmission: Group-A
strep can be transmitted in the same

-

INFECTIONS AND ILLNESSES are usually caused by microorganisms that

are either bacteria or viruses. Bacteria, left, are free-living organisms

within your body that can multiply and destroy tissues or produce tox-

ins. By contrast, viruses are smaller microorganisms that can invade a

host cell. (They usually do not live on their own.) The viruses can change

the cell's genetic makeup, causing harmful cells to grow in place of

healthy ones. Others may take over a cell and eventually kill it. Bacteria

can be killed by antibiotics, but a person must be immunized against a

particular virus, usually by vaccine. (Antiviral drugs inhibit the virus from

growing and decrease the symptoms viruses can cause.)

wound appears to be infected or if you
j

have a rapidly expanding reddening

area that is hot to the touch.

THE HANTAVIRUS
When this mysterious illness spread in

the Southwest in May 1993, doctors

|

were completely baffled. Since then,

they have identified at least four]

strains of the virus—all of them poten-

tially fatal. After initial testing done in

the Southwest, experts have discov-1

ered that the germ;

is carried by as

many as 1 5 per-

cent of all deer
mice, as well as!

other rodents..)

Still, much about

the disease re-;

mains a mystery.

Because the in-|

fection moves so

quickly, the hanta-

virus is difficult to

treat. Hard to iden-

tify in its early

stages, it's usually

detected only when
it affects the lungs,

causing them to fill

with fluid and po-

tentially to suffo-

cate the victim.

Unlike other ill-

nesses that take the

greatest toll on
people with weak-

ened immune svs-

way as common flus and germs: by

coughing, kissing, sharing drinking

cups and eating utensils. Necrotizing

fasciitis, however, is not thought to be

highly communicable, says Edward J.

Septimus, M.D., an infectious-disease

specialist at the University of Texas
Health Science Center, in Houston.
"Transmission usually requires direct

or intimate contact with patients who
have the disease or are carriers of it,"

he says. "Casual contact rarely leads

to infection."

Treatment: In the early stages, strep

infections can be treated with com-
mon antibiotics, such as penicillin.

The same can be used for necrotizing

fasciitis, but they must be adminis-

tered quickly and in much higher dos-

es. In some cases, patients must have

affected limbs amputated or large

chunks of their flesh removed.

Preventive measures: Anyone with

a sore throat accompanied by a high

fever (above 102°F.) should see a doc-

tor to get a throat culture to detect

strep infection. Be on guard particu-

larly if you have a bruise or an open
wound that might be vulnerable to in-

fection. Keep all wounds clean, Septi-

mus says. See a doctor right away if a

terns, the hantavirus has primarily hit

strong and otherwise healthy individu-

als. No one knows for sure why that's

the case, but it may be due to an over-

reaction of a strong immune system

that fills the lungs with fluid as a de-

fensive measure.

Prevalence: So far, there have been

eighty cases in the United States. Vic-

tims have been stricken in eighteen

states, though most of the cases have

been in Colorado, Arizona and New
Mexico. Forty-four people have died

from the disease.

Method of transmission: The virus

is believed to infect people who
breathe tiny particles of infected rodent

urine, feces and saliva that get into the

air. Other suspected routes of trans-

mission: rodent bites, open wounds
and ingestion of contaminated food.

The killer virus may remain long af-

ter the rodents are gone. "It's an ex-

tremely sturdy virus," says Bob
Howard, a CDC spokesperson who
closely follows the hantavirus. Unlike

other viruses that don't linger outside

their host for more than several days,

the hantavirus can live in the environ-

ment for weeks or possibly months.

Treatment: Patients (continued)
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The new germs
continued

have the best chance of survival when

they are quickly placed on a respirator

and other life-support systems. Doc-

tors are experimenting with various

antiviral drugs, such as ribavirin.

Preventive measures: Since all ro-

dents are potential carriers of the dis-

ease, even household mice should be

suspect. Rodent-proof your home by

sealing up any cracks or openings.

Store all foods in tightly sealed plastic

or metal containers.

If you see evidence of mice or rats,

carefully clean any area that may have

been infected by droppings. To keep

from sending germs into the air while

cleaning, wet down surfaces with a dis-

infectant or with a bleach solution (one

and a half cups per gallon of water).

If you trap any rodents, pour the

cleaning solution over them before

handling. Pick them up (trap and all)

with a shovel and sturdy rubber
gloves. Place in a sealed, heavy plastic

bag for disposal.

TUBERCULOSIS
The number-one killer at the turn of

the century, tuberculosis (TB) was al-

most eradicated from this country.

But in the past decade, TB—a bacteri-

al infection that lodges in the lungs

—

has made a strong comeback. From
1985 to 1992, there was a 20 percent

lump in the number of overall cases

reported in the U.S., with a 35 percent

jump among children. (There was a

slight downturn in 1993.)

Immigration is believed to play a

role in the disease's spread: TB is still

widespread in Asia, Africa, and Cen-

tral and South America, and many of

this nation's new immigrants are from

those areas. (About 30 percent of ac-

tive TB cases are reported in foreign-

born persons, the CDC says.)

Of greatest concern are the most
virulent strains of the infection. The
CDC reports that one in seven cases is

resistant to traditional antibiotic treat-

ment. Experts believe that may be

because in some countries where TB
is widespread, antibiotics are available

over the counter, allowing patients to

treat themselves until they feel better,

rather than until the germs are killed.

As a result, the hardiest bacteria sur-

vive and are then passed along.

Prevalence: More than twenty-five

thousand new cases of active TB were

reported to the CDC in 1993. (It's pos-

sible to carry an inactive form of the

bacteria, which doesn't always develop

into an active disease and is not conta-

gious. There are no figures on how
many people carry the inactive germ.)

Method of transmission: TB is

spread by breathing air contaminated

when someone with an active case of

the disease coughs or speaks. Still, be-

cause the expelled bacteria have to be

the right size and settle in the right pan
of the lungs, it is not readily conta-

gious. Most often, those who catch it

are people who have spent a lot of time

breathing TB-contaminated air, such

as those who live or work around a

person or people who have the disease.

Treatment: Patients with active TB
are typically put on a course of various

antibiotics, used in combination.

Those who earn- an inactive germ are

typically given the antibiotic isoniazid

to kill the germ and prevent it from
developing into a full-blown case.

Preventive measures: Doctors ad
vise getting tested if you're at risk (if

you're a health-care worker, if you live

or work with a new immigrant or with

an indigent population or AIDS pa

tients, if you live in a neighborhood
with a high rate of TB or if you have a

family history of TB) . A simple skin

test can detect the presence of the in-

fection. Also ask your pediatrician i:

your children should be tested. Some
doctors recommend periodic testing

for children, who are at greater risk of

developing the disease because of their

vulnerable immune systems.

Offer testing for at-risk employees,

such as foreign-born housekeepers and
nannies, who work in your home. If

your children are in day care, find out

if its employees have been screened for

TB. (Only twelve states require such

testing, according to the CDC.)

HEPATITIS B AND C

Hepatitis, a viral infection that causes

inflammation of the liver, is not a "new'

disease. But one form of it, Hepatitis B,

appears to be on the rise. And another

equally dangerous strain. Hepatitis C,

was first detected in 1975. A person

may earn- the virus in his bloodstream

and have no symptoms—and yet he can

spread the virus. In other cases, the

virus can cause chronic liver disease and

cirrhosis. "Both of these viruses put pa-

tients at a major increased risk of liver

cancer," says Emmet B. Keeffe, M.D.,

medical (continued on page 90)

TOP GERM-FIGHTING TACTICS
The best way to safe-

guard your health is to

protect yourzelf and your

family as best you can

from all germs. Even the

most common variety can

become potentially dan-

gerous, and any bug at all

can weaken your immune

system and diminish your

ability to fight more serious

germs. Here are some

things you can do to stay

germ-free:

Eat right and get regu-

lar exercise. A vitamin-

deficient body and poorly

conditioned lungs can

make you an easy target

for germs.

Wash your hands before

eating, when preparing

food, when you've been

touching garbage, after

handling babies and being

around sick people. When
washing, use warm water

and mild soap. Harsher

soaps can cause skin irrita-

tions and rashes, giving in-

fections a place to grow.

Don't share bath or

hand towels. When enter-

taining, disposable paper

hand towels are a consid-

erate touch.

Never share drinking

glasses or eating utensils

with anyone, even family.

Beware of germs at the

sink. Handles of rest-room

faucets get dirty easily. In

public facilities, use a pa-

per towel to cover the

faucet handles when you

turn them on or off. At

home, keep fixtures clean.

Keep your distance from

people who are sneezing,

coughing and talking in

hoarse voices. People in

the early stages of respira-

tory infections may be

particularly contagious.

Remind family members to

cover their mouths when

they sneeze or cough.

Schedule doctors' ap-

pointments when the wait-

ing room is least crowded—

usually very early in the

morning, right after lunch

or at the end of the day.

If you know your resis-

tance is low (i.e., if you've

been sick or if you're tak-

ing medications containing

steroids), avoid large gath-

erings, particularly where

there are young children.

Don't let bath or pool

water get into your mouth.

There are a lot of pesky

germs chlorine can't kill.

Keep your home clean.

But don't rely only on dis-

infectants. Sunlight and

fresh air help kill and dissi-

pate many disease-causing

organisms.
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01994 Schenng-Ptough HutthCare Products, Inc

only as directed

I n Dr. Scholl's Advanced Pain Relief Corn And Callus Cushions.

J
For Pain Relief, The Solution Is Clear.

To every corn or callus sufferer, freedom conforming to your corn or callus, while it

Dm painful shoes has always been a thing absorbs painful shoe pressure and friction.

of the future. But no longer.

With new Advanced Pain

Relief Corn and Callus

Products from Dr. Scholl's,

the future is here today.

That's because our new

Advanced Pain

NEW ADVANCED
•AIN RELIEF CORN

CUSHION

elief Corn Cushions and

alius Cushions are made of a

eakthrough material we call

ushlin™ refined over years of

boratory research at Dr

And new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn

Removers also include

clinically-proven medicat-

ed discs that completely

remove your corn in five

applications or

NEW ADVANCED
PAIN RELIEF CALLUS

CUSHION

NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR SUPERIOR PAIN RELIEF

:holl's. Cushlin™ gives you

imediate and all-day pain relief, by softly world of pain relief.

less, thanks to the most effective

removal ingredient available.

So buy new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn and

Callus Products with Cushlin™

And step up to a whole new

DrScholls

Make life in your shoes more comfortable.



ELATIONSHIPS
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DON'T BE SORRY
Do you apologize to your husband, your boss and your kids whenever

something goes wrong—even if it's not your fault? Here's how to say

Tm sorry" only when you really mean it. By Carol Lynn Mithers

hen her boss asked

that an important

file he left on his desk

before the end of the

day, Andrea, a thirty-

six-year-old junior executive at a

food-service corporation, did as he

instructed. The next morning,

however, she got an irate call.

"Where's that file I wanted?" her

boss demanded.

Andrea immediately went to his

office and searched the corner of

the desk where she'd left the file. It

was covered by the morning news-

paper, telephone messages, and

several legal pads her boss had
brought from home. She lifted

them, and there was the file. "It

was covered up," her boss said, ir-

ritation in his voice.

"Yes," Andrea replied. "I'm

sorry."

"Okay, okay," he answered, still

sounding peeved.

Andrea went back to her own of-

fice. Why is he mad at me? she

thought. He's the one whose stuff

was all over the place so he couldn't

find what he was looking for. Sud-

denly, she got angry. That's right!

This was his fault! So, how come I

was the one who apologized?

/'/// sorry. Every day, those

words are said by millions of wom-
en— far more often, research

shows, than they're said by men.

We apologize to our husbands,

kids and friends, to bosses and col-

leagues, to people who bump into

us in the supermarket. The apolo-

gies we make are so automatic that

sometimes we don't even realize

what we're saying—and too often

they're in response to situations

that aren't our fault. Why does be-

ing a woman always mean having

to say you're sorry?

WHAT SHE SAYS, WHAT HE SAYS

In part, says Deborah Tannen,

Ph.D.. professor of linguistics at

Georgetown University, in Wash-

ington, D.C.. and author of You

Just Don't L'nderstatid (Ballantine,

1991) and the forthcoming Talking

From 9 to 5 (Morrow), women's

excess apologizing is simply a mat-

ter of speaking style. Conversation,

she says, "is basically a ritual. We
say things because we've learned

they're the right things to say in

certain (continued on page 62)
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Citrus Shrimp
Kabob

Marinade.
3 medium oranges

cup Wish-Bone Mum Dressing

.' tablespoons snipped fresh dill

'

1 pound large shrimp, peeled und decerned

Grate 1 teaspoon peel from 1 orange, then squeeze

out '

i cup juice. Cu* remaining 2 oranges into

16 wedges: set aside.

In large shallow baking dish, combine orange peel.

: cup orange juice. Italian dressing and dill. Add

shrimp: turn to coat. Cover and marinate

in refrigerator, turning occasionally, iill minutes.

Remove shrimp, reserving

marinade.

On X skewers, alternately thread

shrimp and orange wedges. Grill

or broil, turning until shrimp

turn pink. If desired, bring

reserved marinade to a boil

and serve over kabobs or

toss with hot cooked rice.

Makes 1 servings.

'Substitution: Use

1 teaspoon dried

dill weed.

Don't be sorry

continuedfrom page 58

situations. A lot of the rituals that wom-
en use have the function of taking the

other person's feelings into account.

Apologizing works like that. Many
women will say 'I'm sorry' not as a liter-

al apology but as a way of acknowledg-

ing that something may have been
difficult for the other person." She cites

an example from her research—a teach-

er telling her principal she was sorry that

a difficult student had been suspended.

The teacher, Tannen says, was not tak-

ing blame for what had happened but

was trying to tell her supervisor, "I feel

as bad as you must about this."

But even literal apologies—when a

person says I'm sorry because she's

done, or believes she's done, some-
thing wrong—are offered far more of-

ten by women than men. Many men
learn early to act strong, independent
and self-assured, and to alwavs save

and tired and we were both at f;

acting like jerks," she recall:

Michael almost never apologize

didn't want to get into a big see

took the blame. And now that

about it, that happens a lot."

However, women's incessani

gizing isn't always a problem
apologize to someone as part <

Tannen calls our "conversation

al"—in other words, to be pol

considerate—and the other
shares this conversational trait

smooth the relationship. For in

recently a woman from whom
quested some business infon
asked if she could return my c

that day, and I said I'd be there,

expectedly, I had to go out, and

time I returned, she'd left a mes:

me. When I tried to call her bacl

left for the day. The next mi

when I reached her at her offic

mediately apologized. "I'm
wasn't there when vou called. I

II

"Women have a terrible fear of conflict

In order to defuse a situation,

a woman will simply apologize/'

face by not admitting fault. But wom-
en, says Rona Kurtz, Ph.D., a psychol-

ogist in New York City, "tend to look

at many aspects of life in an interper-

sonal way. And if a problem isn't

solved, if a difficulty arises, we feel

guilty that we didn't participate better,

that somehow it's our fault. For exam-
ple, there's been research demonstrat-

ing that in a work situation where
something goes wrong, men are more
likely to blame the situation and wom-
en will blame themselves. So it follows

we will apologize more readily."

Not only that, says Lisa Frankel,

Ph.D., a marriage and family therapist in

Los Angeles, "one of the major com-
plaints I get from women is of having

low self-esteem." And that often trans-

lates into a woman who constantly feels

apologetic
—"I'm sorry my body looks

the way it does; I'm sorry' for being who
I am; I'm sorry for not being enough"

—

and who frequently takes the blame for

things that aren't her fault. "Women also

have a terrible fear of conflict," Frankel

adds. "In order to avoid conflict, to

defuse a situation and stave off or end a

fight, a woman will simply apologize."

That point resonates with Lee, thirty,

a social worker, whose apology stopped

a potentially enormous blowup with her

husband one night when there was no
dinner because each thought the other

was stopping at the supermarket on the

way home from work. "We were hungry

back but you'd already left."

"I'm sorry, too," she answe
turn. "I had to leave early." The
sation that followed was especially

and friendly.

"When apologizing is [such

anced ritual," says Deborah T
"neither of you ends up in a less {

ful position."

But if the person to whom you

gize does not understand that you

ing polite and considerate, an autc

"I'm sorry" can have a very diffen

feet. "Any time you don't share a

ular conversational [style

inclined to take [a person's words

ally," points out Tannen. "Becaus

are less likely than women to ape

as an automatic way of being cor

ate, they may interpret what a

says as an actual apology." Anc

may leave a woman in a less po\

position: She may be seen as we

bumbling, or she may be assigned

for things that aren't her fault. W
woman constantly uses ritual apoli

a business setting, Tannen says

may be seen as incompetent."

A woman who continually say

sorry to her husband can have

problems, adds Rona Kurtz. Whil

offers her apology expecting to ge

in return, instead her mate may
come to see her as always wrong. /

woman who habitually takes (or

en) more than her share of blame
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DoesYour

GarageDoorOpener

HaveA^feaklink?

^H^Hr If v°u re stuck with a chain drive opener, you know the

^JHr answer. Chain drives rely on a noisy, greasy, slack chain

^ with hundreds of little links that can stretch or even break.

Consider the advantages of installing a Genie - Screw Drive Opener

Increased Strength. Unlike most chain drive openers, Genie's

solid ten-foot steel screw and direct- drive technology deliver more

lifting force to your door.

Maximum Power, Quiet and Durability. Genie's reliable transfer

of power, from motor to screw to door, delivers a quieter, smoother lift

and close. Time after time, year after year.

"Tighter" Security. Chains flex, wobble and give. But Genie's

exclusive solid-steel screw twists down tight and resists forced,

manual operation.

The Standard for Safety. Every Genie opener meets or exceeds

the strict mandates of The Consumer Products Safety Act " and has

earned the UL Mark of Safety.

Easy Installation. Follow the step-by- step illustrated

instructions. We even have a how-to home video and a toll- V<§P
free HELP hotline. Or you can just call an authorized

Genie Professional to do the job.

For the name of your nearest Genie Dealer or

Professional Installer, call 1-800-82-GENIE. * J

In Canada, call 1-800-654-3643. /
Effective January 1. 1993.

Built ForALifetime.

> LIFETIME <

PRO-TECH'

GXL Series

1094 Genie is a registered trademark of The Genie Company. Alliance, Ohio 44601. UL Listed. CSA Certified
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Claire is wearing Coty '24' Lipstick in Nouveau Wine.

HAVE YOU

CAKI
AND EAT IT, TO
YOUR LIPSTICK WILL STILL BE <

COTY '24' LIPSTICK. WON'T SLIP, SLII

TRIP YOU UP OR LET YOU DOV

WITH COTY '24' IT'S A PIECE OF CAW
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We've Mode Literacii Beallij Cour
for the past five years, Coors has committed millions of dollars throughout the country, more than 250,000 women n

to help fight illiteracy in America. And the results have added /jSl^ received literacy services. Make your efforts counti

up. Thanks to our partnerships with literacy organizations JEfiEMEk. 1-800-6Z6- for information on how you caneif





ForThoseWho BelieveWhere One Cooks
Is As ImportantAsWhat One Cooks.

m

Breakfast brightened by a smiling sun.

Afternoon tea refreshed by a gentle breeze. Dinner

warmed with a golden glow. With Andersen'

Feature Windoivs, spending the day in the kitchen

is no longer what it used to be.

Gone are the dim, drab, lifeless rooms where

WA*Mm
* .V.V.Y V?

cooking was considered nothing more than a tl|

chore. Our feature windows transform kitcher

into welcoming places of light, beauty and comj\

And our reputation for reliability creates wind*

that last, whatever the weather cooks up.

To learn more, see your Andersen' Wind



rt at an Andersen Window Center' store. To

mt how near they are, call lSOO'426-4261

nd the coupon.

Let Andersen Feature Windows help

-

ediscover the joy of cooking.

Come Experience Andersen Light!"

Send mt' free literature, f plan to build in

City Stag Zip

1 plan to remodel. I plan to replace.

Name

Address

City State

Phu

Send to Andersen Windows, Inc., P.O. Box 3900. Peoria. IL 61614.

287-0994



y,,qyOOD FLCORING IN THE KITCHEN ISN7 A NEW TREND. WHAT IS NEW IS THL

EMPHASIS ON TEXTURE AND PATTERN. THE LOOK IS STILL WARM AND INVITING, BUT US-

ING WOOD IN UNIQUE, DECORATIVE WAYS OFFERS A LOT MORE INTEREST,

—Judith Slaughter, Decorating Den, MlanM

II e lore Bruce I lard-

wood Floors' Custom

( raffed Hood Tile Collec-

tion. Their Meridian

Stone maple floor exem-

plifies the new look (call

S00-722-4647).

Viny l flooring; has came a

long inn. too. Ifhats hoi

now? ! handcrafted ar-

ch itt 'ctural look, using in-

laid designs in warm,

Mediterranean colors. The

example below, Mosaic

Jewel, is from irmstrongs

Designer Solarian II line

(S()0-2:Ti-:iS2:i).

H.J. 4

Tt)E L$)OK OF STONE OR A DRAMATIC INLAID

BORDER ARE AMONG THE MANY NEW OPTIONS

THAT CAN BE CREATED WITH VINYL FLOORINGA

—Michael Foster^NewSyork





H^LO()EN LIGHTING HAS

COME INTO THE KITCHEN.

ITS A SOFT BUT POWER-

FUL LIGHT SOURCE, AND

THE AVAILABLE FIXTURES

ARE FANTASTIC}

—Julie W^gu/Davishire

Interiors, Nashville

Skyline cabinets (cabinets

ohvarying heights thai

create a skyline effect) are

note widely available. Thm

cabinetry below is /ram

Merillat s Bristen line:

$00-624-1250.

C A B I E T S

StyYUNf CABINETS ADD A LOT OF STYLE TO A KITCHEN.

THEY OFFER AN AIRY LOOK, AND THE TOPS CAN SERVE

AS DISPLAY SHELVES FOR FAVORITE COLLECTIBLES^

—Lynnay Kallemeyn, Decorating Den, Palos UaGHisf Illinois

\ not her strong trend is

glass-front cabinets, which can

give any kitchen a custom-decoi

rated look. The Timberlake ( ab-

inet Company offers over /iffy

stock styles, including the tlirec

at left. Far more information^

call $00-722-1510.
H.J. 6
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BERTOLLl

Bertolli, Italy's best-selling, best-loved olive oil,

could bring out the true, subtle flavors of such delicious foods

as this.

Olive Oil has No Cholesterol.

And Bertolli not only makes foods better, it's better for you,

as olive oil is naturally cholesterol free.

Of course foods like this are appreciated not only in Italy,

where Bertolli has been made for over 125 years, but here,

where families like yours have made it the best-loved olive oil

in America today.

Bertolli Risotto e Gamberetti Risola

12 oz. shrimp, shelled and deveined

1 cup peas

1 tsp. julienne lemon rind

1 Tbsp. fresh lemon juice

1 12 tsp. salt, or more to taste

Freshly ground black pepper, to taste

Finery chopped fresh basil or Italian parsley

IfYou Want ItTo Be Better,

It Better Be Bertolu.

Ill

ECIPE BOOK!
Bertolli Olive Oil

containing 25 delicious

money-saving coupons,

check or money order,

and handling to:

trition Center, P.O.

Jcaucus, NJ 07096-2399.

2 Tbsp. Bertolli Clossico Olive Oil

2 Tbsp diced red onion

1-1/4 cups imported or domestic medium
or long grain white rice

1 /3 cup dry white wine

4 to 5 cups unsalted chicken broth.

kept hot over low heat

1 . Heat 1 Tbsp. of Bertolli Olive Oil In a large saucepan over low heat Add onion.

Cook, stirring, until tender. 5 min. Stir in rice and coat with the oil.

2. Add wine, heat to boiling; stir over high heat until almost evaporated. Stir in 1 cup
of the chicken broth; stirring, until broth is absorbed. Continue adding broth, about 1 12

cup at a time, stirring constantly. Each portion should be absorbed before adding the

next. With last 1 12 cup broth, add shrimp, peas, lemon. Cook, uncovered, stirring

constantly, until broth is absorbed and rice is tender to the bite, the dish is moist and

creamy, and shrimp are cooked through, 5 to 8 min. Add remaining 1 Tbsp. Bertolli

Olive Oil and lemon juice; stir in salt and black pepper, to taste.

3. Arrange to suit on plate and garnish with fresh parsley and/or basil. Serves 4.

<3£53 HEKTULLI



Ifyou thought counter-

tops couldn 't get any more

sophisticated, flunk again.

Now, in addition to offer-

ing sera trli -proof, non-

porous, slain - resistant

surfaces in a variety of col-

AILS
ors and faux-stone looks,

companies like Nevarnar

(410-551-5000) "ire you

flic opportunity to create

your own inlays designs.

HipHJ)JECK FAUCETS ARE MORE THAN GREAT-LOOKING

SINK ACCESSORIES. THEY MAKE CLEANING LARGE,

BULKY POTS EASIER THAN EVER.] —Karen Reisler, New York

Wear left: no need

to get wet while un-

plugging the drain,

k aider's Duostrainer

Dry (a draining con-

trol on the faucet

deck) does the I rick.

lira examples id elegant,

high-neck lancets that make

cli aimps easier and are best for

double sinks, from Delia (left,

SOO- 3+5- DELTA) and Kohler

(right, S00-4-KOHLER).

The roll-lop appliance garage is just one of the new stor-

age accessories on the market l/ia/ 's designed to keep coun-

tertops clutter-free. Roll-top garage Irom Timberlake
( 'abinet ( 'ompany.

H.J. 8

PRODUCT INFORMATION
DIRECTORY

Genie Garage Door Opener

Safety and Maintenance Guide—
A valuable brochure to teach

your family about garage-door

safety and the ins and outs of

garage-door and garage-door-

opener maintenance. For a free

copy, call 800-82-GENIE.

KitchenAid Style and Substance

... the functional elegance of

KitchenAid major appliances is

detailed in full-color literature

featuring the complete line of

KitchenAid built-in and free-

standing refrigerators, gas and

electric cooktops, built-in

ovens, freestanding and drop-in

ranges, dishwashers, clothes

washers, dryers and more. For

information, call toll-free, 800-

5122-1230.

Carpet—The Choice for Ev-

ery Walk of Life, from the

Carpet and Rug Institute, pro-

vides helpful information about

carpet selection. To receive this

free, fact-filled guide, send a

self-addressed, stamped, legal-

size envelope to the Carpet and

Rug Institute, P.O. Box 2048,

Dalton, GA 30720-2048.

Armstrong Color Passions

flooring features some of the

newest and brightest colors

ever. Perfect for custom de-

signs. Create your own special

places. Call 800-233-3823 for a

Free "Special Places" Brochure.

Kohler Coordinates is a

comprehensive planning

program for bath and

kitchen remodeling projects.

In one convenient kit, you'll

get a design guide full of

ideas, a video, a workbook,

even software for your com-

puter—all for S24.95. Call

800-772-1814, Dept. LHJ.

Andersen Windows free

"Windows and Patio Door

Factbook" offers creative

ideas using windows and patio

doors. It's a great resource for

building and remodeling pro-

jects. Write: Andersen Win-

dows, Inc.,#LHJ223-0994,

P.O. Box 3900, Peoria, IL

61614; or call 800-426-4261.



"One... Two... Three... Jump!"

old rim

I d to a total of

ng days

f;

idy Kristin Haynes' adorable

sides™ sculptures have won
iris of collectors worldwide ...

iw her precious cherubs debut

'first time ever on their own
in plates!

Flying Lesson" shows a tiny,
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M M J T" hen we first met

^ w/ I Liam Neeson a few

^ I years back, he remind-

^Ll ^LJ ed us of a sixties hippie:

T the manner friendly and

casual, the jeans scruffy, the open-

neck shirt unpressed.

When we met again, a few years

later, he'd become a superstar

—

universally praised and nominated

for an Oscar as Best Actor for his

striking performance in Sc/iindlcr's

List, Steven Spielberg's nveting

drama about German atrocities

during World War II. Yet Neeson

seemed as down-to-earth as ever,

in spite of his fame and the fact

that at forty-two. he has acquired

m ju:r

the tag of The Thinking Woman's
Sex Symbol. His name has been

linked with more than one femme
fatale. He fell deeply in love with

Julia Roberts before fame found

her and broke up the affair. He
was also reportedly practically en-

gaged to the perennially virginal

Brooke Shields. And
long before that there

was an extended inti-

mate relationship with

Helen Alirren (the

Neeson with wife
Natasha Richardson, with

whom he'll star in Nell,

their first film together,

due out in December

detective chief inspector on th

PBS hit mini-series Prime Suspect)

as well as brief dalliances with su

perstar Barbra Streisand an

singer Sinead O'Connor. Now
however, he seems to have found

the right woman at last: In early

July, he married British actres

Natasha Richardson.

It's clear that Neeson finds his

elevation to superstardom more
than a bit disconcerting. ("I look

in the mirror and ask myself.

What am I doing in the movies?

Go back to Ireland and drive a

forklift.") Not surprising, perhaps

for someone who grew up in a

working-class home in Ballymena

Northern Ireland, and wanted
originally to be a carpenter. His

mother, Kitty Neeson, was a

school cook, now retired. He has

shed little of that modest back

ground: He still considers himself

a Catholic and honors his Irish an

cestry. He has never bothered to

have his flat-bridged broken nose

fixed, and his ready smile exposes

irregular. un-Hollywood teeth. He
seems completely unaffected by

the usual Hollywood star trap

pings. As one noted critic wrote of

him, "His appearance is more that

of a good-looking garbageman
than a successful actor."

In fact, Neeson came to acting

almost by chance in his teens. One
night in Belfast, he accompanied

an actor friend who was in a play

and ended up on the stage, filling

in for "someone with stage fright

or who didn't show up—I can't re-

member which." For the next six

years he alternated be-

tween the theater and

working as a forklift

driver when acting jobs

were scarce. In 1980,

director John Boorman
saw him in the play Of
Mice and Men, in

Dublin, and gave him

his screen (continued)
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Liam Neeson
continued

chance in the film Excalibur.

Neeson went on to establish himself as

a solid, reliable actor in more than two

dozen films, including The Bounty,

Suspect, the vastly underrated The Good
Mother, Under Suspicion, Husbands and
Wives and Leap of Faith. Superstar status

did not arrive overnight, but by 1984 Nee-

son had already managed to break a mil-

lion or so female hearts with his sensitive

and touching portrayal of Blackie in the

British TV series A Woman of Substance.

Equally gratifying, he has won the admira-

tion of his peers (actor Robert De Niro, a

friend of Neeson's, describes Liam's act-

ing talent as "raw and astounding").

In a relatively brief career, he has

worked with the legends of the film

world—Anthony Hopkins, Jeremy Irons,

Julie Andrews, Woody Allen, Clint East-

wood, to name a few—and he doesn't

seem awed by any of them. The one
man in film he reveres is producer/direc-

tor Steven Spielberg. In fact, last year

Neeson limited his run in the sold-out

Broadway revival of Anna Christie (op-

posite Richardson) to eight weeks, "just

in case Steven Spielberg calls. I didn't

come to America to do theater. I came
to Hollywood for films." Spielberg did

call, of course, and the rest is history.

Whenever he gets

the chance, Neeson
returns to Northern
Ireland and his

roots. The Holly-
wood lifestyle? For-

get it. Neeson's
answers to our ques-

tions were as down-
to-earth and direct

"I became fasci-
nated with [Oskar
Schindler]," Neeson
says. "It was as if his

ghost reached out
and touched me."

as the man himself.

Q: Is it true that you never
planned on being an actor?

A: I wanted to follow a trade,
|

carpenter. One day I may go back

Q: You can't mean that. Not
Not after "Schindler's List."

A: You're right. When Steven Spi

offered me the role of Oskar Schin

didn't hesitate for one second,

filmed on a specially built

Krakow, near the real Auschwitz

camps, and for the three mont
were there, the weather was perf

snowed or rained every day, and

bitterly cold. Surrounded by those

and-bones people in threadban

who huddled together in the

wind—the extras who played the

caust victims—I became fascinates

this character. It was as if his

reached out and touched me. But

don't know what made him sa

those lives. He was a hero, but

also a womanizer, a con man and

iteer who socialized with the Nazis

Q: Spielberg says he chose yo

the role because you are capa

fighting like a bear and crying

baby. Is that true?

A: I'm just grateful that he selecte

because making this film reminds

how important we as individuals

planet are.

idtcudcd inn/



, w would you rate your own
,
'ance?

• sandy ugly.

iny women wouldn' t agree
hat. In fact, many of them

i
irwhyyou remainedunmar-
Vere you basically set against

lea before Xatasha came

,
ughs) My mum thought so, but I

said that I'd get married some-

1 have kids. To be honest, I'd al-

)een a bit pessimistic about

; ;e. Couples seem to divorce at an

i
ig rate, particularly in the career

I'm a romantic. If I'm in love

meone, that's enough, just to be

:. A long-lasting relationship?

mce you start weighing all that

nking about it, concentrating on

dng at it . . . well, face it. Once
ve to work at a relationship, it's

lyway. But now I have Natasha,

:el confident.

t have always refused to talk

your first serious romantic
tement, Helen Mirren. Can
Ik about that now?
let me experience something I'd

xperienced before: real love. I fell

n love with her.

w and where didyou meet?
was my leading lady in my first

.xcalibur. I was warned before-

hand that Helen was a real femme fatale

and a man-eater. I had read somewhere
that when she fancied someone, she imi-

tated the way they walked. One day,

from the corner of my eye, I saw her im-

itating my walk—a sort of big, loping

walk. She taught me so much. She
made me aware of a sort of chasm of

yearning inside me that had to be filled.

She showed me London and Paris and
how to eat sushi. She's a great woman
and a great actress. I will always be in-

debted to her.

Q: You lived togetherfor three years.

How did the split happen?
A: I don't talk about that.

Q: Fair enough. Then—in 1987,
when you moved to America—came
a little-known actress, Julia
Roberts. She was just twenty, and
you were thirty-five. You were to-

gether for three years, until she be-

came famous in "Pretty Woman.

"

You were reportedly devastated.
What went wrong?
A: Julia and I lived together before

she became Queen of the Box Office.

I'm not going into it further, apart

from stating that we will remain
friends for life.

Q: And then there was Barbra
Streisand. . . .

A: She is a wonderful lady who will also

remain a friend for life.

Q: What about Brooke Shields? It

is known that you were virtually

engaged and that you had bought
her a ring.

A: It was a friendship ring. What irked

me the most about my relationship

with Brooke was the attitude of the

press. It got so bad that they got me
out of bed, wearing only my under-
wear, for a statement about Brooke.

They even started bothering my moth-
er in Ballymena. I was stunned by the

press reaction. All I can say is that the

women I've been involved with I love

dearly, but when it comes to angles

such as "Liam Neeson, the guy who
used to go out with Julia Roberts" or

"the guy who befriended Brooke
Shields"— it's like, where have all these

years of acting work gone?

Q: But you cannot deny that you
were something of a ladies' man.
When you met Natasha, she was
still a married woman, wasn't she?
A: She is free now.

Q: But you were a ladies' man,
weren't you? Before Natasha, that

is ... .

A: Yeah, everybody thought so. Well, I

dated, of course, but I also stayed home
a lot. You can say when you write this

that I love all women, all shapes and
sizes, all ages. But what gets under my
skin or (continued on page 108)
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COUPLES

'lease check one answer for each
question unless otherwise indicated.

!
. How did you first meet your
lusband?
-1 In high school
-2D In college

-3D At work
-4D At a social gathering
-sD Through friends or family

-6D At church
7 Other: 7-

(please specify)

I Was it love at first sight 7

-1 Yes 2 No

}. Who was more interested at first?

1-1 I was
-20 He was
-3D We were equally interested

4. What most attracted you to your
husband?
10-1 His looks

-2D His sense of humor
-3D His intelligence

-4D Other: n-

iplease specify)

5. Do you now consider him:
12-- Z More attractive

2 Less attractive

3 The same

6. Do you love your husband?
13 • D More than ever

-2Z I love him in a very

different way
3 Z The same as always
4 Not as much as I did

7. Is your husband your best friend?

14 1 Yes -2Z No

8 Is your marriage still romantic?
15- 1 Yes, very

-2D Yes, somewhat
-3D No

9. How often do you and your
husband show affection

(i.e., kissing and saying
"I love you")?
16- 1 Z More than ten times a day

2 Five to ten times a day
Two to four times a day

-4 D Once a day
-5D Only when we make love

Hardly ever



10. How much time do you spend

talking with your husband

each day 7

17- 1 Z 1 or more hours

-2H About half an hour

3l Less than 20 minutes

-O We hardly talk at all

1 1 . How has marriage lived up to

your expectations?

18- 1 Z It's better

2Z It's worse
-3 Z It's about what I expected

12. How has your relationship with

your husband changed over the years

of your marriage 7

19- 1 We've grown closer and
more loving

2Z We've become more
comfortable with each other

but less passionate

3 Z We've grown apart

-4Z We barely have anything

to say to each other

anymore

1 3. What was the best time in your

marriage?

20 1 The first year after our

wedding
2 Z When we were expecting

our first child

3 Z After we had kids

-4 Z When we had a change in

circumstances (i.e., we
moved, my husband or

I got a promotion or raise

at work, etc.)

*D When the kids left home

-e._ Other: 21-

Iplease specify)

14. What was the worst time in your

marriage7

22-1 Z The first year

2Z When we were expecting our

first child

3
~ After the kids were born

-4Z After the kids left home
5Z When my husband lost his job

eZ When I lost my job

-7Z Other: 23-

(piease specify)

15. What do you like best about your

husband?
24-1 Z He's kind

-2Z He's got a great sense of

humor
He's sexy

j Z He's intelligent

sZ He's ambitious

-6Z He loves me
-7D He's handsome
-sZ Other: 25

(please specify)

16. What's your husband's
most annoying little habit?

26-1 Z He leaves the toilet

seat up

2Z He's always changing

the TV channels

-3D He hogs the covers

-4Z He won't ask for direc-

tions when we're lost

-5D Other: 27

(please specify!

17. What's your husband's

most annoying big habit?

28-1 He watches sports on
TV all the time

He never spends
enough time with

the kids

He goes out with the

boys too much
-4 He never helps out around

the house
5 He never listens

eZ Other: 29

(please specify)

18. If you had it to do over again,

would you marry your husband?
30-1 Yes

No
I wouldn't get married at all

19. What's the biggest problem in

your marriage 7

31-1 Z We don't communicate

-2Z Our sex life is boring

We've grown apart

4l He physically abuses me
-5 He's a substance abuser

-6Z He's unfaithful

7 z He can't earn a living

8 Z Other: 32

(please specify)

20. What are you and your husband
most likely to argue about?
33- 1 Z Money
-2Z Sex
-3D The kids

-4Z Housework
-sZ In-laws

eZ Other:

(please specify)

21 . How do you and your husband
fight?

34- 1 We have shouting matches

-2Z We give each other the silent

treatment

3Z Our fights often escalate into

physical abuse

4Z We discuss issues as calmly

as possible

-5D Other: 35

(please specify)

22. How do you usually resolve a

fight7

36- 1 We compromise

-2D Kget my way
-3Z He gets his way
-4D We keep fighting about the

same things over and over

23. How do you and your husband
split the housework 7

37- 1 We split it fifty-fifty

-2Z He does more than I do

-3D I do more than he does

24. Which chores does your husband

do on a weekly basis? (Please check

all that apply.)

38- 1 Cooking

-2Z Washing the dishes

-3D Vacuuming and dusting

-4Z Laundry

sU Getting the kids ready for

school

eZ Getting the kids ready

for bed

-7D Grocery shopping

sZ Cleaning the bathroom(s)

-9Z None of these

25. Who makes financial decisions,

you or your husband?
39- 1 We make them together

2 Z He makes all the decisions

I make all the decisions

4 Z We keep our finances

separate and make our own
individual decisions

26. Do you talk about your job with

your husband 7

40- 1 Z Yes. frequently

2Z Yes, occasionally

3Z No
-4D Do not work -> SKIP TO

Q.#28



COUPLES

7. Does your job help or hurt your

larnage?

1- i It helps our marriage because

it makes me feel like a happier,

well-rounded person

-2D It helps our marriage because

we are both contributing

economically and can have

a better lifestyle

-3D It hurts our marriage because

we barely have time—or

energy—for each other

aO It hurts our marriage because I

often bring job stress home

?8. What causes you the most stress?

2- 1 Problems at work

Problems with my husband

Problems with our kids

-4C Other:

(please specify)

19. When you or your husband are

eeling stressed, do you take it out on

;ach other?

31 ] Yes, we argue more frequently

Yes. we barely talk to each

other

-3D No, we discuss what's bothering

us and try to solve

the problem

-4D No, we each try to resolve

things in our own way

50. Do you have any regrets about

rour marriage? (Please check all that

ipply.)

4-1 I wish I hadn't married so

young

-2D I wish I hadn't had children so

young

-3D I wish I'd had more kids

-4Q I wish I hadn't had kids

-sG I wish I'd had more time for my
career

-6D I wish I'd dated more men
before settling down

-7D I wish I hadn't been a virgin

when I got married

-sD I wish I had married someone
else

-9D I have no regrets

31 . Have you ever considered

Jivorcing your husband 9

15- 1 Yes -2 No

32. If yes. why haven't you divorced

lim?

16- i D We're staying together for the

sake of our kids

-2D I'm afraid of being alone

-3D I'm not sure I could make it

financially without him

-4D My religion forbids it

-sD We've solved our

problems

-6D Other: 47-

(please specify)

Your sex life

33. How often do you and your

husband make love?

48- 1 Z More than once a day

2Z Once a day

-3D Three to six times a week
4 Once or twice a week
sO Two to three times a month
6 Once a month
7 Less than once a month

8 Never

34. Do you wish you made love:

49- 1 More frequently

2O Less frequently

3l I'm satisfied

35. What do you like best about sex ?

so 1 Z Hugs and kisses

-2D Intercourse

3 7 Manual stimulation

4 Oral sex

sO Other: 51-

(please specify!

36. Is your husband a good lover?

52- 1 Yes, he's fantastic

-2O Yes, he's good
-3 Z He's okay, but not exciting

4 Z No, he's not very good

37. How good a lover are you?

53- 1 Fantastic

-2O Good
-3Z Okay, but not exciting

-4 Not very good

38. Do you have an orgasm when
you make love?

54- 1 Z Yes, always

-2O Yes, usually

-3D Yes, occasionally

-aO No, never

39. Do you ever fake orgasm?
55- 1 Z Yes. all the time

-2O Yes, sometimes

-3D No, never

40. Have you ever been unfaithful?

56- 1 Z Yes, once
Yes, several times

No, never — SKIP TO Q.#43

41 . If yes, why were you unfaithful?

57 1 Z I wasn't getting my emotional

needs satisfied in my marriage

2 I wasn't getting my physical

needs satisfied in my marriage

-3 Z I was bored

4 The other man was irresistible

5 Z Other:

(please specify)

42. If you had an affair, did you feel

guilty9

58 • Yes, very

: Yes, a little bit

3Z No. not at all

Your kids

43. How many children do you have?

59- 1 One
Two

3 Three or more
.4 None — SKIP TO Q.#50

44. Do you and your husband agree

on parenting issues?

60- 1 Yes. almost always

2O Yes, sometimes

-3D No

45. How do you divide parenting

tasks?

61- 1 We split them fifty-fifty

2 Z He does more than I do

3D I do more than he does

46. Do you love your kids more than

you love your husband?
62- 1 Yes

2D No
-3D I love them equally

47. Do you and your husband fight in

front of the kids?

63- 1 D Yes, we frequently fight in front

of them

2D Yes, we sometimes fight in

front of them

-3D No, we never fight in front of

them

48. Do you and your husband show
affection in front of the kids?

64- 1 D Yes, we frequently hold hands

and kiss

-2D No, we don't display affection

when the kids are around



49. Were you and your husband
happier together before you

had kids?

65- i Yes. our marriage was more
loving because we had more
time for each other

Yes. our marriage was more
passionate

3 Z Yes. we each had more time to

pursue our own interests

a No. we're just as happy now
as we were then

No. we're happier now

What he doesn't know about you

50. What secret about yourself have

you never told you husband 9

(Please check all that apply.)

66- 1 That I had an affair

-? That I have more money than

he thinks

That I'm older than he thinks

^ That I don't love him anymore
5 I That I was married before

-6D That I had an abortion or gave
a child up for adoption

? Other: 6?

{please specify)

aC I've told him everything

51 . Do you wish your husband were
more successful in his career?

68- 1 Yes -2 No

52. When it comes to your husband,
what makes you feel guilty? (Please

check all that apply.)

69- 1 I don't give him enough time

-2D I don't look as good as I used to

3 71 I'm not as interested in sex

4 Z I spend too much money
-sD I spend too much time with

the kids

I spend too much time at work
iU Other: 70-

(please specify)

an I don't feel guilty

53. Do you think your husband is diffi

cult to live with?

Yes
2D No — SKIP TO Q.#55

54. If yes, why? (Please check all

that apply.)

72-1 He's irritable

He's always criticizing me or

the kids

-3D He's demanding
-4Q He's a slob

-sD He abuses me
-6D Other: 73-

(please specify) 74-

55. Do you ever feel lonely even
when you're with your husband?
75-1 Yes, sometimes

Yes, frequently

-3D No

56. Do you ever worry about your

husband's dying?

76- 1 Yes. frequently

-2D Yes. sometimes

-3D No

57. Do you think you're smarter than

your husband 9

77- 1 Yes -2G No [80-1]

58. Do you think you know your

husband well?

7- 1 Yes -2D No

59. Do you think he knows you well?

8- 1 Yes -2D No

7. What is the highest level of educa-
tion you have completed to date?
15- 1 D Some high school

-2Z High school graduate

-3D Some college, business school

or post-high school education
-4 z Graduate of a four-year college

-5 Z Postgraduate study

-6Z Postgraduate degree

8. Do you work outside the home?
16- 1 Yes, full-time

2 Z Yes. part-time

3 Z No, I work from my home
4 z No, I'm a homemaker SKIP*
-5 Z No, I'm a student TO 9
-6 Z No. I'm retired Q.#11|

Personal data
1 . How old are you?
9-1 Under 18

-2D 1 8 to 24

-3D 25 to 29

-4D 30 to 34
-5ZI 35 to 39
-6Q 40 to 44

45 to 49
-sD 50 to 54

-9D 55 to 59
60 or older

2. Where do you live?

10- 1 City

2 Suburb

-3D Rural area

3. How old were you when you
married your husband?
11- 1 Under 1

8

2Z 18 to 20

-3D 21 to 24
4 D 25 to 29

-5D 30 to 34
-eD 35 to 39

-7D 40 or older

4. How long have you been married?
12- 1 D Less than a year

One to five years

-3D Six to ten years
4 Eleven to fifteen years

Sixteen to twenty years

6 Twenty-one to twenty-five

years

More than twenty-five years

5. Is this marriage your:

13- 1 G First

2 Second
-3D Third or more

6. How many years were you married

before you had kids?

14- 1 Less than a year

2 D One to two years
Three to five years

-4D Six to nine years
-5 D Ten years or more
-6D Had kids prior to marriage

We don't have children

9. What was your approximate total

personal income for 1993 before

taxes?
17- 1 Under $25,000
-2D $25,000 to $34,999
3D $35,000 to $49,999
4D $50,000 to $74,999
sZ $75,000 to $99,999

S1 00,000 to $124,999
$125,000 or more

10. What was your approximate total

household income for 1993 before

taxes?
18- 1 D Under $25,000

$25,000 to $34,999
3 $35,000 to $49,999
4 $50,000 to $74,999
-5 $75,000 to $99,999

$100,000 to $124,999
7 $125,000 or more

1 1 . In what state do you live?

THANK YOU! Please return to:

LHJ Couples, 6400 Jericho
Turnpike. Syosset, NY 11791 by
September 30, 1994

(19-20)

[80-2]



Ithe most beautiful thing about our
lingerie is what you can't see.

troducing the Body Sleeks" Colle Beautifura \;. us lingerie.JJnd just as attractive

e ouij^exclusive fabric 0id intelligent design that smooth your figure comfortably, giving you

gorgeous, seamless look that won t show through c 'thesig

ith BodySleeks you'll always feel as great as yjBu look.

Full Figure
BodySleeks-

Soft Co p : (Jnderwire
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BASIC
superstar

Sharon Stone is one of Hollywood's mos

powerful—and toughest—actresses

And as far as she's concerned, there'

no such thing as too much success. A re

vealing talk with a controversial woman
By Simon Banner

s Sharon Stone walks into

a rose-filled suite in a Mi-

ami Beach hotel, hair

and makeup artists,

manager, assistants

and a bodyguard in tow, the actress

has the awe-inspiring look of a

Greek deity on a day out from

Olympus. Wearing a navy A-line

dress by Valentino and gold san-

dals, her lustrous blond hair pushed

back to reveal diamond earrings,

she has a regal bearing that's un-

usual even among supeistars.

What's noticeably missing, though,

are the wisecracks and boisterous

manner that used to accompany
Stone to her interviews as regularly

as her publicist.

CO I A nice 1 unuc iniiuu

You'd never guess,

for example, that this

was the same woman
who once slithered

across a piano during

an interview and belt-

ed out an impromptu

performance of

"Let's Do It (Let's

Fall in Love)" or who
said that since she

became famous she

was able to "torture a

higher class of men."

The 1994-model Sharon Stone

seems almost at a loss for punch
lines, though otherwise she's unde-

niably eloquent about the ecstasies

and agonies of fame. Clearly, ap-

pearing in a film, Basic Instinct, that

netted S300 million, having her

name chanted by screaming crowds

at the Cannes Film Festival and be-

ing hailed as the "first post-

Madonna cinema sex goddess of

the '90s" has had an effect on her.

Says Stone, thirty-six, "You
know how people always say that

when you achieve success you
think it's going to fill this hole

that nothing else has filled, but

it doesn't. Well, thev're wrong!

Success fills the hole just great."

But at the same time, she says

being one of the best-known face

on the planet is generally a massiv

pain in her beautifully contoure

neck. In fact, Stone admits tha

there have been moments durin

the two years since Basic Instinc

was released when she's even bee

concerned about her sanity.

"It was fun for like the firs

year, and then the pressure wa
unbelievable," she says. "The fac

that I couldn't have the life thai

I'd had before, and the realizatio

that it was over, was very traumat

ic to me.

"You know, I'd want to go t

the supermarket, and I couldn't

[Stone now rarely ventures out

without a bodyguard.] I'd sen

someone else and then end up dis

appointed because the fruit was

wrong or the herbs weren't the

ones I wanted. Then I started

thinking I couldn't make any mis-

takes any longer. Before, I made

mistakes like everyone else, and

they were private things. Sudden-

ly, with all the press interest in m\

life, my mistakes became a na-

tional joke. (continued on page 88)
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Sensor ForWomen,
le Razor Worth Holding Onto.

I resenting Gillette Sensor3

I jmen. The finest razor

' reated tor the way

I mn shaves.

s unique

rip

e

those hard-to-reach places.

Around

sion

ir fingers,

e you total confidence

spring-mounted twin blades

pivoting head that gently

i i

You'll literally glide

over knees and ankles.

Safely maneuvering

every turn.

Plus its exclusive

Luhra-snuxith'

strip delivers

aloe and extra a

t

r

moisturizers, to

leave your skin feeling

satiny soft.

The

result is

the closest,

smoothest, safest

shave your legs, ankles,

knees and underarms have

ever experienced.

With fewer nicks and

cuts than you ever thought

possible.

Gillette Sensor for Women

refillable

razor.

Once

you get

hold of

a shave

like this,

you'll

ne\ er



Start a bright, blessed holiday tradition

in your home...at a pleasing price!

Displaying a treasured Christmas Nativity scene unlike most other Nativity figures — you

is a wonderful tradition shared by all ages during change the poses as you wish, giving yd

the holidav season. Now, the Ashton-Drake Nativity scene new life and meaning with ej

The "Holy Family" is the first issue in the Oh Holy Night collection of Nativity

figures, coming soon. They're heirloom-quality porcelain. ..and posablel

Galleries introduces

its first set ot

Nativity figures,

based on celebrat-

ed doll designs by
artist Julie Good-
Kriiger.

The first issue,

"The Holy Fam-
ily," brings you the

figures of Mary,

Joseph and the

Baby Jesus in tradi-

tional poses and
costumes, delight-

fully detailed. They
can be yours for the

affordable price of

just $129.95, payable in four convenient

monthly installments of just $32.49

Quality Craftsmanship

in Every Detail

Each figure in this tender

grouping has a head and
limbs cast in fine porcelain,

then hand-painted to capture

the gentle reverence in the

faces of Mary and Joseph, and

the blissful serenitv in the face

of the Child.

Man and foseph are costumed

in traditional Biblical garments, in a

rich palette of colors that will be a joy to

displav in your home. Joseph carries his staff,

and the Child rests in a miniature "log" manger
made of real wood.

Mary and Joseph are posed
kneeling at the manger.. .but

because these dolls are posable

passing year!

True Heirlol

Quality,Fu]
Guaranteed
One Full Year!

Because
Holy Family'!

the first issut

the very first

lection of Na^
ity figures fri

Ashton-Drake,
|

likely to he

prized colled

value for years

come.

And "The

Family" is fully guaranteed by
Ashton-Drake Galleries for one

:

year from the day you receivd

so there's absolutelv no risl

you order now.

Act Now to Bring T
Gentle, Beautiful Im
into Your Holiday Se

1 "The Holy Family" can

yours to cherish for o

$129.95, a remarkable value
fi

three-figure set of this outstan

quality and detail! And best of

you may pay in four conveniil

installments of only $32.49.* To ord

complete and mail the attached ReservatJ

Certificate. But please hurry ... "The Hq

Family" is issued in a hand-numbered editi

complete with Certificate
|

Authenticity. Order today!

The Ashton-Drake Galleries

Bringing You Dolls of Irresistible Value

1994 The Ashton-Drake Galleries, 9200 North Maryland Avenue, X'iles, Illinois 60714-1397 76821-CC



HAT'S ASHTON-DRAKE V

TheAshtov

BratfiBf K>« DtOs ifIrresistible Urine

PLEASE RESPOND BY:

September 30, 1994

Actual size is 11 inches high, for the figure of Joseph, kneeling.

Complete with miniature "log" manger for the Baby Jesus.

THE ASHTON-DRAKE GALLERIES

9200 North Maryland Avenue

Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

YES, please reserve "The Holy Family." Limit one. I under-

stand the first installment will be billed before doll shipment.

•4 EASY PAYMENTS OF $32.49*

•ONE-YEAR, RISK-FREE GUARANTEE
•SEND NO MONEY NOW
X .

Signature Date

(

Name (please print clearly) Telephone

\Jdrt"->

Citv State Zip

•Plus $5 88 home delivery fee and applicable state sales tax. Please allow 4

to 6 weeks for delivery. Canadian price: $159.95 plus postage and han-

dling and anv applicable taxes. 7682 1 -D8800 1



Basic superstar

continuedfrom page 82

"In the end I went to a therapist and I

just said, 'I'm losing my mind. Fortu-

nately, she told me I was perfectly sane,

but that I just wasn't accepting the re-

sponsibility of my position.

"I said I didn't want my life to

change, and she just said, 'Tough,
it's changed, you are different, so get

on with it,' and that's what I've tried

to do."

She's also tried—unsuccessfully, it

seems—to gain insight into handling

celebrity from some of the most famous

names in Hollywood.

"I did have lunch with Barbra
Streisand," Stone says, "but at the same
time, we only ate by the pool because

how can we so to a restaurant? So what

personal life. Yet it's a matter of

record that over the last two years

she's had brief flings with country
singer Dwight Yoakam and with Chris

Peters, twentysomething son of Bat-

man producer Jon Peters and
Victor! Victoria star Lesley Ann Warren.

She also took up with the then-married

producer Bill MacDonald on the set of

Sliver—the first film she made after

Basic Instinct—although their eventual

engagement came to an end earlier this

year. Stone is now said to be dating a

young assistant director by the name of

Bob Wagner.
But though her romantic life some-

times resembles a ride on a bumpy
roller coaster, her professional life is

more comparable to a high-speed
train hurtling relentlessly down the

track. True, critics may not have

THE BEST-DRESSED WOMAN IN HOLLYWOOD?

"If it's not Valentino, it's the only thing I have that isn't," Sharon Stone
likes to tell people who ask about her clothes. Certainly, Hollywood's
best-dressed actress is one of the designer's biggest fans, and she looked
certifiably stunning in the Valentino crepe gown with crisscrossing coral
beads that she wore to the 1 993 MTV awards.

Stone's other favorite designers are Vera Wang and Calvin Klein. She
wore a satin floor-length dress by Vera Wang to last year's Oscars and a
daringly short gold-and-lace Calvin Klein creation to the parry at Spago
afterward. Off-duty, Stone likes faded Levi's (waist twenty-eight inches)
and men's shirts, which she takes straight from the dryer, wrinkles and
all. She also has a big collection of eyeglasses and scarves—despite the
fact that a scarf was an accessory to murder in Basic Instinct.

reality does she have? She's been fa-

mous so long that her reality is com-
pletely distorted.

"As for Faye Dunaway, she showed
up at the premiere of Basic Instinct, and
she held my hand. I said, 'Faye, you've

gotta talk to me; you've got to tell me
what you did when this happened to

you,' and she said, 'I can't remember; I

was in a daze for eight years.'
"

Stone, who was married to TV pro-

ducer Michael Greenburg from 1984
to 1987, recently announced that she'll

no longer speak publicly about her

thought much of Sliver, but outside

the U.S. it made more money than
hits like A Few Good Men or In the

Li)ie of Fire. It also confirmed Stone
as one of the very few actresses whose
name alone is a box-office draw.
These days, Hollywood insiders tell

you, Sharon Stone's attachment to a

project virtually guarantees it will go
into production.

With Hollywood so eager to do busi-

ness with her, Stone also gets to name
her terms. She reportedly got S2.5 mil-

lion upfront and a 10 percent share of

the box-office gross for Sliver. W}
came to her last film, Intersection, \ jj

also starred Richard Gere, Stone

insisted on playing against tyj.j

Gere's frigid wife. (Not such a ii

move, as it turned out; no one w;n
to pay to see her play an inhibited

an, and the movie was a flop.)

Her latest project, out next ye

The Quick and the Dead. For the

der-bending Western, in whicl

plays the Clint Eastwood role of a

gunslinger out for vengeance, th

tress had the right to approve evei

from bit players to director, and
get top billing above Oscar-winnin

eran Gene Hackman.
Is Stone surprised by her own c

Apparently not. "I can finance ale

ture," she bluntly explains. "Prod

can say, 'I have Sharon Stone,' and

can get the money to m;
movie; so because of that, t

I say, 'You have Sharon Sto

say, 'Before I bring her to yo

need certain things.'
"

It's hard to imagine mar
male stars talking in such

nosed terms or referrin

themselves, as Stone does,

"enormous corporation."

"We're making two and ,

pictures a year, and that":

hundred twenty-five to one

dred fifty million worth of ir

ments," she explains, b
detailing her corporate plar

talking about something c

"corporate interaction."

In a blindingly obvious

ment, one friend says simph

Stone is a "pit bull about h(

reer." And that doggedm
certainly paying off. The bv

Hollywood is that after sh

ishes The Specialist,

Sylvester Stallone, she'll stai

Marilyn Monroe-type bloi

the screen version of a

called The Immortals. The re

ed fee: S8 million.

If that happens, Stone car

sumably expect to be even

famous than she is already,

thing you'd think would fi|

with dread. Asked wha
makes of such a prospect, howevei]

actress simply smiles.

"A few months ago, it would
overwhelmed me," she says, "but s

thing changed. Lately, I wake ujj

my hair just looks terrible and I'm

gering around the room, going, T]

tired I can't go to work.' Then I

and realize people think I'm her

I'm this movie star called Sharon

and I have a good laugh.

"The thing is, I didn't go crazy

got my sense of humor back, anc

having fun again."



You're using more
dories turning these pa

than are in this cup.

Look for them in your grocer's dairy case.
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ASTIGMATISM

Can't wear soft contacts?

If you've wanted to wear soft contacts but thought

you couldn't, now you can! Thanks to advanced

technology, now there are soft contact lenses

designed just for astigmatism.

And you can try them free!

Call 1-800-845-9235, ext. 41
any time for information and a

FREE TRIAL CERTIFICATE

Focus Tbric by CIBAVkSJOn

The new germs
continuedfrom page 56

director of the liver transplant program

at California Pacific Medical Center, in

San Francisco. About 5 to 10 percent of

Hepatitis B cases, and as much as 70 to

90 percent of Hepatitis C, are chronic

conditions for which there is no defini-

tive cure. (Hepatitis A is still another

form of the virus, but it is typically car-

ried in contaminated food and water,

not blood. It is less prevalent and threat-

ening than the two other kinds.)

Prevalence: An estimated 200,000 to

300,000 persons are infected with Hep-
atitis B each year, according to the

CDC About 170,000 people annually

contract Hepatitis C. Both forms of the

disease occur most frequently in intra-

venous drug users, although no one is

excluded from its threat.

Method of transmission: Both forms of

the virus are transmitted in the same way

as HIV, through exposure to infected

blood and through sexual intercourse.

Treatment: Hepatitis is treated with a

genetically engineered form of a natural-

ly occurring protein called interferon.

However, not all patients respond to the

antiviral drug, and many of those who
do respond have recurrences.

Preventive measures: A vaccine can

protect you against Hepatitis B for up to

ten years or more. It is recommended
for all infants and for adults at high risk:

health-care workers, sexually active men
and women with multiple partners, and

intravenous drug users. There is, as yet,

no vaccine against Hepatitis C.

Using condoms can help provide pro-

tection against contracting hepatitis.

And since the virus spreads by blood-to-

blood contact, experts advise being

careful about equipment used by bar-

bers, manicurists, tattoo artists and ear

piercers. (These tools can be contami-

nated with infected blood, and, if not

properly cleaned, may be responsible for

transmitting the virus.) Make sure your

barber, hairdresser, manicurist, etc., use

only sterilized equipment.

ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT PNEUMOCOCCI
Pneumococci are bacteria that often live

in healthy noses and throats. The germs

can lead to a variety of common mal-

adies, such as otitis media (middle-ear

infection) and sinus and upper-respirato-

ry infections, including pneumonia. In

rare cases, the germ can cause an infec-

tion of the mastoid cells behind the ear

(mastoiditis), serious blood infections

and meningitis.

What's troublesome is that in recent

years doctors have encountered more
and more cases of these infections that

are resistant to traditional antibiotics.

That means patients with somet

simple as, say, an ear infection

risk of not getting relief or, worse

oping something more seriou

germ cannot be eradicated.

Prevalence: The CDC does n
overall figures on the number o

mococci infections that are resi

drugs. However, experts believe

the rise. In a CDC analysis of ou

at day-care centers, throat cultui

en at one center showed that 61

of the pneumococci were resis

penicillin. A separate study at

Children's Hospital, in Houston
that 50 percent of the pneumoco
teria in children with recurring ea

tions were also resistant

antibiotic. "It's becoming very

says Sheldon Kaplan, M.D., chie

fectious Disease Service at Texa
dren's Hospital. "When you h

organism that's less susceptible

cillin, it's also less susceptible t

of the other antibiotics."

Method of transmission: The
mococci bacteria spread like mos
arid flus: through coughing, kiss

sharing cups and utensils.

Treatment: When penicillin

work, doctors usually expenme
higher doses of alternative antibi

zap the bug. One potent dru

comycin, is usually the drug of

sort—and so far, it remains und

by even the most resistant str

pneumococci. But infectious-

specialists worn- about what will

if bacteria become resistant to thi

In the meantime, researchers are

to develop new and more potent

otics and antibacterial drugs as

better vaccines.

Preventive measures: You can

pneumococci infections by obs

the usual germ-fighting tactics

"Top germ-fighting tactics," pa

But the best way to safeguard

the serious dangers they pose is

antibiotics judiciously. Experts sal

many doctors are too quick to prel

these drugs and that patients therm

may be partly to blame. People m
for an office visit get disappoint

they leave empty-handed, so the

pressure on the doctor to give tl

drug. Doctors, for their part, are

too quick to comply.

Patients should realize that antil

are only effective in treating ba<

not viruses, which are often at th

of common colds and flus. If you

tor says you don't need an antil

don't push for one. If he or she

prescribe one, ask if it's absolute!

essary or if there are other remedit

might try first.

Sherry Helms is a freelance wri

Houston, Texas.
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CREATE A CALENDAR
WITH VOUR PHOTO/

A gift your family

/ & friends will use

m all year and
J save forever!

Use color and
black & white

%fc
snapshots -

|f even children's

art...

Standard full size,

lvxir,
for big photos

and room to write!

A hole to hang

your calendar up!

Others don't

include one.

*» Or make
a collage!

essional binding • if If * m m
lendar will stay * » tl B § fi fl
er all year! * m ff

Strong professional binding

so your calendar

togetk

HOW TO ORD
Send 1 2 of your favorite snapshots, or

make collages by taping your photos to

an 8-1/2" by 11" piece of unlined paper

Horizontal formats work best.

BBBBBBB

DON'T FORGET TO ORDER ONE
FOR YOURSELF!

(No slides, negatives or copyrighted material please
)

Tell us the order your snapshots should

appear by writing the month on the back

or each photo. (It's a good idea to write

your name, too.) Be sure the ink is dry

before you stack them

!

We're so confident you'll love your,
(

MJE Calendar With

calendar that we offer a full refuncTif orders of 5 or more!
you're not satisfied. oq

For further customer assistance, please call

1-800-353-4545.

Your photos will be returned

with your order!

'-'9

not satisfied, provided (hot (alendor(s) is returned

mirations' liability (or lost or domaged photos is limited to the replacement

Ve request that if your photos are irreplaceable you make duplicates ond send the

m r„„,„.„ki i qq a u i d r • —

V.I.P. COMMUNICATION/
1

ORDER FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

DAY PHONE

(

) ZIP

MC VISA DISCOVER CHECK/MONEY ORDER

CARD NO.

EXP. DATE /

SIGNATURE

CALENDARS ($29.99 EACH x ) $

SHIPPING/

HANDLING

REG. $4.50 (4-6 wks)

EXPRESS $9.75 (3 wks)

AZ RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 5% SALES TAX

Mail order form with photos: TOTAL
V.I. P. Communications®

P.O. Box 35790
Tnrcnn A7 «U A(\. Q70fl

$

L



1ALTH

Drugs that can ruin
YOUR SEX LIFE

For Julie, sex wasn't just

horrible— it was a

heartbreak. Ever since

her teen years she'd

known she wasn't

'"good in bed." Lovemaking, far

from being a pleasure, was a

dreaded reminder of her failure.

She hoped, in vain, that her

lovers would understand: Her
first husband divorced her be-

cause he said she was "too sexu-

ally unresponsive"; her second
husband did the same. At thirty-

four, depressed and desperate,

Julie sought help—and received

the surprise of her life.

"Are you on any medications?"

asked Theresa Crenshaw, M.D., a

San Diego sex therapist and physi-

cian whom Julie had consulted.

Your husband doesn't make love like he

once did. Or maybe you're the one who's

lost interest. Has your relationship cooled

—

or does your medicine have some

unexpected side effects? By Amy Linn

Indeed, she was:

As a teenager she'd

suffered migraines,

and her family

doctor prescribed

Inderal, a beta

blocker, which

f she'd taken ever

^ since. Crenshaw
immediately sug-

gested she stop

taking the medica-

tion. "When she

stopped. Julie be-

came orgasmic for the first time in

her life," Crenshaw says.

Julie's situation is unusual—not

because she spent years blaming

herself for a troubled sex life,

but because she managed to un-

ravel the mystery of what was
behind it. More than thirty-two

million adults in the U.S. suffer

sexual problems, and many of

them wouldn't think of looking

for help. They are ashamed and

embarrassed; they're convinced

it's their fault, or they don't

think help exists.

Yet 50 to 75 percent of all sexu-

al problems have a physical, not

psychological, cause, and in one of

four cases the culprit is a medica-

tion. More than two hundred
medications currentlv on the

market can seriously disrupt sexual

performance, says pharmacist M.
Laurence Lieberman, R.P.H., au-

thor of The Sexual Pharmacy (New
American Library, 1988), one of

just a handful of books that deal

with the subject.

"Sexual side effects are a lot

more common than you'd think,"

Lieberman says. Specifically, pre-

scription medications can kill

women's sex drive and rob them

of lubrication. They can make sex

painful and orgasm difficult—or

impossible—to achieve. In men,

medications can cause impotence,

libido loss, painful ejaculations and

other problems.

Why are these facts known by

so few people?

The reasons are varied. The
Food and Drug Administration

(FDA), the federal agency with

the power to reject or approve new

medications, does not require drug

companies to carefully investigate

what side effects their products

cause in the bedroom.

Consumers, who tend to report

few problems with medications,

are even less likely to complain

about something as personal as

sexual performance. "The FDA
estimates that only one percent of

adverse (continued on page 98)
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Poise Pads are about

the same size as the leading

maxi pads, but Poise gives

you superior protection

because they are made

exclusively for bladder

control. Poise Pads lock

liquid into a gel that wont

leak. You feel more

confident. And Poise Pads

are curved and feminine

soft for added comfort.

Look for Poise Pads next

to Depend Products.

Consult your doctor about

bladder control problems.

Maxi Pad Poise Pad

Poise Pads

Lock Liquid In.

Protection You Need, The Size You Want.
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side effects of prescription drugs ever

gets reported," says pharmacologist Joe

Graedon, columnist, syndicated radio

talk-show host and co-author of the

best-selling People's Pharmacy books. "If

it's as low as one percent for reporting

things like dizziness and nausea and

skin rash, then you can imagine how-

much worse it is for reporting sensitive

things like impotence or inability to

achieve orgasms."

Even if someone were to report a

sexual problem to a doctor, though,

the patient would be unlikely to find

help. Many doctors are unaware of the

sexual side effects of the medications

they prescribe. Moreover, physicians

tend to be reluctant to deal with prob-

lems concerning sex, referring their

patients to psychologists instead. (In

fact, reluctance among health-care

workers "to deal candidlv with sexual

matters" is so pervasive that the Na-
tional Institutes of Health last year

called for a massive education cam-
paign in hospitals and medical schools

nationwide.)

And couples, frequently unaware of

what's causing their problem, let it go

unattended for a shockingly long peri-

od of time. "It's very common for pa-

tients to wait three to five years before

they seek help," says Robert Birch,

Ph.D., a psychologist specializing in

marital and sexual issues, in Colum-
bus, Ohio. By then, most couples
have been through such turmoil that

even getting to the root of the prob-

lem doesn't bring relief. The relation-

ship has been harmed, and the

self-confidence of one or both part-

ners has been shattered.

Just ask Diane, a thirty-five-year-old

Atlanta woman. Over a three-year peri-

od her sex drive had plummeted. She
wasn't lubricating the way she once did

either, and she and her husband were

getting alarmed. Diane hoped
would improve on their own
didn't: Her husband threaten
leave her. She decided to seek a

pist and called Crenshaw, who h

her trace the problem back to a

when she'd started taking hay

pills. At Crenshaw's advice, E
stopped taking the medication
found her sex life miraculousl}

proved—but the blessing was m
She had to get over the erosion c

intimacy of her marriage and the

ization that her husband had been

ing to leave because of her lai

responsiveness.

THE OFFENDING MEDICINES
If you're wondering what medicin

avoid, unfortunately there's no si

answer. "Practically any medicin<

affect the capacity for sexual desin

response," says Carol Rinkleib El]

Ph.D., an Oakland, California, psy

ogist who specializes in iconti

SOLVING SEXUAL PROBLEMS
If you or your partner is experiencing sexual problems—and

you suspect that a medication might be the culprit—your first

step should be to discuss your concerns with a doctor. (Don't

stop taking the medication on your own, particularly if you're

being treated for a life-threatening condition. The potential

impact on your health could be deadly.)

If your doctor dismisses your complaints, consult a

gynecologist or urologist who specializes in sexual dysfunction.

Or look for a psychologist or qualified sex therapist. (The key

word is "qualified": Some people wrongly call themselves a sex

therapist, so it's essential to get a recommendation from a trusted

physician or knowledgeable friend.) "It's absolutely critical that

patients not stop looking until they find someone who can give

them the help they need," says Crenshaw. "People need to treat

their bodies at least as well as they treat their cars, and you

don't leave your car with a mechanic who's not fixing it."

In the meantime, though, you might also want to do some

research on your own. Ask your pharmacist to give you the

manufacturer information about a drug's specific side effects. You

can look in the Physicians' Desk Reference (PDR) at your doctor's

office or local library and scan the "adverse reactions" category. A
warning about the book's obscure language: Impotence and

orgasm problems are often vaguely listed as "genitourinary

complaints" or "changed libido." Also don't be fooled if these side

effects are categorized as "extremely rare." Judith Seifer, Ph.D.,

R.N., president of the American Association of Sex Educators,

Counselors and Therapists, says that when the PDR says there's 1

to 2 percent reporting a sexual problem, you can assume that ten

to twenty percent are experiencing it but not reporting it.

If you find that your prescription drug is to blame—or even if

you can't find evidence but still have suspicions—ask your

doctor if there are any substitute medications that you can take.

By switching medications, experimenting with dosage or trying

alternative therapies (dietary changes, herbal remedies or

biofeedback, for instance) most pill problems can be solved.

(Of course, none of these changes should be made without the

supervision of a knowledgeable physician.) But partners must

be sensitive and supportive. And patients must be, well,

patient. Finding the right match among dozens of alternative

can take months. "It's not easy," Seifer says. "I know it's a

risky thing to tell people 'start your own medical trial,' but wi

careful guidance, they can do it."

If it's a husband who's having a sexual problem, women
should be particularly sensitive to their mate's physical as well

psychological needs. A relationship can be jeopardized if a

woman fails to understand her husband's sexual performance

problems, says pharmacist John Buffum. Or worse, Buffum ad

"a man desperately trying to save his marriage might throw ou

his hypertension pills and risk having a stroke or a heart attack

Men whose wives are experiencing sexual difficulties shoi

be similarly understanding. "Women are more likely to blarrv

themselves rather than look for other sources such as the

medication," says psychiatrist John Zajecka, M.D., who is

researching the sexual side effects of drugs at Rush-

Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, in Chicago.

Both partners—no matter which one is having difficulties

—

should remember that the culprit in many sexual problems is

often a prescription drug and not an individual or a relationshi

And that is good news, Seifer says, because "when a pill is to

blame, the problem can almost always be solved."

FOR MORE INFORMATION
• For a directory of certified sex therapists, send $ 1 5 plus

large self-addressed, stamped envelope to the American /

sociation of Sex Educators, Counselors and Therapists, 4

North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1717, Chicago, IL 6061 1.

• For brief telephone counseling and help in finding Sf.

cialists who treat impotence, contact Recovery of Male

tency (ROMP), 272 1 1 Lasher Road, Suite 208, Southfie

Ml 48034; 810-357-1314. (When writing for informatic

send a self-addressed, stamped envelope.)

• For a pamphlet listing problem drugs and alternati

choices, request "Graedon's Guide to Drugs that Affect S<

uality" by sending $2 and a self-addressed, stamped en

lope to The People's Pharmacy—LH, P.O. Box 5202
Durham, NC 27717.
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issues of sexuality and intimacy.

That doesn't mean that every sub-

stance will cause trouble for every

person, she says. But it does suggest

that if you're experiencing sexual

problems, one of the first places you
should look is your medicine chest.

Don't overlook drugs that seem com-
pletely unrelated to sexual perfor-

mance. For example. Timolol, an
eyedrop used to treat glaucoma, has

been known to weaken women's sex

drive and cause impotence in men.
Anti-acne drugs such as Accutane can

clear up skin—and diminish female li-

bido and interfere with male erec-

tions. Even something as innocuous
as the ulcer drug Tagamet, one of the

best-selling drugs in the world, has

been linked to impotence.

While it's impossible to list all the

medications on the market that have sex-

ual side effects, these are the types of pills

most frequently cited as problematic:

Antihistamines These drugs, in-

cluding most over-the-counter cold and

allergy medicines, help dry up mucous
membranes such as the nasal passages.

But that can have an unfortunate side

effect for women: It can dry up vaginal

membranes as well, making intercourse

uncomfortable. Though that may not

sound like a major problem, women
who take allergy pills and unknowingly

suffer the sexual side effects can mistak-

enly think they're no longer turned on

by their partners or that they're falling

out of love, says therapist Judith Seifer,

Ph.D., R.N. , president of the American
Association of Sex Educators, Coun-
selors and Therapists.

In men, antihistamines have been
linked to impotence. This may be be-

cause the drugs' ingredients affect blood

flow to the penis. No one knows for

sure, though. Experts emphasize that

because so little research exists on how
drugs influence sexual performance, the

explanations for the side effects are ten-

tative at best.

Antidepressants Virtually all kinds

of antidepressants are potential destroy-

ers of sexual pleasure, and women

—

who seek help for depression nearly

twice as often as men do—are the major

victims. These drugs alter brain chemi-

cals, including those that affect sexual

desire and response.

The class of antidepressants known
as tricyclics—which includes amitripty-

line and imipramine—can diminish sex

drive and snuff out the intensity of or-

gasm. So can the antidepressants
called monoamine oxidase inhibitors,

such as phenelzine.

But perhaps the biggest offen

the newest class of antidepressant

selective serotonin re-uptake inhi

(SSRI's), such as Prozac, Paxi

Zoloft. Experts say that these

cause trouble in 30 percent or md
their users, lengthening sexual resp

time and hindering both desire an

gasm in some women. So successn

SSRI's at prolonging climax time

they're also being used to combat

mature ejaculation.

Other psychiatric medications

as Mellaril, an antipsychotic, and I

um, which is used to treat manic

pression, can also cause se

problems. Some women who take

pills find they can get to the brir

orgasm, and then the sensation ab:

ly disappears.

Antibiotics Though most have n

rect effect on sexual desire or func

ing, some of the most comm
prescribed antibiotics (tetracycline

example) can cause yeast infectioi

women. Because of the irritation t<

vagina, this can make sex extremeh

comfortable for women. Doctors

ommend that women who beg

course of antibiotics simultaneously

gin a seven-day course of an over

counter vaginal suppository use

treat yeast infections.

Amphetamines Rarely prescr



ays, this category of pills, used

:>ng period, is known to decrease

desire and prolong the time it

r both men and women to reach

The same effect is sometimes

•d with over-the-counter diet

lich contain a decongestant that

an amphetamine,

control pills In many cases,

ntraceptives can free women
le worry of an unwanted preg-

and, as a result, enhance sex

nd release inhibitions. But the

i also smother sexual interest.

show that 14 to 50 percent of

rs find their libido is weaker.

women have problems, just

ing the dosage can make an

>us difference," says Domeena
ishaw, M.D., director of the

Dysfunction Clinic at Loyola

sity Medical Center, in Chica-

hysiological explanation may be

iny pills prevent ovulation and

ate the strong sexual desire

by a surge in hormones during

jcess. Also, a few women expe-

vaginal dryness because of the

ne combination in some ver-

f the pill, sex researchers say.

•r possible side effect: Certain

of oral contraceptives exacer-

emenstrual syndrome in some
i, and the feeling that, in the

words of one sex therapist, "if your
mate touches you, you're going to

jump out of your skin."

Other hormonal medications—such
as those used to treat endometriosis or

symptoms of menopause—can also have

similar effects on sexual performance.

Heart and hypertension
medicines Medications used to

treat heart disease and high blood
pressure have some of the worst—and
most widespread—sexual side effects.

These pills can cause female sexual
malfunction in 23 percent of women
and impotence in 48 percent of male
users, according to John Buffum,
Pharm.D., a pharmacist at the San
Francisco Department of Veterans Af-

fairs Medical Center.

Beta blockers (which can be used
to treat migraine headaches as well as

hypertension) are believed to dull sex-

ual response by interfering with ner-

vous system signals that accompany
sexual excitement. They may also

constrict veins in the penis, leading to

impotence. Medicines used to reduce

high cholesterol levels can alter the

body's hormonal balance and reduce

sexual desire. And diuretics, which
treat hypertension by increasing the

volume of fluid and sodium excreted

from the body, may lower blood pres-

sure so much that blood flow to the

penis is diminished, making an erec-

tion impossible.

Since the majority of studies on
heart medications have excluded wom-
en, it's difficult to say how they affect

female sexuality, but experts believe

most substances that sexually harm
men may hold significant risks for

women as well.

Tranquilizers Unless they are taken

specifically to ease sexual hang-ups,
many anti-anxiety drugs can decrease

desire and delay or prevent orgasm. The
most commonly prescribed—Xanax,
Valium and Librium—are thought to

slow down the body's responses. In ad-

dition, the pills may make those who do
take them so woozy that they cannot
stay awake for sex.

Ulcer medications Medications to

treat ulcers, most notably Tagamet,
seem to have a negative effect on male

sexual performance. These drugs work
by suppressing the secretion of gastric

acid, but that may have the unfortunate

consequence of suppressing production

of the male hormone testosterone, ac-

cording to Lieberman. That may lead to

the inability to achieve or sustain an

erection.

Amy Linn is a freelance writer in Mis-

soula, Montana, who writes frequently on

health issues.



THE NEWS

The state of

their union
Bill and Hillary Clinton seem to have a very

complicated—and often fascinating—rela-

tionship. Are they passionate about politics

or each other—or both? By Diana McLellan

hen she first met
Hillary Rodham, Bill

Clinton's mother was

puzzled. Hillary was so

"different." Beneath her

frizzy hair and thick glasses she

was pretty and smart as a whip

—

but not Bill's usual beauty-queen

type. Her high school newspaper

had predicted that she'd become a

nun called "Sister Frigidaire."

She'd been a Republican Goldwa-

ter Girl, and in 1975—the very

year she married Bill—she tried to

join the Marine Corps. She says

they wouldn't have her.

"Look. Ma," said Bill, "I have

work to do. T don't need to be

married to a sex goddess."

The night before she got mar-

ried, Hillary bought an off-the-

rack wedding dress. When she and

Bill finally took a honeymoon in

Acapulco, her parents and her two

brothers came along.

Romantic? Not very. Which
makes a lot of people wonder: Are

Bill and Hillary Clinton, as

friends loyally proclaim, "best

friends as well as lovers" in "the

most multidimensional mamage
of any two people I've ever

known"? Or is the Clinton con-

nection primarily a political ar-

rangement, what used to be called

a marriage of convenience?

In fact, ac-

cording to ex-

perts, that seem-

ingly old-fash-

ioned term still

applies to a sur-

prising number
of unions today.

"A marriage of

convenience is

one where ro-

mance and love

are not your first

priority," says

Pepper Schwartz, Ph.D., a sociol-

ogist at the University of Washing-

ton, in Seattle, and author of Peer

Marriage: Hozv Love Between

Equals Really Works (Free Press,

1994). "In a marriage like that, the

partners aren't kidding themselves.

Each one needs something the

other person can do for him more

than he or she needs the luxury of

loving that person."

We've always seen such mar-

riages among royalty: Prince

Charles, though he loved another

woman, required a suitable vir-

gin—Princess Diana—to bear him

heirs to the throne. Closer to

home, there's the illegal immigrant

who pays his bride to help him get

a green card; the public figure

anxious to hide his homosexuality;

the old-money couple primed to

marry within their own
"set"; the young sexy

"trophy wife" married

to an older, wealthy

Wall Street tycoon.

Then there's the

marriage of shared am-

bition. In a spoof inter-

view of herself that

Hillary wrote for her

high school newspaper

in 1964, she said her goal was "to

marry a senator and settle down in

Georgetown." Later, at Yale Law
School, she "did not dissemble

about her desire to be an impor-

tant political figure," one class-

mate recalled. Added another

friend, "The fact that Bill knew he

was going to run for political office

was very attractive to Hillary."

And she always knew he could be

president, according to Betsey

Wright, a former Clinton staffer and

a close friend of the couple since

1972. "I'm not saying that's why
she married him—but it was some-

thing she saw," Wright has said.

Bill, for his pan, seemed to think

that his capable Yale classmate would

help him achieve his ultimate ambi-

tion—and be the best possible

mate (continued)
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The state oftheir union

continued

for him. "I'll never forget his words as

long as I live," his mother, Virginia

Kelley, told the Washington Post. "He

said, 'Mother, I want you to pray for

me that it's Hillary, because if it isn't

Hillary, it's nobody.'"

POWER COUPLES
History shows that Clinton wasn't the

only political leader to be focused on

the practical attributes of the woman
he married. In fact, George Washing-

ton was not crazy in love when he wed

the widowed Martha Dandridge
Custis, one of the richest women in

the state of Virginia.

The ideal wife, declared Washing-

ton, had "good sense, a good disposi-

tion, a good reputation and financial

means." Love between husband and

wife was supposed to grow with time,

with children and, most of all, with

shared trials and triumphs.

Since then, most First Ladies have

come from social backgrounds "signif-

icantly superior" to those of their hus-

bands, says historian Betty Boyd
Caroli. These wives were in a position

to help smooth out their spouses'

rough edges and boost their careers.

Some were older and better educated

than their husbands, too. Millard Fill-

more married his former schoolmarm,

and Andrew Johnson, at age eighteen,

wed Eliza McCardle, who tutored him

and who helped him run for congress-

man, governor, senator and then vice

president. And a surprisingly large

Roosevelt proposed to Eleanor, his

nineteen-year-old distant cousin, he

told her that with her help he "would

amount to something someday."

"Why me ?" she asked. "I am plain.

I have little to bring you." The truth

was, of course, that she was the fa-

vorite niece of an extremely popular

president, Theodore Roosevelt, which

made her the perfect spouse for the

ambitious FDR. Biographer Joseph

Lash points out how ideally Eleanor

balanced her husband in the public

eye. Franklin's "dissemblings contrast-

ed with Eleanor's scrupulousness,"

Lash wrote, and "he needed someone

[serious] to temper his fun-loving,

easygoing, frivolous side."

In 1918, when Eleanor found out

about her husband's affair with her

former social secretary, Lucy Mercer,

she promptly offered him his freedom.

Realizing how a divorce would affect

his political career, among other

things, he declined.

Yet Eleanor never wanted her hus-

band to be president. On the night of his

election in 1932, she was found weeping.

"Now I'll have no identity," she wailed.

Of course, she went on to become
the most active and respected First

Lady ever, an indispensable help to

her husband—and Hillary Clinton's

self-proclaimed role model.

A PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENT
But unlike those former First Cou-
ples, most of us want to believe we're

too romantic to marry for purely prac-

tical reasons. "Our society puts a very

high value on love," says David John-

"During the twelfth to fourteentf

centuries in Europe, the elements o.

ideal love were honed and sharpened

but were still not expected to exis'

within marriage," says Norman Good-

man, Ph.D., professor of sociology ai

the State University of New York a'

Stony Brook. "After that, romantic

love became diffused from the [royal

courts to the mass population, an<

probably it was then that it became ex

pected in marriage."

The idealizing of romantic lov

reached its height in the Hollywood o

the 1940s, Goodman adds. "Film

showed what love's supposed to be

like—something symbolizing an amaz-

ing change, with stars, bells, music.'
1

And today's movies, he says, continue

to idealize romance, so that "those

couples who don't enjoy love in their

marriage are made more keenly aware

of the lack of it than ever before."

Still, today's higher romantic expec-

tations do mean more divorce. "Most

people'-now are concerned largely w ith

satisfaction and happiness, and a mar
riage that doesn't provide those things

is more likely to break down than i

was fifty years ago," says David John-

son. "The decreasing amount of satis

faction you get with your partner has

consequences."

Even when a marriage may be prac

tical as well as passionate, a sense of

dissatisfaction can take its toll. In the

past, Hillary was said to be very hurt

by tales of her husband's infidelity

And Bill, according to one source,

talked about
leaving Hillary,

a cynic once said that a first marriage

should be for love, a second for practi-

cality and a third for companionship.

Perhaps the Clintons have all three.
number of First Ladies have worked

—

either managing family farms, teaching

or as secretaries—and had enough ex-

perience of the world to be valued ad-

visers to their husbands. Similarly,

Hillary's role is not as unprecedented

as it seems. She was, after all, the main

family breadwinner for many years—in

1992, she earned about $200,000
working as a lawyer in a Littl** Rock

law firm—as well as an unpaid political

consultant to her husband.

Another marriage not so different

in some aspects to the Clintons' was

the Roosevelts'. In 1903, when twen-

tv-one-vear-old Franklin Delano

son, Ph.D., professor of sociology at

the University of Nebraska, in Lin-

coln. "It's almost sacrilegious to mar-

ry for the first time and say you're not

really in love."

In many other cultures throughout

the world, however, practical mar-

riages are far more widespread. "In

most traditional societies, marriage is

considered far too important to be left

to individuals," says Conrad Kottak,

professor of anthropology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, in Ann Arbor,

and author of Cultural Anthropology

(McGraw Hill, 1994). "It's usually ne-

gotiated by elders."

but ultimately

decided that a divorce would hurt his

political career. There was another ru-

mor of marital problems in late 1989,

when apparently Bill was undecided

about running for governor of

Arkansas again, and Hillary contem-

plated running for the office herself.

Did the couple thrash out their dif-

ferences then and recommit to a high-

er purpose? Max Brantley, whose wife,

Ellen, knew Hillary at Wellesley Col-

lege, and was appointed an Arkansas

state judge by Bill, has said, "It's hard

even for those who admire and respect

and love (continued on page 108)
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continueJ from page 104

Hillary not to believe she made a pact

with the devil."

Whatever happened, the couple

seemed to forge a new closeness dur-

ing the presidential campaign. At the

time, Newsweek magazine noticed

"something a touch newfound about

[Bill's] regard, as if he had rediscov-

ered [Hillary] after years of taking her

for granted."

Nor was she the first political

was Hillary who flew into action. She

stood before a crowd in New Hamp-
shire and firmly told them that her

marriage was strong, and that prob-

lems between two people who loved

each other were nobody else's busi-

ness. Many people agreed, and the

speech was a huge success. That night,

a Clinton aide has said, Bill and

Hillary "were practically giddy. It was

like they were on a date. They were

giggling. They ordered in Greek food,

watched movies ..." Plainly, she had

found the key to continuing their

Liam Neeson
continued from page 73

turns me on about a woman is if she's

got talent ... or, two, if she's an indi-

vidual. With both she's worth remem-
bering. Or marrying.

Q: And how would you like them
to rememberyou?
A: Well, if I'm remembered by any-

body one day, I hope they'll think that

I never stepped on a single person.

That's maybe why I live as I do. It

could be a wonderful world if only we

were nice to each other.

Q: How do you spend your free

time when you're alone at home?
A: I watch a lot of videos, and I read.

I do weights to keep my body in good

condition. When I'm in London I

sometimes go to Green Park, and I

laze and I think. We don't think

enough in today's hectic life. It's not a

complicated life, but it's me. It's the

way I want to live, and I don't think

I'll change.

Q: What do you read?

A: I try to keep up with the industry

—

you know, the stage and the movie

trade papers. I go out to movies occa-

sionally, to see what my fellow actors

are doing, but it's so much easier to

watch them at home.

Q: How do you feel about joining

the ranks of Hollywood super-
stars?

A: I find that I have suddenly become

very . . . well, "interesting." Now when

I enter a room in Hollywood, every-

body knows me. Part of me doesn't

like it because it's so phony. Another

side of me actually likes it, and when I

look at Kevin Costner, for instance, I

think to myself: I can do what he does.

So I keep trying.

Q: But you don't seem to have
been seduced by the Hollywood
lifestyle.

A: I hope not. I don't care about the

limos and the big house on the

beach and the starlets. I would only

like the power of being a star so that

I can be in a position to pick up the

telephone and tell some studio that

I've just read a great book and it

would make a great movie and I

want to do it. That would be nice,

but I don't think I've reached that

rung on the ladder yet.

Q: What is your basic philosophy?

A: (After a long pause) I think I believe

that everything worthwhile in life

happens at the right time, the proper

time. Women seem to mature earlier

than men. They usually have their act

together by their late twenties. Men
take a while longer. They seem to get

themselves together only when they

reach their early forties. And I'm rely-

ing on that. B

"You're looking at two

people who love each

other," Clinton said.

"This is not an arrange-

ment. This is a marriage."
spouse to similarly support—and

share—her husband's goals. Accord-

ing to Myra MacPherson, author of

The Pozver Lovers: An Intimate Look at

Politicians and Their Marriages (Put-

nam, 1975), similar scenarios have

been taking place in Washington for

decades. "Often when discontented

political wives get a whiff of the White

House, they are suddenly eager to be

amazingly accommodating," she says.

"Think of Joan Kennedy and that dis-

astrous campaign to help get Teddy
elected president—she felt that in the

White House, she would be a person

in her own right, at last. Same thing

with then-Senator Gary Hart's wife,

Lee. Instead of telling him to take a

hike when she found out about his

women, she stayed ever-dutiful. And
obviously Hillary has long overlooked

all the stories of Bill's womanizing.

They both feel there's a higher calling

in that marriage."

A lot of political marriages eventual-

ly settle into convenient arrangements,

adds MacPherson. "One of two things

happens: Either the woman opts out

and does her own thing—in the old

days, maybe she had secret affairs, but

these days, instead, she'll have a ca-

reer—or she'll become a team player.

Some team players really care deeply

about what they're working for."

Such couples may do whatever is

necessary to win the prize they seek

and have the political power and influ-

ence they desire. In January 1992

when persistent "bimbo eruptions"

blighted Bill's presidential campaign, it

quest—and it was a tack she would lat-

er take on 60 Minutes, when she and

Bill defended their marriage on the air.

And during the 60 Minutes inter-

view, when correspondent Steve Kroft

suggested that perhaps the couple had

"reached some sort of [marital] under-

standing and an arrangement," Bill

looked hurt. "You're looking at two

people who love each other," he

protested. "This is not an arrangement

or an understanding. This is a mar-

riage. That's a very different thing."

LOVE ISN'T EVERYTHING
A cynic once said a first marriage

should be for love, a second for practi-

cality and a third for companionship.

Perhaps, in its own way, the Clinton

marriage combines all three. As Bill

Clinton once observed philosophical-

ly, "Sometimes you have to give up

things to get things."

Still, their friends accentuate the

positive. "This relationship is more
than a cold, practical bargain," a

lawyer friend of Hillary has said.

"They like each other immensely."

And the couple's intimate, Betsey

Wright, calls them "two of the most

passionate people I ever met . . . They
argue passionately, they parent pas-

sionately, they read passionately, they

play passionately."

In the end, that may be enough pas-

sion for any marriage.

Diana McLellan is a Washington,

D.C-based contributing editor to Ladies'

Home Journal.
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love eating something really good and satisfying for lunch

Then again, in this office it's a miracle just to eat.,!'

et's just say 'Lunch Hour' is not a

delj used phrase where I work. So I

ike the most of my time. Ill fix my

jorite Lunch Express, and spend a Jew

'ihzed moments enjoying lunch, instead

standing in a long line at the corner

ill. Sitting there with my Mandarin

hicken, I start to Jeel

ke myself again. Well, at

'ast until lunch is over."

Lunch Express from Lean Cuisine

makes an everyday lunch

something special. Our Mandarin

Chicken has tender cuts of chicken

in an Oriental sauce. It comes in

a microwaveable package so

you can eat right from the box. Even

better, ii only costs about $2.00.

Lean Cuisine

Lunch Expressfrom Lean Cuisine.

Time to treatyourselfright





Remember

that train ride

your parents took

you on? And how
you felt when the
conductor called "All

Aboooooooard!" and this

enormous THING came to life,

and houses began to whir by,

and suddenly, the world was full of

wonder? You remember the whistle

telling the world you were coming. And
if you took a long ride, you remember
the sink folding out of the wall, and how
you ACTUALLY ATE DINNER ON A TRAIN.

Now, here is the wonderful part. Your child is no
different than you were then. The train is still

magical. It is still as big as a birthday; as exciting

as Christmas morning. We don't know why, exactly.

But it's true. Take your child for a two-hour trip. Or
a trip across this country. It is a trip a little person
will never, never forget. And for some wonderful reason

none of us can really understand, neither will you.

''44

AMTR AK
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A TRAIN THAT'S MAGIC.



DOING WELL
by doiii2f sfood
To succeed in business, you have to be

coldhearted and calculating, right? Wrong. These

four women are idealistic entrepreneurs who are

making the world a better place. By Paula Lyons

Before I be-

came a con-

sumer re-

porter fifteen

years ago, I

worked in

government, and I

brought to it idealism

and a desire to "give

back," to serve the pub-

lic, to make a contribu-

tion to my community.

Naturally, I carried the

then-required disdain

for business, seeing it as

preoccupied with a sin-

gle, quite opposite

goal—making money.

The attitude was
probably an oversimplification

then. As for today, it would simply

not be true of an ever-growing

number of American businesses.

What the four entrepreneurs you

are about to meet share is the de-

termination and the skill to make
money, yes, but also to make a so-

cial difference, by being sensitive to

the environment, to the communi-
ties in which they work and to dieir

own employees.

GUN DENHART
Co-founder and CEO,
Hanna Andersson,

Portland, Oregon
Ask Swedish-born Gun Denhart,

forty-nine, what she is most proud

of, and diis cheerful powerhouse be-

hind die now-booming, eleven-year-

old family mail-order clothing

company Hanna Andersson laughs

and savs, "That we are still here! So

many companies fail I

the first five years." Bj:

then Denhart pause 1

,

gets a bit more serioii

and says, "And that vl

have been able to creak

a company with a heart

The "heart" of Hani,

(as almost all who woi
for die company call ij

began beating almost immediate^

after the company's first catalc!

went out, in February 1984. Dei}

hart and her then-husband an

business partner, Tom, (continue*
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S&W Italian Bean Saute
bsp olive oil
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Italian Tomato Cooking

at oil in a large saucepan; add onion and bell pepper

d saute over medium beat until crisp-tender. Reduce

] at to low; add Beans and Sauce. Simmer for 5-2

' nutes, stirring occasionally until mixture is heated

rough. Serves 4.
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Doing well by doing good
continued

tried to think of a unique way to pro-

mote their high-end line of brightly col-

ored, soft, durable cotton garments.

Almost immediately they conceived a

program called "Hannadowns." They
told customers they could return their

used "Hannas" when their children out-

grew them for 20 percent of the original

purchase price, to be applied to their

next order. Hanna announced that, in

turn, it would donate the clothing to

needy children.

Says Denhart, "This exposed us to a

whole world I didn't even know
existed . . . kids walking around America

today with parents who can't afford to

buy clothes for them. That kind of

opened up our hearts to people in need

in this country."

Denhart's previous experience had
nothing to do with clothing: She holds a

Swedish master's degree in business eco-

nomics and previously worked as the fi-

nancial manager of the U.S. branch in a

chain of foreign-language schools. But

when her son, Christian, was born in

1980 and she couldn't find the kind of

good-quality, cotton clothing she was
used to having in Sweden, the idea for

Hanna Andersson (named for Denhart's

grandmother) was born. In 1983, the

Denharts sold their home in Greenwich,

Connecticut, and relocated to Portland,

Oregon, where they used the money they

had left after purchasing a new house

—

$250,000—to stock up on inventory and

produce their first catalog. That small,

family-run business, located in the Den-
harts' house, grew in just ten years to a

$44 million business, employing nearly

three hundred, as of 1993.

The Hannadowns program has

played a big part in that success: The
company estimates it has now issued

some $1,063,726 in credits to cus-

tomers and distributed 240,205 pieces

of clothing to charities and crisis centers

around the country and world. Since

1993, Hannadowns has had a partner-

ship with UPS, which provides the ship-

ping of Hannadowns for free. Why?
"We asked," says Denhart.

But Hannadowns was just the first beat

of Hanna Andersson's heart. Four years

after founding the company, Denhart
started paying half the child-care costs of

her mostly female (80 percent) work-

force—up to $3,000 a year per employee.

She says that, as a mother, she knew that

employees who were worried about their

children all day could not focus on their

work. Other "family friendly" or progres-

sive employee benefits followed, including

flex-time and profit sharing.

The company also donates 5 percent

of its profits each year to charities that its

workers select. It matches their charitable

:i
e it.

contributions up to $500 each pr i

and allows each employee to vo

for the social or civic cause of theirihL

for eight hours a year on company jj

"You can look at the problems^
society," notes Denhart, "and s

too overwhelming, I can't do a

Or you can say, I'll do a little

least, to make this a better world/; n

The son who was the impetusjf

creation of Hanna Andersson I
fourteen years old. Clearlv. he Is

sorbed his mother's philosophyO:

recent test in school, one of thqp:

tions was "What is a corporation

Christian answered, "A corporatitad

many parts, just like the human
has a brain and a heart."

"That," says Denhart, "giv£

goose bumps."
For a free Hanna Andersson catam

more information regarding Hannaa
call 800-222-0544.

DEBBIE AGUIRRE
President, Tierra Pacifica

Corporation, Irvine, Californi.

think Debbie Aguirre is one of ti\ m
competent business individuals I hamk:

come across. She 's a strong negcM:

She's fair. She's relationship-drivettlm^

not out for the quick buck. She's reamk

for the long haul.
"

—Mike Nelson, Project Mam
City of Pasadena, Camt

Values—giving back—was what lin

nine-year-old Debbie Aguirre fouii vi

missing from her corporate lif««

that's what she was determined toM
porate in Tierra Pacifica, her ovj ij

sign, engineering and construction

in Irvine, California.

Aguirre began her career irtei

estate sales at age eighteen and, otti

next twenty years, held senior miaa

ment positions in three Californi; aj

porate real-estate-development irm

where she oversaw the construconf

some five thousand units of husn

and thousands of square feet ofcos

mercial and industrial projects, hai

what made her competent, but, AuM

says, corporate life also mad hi

"schizophrenic."

"I felt I had to lose my gender ad a

ethnicity to fit in at work during th dn

Yet at night and on weekends, I wsva

much involved with my commnir
something I couldn't talk comfctab

about at work. I wanted to blend ipll:

some way," she adds. Though shet sc

gle and doesn't have any children If h

own, Aguirre found herself growig t

creasingly concerned about the kid

future that awaited today's youtl Si

saw an investment in the commuity

an investment in the future.

So, two years ago, in the midd

recession, Aguirre (who rememberslisii

"every dime of my savings and :litt
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and four partners scraped up

•jl
250,000 and started Tierra Pacifi-

rmined to make money but equal-

imitted to "giving back" to

||
da in a number of important ways,

a Pacifica seeks out public build-

jjects—low-income housing,

, libraries and renovations of his-

uildings—because Aguirre says

;s doing them and because, as a

she sees a profitable niche, too:

,tive action provides certain ad-

es to minority- and women-
firms.

.very community that hires Tierra

gets something back. In Pasade-

;re they're restoring a historical

ice building, Aguirre's team, in-

ner subcontractors, is donating

id materials to the cleanup and

ion of a local battered-women's

In Huntington Beach, while they

ousing, they organized a food

hat delivered $2,500 worth of

a battered-women's shelter. Else-

Aguirre's teams have worked to

:nior reading corner in a local li-

nd joined forces with other mem-
' the construction community to

battered-women's shelter from

und up.

rre says her firm is willing to give

and has, but they prefer to give

ir time and energies. "We get

nore of a benefit and give much
Aguirre explains.

no problem getting subcontrac-

go along, she adds. "They know
part of what we do. We offer

icentives—like we'll hand you the

when the job's done instead of

I it out in thirty days—but they

don't need a lot of persuading."

ironmental concerns are also part

:rra Pacifica's commitment,
e, as president and head of strate-

nning, is appalled at the waste of

als on construction sites. "My re-

shows that forty percent on the

e site is wasted!" For example,
d pieces of wood are usually

1 out instead of kept clean for lat-

, such as cutting up into mulch
dscaping. If her company can get

i project in its design phase,
e says, she can plan effectively to

: that waste and is committed to

so. Controlling waste also saves

ent money by, for example, sav-

le cost of hauling away extra

;e—all part of what Aguirre calls

i engineering."
' management style? Aguirre is not

ed to say she manages like a moth-
'he typical organization chart is a

lid. Ours is a wheel. My critics

say, Oh, she does that touchy-feely

n thing," Aguirre says. "But I don't

I don't model myself after a male
. I'm doing things in a way that

feels easy, natural and fun for me. Even if

I fail, this has been a great experience."

SHERI POE
President and CEO, Ryka Athletic
Shoes, Norwood, Massachusetts
In 1072, Sheri Poe, then a nineteen-
year-old college student, was raped at

gunpoint after she hitched a ride on the

campus of Southern Illinois University.

"At that time there wasn't a single rape-

crisis center in the country," Poe says.

"And no one knew how to help me. The
police laughed at me and blamed me for

hitchhiking."

That brutal incident caused Poe to

drop out of college and led to years of

trauma, punctuated by bulimia and—
because she was physically unable to

work—financial collapse. At twenty-
three, a doctor told her that her bulimia

so threatened her health, she might nev-

er have children. Poe heard him—and
began to put her life back together. She
married, went to work and ultimately

turned to aerobics to regain strength

and rebuild her self-esteem. But the

backaches she developed from exercis-

ing ultimately convinced her she could

make a better athletic shoe for women,
one designed especially for their higher

arches and narrower heels.

It wasn't easy to convince money-
lenders of this. They hooted at her busi-

ness plan, and some said she was crazy

to try to compete against the big guys

—

Nike and Reebok. But Poe and her

then-husband, Martin Birrittella, per-

sisted and finally got the backing they

needed. With $50,000 borrowed from
family and friends and a bank loan of

$250,000, they founded Ryka in 1988.

They hobbled through some initial qual-

ity problems but succeeded in designing

a line of lightweight, thickly cushioned,

flexible athletic shoes. Feedback from
customers told them they were really

onto something.

Five years after they started, Ryka
had a great product, but Poe says she

began to feel something was missing.

For seventeen years, she had kept silent

about her rape, buried the anger, buried

the pain. But when other women, no-

tably talk-show host Oprah Winfrey, be-

gan to speak out about rape and abuse,

Poe found herself reconsidering. Then,

she says, she read an article that cited a

U.S. Department of Justice estimate

that three out of four women are victims

of at least one violent crime during their

lifetime; she knew at that moment that

she and her company had to act and do
something to help prevent violence

against women.
In 1992 she founded Ryka ROSE (Re-

store One's Self-Esteem) Foundation, a

nonprofit foundation, separate from her

shoe company, which funds programs that

battle violence against (continued)
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Doing well by doing good
continued

women. Since Ryka was not yet prof-

itable, Poe pledged 8250,000 of her own
money and got additional funding from
her principal retailing partner, Lady
Footlocker. She also committed 7 per-

cent of Ryku's pretax annual profits to

the foundation. That means every time
a consumer purchases a pair of Ryka
shoes, which are available in major de-

partment and sporting-goods stores

such as Lady Footlocker and JCPenney,
at a retail price of about $40 to $75, the

company donates 7 percent of the prof-

its to Ryka ROSE. So far, ROSE has
distributed over $220,000 to programs
that help abused women, such as rape-

crisis centers and shelters, and with the

help of Lady Footlocker has given out

400,000 brochures telling women how
to protect themselves from violence.

Ryka's marketing has become infused

with the theme, right down to the tags

on each pair of shoes telling women
"How to be safe" and the company slo-

gan: "Be strong!" "Physical strength is

very, very important," notes Poe, "but

it's not enough. You can't feel good on
the outside without feeling good on the

inside. Inner strength, inner health, the

total health of a woman is what our
company is about."

Critics have charged Poe with exploit-

ing women as victims just to sell shoes, a

charge she denies. "Truly, I did not inte-

grate Ryka with the ROSE Foundation

as part of any kind of marketing strategy.

It was a true wish to give back somehow
to the consumer who was making us a

big company, a strong company, and,

hopefully," she laughs, "a profitable

company. I wanted to let them know we
cared about them, not just physically,

but spiritually and emotionally."

For more information on Ryka ROSE
Foundation or for a free copy of "What
Every Woman Needs to Know about Vio-

lence Against Women, " call 800-255-

7952, extension 184.

CAROL CONE-COUGHLIN
CEO, Cone-Coughlin
Communications, Boston
Carol Cone-Coughlin describes herself

as "a visionary," "a third-generation en-

trepreneur," a. political "moderate" and

a firm believer that public relations is

not just publicity but, rather, a powerful

tool to build "public relationships" for

corporate America.

And as an original member of Busi-

nesses for Social Responsibility, this

forty-three-year-old dynamo knows the

kinds of relationships she wants to build.

"Ever since I founded my firm fourteen

years ago," says Cone-Coughlin, "I've

felt that just being in the communica-
tions business was not enough, that I

wanted to give something back, and I

wanted to help companies learn how to

be good corporate citizens."

Cone-Coughlin has teamed with a

number of companies she says have
been trying to be just that. She's helped

launch Avon's Breast Cancer Awareness

Crusade, mount Coors' campaign for

literary and design Reebok's Human-
Right Foundation Awards program.

Today, some 40 percent of Cone-
Coughlin's business is either "cause-

related marketing," which is usually

sh'>rt-term and transaction-driven (buy a

tube of Crest, and ten cents goes to the

Little League) or something Cone-
Coughlin has dubbed "passion brand-

ing." That, she says, is "when a company
creates a long-term passionate bond with

its customers around shared values and
needs." Passion branders, like The Body
Shop or Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream, she

adds, preach principles and live by them,

top to bottom, throughout the company.

Cone-Coughlin attributes her "social

conscience" to being raised in the sixties,

and her ability to survive in business to her

lifelong interest in competitive sports.

Growing up, she trained and showed hors-

es competitively and skied. She says that

when she fell down or got "kicked in the

face" by her pony, she "would get up and

do it again. You have to do that," she adds.

Recently, Cone-Coughlin's growing list

of clients began asking if cause-related

marketing (CRM) really influenced the

buying public. Cone-Coughlin's gut in-

stinct told her it did, but to confirm

that, she joined forces with the market-

research organization Roper/Starch
Worldwide and conducted a survey of

two thousand adults.

To Cone-Coughlin's amazement, pub-

lic reaction to companies involved in CRM
was overwhelmingly positive. Up to 82

percent went so far as to say that when
price and quality are equal, they would buy

from the company diat had demonstrated

a sincere commitment to social causes.

"That's astounding," said Cone-Coughlin.

"That is a trend in this country."

But Cone-Coughlin feels this trend

holds pitfalls for the insincere. She advis-

es clients not to fake a social commit-
ment. Cone-Coughlin believes that if

you try on the latest cause just as a su-

perficial marketing ploy, you'll get

caught. Consumers "can see dirough an

image that is not real."

But when a company does it right,

they benefit and so does society. "My
point of view is that there are so many
problems out there," Cone-Coughlin
adds, "that if every company who has

good intentions, adopts an issue, it

would be a much better world."

Paula Lyons, former consumer editor of

"Good Morning America," is a freelance

journalist based in Boston.
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THE CLUTTER COP
Tired of unkempt closets and disheveled drawers? Sick of spending too

much time searching for T-shirts, shoes and wayward toys? We have expert

tips to get you organized right now. By Leslie Lampert, Lifestyle Editor

THE ORDER OF THE DAY
Closet clutter is a

given with our

busier-than-ever

lives. Who has

time these days to

be vigilant about

editing and sort-

ing their things?-'

Yet, according to

Stephanie Schur,

of SpaceOrganiz-

ers, in White Plains, New
York, "If you spend a little

time developing efficient stor-

age space, you'll not only curb

your clutter, you'll cut the time

it takes to clean up around the

house." For the working

1,1 " "
in i in
111 '

'
»'

in ii hi

ii! !!! ." "'

v

mom's closet,

above, Schur start-

ed by freeing up

the floor of the

closet, making

room for an inex-

pensive clothes-

sorting system for

laundry. Then she

organized sweaters

by color on the

lower shelf (handbags on the

other side); on die upper shelf

are decorative boxes and plas-

tic bins for scarves, household

papers and loose accessories.

A compact stepladder unfolds

for easv access to shelves.

OPEN-AND-SHUT CASE
"I frequentiy see the crammed-drawer syn

drome," says Schur. She reorganized thi

bedroom drawers, below, in less than twen

ty minutes by spilling their contents ont(|i

the bed and\eassigning each item to

drawer by category. In one drawer: slips;

camisoles and bodysuits—arranged by col

or. In another: socks (folded in halfK pant?

hose ("Roll them up in a ball and tuck thi.

ends inside," says Schur), and a mnket traj

for handkerchiefs, a diary and mementos|i

Then Schur arranged all jewelry in two see

at-a-glance organizer trays, in groupings o;

silver and gold for easy accessorizing.
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Remember last

light's chicken cacciatore?

Your stove does.

Aunt Sue's pie will go fast.

Too bad the stains won't.

If Ik
Your "weekend mechanic" got cleaner.

The grease and soap scum got tougher.

we created a

Letter

all purpose

bleach cleaner.

Comet
Cleaner
^Bleach

The yuck/esr chore

in the house!

Spot's "spots" all

over the kitchen floor.

Tough Greasy Dirt

Leading liquid

bleach cleaner

Comet Cleaner

with Bleach

en others cant cut it, Comet can.
*Nothing's better on tough sta/ns.. .and we're best on tough greasy dirt and soap scum.





ofcLS. End tables. Entire

m suites. They could be hand-

effortlessly, all in a single

oon. Now, if only shopping

Whicl i means you can count

on the selection,

quality and value

trusted for decades

pet could he as easy. So many by miliums oj people

based on the things

you care about most,

like thickness

and durability.

The label on the kick of every TrustMark carpet

gives you helpful information you can use to

compare one carpet to another.

Presenting The IDeiusxMAiic

Carpet Selection System,

, textures and styles. And

!e information to

iu find the carpet

right for you.

"hat's why there's

\\ark®A new carpet selection

i from Shaw Industries, the

With TrustMark, you'll know

you've made the right

choice before you leave

the store. Because after

all, shopping for carpet

Mould never leave anyone feeling

Your specially trainee) TrustMark salesperson can show

you how to use the TrustMark Information Center to sma U. For UWrC information,
choose a carpet thats right for you and your budget.

s largest carpet manufacturer. TrustMark is a complete system call I -800-TRUSTMARK
(1800-878-7862)

Mark is available only at oj carpet styles, practical information in the U.S. and Canada.

'.ed TrustMark dealers, a and trained salespeople. It gives

TrustMark
Carpet Selection Systemgroup of the most respected you facts on every type oj carpet.

by Shaw Industries, Inc.

I dealers in the country. So you can compare one to another, SELECTION MADE SIMPLE"



YOU'RE IN CONTROL
Whose front hall closet couldn't

use a little help? Besides being the

coat station, it's the catchall closet

for all those where-do-you-put-it

items: sports gear, vacuum, shop-

ping bags, umbrellas. For the hall

closet below, Schur brought dec-

orative order to mitten madness

by installing a brightly colored

shoe bag on the inside of the door

AFTER

...::»<'..>I<i5

'3E3>318I3

(the ironing board was relocated

to a bedroom closet). Now, kids

can easily find and store mittens,

hats and scarves—or even deposit

daily school items. For soccer,

skating and tennis parapher-

nalia, Schur loves the durable

red milk crates. And for out-

of-season articles or miscella-

neous accessories, matching

hatboxes do the trick in style.

Another trade secret of pro-

fessional organizers: hanging

clothing by size, to create

vertical storage underneath

the shorter items. (Even if

you don't use the space, it

makes the closet look less

cluttered.) "Once you set up

these simple systems," says

Schur, "you'll be amazed at

how much time and energy

you'll save straightening up

the house ."

J J 11
r J

r 1 -

r1

Expert organizer Stephanie Schur shares her top

tips to tame closet clutter—for good! • First, sort

through everything in your closet, and remove

everything you never wear, as well as

clothes that are too small, worn out or

outdated (you'll be surprised how much

room you'll gain). As you're sorting,

earmark certain articles as giveaways or

charitable donations. • For the remaining

items, make three piles: one for clothes

that need mending or altering, one for

out-of-season pieces (store them in a

labeled box underneath your bed) and

one for current wearables (hang them

back in your closet). • Arrange current

ten clothing by category (skirts, blouses, dresses, pants);

then by length; then by color. (Underneath the short

grouping, store your sewing basket, extra hangers in a

bin, or a laundry hamper.) • Purchase

sturdy hangers (wood or plastic) that

will last as well as hold the shape of

your clothing. Face all hangers in the

same direction for easy access to

clothing as well as a uniform look (a

neat-looking closet does wonders for

making you feel in control). If you have

room, group empty hangers in their

own section at the end of the pole.

• Use all of the available space in your

closet: Hang hooks, shoe [continued
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Inspired by American Shaker furnishings, die Millwood

Creek® Collection by Broyhill reflects the Shaker lifestyle

w hich emphasizes simplicity of line, complete functionality,

quality construction and a natural beauty that is in harmony with

the human spirit. Crafted from beautiful pine solids and veneers,

Millwood Creek has a warm honey finish, hand-rubbed in a multi-

step finishing process to achieve its mellow glow. A lush, deep green

hue also embellishes several pieces. These timeless designs comple-

ment a range of styles and make it versatile enough to handle your

family's constantly changing

needs. Discover the Millwood SlTiart BUYS frOR!
Creek Collection, and enjoy

life's simple pleasures. Broyhill

Double cone coils deliveq

additional spring action

upholstered furniture piel

and are part of the reasol

why Broyhill furniture hq

reputation for durability.

Chair bottoms are constructed

with four comer blocks, and
are then securely fastened with

both glue and wood screws to

guarantee structural durability.

Table legs are bolted, glue!

and further supported witfi:

comer bracing to ensure 1

greater stability and incre<H

strength.



This classic Lawson arm sofa, $799-899* and coordinating arm chair, $499-549* serve as a dra-

maru- focus to any room. Leaves on the dropleaf end table, $2«), and clroplcat eocktail, $290,

fold up for additional space and flexibility. Both dropleal end table and commode end. $250,

feature drawers for extra storage. The wall unit conveniently conceals those items you want out

of sight while ottering display space lot hooks and prized collectibles. The entertainment unit.

$1 175, has space tor you. television. VCR and other electrontc equipment. Retractable pocket

doors offer easy television viewing. A spac ious drawer and shelves behind two doors store-

tapes, cassettes and CDs. Complete this attractive and practical wall system with the open wall

unit, $4(X), door wall unit. $625, and corner unit, $325.

Most upholsteredpieces arc available in otherfabrics. Pi <s on items vary accordingly due to fabric selections.

T COVER: Enjoy charms of a time g< me bj

e versatility of the Millwood Creek pencil post

10. Add drama with the canopy frame, $110, and

:king wooden rails, $125. The armoire, $1075,

:s clothing storage or a hiding place for the bed-

"V. The blanket chest, $500, and night stand, $260,

your storage options in a smart and stylish way.

Millwood Creek dining takes you back to simpler times and serves as a center for home gather-

ings both festive and everyday. The china, $1375, is designed with an open area suitable for

entertaining or easy everyday use. The popular pie safe cupboard, $700, has found many new

functions in today's homes-from dining room to kitchen, hallway to hathroom-your imagina-

tion is the only limitation. A harvest leg table. $575, sturdy ladderback arm chair, $195, and side

chair, $170, complete this dining group.

C
-

omtort never looked so good Gel the luxury of a recliner with the style of classic upholstery

in this reclining sofa, $1009-1 199*, and reclining loveseat, $1049-1 149* Fresh pastels update the

ever-popular plaid oi nearly 4(H) fabric selections Broyhill offers to create your own statement.

Add a cocktail table, $250, or chairside end table, $290. Finish oft di.s cozy setting with a side-

by-side entertainment center, $975, designed with as much function as style. Retractable pocket

doors reveal a television and VCR. A glass door exposes side storage for all your other elec-

tronics and allows for remote controlling. Three spacious drawers hold video tapes and CDs.

(See The Insert To The Left.)



Shake up Shaker with this banister bed, $525, in lush, deep green. Two-toned night

stand, 52'

"

1 and blanket chest, $525, aa ent this bedn om A< Id the h< »ney pine

door chest, $810, with its bountiful storage.

r
FREE DECORATING & ENTERTAINMENT GUIDES

The triple dresser $810, has three tray drawers

behind die door. Match with a spacious landsd

minor, $200, to finish the room.

Enjoy our gift of Better Homes& Gardens

Fall Decorating, Holiday Celebrations and Bedroom
& Bath. This coupon entitles the bearer to die

above Better Homes & Gardens special interest

publications free. Simply visit your participating

Broyhill retailer and see the Millwood Creek

Collection. For the participating Broyhill

retailer nearest you just phone:

1-800-3BROYHILL
(1-800-327-6944)

' >ffa is good through September 30, 199-1. ( 'ou/xin must he presented.

DECORATING

i in

Smarl Buys hum '

•Broyhill

To receive the complete Smart I
Literature Collection for only $1
or for more information call l-8l

3BROYHJJLL (800-327-6944). Vi
and MasterCard accepted. Or, sJ

a $10 check or money order to:
J

Broyhill Furniture Industries

Consumer Assistance Center I

One Broyhill Park

Lenoir, NC 28633

Manufacturer's suggested "Smart Buys"prices effective

through 9'30'1994. Prices may vary at individual retailers. I

A II items ma\' not be available at all locations. Furniture

items may be special ordered

The items on these pages
may be purchased at the
following Broyhill Dealers:

ARIZONA
Flagstaff

Gilbert

Green Valley

Lake Havasu City

Mesa
Phoenix

Tucson

CALIFORNIA
Anderson

Atwater

Bakersfield

Canyon Country

Chico

Crescent City

Cupertino

El Cerrito

Hanford

Hollister

Huntington Bch.

Los Angeles

The Furniture Barn

Norwood Furniture

Dorson Furniture

Michael Alan Home
Furnishings

Paul L Sale

M D Pruitts

American Home Furnishings

Dorson Furniture

Kueblers Furniture

Passadons Furniture

Summers Furniture

Homemakers Living Rooms

Plus

Austins Home Furnishers

Kueblers Furniture

Woodworks Furniture

Tradeways Furniture

Salmons Furniture Galleries

Black Cooper Furniture

Angelus Distribution Co Inc

Furniture Town Inc

Manteco

Marysville

Montclair

Oxnard

Pittsburg

Pleasanton

Rancho Cordova

Salinas

San Carlos

San Jose

San Mateo
Santa Rosa

Sonora

Turlock

Vacaville

IDAHO
Blackfoot

Boise

Coetn D Alene

Lewiston

Twin Falls

Halers Furniture

B J Richardson Home

Furniture

Koopmans Furniture

Reeds & Son Furniture Inc

Lanzalame Furniture

Woodworks Furniture

Naturwood Furniture

Packwoods Showcase

Galleries

Woodworks Furniture

Woodworks Furniture

House of Value

Santa Rosa Bedding Co

Simply Country

Woods Furniture

Shocks Furniture

Blackers Furniture

Commercial Home

Runge Furniture

Sylvans Furn

Bruwns Furniture

NEVADA
Carson City Carson Furniture

Elko Bodily Furniture Co Inc

Fallon Winan-Yoder Furniture

Lake Tahoe Carson Furniture

Las Vegas Walker Furniture

Winnemucca C B Brown Co Inc

OREGON
Bend AnrJersch Home Furnishings

Hood River Murrays Furniture

Medford Joseph Winans Furniture

Roseburg Kueblers Furniture

Seaside Roehms Home Furnishings

Tigard Ripleys Fine Furniture

UTAH
Murray RCWilley Home

Furnishings

Orem R C Willey Home

Furnishings

Saint George Boulevard Furniture

Salt Lake City R C Willey Home

Furnishings

Syracuse RCWilley Home

Furnishings

West Valley RCWilley Home

Furnishings

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen Goldberg Furniture I
Ellensburg Fitterers Furniture

Ferndale Samuels Furniture I

Kent Vans Furniture

Oak Harbor Whidbey Furniture &I
Spokane Burgans Furniture

Tacoma Schoenteids Fumiturw

Vancouver Koplans Furniture

Wenatchee Davis Furniture

Also available in Canada
Calgary, Alb Bennett Furniture Galfl

Chilliwack, B.C. Grand Pappys Furnitui

Edmonton, Alb Finesse Furnishings I i

Grand Centre, Alb Select Furniture

Red Deer, Alb Sims Furniture Ltd

Richmond, B.C. Sandys Furniture

Vernon. B.C. Poison Place Furnitur 1



Beautiful (lowers. Sweet-faced cherubs. The
finesl English lace. All the ingredients for a

sumptuous work of collage art. \s vou can
see. this heart-shaped portrait of two beauti-

ful angels surrounded In the bounty of an

English garden is quite adorable—and quite

affordable, loo.

Just one look will convince you: The
- Crestley Collection offers vou an

exceptional plate at an excep-

tional price.

And make no mistake, at

$19.95 "Sweetness and

Grace*' is a real value.

Phis delightful portrait bj

artist Thomas Cathej

is re-created on a 6-

inch high fine porce-

lain plate. Beautifull)

detailed in vibrant col-

ors, il is hand-num-

bered, comes with a

Certificate of

i# Authenticity, and has a

v great 90-da\ monev-

<£) back guarantee.

^ So act now. Orders will

be filled on a first-come

irst-served I»a>i-. And an

~5&f affordable collectible plate

like this is too precious to

last! Send no money—just mail

the coupon lodav.

More than you expect, for

much loss than you expect—from
The Crestley Collection, a trusted

affiliate of the Bradford Exchange .

SATISFACTION Gl ARANTEED

©The Collection ofThomas L. Cathey

ft.

• h [

Signotuie

Name

The Crestley Collection

( R E S T 1 E Y 9204 Center for the Arts Drive

COLLECTION Niles, IL 60714-1300

Yes! Please enter my order for "Sweetness and Grace." I understand I need
send no money now . I will be billed $19.95* when my plate is

shipped.

Limit: one plate per order.

Please respond by: September 30, 1994

Address

ClfV
.

State Zip

.

Phone ( )

"Plus $2 99 postage ond handling Illinois residents odd $1 81 soles tox Pending credit ooorovol
©1994 The Crestley Collection HHB-107



NEATNESS
COUNTS
"The first thing I always do in

a child's closet is lower the

pole for hanging clothing,"

says Schur. "That way. kids

can be responsible for putting

their own clothes away." Then

she installs an extra shelf

above the lowered pole for

toys, school stuff, or T-shirt

overflow from crowded draw-

ers. For the closet, right, Schur

also hung a pegged rack inside

the door for ties, belts and

suspenders; a shoe rack just

underneath keeps sneakers

and shoes in check. For loose

game pieces—like chessmen

and marbles—Schur found

compartmentalized plastic

storage boxes. Legos are un-

der control in their own card-

board case—Schur suggests

using different-colored cases

to identify playthings easily.

Here, the red and yellow ones

hold school papers and sticker

collections. A final note:

"Create a system that makes

sense for your child's needs,"

says Schur.

For shopping details, see page

212.

(continued) racks, pegboards or an organizer on the

inside of the closet door. Install a high shelf for things

that you use infrequently or for storing out-of-season

items. Or, if your closet is particularly deep, add a

second pole—behind the original—for clothing worn

less often. • Adequate lighting is a must—so you can

clearly see what you have. Inexpensive track lighting is

one option; automatic lighting that's activated by

opening the door is another. Painting the interior of

the closet a white semigloss also brightens the space

(as well as making it easy to wipe clean). • Use

covered plastic bins for long-term—and airtight

—

storage of photos, household deeds and personal

memorabilia. Decorative cardboard boxes can hold

hair accessories, bathing suits, stationery and bank

statements. • For the linen closet:

Group towels by size, then by

color; store sheets in sets according to bedroom; fold

everything neatly. Put frequently used items on lower

shelves; blankets, pillows, tablecloths and guest items

on top shelf. Designate one shelf— if space permits

—

as a whatnot area for toiletries, extra tissue boxes,

gift wrapping, travel items. Use floor area for the

vacuum, wrapped gifts to give, floor mats. • Label

every box, bin and container so each family member

can easily find items as well as return them to their

proper places. • Once you institute these systems,

make a point of putting things away as you go.

Consider keeping a decorative basket by the

staircase for accumulating daily clutter; at the end of

the day, distribute the contents to the appropriate

closets. You may even have time left over to read!
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Slim n sassy.

Lights 100 s: 8 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine; Lights 120's: 13 mg.

"tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC nTethod.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

3y Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal

Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.



rTimeSmarf
Kitchen Tips

ADVE

Kitchen Know-How
f Having a smelly problem with

your refrigerator? Rid the fridge of

odors with the help of the newspaper.

Empty the contents of the refrigerator,

then pack the shelves with crumpled

papers, leaving enough room to place

a large bowl of water. Close the door

and let the fridge run overnight.

I Ciet the most from your range by

matching the diameter of its heating

elements to the size of your pans. If

you don*t. you run the risk of damag-

ing your pans and wasting energy.

Hang ready-made racks or grids on

walls and backsplashes to store

ev erything from pots and pans to

towels, leaving you more cabinet and

drawer space.

I Plastic bins provide instant storage

for potatoes, onions and other

produce. Some come with casters so

they'll roll wherever they're needed.

hi Good Taste

If a dish you're cooking tastes

bland, try adding a little lemon juice,

mustard or Worcestershire sauce.

II i

^
1
1

1

This TimeSmart ' kitchen combines Whirlpool appliances
and clever storage areas in a user-friendly layout.

For additional tips to help you manage your home
Petter, call for a free Whirlpool- TimeSmart ' Guide,

1-800-253-1301.

Constant stirring is still :he bes

way to prevent lumps in cornst

flour-thickened sauces and gravie

lumps do form, dissolve them by

beating with an electric mixer.

Mto save time defrosting frozen

foods, pop them in the microvvavtj

takes minutes to do a job that use

take hours.

Don't throw out a too-dry cake

Instead, pierce the top all over an

ptjur on sev eral spoonfuls of fruit

juice or brandy, or use it to make

trifle for dessert.

TimeSmart TIR

Remember your
refrigerator. Every

three months, remov
the grill at its base.
Then vacuum its

condenser coils and
the floor with a
crevice tool. On auto-

matic-defrost models
remove the water-

evacoration tray for

a thorough cleaning

• Tired of cleaning up
spills from pies and
casseroles in the
oven? Place a sheet

of aluminum foil or a
shallow pan on the

lower rack. Never use

aluminum foil to line

the oven floor.

k Registered Trademark SM Service Mark of W hirlpool. U.S.A.



er wish there were

OfyOU? Then youd have

? to cook while the others cleaned.

kitchen would sparkle like nobodys
1 Hi?

mess. Pleasant thought, but only a thought. That's why Whirlpool 'makes

electric ranges with a CleanTofCooking System .

Spills wipe upfast. At Whirlpool, we know

youre busy Thats why

we make ranges

to help the one ofyou.

Whirlpool
Home i Appliances

How To MakeA Home Ruth

Learn more about howyou and Whirlpool can make

our home run. Call 1-800-253-1301. Any clay Anytime.

1994 Whirlpool Corporation ® Registered trademark / TM Trademark ol Whirlpool Corporation
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A day in the life of a

PEDIATRICIAN
There's nothing more poignant than a sick child—and no doctor more

valued by parents than their child's pediatrician. Here's a look at how seven

special doctors around the country handle everything from a preschooler's

growing pains to an adolescent's emotional crisis. Plus, expert tips on the

best ways to keep children healthy. By Sharlene Johnson

Betty Lowe, M.D.,
Little Rock, Arkansas

fte

A-

Carden Johnston, M.D., Birmingham, Alabama

Tt
hurts, Mommy," said five-

year-old Cassie Shipp,

pointing to her throat. When

her temperature shot up to

103°F. and she started

complaining that her head hurt,

Cassie's mother, Melinda, took

her to the emergency room. Since

Cassie's stiff neck, along with her

headache and fever, are classic

symptoms of spinal meningitis,

Carden Johnston, who works in

pediatric emergency medicine at

The Children's Hospital of
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Alabama, immediately tested for

the disease. To everyone's relief,

a culture revealed that Cassie's

illness was caused by a simple

viral infection. Unfortunately, the

news isn't always that good. "The

level of illness that we see here

is fairly severe," says Johnston.

"We admit to the hospital about

one out of every7 twelve children

who come in." Falls are the

most common reason for

childhood emergency-room visits,

car accidents the most deadly.

fter four-year-old Joseph Clark t

repeatedly woke up at night,

, crying because of pains in his

legs, his parents nervously took him

to see Betty Lowe, who has a special

interest in rheumatology (she's also

one of Chelsea Clinton's pediatrician;!

and the medical director of Arkansas

Children's Hospital). "Sometimes he

couldn't stand up in the morning,"

says Joseph's mother, Patsy. Her

worst fear—that the pain and swelling

in his joints indicated leukemia—was

soon ruled out by blood tests. The

diagnosis? "Growing pains," says

Lowe—yes, they really do exist, ofte

striking kids between the ages of four

and six. Lowe's remedy: a soak in a

warm bath, a children's painkiller and;

a little reassurance. "These pains

usually subside within six to twelve

months," she explains.

r
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•re's A Detergentthat Knows the Difference

Between Spots And Polka Dots.

• • • • • *• • • • ••
• • • • • • • •

i

•••••••I
• NEW TIDE™ WITH BLEACH REMOVES MANY TOUGH STAINS

WHILE HELPING TO KEEP COLORS BRIGHT. You don't have to

Baby Food* washed m choose between setting the stain out and keeping the color in.
other detergent Tide with Bleach ° ° r o

e with Bleach knows the difference between a colorful spill and a colorful shirt. Us Activated Bleaching

item is combined with a special ingredient to keep colors bright. Stains are gone for good,

ors are here to Stay. Wash after wash. Even the cotton experts trust new Tide with Bleach. Cj|
TM— The Seal of Cotton is a registered Service Mark/Trademark o) Cotton Incorporated Qui&liV .

*on 1 00".. cotton

IF IT'S GOT TO BE CLEAN, IT'S GOT TO BE TIDE.
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Anita Feins, M.D.,
Boston

The most painful job a

pediatrician has to face

is telling a parent that

her child is critically 01 and

may be dying," says Anita

Feins, who teaches four

classes at Harvard Medical

School. For first-year medical

smdents. these gut-wrenching

class discussions are a mere

shadow of the real-life

situations they'll someday

face. Feins, who is also a

practicing pediatrician with

the Harvard Community

Health Plan (an HMO), has

already learned just how

difficult it is to be the bearer

of bad news. "It's a struggle to

balance a sense of hope and

compassion with the reality

that something disastrous may

happen," she says.

Jk

Pedro Castaneda, Jr., M.D., Laredo, Texas

H olal iCotno rc sicntcs?" When Pedro Castaneda, Jr.. asks Dolores

De La O, four, how she's feeling before giving her a vaccination,

the question is in Spanish. Dolores lives in one of the colonias in

southwest Texas, where diseases rare in the U.S.—such as cholera, which

killed some four thousand people last year in Latin America—are a very

real threat because of the constant influx of immigrants. Since the colonias

are beyond city limits, paved streets and running water are virtually

nonexistent. "Good health is not a priority here," says Castaneda, who

volunteers his sen-ices twice a week. "They're just trying to get by."
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Doctors' lips foi

HEALTHY
When we asked each of these

pediatricians (almost all of

whom are parents, too) about

the best ways to make sure

kids stay healthy, their an-

swers were surprisingly sim-

ple. Take care of the

following basics, they said,

and your children will be well

on the way to a lifetime of

good health.

• Practice prevention

Don't wait until your child gets

sick to go to the doctor. Well-

baby and well-child visits, in

addition to timely immuniza-

tions, are a crucial part of

keeping kids healthy.

—Pedro Castaneda, Jr., M.D.

• Buckle up Since automo-

bile accidents are the number-

one cause of death for

children, every family member

should use age-appropriate

seat restraints or car seats.

—Carden Johnston, M.D.

(continued)

1

'Good nutrition is the cornerstone of

good health," says Marjorie Hogan,

m.d., a pediatrician at the hennepin

County Medical Center, in Eagan,

Minnesota. The mother of four, Hogan

makes breakfast with her family the

first priority of her busy day.
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Renee Jenkins, M.D., Washington, D.C.

Terrified she's about to be

expelled from the Job Corps

program and with few

options left, this young woman

breaks down. Counseling distraught

teens is nothing new to Renee

Jenkins, a professor of pediatrics at

Howard University College of

Medicine who specializes in

adolescent health. The biggest

dangers to teens, says Jenkins, who

holds a health clinic regularly at the

Potomac Job Corps' Center, are

drugs, alcohol and unprotected sex.

"Parents have to discuss these issues

before their kids hit adolescence,"

she says. By the time they reach the

age of fourteen or fifteen, explains

Jenkins, they're not going to talk to

their parents.

Tom Tonniges, M.D.,
Hastings, Nebraska

Tn
Ins years as a pediatrician,

I i mniges lias seen a \ irtual

revolution in the way that children

with special needs are cared for. For

starters, he says, "We don't call them

'handicapped' anymore." But more

important, a child with cerebral palsy,

like five-year-old Whitney Dalil, can

now receive care in a general pediatric

practice instead of being

institutionalized as she once might

have been. "Working with these kids

requires a different level of uaining

and more intense involvement," says

Tonniges. "But the reward is

enormous personal satisfaction."
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DOCTORS' TIPS, CONTINUED

• Put babies to sleep

face-up To decrease the pos-

sibility of Sudden Infant Death

Syndrome, a leading cause of

death in infants under one

year old, put babies to sleep

face-up instead of face-down,

as previously recommended.

—Betty Lowe, M.D.

• Exercise together Start

making exercise a part of fam-

ily life when kids are young.

Then, as they get older, contin-

ue to encourage their interest

inVhatever individual or

group sports interest them.

—Marjorie Hogan, M.D.

• Limit TV watching

Spending too much time in

front of the TV keeps kids from

doing more active things, like

being outside and playing with

friends. —Anita Feins, M.D.

• Be a role model Chil-

dren learn best by example;

parents should make good

health a priority and not

smoke or drink to excess.

—Tom Tonniges, M.D.

• Give teens another re-

source for questions they

may not want to ask

you Even if your adolescent

seems healthy, regular visits to

the pediatrician continue to

be important. The doctor can

provide appropriate counsel-

ing about issues such as sexu-

ality and substance abuse or

experimentation.

—Renee Jenkins, M.D.
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Yoxi'd be surprised

whatyou can get

fromwatching
The DisneyChannel.

Sit back, relax and tune in to our Free Preview. You'll get around-

the-clock family entertainment like "Jackson Brow ne: Going Home"

and "The Adventures of Huck Finn." And you just might he a winner.

.Ml you have to do is watch the programs listed in red on the

preview schedule tor the daily "Clue to Family Fun!' There is a different

clue given each day of the preview. Send in the correct duet s) and

you could win one offive grand prizes! The more correct clues you have,

the more chances you have of winning. Five grand prize winners will

receive a new 1995 Chevrolet Lumina Sedan plusa trip to Fpcot '9-t at Walt

Disney W< >rld Resc >n. Ten first prize winners will receive a Walt Disney

World Resort family v acation for four. Grand and first prize winners will

fly Delta Air Lines. The Official Airline of Disneyland and Walt Disney

World. There are five days of exciting programs and movies, five grand

prizes and five "Clues u > Family Fun!"

So get the kids, some popcorn and take five. Because anyone who

doesn't take advantage < >t T.:c 1 )isne\ Channel s Free Preview is clueless.

The^)ts^5^> Channel
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correct "Clues to Family Fun' announced on air.'
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How to teach children
VALUESWftlw ml^J A growing cynicism and the erosion of ethics

make raising children a perilous task. Here, straight talk from the former

Secretary of Education and author of the best- selling The Book of Virtues

on how to develop character in our children. By William J. Bennett

e live in an era that

almost seems dedi-

cated to the corrup-

tion of the young, to

assuring the loss of

children's innocence before their

time. Since 1960, there has been a

more than 500 percent increase in

violent crime, a more than 400

percent increase in out-of-wedlock

births, a tripling of the percentage

of children living in single-parent

homes, a tripling in the teenage

suicide rate, a doubling in the di-

vorce rate and a drop of almost 75

points in the SAT scores of our

students. In comparison with the

rest of the industrialized world, the

United States ranks at or near the

top in the rate of abortion, divorce

and unwed births. We lead the in-

dustrialized world in murder, rape

and violent crime.

THE IMPORTANCE OF VIRTUE

Intelligent public policies can ad-

dress some of our plights. But we

need to recognize that many of the

problems afflicting society today

are moral problems, and therefore

remarkably resistant to govern-

mental cures.

The real answer to the perils of

our time is that we simply must be-

come more civilized. And the best

way to become more civilized is to

inculcate virtue in our children.

Now by "virtue" I don't mean a

kind of moral perfection that none

of us is capable of attaining. What

I do mean is that we must pay at-

tention to something that every

civilized society has given preemi-

nent importance: instilling in our

children certain fundamental traits

of character—traits like honesty,

compassion, courage, persever-

ance, altruism and fidelity
-

to one's

commitments.

Teaching virtue to our children

need not be a controversial under-

taking. Forming good character in

young people does not mean hav-

ing to instruct diem on thorny is-

sues like abortion, creationism,

homosexuality or euthanasia, to

name just a few. These are impor-

tant and complex issues that de-

serve discussion in the proper

forum. But as our own experience

bears out. people of good character

are not all going to come down on

the same side of difficult political

and social issues. Good people

—

people of character—can be con-

servative, and good people can be

liberal. W'e must not permit our

political disputes to obscure our

obligation to offer instruction on

the importance of good character.

SOCIETY'S ROLE

Charles William Eliot, president of

Harvard University from 1869 to

1909 and the editor of the Harvard

Classics, once reminded us that "in

the campaign for character no aux-

iliaries are to be refused." And in

the campaign for good character,

there are at least three auxiliaries

parents should be able to count on

as a matter of course. (continued)
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How to teach children values

continued

The school is one. We need to agree

again on the fundamental purpose of

education—which is to provide for the

intellectual and moral education of the

young. From the ancient Greeks to the

founding fathers, moral instruction was

considered the central task of education.

Until a quarter century or so ago, the

consensus was so complete as to go

practically unchallenged; now it's time

to go back to basics. Parents should in-

sist on teachers who are willing to dis-

criminate between right and wrong.

They should also insist on the school's

maintaining policies that reward good
behavior and punish bad. We need a

solid curriculum in history and En-
glish—not courses in moral reasoning,

but the good old stuff, quarried from

our rich store of literature and history.

Religious institutions are a second
important auxiliary. A number of

thoughtful commentators have re-

marked recently that the mission of the

church has become confused: Churches

have become overly political and secu-

larized, and they are not paying enough
attention to their primary responsibili-

ties—affirming faith and attending to

the moral life of believers. It would also

be helpful if serious beliefs were not so

often the subject of ridicule and disdain.

Why don't we hear more from the me-
dia about the positive effects that reli-

gion has on many people's lives, instead

of what we so often have: discussions of

religion with a backdrop of scandal?

Controversies shouldn't be ignored, but

we should be able to expect basic fair-

ness and proportionality.

A third auxiliary is popular culture.

Our society has become far too cynical

and sleazy. From my childhood through

adolescence and into early adulthood, I

was fortunate that people went to the

trouble of pointing out to me individuals

who possessed qualities of human excel-

lence that were worth imitating and striv-

ing for. But for some reason, many people

today seem contemptuous of the very no-

tion of heroes. This kind of corrosive cyn-

icism is dangerous. It puts children's

ideals, aspirations and their notions of

self-worth in jeopardy. Children need to

know what deserves to be emulated and
loved and nurtured; popular culture can

provide an important assist.

THE ROLE OF PARENTS
Clearly, schools, religious institutions

and the popular arts can be important

allies in moral education. And to a cer-

tain extent, it is true that the family can

never completely counteract the influ-

ence of the culture in which we live.

Nevertheless, it is also true that teajn:

character begins where it must—ifo

home, with parents. What are soi:«

the things that parents need to . |
help children develop good charter

Here are four areas:

Time These days we often hear than

quality time that is important. TheJ
ble with this is that you can't sit al
down and say, "Son, we now have u
hour together. Let's make it 'qiip

time." Children don't understand Y:

that means; for them, quality ti.jj

quantity time. The real-world fajij

there is no substitute for spendingjr.

with your child—and children knovt

My mother, who was divorced, m
my brother. Bob, and me. She help

jobs, as a medical receptionist and m
retary. It was tough on her. Bijr

memory is that she spent a lot ofja

with me—and it made a huge diffeiit

in my life. Though she never said ist

had clearly made a decision: The ft.

of her sons came before her own n*
Times have changed. Not longtgt

during a break in a trip, I was watja

a Ctaytime TV talk show. The topice

with single mothers who wanted torn

In the course of the discussion a vm
conceded that her young chikjn

needs, but said, "I have needs, torn

turned out that her needs consistB

maintaining a very active dating life

x,0

6*

oV
artificial f\avos

e.
9-



ty needs to affirm once again the

: that having a child is the most

nt thing a person will do in life,

t act entails certain obligations,

lay argue otherwise, but there is

no substitute for parental and

moral guidance: logging lots of time, do-

ing chores and errands together, playing

together, reading together, and patiently

explaining the way the w orld works and
the way people ought to live. It is worth

remembering, however, that in instructing

children in moral education, we shouldn't

expect perfection from them. And we
shouldn't expect perfection from our-

selves either. But we should expect that

our life, taken in its totality, will be a good

pattern for our children. (continued)

hat does a character-building day look like?
ling good character

j:
with rules and pre-

imitation and exam-

story and moral

j: :y. How might these

i play out in a day in

e of a child? It might

.
something like this:

[ e school, the child

: s the discipline and

I ood habits to get up,

ressed, get his books

|
^er

l
and show up at

;:
ol on time—with

I jwork done, and

[
- to answer questions

| the teacher.

' ring the school day,

[ ill ideally spend time

i 3 teacher who is com-

fortable in her position of

authority, uses that authori-

ty confidently and compe-

tently, is a good example

and works with the im-

provement of her students

as her motivation.

At the school our son,

John, attends, there is

something called the "char-

acter honor roll," which is

given equal footing with

the academic honor roll.

That's a good idea.

During recess, the child

should play according to

the rules of the games and

be willing to lend a sup-

porting hand to other chil-

dren who are having a

difficult time.

When he gets home
from school, there are

probably chores he will be

responsible for: yard work

or cleaning his room, or

taking care of his pets.

During family dinner—an

activity too often over-

looked in our hurried

world—there should be an

opportunity to discuss

events from the day, both

personal and global. In the

evening, homework will be

done. Parents might help

check it and oversee it, but

certainly they must make

sure that it is done. And
when the child gets ready

for bed, ihey may want to

read him a story or two,

say prayers together and

kiss him good night.

These are the kinds of day-

to-day tasks that can make

all the difference. —WJ.B.



Bright
Ideas from
Elmer's

GluColors
Next time you 're looking for a

creative way to amuse the kids,

try this project. It's just one

of the many fun things they can

do using Elmer's GluColors.

Q
Soft, transferable designs that

cling to surfaces like windows,

refrigerators and mirrors.

Im
I % g : ter ah Assorted Elmer s

GluColors, plastic kitchen wrap.

n Place a

piece of clear plastic wrap on a

flat surface. Make a design on the

wrap by applying Elmer 's GluColors.

Allow to dry at least 24 hours. To

see if Stickie needs more drying

time, carefully lift up the plastic

wrap and check underneath.

Lighter spots mean it needs to dry

a bit longer. To remove Stickie,

gently peel away from the wrap.

ip: Place a pre-existing

design or tracing under the clear

wrap and use as a guide when

applying GluColors.

America Bonds
with Elmer's

How to teach children values

continued

Example We can't expect children to

take messages about rules or morality

seriously unless they see parents taking

those rules seriously in their day-to-day

affairs. As Helen Mary Warnock, a for-

mer Oxford professor, has written, "You
cannot teach morality without being

committed to morality yourself; and you
cannot be committed to morality your-

self without holding that some things

are right and others wrong."

A child cannot learn about honesty if

she sees one or both of her parents lie or

cheat. We can't expect a brother to treat

his sister with respect if the father is not

treating the mother with respect. And
we can't expect a child to develop com-
passion for others if there is no evidence

of compassion shown to others by the

child's mother or father.

Family is not destiny; fortunately,

other responsible adults can help shape

children's character. And just as some
children who have good parents turn

out to be bad, some children who have

bad parents turn out to be good. They
can overcome the odds. But we should

make it as easy as possible for them to

learn good character. The general rule is

obvious: Parents should not only talk

the talk, they should walk the walk.

Moral instruction Children need to be

taught not only by example but also by

precept. If you tell a child that it's im-

portant for her to be a good person, the

next question she inevitably asks is

"Why?" Parents need to be able to an-

swer that question confidently, in a way
that will make sense to the child.

Parents also need to provide children

with specific reference points. My wife,

Elayne, and I often read from the book I

edited, The Book Of Virtues, an antholo-

gy of great moral stories. To Joseph, our

five-year-old, we read the story

"Please," about a little word that lives in

a boy's mouth and needs to be taken out

of his mouth very often, so it will be

strong and happy. We read this as in-

struction on manners, the basic building

blocks of civilization. To John, our ten-

year-old, we read about the Spartans'

heroic stand at the Pass of Thermopy-
lae. He is ready to comprehend more
complex virtues, like courage and sacri-

fice. Elayne and I have found that one

of the keys to any kind of learning is

repetition: We need to keep telling the

stories again and again. The boys love

hearing them, and it takes time for them

to internalize the message. But over

time, they do.

Love and discipline The most valuable

thing a parent can provide to a child is

love. Love is making sure that a child

sees tangible examples of parents' deep

and enduring affection and devotion.
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Cornell psychologist Urie Bronfcjip..

ner once said, "In order to devm,
child needs the enduring, irratioj &
volvement of one or more adults cat

and joint activity with the child.'Tbe

someone asked him to explain ^
meant by "irrational involvemei"

\t

said, "Somebody has got to bcfl

about that kid!"

But discipline is a very imports pat

of the concept of love. The pointfc
cipline is to set responsible limm-
reinforce good conduct. I am corijn

that children understand intuitivalj

discipline is a sign of love; thatH
forcing rules and providing ord j„

structure are signs that paren^
enough to pay attention.

SHAPING A CHILD'S LIFE

The reason we need to instill viijt

our children is not to satisfy narr«
ological beliefs or to impose a Id I

rigid conformity. The real reasonBj

still virtue has to do, finally, wH
well-being of children. BecausB
characterized by virtue is still ttH
the most honorable and the moH
cessful way to live.

Social science and commoiiea
agree on this point: Nothing moiM
erfully determines the shape of an
life than his values, his beliefs, hmat

of right and wrong. Since tirpiir

memorial, it is given to parents, joa

nently, to provide these things, . c

parents, there is no more imponit. i

rewarding, task.

William J. Bennett is presently co

of Ernpozver America, a conservative

roots political organization.

Tune in to CNN's new intenH

town meeting, TalkBack LivefM

ing the week of September fond

voice your opinion with <m

Americans on some of the laid

focused on in this piece: th op-

parent disintegration of mrci'i

and the increase in cynicisrtpno

violence in our nation, as vvpM

who should be teaching ouinj

values. (TalkBack Live can hetto

every weekday at 1 P.M. E.T.r

Further, we at Ladies' hr>*

Journal would like to knowho

you cope with these issues. ei:>

us your ideas on how to H
character in children, andki

publish the best in a future isjeit

Ladies' Home Journal. Sendsi

:

gestions to Box V, LHJ, lOCfc 1

Avenue, New York, NY 100f.



[£ oud, with brilliant

colon thanks to the wonder
of Elmer's9 GluColors?

hewer before have you been
able to add such creativity,

dimension and texture to

any project.

With eight bright colors, you can bring flower pots into full

bloom with ease. Your kids can have all the fun of bringing multi-

colored prehistoric beasts to life.

QluColors are neat safe, non-toxic

and wash out with water.

*

tear is how Elmer's
'
9 5chool

Glue <je/™ dries! Its patented formula is l

non-toxic, washes out in water and, best

of all, won't run or drip!

When you use Elmer's GluColors

and 5chool Glue Gel, your ideas are

guaranteed to come through LOUD
and CLEAR.
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PET NEWS
Keeping your dogs and cats healthy and happy.

By Shana Aborn

MAKING YOUR PET A STAR
an your dog outsparkle Eddie,

the canine co-star of Frasier?

Is your cat as cool as Morris?

It's tough to get a pet into

show biz, but with the right

qualifications, yours could

be one of them.

Linda Hanrahan,

of Animals for Ad-

vertising, a New York

theatrical animal

agency, says that all

would-be animal ac-

tors must be unfazed

by loud noises and
bright lights. Dogs must

be able to sit and stay

without a leash for at least five minutes;

cats need to be accustomed to frequent

handling. And if your pet can perform

tricks on cue, so much the better.

Ad agencies, TV and film produc-

ers, and theater companies find their

animal talent through agents and
trainers. To find the ones in your area,

check directories such as The Produc-

er's Almanac, available at theater

bookstores, libraries and university

film departments. Then send agents a

few clear photos, or a videotape, of

your pet in various poses. Include a

cover letter describing its level of

training and special talents. If the

agents are interested, they'll call you.

The work it-

self can last

from one day

to several

months. Own-
ers of animal actors

are paid daily rates

ranging from $ 1 00
for a print ad to

several hundred dol-

lars for film work, but

most owners say the

biggest thrill is seeing

their pets get their mo-

ment in the spotlight.

—LOREN

Spiotta-DiMare

ask
THE VET

B) W illiam D.Swartz. D.V.M.

Our six-year-old poodle is zvell behaved

around the family, but when visitors

come, he jumps on them, barks and
won't leave them alone. How can I

keep him from being such a pest?

It's
time for you and your poodle

to learn the "Go to ..." command.

Show him a treat, take it to his

bed, and say, "Go to your bed!" When
he does, give him the food and praise

him lavishly; if he doesn't obey, cor-

rect him firmly and try again. Repeat

the process again and again, gradually

moving farther away from the bed un-

til he obeys the command every time.

Your reward: a well-trained dog and

happier guests.

Dr. Swartz is a veterinari-

an in practice in Herndon,

Virginia. Send your ques-

tions about pet health and

behavior to Box PN,

Ladies' Home Journal, 100

Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10017. We'll use the

S best ones in future issues.

When disaster strikes

N atural disasters can happen

at any time, so pet owners

should have a plan to pro-

tect their animals as well as the rest

of the family. Nicholas Gilman,

program coordinator for emergen-

cy animal relief at the American

Humane Association, advises that

pets be included in family disaster

drills and have their own emergen-

cy kit. All pets should wear ID tags.

Here are guidelines for specif-

ic emergency sit-

uations:

• Fires Designate

an adult to assist

pets if a fire

breaks out, says

Captain Devin

Trone, of the Los

Angeles County

Fire Department.

But if you can't

find your pets

right away, don't

stay behind or re-

turn to look for

them. Leave a

door or window

open so they can escape.

• Floods If flooding is predicted,

put pets in their carriers so you can

evacuate your home quickly. Don't

leave pets in the basement. • Vio-

lent storms Keep your pets away

from windows. During tornadoes,

take them with you to low ground.

• Earthquakes During a quake,

frightened pets often run out of the

house or yard, where they may be

injured or lost. Keep pets in a se-

I

cure, familiar

room, dim the

lights and leave

them alone.

? J For a free

pamphlet on dis-

aster planning,

send a self-ad-

dressed, stamped

envelope to the

American Humane

Association, 63

Inverness Drive

East, Englewood,

CO 80112-

5117.

—VlCKI L. Hogue
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"Finally, a medicine for my
seasonal nasal allergies wort]

seeing my doctor about"



Seldane-D
is the first

seasonal nasal
dlergy medicine
hat lets you stay

lert* as it relieves

sneezing, runny
nose, and itchy,

ratery eyes, PLUS
iituffed-up nose.

of seasonal allergy sufferers all over (he world get the

sy need from the prescription medicine Seldane-D.

iane-D isn 't for eveiyone. There are risks for some
So read this message thoroughly to find out specifi-

;o should not take Seldane-D.

Seldane-D combines a
nonsedating antihistamine

with a decongestant for the first time.

histamine in Seldane-D is terfenadine, the world's

escribed nonsedating antihistamine. The "D" in

-D is the most commonly used decongestant. Together,

gradients relieve your major seasonal allergy symptoms,

g a stuffed-up nose, without the risk of drowsiness.

:-D causes no more drowsiness than a placebo

)ill). In medical studies with hundreds of patients,

as no significant difference in drowsiness between
ho took Seldane-D and those who took a sugar pill.

ING: YOU MUST NOT TAKE SELDANE-D if you
so taking the prescription antifungal medicines
lazole (Sporanox ) or ketoconazole (Nizoral ) or
escription antibiotics erythromycin, clarithromycin

v*)> or troleandomycin (TAO ), or if vou have liver

se. DO NOT TAKE MORE THAN the amount
ribed by your doctor. Seldane-D has been
iated with rare occurrences of abnormal
beats, heart attacks, and death under these
ions. Please see important additional information
adjacent page.

Due to similarities in the drugs, it is also recommended
that the antifungal drugs fluconazole, metronidazole, and
miconazole, and the antibiotic azithromycin, not be used

with Seldane-D.

Tell your doctor before taking Seldane-D if you have any liver

or heart problems. Also, while using Seldane-D, tell your

doctor if you ever feel faint, become dizzy, or have irregular

heartbeats.

Do not use Seldane-D with any other prescription or

nonprescription medicines without first talking to your doctor.

It is important to know that a decongestant may produce

unwanted side effects or drug interactions, or may
complicate existing medical problems. Pseudoephedrine,

the decongestant in Seldane-D (as well as in many over-

the-counter allergy medicines), may cause nervousness,

dizziness, or significant levels of insomnia. Seldane-D must
not be taken with MAO inhibitors, prescription medicines that

treat depression. Also, before taking Seldane-D, tell your

doctor if you have high blood pressure, heart disease,

diabetes, glaucoma, thyroid disease, or symptoms of an

enlarged prostate (difficulty urinating).

If you become pregnant or are nursing a baby, talk to your

doctor about whether you should take Seldane-D. Your

doctor will decide whether you should take Seldane-D based
on the benefits and the risks. It is aiways important to tell

your doctor about any medicines you are using, including

MAO inhibitors, antifungals, antibiotics, diet pills, and drugs

to treat asthma and lung disease.

Ask your doctor if Seldane-D
is right for you.

Because Seldane-D is a prescription medicine, only your

doctor can decide if you are a candidate for it. So. if you

suffer from a stuffed-up nose along with your other seasonal

nasal allergy symptoms, ask about Seldane-D. It's worth

seeing your doctor about.

(terfenadine 60mg and pseudoephedrine HCI 1 20 mg)

EXTENDED-RELEASE TABLETS
AVAILABLE BV PRESCRIPTION ONLY

'The reported incidence of drowsiness with Seldane-D (7 2%) in clinical studies

involving hundreds of patients did not differ significantly from that reported in

patients receiving a placebo (11 .4%).

i'Based on worldwide prescription and distnbution information (1986-1993)

Data on file. Marion Merrell Dow Inc

iBased on US prescnption and distnbution information on single-entity

decongestants (1986 1993) Data on file, Manon Merrell Dow Inc

SEE ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES

SFM93406301 ©1994. Marion Merrell Dow Inc MDS-4001 0227A4



Prescribing information as ol January 1993

SELDANE-D
(letlenadine and pseudoephedrine hydrochloride)

Extended-Release Tablets

WARNING BOX

QT INTERVAL PROLONGATION/VENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIA

RARE CASES OF SERIOUS CARDIOVASCULAR AOVERSE EVENTS,

INCLUDING DEATH, CARDIAC ARREST, TORSADES OE POINTES,

AND OTHER VENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIAS, HAVE BEEN OBSERVED

IN THE FOLLOWING CLINICAL SETTINGS. FREQUENTLY IN

ASSOCIATION WITH INCREASED TERFENADINE LEVELS WHICH

LEAD TO ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC QT PROLONGATION:

1 CONCOMITANT ADMINISTRATION OF KETOCONAZOLE
I (NIZORAL) OR ITRACONAZOLE (SPORANOXI

2 OVERDOSE, INCLUDING SINGLE TERFENADINE DOSES AS

LOW AS 360 MG
3 CONCOMITANT ADMINISTRATION OF CLARITHROMYCIN.

ERYTHROMYCIN. OR TROLEANDOMYCIN

4. SIGNIFICANT HEPATIC OYSFUNCTION

TERFENADINE IS CONTRAINOICATED IN PATIENTS TAKING

KETOCONAZOLE, ITRACONAZOLE, ERYTHROMYCIN, CLARITHRO-

MYCIN OR TROLEANOOMYCIN. AND IN PATIENTS WITH SIGNIF-

ICANT HEPATIC DYSFUNCTION

DO NOT EXCEED RECOMMENDED DOSE

IN SOME CASES, SEVERE ARRHYTHMIAS HAVE BEEN PRECEDED

BY EPISODES OF SYNCOPE SYNCOPE IN PATIENTS RECEIVING

TERFENADINE SHOULD LEAD TO DISCONTINUATION OF TREAT-

MENT AND FULL EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL ARRHYTHMIAS

(See CONTRAINDICATIONS. WARNINGS. CLINICAL PHARMA
COLOGY, AND PRECAUTIONS: ORUG INTERACTIONS.)

DESCRIPTION

SELDANE-D (terfenadme and pseudoephedrine hydrochloride) Extended-

Release Tablets are available for oral administration

Each tablet contains 60 mg terfenadme and 10 mg ol pseudoepnednne

hydrochloride m an outer press-coat tor immediate release and 110 mg
pseudoephedrine hydrochloride in an extended-release core Tablets also

contain as inactive ingredients colloidal silicon dioxide ethylcellulose

glycerin, hydroxypropyl cellulose hydroxypropyl methylcellulose 2208,

hydroxypropyl methylcellulose 2910, lactose magnesium stearate.

microcrystalline cellulose, polysorbate 80, precipitated calcium

carbonate pregelatimzed corn starch sodium lauryl sulfate, sodium

starch glycolate talc titanium dioxide, and zinc stearate

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
SELDANE-D is indicated tor the relief of symptoms associated with

seasonal allergic rhinitis such as sneezing, rhinorrhea, pruritus, lacrima-

tion and nasal congestion It should be administered when both the

antihistammic properties of SELDANE (terfenadme) and the nasal decon-

gestant activity ot pseudoephedrine hydrochloride are desired (see

Clinical pharmacology)
SElDANE-0 has not been studied lor effectiveness in relieving the

symptoms ol the common cold

CONTRAINDICATIONS
CONCOMITANT ADMINISTRATION OF SELDANE-D WITH KETOCONA
ZOLE iNI70RALi OR ITRACONAZOLE (SPORANOX) IS CONTRAINOI-

CATED SELDANE-0 IS ALSO CONTRAINOICATED IN PATIENTS WITH
DISEASE STATES OR OTHER CONCOMITANT MEDICATIONS KNOWN TO

IMPAIR ITS METABOLISM INCLUDING SIGNIFICANT HEPATIC
OYSFUNCTION AND CONCURRENT USE OF CLARITHROMYCIN,
ERYTHROMYCIN OR TROLEANDOMYCIN QT PROLONGATION HAS
BEEN DEMONSTRATED IN SOME PATIENTS TAKING TERFENADINE IN

THESE SETTINGS ANO RARE CASES OF SERIOUS CARDIOVASCULAR
EVENTS, INCLUDING DEATH CARDIAC ARREST. AND TORSADES DE

POINTES. HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN THESE PATIENT POPULATIONS

(See WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS Drug interactions

)

SELDANE-D is contramdicated in nursing mothers, patients with severe

hypertension or severe coronary artery disease, patients receiving

monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitor therapy and in patients with a

known hypersensitivity to any of its ingredients (see DESCRIPTION
section)

WARNINGS
Terfenadme undergoes extensive metabolism in the liver by a specific

cytochrome P-450 isoenzyme This metabolic pathway may be impaired

in patients with hepatic dysfunction (alcoholic cirrhosis hepatitis) or who
are taking drugs such as ketoconazole. itraconazole, or clarithromycin,

erythromycin or troleandcmycin (macrolide antibiotics) or other potent

inhibitors of this isoenzyme Interference with this metabolism can lead

to elevated terfenadme plasma levels associated with QT prolongation

and increased risk of ventricular tachyarrhythmias (such as torsades de

pointes ventricular tachycardia, and ventricular fibrillation) at the recom-

mended dose SELDANE-D is contramdicated tor use by patients with

these conditions (see WARNING BOX CONTRAINDICATIONS and

PRECAUTIONS Drug Interactions!

Other patients who may be at risk tor these adverse cardiovascular

events include patients who may experience new or increased QT prolon-

gation while receiving certain drugs or having conditions which lead to

QT prolongation These include patients taking certain antiarrhythmics,

beptidil, certain psychotropics, probucol or astemizole patients with

electrolyte abnormalities such as hypokalemia or hypomagnesemia, or

taking diuretics wiili potential for inducing electrolyte abnormalities, and

patients with congenital OT syndrome SELDANE-D is not recommended
for use by patients with these conditions

The relationship ot underlying cardiac disease to the development of ventric-

ular tachyarrhythmias while on SELDANE-D therapy is unclear nonetheless

SELDANE-D should also be used with caution in these patients

Sympathomimetic amines should be used ludiciously and sparingly in

patients with hypertension, diabetes mellitus ischemic heart disease

increased intraocular pressure, hyperthyroidism, or prostatic hyper-

trophy (see CONTRAINDICATIONS) Sympathomimetic amines may
produce CNS stimulation with convulsions or cardiovascular collapse

with accompanying hypotension

Use in Elderly

The elderly are more likely to have adverse reactions to sympath-

omimetic amines

PRECAUTIONS
General

SELDANE-D should be used with caution in patients with diabetes

hypertension, cardiovascular disease and hyperreactivity to ephedrme

Information lor Patients

Patients taking SELDANE-D should receive the following information and

instructions Patients should be advised to take SELDANE-D only as

needed and NOT TO EXCEED THE PRESCRIBED DOSE Patients should

be questioned about use ot any other prescription or over-the-counter

medication, and should be cautioned regarding the potential for life-

threatening arrhythmias with concurrent use of ketoconazole. itracona-

zole, clarithromycin, erythromycin, or troleandomycin Patients should

be advised to consult the physician before concurrent use of other

medications with terfenadme Patients should be questioned about

pregnancy or lactation before starting SELDANE-D therapy, since the

drug is contramdicated in nursing women and should be used in

pregnancy only it the potential benefit lustifies the potential risk to the

fetus Patients should be directed to swallow the tablet whole Patients

should also be instructed to store this medication in a tightly closed

container in a cool, dry place, away from heat moisture, or direct

sunlight and away from children

Drug Interactions (see CONTRAINDICATIONS)

Monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors and beta-adrenergic agonists

increase the etfect of sympathomimetic amines Sympathomimetic

amines may reduce the antihypertensive effects of methyldopa, mecamy-

lamine and reserpme MAO inhibitors may prolong and intensify the

effects of antihistamines

Care should be taken in the administration of SELDANE-D concomitantly

with other sympathomimetic amines because combined etlects on the

cardiovascular system may be harmful to the patient

Ketoconazole

Spontaneous adverse reaction reports of patients taking concomitant

ketoconazole with recommended doses of terfenadine demonstrate QT

interval prolongation and rare serious cardiac events, e g death, cardiac

arrest, and ventricular arrhythmia including torsades de pointes

Pharmacokinetic data indicate that ketoconazole markedly inhibits the

metabolism of terfenadme. resulting in elevated plasma terfenadine

levels Presence of unchanged terfenadine is associated with statistically

significant prolongation of the QT and QTc intervals Concomitant

administration ol ketoconazole and SELDANE D is contramdicated

(see CONTRAINDICATIONS WARNINGS, and ADVERSE REACTIONS)

Itraconazole

Torsades de pointes and elevated parent terfenadme levels have been

reported during concomitant use of terfenadine and itraconazole in

clinical trials ot itraconazole and from foreign post-marketing sources

One death has also been reported from foreign post-marketing sources.

Concomitant administration ol itraconazole and SELDANE-D is

contraindicated (see CONTRAINDICATIONS, WARNINGS and ADVERSE
REACTIONS),

Due to the chemical similarity ol other azole-type antifungal agents

(including fluconazole, metronidazole and miconazole) to ketoconazole

and itraconazole, concomitant use ot these products with SELDANE-D is

not recommended pending full examination ot potential interactions

Macroiides

Clinical drug interactions studies indicate that erythromycin and

clarithromycin can exert an etfect on terfenadine metabolism by a

mechanism which may be similar to that ot ketoconazole. but to a lesser

extent Although erythromycin measurably decreases the clearance of the

terfenadine acid metabolite, its influence on terfenadme plasma levels is

still under investigation A few spontaneous accounts of QT interval

prolongation with ventricular arrhythmia including torsades de pointes

have been reported in patients receiving erythromycin and trolean-

domycin

Concomitant administration of SELDANE-D with clarithromycin,

erythromycin, or troleandomycin is contraindicated (see CONTRAINDI-

CATIONS WARNINGS, and ADVERSE REACTIONS) Pending full charac-

terization of potential interactions, concomitant administration of

SELDANE-D with other macrolide antibiotics, including azithromycin, is

not recommended Studies to evaluate the potential interaction ot terfen-

adme with azithromycin are in progress

Carcinogenesis. Mulapenesis. Impairment ol Fertility

No studies have been conducted to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of

SELDANE-D
Oral doses of terfenadine. corresponding to 63 times the recommended
human daily dose, in mice for 18 months or in rats tor 24 months
revealed no evidence ot tumorigenicity Microbial and micronucleus test

assays with terfenadme have revealed no evidence of mutagenesis

Reproduction and fertility studies with terfenadine in rats showed no

effects on male or female fertility at oral doses of up to 21 times the human
daily dose At 63 times the human daily dose there was a small but signifi-

cant reduction in implants and at 125 times the human daily dose reduced

implants and increased post-implantation losses were observed, which

were ludged to be secondary to maternal toxicity Animal reproduction

studies have not been carried out with pseudoephedrine

The^onibmatjo'n'oMerfenadine and pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (in a

ratio ot 1 2 by weight) has been shown to produce reduced fetal weight

in rats and rabbits at 42 times the human dose, and delayed ossification

with wavy ribs in a tew fetuses when given to rats at a dose ot 63 times

the human daily dose There are no adequate and well-controlled studies

in pregnant women SELDANE-D should be used during pregnancy only

if the potential benefit justifies trie potential risk to the tetus

Nursing Mothers (see CONTRAINDICATIONS)
Terfenadine has caused decreased pup weight gam and survival in rats

given doses 63 times and 125 times the human daily dose throughout

pregnancy and lactation

Pediatric Use

Safety and effectiveness of SELDANE-D in children below the age of 12

years have not been established

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Cardiovascular Adverse Events

With terfenadme rare reports of severe cardiovascular adverse effects

have been received which include ventricular tachyarrhythmias (torsades

de pointes. ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation and cardiac

arrest), hypotension, palpitations, syncope, and dizziness Rare reports

ot deaths resulting from ventricular tachyarrhythmias have been received

(see CONTRAINDICATIONS WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS Drug

Interactions) Hypotension, palpitations, syncope, and dizziness could

reflect undetected ventricular arrhythmia IN SOME PATIENTS, DEATH,

CARDIAC ARREST OR TORSADES DE POINTES HAVE BEEN PRECEDED
BY EPISODES OF SYNCOPE (See WARNING BOX ) Rare reports of

serious cardiovascular adverse events have been received, some
involving QT prolongation and torsades de pointes. in apparently normal

individuals without identifiable risk factors, there is not conclusive

evidence of a causal relationship of these events with terfenadine

Although m rare cases there was measurable plasma terfenadine. the

implications ot this finding with respect to the variability of terfenadine

metabolism in the normal population cannot be assessed without further

study In controlled clinical trials in otherwise normal patients with

rhinitis, small increases in QTc interval were observed at doses of 60 mg
b i d In studies at 300 mg b i d a mean increase in QTc ol 10% (range

-4% to f 30%) (mean increase of 46 msec) was observed

General Adverse Events

In double-blind, parallel, controlled studies in over 300 pabenki
SELDANE-D was compared to extended-release pseudS
adverse reactions reported for greater tnan f% of the patieiV
SELDANE-D were not clinically different from those reportetUn
receiving pseudoepnednne (see Table below).

Frequently (>1%) Reported Adverse Events for SELDANE-0 it

Double-blind. Parallel. Controlled Clinical Trials'

Percent of Patients Reporting

-

Pseudo-

Adverse Event SELDANE-D ephedrine

(n=374) (n=287)

Centrsl Nervous System

Insomnia 25.9 268
Headache 17.4 17 1

Drowsiness/Sedation 7.2 49
6 7 8 4

Anorexia 3 7 3 8

Fatigue 21 1 4

Restlessness 21 1.0

Irritability 1 1 0.0

OiQnripntat'innUldUl iC llallUH 1 1

Increased Energy 11 0.0

Hyperkinesia 1 1 1

Autonomic

Dry Mouth/Nose/Throat 21 7 21 3

Blurring of Vision 1 1 0.3

Gastrointestinal

Nausea 45 66
Skin

Rash 1.1 00
Cardiovascular

Palpitations 24 38
Allergy Symptoms
Sore Throat 19 1 7

Cough 1.6 03
Other

Infection. Upper Respiratory 1.3 24
Taste Alterations 1.1 10

'SELDANE-D B I D pseudoephedrine 120 mg B I D

Pseudoephedrine may cause ephedrine-like reactions sud
cardi*. palpitations headache, dizziness, or nausea Sympal

drugyhave also been associated with certain untowanf

including fear, anxiety, tenseness, restlessness, tremor,]

pallor respiratory difficulty, dysuna, insomnia, hallucinatiq

sions. CNS depression, arrhythmias, and cardiovascular <

hypotension

In controlled clinical trials with terfenadine. using the recomni

dose of 60 mg b i d . the incidence of adverse events I

receiving terfenadine was similar to that reported in patient

placebo These effects included

Central Nervous System Drowsiness, headache fatigue,

|

nervousness, weakness, appetite increase

Gastrointestinal System Abdominal distress, nausea, vom

in bowel habits

Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat Dry mouth/nose/throat, cough.

I

epistaxis

Skin Eruption (including rash and urticarial or itching

Also reported spontaneously during the marketing of terfenl

alopecia (hair loss or thinning), anaphylaxis, angioedema, brot

confusion, depression, galactorrhea, insomnia, menstrual!

(including dysmenorrhea), musculoskeletal symptoms, nj

paresthesia, photosensitivity rapid flare ol psoriasis, seiz

tachycardia, sweating, thrombocytopenia, tremor, urinary tretf

visual disturbances

Also in clinical trials several instances of mild or. in one case.i

transaminase elevations were seen in patients receiving terfenada

elevations were also seen in placebo treated patients Market's!

ences include isolated reports ot laundice. cholestatic hesj]

hepatitis In most cases available information is incomplete.

OVERDOSAGE
Information concerning possible overdosage and its treatment al

Full Prescribing Information

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

Adults and children 12 years and older

morning and night

USE OF DOSES IN EXCESS OF ONE TABLET BID IS NOT*
MENDED BECAUSE OF THE INCREASED POTENTIAL FOR 0TI|

PROLONGATION AND ADVERSE CARDIAC EVENTS (See IB

BOX ) USE OF SELDANE-D IN PATIENTS WITH SIGNIFICANT!

DYSFUNCTION AND IN PATIENTS TAKING KETOCONAZOLE, ITll

ZOLE, CLARITHROMYCIN, ERYTHROMYCIN. OR TROLEANDOjl

CONTRAINDICATED (See CONTRAINDICATIONS WARNII)|

PRECAUTIONS Drug Interactions

)

HOW SUPPLIED
SELDANE-D Tablets containing 60 mg of terfenadine and]

pseudoephedrine hydrochloride in an outer press-coat for if

release and 110 mg of pseudoephedrine hydrochloride in ant

release core are supplied as follows

NDC 0068-0722-61 Bottles of 100 tablets.

Tablets are white to off-white, biconvex capsule-shaped; dl

'SELDANE-D' Store at controlled room temperature (59-86°f)fT

Protect from moisture

Prescribing Information as of January 1993

Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Subsidiary of Marion Merrell Dow Inc

Kansas City, MO 64114

U S Patents 3.878,217 4,929,605: 4.996.061. 4.254,129.

one tablet swallowel

TP

I:

MARION MERRELL DOW IN

wamsnmnmam
KANSAS CITY MO 6 ^HAg

sedb0193m

SFW93406301



Garden
fc>IRDHOUSE

^HIMBLE
Collection

Lenox Artistry... In Miniature

A charming Swiss chalet...

.1 Byzantine church. ..a

a Dutch windmill. Imag-

•Ik inative hirdhouses

often decorate the

most delightful

gardens and attract

the most interest-

ing birds. Now, the

artists of Lenox have

created a whole garden of distinctive hirdhouses.

each with its own delicately sculptured bird.

Each birdhouse fits on the tip of your

finger—a thimble crafted in the prized tradi-

tion of hand-painted miniature houses.

A striking red cardinal visits a village-

church. A sweet little chickadee comes to the

door of a schoolhouse. And the blue jay

—

with its regal crown and plumage— seems to

refer the ornate Victorian cottage.

These Lenox miniatures are crafted in a

special sculptor's blend of porcelain and

resins. And hand painted to capture such tiny

details as the blades of the chipping sparrow s

windmill. ..the heart-shaped door to the

woodpecker's romantic cottage. ..and the

vibrant bluebird on its lovely gazebo.

["HI G VRDI N BlRDHOl si THIMBI !

COLLE( riON will bring you twenty-four de-

lightful surprises in all. Not currently sold in

art galleries or fine collectible stores, it is

available only from Lenox. Each imported

thimble is priced at iust S9.95. and the

custom-designed hardwood displav is

included with your collection.

To begin your collection, mail your Sub-

scription Form without delay. 1011626

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

The Garden Birdhouse
Thimble Collection

iter my subscription to THE GARDEN BIRDHOUSE TWMPLE COLLEI HON

nox, consisting of rwentv-four hand-painted miniatures, to be sent

the rate of three thimbles even' three months.

i send no monev now. Bill me $9.95* per month tor each thimble,

dwood displav will be provided with my collection. My satisfaction

• letely guaranteed, and I may cancel my subscription at any time.

Mail to: Lenox Collections, P.O. Box 3020

Lanshorne. PA 19047-9120

Not sold in collectible stores

Signature

Name

Mail by September 30, 1994

PI EASI PRIN I l 1 EARI

1

Address

Can-

Telephone ( )

' Plus S3.9S pel Kl oi thrtv lor shipping, handlmc .inj

State -Zip

laics tax will he billed it applicable. Ml subscriptions subject <

6.98 tor displat

cptancc



THE NEWS

Kapw your

Is a minor entitled to a lawyer? Can

a child divorce his parents? Is the

Constitution for adults only? Find

out how much—or how little

—

American kids are legally entitled to.

By Katherine Barrett and Richard Green

For several years now,
newspaper headlines

have been full of stories

of children buffeted be-

tween the law and
changing social values. The
specifics of the cases vary dramati-

cally, from Baby Jessica, now three

and known as Anna Jacqueline

Schmidt, who was transferred

from her adoptive parents of two

years back to her birth parents, to

htteen-year-

old Kimherly Mays, who at birth

was switched in a hospital nursery

with another child. She was the ob-

ject of a tug-of-war between
Robert Mays, the man who raised

her, and her biological family.

One thing is clear: Old-fashioned

assumptions about the rights of

children no longer apply. Generally,

Americans are considered by law to

be adults at age eighteen. Until

then, the courts have a great del

to say about what legal guarante.

young people have, and traditio-

al standards are being reconfi}

ured with every court case.

For parents, knowing whela

the law stands has never beal

more important. Answering t*

following true-or-false question

will help you find out how wA

you understand children's righti

1. A child has the clear right

"divorce" his parents by initio

ing a case to terminate parent

rights.

False A great deal of media artel

thin was given in 1992 to the Gil

K. case, in which a lowl

"Baby Jessica" n>

turned to her bin

parents after t\t

years; switched I

birth, Kimber
Mays shuttled bat

and forth betwet

her two familic;

Gregory K. "t

vorced" his pc

ents so he could

adopted by r

foster parents

court terminated the rights of Gij?

gory's naniral parents, thus settif

the stage for an adoption by his fc-

ter family, as the boy had requeste.

Gregory, now called Shawn, aski

for the divorce because, he said, I

hardly knew his parents and he hi

been in foster care for two years, n

In actuality—though unreport!

by most of the media—an interrr.jp

diate court found that the child /

himself could not bring such an s|

tion. (Other federal and state cous

since then, however, have reco-

nized the right of children to bri?

cases in their own name, so o

clear precedent has yet been se)

The Department of Social Servics

belatedly joined with Gregory a

bringing his case to court, so te

state's (i.e.. Gregory's) victojf

stood. However, (continuity



NOW MIGHT BE A GOOD TIME
TO BRING UP A DELICATE SUBJECT.

DRINKING.

The subject may come up in a moment

of shared intimacy, during quiet time before

bed, when she's talking about her day at

school or perhaps while you're discussing

a family outing or event. She mav ask.

Or you may bring it up.

It might seem that nine or ten is very

young to talk with a child about a subject as

grown-up as drinking. But experts say that this

is a time when she's probably forming her ideas

about many adult things, alcohol among

them. It's also a time when she may be most

open to your loving guidance.

But what do you say? Many of us at

Anheuser-Busch are parents, so we know just

how hard it can be. And we know that too

often, not knowing what to say can lead to

saying nothing at all.

That's why we've created "Family Talk

About Drinking." "Family Talk" features two

informative guides written by prominent

authorities on child development, family

counseling and alcohol treatment.

The guides discuss a number of subjects,

among them how to talk with younger chil-

dren, recognizing teenage drinking problems

and addressing the issue of drinking and driv-

ing. Call 1 -800- 3 59-TALK for a free copy.

Because you want to take care of her for as

long as you can. And one of the best ways to do

that is to share the knowledge that will help

her take care ot herself.

LET'S STOP UNDERAGE DRINKING BEFORE IT STARTS.

: 1993 ANHEUSER BUSCH«ST LOWS MO



Know your children's rights

continued

the appellate court ruled that the trial

court had proceeded with the boy's

adoption in error. His status reverted for

a time to that of a foster child, but the

adoption became final in March.

2. A child can gel his own lawyer to

represent him in a family-related court

case, such as a custody battle.

True There is no constitutional right

that guarantees representation for chil-

dren, but over the past decade, a num-
ber of legislatures and courts have
recognized children's need for their own
legal representation at times. "In the

past, children could not have their own
advocate," says Elliot D. Samuelson, a

partner with the law firm Samuelson,

Rieger & Yovino, in Garden City, New
York. "Presumably, the representative

of the mother or father would advance

the desires of the children. But what ac-

tually happened was that the respective

parents' attorneys were really advocates

for the parents' positions and only sec-

ondarily for the children's."

In one New York case, two broth-

ers—aged nine and thirteen—were each

provided with court-appointed attor-

Most industrializ

forbidden corpor

schools; in the

legal in twent

ferences may also be the problem, ex-

plains Alter. For example, early this

year, a lawyer for fifteen-year-old Shai

Fhima Reuven filed a request for eman-
cipation with the New York State

Supreme Court. The major reason giv-

en: The boy's parents had not respected

his right to practice Orthodox Judaism.

(While studying for his bar mitzvah, the

Jewish coming-of-age ceremony at age

thirteen, Reuven had become far more
religious than his parents.) In June,
however, the request for emancipation
was withdrawn, because Reuven's
mother and a rabbi in the Orthodox
community where he had been living

entered into a joint custody agreement.

Reuven now lives with the rabbi, and his

mother has unlimited visiting rights.

4. If you suspect that a child is being

abused, you can confide in a teacher or

guidance counselor without actually

bringing the case to official notice.

False If a pediatrician, social worker or

teacher has reasonable suspicion of

child abuse, they are required, in every

state, to make a formal report to local

child-welfare authorities. Similarly, if

you tell your suspicion of abuse to one

of these people—and they feel that your

apprehension has merit—they are re-

ED COUNTRIES HAVE

AL PUNISHMENT IN

U.S., IT IS STILL

/THREE STATES.

neys. Custody had been granted to the

boys' mother, but the older son wanted
to be shifted to his father's care, while

the younger son wanted to remain with

his mother. At press time, the case was
still pending.

3. A child can declare himself emanci-

pated from his parents—legally free of

their supervision—if he can afford it.

True Under certain conditions, children

can be emancipated. However, it's not

simply a matter of the child's declaring

himself or herself emancipated. "The
court will consider the child's maturity

and economic self-sufficiency and the

circumstances surrounding the request,"

says Eleanor B. Alter, a partner in the

law firm Rosenman & Colin, in New
York City, and chairman of its matrimo-
nial and family law group. The age at

which emancipation will even be consid-

ered varies from state to state.

Why would a child wish to be eman-
cipated? "Very often because they want
to get married," says Alter. "Or an older

child who is being abused may feel he'd

be better off on his own." Religious dif-

quired to bring the matter to the atten-

tion of public authorities. At that time,

officials will investigate; they may take

the child out of the home if the situa-

tion is extreme.

5. A mother can be found guilty of mur-

der if her child is abused or accidentally

killed by another party.

True In a number of states—including

Texas, Minnesota, New York, New Jer-

sey, Ohio and Arkansas—women have

been held responsible for the death or

abuse of their children, even if they were

not personally involved.

A year ago, for example, the murder
conviction of an Illinois woman was up-

held by the state's supreme court for the

beating of her twenty-month-old. Her
child was beaten to death by the wom-
an's live-in boyfriend while she was out

of the house. The conviction was based

on the fact that she had knowledge of

numerous previous incidents in which

he had abused the child.

"These days, society is more likely to

hold adults accountable for child abuse,

and that includes holding parents and
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caretakers responsible for failure tcW
tect a child in their care," says Paicu

Toth, director of the National Cue
for Prosecution of Child Abus, ii

Alexandria, Virginia.

6. A child with a serious physic oi

emotional problem has a right to em
education—even if that means provlim

instruction at home.
True "Children [in all fifty states ar<

guaranteed an appropriate educuoi

that's tailored to their educat na

needs," says Howard Davidson, diicto:

of the American Bar Association

on Children and the Law, in Wasing

ton, D.C. "That's not to say thBj
guaranteed the best education.H
state doesn't have to send the chfis

Harvard. But they do have to prrtli

him with an appropriate educalia

based on an individualized evaluati*.'

7. Children have no constitute
rights.

False There's a widespread mythm
the Constitution applies only to aus
In fact, quite the opposite is true. H
dren have the right to all the protectm

of the Constitution except wher
j||

courts have ruled otherwise.

One of the most obvious limits cjfe

constitutional rights of young worrtti

in their ability to freely seek an aboiuB

thirty-five states require parental rn§

cation or consent for minors. (Whiw
law is on the books in thirty-five sU
it is not uniformly enforced.)

Constitutional rights have alsoH
limited in the area of free speejB
school. Courts have generally balanfd .

student's right to free speech againjH

school's interest in maintaining disqlpi

and standards. According to a 1988W
Supreme Court case, school officialH

even censor school newspapers. Bu

that's not to say that school officials!!*

carte blanche to restrict what studerJB

or do at school," says David Lanier

staff attorney at the National Cent m
Youth Law, in San Francisco. The|lS

Supreme Court upheld, for exampMH
right of students to wear armbarJH
protest against the Vietnam War—mi
when school officials forbade the prajtBe.

8. Under the law, a teenager cc| bi

committed to a psychiatric hosita

against his will.

True Adults have immediate recouiefei

the courts if they have been committl in

voluntarily. However, no such right risr

for a child. Individual states may reqre.

hearing to confirm the need for corpit

ment, but the U.S. Supreme Court ccxi

ed more than a decade ago that bcl

hearings were not a necessity. That be

cause a child's commitment is consi:rcc

voluntary if the parent consents.

9. Teenagers have the right to cl I

their custodian in a divorce case.

False Of course, many judges will bikg £

teenager into chambers (contiud.





ADVERTISEMENT

Welcome
to

KinderCaee...

a safe, secure childcare environment

where children of all ages are nurtured

emotionally, socially, physically and

intellectually by attentive caregivers

and teachers. A Imagine a place

where infants are given the

individualized love and attention so

crucial to their emotional

development. A A place where

toddlers can find enrichment

through art, music and language

development. A A place where

pre-schoolers can tap their

imaginations through make-believe,

reading and storytelling. A A

place where school-age children can

express themselves through their

appreciation of music, arts and crafts,

and friendly interaction after a busy

school day. Just imagine!

KinderCare

The Whole Child is the Whole Idea.

'

Know your children's rights

continued

at some point during a custody case in or-

der to find out her preferences. But this is

stricdy a consulrive situation. "There are

many people who believe that [the right

to choose] would put too much pressure

on a child," says Davidson. "Most family-

court judges who have studied this area

say they would never tell a child that she

has the power to decide with whom she

will live. That is potentially very emotion-

ally damaging."

10. A teenager can be kept in preven-

tive detention for an indefinite period

of time prior to trial.

True In all but the most serious crimes,

adults almost always have the opportuni-

ty to post bail after a hearing. But the

U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that there

is no obligation to set bail for minors.

Part of their reasoning, according to Jim
Weill, general counsel for the Children's

Defense Fund, in Washington, D.C., is

that children are always in some form of

custody. "So, unfortunately, the Court
has in effect said that moving them from

the custody they're in (i.e., their par-

ents') to another form of custody (i.e.,

the juvenile facility) is less a loss of liber-

ty than it would be for an adult."

11 . A minor does not have the right to

sign contracts.

False There's a catch, however: A young
person can sign all the contracts she

wants, but she doesn't have to honor
them. This means that anyone who
makes a contractual agreement with a

minor is at risk. For example, a fifteen-

year-old who agrees to purchase a stereo

with monthly payments could decide to

cancel the agreement after a couple of

months. She would have to return the

stereo and probably forfeit any pay-

ments she made. But the contract itself

would be null. This is why most mer-
chants require that a parent co-sign a

contract for a young person.

12. A young person can get whatever

medical treatment he needs without
parental permission.

False In most states a person must be at

least eighteen to consent to medical
treatment—including, for example, a flu

shot or an X ray. In an emergency, of

course, minors can be treated without

parental consent. Other exceptions to

the general rule involve prenatal and
childbirth services as well as treatment

for sexually transmitted diseases.

It should also be noted that a parent

cannot withhold necessary medical
treatment—such as a blood transfu-

sion—from a child. What if the parent is

against the treatment? "When that hap-

pens, there are generally court proceed-

ings in which a guardian is temporarily

appointed solely for the purpose of con-

senting to medical treatment," explains
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Marcia Robinson Lowry, directoof
tl

children's rights project of the Ai;ria

Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
13. An adopted child has the ijht

know who his biological parents e.

False Some adoption agencies ay 1

willing to provide a child with thuam
of biological parents who are wiag

be contacted. And some state las pr

vide for a sharing of information s lo:

as all parties agree. But generally.pea

ing, there is no "right" to knoweitt

for adoptive children or parents.

However, "an adoptive childpoj

have the right to all available rem
and genetic history," says Mai be

Seader, director for policy and I
at the National Council for Adopton.

Washington, D.C. "Adoption apnc

encourage people to come back id i

date their [medical] records."

What if vital genetic inform

not on record? "Usually the con v

contact the biological parents ccfu:

tiallv," savs Seader.

14. A child has the right to be <lo*

by any suitable parents, reganes

race or religion.

False There's a wide spectrum f r

fessional opinion on the mtits

blocking an adoption based o: ra

but it's a common occurrencc'C;

dren are often denied the rigr to

adopted just because their rai di

not match the race of the pcenc:

adoptive parents," says Seader. Tb£

are people who are convinced tin
is the most important thing fo^|
opment, and many adoption smk
have policies that forbid intiAffi

adoptions." There's some incaci

that this situation may be chant

however. "It's often a practice,p:i(

not necessarily constitutional," mm
ACLU's Lowry. Some states, ich>

Texas, have forbidden restrictns:

the basis of race.

1 5. A public school teacher i n

permitted to strike a student as ot

plinary measure.

False A number of educatioul 8

child-oriented associations—n»st

cently the National Association^ i

mentary School Principals—ha\

for a ban on corporal punishient

schools; it is still legal in twenf-th

states. However, the number (

I

that permit spanking in schools lis

steadily declining since the earh!9f

when it was legal in forty-four stifeS-

The vast majority of other inisu

ized countries have forbidden <»rpi

punishment in schools, accoiing

Nadine Block, coordinator of ie I

tional Coalition to Abolish Cm
Punishment in Schools.

{Catherine Batrett is a contributing^®

LHJ. She and Richard Green ha%W
frequently on legal issues.
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for children to

imagine.

Make-believe. Fantasy. And wonder. At to develop intellectually, socially, physically

KinderC.are. we strive to set free one of the and emotionally. It 's called R hole Child

most precious resources on earth the mind Development. ^JJ To your child, if 's just a
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BACKTALK
Let us know what's on your mind! Send your comments, great ideas and photograph:

to: Ladies' Home Journal, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

OUR READERS RESPOND
I thought skin cancer was caused only

by moles until I read "The doctors'

guide to summer health and beauty"

May 1994). I had a small patch of

scaly skin that never seemed to heal; 1

attributed it to dry skin. A local clinic-

was offering free skin-cancer screen-

ings in observance of Skin Cancer Pre-

vention Month, so I made an

appointment the same day I read the

article. It turned out to be basal cell

carcinoma! I don't think I would have

gone to have this checked out if I

hadn't read it in LHJ.—Laurie Christopher
Por t Chari.otih. Florida

Thank you for Cindy Adams' article,

"Jackie in crisis" (May 1994). My
mother w as forty-six when she was di-

agnosed with non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma, when I was in seventh grade.

Now I am a freshman in high school,

and I know more about this type of

cancer than I ever wished to know. I

also know more about pain, family,

love and, most important, faith. My
mother w as diagnosed in the very ad-

vanced "fourth stage." and she might

have died if she had not received treat-

ment. She has gone through
chemotherapy, and a year after the

initial diagnosis, she had a bone-mar-
row transplant. She is now in remis-

sion; we all appreciate life and my
mother more than you can imagine.

—Natalie M. Russell
Bellevue, Nebraska

I enjoyed your article "Going low-fat"

(May 1994). My husband gave me Dr.

Dean Ornish's Eal More, Weigh Less

for Christmas, and we started the pro-

gram January 3, 1994. I call it "a

change of eating habits for life"; Jeff

still calls it "a diet." Whatever you call

this program—it's working! In only

four months, my husband has lost over

thirty pounds, and I've lost twenty. My
cholesterol has dropped thirty points,

too. We haven't given up meat entire-

ly, but we do eat lots of beans and rice.

We both feel so much better, and we
don't feel deprived.

—Mrs. Jeffrey A. Smith
BlRMINGl LAM, ALABAMA

I was dismayed to read Terry Mayo Sul-

livan's comment in "The language of

love" (March 1994) that the Muscular

Dystrophy Association (MDA) did not

know of or have access to any commu-
nication devices that would help her. I

know from personal experience that the

MDA is very concerned about amy
otrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)—Lo
Gehrig's disease—and strongly suppo

scientific research and provides a hig

level of care to patients. The organiz-

tion sponsors, at no charge to its neur~

muscular-disease patients, clinics at tw

hundred forty medical centers throug"

out the United States. I was disappoin

ed that you did not give the name an

address of MDA in the information bo

at the end of the article.

—W. King Engel. M.D.. Directcx

Jerry Lewis MDA/ALS Clinic

and Research Center, Uniyersi

of Southern Californ
School of Mfdicin

Hie annual Jerry Lewis
Telethon will air

nationwide on Labor Day
weekend, September 4

and 5. For more
information about the

association, please contact
the MUSCULAR

DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION,
National Headquarters,
3300 East Sunrise Drive,
Tucson, AZ 8571 8-3208;

800-572-1717.

PLEASE H ELP US FIND T H ESE WOMEN
Among the most poignant letters we get are those from parents searching for missing children. If you know

anything about the disappearance of either of these women, please call the authorities below.

Deborah Jean Swanson, a popu- On September 24, 1992, Dan Dinwiddie went upstairs at six-

lar special-education teacher in an

elementary school, disappeared

without a trace on a Saturday af-

ternoon, March 29, 1986, in

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Eight years

have passed with no answers. Her

mother, Marilyn (Lynn) Swanson,

of Pensacola, Florida, wrote to us,

asking for help. "She was a won-

derful person, and we miss her

very much."

Debbie was last seen by two of her students near a nature

trail at Tubbs Hill, a popular recreational area. She was report-

ed missing on April 1 after her abandoned blue Honda (with

her purse and packages in the car) was found in a public park-

ing lot nearby. At the time of ner disappearance, Debbie was

thirty-one, five-feet-four and weighed 130 pounds. If you have

any information on her whereabouts, please write or call Cap-

tain Carl Bergh, Investigative Division, Coeur d'Alene Police De-

partment, 710 Mullan Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814;

208-769-2320.
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thirty a.m. and discovered that the bed of his twenty-three-year-

old daughter, Dail, had not been slept in the night before.

Frantic calls to friends revealed that she'd last been seen

around one-thirty a.m. at a bar called Jungle Jim's, near the Five

Points area—a popular community with boutiques, bars and

restaurants adjacent to the University of South Carolina campus,

in Columbia. Her companions left the bar one by one, apparent-

ly thinking that she would get a ride home with someone else.

Dail, a 1991 art-history graduate of Randolph-Macon

Woman's College, in Lynchburg, Virginia, had been preparing

for graduate studies. Dail's mother, Jean, says, "I love Dail

more than life itself. She is my daughter, my baby, my best

friend." If you have information

about Dail Dinwiddie, please

contact the State Law Enforce-

ment Division of South Carolina

at 800-322-4453. Friends of

the family have raised $50,000

as a reward for information

leading to an arrest and convic-

tion in this case.
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ill started with a recipe. Pro Plans'

mtcd to make a line of dry dog
J cat foods that used real chicken,
iic thing distinctly different than
ultry by-product meal.

t it wasn t that easy. In order to use
sh frozen chicken as a primary «
ircdient, Pro Plan had to re-think the way pet food
is made. And that helped us develop a process that

Make It
fwf

allows us to make a special pet food tha
uses real chicken, wholesome rice anc

other quality ingredients for exceptiona
taste and nutrition. No othei

manufacturer makes pet food like

Pro Plan. Real chicken makes
the real difference in Pro Plan.

brand pet food. Available only at pet stores,

feed stores and veterinarians.





Sure, she's got a great new 'do—and terrifically thin

thighs (at last!). but looks aren't everything in her life,

a surprising talk about marital bliss, her need for

INDEPENDENCE AND HER LOVE FOR HER FAMILY. By JlM JEROME

Success hasn't gone to

Kathie Lee GifforcTs head;

it's finally come, instead, to

her thighs.

"I'm wuggie free," Gil-

ford exults, referring to the word her

mom, Joan Epstein, gave those pesty

pouches behind the thighs. Gifford

is sitting in the back of her chauf-

feured sedan on Manhattan's Upper

West Side. Her driver has just made

a pit stop at the Golden Arches. Gif-

ford squeezed in a friend's midtown

birthday luncheon, but was too busy

to eat. So she's munching on a Big

Mac, fries and diet soda on her way

back to the sprawling 1760 Con-

necticut farmhouse she shares with

husband of almost eight years

Frank, son Cody, four, and daugh-

ter Cassidy, thirteen months. A one-

time Twizzler freak, she hasn't given

up junk food altogether, but Gifford

has become very disciplined in her

dining of late.

The wuggies. Kathie Lee says,

had her crab-walking backward

into the surf throughout her

self-conscious teen summers in

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. But

they no longer weigh heavily on her

mind—or hindmost area. The pro-

gram outlined in her new exercise

video, Kathie Lee's Feel Fit & Fabu-

lous Workout., has transformed her

into a flexing firebrand.

"I hated the idea of exercising

more than doing it," she confesses.

"But I loved the self-esteem I was

getting from being so disciplined."

For years, Gifford, forty-one, re-

sisted workout-tape offers because

it would have been hypocritical.

""Did the world need one more ex-

ercise video?" she says.

Perhaps not, but Gifford did after

Cassidy was born. Turning forty

was also a kick in the now-firmed

fanny. Narrower thighs gradually

revealed a broader mission: "I hope

to motivate women who never made

exercise a part of their lives because

they thought it was selfish and took

them away from children and
home. I want to tell them it's the

best thing to do for your family. It's

simply the best stress reliever. I have

more strength and (continued)



(continued) energy than ever."

That's a scary thought, given

that, as a relative slug, her tri-

umphant assault on pop culture

ranged from her hit show, LIVE
with Regis & Kathie Lee. a best-

selling memoir, a recording career,

her cabaret/stage show, hosting

TV specials—this month it's Miss

America—not to mention tireless

charity events and, most recently,

work on a pilot for her own prime-

time sitcom for CBS.

But she has changed. This is a

reinvigorated, new-look lady, exud-

ing a womanly self-assurance with

a depth and a sense of calm, steely

self-determination that wasn't so

course, I don't have time to be

sexy," she laughs, "but if the ocas-

sion ever arises, so to speak, I'll be

ready. Call me kooky, but I'm

more apt to swing from the chan-

delier if I know I'll look good from

every angle."

As usual, there's a more serious

message behind the clowning wit.

Gifford pauses and then adds re-

flectively: "Making love is all about

loving another person. If you're not

confident about your body, you're

not free sexually."

And that, it seems, is certainly

one of the most interesting les-

sons Gifford has learned in her

somewhat meandering career that

i4

If youYe not

confident about

your body you re

not free sexually
apparent before. Her shorter, flip-

per hairstyle is no accident: "I'm at

a point in my life where I just don't

want to be bothered with stupid

stuff. The hot weather came; I got

disgusted witii my hair. I gave the

kids a bath; it got in my eyes. I

went swimming and went to a pic-

nic; it looked lousy. I got sick of it.

1 love it this way."

Gifford even seems inclined

these days to boast of muscles as

well as manicures. "Lookit," she

says, cranking her right arm,

watching a tight baby bicep

emerge. "It's so exciting to have

muscles. I can now wear slinkier

strapless things in my stage show. I

can wear a bathing suit now
around people."

There's another payoff: The
sleeker Kathie Lee feels "a whole

lot sexier—which is quite some-

thing to say after two babies. Of

included stints as a student at

Oral Roberts University, an L.A.-

based gospel singer and bit soap

actress, a Hee Haze Honey, the

La-La lady on Xante That Tune,

and a reporter/substitute host for

Good Morning America. It seems

only now, after weathering some

media backlash and having just

signed on for another year of

LIVE, that she has truly found a

secure place.

"I feel very freed up right now,"

she sighs contentedly. "I've

stopped worrying about my career.

We ain't goin' nowhere."

That wasn't so apparent this

spring when Gifford's contract

was up for renewal. She consid-

ered quitting—unless certain

nonmonetary issues were "recti-

fied." One was show content; the

other was freedom to do outside

projects. (continued on page 226)





It sounds like a nightmare/ but it was

all too real The man who had

attacked her was eluding police

—

and still stalking her. But she was

determined to catch him before he

could hurt her or anyone else again.

By Kathryn Casey

"I caught
my rapist

his is one, here," Denise Sam-Cali

says, indicating a bullet hole the width

of a finger, sliced through the center

of a white kitchen cabinet. Pulling

back a navy-blue rug in front of the

range, she runs her foot over the

linoleum until she finds another cavi-

ty, protruding downward. "This is

where the cop fired back," she says.

Then her voice falters, and anger

flashes in her hazel eyes. "It sounded like Vietnam."

The scene Denise describes occurred during a ghast-

ly sequence of events: In June 1993, Denise, a business-

woman, was raped and brutally beaten at her

Allentown, Pennsylvania, home by a man believed to

be a serial murderer. Miraculously, she lived—yet the

terror didn't end there. Instead, her would-be killer

stalked her, eluding police with a terrifying skill, obses-

sively intent on finishing the job. It was only when
Denise and her husband, John, became the hunters in-

stead of the hunted diat her assailant was finally caught.

Sitting at a dinette chair as the sun streaks through

the windows, Denise, thirty-nine, exudes a capable.

in-charge confidence, but insists she doesn't see her-

self as heroic. She did what she had to do; her pursuei

gave her no other choice. "I couldn't forget his eyes,";

she says with a shudder. "There was no person there,

just dead blankness.... I knew it was him or me."

Summer of terror
A ninety-minute drive west of New York City, Allen-j

town isn't a city used to violence, but a quiet bedroom

community. In fact, the crime rate is historically so

low that Parade magazine this year dubbed the erst-

while steel town one of the safest places in America.

But the summer of 1993 was an anxious season in

the serene, tree-shaded neighborhood where Denise

Sam-Cali grew up, and where she still lives, down the

block from her parents and sister. The unease began

in August 1992, when Joan Mary Burghardt, a twenty-

nine-year-old single woman living alone, was found

raped and bludgeoned to death in her living room.

No arrest was made.

The following June, fifteen-year-old Charlotte

Schmoyer was abducted early one morning as she

worked her paper route. The girl's body was recovered
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from a nearby wooded area; she had been stabbed

twenty-two times and sexually assaulted.

Local newspapers and TV reports were filled with

the details of Schmoyer's grisly death. Denise remem-

bers: "Every morning I checked the papers to see if

they had caught anyone. They never did." Still, Denise

and John, forty-six, had more immediate concerns, like

the limousine and bus service they own and operate

from offices within walking distance of their home.

Then on June 18, just nine days after Schmoyer's

murder, the Calis returned from a sailing trip and

discovered their ranch-style home had been burglar-

ized. John's gun collection had been stolen, and a

bottle of Canadian Club whiskey had been left out on

a kitchen counter, but nothing else was disturbed.

The specter of violence seemed to draw increasing-

ly closer. As John walked to the office two days later,

a pack of squad cars screeched to a halt in front of a

nearby house. The next day, the headlines an-

nounced yet another attack—this time, the victim was

a five-year-old girl. As her parents slept, the stranger

had entered the home and thrown the child headfirst

into a basket of laundry before raping and beating

her. Left for dead, she survived. To Denise, it was

unbelievable. "I'd grown up in this neighborhood,"

she remembers. "We never had things like this. Still,

I wasn't reallv worried."

The face off evil
On June 28, John accompanied a client to Atlantic

City and wasn't expected to return until morning.

Denise stopped for dinner at her aunt's house, and by

midnight was home in bed, alone. The entire city was

suffering in the grip of a stifling heat wave, so she left

a few windows open to cool the house. It would be

her last peaceful night's sleep for a long time.

Before dawn, Denise awoke to the sound of

rustling paper in the living room. "John, is that

you?" she called out. When no one answered, dread

rushed through her. She ran toward the hallway.

Again she heard rustling, this time from a small

bedroom that the Calis used as a walk-in closet.

Pounding on the closet door, Denise demand-
ed, "Who's there?" before turning and running.

At the end of the short hallway, she heard foot-

steps, and glanced back toward the closet. Be-

hind her was a meticulously groomed young man
in tight-fitting jeans. For a fleeting moment, she

thought: He's not what I would have expected.

But when their eyes met, she noticed his cold, blank

stare. Oh, my God, I'm dead, she thought. I'm

raped, and then I'm dead.

The intruder raised his arms, wielding one of her

own kitchen knives. Purely on instinct, Denise

swung her arms upward and broke his grip on the

weapon. In the chaos, she raced toward the front

door, but the stranger grabbed her by the hair. Again

she broke free and escaped into the front yard, running

toward a neighbor's home. He caught up to her, seized

her from behind, flipped her on her back and slammed
her to the ground beneath a miniature peach tree.

As they wrestled, she bit the stranger, clamping

down hard on his upper right arm. To her astonish-

ment, she saw exhilaration, not pain, in his eyes. He
tightened one hand around her neck and gripped the

other around her mouth. Later, she would remember
his fist coming toward her and the first four blows to

her head, the ha/y swell of unconsciousness, and the

image of her assailant unfastening his leather belt.

Denise drifted in and out of consciousness for what

seemed like forever; when she finally came to, her

body was racked by involuntary convulsions. Wanting

her attacker to believe she had died, she lay as still as

possible until she saw him run into the house and es-

cape through the rear patio door.

Dazed and in incredible pain, she pulled herself

unsteadily to her feet and stumbled into the house.

Her call to 911 was received at 4:52 a.m. "Please

help me," she pleaded.

John, who returned the following morning and

heard the news from police, couldn't believe that the

battered woman in the emergency room was really his

wife. He was alarmed to see that (continued)



(continueJ) Denise's face and head were swelling,

her eyes ringed in black, the whites red with broken

blood vessels. Her neck and chest were bruised, and

her upper lip was slashed in two.

Tests confirmed Denise had been sexually assault-

ed. But finding no signs of serious injury, doctors re-

leased her, and an ambulance took her to a plastic

surgeon, who repaired her lip. From there she was

taken to her mother's house.

By the time Denise returned to her own home, five

days after the attack, John had arranged to have a se-

curity system installed throughout the house that

would sound when the doors were opened, and had

bought central air-conditioning so they could keep

the windows shut. "There were those who thought I

should move," she says. "But this is my home."

Solving the puzzle
John, along with Denise's family, wanted to know
who could commit such a brutal crime. The police,

wary of disclosing their investigation, offered few

clues to the angles they were pursuing.

Frustrated, Denise's family mounted their own in-

vestigation. Family members patrolled the neighbor-

hood, watching for strangers. John tried to think of

someone, anyone, who could have a vendetta against

him. At night, he slept on the couch, a newly pur-

chased gun nearby. "I wanted him to come back," he

says. "I wanted to kill him." Denise continually fought

fears that the intruder would indeed return. "I couldn't

even take a shower or go to the mall," she remembers.

Then, Denise began wondering if her assault coulc

be related to the others in the neighborhood. Needim

to know, she and John visited the parents of the five-

year-old victim in early July. Questioning them, the

Calis noted similarities between both attacks—th#

hour, the calm manner of the intruder, the care ho

took to leave nothing out of place. "By the time we lef

there, I was thoroughly convinced it was the same

guy," John remembers. From there, it was a small leap

to conclude that both rapes were somehow connectec

with the unsolved cases of Burghardt and Schmoyer.

Then odd, frightening things began happening ir

the Cali house. On July 9, as workers labored in the

cellar—with the new alarm system shut off and the

windows open—someone entered and stole John's

.38 semiautomatic handgun. Six days later, the alanr

went off unexpectedly in the middle of the afternoon.

Police found no one in the house; however, outside

the bedroom window, in a bed of mulch, was a per-

fectly formed shoe print.

A vicious pursuit
Though the Calis made no immediate connection be-

tween the break-ins and the attack, as the days passed

Denise felt increasingly certain the rapist would return.

Everyone, including John, wrote her fears off to the

trauma of the attack. Police continued to say, "Trust

us." They had, in fact, increased patrols in Allen-

town's east side. But these assurances were of little



"I caught
my rapist

)mfort when on July 14,

|
ssica Jean Fortney, a forty-

. ven-year-old grandmother

,
ho lived not far from the

ther victims, was found

iped, bludgeoned and

rangled on her own sofa.

\t first, there were those

ho believed the attacks

eren't connected and those

ho believed they were," remembers District Attor-

;y Bob Steinberg, who prosecuted the case. "Now
e all agreed we were dealing with a serial murderer."

As they compared cases, police found a definite

attern: The attacks had taken place in the early

: .orning, within a few miles of each other. All the

s omen had been raped, and all had been large wom-
. \. The one exception was the five-year-old, but even

I lere Steinberg felt there was a connection: The girl's

i iother fit the killer's preferred victim profile.

On the 18th, eager to breathe fresh air, Denise and

| >hn turned off the air conditioner and left the win-

i ows open before going to bed. By now, each of

I lem kept a gun at the bedside for protection. At

I iree-thirty a.m., Denise went to the kitchen for a

i rink of water. She felt edgy, and before drifting back

i > sleep she told John, "I'm scared."

An hour later, they woke again, certain they had

1 eard something. Suddenly, the burglar alarm

i .reeched throughout the house. As John ran toward

i le living room, Denise called 911, but lost the con-

i ection in the middle of the conversation. Holding

I sr gun, she cautiously looked around before redial-

i lg for help. This time, the dispatcher said police

' ere in the alley behind the house. Again the intruder

] ad escaped. "It was then we knew he was coming
1 ack," John says. "He knew she could identify him.

le was coming back to kill her."

A window screen was lying on the sofa in the den,

idicating the interloper had entered through that

' indow and had probably fled

trough the back door. The next

lorning, John arranged to have bars

istalled on the cellar windows and
ut deadbolt locks on the doors that

ould only be opened from the in-

de with a key.

To the Calis' relief, even police

ow agreed that Denise and her

oung neighbor, who could also

ientify the man, were in danger.
:rom then on, officers were dis-

atched to the two homes at eleven-

hirty every night. As John and
)enise slept, Officer Brian Lewis
id behind a couch, waiting for the

itruder's return. Still, Denise felt

it from secure. "I began feeling like

this guy could do any-

thing," she says. "He raped

me on my front lawn, and

no one saw him. He en-

)tered our house and es-

caped, when there were
supposed to be cops all

around. It was like he had

superhuman powers."

Her dread intensified

when one afternoon the intruder again broke in

through the same den window. He entered and left

unnoticed, but again left the window screen perched

on the sofa. Denise. who had been in the kitchen with

a friend at the time, now felt more vulnerable than

ever. Her mother, however, wouldn't let her succumb
to fear, saying, "Denise, he's only a man. If we put

our minds to it, we can stop him."

Thinking about her mother's words, Denise be-

gan to stop seeing herself as a helpless victim wait-

ing to be hurt again. Maybe if she analyzed what she

knew about this man, she might be able to predict

his next attack—and catch him before he carried out

his plan to kill her.

Taking a calendar, Denise marked the dates of ev-

ery assault, murder and break-in. Before long, she

noticed something she hadn't considered before.

"The guy had a thing about the number nine," she

says. "He always seemed to attack on or around dates

with the number nine." When John returned home
from work that day, she showed him the calendar.

July 29 was circled. "He'll come right around here,"

she told him. "We don't have to go anywhere to look

for him. He'll come to us."

Setting the trap
Over the next few days, Denise and John took charge.

They made arrangements to have surveillance cam-

eras installed around the house. Finally, on the night

of the 29th, they went to (continued on page 225)
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Labor,
Foryears, Linda

Schaper had tried

desperately to hare a

baby. Then, her

\ vnnger sisterproposed

a daring solution. The

result: one set of triplets

born to the two

women—in two

different eities and in

two different years

Earlier
this year, a woman

stopped Linda and Marty

Schaper on the street to

admire their two new-

borns. "What beautiful

twins!" the woman gushed.

"They're so cute!"

"Thank you," replied the babies' proud

father. "But, actually, we're having triplets.

My wife's sister is having our third baby for

us any day."

By now, the Schapers have become ac-

customed to quizzical looks and head-

scratching, so extraordinary is their story.

i of
love
Nearly six years into their marriage, the

couple had endured unspeakable disap-

pointment and tragedy in their efforts to be-

come parents. But last year, Linda's younger

sister Barb persuaded them to try something

radical: Why not improve their chances of

having children, she asked, by implanting

embryos in both herself and Linda?

The unprecedented procedure, performed

in May 1993, resulted in Linda's giving birth

to a boy and a girl on Christmas Day in St.

Louis, and Barb's delivering the Schapers'

third child—a girl—in January in her home-

town, Columbia, Missouri. Which means

these unusual triplets were not only born to

two women in different cities, but they also

were born in different years.

But making medical history is less impor-

tant to thirty-four-year-old Linda than the fact

that she is now a mother. "I still can't believe

it," she says, cradling one of her three ba-

bies and gazing at the others (continued)

B y Deb o r a h D i a m o n d



(continued) sleeping peacefully in their

bassinets. "I had really given up hope of

ever having a baby—and thanks to my sis-

ter, now we have three. There's no way

we can ever thank her enough for this."

DASHED HOPES
Not surprisingly, Linda, formerly a pro-

ject engineer for a construction-manage-

ment company, and Barb, thirty-three, a

marketing director at a hospital, have al-

ways been very close. The oldest two of

five children, they were born only thir-

teen months apart and were frequently

mistaken for twins.

In high school, they landed posi-

tions on the same cheerleading

squad and played on the same soft-

ball team, and they roomed togeth-

er in college. The sisters even

married within months of each oth-

er; Linda and Marty, an accountant

for a construction company, tied

the knot December 26, 1987, and

Barb and Bill Payne, a real-estate

broker, wed the following July.

But there the sisters' paths di-

verged. During an operation to re-

move what was thought to be a

cyst, a doctor discovered that Lin-

da's fallopian tubes were almost

completely obstructed by adhe-

sions. Afterward, he told Linda
that she had no chance of ever

having children. "That was really

devastating for me because all my
life I'd wanted a family," she says.

But when Linda and Marty sought

a second opinion, they were of-

fered some hope. Try for a year

and see what happens, the other

doctor said. If the couple hadn't

conceived by that time, they could

explore other options.

For Barb, however, getting

pregnant was incredibly simple;

she and Bill conceived on their

first try. At one point, she com-
plained to Linda about putting on
too much weight. "How can you
complain about something like

that?" Linda replied. "You don't

know how lucky you are."

"That was the only time I'd ever

felt isolated from Linda," Barb re-

calls. "For the longest time, if I

wanted to talk about my pregnancy, I

had to call my mom or another sister,

because Linda just couldn't deal with it.

It was too hard on her."

In the meantime, Linda had two op-

erations to repair her damaged fallopian

tubes, and in early 1990, she and Marty
were delighted when a pregnancy test

came back positive. Their excitement

was short-lived, however. The day Lin-

da was to hold a baby shower for Barb,

she was rushed to the hospital. Doctors

discovered that she had an ectopic preg-

nancy (a dangerous condition occurring
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when the embryo begins to grow in a

fallopian tube rather than in the uterus).

"Here I was, celebrating the impending

birth of my first child," says Barb, "and

Linda was in the hospital coping with

the loss of a baby." To make matters

worse, Marty's brother and his wife an-

nounced they were expecting.

As each month passed and she failed

to get pregnant, Linda became more de-

spondent. "Marty didn't grieve the same
way I did, and I decided my constant

depression wasn't helping my marriage

any. So I started putting up walls, not

expecting to get pregnant. That way I

THE MAKING OF A MIRACLE
How the

Schapor triplets «
were born

The eggs were

fertilized with

sperm from

Linda's

husband.

Doctors

harvested

about a

dozen eags

from Linda's

ovaries.

Linda began to bleed. "\\"e nev<

buy a single baby item, becau-1

knew in our hearts we were in trojjl

she says. At eighteen weeks, the d^|

told Linda and Marty that the platj

membranes in her womb had rupjj

leaving one fetus dead and the ot'J

boy, without amniotic fluid.

I

Schapers were told their second!
had virtually no chance of survival

they refused to give up. "It was stjii

not being able to do anything tea

him," Marty says.

Four weeks later, Linda lost thep

She and Marty became severe! <

pressed. They attempted a su

in vitro fertilization sa
months later, but it failed,

y
they wondered, was it so dk
for them to have a baby wp
seemed so easy for everyonil

Marty's brother and his wif«

pregnant again, and Barb hai

told them that she and Bilk

expecting another baby, tl

cried after she told me,"
j

says. "It was hard to bear." b

A SISTER'S SOLUTION
It was becoming increasingly!

cult for Barb to watch herb

endure so much suffering. 'B

A
Embryos were

selected for

mplantation—

three in

Linda, three

in Barb.

drerJst

:h v-J-

8

On December 25, 1993,

Linda gave birth to a

son and a daughter.

On January 25, 1994,

Barb gave birth

to a daughter.

wouldn't be so hurt when I didn't."

In March 1991, Linda and Marty-

tried in vitro fertilization (IVF), a pro-

cess in which eggs and sperm are put

into a laboratory culture dish and the re-

sulting embryos are later transferred to

the woman's uterus. "I tried to tell my-
self, 'Yes, I can get pregnant. This can

happen," " Linda says. "When it did,

Marty and I were just ecstatic." They
were even more excited when they dis-

covered she was carrying twins.

But their joy soon turned to anxiety.

In the second month of the pregnancy,

Linda was going throug

ter year of disappointment]

says. "I'd rock my girls anq

down at them and think, I

bear for Linda to have to mi

on this experience."

For several years Barll

wondered if she could sorrl

help Linda and Marty, ar

she was desperate to find

She knew Linda was reluctl

try IVF again, given the

cost (about S10,000) an

likelihood of another cru

disappointment. "Then
curred to me that we shou

in vitro together and doubl<|

chances," Barb says

She told Bill what she wa|
sidering, and they discussecH

such an undertaking might be

"We had a three-year-old I
new baby ourselves, and he: If

was, wanting to put her body—an( I
through another pregnancy." Bill a

"If I'd seen any crack in her rest I
would have tried to talk her out B
But because it was clearly so imp I
to her to help her sister, I told hp
support her any way I could."

For Barb, the decision was siB

"Bill and I had two beautiful dauspei

I was in good health, our mamas*
solid, our jobs were secure and thett

nology was available," she sayB

seemed like the obvious solution."

She had a (continued on pag!S







Fau forecast, warm and cozy. Here to show off the new romance are models

Kristen Noel and her husband, Lucky Vanous (you know ... the hunk from

the Diet Coke commercial). At last, clothes we'll love to wear. How lucky

can you get? By Lois Joy Johnson, Beauty and Fashion Director

This season sweaters have become as much of a fashion basic as blazers. But not just any sweaters: We're talking big, fuzzy,

cuddly sweaters—the kind you look forward to tossing on at the first sign of autumn's chill. We love ribbed woolly turtlenecks

worn the new, relaxed way—paired with a short wrap skirt, sweatery tights and lace-up shoes. All clothing, Ralph Lauren.

Photos, Mark Abrahams; hair, Gad Cohen for Gad Cohen Studio; makeup, Renato Ber











II

ffte Crime: I line

my lips, apply lipstick,

and after one cup of

coffee the color is off my
lips and on the cup. Help!

The Culprit: The lipstick did it.

When it's applied to bare lips it will

have no staying power.

The Solution: It's elementary,

my dear. Lining the entire mouth be-

fore applying lipstick is the secret to

long-lasting color. Follow this

application technique

from Washington,

D.C.-based makeup

artist Diana L. Cars-

well for color that

will last for hours:

Line lips, reshaping

them if necessary to

enhance fullness. To

ensure even application,

color in with liner one si

of top lip first, then do the other

side; repeat procedure for bottom lip.

Next, apply lipstick with a lip brush.

Start at the outer corners, working in-

ward. Then take a single sheet of tis-

sue, close your mouth and press the

tissue against your lips. Finally, keep-

ing the tissue against your mouth,
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brush translucent powder over the tis-

sue, then remove the tissue. This

step removes any excess oil and mattes

the lips without creating any cakey-

ness. If you like a creamier

look, apply a second layer of

lipstick and don't reblot. It's

a closed case.

CASE #2
The investigation of the

unexpected pimple
The Crime: Every time I have to

attend an important event, a

huge pimple appears in

the middle of my
face.

The Culprit:

This time there

are three prime

suspects. "Sud-

den pimple erup-

tions are often

caused by the

SWAT syndrome:

Stress, Worry, Anxiety

and Tension," explains Jerome

Z. Litt, M.D., a Cleveland dermatolo-

gist. "When a woman experiences

one or more of these symptoms, a

chain reaction occurs: The pituitary

gland signals the adrenal gland to

produce more androgen, and an ex-

cess of androgen causes acne."

Food is another suspect, says

"I know from forty-two years of m

cal practice that certain foods are

rectry related to breakouts: Nuts,

of the biggest causes of adult acn

women; chocolate; and seafood-i

contains iodine, which clogs I

ducts. Some prescriptions are linkl

to acne breakouts, too, includii

Provera, Danazol and low-dose bib

control pills."

A third acne trigger: creamy facil

products and sunscreens that cn

block oil glands and aggravate acri.

The Solution: No need to 3

incognito. Avoid the acne-aggravatig

foods listed above; stick to oil-fre

cleansers, makeup and sunscrefi;

and, if you take any of the above-listol

prescriptions, ask your doctor for h

alternative medication. As for trel

ment, Litt recommends the benzJ

peroxide-based Oxy-5 medicatics

and related products for one or to

isolated pimples. If over-the-counr

products don't work or the breaket

is severe, see a dermatologist.

CASE #3 §
The plight of the
dimpled thighs

The Crime: My thighs look like

cottage cheese, and I haven't a c!>

where it comes from, (continued







Ii 'tinued)

\\i Culprit: Circumstantial evi

I ce indicates that "the

[
pled skin is

clised by fibrous ^
t ds that pene-

I the fat under- ^
I

r; h the skin," says ^
p!l ard Glogau, M.D.,

I an Francisco-based

| latologist. "These bands force

I fat to be retained in globular

[ hes. What is thought to happen is

(I as women get older and gain

vi |ht, the fat enlarges but the

t is don't stretch. Rather, the

t!i ds tether the skin, which

|< . s to the dimpled look that

p: ale refer to as cellulite."

(I' I.: Glogau says most doctors

I. e to call the condition cel-

kl because cellulite is not a

nj: cal term—it's an advertising

Ii .) So, why doesn't it go

Bit / with diet or exercise? As

C> au explains, "When fat be-

cii ;s compartmentalized it is

Id responsive. So even if you

k; weight, you don't take it off

ir,( ;se areas. Exercise won't af-

k lese areas either."

1 ( Solution: You must

Q> i weight gain and—the plot

\\: ens

—

sunburn: Ultraviolet

r<: break down collagen and elastic

fi: in the skin, making the skin

IT" lax and thus exaggerating the

o: iarance of dimpled fat under-

n ). "All of the cellulite creams on

tr larket, including the newest ones

Ji contain cola beans and amino-

ine—a medication that's normal-

sed to treat asthma and is

mtly used in two percent solu-

in cellulite creams—are basical-

arketing hype. They cannot

nate cellulite," says Glogau.

ugh liposuction is really a con-

ig procedure to improve silhou-

not skin texture, other surgical

techniques are evolving. I predict that

within the next ten years we'll see

more advanced procedures that tar-

get this problem very specifically."

CASE #4
The invasion of
the giant pores

The Crime: The pores

on my nose look so

much bigger than those

on the rest of my face, I want to

go undercover.

The Culprit: "The size of pores is

genetically predetermined," says

William P. Coleman III, M.D., a der-

matologist based in Metairie,

Louisiana. "Pores on the nose are actu-

ally little ducts that empty your oil

glands, and there are a large number

of oil glands in the nose. Their size de-

pends on how much oil is produced."

The Solution: Conduct a search

and seizure in your medicine cabinet

and toss any astringents, scrubs and

masques. Also, never pick or squeeze

pores. "If you overdry or irritate the

pores," says Coleman, "the oil glands

will respond by producing more oil,

which will enlarge the size of the

pores. Ask your doctor for Retin-A,

which will unplug the ducts of the oil

glands, allowing the pores to shrink.

Retin-A should be applied once a day,

at bedtime. Another option is glycolic

acid. Ask your doctor for a formula-

tion that's a ten to twenty percent

strength, or look for an over-the-

counter glycolic acid product in a gel

form because a moisturizing base will

clog pores." Try Murad Advanced

Oily Prone Skin Formula and Murad

Advanced Combination Skin Formu-

la—both contain 8 to 1 2 percent gly-

colic acid; cell 800-33-MURAD.

If none of these options work

for you, Coleman recommends a

glycolic acid peel. "Glycolic acid

peels performed by a dermatolo-

gist are very effective at reducing

the size of pores," says Cole-

man. After the peel, glycolic acid

gel or Retin-A should be used

daily for maintaining the reduced

pore size. Good riddance!

CASE #5
The search
for the missing
eyebrow
The Crime: Eeek! I've

tweezed half my eyebrow off

and it isn't growing back. Is it

my fault?

The Culprit: Guilty as charged.

The most common reason for lack of

regrowth is incorrect tweezing or

waxing. According to Lorna Thomas,

M.D.. a Detroit-based dermatologist

and hair-loss expert, "Sometimes vig-

orous tweezing or waxing causes

damage to the hair follicles, render-

ing them unable to produce more

hairs." Unwanted brow hairs that

don't grow back may sound like a

blessing—but not for women who

overplucked their brows to a superthin

line when it was fashionable and

now want their natural, thicker brows

back, or for women (continued)
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(continued) who accidentally plucked

too many hairs and created an unnatu-

ral brow shape. Hair on the head grows

back because trimming and styling gen-

erally don f damage the follicles.

The Solution: To ensure safe

tweezing, Thomas recommends pulling

the hairs out one by one, firmly but

gently, in the direction of hair growth.

Avoid twisting the hairs. She also sug-

gests applying a drop of moisturizer

to the brow before tweezing to keep

the area moist and facilitate plucking.

If you prefer waxing, have brows

waxed safely and profes

sionally in a salon. Ac-

cording to Dorit

Baxter, of the

Dorit Baxter Day

Spa, in New
York City, "The

salon techni-

cian should

work slowly, sec-

tion by section, to

ensure that the right

amount of hair is re

moved. Talk to her before

the procedure so she knows exactly

what brow shape you want." For

about $10, you can keep the strays

away for five to six weeks.

edtin

The Crime: My hairdresser

found a thinning spot on the back

of my head—am I going bald?

The Culprit: It may be a case of

mistaken identity. Women normally

lose one hundred to one hundred fifty

hairs daily, and it's not at all notice-

able. On the other hand, when a

woman is experiencing abnormal hair

loss there are telltale signs: Hair will

be thinner all over, the part won't be

as tight, the individual hair fibers will

be skinnier and the overall texture will

change. "It's unusual for women to

18fi

have one bald spot like men do," says

dermatologist Arthur P. Bertolino,

M.D., Ph.D., of Ridgewood, New Jer-

sey. "If a woman does have a bald

spot, she may have alopecia areata,

a genetically based hair-loss disorder

that usually results in rapid hair loss."

The Solution: The fact of the

matter is, says Bertolino, if the alope-

cia areata isn't extensive, there are

three effective treatments that can be

performed by a dermatologist: corti-

costeroids injected into the bald spot

and applied topically; a combination

of topical anthralin (a tar

derivative) and topical

minoxidil (a drug

originally formulat-

ed to treat high

blood pressure

that's the active

ingredient in

the hair-growth

product Rogaine);

or irritating the

scalp with anthralin

alone. All evidence in-

dicates that these treat-

ments should lead to regrowth

within several months.

CASE #7
The baffle of

the bulge
The Crime: Desserts always go

straight to my hips!

The Culprit: Reckless eating.

"Women tend to store fat in their hips,

thighs and upper arms— v

but not usually in

their bellies like men

do," says Cindy y

Wachtler, nutri- ^
tionist at The Green-

house Spa, in Dallas. ^
"Desserts that contain f/

a lot of fat and sugar are

calorie-dense. The body converts these

calories into fat and stores it in the

problem areas."

The Solution: You don'tiave

to be Sherlock Holmes to knovtha.

a moderate approach to weigl los:

is best. "Your goal should be t' lose

a half pound to a pound per eek

Crash diets often cause unwitec

weight loss from the face and W
As a rule, women gain weighior

the bottom up, and lose it fro tr

top down." Wachtler's advice: iter

much of your daily calorie ifpla

from nonfat foods as possible, ^cf

daily fruits and vegetables. Limiyou

fat intake to 30 to 35 grams flc;

with less than 20 percent of youca

ly calories from fat. And you (on

need deductive reasoning to pc\

that exercise is essential: Ai I;

tluee to four 45-minute-long aeofci

workouts a week.

CASE #8
The great blush
escape
The Crime: I apply blush

carefully every morning; five

minutes later it's gone.

The Culprit: It's no myster

blush's staying power depends t >:

formulation," says Alan Pasteryic

president of product integri|rc

Revlon. "Powder blushers are theno:

popular because they feel lighre

the skin, but they fade fast. Wne

have traditionally shied awayroi

cream blushers—which lasltn

longest—because they're perceivJ c

heavy and oily."

The Solution: Don't take a c

der. "Powder-cream blushec

^ your best bet," says Paster, is

have the characteristics^

cream blush without bin;

heavy or greasy. The pigmit

coated with silicon; I

ecithin, moisturizenmc

prevent the blush c i

settling into linesjr

lead to a smoother, more even (jipl

cation." Case closed.



Dermatologists aren't the only
xpertswho recommend Dove.
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Virginia Warshaw, Jacksonville, Illinois

Laureen Burke, Spring Lake. New Jersey
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Lisa Stanley, Detroit. Michigan

Mary Jane Higgins. Worcester. Massachusetts

Dove. Recommended by dermatologists. And other experts.

iver Brothers Company



WOW! ONE LOOK

AT THE WINNERS OF

LHJ'S SECOND ANNUAL

DECORATING CONTEST

AND YOU'LL KNOW
WHY EACH OF THESE

MARVELOUS

MAKEOVERS WON A

$5,000 GRAND PRIZE.

BY LESLIE LAMPERT,

LIFESTYLE EDITOR

COME FOR DINNER
"As soon as we saw the LHJ

decorating contest last fall, we

were inspired to get right to work

on our own kitchen redo/' says

Deborah Cole, of Columbia, South

Carolina, who turned her dark,

outdated, inefficient kitchen space

into the elegant, functional and

welcoming family spot that won our

first prize this year. Deborah

juggled the project while caring for

her three children, Stephanie,

sixteen, Lauren, five, and Brent,

three. "I did all the decorating

myself," she says proudly. "I

coordinated the large floral

wallpaper with the plaid window

treatment and seat cushions, hired

a local painter to lighten up the

dark wood cabinets and joined the

two upper cabinets with a plate

rack to create the look of a custom

wall unit." Then she and her

husband, Jerry, a district manager

with Wal-Mart, designed their

favorite part of the kitchen—a work

island with a cooktop and enough

counter space for the family to

gather for informal eating. "Since

we love to entertain casually, the

island is also perfect for serving

buffet-style meals," says Deborah.

For a bold shot of color: hunter

green vinyl flooring and matching

laminate countertops. "Now the

kitchen is truly an extension of the

rest of the house," says Deborah,

"and entertaining is a pleasure."
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A ROOM Of THEIR OWN
"The minute I walked into this house,

I fell in love with the charming

window seats in the bedrooms,"

says Lori Heaton, of Cincinnati,

Ohio. But otherwise the interiors

were shabby. Nevertheless, she and
her husband, Michael, vice

president of Enterprise Vending,

Inc., purchased the forty-five-vear-old

Dutch colonial one year ago, with

big plans to renovate. Then, after

gutting the interiors and installing

new floors and a new kitchen, the

money earmarked for decorating

was almost gone. "So we had to be
190

extra creative," says Lori, who relied

on her top-notch sewing skills to

help turn the master bedroom into a

romantic retreat. "I made all the

window treatments, pillows and

window-seat cushions myself from

sheets I bought to match our

comforter," she says. "It was a lot

less expensive than buying fabric."

Then Lori painted the walls a deep

forest green. Even the kids,

Christopher, eight, Lizzy, six, and

Jenna, four, helped. Says Lori,

"Now our new bedroom is our

private haven."



LET THE SUNSHINE IN

"When Dennis and I stepped inside this house,

we knew it was the one for us," says Claire

DiMatteo, of Haddonfield, New Jersey. "We
loved the flow of rooms, the beautiful

backyard and the quiet neighborhood." So

even though the kitchen was disappointingly

the couple bought the Cape Cod-stylesmai

home with hopes of one day making that room

bigger. When it came time to expand the

space last summer, they had the bright idea to

add a sunroom right off the kitchen—creating

a light-filled family room that

would take advantage of

the glorious backyard views

while opening up the

cramped kitchen. "We
wanted a welcoming room,

a place for hanging out,

watching TV, sharing casual

meals and entertaining,"

says Claire, who designed

the project with Dennis, a

foreman at Sun Company,

Inc., an oil refinery in

Philadelphia. "We wanted

comfy furniture—the kind

you can really relax in—and

a light, airy feeling," says Claire. To build the

twenty-by-twenty-six-foot addition, they hired a

local contractor, the John Cahill Construction

Co. Since their eight-year-old daughter,

Stefanie, lover blue, the couple chose a fresh

blue-and-white palette: a bold-striped

upholstered sofa and coordinating floral-

patterned, oversize easy chairs. Underfoot: a

textured, natural-color Berber carpet. They

painted the walls a soft cream for a warm yet

elegant look. "We deliberately left the

windows bare to get the

maximum sunlight," says

Claire. "They're also a

decorative element." To

keep costs down, Dennis

did all the electrical work,

including installing the

ceiling fan. "Since we were

on a tight budget, we did

as much as we could

ourselves," says Claire.

Now all the DiMatteos

(including Dennis, Jr.,

eleven, and Olivia, three)

rate the sunroom the best

spot in the house.

/



THE PERFECT SETTING

Donna and Greg Parks, of St.

Charles, Illinois, have had a lot of

practice decorating new homes

—

this one is their sixth in fifteen

years. But it's the first contest

they've won for their efforts. "I

never dreamed I would actually win

first prize," says Donna, whose

homespun ideas turned what she

called "a very vanilla" space into

an elegant living room. Donna,

Greg, a regional manager for

DuPont, and their children, Kelly,

thirteen, Sarah, five, and Rachel,

two, love to read and listen to music,

so Donna wanted to create a room
,

that would inspire tranquillity. "First,

painted the walls a soft beige," says

Donna. "Then I bought inexpensive

panels of lace and sheer fabric

and—believe it or not—fastened

them with rubber bands to achieve c

pouf at both sides of the window."

With furnishings collected over the

years and family heirlooms, the

Parkses' new living room is indeed

the ideal place for getting lost in a

good novel.



Living room, below: photos,

Cheryl Pendleton; stylist,

Karen J. Reisler; flowers,

Lily of the Valley. Bathroom,

right: photos, Pamela
Barkentin-Blackburn;

stylist, Beverly McGuire. De-

tails, page 212.

BATHING IN BEAUTY

Years before Pamela West-

Birnbaum and her

husband, Roger, set eyes

on their 1920s colonial-

style house in Beverly Hills,

California, it was home to

Spencer Tracy and

Elizabeth Taylor in the

1 950 movie Father of the

Bride. So it's no

coincidence that Pamela,

an actress, Roger, a movie

producer, and Claire, their

seven-year-old daughter,

at home in this classic setting,

we moved in six years ago," says

Pamela, "we began fixing up the first

floor. Then, last summer, we tackled the

upstairs master bedroom and bath,

turning a tiny bathroom into a luxurious

spa " Since Pamela's dad, Lorand West,

f "Wher

is an architect in Los

Angeles, she asked him to

help her design the new

space that was inspired by

his idea for a giant circular

skylight; "Now I never

have to turn on the lights

during the day," she says.

Then Pamela went to work

picking out the perfect pale

peach for the walls ("a

great backdrop for putting

on makeup," she advises),

the limestone flooring and

the hunter green granite countertops. She

also designed the English-style cabinetry.

Both mirrors were purchased from

catalogs; the sconces and silver

accessories are heirlooms from Pamela's

grandmother. "I feel pampered right in

my own home," says Pamela.



LHJ ROOM
MAKEOVER CONTEST

Mors than $30,000 in cash and prizes
If you've recently renovated your entire home, or redesigned even just one room,

here's your chance to CASH in on your efforts. LADIES' HOME JOURNAL is

sponsoring its third annual ROOM MAKEOVER CONTEST, and you could

win money, prizes and the chance to be featured in our magazine

YOU CAN ENTER IN ANY ONE OF
FIVE CATEGORIES: •Living room/
Family room 'Kitchen 'Bathroom
•Bedroom *Any room redesigned
to make the most of natural sun-

light. You can enter in as many categories

as you want, but can win only one. Your en-

try packet will contain more information on

multiple entries. Final entries must be re-

ceived by February 28, 1995. See page 21 2

for official rules.

CASH AWARDS
5 Grand-prize winners
(one per room category): $5,000
5 Second-prize winners
(one per room category): $1,500

WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR
LHJ will judge your entry on the overall look,

how well the new room reflects your lifestyle,

and your use of products and appliances.

Any makeover project completed by Febru-

ary 28, 1 995, is eligible—no matter how big

or small. It's also eligible whether you did the

work or hired professional help.

WIN PRIZES

You may also win cash, products or product-

purchase refunds from co-sponsoring manu-

facturers whose merchandise you have

selected for use in your makeover. (Look for

details in your entry packet.) For example, if

you use products from a specific manufactur-

er, you may be eligible for additional awards.

HOW TO ENTER
1. Right now: Complete and mail the ap-

plication for entry, below, or a photocopy (or

3'/2"x5" card) by February 1, 1995. (We'll

send you the complete details and
entry materials along with our offi-

cial entry form.)

2. When the project is done: Send us

the final entry form. Get a head start now by

saving floor plans, photos of your rooms Be-

fore and After, and receipts that could make

your project a winner.

3. The winners: Winners will be select-

ed by a panel of LHJ judges. We will notify

all winners by mail and publish the top

winner in each category in our September

1995 issue.

j
CONTEST CO-SPONSORS

|

• ANDERSEN WINDOWS

I

'COLLAGE*

i

• KITCHENAID

|

• MERILLAT INDUSTRIES, INC.*

|

• TRUSTMARK CARPET

SELECTION SYSTEM*

\

-WHIRLPOOL*

' Look for additional awards by these co-sponsors

when you receive your complete entry packet.

These additional prizes are void in VT, MD, AZ.

LHJ ROOM MAKEOVER CONTEST
APPLICATION FOR ENTRY

Name

Address

City State Zip

Be sure to check the box(es) that best describes your project(s)

Living room/Family room Kitchen J Bathroom Bedroom

_) Any room redesigned to make the most of natural sunlight

Please do not send photos or project plan with this application for entry.

Send only one request for entry packet per family. (Allow six weeks for

delivery of final entry packet.)

Send $2 for

postage and

handling for the

entry pocket"

to:

Ladies' Home

Journal

Room Makeover

Contest

P.O. Box 8882

Flushing, NY

11377

'No fee requited

for residents of

VT, MD, AZ.
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TO ALL THOSE SEEKING A SLEEK, BUILT-IN s p

LOOK,WE SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING PROFILE. XrTaii the

convenience von expect from GE. A Quick Space-

shelf that tucks away for tall things. Slide-out

shelves w ith spillproof rims. Spacemaker door bins

that hold gallon containers. And removable

QuickServe™ storage dishes. All of which
should make the above Profile very

appealing.

To find out more, call the GE Answer
Center at 800.626.2000.

E t-In Stvle Refrigerator. On the face of it.

| dsome indeed. But its side view is even more
I ressive. Its SmartSpace exterior extends less

I l your counter, creating a smoother.

f e unified appearance while saving

p o six inches of floor space,

i nd. our built-in style refrigerator

d sn't sacrifice food storage features
a capacitv for sleek. spacesaving looks.

I he remarkably accommodating

Profile
We tying good things to life.



Hardly anything, with our delectable

cold cuts. We prepare fine lean

meats with lots of taste but only one gram

of tat or less in each slice.

"I forget.What am I

giving up again?"

Like our Honey Ham, Smoked Turkey

Breast, and even Bologna. Try all

our varieties of regular and deli-thin slices.

You may forget what you're giving up.

But you'll always know

you're getting great cold cut taste.

EAT wftn

you LlKI
Healthy Choice®



food Jon
BLUE RIBBON RECIPES

Main dishes and desserts that won top

honors at cook-offs around the country

BETTER THAN ROSIE'S
A challenge to Oprah's chef, Rosie Daley:

our own great-tasting low-fat recipes

HARVEST PIES

;Make the most of autumn's bumper crop with

delicious new recipes for pies and tarts

LATEST DISH
The news about salt, apple picking, c
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Advertisement

ENTER THE
BE-A-BETTER-COOK

CONTEST
WANT TO COOK
LIKE A PRO?
Anyone can, with the right ingredi-

ents, the right recipes and the right

instruction. Just send us your

favorite butter cooking tip (in 100

words or less) and you could win

all three!

GRAND PRIZE
A cooking course with a professional

chef in your area, a case of Real

butter and a copy of Ladies' Home
Journal 100 Great Chicken Recipes-tht

first in a super new cookbook series.

5 RUNNERS UP
will each receive five pounds of

Real butter and a copy of 100 Great

Chicken Recipes, filled with lots of

chicken dishes you can make even

tastier by using butter.

TO ENTER
send in your tip, along with a

proof-of-purchase from any Real

butter product, and your name and

address to: LHJ/Be-A-Better-Cook

Contest, 100 Park Ave., New York,

NY 10017. Entries must be re-

ceived no later than 10/31/94.

RULES Print or type your name, address and your favorite

butter cooking tip (in 1 00 words or less) with a proot-of-purchase

(residents of AZ. VT, MD need not send POP) from any Real

butter product and mail to: LHJ/Be-A-Better-Cook Contest, 100

Park Ave ,
NY, NY 10017 You may enter as many times as

you wish, but each entry must be submitted separately. Entries

must be received by 10/31 94 No responsibility is assumed for

lost, late or misdirected entries. Contest open to residents of

the U S A who are 21 years of age or older, except employees

of Meredith Corp., National Dairy Board, its agents, affiliates,

subsidiaries and families The winners will be selected on or

about 12/10/94 Winner- will be notified by mail and prize

delivered on or about 2 15/95. Entries must be original and not

previously published All entries and materials submitted

become the property of Meredith Corp and will not be returned

or acknowledged. Entries will be judged on content, clarity of

expression, creativity, originality etc Judging will be conducted

by a panel of judges selected by Ladies Home Journal. The

decisions of the |udges are final (1) Grand Prize: Approximate

retail value of grand prize $500. Cooking course to be selected

by LHJ (5) Runners up' Approximate retail value of prize

$20.00 Prizes are not exchangeable or transferable Winners

will be required to sign an Affidavit of Eligibility and Release of

Liability within 10 days of notification Subiect to all 'scleral,

state and local laws and regulations Void where prohibited.

Applicable taxes are the sole responsibility of the winners For

a list of prize winners (available after 1/15/95) send a separate,

self-addressed, stamped envelope to LHJ Be-a-Better-Cook

Winners' List, 100 Park Ave., NY. NY 10017.

NOTHING BRINGS OUT THE TASTE LIKE

BUTTER
America s Dairv Farmers @ National Dairv Board 1994

Blue ribbon recipes

continued

Easy © Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

5$S Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

SENSATIONAL SPINACH-AND-
ZUCCHINI PIE

Jill Baker, Best of Show, Pie Contest,

1993 State Fair of Texas

Indulgent but worth it Texans like to do
things their own way, even judging pies.

The best pie of the year: a savory entree

filled with sausage, greens and three

kinds of cheese.

Prep time: 35 minutes plus cooling ©
Baking time: 50 to 60 minutes

Pastry

2
z
/i cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon salt

1 cup vegetable shortening

7 to 8 tablespoons ice water

1 pound bulk sweet Italian sausage

2 tablespoons butter or margarine

3 cups coarsely chopped zucchini

2 teaspoons Knorr Aromat seasoning

or 1 teaspoon seasoned salt

1 package (10 oz.) frozen chopped
spinach, thawed, squeezed dry

1 container (15 oz.) ricotta cheese

1 container (8 oz.) soft cream cheese

with herbs and garlic

1 cup shredded mozzarella cheese

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

1 tablespoon hot pepper sauce

1 large egg, beaten with 1 tablespoon

water

1 . Make pastry: Combine flour and salt in

bowl. With pastry blender, cut in shorten-

ing until mixture resembles coarse
crumbs. Sprinkle on water 1 tablespoon

at a time, tossing with fork until mixture

holds together. Shape into 2 balls, one

slightly larger than the other; flatten.

Wrap and refrigerate until ready to use.

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Brown sausage

in skillet over medium heat. Drain.

3. Meanwhile, melt butter in another skil-

let over high heat. Add zucchini, sprinkle

with seasoning and cook just until tender.

4. Combine sausage, spinach, ricotta,

cream cheese, mozzarella, eggs and pep-

per sauce in large bowl. Stir in zucchini.

5. On lightly floured surface, roll larger

pastry to 12-inch circle. Fit into 10-inch

pie plate. Spoon in filling. Roll remaining

pastry to 1 1 -inch circle; make decorative

cutouts for vents. Brush rim of pie with

egg glaze and place pastry circle on top.

Flute edges. Brush top with egg glaze.

6. Bake 15 minutes. Reduce oven tem-

perature to 375°F. and bake 35 to 45

minutes more, until golden. Cool on wire

rack 30 minutes. Serve warm or at room

temperature. Makes 10 servings.
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Per serving Daily goal

Calories 660 2.000 (F). 2.500

Total fat 49 g 60 g or less (F): 7

Saturated fat 16g 20 g or less (F); 2
Cholestero: 153 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 940 mg 2.400 mg or less

CarbonyrJrates 32 g 250 g or more

Protein 24 g 55 g to 90 g

FUDGY BONBONS
Mary Anne Tyndall. Grand Prize hne
36th Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest

Is it a candy? A cookie? Or the chote
lover's ultimate dream? This prizeinnt

is all three: a candy kiss surrountd b

chocolate dough.

Prep time: 30 minutes

Baking time: 6 to 8 minutes per batch

1 package (12 oz.) semisweet

chocolate chips

'A cup butter or margarine
1 can (14 oz.) sweetened c undent

milk

2 cups all-purpose flour

V: cup finely chopped nuts I optic.

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

60 milk chocolate candy kisses o

> white-and-chocolate-stripei

candy kisses, unwrapped
2 ounces white chocolate

1 teaspoon vegetable shortening!^

1. Preheat oven to 350°F.

2. Melt chocolate chips and bd

saucepan over low heat. Removifro1

heat and stir in condensed milk.ttjr

flour, nuts and vanilla until combine.

3. Cover each candy kiss complete v/r

1 level tablespoon dough. Place cpkit

1 inch apart on ungreased cookie jeer

4. Bake 6 to 8 minutes. (Cookies 'II ai

pear soft and shiny.) Cool wire ra<£s

over wax paper.

5. Melt white chocolate and shorjnin

stirring, in saucepan over low heaC i

zle over cookies. Cool. Makes 5 defer.

Per cookie without nuts

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

100

5g
3g

5 mg
21 mg
14 g

Daily goal

2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)|

60 g or less(F); 70 f

20 g or less (F); 23 g|
300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

PUPPY'S BREATH CHIL

Cathy Wilkey, First Place mm
1993 World's Championship Chili OOfo

Don't let the cuddly name fool yoj-ti

chili packs a powerful flavor fronjaV

chiles and chili powder.

Prep time: 30 minutes

Cooking time: VA to 2'A hours

3 dried California chiles*

1 dried New Mexico chile*

2 teaspoons vegetable oil

3 pounds beef sirloin tip, cut intj.i.

1-inch cubes or coarsely gr|u>

Vn cup chopped onions

2 teaspoons minced garlic

5 to 6 tablespoons California chi a

powder* (conm



i E YOUNG CHEFS NUMBER SIX IN A SERIES.

3utter Makes Almost Every Food Taste Better"

Chef David Burke, Park Avenue Cafe, NYC

"That's what makes it so wonderful.

Butter can turn boiled carrots into

delicious glazed carrots. Here's how I do it.

I boil and drain fresh carrots, saute them with

a little of the cooking water, then stir in a few

pats of butter. They taste great. Try it yourself

at home. It's easy.

If you love preparing delicious food,

remember this tip: a little butter adds a lot

of flavor.

"

NOTHING BRINGS OUT THE TASTE LIKEBUTTER
America's Dairy Farmers © National Dairy Board 1994



Blue ribbon recipes

continued

3 tablespoons Gephardt or other chili

powder*
1 tablespoon New Mexico mild chili

powder*
3 tablespoons cumin
1 can (8 oz.) tomato sauce

2 cans (14
1 oz. each) beef broth

1 can (14V; oz.) chicken broth

1 teaspoon packed brown sugar

1 teaspoon hot pepper sauce

Juice of 1 lime

Sour cream, cilantro, and lime wedges

1. Combine chiles with boiling water to

cover in medium bowl; let stand 30 min-

utes. Drain, reserving V? cup liquid.

Discard stems and seeds. Puree chiles

in blender with reserved liquid.

2. Meanwhile, heat oil in large Dutch

oven. Add beef in batches; brown, stir-

ring occasionally, over medium-high heat

30 minutes. Transfer to bowl.

3. Add onions to Dutch oven and cook 5

minutes. Stir in garlic, chili powders and

cumin; cook, stirring, 1 minute. Stir in

tomato sauce and chile puree, then the

broths. Bring to boil, reduce heat and
simmer uncovered, stirring occasionally, 1

hour for ground beef, 2 hours if cubed,

until very tender. Stir in brown sugar, pep-

per sauce and lime juice. Serve with sour

cream, cilantro and lime. Makes 7 cups.

•Dried chiles and chili powder are available at some supermar-

kets and by mail from Mo Hotta-Mo Betta. 800462-3220.

PROBLEM.

"My three kids say

their lunches

are boring, boring,

boring."

Per cup
Calones

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholestero

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

530

35 g

12g
130 mg

1,249 mg
15g

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)|

60 g or less (F):70gl

20 g or less (F);23g|

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

O Hiiisrwe Fa>m 1994

APRICOT TEA RING
Elaine Janas. Blue Ribbon Winner]

Minnesota State Fair

Elaine Janas has been winning ble r

bons at the State Fair for thirty yea. I

latest triumph: a luscious yeast.re

filled with dried apricots and fl;|or

with the bite of lemon peel.

Prep time: 35 minutes plus rising

Baking time: 25 to 30 minutes ^
2 packages active dry yeast

V; cup warm water (110°F.-115°li

V; cup warm milk (110°F.-115°f]

V3 cup sugar
'/3 cup vegetable shortening

1 teaspoon salt

About 3 V; cups all-purpose Hour

1 large egg

1 teaspoon grated lemon peel
1

- teaspoon mace

Filling

1 cup dried apricots

1 Vi cups water
V» cup sugar

1 tablespoon fresh lemon juic*

1 teaspoon grated lemon peel I

V-i teaspoon cinnamon
Vs teaspoon salt

Glaze
1 cup confectioners' sugar

1 tablespoon milk

V; teaspoon butter or margari;

teaspoon vanilla extract

1. Dissolve yeast in warm water icu

Combine milk, sugar, shortening a1 si

in bowl; cool to lukewarm. Whisk ii/ea

mixture and 1 cup flour until srpot

Whisk in egg. lemon peel and It

Gradually add 2 to 2 1

/4 cups flot I
dough pulls away from sides of be.

2. On lightly floured surface. ie;

dough until smooth and elastic, w
remaining flour as needed, 5 incite

Transfer to greased bowl, turntg

grease top. Cover and let rise inVar

place until doubled in bulk. 1 hour.

3. Prepare filling: Meanwhile, heat aricc

and water to boiling in saucepan, fidui

heat, cover and simmer until very indi

15 minutes. Drain. Puree in food press:

or blender. Return to pan and stir inlucji

juice, peel, cinnamon and salt. Coci si

ring, over low heat 5 minutes. Cool.

4. Punch dough down. Cover and

15 minutes. Grease cookie sheet.
'

5. On lightly floured surface, roll deg

22x7-inch rectangle. Spread filling*

on top, leaving 1-inch border on alii

Roll dough jelly-roll fashion fror'lor

side; pinch edges to seal. Transfesea
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jown to prepared cookie sheet.

; into a ring; pinch ends together,

icissors, make cuts about one third

way toward center at 1 -inch inter-

iround outer edge. Cover and let

itil doubled, 30 to 45 minutes,

heat oven to 350°F. Bake 25 to 30

»s, until golden. Cool.

oare glaze: Combine all ingredients

all bowl until smooth. Drizzle over

tea ring. Makes 16 servings.

a Daily goal

230 2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)

5 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

a t 2 g 20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or less (M)

15 mg 300 mg or less

169 mg 2.400 mg or less

ites 42 g 250 g or more

4 g 55 g to 90 g

i tONTO SPICY BEEF WITH
BLACK BEAN SALSA

Harber, Best of Beef Winner, Na-

3eef Cook-Off

t recipe of the month The judges

ated the twentieth anniversary of

Dok-Off by selecting this chile-

d grilled steak and black bean-

) salsa.

i tie: 15 minutes plus standing

ij ? time: 24 to 36 minutes O
e < ning Mix

blespoon chili powder
aspoon salt

aspoon cumin
;aspoon ground red pepper

t: tri-tip roast or top sirloin steak,

'/: inches thick (V/a lb.),

•immed
|r ro sprigs, for garnish

/< I Bean Salsa

: n (15 oz.) black beans, drained

edium tomato, chopped
up finely chopped red onion

,
blespoons chopped fresh cilantro

|l
!

: >are grill.

ji!': >are seasoning mix: Combine all in-

fcji its in cup; reserve 2 teaspoons,

[i ss remaining seasoning all over

B" 3rill over medium coals 12 to 18

irf ss per side for medium-rare. Let

f:
10 minutes, then slice beef thin

m the grain. Arrange on platter with

i ind cilantro. Makes 6 servings.

.

' oare salsa: Meanwhile, combine
edients with seasoning in bowl.

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F) : 70 g or less (M!

20gor less (F)
; 23 g or less (Wl)

300 mg or less

2,400 mgor less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

290
14 g

6g
80 mg
569 mg

10 g
28 g

< IBBEAN CHICKEN DRUMS
arie Berger, First Prize Winner, 40th

il Chicken Cooking Contest

:ould possibly be new about chick-

ow about this winning combina-
lavorful, quick-cooking drumsticks

203

and an island-inspired banana chutney?

Prep time: 7 minutes

Cooking time: 4 7 minutes O
2 tablespoons vegetable oil

8 chicken drumsticks (2 lb.)

1 can (14 oz.) tomatoes, chopped
1 can (4 oz.) diced green chiles

1 tablespoon packed brown sugar
'A teaspoon allspice
x

/a cup mango chutney, chopped
'/4 cup raisins

1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

1 large banana, sliced

1 ripe mango, sliced

1. Heat oil in large skillet over medium
heat. Add chicken and cook, turning
occasionally, until browned, 10 minutes.

2. Stir in tomatoes with their liquid,

green chiles, brown sugar and allspice.

Bring to boil; reduce heat, cover and
simmer 20 minutes. Stir in chutney,

raisins and lemon juice; cook covered
15 minutes.

3. Transfer chicken to platter. Skim fat

from sauce in pan; stir in banana and heat

through. Spoon some sauce over chicken

and garnish with mango. Pass remaining

sauce. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 485 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

21 S 60gor less(F). 70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat 5g 20gor less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cnoiesterol 123 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 644 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 46 g 250 g or more

Protein 31 g 55 g to 90 g

(continued)

NO
PROBLEM.

Hillshire Farm can give your kids over

17 delicious reasons to be excited about lunch.

No one else even comes close.

Try our Brown Sugar Baked Ham, or our special Honey

Roasted Turkey Breast, or even

our great Pastrami.

LINE AVERAGE BASED
ON 2 oi SERVING FAT |G)

HILLSHIRE FARM 2

'HEALTHY' BRANDS' 2

LEADING BRAND' 1

Unlike some other lunch meats, we take

the time to slow roast our meats in their

own natural juices.

Taste the difference when it comes from.

"BASED ON MANUFACTURER SUPPLIED DATA FOR REGULAR AND LIGHT PRODUCTS

HILLSHIRE FARM



Don't Know
deans About
Brown Rice?

t Try This*

RICE WITH BLACK BEANS
20 MINUTES

1 tablespoon oil

1 medium onion, chopped

2 cloves girlie, minced

1 can ( 14 : oz. ) stew ed tomatoes

1 can (15 oz.) Mack beans,

rinsed, drained

-A cup water

'/: teaspoon dried oreyano leaves

Vh cups MINUTE* Instant

Brown Rice, uncooked

teat oil in lar

skillet on medium-high

^ heat. Add onion and garlic;

^ K ik and stir until tender bur not

> browned. Stir in tomatoes, beans,

water and oregano. Bring to boil.

Stir in rice. Return to boil. Reduce

heat to low; cover and simmer 5

mins. Remove from heat. Let stand

5 mins. Stir. Makes 4 servings.

Nutntjon Information per Serving 250 calories 5q tat Omg cholesterol

"OOrng sodium 49g carbonylrate 6g dietiry liber lOg protein

Blue ribbon recipes

continued J!i \' •

PEPPER RELISH

Louise H. Waterman, First Prize Winner.

Vegetable Relish, 1993 New York State Fair

Preserving is a fine old state-fair tradition,

and as Louise Waterman's unusual pear-

and-pepper relish proves, it's also an art.

Prep nine: 65 minutes plus standing v O
Cooking lime: 65 minutes

5 pounds firm, ripe pears, peeled,

cored and chopped fine (10 cups)

3 cups finely chopped red peppers

3 cups finely chopped green peppers

2 cups finely chopped onions

'A cup Kosher or canning salt

l
1

/: cups cider vinegar

1 '/> cups sugar

1 teaspoon mustard seeds

1 teaspoon celery seeds

1. Toss pears, peppers and onions with

salt in large bowl; let stand 3 hours.

2. Meanwhile, combine vinegar, sugar,

mustard seeds and celery seeds in large

Dutch oven. Bring to boil, reduce heat

and simmer 30 minutes.

3. Rinse pear mixture under cole

Add to syrup. Bring to boil, redudHfJ
and simmer 15 minutes.

4. Meanwhile, place ten clean '/;|fl|

five 1 -pint canning jars in enougtjJtt
to cover by 2 inches in canning k^H
large stockpot fitted with canning jask-a?

or rack on bottom. Bring to boil; dijfl|

5. Spoon boiling relish into hot jara jj

inch from top. Tightly screw on clAH
and bands. Transfer to canningHtlJl

adding boiling water to cover topsfeiaa

by 2 inches. Boil gently 20 mSH
adding more boiling water if necesir

6. With jar lifter or tongs. transferbst' 1

tray or board lined with kitchen pen
allowing space between jars. (M#
draft-free place 12 to 24 hours, heo

seals of jars: Lids should be slightka
(

cave in center; if not, push downfeitta

(if it does not stay down, store in rapM
ator). Store in cool, dry. dark placjjn

1 year. Makes ten '/2-pints.

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calor e ? 15 2.000(F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 0g 60gor less(F); 70 g
Saturated fat 0g 20 g or less (F); 23 g
Cholesterol mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 111 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 4 g 250 g or more

Protein 0g 55 g to 90 g

CONTEST CALENDAR

r

Here are the vital statistics on the contests in this story. If it's too late to

this year's competition, take heart: All of the events are annual or bienni |
there's still time to perfect your recipe before the next entry deadline.

THE NATIONALS
World's Championship Chili Cookoff September 30-October 2, 1994, in

Nevada. Finalists are winners of state and regional events, sponsored blTi

International Chili Society (ICS), which holds 300 cooking events a yeaf
more information, contact ICS, P.O. Box 2966, Newport Beach, CA 926o.

National Chicken Cooking Contest April 27-30, 1995, in Atlanta; entries mjfci!

received by October 15, 1994. The Chicken Cook is held every two yea i

der the sponsorship of the National Broiler Council. A finalist is selected tc»

pete from each state and the District of Columbia. For more information, cite

National Broiler Council, P.O. Box 5806, Columbia, SC 29250.
National Beef Cook-Off September 22-23, 1995, in Little Rock, Arkansas.!

deadline for this Cook-Off is already past, to allow time for selection comrr|

to choose finalists from each state; the best fifteen recipes will compete

Rock. (The next Cook-Off will be in 1997.) For more information, conta

National Beef Cook-Off, 444 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 6061
Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest February 24-27, 1996, in Dallas; entry deadle

October 1995. Held every two years, this is the premier baking and col
contest in the country, where now-classic desserts (such as the Tunnel of fa

Cake) started as prizewinners. For more information, contact The Pillsbury

pany, 200 S. 6th Street, M.S. 27A1
,
Minneapolis, MN 55402.

STATE FAIRS

Minnesota State Fair August 25-September 5, 1994, in St. Paul. This annual

began in 1855 (three years before Minnesota became a state!). To enter cb

the 1 84 cooking contests, you must be a state resident. For more information

tact Minnesota State Fair, 1 265 Snelling Avenue, N., St. Paul, MN 55 1 08. I

New York State Fair August 25-September 5, 1994, in Syracuse. Held fi

1 841 , the annual state fair in Syracuse is one of the oldest and largest fcSi

the nation. For more information, contact Art and Home Center, New I

State Fair at the State Fairgrounds, Syracuse, NY 13209.

State Fair of Texas September 30-October 23, 1994. For Lone Star cookl

State Fair of Texas has been an annual blue-ribbon event for 107 year

more information, contact State Fair of Texas, Creative Arts Department,

Box 15009, Dallas, TX 75315.
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MINUTE
RICE-IPES*

f C 1994 KRAFT GENERAL FOODS. INC RECIPES



MINUTE
ORIGINAL INSTANT RICE*

MINUTE RlCE-Il'ES* ARE EASY. DELICIOUS RECIPES
YOU CAN MAKE IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS.

CHEESEBURGER RICE

1 pound ground beef

1 medium onion, chopped

2 cups water

%cup catsup
t

2 tablespoons prepared mustard

V2 teaspoon salt

Vs teaspoon pepper

2 cups MINUTE® Original Rice,

..uncooked

y>4 ounces KRAFT® Natural Cheddar

Oneese, sliced

White Rice

20 MINUTES

BROWN meat and onion in large

skillet on medium-high heat,

drain.

STIR in water, catsup, mustard,

salt and pepper. Bring to boil.

STIR in rice; cover. Remove from

heat. Let stand 5 minutes. Fluff

with fork. Top with cheese; cover.

Let stand 3 minutes or until

cheese melts. Makes 4 servings.

v I

GREAT MEALS FOR THE TIME YOU HAVE

R I C E'l P E
kraft nPNPRAi Frmns INT.

s
RECIPES





/
baked pie. Curl up with a mug of cider and a slice of heaven. By Lisa Brainerd

Left: Four-Fruit Pie

(sliced apples, pears,

plums and grapes in a

decorative double crust).

Above: Pear Anise Pie

boasts two kinds of pears

plus aniseed in a delicate

lemon crust



Our perfect pies and tempting tarts star fresh-from-the-orchard appis,

PLUMS, PEARS AND MORE—THEY MAY JUST BECOME YOUR NEW FAMILY FAVORBi

Fig and Pear Tart,

served with a
topping of sweet

mascarpone

O Easy 9 Challenging T Lew-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-cane

jjfe Can be frozen up to 1. 3. 6 or 9 month

FIG AND PEAR TART

An exceptionally rich, flaky pastry rkkK

a wonderful base for any kind of fk-

ours is filled with an unusual combiwor

of fresh pears and figs.

Prep time: 30 minutes plus elrilling 1

Baking lime: 25 w 35 minutes

Pastry

V: cup cold butter, cut up

1 cup all-purpose flour

V* cup sour cream
4tablespoons sugar, divided

2 Bosc pears, unpeeled, cut into

16 wedges each

4 figs (5-6 oz.), quartered

2 tablespoons sugar

V: cup mascarpone cheese

1 tablespoon honey

1. Make pastry: Cut butter into fill

medium bowl until mixture reserl

coarse crumbs. Stir in sour cream. hi

just to form ball; flatten into 5-inch sol

Wrap and refrigerate at least 2 hours!

2. On lightly floured surface, roll paJ
12x8-inch rectangle. Sprinkle evenlj

2 tablespoons sugar. Fold pastr

thirds, letter-style. Wrap and refri

30 minutes.

3. Place pastry on lightly floured s

with an open end facing you; roll to
1

'

long strip. Sprinkle evenly with 2

spoons sugar and fold up again, letterity

Wrap and refrigerate 30 minutes more l

4. Roll pastry to 13-inch square. Tr;ls

to large ungreased cookie sheet.

V

sharp knife, trim to 13-inch circle.

erate or freeze 10 minutes.

5. Preheat oven to 375°F. Arrange

overlapping, with rounded side at

edge of pastry circle. Layer figs in sil

circle in center. Sprinkle with sugar.l

25 to 35 minutes, until pastry is gk

and fruit is tender. Slide long, flexiblep

al spatula under pastry to loosen. C<

pan on wire rack.

6. To serve, combine mascarpon

honey. Add a dollop to each sei

Makes 8 servings.

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

320
20 g

8g
54 mg
130 mg

34 g

3g

Daily goal

2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

60 g or less (F)
;
70 g or

20 g or less (F); 23 g or

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

(conti



Finally, a scrumptious
homemade brownie that's easy

Guaranteed.

4 squares BAKER'S*
Unsweetened Chocolate

3/4 cup (1 1/2 sticks)

margarine or butter

2 cups sugar

3 eggs

1 teaspoon vanilla

1 cup flour

1 1/2 cups chopped
DIAMOND* Walnuts

Makes 24 fudg\ brownies.

Heat oven to 350°F (325°F for glass baking dish).

Microw ave chocolate and margarine in large microwavable

bowl on High 2 minutes or until margarine is melted.

Stir unr/7 chocolate is completely melted.

Stir sugar into chocolate until well blended. Mix in eggs

and vanilla. Stir in flour and walnuts until well blended.

Spread in greased 13 x 9-inch baking pan.

Bake 30 to 35 minutes or until toothpick inserted in center

comes out with fudgy crumbs. Do Not Overbake

Cool in pan. Cut into squares.

7b obtain high-quality results,

be sure to use only Baker's9 and Diamond9 products.

.O)IAM0NK&
KMoBBMnaiwani

Shelled Walnuts »

E BOWL™" SATISFACTION GUARANTEE If vou're nor satisfied with One Bowl"
1

Brownies we will refund rhe price of your ingredients (up to S3. 50). Just send register receipt and UPC symbols froi

Baker's Chocolate and Diamond Walnuts, and vourname. address and :ip aide to One Bow l. P.O. Box 24234. Kankakee. IL 60902-4234. Otter expires June 30. 1994. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for refund.

©1994 Kraft General Foods. Inc. Baker's and One Bow l are trademarks or Ktatt General Fviods. Inc ©1994 Diamond Walnut Growers, Inc.



MOLASSES-SPICE APPLE PIE

Harvest pies MAPLE-BUTTERNUT TART WITH
wed GLAZED PECANS

pictured on page 197

This fall tart is an elegant alternative to

the usual pumpkin pie. Either fresh or

frozen squash can be used, but real

maple syrup makes all the difference.

Prep tunc: 30 animus plus chilling © ©
Raking rime: 45 to 53 minutes

Pastry

1 cup all-purpose flour

3 tablespoons granulated sugar

Pinch salt

6 tablespoons cold butter, cut up
(no substitutions)

1 large egg yolk

1 tablespoon water

l'/4 pounds butternut squash, peeled

and diced in V:-inch pieces, or

1 package (10 oz.) frozen winter

squash puree, thawed

2 teaspoons butter, melted

'A cup plus 2 tablespoons pure maple
syrup

16 pecan halves

1 large egg white, lightly beaten

V» cup heavy or whipping cream
2 tablespoons granulated sugar

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

Vs teaspoon nutmeg

Maple Whipped Cream
Vi cup heavy or whipping cream
2 tablespoons pure maple syrup

1 . Make pastry: Pulse flour, sugar and salt

in food processor to combine. Add butter

and process until mixture resembles fine

crumbs. Combine egg yolk and water in

cup and add through feed tube with ma-

chine on; process just until mixture holds

together. Shape dough into ball; flatten

into disk. Wrap and refrigerate 30 minutes.

2. Between 2 sheets of lightly floured

wax paper, roll pastry to 11 -inch circle.

Fit into 9 1

/2-inch tart pan with removable

bottom. Fold and press overhang in

against sides. Freeze until ready to use.

3. Meanwhile, preheat oven to 375°F.

Bake squash in covered baking dish until

very tender, 30 minutes, or microwave in

shallow 2-quart microwaveproof dish 15

minutes. Press through a sieve into medi-

um bowl. Makes 1 Va cups.

4. Combine butter, 2 tablespoons maple

syrup and the pecans in pie plate. Bake

10 minutes. Cool in pan on wire rack,

turning nuts occasionally to coat.

5. Line pastry with foil and fill with dried

beans. Bake 10 minutes. Remove foil and

beans. Brush inside of pastry with egg

white and bake 5 to 8 minutes more, until

golden. Cool on wire rack.

6. Reduce oven temperature to 350 C
F.

Whisk V3 cup maple syrup and the cream,

sugar, eggs and nutmeg into squash.
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An amazing array of apples are available

now. but for this pie, a sweet variety

works best. Molasses and spices—brown

sugar, cinnamon and ginger—complement

the fruit with a hint of gingerbread flavor.

Prep time: 25 minutes plus chilling ©
Baking time: 75 minutes

Pastry

2 cups all-purpose flour

V: teaspoon salt

V: cup cold butter, cut up
'A cup vegetable shortening

4 to 6 tablespoons ice water

2
/3 cup firmly packed brown sugar

2 tablespoons flour

V: teaspoon cinnamon
1

4 teaspoon ginger

8 cups Golden Delicious apples,

peeled and sliced (3
1

/: lb.)

1
/a cup light molasses

1 tablespoon butter, cut up

1 . Make pastry: Combine flour and salt in

large bowl. With pastry blender or 2

knives, cut in butter and shortening until

mixture resembles fine crumbs. Add wa-

ter 1 tablespoon at a time, tossing with

fork just until mixture begins to hold to-

gether. Shape into 2 balls, one slightly

larger than the other. Flatten into disks.

Wrap and refrigerate 30 minutes.

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Combine sug-

ar, flour, cinnamon and ginger in large

bowl. Add apples and toss to coat. Add
molasses and toss again.

3. On floured surface, roll larger pastry disk

to 12-inch circle. Fit into 9-inch pie pan.

Spoon in apple mixture and dot with butter.

Roll smaller pastry disk to 9-inch circle. Fit

over fruit and flute edges. Cut vents.

4. Bake pie on cookie sheet 15 minutes.

Reduce oven heat to 375T. and bake 60

minutes more or until filling is bubbly in

center. (If pastry browns too quickly, cov-

er loosely with foil.) Cool on wire rack 1

hour. Makes 8 servings.

Place tart pan on cookie sheet oraver

rack: carefully pour squash mixtui

pastry. Bake 20 minutes. Removi

oven and arrange glazed pecans

edge. Return to oven and bake 10H
minutes more, until just set. Cooliom-

pletely on wire rack. Serve with ,ap)i

Whipped Cream. Makes 8 servings!

7. Make Maple Whipped Creamfa
cream to stiff peaks. Beat in maplew
Per serving with whipped cream Daily goal maple

Calories ' 405 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Tota I fat 24 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g
Saturated fat 14 g 20gor less (F); 23go^|
Cholesterol 146 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 154 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 44 g 250 g or more

Protein 5 g 55 g to 90 g

PEAR ANISE PIE

Test-kitchen favorite The key to

feet pear pie is using two kinds

pears for a range of flavors and juid

If you can get them, try fragrant Cd

A hint of anise adds a unique touch((

Prep time: 30 minutes plus chilling

Boeing lime: 65 to 75 minutes

Pastry

2 cups all-purpose flour

Va cup confectioners' sugar
x
/i teaspoon salt

V: cup cold butter, cut up (no

substitutions)

Va cup vegetable shortening

3 tablespoons fresh lemon juio'

1 to 3 tablespoons ice water

V: cup plus 1 tablespoon granula

sugar

V4 cup all-purpose flour

V4 teaspoon grated lemon peel,

divided

Va teaspoon crushed aniseed

8 cups assorted peeled, ripe pearjeis

into 8 wedges each

1 large egg white, lightly beaten

1 tablespoon butter, cut up

>,

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 450 2 000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 20 g 60gor less (F); 70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat 10 g 20gor less (F). 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 35 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 280 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 67 g 250 g or more

Protein 4g 55 g to 90 g

1 . Make pastry: Combine flour, confd

er's sugar and salt in large bowl. Witjj

try blender or 2 knives, cut in butti

shortening until mixture resemble**

crumbs. Add lemon juice 1 tablesp#n

.

a time, then water if necessary, topi

with fork. Knead just until pastry hoP"
gether. Shape pastry into 2 ballgffi

slightly larger than the other. FlattaW

disks. Wrap and refrigerate 30 minutB*

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Combinem
granulated sugar, the flour, Vi teaS
lemon peel and the aniseed in large!*

Add pears and toss to combine.

3. On lightly floured surface, roll HP

pastry disk to 12-inch circle. Fit if
'-•

inch pie pan and flute edges. Free? 1

minutes. Line pastry with foil and fijfln

dried beans. Bake 10 minutes. ReB
foil and beans. Brush with some lift

egg white and bake 5 minutes morel*

4. Spoon pear (continued on pag<2'>
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IT'S 5:00.

3me to pull another rabbit out of the hat.

GET THE BISQUICK.

NEW QUICK CHEESEBURGER BAKE
PREP TIME: 12 MIN • BAKE TIME JO MIN

l lb ground bee(

'A cup chopped onion

1 can (10 /' oz)

condensed Cheddar
cheese soup

1 cup frozen mixed
vegetables, if desired

ft cup milk

2 cups Bisquick

'

Original or Reduced Fat

boking mix

Vt cup water

1 cup shredded Cheddar
cheese

M H M M H M
JJe«f oven to 400 Generously grease 13x9x2"

baking dish Cook beef and onion in 10" skillet

until beef is brown, drain. Stir in soup, vegetables

and miik Stir boking mix and water in boking

dish until moistened; spread evenly Spread beef

mixture over barter, sprinkle with cheese hulit

30 min 8 to 10 servings. High Altitude: No changes

* # * * * rj*

* * *
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JOURNAL SHOPPING CENTER

THE CLUTTER COP Pages 118-130 Master
bedroom: greeting card box, letter-size file box,

bill/check file box, storage boxes, Lillian

Vernon, 800-285-5555; three-bar hook, belt

hanger, step stool, Bed Bath & Beyond, 516-

424-1070; shoe box, 5-quart and 17-quart

storage containers, maxi basket, laundry

hamper, stacking laundry basket, wastebasket,

hangers, Tucker Housewares. Master bureau:

5-, 9- and 36-section jewelry stacker, Lillian

Vernon. Front hall closet: deluxe belt/scarf

holder, Bed Bath & Beyond; hat boxes, Hold

Everything, 800-421-2264; full storagemate

crate, hangers, Tucker Housewares; shoebag,

Lillian Vernon. Linen closet: plaid dishtowels,

Lillian Vernon. Child's closet: necktie holder,

organizer boxes, three-drawer stacker, blue

hangers, Lillian Vernon; serve-and-store food

containers, Tucker Housewares. To order

Stephanie Schur's video, How To Organize Your

Home, call 800-383-8811, ext. 128.

1994 ROOM MAKEOVER WINNERS Pages 188-193

Kitchen: pasta set, colander, whisk, bread knife,

wood utensils, cookbooks, daisy platter, Krups

coffeemaker, The Devine Interior, 803-765-

0272; rug, Karastan. 800-234-1120; "Pears"

painting, sculpture, Portfolio Art Gallery, 803-

256-2434; apple plate, plate stand, clay pot

jug, urn planter, All's Alley, Antiques and
Interiors, 803-799-2516; cutting board,

Cornucopia dinner and salad plates, raspberry

dinner plates, green dinner plates, salad bowls,

throw, house canisters, wood salad bowl, platter,

napkins, gold planter, Dansk International

Design, 914-666-2121; floral and plaid chair

pillows, Southern Exposures, 803-771-4579;

grape-and-leaf-handled planter, Blossom Shop,

803-799-3730; majolica salad plates, floral

plant stand, Expressions, 203-629-9100;
mustard ceramic fruit bowl, Gourmet Shop, 803-

799-3705; dishwasher, refrigerator, Kitchen Aid,

800-422-1230. Bedroom: hat boxes, scarlet

throw, white pitcher, Expressions, 513-984-

4422; burgundy, postcard, checked, ruffled

pillows, Expressions; bed linens, neck roll, Dan

River, Inc., 800-782-9568; duvet cover, dust

ruffle, tassel on pillow, Linens Etc., 513-791-

4197; alarm clock, Howard Miller, 860 East

Main Avenue, Zeeland, Ml 49464; rug, Lazarus

Furniture Gallery, 513-244-3230; fabric for

bench, skirted table, "Cornish Stripe," "Canasta

Check," Laura Ashley, 800-367-2000; feather

pillows, The Company Store, 800-323-8000;

floral throw, Ballard Designs, 404-351-5099.

Sunroom: pillows, rug, plates, glasses, frames,

lamp, Pier I Imports, 800-44-PIER1; Eleanor

Doll, Here's My Heart, 609-354-2064; framed

print, Masters of Tomorrow Gallery, 609-429-

8422; windows, Andersen, 800-426-4261.
Living room: upholstered armchairs, Strawflower

Shop, 708-232-7141; rug, The Rag Merchant,

708-232-9623; coffee table, ivory box, tapestry

pillows, The Bombay Company, 817-870-1847.

Bathroom: bath towel, toothbrush holder,

tumbler, soap dish, "Verde," "Energetic,"

"Luxuriant," bath products, Bath & Body
Collection, Dawson Home Fashions, 800-805-

BATH; "Seeing Stars," tumbler, Collage, 800-

805-BATH; rug, Berbere Imports, 310-274-

7064; prints, Yesteryear, 310-278-2008; towels

by Fieldcrest, Bed, Bath & Beyond, 310-652-

1380; plant baskets, Pier I Imports.

ROOM MAKEOVER CONTEST RULE
As seen on page 1 94

1. To get an official entry form and complete details, nj

completed application for entry or a photocopy (or a 3
:

card). Mail to Ladies' Home Journal Room Makeover C

P.O. Box 8882, Flushing, NY 11377. Application fo

must be received no later than February 1. 1995. Offic

try form with entry materials, and a family photo must

ceived by February 28, 1995. 2. Makeover projects

living room/family room, (2) kitchen, (3) bathroom, W
room, and (5) any room redesigned to make the most (

light completed by February 28, 1995, are eligible,

entry materials will be returned. By submitting your ent

agree to assign all rights, including copyright, in the enl

terials to Meredith Corporation. 4. Prizewinners will be

ed on or about April 1, 1995, by the editors of LF

notified by mail. Contest will be judged on the overa

how well the room reflects your lifestyle, and your

products and appliances. Decisions of the judges art

LHJ will enter into no correspondence or phone comn

tion about contest or judging. 5. By acceptance of thei

winners consent to the use of their names, entry, liker

photos and additional interviews and photos (to be ta

Ladies' Home Journal) for publication in and promot

LHJ and by co-sponsors in promotion of their produc

cept where prohibited by law. 6. Prizes will be listed i

entry packet. Entrants are eligible for one room categor

only. All entrants are eligible for co-sponsored prize

sponsor prizes void in AZ, MD, VT. There will be no su

tion of prizes, and prizes are not exchangeable or trans

except at the discretion of Ladies' Home Journal. 7. Pri

ners will be required to sign an eligibility affidavit ani

lease within 10 days of notification. 8. Contest is o

U.S. residents eighteen or over. Employees of Meredil

poration and co-sponsors and their families, affiliate

sidiaries and advertising agencies are not eligible. C

void where prohibited or restricted by law. Taxes on pri;J

the responsibility of the winner. 9. For a list of prizew

send a SASE to: Ladies' Home Journal Room Makeow

test, Winners List, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10(i
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The First Five Ways to Enjoy

California Ripe Olives

Have Some Tonight!

California Ripe Olives. They're a fast, delicious

way to add flavor to all your family favorites.

Open up a can and add zip to your spaghetti

sauce, snap to your enchiladas or liven up your

salads. Or let your kids enjoy them as the

ultimate finger food.

Pick up a can of ripe olives today so there's

always one on hand. You can start counting the

ways California ripe olives can jazz up even

everyday meals.

For FREE Ripe Olive nutritional facts and tasty recipes, send a postcard with this

coupon to: California Ripe Olives • Dept. LH394 • P.O. Box 7796 • Fresno, CA 93747

Name 4MK ?

Address
S California

Olive Industry

City State Zip 1994

L.



Vegetable Lasagne

We checked out In The Kitchen With Rosie,

the top-selling cookbook by Oprah's chef,

Rosie Daley, and knew we could do better.

So we did: Our low-fat recipes for

everyone's favorite dishes are the best!
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OEasy # Challenging^ Low-fat

©Moderate© Microwave
—

Low-calorie

$PCan be frozen up to 1. 3, 6 or 9 months

VEGETABLE LASAGNE~
Pasta is a great low-fat boon— if

you're careful about what you put on

it. Our baked lasagne is topped with

veggies and part-skim cheeses: pure

comfort, no guilt.

Prep time: 40 to 45 minutes O
Baking lime: 30 to 40 minutes

&3

2 teaspoons vegetable oil

3 cups unpeeled diced eggplant

Vj cup chopped onions

1 teaspoon minced garlic

1 can (28 oz.) crushed tomatoes
Salt

V: teaspoon sugar
Va teaspoon basil

1 pound carrots, peeled and
shredded

1 package (10 oz.) frozen chopped
spinach, thawed and
squeezed dry

1 container (15 oz.) part-skim

ricotta cheese

1 cup shredded part-skim
mozzarella cheese

1 large egg, beaten

Pinch nutmeg
9 lasagne noodles, cooked

according to package
directions

2 tablespoons freshly grated

Parmesan cheese

1. Heat oil in large nonstick skillet over

medium-high heat. Add eggplant,

onions and garlic; cook, stirring, 5

minutes. Stir in tomatoes, 1 teaspoon

salt, and the sugar and basil. Bring to

boil; reduce heat to low, cover and

simmer until eggplant is tender, 20

minutes. Makes 4% cups.

2. Meanwhile, preheat oven to

375°F. Bring 2 quarts water to boil in

large saucepan. Add carrots and
cook 1 minute; drain. Combine car-

rots, spinach, ricotta, mozzarella,

egg, Va teaspoon salt and the nut-

meg in large bowl.

3. Spoon "P/icups eggplant sauce in

13x9-inch baking dish. Layer with 3

lasagne noodles and half the

spinach mixture, 3 more noodles

and 1
3/4cups sauce, then remaining

spinach and noodles. Top with re-

maining sauce. Sprinkle with Parme-

san. Bake uncovered 30 to 40
minutes, until hot. Makes 8 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Caiories 305 2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 10 g 60 g or less (F). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 5 g 20 g or less (F)j 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 52 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 721 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 39 g 250 g or more

Protein 18 g 55 g to 90 g

(continued)



I
Free" Singles. The best tasting fat free slice.

P
and have an old favorite again. And enjoy.

Vv,u \

FAT FREE
LOW CHOUSTEROl

miranwasoeumr

Look for this and other intriguing recipe ideas in

specially marked packages of Kraft Free Singles.

;/HE BEST IN THE FREE WORLD.



CRISPY FRIED CHICKEN

Our oven-baked "fried" chicken works
well with boneless or bone-in breasts.

Our trick for crispy low-fat frying: Spray

the chicken with vegetable cooking spray

halfway through baking.

Prep time: 15 minute O —

Baking time: 30 w 35 minutes

V3 cup buttermilk

2 teaspoons hot pepper sauce

4 chicken-breast halves (V: lb. each)
'/» cup seasoned dry bread crumbs
1
/a cup yellow cornmeal
1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon dried cilantro

V: teaspoon cumin
V* teaspoon ground red pepper

1. Preheat oven to 425°F. Spray cookie

sheet lightly with vegetable cooking spray.

2. Combine buttermilk and hot pepper
sauce in 13x9-inch baking dish.

3. Remove skin and fat from chicken; dis-

card. Rinse chicken under cold water;

pat dry. Place in buttermilk mixture, turn-

ing to coat. Set aside.

4. Combine bread crumbs, cornmeal,

salt, chili powder, cilantro, cumin and
ground red pepper in shallow dish.

5. Dip chicken in crumb mixture, turning

to coat well. Place chicken, meat side up,

on cookie sheet. Spray with vegetable

cooking spray.

6. Bake chicken 20 minutes (10 minutes

for boneless); remove cookie sheet from

oven and spray again with vegetable
cooking spray. Bake 10 to 15 minutes

more, until juices run clear when chicken

is pierced. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 225 2 000(F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 3g 60 g or less (F): 70 g or less (Ml

Saturated fat lg 20gor less (F). 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 86 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 818 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 12 g 250 g or more

Protein •

E 55 g to 90 g

We added great flavor and satisfying

crunch with a few tricks of our owr

so you'd never guess our foods arc

low-fat. Hey, Oprah, want a bite?

NO-FRY FRENCH FRIES

After developing this low-fat

recipe years ago. we wouldn't

eat fries any other way. Try

regular or sweet potatoes,

and if you want more heat,

add ground red pepper or cumin.

Prep time: 20 minutes O
Baking lime: 40 to 45 minutes

2 pounds large baking potatoes,

scrubbed*
1 teaspoon olive or vegetable oil

1 large garlic clove, minced
1 teaspoon salt
lA teaspoon coarsely ground black

pepper

1. Preheat oven to 450T. Line jelly-roll

pan with foil. Spray foil generously with

vegetable cooking spray.

2. Cut each potato lengthwise into
1

/2-inch-

wide slices; cut each slice into
1

/2-inch-

wide strips.

3. Toss potatoes in jelly-roll pan with

oil, garlic, salt and pepper

to coat well. Bake 40 to

45 minutes, tossing once
or twice, until potatoes
are crisp and golden.
Serve immediately. Makes
4 servings.

NO-FAT
GRILLED VEGETABLE SALAA

Fastest recipe of the month This

;

salad really is no-fat! The apricot

serves in the dressing round out the f

(you can substitute orange marmal
Grilling the veggies gives them such a

taste you'll never miss the oil.

Prep lime: 15 minutes

Grilling time: 8 to 10 minutes

o

1 large baby eggplant

1 large red onion

1 large red pepper
1 large yellow pepper
1 medium zucchini

V3 cup apricot preserves

Vs cup balsamic \inegar

V: teaspoon minced garlic

'A teaspoon dried rosemary,
crushed

'A teaspoon salt

4 cups assorted salad greens (Bost

lettuce, watercress and arugu B
(contin 1

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol mg
Sodium 564 mg
Carbohydrates 41 g

Protein 5 e

Daily goal

2.000(F). 2.500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g
or less (M)

20 g or less (F); 23 g
or less IM)

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g of more

55 g to 90 g

'For sweet potatoes: Pre-

pare 2 pounds sweet pota-

toes as directed above,
except bake 35 to 40 min-

utes, turning once.

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

255

2g

Cholesterol mg
Sodium 580 mg
Carbohydrates 56 g
Protein 4 g

Daily goal

2.000(F), 2.500 (M)

60 g or less (F)
;
70 g

or less (M)

20 g or less (F); 23 g
or less (M)

300 mg o' less

2.400 mg o' less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g
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Recipe Secr£I§

Liptan

With Upton's special

blend of herbs and

garlic, you can create.

RECIPE SECRETS
OVEN ROASTED
VEGETABLES

1 envelope Lipton Recipe Secrets

Savory Herb with Garlic or Recipe

Secrets Onion Soup Mix
1

'/, pounds assorted fresh vegetables"

2 tablespoons olive or vegetable oil

Preheat oven to 450: In plastic bag or

bowl, shake or toss all ingredients until veg-

etables are coated. Empty into 13 x 9-inch

baking or roasting pan; discard bag. Bake,
stirring once, 20 minutes or until vegetables

are tender. Makes 4 (M cup) servings.

"Choose from sliced zucchini, yellow squash,

red or green peppers, carrots, celery and
mushrooms.

ipton Recipe Secrets Savory Herb with Garlic. Everything from Chicken to Veggies.

The Secret Worth Passing Around.



(continued) 1. Prepare grill. Quarter

eggplant lengthwise. Slice red onion

crosswise V2 inch thick. Slice peppers

lengthwise into 1
1/2-inch-wide strips. Slice

zucchini diagonally Vi inch thick. Place

vegetables in 13x9-inch glass baking dish.

2. Combine apricot preserves, vinegar,

garlic, rosemary and salt in small

saucepan. Heat to boiling, stirring fre-

quently, over medium heat. Pour hot

dressing over vegetables.

3. Grill vegetables, in batches if necessary,

over medium-hot coals, 8 to 10 minutes,

until tender, turning occasionally and

brushing with dressing. Transfer to baking

dish and toss with any remaining dressing.

4. To serve, arrange greens on platter

and top with grilled vegetables. Makes 4

servings.

Per serving

Calones

Total fat

Saturated fat

Choieste-o'

Sodium

CarbOhyorates

Protein

Daily goal

140 2.000 IF). 2,500 (M)

Oa 60 g or less IF). 70 g or ess (M)

Og 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

mg 300 mg or less

68 mg 2,400 mg or less

34 g 250 g or more

4g 55 g to 90 g

J

NO-CREAM BROCCOLI SOUP

A satisfying soup doesn't need any cream

when you add potato for smooth texture

and extra taste. If you

prefer it chunkier, re-

serve one cup of broccoli

and puree the rest.

Prep time:

25 minutes O *3
Cooking time: 25 minutes

2 teaspoons olive oil

1 cup chopped onions

1 garlic clove,

crushed

Va teaspoon salt

1
4 teaspoon freshly

ground pepper

\u teaspoon dried

thyme
2 cans (14

1

/: oz.)

chicken broth,

defatted

1 cup water

8 ounces all-purpose

potatoes, peeled

and cut into 'A-inch cubes (1

heaping cup)

1 large bunch broccoli (about IV: lb.)

1 teaspoon fresh lemon juice

Lemon wedges, for garnish

1. Heat oil in 5-quart Dutch oven over

medium-high heat. Add onions, garlic,

salt, pepper and thyme; cook, stirring fre-

quently, until onions are tender and begin

to brown. Remove garlic.

2. Add chicken broth and water; bring to

boil over high heat. Stir in potatoes; re-

turn to boil, reduce heat and simmer,

covered, until potatoes are fork-tender, 5

minutes.

3. Meanwhile, trim ends and tough parts

of broccoli stalks. Cut florets and stalks

into 1-inch pieces. Add broccoli to Dutch

oven; cook over high heat uncovered un-

til broccoli is tender, 8 to 10 minutes.

4. Puree soup in blender, in 2 batches,

until smooth. Return soup to Dutch oven;

stir in lemon juice. Serve with lemon

wedges. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories -25 2,000 (F), 2.500 (Ml

Total fat 4g 50 g or less (Fi. 70 g or less (VI)

Saturated fat 0g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1 061 -ng 2/00 mg or less

Carbohydrates 18 g 250 got more

Proten 7% 55 g to 90 g

SUPER-CHOCOLATE SORBl

Fodd editor's choice This refrea

dessert has the rich chocolate taq

premium ice cream and the low-fat

of sorbet.

Total prep time: 10 minutes plus freezin

O V T
V: cup water

2 squares (2 oz.) semisweet choco

V3 cup light corn syrup

2 tablespoons coffee-flavored liqu

1 cup low-fat (1%) milk, at room
temperature

1 . Heat water, chocolate, corn syru

liqueur in medium saucepan ove

heat until chocolate is melted. Stir

2. Immediately transfer to ice-

maker and freeze according to ma

turer's directions. Makes 2 cups.

Per 'A cup

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Choleste'Ol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

190

5g
3g

2mg
65 mg
35 g

3a

Daily goal

2,000 (Fi. 2.500 (M)

60gor iesslF):70g

20 g or less (F) ; 23 g

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Kathy Kaliban Nolan.

LOW FAT
Hot spices are the key to giving low-

fat foods great flavor. Use cumin, chili

powder, peppers, chiles and ginger to

season lean meats, fish and vegetables.

Remember that grilling—whether over

a barbecue fire or in a stovetop grill

pan—makes almost everything taste bet-

ter without adding any fat.

COOKING
Sugar is the secret ingredient in many

of these dishes, from entrees (like our

Vegetable Lasagne) to salad dressings.

It replaces flavor lost by cutting fat.

You can make any soup creamy with-

out using milk or cream. How? By

adding pureed vegetables for extra

thickness, smoothness and flavor.

TRICK
Adding a little alcohol to recipe

we did in our Super-Chocolate So

heightens the flavors of other ingred

Vegetable cooking spray is a

have for every low-fat cook. It pinch

perfectly for vegetable oil to coat

and make crusts crispy (the proof

crunchy oven-fried chicken!).



Sand, cat-hairs, dust and dust-mites...
_ jl _ iL^

advertising Supplement

FROM THE GARDEN TO

TIE GRILL, HIDDEN VALLEY* HAS

A TASTE FOB SUMMER.

computer ana piano Keys, wun o ullcssui ic». iuuu wnvn

you purchase an ORECK XL upright. Offer limited, so act now. [_
area code (optional)



(continued) 1. Prepare grill. Quarter and extra taste. If you

eggplant lengthwise. Slice red onion prefer it chunkier, re-

crosswise V2 inch thick. Slice peppers serve one cup of broccoli

lengthwise into 1
1/2-inch-wide strips. Slice and puree the rest.

1/„ ;.->^^ ti->;^i^ ni^

II ONE STEP,

MAKE YOUR STEAK SIZZLE BEFORE

LIT HITS TIE GRILL,

II III.M ICii, 311 IUUIMIIC53 UIIU I IUVUI . uuiN-iiy ovcirnieu i_iii(.Kem;.
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you purchase an ORECK XL upright. Offer limited, so act now. [_
area code (optional)



(continued) 1. Prepare grill. Quarter

eggplant lengthwise. Slice red onion

crosswise Vi inch thick. Slice peppers

lengthwise into 1
1/2-inch-wide strips. Slice

and extra taste. If you

prefer it chunkier, re-

serve one cup of broccoli

and puree the rest.

01 a 1 Amrc HOME JOURNAL SEPTEMBER1994



Sand, cat-hairs, dust and dust-mites...
ill JL-

computer ana piano Keys, wun o atcessui ics. i uuim ivi^i-. wnt-ii
area code (optional)

you purchase an ORECK XL upright. Offer limited, so act now. J_ ,



V(continued) 1. Prepare grill. Quarter and extra taste. If you
eggplant lengthwise. Slice red onion prefer it chunkier, re-

crosswise Vz inch thick. Slice peppers serve one cup of broccoli

lengthwise into 1 '/2-inch-wide strips. Slice and puree the rest.

7iirrhini Hiannnallv/ 'A in/^h thir-L- Dlo^a

bidden
Valley
^Rancn

hd don't forget as

the holiday season

approaches, good

things come in

small packages.

Look for more

delicious One-step

recipe™ ideas from

Hidden Valley.®

250
OFF

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON EXPIRES 1/31/95

save 25ct now
250
OFF

on any size or flavor of Hidden Valley Ranch Salad Dressing Mix.

Consumer: Only one coupon ppi pur

chase on specified HVR product You pay

sales tax Retailer: You are auihoruod to

act as our agent lo redeem this coupon In

accordance with The HVR Company
redemption policy, (available on request)

We will reimburse you lor lace value plus

SOS handling Send coupons to: The
HVR Co., P.O. Box 880409. El Paso. TX

88588 0109

Please complete so t lint we can

include you in any future offers.

A.M.

One-step recipes. One-of-a-lcincl flavor.™

midden
riValley
I
F-Ranch

v-ium-piy uvcri _
ii icu minimi!/.



Sand, cat-hairs, dust and dust-mites.

Nothing gets by the

Mb. ORECK XL!
he favorite vacuum Of Over 50,000 hotels and more than 1 million

cofessional and private users. Now you can use this powerful vac to

lean your home better than ever before.

ixclusive 5-Way Filtering System assures hypo-allergenic

leaning. Ideal for those who suffer from dust-related or allergii

iscomforts. There's virtually no after dust. Its unique top-fill

ction carries the litter up through the handle and deposits it on
tie inside top of the bag. Yesterday's dirt can't seep out. And
lie steel-tube top-fill performance works without hoses to crack,

2ak or break... ever.

he ORECK seems to float across your floors. The easy-glide

eature propels the vac forward. Cuts cleaning time in half.

'he lightest full-size vac available, it weighs just

i pounds. So stairs are a snap. It's super-powerful, with twice the

leaning power: the fast, double helical brushes revolve at

>,5()0 times a minute - much faster than other commercial
nodels.

IRECK'S Helping Hand@ handle orfhopedically designed on
he principles of ergonomics. To put it simply: no need to

queeze your hand or bend the wrist. A godsend for arthritics.

Exclusive New MicrOSWeep® gets bare floors super clean,

vithout any hoses, attachments or adjustments.

\ full 10-year Guarantee against breakage or burnout of the

lousing PLUS a full 3-year Warranty on the extended life motor.

ATiat more could you ask? How about complete information

^REE without cost or obligation... and a chance to use ORECK's
Inance plan with no interest and no finance charge. Better yet,

ve'll let you try the ORECK XL in your home for 15 days,

f you don't love it, you don't keep it.

Call toll-free 1-800-989-4200 Ext. 66048
Or mail coupon today. No salesperson will visit.

Super Compact Canister Vac
The 4-lb. dynamo you've seen on TV. The motor's so powerful it

lifts a 16-lb. bowling ball! Hand-holdable and comfortable. Cleans

under refrigerators... car seats... books... ceilings... even typewriler,

computer and piano keys. With 8 accessories. Yours FREE when
you purchase an ORECK XL upright. Offer limited, so act now.

100 Plantation Road,
CORPORATION

New Orleans, LA 70123

6604S

Yes! I want to learn how the ORECK XL Hotel Vacuum
can help me clean my home faster, easier and more effectively.

Please send me your FREE information kit, without cost or

obligation.

I understand I will receive absolutely FREE a Super Compact

Canister, with the purchase of the ORECK XL Hotel Vacuum.

O Also include details of ORECK's Extended Payment

Plan with No Interest or Finance Charge.

Name
(please print)

Address

City State /ip

Telephoned

area code
J

(optional)



Hie dogs of America implore you to use Contw

U LAST, A PROVEN SYSTEM GUARANTEED TO

5REAK THE FLEA AND TICK CYCLE. IT'S THE ^

HARTZ CONTROL PET CARE SYSTEM.™
\

There's nothing more irritating to pets and their

jwners than flea and tick problems. But the insidious

:ycle of infestation and irritation that makes fleas

ind ticks so annoying can now be broken.

Thanks to Hartz' technology, this cycle can be

ntemipted and controlled. The Hartz Control Pet

Care System uses the remarkable

active chemical ingredient vIGRen
IS"

Insect Growth Regulator (IGR) which

helps fight fleas in a scientific and

guaranteed effective way.

The simple ABC system works like this:

\. Treat your pet. First bathe your pet with Hartz

Control Flea & Tick Conditioning Shampoo. Our

exclusive formula kills

adult fleas and ticks

while cleamng your

pet's coat.

B. Protect your pet. A weekly treatment with

Hartz Control Flea & Tick Repellent keeps insects

and pests from infesting your pet. And then for

added protection make sure your pet is wearing a

Hartz 2 inFFleaik Tick Collar.

C. Treat your home.

Fleas and ticks infest

homes as well as pets.

So treat your home

with Hartz Control

Home Flea & Tick

Killer or Home Fogger.

One application kills

en

ck

It starts with Hartz.

fleas and ticks on contact and prevents

re-infestation, from hatching flea eggs, for up

to seven months.

The Hartz Guarantee. We absolutely

guarantee the Hartz Control Pet Care Systi

If you don't see a real change in flea and tick

infestation in your home and on

your pet after 30 days, we'll refund

your money.

1-800-275-1414. For
9

more information

about flea and tick p

and how Hartz Cont

Care System can sol

them, call our

Conti
Pet Care Sy:

HART
vIGRen"' is a registered tradema
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Las Vegas gambles

I on family fun

H oiler coasters coexisting with racy

II revues? Video arcades tucked be-

ll,
tween slot-machine parlors? At

I , first glance, it would appear that

V /egas is suffering an identity crisis.

U vith the advent of casino gambling

I ew Jersey and other states, Neva-

I once recession-proof—and kiddie-

B iendly—glitter gulch is rapidly

«: iitioning itself as a destination for

pj
ies. By transforming the arid gam-

Mi
; mecca into a desert Disneyland

pil fantasy-themed mega-resorts

—

tj: of which have opened in the past

jf*!i —casino owners are wagering that

tr, will continue to earn a jackpot.

I easure Island (800-874-7444), a

p ring hotel with a theme inspired by

Bj lobert Louis Stevenson novel, fea-

Dt a stunt-filled "sea battle" between

|| ite ship and a British frigate outside
-

esort's wharflike front entrance.

The Old World spirit continues inside

with eight distinctive eateries, including

The Plank, a gourmet restaurant. And
while parents plunk doubloons into the

slots, younger swashbucklers can take

over the Mutiny Bay entertainment cen-

ter. Accommodations start at $89, dou-

ble occupancy.

If eighteenth-century buccaneering

isn't your style, you can board a barge

on a miniature replica of the River Nile

and get a taste of Ancient Egypt at the

Luxor (800-288-1000). The striking,

thirty-story pyramid is capped by a

beam of light that shines several miles

into space. Inside, innovative family at-

tractions include a high-tech arcade

called VirtuaLand and a trio of dynamic

movie experiences with startling 3-D ef-

fects. Outside, a ten-story sphinx guards

the front entrance, and one of the city's

biggest, most beautiful pools adorns the

rear of the hotel. Basic accommodations

start at $59 midweek; the roomier

Jacuzzi suites, at $150.

The vast MGM Grand Hotel &
Theme Park (800-929-1111) features a

trademark eighty-eight-foot lion that

stares down Luxor's sphinx just a block

away. This luxury hotel, claimed to be

the world's largest, is adjoined by an

outdoor theme park with over a dozen

major attractions. To avoid long waits,

the park operates on a metered reserva-

tion system that limits the number of dai-

ly visitors (hotel guests get priority). Pay-

one-price admission is $25 for adults and

$20 for children ages four to thirteen;

kids under four are admitted free.

About two miles north, at the Circus

Circus complex, Grand Slam Canyon
(702-734-0410) offers its own unique

blend of themed amusements. Sandstone

cliffs populated by frighteningly realistic

animated dinosaurs provide a dramatic

backdrop for the Canyon Blaster, a very

intense looping roller coaster, and other

rides. The Canyon Arcade, with the usu-

al coin-operated games, and the Comida

Rica Restaurant and Cantina, specializ-

ing in Mexican fare, round out the five-

acre park. A basic $10 ticket covers

admission and unlimited rides; kids un-

der three are admitted free.

A few blocks due east, on Paradise

Road, visitors of all ages will be thor-

oughly awed by the Las Vegas Hilton's

multimillion-dollar production of An-

drew Lloyd Webber's Starlight Express

(800-222-5361). The ninety-minute mu-
sical—inspired by the classic children's

story The Little Engine That Could—is

performed entirely on roller skates and

features lasers, stunts and other eye-

popping effects.

For more information, call the Las Ve-

gas Convention and Visitors Authority,

702-892-07 1 1 .
—Dean Lamanna



Rx: Eat right. Exercise.

And get the best sleep possibk

on a Select Comfort mattress.
—Dr. Mary Pullig Schatz, M.D. and Author of Back Care Basics

Quality sleep adds the

balance your body needs.

A good night's rest is one of three essential

requirements your body needs. The other two

are good nutrition and sensible exercise.

Together, they form the Triumvirate of Health.

When you fall short ofyour needs, your

body falls out of balance. And it can affect

everything you do. Select Comfort can help

you get the highest quality sleep possible with

a revolutionary mattress that's so comfortable,

it's recommended and used by doctors.

Sleep better on air.

Do you toss and turn at night? Can't seem

to find a comfortable position? Does your back

ache when you awake? These are signs that

your mattress doesn't support you properly.

A Select Comfort Air Sleep System

doesn't rely on springs or water.

Instead, it supports your body

perfectly on a cushion of air.

Air is better because it gently

contours to your body's shape

and keeps your spine in

its natural alignment.

"With Select Comfort,

your body has

optimum support."

Dr. Mary Pullig Schatz,

M.D
,
is the author of

^ Back ^are ®as,cs '

-3t P h ysician at Centennial

Medical Center in

Nashville, and owner

of a Select Comfort

mattress.

Select Comfort provides

proper back support and

distributes weight evenly.

Innerspring mattresses

create pressure points

and uneven support.

Waterbeds rely on

displacement and can cause a

"hammock effect", bending your

spine unnaturally.

And that lowers the

tension in the surrounding

muscles. So you can

sleep comfortably and

wake feeling great.

With Select Comfort,

you can change the^

firmness depending on

how your body feels

each night. Go from

extra-firm to extra-soft,

simply at the touch of a button. In fact, the

firmness adjusts independendy on each side

1 o{ the bed so you and your

\
partner can get custom

\ support without compro

fi™erOR_softer__j mising comfort or qualit)

of sleep.

FREE Video and Fact Kit.

To learn more about the mattress that

gives you the healthiest, best sleep possible,

call us or mail the coupon below. We'll send

you a FREE Video and Fact Kit, and tell you

how you can try a Select Comfort Air Sleep

System for 90 nights at no risk!

Call 1-800-831-1211

,El£CTCON4FORIj

Send me your FREE Video and Fact Kit.

Name

Addros_

City . State_

Phone

Mail to: Select Comfort, 6105 Trenton Lane N., Minneapolis, MN 554'

|_© Select Comfort Corp , 1994 De£t 306



TRAVEL PLA ER

,K

n an unforgettable vacation, ask for AMTRAK'S

A," a free 80-page travel guide that highlights our

es, comfortable accommodations and Amtrak's Great

'acation packages, including our unique Air-Rail Trav-

» why there's something about a train that's magic

MA
ght strolling under the stars along ALABAMA'S

aches or driving through autumn-color mountains in

i Alabama and you'll know why stars tell on Alabama

day! Send lor your tree travel guide

SAS
kNSAS'S autumn is breathtaking Enjoy sight-see-

fishmg, shopping and more Send tor your tree Vaca-

ig Kit.

I ADO
VER METRO CONVENTION & VISI-

UREAU—FREE Denver and Colorado Vacation

uide. Over 140 pages ot Denver and Rocky Moun-

10ns. entertainment, dining, accommodations and

nlormation

CTICUT
ie CONNECTICUT Vacation Guide highlights

vacation destinations with an extensive easy-to-use

tractions, lodging, activities and special events. Con-

ve're lull ot surprises. For information or room reser-

ve number 5

THEASTERN CONNECTICUT—Home of

n Hospitality 1 Where you'll find the Nautilus Subma-

m, Mystic Aquarium, Mystic Seaport and Foxwoods

s Bingo & Casmo 1 Plus scores of antiques shops,

es, historic homes and superb accommodations—all

jrs from New York,

S
MBOATIN —LIVE THE LEGEND—Free COl-

> highlighting tantalizing cuisine and exciting enter-

i three- to twelve-night Mississippi and Ohio river

|
3l steamboat vacations aboard the legendary Delta

the magnificent Mississippi Queen Circle number 7

LD EXPLORER CRUISES—An uncommon

|< iska aboard the S S Universe Fourteen-day cultural

ional cruises of Alaska, with more ports and more

I: sions than any other cruise line Fares start at $2 495

|l CT OF COLUMBIA
HINGTON. D.C.—Discover America's play-

iny Washington, D C , hotels have holiday and week-

leginmng at $59 Some come for the free museums,

od shops and eateries Senior discounts available

E
L EUROPE—One source tor all your European

;: Railpasses. combination Rail 'n Drive passes and rail

3 European countries. Send for your FREE brochure

IA

SIMMEE-ST. CLOUD, FLORIDA, next to

/World®, offers discounts at nearly 100 accommoda-

ittractions during the 1994-95 Great Fail-Winter Get-

able discount coupons are available through a free

ide.

-ANDO!—Save hundreds of dollars on your vaca-

tioni Send tor your FREE ORLANDO MAGICARD™ good for dis-

counts on area attractions, accommodations, dining, shopping

and more' You'll also receive Orlando's Official Visitors' Guide

13. CENTRAL FLORIDA'S POLK COUNTY

-

There's more than magic here Excellent lisnmg Over 600 lakes

Watersknng and water sports, professional baseball Over 100

antiques shops and dealers Cypress Gardens. Bok Tower Gar-

dens. Great accommodations, camping So close to Disney

World and other attractions Send tor free vacation booklet

14. SANIBEL AND CAPTIVA ISLANDS. FORT
MEYERS BEACH—southwest Florida's Lee Island Coast

Ottering a variety ot accommodations, white-sand beaches,

wildlife sanctuaries, an assortment of attractions and water

sports Send for FREE Vacationer's Guide, and order, for $6 75

Vacation's Video

15. THE SARASOTA AREA AND ITS GULF
COAST ISLANDS—Enjoy sunshine and serenity on the

world's whitest beaches, wnen you visit the relaxing side ot Flori-

da. For information, circle number 15

16. ST. PETERSBURG/CLEARWATER, FLORI-

DA—Just 90 minutes trom Walt Disney-
f:

Resort lies another

enchanted place—the beaches of St Petersburg/Clearwater

Send for a free Visitor Guide

HAWAII
17. ASTON AT THE WAIKIKI BANYAN—A family

condominium resort Spacious suites feature separate bedrooms,

complete kitchens daily maid service The luxuries ot a hotel, the

comtorts ot home Perfect for friends, family

ILLINOIS
18. ILLINOIS—Scenic nverboat cruises, world-class Chica-

go shopping and rich Lincoln heritage For a FREE Illinois Visi-

tors Guide, circle number 18

IOWA
19. HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE IN IOWA—
There are more things to see and do than you ever imagined' Send

for your free Visitors Guide. Iowa State Map and Calendar of Events,

and discover the warm and welcoming land between two rivers

MAINE
20. GOLDEN ANCHOR INN—Relax and enjoy cool

ocean breezes at Bar Harbor's famous resort, located right on the

water Let us help you discover why Bar Harbor is located on the

most beautiful island in America " Send for a tree color brochure

MASSACHUSETTS
21. OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE—One brochure de-

scribes the pleasures ot exploring the Northeast s largest outdoor

history museum and our superlative lodging accommodations

22. PLYMOUTH—Share the Spirit ot Massachusetts Dis-

cover the Pilgrim Story, colortul cranberries, local wines, whale-

watch cruises and much more—here where it all began Send

for a free brochure

MISSISSIPPI
23. Experience the wonders of beautiful MISSISSIPPI. Tre

South's Warmest Welcome Discover the glittering action of our

casinos, history, heritage, unrivaled outdoor recreation and so

much more Send for your FREE Travel Planner

24. NATCHEZ—Ageless beauty timeless fun Visit histor-

ical Natcnez on the Mississippi tor tours of gracious antebellum

mansions, a national historic park, nverboat gaming and more

NEW JERSEY
25. GREATER ATLANTIC CITY—World's most visited

resorl destination 1 Overnight packages, boardwalks, historic

towns, wineries, glassmakmg, golf, amusements, boating, fish-

ing, great hotels, restaurants, shops, festivals—plus exciting

casinos with superstar entertainment

26. NEW JERSEY—Where else can you tour a boardwalk in

a rolling chair, catch a pro game, feel an ocean breeze atop a Ferns

wheel, hit the casinos, explore Ellis Island, meet Lady Liberty, and

relive history7 For a vacation you'll never forget, circle number 26

and mail the coupon below for your FREE New Jersey Travel Guide

PENNSYLVANIA
27. BUCKS COUNTY ... with so much to see and do. it

s

no wonder we have been selected for a third year as one of 22

American Express Great American Destinations'

28. DELAWARE COUNTY PENNSYLVANIA—Es-

cape to the romance of the Brandywine Valley Savor Longwood

Gardens, Brandywine River Museum, Franklin Mint Museum and

Wmterthur Museum & Gardens Linger in cozy inns and country-

side shops Free 40-page guide

29. PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH COUNTRY. Lancast-

er County Beautiful countrysioe. great food and scores of fas-

cinating attractions FREE 36-page Visitors Guide America

Starts Here!

30. PITTSBURGH—Rich ethnic neighborhoods, sophisti-

cated urban shopprng, world-class symphony and opera land-

mark architecture, sports fans paradise, nverboat entertainment

on three rivers, world-famous incline railways Free Visitors'

Guide, Hotel Packages and Attraction/Entertainment discounts

31 . POCONO MOUNTAINS . vacation planning kit for

great mountain vacations in Pennsylvania's Poconos Full-color

brochures and maps ot where to go what to do and how to get

there, in one overstuffed package

32. Family vacations in READING. AND BERKS
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA. Outlet Capital of the World'"

Discover original outlet savings at VF Outlet Village and Reading

Outlet Center Explore antiques markets, folk festivals, recreation

and atfactions in the heart of Pennsylvania's Dutch Country

33. Visit VALLEY FORGE NATIONAL PARK—See

living history, shop the East Coast's largest indoor mall dme

like royalty and sleep on a budget Send tor a Visitors Guide and

Calendar of Events

RHODE ISLAND
34. RHODE ISLAND America's first resort Tour leg-

endary Newport Stroll Providence's historic Benefit Street. Fol-

low the sun along 400 miles of spectacular coastline And sail

away to Block Island, a rustic jewel just a boat ride offshore

Send for a free catalog

SOUTH CAROLINA
35. CROWN REEF RESORT—G'and opening June

1994 All rooms and suites oceantront. oceanfront sundecks. gi-

gantic 125-foot outdoor pool, mooor pool, kiddie pool, hot tubs,

express restaurant, sailing center, fitness center, 275-foot lazy river,

golf and entertainment packages available Send for information

36. SOUTH CAROLINA. THIS IS YOUR DAY IN

THE SUN FREE Travel Guide and map 128 pages of un-

spoiled beaches, championship golf beautiful resort islands.

Colonial cities historic plantations and gracious gardens; scenic

parks, fakes and mountains, colortul festivals Southern cuisine

and outlet shopping Send tor events calendar

37. TROPICAL SEAS—All oceanfront accommodations

have private balconies, two oceanfront pools & hot tub. coffee

shop Walk-to driving range, par 3 and much more Golf and en-

tertainment packages available Send for information

HJ TRAVEL
LANNER
Box 1989

rton, New Jersey 08077-7589

ne

I Iress

Circle items requested: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 Offers expire December 31, 1994

State Zip



HE LATEST DISH

WHAT'S COOKING
gq[MHttt!B From the co-author of the best-

jg^jsgggfllB ^ellinii Silver Palate cookbooks.

8 % recipes from all around the world

^ ^ Global cuisine is desserts. Lukins spent over a year

today's hottest traveling the globe to master tastes,

trend: More restaurants across techniques and ingredients; her

the country are offering ethnic easy recipes will add diversity to

dishes, and international ingredients any cook's repertoire,

are turning up in mainstream This salad from the Italian Riviera

supermarkets. Helping to take this makes a perfect light appetizer,

trend into American kitchens is

Sheila Lukins, co-author of the

popular Silver Palate and New

Basics cookbooks. In her new All

Around The World Cookbook

(Workman Publishing, $18.95),

you'll find four hundred fifty recipes

for everything from salads to exotic

INSALATA D ESTATE

Total prep time: 20 minutes

3 large tomatoes (8 oz. each), cut

into thin wedges
3 large navel oranges, peeled and

sliced thin crosswise

1 tablespoon plus 2 teaspoons
extra-virgin olive oil

1 tablespoon plus 2 teaspoons

balsamic vinegar

Coarse salt and coarsely ground
black pepper

5 to 6 cups trimmed
arugula, rinsed well

and patted dry

3 tablespoons julienned

fresh basil leaves

'A pound thinly sliced

prosciutto ham

1. Place tomatoes and or-

anges in separate shallow

bowls. Drizzle each with 1

teaspoon oil and 1 teaspoon

vinegar.

2. Place arugula leaves in

bowl. Toss with 1 tablespoon

each oil and vinegar and
sprinkle with salt and pepper

to taste.

3. Divide arugula among 6

salad plates. Arrange orange

slices in center. Surround
with tomatoes and sprinkle

with basil. Arrange prosciutto

on top. Makes 6 servings.

From ALL AROUND THE WORLD
COOKBOOK. Copyright © 1994 by

Sheila Lukins. Used with permission of

Workman Publishing.

BEYOND
DELICIOUS
September is the best time to I

i rediscover the simple joy of

biting into a crisp, juicy

apple. If you usually buy the

popular varieties, such as Red and

Golden Delicious and Granny

Smith, you may not be aware of

newer types, whose distinctive

flavors make them ripe for the

picking, right now:

Braeburn Medium size; yellow

with red striping. Sweet and crisp.

Also tasty in salads.

Fuji Medium to large size;

color ranges from yellow-green

with red highlights to nearly all

red. Sweet, juicy and crisp.

Terrific for cooking. Stores

particularly well.

Gala Small to medium size;

color ranges from yellow-green

with red striping to nearly

all red. Fragrant, with a rich,

sweet taste. Delicious

in salads.

Jonagold Medium size; bright-

red-over-gold color. Exceptional

sweet-tart flavor, juicy and crisp,

with tender skin. Also good for

cooking and baking.

Apples can be kept at room

temperature for a day or two, but

they last longer—up to several

weeks—in plastic bags in the

refrigerator.



CALCIUM?

Rolaids
ANTACID TABLETS

THE SAME WAY YOU SPELL RELIEF.

Calcium Rich Rolaids gives you the relief you want plus the extra calcium you need. In fact, Calcium

tolaids fruit flavors has more calcium than regular Turns! More of what it takes to stop heartburn fast. And with Cherry

and Assorted Fruit flavors, it's a great-tasting way to spell calcium rich relief.

CALCIUM RICH RELIEF IN FRUIT FLAVORS.

P led Tunis ts a registered trademark of SmithKlme Beecham ©1994 Worner-Lombert Company



THE LATEST DISH

Starting this month, in every issue we'll

showcase a classic LHJ recipe, selected

horn more than a century of great food

September! 945
In the months after World War II

ended, food rationing was still in

effect on the home front. To help

women feed their families well

from a limited food supply, the

Journal created this hearty recipe,

using only one and one half

pounds of meat. It's still a tasty,

low-budget supper.

GLAZED CEREAL MEATLOAF
Prep lime: 10 minutes

Cooking lime: 55 minutes
1

: pound each ground beef, pork
and veal (or any combination)

1 cup oats

1 cup milk
2 large eggs, beaten

cup finely chopped onion

1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1 V2 teaspoons salt

Dash of freshly ground pepper

1 . Preheat oven to 375T.
2. Combine meats in large bowl.

Add oats, milk, eggs, onion, mus-
tard, salt and pepper; mix well.

Shape into 10x5-inch loat in

roasting pan. Bake 30 minutes.

3. For glaze, combine 2 table-

spoons currant jelly with 1 ta-

blespoon prepared mustard
Brush over meatloaf. 9
Bake 25 minutes more.

Let stand 10 minutes
before slicing. Makes 8

servings.

Editor's note: The origi-

nal recipe included a

gravy made from pan
drippings. We prefer it

plain or with ketchup.

Glazed Cereal Meatloaf,

from the September 1 945 issue

of Ladies' Home Journal, is a

penny-pinching family dinner

that still tastes terrific

SHAKE THE SALT HABIT?
f you've been having trouble

<3 eliminating sodium from your

I diet, you'll be happy to know
^1 you can put the saltshaker

right back on the table. Though a

low-salt diet is still recommended
for most people with hyperten-

sion, there is no evidence that

consuming excess salt can cause

hypertension in people with nor-

mal blood pressure.

"We're dealing with a lot of

myths," says David A. McCarron,

M.D., co-head of the Division of

Nephrology, Hypertension and
Clinical Pharmacology at the Ore-

gon Health Sciences University, in

Portland. '"Many people blame
the increase in hypertension in

this country on salt- laden pro-

cessed foods, but the truth is

Americans' consumption of salt

has remained constant over the

past hundred years, roughly 3,900

milligrams per day."

The possible link between salt

and hypertension was evaluated in

the landmark 1988 Intersalt study,

conducted by researchers at the

London School of Hygiene and

Tropical Medicine. More than

10,000 people from fifty-two cul-

tures around the world participat-

ed in the study, which calculated

precise salt consumption based on

urine samples. The
findings? Sodium in-

take isn't linked to

hypertension. And
contrary to popular

belief, Americans don't
,

account for the lion's

share of salt consump-

tion. The study placed

the U.S. in the center

of the world's salt- "

intake curve.

McCarron's re-

search indicates that a

lack of calcium,

potassium and mag-
nesium in the diet has

more to do with hy-

pertension than salt

does. "But the three factors tha

contribute most to hypertensio

are weight, alcohol (more than tw

drinks a day) and a sedentar

lifestyle," says McCarron. So, un

less your doctor tells you other

wise, there's no need to shake th

salt habit. —Linda Fear

V
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TWO WEEKS

LATER THEY

FOUND HIM,

MOVING A

VACUUM BACK

AND FORTH,

OVER THAT ONE

PIECE OF FUZZ

THAT REFUSED

TO COOPERATE.
1
The new Sharp upright

vacuum cleaner comes with

an innovative dual fan motor we call the Twin Energy?

This powerful 1.100 watt motor drives the agitator to

remove even the most ground-in dirt from your carpet

The motor's powerful vacuum suction pulls out that dust

dirt and everything else and sends it through a separate

hose-completely by-passing the motor-and into the

unit's large, micro filtration Twin Ply™ bag. This way, if

you run over a hard object you can keep on

cleaning your carpet instead of spending an

afternoon repairing your vacuum cleaner.

So call 1-800-BE-SHARP to find the

nearest Twin Energy vacuum dealer.

And if we don't hear from you

soon, we'll send somebody over

to check on you.

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS

RECIPE INDEX
Here is a listing of recipes appearing in this issue, in-

cluding those from the Journal kitchen and advertise-

ments- Advertisers' recipes appear in boldface. Recipes

marked with an asterisk include microwave instructions.

DESSERTS

INSIDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN

Dear LIU:

While in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, my
liusixiik I < ind I enjoyed <i wonderful

bread pudding irilh whiskey sauce <il

the Marriott Marina Hotel. Can you

helj) us get the recipe:'

—.Vlarcia L. Deeb, \okesville, Virginia

THE PROOF'S IN
THE PUDDING
At the Marriott Marina, chef Brian

Shaffer gives a new look to this old-

fashioned dessert by baking it in a
springform pan. If you prefer, serve

whipped cream instead of the classic

whiskey sauce.

1. Combine 3/4Cup raisins with 1 tablespoon

rum in bowl; let stand 1 hour.

2. Preheat oven to 325°F. Grease 9-inch spring-

form pan; wrap outside of pan with heavy-duty

foil Meat 4 cups milk with 1 cinnamon stick,

broken, and V2 teaspoon nutmeg in

saucepan. Stir in 1 cup sugar; bring to boil, stir-

ring until sugar is dissolved. Set aside.

3. Whisk 6 large eggs with 2 large egg

yolks in bowl until frothy; gradually whisk in hot

milk, then 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

4. Slice 1 loaf (8 oz.) French bread V2 inch

thick and arrange half in prepared pan. Strain half

the custard mixture on top. Sprinkle on all but 1 ta-

blespoon raisins. Add remaining bread. Strain re-

maining custard on top, pressing bread to moisten.

Sprinkle with reserved raisins. Place pan in roasting

pan on oven rack; pour boiling water in roasting

pan to come halfway up sides of springform pan.

5. Bake 50 minutes or until knife inserted in center

comes out clean. Cool 30 minutes. Serve warm with

whiskey sauce. Makes 1 2 servings.

6. Make whiskey sauce: In double boiler over sim-

mering water, cook V2 cup sugar, '/» cup but-

ter, 'A cup corn syrup and 2 tablespoons

water, stirring, until mixture reaches 175°F.

on candy thermometer. Remove from heat. Beat

1 large egg in bowl until frothy; gradually whisk

in butter mixture. Return to double boiler and cook,

stirring constantly, until mixture thickens slightly and

coats back of spoon, 5 minutes. Remove from heat

and stir in 2 tablespoons rum. Makes 1 cup.

Bread Pudding with Whiskey Sauce p. 224

Fig and Pear Tart p. 208

Four-Fruit Pie p. 213

Fudgy Bonbons p. 200

'Maple-Butternut Tart with Glazed Pecans p. 210

Molasses-Spice Apple Pie p. 210

One Bowl Brownies p. 209

Pear Anise Pie p. 210

Super-Chocolate Sorbet p. 218

ENTREES

Caribbean Chicken Drums p. 203

Cheeseburger Rice p. 205

Citrus Shrimp Kabob p. 90

Crispy Fried Chicken p. 216

Glazed Cereal Meatloaf p. 222

New Quick Cheeseburger Bake p. 21

1

No-Fat Grilled Vegetable Salad p. 216

Pronto Spicy Beet with Black Bean Salsa p. 203

Puppy's Breath Chili p. 200

Sensational Spmach-and-Zucchini Pie p. 200

Vegetable Lasagne p. 214

MISCELLANEOUS

'Apricot Tea Ring p. 202

No-Cream Broccoli Soup p. 218

Pepper Relish p. 204

SIDE DISHES

Insalata d'Estate p. 220

No-Fry French Fries p. 216

Recipe Secrets® Oven Roasted Vegetables p. 217

Rice with Black Beans p. 204

COMING IN OCTOBER
The healthy heart Most women think that only men have heart attacks—but

they could be dead wrong. What every woman must know about heart

disease.... David's kitchen Meet the creator of David's Cookies, and take a

peek at his amazing kitchen at home.... I went to cooking school Hit the

books with two of our reporters as they go back to school for a lesson in dishing

up healthful meals that taste great.... The secrets to ageless beauty Turn-

back-the-clock beauty tips that will help you look terrific all the time....

Plus interviews with your favorite celebs and lots, lots more!

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 13

THANK YOU FOR BUYING THIS ISSUE. WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED IT. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH.



ight my rapist"

edfrom page 1 71

id waited, knowing that Officer

was once again posted in the liv-

m.
hing happened. But Denise later

1 that during the night, someone

;gled the doorknob at the young

ouse, but had run off before the

on guard could get into position,

w then that I was right and that

e coming for me [that] night,"

•enise. "I was taking it into my
inds. I was getting stronger."

t evening, the Calis entertained

5 and family with a barbecue,

ent the last of the stragglers home
en, then worked to make their

as enticing as possible for an in-

They left a purse on a table visi-

m the backyard; they strategically

3S in the den to re-create the way
mse had looked on previous

When Lewis arrived at midnight,

lis went to bed, after making sure

acker's favorite den window was

July ajar.

Denise predicted, at about one-

Lewis heard a noise at the back

Then someone opened the front

door and tried the knob. Finally,

•een in the den window popped
id a young man wearing black

and black gloves appeared,

is drew his gun as the man low-

imself into the den. The Calis

to the sound of the command:
! Police!" But this time, the

:r was armed with John's stolen

an. Shots rang out, and the in-

fled toward the kitchen. Lewis

to the darkness, exploding bottles

id soap and cans of baked beans

reamed corn on the kitchen

:r. In the bedroom, Denise and
ropped to the floor, aiming their

t the doorway. They heard foot-

oming toward them, but weren't

'ho was approaching until they

Lewis's familiar voice order,

: shoot—it's me."
-ewis crouched in the bedroom,
ng, the couple heard the attacker

he back door so violently it shook
use. But the deadbolt held tight,

; him in. "He was trapped," John
Trapped like a rat." His gun now
Lewis warily inched his way out

ke the arrest—but the attacker

a small panel of windows on the

oor and managed to get out yet

despite the police who were just

g at the scene.

ng bloodstains on the back porch,

Lewis suspected the gunman had
suffered a bullet wound or been
the broken glass on the door. Po-
)tified area hospitals, yet, as the

morning minutes turned into

hours, each lead seemed to dry up. The
house was dusted for fingerprints, but
none were found. And because the
surveillance camera was set to run only

during the day when they were at work,

the gunfight was not recorded. Denise
felt physically ill, thinking they had no
choice now but to move away.

Then, shortly after three A.M., a dis-

patcher announced over the police band
radio that an arrest had been made at a

local hospital. An eighteen-year-old

named Harvey Miguel Robinson had
sought treatment for multiple cuts.

Lewis was sent to the scene, where he
identified the youth as the man who had
shot at him.

"I couldn't believe they'd actually

caught him," admits Denise. "I kept

thinking they had the wrong guy."

"NOW IT'S MY TURN"
Soon, however, it became apparent that

Harvey Robinson was the right guy. Po-

lice even found Denise's bite mark

—

standing out like an angry brand—on
their prisoner's upper right arm. Five

days later, Denise picked him from a

photo lineup. "If it wasn't for Denise, it

would have taken us much longer to

stop him. God knows how many more
women Harvey Robinson could have

murdered," says District Attorney Stein-

berg. "She hung in there and really

came through."

From prosecutors, Denise learned

that Robinson lived within blocks of her

house and frequented a friend's home
situated catty-corner to her business.

"He could have seen me walking to

work," she speculates. "Or working in

the yard. I'll never know."

Last September, Denise faced her

would-be killer in person at a prelimi-

nary hearing. Feeling triumphant, she

whispered, "Now it's my turn," to a

sneering Robinson before she took the

stand. Then she told the judge of her

rape and battery and the month of terror

that followed. Robinson was held to

stand trial for her rape and the attempt-

ed murders of both Denise and Lewis.

Charges later broadened when the FBI
returned DNA reports: Genetic infor-

mation derived from blood samples tak-

en from Robinson, who'd been in and

out of trouble and institutions since the

age of nine, matched that of the semen
samples taken from Denise and the

three murdered women.
With evidence mounting, Robinson's

attorney offered a deal: His client was
willing to plead no contest to the at-

tempted murder and rape charges pend-

ing from his assault on Denise, but that

meant he would not be required to ad-

mit his guilt. Defiant, Denise told Stein-

berg, "Tell him the bitch says no."

In February, Robinson pleaded guilty

in a courtroom filled (continued)

WENDY COULD

TAKE THE

ALL-NIGHT

PARTIES, AND

THEIR FIGHTS.

BUT WHEN THE

NEIGHBORS

RAN A VACUUM

AT 7:30 AM,

THAT WAS THE

LAST STRAW.
COMPARATIVE NOISE LEVELS -

The new Sharp Twin Energy"

upright vacuum cleaner was

designed to clean your carpet
•.«ciTaS»f SHARP

not terrorize your neighbors. A unique system gives you

Library Quiet" operation without giving up power. As a

matter of fact the Twin Energy is actually 20% quieter

than average vacuums while the new 1,100 watt

motor makes it the most powerful Sharp vacu-

um cleaner to date. And with its attractive

design and unique colors, it's also the

best looking. So call 1 800 BE SHARP

to find the nearest Twin Energy

vacuum dealer. Your carpet will

be happy, you'll be happy, and

you'll even keep your

neighbors happy.

FROM SHARP MINOS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS



"I caught my rapist"

continued

with Denise's family and friends, and in

April was sentenced to forty to eighty

years. This fall, he is again expected in

court; this time, the charges will include

murder, and prosecutors will ask for the

death penalty. "He's somebody who
should never see the light of day again,"

says Steinberg.

It was after the sentencing that Denise

first felt she was healing. Though Robin-

son's face continues to disturb her

dreams, she now visualizes herself in the

strong, victorious role—capturing him.

In fact, in most ways she's gradually re-

turned to normal. "Little things sur-

prised me," she says. "Like running

water over my hands. I'd been numb. I

thought. Oh, this is how water feels."

What Denise Sam-Cali has been un-

able to reclaim thus far is her sense of

security. The alarm system, bars and
bolt locks remain on her house. She has

a giant black schnauzer to guard her,

and she's thinking of getting a second

dog. She and John continue to keep

guns at their bedside. "When something

bad happens, you shouldn't have to

worry about it happening again," she

says. "But that's not the way life is.

There's no insurance."

Denise doesn't know if or when
she'll be able to go through a complete

day without remembering the night

Harvey Robinson entered her life. "I

have his fingerprints on my face," she

says, running her hand beside her right

eye and hesitating over a slight indenta-

tion. "I can still see the shape of his

knuckles on my skin."

Nonetheless, she seems determined

to put painful memories behind her. "I

had the luck and the will to live, and I'm

not afraid to fight back," she says, smil-

ing. "You know Harvey Robinson want-

ed me dead. I've always loved life, but

now everything seems special, because

there was a chance I wouldn't be here to

enjoy it all."

Kathryn Casey is a contributing editor to

the Journal.

The most monstrous criminals

After Harvey Robinson's arrest, his friends were stunned that the young man

they knew could be a violent rapist and serial killer. Robert Hazelwood, co-

author of a 1989 FBI study on serial rapists, isn't surprised. "We have a

stereotypical belief about 'perverts,' and they're not supposed to look like us,"

he explains. "But by and large, these are men just like the guy next door."

In number, true serial rapists—men who have raped a minimum of three

times and repeat a pattern of assault—are relatively rare. Rapists who batter

and sometimes kill their victims are rarer still.

The FBI study surveyed forty-one incarcerated offenders who admitted com-

mitting a total of 837 sexual assaults and approximately 400 attempted

rapes. The majority of these men lived with family, and more than two thirds

had been married at some time. They came from average to above-average

socioeconomic backgrounds, had stable jobs and average or better intelli-

gence. Yet their childhoods were nightmarish: Almost all the men surveyed re-

counted instances of abuse—physical, psychological and, said 31 percent,

sexual. They often came from homes with abusive fathers who degraded or

demeaned women.

Those men who do become serial rapists frequently display tendencies to-

ward violence early in life. As they develop into full-fledged rapists, such at-

tackers go through a learning process, exploring what heightens their sexual

excitement. The majority of serial rapists are known as "power reassurance

rapists"—their gratification stems from their fantasy that their victims are will-

ing and enjoying the assault. Men like Harvey Robinson are "sexual sadists,"

excited by the fear, humiliation and pain of the women they rape.

Apprehending serial rapists presents a dilemma for police departments

across the country. Such criminals are smart—some have even been known to

study law-enforcement techniques to learn how to avoid capture. Since their

victims are usually strangers, there are few clues tying the attacker to the

crime. Most experts—even those who treat sexual offenders and contend that

the majority can be rehabilitated—agree that, once they are caught, truly vio-

lent sexual criminals with long histories are rarely good candidates for pa-

role. "I think there are people who ought not to be [set free], and anyone that

suggests otherwise is being dishonest," says Fred Berlin, M.D., Ph.D., founder

of the Johns Hopkins Sexual Disorders Clinic, in Baltimore. —K.C.

'si

The many faces of Kathie Lee
continuedfrom page 166

(Management at local station WAI
which produces the show, had retai]

veto power over her outside ventures

Gifford candidly admits differing n

vocally with LI\ *E"s thirtysomething

ducer, wunderkind Michael Gelman
his allies. "We had some strongly wor
discussions," she says. "They were tr

to tell us our audience was dying to I

the latest rap group and the host of S

on. Let's see how Rosie Clooney's do

let's bring on Tony Bennett. Why she

we be like even- other show? I didn't

they had a better grasp of our audk
than I did. I said I was going to lea

things didn't change."

They clearly have. Gifford and (

man now enjoy, she says, "an uni

standing and respect we didn't I.

there for a while." She re-signed,

only for a year, so that her contract

Philbin's will be concurrent. The
son: If he goes, she goes. "I don't

wan£ to be stuck doing the show \

anybody else," she says emphatically

Gifford also felt hemmed in

WABC's veto over her other pursi

Among them was an infomercialf

Gary Smalley, a relationship counsi

who had a standing S 1 million, one

of-work offer to the Giffords to do a

for his series called Hidden Keys to Lo

Relationships. The Giffords had their

on giving "every penny" to their

charity, babies and children afflii

with crack addiction and AIDS, ui

the auspices of the Association to Be
Children. (They have privately <

tributed vast sums to two Manhattai

cilities for terminally ill children

their families, named the Variety C

Gifford House for Children with Sp

Needs, and Cassidy's Place.) W^
clamped down and said no; they tho

infomercials were "cheesy," she says.

She took a stand. "I've done a p:

good job at building an image I'm pi

of. I don't need anyone baby-sittim

in my career choices. It was all al

power. I've gotten tougher."

Ironically, her hard-won free

only risks cutting into the one thin

one else can give her—downti
home. Gifford has come through se^

personal dramas the past two years

one senses she and her husband j

drawn the wagons in a tighter circle

When she got pregnant with Ca^

several months after her heartbrea

1992 miscarriage, a national tap

published a story claiming the Gi

used a high-tech insemination tech:

("sperm spinning") to ensure her

ond child would be a girl. The Gift

sued for S43 million, and, she says

tab is ready to settle. "We don't

their monev," she says. (contit
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The
imaginative

heartwarming anc

visually striking

enchanting fantasy

adventure is nov>

available on video. It';

the charming tale of twc
children and the huge, furry

loveable creatures who become theii

friends - the wondrous magical Totoros



Work at Home"
Earn up to s25,000 a year
typing medical histories!

Find out how you can train at home |

to be a Medical Transcnptionist

CALL 1-800-475-0100 |

rwnic- M-Home Professions. 2001 Lowe St.,

Depi \\l\1St Fort Collins CO8052^
j

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK!
Join our satisfied authors in a complete
and reliable publishing program This

program includes attractive books, publicity,

advertising and quality service since 195° All

sublets are invited 1 Send for a FREE manuscript

report & copy of How To Publish Your Book

CARLTON PRESS ^X^""

High School At Home
DIPLOMAAWARDED

Without obligation, get free info on low cost

home study method, accrediation. Diploma.

No salesman will call on you.

Amencan School®. Dep. 204 CALL FREE ANYTIME

850 E 58th S!

Chicago, IL 60637
1-800-228-5600

.J

Earn up to 530,000 a year
typing legal testimony!
We show you how to type from the notes of court

reporters. No experience needed. ..work at home the

hours you choose. Our experts train you at home to

work 3t home typing depositions and court testimony.

Nationwide job placement assistance. Get free facts

by return mail! No cost or obligation! Call toll-free...

1-800-593-0100. ..or write At-Home Professions. 2001

Lowe St.. Dept. WJL84. Fort Collins. CO 80525.

Live Psychic Advisors
Personal Readings $1.95 Min.

^ s—- See Why OUR Clients

Refer Us to Their Friends!

Info 1-800-982-5041 VisaMC & Checks

PSYCHICS 1-900-884-3292 $1.95 MIN.

Checks Accepted By Phone _ .
24 Hours 18 & over

TiuiAlLiowe!

JfU
1 Hume Delivery

Don't You Love To Be Tan!

Sunniest

T\N\R'(friEDS

fluv Direct and Save L pT" SO1 '<

Call for i FREE Color CaUloe
jiid Wholesale PncMia'

'

1-800-462-9197

POETRY CONTEST!

$24,000
in piues

awarded annually

Possible Publication

Send one original poem

20 lines or less to

The National Library ot Poetry

11419 Cronridge Drive

PO Bo< 704-1211

Owings Mills. MD 2111?

LIVE PERSONAL PSYCHIC
Numerology • Tarot *A strology

Clairvoyant

Love • Success • Money $ • Difficult Decisions

LOOK INTO YOUR FUTURE!
Sensational Results with Rare Gifted Psychics

24 His.
Call

Now

1-900-933-7333
OR MC/VISA & CUST. SERV. $097

1-800-972-1117 £
Mlle-Hi Psychics • Must be 18 +

Also Spanish, French & German Speaking Psychics

Classified Lady Rates:

$25.50 a word -10 word min.

MCI Visa Accepted

Call Diane - Media People, Inc.

1-800-542-5585

classified

1-80O-322-5850. HOUSE DRESSING FURNITURE. Save up to 60°o'

(300 brands) Nationwide in-home delivery FREE BROCHURE. 3608

W Wendover. Greensboro. North Carolina 27407

ABSOLUTE BEST VALUE - Name brand fumrture at wholesale prices

High Point, NC - Direct 1-800-442-9049

ALERT! YOUR SKIN ABSORBS. Do you know what s in your makeup7

We know what's in ours 1 Purely natural. 100% sunblock, totally

nonallergenic Testimonials Guarantee, Your Look 1 -800-81 7-LOOK

BECOME A MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST. Great work at home

opportunity Approved home study Free literature P C D I Atlanta,

Georgia. 800-362-7070 Dept. YYK203.

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Lawyer instructed home study Join

Amenca s fastest growing profession P C D I , Atlanta. Georgia Free

catalogue 1 -800-362-7070 Dept, LLK203

ORDER FAT FREE SNACKS/FOODS!
Chips, dips, cookies, sauces, more' Catalog S1 00 (Creditable

to order ) FATWISE, Box 25LHJ. Colonia, NJ 07067-0025

FURNITURE FROM HIGH POINT. 1-800-695-4814 Discount pnees,

Maior manufacturers, Hekman. Pearson, Lexington Visit or call show-

room lor great buys on market samples.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! S100 per book Send name

address to Calco Publishing (Dept. C-649). 500 South Broad, Menden,

CT 06450

GOLDEN VALLEY LIGHTING. Savings to 50° « on Lighting Fixtures

and Lamps I800) 735-3377 for Pncmg or Order Our Color Lighting or

Lamp Catalogs (S5 each, REFUNDABLE!

"

GREAT EXTRA INCOME! Work from home assembling products from

National companies Fun/easy 1 As seen on T V. 1 Guaranteed 1 1-800-

377-6000 ex6140

GREAT MONEY! EASY WORK! Assemble, decorate or stitch

products at home Call toll free 1-800-984-1835

HOME TYPISTS, PC users needed $35,000 potential Details Call

(1)805962-8000 6x1, B-2901

LEARN FLORAL DESIGN/FLOWER BUSINESS. Home study The

flower industry is growing Free literature P C D I Atlanta. Georgia

800-362-7070 Dept FLK203

LIVE PSYCHIC Confused. Lonely, Unhappy Reunites Lovers. Removes

Others Obstacles. Negatives Reveals Love, Career, Marnage Law-

suits 512-385-5803

MOMS Love CHEERFUL CHERUB MAGAZINE. Angels Feastcays

AveMana' 1-800-443-4946

PARALEGAL TRAINING BY BLACKSTONE SCHOOL OF LAW.

Approved legal training since 1890 Affordable Comprehensive Free

catalog call 800-826-9228 Depi LH

PAY ALL YOUR BILLS WITH LESS MONEY! FREE Information

1-800-369-4539

PERSONAL DEFENSE PEPPER GAS Available in Key nng holster

or spray "pen" Send $12 95 to G-Seven Enterprises. Box 1520.

Layton, Utah 84041 (801 ) 546-9945

RUTH GARFIELD CALIFORNIA PSYCHIC Seen onT V 2 On The

Town, Heard on Radio KFI & KFWB Telephone Readings Reveals

Future "SPECIALTY LOVE PROBLEMS'' 818-791-4586 800-736-

2717VISAMC DIS/AMEX

TELEPHONE RECORDERS. Bug. Pr-ore Tap Detectors, Electronic De-

vices, more 1 For catalog mail S5 00 EDE. POB 337U. Buffalo. NY

14226(716)691-3476.

THIGH CREAM! You ve seen 1 on TV Now s here 1 1-800-280-LEGS

n
Labor of love

continued

keep any baby she carried, the Schaps 1

would have to take her to court to it

custody. Likewise, the Paynes woulde J
responsible for any baby she gave bh

to if Linda and Marty changed tlj

minds. Theirs would be an arrangerra

based on mutual trust.

In Apnl 1993, the two sisters bega'a

series of hormone shots to synchroie

their cycles. Silber and his partner, Roh
Cohen, M.D., harvested about a don

good eggs from Linda's ovaries, and tv

scheduled the INT procedure for May (i

two days before Mother's Day.

The morning of the procedure, bib

couples were excited and a little tense
-

!

was just thinking, Please, let one of usix

pregnant," Barb recalls. "I really, tj|

felt if Linda and Marty were goin^o

have children at all, it had to hapt

now." Just before the doctors came

Barb's room, Marry said, "You know,

not too late to change your mind."

gave^iim a reassuring smile. "Now, A,

ty, you know better than that," she

He was nervous and perspiring, anc

stood beside her, patting her hand, w

the embryos were transferred. "I di

think he knew exactly what to do, bu

wanted me to know he was there

me," says Barb, laughing.

Both Linda and Barb were instnn

to rest and avoid heavy lifting for sev

days, so Barb spent the weekend \

the Schapers. The two sisters sat tog

er in bed, sending Marty to the siok

pickles, pastrami and cream che

"They swore they had cravings, ai

said, 'You guys are only three hi

pregnant!' " he recalls. "It was great.

For the first time in years, Linda

Marty dared to hope. "Barb told me
had been praying very hard that <m

would look down on us and grant m
family," Linda says, her voice qua!
ing. "She said. "I've never, ever feflt

strongly about anything— I knowHa
going to have a baby for you.' She li

so positive about it, I started to belljt

it, too. As for what might be happe lt'

inside me, I didn't think about it a lit

was convinced Barb was going toil

pregnant, so I relaxed."

Two weeks later, both couples gH
ered at Barb and Bill's house to waiH
the lab results. When the call firW
came, the news was better than thiW

hoped: Both women were pregnant,H
their due date was January 30. The If
couples jumped to their feet, screangi

crying and hugging each other.

SPECIAL DELIVERIES

Within a month, however, Barb b(Wi

to experience bleeding, and her dcllp

ordered an immediate ultrasoundBlj

first the technician fcoHttViH

m

sin
1



VENIN THE BEST RELATIONSHIPS, love-

making can lose its excitement all too soon.

Sex can become boring instead of pleasurable,

.frustrating instead of fulfilling. That's why we've

'created The Better Sex Videotapes, hosted by

lationally famous sex educator Dr. Judy Seifer.

The Better Sex Videotapes show how to put fun back

nto lovemaking. They teach us not to be satisfied with

going through the motions," but to aim for heights of

ecstasy most people only dream about.

Dr. Seifer introduces three typical couples who show

low to overcome inhibitions and make sex fun again.

They begin with the basics—intimacy, gentleness, and good

rommunication.

This series is controversial—so much so that it has been

eatured on HBO. Yet tens of thousands have ordered Better

Sex Videotapes. They are used in universities and recommend-

ed by family doctors, gynecologists, psychologists and sex

herapists.
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their younger days—often as

a specially meaningful gift

Who else should

order these tapes?

Perhaps you should

for yourself, or

for someone you

love very much.

After years of

making love

the same old

way, here's an

exciting new
beginning.

BettefSex
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Labor of love

continued

couldn't find any signs of life at all, and

the Paynes' hearts sank. On the second

try, though, she located one fetus, which

appeared to be doing fine. "When I got

the news, I felt the first stirrings of

bonding with this baby," Barb says.

"Not in the sense that I wanted it to be

my child, but rather that we had a jour-

ney to take together."

That journey, though, was a difficult

one. Barb continued to experience

bleeding throughout the first trimester.

Once, when she was away at a confer-

ence, she was rushed to a hospital,

where a physician warned her that a

miscarriage was imminent. Miraculous-

ly, the child survived.

Barb began writing a series of letters

to God. "Please don't let anything bad

happen to this child," she wrote in one.

"I know Linda and Marty will accept

whatever child You give them for the gift

that it is, but I hope and pray it is Your
will for them to have a healthy baby."

Meanwhile, the Schapers had learned

that Linda was carrying twins, but they

were hesitant to get too excited. And
thev were worried about Barb. Yet, as

experience all this again very soon," Lin-

da says. "We felt our circle would not be

complete until our third baby was born."

Exactly one month later, on January 25,

Barb went into labor. Linda and Mam-
packed up the twins and rushed to be by

her side. For two hours, they cheered

Barb on. But when she became feverish

and the baby's heart rate went up, the

doctor decided to do a caesarean.

Within minutes, Allison Rosemarie
Schaper was born, weighing in at a

whopping ten pounds, five ounces. She
had a slight case of pneumonia, but Lin-

da held her for a few moments before

she was moved to the intensive-care

unit. "I was crying and Barb was crying

because we just couldn't believe Allison

was finally here," Linda says. "I fell in

love with her the first moment I saw her,

just as if I'd had her myself. There was a

connection I can't even begin to explain.

I just couldn't believe Barb had given me
this gift." As Linda held her daughter

tight, she whispered a quiet thank-you to

God for allowing her and Marty to be

parents to three beautiful babies.

When Barb first saw Allison, she was
struck by the uncanny resemblance be-

tween the infant and the way her own
two daughters had looked as newborns.

Barb said, "I've never, ever felt so

strongly about anything— l
f m going

TO HAVE A BABY FOR YOU. 11

terrifying as it was, Barb's threatened

pregnancy loss cemented the bond be-

tween the two sisters. "I know how
scared she was," Linda explains. "And I

think Barb really understood better

some of what I'd been through."

As it turned out, both sisters' preg-

nancies had complications. In her
twenty-second week, Linda began to

have contractions. She was diagnosed

with Group-B streptococcus, which
can cause premature delivery and is fa-

tal to newborns, but rapid treatment

with antibiotics averted disaster.

Then, Barb developed bronchitis and

ear infections, and she started retaining

too much fluid. Linda began to suffer

from constant itching all over her body,

and was getting only a few hours of

sleep each night. Her doctor decided to

induce labor and scheduled the proce-

dure for early January.

But the babies had other plans. About
four a.m. on Christmas morning. Linda

went into labor. Madison Barbara Ann
and Jackson Frederick were born later

that day, each weighing just under six

pounds. Marry and Linda were overjoyed.

"Then it sank in that we were going to

"It was a little strange," she says, "but

then I realized that it made sense for Al-

lison to look like my girls, since they're

related." Barb didn't hold the baby for

about twenty-four hours, to give Allison

and Linda ample opportunity to get to

know each other.

Shortly after being moved to intensive

care, Allison began to cry, and Barb
watched Linda caress the baby's hand.

Allison immediately quieted and snug-

gled down contentedly. "That's when I

thought, Yeah, this will be all right,"

Barb says. "That was a great moment."

A FAMILY AT LAST
These days, life is back on an even keel

for the Paynes. Their older daughter,

Kelsey, turned four in the spring, and
Taylor is two. "The pregnancy probably

did take my focus off Taylor's babyhood
a little bit," admits Barb, but she quick-

ly adds that seeing her sister happy
again was worth even' stretch mark, scar

and sacrifice it entailed. And she and
her husband say the experience made
them even closer.

"When people said, 'How can you do
this?' I'd think, Well, it's no different,

really, from giving a kidney—I'd do
if my sister needed it," Barb says,

was pretty intense baby-sitting for
|

months, but I never thought of mysd
this baby's mother. I was giving my!

ter and her husband something we vj

very, very much: a family."

As for Linda and Mam-, they are I
and a bit frazzled, but they couldnj

happier. "It's incredible," says Mi
beaming at his wife. "It's like I just

the World Senes or something
"

The logistics involved in carin

three babies are formidable: Each
Mam gets up with the babies for th

A.M. feeding, allowing Linda a few

moments of sleep. He heads off to w
and at seven-thirty, she puts the in

back to bed. They"re up again a

nine, and by ten, they're ready

breakfast. Next comes bath time

playtime. Around noon, Linda put

triplets down for their naps, and
uses the next hour to grab lunch anl

catch up on chores. The babies v

about one to eat again and then

some more. In the late afternoon, L
puts, her threesome into their tri

stroller, and they spend an hour to(

around the neighborhood. When
get home, the babies eat yet again,

by six-thirty they're off to bed. L:

and Mam get about three hours

evening to eat dinner, watch a little

work on projects around the house

spend some rare time alone.

One of the things the Schapers e

most is watching the babies' diffe

personalities emerge. Madison look:

most like her dad, and is unflapp;

easygoing and content to entertain

self. Jack is very energetic, with a rac

smile. Allison is the one who reqi

the most attention, Linda says, and

will shriek indignantly if she doesn'

it right away. The largest of the tri

far, Allison also is the most social

stantly grinning and giggling.

"They're all good babies, just wor

ful," Linda reports happily. "My onl

gret is that I'm not able to just sit

hold each of them as much as I'd lik<

Recently, she says, as she admirec

brood, all snoozing in their baby s|

she was overwhelmed by Barb's

erosity. "I called her, crying, and I

'I can't believe what you've done fo

And she said, 'Oh, you're welcom|

I'm just so happy for you.'

"We wouldn't have any of thes

bies if it weren't for Barb— it ta

special person to do what she did,'

da concludes, her eyes moist. "I

help but think of all the people whd
still struggling, who are still unabM
have children. I don't know why «l
been blessed, but I'm so, so gratefulB

|

Deborah Diamond is a contributing em
to Ladies ' Home Journal.
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Oniy Nix kills head lice today and

prevents reinfestation tomorrow.

All too often, a single head lice treatment

isn't enough. Because lice lay eggs - nits
-

that cling to your child's hair and hatch

after treatment, causing reinfestation.

That's why the head lice treatment

you choose should be Nix" Creme Rinse.

Nix not only kills lice and their eggs on

contact, it protects your child against

reinfestation for two full weeks -

something no other lice treatment can do.

No wonder Nix is the one recommended

most by Pediatricians, Pharmacists, and

School Nurses.

Don't waste time with lice treatments

that don't protect against reinfestation.

Kill lice once and for all with Nix.
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V 1SE WORDS

OUT OF THE NIGHT
I had suffered the cruelest loss a mother could know.

Would I ever feel life's magic again? By Melody Beattie

iter the funeral of my twelve-

year-old son. Shane, who was

killed in a skiing accident, I

returned to my home in

Stillwater, Minnesota,

broken in a way I had never been

broken before. For weeks, months, I

went through the motions of life. I

walked around, I breathed air, but I

wasn't participating. My heart and

soul weren't present. People praised

me for my courage, but I knew bet-

ter. I wasn't facing my loss; I was

merely enduring it.

Little by little, however, a new
rhythm began to emerge in my rela-

tionship with Scotry, the closest thing

to a childhood sweetheart I'd ever had.

my birthday. I picked her up at the

airport. Her name was Max.

I peered into the cage.

She was gray, the size

of a pigeon, with red

tail feathers.

She looked at me.

"Well?" she said.

But soon after arriving

in Minnesota, Max got

sick. I was terrified she

was going to die. Al-

ready she'd brought so

much joy into my
life. From the start,

she began imitating

my laugh, and I w as

surprised how much

"It's not the bird I'm worried

ABOUT," SAID THE VET. "It's YOU.
One evening. Scotry was idly flicking

the TV remote control, when he sud-

denly stopped at a special about birds.

The little bird they featured was

seraggly and had lost most of his

feathers, but I was taken by his

sweet, intelligent personality.

I turned to Scotty. "I want a bird."

At the pet store the next day, I

found myself looking at the parrots.

"If you're going to get a parrot."

Scotty told me, "get an African Gray."

He went on to praise this breed of

parrot. Vocabulary of hundreds of

words. Bonded with their owners.

"Look at this," he said, pointing to

an article in a bird magazine. It detailed

how one African Gray, when left at the

vet's, turned to its owner and said,

"Please don't leave me." That's when I

knew I wanted an African Gray.

It wasn't an easy breed to find, but a

friend in California sent me one for

I was laughing.

When I took her to the vet, the

doctor assured me Max would be

tine. She asked me how I handled the

bird. "Carefully," I said. If I picked

her up, I wore oven mitts. It took

hours to get her back in her cage.

"It's not the bird I'm worried

about," the doctor said. "It's you.

That bird is dominating you. She

knows you're scared of her. You've

got to take charge."

I took a deep breath. "I'm no bird

expert," I said, "but from what I've

read, this bird has three hundred
pounds of pressure in her beak?"

The vet said yes.

"So, in one sweep, she could take

my linger off. Is that right?"

The vet said yes.

"And you want me to stand up to

her?"

The vet said ves.

I took Max home, put on my oven

mitts, and put her back in her cage.

Then I went to my bedroom and
watched two videos I had watched

over and over the past two years.

The first was the basketball game
I had attended with Shane the

morning of his accident. One
mother had taped her son,

and she'd sent me a copy.

The second was a video

of Shane's funeral. I had

F"} known I was too over-

whelmed to register much
of what happened, so I

asked someone to film it.

I watched the bas-

ketball game. Shane
looked so vital, so full

of life. Then I watched

the funeral clips, end-

ing with hundreds of

balloons soaring up into the sky.

Shane had always loved balloons, and

when as a child he lost one, I would

comfort him by saying that God
catches all your lost balloons so that

first thing when you get to heaven,

you get a big bouquet of them.

No wonder I've been so stunned, I

thought. We went from a basketball

game to a funeral in a matter of

days. As I sat there, I sensed God
watching me. For the first time since

Shane's death two years before, I

sensed that this presence wras watch-

ing me with love.

And then I wondered if life wasn't

like the bird. You might know full

well what it could do to you. But

sometimes you've got to square your

shoulders, get in its face and stand

up to it anyway.

I walked over to Max's cage,

opened the door and stuck my hand

in. She climbed on and looked at me.

"Hello," she said. n

Melody Beattie is author of the best-

selling "CoJepcnJeiii No More."

From THE LESSONS OF LOVE, by Melody Beattie. Copyright © 1994 by Melody Beattie. Repr nted by arrangement with Harper San Francisco, a division of HarperCollins Publishers.
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Armstrong
Inlaid Color.

Its Not Just Printed

On The Floor.

It Is The Floor.

Deep-down richness of color and a uniquely handcrafted

look are what give Solarian" Inlaid Color"' floors

their remarkable beauty.

Choose from dozens of stylish colors and patterns,

all with the easy care you expect from a Solarian tloor.

See for yourself. Visit a nearby Floor Fashion Center."

Call 1-800-233-3823 for the one nearest you.

Milliom of tiny grains of color, applied layer by layer, create the

uniquely rich, handcrafted look of a Solarian Inlaid Cohrr floor

.

Armstrong
The Height of Fashion Right at Your Feet
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DuALITE
Perfectly Flawless Compact Makeup

ONE FINISH,
TWO FINISH

DRY, coverage is light with a refined

powder finish.

WET, it becomes flawless makeup coverage

with a soft, matte finish.

OIL-FREE
DEFENSE

L'OreaTs advanced oil-free formula now defends

against shine to extend wear and keep skin fresh.

SO COMPLETE,
SO DISCREET

So discreet it goes anywhere. So complete,

its smooth, gentle finish diminishes time's effects

to reveal a natural beaut v.
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More

Beautiful
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Introducing

Professional Mascara's

New Lash-Enhancer

Straight Brush

It's the secret to separating

your lashes better than ever

before. The plusher brush

zeroes-in on every lash

to lengthen and thicken

incredibly. For a new. eye-

opening look of totally

magnified lashes. Without

a clump or glob in sight.

It's a brush with greatness.

And there's still the

Pro Curved Brush too
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We ami

Robert RecHord

his is an issue that is

full of the glamour of

superstars—yet is full

of reality as well.

Yes, we have interesting

and hard-to-come-by inter-

views with Melanie Griffith

and Kate Capshaw, the

wife of director Steven

Spielberg, as well as

megastar Robert Redford.

To find out why I, personally, conducted the inter-

view with Redford, see page 60. Oh, you think you

can guess the reason? Well, you're right. However, I

want you to know, when preparing this bountiful Octo-

ber issue we weren't only hanging out in East Hamp-

ton. We also got the goods from a variety of experts in

some closer-to-home fields. For example, David Lieder-

man, who is the creator of those delicious David's

Cookies, gave us a close-up look at his dream kitchen.

He also handed over his recipe for what may be the

world's best cookie. And Clotilde White and Linda

Tonge, who have been superstar models for years, told

us some real and reassuring secrets for ageless beauty.

Also, you'll find experts' advice on dieting and on

building self-confidence in a variety of important ways.

Beyond that, there's surprising information about heart

disease, a health concern that can affect us all. Also note

our special report on an issue that is very much in the

news: domestic violence. Plus, take time to read several

fascinating tales of life today, a couple that are thought-

provoking, a couple that are just plain heartwarming.

This issue certainly has lots to read,

to enjoy, to ponder, to find useful.

But then, we believe you deserve

nothing but the best. And, so, we w
plead guilty— it is full of top experts

and acknowledged superstars.
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Even great looking skin needs

light care every day to keep it

healthy looking.
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Normal to dry skin loves the every

day attention of original cherry

almond scent Jergens.
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Our specialformula with

Vitamin E & Lanolin helps restore
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The Jergens, Difference: fey

No one knows more about your skin than you do.

That's why Jergens created new formulas from Light Care to

Ultra Healing that leave the decision making up to you. Each formula contains a

patented form of your skin's own lipids which penetrate to work with your skin not

just on it.® It's your skin, it should be your choice. That's the Jergens Difference.
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moisturization.
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For extra dry rough skin
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AN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
The most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

mtm to me
By Margery D. Rosen

j'j

DIANE'S TURN "I'm tired of

fighting witli Carl over discipline,"

said Diane, thirty-seven, in a tight

voice. "I'm tired of playing bad

cop to his good cop. The kids are

far apart in age—Cassie, my
daughter from my first marriage, is

fourteen, and Sam, our child to-

gether, is three—so I didn't expect

this to be easy. But Carl and I real-

ly need help to make this work.

"I met Carl at the local college,

where I was taking evening courses

toward a degree in counseling to

supplement my degree in early-

childhood education. He was
teaching another course the same

evening, and we kept noticing each

oilier in the hallway. One thing led

to another, and before long we
were dating seriously. He moved in

about six months later.

"Carl was absolutely wonderful

with my daughter. I'd been a single

mother for nine years—Cassie's fa-

ther had moved out of state, so for

all intents and purposes, Carl took

his place in her life. He was atten-

tive and understanding in a way I

couldn't be; during those preado-

lescent vears, when she was nice to

me one minute then screaming at

me the next, somehow he was able

to get through to her.

"We hadn't planned on having a

baby of our own, but when I dis-

covered I was pregnant we both felt

it was meant to be. So we were

married in November, and in

March I had Sam. My pregnancy

was wonderful. Nothing prepared

me for the deep postpartum de-

pression I sank into right afterward.

"In fact, the first six months of

Sam's life are a complete blur. I was

overcome with sadness and inertia.

Some nights I'd lie awake tossing

with anxiety. I couldn't cope with

anything. I saw a therapist, who put

me on an antidepressant for six

months, and it worked. I no longer

need the medication, and I stopped

seeing the therapist. Now I'm back

at work as a guidance counselor in

the elementary school.

"But during that time when I

wasn't functioning at all, Carl took

over everything. I had a baby-sitter

during the day who took care of

Sam and did a little cleaning, but as

soon as Carl came home, he did ev-

1

very special relationship, but it has

caused problems: We now have a]

three-year-old terror—and a tem-

peramental teenager. On top of]

that, Carl no longer lifts a finger

around the house unless I nag him

to death. I ask him to fix something,

and he never gets around to it—or

anything else he promises to do.

"But our biggest problem, un-

questionably, is that Carl is so

overindulgent with Sam it's ridicu- i

lous. Whenever I try to discipline

him, Carl sabotages my efforts.)

Sometimes he contradicts me out-

right, other times he makes it clear

that even though Mommy says no,

chances are good Daddy will say

yes! We're in the middle of a huge

bedtime battle right now. Every

night, Sam wakes up around two

a.m., says he's scared and wants to

sleep with us. Maybe one time it's

okay—but night after night? I want

him back in his room, but Carl lets

him get in bed with us.

"To make things even more
complicated, Cassie has grown to

hate Sam. When he was born, she

was a little jealous, but mostly

seemed happy to be a (continued)erything with Sam. They have a

THIS MONTH'S CASE IS FROM INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION FROM THE FILES OF JANE GREER, D.S.W., A MARI-
TAL THERAPIST IN PRIVATE PRACTICE IN NEW YORK CITY AND DOUGLASTON, NEW YORK. THE STORY TOLD HERE
IS TRUE, THOUGH NAMES AND OTHER DETAILS HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO CONCEAL IDENTITIES.
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Can this marriage be saved?

continued

big sister. About four months ago,

things started to change. I understand a

baby brother can be a real pain. He
messes up her room and interrupts her

all the time, but he just wants to get her

attention. Try to explain that to her. She

insists we're playing favorites.

"Most of the time, Carl laughs at

Sam's antics, which totally undermines
anything I might say. As lenient as he is

with Sam, he's now the opposite with

Cassie. Lately, he has no patience for

her. I'm very concerned that Cassie

may be hanging out with the wrong
crowd at school. She's also impossible

at home: Her room is a mess, her

clothes are all over the place, and she

can't talk civilly to me.

"But Carl comes down so hard on
her sometimes that I find myself having

to defend her, even though I'm also furi-

ous at her! Instead of being a team,

we're a triangle.

"More than anything, I want to be

close to my daughter. I have such a ter-

rible relationship with my own mother,

and now she even picks on my daughter.

The other day she was here for brunch,

and when I went into the kitchen I over-

heard her say to Cassie, who is a little

bit overweight, 'Do you really need that

bagel?' Cassie burst into tears and ran

out of the room. I was so angry—at my
mother for being so mean, and at myself

for not having the courage to tell my
mother off.

"I adored my father, but he was always

working. Mother was usually off doing

one of her social things. She never let me
be who I wanted to be or like what I

wanted to like. She even picked out my
wedding dress—both dmes!—and made
all the arrangements; I couldn't stand up

to her then, and I can't now.

"I thought when I married Carl my
life was finally going to work out. But

the bottom line is, we don't have a rela-

tionship anymore. We used to share a

lot; now all we do is argue. He rarely

talks to me about work except to tell me
how much worse his problems are than

mine. The only way I find out what my
husband is thinking or planning is if I

overhear his conversations with friends.

A fewr weeks ago, when we were out for

dinner with friends, Carl was telling

them about some big changes he wanted

to make at work—he's a financial con-

sultant with his own business. It was the

first I'd heard about these changes.

"Just once it would be nice to have

someone to talk to when I'm upset,

about work, about the kids, whatever. It

would be nice to hear him say, 'Gee,

I'm sorry, what can I do?' instead of

pointing out his own problems.

"Is it all that surprising that I'm not

in the mood for making love? I'm

too exhausted. Besides, Carl's timir.

always wrong. When he's in the mc

I'm half asleep. Of course, then he fl

rejected—and we have another thin;

fight about. When is this going to en

CARL'S TURN "I can't win," said C

thirty-six, a tall man in a tweed sj

coat and corduroys. "For almost ay

when Diane wasn't well, I held this £

ily together. I did the best I could—

ing to make a living and keep

financial -planning firm afloat whej
eryone around me was losing t

shirts, to care for an infant and]

stepfather to Cassie.

"I do listen when she tells me so

thing—but, you know, when Dii

gets going on a subject, there's noM
in sight. She can talk anything
death. She even brings her probM
into bed with her. Diane has n<

been particularly affectionate

demonstrative, which I am, but I.

live with that. But I refuse to live wi

marriage devoid of sex. Ever since!

was born, our sex life has shruu]

nothing. I try to kiss her, to pa
arms around her and take her mint

everything, and she brushes me o

get the same feeling of being cul

that I did when I was little.

"Massive indifference is the waj

describe my parents' attitude tov

me. As the youngest of three boys

member getting all the attention un

was about twelve. That's when m;

ther's business—he manufacn
kitchen appliances—began to fal

Mother started helping him in tla

fice, and the two of them would s[

seven days a week there. I was pi

much forgotten. Once I wrote a I

saying that I was running away I

on my mother's bureau, caught a t

to the city and spent the day roan

around. By evening, I was cold

tired, so I caught a train home. No
had even noticed my absence, an

they ever found the note, they all

said anything to me. My parents*

vorced when I was a freshman in ';

lege. To tell you the truth, I felt l]

divorced me, too.

"I finished college with two degrei

one in business, one in counseling. I

working with people, but after grac

tion I couldn't focus on what I wante

do for a living. I moved back East

bummed around for a while. Aft

i

couple of false starts, I heard abo"

financial-planning program. That p'

all together for me: As a financial cor

tant, I'd be able to help people and n''

a good income, too. So I got my C
certificate of financial planning, at nif

plus my stockbroker's license, and I -

hired by a local firm. Three years faffl

opened my own (continued on page
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inly thing allowed to smoke in some restaurants

these days is the grill.

For a great smoke, dine out.
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>on't lie AboutYour Age. DEFY IT
(With Makeup That Acts Like Skincare)

NEW REVLON
AGE DEFYING MAKEUP

PROBLEM:
MAKEUP CAN MAKE

YOUR SKIN LOOK OLDER.

Ordinary makeup can

settle into the fine lines

on skin's surface, making
them more noticeable.

It can even rob your skin

of moisture!

Ordinary Makeup

SOLUTION:
NEW AGE DEFYING MAKEUP.

Revlon
Age Defying Makeup

Unique color particles

are wrapped in

moisturizers so the

coverage floats above
fine lines - makes them

seem to disappear.

Your makeup stays

virtually line-free all day.

You stay beautifully younger-looking!

AGE
DEFYING
MAKEUP

SPF 8
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Our Terrace Garden China

Cabinet is lavishly appointed

with glass shelves and

mirror-bached interior, plus three

dimmer lights to letyour china

and crystal shine.

Present your meals gracefully

with our Terrace Garden

Sideboard. Iron scrollwork,

marble, and oak are unitedfor a

singular elegance.

Don't miss the Thomasville 90th

Anniversary Dining Room Sale.

We're offering the biggest

savings in our history. Now
through November 15, 1994.

The Place
To Start Is

Thomasville
S1994 Thomasville Furniture Industries. Inc.

Can this marriage be saved?

continued from page 18

company, and now I have over a hun-
dred people working for me.

"My hours are insane, though: I work
long days and teach two night courses.

Because of the enormous workload, I

can't say I really enjoy what I'm doing.

But I'm making a good living, and it

would be nice if m\ wife appreciated

that instead of lambasting me because I

get home late and then want to spend a

little time with my son.

"This discipline thing is driving me
nuts. I recognize the need for consisten-

cy in a child's life, but sometimes I think

you need to bend the rules. Diane is so

rigid, so stuck on doing things her way,

she loses sight of the important stuff.

"Not that I want to abandon all disci-

pline. Cassie needs a firm hand now.
It's a little hypocritical, don't you think,

to scream at me for being overindulgent

with Sam when that's precisely what
she's doing with Cassie? If we don't

want her hanging out with the wrong
crowd, or if her room is a minefield, we
should ground her for a week. If I try to,

Diane turns on me. We end up arguing

with each other while Cassie storms out

of the room.

couple. For Diane and Carl, it wa=3
cially difficult. Both of them »
prived, abandoned and angr\l|

surprising, considering their fami I

tory of cold, rejecting mothenJ
made them feel unloved and \M
quate. Diane, in particular, had :m

up with the message that no fan

what she did, it wasn't good enoujj.ii

"However, this couple were I
mined to make their marriage won*
I believe when that commitmpt
there, even the most wrenching lit

lems can eventually be resolved.

"An important beginning step m
identify the problems and stressai

had thrown their relationship offB

The first had been the birth om
son. This was compounded by III

acute postpartum depression, fl

strain of blending their family, an

as by the difficulties inherent in pll

ing a young teenager.

"The way Diane and Carl reacl

these external stresses compotl
their problems. If she was angry ol
iovs, Diane would lash out and I

Carl in much the same way hen
mother had demeaned her. It's nm
common for people with low self-el

to project their feelings of worthlel

onto others. Once Diane under!

"I RECOGNIZE THE NEED FOR CONSISTENCY IN

DISCIPLINE, BUT I THINK DlANE

IS BEING TOO RIGID/' SAID CARL.

"You should hear the way my wife

talks to me. Well, I refuse to be treated

like a two-year-old. She berates me. I'm

not stupid. But if I don't do something

exactly the way she wants me to do it,

when she wants me to do it, I'm a

screwup in her book.

"I used to be able to talk to Diane,

but not anymore. She says she wants to

know more about what I do at work.

But she only wants to hear the good,

happy stuff. If I tell her how stressed out

I am or that I'm worried about a client,

she freaks out.

"Listen, I got married to stay mar-
ried. I love Diane and I love our kids,

but I don't know where we got off track.

And if we can't figure that out, how can

we possibly be close?"

THE COUNSELOR'S TURN In all ar-

eas of their lives, these two were running

on separate tracks," noted the coun-
selor. "Unable to connect on almost any

level, physical or emotional, they had to

learn how to share, compromise, negoti-

ate and, most important, empathize
with each other.

"This would be a tall order for any

24 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL OCTOBER

this connection, we set about tryl

determine how she could set limit!

her mother. She has since learned!

clear and firm if her mother critl

her or her children. She told me: '1

Mother started to comment on Ca
clothes the other day, I told her ]l

blank that I wouldn't listen to heil

downs.' Once Diane was no lonl

target for her mother's criticism!

felt considerably less antagonist

ward Carl.

"Over the years Carl had learn |

handle Diane's verbal abuse in a

sive aggressive manner: Eitht

wouldn't show up when he promis

would, or he'd 'forget' to do some!

This infuriated Diane. In my indiv

sessions with Carl, I told him th

had to put his anger into words
wasn't easy for him to do; for so

years, his attempts to get the atte

of his parents had also fallen on

ears. He had gotten into the hat

simply accepting things.

"Once the hostility between
eased, my hope was to help this a
reconnect—emotionally as well as p

cally. ViTien I first (continued on pa^.

1994
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Flowers would only distractfrom all the beautiful details that make the new Terrace Garden Dining Table

so unique. The sumptuous design of the iron scrollwork, beveled glass, and sculpted white oak moldings

capture everyone's attention magnificently It's one centerpiece that doesn't need arranging.

To experience more of the Terrace Garden Collection, call 1-800-225-0265. Askfor Dept. X64K.

The Place To Start Is Vionmsville
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Ofher question;

to ask your
Kmart pharmacfr.

(Remember,
j

answers are free)

Is there a vitamin m
supplement I coulL
take with this prem
senprion?
Is there anything m
shouldn't eat or I
drink with this ma-
icine?

Are there any ovem
the-counter drugs I
you can recom-
mend for a rash? I

a
whether my prescript

tion might make me sleep!

allergic reaction, for exampl

"l used to only think of

pharmacists as a source of

prescription drugs, but now
I think of them as a

source of information/'
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"Menopause is much
more comfortable

now that I know what
to expect."

I'd heard that menopause
was going to be a difficult

time in my life. But while

some of the symptoms can
get me down, knowing
what to expect helps me
feel more positive. So when
vaginal dryness starts to

make sex uncomfortable,
I use Gyne-Moistrirf

Gyne-Moistrin is a clear,

moisturizing gel that's very

soothing because it sup-

plements my own internal

moisture. There are no hor-

mones or medications.
And it feels natural. Not
greasy or messy.

Today, women aren't just

talking about menopause
and vaginal dryness...we 're

doing something about it.

Gyne-Moistrin. What a
comfort to find something
made specially for me.

For a woman's changing needs.

Gyne-Moistrin Vaginal Moisturizing Gel

E3stf»^»^l ©1994, Schering-Plough Healthcare Products, Inc.

Will not harm condoms
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Can this marriage be saved?

continued from page 24

met them, Diane and Carl acted like

strangers: They sat at opposite sides of

the room, rarely looked each other in

the eye when they spoke, never kissed

hello. I urged them to acknowledge each

other in small ways or with simple acts

of kindness or gestures. They also had
to plan time together, even if it was just

lunch at a restaurant without the kids.

"They caught on quickly. 'The other

day, Carl suggested going out for

breakfast,' Diane reported. 'We'd never

even thought of doing that before. So,

after I dropped Sam at preschool, we
went to a coffee shop. It wasn't expen-

sive, and it w7as a lovely way to start the

day.' As their relationship grew more
loving outside the bedroom, it became
more intimate inside, too.

"At this point, they were able to

SKILL BUILDER

Seeing the world through

your partner's eyes

One of the biggest problems this

couple had to overcome was their in-

ability to empathize with each other.

As a result, both of them felt alone

and labeled their partner insensitive

and unavailable. It's not easy to lis-

ten to another's point of view, espe-

cially if you don't agree with it. We
all tend to jump in with our own
opinions, judgments or a similar ex-

perience we had. That frustrates and

devalues your partner. On the other

hand, when you can be empathic,

your partner feels loved and safe

confiding in you. How can you learn

to be more empathic, to really see

the world from your spouse's eyes?

Remember how critical it is to vali-

date your spouse's point of view,

even if you don't feel the same way.

He is entitled to feel the way he

feels. Refrain from making a judg-

ment about someone else's emo-

tions. Instead of saying "How dare

you be angry at me," try "I can see

how that might have made you feel."

Take responsibility for the role you

play in causing a problem. Acknowl-

edge that something you did, or

didn't do, may have made your part-

ner upset.

If you're wrong, apologize. A sim-

ple "I'm sorry" defuses hostility and

makes your mate feel appreciated.

start parenting as a team, to ma!

decisions and support each o

those decisions. Diane and C;

forgotten the cardinal rules of

ing: to be consistent and pre
united front. Their home had t

a divided camp where they argue

and through the kids. We dis

the importance of talking pr

about problems first—be it Sam
time or Cassie's curfew—decidi

plan and then presenting it toget

"When they stopped hashing

out in front of Cassie, she realiz

was not going to be able to si

them off. Issues are resolved

smoothly now: Cassie has a cui

weekends and is not allowed to

with friends during the week unlesB

special school function. Her roc I
mains a mess, but Diane and Call
chosen not to fight this particular I

"Getting Sam to stay in his ow
at night has proven more difficu

because Carl is willing to see E
point now, he, too, insists that Si

back into his own bed.

also reminded them that in

ways Cassie's behavior was typic:

had been an only child for many
now that her baby brother was n
getting the attention she used ti

but also getting in her way, sh

bound to be jealous. 'She need
putting her own anger into persp

Try to give her as much specia

with you, together or separately,

can,' I advised. 'Be patient, let he

you're there for her, but prepare]

selves for some stormy weather.'

"Diane had always found it h
handle even the slightest negative

for this reason, whenever Carl mf<

her of a problem at work, she wo
act far out of proportion to the

situation. However, now that

feels closer to Carl, she is able t

about his unhappiness over his

without panicking. We spent sever

sions discussing ways to allevia

work-related stress. Carl finally ca

the conclusion that he really didn

joy running his own firm all that

anymore. He decided to sell his c(

ny and set up a smaller consulting

ness near his home. Even wit

teaching commitments, which h

joys, this allows him to keep a mor
ular schedule.

"Diane and Carl were in coun

for two years. 'I feel like we're fl

running on the same track, towarl

same goal,' Diane told me at oul

session. 'It's not always smooth s

with a toddler and a teen, but I fe<

Carl and I once again have a rek

ship that nurtures the family.'
"

"CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SA VE.

a registered trademark ofMeredith Corpor,
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A WOMAN TODAY

ave up my baby

I wanted my son to have a better life than

I could give him. But the heartache never

goes away. By M i kki Reed

My
son turned one year

old recently—but I

didn't bake his birth-

day cake or watch

him open his gifts;

those privileges went to the couple

who are now his parents. I gave up

my baby for adoption; yet, unlike

the image most people have of

birth mothers, I'm not a teenager,

nor am I unemployed, impover-

ished or heartless. I'm a thirty-year-

old single mother of two, with a

college education and a decent job

as a co-host of a morning radio

show. This was the most difficult

choice I have ever made, but it was

one I made for love.

My long journey to this point

began early in 1992, shortly after I

separated from my ex-husband,

*All names but the author's have been changed.

with whom I had a two-year-old

boy, Chris,* and a five-month-old,

Jason. Feeling emotionally and
economically stranded, I was look-

ing for someone who could be a

good husband and father. Todd, a

police officer, seemed like the an-

swer to my prayers—handsome,
sensitive, sweet and great with my
sons. But six months later, after we
became engaged and moved in to-

gether, Todd changed. He became

brooding, self-centered and less in-

terested in the boys. Couples
counseling served only to amplify

the differences between us.

That fall, just as I was about to

leave Todd, I discovered I was

pregnant. I hadn't been as careful

about birth control as I should

have, and I was devastated—how-

could I have been so stupid? Todd

went numb when he heard the

news. Our engagement was off by

this time, and we knew a baby was

no way to patch things up. We
agreed that abortion seemed the

best alternative.

First, I went to my gynecologist

to see how far the pregnancy had

progressed. The staff, not knowing

what my plans were, offered to do

an ultrasound. When I saw the tiny

six-weekrold fetus on the monitor,

my heart melted, and I knew in-

stantly that abortion wasn't the

right choice for me. My mission

changed: Now I had to see to it

that this baby was healthy and
happy, no matter what.

Todd and I tried to keep our re-

lationship together, but after a tu-

multuous couple of months, 1 left

him for good. I knew it would be

challenging raising three children

alone, but I told myself that as long

as I devoted my life to them, we'd

all be okay.

It wasn't that easy. As the

months passed, my worries grew.

My ex-husband took the boys on

the weekends, but during the week

it was chaos. My day started at

four in the morning, as I got ready

to go to work; if I was lucky, I

would collapse into bed by nine at

night. My sons never seemed to

get enough attention. The house

never seemed clean. Meals were

thrown together. I never prepared

enough for my programs. If things

were this hectic now, what would it

be like with a newborn to care for?

Todd and I talked about getting

back together, but our conversa-

tions always turned into shouting

matches. I wondered how the baby

w ould feel about having separated

parents who were always (continued)
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A woman today

righting. Late at night, as I felt my child

moving within me, I would whisper,

"You deserve a better life. I'm truly sor-

ry." I admit there were times when I

did think about placing the baby for

adoption, but I forced the thoughts

away as quickly as they came. I would

never dream of handing over Chris or

Jason to anyone else—how could I do it

to this child?

Ironically, it was a call from Todd
that changed my mind. I was eight

months pregnant when he told me he

couldn't afford to pay child support,

and he thought adoption would be the

best solution. Furious, I hung up on
him—how could he be so selfish? Yet I

couldn't help wondering whether he

might be right. Adoption would mean
my son (I knew by now it was a boy)

would be raised by two loving parents

who wanted a child more than anything.

He could go to college. He wouldn't be

shuttled back and forth on weekends for

custodial visits with his father.

On the other hand, how would my
other sons feel? Would they be afraid

that Mommy might give them up, too?

Then came another painful dilem-

ma: How would I tell Chris and Jason?

For months, we had talked about what
our lives would be like after the baby
arrived. We had even picked out the

name Joey. Now I had to explain that

Joey would have a new home, a new7

family and a new name—Brad. A coun-

selor friend of mine recommended that

I tell the facts to my sons honestly but

simply, emphasizing the positive as-

pects of the situation.

Holding my boys close, I answered all

their questions. "This will allow us to

have more time together," I pointed out.

At twenty months, Jason was too young
to understand it all, but Chris, then

three, seemed confused and hurt. I

promised him, "I'll always be your
mommy, and I'll never let you go."

Gradually, they adjusted to the news.

By comparison, telling my family and
close friends was easy. My mother was
sad—she had always loved being a

grandma—and my father said bluntly,

"It seems like the prudent thing to do,"

as if I were just trading in a car. Most of

my friends couldn't believe that the

woman they'd thought of as the ultimate

mom would give up her child, but many
told me it was the right choice.

"I'll MISS YOU, LITTLE ONE/' I SAID TO THE TINY

INFANT. I COULDN'T HOLD HIM LONG, FOR FEAR

I WOULDN'T BE ABLE TO LET HIM GO.

How would the baby react years from
now when he learned he had brothers

he'd never seen, a birth mother who let

him go? My head was swimming.
A few days later, I did call a few

adoption agencies, telling myself I could

always change my mind later. The agen-

cy I liked most handled open adoptions,

in which the birth mother can meet
prospective parents, make the final

choice and, in some cases, stay in touch

with the family after the birth.

The agency put me in touch with a

few couples, one of whom was every-

thing I could have hoped for. Already
parents of an adopted son, Jeff was a

doctor and Mary was an at-home moth-
er. They had patience, intelligence,

character, warmth and common sense.

Their son seemed secure and well ad-

justed. Best of all, they were willing to

let me visit the baby, because they be-

lieve an adopted child will have a

stronger sense of identity if he knows
who his birth parents are. We all grew
close in a short period of time, and two
weeks before my due date, 1 chose them
as my baby's parents.
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When I had first decided on adop-
tion, I felt only relief. But now that I fi-

nally had time to let the reality sink

in—I was actually going to give my baby
to someone else—my emotions over-

whelmed me. When the boys were away
with their dad, I'd just lie in bed and
cry. One day I was so scared I actually

began to hyperventilate. I called a friend

and wept, "How am I going to live

through this?" My friend saw me
through my grief, and other friends were

equally supportive.

Like a patient with a terminal illness,

I went through denial, anger and pain

until I was finally at peace. By the time

my labor started on a hot August day, I

just wanted it to be over.

I allowed Man,' and Jeff to be in the

delivery room with me—after all, this

was their baby now—and it was their

arms that held little Brad first. They
fussed over him for a few minutes before

handing him to me. "I'll miss you, little

one," I said to the tiny infant, "but your

folks will take good care of you." I

couldn't hold him long, for fear I wouldn't

be able to let him go. I left the hospital

1994

C

&

:-

as soon as the painkillers wore off.
||

The next day, I picked up Jason '3

Chris at their father's house. "E^i

came out of Mommy's tummy, guy?
chirped. They said, "Oh," then staa

to play. Was Brad so easy to forget?ft

the day I signed the papers relinquish

my legal rights as a mother, Mary k

Jeff came to my house to say good-w

before leaving for their home, four br

dred miles away. I felt the boys neet

to see Brad before he left, to understf

what was happening to him. Jason

Chris patted him on the head gently |§§
otherwise ignored him.

Mary and Jeff also offered Todd be

chance to see his son, and they mejlf

the hospital. The couple told me
Todd quietly cried as he held BA|

They asked if he wanted to stay in to :

through letters or calls, and Todd
he just wanted what was best for

baby. A few days later, he signed thejj|

gal papers. Todd hasn't contacted

of us since then.

But I couldn't shed the experiena

quickly. I went back to work a week
ter Brad was born, wondering ho^

could face a radio audience who kne

had been pregnant. Rather than skin!

the issue, I decided to face it head||

and announce the news on my
o'clock talk show. The day before

broadcast, I told a local newspaper
porter of my plans; the next day, I vi-

front-page news. TV crews were wait j
to film me when I arrived at work.

My voice quaked as I began:

may know that I gave birth to a b

boy a week ago. But I don't have a b;

to keep me up all night, and that's wql
came back to work so early. The reasi

is, I placed my child for adoption." I it

mitted how unsure I was that I couldp

an effective mother to three small clH

dren, and how important I felt it was

a child to live with two parents.

The phone lines immediately lit iM

Most of the callers praised my counje

and honesty. Others asked the toui

questions: "How will your other scp

feel? Won't Brad feel bad someoty

when he knows you kept his brotheL

but not him?" For weeks, I got caj

and letters, and local radio and TV sir

tions wanted interviews. I felt I was Ih

ing swept up in a flood of my o\ji

creation, but at the same time it wp

therapeutic to talk it out.

About 90 percent of the public U
sponse was positive. Some peopp

hoped my words would encourage oil-

er women facing unwanted pregnah

cies to consider adoption. Bir^

mothers said they were glad someot

had told their side of the story. A ft/

people, however, condemned me. "G

your tubes tied, you irresponsib

breeding sow," one man wrote. Anot

er man accused (continued on page 4*
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continuedfrom page 34

me of glorifying unwed motherhood.
By November, the frenzy had died

down. I had taken a new job at another

radio station by then, the holidays were
coming and my boys were doing great.

Life was finally coming together. That's

when I fell apart.

It was as if I hadn't allowed myself to

feel the hurt until I had the time. Sud-
denly, I regretted everything I'd done.
Maybe I could have handled another
baby after all, I thought. I spent Thanks-
giving afternoon in tears because Brad
was the only one in my family not cele-

brating with me. I even fantasized about
stealing Brad from his parents—but
quickly shook the thought from my
mind. In early December, when the
adoption was finalized, I cried again.

Until that day, I still had the option of

petitioning the adoption. Now I could
never change my mind.

Last January, I made the long trip to

see Brad for the first time since he was
born. He was adorable, fat and content.

I took tons of pictures and fixed even-

moment of the day in my mind, know-
ing there wouldn't be many more like

them. Relieved as I was that Brad had a

good life and wonderful parents, I still

ached, and I wept for hours afterward.

I'd never see his first steps, hear his first

words, sign his first report card. The
pain lingered for days, and I wondered if

I should ever visit again.

Since then, I've called Mary and Jeff

about once a month, and we exchange
letters with photos, as well. I decided
that I do want to keep visiting from time

to time, though it means I'll be loving

Brad and losing him again each time.

Maybe I just can't let go.

I've made Brad a scrapbook with pic-

tures of his birth family, including a

long letter about the circumstances of

the adoption. Jeff and Mary, who are

truly special people, say that Brad will

know me as "Nikki" or "my birth

mom." I do worry about how Brad will

feel toward me, but I think his parents

will speak of the adoption as an un-
selfish act rather than the easy way out

for a woman who wanted to get rid of a

kid. Most of all, I want Brad to know I

care and that I'll always be just a phone
call away. If he decides he doesn't want
me in his life, that's fine—but it will be

his choice.

My sons will learn more about their

half brother as they grow older. If they

want to get to know him better, I won't
stand in their way; and if they ever seem
to be having real trouble coping with the

situation, I'll get them into counseling.

Risht now, Chris seems to feel the loss

more. He's invented an imaaH
friend, called Joey, who lives "far

I know there are no guarantaM
any of us; all I can do is hope t)M,

will all be better off for what hv
done. In the meantime, I cope wjMi
moments of sadness when they 'Mf
and my life is pretty much back m
way it was two years ago—with o;fh

portant exception.

I keep a picture of Brad next U
ones of Chris and Jason in my offiB
may not live in my home, but he \{L,

ways live in my heart.

SHARE YOL'R STORY
The Journal will pay $750 for each^k
accepted for publication in the "A Ml
today" column. Manuscripts must &H
person accounts of actual dramaticH
and should be 1,500 words, typed <wk
spaced and accompanied by a self-adcm

stamped envelope for return of theH
Please include your address and tifl

phone number on the manuscript.^!

manuscripts to Box WT, Ladies' H
Journal, 100 Park Avenue, New
NY 10017.

For more information on adoption B
contact the National Adoption Injtni

tion Clearinghouse, 11426 RocWk
Pike, Suite 410, Rockville, MD 2M
301-231-6512.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK

Clearly, the choice to give up a A
for adoption is never an easy onefc

is it the right decision when the Vp

mother already has other children™

us know by taking part in our pfttei

poll. Each call costs 95 cents; torn

tone callers only. Call 900-933-6M-

between eight a.m. E.T. FridB

September 16, and midnight E.T. p
urday, October 1 . This is what m
will hear when you make the call: I

Did this mother do the right thin?

Press 1 for yes

Press 2 for no; she should have \p\

the baby

Press 3 for no; she should have Mr

an abortion

What would you do in her situatic?

Press 1 for I'd keep the baby

Press 2 for I'd place it for adoption }

Press 3 for I'd have an abortion

When is it right for a woman'
give up a baby?
Press 1 for if she can't afford to raise™

Press 2 for if she's a minor

Press 3 for if she's unmarried

Press 4 for never
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BEAUTY & FASHION JOURNAL
Caring for winter clothing, bargain beauty buys and more

5 steos to thicker hair

i
> /

1

Luxurious-looking hair is the result of both the right

products and the expert skills of a top hairstylist like

Oscar Blandi, of New York City's Peter Coppola

Salon. He shared his special five-step formula with

guaranteed to pump up the volume and add

great body to even the thinnest, limpest hair.

Shampoo and towel-dry hair. Apply a

generous handful of mousse (such as

I Senscience Effervesse or Logics Forming Foam)

to roots; comb through to

^jjBjfcfc. i distribute.

^ Apply a silicone

shine-enhancing
product to ends to

give a fuller line to the base

of the hair. We recommend

Senscience Vitalesse, L'Oreal

Colorvive Performance Daily

Color Sealer or Redken Glass

Smoothing Complex.

Section hair and blow-dry lower layers

first so you build volume as you stack the

dried sections. To dry: Wind the ends of

each section around a round brush. Hold section

taut and away from head as you dry the top of

each section and then the underside of each

section.

Switch dryer setting

to cool and apply air to

each finished section to

lock in bounce.

Mist each section with

hairspray (Logics

ColorReserve Aerosol

Hairspray is a great one to try)

and set hair with Velcro rollers for about fifteen

minutes. Remove rollers, flip hair over and lightly

spritz underside with hairspray. Flip hair back and

use fingers to shape—do not brush.

i» pick off the month

4
lock in

5

"Four LHJ staffers joined me in road-testing Revlon's new Color-

Stay Lipstick, a long-lasting silicone-base lipstick that claims 'it

won't come off on your coffee cup, your teeth or him.' We all

applied ColorStay around lour p.m. one day and gathered the

following morning to compunrn'otes. Everyone's lipstick stayed put

until bedtime with no touch-up required! Apply lipstick to clean,

dry lips; wait sixty seconds to set [don't blot or press lips togedier].

Fabulous!"—Lois Joy Johnson. Beauty and Fashion Director
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FOR YOUR SKIN

The latest facial creams,

gels and lotions contain

moisture-trapping

humectants, collagen, alpha

hydroxy acids and now the

newest ingredient—vitamins.

According to New York City

dermatologist Howard Sobel,

M.D., "The really significant topical

vitamins are A, E and C because of

their role as antioxidants. They help

the skin maintain healthy cells by

attaching themselves to free

radicals [renegade cells that attack

healthy ones] and enabling them to I

be released from the body. Vitamin

C has been shown to help heal

wounds also, and vitamin E helps

decrease scar formation and aids

in the healing of burns. Vitamin A

helps heal acne, minimize the

appearance of fine lines and

increase blood-vessel formation in

the dermis for a rosy glow."

Vitamins in skin products are not I;

a ground-up version of those we

take internally. They are specially

prepared by a chemist so they can

penetrate the skin. A few to

try: Ultima N's Smart Move

Lotion with vitamins A and C;
j

Maybelline's Revitalizing

Enhanced Moisture Cream with

vitamins A and E; and L'Oreal's

EXCELL-A 3 with vitamin E and

melanin complex.
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"My husband needed a circularsaw.
"
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CARING FOR
WINTER WOOLS
HELP WOOL SUITS AND SWEATERS LAST WITH THESE TIPS FROM SHIRLEY

ENG, CONSERVATOR OF THE MUSEUM AT NEW YORK'S FASHION
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PROS AT THE WOOL BUREAU, INC.

Keep a cap on dry cleaning:

The most you should dry-clean

woolen items is three to six times a

season. Between wearings, brush

flat-texture wools with a short,

natural-bristle brush—a baby brush

is perfect—to remove surface soil.

Allow garments to air for twenty-

four hours between wearings.

Refresh creased wool clothes

easily at home with a quick steam-

ing, using a portable steamer. Two to

look for: Franzus

($25) and Rowen-

ta ($40). You
can also press

tailored wools

and flat-surface

sweaters with

an iron, as long

as you turn the

item inside out

first and use a

press cloth as

a buffer be-

tween the iron

and the gar-

ment. Spot-

press only where necessary—backs

of trouser legs, elbows—and avoid

overpressing.

Store woolens properly Wool
boucle and mohair jackets should

be stored flat to avoid distorting the

shoulders. Empty all pockets before

hanging wool garments so the

pockets do not become stretched

out. Fold all sweaters and knits.

Treat stains quickly The Wool

Bureau, Inc., recommends these

treatments for specific stains:

Lipstick, gravy, grease, sauces:

Treat with spot cleaner. If stain

remains, treat with a solution

of warm water and mild

detergent.

* Fruit juice, soft drinks:

Spot-clean with a moist

rag, warm water and

mild detergent.

Felt-tip pen: Soak

fresh stain in luke-

warm water and a

mild detergent. If stain

persists, dab with rub-

bing alcohol.

• Coffee, tea, chocolate:

Treat with mild soapy water

followed by diluted hydrogen

peroxide or white vinegar.

» Wine: Blot excess; co

area with salt to draw out

stain; rinse with cool water.

FYI: Two stain removers w
having on hand: White W
ard Spot Remover and Al

rurpose Cleaner ($7.58 at

home and hardware stores),

which can be used for

practically any stain in-

cluding grease, blood,

ink, shoe polish, grass

stains; and Carbona
Cold Water Wash
($1 .99 at drug and food

chains) for sweaters,

lingerie and other fine

washables.

DRESS SLIM,
HEAD-TO-TOE STRATEGIES THAT

[
SKIM OFF POUNDS INSTANTLY

Want to look thinner, firmer, taller?

Just follow these tips to successful!-

conceal jiggles, bulges and

premenstrual bloat.

Choose a V-neck,

notch<ollar shirt to

longate and slim your

neck and jaw and add
width to shoulders

(a more subtle

solution than

shoulder pads,

which can look

dated)

Stick with

solids. Dark

trousers with q

ighter top in

the same color

family—such as

these earth-tone

trousers and

butterscotch

shirt— is ideal

Define your wais

with a narrow belt

toned to trousers

Pleats reinforce the

crisp vertical lines ol

trousers and force th

eye to move up and

down rather than

around curves

Opt for tailored

pants with a fly frontY

and slouchy ease so p

they camouflage

tummy bulge. Full<ut\\

trouser legs can maki

thighs look thinner

h rrouser tegs can mat

A \ thighs look thinner

^^B^^^^Tone shoes to

ft ^fSs trousers

DID YOU KNOW?Jo
h
apP

e
fy

way ,0 t0V6r a piw'e *

AQ I A niCC Uf>MC inilDMAI
concealer with a lip brusi
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Don't let the prices of certain products

fool you into thinking you have to pay

more for quality—especially

products that are labeled hypo-

allergenic and dermatologist-

tested. We combed the drugstore

aisles in search of value and

discovered ten terrific buys

—

from triple-milled scented soap

to an antistress skin masque

—

all for $2 or less.

Revlon Aquamarine Skin

Conditioning Body Lotion

(99 cents) A fresh-scented,

silky, collagen-enriched lotion;

comes in a huge 15-ounce bottle

to last and last.

Rave Power Gel ($1 .59) We
were amazed to unearth a

hairstyling product in this price

range, especially a maximum-

dP',%^^ hold, alcohol-free formula

that works so well.

Yardley of London Laven-

der Soap (99 cents) With

the abundance of scent-

ed soaps on the market,

we nearly forgot that

Yardley, the granddad-

dy of them all, is so well

priced. The new formula

contains moisturizers and has a more

delicate fragrance.

Dickinson's Facial Cleansing Sys-

tem Normal Skin ($1.99) What
a deal—a gentle, hypoallergenic,

dermatologist-tested glycerin

soap and separate buff

in one box!

Cabot Vitamin E Cu-

cumber Anti-Stress Pac

Masque (99 cents) A
quick fix for tired, tense

skin. Contains enough

product for one treat-

ment—perfect if you want

to try a soothing, nondry-

ing masque without spend-

ing a lot of money.

Alberto V05 Nutrient Enriched Sham-

poo and Conditioner ($1.29 each)

They've been around forever, but the

L J

fiEViav

DICKINSON'S

Alberto V05 products

are still terrific and of-

fer great value. The

shampoo protects

hair from heat

styling; the 99 per-

cent oil-free condi-

tioner boosts moisture

and shine. Both come

in 1 5-ounce bottles.

St. Ives FixStress

Replenishing

Nutrient Treat-

ment (99 cents)

A one-shot deep

conditioner for

those times when your

hair is especially dry

and damaged and

needs TLC.

Sally Hansen Hard As Nails ($2)

Smooths and fills in ridges, offers long-

lasting color and provides a chip-resistant

surface. Available in thirty-two shades.

Crabtree & Evelyn English Lavender

Bath Seeds ($2) Similar to bath salts

but not drying, bath seeds dissolve fast

for an intense burst of fragrance. Who
doesn't need the relaxation of a scented

tub every now and then? One packet

contains enough for two baths.

Stu£e neteBaoH
AN INTERVIEW WITH KARL LAGERFELD

We recently

had the op-

portunity to

meet Karl

Lagerfeld,

one of the world's top fashion de-

signers. In addition to designing for

Chanel and his own signature line,

Lagerfeld just created a delicious

new fragrance for Elizabeth Arden

called Sun Moon Stars, a fruity floral

that's receiving rave reviews. With

his finger on the pulse of worldwide

beauty and fashion trends, he seems

to know instinctively what women
want. His sound advice:

"Concentxate an taakinq gaad
rather than on looking young. When
you look good, you do look young.

When women try too hard

to look younger—by wear-

ing very trendy clothing,

for instance—they look ar-

tificial. Agelessness is an

attitude.

"JSe open ta chanae and

fantasy. Your look should

be influenced by your

hopes and dreams, and

everything you see and

hear each day.

Every woman
should express

her own indi-

viduality in her

own look.

"tDan't compete

with ycunself.. Never,

ever try to go back to a look

that worked for you ten

years ago. Figure out what

works for you now.

"Cldapt uoux IwA ta uawc

Cifestute. Your hair, make-

up and clothing should

make sense with the way

you live. For example, I

wear only black and white. It's sim-

ple, and since I travel frequently, it

makes it very easy to pack.

"Sahe advantage of. new tech-

nology. Try the new skin- and

. hair-care products and cosmet-

| ics and be open to changing

. your beauty routine. Technical

HP? improvements have made it

w easier than ever to look good."
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IT'S TIME TO SUP INTO SOME-

THING SOFT AND SNUGGLY.

SWEATERS ARE BACK IN A
BIG WAY—HERE'S A SAM-

PLING OF THE COZIEST KINDS

• A mock turtle and jacket, above, become

a new twinset when they're in varying tones

of the same toasty brown. Sweater, jacket,

pants, JH Collectibles; bracelets, Agatha.

Model, Frederikke Magnussen of Elite.

# Cuddly mohair softens the look of a crisp,

white shirt, left. Sweater, Anthropologic;

leggings, Express; shirt, Country Road

Australia; shoes, A/X Armani; bag, Kate

Spade; bracelet, Caroline Ellen. Model,

Caroline Ellen of Click.

• Chenille offers comfort and style to spare. Two
we love look great with leggings, short skirts and

jeans: above, a parchment-color turtle, and right, a

green pullover, both from 525 Made In America.

Above: skirt, Philippe Adec; hose, CK Calvin Klein.

Right: skirt, J.G. Hook; hose, CK Calvin Klein; shoes.

Nine West.
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SPA
GETAWAY
CONTEST

Do you have a terrific

de-stressing tip? Let

us know— it could

win you a fabulous spa trip

for two! Tell us in thirty words

or less (typed or neatly print-

ed on a separate sheet of pa-

per) your most successful way

to beat stress. If your tip is a

winner, we'll send you and a

spouse or friend to The

Colony Beach and Ten-

nis Resort in Longboat Key,

Florida. Your six-night, seven-

day package includes: ac-

commodations in a deluxe

L

suite, a one-hour massage,

an hour-and-a-half herbal

body-wrap treatment; a

private tennis lesson, an

i hour with a personal fit-

ness trainer and lots

more—a $3,000 value!

Turn to page 1 24 for official

rules and entry information.







"The Little

Drummer: woy"

4 payments of just

7 f / \T'S \SHTON-DRAKE VALUE!

TheAsbton-DrakeGa'>7 1

PLEASE RESPOND BY:

October 31, 1994
THE ASHTON-DRAKE GALLERIES

9200 North Maryland Avenue

Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

YES, please reserve "The Little Drummer Boy." Limit one. I

understand the first installment will be billed before the doll

is shipped.

• 4 EASY PAYMENTS OF $19.99*

• ONE-YEAR, RISK-FREE GUARANTEE
•SEND NO MONEY NOW

Signature Date

( )

Name (please print clearly) Telephone

City State Z|P
•Plus $4 94 home delivery fee and applicable state sales tax Please allow 4

to 6 weeks for delivery. Canadian price: $99.95 plus postage and handling

and any applicable taxes. 96551 -D88001
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Predicting cancers through genes
Researchers at Washington University, in St. Louis, have developed a

blood test that will allow doctors to predict with nearly 1 00 percent accura-

cy whether a healthy person who has a family history of a rare, inherited

form of thyroid cancer will later develop the disease. This new test, which

works by revealing a genetic flaw, could prevent about one out of ten thy-

roid cancers (about a thousand cases a year), according to the re-

searchers. It also serves as an example of how genetic testing may one day

predict other cancers such as those of the breast and colon in people

whose families have a history of those diseases. —Dan Rutz, HealthWorks

In designers' closets . . .

What will the leading women designers be wearing this fall? One major

theme seems to be clothes that are simply shaped and versatile. In Milan,

Marina Spadafora is going with a menswear-inspired look for day: black

and white turtlenecks under dark, woven pinstriped jackets with knitted

sleeves and matching pants. For night, she prefers "one of the little silver

dresses with a zipper front. It's modern and a bit offbeat." New York

designer Donna Karan, who swears by what she calls "instant dressing,"

touts the versatility and ease of a slip dress and jacket.

—Elsa Klknsch, Style with Elsa Klensch

Networking '90s style
North Carolina has become the first state to implement an information

highway that will link over one hundred hospitals, schools and agencies

in a statewide communications network. The new system will allow for

nearly instantaneous transmission of video, voice and data. This means,

for example, that doctors at different hospitals can consult each other on

cases while simultaneously getting patient information, test results and
ultrasound images. Hospitals and schools will be among the first to be

hooked up, followed by prisons and, eventually, the state's criminal

justice system. BellSouth, GTE and Sprint Carolina Telephone are pouring

$160 million into the project. They say they hope their system will one

day serve as a model for other states.

—Miles O'Brien, CNN Science and Technology Week

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
We have to keep trying things

we're not sure we can pull off. If

we just do the things we know we
can do . . . you don't grow as

much. You gotta take those chances

on making those big mistakes.
—Actress Cybill Shepherd, discussing her decision to do a

cabaret show in new york, while appearing on showbiz today

ON,
THE WORLD'S

NEWS LEADER,

AND
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

PRESENT

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

FACTS AND FINDINGS

ABOUT THE

WORLD TODAY

Getting kids to
veg out

Breast-feeding an infant may

help her eat well later on in

life> experts now say. A new

study shows that children

who were breast-fed are more

likely to respond positively

when first introduced to

vegetables. Researchers at the

University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign gave

pureed vegetables to thirty-six

infants ranging in age from

four months to six months,

over a period of ten days.

Those who had been breast-

fed increased their vegetable

intake more dramatically

than the formula-fed babies.

(Both groups started out

eating the same amount.)

Why? The researchers believe

that because breast-fed

babies may be more familiar

with a variety of tastes and

smells in their mother's milk

they may be more open to

new foods such as vegetables.

—Carolyn O'Neil,

On the Menu

Watch CNN's HealthWorks for the week's top medical news (Saturday, 8:30 a.m., 4 p.m. E.T.) and

Style with Elsa Klensch for a look at the world of fashion and interior design (Saturday, 10:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m. E.T'
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adache pain, sore muscles, backache,

nor arthritis pain and menstrual pain.
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ERVIE W

It's a dirty job, but somebody had to do it. So

Editor-in-Chief Myrna Blyth volunteered to go
and interview Robert (sigh) Redford

T've
interviewed Elizabeth

Taylor. Pretty. Barbara
Walters. Smart. Katharine

Hepburn. Formidable. But

the one star I've always
wanted to interview I'd character-

ize in a somewhat different way.

Like adorable.

Yes, I admit it. I am one of

those women who watched The
Way We Were one time too many
at a highly impressionable age

and have been a Robert Redford
junkie ever since. So, when the

rare, very rare, opportunity came
up to chat face-to-face with His

Blondness, there was no question

who was going to check out the
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Sundance Kid in the flesh.

To prepare for the encounter, I

read most of his past interviews.

There have not been that many,
considering Red l ord has been a

box-office star for over thirty

years, from his boy ingenue days

on Broadway in Barefoot in the

Park in 1963 to his role as the

world's most free-spending dirty

old man in Indecent Proposal in

1993. When he has spoken to the

press, it has usually been to inter-

viewers from upscale men's mag-
azines who sound as if they really

want to "bond with Bob" and
just maybe sell him a film script!

The only really helpful thing I

1994

learned from the pile of clip-

pings was that Redford loveh

chocolate. So I arrived for ounj

rendezvous—uh, interview—witrl

a box of Journal-baked brownies.! -

Heck, I even wore a brown suit.

"Hi! Nice to meet you. Brown-l

ies? Great!" he says, super casual

as his chinos, cream pocket teeii

and crumpled linen jacket.

How does he look? Really, real-|

ly? Exacdy like Robert Redford atr

fifty-seven. So maybe he did forJ

get to put on his sunblock for a|

decade or two. So what? His eyesl

are still beautifully blue, his[

cheek-bones chiseled, his chin

firm. -He is not, as was once ru-

mored, short. And his hair? Like

butter, like butter.

Now, our meeting had been ar-

ranged not merely to give me a

chance to spend a couple of hours

in interviewer heaven. Redford
agreed to talk, but mainly about

his terrific new movie. Quiz Show,

the fourth film he has directed. I,

of course, want to get to the more

personal stuff. But we start, on his

terms, with die movie, out in late

September. It is about the quiz-

show scandal of the 1 950s, when
it was revealed that the program

Twenty-One, a ratings hit, was
fixed. Certain appealing contes-

tants who the producers knew the

public wanted to win were given

answers in advance. Even for

Redford, who has directed some
offbeat movies like The Milagro

Beanfield War and A River Runs

Through It as well as the Oscar-

winning Ordinary Peopfc, this was

an unusual project.

Why did he find this half-

forgotten scandal from a half-

remembered decade so interest-

ing? "First of all, it's a good sto-

ry," he says. "And I wouldn't do

anything unless I felt there was a

story at the heart of it and char-

acters who were in conflict that

had universal appeal, (continued)
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FORMBY'S®
DECORATIVE
TOUCHES"
GRANITE FINISH.

The contemporary look
of granite with the
touch of a finger.

Accessories make
the room and now

Formby's lets you

make the accessories!

Choose from a range

of stylish coiors with

the look and feel of stone. Simply

spray on virtually any surface,

including glass, ceramic, rigid plastic

and metal. Then finish with Formby's

Clear Protective Top Coat for lasting

beauty

and '"^V
protection.

Enhance

vases, planters,

urns, frames,

candlesticks and more.

All it takes is your

creativity and Formby's

Decorative Touches

finishes.

Robert Redford
continued

and moving around with people who
were coming at you. But it was a good
thing to do."

I tell him that one thing that always

perplexed me was that he didn't enjoy

the enthusiasm of his female fans. I al-

ways had the impression he found be-

ing a movie star that women might
fantasize about, even drool over, was,

well, embarrassing.

He nods his head. "That has to do
with the ethic I was raised with," he
explains. That and the fact that, he
maintains, he was a funny-looking
freckle-faced kid with too many
cowlicks. He says he never felt, even
when he started playing leading men,
that he was really attractive. "Sto-
icism was very thick in my family.
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You certainly didn't celebrate your-

self. You didn't say, 'Gee, I feel good
about myself.' Any talk like that was
seen as narcissistic or egotistical."

He was raised in the pre quiz show
decade in Van Nuys, California, in a

white-bread kind of family with an ac-

countant father and a homemaker
mom. He left home for an athletic

scholarship at the University of Col-

orado and arrived in New York to be-

gin his career the year the quiz-show
scandal hit the headlines.

"Now we live in a different time,"

he says. "Now if I felt that I could give

someone pleasure because they found

me attractive, I would probably say

that's fine. That would give me plea-

sure, too. But it wouldn't have twenty,

even ten, years ago. It has to do with

my own maturity as a person. Now
I'm getting to a better place where I

1994

can celebrate what I bring to p)pl

rather than trying to deny it or ajlo

gize for it."

Redford says a project he wull

very much like to develop wou b

about the relationship betweenne
and women. "I would like to o
piece about men and women as e:al

where the woman has absolutely m
footing. I really like strong wo er

They have been a big presence i (m
life. Some of the best friends I'vijja

in life have been women. My glai

mother, my mother, my wife—he
have been strong influences." w

Redford, who was married nj^-l

thirty years, is now divorced. En

though he has had an occasional jgk

profile fling, such as his dalliancelx

sexy Brazilian actress Sonia Bragir

steady girlfriend is low-profile, \n:

tysomething costume designer Fdi

O'Rear.

Does he think of marrying agaii

"No, I don't think about id hi

say«, suddenly wary.

You might?

"I might and I might not," he }y

definitely getting cool.

But he relaxes a moment laterac

tells me that he finds "women ash*

mature attractive." Oh, great.

What he really finds appealirj i

"Intelligence. Humor. Incredl

beauty." He leans back, flasheshi

smile and says, "I wanted to see in

were still with me. And femininy

he adds, sounding exactly like ep

other man today. "I don't respor i

the woman who feels like she h.j^

take on the attributes of a man iio

der to be in a man's world. I thik

woman can do quite nicely keen

her femininity."

Women he likes include Califtn

Senator Barbara Boxer and a fob

co-star, Barbra Streisand. But he a;

there will be no sequel to Tlte Wajt

Were. "I don't like sequels." And H

though he once sent his regrets tli

invitation to a dinner for PrincessP

ana, he says, "I would like to ip

her, actually. I feel sympathetic fc

empathetic to her."

I know the brownies have wou
when he starts showing me picturfi

his children. His twenty-four-yeaipl

daughter, Amy, is a beauty with
p

blond hair. He also, he says proii

has another daughter, Shauna, th

four, an artist married to a wrjj

who has two children. His son, Ja

i

thirty-two, is a writer who live

i

Denver and has a son. Jamie has \

tied chronic illness for several ytr

which has been difficult for the w\

family. Even being Robert Rediji

does not, after all, protect you fli

being a hostage (continued on pag-\

1
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GOOD NEIGHBORS
In a world that often seems harsh and uncaring, the spirit of community still

exists—which is wonderful news for all of us. Meet a town that went the

extra mile to help a family in need. By Christine Hurley Deriso

No matter how trying a

day Karin Screws has

at work (and as an ele-

mentary school teach-

er, she lias many), her

mood inevitably turns buoy-

ant the minute she pulls into

the driveway of her modern
five-bedroom home. 'That's

when she sees four little noses

pressed against the living-room

window, four little palms wav-

ing hello. A chorus of voices

chimes "Mama!" as she opens

the front door, and into her

arms tumble her infectiously

cheerful twenty-two-month-

old quadruplets—sisters Brian-

na, Brinsley and Buckley, and

brother Robert Jared.

Karin, thirty-three, sends

the children's two daytime
baby-sitters home for a well-

deserved break and guides her

brood into the playroom, a

big, child-friendly haven filled

with two rocking horses, a zoo

of stuffed animals and count-

less other toys, for a round of

games and hugs. Not long af-

terward, Kami's mother-in-

law, Betty Screws, arrives to

watch the children while

Karin heads for her sunny
kitchen to prepare supper.

It's a daunting routine,

particularly tor a young
mother on her own, but what

sustains Karin is love—not

only from her family, but

from everyone in her town of

Swainsboro, Georgia. Indeed, the

very roof over her head is a symbol

of her community's collective spir-

it. For when Karin, recently left a

heartbroken young widow, thought

she was alone, Swainsboro resi-

dents helped her start life anew.

Karin certainly never anticipated

having to need that sort of help. In

fact, her life had seemed (continues

Karin Screws with her children, Robert Jared (frant), BuckleyBnanna (both seated) and Brinsley (righr), sirs in ,r„„, of£
are some of the volunteers who built
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Good neighbors

pretty set from the time she met Keith

Screws, in a love-at-first-sight moment
during their freshman year at the Uni-

versity of Georgia. The two were insepa-

rable from their first date on, and they

married shortly after their graduation in

1983. The couple moved to Baxley, in

south-central Georgia, where Keith

worked as a farm consultant and Karin

began teaching. Like most newlyweds,

they happily mapped out an exciting

plan for their lives; "we traveled, enjoyed

ourselves, and we wanted to [one day]

raise a Christian family," Karin says.

But the future that seemed so full of

promise took an abruptly tragic turn

when, a couple of years into the mar-

riage, Keith began experiencing chron-

ic fatigue and stomach pain. At first, he

tried to shrug off the symptoms; he was

an athletic nature-lover who hated to

have anything slow him down. Besides,

he was only twenty-six; how could he

place where neighborliness is a way of

life. When families fall victim to floods,

fire, bad crops, illness and other misfor-

tunes, church groups and individuals

regularly come to their aid, organizing

bake sales, clothing drives and other ef-

forts to sustain them through the crisis.

Even Karin was surprised by the warm
reception she received when she first

visited Keith's family after her marriage.

"It felt like home right away," she says.

At Keith's insistence, he and his wife

continued to do the things they loved.

"Several times, he scheduled his

chemotherapy around the [University of

Georgia] Bulldogs' home games," says

Karin with a smile. "Keith was a die-

hard Bulldogs fan."

But the cancer was an increasingly

pervasive part of their lives. Keith was
too weak to work, apart from light chores

on the farm, and his time-consuming
chemotherapy treatments took a physi-

cal and emotional toll. But he was will-

ing to endure anything that enhanced
his odds. Although serious illness can

"Keith knew right before he died that

this house would be built," says karin,

"It really comforted him."

be ill? But eventually, the symptoms
grew too serious to ignore. A doctor

gave him a grim diagnosis: He had
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, a cancer
that affects some forty-five thousand
people each year. The young couple
were stunned.

"To hear the word 'cancer' . .
."

Karin says, shaking her head slowly.

"We felt that something had suddenly

taken control of our lives."

Keith didn't let himself sink into mis-

ery; he was too busy priming himself to

fight the disease. "At first, his feeling

was, 'I'm gonna beat this thing,' " Karin

says. And Keith tried and tried. He
pored over medical books and journals,

learning everything about his illness and
how to treat it. He and Karin moved
into a modest farmhouse adjoining his

parents' sixty-two-acre property near
Swainsboro, to benefit both from the

moral support of family and the comfort

of being back in Keith's hometown.
Swainsboro, population seven thou-

sand, is a peaceful rural community in

southeast Georgia, seventy miles from
Augusta, set on acres of lush green land.

There, the pace is unhurried, the drawls

are thick and the church pews are filled

every Sunday. Farming, forestry and
metalworking are the primary sources of

income. Above all, Swainsboro is a
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strain marriages, the Screws actually be-

came closer as the years passed. Karin

attributes this to the fact that "we were

able to talk. Keith wanted to talk about

it, and, as hard as it was for me to hear,

I know that's what he needed to do."

For a couple coping with this sort of

ordeal, starting a family might seem ill-

advised. Nonetheless, Keith and Karin

held fast to their dream of being par-

ents. When doctors first told Keith that

the chemotherapy he needed would
leave him sterile, he arranged to have

samples of his sperm stored in a sperm
bank before undergoing treatment. In

l
t) ()2, he started to feel stronger than he

had in years, and he and Karin began to

allow themselves the luxury of thinking

about the future. While they knew there

was still a chance that Keith might not

see his family grow to adulthood, "we
always knew we'd eventually have chil-

dren," Karin explains. "It was what we
felt we needed to do, and everybody
was very happy for us."

That May, Karin underwent in vitro

fertilization: Doctors extracted a num-
ber of eggs from her ovaries, combined
them with Keith's sperm and transferred

the five resulting embryos into her
uterus in the hope that at least one
would implant. Two weeks later, Karin

and Keith shrieked with delight at the

1994

news that they were expecting nofl
baby, but four. "We knew whe:»
started this process that there \«
chance of multiple births," says Kin
with a laugh. "I'm not sure how sena
ly we took it at the time."

The couple weren't exactly prep/a

for such a sizable instant family; ao

they were living solely on Karin's am
est teacher's salary, money woul b>'

tight, and their old two-bedroom riff

was barely big enough for the tufl

them. But there was little time to ikk.

plans. In October, when Karin wU
her fifth month, she began haUi

premature contractions and was hp
talized in nearby Augusta for thft

mainder of her pregnancy. "I kne\fci

babies were healthy, and I felt o«
she says. "Keith was the one I was m
worried about. He was really havifc

hard time."

A month after Karin's confinerrnt

Keith was sent to a hospital in Ada:
one hundred fifty miles from hornet*

cause the cancer had spread to his la

Both were terrified at the prospeA
never seeing each other again. KjJt

says softly, "He told me later thai
prayed, 'Please just let me live tear

back to Karin.' It's what we both

praying for. We tried to save alia

tears for after our calls; I'd hang uptl

phone and cry and cry."

Keith regained enough strength tl
transferred to the Augusta hospit;B

time to share in the birth of his <
dren. The quadruplets were delivfl

by caesarean section December !
l

()i)2, a month and a half prematte

Though tiny, all the infants v>|H

healthy, and within weeks, everym

was ready to go home.
As the new parents were wheeled tt

the lobby, a baby in each arm, they vat

greeted by a throng of applauding v 11-

wishers. "Then a man stepped up t'«

and said, 'Here are the keys to your I
van,' " Karin says. To the ScrewB
amazement, Karin's obstetrician, I
Paul Thaxton, had spearheaded a fill

raising effort among Karin's other M
tors to provide them with a van suitll

for a family of six.

"It wasn't done for accolades," :ja

Thaxton, forty-five, a slim, soft-spoil

man with a gentle manner. "I felt tl

needed a good means of transportatlj

especially since they would be dri\M

from Swainsboro to Augusta for on

tors' appointments."

That was just the beginning ofa

community's outpouring of suppfa

Local newspaper and TV reports ab|

the couple grew into statewide pub W

ty, and hundreds who heard the stl

were moved to take action. Fri

Karin's hometown of Savannahs
Kroger grocery store donated baby spj

plies and food for a year (continm
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Good neighbors

continued

(her parents brought a truckload every

time they came to visit). A Kimberly-

Clark plant, in nearby Beech Island,

South Carolina, sent several cases of

diapers. The people of Swainsboro in-

undated the family with toys, clothes

and meals, and a local bank set up The
Keith Screws Trust Fund for the chil-

dren. Keith's former high school class-

mates formed a committee and
arranged to have hot dinners ready for

the family when they returned from
Keith's cancer treatments. Another
group signed on as volunteer baby-sit-

ters. "It's just been overwhelming,"
says Karin. "There's no way we could

have done it without the donations."

But still to come was an even larger

act of generosity. In the spring of 1993,

the couple called Ricky Stevens, a high

school friend of Keith's who owns an

air-conditioning business, and asked for

an estimate on installing a central unit

in their home. When Stevens came out

to visit them, he saw that what the fami-

ly really needed wasn't a cooler house

but an entirely new one, a place big

enough to accommodate four growing

children. A husband and father himself,

Stevens, thirty-three, decided to do
something about it.

"The house [was] small and old and

not insulated well," says Stevens. "I

went to talk to some friends, and we
knew Keith wasn't likely to be able to

ever make a living again. We started

making phone calls, and by lunch the

next day, we had labor and materials

donated to build them a new house."

Stevens established the Four a

Brighter Day fund to collect donations

for the balance of the expenses. The lo-

cal media publicized the effort, and, in

the months that followed, individual

contributions poured in. The Swains-

boro Supply Company, a retail building-

supply store, secured building materials

from major corporations. To date,

Four a Brighter Day has raised

$35,000. Then volunteers began offer-

ing to help build the home: A group of

retirees from the Wrens Methodist
Church, in nearby Wrens, donated
their wiring, plumbing and construc-

tion skills. A roofer built the roof—ask-

ing only for the cost of his employees'

labor—and a heating and cooling sys-

tem was installed free of charge. One of

Keith's best friends, Steve Kozlosky,
supervised the construction, which be-

gan this past March.
It seems incredible that one town

could be so selfless, but residents say this

gesture is typical of their willingness to

help neighbors in need. "(A newcomer
to the town] told me, 'This must be the

most giving community I've ever seen,'
"
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says Stevens, a Swainsboro native.

"We're just a small, close-knit group,

and this is typical not only of Swains-

boro, but [also] of rural Georgia. Every-

body knows everybody else, so there's a

feeling of family." Karin agrees. "It's just

that kind of place," she says simply.

"This has been beyond my wildest

dreams. I feel so blessed."

The new home was ready for the fam-

ily late last summer. Sadly, Karin's fer-

vent hope that Keith would be joining

them on moving day was not realized:

He had died June 11, 1993, when the

quadruplets were nearly six months old.

His health had been poor, and Karin

knew their time as a family would be

limited. Still, Karin says, "there's no
way to prepare, even though we knew it

was coming." Tears well up in her eyes

as she adds, "Keith knew right before he

died that the house would be built. It re-

ally comforted him." Keith's last words

to his wife were "I love you."

The funeral service was packed to ca-

pacity with friends, family, former class-

mates and the medical staffs who had
treated the couple. Karin's father, min-

ister Doug Patterson, officiated at the

ceremony, along with Rev. Robert An-
derson, the pastor of the First Baptist

Church of Swainsboro, where the ser-

vice was held. Keith had talked to his

father-in-law about the funeral service

and emphasized that he didn't want it to

be sad. The hymns were to be songs of

praise, rather than dirges, so that people

would remember him with joy. In his

eulogy, Patterson said that this positive

attitude was typical of Keith.

The quadruplets were not taken to the

service, but they did attend the wake. "I

think it was good that the babies went to

the funeral home," says Karin. "They
were a little spot of joy. I think that's

what Keith would have wanted."

The months that followed have been

DO YOU HAVE A CARING
COMMUNITY?

Is your city or town selfless and
giving, too? Have you and your

neighbors ever performed a signif-

icant act of kindness for someone

in your area—or have your neigh-

bors done something special for

you when you were in need?
We'd like to hear about it. Please

send your stories to Box CC,
Ladies' Home Journal, 100 Park

Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

Include your name, address and

daytime phone number on your

manuscript. The best submissions

may appear in a future issue.

difficult. The things her husband
loved, like Bulldogs games and,e<

Zeppelin songs, are still too painfijfo

Karin to enjoy. And she struggles sftel

times to understand why this hi t<\

happen just when they had experie;et

their greatest moment as a coupl "

know why we were brought togetrr-

we had a wonderful, beautiful mange
so I don't know why we're apart."

But the challenges and pleasure o

motherhood have helped Karin \i

stand the grief and move forw-

"The babies get me through e;

day," she says. "They bring m
much joy. They're all happy and aj

and love being outside, just like Ke
She sees a lot of their father in the I

dren, but the toddlers also have disa

personalities. Buckley is inquisitive

cheerful, while Brinsley loves to jW

and run around. Robert JaredL:
friendly boy who likes the outden
Brianna is more introspectiveju

doesn't hesitate to speak up when
feeling slighted.

Between her full-time job and;e

daughters and son, Karin stays bsy

and she prefers it that way: "I think xx

planned for me to be very busy
Keith's death." Family members si

often, and she has a steady influ o

friends eager to lend a hand. Karin'm

come supports the family and allowsie

to maintain health insurance, andb
continuing donations from groups ic

individuals are an extra help.

And there is always the knowleg(

that no matter how tough things et

there are people all around her—friedi

and strangers alike—who care. Kmt

wants her children to know that at

considers the community's spirit of i»

ing a testament to the affection theii'a-

ther inspired. "I want them to knovto

was a gentleman, that he was caring ic

nurturing," she says. "I want thentc

know that he loved them so much."

She also intends for her family to |W.

as much back as possible to the ton.

"My children will definitely know evy

thing that's been done for us," K;iu

vows. "I think it's really going to Hp

them to know what kind of commu'ty

they live in and how much their fatii

was loved and respected. I know iti a

cliche, but I really feel that this is jM

house that love built."

Christine Hurley Deriso, a writer basedn

North Augusta, South Carolina, speciatet

in health and other human-interest storit

The Szvainsboro community is still accl-

ing donations for the expenses incurreM

building Karin Screws 's house. For »|
information, write to: Four a Brigif

Day, P.O. Box 694, Swainsboro, m
30401, or call Quality Air of Swainsm
Inc., 912-237-9850.

'
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From spine-tingling TV shows

to Halloween horrors, our appetite for fright has fostered a multibillion-dollar

boom in boos. Why do we like to be spooked? By Dean Lamanna

Tt's
autumn, and the season of

chills—and thrills— is upon
us. As Halloween approach-

es, carved pumpkins begin to

appear on front porches. In-

side, we settle in front of the TV
and rummage through a pile of

videocassettes. What frightening

flick shall we watch tonight? Juras-

sic Park} The Silence of the IMinns?

The Exorcist?

If the fearsome fodder of some
of Hollywood's biggest block-

busters doesn't strike our fancy,

there's always the spooky doings

of the TV shows Tales From the

Crypt and The X-Files. Or we can

click off the tube entirely and scare

ourselves silly with Stephen King's

newest novel. Insomnia (Viking).

Finally, if we crave a more com-
munal fright, we can drive to the

local multiplex, where movies with

titles like Wes Craven 's New Night-

mare and Halloween VI (starring

yet another squealing Jamie Lee

Curtis wanna-be) are unspooling

in all their gory glory.

Why do we like to be scared?

What draws us to these nightmar-

ish entertainments? Some fans sa-

vor their unpredictability. "I like

the element of surprise," says

Sarah Goldstein, thirty-five, a

mild-mannered Los Angeles pub-

licist whose favorite flick is the

1974 shocker The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre. "It's morbid curiosity

—

like looking at an accident on the

freeway." Others find fear more
therapeutic than fun. "There are

many things in the world I can't

control, so it's nice to go sec peo-

ple cope with and overcome their

nightmares," says Bob Creedon,

thirty-one, a financial analyst and

father of two in New Jersey.

Experts say that a combination

of physical and emotional factors

makes scary activities attractive.

"Physiologically, fear has the same

adrenaline-producing effect as ex-

citement, and it feels good," says

William Cone, Ph.D., a clinical

psychologist in private practice in

Newport Beach, California. "What
we've done as a culture is come up

with various methods of releasing

adrenaline in a controlled environ-

ment, where we know that the fear

is artificially induced."

hear also creates social bond-

ing— it brings us closer to

strangers as well as to family and

friends. "Scary stories have been

told around (continued on page 78)

WHAT FRIGHTENS ME THE MOST?
1 We asked four

horror veterans

to share their

deepest fears

TIPPI

HEDREN, the

\\M wren-pecked

heroine of Alfred

Hitchcock's The Birds:

"Spiders! One evening

when I was a child

and . . . my parents were

out running errands, I

listened to an old radio

show called / Love a

Mystery. The story was

about a giant black-widow

spider that guarded a

mansion. I was so petrified

when my parents returned

that I couldn't even open

the door for

them."

ROBERT
ENGLUND
who plays

Freddy Krueger in the

Nightmare on Elm Street

film series: "Watching

Brian DePalma's 1973

thriller Sisters—a story

about twins, one of

whom is a murderer—on

late-night TV. The music is

chilling; the suspense is

merciless."

RICK BAKER, an Oscar

winning makeup artist,

who worked on Wolf: "I'm

not really scared

by monsters since

I make them for a

living. But Jack

Nicholson on a

bad day is pretty

frightening."

DEAN KOONTZ, best

selling author of the

upcoming book Dark

Rivers of the Heart

(Knopf): "The evening

news." —D.L.
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S HOT

From spine-tingling TV shows

to Halloween horrors, our appetite for fright has fostered a multibillion-dollar

boom in boos. Why do we like to be spooked? By Dean Lamanna

Tt's
autumn, and the season of

chills—and thrills— is upon
us. As Halloween approach-

es, carved pumpkins begin to

appear on front porches. In-

side, we settle in front of the TV
and rummage through a pile of

videocassettes. What frightening

flick shall we watch tonight? Juras-

sic Park? The Silence of the Lambs?

The Exorcist?

If the fearsome fodder of some
of Hollywood's biggest block-

busters doesn't strike our fancy,

there's always the spor'-- —
of the TV show s Tale

Crypt and The X-Files.

click off the tube entirel

ourselves silly with Step

newest novel, Insomnit

Finally, if we crave a t

munal fright, we can d

local multiplex, where movies with

titles like Wes Craven's New Night-

mare and Halloween 17 (starring

yet another squealing Jamie Lee

Curtis wanna-bc) arc unspooling

in all their gory glory.

Why do we like to be scared?

What draws us to these nightmar-

ish entertainments? Some fans sa-

vor their unpredictability. "I like

the element of surprise," says

Sarah Goldstein, thirty-five, a

mild-mannered Los Angeles pub-

licist whose favorite flick is the

nightmares," says Bob Creedon,

thirty-one, a financial analyst and

father of two in New Jersey.

Experts say that a combination

of physical and emotional factors

makes scary activities attractive.

"Physiologically, tear has the same

adrenaline-producing effect as ex-

citement, and it feels good," says

William Cone, Ph.D., a clinical

psychologist in private practice in

Newport Beach, California. "What
we've done as a culture is come up

with various methods of releasing
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IT'S HOT

(continuedfrom page 74) the camp-

fire throughout prehistory, and

the theater screen today is that

fireside," says Clinton Sanders,

Ph.D., a professor of sociology at

the University of Connecticut, in

Hartford. Fictional terrors, he-

adds, help us deal with real-life

ones, like news reports of serial

killers. "Factual horrors aren't

safe. We make them safe by con-

verting them into experiences in

which the monsters are always

caught and punished."

THE PAGES OF FEAR

Because it appeals to so many peo-

ple on so many levels, horror is big

business. Gothic novels aimed at

adolescents and young teens, for

instance, are claiming a rapidly

growing percentage of the youth

book market. Such titles as Monster

Blood //, Welcome to Dead House

and One Day at Horrorland, all by

R.L. Stine (from Scholastic's

Goosebumps series, a horror line

for kids aged eight to twelve), are

ensconced on the children's best-

seller list. Besides making their

readers seem hip with schoolmates,

scary stories do allow children to

confront—and master—a variety of

fears, according to Sheila Ribordy,

Ph.D., professor and director of

clinical training at DePaul Univer-

sity, in Chicago. "Reading material

is very safe for kids because they

have control over the visualization,

which is not the ease with horror

movies," Ribordy says.

Of course, no one has a belter

—

and more profitable—grasp on

what makes an audience shriek with

delight than novelist Stephen King.

With over 1 50 million books sold

worldwide since his first book, Car-

rie, was published in 1974, his

down-home, if spectacularly grue-

some, tales of telekinelic teenagers,

fire-starting tots and zombie pets

have struck a trembling chord.

They've been chillingly lucrative for

the author, (continued on page 81)

do you believe in ghosts?
This family didn't either—

until some very scary things

began to happen to them

In
the early 1980s, Bill and

^Lori McCauley bought

what they thought was

their dream house. "This'

was where we were going

to raise our family," says Lori,

thirty-five, a nurse. Instead, their

dream quickly turned into a

nightmare: The couple and their

four children—aged six to

twelve—say that for three years,

their Connecticut house was

haunted by ghosts.

Strange things began to hap-

pen almost immediately after they

moved in. The lights and TV

turned on and off by themselves,

and the phone rang at all hours

of the night. "When I'd pick up,

there would be static or heavy

breathing on the other end," says

Bill, thirty-seven, an aircraft-

company employee. "Sometimes

the phone would keep ringing

[as I held the receiver] in my

hand." The couple also heard tap-

ping on their bedroom window,

and the sound of footsteps going

up and down the stairs. "Still,"

says Lori, "we made a mockery of

the situation, saying [jokingly], 'It

must be the ghosts.'

The McCauleys (continued)

Tom Cruise's grave career move

m

It was the shriek heard round the entertainment world: When Warner Bros, an-

nounced last year that Tom Cruise would play the debonair bloodsucker in the

long-awaited version of Anne Rice's 1 976 best-selling novel, "Interview with

the Vampire," the author lambasted the handsome thirty-two-year-old star as

"too short" and said his voice was "too high" for the role. "He's no more my
Vampire Lestat than Edward G. Robinson is Rhett But-

ler," Rice complained. Her fans picketed bookstores and
sported buttons with a slash through the actor's name.

Cruise, who has admitted that Rice's vocal stabs hurt

him, was but one of several actors pegged for the part.

John Travolta, Richard Gere, Mel Gibson and Cher (yes,

Cher) were among those considered; Oscar-winner Daniel

Day-Lewis turned it down due to prior commitments. Yet,

despite the character's inherent villainy, Cruise—best
t̂ ^ m̂ known for his heroics in movies like "Top Gun" and "The

Firm"—had no trouble going against type. "I just couldn't resist the role," he has

said. "[Lestat's] not a bad guy. . . . He's really a terribly lonely character."

And millions of women wouldn't mind having Cruise nibble their necks. But

the casting choice is risky business nonetheless, with a reported $50 million

budget (out of which the star himself is taking a $15 million bite) at stake. Still,

it looks as though Cruise is working hard for his money: He shed twelve

pounds to achieve a more ghoulishly gaunt appearance, and he consented to

have his hair dyed blond and his eyebrows flecked with gold.

With "Vampire" poised to swoop into theaters next month, Rice appears to

be biting her tongue. "I was carried along by my readers," she's said in defense

of her earlier remarks Cruise, meanwhile, is holding his cape high "I feel I

have a lot to contribute to this character. I hope to prove a lot of people wrong."
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"We lived in a haunted house"
continued

stopped laughing when they woke

one morning to find their nineteen-

month-old daughter in their infant

son's crib, and the baby in their

daughter's bed. They say that no

one in the family had moved either

child. And the creepy doings intensi-

fied: Smoke would suddenly fill their

house, and they would hear the

beating of tom-toms. The couple

soon became convinced that their

house was haunted.

Frightened, the McCauleys lo-

cated an organization of "spiritual

investigators," who said they could

determine whether ghosts really

were responsible for all the strange

happenings. After visiting the fami-

ly's home, investigators from the

group told Bill and Lori their house

was inhabited by ghosts (the ex-

perts said they could "feel" the

spirits' presence) and encouraged

them to research their property.

The couple discovered that their

land had been settled by Native

Americans in the 1600s, and that

a schoolhouse on the site had

burned down.

Before long, the McCauleys say,

life in their home grew dan?

The ghosts would grab at the

members, leaving bruises

shape of handprints, and, c

ing to the McCauleys, once

their young daughter, Lauren

a flight of stairs. Says Lori,

always told our kids 'Your h

safe,' and now we were wror

Financially unable to mo
of the house, the couple tr

keep their horror story a !

"We didn't tell friends, onl)

ly," says Bill. "Otherwise
f

think you're crazy. Even our

diate family didn't want to cc

our home."

Desperate, the McCauley

syaded a local priest to co

their house to get rid of the c

He heard the entire family's

sion, then each member was

tized and a mass was said.

Within a few months, th

Cauleys say, their house wa
of ghosts. But angry, depr

and fearful about what hac

pened, the family decided to

out a year later. "We realize

we all still needed to talk abc

says Lori. "Only there wc

place to turn."

So, in 1989, the McCaule

what thousands of other Ame
do when confronted with a

They started a support group

tims of Paranormal Phenorr

Support (VOPPS) now has

seventy-five members nation

and Bill and Lori provide coun

and emotional support. "We'

out to make people believe,

Bill. "We're only out to help p

who need us."

As for those who scoff at

ghost story, the McCauleys pc

their slogan for VOPPS: "Nc

wants to believe in ghosts .

they have to."

—Karyn J. Daba
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silly

{from page 78

r a four-book contract with

his publisher, King reportedly

35 million to 840 million. And

(lock to anything that has his

itached. Last May, more than

lion viewers tuned in to at least

\BC's eight-hour version of The

ased on King's book. (Several of

s have made it to the big screen.

In fact, the film version of his

Claiborne is scheduled to be re-

fter the holidays.)

Cing isn't the only horror scribe

ds Hollywood into shivers. Next

Anne Rice's Interview With the

, starring Tom Cruise as the

Vampire Lestat (see page 78)—

k its fangs into the big screen;

:ry Shelley's Frankenstein (featur-

.ert De Niro as the fabled mon-

1 soon have audiences screaming

lisles. Film rights to Allan Fol-

•rankensteinish thriller The Day

,
morrow (Little, Brown), which

I
on the best-seller lists for weeks

his year, have been snapped up

• $1 million. And literary fright-

rs Michael Crichton (Jurassic

3ean Koontz (Watchers) and Pe-

lub (Ghost Story) also have seen

)rks made into movies.

;re are always cycles in the cin-

ut horror films comprise a sig-

t portion of each year's movie

," says John Krier, president of

<-office tracking firm Exhibitor

,ns Co., Inc., in Los Angeles.

Spielberg's Jurassic Park, with

y $350 million domestic gross

d only to reigning moneymak-

imp E.T. The Extra-Terrestriaf),

ar the most profitable scary

Vet, in terms of actual atten-

T. rex can barely hold a claw

5 and The Exorcist, whose mid-

receipts—adjusted to today's

;—add up to $530 million and

nillion, respectively.

JTER LIMITS

veryone is enjoying the horror

however. The critics' biggest ob-

: violence, which is as inevitable a

i a scary story as a villain is. And,

he Motion Picture Association of

ca (MPAA) has for years rated

; films on their sex and violence

it, Congress, led by Senator Paul

i (D-Ill.), has recently taken the

;ion industry to task for what it

as irredeemably graphic and vio-

rogramming. Last June, premium

channels responded with a label-

stem designed to alert viewers to

ice, sex and profanity. Shortly

iter, the American Medical Asso-

n targeted (continued on pane 21 <))

Robert Redford

continued from page 64

to fate where your children are con-

cerned. "You can imagine," he says

softly. "Just imagine what you would

imagine and you've got it."

Mow does he like being a grandfa-

ther? "I can't compute grandfather yet

in my head. But I like the kids."

Does that mean he is afraid of get-

ting old? "No, not at all," he replies,

but adds, "The one thing about grow-

ing old that bothers me is when I

come to that point when my body

won't perform the way I like it to per-

form, because I get such pleasure out

of physical things. All my Hie I've

been able to call upon my body to do

whatever it is I want it to do. And you

know the odds are against me beyond

a certain point. I don't know how I'll

be with that."

As we brush away the brownie

crumbs, he declares, "I want to talk

positively for a second. At the mo-

ment I have a funny kind of optimism

having to do with this generation of

parents, to use my own children as an

example. I watch younger people, and

there seems to be a lot of attention

paid to child rearing, putting in time

with the kids, expressing a lot of love

and being really smart about it.

Maybe I'm looking at a very small

segment of society, but this generation

of babies, when they grow up, they're

going to grow up with a whole lot

more of love that's been expressed.

For the most part, that's pretty bene-

ficial. And someday they'll be out

there making decisions with a value

system that might help turn around

some things" like politics and

ethics
—"that have been so devalued

in our society."

Finally, I ask him, this guy who is so

easy to admire, whom he admires.

"Now that," he says, "is a good ques-

tion. It's one of those questions that

seems like an easy one, that could get a

really glib answer, but it isn't. I'll think

about it and call you. Give me your

number."
Robert Redford is asking for my

phone number! I suddenly Hash to an

image of my husband holding the re-

ceiver and yelling, "Hon-ey! Robert

Redford. For you."

"Really," he says, picking up a^pad

and pencil, "give me your number."

So far, he hasn't called, but I still

kind of think, kind of hope, he will.

And I'm telling everyone who has ever,

after a tough day, popped a video of a

favorite Robert Redford flick into the

VCR, to make sure they go to see his

new movie because it's so interesting.

And I tell them as well that the way he

is now is just fine. B

I
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What keeps
" couples

IN LOVE?
With so many daily responsibilities, how do a

couple find the time—and the energy—to keep

their marriage romantic? It can be done, say these

husbands and wives. Here, seven special love

stories. Edited by Dale Atkins and Meris Powell

"I'M ABLE TO LET GO OF BEING RIGHT"

We met in a bar, and a few days later we were in love. Sam
was completely uncool during our courtship. He told me he loved me af-

ter we knew each other for three days. He introduced me to his friends as

"the woman of my dreams."

It was a hot summer, and we spent our nights wandering around the

city, walking to the park to cool our feet in the fountain.

We could not make it down an entire street without stop-

ping to kiss. We started to live together immediately.

In short, everything looked like it was doomed for fail-

ure. This appeared to be like all the other relationships

—

intense, romantic and impractical. But I knew this was it

because every part of my being told me so. Everything felt

completely wonderful and right.

My sociology professor taught his students diat marriage

is meant to be a practical arrangement. The romanticization

of marriage in our culture is what leads to disappoint-

4ffltifl ment and divorce, he said. My mother, on the other

hand, always said that when she married my father

W there was no doubt in her mind. She was totally in

love. To this day she gets weak in die knees when he

walks into a room. I believe she was right. (My sociolo-

V u\ professor ended up divorcing his wife.)

So here I am, five years later. We have been mar-

ried three years, and we have (continned on page 86)

From the book FROM THE HEART:

MEN AND WOMEN WRITE THEIR

PRIVATE THOUGHTS ABOUT THEIR

MARRIED LIVES, edited by Dale

Atkins and Meris Powell. Copyright ©
1994 by Dale Atkins and Mens Pow-

ell. Reprinted by permission of Henry

Holt and Company, Inc.





Only Nix kills head lice today

prevents reinlestation tomorn ,

All too often, a single head lice treal

isn't enough Because lice lay eggs

; that cling to your child's hair and h?

alter treatment, causing remtestatio

That's why the head lice treatme

you choose should be Nix " Creme

Nix not only kills lice and their egg

contact, it protects your child again

reinlestation lor two full weeks -

something no other lice treatment c

No wonder Nix is the one recomme

most by Pediatricians, Pharmacist

School Nurses.

Don't waste time with licetreatr

that don't protect against reinfestati

Kill lice once and for all with Nix

WARNER
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Mix
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,<t? Two Things You Won't Get
?>> on Your Average Treadmill.

Cardiovascular Fitness!

he maker of "The World's Best

•robic Exerciser®," NordicTrack,

»w introduces the best way to

t a total-body workout while you

ilk. Unlike ordinary treadmills

it work only your lower body,

)rdicTrack's WalkFit"' exerciser

>rks every major muscle group

your body for maximum results,

ae total-body motion increases

>ur metabolism, helps

duce stress, and increases

lergy to help you maintain

healthy cardiovascular system

r a lifetime. 30-DAY

IN-HOME TRIAL

Higher

Calorie Burn!

Research shows you'll burn

up to 79% more calories on

WalkFit than on ordinary

treadmills. Because the motion

uses more muscle (your body's

primary energy-burning source),

you burn more calories per

workout than on ordinary lower-

body exercisers — all without

idding time, distance or difficulty

to your routine! In fact, in one

hour, you can burn up to

1,000 calories. WalkFit makes

weight loss and exercising

simple and enjoyable!

1 1 With this
i onvenient in-

( ome exerciser,
ou'll never miss a

i 'orkout because of
i arkness or bad weather.

1 1 WalkFit is easy to learn and
un to perform/

NordicTrack's \^jlkFit
Lets You get More Out of

\bUR WALKING
orJogging
Routine.

T/ieflywheel
resistance system

gives you a smooth,
quiet, low-impact

workout.

WalkFit takes only 20
minutes a day, three times a week!

Tloe safe, nonmotorized treadmill lets you set thepace—
it matches your natural stride and allows you to maintain balance.

Ext.

F3TJ4L-800-441-7512
VordicTrack's

WALKFIT
Based on purchase price of $599 95, down payment of $1 19 95, plus any

applicable freight or taxes Balance financed in 12 equal payments of $39 95 per

month, with final payment of $34 54 based on 12% APR This plan is subiect to

slate and federal credit laws Only available in 50 United States and Canada

Best / "MordicTrack
IIS JIOHt § V A CML Company

a^Brochure! Call 1-800-441-7512
01 write NordicTrack, Dept. F3TJ4, 104 Peavey Kreid, Chaska, MN SVS18

J Please send me a FREE brochure

J Also a FREE VHS videotape

Name

Street

.

City .Zip

Phone

i

)1994 NordicTrack, Inc.. A CML Company • All rights reserved.



What keeps couples in love?

continuedfrom paste 82

an incredibly adorable twenty-month-old son. Of
course, we arc no longer staring dreamily into one an-

other's eyes Wt are working, raising our son and trying

to clean the house once in a while. There are days when

we forget to touch each other.

We fight sometimes big screaming and crying fights

(although that happens less and less). But because there

is never a question about whether we will stay together,

I feel safe enough to move beyond an adversariaboi

ture. I am able to give in and let go of being rigl. I

other words, I am able to move beyond the realm ( m
insecure ego. This is true love.

I never forgot what Mother told me. I could B
commit to a relationship when there were douB
needed to be absolutely in love from head to toe.

the same to this day. I respect him, I am attract!^

him, we have fun together, and I absolutely feel wjll

long together. —LI

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORK ON IT

When ws married, in 1960, I was nineteen and he was twenty-one, and we loved

each other madly. We made a home for ourselves, worked, planned a future, de-

veloped friendships and began raising a family. Also, we continued to love each

other even though he could be so stupid sometimes I'd have to yell at him.

Sometime in the late sixties or early seventies, conventional wisdom decreed that

in order to have a successful marriage, "you have to work on it." No discourse on

marriage could be considered authentic until these magical words were intoned,

whereupon listeners would nod their heads and reply, "Oh, yes, of course."

A niggling worm of suspicion began to wriggle in my heart. Here I thought we
were so compatible, contented, even passionate. I thought our marriage was terrif-

ic. Was I supposed to tinker around with the innards of our relationship? Perhaps I

should be baking pies, arranging flowers, coloring my hair.

Finally, bravely, I faced the problem. I asked him, Are you consciously, deliberately

"working" on this marriage? And do you know what he said? He said no, he didn't

have a clue as to how anybody could even begin to work on a marriage and, be-

sides, it sounded tedious. Like flossing your teeth or visiting your great-aunt Mildred.

After a while he learned to avoid the dumb moves that led to my raising my

voice and slamming silverware around in the drawers, and I discovered that if I

took the time to explain my grievances, he, being a dear and considerate soul,

would thereafter aim to please me.

Thirty-four years have slipped by, the children have grown up and left home

(thank God), and we're back to just the two of us. We still don't have the slightest

hint of where the marriage needs work. But what can you expect when two kids go

off and get married? —Dorothy

THE POWER OF PASSION
It seems my feelings and ideas about

marriage are a function of where I

am emotionally, psychologically, fi-

nancially. The predominant recol-

lection I have about my first

marriage is that it was a comfort-

able, safe and, I thought, loving

backdrop against which I planned to

live out the other aspects of my life.

I always had certain prerequisites

for the man I would marry. My
choice for my first marriage met
these criteria. At the time, I was naive

and had little, if any, experience as

a single woman. In retrospect, I can

see we were two innocents who were

mismatched. We had different ex-

pectations and needs and, unfortu-

nately, never had the opportunity to

resolve or even discuss them.

I wish I could claim credit for a

brilliant choice of husband this

time around, but the truth is he is a

random gift from God. The first

time, because I was younger, it was

easy to drift away from the focus of

the marriage. Despite the compli-

cations we experience with blend-

ing our families, this marriage is

more manageable than my first

marriage with its tugs and pulls.

There is another element. My
husband and I share a high degree

of physical passion, and our desire,

along with the pleasure we gain

from physical contact, affirms our

lust is alive and well. This was ab-

sent in my first marriage.

Our passion gives us intimacy, a

privateness in our relationship. So
much results from our intimate

connection, such as respect and my
desire to give pleasure to my hus-

band emotionally as well as physi-

cally. I do for him because the

pleasure I get is my payback.

—Barb

OPPOSITES ATTRACT

It had been a long day. The lunchm
had come and gone without my
noticing, and as I arrived home m\Bs

stomach was talking loudly. Dinnejti

would be well appreciated.

As I drove into the garage, the a jr.:

of the evening meal wafted througlir

open window. My wife is a culinarij

wizard, and, even after five years o EM

marriage, the variety of dishes shew
upfor a single meal still boggles my op

However, my jaw dropped whenfct

entered the kitchen. Dr. Seuss himBI

couldn't have imagined a more biz«*.

sight. Suzanne is a speed cook. ShtH
throws together a mouthwatering f ir-i

course meal in less than twenty milH
That night, as usual, the table look I

great. But the kitchen was a disasteH

zone—a vast array of pots and pansB

soaking in a sink full of cold, greas\M

water. A fine dusting of flour coverB

the entire kitchen, and the cook-topi

much of the counter glistened withp

film of splattered grease.

Our underlying marital agreemeias

that each of us capitalizes on our

strengths and, in turn, helps compear

for the other's weaknesses. Hence,

Suzanne cooks, and I . . . well, I ckn.

Opposites attract, or so I've hear

But, once attracted, can they really

survive their differences? I'm a very

clean cook. Yet my meals are as

unimaginative as the kitchen is cleaRi

when I'm finished. I try to show

Suzanne how to cook with less mesji

It doesn't sink in. She, in turn, trieso

speed me up (I cook like a mother rule

Also to no avail. We're not going to,

change each other's ingrained meario:

operation. Not that we won't contme

to try, with a faint glimmering hopeha

someday I'll move faster and she'll <ea:

as she cooks. But, for now . . .

Suzanne looked up with an apolcfeti

smile. "I'll help," she offered.

"What's for supper? Sure smells t

good," I replied. —Donald (contitfn
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What keeps couples in love?

continued

STARTING OVER
Jane left me early in April 1975. She took one

of the cars and some clothes, and drove to

Washington, where she moved into a studio

apartment near National Airport and went to

work managing a congressman's office.

I got to keep 'he sedan, the dog, the

house and the sometime company of our

younger son, who came home for the sum-

mer from college.

Here's how—and why, i think— it hap-

pened. We'd been married for twenty-nine

years and raised two boys. The older one

was working and living on his own. We were

able to send the younger one to a good, small

and fairly expensive school only because Jane

doubled her twenty hours a week working in

the congressman's local office.

There had been a crisis or two during our

marriage, but they had been resolved years

before Jane left me. We loved each other

very much, but I think we were both bored to

death with suburban life, especially since we
were now empty-nesters. We needed a real

change in the way we lived. Jane, I'm sure,

needed it even more than I did.

When one of the top spots in the congress-

man's Washington office opened up, and he

offered it to her, she told me, "I want it."

"Don't be ridiculous," I said.

"Oh, please, let's think about it. You

wouldn't be alone. The dog's here. And
Mike will be home all summer. I could come

home on weekends. You could come to

Washington. I'm so excited!"

"Wait a minute," I said. "How long are you

talking about? I can't believe you're serious."

"Who knows? Maybe I'll hate it and
come back next week. Maybe we'll both

love it for a while. I've got to try it, darling. I

nrver wanted anything so much."

I could see that. I began to be worried,

jealous, frightened . . . and excited myself.

So I agreed, and she went.

The six months Jane spent in Washington

were among the absolutely best six months

of our lives. I flew to the city almost every Fri-

day night, and our weekends were full of

wonders. We explored every museum of the

Smithsonian, ate marvelous meals, made in-

credible love, toured the White House, the

Capitol and all the rest, and parted very,

very sadly every Sunday night.

After six months, Jane realized she missed

me and some of her previous life too much to

stay any longer. We decided that the adven-

ture was over, but we knew that what it did

for our relationship would never be over.

The end? No, it was only the start of our

change. In February, we moved back into

Manhattan, where we'd lived for a few
months after our marriage, and lived a differ-

ent, fantastically happy life for ten years.

After that, we changed our lives again,

because changing is what you have to

do. —Phil

"SHE'S THE CENTER OF MY LIFE"

I'm still very much in love with my wife.

We're older now, droopier in several

places, and often tired from the day, our

responsibilities and our kids. We're still

attracted to each other, but we don't get

the chance to show it as often—or as

spontaneously—as we once did.

We've been married fourteen years.

We have three children. Two of their

births were close calls. And we battled my
wife's severe cancer for two years after the

birth of our first child. We've moved
around a bit, studied together (and apart),

started new jobs, cultivated two careers,

made new friends, explored new places.

And we grew and struggled together, and

have succeeded in our endeavors.

Now we're very busy. It seems we both

have a lot to do, and both of us do a

pretty good job. Occasionally we sit down
to look each other in the eyes and

remember all we've been through, what

we've accomplished and what we have to

look forward to, but we don't do this very

often. Our biggest issue is time, balancing

responsibilities and schedules, and bng
i

able to remember our marriage and oiitaid

We know all the things we shouldo

to work at our marriage and budgets
time, but only occasionally do we gjto

do them. Even so, she's been the onfj

constant in my life, and she's becoriB

center of my life. I think she feels tn

same about me. I hope this doesn'tH
we take each other for granted. RatH
history, and being equal to or survi\j|5

number of surprises and challengesjje

helped cement our love.

I love my wife, I can honestly say
1

more now than I did when we mar
We've shared and accomplished soij

wonderful things. My most romant
fantasy is that someday soon we'll

j

long hours to sit at a cozy cafe and

time and talk about everything we 1

talk about, go for a walk, then take ;

together. It may not be erotic, but ii

thing I long for with the one I've col

love more over the years. I think shq

me, too, because there's a note on

fridge that says so.

LOVING MEMORIES
Ann was my friend in grade school, Brownies and high school. Recently we g

together with some of the other girls who shared our childhood.

Over lunch, it was Ann's turn to reminisce. To me, Ann said, "I always lo

go to your house. Your parents were such favorites. I remember one visit.

Sometime in the evening, your daddy said, 'You'll have to excuse me. I want

turn the water on for Carolyn's bath.'

"Later, he excused himself again: 'Let me go be sure the water isn't too ho

Dreamily, Ann said, "I always wished that in my life there would be someo|

who would draw my bath, then check to be sure the temperature was right!"

Mother died four years ago. I visit every morning with my daddy, and alwal

wish I had something interesting or funny to bring to our discussions. I could
|

wait to tell him Ann's memories.

I told him Ann remembered he drew Mother's bath, and took care that it w
she liked it. Daddy, smiling, said, "I'm surprised she didn't remember I must 1

excused myself a third time to wash your mother's back. In the fifty-eight year

were married, your mother never washed her own back!"

In truth, I hadn't remembered that he turned on the water, or that he chec|

to see if it was just right. I do remember he always washed her back.

DEAR JOURNAL . .

.

One Christmas when my friend was hoping for an engagement ring fm
her boyfriend, he showed up with an oblong box. She opened it

found something . . . unexpected: a pan to roast fish.

When it comes to presents, men have a way of surprising us gals, somet e;

with their thought—and sometimes with their lack thereof. While flowers ftc

chocolates hold a certain predictable charm, we'd like to hear about the i).''

surprising gift your husband or beau ever gave you. We're talking aboutlie

gift that keeps on giving, whether it's chills, smiles, tears or heartburn.

Send us your surprising-gift story, with a picture of yourself and your mffi

by December 15, 1994, to: Dear Journal, Gift, 100 Park Avenue, New Yrk

NY 10017. If we print it, we'll send you $100 that you can spend on oH
for him. (Or yourself, of course. To make up for that "anniversary keepsce

fishing tackle.)

All entries become property of Ladies' Home Journal and cannot be returrd

Please include your name, address and daytime phone number.
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teacher

TOUCHED ME

When a popular teacher was arrested for molesting

one of his students, parents blamed not the educator,

but the young boy who accused him. Who was telling

the truth? By Tamara Jones and Patricia Davis

H e was young and vi-

brant, with a touch of

irreverence, the kind of

favorite teacher people

remember for a life-

time. Within the tiny universe of

Robert Frost Middle School, thirty-

one-year-old Paul Luetkemeyer
was the radiant sun.

When a child needed lunch

money or a ride home, when an

overweight girl sat crying by herself

after school, "Mr. Luke" was there

with an extra dollar or a kind word.

When mothers and fathers were

too busy for a soccer match or I .it-

tie League game, Mr. Luke was

there to cheer instead. When the

Fairfax, Virginia, school closed for

snow days, Mr. Luke piled restless

PD LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

boys into his yellow truck to go

sledding in the park. When chil-

dren sent out invitations to birth-

day parties or bar mitzvahs, Mr.

Luke was high on the list. He was

surrogate father, big brother, best

friend—all in one.

And then late one afternoon last

December, a twelve-year-old boy

asked his mother to come upstairs.

He had something to tell her. He
pulled her into a darkened bed-

room and wouldn't let her turn on

the lights. Then he sobbed out a

terrible secret. "My teacher

touched me. ..."

Those four simple words
changed everything in the well-

ordered Fairfax County enclave

of lawyers, executives and military

©1994 The Washington Post. Reprinted with permission
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officers. The accusation ate it

way into their schoolyards an

churches, into their grocery store

and country clubs and famil

rooms. Into their souls.

Not guilty, they cried. Not Mr
Luke.

So^after Paul Luetkemeyer wa
charged with three felony counts o

aggravated sexual battery an

placed on unpaid leave, hundred

of parents, teachers and childre

did what came naturally in an afflu

ent suburb of the nation's capital

They mounted a campaign agains

their common enemy: the little boy.

They called it a "fight for tru

and justice." There were subcom

mittees, flyers, T-shirts, petitions,

protest march and a candleligh

vigil on Christmas Eve. The stu

dents held a dance to raise money

for Mr. Luke's legal defense and

clamored before a video camera,

"We miss you! We love you! Wq
believe in you!" Some circulated an

obscene underground newsletter,

ridiculing the charges against their

teacher. They drummed the accus-

er out of school.

But there would be no winners in

this fight. Not the child, who even

now is vilified as a sissy, a liar, "a

fag." Not the teacher, who last April

pleaded guilty to reduced charges

that he still contends were unjust.

And not the many people whose

lives were forever changed by Paul

Luetkemeyer, who are tormented

by questions that won't go away:

Was Luetkemeyer the real vic-

tim? Or was a community se-

duced? (continued on page 94)



our stomach knows
ie difference between
lese pain relievers... And this one.

The pain relievers doctors call NSAIDs— aspirin,

the latest drug with naproxen sodium, and even
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"My teacher touched me"
continued from page 90

A SCHOOL IN SHOCK
Frost is the kind of suburban school that

inspires a parent's confidence. Here,

children achieve. Here, they are safe.

On Friday, December 10, 1993, be-

fore the morning tide of seventh- and

eighth-graders rushed in, an anxious

mother and father arrived, unan-
nounced, to see the principal. Court

records document the story they told.

Their son was an honor student and

champion gymnast, a member of the

safety patrol. But lately they had seen

angry outbursts, a "Jekyll and Hyde"
personality change. Now they knew why.

The night before, he had told them
that Luetkemeyer, his history teacher,

had groped his genitals on
three occasions in classrooms

full of children. There had
been, he said, hugs and pats

on the buttocks as well. "My
stomach was in knots," Prin-

cipal Leslie Kent says. "I

knew I either had a teacher

who needed help or a student

who needed help."

She and other officials

quickly moved the seventh-

grader to the gifted program,

concocting a story about how
his parents had pressed for

the change. Luetkemeyer
learned of the transfer on
Monday morning and de-

manded to see the boy's new
schedule. Fearing a con-
frontation, Kent instructed

guidance counselors to shad-

ow the child in the halls. She
even took cafeteria duty to keep watch
over him at lunch. But she couldn't an-

ticipate everything. During fifth period,

Luetkemeyer paraded his two dozen
students into the child's new classroom.

They surrounded the boy's desk, muss-
ing his hair and saying good-bye. As
they filed out, Luetkemeyer himself
shook the boy's hand and patted him on
the back. The other teacher found the

incident so bizarre that she reported it

to the principal.

That afternoon, Kent summoned
Luetkemeyer to her office and suspend-

ed him for allegedly abusing a child.

"What am I supposed to have done?" he

asked, hanging his head. "I've never
hurt anybody in my life."

On Tuesday night, police had the boy
phone Luetkemeyer while they secretly

taped the conversation. Yes, the teacher

said, his hand had been on the boy's leg,

but never on his crotch. "If I did any-

thing that you took the wrong way,"
Luetkemeyer said, "I am very sorry."

He was arrested two days later.

In school, investigators began grilling

Above: Paul

Luetkemeyer
smiling for

the school

yearbook.

Today, he
considers his

life ruined

students, especially the boys closest to

Mr. Luke. Kent sent parents a note ad-

vising them of an investigation into al-

leged "improprieties" between an

unnamed teacher and child. She
brought in a team of crisis counselors

who saw one hundred fifty students in a

single day, many of them hysterical. But

it was not just the children whose emo-
tions were raw. Teacher Deirdre Mc-
Gann had an inkling of what lay ahead

as Kent detailed the allegations at an
emergency faculty meeting. Some of her

colleagues were weeping.

"This will destroy this community,"
McGann predicted. "This guy was so

entrenched in this community. This will

take a long time to heal."

That evening, a local woman named
Cindy Keefer was half-listening to the

evening news in her den,
; when she heard a familiar

name and something about a

sexual assault. She wheeled
around to see a face she hated

flash across the TV screen:

Paul Luetkemeyer.

STAUNCH SUPPORTERS
Wayne Promisel, the veteran

police officer assigned to the

Luetkemeyer case, was not

particularly taken aback by
people's disbelief when the

teacher was charged. But
something else did surprise

him: "They fought back."

At the center of the battle

was a man whose sense of

fun had made history come
alive for his students. Parents

heard a lot of stories at home
about "cool Mr. Luke"; after

meeting him, they understood why.
"He's brought changes to kids' lives

that parents will forever be indebted

for," says parent Mary Dare, whose
twelve-year-old son, David, considers

Mr. Luke "my best friend." Even the

father who would accuse him of molest-

ing his son had been charmed: "I went
to Back to School night, and when he

came in, I thought, Gee, I wish I had a

teacher like that."

If some were initially skeptical about

an outgoing bachelor spending so much
of his free time with adolescents, they

were won over by his lesson plan away
from school. Mr. Luke taught their chil-

dren compassion, sportsmanship, loyal-

ty. So the day he was arrested, both
parents and children were outraged.

They stayed up past midnight, painting

"Stop the Lies" and "Don't Doubt
Luke" on placards for a demonstration

outside Frost. About seventy-five stu-

dents from nearby W.T. Woodson
High, where many knew Luetkemeyer
well, risked suspension to join the

protest. At Frost, teachers blocked the

doors, fearing a mass walkout.

The teacher's accuser watche(A<j

protest on TV from home. List<inp

to everyone branding him a liaj ht

broke down. Why would he maH
such a thing?

Luetkemeyer's supporters b*ai

searching for reasons. Over dinnerijei

psychoanalyzed the boy's behaviorHel

member when he taped Kleenex «h«;

head so the overhead vent cculd mien
flutter? Could that be a sign of emAI
al imbalance? Was he upset whenM-,

Luke reprimanded the class for lauur.gi

at a child's epileptic seizure? Wflfl

seeking revenge? Had he misinterppa

a friendly pat on the leg? Or ha<H
family's goal all along been to gelf ;

boy transferred to the gifted progratf

What especially riled those paU
powering the Luetkemeyer machinaaa
the way the school system appearfa
be choosing sides from the start hymk

ing away his pay even before theH
went to court. Over the nextB
months, more than $8,000 pouredfti

a fond established to help pay his eg

expenses. "There was never any in
tion to publicly malign the boy oil
family," Mary Dare says. "It was a p-:

paign to support Paul." Parents

turns buying him lunches and dirm
and scheduling who would be in <kn

to offer moral support.

"If he was predisposed to sedue s

child, he had thousands of opporm
ties," says Joseph Wisemiller, aifl

countant whose two high scicl

children knew Luetkemeyer \A
"Thousands. And he never onceM
anything untoward or out of linftt

doesn't connect." Adds Dare, "AB
dophile or criminal doesn't havejpe

hundred fifty people sticking by m
When was the last time a pedophile™

people raising money for his defense*

IN DISGRACE
Luetkemeyer didn't tell his family ana

the accusation right away. But the ill

before he was charged, he drove ovM
the house in Chantilly where he'd gift

up. As soon as he walked throughpe

front door, his mother could tell scfl

thing was terribly wrong with the efh

of her four children, "just by the loop
his face," she says. "Like he waft

shock." Connie Luetkemeyer, a fft

three-year-old secretary for the Fa:l«

schools, couldn't believe what Paul*
to say. She gently probed: "Did you (vo

the kid a bad grade? Did you corll

him in class?" His father, Gary, K
been worried about something like as

There seemed to be a lot of stoB

about students accusing teachers tlfSC

days. "If this can happen to sometd"

like Paul," he says, "it can happeift

others just like that."

Paul Luetkemeyer denies (continm
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"My teacher touched me"
amdnued

doing anything to the boy at Frost, but

refuses to discuss specifics. His family

and friends speak far more passionately

about the case than he does, insisting

that he is the true victim, that the dam-
age wrought can never be repaired.

They point to the private polygraph test

he passed as proof of his innocence.

The Luetkemeyers watched their son

grow remote and depressed. He wasn't

eating or sleeping well. A devout
Catholic, he turned increasingly to his

church for solace. Without a paycheck,

he had no way to pay his rent, much less

the mounting legal bills; he reluctantly

moved back home.
But he lost much more than his inde-

pendence. After his arrest, the court

barred Luetkemeyer from contact with

children, a directive that both hurt and

humiliated him. He had to hurry from
friends' houses before their children got

home. When a student's father was
killed in a military helicopter crash over

Iraq, he found himself negotiating

through his attorney for permission to

send a note of condolence.

Alone in his parents' house, Luetke-

meyer could only listen as child after

"I

SAYS

child left loving messages on the answer-

ing machine. "I miss being able to help

kids," he says. "Normally, I would be
the one those kids would come to. I

could listen. ... I didn't prejudge them
because they were twelve or thirteen."

Being Mr. Luke had been a demand-
ing job. During his four years teaching

at Frost, his life seemed to revolve

around the kids. After chaperoning Fri-

day-night dances, other teachers would
gather for drinks; Luetkemeyer pre-

ferred to go to Pizza Hut with seventh-

and eighth-graders. Colleagues urged
him to distance himself. Deirdre Mc-
Gann remembers admonishing her
friend: "You treat these kids like bud-
dies. When you leave school on Friday,

you need to he Paul, not Mr. Luke."
As the bitter winter melted into

spring, people kept asking when Paul
was going to get angry. He still hasn't.

Anger wouldn't help, he says. But his

father seethes.

Not long ago, Gary Luetkemeyer
found himself doodling. He'd drawn a

classroom of desks, all facing video
monitors. There was no teacher.

"It's going to come to that," he says.

"There are not going to be any teachers.

All a kid has to do is say, 'He touched

me.' All it takes is one child ... to

ruin a life."

LITTLE BOY SCORNED
The child in this case could be any little

boy shooting baskets in the driveway.

He likes The Simpsons and tacos and
Disney World. He loved junior high.

Mr. Luke was his favorite teacher.

Maybe, the boy thought, it had been

an accident or a mistake when Mr. Luke
crouched by his desk in the computer
lab, put a hand on his leg and then
squeezed his genitals. But it happened
again. And again.

"At first I thought I wouldn't tell any-

one, 'cause I was, like, scared to death,"

the boy recounts. He said something
vague to several students at lunch:

Didn't it bug them the way Mr. Luke al-

ways touched people? No one else

seemed to mind, though. Then after two
weeks of silence, the boy finally told his

mother. "It just made me shiver," she

recalls. "I just didn't want to believe it."

School was supposed to be a safe place.

Her trust ran deep; she taught in the

Fairfax system herself.

Any hope of protecting the boy's

anonymity was quickly lost. Classmates

connected his sudden class change to

Mr. Luke's absence, and the familiar

hallways at Frost turned hostile. "I

didn't think it would be that big a deal.

A lot of people were ignoring me, look-

ing at me with mean faces," he says. "A
lot of people didn't like me very much."

As "Support Mr. Luke" signs began
popping up throughout the family's

community—at their supermarket, at

the bagel shop—the boy came to dread

going out. He spent lonely days at home
trying to keep up with his schoolwork on
his own. One day, a classmate dropped
off his science notebook. He opened it

to find "Hi Fag" scrawled on page after

page—thirteen times in all.

His father tried hard to console him:

"You know, this is like a roller coaster.

You've got your ups and your downs."

"When are the ups?" his son asked.

The stress took a toll on the family.

They'd show up for doctor appoint-

ments on the wrong day. They forgot to

pay bills one month. The boy's ten-

year-old sister felt neglected. Both the

mother, forty-two, and the father, a

forty-four-year-old lawyer, missed
weeks of work.

On February 2, the day after thbo
turned thirteen, he testified in ju ni]

court at his teacher's preliminary- eai

ing, a slight witness with brace an<

neatly parted hair. Then his class ate

took the stand. "He said that he 'A
how Mr. Luke would grab him whi h
was leaving the classroom . . . lijfl

the shoulder," a thirteen-year-old ;sti

fied. "You should have been therem
he said it. He kind of said it in a rn|

kind of, like, girly way." None am
boys testifying had seen anything La
propriate in the classroom.

Luetkemeyer's attorney askedkc,

the teacher could have molested all
without anyone noticing, but the lu
disagreed. "I cannot say it's inhekr;'

incredible. If the boy really want! .

generate a false claim ... he wouliia

said he [the teacher] did it after sell

in the hallway, in his car."

Back at Frost, the daily gauntBl
smirks and stares finally became urei;-

able. Reluctantly, the boy chafcJ

schools in early February. But, 1
than anything, he yearned for hilih

classmates to believe him. He wrotpH

ters begging for their support, fan.

eighth-graders did circulate a petitia a

Frost, saying, "There should be saie

one to voice what this kid is djfaj

through." The boy kept the preB
slip of paper on his nightstand.

Only five students had signed it. I

"I MADE A MISTAKE"
But someone out there did believH

young boy. Someone he didn't I
know.

Stunned by the groundswell of pi
support for Luetkemeyer, Cindy K|k

phoned her twenty-three-year-old or

Steve, and read him one of the ife

stories. She also phoned police. t*n

calling about Paul Luetkemeyer/w
told an officer, "and I think you shjulc

know this man has a history of thisB

did it to my son."

Steve Keefer had met LuetkemFei

then an assistant pool manager, it:

Chantilly country club in 1985. Likev

eryone else, fourteen-year-old Kifc

was enthralled with this charisnti

man in his early twenties—until Luke

meyer touched him. A document le:

by the prosecutor in court in late M
detailed what Keefer said had ststei

with groping and progressed to fom'.n

and oral sex. It happened on rides hij

in Luetkemeyer's (continued on page

WAS MUCH BETTER BEFORE I TOLD ANYONE, . .
."

THE BOY WHO ACCUSED LUETKEMEYER. "NO ONE WAi

SORRY THAT THEY'D BEEN WRONG*"
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"My teacher touched me"
continuedfrom page 96

car, and it lasted more than

"He never threatened me or

Keefer recounted last spring,

myself to sleep almost the entire

Keefer kept quiet about it

two years ago, when his secret

out as he was disclosing his he

ality to his mother. But w:hat|

meyer had done didn't really

i

until Cindy saw him on the

news. "I saw his face, and I t|

jaw hit the floor, and I knev

done it," she says. "I didn't

was a damn teacher, and that]

that much older than Steven."

Virginia has no statute of lii

for felonies. Steve Keefer, whol
wanted to prosecute before, aj

endure a trial if it would help

case. Shortly after that, Luetl)

was indicted on a sodomy chl

knew then that this poor twelve-]

was getting ostracized by ev

gays Steve Keefer. "I was furioi]

cially with the way it was bei'

trayed, that the [boy] was a liar.

Ten days before the schedulel

trial date, Paul Luetkemeyer cj

emergency meeting of his mol
supporters. "I made a mista!

years ago," he calmly announceq

was a skeleton in his closet,

prosecution had found it. He
that it was a single incident id

Steve Keefer, something he wail

ashamed about and had sought
|

ness for many times in confessi

startled listeners were too emb|
to ask for details.

Luetkemeyer told them he cc

risk a possible felony convictil

prison time in the Keefer caj

that the prosecution would n|

the other charges. Even thougll

ing had happened with the \

Frost, he said, he felt he had nc

but to plead guilty to three cc

misdemeanor sexual battery in

tion with both cases. In retij

would receive three years' pnj

and no jail time.

The parents were deeply disap

by his decision but tried to bel

standing. To acknowledge that til'

charges might be true would havp

acknowledging that their own ji

might have been dangerously

"We all do things we're not pre

Mary Dare remembers telling

the meeting. Later, she would

his past in terms of "youthful mib

She and other parents struggle^

plain this to their children. The!

system was flawed, they said, a|

Luke was being railroaded.

"They were, like, holding a I

his head," David (continued on pm
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25 BEST.NEW
(yes, new!)

WEIGHT-LOSS TIPS
When it comes to dieting, you know every trick in the book. But these

creative suggestions from the nation's top weight-control pros are sure to

surprise you—and they work! By Joe Mullich

Tf
you've always considered los-

ing a few pounds to be a super-

human task that requires a

boot-camp regimen and a diet

so Spartan that a plate of rabbit

food seems like a delicacy in compar-

ison, we have good news: Experts

agree it's time to rethink our whole

concept of weight loss. Now, they

say, most of us should slim down by

making small lifestyle changes.

"It's exactly these minor things

that add up to help us lose weight,"

says Ronette L. Kolotkin, Ph.D., di-

rector of the Behavioral Program at

the Duke University Diet and Fit-

ness Center, in Durham, North

Carolina. "These seemingly incon-

sequential things can make a huge

difference in our lives."

To discover what these steps arc,

we interviewed some of the nation's

leading weight-loss experts for their

latest insights about diet, exercise

and motivational strategies. Here

are their suggestions. Try them.

They're easier than you might think.

Watch your sides.
Many people sabotage themselves

by ordering their dressing on the

side when eating salads in restau-

rants. While well-intentioned, din-

ers often dump on the entire

container, which usually has three

times as much dressing as the chef

uses on a salad. "The chefs don't

want you to think they're being

stingy," says Doris Derelian, Ph.D.,

R.D., president of

the American Di-

etetic Association.

Better idea: Order

oil and vinegar on

the side, and care-

fully monitor the

amount you use.

Have a
diet mantra.
In the general,

healthy pursuit

of losing weight,

it's easy to lose

your motivation.

Kolotkin suggests

you write down
one to three posi-

tive consequences

of changing your

habits and losing

weight. Repeat
this very person-

al mantra every

time you do some-

thing healthful.

A mantra might

be: "I'm getting

up and exercising

instead of staying in bed because I

enjoy making love, and I want to be

STOP BEFORE
YOU STOCK

You probably know you
shouldn't shop for gro-

ceries when you're hun-
gry. But be sure not to

put them away when
your stomach is empty.
Drink a glass of ice water
or diet soda before you
begin the task. Or ask for

help when stocking the

pantry, because you're
less likely to nibble if

someone else is there,

says Kolotkin, of Duke
University.

have to hide under the covers." Or:|

"I'm snacking on carrots now in-l

stead of fudge because I want to bee

able to buy my
clothes at that

great little bou-

tique." This will

help you avoid

giving in to the

moment, she says.

Give
yourself a
hand in

measuring
portions.
Most foods are

served in portions

several times larg-

er than we need

or really want.

Indeed, most of

us have no idea

what the stan-

dard serving sizes

recommended by

nutritionists are.

Here's a handy
guide: A fistful of

uncooked rice or

pasta would be

half a cup, which

dietitians consider

one serving when cooked. A stan-

dard three-ounce serving of steak,

able to show my body and not feel I chicken, pork or fish is (contimiedj\
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s
individual who is in control of

e) m health and behavior.

>ray c

it fat.

and sprinkle

d of lathering your corn on the

,ith butter, use butter-flavor

,: You'll get the same satisfying

with a fraction of the calories.

for popcorn, vegetables and

d turkey. Butter-flavor sprinkles

cat on mashed potatoes, says

r-Kovach. (d ry other eondi-

, too, but avoid any high in salt,

im causes retention of water,

shows up as excess weight.)

1 1 ack your stomach.
1 a diary of everything you eat

1 week Measure every bit of

I The results might surprise you.

1 . will help you retrain your eye

. a realistic idea of w hat a serv-

" savs I Vidian.

I

1 ck a task that's made
: walking.
I Iry cleaner is a ten-minute walk

from your house? The neighborhood

grocery store can also be reached in a

brisk walk?-' Make these destinations

your weekly "walking tasks." For ex-

ample, buy milk or bread only at the

neighborhood store. Not only will you

get your weekly walking exercise, but

carrying back the groceries or laundry

will give you an upper-body work-

out—an important health aspect that

many women overlook, says Derelian.

Don't be a nutty cook.
Any recipe that calls for nuts and
chocolate chips can usually stand

alone w ithout these fatty ingredients.

Or you can replace the nuts or

chocolate chips with a fruit item

such as pineapple tidbits, frozen

blueberries or banana chips. "Believe

it or not, the plain cookie dough
makes a good cookie," says Derelian.

"And a plain cookie is much lower in

fat than one w ith nuts or chips.'"

Have a fitness cocktail.

Instead of going to happy hour after

work, go for a walk or hit (continued)

DO IT TO MUSIC
Buy a Walkman and listen

to a music cassette or book
on tape when you exercise.

It will help make the time
go by. And often you will

extend the exercise be-
cause you want to hear the

end of the chapter, says
Hayes. "I listened to a six-

hour Bill Mayers series on
tape/' says Hayes. "I

would go out bicycling with
the express purpose of lis-

tening to an entire hour/'

We just made our delicious

entrees even better. Like our Supreme

Pizza, loaded with authentic sausage.

Our Garden Potato C lasserole,

ily eat what I like!'

steeped in a creamier sauce.

And Lasagna Roma, brimming w ith

35% more or everything. So now

you can eat the foods you like,

the way you like them.

EAT what
you LikeHealthy Choice



The 25 best new weight-loss tips

continued

the gym. The host time for exercising

is before die evening meal, says Ken-

neth Cooper, M.D., author ol The

Antioxidant Revolution '.Thomas Nel-

son Publishers, 1994). The experi-

ence will give you more energy for the

rest of the day. "When I work out be-

tween four and six, I feel thirsty rather

than hungry in the evening," says

Cooper, who notes this can reduce the

late-night "munchies," which are usu-

ally converted to body fat.

Instead of holding the
mayo, make it.

Combining low-fat yogurt with mus-

tard is an excellent, low-fat substitute

for mayonnaise. (Blend one table-

spoon prepared mustard with one

cup plain yogurt. Or adjust to your

personal preference.) "If you're a

person who loves to slather the may-

onnaise on a sandwich, you might

save four hundred calories a week,"

says Derelian. Low-fat yogurt and

nonfat yogurt can be used as a

healthful base lor a variety of com-

mon products, such as salad dress-

ings and cream soups.

lor dried bean and

legume dishes

—

have a bean burrito

instead of a beef

and bean burrito.

Get saucy.
Make a quart of low-

fat tomato sauce to

use as a condiment

throughout the week

tor chicken, spaghet-

ti and meat loaf.

(Blend one finely

chopped onion; one

tablespoon minced

garlic; two 28-ounce

cans crushed or

diced tomatoes; one

cup red or white

wine [optional]; one

tablespoon dried

thyme; a bay leal;

and salt and pepper

to taste. Simmer un-

til thick.) The sauee

will have only about fifty

cup—perhaps a

amount in

START A SNACK
DRAWER

Fill your office drawer
with lower-calorie, non-
perishable snacks such as
small boxes of raisins, in-

stant cups of soup, small

cans of vegetable juice

and individual-portion
packages of applesauce.
Miller-Kovach says:
"When the midafternoon
munchies strike, go for

your drawer instead of

the vending machine/'

calories a

seventh of the

meatless tomato sauce

you'd buy at the store, says Derelian.

Studies show that people tend to gob-

ble prepared, higher-fat loods when
they are crunched for time, so this

do-ahead recipe saxes you both time

and fat grams.

Play like a kid.
children are playing tag, joinIf voui

Think of cheese as a
protein.
No big deal adding a slice of cheddar

to a sandwich? Think again. One

fr ounce is 1 14 calories

—

u7
<**k* ALWAYS HAVE

COMFORTABLE SHOES
When you go on a trip, slip walking
shoes into your briefcase or tote bag
rather than your luggage. You'll be
more likely to walk around and ex-

plore the airport on a layover rather

than sit down and eat. Keep comfort-

able shoes in your office so you can go
out for a stroll at lunch. You might even store a

pair in your car so you'll walk the ten blocks to go to

lunch rather than drive them, says Hayes.

and you'll lose a pound a week by

slicing 500 calories a day from your

daily intake. So think ham or cheese

sandwich instead of ham and cheese

sandwich, says Miller-Kovach, of

Weight Watchers. The same is true

in and play with the same enthusi-

asm they do. You will expend a

tremendous amount of energy. And
you will burn more calories in a

shorter period of lime than children

will because an adult moves a greater

body mass ar

says Derelian.

Make y<

own weigh
Many womer
i/e they neec

per-body exej

but they don'tl

to invest in e:i

sivc hand wel

for fear the elf

merit will quMjL

gather dust. MSi

Kovach offer*!

handy solution h
two one-literld

bottles with we
and use the! .

hand weights, lc:

weighs two po&i 1

Just be sure yl»

using the oneH
bottles!

Don't >ic

out before you turn ir

Your body reaches peak metabjisn

about four hours alter you've e

sumed food, says Cooper. If yeicj

late, you'll have all this fuel reac foi

a walk or run, but you'll befa-

asleep.The food then will simpH
stored as fat.

Change the "E" word
from exercise to enjoymmt.
Don't join an aerobics class ilfc

think it's drudgery; choose fries;

activities you like, such as sq|r<

dancing. " The best exercise tofc

weight is the one you'll stick wpi,

says I laves. "I chose activities tflj

love, so I never have to 'exercfe'

day in my life."

Dress up other foods!
Fat-free salad dressings can be pa

for other foods, too. Ranc o

Thousand Island makes a greaW

for raw vegetables, says Miller|Co

vach. Italian as a marinade lor

cuts of meat enhances flavorin

tenderizes, too.

Joe Mullich is a freelance writer in

ristown, Pennsylvania, who freq

covers health topics.
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HEALTHMAX TREADMILL BEATS NORDICTRACK !

COSTS $300 LESS!

Both HEALTHMAX and

,
wdicTrack WalkFit give you
an upper and lower body
workout along with the

superior exercise of a

non-motorized treadmill.

But there are 11 powerful
reasons to choose

I
EALTHMAX TREADMILL:

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL NORDICTRACK WALKFIT

Low Price $299
(plus $M shipping/handling) ® $59995

(plii'. $49 95 shipping/handling)

Superior Workout
of a Non-Motorized

Treadmill

Non-motorized means you set the pace

AwTa for ,i better workout and greater

^nrV calorie burn No motor means safety
^^^^ and no maintenance, too. ©

NordicTrack knows
they're on to something here BUT...

HEALTHMAX gives you as much
and more for about 1/2 the price!

Total-Body Muscular and
Cardiovascular Workout

Works upper and lower body for most

iffective total-body workout. Ordinary

treadmills only work lower body. © D 1 IT 11 rl It
DUI.-.Whv would you pay

$300 more than

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL?

Full 44" Tread Length and
7 Incline Positions

Long tread designed for running and
walking. 7 different tread incline angles

give a full range ol workout intensity.

shorter 41 '/ tread limits stride length

machine can accommodate.
Only h incline positions.

Variable
Resistance on
Arm Exercise

Poles and Tread

Adjusts to your personal resistance

level with a simple twist of a dial.

Arm pole resistance is 2-way—
push and pull—

for maximum workout.

BUT.. .WalkFit costs almost

twice (is much as

HEALTHMAX!

Adjustable Height on Arm
Exercise Poles

Adjust to fit your height for

most effective workout.

Not adjustable. You'll have to

use the one height they give you.

Electronic

Workout Monitor
7-function monitor

tracks your workout progress. © BUT... Are you sure you w ant

to spend $300 more than

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL?

Pulse Monitor

Included © Monitors your heart rate

for optimum— and safe—
workout.

Not included. To get one,

you must pav an extra

$149.95 for their optional

"workout computer."

Folds for

Easy Storage © Easily folds to just

49" long by 19'/?" wide by

only 11" high!

BUT...When folded, it's still

52 '/;" long by 21" wide by

a cumbersome 17" high.

1 Comes Virtually

M Fully Assembled © Simply attach monitor

and 2 knobs,

and you're ready to go!

Requires

more extensive assembly.

Payable in

Installments © 8 easv credit card installments

of just $37.38!
($^9 shipping/handling added

to first installment) © BUT...You start paying $169.90, then you

must pay $39.95 per month for 12 months,

then a final $34.54! (includes 12'; interest)

I

You set the pace for a superior upper and lower body workout!
<ercising your entire body simultaneously— the muscles in your arms, shoulders, back, chest, abdomen, but-

; and legs— HEALTHMAX gives you a non-motorized muscular and aerobic workout that ordinary tread-

, rowers or exercise bikes can't match! And it does all this at a price that's /w// that of NordicTrack's WalkFit!

an't delay, pick up the phone and ord<>r your HEALTHMAX TRHADMILL today. And while you're using it,

:an think of all the things you can do with the $300 you've saved!

IALL TOLL-FREE FOR A 30-DAY
NO-RISK IN-HOME TRIAL: 1 -800-367-4534 Ext. 762-056

.i trademark ol Nordi( frack, Im

HEALTHMAX
47 Richards Avenue • Norwnlk, CT 06857 1994 MHI



A woman s

HEART
Though cardiac disease is the leading cause of death in

women, medical research has focused primarily on

middle-aged men. So, when it comes to treating women

heart patients, doctors are still dangerously in the dark.

A special report. By Leslie Laurence and Beth Weinhouse

Thirty years ago, the

American Heart Associ-

ation (AHA) sponsored

its first-ever conference

on women and heart dis-

ease. The topic: how women could

take care of their husband's hearts.

"It was a symposium on

how to take care of your

man: how to feed him and

make sure he didn't gel

heart disease, and how to

take care of him if he

did," says Mary Ann Mal-

loy, M.D., a cardiologist at

Loyola University Medical

Center, in Chicago, anc

head of an AHA committee

on women and heart disease.

Considering that

cardiovascular ill-

ness had been the leadi

cause of death in Americ

women since 1908, it m
seem surprising—and

enraging—that the 1964

conference didn't inclu

any discussion of how wom-
en could recognize their own
symptoms or how they

could look after their own hearts.

But w hat's even more shocking

is that twenty-five years later—in

1989, when the AHA held its first

real conference dealing w ith the

female heart—the level of aware-

ness about heart disease in women
hadn't increased all that much.

Even now, cardiovascular illness is

still widely perceived as a problem

that affects men.

Hut consider these startling

RIGHT
ATRIUM

A heart attack occurs when
the supply of blood to part of

the heart muscle stops or is

severely reduced. This happens
because one or more of the
coronary arteries is blocked

statistics:

# More women die from cardiovas-

1

cular disease—roughly 478,000 in)

1993—than of all forms of cancer,

which accounted for 237,000 !

deaths that same year.

• Among women, 46 percent of
j

all deaths are due to cardiovascular 1

disease; in men it's 40 percent.

• One in nine women between the

ages of forty-five and sixty-four I

has some form of cardiovascular

disease. This climbs to one ini

three after age sixty-five.

# An estimated 6,000 women un-

der age sixty-five die each year of

a heart attack. Twenty-five per-

cent of them are under forty-five

years of age.

Yet, despite these ominous 1

numbers, the vast majority of re-

search into coronary artery dis-

ease—the type of heart

problem that causes most

heart attacks—has been

done on middle-aged men.

As a result, women face

steep obstacles to proper di-

agnosis, care and treatment.

Many of the tests

used to detect heart

disease have poor accuracy

rates in women. The key

drugs for treating heart

problems have not been

iperly tested on women,
doctors aren't sure how
active they arc. Some of

the most effective

interventions used

for treating severe heart dis-

ease—such as angioplasty

and bypass surgery—are not

recommended for women as

often as for men. And even

when they are performed, the pro-

cedures are not as successful in

the female population—and doc-

tors are not exactly sure why. "In

every type of coronary (continued)

From OUTRAGEOUS PRACTICES: THE ALARMING TRUTH ABOUT HOW MEDICINE MISTREATS WOMEN. Copyright © 1994 by Leslie Laurence and Beth Weinhouse.

Published by Fawcett Columbine, a division of Random House.
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A woman's heart

continued

disease, women have fewer diagnostic

and therapeutic procedures than men
do," says Nanette K. Wcnger, M.D.,
professor of cardiology at Emory Uni-

versity School of Medicine, in Atlanta.

"We're very much in an infancy in

terms of understanding heart disease in

women," says Irma L. Mebane-Sims,
Ph.D., an epidemiologist at the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, a part

of the National Institutes of Health, in

Bethesda, Maryland. "Compared to

men's hearts, women's hearts are still

largely a mystery."

OBSTACLES TO DETECTION
When a woman feels a lump in her

breast, her first terrified thought is likely

to be breast cancer, even though only

one in ten breast lumps turns out to be

malignant. But when a woman feels a

pain in her chest, chances are she'll

think she's got a touch of indigestion,

has pulled a muscle or has been living

under too much stress. The possibility

of a heart attack, or any kind of heart

disease, might never occur to her.

"Women are brought up to experience

pain and not pay much attention to it,"

says Jane B. Sherwood, R.N., research

coordinator at the Institute for Prevention

1 1 4 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL OCTOBER

of Cardiovascular Disease at Deaconess

Hospital, Harvard Medical School, in

Boston. Accustomed to the discomforts

of menstrual cramps and childbearing,

women learn that pain is not necessarily a

sign that something is wrong.

The result is that when many women
start experiencing chest pain, they try to

ignore it and continue with their usual

activities. More than a third of all heart

attacks in women go unnoticed or unre-

ported by their victims (versus just over

one quarter in men). "I've been amazed
at what women accomplish after the

pain of their heart attack started," says

Sherwood. "One woman gave a dinner

party for twelve people and didn't come
to the hospital until it was over."

But such a delay can be deadly: Cer-

tain lifesaving procedures, such as ad-

ministering clot-busting drugs, are most

effective when begun within a few hours

after the onset of a heart attack.

When women do finally see their doc-

tors or show up in the emergency room,

they are usually astonished to find out

they have had a heart attack. Sherwood

tells of women who, at the hospital in

the midst of massive heart attacks, as-

sess their pain on a scale of one to ten as

"probably a three."

Partly because of such attitudes, physi-

cians may not be properly alarmed when
a female patient comes in complaining

1994

of symptoms that might indicate ban

disease. In fact, in many cases, dotal

often dismiss chest pain in womei as

mere stress.

Sarah Johnson (name has tyeB

changed), forty-two, had a heart a lick

at her daughter's wedding. On thire-

ceiving line at church, she felt sudcnlv

sick and dizzy with a funny feeling imei

chest. But she didn't want to ruimei

daughter's day, so she didn't tell antne

what she was experiencing. An hour itei

she ran to the bathroom and vomed
After she collected herself, she went ici

out to the celebration. It wasn't untiiji

next day that Sarah, still feeling ternk

went to the emergency room. "A resign

admitted the woman to the hospital*

cause there were minor variations orjhf

cardiogram," says the doctor who eijfic

up treating her. "But I'm embarrasset tr

admit that the resident suspected]

symptoms were caused by anxiety. jh<

didn't even call in cardiology. The pr

day I was called to see the patient,

for me her cardiogram was classic fp

heart attack—a small one. But thtat

tending physician, the resident, all)h(

people in the emergency room pap
off this woman's symptoms as anil

due to her daughter's wedding."

Unfortunately, Sarah's case is nopr

isolated one. Experts say that doctorlrf

ten fail to detect heart disease in worm
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biggest discrepancy occurs when a

/ear-old woman comes in coni-

ng of something that could be
disease, and a forty-year-old man
in with the same complaints,"

udrey F. von Poelnitz, M.D., a

logist at Morristown Memorial
tal, in Morristown, New Jersey,

cians react to the man but tell a

1 it could be stress."

n when a doctor is astute, though,

1 are still not assured of a proper

sis. Many of the tests used to de-

art disease are notoriously inaccu-

women. The treadmill stress test

;ssic example. In this test, a patient

on a motorized treadmill, which
illy increases in speed, while small

ides attached to the chest measure
art's electrical activity,

lirty-five percent of women have
>ositives, and twenty-five percent

'alse negatives, meaning that the

mill stress tests] give accurate re-

n less than half of women," says

Grouse, M.D., director of the

:n's Cardiac Center at the Mid-
can Heart Institute of St. Luke's
tal, in Kansas City, Missouri. (The
lasts a 70 percent accuracy rate in

"I don't think physicians are prej-

1, but I think the perception that

disease is less common in women
ially due to the treadmill test."

Because this commonly used test has

a high number of false positives (for

both men and women), doctors must
decide when to take the results seriously

by referring patients for more sophisti-

cated testing. But doctors are less apt to

order further testing if the patient is a

woman. In 1991, the American Medical

Association's Council on Ethical and Ju-

dicial Affairs issued a report on gender

FOR WOMEN ONLY:

THE WARNING SIGNS

No doubt you've heard about the

"typical" symptoms of a heart at-

tack. It's classically described as

feeling like an "elephant sitting on

your chest." A key warning sign is

a pain radiating down the left arm.

But you may be surprised to

learn that those symptoms are typi-

cal for middle-aged men—not nec-

essarily women. Doctors say that

women are more likely to suffer

from these symptoms:

• Vague abdominal discomfort

• Nausea and vomiting, fatigue

• Shortness of breath

• Arm and/or chest pain

disparities in clinical decision making.

The report cited a 1987 study of 390 pa-

tients. Of those who had questionable re-

sults on an advanced type of treadmill

test, men were ten times more likely than

women to be referred lor further testing.

TREATING THE FEMALE HEART
Not surprisingly, considering the obsta-

cles to proper diagnosis, by the time

women finally receive treatment for

heart disease, their prognosis is worse
than men's. Nearly 40 percent of wom-
en die within a year after having a heart

attack versus 31 percent of men. In part,

it may be because of age: Women, who
tend to get heart attacks after meno-
pause, are older on average than male
heart-attack sufferers. But another part

of the explanation may be that women
get less-aggressive cardiac care.

Sherwood's research, for instance,

found that it takes longer for women ex-

periencing complications after a heart at-

tack to get transferred to a university

teaching hospital for advanced treatment.

"Women [have to] wait two days longer

than men to get transferred [to a more
sophisticated facility) if there are compli-

cations," she says. "Bart of the reason

women have a worse prognosis after a

heart attack might be that they're not be-

ing treated as quickly. By the time they're

treated, they're sicker." (continued)
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A woman's heart

continued

Sherwood says that leads to a vicious

circle. "Physicians say they're reluctant

to do intervention, such as bypass

surgery, on women because they don't

do as well," she says. "But women may
not be doing as well because they are

not having them soon enough."

Women are also less likely than men
to be given clot-busting drugs, one of

the most common treatments for heart-

attack patients. (The drugs dissolve the

blood clot responsible for the heart at-

tack and prevents further damage to the

heart muscle.) A study of nineteen hos-

pitals in the Seattle, Washington, area

reported that 26 percent of men versus

only 14 percent of women received clot-

busting medications after a heart attack.

But even when women do receive the

drugs, they may not respond as well. A
Senate committee meeting reported a

three-year study showing that when men
and women get the best care possible af-

ter a heart attack—and get it within four

hours—women are still more likely to

die and more likely to suffer a second

heart attack within a year. One hypothe-

sis is that men and women react differ-

ently to clot-busting drugs and that

perhaps the optimal dosage for women
has not yet been determined.

Women don't fare as well when it

comes to other interventions either. An-

gioplasty— in which a tiny balloon

catheter is threaded into a blocked artery

and then inflated, flattening the block-

age—is one of the most common surg-

eries to prevent heart attacks from
recurring. But studies looking at gender

difference in this procedure have found

that women are at a disadvantage. Ac-

cording to the AHA, women have more
complications following this procedure.

Part of this has to do with the fact that

angioplasty has been perfected on male

patients, who tend to have larger arteries

than women. The smaller size of wom-
en's arteries has made the surgery more
difficult. In recent years, as surgical in-

struments have been scaled down to

women's size, doctors are reporting more
success with angioplasty in women.
The same thing is beginning to hap-

pen with bypass surgery, which reroutes

blood around a blocked artery. Once
nearly twice as likely to die from the

surgery as men, women now have better

odds as surgeons have become more
skilled. But it is still true that women are

not being recommended for the lifesav-

ing operation as often as men are: More
than 70 percent of bypass operations are

done on men.
Inadequate medical treatments, how-

ever, are only part of the reason that

women heart-attack patients have a

worse prognosis than men. Societal roles
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are also to blame. Heart experts say that

the wives of men heart-attack victims

are eager to learn how to cook low-

cholesterol meals and take care of their

husbands, but women heart-attack pa-

tients rarely have that kind of support. In

fact, Sherwood says women recovering

from heart attacks often continue to care

for others. She describes a patient who
came in complaining of pain after her

bypass surgery. When asked about her

activities, it turned out the woman had

been doing laundry for her twenty-five-

year-old son. "I'm amazed at how many
women have bypass surgery and still do
major housework," Sherwood says.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
Besides inequities in diagnosing and
treating heart disease, women are also

hampered by a lack of knowledge about

risk factors that lead to the disease in the

first place. Take, for instance, the risk

factor of high cholesterol, which is wide-

ly perceived to be a threat to a healthy

heart: The Framingham Heart Study,

one of the first studies to include women
since it began forty-six years ago, found

that in men, high levels of "bad" LDL
cholesterol may predict future heart

problems. Women, however, may be at

risk if they have low levels of "good"
HDL cholesterol. (Total cholesterol lev-

el includes both LDL and HDL.)
What this means is that the public-

health message to keep total cholesterol

level under 200 or less may not be rele-

vant for women. Keeping total cholesterol

down makes sense for men, because it

ensures that LDL will be low, too. But a

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD

As this article shows, women have

been excluded from many of the

studies into heart disease and other

medical matters. To urge that future

research focuses on issues unique

to women, contact the legislators in

Washington, D.C., who oversee

funding for the National Institutes

of Health, the government agency

that allocates public money for sci-

entific study.

• Write to Senator Edward Kennedy

(D-Mass.), Chairman, the Committee

on Labor and Human Resources,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
20510; and Congressman William

Ford (D-Mich.), Chairman, the Com-

mittee on Education and Labor, U.S.

House of Representatives, 205 15.

• You can also write to your state

and local legislators in the U.S.

Senate, Washington, DC 20510;
and the U.S. House of Representa-

tives, 20515.
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A woman's heart

continued

believe that excess weight is desirable,

they are still uncertain as to whether it is

an independent risk factor for heart dis-

ease in women or whether instead it ac-

companies other problems.

Similarly, experts are not yet sure

about the protective benefits of exercise:

Roughly half" of the studies done show a

correlation between a sedentary lifestyle

and heart risks; the other half shows no
link between how much a woman exer-

cises and her risk of heart disease.

Also subject to debate is the advisability

of hormone-replacement therapy (HRT)
after menopause to help prevent heart
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disease. Though most studies have shown

that it lessens the risk of heart disease, it

may increase the chance of developing

certain types of cancers. But studies on

the cancer risks associated with HRT
have not been conclusive. So women have

to decide about the benefits versus the

risks of hormone therapy based on incom-

plete and often conflicting evidence.

Finally, medical experts are still not

completely sure if aspirin holds the same
protective benefits for women that it

does for men. In 1
(>88, a large-scale

study showed that a small amount of as-

pirin (one half to one tablet) each day

could lower the risk of heart disease.
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1994
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EDICAL MYSTERY

The case of the
FALLEN FRUIT

Doctors in a small New England community were puzzled wherP~

first one youngster, then another, was gripped by a mysterious infection.

And it wou Id take some shrewd detective work before they traced it to a

surprisingly simple source. By Jonathan A. Edlow, M.D.

Tt
began no differently from

any ordinary stomach hug.

Peter and Michele Burdick

had just spent a quiet Sun-

day together in their home in

Somerset, Massachusetts, a small

town about sixty miles outside of

Boston. It was early November
1991, and fall, like the blazing or-

ange, red and gold colors of the

leaves, was at its peak in the quiet

New England town.

The Burdicks were about to put

their three-year-old daughter, Emi-

ly, to bed when she began to com-
plain of stomach pains. They
noticed that she also had a little

diarrhea. Since Michele, twenty-

eight, was experiencing some mi-

nor stomach cramps of her own.

they figured it might have been just

something they ate.

But to the parents' growing con-

cern, Emily did not get better the

next day. "That evening," Michele

recalls, "I noticed some blood in

her stool." The little girl had also

started vomiting. Worried, Michele

called her husband at work. Peter,

twenty-nine, had been laid off

from his job as a hospital security

guard and was temporarily work-

ing the night shift on an assembly

line at a local fabric mill. They
called their pediatrician, Walter

Rok, M.D., and made an appoint-

ment for the next day.

On Tuesday, the doctor exam-

ined Emily and, as a precaution,

arranged for her to have blood

tests and X rays taken at the near-

est hospital, St. Anne's, in Fall

River. After the tests were com-

pleted, Michele made an appoint-

ment for a follow-up visit, and they

went home to await the results of

Emily's tests.

Later that afternoon, things took

a turn for the worse. Emily's trips

to the bathroom had become more

frequent. "She was crying a lot and

asking me to sit with her in the

bathroom so she could rest her

head on my lap," Michele recalls.

But Michele was not in good shape

herself. Preoccupied with her

daughter's illness, she had not paid

attention to her own upset stom-

ach. But now, she found that she

could no longer ignore (continued)
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The case ofthe fallen fruit

continued

the pain. "My cramps seemed to worsen

as the hours went by," she says. "'Then,

I also developed diarrhea. My pains

were so severe that it got to the point

where I couldn't assist Emily." Peter,

meanwhile, had gone to work. 'When he

called his wife and daughter to check on

them, Michele, who didn't want to pan-

ic her already worried husband, told

him that they were feeling worse but as-

sured him that things would be all

right. That night, Emily and Michele

stayed on the couch because it was

closer to the bathroom; neither got

much sleep. As dawn approached, each

bowel movement Michele and Emily

had became progressively bloodier.

When Peter came home from work the

next morning, he found his wife and

Michele and Peter Burdick and daugh-

ter, Emily. (At six, Emily shows no ill ef-

fects from her bout with HUS)

daughter dehydrated. He rushed them
to the hospital.

SEARCHING FOR CLUES
Doctors began to hunt for the cause of

Emily's and Michele's illness—and be-

gan to hit dead ends. They explained to

Peter that his wife and daughter had
lost substantial amounts of blood, and
that initial stool cultures ruled out
salmonella, shigella and Campylobac-
ter—bacterial infections that are the

more common causes of bloody diar-

rhea. In the meantime, Emily's condi-

tion was getting worse. By Friday, the

situation was critical: Her kidneys began
to shut down.

Roughly 25 percent of the body's
blood flow is pumped through the kid-

neys, which filter it to remove waste
products. The kidneys' function is vital to

the human body: If waste is not removed
properly from the body, death could re-

sult. So, when Rok (who was now in

charge of her case) saw that Emily's levels

of urea nitrogen and creatinine—two
waste products produced by the body

that doctors routinely measure to check

kidney function—were abnormally high,

he knew her life was in danger.

\X"hen tests ruled out the most com-
mon causes of kidney failure—the heart

not pumping enough blood to the kid-

neys, or a blockage in tubes leading

urine out of the body—Rok began to

suspect damage to the kidneys. Two
clues led him to think that Emily was

suffering from a rare disease called

hemolytic-uremic syndrome (HUS).
First, when he examined Emily's blood

cells under the microscope, Rok noticed

that the red blood cells appeared broken

up, or hemolyzed. (HUS is a disease

that destroys red blood cells and the lin-

ing of blood vessel walls.) Second, Emi-
lv was exhibiting a symptom of the type

of HUS that affects young children:

bloody diarrhea.

HUS can be a fatal disease. Some
patients develop neurologic symptoms
including seizures and coma, and about

6 percent of patients die. Rok's next

move was clear: He arranged for Emily

to be transferred to Children's Hospital,

in Boston, where pediatric kidney special-

ists and dialysis facilities were available.

KEEPING VIGIL

The doctors at Children's Hospital per-

formed further tests. They inserted a

catheter (a long, thin tube) into Emily's

bladder to measure her urine output.

They also drew blood and started an in-

travenous line, things that might other-

wise have bothered this lively little girl.

But "Emily was too exhausted to put up
much fuss," says Peter.

The doctors also prepared Emily for

dialysis, a life-saving procedure for peo-

ple whose kidneys are not functioning.

During dialysis, a patient's blood is

pumped out through a catheter and into

a dialysis machine, which acts like an

artificial kidney by removing waste
products from the blood. Then, the pu-

rified blood is returned to the body.

Michele, meanwhile, was still hospi-

talized with her own form of the illness.

Though she wasn't in as serious shape

as Emily (she had no kidney problems),

she was still losing blood and was un-

able to eat. In addition, she was fraught

with anxiety about her daughter. "I was
very worried about Emily, and I felt

helpless in not being able to be with

her," she says.

Peter, meanwhile, kept a constant

vigil over his daughter, while worrying

about his wife. He talked to Michele's

doctors several times a day. "It was a

very rough time," he says. "Michele was

in the hospital and couldn't be with us,

and Emily seemed to be getting worse."

After surgery to insert a dialysis

catheter under her collarbone, Emily

developed a fever and had to be

watched in the intensive-care unit for a

day and a half. While there, she fl
ued dialysis treatment. "Emily haH
very still in an uncomfortable psitif

for the dialysis," remembers henth<

"The main thing she hated wafl
the bandage covering the catheirw

removed, because it was very nnn
We bought her a puppet—CliffoiM

Big Red Dog—and that was <H
Clifford occasionally got a laughI
Emily." The little girl liked to mfl
lieve that everything that was hap£u
to her also happened to the re c

bandage changes, blood-pressureH

toring and blood drawing.

A GROWING MYSTERY
Meanwhile, back in Fall River, II
becoming clear that the Burdicksml

was not an isolated case. Anotheifc
girl, also one of Rok's patients, \js

mitted to St. Anne's. Twent»i
month-old Margaret CarvalhoBJ
was remarkably similar to EmilyBj

too was suffering from bloody dm
and dehydration, and a few da4a

sije went into the hospital, Mai II

kidneys also began to fail. "Soil
back on the phone to Boston," I
Rok, who had not seen a single H
HUS in his eight years of privatB

tice. Now, he was dealing with wiK
peared to be his second case witlttii

space of a few days. Less than ma
later, two more girls—sisters whBe
patients of another Fall River p«eear

cian—were diagnosed with HL; ai

transferred to Children's Hospital;

A few days later, doctors W
Anne's hit upon a key piece of injnn

tion: Stool cultures from three ft!

four Fall River girls, includingm
Burdick and Margaret Carvalho,£st

positive for E.coli, serotype Ol'Jm

the bacteria often found in foodlsu

as undercooked hamburgers. E.cdp
salmonella, shigella and campyloien

is also known to cause bloody di.rh

And the clincher: HUS is thoughto

caused by infections from bacteri|«u

as E.coli. Peter and Michele BpHi

also tested positive for the bacterl, t

Peter never showed any symptcjas

infection (doctors never figura o

why, but they think it's likely thajPe'

was strong enough to fight off theiac:

ria), and Michele, who did get sicp

er experienced kidney failure ir.

adults are less prone to developinjHi

than young children.

To Melanie Kim, M.D., then dleci

of the General Renal Program aiCi

dren's Hospital, the sudden rash oHi

cases in late fall seemed very unus I

the head of a regional referral cpti

Kim normally saw no more than aavi

age of twelve cases of HUS per ;|ar

the entire New England region, W
clustered around the summer nm
when people barbecue and (conw
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eat undercooked hamburgers and other

meats that may lead to an E.coli infec-

tion. "To see four cases from the same

small town in November was quite

striking," remembers Kim. And, in ad-

dition to the four girls from Fall River,

there were two more children in Kim's

unit with HUS—one from northern

New England and another from Boston.

"We notified the Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Health," she says.

Given the possibility that they were

dealing with a widespread infection, the

state health department called in the

federal Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), in Atlanta. Investi-

gators from both agencies went into ac-

tion: First, they sent out notices to

pediatricians, family practitioners and

medical laboratories in the Fall River re-

gion to track down other cases of E.coli

that hadn't yet been identified. Then
they catalogued everything that the pa-

tients and their families had eaten and

drunk, and compared their list to the list

of foods that the neighbors who were not

sick had consumed. To their surprise,

the obvious high-risk foods—chicken or

hamburger—were ruled out as the

source of the E.coli bacteria. Instead,

something else, something they hadn't

expected to find, emerged as the chief

suspect: The people who tested positive

for E.coli were far more likely than their

neighbors to have drunk apple cider!

CLOSING IN

Apple cider is a raw, unprocessed prod-

uct that is made by grinding apples into

a pulp called pomace, which is then put

onto a press cloth that is held in place

by a wood frame. A hydraulic press

squeezes the pomace, and the cider

trickles out. Unlike apple juice, it is nei-

ther filtered nor pasteurized. Neverthe-

less, investigators were surprised to find

themselves looking at apple cider; be-

cause it's very acidic, it doesn't easily

harbor bacteria.

After apple cider became suspect, the

investigators went back to the patients

to find out where they had bought the

beverage. The majority remembered
buying it at a local apple orchard. When
investigators paid a visit to the orchard,

they found what they had been looking

for: a small red shed that housed a tra-

ditional wood cider press. The investi-

gators learned from the staff that during

the fall the orchard produced one to two

batches of fresh cider each week.

Most of the apples used for the cider

were "drops," or apples that had fallen

off the trees. The apples, the investiga-

tors also learned, hadn't been washed
and were stored in open bins. Though
that was against state regulations, a

subsequent survey of cider producers

showed that, among small cider-makers,

these practices were fairly common, as

was the practice of using "drops." But

what really piqued the interest of the in-

vestigators was their discovery that

deer—a common carrier of E.coli

—

grazed in the orchards from which the

dropped apples came.

The investigators cultured the ani-

mals, the employees, the wood cider

press and the water used in the process,

but they weren't able to track the bacte-

ria to a specific source. They believe,

however, that the most likely source of

contamination was the waste from the

deer, which had mixed with the

dropped apples. Why wasn't the E.coli

bacteria found in the animals them-
selves? As one investigator explained,

"Animals tend to shed the bacteria for

short periods of time."

In all, with the help of local doctors,

CDC investigators identified a total of

twenty-three cases of the E.coli diarrhea

in the Fall River region. Experts note

that it could have been much worse and

say they believe it wasn't because only

one or two batches of the cider had
been contaminated. The investigators

went on to prove that E.coli can live in

cider for much longer than anyone had

thought. In their final report, they rec-

ommended that consumers avoid cider

made from apples that haven't been
brushed and washed. (Since no govern-

ment regulations currently mandate
cider-makers to state on their labels how
their cider was made, the best way to

find out is to ask the manufacturers

themselves.)

EMILY RECOVERS
As for the Burdicks, Michele recovered

after five days in the hospital. She was

discharged from St. Anne's in time to be

at her daughter's bedside for some of her

dialysis treatments. Emily's condition

gradually improved, and she was dis-

charged in early December—more than

three weeks since the ordeal began. To
her family's relief, she did not require

any more dialysis treatments. The other

Fall River girls also recovered fully.

Today, Emily is a happy and healthy

six-year-old. When she is asked what

she wants to be when she grows up, she

is more certain of her answer than most

children her age: a doctor. "She plays

with her doctor kit," says Peter, "and

she tells me I can be her nurse and work

for her when she's a doctor." She's also

come away with something else from

her experience: Emily no longer drinks

apple cider.

Jonathan A. Edlotv, M.D., practices emer-

gency medicine in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, and writes fiction as zvell as

articles on health.
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SPA GETAWAY CONTEST OFFICIAL RUL5 If

As seen on page 52

1. On a 3V2x5-mzh postcard print or typej

following Information: name, address, city, si

zip code, phone number, age. social secu

number, occupation, signature. Attach

i

following to your entry card: a description of]

best de-stressing tip (in forty to fifty words).

2. Mail entry to LADIES' HOME JOURNAL,

Getaway. 100 Park Avenue. Third Floor,

York, NY 10017. All entries must be receive

October 31, 1994. No responsibility is assu

for lost, late, incomplete or misdirected mail.
|

prize awarded in any prize notification le

returned as undehverable or not responded

within ten (10) days of receipt shall be awaiT

to an alternate winner. One entry per famil|

household allowed.

3. The contest is open to any resident of the

who is 18 years of age or older except emploij

and their families of Meredith Corporation}

agencies, affiliates, and subsidiaries.

4. Included in the prize: one week's (7 day!

nights) vacation for two at The Colony Beach
f

Tennis Resort in Longboat Key, Florida. AppB

imate retail value of spa getaway is $3,0

Included, accommodations in a deluxe su

during a time convenient for hotel, one (1)

hour-rfnassage, one (1) hour-and-a-half herbal

wrar>treatment, one (1) private tennis lesson,

(1) hour with a personal fitness trainer, one

body composition analysis, and one (1) comp

health, nutrition and fitness profile. Round-

airfare to and from Longboat Key, Florida (wii

is responsible for transportation to and fi

nearest major airport), also included. Winner

travel companion must sign travel liability rele

All personal expenses are sole responsibility

winner. Some travel restrictions may apply,

must be taken by December 31, 1995.

5. All entries and materials submitted become

property of LADIES' HOME JOURNAL and will

be returned or acknowledged. The best

stressing tip will be judged on content, clarit

expression, interest to our readers and gen

appeal. Entries must be original and not previo

published. The winner will be selected by a p<

designated by LADIES' HOME JOURNAL.

decisions of the judges are final. We will enter

no correspondence or phone communication at

the contest or judging. LADIES' HOME JOURI

reserves the right to edit the de-stressing

6. Winner will be selected and notified by mai

December 31, 1994. Winner must consent to

available at the request of LADIES' HO
JOURNAL to participate and render service;

photography/taping sessions and media mtervi

She also agrees by entering the contest to gi

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL the right to use

entry, name, photos and voice in connection

editorial, public relations, promotional

advertising purposes, unless prohibited by

Winner must sign an affidavit of eligibility

release consenting to the use of her name

photo, and a statement confirming the right;

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL to the de-stressing ti

7. All federal, state and local laws

regulations apply. Void where prohibit

Applicable taxes are the sole responsibility

winner. Prize is not exchangeable or transferal

No substitute of prizes except at the discretior

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL. For winner's na

and address, send a separate self-address

stamped envelope after January 14, 1995,

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL, Spa Getaway Win

List, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
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DINEWS
The very latest in health today. By Sally Squires

A QUICKER LYME DIAGNOSIS
An easier way of detecting Lyme disease may be on the horizon: Scientists

have found a way to identify an antibody produced by the immune system

to fight off this disabling illness.

Currently, doctors detect Lyme disease through tests of various immune-

system responses. But these tests can take months or even years to show con-

e results, and they have a high rate of false negatives and false positives.

Xow, though, doctors say they have learned to identify the specific anti-

body produced in response to outer-surface protein A, a component of the

Lyme bacteria. This is likely to lead to a new blood test for the disease.

"The test could be done when the disease is in its earliest stages," says

Steven Schutzer, M.D., an immunologist at the University of Medicine and

Dentistry of New Jersey, in Newark, whose research team made the discov-

ery. "And this would allow for quicker and more effective treatment."

A SIMPLE REMEDY FOR YEAST INFECTION
The standard cure for yeast infec-

tions has been a vaginal cream, ap-

plied daily for at least a week. But

now there's an easier remedy: a pill

that's taken just once.

In tests, the drug, Diflucan, also

known as fluconazole, wiped out

yeast infections in nine out of ten

women, according to Doris Brooker,

M.D., assistant professor of obstet-

rics and gynecology at the University

of Minnesota, in Minneapolis, who

directed the research. As a result, the

federal Food and Drug Administra-

tion recently approved the drug as

the first one-dose, oral treatment for

vaginal candidiasis.

Unlike vaginal creams, which are

available over the counter, Diflucan

must be prescribed by a physician

and is more expensive than other

available remedies.

AVOIDING
DANGEROUS DRUG
COMBINATIONS

As more prescription medicines

become available in over-the-

counter forms, patients are

increasingly likely to treat

themselves. In doing so, they're

raising the risk of potentially

dangerous drug interactions.

To help educate consumers

about potential problems, the

Council on Family Health and

the National Consumers League

have created a brochure, "How

^to Prevent Drug Interactions."

The publication features a chart

showing dangerous drug

combinations and provides

questions for patients to ask

their doctors.

Send a stamped, self-

addressed envelope (business

size) to: the Council on

Family Health, Box 307,

Coventry, CT 06238.

Extra from The Journal of Women's Health

MOTHERS SATISFIED WITH
MIDWIVES, STUDY SHOWS

omen whose childbirths are

assisted by midwives have

as good an experience as

—

and sometimes an even better

one than—when they're cared for

by doctors, a new study shows.

Researchers at the Albert Einstein

College of Medicine, in the Bronx.

1 of. i AniPQ' HnuF .iniiDMAi nrmnp

New York, surveyed 461

new mothers—285 of

whom had been under

the care of a nurse-mid-

wife during pregnancy

and delivery, and 176 of

whom had been under a

physician's care. They

found that the babies in both groups

were just as healthy, and that the

rate of caesarean sections was also

similar. Furthermore, they found

that those who had been cared for

by a nurse-midwife rated themselves

as more satisfied overall with the

birth experience than women who
R 1 QQA

had been cared for by a physician.

"This suggests that using nurse

midwives is an option that shouk

definitely be available to all worn]

en," says Cassandra E. Henderson

M.D., who worked on the study.

As efforts to cut health-care cosd

step up, the use of nurse-midwive;

in uncomplicated deliveries is be-

coming widely available. According

to the American College of Nurse-

Midwives, the number of womer

using midwives in hospital birth;

jumped from 56,000 in 1981 tc

1 58,000 ten years later.

—Katherine Lei
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fHE NEWS

INFLUENCE
You might think that an impartial jury decides whether

a defendant is innocent or guilty. But, that's not al-

ways the case. A shocking report on what really

goes on in the courtroom. By Mark Stuart Gill

From years of hearing and

reading about court cases

and, more recently, watch-

ing Court TV, most of us

are familiar with the main

players in a trial: the judge, the

jury, the lawyers for the prosecu-

tion and the defense, the defen-

dant. But there's a powerful figure

behind the scenes that most of us

don't know about—an authority

who helps to influence the outcome

of many high-profile cases.

These experts are jury consul-

tants—and the work they do is as

crucial as any lawyer's task. For
instance. Jo-Ellan Dimitrius, a

forty-year-old jury consultant in

Los Angeles, has helped win fa-

vorable verdicts in many of the

cases she's worked on. In fact, so

highly thought of are her talents

that, as the Journal went to press.

Dimitrius had just been

named as the jury consul-

tant for O.J. Simpson's de-

fense team.

Dimitrius and a growing

breed of jury, or trial, con-

sultants—social scientists

who, for the most part,

have no legal

degrees—are dra-

matically chang-

ing the way cases

are tried, and
won, in this coun-

try. Typically,

Dimitrius is hired

by one side in a

trial for a fee of

SI.000 to S3,000

a day. She con-

ducts surveys and

focus groups in

the trial jurisdic-

Jury consultants now work on

many top trials—including the

cases of Lyle and Erik Menen-

dez and the OJ. Simpson case

tion to search for clues to attitude

that might work against her clier

Then she psychologically analyzi|

prospective jurors. Finally, si

predicts the verdicts those juro|

will deliver.

Almost every famous trial in til

past few years has used such coil

sultants. These experts have bet I

thrust into the middle of some <|

the most controversial social issuil

being played out in our courts, in

eluding police misconduct, medicl

malpractice, sexual abuse and hi

rassment, women's self-defenaj

crimes, employee discrimination

and w rongful termination. Todal
not only do consultants help selel

jurors, they analyze a easel

strengths and weaknesses from ju

rors' perspectives, and identia:

themes and witnesses worth devel

oping or discarding.

"Jury consultants are to thl

courtroom what fax machines an

to the office." says one attorney

"They are the most creative, innJ

vative and necessary force to hi

trials since court reporters."

Other legal experts are less erl

thusiastic. Elicf

Spitzer, an eJ
prosecutor il

New York CitJ

complains thai

more time il

spent selectinl

juries than lister!

ing to evidenci
" in the trial. An

some worry that th

very cornerstone of 01

legal system is under at

tack. Instead of unbi

ased individuals sittin

in judgment, they sa\

behavioral marketin:

experts armed witl

statistics are stacking ju

ries in their clients' favor

Trial verdicts in re

cent years seem to bea

this out. (coniinuec

nn LADIES' HOMF .IOIIRNAI OrTORPR 1 QQA



Ask your doctor about a trial of

CLARITIN.
Once-a-day, 24-hour relief, from your

seasonal nasal allergy symptoms,

that won't make you drowsy,

without drowsiness. In studies, the
incidence of drowsiness was similar to placebo, or
sugar pill, at the recommended dose. Drowsiness may
occur if you take more than the recommended dose.

for 24 hours. One dose per day provides
effective relief from seasonal nasal allergy symptoms.

with low occurrence of side effects. Side
effects occurred about as often as they did with

0* placebo (sugar pills). Most common were headache,
occurring with 12% of people; drowsiness, 8%;
fatigue, 4%; and dry mouth, 3%.
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for a $5.00 coupon and important free information

about seasonal nasal allergy relief.
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Clear Relief
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information. >'
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brand ai ioratadine

Long-Acting Antihistamine

BRIEF SUMMAHY
(For full Prescribing Information see package insert

)

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
.;=-', TaD'ets re nc/." *•:• et ot nasal and non-nasal symptoms ot seasonal allergic rhinitis

CONTRAINDICATIONS

CURITIN Tablets are co Vindicated in patients who are hypersensitive to this medication or to any ot its ingredients

PRECAUTIONS

General. Pat ei ts * tti « rpairment should oe given a 'ower initial dose (10 mg every other day) because they have reduced

clearance ot CLARITIN Tablets

Drug Interactions: The coadministration ot a single 20 mg dose of CLARITIN Tablets (double the recommended daily dose) and

a 200 mg dose oi ketocona20le twice daily to 12 subiects resulted in increased plasma concentrations of Ioratadine (180%

increase in AUC) and its active metabolite descarboethoxvloratadme (56% increase in AUC) However, no related changes were

noted Die QTc an EC3s ta»en at 2, 6, and 24 hours after the coadministration ot Ioratadine and ketoconazole Also, there were

no significant differences in clinical adverse events between CLARITIN Tablet groups with or without ketoconazole

Other drugs known to inhibit hepatic metabolism should be coadministered with caution until definitive interaction studies

can be completed The number of subiects who concomitantly received macrolide antibiotics, cimetidine, ranitidine, or theo-

phylline along with CLARITIN Tablets m controlled clinical trials is too small to rule out possible drug-drug interactions There

does not appear to be an increase m adverse events m subiects who received oral contraceptives and CLARITIN Tablets com-

pared to placebo

Carcinogenesis. Mutagenesis, and Impairment of Fertility: in an 18-month oncogenicity study In mice and a 2-year study in

rats Ioratadine ivas administered in the diet at doses up to 40 mgykg (micei and 25 mg/kg (rats) in the carcinogenicity studies,

pharmacokinetic assessments were carried out to determine animal exposure to the drug AUC data demonstrated that the expo-

sure of mice given 40 mgykg ot Ioratadine was 3 6 (ioratadine) and 18 (active metabolite) times higher than a human given

10 mg/day Exposure ot rats given 25 mg/kg ot ioratadine was 28 (Ioratadine) and 67 (active metabolite) times higher than a

human given 10 mo/day Male mice given 40 mg/kg had a significantly higher incidence of hepatocellular tumors (combined

adenomas and carcinomas) than concurrent controls In rats, a significantly higher incidence of hepatocellular tumors (com-

omed adenomas and carcinomas! was observed in males given 10 mg/kg and males and females given 25 mg/kg The clinical

significance ot these findings during long-term use of CLARITIN Tablets is not known

in mutagenicity studies there was no evidence ot mutagenic potential in reverse (AMES) or forward point mutation

iCHO-HGPRT) assays or in the assay tor DNA damage (Rat Primary Hepatocyte Unscheduled UNA Assay) or in two assays tor

chromosomal aberrations (Human Peripheral Blood Lymphocyte Clastogenesis Assay and the Mouse Bone Marrow Erythrocyte

Micronucleus Assay! In the Mouse Lymphoma Assay, a positive finding occurred in the nonactivated but not the activated phase

of the study

Loratadme administration produced hepatic microsomal enzyme induction in the mouse at 40 mg/kg and rat at 25 mg/kg, but

not at lower doses

Decreased fertility in male rats, shown by lower female conception rates, occurred at approximately 64 mg/kg and was

reversible with cessation ot dosing Loratadme had no effect on male or female fertility or reproduction in the rat at doses of

approximately 24 mg/kg

Pregnancy Category B: There was no evidence ot animal teratogenicity in studies performed in rats and rabbits There are. how-

eve' no adeauate and well-controlled studies m pregnant women Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive

of human response. CLARITIN Tablets should be used during pregnancy only if clearly needed

Nursing Mothers .oratadme and its metabolite descarboethoxyloratadme pass easily into breast milk and achieve concentra-

tions that are equivalent to plasma levels with an AUCm » / AUCwmi ratio of 1 17 and 85 for the parent and active metabolite,

respectively Following a single oral dose of 40 mg, a small amount ot loratadme and metabolite was excreted into the breast

milk (approximately 03% of 40 mg over 48 hours) A decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or to discontin-

ue the drug, taking into account the importance ot the drug to the mother Caution should be exercised when CLARITIN Tablets

are administered to a nursing woman

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 12 years have not been established

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Approximately 90,000 patients received CLARITIN Tablets 10 mg once daily m controlled and uncontrolled studies Placebo-

controlled clinical tnals at the recommended dose of 10 mg once a day varied from 2 weeks' to 6 months duration The rate ot

premature withdrawal from these trials was approximately 2% in both the treated and placebo groups

REPORTED ADVERSE EVENTS WITH AN INCIDENCE OF MORE THAN 2% IN

PLACEBO-CONTROLLED ALLERGIC RHINITIS CLINICAL TRIALS

PERCENT OF PATIENTS REPORTING

LORATADINE PLACEBO CLEMASTINE TERFENAOINE

lOmgOO 1 mg BID 60 mg BID

n=1926 n=2545 n=536 n=684

Headache 12 11 8 8

Somnolence 8 6 22 3

Fatigue 4 3 10 2

Dry Mouth 3 2 4 3

Adverse event rates did not appear to differ significantly based on age. sex. or race, although the number ot non-white sub-

iects was relatively small

In addition to those adverse events reported above, the following adverse events have been reported in 2% or fewer patients

Autonomic Nervous System Altered salivation increased sweating, altered lacnmation hypoesthesia. impotence, thirst, (lushing

Body As A Whole Coniunctivitis blurred vision, earache, eye pain, tinnitus, asthenia, weight gain back pain, leg cramps,

malaise chest pain, rigors, fever, aggravated allergy, upper respiratory infection, angioneurotic edema

Cardiovascular System Hypotension, hypertension, palpitations, syncope, tachycardia

Central and Peripheral Nervous System Hyperkinesia, blepharospasm, paresthesia, dizziness, migraine, tremor vertigo.

dysphonia

Gastrointestinal System Abdominal distress, nausea, vomiting, flatulence, gastritis, constipation, diarrhea altered taste

increased appetite, anorexia, dyspepsia stomatitis, toothache

Musculoskeletal System Arthralgia, myalgia

Psychiatric Anxiety depression agitation, insomnia, paroniria, amnesia, impaired concentration, confusion, decreased libido

nervousness

Reproductive System Breast pain menorrhagia, dysmenorrhea, vaginitis

Respiratory System Nasal dryness, epistaxis, pharyngitis, dyspnea, nasal congestion coughing, rhinitis, hemoptysis, sinusitis,

sneezing, bronchospasm, bronchitis, laryngitis

Skin and Appendages Dermatitis, dry hair, dry skin, urticaria, rash, pruritus, photosensitivity reaction, purpura

Urinary System Urinary discoloration, altered micturition

In addition the following spontaneous adverse events have been reported rarely during the marketing ot loratadme penpher-

al edema, abnormal hepatic function, including laundice, hepatitis and hepatic necrosis alopecia, seizures, breast enlargement,

erythema multiforme and anaphylaxis

OVERDOSAGE
Somnolence, tachycardia, and headache have been reported with overdoses greater than 10 mg (40 to 180 mg) In the event

ot overdosage, general symptomatic and supportive measures should be instituted promptly and maintained lor as long as

necessary

Treatment ot overdosage would reasonably consist ot emesis (ipecac syrup), except in patients with impaired consciousness,

followed by the administration ot activated charcoal to absorb any remaining drug If vomiting is unsuccessful, or contraindicat-

ed gastric lavage should be performed with normal saline Saline cathartics may also oe ot value tor rapid dilution ot bowel con-

tents Loratadme is not eliminated by hemodialysis It is not known if loratadme is eliminated by peritoneal dialysis

Oral LD50 values for Ioratadine were greater than 5000 mg/kg in rats and mice Doses as high as 10 times the recommended

clinical doses showed no effects in rats, mice, and monkeys

Sobering Corporation

Kemlworth NJ 07033 USA

Copyright© 1992 1993 1994 Schenng Corporation All rights reserved

Under the influence

continued

Jo-Ellan Dimitrius, who began her career with a Ph.D. inrinr

nal justice and uncanny intuition, consulted two years agwit

lawyers for the four officers in the first Rodney King beatirtria

In that case, the jury did not convict any of the officers. Lvya

for the black defendants who were acquitted of attemptecnu:

der in the beating of truck driver Reginald Denny during t| Lt

Angeles riots used a jury consultant. In the murder trial ( En

and Lyle Menendez, a jury consultant helped craft a stratuy ft

choosing jurors that resulted in two hung juries. LawyiB
William Kennedy Smith initially wanted to move his 199r£r

trial to another county. But a jury consultant's study shown
Palm Beach residents were more likely to believe Smith'snrr:

cence than other Floridians. Smith was acquitted.

Consultants claim they produce these victories by cqpa

ing social-scierk n

search methodW.!

good communiBo
skills. Not suwi«

ingly, the majoiy t

consultants at n

male. "Womenm
an intuition »c

sensitivity tmk
courtroom," m
Robert Hitel

horn, a Galvdjtpi

Texas-based iai

consultant andttn

ney. Women en
statistical anap
but they also Aj
working knowmt
of body langjugi

They use psycrft

cal evaluations
can also give sm

on what coloH
makes a defen
look innocent. I

Dimitrius im
that all of this iiv

in a climate m
juries are pia

posed toward cB
tion and absorHp

about 15 perc*

what is said.

people enter a M
room thinking L'fl

fendant is guiltfe

because he wm
rested," she I
"Before a triaB

accused gets trj

the press win
sorts of gossip*

would never bB
missible in a m
I'm not tryiri

shift the balance in my client's favor; I'm just trying to gl

playing field level again."

Many critics say, though, that jury consultants do a lotl

than promote fair trials. Their skill raises a disturbing qui
about our judicial system in a time of shifting moral assl

tions, racial divisions and the instant, pervasive influence ffl

media: Wealthy defendants have always been able to hire ^
lawyers, but can thev now buy a more favorable ju:l?

THE PERFECT
JUROR?

WE ASKED JURY CONSULTANTS TO
PICK THE IDEAL JUROR FOR THE

DEFENSE IN THE O.J. SIMPSON CASE.

HERE'S WHAT THEY TOLD US:

• MALE—Women are unlikely to

be forgiving in a case in which

spousal abuse is an issue

• WHITE, say some consultants;

BLACK, say others. Race is an

issue on which many

consultants don't agree

• DIVORCED-He knows how

marriages can go wrong

• INTELLIGENT—To understand

the complicated scientific

evidence, such as DNA results

• A DETAIL-ORIENTED PERSON-

If 95 percent of the evidence

points to J. but 5 percent

doesn't he'll feel justified

in acquitting

-n? LADIES' HOME JOURNAL OCTOBER 1994



I look justice making it impossible

I I
adged by a jury of one's peers?

|| !
:iENCE OF MANIPULATION
igh they first entered the court-

in the 1960s, jury consultants

ed from a popular, long-term

m the U.S. legal system— the ap-

on of nonlegal expertise in the

oom, including everything from

scientific witnesses to high-tech

iter re-creations of events,

ecent years, consultants have

mes proven effective in civil cases

;e they help attorneys pay atten-

the "human dimension" in a tri-

ording to Valerie Hans, Ph.D., a

;or of criminal justice at the Uni-

of Delaware, in Newark, and co-

r of the book Judging the Jury

lm Press, 1986). "During trial,

ood lawyers get so wrapped up in

irguments, they forget these are

>ple who have hearts as well as

" says Hans.

ost lawyers I know have had a

tomy," adds jury consultant

lhorn, who charges as much as

) a day in court. Lawyers often ask

y direct questions, he says, and
:ctive jurors don't give revealing

rs. "If you ask a person whether

cist, what do you think he's going
?" Instead, Hirschhorn asks what

he calls "open-ended" questions, such as

inquiring how a juror would feel if his

daughter married a black man. "Those
questions serve to peel the onion layer by
layer until you really know that juror and
how he or she thinks," says Hirschhorn.

Today, thanks to the success of the

techniques jury consultants use in court,

fewer attorneys are willing to rely on
simplistic demographic profiles of jurors.

That's one of the reasons jury con-
sulting has become a booming industry.

Back in 1982, the American Society of

Trial Consultants, in Towson, Mary-
land, had a membership of only fifteen

trial consultants. Now they have three

hundred fifty full-time members.
One of the most successful is Amy

Singer, the founder of Trial Consultants,

Inc., in Miami, who employs a staff of

thirty. In the past fourteen years, Singer

has concentrated on helping lawyers

w ith personal-injury cases. She even has

her own toll-free hot line: "1-800-A
JURY DR." For S250 an hour, attorneys

can call and talk about their cases on the

phone to litigation psychologists who
then fax them recommendations.

Singer, who has a Ph.D. in applied

research psychology, is known for her

"scientific" methods: She helps prepare

for a trial by hooking up witnesses and
mock jurors to "galvanic skin-response

machines" (which measure changes in

skin temperature), and recording their

responses as attorneys run through a

dress rehearsal of the case.

During a trial, the focal point of her

method is a trademarked process called

"Pivotal Point Conditioning," which
teaches lawyers how to condition jurors

to react a certain way.

For instance, years ago. Singer was
the consultant for the prosecution in a

personal-injury suit involving a train

that derailed. Her legal team's main
contention was that the accident oc-

cuned because the tracks had not been

properly inspected. Singer told the

lawyer to remove his glasses every time

he mentioned the tracks not being
looked at. By the end of the trial, she

says, jurors were conditioned to remem-
ber the point whenever he took off the

glasses. "People can be influenced and
persuaded," says Singer, who boasts a

win rate of 92 percent and commands as

much as $25,000 for ten hours' work.

"Some people do it better than others."

PICKING THE PERFECT JUROR
Clinical psychologist and jury consul-

tant Wendy Saxon relies on somewhat
more conventional signals to win cases.

One of her most recent assignments in-

volved a lawsuit brought in Newport
Beach, California, by a black doctor

named Kenneth Bridges, (continued)

This is no
place for
germs.

L If

Unlike some cleaners,

LYSOL! BasinTub &.Tile Cleaner

disinfects while it cleans.That

way your family won't be shar

ing the bathroom with a

lot of germs, dirt and soap
scum, just the occasional

toy boat.

Deep down,you
know it's clean.

' L&F Products



"When I was a kid my mom was

always after me to eat right...

now I'm the one whos after hex

The #1 Doctor Recommended
Source of Nutrition.

Nlost doctors will tell you that a key to

good health is good nutrition. So how can

you help guarantee that you and the ones

you love get the right nutrition?

With Ensure.

Ensure is more than a vitamin sup-

plement. It's complete, balanced nutrition

in a delicious drink that provides an excel-

lent balance of protein, carbohydrate,

vitamins and minerals. It's all the nutrition

you need everyday to help stay healthy,

be energetic and more active. Drink

Ensure anytime. Enjoy it as a healthy

meal by itself or as a between-meal snack.

Ensure is even recommended #1 by

doctors as a complete source

of nutrition.

So make sure

you and the ones

you love get the

right nutrition.

Drink Ensure and

drink to your

health.

Under the influence

continued

Bridges claimed he was fired from a medical clinic by th>

owner, a Korean doctor, because Bridges" wife wanted ti

move to the same neighborhood as his boss.

Throughout the jury-selection process for the trial

Saxon held dozens of index cards, on which she analyzec

each potential juror for "projection of possible sensitivi,

ties" in seventeen different categories. They included

depth of thought, leadership potential, reaction to court!

room personnel and type of humor.
"The type of humor a person has reveals a lot," sayl

Saxon. "A gentle but accurate sense of humor shows m
person can accept numerous shades of gray. Hostile humo
can be a sign of strength, but not the kind I want. Tha|

individual will come down very hard on the accused."

Saxon, who helps select about four juries a month, was

particularly doubtful about a potential juror dressed in m
gray suit. Saxon isn't a big fan of color interpretation,

when it comes to guessing jurors' attitudes (a popular nils

of thumb in court is that jurors in gray are pro-prosecul

tion; those in red are pro-defense). But something abou-

the man's attitude put her on her guard: Saxon customar-ji

ily smokes out deceitful people by intently watching foiji

"leakage" in the lower part of the body (she positions her-j

self so that she can see^a potential juror's entire body)jc»

"Look at him jabbing his foot," she said, pointing anc]

scribbling a note to herself. "That indicates hostility op
aggression." As soon as the man stepped down, Saxor,

advised Bridges' attorney to excuse him as a juror.

Was Saxon's screening process worth the SI 25 peik

hour she charged? Bridges thought so: He won in excess)

of SI million in damages.

Yet another effective—and far more expensive—way oil

predicting jury verdicts is known as a "mock jury." Be-j

fore the trial even begins, people are hired for about $7CL

a day (roughly seven times the standard juror pay) to lis-,

ten to attorneys run through a dress rehearsal of theiii

case. Witnesses are videotaped as they practice and honejr.

their testimony. Then the mock jury actually deliberatesf.

under observation from a two-way mirror. Mock juriesj.

can be deadly accurate: Ninety percent of the time theyj

reach the same verdict as the real jury. And sometimes!

the case may not even go to court: Presenting the \ideo-i.

tape of a strongly favorable mock-jury verdict is a power-fy

ful settlement tool when it's sent to the opposition.

THE UNSEEN JURORS
If a case does go to trial, and a defendant is still nervous

about winning, jury consultants can employ the ultimate,'

technique: the "shadow jury."

Half audience, half jury, shadow jurors are peoplej

hired to sit in the courtroom during the trial, listen to that

evidence and watch both attorneys. When the jury is:

asked to leave the room, the shadow jury leaves, too. Atl

the end of each day, they are questioned about the evi-ii

dence and how the lawyers and witnesses have come off.
f

The main problem with shadow jurors is their ex-l

pense. To employ and analyze six full-time "ghost" ju-j

rors for a year can cost S10,000 a week. But many)

attorneys still insist it's worth it.

For example, Joseph Rice, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist

and jury consultant, worked on a huge civil case in San!

Jose, California. .An insurance company had been found

liable of not paying customers promptly. More than three,

hundred plaintiffs were suing for emotional damages.

"Ten plaintiffs were coming through court for thirty

days in a row," says Rice. "They claimed fighting the

insurance company had caused them everything from
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DoesYour

GarageDoor Opener

HaveAVfeaklink?

^fcr If you're stuck with a chain drive opener, you know the

^I^Br answer. Chain drives rely on a noisy, greasy, slack chain

with hundreds of little links that can stretch or even break.

Consider the advantages of installing a Genie
=:

Screw Drive Opener:

Increased Strength. Unlike most chain drive openers, Genie's

solid ten-foot steel screw and direct-drive technology deliver more

lifting force to your door.

Maximum Power, Quiet and Durability. Genie's reliable transfer

of power, from motor to screw to door, delivers a quieter, smoother lift

and close. Time after time, year after year.

"Tighter" Security. Chains flex, wobble and give. But Genie's

exclusive solid-steel screw twists down tight and resists forced,

manual operation.

The Standard for Safety. Every Genie opener meets or exceeds

the strict mandates of The Consumer Products Safety Act* and has

earned the UL Mark of Safety.

Easy Installation. Follow the step-by-step illustrated

instructions. We even have a how-to home video and a toll

free HELP hotline. Or you can just call an authorized

Genie Professional to do the job.

For the name of your nearest Genie Dealer or

Professional Installer, call 1-800-82-GENIE.

In Canada, call 1-800-654-3643.

"Effective January 1, 1993.

Built ForALifetime

GXL Series

1994 Genie is a registered trademark of The Genie Company. Alliance. Ohio 44601. UL Listed CSA Certified.



aUGHT A HOUSE"
_ast summer I did what nearly half a million other people around the

country did: I made one of the biggest, most expensive, most exciting

decisions in my life. I faced the fact that I'm a grown-up. I took part in

the Great American Dream. By Linda Fears

Buying
a house is a lot like

having a baby. Before you

actually own one. you

daydream about what it

will look like, imagine all

the wonderful things you'll buy for

it. pray you'll be good at taking

care of it. and hope that everyone

else is as in love with it as you are.

On the other hand, negoti-

ating a purchase price,

having the house inspect-

ed, waiting impatiendy to

hear from the mortgage

company and writing the

biggest check you've ever

written in your life is a lot

like labor. You know that

millions of people do it

all the time, but you're

convinced that your ex-

perience is the most ex-

cruciating.

I know that buying a

house is like having a

baby because I had the

baby first. Two babies,

in fact. I always thought

that I'd get married,

buy an old, rambling

house, decorate it with

rough-hewn antiques and
cheerful floral fabrics, and fill it

with happy children. But it didn't

work out that way. My husband.

Chuck, and I married, moved
into a small apartment, got in-

volved in our careers and had two

kids. We finally bought the house

when the four of us were tripping

over each other and our living

room resembled Toys "R" Us.

We waited until the last minute

because buying a house is scary. A
house is full of all sorts of things

that break at the most inoppor-

tune moments and need to be

fixed—fast. Chuck and I aren't

handy. My parents aren't handy

either. When I was growing up

home-improvement gene and
can't fix a thing.

Our parents, however, never un-

derstood our fear of home owner-

ship and, after our second child

was born last year, never missed an

opportunity to remind us that we

"had to buy a house now—for the

children's sake." Of course, we
were perfectly aware that our

they called repairmen on a regular

basis. Chuck's parents, on the

other hand, are very handy. His

father is an engineer who can

patch leaky pipes and rewire light

fixtures; his mom's a pro at hang-

ing wallpaper, painting, refinishing

furniture, you name it. Unfortu-

nately, Chuck didn't inherit the

apartment was cramped, and we

assured them we would start

house-hunting—soon.

But we weren't going to go into

this thing blindly. First we did our

homework and selected towns with

the best public schools that were a

reasonable (continued on page 140)
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mewhere along the way, you in the country. Which means you

w that quaint little rustic can count on the ^*5^'

The time had comefor some- selection, quality and

rigger. But, with the joy value trustedfor

:
wating a real home, you also decades by millions oj people

i

things you care

about most, like

thickness and

durability.

The label on the back of ever)
1 TrustMark carpel

gives you helpful information you can use to

compare one carpet to another

PresentingThe TkusTMARK*
Carpet Selection System.

ered thefrustration

cting carpet. So

colors, textures

yles. And so little

lotion to help you find

: :rpet that's lightfor you.

hat's why there's TrustMark*.

Your specially trained TrustMark salesperson can show

you how to use the TrustMark Information Center to

choose a carpet that's nght for you and your budget

/ carpet selection system from TrustMark is a complete

Industries, the world's largest system of carpet styles, practical

t manufacturer. TrustMark information and trained sales-

lilable only at certified people. It gives you facts on every

Hark dealers, a select group type of carpet. So you can compare

most respected carpet dealers one to another, based on the

With TrustMark, you'll know

you've made the light

choice before you leave

the store. So now, putting

a home together can be every

bit as easy as it used to be.

For more infonnation in

the U.S. and Canada call

1-800-TRUSTMARK

(1-800-878-7862).

TrustMark
Carpet Selection System

by Shaw Industnes, Inc.

Selection Made Simple:



"We bought a house"
continuedfrom page 136

commuting distance from our jobs.

Then we drove through the towns to

get a good look at the neighborhoods

and narrowed down the options even

more. Finally, we called real estate

agents, made appointments and got

down to business.

Real estate agents always ask what

type of house you're looking for, and

it wasn't until then that Chuck and I

realized that when it comes to houses,

we have nothing in common. We both

like colonials, but I like old and
charming, and he likes traditional fa-

cades with new, modern interior

spaces. I like worn, wide-plank wood
floors; he likes wall-to-wall carpet. I

like lots of cozy, quaint rooms; he

likes big, airy, high-ceilinged rooms
that all flow together. But, as it turned

out, it doesn't really matter what you

want. You look at whatever houses are

on the market in your price range and

inevitably end up whittling down your

wish list to the two or three can't-live-

without essentials.

After several months of searching

every weekend (not exactly our kids'

idea of a good time), we found a

house that both of us loved. It was a

beautiful Sunday, and as I walked
through room after sun-splashed
room, I could picture my family living

here. My three-year-old son, C.J.,

made fast friends with the owner's lit-

tle girl—a good sign. Her bedroom
was newly decorated with pinks and

florals—ideal for our one-year-old Su-

sannah—another good sign. I loved

that the kitchen looked out into the

family room and that the family-

room's many windows offered a

sweeping view of the yard. The room
even had built-in shelves and cabinets

for books and toys (instant organiza-

tion!). Chuck couldn't get over the

acre of land in the backyard and whis-

pered to me that it was ideal for touch

football. He then took me aside and,

for the first time since we started our

search, said, "This is a great house

—

let's go for it
" It wasn't old—or new

and modern, and it wasn't a colonial.

It was an expanded ranch that was
sort of old (1957), charming enough
and, we thought, just perfect.

We went home, and neither of us

could stop thinking about the house.

My parents, as it turned out, stopped

by to visit that evening to find out how
the search went. We told them we'd
found a house. My mom's a real es-

tate agent who knows how fast good
houses in good neighborhoods fly off

the market, so she suggested that we
bid on it that night. "Right now?" we
asked incredulously. "But we just saw-

it a few hours ago!" "Do you love it?"

she asked. We did, and were getting

nervous that if we didn't act fast, some
other family would be living in our

house. So we called our broker and
negotiated a price—in five minutes

flat. We had an accepted offer. . . .

Chuck looked a little shell-shocked.

This was real.

My parents were so delighted that

we got the house, they almost forgot

to ask us what it looked like. "Have
the bathrooms been updated?" asked

my mother. "No," we said. "But
there's a great finished playroom for

the kids." "Is the kitchen new?"
asked my father, a gourmet cook.

"No," we said. "But there's a won-
derful backyard for the kids with a

brand-new swing set." "Are the bed-

rooms large?" they both asked hope-

fully. "Not particularly," we said.

"But the family room is." As we were

describing the house to them, it sud-

denly didn't sound as great as we
thought it was. We started wondering

HOMES, SWEET HOMES

Number of homes sold
last year: 4.2 million

Median overall price

in U.S.: $106,800
Northeast: $139,500
Midwest: $85,200
South: $95,000
West: $142,600

Median size of new
one-family homes:
2,095 square feet

Median cost of home
improvements after
purchase: $2,000

Sources: National Association of Realtors.

Bureau of the Census

whether we had made a huge mistake

We became even more nervous afte

we called Chuck's parents and tolji

them the news. They couldn't be'l

lieve the amount of money we werj I

willing to spend on an expanded!
fifties ranch house that, to them! i

sounded quite average.

The house was the first major deem
sion either of us had ever made with

U

out consulting our parents first. Botl

Chuck and I are very close to our par

I

ents, and we've always looked to theri

for advice, both when we werj

younger and since we've been marl
ried. Maybe the house isn't wortM
what we think it is. Maybe we rusheM

into this and should have looked a lit I

tie longer for a more perfect house I

But wait a minute. I'm thirty, an<|

Chuck is thirty-three. We're grown I

ups—parents, for Pete's sake—witH
common sense and good instincts!

Why were they all making us feel lik!

we didn't know what we were doing?
|

Maybe if they saw the house they'dj

bettef>understand our decision to bu!
it. No such luck. My father-in-la\l

immediately noticed the waterl
stained tiles on the basement ceilina

and warned us of future leaky pipes!

(Never mind that the inspector haJ
already looked behind the tiles, dis

covered that an old leak had been re

paired and told us we had nothing t

worry about.) My mother thought w
paid market value for the hous
(phew!), but she spent the visit walk

ing from room to room giving us sug

gestions for renovations. She als

worried that if we slept upstairs (i

the fabulous master-bedroom suit

newly built by the current owners)

_

r

we wouldn't be able to hear the kids!

downstairs. She suggested we use the

original master bedroom, with its tinvj

bathroom, which was on the first

floor across the hall from the kids'

rooms, and make the upstairs a guest

suite. Maybe she's right, I thought.

We could always move upstairs—per-|

haps when the kids are in high

school. Or college.

My mother-in-law thought the

house was "cute" but was concerned!

that it wasn't on a flat street. "Where;

are the kids going to ride their bicy-:

cles?" she asked. (Wow, I never

thought of that.) My dad was the most]

encouraging. He thought the house!

was great, especially the yard for the'

kids, but, being a physician, he was!

worried about their safety. "You bet-

ter watch those kids when they play

outside; there's a big Lyme-disease

problem in this area."

Our worst fears had come true

—

they didn't like it! But why did we care

so much? After all, we're old enough

to make our (continued on page 224)
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NEW GE PROFILE. BECAUSE
YOUWANTMOREROOM FORFOOD.

NOTYOUR REFRIGERATOR.

llv GE could

come up with

ea this big.

GE Profile " 30.

side you get a huge 30-cubic- foot capacity, the

•st of am side-bv-side. ever. And thanks to oui

isive Smartspace design, the outside won t

p an inch more space than a

ibic foot GE refrigerator.

) make the most of that roomy
ior. we've also added lots of

nious, spacemaking features.

d door bins so big. they hold the

largest items, even

a 24-pack of soda.

A Quickspace 1

shell that tucks

away to make room for tall things. Two slideout

shelves that keep spills from spilling over. And. in the

freezer, adjustable shelves and baskets.

Seer You didn't need more kitchen

space. Just more refrigerator.

To find out more about the new

GE Profile 30 Refrigerator, call the

GE Answer Center at 800.626.2000.





This is Virgil

and Lela Peterson

of Scranton, Iowa.

They have 3 kids, a dog

and a turtle. And tickets to

Los Angeles on the Southwest

Chief. Virgil and Lela, hang on

to your hats. Or, possibly to each

other. Because a train trip will

SEND YOUR LOVE LIFE INTO ORBIT.

On board, you are instantly on vacation.

You stroll through our glass-topped observa-

tion cars. You swoon over the scenery. You

learn from a Native American guide about the

legend of the lovelorn Maiden of the Rock, who

jumped from a cliff RIGHT OVER THERE. Sigh. (A TRAIN TRIP

IS LIKE ONE LONG, FASCINATING DATE.) Then Amtrak's

version of the Cruise Director reminds you about the games

and hospitality hour in the lounge. Which makes you feel very

hospitable. That night, dinner in a dining car, with linen, china

and chefs. You hold hands under the table. Could anyone blame you?

The lights darken. A movie is playing in the lounge. You watch

the movie, and then the stars. And then, well, that's your business.
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Our secret

OBSESSIONS
We all worry sometimes that we left the coffeepot on or that we forgot to lock the

back door. But for some women, concerns like these can be full-fledged disorders.

Here, how to tell if your fears have gone too far. By Gini Kopecky

Dorothy, thirty-nine, a

teacher, can't go to

bed until she checks

over and over to make

sure all the doors and

windows in her apartment are se-

curely locked. She also peers into

even-

closet. "I'm afraid somebody

is going to pop out," she says.

Sandy, thirty-seven, a bookstore

manager, changes clothes repeat-

edly before leaving home. "It takes

a long time before I feel I look

okay," she says. "Sometimes I'm so

self-conscious, I don't leave at all."

Rhonda, thirty-six, a freelance

artist, checks as many as five times

before going to sleep at night to

make sure her alarm clock is on.

She's also a compulsive cleaner. "If

I don't clean, I don't feel ready,

and I have to feel ready—for what,

I'm not sure."

Sound familiar? Most women
have some little obsession or ritual

that they follow occasionally, if

not every day. "I think I left the

coffeepot on," they might fret on

the way to work. Or, once they're

in bed at night, they feel compelled

to get up and check that they really

did close the refrigerator door.

Like Dorotiiy, Sandy and Rhon-

da, most women rarely tell any-

one—even their best friends—about

such behavior. Not only do they

find it embarrassing, they're also

afraid that these habits are symp-

toms of a more serious problem.

Am I crazy? they think, even as

they check the coffeepot again.

LITTLE HABITS, BIG PROBLEMS?

Judith L. Rapoport, M.D., chief of

the child psychiatry branch at the

National Institute of Mental

Health, in Bethesda, Maryland,

and an authority on obsessive-

compulsive disorder—an anxiety

condition that affects approximate-

ly four million adults and children

in the United States— is asked

about people's strange little habits
|

all the time. She says that after the I

publication of her book, The Boy

Who Couldn't Stop Washing: The\

Experience and Treatment of\

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

(Plume, 1989), she was pulled

aside by people who wanted to talk

to her about "This habit I have"

—

of checking a purse for keys three

steps beyond the front door, or

patting a pocket three times to
\

make sure a wallet is still there.

Rapoport believes our ability to

develop such habits is part of na-
|

ture's design. "The human brain

and nervous system seem to be set

up to quickly make habits of

things," she says. If a behavior

makes our life easier, "it quickly

gets ritualized and becomes auto-

matic." For instance, the man who
told Rapoport how he always pat-

|

ted his pocket three times to check

for his wallet recalled that he had

formed the habit as a (continued)
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Kids' lives are tough enough without makim
them eat regular granola bars.

Whoever said childhood is

the best part of life, obviously

doesn't remember what it's like to be a child.

So for all the little traumas, for all the uncelebrated

victories, your kids deserve KUDOS;5

KUDOS' is a nutritious whole-

grain bar, with 10% of the US RDA
of vitamins A,C and E. 10% of the

z^tgfty daily requirement of iron.

And 20% of calcium. Not to

mention, it's lower in fat than ever.

But best of all, KUDOS 5' tastes really great.

Because, sure, you want
them to eat right. But why make
their lives harder than they

already are?n
1 ' \

7«h.

' JUL

**

"Even kid deserves kl DOS."



llC secret obsessions

wed

:ger when he lost his wallet. Simi-

Rhonda remembers that she began

ung her alarm clock after her hus-

shut it off one night, causing her

ersleep the next morning,

ut most of us do these things even

've never had anything go wrong,"

port says. "We check light switches

;as jets, or we'll check to make sure

ter has gone down the mailbox

;. Most of us are always checking

mger."

ople also form habits that make life

efficient. They perform certain

in the same order every

-until the routine be-

:s so automatic they

n't worry about forget-

it. All these habits work
;ople—which is why they

ne so easily ingrained.

most cases, however, a

m checks a gas jet or

switch once—maybe
:—and then, satisfied,

checking. She might oc-

nally worry about having

in iron or the stove on.

vvhat if the worry seems
tant? What if a quirk

s out of control?

lat could be a sign of

nic anxiety, "where you
worry about everything,"

Rapoport.

could also signal unusual

>. "I've seen people who
nuch more checking
1 their jobs are in jeop-

or love is threatened,"

George Weinberg,
»., a clinical psychologist

;w York City and author

'visible Masters: Compul-
and the Fear That Drives

i (Grove Press, 1993).

nally. a habit that's out of control

1 indicate that a person has obsessive-

pulsive disorder (OCD). Sufferers

rience persistent thoughts, or obses-

., and in order to offset their anxi-

they feel forced to repeat certain

ns, or compulsions. "Almost even-
does things that look like OCD,"
Lee Baer, Ph.D., associate profes-

)f psychology at Harvard Medical
'ol and behavior therapist and direc-

)f research at the OCD Clinic at

sachusetts General Hospital, in

:on. "But most people can stop
e thoughts or behaviors without
essly repeating them. In OCD,

: behaviors are greatly exaggerated."

>me common OCD symptoms in-

e washing hands or showering for

s at a time or many times a day; ex-

ve fears of contamination, pollution,

germs, disease or death; compulsive
cleaning, checking, rearranging or count-
ing; repeating actions or behaviors a

fixed number of times; excessive fears of
making a mistake; uncontrolled collect-

ing and hoarding; and excessive concern
for order and symmetry.

While the symptoms are often crazy,

the people caught in their grip are not.

Most of them "know that what they're

doing doesn't make sense," says
Rapoport. "They're aware of how
bizarre their symptoms are, but they feel

they have to repeat them."

Sufferers fear that if they don't obey
these rituals, "something horrible is go-

ing to happen," adds Baer.

WOMEN'S MOST
COMMON OBSESSIONS
WHAT ARE WOMEN MOST LIKELY TO WORRY ABOUT? LHJ

TOOK AN INFORMAL POLL, AND THE FOLLOWING WERE
THE MOST FREQUENTLY MENTIONED OBSESSIONS

Checking the alarm clock several times

to make sure you've set it for the next

morning before you can go to sleep.

Worrying that you:

forgot to turn the iron off.

left the coffeepot on.

forgot to lock the back door.

left the oven on.

WHAT MEN WE KNOW WORRY ABOUT:

Leaving the car lights on.

Forgetting to turn off the water.

Experts disagree about what causes

OCD. George Weinberg believes that

compulsions are "symbolic acts"—un-

conscious attempts to cover up or run

away from "some underlying dread,"

usually resulting from an early-life trauma.

Rapoport suspects a neurobiological

cause. She points out that OCD tends

to run in families, that tests show that

those with the disorder have abnormal

brain function and that OCD sufferers

tend to have other neurobiological dis-

eases, all indications that the condition

is biological. Lee Baer takes the middle

ground. "I'm also convinced that there's

a biological cause to most cases of

OCD," he says. "But certain life events

can precipitate its beginnings."

Collecting? Checking? Cleaning? Oh,
dear, you may be thinking, that's me!
Most likely it isn't. Rapoport suspects that

most people have some milder form of
one or more of these symptoms. The only

time to worn', she says, is if symptoms be-

come so severe that they interfere with the

ability to function. "I've seen patients

whose only symptom is washing," she

says. "Bur if they're in the shower eight

hours a day, that's a serious problem."

HOW TO KICK THE HABIT
So, what should you do if you have little

obsessions or rituals? If your habits are

mild and nonintrusive, the answer may
be nothing.

To break free of a preoccupation or

habit that is troubling, Baer, in his book
Getting Control: Overcoming Your Obses-

sions and Compulsions (Plume,

1992), recommends docu-
menting the frequency of
thoughts and rituals. Then,
ask friends and family mem-
bers how much time they

spend engaged in these activi-

ties. "People with serious

problems often lose track of

what's normal. So they may
not know that taking three

hours to get dressed in the

morning is too long."

The next step is to try to

bring the behavior within nor-

mal range—gradually. "Set

small goals," says Baer, "be-

cause if you set an unrealisti-

cally high goal, you're going to

fail." For instance, if the prob-

lem is compulsive cleaning,

you might first gradually
lengthen the amount of time

you can resist the impulse to

clean, then slowly reduce the

hours you devote to cleaning;

finally, increase the amount of

time you can spend sitting in a

less-than-perfectly-clean room.

But if you just can't seem to

make any progress kicking

your habit, "then you probably

should consult a psychiatrist or psychol-

ogist familiar with OCD," says Baer.

For instance, behavior therapy focus-

es on helping patients overcome their

problems by getting them to face the

thoughts or situations that upset them.

Studies indicate that more than 70 per-

cent of all patients "are much better af-

ter treatment," says Baer, and that "very

few patients' symptoms return."

For those with severe compulsions or

obsessions, medication (alone or com-
bined with behavior therapy) may be the

answer. Some medications currently pre-

scribed for OCD sufferers: the antide-

pressants Prozac and Zoloft, and
Anafranil, a drug that acts upon neuro-

transmitters in the brain. Medication
does have its drawbacks, though: It's in-

effective in approximately one third of all

cases, and sometimes when (continued)



(Butter Recipe)

The Trick To This Treat

Is Crisco's Moister,

Chewier Recipe.

(Crisco Recipe)

Moister and chewier? Yes! Compared to this popular

peanut butter cookie recipe* made with butter, Crisco
f

"s

Irresistible Peanut Butter Cookies are moister and

chewier. So, this Halloween, treat your family to

Irresistible Peanut Butter Cookies - the name says it all

!

Irresistible Peanut Butter Cookies ...

'/- Cup Jif Creamy

Peanut Butter

/ cup Crisco

Shortening

IX cups firmly

packed light

brown sugar

3 tablespoons

milk

1 tablespoon

vanilla

1 egg

54 cups all-

purpose flour

'/- teaspoon salt

'/ teaspoon

baking soda

1. Heat over to 375'F.

2. Combine peanut butter, Crisco, It. brown sugar,

milk and vanilla in large bowl.

3. Beat at mtd. speed of elec. mixer 'til well blended.

4. Add egg.

5. Beat just until blended.

6. Combine flour, salt and baking sooa.

7. Add to creamed mixture at low speed.

6. Vix just until blended.

9. >op by heaping teaspoonfuls 2 ins. apart onto

greased baking sheet. VARIATION: flatten

slightly in crissc r0S5 pattern with tines o' fork.

10. Bake at 375'F for 7 to b

minutes, or until set and

just beg^nmg to brown.

1 1. Cool 2 mins. on pakmg

sheet before removing

to kitchen counter top.

YIELD: 3 Dozen Cookies

Cooke Who Know Trust Crisco

Our secret obsessions

continued

it does work, patients must contend with unpleasant 4e <

fects, such as drowsiness or weight gain. "It's better to t< pe

pie there are two treatments available," says Rapoport. ^ad

they don't get help with one, they should try the other." l

Finally, just knowing that there is help for this proism-

and that it isn't a unique one—can be a tremendous emfl
boost. Each time an article or TV program on OCD aiea

says Jim Broatch, M.S.W., director of the Obsessive C<m
sive (OC) Foundation, in Milford, Connecticut, "I get;n

and phone calls from people saying, 'There's help! I thi g-

was the only one suffering. Thank God, I'm not alone.' %

Gini Kopecky, a zvriter and editor based in New York Citymi

frequently about psychology and relationships.

HOW OBSESSIVE ARE YOU?
Are your compulsions out of control? Other than being-ic

nosed by a specialist, there's no way of knowing foru e

But you can get a good sense of how severe your obseic

are by taking the following test.

1. How much of your time is taken up by 1e

thoughts or rituals?

None. (0 points) \
Less than one hour a day. (1 point)

One to three hours a day. (2 points)

Three to eight hours a day. (3 points)

Almost every waking hour. (4 points)

2. How much do these compulsions interfere /it

your ability to function?

Not at all. (0 points)

Slightly, but overall my life isn't really affected. (1 po j

Mildly; they do interfere somewhat. (2 points)

Moderately; they definitely interfere, but I'm still able

function. (3 points)

Extremely; they're so incapacitating that every aspectif

my life is severely affected. (4 points)

3. How much distress do these thoughts or rii»i

cause you?
None. (0 points)

Mild; distress is infrequent and not really disturbing.

(1 point)

Moderate; they do cause some distinct distress. (2 pots

Severe; these thoughts often plague me. (3 points)

Extreme; these thoughts and/or rituals cause me near

constant distress. (4 points)

4. How well do you do at resisting these thouh-

or rituals?

I always resist and find it takes little to no effort to do >.

(0 points)

I resist most of the time. (1 point)

I make some effort to resist. (2 points)

I give in to them completely. (3 points)

Scoring: If your score on each of these questions is tvi c

lower, your obsessions and compulsions are normal.

A score of three or higher on one or more of these te

sures, however, indicates that your behavior may be a '0

lem. Consider professional help.

For more information on OCD, and for a Hi <

specialists or support groups in your area, cora<

The OC Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 70, Milforc <

06460; 203-878-5669.

Adapted from THE BOY WHO COULDN'T STOP WASHING: THE EXPERIENCE*

TREATMENT OF OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER, by Judith L. RapoportM

(Plume, 1989), by permission of the author.

Anirt:' homf JOURNAL OCTOBER 1994



Crisco Beats Butter
With A Stick.

I i

ALL-VEGETABLE

risco *
BUTTERFLAVORmm

I cing New Butter Flavor* Crisco Sticks

>isco comes in premeasured sticks,

•ter, only better.

) Sticks are all-vegetable shortening and

cup, have 50% less saturated fat than

[Crisco 3g saturated fat per Tbsp.+
,

76).

:eep in your pantry instead of your

ator, so they're always softer and

easier to blend than butter.

And only Crisco gives you The Ultimate

Chocolate Chip Cookie, which bakes up

higher and stays eofter and moister than

the Toil House®cookie made with butter.

Try Crisco Sticks, now available in

both Regular and Butter Flavor. Together,

they've got butter beat.

Crisco

f

A cup Butter Flavor'

Crisco

1V4 cups firmly packed

light brown sugar

2 Tbsps. milk

1 Tbsp. vanilla

1 egg

1

3A cups all-purpose

flour

1 tsp. salt
3A tsp. baking soda

1 cup semi-sweet

chocolate chips

1 cup large pecan

pieces (optional)"

"Note: If nuts arc omittea. use W
cups semi-sweet chocolate chips

The Ultimate Chocolate Chip Cookie
Heat oven to 375* F.

2. Combine Butter Flavor Cnsco. brown sugar, milk and vanilla in large bow).

3. Beat at medium speed of electric mixer until creamy.

4. Beat egg into creamed mixture.

5. Combine flour, salt and baking soda and mix into creamed mixture until just

6. Stir m chocolate chips and pecan pieces.

7. Drop rounded tablespoonfuls (about 2 measuring

tablespoons) of dough 3 i nches apart onto

ungreased baking sheet.

£>. Bake at 375' F for 6 to 10 minutes for chewy cookies

(cookies will appear moist -DO NOT OVERBAKE), or

1 1 to 13 minutes for cnsp cookies.

9. Cool on baking sheet 2 mins. Remove to cooing rack.

Yield: 3 Dozen 3-Inch Cookies

Cooks Who Know Trust Cneco

blended





akota, sweetie?"

Melanie Grif-

fith calls out

to her blond,

angel-faced

five-year-old

daughter by

I Johnson. "You should take

||
r beautiful new shoes in-

H before they get chewed

II jy the puppies." The pup

K>—Max, a fluffy cocker

if liel, and Marshmallow, a

addict." But if luxury bath prod-

ucts aren't part of her recovery

process, becoming the best sin-

gle mother she can be in this se-

cluded summer home—a posh

East Hampton rental where five-

bedroom retreats fetch beyond

$40,000 a month—most defi-

nitely is. This is where Griffith,

thirty-seven, has come to get

her head together and build a

new life for herself in the turbu-

lent wake of her split from

Family affairs

Fter a rough couple of years, the actress is

lally saying good-bye to her bad habits-

including Don Johnson. By Jim Jerome

ft <y bichon frise—scamper

p flop around together wher-

K Dakota goes.

HI le little girl, a perfect blend

d oth stunning parents, comes

H k outside to the backyard

m io, where Griffith and

re ids are dining al fresco.

I Hey," Griffith says to Dakota

u her pal Lola, trying to keep

ft i occupied, "you girls want

II

ake a bath together in my

I itub? Ooooh, Dakota, you've

I those nice bath-oil beads."

If lat does the trick. Two smil-

I heads bob in the affirma-

I —and off they go.

|
Jetting—and staying—clean

I been a major theme for

anie Griffith, who describes

>elf matter-of-factly as "a re-

ering alcoholic and drug

Johnson, forty-four, last March.

Dinner caps a typically

healthy day that included a

long bike ride, a trip with Dako-

ta to a gourmet market, and a

visit to a new friend's rambling

beachfront house. But Griffith

has come here seeking not in-

clusion among the well-heeled,

but, simply, healing.

"It's working," she sighs. "I

needed new eyes, a new place

where I could get away from ev-

erything of the past few years."

The simple pleasures—and

chores—of single motherhood

are helping the actress stay her

course, and it's clear she relish-

es this intimate time alone with

Dakota. (Alexander, nine, her

son by ex-husband, actor Steven

Bauer, (continued on page 213)

£ V ,'

YOUNG LOVE

Don and the

teenage Melanie

in 1975, four

years after their

first kiss

BAUER'S
HOUR
Melanie with

second husband

Steven Bauer in

1984

BACK AT THE
RANCH
Don and

Melanie's twenty-

acre spread

outside Aspen

TOGETHER
AGAIN (briefly)

At a film institute

awards ceremony

last March

MOMMIES
DEAREST

With mother Tippi

Hedren and

daughter Dakota

ALL IN THE
(blended) FAMILY

Melanie with

Dakota and

Alexander, her son

with Bauer



THE

MARRIAGES
THAT

SHOULDN'T
BE SAVED

Abuse of any kind is absolutely unacceptable in a relationship. But since millions of women suffer from'

such brutality, marital therapists are trying to find the best way to handle this horrible problem. Should

a woman leave her mate? Should she stay? Here, the experts' astonishing—and controversial—findings!

ince its debut in 1953, "Can this could be as high as four million.) A re-l

marriage be saved?," Ladies' port last summer from the American!

Home Journal's well-known col- Psychological Association revealed thatl

umn, has been chronicling the one in three women in this country willj

American marriage. Our premise be physically assaulted by a male part-j

then and now is that many cou- ner during her adult lifetime,

pies can solve their problems if And as the nation saw last summer inl

they are willing to face tough issues, and the tragic O.J. Simpson case, when his]

have the right therapist to guide them. history of marital discord became wide-J

But what about the issue of domestic ly known, domestic violence is a prob-j

violence? Can—or should—anything be lem that exists among all economic

done to salvage relationships that have classes and can often be hidden under

been tainted by brutality? an amiable public facade.

Such questions have a real urgency: To find out whether abusive mar-

The National Coalition Against Domes- riages are beyond hope and help, the

tic Violence, in Denver, estimates that Journal spoke with experts across the

about fourteen hundred women are killed country. While they were divided on

every year by husbands, ex-husbands or some issues—for example, what kind of

boyfriends; two million more women are treatment batterers should be given—all

By Margery D. Rosen beaten. (Other groups have said the total were unanimous (continued on page 220)

1B?





It's a classic catch-22: Nothing

successfu 1, you need to be corifidert

BY SHARLENE JOHNSON
hen Kaye Bailey's*

boss asked her to

take on some extra

projects, Kaye, thirty-

five, knew that this was

her chance to prove that

she could handle greater

responsibility. But when
the time came to start the

first project, Kaye said she was too busy.

In truth, her boss was a perfectionist,

and Kaye was afraid that she couldn't

do a good job. Eventually, the project

went to someone else, and the opportu-

nity wasn't offered again.

Faced with doing something that we
don't feel confident about, many of us

have the same initial response: procrasti-

nate, delegate, do anything to avoid it.

While that's a perfectly normal re-

sponse, it's not the best thing to do

—

Kaye may have saved herself some
anxiety, but she also convinced her boss

that she wasn't willing to work hard.

Even worse, her reluctance to risk fail-

ure reinforced her feelings of insecurity.

Learning to succeed
In fact, the most important step in

building greater self-confidence is learn-

ing to do things that involve a certain

amount of uncertainty. To keep the risk

in perspective, it's important to make
sure your goals are realistic. This is one

area where men and women often differ.

"Men's expectations for themselves tend

to be based on their father, their boss or

some other external role model," says

Rosemary D'Arcy, director of the Cen-

ter for Management Development at

Bryant College, in Smithfield, Rhode Is-

land. "Women, on the other hand, often

set goals based on internal (continued)

*Name has been changed.

Never try out a new*

dish when you're

having guests for din I

Instead, plan your ml

around a few simpll

things and practice tn

until you're satisfiec

with the results. Wh
you have mastered

dinner menu, work w

another and practic i:

until you have a while

repertoire.

—Jacques Pepin, host if

Today's Gourmet III

faeiitftkeH you* (tatuf at the office

Develop a personal mission statement, on

paper, that clearly summarizes the goals mo;

important to you and to your organization.

Work daily on improving your own unique

talents and capabilities. Read a new book,

learn a new skill and practice keeping

promises to yourself and to others.

—Stephen R. Covey, author of The Seven Habits of HiGh

Effective People (Simon & Schuster Trade, 1 990) and

CHAIRMAN OF THE COVEY LEADERSHIP CENTER, IN PROVO, Ut/



iP self-confidence like success—but to be

re, expert tips to help you achieve both2
.

if goodie to bob ihopping &<ujf
ing only part of an outfit, even if it's will go with something you already own.

the best deal on earth, can be a real If you buy something on a whim, or only

nightmare to coordinate with your because it's on sale, you're taking a big

wardrobe. Whenever possible, try to buy risk. —Sylvia Spitalnick, director of "At

a complete outfit at once, unless you're Your Service," Bloomingdale's personal

certain that the item you're buying shopping service, in New York City

1 of all, identify the issues for

1 your side and the other side.

I .xample, if you're going to ask

|
oss for a raise, her concerns

t include things like salary

jet restrictions. Second,

itize these issues and pay

ial attention to developing

ments for the top two or three.

I, develop a settlement range

allows for concessions. If you

a 6 percent raise, ask for

ercent. Finally, develop the

jgies you want to use. For

nee, this might mean

nasizing only a few of your

gest arguments (weak ones will

syour position, not strengthen it).

\\ ANK L. ACUFF, AUTHOR OF HOW
pji Iegotiate Anything with

I one Anywhere Around the

it ud (AMACOM, 1 992)

PUT BOTH HANDS ON THE

WHEEL; ELBOWS SHOULD
BE SU6HTLY BENT.

POSITION SEAT SO KNEE IS

SLIGHTLY BENT WHEN YOUR »

FOOT IS ON THE PEDAL

SIT UPRIGHT

WITH YOUR
BACK AGAINST

THE SEAT.

/

fkift you* autoMi into luqk
The more informed you are about your automobile, the more confident

you'll be behind the wheel. That doesn't mean you have to become a

mechanic—just get an illustrated book and gain a basic understanding of

what goes on under the hood (or ask a knowledgeable friend to show you).

Comfort is also important. Be sure you are sitting in the seat properly:

You should have a slight bend in your knee when your foot is on the

pedal, and a slight bend in your elbows when you have both hands on the

wheel and your back is against the seat. And make sure your mirrors are

adjusted correctly: You should be able to see a small portion of the rear

quarter panel and lots of pavement (more pavement than sky) out of both

side mirrors. —Lyn St. James, professional race-car drjyer



ontinued) expectations that are so

perfect they can't be achieved." Do a re-

ality check—ask yourself whether you

know other women who have achieved

the goal you're aiming for (or a similar

goal). Trying to attain an impossible

standard is a sure way to destroy your

confidence.

If something seems too risky to at-

tempt, says D'Arcy, "ask yourself,

What's the worst that can happen? The

consequences are rarely as bad as you

imagine." And although the occasional

setback is inevitable, it doesn't have to

destroy your confidence. "Regardless of

the outcome, give yourself credit for

making the effort," says Duffy Spencer,

Ph.D., a sociologist in Westbury, New
York. Remember that one slip-up

doesn't make you a failure.

the control factor
Any time you feel in control of a situa-

tion, you'll feel more confident. "For

example, if you have a job that you

know very well, you're much more likely

to feel confident," says D'Arcy. "Self-

confidence comes when you realize that

your success lies in your own hands." If

you're worried about something in par-

ticular, make sure you do your home-

work and plan ahead. Then try to

practice how you'll handle the situation.

The self-esteem
connection
No amount of success will make you

confident if you don't have high self-

esteem, says Julie Dodd, director of the

Old Dominion University Women's
Center, in Norfolk, Virginia. "I continue

to meet women who are very accom-

plished but who still have the same inse-

curities that women in general have."

Fortunately, good self-esteem is

something you can work on. "I'm a firm

believer in positive self-talk," says

D'Arcy. "It's important to remind your-

self often of your own positive attributes

and skills." Also, make an effort to

spend time with supportive people.

\XTiatever you do, don't dwell on your

insecurities. "There's a fine line be-

tween acknowledging how you feel and

reinforcing those feelings," says D'Arcy.

It may help to talk about specific wor-

ries, but try not to say things like "I nev-

er do anything right." And don't berate

yourself if you feel a little insecure, she

adds. "Everyone feels insecure some-

times; some people just hide it well."

. 7w< . ^
Ctptmte ah Audience I

The first thing is to know your subject well. Tnn

try to meet a few of the people in the audie

beforehand. When you can look out there and lei

the people that you've met, even briefly/ ya'i

feel much more confident, knowing that you |n

speak to them personally. —Pauline Shirm

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIC

pake tke tte*t twpi

tke kft iwp
When traveling by plane, you want you

luggage to arrive when and where youo,

so pack light and carry it on. If you do cjec

something, look at the destination tag toe

sure the airport code is correct. Never m
valuables, including prescription drugs, c

bag you plan to check. —Alexandra MB
blrnbaum, editorial consultant to the

Birnbaum Travel Guides (HarperCollins)
1

...

Tune in to what turns you on—wh'h

it's foreplay, empathy or soft words-oi

negotiate for it. When you're re/cie

you'll be in the mood to be passiooi

Also, find out specifically what turns\o

partner on and then become an exp't

that. You'll be more confident if you k

you're hitting the mark. —Patricia M

Ed.D., co-author of "Hot MonocH
Essential Steps to More PassioiI

Intimate Lovemaking" (Dutton, J'N

Imt you* Utic

Every parent should

realize that there's no such

thing as a perfect parent.

Once you let go of an

unattainable standard/ it

will be easier to maintain

your confidence. Also, stay

informed and talk to other

parents so you'll get an

idea of common problems

to expect at different ages

as well as solutions that

work. Finally, rely on your

intuition—you're probably

a better parent than you

think. —Lawrence Bauer,

Ph.D., author of "Not In

Front of the Children ..."

How to Talk to Your Child

About Tough Family Matters

(Penguin, 1994)

THE HABIT OF SUCCESS



9<p OtlH

financial planner
ore you invest in anything, make
you have "peace of mind" money

i bank or in a money-market fund,

icause you don't want to be in a

ion where you have to sell stock in

emergency. On a long-term basis,

i i'II usually make money in stocks.

F you're just starting out, find a no-

!, no-transaction-fee mutual fund—

i can add as little as $50 every three

i iths to a lot of them, and you can't

hat with an individual stock. Then,

i jst a small amount of money on a

i lar basis while you get comfortable

I ) looking at the prices in the paper

J develop some sort of feeling for

i

> stock market. If you get used to

t riting a check every month, it's a

habit you'll continue.

I IRIEL SlEBERT, PRESIDENT AND CHAIRPERSON

of Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc.

tycotate a koute

to U jptoub of

Start off with a small room, like a bedroom. Be adven-

turous, but don't go out on a limb. Some of the easiest

and least expensive things you can do to freshen up a

room include changing the window treatments, adding

a fresh coa f of paint or trying a new color. If you start

with something easy, you'll have a sense of accomplish-

ment that will encourage you to go on. —Gary Wheeler,

PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS

CoHtjuet you* party ikijMti
A lot of people have difficulty in social situations because they feel

they're being judged. Some even think that their lack of confidence is

obvious and that everyone will know they're a failure. That doesn't

happen—people are not that focused on others (they're usually wor-

ried about themselves). To make things easier, bring a friend, but

agree not to stand together the entire time. Make a contract with

yourself to talk to five new people, and plan a few questions to

get the conversation started. —Diane Brashear, Ph.D., a family ther-

apist AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL

of Medicine, in Indianapolis

iltimte tke art of (towe* a^an^'m^
one can master the basic techniques of this no-fail arrangement. The key is

vit yourself to three types of flowers, since it's difficult for beginners to keep

arrangement balanced with more than that (shown are dark burgundy

'ias, orange snapdragons and peach oceana roses). First, fill a vase with

; branches, such as curly willow, to create a "cage" that will hold the

>ms in place. Then, using the largest variety (in this case, the dahlias), make

ape somewhat like a pyramid: Use four flowers to form a square (looking

our arrangement from the top) and cut a fifth slightly longer to place in

center of the square. Next, evenly distribute four snapdragons and four

is to fill the gaps. If the arrangement still has holes, use a filler like golden

ow (shown), Queen Anne's lace or baby's breath—but don't overdo it.

—Sean Psomas, owner of Wildflowers, in Staten Island, New York



Ten years ago, she

sair the man ofher

dreams, went after

him—and <z<>t him.

But marriage hasn t

cooled her passion.

By Melina Gerosa
c





(continued) sitting having an interview

with the very women's magazine I bought

even- month to get recipes out of."

Well, the transition hasn't been quite

as easy, or as fast, as Capshaw makes it

sound. In fact, her passage from a di-

vorced single mom to the wife of the

world's most powerful film director has

been as difficult as it is remarkable. But

if there is one trait that has kept her go-

ing, it is her bright-eyed determination.

The commercials and soap-opera ap-

pearances that she fought for as a

fledgling actress in New York led even-

tually to movie roles, including the

breakout pan of the blond screamer in

Spielberg's 1984 hit Indiana Jones and

the Temple of Doom.

And that part led to something else as

well: a passionate affair that cul-

minated in the breakup of

Spielberg's marriage to

Amy Irving and his

union with Capshaw.

"I wanted to use

my time well," Cap-
shaw once said of that

fateful interview with

the director when he

was casting Indiana

Jones. "Here was my
one chance to talk to

Steven Spielberg, and I

wasn't going to waste it

trying to get a job."

Capshaw says, too

that her nose knew he was

the one for her. "What at-

tracted me was the way he

smelled," she says, dousing

her chicken with Tabasco
sauce. And how exactly was
that? "Like babies when they

are born, like he was mine,"

she tries to explain. "They say

if you blindfold a mom and
present her with twenty ba-

bies, she'll be able to pick hers out be-

cause of the smell. It was like that."

Today her life is that of Hollywood
Wife, Super Deluxe, with homes including

a Pacific Palisades estate, a Malibu beach

house and Quelle Barn, plus sprawling

office suites in New York's Trump Tow-
er. She also has all the servants she wants

and instant entree to the highest levels of

the industry power structure.

"I've always been able to see possibili-

ties," Capshaw says lightly. "Steven and

I were talking the other day, and he was

saying that my it-could-happen [atti-

tude] is why we have this life together."

Such single-mindedness could seem
off-putting, but the strength is tem-
pered with a maternal, down-to-earth

demeanor. For though her life is high

powered, her appearance is casually re-

assuring. For the interview, she wears

white jeans, a fitted black T-shirt,

clogs, a gold wedding band (which, she

says, never comes off) and nary a fleck

of makeup.
"It takes good running shoes to keep

up with Kate," says Spielberg. "She has

an agenda of things to do, and every

morning she wakes everybody up with an

explosion of energy and leads us through

the day. It's like 'Whistle While You
Work,' starring Kate Capshaw." (Their

children now include four-year-old Sasha;

two-year-old Sawyer; Theo, the six-year-

old African-American foster child the

Spielbergs adopted in 1989; nine-year-old

Max, Spielberg's son with Irving; and Jes-

sica, Kate's seventeen-year-old daughter

from her first marriage. )

Nowadays, when either of the Spiel-

bergs talks about their marriage, there is

GIRLS' NIGHT OUT
Once a month these Hollywood pals (from left,

Rita Wilson, Sally Field, Kate Capshaw,

Goldie Hawn and Annette Bening) gather and

discuss everything from the latest hot script to

how to get the kids to sleep through the night

no hint of the angst that preceded it, the

painful intermittent reconciliations be-

tween Steven and Amy Irving, and awk-

wardly poignant incidents like

Capshaw's refusing to hide in a hotel

room when she accompanied Spielberg

to the London premiere of the third In-

diana Jones movie.

Instead, Capshaw will happily tell you

of her years running the Spielberg home.

"I put together a family," she says, and

instantly corrects herself. "We put to-

gether a family. We had five children in

three years, Judaism [she convened], cir-

cumcisions, braces, marriage." She paus-

es for a moment. "Not to mention
divorce," she says, applying more Tabas-

co sauce. "I've been busy."

Now the forty-year-old actress is so

secure in her home life that she's

putting some of her energy back into

her career. After a five-year hiatus,

Capshaw has three significant roles:

This September she plays Jjnei

Woods' levelheaded wife in the how
time thriller Next Door, in Octobj sh(

appears as Warren Beatty's girlfri«d ii

Loi <e A ffair, the remake of An 4flfl
Remember, and in her biggest rfe.n

date, she's the ex-district attorneJl

of Sean Connery in the 1995 adv<jtun

drama Just Cause.

Trying out for those roles, anon
ers, taught her one valuable leson

Capshaw says: Don't drop the mir

name. "I went in for a reading, ad;

one point in the conversation I|m
'Steven says hello,' " she explaij.

•-

will never do that again. I don't dU i

[meant] the difference of me gettfc

not getting the role, but I don't nil;;

talk about my family."

Her husband admitae i

prefer his wife tin:

home and M
an actress. pn
selfish abotn
wife. I waif I

all to myH
he says plainr

ly. CapshaH
course, ha«
that particuflj

gument.

The cap.

have agreed,

ever, never toft

at the same I

So it was SpieM
two-year, post-.Sc/n>H

List vacation that providp

opportunity for CapshJp
accept tempting parts.

both feel that it's my tmjra

though we don't talk ablt

that way," says Capshaw,?hi

at the time of the interev

was flying back and forthro:

East Hampton to Miaii ;

finish Just Cause.

Leaving her family at home, tbigi

has been a bittersweet experience. E'

erybody is just getting ready for deiei

and Mommy's like 'Bye-bye-kiss-iss

and then I got on the airplane, :ep

worked, wrapped, got back orjtr.

plane, tucked the kids in and wenjoi

to dinner," she says in one long bflt

"I was commuting to work in Mi*i:

felt like a flight attendant."

To help her deal with this glamloi

version of the working-woman coiic

Capshaw relies on her "Mommy Grup

which includes neighbor Rita Wio

who is married to Spielberg's closp

Tom Hanks; Annette Bening; Gd
Hawn and Sally Field, among otJi

The group, entitled Girls' Night Oui'r

ductions, meets once a month, and it

men gather for similar bonding ses; r

"We leave our dinners and we've haifi'

million belly laughs, figured out sin

one's lovelife, (continued on page'O

AniFC HHMP .inilRMAl nr.TDRFR 1QQA



T'S MORE THAN
AST. IT'S A REAL
MANGE OF PACE.

i

1 Campbell's Italian Burger Melt

I 1/2 lb. ground beef

I can Campbell's Italian Tomato Soup

3 slices mozzarella, or American cheese

I hamburger rolls

I 1994 Campoell Soup Company

^ampSdk
I cot/oe/ismso*

ITALIAN
tomato
WH BASIL AND OREGANO

ft"«. ml

1. Shape beef into 6 patties and brow n in skillet.

Drain fat.

2. Add soup and 1 /3 cup water.

3. Cover and cook 10 min. or until patties are no

longer pink.

4. Top with cheese and serve on rolls. Serves 6.

Prep. Time: lOmin. Cook Time: 25min.

NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE

!5 POWER OF
-»



They met at a photo shoot in 1977 and have been bi

mother of three, and llnda tonge, thirty-nine, the moth

THEIR CAREERS. FlND OUT THEIR SECRETS TO LOOKING BETTER THjI



PI

\

piken we watl

down the

tooted cX Imia.

5 feet ((lee

—Clothe

V

ENDS EVER SINCE. A^EET <^)TILDE WHITE, FORTY-ONE, THE

II FOUR, FORMER TOP MODEl\wHO HAVE RECENTLY RESUMED

ER AFTER ALL THESE YEARS. By Lob JW Johnson, Beauty& Fashion Diredor



Clotilde, a New Yorkef

loves classic styles in

rich neutral browns,

greens/ navy and black

Linda, a Wisconsin

native^ goes for more

variety and especially

loves pale sherbet

shades. Though they m

have different tastes/

both have great style 1

and know how to

maximize their looks. \i

Some of their best tips*

Wear something

unexpected—a pink

jacket with flannels/ a

pretty camisole under a

button-down shirt. glv

a suit the sex appeal of

jeans: Skip the shirt, i

shorten the skirt/ limit

accessories/ wear toned

opaque hose. add somin

body definition—just

one piece/ like a tailored

jacket/ can help even af

untoned body look

sleeker. Wear a skin- I

freshening color

—

white/ apricot/ pale

blue—near your face i

when tired. left: suit/ i

Philippe Adec; vest,

DKNY; shirt/ Equipment

socks/ Hot Sox; shoes,

Unlisted. Right: shirt,

jeans/ CK Calvin Klein,

\ C A





Says Clotilde, "Linda

looks exactly the same

to me as she did

seventeen years ago.

I've seen her through

all her pregnanes,

i've been at the

hospital when her

babies were born; she

always looks this

good!" Says Linda,

"Clotilde is perfect, she

doesn't even need

makeup. Her dark hair

and brows accent her

skin and eyes. i'm

invisible without

makeup—my eyelashes

are white!" Both agree

that when it comes to

beauty routines, it's

best to keep things

simple. "It's all about

discipline," says llnda.

"Keep everything in

peak condition—well-

cut, glossy hair, fresh-

looking skin, a toned

body and groomed

hands make everyone

look younger." on
Linda: shirt, Brooks

Brothers; tank,

J. Crew. On Clotilde:

dress and jacket,

Michael Kors; hose,

DKNY.
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to UW mother

'

ft'****

testify *e<^-
—Clothe



"I LOVE EXPERIMENTING

WITH PRODUCTS,

ESPECIALLY SHAMPOOS AND

MOISTURIZERS/' SAYS

Clotilde. "My new

favorite moisturizer is

Sstee Lauder's

Resilience." Linda, on the

OTHER HAND, STICKS WITH

TRJED-AND-TRUE products

FOR YEARS. "I SWEAR BY

Ivory Soap to wash my

face, and I've been using

Elizabeth Arden's Visible

Difference moisturizer

for twenty years," says

Linda. "I love dime-store

shopping for cheap

makeup finds—and i still

use yogurt to give myself

a facial—a beauty tip

from the seventies!"

Right: shirt, Equipment;

pants, Michael Kors;

belt, Ralph Lauren;

shoes, Robert Clergerie;

watch, Swatch; chair,

Hinton & Company.

Far right, on

Clotilde: twinset, Malo;

leggings, DKNY; socks,

Hue; shoes, Robert

Clergerie. On Linda:

sweater, DKNY; tank,

Esprit; leggings, CK
Calvin Klein; socks,

Egsmith; oxfords,

Unlisted.

friends
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Nothing Handles Your Hunger Like ATriscuit!

4ks

NABISCO
FOODS
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CATCH OF THE DAY
Restaurant-perfect seafood recipes

from top chefs across the country

COFFEE BREAK
For breakfast time, snack time, anytime: our very best

coffee cakes, muffins and scones

"I WENT TO COOKING SCHOOL"
Two women share their notes and recipes for great-tasting

low-fat dishes and authentic Italian meals

TWICE AS NICE

Take the ho-hum out of leftovers with dinners that can be

reinvented the next night in a deliciously different way

m -

THE LATEST DISH

The food-migraine link, how to brew a

perfect cup of tea, and more m







Catch ofthe day

continued

O Easy • Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave v Low-calorie

Dor coruinn Daily goal

3
r
>C 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

fota fat 6 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 1 g 20gor less (F), 23gor less(M)

Cholesterol 140 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1.053 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 43 g 250 g or more

Protein 31 g 55 g to 90 g

SEARED SHRIMP WITH
RED BEAN RELISH

SALMON WITH
BALSAMIC SAUCE

At Emenl's. the cuisine of New Orleans

gets a boost from innovative chef Emeril

Lagasse. He gives shrimp a Creole kick

and serves it with a zesty relish.

Pi - time: 40 minutes plus standing

Cooking time: 1 hem: 40 minutes

1 pound dried red or pinto beans

Water
2 pounds medium shrimp, peeled

2 tablespoons Creole seasoning*

1 red, green and yellow pepper, diced

1 small red onion, chopped fine

2 tablespoons minced shallots

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

Vj cup fresh lemon juice

1 tablespoon minced fresh thyme

1 tablespoon minced garlic

1 teaspoon salt

'/: teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Dash hot pepper sauce

Lemon wedges

1. Soak beans in water to cover by 2

inches overnight. Drain. Combine beans

with fresh water to cover by 2 inches in

large saucepot and bring to boil. Reduce

heat and simmer covered until just tender,

1
1

/2 hours. Drain, rinse and refrigerate.

2. Meanwhile, toss shrimp with Creole

seasoning in medium bowl. Cover and

refrigerate 2 to 6 hours.

3. Combine cooled beans with remaining

ingredients except lemon wedges in large

bowl; toss to combine. Makes 9 cups.

4. Heat large nonstick skillet over

medium-high heat until very hot. Add half

the shrimp to skillet in single layer; cook

1 minute. Turn shrimp over. Add % cup

water and continue cooking, shaking

pan, until shrimp are opaque throughout,

2 to 3 minutes more. Transfer to bowl.

Wipe out pan and repeat with remaining

shrimp and % cup more water.

5. Mound bean relish on 8 dinner plates.

Arrange shrimp on top. Serve with lemon

wedges. Makes 8 servings.

'Creole seasoning is available in many supermarkets and

specialty stores. To make your own, combine 4 teaspoons

paprika, 1 tablespoon each salt and garlic powder, and 2

teaspoons each oregano, thyme, onion powder and

ground black and red pepper. Makes 'A cup.

17Q 1 «nicc unuc iniiDMAi nr tpirff

Fastest recipe of the month

Chef Saleh Joudeh attributes the success

Fish tips from expert chefs

Fish should be at room tempera-

ture, not cold, when you begin cook-

ing. (Let fish stand up to 30 minutes.)

Preheat the skillet for 3 to 5 min-

utes—an electric range takes longer

to heat up than gas does—and heat

the oil before adding the fish. Hold

your hand above the skillet, out of

spattering range. You should be able

to feel the heat. —Saleh Joudeh

Fish cooks very quickly, so it is

easy to overcook. Test for done-

ness by touching the fish while it's

cooking—the texture should be soft,

not firm. —Joachim Splichal

Soft fish, such as sole, flounder and

scrod, are easy to poach—bake gen-

tly in a flavored liquid, such as court-

bouillon (an herb-and-wine-flavored

broth). They are not good choices for

grilling because they are delicate and

may fall apart. —Oliver Saucy

A great do-ahead technique for en-

tertaining: Rub fish with ingredients

such as coarsely chopped cumin,

black sesame seeds, cornmeal or

ground, toasted basmati rice—they

create a crust that seals in the flavor of

the fish. Saute lightly with the crust

side down; set aside on a cookie sheet

or roasting pan. Just before serving,

finish cooking in a preheated oven for

about 5 minutes. —Nora Pouillon

If you add shrimp to a hot pan, they

need to be cooked only 1 to 2 min-

utes. To ensure that you buy the size

shrimp you want, look for the count

per pound. (Medium shrimp number

43 to 50 per pound; large, 31 to 35;

jumbo. 21 to 25.) —Emeril Lagasse

of his renowned restaurant. „

Lago. in Seattle, to the spirit of h styl

of Italian cooking. Here he corjine

salmon, a Northwest specialty, v\h th

colors and flavors of the Mediterraisan

Prep time: 25 minutes ~
(

Roasting time: 5 to 10 minutes

4 salmon fillets (6 oz. each)

Salt and freshly ground pepper p
2 tablespoons flour

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 tablespoon minced garlic

1 can (16 oz.) tomatoes, drained

Va cup clam juice or chicken bro|

V: cup balsamic vinegar

Vi cup dry white wine

1 tablespoon chopped fresh basi

1. Preheat oven to 375 C
F. Sprmklft

with salt and pepper, then with flod

2. Heat oil in large ovenproof skills

high heat. Add salmon, skin side 1*

cook 2 minutes. Turn fish over. ArJ

lie, chopped tomatoes, clam juica

gar and wine: bring to boil. Trl

skillet to oven and roast 5 to 10 rrt

until fish is opaque throughout.

3. Transfer salmon to plates; keep!

Continue cooking tomato mixti

stove over high heat until thickenel

10 minutes. Stir in basil. Spoonl

over fillets. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

330
14 g

2g
94 mg

360 mg
10 g

35 g

Daily goal

2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g

20 g or less (F), 23 g

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

PEPPERED TUNA WITH
PONZU SAUCE

Test kitchen favorite

At Patina, in Los Angeles, this did

trademark of chef Joachim Spliru

blend of French techniques andis

flavors. Be sure to blanch the garlidh

times—this sweetens it and previt

from overpowering the sauce.

Prep time: 15 minutes p
Cooking time: 35 to 40 minutes

IV2 pounds tuna steaks, l
1

/: inch*

thick

1 tablespoon cracked black pepp*

12 green onions, trimmed
IV2 pounds bok choy or spinach

(continued on pag 1



iese Fiesta Pork Burritos are as delicious

I : are easy. All it takes is some fresh, lean.

H ss pork and a few other easy ingredients
r
\ ave dinner rolled up in no time,

ation and cooking time: 15 minutes.

•lesta Pork Burritos
I bout a pound of boneless pork loin into strips and stir-fry with one

|!i ion vegetable oil and sliced onion. Stir in an 1 1 -ounce can of drained

\ nd toss with two teaspoons taco seasoning. Roll up portions in four

d flour tortillas and serve with salsa, rice and beans. Serves four.

iformation, approximately, per serving: 418 cal . 1 2 g. total fat. 3 g. saturated fat. 66 mg. cholesterol

For recipes, send a self-addressed, stamped, business-size envelope to:

Recipes-Ad. Box 10383. Des Moines. IA 50306

lalysis done by The Food Processor ll Diet Analysis Software Pork oata f'orn USDA Handbook 8- 10 (1991)

The most
delicious

things

happen
when you
cut into

pork.

©

®
The Other
White Meat!

America's Pork Producers

3 1 99*. National Pork Producers Council m cooperation »i[h the National Pork Board



i s Perfect Chicken?

It's T^The Bag!

....
.

OvenBags
k

Use Reynolds Oven Bags for a winning chicken dinner

any day of the week! Everything cooks perfectly all by

itself with no pans or oven to scrub.

Reynolds

FREE RECIPES: For more easy-to-make everyday meals,

write to The Reynolds Wrap Kitchens. PO. Box 1592.

Dept. A-233. Church Hill. MD 21690.

8. Combine bok choy and cooked green onions in miciwavi

proof dish. Cover and microwave on High 2 minutes,
j

9. Cut tuna into 3/i-inch slices. Arrange on 4 plates wtvei
etables and wontons. Spoon on sauce. Makes 4 sen/ire.
'Wonton skins are available in Asian markets and in many supermarkets.

]

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 455 2.000 IF). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 18 % 60 g or less [F)i 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 3g 20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 60 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1,575 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 30 g 250 g or more
Protein 44 g 55 g to 90 g

SEAFOOD FETTUCC1NE WITH TOMATOE
pictured on page 1 75

At Cafe Maxx. in Miami, chef Oliver Saucy serves thhhas

brimming with ripe Florida tomatoes and local seafod Ar

fish you include will be complemented by the robust sale

?5Prep time: 15 minutes plus marinating Cooking time: 2

2 tablespoons olive oil, divided

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons chopped shallots

12 large shrimp, peeled and deveined
8 ounces monkfish, cut into V-i-inch pieces

6 sea scallops

1 cup finely chopped onions
2 tablespoons minced, garlic

2 pounds ripe tomatoes, seeded and diced (5 cups)
lV: teaspoons salt

V: teaspoon freshly ground pepper
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
8 ounces lump crabmeat, flaked and picked over
V: cup chopped fresh basil

Catch ofthe day
continued from page 1 78

4 garlic cloves, peeled
:A cup chicken broth

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

Va cup soy sauce

1 tablespoon minced fresh ginger
V: cup peeled, seeded, diced plum tomato
Vegetable oil, for frying

15 wonton skins, cut into 'Ai-inch strips*

2 teaspoons olive oil

1. Cut tuna steaks in half lengthwise. Sprinkle with pepper.

2. Bring 8 cups water to boil in large saucepan. Cut two
3-inch pieces from the bottom of each green onion. Slice

Va cup green onion tops thin and set aside. Add 3-inch pieces

to boiling water and cook 2 minutes. Remove with slotted

spoon and rinse under cold water.

3. Separate bok choy into individual stems; cut each stem in

half lengthwise, then crosswise. Add to boiling water and
cook until tender, 3 minutes. (For spinach, do not cut leaves.

Blanch just until wilted, 30 seconds.) Drain and rinse.

4. Bring 1 cup water to boil in small saucepan over high heat.

Add garlic and boil 1 minute; drain. Repeat blanching twice

more. Slice garlic Vs inch thick.

5. Add broth, lemon juice and soy sauce to pan; bring to boil.

Remove from heat; add sliced green onion tops, ginger, toma-
to and garlic. Set aside.

6. Heat 1 inch vegetable oil in small skillet to 375°F. Add won-
ton strips in small batches and cook until deep golden. Drain.

7. Heat olive oil in 10-inch cast-iron skillet over medium-high
heat. Add tuna and cook 3 minutes per side for rare, 4 to 5

per side for medium-well done.

Flavor? It's IiiThe Be

Chicken TV Gravy

Prep Time: 14 minutes Cooking Time: 45 minute:

1 1-1/2 cups water

6 skinless chicken piets

Seasoned salt and pff

4 medium carrots, slid

2 stalks celery, sliced

Reynolds Oven Bag.

large size (14" x 20")

2 tablespoons flour

1 package (3/4 to 1 oz.)

chicken gravy mix
1/4 teaspoon garlic powder

• PREHEAT oven to 350°F.

• SHAKE flour in Reynolds Oven Bag: place in 13x9x2-inch tl

• ADD gravy mix, garlic powder and water to bag. Squeeze
blend ingredients. Sprinkle chicken with seasoned salt an||

place in bag. Place carrots and celery in bag around chicl

• CLOSE bag with nylon tie; cut six 1/2-inch slits in top.
[

• BAKE until chicken is tender. 45 to 50 minutes.

Makes 4 servings.

Reynolds
OvenBogs

k



iasy? It's InThe Bag!

& Sour Chicken

Prep Time: 11 minutes

3lds" Oven Bag.

size (14" x 20")

poons flour

acked brown sugar

negar

poons soy sauce

Cooking Time: 30 minutes

1 can (20 oz.) pineapple

chunks in juice, drained

1 medium green pepper.

cut in rings or strips

4 skinless, boneless chicken

breast halves

Hot cooked rice

tToven to 350 F.

lour in Reynolds Oven Bag: place in 13x9x2-inch baking pan.

ar, vinegar and soy sauce to bag. Squeeze bag to blend in

pineapple and green pepper to bag. Add chicken to bag. Turn

at chicken with sauce. Arrange ingredients in an even layer.

>ag with nylon tie; cut six 1/2-inch slits in top.

itil chicken is tender. 30 to 35 minutes. Serve over rice.

servings.

pj! >oon grated lemon peel

ices fresh fettuccine noodles, cooked

ibine 1 tablespoon oil and the lemon juice and shallots

lium bowl. Add shrimp, monkfish and scallops. Cover

rigerate 30 minutes.

t remaining 1 tablespoon oil in large skillet over medium

dd onions and cook until tender, 4 minutes. Add garlic

iok, stirring, 1 minute more. Stir in tomatoes, salt and
; cook 15 minutes. Transfer to large bowl,

fish dry on paper towels. Heat butter in same skillet

ledium-high heat. Add monkfish and scallops; cook,

frequently, 4 minutes. Add shrimp and cook 1 minute

Stir in tomato mixture, then crabmeat, basil and lemon

eat through. Serve sauce over hot fettuccine. Makes 4

is.

I
Daily goal

605 2.000 (F). 2.500 (M)

18 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

t 5g 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less (M)

246 mg 300 mg or less

1,209 mg 2.400 mg or less

5S 66 g 250 g or more

47 g 55 g to 90 g

_ DRILLED FISH IN LEMONGRASS BROTH
lei ora Pouillon of Restaurant Nora, in Washington, D.C.,

M> /n for her commitment to organic food. In this recipe,

I lai spices enhance the flavor without adding fat.

m le: 35 minutes Grilling lime: 8 to 1<> minutes

oil es pad thai noodles,* soaked in hot water 3

if inutes, or vermicelli, cooked, drained and rinsed

ta.i spoon plus l
1

/: teaspoons vegetable oil

taj spoons minced fresh ginger

V: cup dry sherry

1 stalk lemongrass,* trimmed and minced, or V: teaspoon
grated lemon peel

1 to 2 jalapeho chiles, minced
3 tablespoons nuoc mam* (fish sauce)

1 cup thinly sliced carrots

3 ounces shiitake mushrooms- stemmed and quaru

(2 cups)

4 green onions, sliced thin diagonally

4 rockfish, striped bass or grouper fillets (6 oz. each)

Salt and freshly ground pepper

2 bunches (4 cups) watercress, stems trimmed
V: cup cilantro leaves

1. Prepare grill or preheat broiler.

2. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in large saucepot over medium-high

heat. Add ginger and cook, stirring, 30 seconds. Add sherry

and boil until reduced by half. Add 6 cups water and bring to

boil. Add lemongrass, jalapehos, nuoc mam, carrots, shi-

itakes, green onions and drained noodles; simmer 1 minute.

3. Meanwhile, brush fish with remaining 1
1

/2 teaspoons oil and

sprinkle with salt and pepper. Grill 4 to 5 minutes per side, un-

til opaque throughout.

4. Just before serving, stir watercress into simmering broth.

Ladle soup into 4 large soup bowls. Top each with grilled fish

and garnish with cilantro leaves. Makes 4 servings.

'Pad thai noodles, lemongrass and nuoc mam are available in Asian markets, or by

mail from A Taste of Thai, 800-243-0897.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 2.000(F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 10 g 60gor iess(F): 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less :Fi. 23 g or less (Ml

Cholesterol 60 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 156 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 34 g 250 g or more

Protein 4: £ 55 g to 90 g

Clean-Up? It's InThe Bag!

Chicken & Green Bean Dinner

Prep Time: 15 minutes Cooking Time: 45 minutes

1/2 cup chicken broth

1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 can (2.8 oz.) French-fried

onions, divided

6 skinless chicken pieces

Seasoned salt and pepper

1 Reynolds' Oven Bag.

large size (14" x 20")

1 tablespoon flour

1 can (10-3/4 oz.) condensed
cream of mushroom soup

1 package (9 oz.) frozen cut

green beans, defrosted

• PREHEAT oven to 350 F.

• SHAKE flour in Reynolds Oven Bag: place in 13x9x2-inch baking pan.

• ADD soup, green beans, chicken broth, pepper and 1/2 can of

onions to bag. Squeeze bag to blend in flour. Arrange ingredients

in an even layer. Sprinkle chicken with seasoned salt and pepper.

Place chicken in bag; sprinkle with remaining onions.

• CLOSE bag with nylon tie; cut six 1/2-inch slits in top.

• BAKE until chicken is tender, 45 to 50 minutes. To serve, stir sauce.

Makes 4 servings.

Reynolds
OvenBags

k





Coffee Bieal
We did the hard part—perfecting recipes for a deliciously different selection

of snack cakes—so you could take it easy. Just bake them up, invite your

friends and treat them to some much-needed R&R. Enjoy!

OUR BEST COFFEE CAKES, MUFFINS AND SCONES

This page, clockwise from top left: Anadama Muffins, Applesauce Raisin Muffins, Granola Scones,

Honey Buns. Opposite: Cranberry Twist



Surprising

Facts About Today's

Canned Food
What's in a can? Sin-prise!

Just about everything you need for quick

and appealing appetizers, entrees, side

dishes, desserts and snacks.

Convenient

Canned foods are convenient ingredients

that add pizza;; to your cooking.

Nutritious

A recent study for the U.S. Department of

Agriculture found that there's virtually no

difference in the nutritional values of fresh,

frozen and canned foods when they're

prepared for the table.

Healthy

Perfect for health-conscious cooking,

canned foods contain no artificial

preservatives. Most of today's canned foods

also contain significantly less sodium than

ever before

Delicious

There are more than 1,500 appetizing

canned food items available today Choose

from a wide variety of fruits and vegetables,

as well as gourmet and ethnic loods

Recyclable

Food in steel cans is the smart choice

tor helping our environment, too. Steel cans

are 100% recyclable and are collected

through more than 12,000 community

recycling programs in the U.S. and Canada.

Secret Ingredients for Cooking in the VOs
The secret ingredients of many fine

recipes are canned foods Treat your family

or guests to this colorful, hearty and

refreshing salad. You may be surprised at

how easy and delicious this style of

cooking Kin be!

J Com and Black Bean Salad with L.
Lime Dressing

Dressing:

3/4 tsp ground cumin

1/4 cup fresh squeezed lime juice

2 tbsp vegetable oil

Salad:

2 cups packed Romaine lettuce cut into 1/2 -inch

crosswise pieces

1 can (1 1 oz.) com kernels, drained

1 can (15 oz.) black beans, nnscd and drained

1/2 cup each red and green bell peppers, diced

1/2 cup sweet onion, diced

1/4 cup cilantro (fresh tonander) leaves

1. Plate the cumin in a small skillet antl set over low heat

just until the skillet £cis warm and the uimin is heated,

about 1 minute Off the heat, add the lime juice and oil.

w hisk to blend

2. In a large bowl, combine the Romaine Ictiuee, com.
black beans, cilantro, red and green peppers, .md onion

Add the lime dressing and toss to coat

3. Spoon the salad into a deep platter or shallow bowl

Coffee break
continued

o Easy # Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave V Low-calorie

r£ Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

CHERRY SCONES

Dried cherries are the latest addition to

the dried-fruit craze. If you prefer a
sweeter scone, choose dried sweet cher-

ries instead of tart ones.

Prep time: 15 minutes

Baking time: 15 to IS minutes

1 large egg, lightly beaten
2
/3 cup buttermilk

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

'A cup dried tart cherries, chopped
2 '/j cups all-purpose flour

'A cup sugar

2 teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon baking soda

V2 teaspoon salt

'/} cup butter or margarine, cut up
1 large egg, beaten with 1 tablespoon

water, for glaze

1. Preheat oven to 375°F. Grease cookie

sheet.

2. Combine egg, buttermilk, vanilla and
cherries in bowl; let stand 5 minutes.

3. Stir flour, sugar, baking powder, bak-

ing soda and salt in large bowl. With pas-

try blender or 2 knives, cut in butter until

mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Stir in

cherry mixture until moistened. On lightly

floured surface, knead dough 6 to 8

turns. With lightly floured rolling pin, roll

dough 1 inch thick.

4. Cut scones with lightly floured 2-inch

biscuit cutter and transfer to prepared

cookie sheet. Reroll scraps and repeat.

Brush tops lightly with egg glaze. Bake
15 to 18 minutes, until golden. Cool on
wire rack. Makes 1 dozen.

Per scone Daily goal

Calories 185 2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

Total (at 7g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat lg 20 g or less (F); 23gor less (M)

Cholesterol 50 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 302 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 27 g 250 g or more

Protein *g 55 g to 90 g

Va teaspoon cinnamon to dnMrj
ents. Cut in butter as drectedjier

in V2 cup chopped dates, Va ofe
shredded coconut and suio
seeds. Stir in buttermilk mixturjl
as directed. Flatten to 8-inchfcqt

Brush with egg. then spnnkleop

2 tablespoons oats and 1 tafcssp

sunflower seeds. Score top tcmal

squares. Bake 18 to 20 minute*
Per scone

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

Daily goal

265 2.000 (F), 2.500|

12 g 60 g or less (F); j

5 g 20 g 0' less (R;

43 mg 300 mg or less

385 mg 2.400 mg or less
|

36 g 250 g or more

6 g 55 g to 90 g

CRANBERRY TWIST!

Food editor's choice I

The fragrance of freshly bakepj
cake can lift the weariest of spk
rich yeast dough, swirled with fr* o

berries and nuts, delivers great flM

Prep time: 55 minutes plus rising K
Baking time: 25 minutes

2 packages active dry yeast

V:cup warm (105°F.-115°F.) wL
'A cup plus 2 teaspoons siranuKv

sugar

5V2 to 6 cups all-purpose flour, pa

1 cup warm (105°F.-115°F.) mil
'A cup butter or margarine, soft

cut up
2 large eggs, at room temperatip
1 Vi teaspoons salt

Filling

1 cup cranberries, chopped k

1 cup firmly packed brown srar

Vi cup finely chopped walnutw

pecans

Pinch cloves

2 tablespoons butter or margar

(

melted and cooled

Glaze

1 cup confectioners' sugar

About 2 tablespoons milk

1. Dissolve yeast in water withM

spoons sugar in small fcorpi

Granola Scones: Prepare as above
but substitute V2 cup oats, uncooked,
for vanilla and dried cherries; stir into

egg mixture. Reduce flour to 1
3
/4 cups

and sugar to 2 tablespoons. Add
HR LADIFS' HOMF JOURNfll (

The lowdown on rising

Yeast is available in several fo^

active dry, fast-rising, bread-ms

and refrigerated cake. A Va-q

packet of dry yeast equals

2V2 teaspoons or 1 small yeast <i

Hint: For rich doughs made with

and butter, dissolve each pad

cake of yeast in Va cup warm
and 1 teaspoon sugar. This giv<

yeast cells a chance to grow i:

combining with other ingredi

which can slow their rising.





Coffee break

bowl: let stand until bubbly, 5 minutes.

2. Meanwhile, place 2 cups flour in large

mixer bowl. Stir in milk, butter, Va cup

sugar, the eggs and salt, and beat until

well combined. Add yeast and gradually

beat or stir in 3 more cups flour until

dough pulls away from sides of bowl.

3. On floured surface knead dough until

smooth and elastir incorporating only as

much remaining Hour as necessary, 8 to

10 minutes. Transfer to greased bowl,

turning to grease top. Cover and let rise

in w m, draft-free place until doubled in

bulk, 1 to I
1

/? hours. Punch dough down.

Let rest 10 minutes.

4. Prepare filling: Meanwhile, combine
cranberries, brown sugar, walnuts and

cloves in medium bowl. Makes 1
1/2cups.

5. Grease 2 jelly-roll pans. Divide dough
in half. On lightly floured surface, roll

one half to an 18x10-inch rectangle.

Brush lightly with half the butter.

Spread '-cup filling evenly on top. Roll

up. jelly-roll style, from long side. Pinch

seam to seal.

6. Place log diagonally on prepared jelly-

roll pan. With sharp knife, cut log in half

lengthwise, turning cut sides up. Loosely

twist halves together, keeping cut sides

up. Shape into a ring; place inverted

6-ounce custard cup in center. Pinch

ends of dough together to seal. Repeat

with remaining dough, butter and filling

on second pan. Cover and let rise in

warm, draft-free place until doubled in

bulk, 30 to 45 minutes.

7. Preheat oven to 375°F. Bake rings 25

minutes, switching pans halfway through,

until golden. Cool on wire racks. Makes 2

rings, 12 servings each.

8. Make glaze: Combine confectioners'

sugar and milk; drizzle over cakes.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 235 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat t i
60gor less(F). 70gor less(M)

Saturated fat 2g 20gor less (F); 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 27 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 182 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 41 g 250 g or more

Protein 5g 55 g to 90 g

ANADAMA MUFFINS

Cornmeal is a must for these muffins,

based on an Early American yeast bread.

A hint of molasses completes the lovely,

old-fashioned flavor.

Prep time: 15 minutes

Baking lime: 20 minutes

1 large egg, lightly beaten
1 cup milk
V-t cup butter or margarine, melted
3 tablespoons light molasses
1 V: cups all-purpose flour
lh cup cornmeal

'A cup firmly packed brown sugr

1 tablespoon baking powder
V2 teaspoon baking soda
V2 teaspoon salt

1. Preheat oven to 425 =
F. Greasctwel;

272-inch muffin-pan cups.

2. Combine egg. milk, butter aj mc

lasses in medium bowl. Stir dry gr«j

ents together in large bowl.jtiri

molasses mixture just until bidder

Spoon into prepared muffir cups.'

3. Bake 20 minutes or until toothek it

serted in center comes out cle*. Ri

move from pan and cool on wiriad

Makes 1 dozen.

Per muffin Daily goal

Calories 170 2.000(F), 2.500 (MP
Total fat 6g 60 g or less (F); 70 A
Saturated fat 3g 20gor less(F); 23 gfl

Cholesterol 31 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 324 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 26 g 250 g or more

Protein 3g 55 g to 90 g

APPLESAUCE RAISIN MUF h

Sprinkled with a topping of brownta
these homey muffins are a scrurriioi

change from your usual morning tai.

Prep lime: 15 minutes

Baking time: 25 minutes

Streusel

'/4 cup firmly packed brown suar



:up all-purpose flour

iblespoons butter or margarine,

oftened

e egg, lightly beaten

> applesauce

> milk

> vegetable oil

granulated sugar

) raisins

i all-purpose flour

poons baking powder

ipoon baking soda

,poon salt

poon cinnamon

i
ieat oven to 400° F. Grease twelve

I ti muffin-pan cups.

: e streusel: Combine brown sugar

t >ur in small bowl. With fork, blend

=r until crumbly.

nbine egg, applesauce, milk, oil,

jnd raisins in medium bowl,

dry ingredients together in large

Stir in applesauce mixture just until

;d. Spoon into prepared muffin

Sprinkle streusel on top.

= 25 minutes or until toothpick in-

in center comes out clean. Cool in

i minutes. Remove from pan and

impletely. Makes 1 dozen.

Daily goal

240 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

8 g 60 g or less (F)
:
70 g or less (M)

t 2 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

24 mg 300 mg or less

256 mg 2.400 mg or less

39 g 250 g or more

3 g 55 g to 90 g

HONEY BUNS
These honey-filled sticky buns are quick

breads (made without yeast, they don't

require rising or kneading). They're per-

fect at room temperature for any cover-

and-carry occasion.

Prep lime: 40 minutes

Baking time: 25 minutes

Filling

Va cup honey
3 tablespoons butter, softened

Va teaspoon grated orange peel

V: cup finely chopped walnuts or

pecans

2V2 cups all-purpose flour

Va cup granulated sugar
4 teaspoons baking powder
Va teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon nutmeg
Vi cup cold butter, cut up
1 large egg, lightly beaten

1 container (8 oz.) low-fat (1%)
cottage cheese

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Glaze

'Acup confectioners' sugar, sifted

V4 teaspoon grated orange peel

2 to 3 teaspoons orange juice

1. Preheat oven to 375 C
F. Grease 13x9-

inch baking pan.

2. Make filling: Stir honey, butter and peel

in bowl until smooth; stir in nuts.

3. Combine flour, sugar, baking pov. .

salt a^d nutmeg in large bowl. With pas-

try blender or 2 knives, cut in butter until

mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Com-
bine egg, cottage cheese and vanilla in

medium bowl; stir into flour mixture.

4. On lightly floured surface, knead
dough 6 to 8 turns, just until it holds to-

gether. With floured rolling pin, roll

dough to 12-inch square. Spread filling

evenly on dough and roll up, jelly-roll

fashion. With sharp knife, cut into twelve

1-inch slices. Arrange cut side down in

prepared pan. Bake 25 minutes or until

golden. Cod in pan on wire rack. Makes
1 dozen.

5. Make glaze: Stir confectioners' sugar

and orange peel with juice in small bowl

until smooth. Drizzle over buns.

Per bun Dally goal

Calories 330 2,000 (F), 2.500 (Ml

Total fat 1 5 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 7 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 47 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 399 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 44 g 250 g or more

Protein 6g 55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd.



ICE AS NICE^
We've given new meaning to leftovers: With our

innovative recipes, you plan for extras from one

family meal and, with a few ingredients,

transform it into a completely different dinner.

That's two meals in one—what a nice idea!

Easy 9 Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

BRAZILIAN PORK ROAST
Fresh pineapple sweetens up this

spiced pork roast. October is pork
month, so look for sales promotions and

favorable prices at the supermarket.

Prep tunc: 30 minutes O
Roasting time: 45 minutes

1 pineapple, peeled and cored

4 teaspoons vegetable oil, divided

1 cup chopped onions

1 teaspoon minced garlic

2'/: pounds boneless pork loin,

trimmed
8 whole cloves

V: teaspoon cinnamon
V: teaspoon cumin
Vs teaspoon ground red pepper
1 cup orange juice

1 cup water

Pork and Black Bean

V: teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons flour

2 teaspoons brown
sugar

1 cup long-grain rice,

cooked

1. Preheat oven to 375° F.

2. Slice eight '/2-inch-thick slices from

pineapple; cut each into 2 semicircles.

Set aside. Coarsely chop remaining

pineapple.

3. Heat 2 teaspoons oil in Dutch oven

over medium-high heat. Add onions

and cook until tender, 5 minutes. Add
garlic and cook 1 minute.

4. Pat pork with paper towels. Insert

whole cloves into pork. Rub pork with

cinnamon, cumin and pepper. Add to

Dutch oven and cook until browned, 4

to 5 minutes per side. Add chopped
pineapple and cook until browned and

juices are evaporated, 5 minutes. Add
juice, water and salt. Bring to simmer.

5. Cover and transfer to oven. Roast 45

minutes. Transfer pork to platter;

keep warm. Skim fat from drip-

pings. Bring drippings to boil.

Whisk in flour to thicken.

6. Heat 1 teaspoon oil in large

skillet over medium-high heat.

Sprinkle pineapple slices with

brown sugar. Add half the slices

to skillet and cook until

caramelized. 4 to 5 minutes per

side. Repeat with remaining 1 tea-

spoon oil and pineapple.

7. Serve pork and caramelized

pineapple with rice. Reserve 1

pound (about half) pork and any

leftover gravy for Pork and Black

Bean Burritos. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories ' 495 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 13 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 3g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 89 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 374 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 59 g 250 g or more

Protein 36 g 55 g to 90 g

'OIK t04fT

PORK AND BLACK BEAN
BURRITOS

This Mexican-inspired dish gets higl

nutritional marks for lots of fiber an<

low fat. Another plus: It's on the tabic

in a half hour.

Total prcpjcooking lime: 30 minutes O

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

V: cup chopped onion

1 teaspoon minced garlic

1 pound Brazilian Pork Roast

(see recipe, left), cut into thin

strips (2 cups)

1 jar (8 oz.) prepared salsa

1 cup water
Leftover gravy (optional)

1 can (15 or 19 oz.) black beans,

drained and rinsed

2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

'A teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro

8 flour tortillas (6-inch), heated

4 cups shredded iceberg lettuce

1 cup chopped tomato
Lime wedge, for garnish

1. Heat oil in Dutch oven over medium
heat. Add onion and cook until tender,

3 to 4 minutes. Add garlic and cook 1

minute more. Add pork, salsa, water

and any leftover gravy; cover and sim-

mer 20 minutes. Add beans and sim-

mer until heated through. Stir in lime

juice and salt. Sprinkle with cilantro.

2. Fill each tortilla with generous '/3 cup

filling. Serve with lettuce and tomato.

Makes 4 servings. (continued)
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SING A DIFFERENT FAT FREE SLICE ON THIS REUBEN

WOULD BE LIKE USING STEAK SAUCE ON SALMON.

^ree" Singles. The best tasting fat free slice,

ihead and have a reuben again. And enjoy.

Look for this and other intriguing recipe ideas in

specially marked packages of Kraft" Free" Singles.

P/hb. best in the free world.

e 1994 mmIi Central Foods. Int



A Small Addition To Your Kitcher

r

If you'd like to become a more creative baker, you
might consider replacing the ordinary chocolate chips

O
you're using with "M&M's"- Mini Baking Bits. What

can you bake with them? Anything. Just use
your imagination or use our Jumbles Recipe,
for starters. They come in either semi-sweet
jr new r~.i!k chocolate And even though

they're a lot smaller than regular "M&M's,"- they're very
easy to spot. So look in the baking aisle. Add a little color
to your life; start baking with "M&M's" ' Mini Baking Bits.

Autumn Harvest Pot Roast

(continued)

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 465 2.000 (R, 2.500 (M)

Total fat 60gor less (F); 70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat 3g 20gor less(F), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 89 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 962 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 43 i 250 g or more

Protein 55 g to 90 g

AUTUMN HARVEST
POT ROAST

Warm, sweet spices season

this rump roast for a very

nostalgic one-dish meal.
Trim all visible fat from the

meat before browning.

Prep time: 15 to 20 minutes O
Rousting time: 2'A to 23A hours

1 V: teaspoons salt

V: teaspoon freshly ground
pepper

teaspoon cumin
'/i teaspoon cinnamon
'A teaspoon cloves

'/» teaspoon ginger

4 pounds beefrump roast,

trimmed, tied

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

2
1

/: cups diced onions

1 can (13'/4 or 14V2 oz.)

beef broth

6 garlic cloves, peeled

1 bay leaf

2 cups diced carrots

2 cups cubed white turnips

1 pound new potatoes, quartered

1 pound butternut squash, peeled,

seeded and cut into l
1

/: -inch

pieces (3 cups)

1 pound zucchini, trimmed, cut into

V: -inch-thick semicircles

1 . Preheat oven to 300°F.

2. Combine salt, pepper, cumin, cinna

mon, cloves and ginger in small bow
Pat meat with paper towels. Rub spic

mixture all over meat.

3. Heat oil over high heat in heavy roasl

ing pan. Add meat and brown on a 1

sides, about 10 minutes. Remove meat.

4. Add onions and cook 5 minutes. Re

turn meat to pan; add beef broth, garlii

and bay leaf. Cover and transfer tj

oven. Roast 2 hours.

5. Add carrots, turnips, potatoes anc

butternut squash to pan; roast 30 to 41

minutes more or until meat and vegeta

bles are tender.

6. Meanwhile, bring 2 inches water t<j

boil in saucepan with steamer rack in,'

sert. Place zucchini on rack in pan

Cover and cook until tender, 5 to 7 min-

utes. Toss zucchini with vegetables.

7. Transfer roast to cutting board anc

let stand 5 minutes. Discard bay leaf

(Reserve 2V2 cups meat and Vi cupl

beef broth for Mushroom Beef Barley

Soup.) Slice roast across the grain

Serve with vegetables and broth.

Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 760 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 25 g 60gor less(F); 70gor less(M)||

Saturated fat 7g 20 g or less (F)
: 23 g or less (M)t>

Cholesterol 184 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1.542 mg 2.400 mg or less

Caroohydrates 56 g 250 g or more

Protein 76 g 55 g to 90 g
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That'll Get Big Results.

JUMBLES
made with "M&M's"® Mini Baking Bits

1 12 cup ( 1 stick) softened butter or margarine
1 12 cup granulated sugar
1 /4 cup firmly packed light brown sugar

1 large egg
1-1/4 cups all-purpose flour

1 12 teaspoon baking soda
1 12-oz. package (1-3/4 cups) "M<kM's"®

Semi-Sweet OR Milk Chocolate Mini Baking Bits

1 cup raisins

1 cup chopped nuts

Preheat oven to 350° F. In a bowl beat butter and sugars until light and fluffy; add
egg. Combine flour and baking soda; blend into creamed mixture. Stir in

"M&M's"® Mini Baking Bits, raisins and nuts. Drop rounded tablespoonsful of

dough (1-1/2 inch balls) , about 2 inches apart, onto greased cookie sheets. Bake 1 3 to

15 minutes. Cool 2 to 3 minutes on cookie sheets before transferring to wire racks to

cool thoroughly. Store in tightly covered container. MAKES ABOUT 32 COOKIES.

"The Milk Chocolate Melts In Your Mouth-Not In Your Hand."

MUSHROOM BEEF BARLEY
SOUP

ou can substitute other kinds of

ushrooms for the shiitake, but it's the

xnbination of mushrooms that gives

is soup its great flavor.

ital prep/cooking time: 30 minutes o

I tablespoon olive oil

I cup chopped onions

I pound white mushrooms, sliced

pound shiitake mushrooms, sliced

I teaspoon chopped fresh thyme or

'A teaspoon dried

teaspoon freshly ground pepper
! cans (13

3/4or 14'/:oz. each)

chicken broth

can (13
3
/.ioz.) beef broth

cup reserved broth from pot roast

i
cup water

cup diced carrots

cup quick-cooking barley

j! 'i cups cooked Autumn Harvest
Pot Roast (see recipe, left),

cut into -inch dice (1 lb.)

tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

tablespoon chopped fresh dill

Heat oil in 4-quart saucepan over

I edium-high heat. Add onions and
: >ok until tender. 5 minutes. Add
j jshrooms, thyme and pepper; cook.

stirring occasionally, 10 min-

utes more.

2. Add all broths and water;

bring to boil. Stir in carrots

and barley; simmer until bar-

ley is tender, 10 minutes.

3. Add beef and simmer 5

minutes more. Stir in parsley

and dill. Makes 10 cups.

Per serving

Caiones

Total tat

Saturated fat It

Cholesterol 33 mg
Sodium 620 mg
Carbohydrates 64 g

Protein 16 g

Daily goal

2.000(F). 2.500 (Ml

60 g or less (F); 70 g or

less (M)

20 g or less (F). 23 g or

ess (M)

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

ROASTED THYME
CHICKEN

Herbed chicken and onions

roast unattended for a few

hours before serving—is there

a better definition of the per-

fect Sunday dinner?

Prep time: 10 to 15 minutes O
Roasting lime: 2 to 2'/? hours

3 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon

chopped fresh thyme (or

1 teaspoon dried)

1 tablespoon butter or margarine

1 teaspoon chopped garlic

Salt and freshly ground pepper

1 large roasting chicken (5-6 lb.)

3 teaspoons olive oil

3 medium onions, cut into wedges
Water
1 tablespoon port wine

1 teaspoon cornstarch (continued)
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Roasted Thyme Chicken

(continued) 1. Preheat oven to 375°F.

Combine parsley, 1 tablespoon fresh

thyme (or
3
/j teaspoon dried), the butter,

garlic and V2 teaspoon each salt and
pepper in bowl. Reserve 1 teaspoon
herb butter.

2. Loosen skin on chicken

breast and drumstick with fin-

gers. Press remaining herb

butter evenly under skin.

3. Place chicken on rack in

large shallow roasting pan. Tie

legs together. Brush with 2

teaspoons oil and rub with re-

served 1 teaspoon herb butter.

Sprinkle outside with V2 tea-

spoon each salt and pepper.

4. Toss onions with remain-

ing 1 teaspoon fresh thyme
(or

1A teaspoon dried) and 1

teaspoon oil. Place in roast-

ing pan around chicken.

5. Roast chicken 1 V2 hours.

Pour V3 cup water over chick-

en and baste; stir onions.

6. Roast chicken 30 to 60
minutes more, until meat
thermometer inserted in inner

thigh reaches 180°F. Transfer

chicken and onions to platter.

I 7. Make pan gravy: Add 3A
' cup water to pan. Heat over

medium heat, scraping up
browned bits, 1 to 2 minutes. Strain into

small saucepan; skim fat from top.

8. Combine port and cornstarch in

small bowl. Whisk into saucepan; bring

to boil and boil 1 minute.

9. Carve half the chicken. (Reserve

remaining for Big Easy Jambalaya.) Servj

with gravy and onions. Makes 4 servings ;

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 575 2,000 (f), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 39 g 60 g or less (F); 70gorless»
Saturated fat 11 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (ki

Cholesterol 167 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 734 rr.g 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 13 g 250 g or more

Protein 41 g 55gto90g

BIG EASY JAMBALAYA
Nothing could be easier than making
this festive chicken-and-shrimp dish it!

just thirty minutes. If you prefer, yoi

can substitute another cup of chickei,

broth for the clam juice.

Total prcpicooking lime: 30 minutes C,

1 bottle (8 oz.) clam juice

1 cup chicken broth

1 cup long-grain rice

1 tablespoon butter

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 cup chopped green pepper
1 cup chopped onions

1 cup chopped celery

1 can (J.4V2 to 16 oz.) whole tomatoes
in puree

V2 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon freshly ground pepper
V4 teaspoon ground red pepper
1 bay leaf

2 cups cubed Roasted Thyme Chicken
(see recipe, left)

Liptnn

With Lipton's

special blend of

seasonings,
you can create...

RECIPE SECRETS
ROASTED
POTATOES

' envelope uplor Recipe Secrets Onion

or Savory Herb with Garlic Recipe Soup Mix

2 pounds all-purpose potatoes,

cut into large chunks

1/3 cud olive or vegetable oil

Preheat oven to 450" In large plastic bag
or bowl, add all ingredients. Close bag and

shake, or toss in bowl, until potatoes are

evenly coated. Empty potatoes into shallow

baking or roasting pan; discard bag. Bake,

stirring occasionally,40 minutes or until

potatoes are tender and golden brown
Garnish, rf desired, with chopped parsley.

Makes about 8 servings.

i
Lipton Recipe Secrets Onion. The Secret Good Cooks Kn<
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rtfr

id medium
rimp, peeled

;d fresh

rsley

ig clam juice

oth to boil in

an; stir in rice

tter. Cook ac-

to package di-

iwhile, heat oil

deep skillet

dium heat. Add
>epper, onions

ery; cook, stir-

casionally, 10

;. Stir in toma-
h puree, break-

tomatoes with

Add salt, the

> and bay leaf;

\ minutes. Add
and shrimp; cook covered, stirring twice, until shrimp

}ue throughout, 3 to 5 minutes.

;ooked rice to skillet; fold in until well combined. Dis-

/ leaf. Garnish with parsley. Makes 4 servings.

sr
j

Daily goal

s 505 2,000 (F), 2.500 (M)

'at 17 g 60 g or less (F)
;
70 g or less (M)

*,l 4g 20 g or less (R; 23 g or less IM)

•te 142 mg 300 mg or less

i 1,053 mg 2.400 mg or less

» : 51 g 250 g or more

i
I 36g 55 g to 90 g

:ia by Fraya Berg, Cynthia DePersio and Susan Kaufman.

Big Easy Jambaiaya

Cook once, serve twice
More great dinners to make with last night's roasted chick-

en, pork loin or pot roast. Each recipe serves four.

Chicken with spicy peanut noodles
Make sauce: Vi cup creamy peanut butter, Vb cup hot wa-

ter, Va cup light soy sauce, 2 tablespoons rice wine vine-

gar, 1 tablespoon grated peeled ginger and 1 teaspoon

hot pepper sauce in bowl. Add 3
/» pound spaghettini,

cooked, 2 cups shredded roasted chicken meat and Vi

cup each chopped green onions and shredded carrot;

toss. Serve immediately

Pork with creamed cabbage and apples
Melt 2 teaspoons butter in large skillet over medium-high

heat. Add Vicup chopped onion and 1 teaspoon caraway

seeds: cook 5 minutes. Add 1 package (16 oz.) coleslaw

or shredded green cabbage and 2 Golden Delicious ap-

ples, peeled, cored and diced; cook until cabbage begins

to wilt. Add 1 cup chicken broth, 2 tablespoons fresh

lemon juice and 3
/» pound sliced, cooked pork loin: stir

cover and simmer 10 minutes. Add Vi cup heavy cream, Vi

teaspoon salt and V* teaspoon pepper; simmer uncovered

until sauce is thickened. 5 minutes more.

Harvest melt sandwich
Heat 2 teaspoons vegetable oil in small skillet over high

heat; add 2 cups sliced onions and cook until soft and

browned. 15 minutes. Combine 2 tablespoons mayonnaise

and 1 tablespoon horseradish; spread on 4 slices toasted

pumpernickel or rye bread Place thinly sliced leftover pot

roast on toast, then onions; sprinkle with salt and pepper and

top with sliced havarti cheese. Broil until cheese is melted.

Contains 115 mg to 180 mg

sodium per serving.



WENT TO j

flh IG SCHOQ'
hirty-four-year-old Andrea

Stone knew that she needed

to reduce the fat in her

cooking—not just for her

own health, but also because her

husband's cholesterol was too high. So

Andrea enrolled in the low-fat cooking

course at Peter

Kump's School of

Culinary Arts in

New York, where

she learned a slew

of healthy cooking

techniques. "I think

I'm a much better cook now," she says.

"I've learned how to add flavor without

fat, and I'm more confident about

cooking with seasonings, which is

what makes everything taste good.

Another plus: My husband's cholesterol

dropped by 35 points!"

£jj V7J7IJ

ANDREA'S FAVORITE
LOW-FAT LESSONS

FAT-FREE CONDIMENTS are per

feet for saucing up meats and vegetables.

The chicken recipe I learned cooks down

fresh fruit to a sauce and spikes the flavor

with mustard. You can also make tasty

salsas—tomato and basil, mango and

green onion or plum and tarragon—or

use prepared salsa or chutney.

SAUTE THE LOW-FAT WAY in a

large, good-quality, nonstick pan. Heat

the pan over medium-high heat, pat the

meat or vegetables dry with paper tow-

els, spray ingredients with vegetable

cooking spray or brush lightly with oil

and saute. Don't crowd the ingredients

or they'll end up steaming instead.

GET TO KNOW GRAINS such as

quinoa, millet, couscous and wild rice.

Add beans and whole grain bread to

your diet. Eating more of these filling,

high-fiber, low-fat items will leave you

craving fewer fats and sweets.

DON'T GIVE UP SALAD DRESS-

ING— just try this homemade version

that has only a trace of fat: Whisk togeth-

er '/3 cup fresh lemon juice, 1 tablespoon

Dijon mustard, '/2 cup vegetable stock,

fruit juice or vegetable juice and 'U tea-

spoon freshly ground pepper in a small

bowl. Drizzle in 2 tablespoons salad or

olive oil as you whisk. Makes 1 cup.

O Easy O Challenging Lowat

© Moderate © Microwave V Lovfcl

Can be frozen up to 1. 3. 6 or 9 mojhs

CHICKEN BREASTS W«
FRUIT MUSTARD

A simple sauteing method heiglin

vor while adding very little m
browned bits in the skillet are scrpt

with broth to make a tasty saucel

Prep time: 20 minutes

Cooking time: 31 minutes

c

pound seedless green grapes!

2 Granny Smith apples, peeleds

sliced very thin

2 ripe bosc or Bartlett pears, p$
and sliced very thin

3 tablespoons cider vinegar

2 to 4 tablespoons sugar

Vi teaspoon grated lemon peel
l
/i teaspoon cardamom
V: teaspoon cinnamon
1 whole clove

Salt and freshly ground pepper
'/4 cup Dijon mustard
4 chicken cutlets, pounded thin

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

3
/» cup chicken broth

1. Puree grapes in blender;6t:

through sieve into large saucepl

apples, pears, vinegar, 2 tableDc

sugar, the lemon peel, cardamorrtti

mon, clove and a pinch salt. En

boil; reduce heat and simmer, stirpig

casionally, until fruit falls apart, 2t!

minutes. Discard clove. Transfem

blender and blend until smoothie

to saucepan. Whisk in mustard ari s

tional sugar, if desired. Keep warn

2. Brush chicken lightly with oil antsi

kle with salt and pepper. Heat larb i

stick skillet over medium-high hel

chicken and cook 2 to 3 minutes r.r:

just until cooked through; keep w;ti

3. Add broth to skillet and bring)

scraping up browned bits. Stir]

puree. Serve with chicken. M<t

servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 350 2.000 (F), 2,500M
Total fat 7 g 60 g or less (F); 70

Saturated fat 1 g 20 g or less (F)
; 23 fl

Cholesterol 68 mg 300 mg or less p
Sodium 815 mg 2,400 mg or less 1
Carbohydrates 45 g 250 g or more

Protein 28 g 55 g to 90 g
'
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and they

easy three-step

"
! on for adorning

jscious low-fat

i colate cake:
i I off wax paper
i m cake. Brush

: ; |
with melted jel-

Arrange fresh

ries on top.

HOCOLATE ALMOND TORTE
WITH RASPBERRIES

Irea couldn't believe that a cake could

so chocolaty and still be fat-reduced,

key is using both chocolate and cocoa,

i tender cake has a crackly top, so invert

serve. A small piece is very satisfying.

> time: 30 minutes
— O© & /

ing time: 30 minutes

ip granulated sugar, divided

up sifted unsweetened cocoa
up boiling water
luares (3 oz.) semisweet chocolate

blespoons brandy
iaspoon almond extract

rge egg yolks

rge egg whites

V* teaspoon cream of tartar

3 tablespoons flour

Vi cup blanched ground almonds
'A cup red currant jelly, melted

1 pint fresh raspberries

Confectioners' sugar

1 . Preheat oven to 375°F. Line bottom of

8x3-inch springform pan with wax paper.

Lightly coat with nonstick vegetable spray.

2. Combine Va cup sugar and the cocoa

in microwaveproof bowl. Gradually stir in

water to make a smooth paste. Chop
chocolate and stir in. If not completely

melted, microwave on Medium (50%
power) 1 to 1 Vz minutes. Whisk in brandy

and extract, then yolks.

3. Beat egg whites with cream of tartar in

mixer bowl at medium speed to soft

peaks. Gradually beat in remaining Vi cup

sugar until stiff but not dry.

4. Whisk flour and almonds into chocolate

mixture. Fold some of the egg whites into

chocolate, then fold in remaining.

5. Spoon batter evenly into prepared pan.

Bake 30 minutes, until ioothpick inserted

in center comes out with moist crumbs.

Cool completely on wire rack.

6. Invert cake onto serving plate; peel off

paper. Brush on jelly. Garnish with

berries. Sift confectioners' sugar over top.

Makes 12 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 180 2.000 (F), 2.500 (Ml

Total fat 5g 60 g or less (F). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less [Ml

Cholesterol 35 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 24 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 33 g 250 g or more ^
Protein 4g 55g:o90g



Now that's Italian!

4
FISH IN PARCHMENT

Steaming fish in paper (en papillote) is a

low-fat technique that highlights the nat-

ural flavors of food.

Prep lime: 45 minutes O
Baking time: 10 minutes

Salt and freshly ground pepper

1 carrot, sliced '/4 inch thick

2 leeks, white only, sliced Va inch thick

1 zucchini, sliced 'A inch thick
1

: pound mushrooms, sliced thin

2 tomatoes, seeded and diced

2 shallots, minced
2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley,

chives or dill

1 tablespoon olive oil

4 sole or other fish fillets (4 oz. each)

'A cup dry white wine

1. Bring 2 quarts water to boil in

saucepan. Aad 1 teaspoon salt. Add car-

rots and cook 3 minutes. With slotted

spoon, transfer to bowl of ice water. Re-

peat with leeks, then with zucchini, cook-

ing each 3 minutes. Drain. Add to bowl

with remaining vegetables and herbs.

2. Preheat oven to 425T. Cut four 17x12-

inch sheets parchment paper or foil. Fold

in half: cut each into a half-heart shape.

Unfold and brush lightly with oil. Spoon
vegetables on one side of each heart;

sprinkle with salt and pepper. Top with

fish (A). Drizzle on wine. Fold paper over

fish: seal edges with small folds (B).

3. Place packets on cookie sheet; bake 1

minutes until puffed. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 215 2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60gor less(F); 70gor less(M)

Saturated fat U 20gor less (F); 23gor less(M)

Cholesterol 54 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 668 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 16 g 250 g or more

Protein 25 g 55 g to 90 g

Sheri Miller, forty, a

floral designer for

special events and

mother of a four-year-

old, has taken many

basic cooking

courses, but she'd

never studied

Italian—her favorite—before. So

she was thrilled to take a class on

regional Italian food at the

Everyday Gourmet school, in

Seattle. Sheri learnej

that there's a lot

more to Italian

cooking than pasta.

"I've been practicin;

my new recipes on

my husband, who ;

loves them!" says

Sheri. "A couple of friends who I

came to dinner were so impressed

with my food that now we all go
j

to cooking school together!"

IQ» LADIES' HOME JOURNAL OCTOBER

ZUPPA PI FAGIOLI

Budget recipe of the month
This simple Tuscan soup with

beans illustrates how basic ingredi-

ents, used well, can yield extraordi-

nary results. A small amount of

pancetta— a salt-cured, but not

smoked, bacon—gives the soup a

rich, hearty taste.

Prep lime: 20 minutes plus standing

Cooking time: 1 hour 20 minutes O ^1

I
1
/: cups dry cannellini or Great

Northern beans
About 'A cup olive oil

3 ounces pancetta, chopped
2 celery ribs, chopped
2 teaspoons minced garlic plus

1 garlic clove, halved

4 cups chicken broth

2 cups water

6 leaves fresh sage, chopped,
or V-i teaspoon dried plus

1 tablespoon chopped fresh

parsley

4 plum tomatoes, chopped

1994

Salt and freshly ground pepper
6 slices ('/2-inch) coarse Italian

peasant bread, toasted

1. Soak beans in water to cover t>y

)

inches in large bowl overnight. Drairt

2. Heat 3 tablespoons oil in lardj

saucepot. Add pancetta and celer!

cook 5 minutes over medium hea

Stir in minced garlic and cook 3

seconds. Add beans, broth, wateh

sage and tomatoes. Bring to boil; rJ

duce heat and simmer covered unj

very tender, 1 hour.

3. Transfer half the soup in batchef

to blender and blend until smootfj

Return to pot and cook 10 minute'

more. Season with salt and pepper.

4. Rub halved garlic over toast slice:

place in bottom of 6 soup bowl:

Drizzle with remaining oil and spoo

soup on top. Makes 8 cups.

Per cup Daily goal

Calories 300 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat :~i 60 g or less !F); 70 g or less W
Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less W
Cholesterol 5mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 876 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 35 g 250 g or more

Protein •
• 55 g to 90 g



Art and Music from Russia

.... if/Ayr/rAv/' . Y/jf/*j/fr//* /;/y*

Plays Tchaikovsky'

Dance of the

Sugar Plum Fairy Approximately actual size

ne hundred years ago in St.

Petersburg, a tradition was born: Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker

ballet. Ardleigh-Elliott captures the stage with "The Nutcracker"

musical artbox by Russian Master Artist Natalia Zeitseva. An
original issue in the Russian Ballet Musical Artbox Collection,

playing Dance ofthe Sugar Plum Fairy.

This classically shaped Virtuoso"™ music box brings you five

miniature masterpieces of original Russian lacquer art, each

re-created in fine porcelain. Every box is lavished with 24-

karat gold and accompanied by a superior 18-note movement.
A handnumbered edition of 150 firing days. Guaranteed for

one full year. Exclusivelv from Ardleigh-Elliott, The Company
of Note?' $39.50.

CbE

LEIGH
Please respond bv

November 15, 1994

(BTOMPANY OF NOTE
jii igh- Elliott

H :enter for the Arts Drive. Niles. IL 60714-1393

fj want to own "The Nutcracker" musical artbox.

K send no money now. Bill me in two monthly

If ments of $19.75* My purchase is guaranteed.
K !44 shipping and handling fee per musical artbox. and state

ff
< where applicable Pending credit approval. Offer \alid in the

(Mr.) (Mrs l

(Miss) (Ms.)

(Please cin le one) Name (Please print clearl) l

Address

( 1

City State

© 1992 ArdleiBh-Ellion RBB-100

Zip

73311-E88001



LATEST DIS 1

teaume
eo shops are springing up

in big cities all over the

country. But don't think

Grandma's kitchen—these

are stylish, modern places that serve

a variety of perfectly brewed spe-

cialty teas in an atmosphere de-

signed for maximum soothing. The

new appeal of tea is its image of

civilized pleasure—a delight to be

brewed with care and savored at

leisure. And some kinds even have

a health bonus—such as green tea,

favored in Asian countries. In a re-

cent National Cancer Institute study,

green tea was shown to reduce the

incidence of cancer of the esopha-

gus. And studies in Japan have

showed lower rates of lung, stom-

ach and skin cancer as well as

fJJ(JH0
lowered cholesterol among daily

green-tea drinkers.

There are three types of tea:

Green tea is prepared for market

by steaming (rather than ferment-

ing). The leaves are rolled, then

dried. Flavors range from sweetly

grassy to earthy and toasted.

Oolong tea is partially fermented.

Its color and flavor fall

between green and

black tea.

Black tea, the most

popular in the U.S., is fully

fermented, a process that

produces a hearty, deep

flavor. Some of the better-

known black teas: Assam

(a full-bodied malty taste);

Ceylon (a light golden col-

or and pungent flavor);

Darjeeling (delicate yet full-bodied);

English breakfast (a blend of

Assam and Ceylon teas); Earl

Grey (gets its aroma from the

addition of oil of bergamot);

and Keemun (a rich, winy tea).

FYI: Orange pekoe, the com-

mon tea-bag tea, isn't a type or

blend, but a grade of tea with

a long, rolled, wiry leaf.

To brew the perfect cup:

1 . Run cold tap water for 1

seconds, fill a kettle and boil.

2. Pour some of the almost-

boiling water into the pot; let

stand to heat it.

3. Empty the warmed teapot.

Add 1 barely rounded tea-

spoon (or tea bag) of tea per

cup of water. Pour boiling wa-

ter over the tea. Cover; let

steep 3 to 5 minutes. Stir and

serve, straining tea into cups.

MARKET TREND!

Anyone fori

Winter squash is one of natur

more decorative foods. But if

don't take advantage of its versatfc

ty, you're missing out on a real s

sonal treasure. Baked, steamed

microwaved, winter squash offeij

sweet, nutty taste and adds autum

color to your tablp

Despite its nan
winter squash p
generally availaft

year-round, tit

you'll find the grai

est assortment an

the best quality h
tween October al

December. Popfc

lar varieties sup

as acorn, hubbai,

spaghetti, butter*

and turban share a hard skin aB

firm, meaty orange flesh. They vm
in size from the small acorn, weigh*

about Vfi pounds, to the large hti*

bards, weighing up to fifteen pounm

Look for hard, sturdy and heay

squash with a slightly glossy al

blemish-free skin. Store for ol

week at room temperature, or upp

two months in paper bags in a coL

dry, dark, ventilated space.

For most winter squash, t\pi

pounds of peeled, trimmed squal

yields about four cups cooked. Cp

serving is about Vi cup cooked. m
fore cooking, scrub skin, then <k

the squash in half to scoop out l|

seeds and stringy fibers. For eal

cutting, pierce the skin and np

crowave for about thirty seconig

turning several times.

An excellent source of vitamin!

and a good source of vitamin f

winter squash contains about i

calories and less than a gram of I

per serving.
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IT'S 5:00.

me to pull another rabbit out oj- tke liat.

* * * * * *
NEW QUICK CHEESEBURGER BAKE
PREP TIME: 12 MIN • BAKE TIME: JO MIN

GET THE BISQUICK.

* *

1 lb ground bee(

V- cup chopped onion

1 con (10V- oz)

condensed Cheddar
cheese soup

1 cup frozen mixed
vegetables, if desired

* *

- cup milk

2 cups Bisquick

Original or Reduced Fat

baking mix

V* cup water

1 cup shredded Cheddar
cheese

icnnainomas]

.A/eat oven to 400 1

Generously grease 13x9x2"

baking dish Cook beef and onion in 10" skillet

until beef is brown, drain Stir in soup, vegetables

and milk Slir baking mix and water in baking

dish until moistened, spreod evenly Spread beef

mixture over batter, sprinkle with cheese kalte

30 min, 8 to 10 servings High Altitude No changes

1

*
*

*

* *
*

*
*

*
*

*

r
*

*
*

*
* *
*

*

<•

*

*

*
*

*
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aTEST DISH

OCTOBER 1957

In the fall of 1957, the Journal

took the humble hamburger on
a global journey with a feature

entitled "Hamburger Around
The World." Our Hungarian
Stuffed Cabbage Rolls remain a
classic—cook them up and in-

dulge in the aroma of a dish

like Mom used to make.
What else was happening in

1957? Rock n' roll was king

among kids, Dr. Spock offered

sage advice to parents on the

pages of LHJ, and the Soviets

launched Sputnik, the first man-
made satellite to orbit Earth.

Suddenly, the planet seemed a
little smaller.

HUNGARIAN STUFFED
CABBAGE ROLLS

Prep time: 20 to 25 minutes

Baking, time: I hour

8 large green cabbage leaves

1 cup cooked long-grain nee

/2 pound ground beef

h pound ground pork

h teaspoon salt

/a teaspoon freshly ground peppe

A teaspoon thyme

1 cup minced onions

1 large egg, beaten

Sauce

1 cup tomato juice

1 cup water

2 beef bouillon cubes

1 cup chopped onions

2 tablespoons chopped

fresh parsley

1. Cook cabbage in 4

quarts boiling, salted wa
ter, 5 minutes. Dram.

2. Combine remaining ingre-

dients except sauce. Divide into 8 equa

portions. Wrap each portion iri

cabbage leaf; tie with string.

3. Prepare sauce: Combine all I

gredients in large skillet. A^j

! cabbage rolls; bring sauce tqj

simmer over medium heat. Coin

and cook, turning occasional

1 hour. Discard string. Serve rolls vJ

sauce. Makes 4 servings.
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Bf you're one of the eighteen

million Americans who suffer

from migraines, you might find

I some relief by changing what

B you eat. About

30 percent of mi-

graines appear to be

tiggered by food.

Other causes include

lormonal changes,

stress, excessive smok-

ng, even strong odors

and bright lights.)

Below are the most common trou-

jlemakers for people who are prone

o migraines.

Chocolate: It contains phenylethy-

amine, a compound that constricts

)lood vessels in the head.

Tyramine: Another compound

hat can cause blood-vessel constric-

ion. Large amounts of tyramine are

contained in aged cheeses, includ-

ing cheddar and Swiss, very ripe

bananas, avocados, fava beans and

chicken livers.

j
Sodium nitrite:

A preservative

used in some pro

cessed meats, in-

eluding hot dogs,

bacon, cold cuts.

^B Alcohol: Though

all alcohol dilates

I blood vessels, cer-

tain types— including red wine,

cognac and Scotch—contain by-

products of fermentation, called con-

geners, that can trigger headaches.

Caffeine: Many doctors encourage

migraine sufferers to limit coffee to

no more than two cups a day and to

avoid excessive tea and cola con-

sumption. But cut back gradually.

An abrupt reduc

tion can also trig-

ger a migraine.

Aspartame: The

low-calorie sweeten-

er used in most

diet sodas.

Monosodium
glutamate
(MSG): A fla-

vor enhancer

often used in

Chinese food

and many food

products, including

packaged gravies

and sauces and in-

stant bouillon.

—Caroline B.

Kline, R.D., a

writer and nutrition

consultant

or leftovers.

We use only Tyson Holly Farms' ch'cken in our

Patties. Tenders, Chunks and Fillets.

Feeding you like family.



Don't sell this recipe short

with cheap sausage.
Your recipe deserves the

woodsy, hearty

favor of Hillshire Farm
Smoked Sausage.

Sausage Spaghetti. 15 min.

Saute Hi.'ishire Farm Smoked Sausage

links, with peppers and mushrooms.

Stir m spaghetti sauce and simmer

10 mm. Pour over pasta Magnifico!

Hillshire.

Farm

Taste The Difference When It

Comes From Hillshire Farm

"

HILLSHIRE FARM
INSIDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN

Dear LIU:
(

'hi'/ Frank Vlusone ul

Turtle Hay Restaurant,

in Portland. Oregon,

prepares a delicious

Purr \ormande. ( an

yon net linn In .share

/its secret for this

wonderful entree!"

—Daphne Rice

I'ihIIiukI. < trefoil

FRENCH LESSON
The classic ingredients of Nor-
mandy, in northern France,
flavor this perfect-for-fall pork
dinner: apples, prunes and
calvados, an apple brandy that

is a specialty of the region.

1. Trim excess fat from 1 pound
pork tenderloins. Cut into twelve

1 -inch-thick medallions. Pound each

once with a meat mallet or rolling pin.

2. Heat 2 teaspoons vegetable oil

in large skillet over

medium-high heat.

Add pork and cook

until browned, 3 to 4

minutes per side.

Transfer to a plate;

keep warm.

3. To the same skil-

let, add 1 Gran-

ny Smith apple,

peeled, cored and

sliced into V4-inch

wedges, and 12 prunes, pitted

and halved Add V4 cup calva-

dos (apple brandy) and cook until

apples are soft, 2 to 3 minutes. Add
1

4 cup more calvados, 1

2 cup

heavy or whipping cream and

salt and freshly ground pepper

to taste. Bring to boil; cook 1

minute. Return pork to pan and heat

through. Serve with couscous or

rice. Makes 4 servings.

BREADS
Anadama Muffins p. 188

Applesauce Raisin Muffins p.

Cherry Scones p. 186

Cranberry Twists p. 186

Granola Scones p. 186

Honey Buns p. 189

DESSERTS

RECIPE INDEX
Here is a listing of recipes appearing in this issue, incl

ing those from the Journal kitchen and advertiseme

Advertisers' recipes appear in boldface. Recipes marl

with an asterisk include microwave instructions.

Hungarian Stuffed Cabbage R

p. 206

New Quick Cheeseburger Bake

p. 205

One-Pan Tomato Basil Chicter

p. 107

'Peppered Tuna with Ponzu

Sauce p. 182

Pore Normande p. 208

Pork and Black Bean Burritos

p. 190

Pork with Creamed Cabbage aj

Apples p. 189

Roasted Thyme Chicken p. 19

Salmon with Balsamic Sauce
|

p. 178

Sausage Spaghetti p. 208

Sausage Stir-Fry p. 209

Seafood Fettuccme with
|

Tomatoes p. 182

Seared Shrimp with Red Bean
1

Relish p. 178

Sweet & Sour Chicken p. 183

Tortellini Salad with Shrimp

p. 193
|

MISCELLANEOUS
Mushroom Beef Barley Soup

|

p. 193 '

Zuppa de Fagioli p. 198

SWEDISHES
Com and Black Bean Salad wr

Lime Dressing p. 192

Polenta with Wild Mushrooms

p. 200

Recipe Secrets' Roasted Potai

p. 188

'Chocolate Almond Torte

with Raspberries p. 197

Cool Whip Graveyard Treat p. 211

David's Homestyle Chocolate

Chunk Cookies p. 172

Irresistible Peanut Butter Cookies

p. 148

Jumbles p. 187

The Ultimate Chocolate Chip

Cookie p. 149

Walnut Torte p. 200

ENTREES
Autumn Harvest Pot Roast p. 192

Big Easy Jambalaya p. 194

Brazilian Pork Roast p. 190

Chicken Breasts with Fruit

Mustard p. 196

Chicken & Green Bean Dinner

p. 183

Chicken 'N Gravy p. 182

Chicken with Spicy Peanut

Noodles p. 189

Fiesta Pork Burritos p. 181

Fish in Parchment p. 198

Grilled Fish in Lemongrass Broth

p. 183

Harvest Melt Sandwich p. 189



Capshaw
tiedfrom page 1 60

ot two more kids sleeping through

ght," says Capshaw proudly. "They

away from their dinners with three-

t deals."

•en Capshaw's understanding of

I
agility of Hollywood marriages,

light think that she'd be a little

Df her husband's socializing with

dy besides his film buddies. But

rtress says she's so sure of her

nd's loyalty that other women
10 threat. "We are fortunate; we

in a circle of friends who are cre-

nd attractive and sexy and inno-

:, so all of that is very com-
)le," she says. "And it's good,

es,] if he turns to look at a beau-

,-oman, I'm enjoying looking at

well. If he gets jealous, it's be-

of the fun I have when I work,

se that's how we met," she ex-

"And I get just as jealous as he

>ecause I know what it's like to

vith him. I fell in love with him

ng him direct a movie."

I when you listen to Spielberg

jout her, it's no wonder she's so

I I ent. "She has a quality that I've

g: seen in anyone else before," says

If ;rg. "She is self-illuminating. The

I
—

out of her smile."

When the marital road runs rocky,

however, Capshaw says the couple solve

problems by giving each other the micro-
phone. "It's like a debate; okay, you
have five minutes. He doesn't edit his

thoughts or feelings or opinions, and I

don't either. Sometimes it's a matter of

just figuring out who feels the strongest."

A current topic of debate is how to add a

new member to the family. "He says

adopt; I say natural," says Capshaw,
who would like to get pregnant again.

Either way, the new baby will be
raised Jewish. After Sasha was born
and before they got married, Capshaw
converted from Methodism to Judaism
through Orthodox instruction. The
change wasn't a wrenching one; in

fact, Capshaw maintains that she has

always wanted to be Jewish. "It wasn't

until I found myself in a family where I

really wanted that structure and I

wanted to have the ritual. I wanted our

marriage to be Jewish, and I wanted
our children to be Jewish," she says,

adding proudly, "I make a mean loaf

of challah bread."

She can be an occasionally mean dis-

ciplinarian as well. In order to provide a

good example for the children, Cap-
shaw will remind her husband to pick

up after himself. "He gets two Oscars,

makes zillions of dollars for making

these amazing pictures and he's got to

clear the dinner table," she says.

This no-nonsense, just-do-it spirii has

been the driving force of Capshaw's life,

the power that propelled her from a tiny

teacher's lounge to a megamansion.
"When someone believes something
they are immovable," she explains. "So
there are certain things in my life thai !

believe in that make me feel very sturdy.

Very sturdy." Namely, her children, her

husband and her work.

But like anyone who has fought to get

wh« re she is, Capshaw knows that she

must continue to strive—by being an
ever-better mother, wife and actress.

Having all that she has, she says intent-

ly, "means you have to keep creating it

every day." For example, "I just can't

have a bunch of wonderful kids; I have

to keep kissing them and listening to

them, teaching them and connecting
with them. As hard as it is to take them
to [the set of Just Cause in] Miami, it's

important. I can tell them a good-night

story, I can order toast with extra cinna-

mon, and they get that."

As far as Kate Capshaw is concerned,

a woman's work—especially a woman
who is determined to get what she
wants—is never done.

Melina Gerosa is the entertainment editor

of Ladies ' Home Journal.

bu cantgo wrong with
he right sausage.
Ishire Farm's special

jntry farm smoking
; made it America's

smoked sausage.

sage Stir-Fry: 20 min.

t with a Hillshire Farm Smoked Sausage

), slice and brown it. Stir-fry some

gies. And go nuts with cashews.

Serve over nce . mmmmmm.
Taste The Difference When It

Comes From Hillshire Farm."

T' *\

HILLSHIRE FARM



Scared silly

continuedfrom page 81

media brutality as a source of aggressive

habits in youngsters and recommended

that the current MPAA ratings be ex-

panded and that they be given for TV
shows as well as films.

Given the breadth and variety of net-

work, cable and satellite programming,

such a solution might be tough, if not

impractical. But some in the industry

feel that a degree of creative self-re-

straint may be in order. "I don't think

television should be legislated, but there

should be more self-consciousness on

the pan of the purveyors [of this materi-

al]," says former NBC executive and

producer Grant Tinker.

Which raises another question: How
much is too much horror? The experts

hesitate to answer, although the reac-

tions of moviegoers through the years

may provide some clues. There were

few who didn't fear taking a shower af-

ter seeing Psycho or jumping in the

ocean after Jazvs. And a rash of alleged

cases of demonic possession accompa-

nied the release of The Exorcist in 1973.

Says sociologist Clinton Sanders,

"There's a tendency for the audience to

define the real world relative to what

they see in the media. And our everyday

environment is becoming more and
more scary."

Indeed, along with increasing news
of man-made and naturally occurring

horrors like ozone depletion and flesh-

eating bacteria, there appears to be a

rise in reports of paranormal ones, such

as haunted houses (see "We lived in a

haunted house," page 78) and alien

abductions. Some attribute this tnd

the approach of the year 2000;i ni

century and a new millenniurha

been traditionally associated wh t

supernatural and the end of thcor
"The state of the world is more ajct

ical edge than it ever has been' ss

Vicki Cooper, editor and publiier

UFO Magazine, a bimonthly pub ;ati

that approaches the subject scieijfic

ly. "When it comes to the turntf i

century, we tend to put more cidtt

in the supernatural."

SCARES APPARENT
In horror at its best, says Clive ]«rk

a film director and author of thfit

best-sellers The Books of Blood af, <.

bal, "There should be room fepi

the shudder and the laugh." T)e.

certainly room for both on Halllet



originally set aside by the Celts

es ago to honor the dead, Octo-

now provides plenty of holiday

i fears for both adults and chil-

As an alternative to trick-or-

l,
a tradition that appears to be

; in most areas as safety aware-

rows, community-sponsored
ted houses" and chaperoned
orhood tours are becoming in-

[gly popular. Amusement and
parks across the country are

ihing in on creepiness—festoon-

ir cheery facades with cobwebs

rnstalks, and terrorizing visitors

ghastly array of ghouls and gob-

ne such celebration, Halloween

Nights at Universal Studios in

, drew over one hundred thou-

lests last fall.

home, Halloween has become

one of the biggest party nights of the

year. According to the National Con-
fectioners Association, in McLean, Vir-

ginia, total sales of candy at Halloween
last year reached almost S800 million

—

more than at Christmas, Easter and
Valentine's Day— and continue to grow
by 2 percent annually. This year, the

association estimates that Americans
will consume twenty million pounds of

candy corn alone. And revelers are de-

manding ever-more sophisticated tricks

and treats—including screaming door-
mats, wraithlike wind socks and
fiendish foodstuffs.

"More and more adults are also
throwing Halloween panics," says Will

Mark, marketing manager for Amscan,
a major party-goods manufacturing firm

based in Harrison, New York. "It's not

just for children anymore."

But kids still hold sway in the area of
costume retailing. While the traditional

witch, devil and ghost outfits continue

to scare up steady business, popular
films and TV shows typicallv inspire

the very latest haunt couture. Accord-
ing to Terry Goldkranz, a fabric buyer
for Rubie's Costume Company, of
Richmond Hill, New York, this year s

hot sellers are characters from the box-

office hit The Flintstones. "We're work-

ing on them day and night," says
Go 1dkranz, who had tracked over five

hundred thousand orders for Fred,
Barney, Wilma, Betty, et al., as the

Journal went to press.

Yabba dabba boo!

Dean Lamanna, a contributing editor to

Ladies' Home Journal, is, needless to say,

an aficionado of the horror genre.

CoolWhip®Graveyard Treat
f/JZ^' Mix 2 cupe of the cookie crum be,

1U cup of the
* 4

1 eugar, and margarine in 13x9-inch pan. Frees firmly

onto bottom of pan. Refrigerate.

5eat cream cheeee and remaining 1U cup

eugar in bowl until emooth. 5tir in V2 of the

whipped topping. Spread over cruet.

Stir boiling water into gelatin in bowl 2 minutee

or until dieeolved. Mix cold water and ice

to make 1 V2 cupe. Stir into gelatin until

elightly thickened. Remove any remaining ice.

Spoon over cream cheeee layer. Refrigerate 3 houre or until

firm. Spread remaining whipped topping over gelatin. Sprinkle

with remaining cookie crumbe. Decorate ae a graveyard,

if deeired. Makee 15

to 13 eervinge.

2V4 cups chocolate wafer cookie

crumbs, divided

V2 cup sugar, divided

V2 cup (\ stick) margarine, melted

f package (& oz.) PHILADELPHIA Brand

Cream Cheese, softened

J tub (12 oz.) COOL WHIP 1 Non-Dairy

or COOL WHIP LITE

Whipped Topping, thawed

2 cups boiling water

I package (3-serving size) or

2 packages (4-serving size) JELL-O'

Brand Orange Flavor Gelatin

V2 cup cold water

Ice cubes

Decorations:

assorted rectangle-shaped

sandwich cookies, decorator icing,

candy corn and pumpkins



is one of nature's most

in softeners; the more Cocoa

a moisturizer contains, the softer

ves your skin. Palmer's
9 Cocoa

Butter Formula™ enriched with

emollients and Vitamin E, is

concentrated to help soothe away even

the roughest, driest skin and stretch

marks. For more information and
a free sample, please call toll free

1-800-441-SOFT.

PALMERS
erythinc Palmer's Touches

"My teacher touched me"
continuedfrom page 104

Dare recently said. He still doesn't be-

lieve Mr. Luke could have done any-

thing wrong at Frost, nor does he
believe that what happened nine years

ago was Luetkemeyer's fault. "The four-

teen-year-old came up to him and asked

if he could touch him. The kid's gay

now. The kid touched him. I don't

know how it's Mr. Luke's fault."

Luetkemeyer's final court appear-

ance, on April 26, was over in a matter

of minutes. Twice the judge asked him
if he wanted to make a statement. Twice
he said no. Only one boy—the one from

Frost—heard the guilty pleas. He was
happily hugging Cindy Keefer outside

the courtroom when Luetkemeyer
rushed past him.

Three days later, expecting vindica-

tion, the child read a weekly newspaper

and found that people still doubted him.

"He was sobbing," his father says. "It

just devastated him to have parents of

friends of his calling him a liar. We were

afraid to leave him alone." Other chil-

dren were devastated for different rea-

sons. Some became depressed; others

developed behavior problems.

Yet the guilty pleas left parent Les-

ley Fletcher uneasy. She had been one
of Luetkemeyer's staunchest support-

ers; she'd helped organize his benefit

dance. But now, as she began to read

court documents and talk to the pros-

ecutor, she learned that two people

besides Keefer had been prepared to

testify that they had been his victims,

too. "That really made me feel that

I'd been lied to," she says. "I started

feeling maybe there is something to it.

Maybe he has a problem." But
Fletcher refuses to punish herself: "I

truly did what I thought was right in

my heart. I'm human, and I make
mistakes, too."

She remembers picking up her four-

teen-year-old one day after school last

fall. The kids were hanging out as usual

in Mr. Luke's room. The teacher was
playfully spanking her son over his knee.

Both were laughing. "Whack him one

for me," Fletcher had joked.

Asked if she now thinks some of the

horseplay was not as innocent as it

seemed, Fletcher falls silent for a long

moment. "I can think a lot of things if I

really let myself," she says.

A TOWN IN PAIN
Even now, no one is sure what four sim-

ple words—"My teacher touched me"

—

have cost this community.

"I hope it is over," prosecutor Ray-

mond Morrogh says. "It's a shame
some people won't see what there is

to be seen." Declares Robert R.

Spillane, superintendent of Fairfax

schools, "They're all in denial'

young man deserves a badge oo
for his courage, and his pareis

serve the thanks of the commui^
pursuing it. . . . Some people hi

he was a terrible teacher. N<j

not. He is a fabulous teacher

serious problem."
Months after Mr. Luke wasjj

students sometimes looked for

his classroom, forgetting he woult.it

be back. And parents like Mar
continued to lose sleep. "I know I

let this go," she says. "But I can'i

Deirdre McGann worries it

damage is deeper than anyone

and wonders whether any child w
speak up again. "The kids are tai

health class: If anyone touche

makes you uncomfortable, y(

someone; and if they don't belie*

you tell until somebody believes

says. "This kid came forward at

did what we taught him to. Loo
happened."

Paul Luetkemeyer looks at wh;

pened and considers his life

"Everything I knew has been take

from me," he says. He surrendei

teaching certificate and resigned

he could be fired. He cannot

again, nor does he want to. H
awkward around children. He
ready to plan a new life yet.

Like everyone else, the boy a

family continue to sift through

tional debris. In some ways, the p

consider themselves fortunate; th

was not physically harmed. At ev

point, friends offered comfort

has not been a pleasant experienc

we'll be fine," says the father.

Bitterness lingers, though. "\p

you like to see your kid pilloried

asks. "Would you like to see d<fl

strations? Would you like to s

shirts? I have less anger towardu

than I have toward the others. lit

yond my comprehension." •

Luetkemeyer did with other chit

he stresses, "may not have anyum

do with what he did to ours. B*

did it to ours."

Both parents keep reassuring-

son that coming forward was the*

thing to do. "Whether it was wefo

is a different question," the fS

says grimly. The boy already h$

swered that for himself. "I was 1

before I told anyone," he saysi

fore I told anyone, I had, like, I

as many friends . . . and I was t

happier. No one was sorry that V

been wrong."
He planned to return to Fros

year. Maybe eighth grade will be t-

Maybe everyone will forget.

Taniara Jones and Patricia Davis ai\

writers for The Washington Post.
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's true grit

from page 151

lis father, and Jesse, eleven,

5 son with Patti D'Arbanville, is

/ camp. Griffith and Johnson,

1
1 China on business this day,

:aking.)

a sleek, long-legged stunner,

and curvy five-foot-eight, 120-

jure. Often hardened on-screen

jle and makeup, her tanned,

angular face in soft evening

s off a sexy, earthy glow. Yet

distinct and quirky screen de-

nes over: Her speech is full of

prlish cadences and inflections.

io mistake, though: The wary,

blue eyes, and silent, sidelong

hen questions hit too close to

;tray a toughened, womanly-

out the divorce—or marriage

—

auses as she draws on a menthol

i Hedges. With legal matters

ler tack is strenuously diplomat-

t a divorce, but I want the door

-always," she says. "He would

:hange. I can't change him.

(uiring minds want to know,

lobody's business why we're

rorced. It's tough, it's sad."

wonder Griffith shows her

l pressed. Johnson is, after all,

he moved in with at the age of

m (he was twenty-two), married

ced at eighteen and remarried

e loved Don with all of my
ill of my life," she says wistful-

doesn't just shut down. He
| rs be in my life. But we both

lange. I feel like I'm recovering

d dream."

id) Dad habit. After staying "really

f| r five years since leaving the

izelden Foundation in Min-
1988, Griffith began drinking

medicating" (the euphemism
last year. The idea, she says,

of mb herself and not face the re-

I er situation. Again, she got

H sober.

v| een able to run from pain to

an ;," she says. "I'm facing it now
itli irts, but not as bad as the

all ."

lot r sign of strength: Making two
esi quick succession

—

Milk Mon-
;d last August, and Nobody's

Ojt this month. The starring role

eii mer (she plays a gold-hearted

efj the comedy, which, she says,

Alone meets Pretty Woman")
-start a career that has flagged

1988 hit she filmed just before

-lazelden, Working Girl. That
:hols comedy earned her an
Award nomination for Best

>ut was followed bv duds like

Born Yesterday, Shining Through and The

Bonfire of the Vanities.

But as work was getting back on
track, her marriage got derailed. John-
son, who detoxed a decade ago, recently

slid off the wagon into fine wines, tequi-

la and, reportedly, trouble. He was ru-

mored to have fathered a child while

shooting Guilty as Sin in Toronto; he
slurred his way through a well-publi-

cized syndicated morning radio talk

show in April; and in June, he and son

Jesse narrowly escaped disaster in a car

crash in Aspen. Soon after, Johnson en-

tered the Betty Ford Center to dry out.

Griffith was long gone by then, but her

ambivalence was apparent. Days after

filing divorce papers on March 1 1 , she

withdrew; days later she refiled. Griffith

refuses to disclose what, exactly, pushed
her over the edge.

Curiously, the best-seller The Celestine

Prophecy played a powerful role. "Part of

the reason why I left was reading this

book. It made me face the fact that I

was not happy in my life." She cites the

book's concept of evolving to ever-high-

er "energy fields," adding: "There are

certain people who survive by sucking

other people's energy in order to build

up their own. I had to get away from an

energy sucker. It's amazing how much
more energy I now have. If I had stayed,

I'd have been miserable."

Progress means indulging herself by

occasionally vegging out in bed all day to

watch TV, go over scripts, nap—and feel

neither guilty nor selfish. "I've been a

caretaker all my life. Being good to myself

was something I never felt I deserved."

She seems to have no such hang-ups

with retail. In L.A. she recently dropped

nearly $2,500 on clothes in less than an

hour. In a New York antiques shop she

made off with a nifty thirties Lalique

perfume bottle that she got for $7,500,

bargained down from $14,000.

"It was just like being a drug addict,"

she says, laughing, "seeing how far I

could push this guy. Then my business

manager freaked out and said, 'You're

in the middle of a divorce and you're

buying like that? This is crazy!'
"

What she is not in the market for, she

insists, is romance, despite reports to

the contrary. A recent tabloid ambush
caught her emerging from a Manhattan

hotel with son Alexander and a hunky

man named Bryan Kestner. "Bryan's

not a boyfriend. Just a friend," she

claims. "I'm not ready for a romance. I

know I cannot be with anybody else un-

til I'm okay with myself. Plus, I haven't

met anybody I want to have a relation-

ship with. Prince Charming's out there

somewhere, I'm sure. Maybe. Well,

maybe not."

Besides, Griffith feels "burned" and
disillusioned. "I thought true love meant

I would do anything for that (continued)
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A VmfhinK Butter I otion

fcrMatk, Rlom.-h.-.

Cocoa Butter

Formula" Lotion

A rich, emollient blend

of Cocoa Butter and

Vitamin E for

daily hand and

all-over-bod)

care. Helps

moisturize and

soothe rough,

dry shin. Also

available in a

family size with

convenient pump.

For Cocoa Butter

This Rich, Call

U800-441 SOFT.
We'll send you more

information and a

free sample.

Cocoa Butter Formula

Moisturizing

Body Oil.

A lightly scented Body Oil

with Vitamin E to help

moisturize and soothe

rough, dry shin without

greasiness. Features a flip-

top cap for easy application

in either shower or bath.

Also available in a

travel /trial size bottle.

COCOA
HI I TLK
IOKMI I \

Moisturizing

Body Oil

r htWpMwinjfU** ]

Cocoa Butter Formula
*

Moisturizing Lip Balm
and Swivel Stick?

A new lip balm with

SPF 15 and Vitamin E.

Medicated to help prevent

and temporarily protect

chapped, cracked or wind-

bunted lips. Also

available for spot

moisturizing, a

convenient Swivel Stich to touch-up

dry areas on the face and body.

PALMER'S
Everything Palmer's Touches Turns

To Soft.
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Griffith's true grit

continued

person, that that person would do any-

thing for me. I was naive. I should have

been smarter."

Griffith was born in New York in

1957, the only child of Tippi Hedren
(Alfred Hitchcock's The Birds, Mamie)
and businessman Peter Griffith. They
divorced when Griffith was about four;

Hedren relocated to California and mar-

ried TV producer director Noel Mar-
shall. Griffith did some child modeling

despite her shyness, and attended
Catholic schools. She met Johnson
when, at fourteen, she visited her mom
on the set of The Harrad Experiment, in

which Johnson co-starred.

"I had skipped a grade, so all of my
girlfriends were fifteen, sixteen," she re-

calls. "Everybody else had at least made
out with somebody or 'done it' with a

boyfriend. I didn't want anyone to even

touch me. But then there was this gor-

geous guy Don was just so beautiful."

They were soon living together, even-

tually marrying, though the marriage fell

apart in less than a year. In the mean-

time, Griffith had appeared in Night

Moves and The Drowning Pool, overcom-

ing her shakiness before the cameras. It

was her behavior offscreen, though, that

halted her promising young career.

(Griffith blames an "addictive personali-

ty" and genetics for her slide into sub-

stance abuse.) As the film work dried

up, she got by with TV movies and se-

ries pilots. After meeting actor Bauer on

one TV project, they moved to New
York. Shortly after she gave birth to

Alexander in 1985, she and Bauer split.

But her career fortunes were improv-

ing with impressive, wide-ranging roles

through the eighties—from Brian De-
Palma's lurid thriller Body Double to

Jonathan Demme's offbeat Something

Wild, and the gritty British drama,
Stormy Monday. But Griffith was still

paying a terrible price: By mid- 1988, af-

ter shooting Working Girl, she was hope-

lessly strung out.

Help came from none other than

Johnson, then starring as Miami Vice su-

perstud Sonny Crockett. He had come
back into Griffith's life after she did an

episode in 1987. He helped coax his ex-

wife into Hazelden.

The detox worked—but there was no

getting Johnson out of her system. The
pair remarried in 1989; four months lat-

er, in October, Dakota was born.

For a while, life, she says almost tear-

fully, was "so good, so beautiful, every-

thing that I ever dreamed of—this is so

delicate, so sad." Her voice trails off.

One issue, she hints, was control.

"When I got back with Don I was fresh

out of rehab and very vulnerable. I think

I allowed him to control me. It's like vou

go out on a date and he has steak rta

and you go, 'Yeah, I love steak rta

too,' but you really don't. But yc wa

to get close to that person so yojjfl

it, too. Five years later you wake
g a

go, 'I hate this steak tartare, nev<

it and never want to have it again.'

Whatever diet she's on these ivs

working wonders. Told she looks

ier in person, she rakes back her hrai

smiles. "Well, thank you. It's biau

I'm getting divorced. I'm an emaij

ed woman."
Aging is a nonissue for the ne\\<n

woman for Revlon's Age Defying la

up, since Griffith not only looted

younger, but admits she feels "liftte

enteen, or twenty I don't get hoW
to thirty-seven."

As dinner ends and darkne! c

scends. thick, flickering candle^

under a starry, moonless sky)r

time—and growth—can ward ofi

fith's fear of aloneness at nightfall.

"It's hard," she admits, "tele

alone, or just be alone. I've alwa\o;

a very needy person—and very pfl

r§- it difficult going from 'gettingr

to not 'getting any'? Yeah, it's diflii

What she is getting plenty olhc

days is comfort and grounding;

meditative prayer as a devotee ofu:

mayi, the spiritual leader of the pi

Siddha Yoga Foundation. Whikrr

nant with Alexander, she was intnp

to Gurumayi through her acting coil

"I always thought gurus rippd; 1

off," she says. "Then I did my ftn

tensive with her, and it was wildp

been a major influence. But I'mp
spirit; I don't live by the rules."

Griffith hopes the emancipatm**

of East Hampton will continue afip

bor Day, when she returns to herp

water Canyon home, in L.A. "Fll

East Hampton," she says. "But I ju

get the kids to L.A. while everp

gets straightened out."

That shouldn't be much of ajor

lem, given how Griffith has strain

herself out.

"My personal life has really

screwed up," Griffith says. "I Kj

lose myself in my relationships. Sjl

striving to not be dependent upo.tf

body else for my well-being. It's pi-

scary. But I'm already a totally di I

person from when I left Don. I c[l

tually turn out the light after rtl

now and lay there in the dark':

minute before I go to sleep. I coi

do that before unless I had soro

with me, or unless I took a sleepirf

I just didn't want to face being I

with myself. Now I'm okay with th

Jim Jerome, a Neic York-based wrilf

specializes in celebrity profiles, inter*

Kathie Lee Gifford for the Septembo

of Ladies ' Home Journal.
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HYDROCORTISONE

CEASELESS

The strongest doctor recommended formula

you can buy without a prescription.

Derrnarest® DriCort® works hard to help

relieve eczema, psoriasis, or dermatitis.

But that's not all. While other leading

hydrocortisones can leave a greasy film

on your skin, Dermarest DriCort leaves

a unique, comfortable, powder-smooth

feeling. No other 1.0% hydrocortisone

feels better, or provides better itch and

rash relief than Dermarest DriCort.

Rtcammcn<J«il Strength

Powder
Smooth
Itch & Rash Relief

DERMAREST
^DriCort
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THE ONLY MAXIMUM STRENGTH HYDROCORTISONE
THAT FEELS GREASELESS.

Use as directed. © 1994 Del Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a subsidiary of Del Laboratories, Inc.
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Free information for travelers

IIS

hether you're planning a trip,

want to learn more about a desti-

nation or are just looking for

some armchair reading, hundreds
of travel organizations will send you in-

formation free for the asking.

Start by contacting the city, state or

regional government tourist office for

your area of interest. Most tourist offices

B.9

have toll-free information numbers (call

the toll-free directory, 800-555-1212; or

send a legal-size stamped, self-addressed

envelope to Discover America, c/o Trav-

el Industry Association of America, 1 133

21st Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20036, for a list of phone numbers and

addresses). The tourist office will mail

you a thick stack of brochures, hotel in-

formation and vacation-planning guides.

These materials are not completely ob-

jective: For example, they won't tell you

if a seaside town has been overrun by
day-trippers or if a famous restaurant is

overrated. Most tourist offices aren't

even allowed to recommend one hotel

over another. Still, you should be able to

get a sense of the destination's attractions

and identify areas of interest.

Travel agents and tour operat s a

another good information source s&
daily for brochures on cruises anoad

age tours. Here again the matul
subjective—the purpose is to si tl

tour or destination, not simply t pn

vide information—but careful rdir

can help you get a sense of wruier

vacation spot is right for you. Roe-1

ber that there's no charge for arav

agent's services.

You can get more objective in.ui

tion from organizations that p:vi<

free travel advice to their mene:
such as the American Automobile*
ciation (AAA) and the Americanife

ciation of Retired People (AARPS1

AAA will help plan your trip,tcr

maps and route guides, and ma;:v

provide discounts on car rentals ah
commodations. Membership feen

depending on your state of residue

call 800-336-4357 for the addrera

phone number of your local officsj

AARP is open to persons fifty ancji

and offers a wide range of memtxji

counts plus travel information thjj

its magazine, Modern Maturity, a
bership is just $8 per year: Write ft

the AARP Membership Center,!

Box 2400, Long Beach, CA 9l
800-424-3410.

The United States government*

lishes several free (or very low*
brochures on foreign travel, inclB

Foreign Visa Requirements, A Sam
Abroad and Tips for Travelers to

(also Eastern Europe, Asia and ot|

Titles and subjects may vary; get al

piece list of currently available brocn

and ordering instructions by win

Consumer Information Catalog, Pii

CO 81009.

For information about national $
call 501-666-1117 to request a ccp

mentary American Park Network

zine for the park of your choice It

will be a charge for postage andi

dling). The magazines—which inu

detailed information about each \\

history, wildlife, activities, accomrJ

tions, restaurants, and more—are!

distributed for no charge in the pari

well as in gateway cities.

If you're interested in guidebw

maps, atlases and other aids, a nuM\

of travel bookstores send out cat|i

several times a year. Two of the bn
are the Traveller's Bookstore, 22 ft

52nd Street, New York, NY 101

212-664-0995, and Book Passagil

Tamal Vista, Corte Madera, CA 99
800-321-9785. You can also get a !

of what guides are available from (f

Places: The Guide to Travel Guides (ti

vard Common Press, $17.95), a u 1

book with capsule descriptions oft

sands of travel guides.—Deborah Ga
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MONISTAT" 5

miconazole nitrate

Tampons tOO wo.

DESCRIPTION: MONISTAT* 5 Vaginal lampons are while

lo oil while tampons each coaled with the antifungal agent,

miconazole niliale. 1-[2.4-dichloro B-l(2.4-tfchlorobenzyl)

oxylphenethyll irnida/o.i nitrale. 100 mg in a base mixture ot

Adeps solidus, Ceteth 20 and Colloidal silicon dioxide

INDICATIONS AND USAGfc Ml
1 tampons are

indicate! lor the local trealmenl ol vulvovaginal candidiasis

(moniliasis) As MONISTAT is elleclive only lot vulvovaginal

candidiasis the diagnosis should be confirmed hy KOH

smeai and/oi cultures The therapeutic eltecl ol

MONIS (AT " 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons is not atlecled

by either oral contraceptive use or menstruation

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Patients known lo be hypersensi-

tive to this drug

WARNINGS: Salety and etlicacy ol the tampon in pregnancy

have not been established, therelore. MONISTAT* 5

(miconazole nitrate) Tampons are not recommended tor use

during pregnancy MONISTAT" 5 Tampons are not indicated

tor use as a menslrual lampon but are a drug delivery system

lor treating vulvovaginal candidiasis

Re- Toxic Shock Syndrome. The use ol nnnmedicated

lampons lor menstrual How has been assocraled with an

increased risk ol Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) TSS is a

rare illness which can be fatal and is characterized by high

lever (102"F or greater), hypotension, sunburnlike rash with

desguamalion 1 to 2 weeks alter onset Three (3) or more

other organ systems may become involved

Patients should be advised that il. during the use ol

MONISTAT" 5 (miconazole nitrale) Tampons, a high lever

(greater or egual lo I02'F) develops and vomiting or diarrhea

,s experienced. Ihe use ol MONISTAT" 5 (miconazole nitrate)

Tampons should be immediately discontinued and a

physician contacted

PRECAUTIONS:

General: Discontinue drug rl sensitization or irritation is

reported during use

Laboratory Tests: II there is a lack ol response to

MONISTAT" 5 (miconazole nitrate) Tampons, appropriate

microbiological studies should be repealed to confirm Ihe

diagnosis and exclude other pathogens

Carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, impairment

ot fertility: Long-term animal studies lo determine carcino-

genic potential have nol been performed

PREGNANCY: Pregnancy Category C. Miconazole

nitrate has been shown lo be embryoloxic in animals when

given by Ihe oral route at 12 times Ihe human dose There are

no adeguale and well-controlled studies in pregnant women

Nursing mothers: II is nol known whether miconazole

niliale is excreted in human milk Because many drugs are

arreted in human milk, caution should be exercised when

miconazole nitrate is administered lo nursing women

ADVERSE REACTIONS: During clinical studies with

miconazole niliale tampons loi up to 14 days. 33 ol 535

patients (6 2%) treated with miconazole nilrale tampons

reported complaints during therapy The most treguenl

complaints were vulvovaginal burning, itching or irritation,

headache or nausea In the placebo-controlled trial. Ihe

number ol miconazole nitrale tampon-Healed patients report-

ing each ot these complaints was not statistically different

Horn the number ol placebo tampon treated patients reporting

them The therapy related dropout rale was 4%

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION:

MONISTAF 5 (miconazole nitrate)Tampons: One

lampon (100 mg miconazole nitrate) is inserted intiavaginally

at bedtime left in place overnight, and removed in the morn-

ing lor each ol 5 conseculive nights During menstruation.

Ihe concunenl use ol sanitary napkin protection is advised

II vulvovaginal candidiasis persists oi recurs, therapy may be

repealed after olher palhogens have been excluded by appro-

priate smears and cultures

HOW SUPPLIED: MONISTAT" 5 Tampons are available as

while lo oft-white lampons. each coaled with I gm ol a base

mixture containing 100 mg ol miconazole nitrate

MONISTAT" 5 Tampons are supplied in packages ot live, with

an inserter Slore at 15X lo 30X (59 F lo 86T)

CAUTION: federal law prohibits dispensing without

prescription

©0PC1994

Advanced Care Products
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp Rantan. New Jersey 08869

633-04*1-33910
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Aston at the Waikiki Banyan

Here in the heart of Waikiki

Aston at the Waikiki Banyan

has everything you need to

feel at home in the islands.

Spacious air-conditioned

suites offer the comforts

ofhome -- with complete

kitchens, separate bed-

rooms, private lanais and

daily maid service. Pool,

tennis court, snack bar and

lr.irbecue grills. Plus the beach,

shopping and attractions are all nearby.

See your travel agent or aitl

^~~>^Hotels & Resorts

RfcCEIVKl'I'TOSSO

CREDIT PER WEEK ON

YOUR MIDGET CAR!

<>ne -bedroom suites,

4/I-12/22M.

Slightly higljer

l2/2VJ3-.i/.H/'M

TOLL FREE 800-922-7866

Don't expecttoft

have the golfcourse

b all to yourself K

ft
thisfall.

*

GIACIER
COUNTRY

MONTANA'S TIMELESS TREASURE

Call or write to find out more about playing
your game among ours.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

800/338-5072
For a free

Travel Guide
Mail lo Glacier Counlry. 945 4th Ave Easl. Depl 502-10-32, Kalispell. MT 59901

L
Allow 3 weeks lof delivery or enclose SI lor 1st Class poslage
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Historic hotels of the West

If
you're in search of the perfect ro-

mantic escape, step back in time and
experience a more gracious era with

a visit to a historic hotel. Imagine
luxuriously appointed rooms, fine din-

ing and a leisurely exploration of the

countryside—what could be more bliss-

ful? Here, seven top picks in the West.

The San Carlos Hotel Phoenix's San Car-

los Hotel repeatedly drew stars like

Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy and
Mae West in the Hollywood heyday of

the thirties and forties. Clark Gable was a

regular, too, staying here to hunt moun-
tain lions in northern Arizona. Today,
the hotel recognizes these legends with

commemorative stars on the sidewalk.

Located near Symphony Hall, the

Herberger Theater and the Heard Mu-
seum, the San Carlos still draws
celebrities. The natural beauty of the

surrounding Sonoran desert, with its im-

pressive saguaro cacti and pastel-color

bluffs, is yet another reason to visit.

From September 15 to May 15, rates

start at $89. Call 800-528-5446.

The Heathman Hotel This landmark, art-

filled hotel in Portland, Oregon, fits in

well with its artsy neighbors, the Port-

land Center for the Performing Arts and

the Portland Art Museum. Each of the

one hundred fifty-one guest rooms at

the hotel features an original painting,

photograph or work on paper. The
Heathman, constructed in 1927, is just

one jewel in an exciting city whose parks

and museums offer much to do.

Weekend rates start at $125. Pack-

ages include the Perfect Weekend (one

night's lodging and breakfast for two
starting at $ 1 50) . Call 800-55 1 -00 1 1

.

The Brown Palace More than one hun-

dred years after Denver's Brown Palace

opened in 1892, it continues to please

visitors with its ageless grace. The build-

ing features medallions of the state's

wild animals carved into its Colorado
red granite and Arizona sandstone fa-

cade. Inside, an atrium lobby—our
country's first—shows off balconies

adorned with ornate ironwork railings.

Make time to visit such treasures as

the Denver Art Museum, the Denver
Performing Arts Complex and the Mu-
seum of Western Art.

The Weekender package (book in ad-

vance) offers the lowest rates at $95.

Other packages are available. Call 800-

321-2599.

The Pollard Hotel The thirty-six-room

Pollard Hotel, in Red Lodge, Montana,

R-6

comes with Jacuzzis, racqu
courts, Rocky Mountain views a:A
tagc Wild West history—this ISM
tel hosted a roster of Western ken .

including Buffalo Bill Codli
Calamity Jane.

During your stay, be sure to viftj

lowstone National Park, just sal
miles away, where you can seeHI
elk, antelope and steaming geysenjjl

Rates start at $65. Call 800W
LARD.
La Fonda Located at the end of tqh>

:

ta Fe Trail, La Fonda originallypi
trappers, traders and later gold «
who sought their fortunes in NewW
co's Ortiz mountains. Throujl
years, Kit Carson, President an£|
Rutherford Hayes, John Wayne
rol Flynn all stayed here.

The present adobe structure,

1926, exudes an authentic Southv

flair from its beamed ceilings to ifl

painted headboards and bureauflU

hotel's locale is as noteworthy as :

tory. Take time to explore the ma
historic pueblos and parks, thedjB

hand-in-hand around the plaza.

Rates start at $165. Call 80MI
5002.

The Wesh'n St. Francis In San Frawl

meet your lover under the clock iD$

Westin St. Francis, the lodging thai

rise to that famous phrase becausM
large lobby timepiece. Since the M|

opening in 1904, elegance has be

rule. After all, the hotel was thera

first to use bedsheets, an amenity™
admired by proper ladies.

After tea in The Compass Rosa I)

elegant dinner at Victor's, prom™
around Union Square, another!!

landmark. San Francisco's parrai

museums offer much to do and sed
jj

Rooms stan at $180. Packages^

able. Call 800-228-3000.

The Sheraton Moana Surfrider Thi

hotel in Waikiki, the Sheraton Aa

Surfrider combines Honolulu's }

busde with the beautiful beaches, J

vistas and unique culture that ma<t

islands famous. Built in 190U
Moana imparts a sense of relaxed gl

When not relishing the sea bi|

and the songbirds from the vein

shaded by a huge banyan tree plan

1885, explore the island. See la2>

turtles and schools of rainbow-cole'

when you dive the reefs aboard xho

marine Atlantis, then tour the l|

Arizona Memorial and drive cross-ii

to meander through Waimea Falls f

a lush botanical garden, as well as i>

the Polynesian Cultural Center.

Rooms start at $189 for city"

(higher for ocean views). Ask abom 1

daily priced offers, which are freqi 1

available, and about Sheraton c!j

wide packages. Call 800-325-3535.
—Candyce H. St :
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I In e <!> o u r m e t J r y cat fo o d

.

Supremely delicious. Lxcju isitely

satisfying. A gourmet taste that

could only come from Fancy Feast.

Fancy Feast gourmet dry cat lood.

Oood taste is easy to recognize."

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H I I I I I M'

There are those amon£ us

with very simple tastes.

They only want thehest.
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TRAVEL PLA ER
der service designed to provide you with the latest information on a variety of travel destinations and services

an unlorgettable vacation, ask lor "AMTRAK'S
"
a (ree 80-page guide that highlights our scenic routes,

ccommodations and Amlrak's Great American Vacation

ludmg our umgue Air Rail Travel Plan See why there's

out a tram that's magic

AS
ISAS's autumn is breathtaking Enjoy sightseeing,

ig, shopping and more Send tor your tree Vacation

:A SPRINGS. ARKANSAS— Uniquely Eureka,

lavorile Victorian/Ozark/European-slyle vacation vil

or its architecture, shops, accommodations and tamily

ake lime lo see and enioy it all Send lor a FREE vaca-

RINGS NATIONAL PARK is bubbling over with

;i Send lor your FREE Vacation Planner

JO
^ METRO CONVENTION & VISITORS BU
IEE Denver and Colorado Vacation Planning Guide

is ol Denver and Rocky Mountain attractions, enleilain-

iccommodalions and recreation information

ricuT
ONNECTICUT Vacation Guide highlights year-round

lations with extensive easy-to-use listings ot attractions,

lies and special events Connecticut—we're lull ol sur-

rmation or room reservations, circle number 6

CTICUT RIVER VALLEY—Named one ot the

ces on Earth by the Nature Conservancy, the pnstine

ver Valley and Shoreline is quintessential New England

shopping, dining, antiques and tun tor all ages

IEATER HARTFORD TOURISM DISTRICT
I towns Welcome lo Connecticut's Capitol Region En-

'erlormances. educational offerings, urban cultural cen-

3mes and museums, and enchanting river valleys

A CRUISES North America's leading cruise special-

endous savings up lo 50 percent oil on all cruise lines

ions Let the most knowledgeable agency make your

i come true

L CARIBBEAN Aboard its modern Heel ol nine

aribbean pampers passengers with superlative service

ude the Caribbean, the Bahamas, Bermuda, Panama

Alaska, Mexico and Europe

./IBOATIN'—Live the Legend. Free color brochure

ntalizing cuisine and exciting entertainment on 3- lo

ssippi and Ohio river paddlewheel-steamboat vacations

endary Delta Queen and the magnilicent Mississippi

ii travel agent or send tor color brochure

nd me all items in the above category.

OF COLUMBIA
INGTON. D.C. Discover America's playground

iton, D C „ hotels have holiday and weekend rates be-

Some come tor the tree museums, neighborhood

ries. Senior discounts available

iUROPE—One source lor all your European travel

ses. combination Rail n Drive passes and rail tickets

l countries Send lor your FREE brochure

^AL FLORIDA'S POLK COUNTY— There s

ic here Excellent fishing Over 600 lakes Water skiing

:s Professional baseball Over 100 antiques shops and

ss Gardens, Bok Tower Gardens. Great accommoda-

. So close lo Disney World and other attractions Send

l booklet

7ENOR RESORT WALT DISNEY WORLD
ilue-lilled Disney vacation packages 1 Including break-

iy, dinner buffets, one evening and a selection ol Dis-

ns Two to seven nights From $65 per adult, per night,

icy

/IMEE-ST CLOUD, FLORIDA, next lo Wall

, otters discounts at nearly 100 accommodations and

mg the 1994-95 Great Fall/Winter Getaway Valuable

ns are available through a free vacation guide

FLORIDA, MANY FACES™"—Discover the

lorida in your FREE Florida Vacation Guide.

BEACH COUNTY—send for your "Free" $500

ilm Beaches Free" coupon book and brochure

EL & CAPTIVA ISLANDS, FT MEYERS
jlhwest Florida's Lee Island Coast Ollering a variety ol

is. white-sand beaches, wildlife sanctuaries, an assert-

ions and water sports Send lor FREE Vacationer's

mation on how to order the $6 75 Vacation's Video

ARASOTA AREA AND ITS GULF COAST

ISLANDS—Enjoy sunshine and seienily on the world's whitest

sand beaches when you visit the relaxing side of Florida For informa-

tion, cncle number 21

22. SUNDIAL BEACH & TENNIS RESORT—Sanibel's

only lull service, all-suite family resort Private Gull beach, pools,

golf, restaurants More 1

23. Please send me all items in the above category

HAWAII
24. ASTON AT THE WAIKIKI BANYAN—A family condo-

minium resort Spacious suites leatuie separate bedrooms, complete

kitchens, daily maid service The luxuries ol a hotel, the comlorls ol

home Perfect lor Iriends. family

ILLINOIS
25. ILLINOIS—Scenic riverboat cruises, world-class Chicago

shopping and rich Lincoln heritage For a FREE Illinois Victors Guide,

circle number 25

IOWA
26. GREATER DES MOINES—The Midwest's best holiday

lights, sights, shopping and music are here 1 Bring the family and en-

joy a classic headland holiday Send loi your FREE Holiday Delights

Vacation Kit

27. HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE IN IOWA—There

are more things to see and do than you ever imagined 1 Send for your

tree Visitors Guide. Iowa Stale Map and Calendar ol Events, and dis-

cover the warm and welcoming land between two rivers

KENTUCKY
28. LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY—Enjoy our Fall Color' Take

in a day at the races, visit the world famous Kentucky Hnise Park, ex-

perience EquiFestival September 30-October 8, tour our museums

and historic homes Great shopping and dintng. loo 1

LOUISIANA
29. In LOUISIANA, our lood, music and woids aie different Very

dillerent So come on down, and say things you've never said belore

Send lor your FREE Tour Guide and planning kit

MISSISSIPPI
30. Experience the wonders ol beautiful MISSISSIPPI The

Souths Warmest Welcome Discover Ihe glittering action ol our casi-

nos, history, heritage, unrivaled outdoor recreation and so much

more Send for your FREE Travel Planner

MONTANA
31. GLACIER COUNTRY—Montana's Timeless Treasure

Glacier National Park, mountains, lakes, skiing, golf. Native American

culture Wildlife or nightlife!

NEW JERSEY
32. GREATER ATLANTIC CITY—World's most visited re

sort destination! Overnight packages, boardwalks, historic towns,

wineries, glassmaking, golt, amusements, boating, fishing, great ho-

tels, restaurants, shops, festivals—plus exciting casmos with super

star entertainment

33. NEW JERSEY—Where else can you tour a boardwalk in a

rolling chair, catch a pro game, leel an ocean breeze atop a Ferris

wheel, hit the casinos, explore Ellis Island, meet Lady Liberty and re-

live history'' For a vacation you'll never lorget. circle number 33 and

mail the coupon below lor your FREE New Jersey Travel Guide

NEW YORK
34. 1 ,000 ISLANDS—Seaway Region. New York site ot the

1995 "I Love New York" Winter Festival. January 26-March 19 Ice-

lishing derbies, snow sollball, cross-country ski trails and louralhons

Figure-skating competition and much more 1

OKLAHOMA
35. OKLAHOMA NATIVE AMERICA— The Indians, cow-

boys, historic cities and worlds ol waler make this a greal vacation

state Send lor FREE vacation guide

PENNSYLVANIA
36. DELAWARE COUNTY. PENNSYLVANIA Escape to
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trict, antiques and outlet shopping 50 miles south of Washington,

D C , on I-95
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Write toi a FREE, lull-color vacation planning guidebook Virginia is
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Marriages that shouldn't be saved

continuedfrom page 152

on one point: There is a certain group of

abusive men who cannot and will never

change. These are the most violent

abusers—men who inflict the most seri-

ous injuries; men with a track record of

serious alcohol or drug abuse and a his-

tory of criminal behavior. Far from try-

ing to save a marriage to a man like this,

women should do everything they can to

protect themselves.

Most experts, though not all, also be-

lieve that in less severe cases, marital

counseling is useless in curbing domes-

tic violence—and may incite it.

"Implicit in the counseling process is

the concept that both parties must take

responsibility for problems in their

marriage," says clinical psychologist

Lenore Walker, Ed.D., chairperson of

the American Psychological Associa-

tion's Task Force on Violence and the

Family and director of the Domestic
Violence Institute, in Denver. Walker
maintains that entering marital therapy

to deal with abuse suggests that both

partners contribute to the problem.

Then, too, many men may be so an-

gered by a counseling session that they

may take out their hostility on their wife

once they are home.
Another reason many experts discount

marital counseling is that some violent

men merely pay lip service to change.

They agree to counseling only as a ploy

to get their wife to return home, think-

ing, This time, things will be different.

Women are seduced by the men's

charm and apparent remorse: Se ft

tell themselves, he really is sorr A
then the cycle begins all over agai;

Before husband and wife arerw

any kind of joint counseling, Wahr:

sists, the batterer must be treated

vidually. (Ideally, experts sal
couple should separate for a pe:id

time, but more often than nt'fl

doesn't happen.) Batterers, Walkrcr

tends, have to be in a treatmerp

gram—usually group counseling'*

least two years.

This treatment, she says, shou't

place as soon as a man has hit h:w

"When there is even one epis<te

abuse—one slap, one push, one iijfc

of forced sex—an invisible but critiO

has been crossed in a relationship!

woman must assume that the abi; 1

HOW ONE COUPLE GOT HELP

Domestic abuse is not limited to physical battering, experts

say. Verbal abuse, including extremely degrading language

and veiled threats, can be damaging as well. Such abuse

can also be a predictor of physical violence, as was the case

with this couple.

Carlo,* forty-two, a guidance counselor in an elementary

school in Denver, knew that Ben,* forty-four, her husband of

sixteen years, had a hair-trigger temper, but she tended to

whitewash his outbursts. "Ben blows up from time to time,"

she would say, 'but I can handle it." His worst blowups came

after a long day at the office or when he returned from a

business trip. Ben, a salesman for a pharmaceutical compa-

ny, crisscrossed the country, visiting plants with a team of

people—including a boss he despised and two colleagues he

perceived as threats to his position. When he returned home,

it frequently took days to unwind. The least provocation set

him off, but none more so than when his two sons, fourteen

and twelve, would start squabbling. Ben insisted that Carla

should be handling the situation better.

"These kids are out of control," he would bellow. His loud,

nasty tirades, filled with curses and name-calling, often in front

of the boys, became meaner, more frequent and more denigrat-

ing as the years passed. Ben, whose father was an alcoholic

who regularly hit his wife and three children, was also quick

with put-downs. Whenever Carla tried to defend herself or her

mothering, he had a ready retort. "You're ineffectual, Carla,"

he'd insist. "You have a degree in counseling, and you can't

even handle your own kids." In time, she began to believe him.

Still, the couple had good times. Ben could be playful,

charming and romantic. He also liked to think of himself as a

hail-fellow-well-met kind of guy, and with friends he was al-

ways charming. "Maybe he's passed that part in his life,"

Carla would rationalize during the good periods.

But the bullying and insidious ambushing continued for years.

Then, one night, Ben became so enraged because dinner was

later than he expected that he shoved Carla against the kitchen

counter and began to smack her hard back and forth across the

face and pummel her shoulders and back. "I could see in his

eyes that he was out of control," Carla recalls. "He kept pound-

ing me, and something in my head clicked. I knew that if I

didn't get free, he would never stop." Terrified, she was barely

able to crawl upstairs and lock herself in the bedroom before

* Name and some identifying details have been changed.

calling the police. By the time they arrived, Ben had rec

his composure, and Carla agreed not to press charges,

condition that he seek professional help.

Ben followed through on his promise. Says Susan F

Ph.D., author of the audiotape Conflict Resolution for C
(Atrium) and a clinical psychologist who worked with th

pie, "Had he not gotten into treatment, I have no doul

the violence would have escalated."

Heitler worked with Ben and Carla for nine months, s

them separately and as a couple for most of that time

part of that time, the couple were living apart.) With Be

first concentrated on anger control. "Ben had to learn t

ognize the early warning signs that he was getting in

angry state, and then practice, over and over again,

tematic routine for disengaging," either by leaving the

or the house, going for a jog or taking a shower. Then

couple, they had to practice disengaging if either coult

an upset coming.

The second part of treatment was aimed at helping Ben I

out what was going on in his life that caused his anger tci

out of control. Each conversation came back to the intense:

petition and pressure he felt at work. Traveling, in particulo

hausted him and depleted whatever emotional and ph:

reserves he had. Though at first reluctant, in time Ben decicl

ask for a transfer to another position that paid less but wo

as stressful. With the tension reduced, Ben felt less overwhn

and more in control of himself.

Finally, Heitler helped Carla regain her self-esteem,

took a long time for Carla to realize that Ben's criticism

not justified and that the problems they had were not her

She also had to learn to trust her perceptions and develo

own protection system. For example, Carla learned to

making excuses for Ben, to recognize when he was so fn

ed and overwhelmed that he was about to lose control,

then to exit—without waiting for an explanation—until he

calmer. "Women are often tempted to try to explain or a<

themselves when someone's mad at them. That's like thrc

gasoline on a fire," Heitler says. "If he's raging or thread

to hurt you, believe him and get out."

By the time the couple ended counseling, the physico

lence and verbal abuse had ended. While theirs may

be an idyllic marriage, Heitler says, it has become a

—

M

one.
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B The next step, Walker insists,

clear: "A woman must leave, or

must leave. If you don't get out

lelp immediately, it will get more

is and harder to get out later."

Holtzworth-Munroc, Ph.D.,

: professor of psychology at In-

Jniversity, in Bloomington,
ivery single incident of marital

ast be taken seriously, she says,

st predictor of future violence

olence."

:e, which might seem the easiest

t obvious solution, may often

•agedy. Studies suggest that the

lgerous time for a woman in a

;lationship is when she finally

s the courage to leave, either

for a restraining order or actu-

ng out.

"Battering is about power and

a relationship," says Holtzworth-

The batterer's self-esteem is so

;elf-pity so great, that he needs

ulate and control a woman to

r about himself.

ixically, he is also emotionally

nt, often obsessed, with his

"When a victim decides to

e abuser often panics," says

th-Munroe. "Terrified of los-

;r and being abandoned, he

anything—from battering to

) killing—to prevent that."

A FAINT HOPE
Given this bleak picture, it might seem
that domestic violence is a problem
without a solution. Yet a surprising
number of experts believe that there

may be hope for some abusive relation-

ships. How much hope, though, de-
pends on a number of factors, including

the frequency and nature of the abuse.

Says Eve Lipchik, M.S.W., A.C.S.W.,
a marriage and family therapist in

Milwaukee and an expert on marital

abuse, "I believe in treating the rela-

tionship when it's appropriate. Each
case must be judged on its own merit.

The man who is abusive may not un-
derstand that there are nonviolent ways
to handle disappointment, jealousy or

rage. These skills can be taught—if and
when p man is willing and able to ac-

cept responsibility for his actions and
knows that they arc wrong." continued

WHAT TO DO
How many times have you read an article about domestic abuse in which
friends, relatives or co-workers were quoted as saying, "I knew, but I didn't

know how to help"? Trying to get through to someone you know is being

abused, especially when they don't want to hear what you have to say, is

frustrating, often impossible. But you must try.

Experts suggest that you approach the subject gently. Make sure she under-

stands that what she says to you will go no further—and don't let it.

When she does talk, let her know that you believe her. Take her comments
and fears seriously. Don't deny that they are happening or minimize their im-

pact. Talk to her family and let them know of your fear and concern. Make
sure they get involved.

Give her time to let your advice sink in. For reasons you may never know, she

may not be able or ready to make any changes just yet. Don't give up. Be there.

Once she does confide in you, help her get the legal and other support she

needs. With her permission, help her find community groups, women's shelters

or other agencies. Go with her to see a counselor, lawyer or a shelter. Contin-

ue to remind her of her strengths; tell her that no woman, no matter what she

has or hasn't done in a marriage, deserves any kind of abuse. —M.D.R.

ENERGY FOR ACTIVE DOGS.

Active dogs need extra

nutrition. That's why we make

Purina brand Hi Pro dog

food. It's balanced with extra

nutrients, to keep their bones

and muscles healthy.

And extra energy, to keep them

• SBfrom feeling dog tired. 5 3

trina Compan>



Marriages that shouldn't be saved

continued

Other experts agree. "It's nonsense to

say that couples counseling is a waste of

time," says Alan Rosenbaum, Ph.D., as-

sociate professor of psychiatry at the

University of Massachusetts Medical

School, in Worcester, and the director

of the university's marital research and

treatment program.

Rosenbaum emphasizes that while

any kind of abuse is unacceptable, some

treatment is better than no treatment:

"In many cases, it's the only chance to

have any effect." In fact, recent studies,

though still preliminary, show that

counseling may actually help curb some

cases of spousal abuse. According to

Daniel O'Leary, Ph.D., a psychologist

at the State University of New York at

Stony Brook who has studied couples in

both separate and group therapy ses-

sions, 45 percent of the couples report-

ed a decrease in violence, and no couple

reported engaging in more serious ag-

gressive behavior.

Says Rosenbaum, "Most of the men
we treat are not happy with themselves.

They want to stop, but they don't know
how to get out."

CLASSIFYING ABUSERS
One of the biggest challenges for those

who are working with domestic-violence

cases is to define the different types of

abusers and which treatments might be

best for each type.

Amy Holtzworth-Munroe and her

colleagues at Indiana University have

been working for nine years on this issue

and have defined three kinds of abusers.

The first and least violent, or "family

only," are occasionally violent. Their
behavior is directed exclusively toward

their wives. They do not have a history

of psychological disorders and, in gener-

al, have relatively stable relationships.

A second type of abuser is dysphoric,

or distressed. These men display intense

jealousy and control over their wives, yet

are also dependent on and obsessive to-

ward them. Abuse by this group occurs

fairly frequently and can be severe,

though it is not always so.

The third group Holtzworth-Munroe
terms antisocial. These are the hard-core

abusers, men with a long history of vio-

lence and other criminal behavior, men
who are virtually unreachable and unbeat-

able by any kind of rehabilitation program.

Yet another researcher, Neil S. Ja-

cobson, Ph.D., a psychologist at the

University of Washington, in Seattle,

also studying severe batterers, found
that they displayed two different physi-

ological responses when angered. One
group became obviously furious and vi-

olent; their heart rate increased as they

erupted like a volcano. The other group
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became outwardly calm as their anger

increased; they displayed a drop in their

heart rate, leading Jacobson to believe

that their fury took a coldly calculating

form and that their violence was more
controlled and deliberate.

At the University of Massachusetts,

Alan Rosenbaum's team of researchers

has also been studying physiological and

biological characteristics of batterers.

They've noted that many abusive men
were abused themselves, physically or

sexually, as children; witnessed abuse as

a child; and have a history of either alco-

hol or drug abuse.

Preliminary studies by Rosenbaum
also indicate that many abusers have

suffered, at some time in their life, a sig-

nificant head injury or trauma to the

frontal lobe of the brain—perhaps from

abuse, but also from an automobile or

other kind of accident—that impairs im-

pulse control. "According to this partic-

ular research, these men are six times

more likely to be abusive than other

men," says Rosenbaum.
It is often difficult for an outsider to

understand why a woman would remain

in a relationship where any kind of

abuse is the norm. But psychologists say

that when a person rides a roller coaster

of abuse for years, she is so beaten
down, emotionally and physically, that

she is numb. She can't leave because

she sees no way out.

Agitated, anxious, easily intimidated,

isolated from family and friends, women
napped in abusive relationships don't

know if they want to stay or leave. Often

they minimize a spouse's behavior: "Oh,

he didn't really mean it," they say. They
hope, usually in vain, that the abuse will

simply stop, or that they will be able to

change the man.
For many women, financial concerns

are another reason to remain in an abu-

sive marriage. They worry about support-

ing themselves and their children. Other

women, especially those who grew up in

abusive homes, may actually feel an odd

sense of normalcy about their environ-

ment. The abuse angers and terrifies

them, but at the same time, it feels famil-

iar. After all, it's the way Daddy treated

Mommy, or perhaps the way that one or

both parents treated their children.

MOVING ON
Can a woman who has been battered

ever really know that her partner has

changed? Can she learn to trust him
again? The unpredictability of an abu-

sive relationship makes any such deter-

mination very difficult, and there are no

checklists that enable a woman to tell

when or if her partner will become an-

gered to the point of abuse. Walker and

other experts suggest that women whose

mates are trying to change establish

ground rules by which they can measure

1994

how much their partner has imprc:<j

Among the factors they shoul ci

sider are: Has he accepted respond

for his actions and behavior? D$
understand the impact his violen:

I

on the children, or does he stilly

mize what he has done? Has thco

cive control over all areas of h'j

ended? Does she have control
what she does, what she thinks ar ,

her friends are, or does he make lr

count for every minute of her tim I

she stopped putting her life on rid

the hope that he will change?

"Women must realize that any cm
control—physical or psychological-i,

of bounds," says Walker. "Tha>!'

clue. If he gives her back her life,*

how she knows things have changed

Margery D. Rosen, the Journal's farm
child-care editor, has edited the "CM
marriage be saved?" column since 19i\
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"We bought a house"
continuedfrom page 140

own decisions. And if it turns out to be

a bad decision—well, it's our bad deci-

sion, and we have to live with it (or,

rather, in it).

Beinc a parent, albeit a relatively new

one, 1 do understand what it's like to al-

ways want the best for your kids—and

to want to try your hardest to help them

make the right choices. And maybe that

urge o advise never ceases. Maybe
Chuck and I are too sensitive—and in-

terpret their ideas and advice as criti-

cism. Or maybe they really don't like the

house and that's okay, too.

Thinking about this, 1 decided to talk

to Phyllis Liebcr and Gloria S. Murphy,

counselors and co-authors, with An-

nette Merkur Schwartz, of the new
book Grown Up Children, Grown Up
Parents. They confirmed what I had al-

ready suspected —that it's perfectly nat-

ural for children to always want their

parents' approval—but, they reminded

me, you can't live your life that way.

"Their approval should not be your ma-

jor goal," says Murphy. "It's most im-

portant to be comfortable with your

decisions and actions don't feel that

you must satisfy what you think your

parents want for you."

Lieber added, "You're not always go-

ing to agree with your parents. But you

should listen respectfully to their opin-

ions and respond respectfully. Let them

air their concerns. They may have some
thoughts and suggestions that are valu-

able. Then again, they may simply dis-

agree with your decisions. If this is the

case, tell them you understand their

concerns and reassure them that your

decisions arc well thought out and right

for you. A grown child's objective is to

maintain a loving, respectful relation-

ship with her parents. It's not about be-

ing a good girl anymore."

I get it: Just as parents have to let go

and allow their children to be adults,

adult children must let go and be confi-

dent that their hopes and dreams and
goals, which may differ from their par-

ents', are just as valid.

Buying a house is a very personal de-

cision that Chuck and I made on our

own. Our idea of a great house may not

be our parents' idea of a great house—
or anybody else's for that matter. We
were even surprised at how our idea of a

great house changed. Once we realized

what our priorities were, we made trade-

offs quite easily. We gave up charm and

modern updates for space and a sprawl-

ing yard. We changed our priorities be-

cause we weren't buying this house for

us, we were buying it for all of us.

And, yes, we bought baby monitors

and moved right into the bedroom suite

upstairs.
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Under the influence

continuedfrom page 135

better because they showed an affinity

for icons.

During the trial, Bennett's consulting

techniques went on national display. Ex-

perts speculate that it was her idea to

change the defendant's name from
"Willie" to "Will," and for him to drive

a station wagon to the courthouse rather

than his BMW. During jury selection,

she had Smith stand confidently and

say, "Good morning, ladies and gentle-

men" to the jury. She made each poten-

tial juror look into the eyes of Smith and

pledge to judge him fairly.

The jury deliberated the case for a lit-

tle over an hour and ultimately found

William Kennedy Smith not guilty.

Six months later, Cat Bennett, who
had been fighting breast cancer, died.

Inscribed on her gravestone are the

words "And Justice For All."

UNDUE PROCESS?
But by influencing jurors and enhanc-

ing the image of defendants, have jury

consultants gone too far? "Jurors are

supposed to be able to arrive impartial-

ly at the truth," says Valerie Hans. But

how can they do that when they are

being bombarded by clever, uncon-
scious stimuli?

The American Bar Association has

taken no position on jury consultants.

And judges seem reluctant to character-

ize what consultants do as jury tamper-

ing. Says Judge G. Keith Wisot,
formerly of the L.A. Superior Court,

"Jury consultants don't do anything an

excellent trial lawyer wouldn't do."

If consultants continue to grow in

popularity, it may be because juries are

changing. Our society has become much
more complex than it was even a few

years ago, and more sophisticated tech-

niques are needed to evaluate potential

jurors. "People are more informed and

perhaps more tainted by the media,"

says Hans. "They're more politically

and racially diverse."

A far cry, certainly, from thirty-seven

years ago, when the movie 12 Angry
Men, about a young man from the slums

accused of murder, reinforced the con-

cept of a fair cross section of society de-

bating a defendant's guilt or innocence.

But today, the movie just makes jury

consultants shake their heads. "If I were

on the defense team [in that movie],"

says one consultant, "a dozen white

males would not have been sitting on

that jury. And my client would have

been acquitted a lot sooner."

Mark Stuart Gill, a Los Angeles-based

journalist, ivrote "The neighbors from hell,

"

which appeared in the June issue of Ladies
'

Home Journal.
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Splendor in the grass
am a child of the

city. Maybe he-

cause the hot,

hard ground of

the streets was

so devoid of

The changing seasons give us a chance to

contemplate eternity—yet require us to live

in the moment. By Evelyn H. Lauder

fm
II'// I*"

Mm

flowers and trees, my
little kernel of love for

the things of nature

grew into a full-blown

passion. Now I indulge

that grown-up ardor by

capturing the landscape

in photographs, such as

the ones you see on this

page. Hut because the M\

essence of nature is its gl

timelessness, my child- Jjk

hood memories of t he-

seasons still persist.

Autumn for me really

began each year when
school started and the

air was crisp with cool

morning breezes and
there was still heat to the

sunlight. My school

friends and I would seek

out the most beautiful

leaves, perfect shapes

with oranges and reds

between the veins, then, smearing

paints in the same colors on the backs

of the leaves, we'd "print" them onto

any paper we could find. In this way

we could keep the colors of the fall

leaves forever brilliant, even while the

real ones faded and died.

I was ten years old, and the biggest

blizzard in years closed all the schools

in New York City. I had never before

seen snow so high. To this day, I re-

call the struggle to lift my legs out of

the well created by each step, and the

crunch of my heel each time it cut

through the light crust on the freshly

fallen snow.

Back in the third grade, our teacher

shared two packets of morning-glory

seeds with the class on a day in late

March. I found a pink porcelain pot

shaped like a seashell; using soil from a

little bag my mother had bought, I

carefully planted my very own seeds.

The green stems emerging from the

brown earth captivated me. Each day

after school, I'd run home to water my
new plant. Soon, a few vines spilled

over the sides, and I attached strings

from the pot to the tire escape. The
llowers opened each morning, and a

thrill would pass through me—as if in

participating in this process, I some-

how possessed the magic of creation.

Each summer, my dad rewarded

my mother and me with a visit away

from the summer steam to a guest

house a few hours outside New York

City. It was here that my eyes were

opened. I learned to really look at the

world around me. On long walks on

country roads, I wou
spot an occasional tig

lily about twenty fe

into the woods and d

tour through the co

shade to peer into i

unfamiliar orange free

led face. On other fc

ays, wild raspberrit

mostly black, wou
stain our fingers, o

tongues and our clothf

The sun would ma
the trees glow golden

the morning ar

washed them with

w arm orange aura in t

evening. We'd sit on tl

porch in the dark ar

count the fireflies in t

garden. If only th

could last! I cried wh<

we went back to tl

city, afraid of losii

these country moment
All these memories

kept in the camera
my mind. But as tin

passed, a real came
came into my hand
and I began to take ph

tographs myself, carefully choosii

my memories. Like the leaf prints I

made in kindergarten, these pictur

were a witness to the light of oth

days, a way to make the special beau

of a season last forever.

They have helped teach me this lc

son: We do not have to choose our f

vorite among the seasons. They are lil

our love for our children. There's a

ways room for the next one. It is on

necessary for us to see, and to rejoii

in, the beauty of their differences.

Evelyn H. Lauder is the author of "T>

Seasons Observed" (Harry Abram
1994) and Senior Corporate Vice Pres

dent of the Estee Lauder Companie

Her royalties from the book will benej^

the Breast Cancer Research Eoundatioi
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and reduce the signs of premature aging.
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Skin Revealing Lotion

i

1 Reveals

clearer, more even-toned skin

Tri alpha-hvdrox\ fruit acids gentl\

lift away lifeless cells and allow newer,

healthier cells to surface.

Because today's world can a<ie

skin faster than ever. L Oreal

creates new Plenitude Excel 1-A':

The only daily lotion that

combines three potent skin-

perfecting discoveries in one

2. Combats

signs of premature aging

A Melanin and Vitamin F complex

helps neutralize free radicals before

the\ can damaue skin.

3. Protects

against aging UV rays

SPF 8 helps shield skin from dailj

sun damage — the leading cause

of premature aging.

w gentle formula. Wrinkles

hcnune less noticeable. Newer

skin is revealed. Better still,

this "just horn"' -kin receives

the extra protection it need- to

stay voimger-lookinff, longer.
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Reduces the signs of aging
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)n, enveloping every hair strand completely, easily,

vlo dripping, no mess.

protects
1 hairs strength
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OPRAH
and more

Oprah speaks out This is our biggest is-

|k sue of the year, and we're delighted that

r our lead story is an interview with Oprah

Winfrey. It is, in fact, quite a revealing talk,

conducted by Melina Gerosa, the Journal's

new Entertainment Editor (left). In the inter-

view (Melina and Oprah spent eight hours

together!), Oprah tells you about what she

wants now and in the future. Oprah

also agreed to be photographed

for our cover by master ph

rapher Francesco Scavu

lo. Beauty and Fashion

Director Lois Joy John-

son (right) oversaw the

shoot. We bet you'll

agree that Oprah
has never looked or

sounded better.

Book report In this issue you'll

also find not one but two ex-

cerpts from Ladies' Home Journal

books that will be published this

month. First of all— just in time for

the holidays—there are recipes for

dazzling desserts from Ladies'

Home Journal's 1 00 Great Desserts

Cookbook (Meredith Publishers).

This is the third Journal cookbook that has been

published recently, filled with our delicious and reliable

recipes. (The others: 100 Great Chicken Recipes and

1 00 Great Pasta Recipes.) Also check out your bookstore

for Can This Marriage Be Saved? (Workman Publishers), a

through-rhe-yecrs collection of the most popular columns

and the very best advice from the longest-running series in

any women's magazine in the world!

Please enjoy this bountiful November issue and know
that on Thanksgiving Day, I'll be counting my blessings

and giving thanks for many things, including the millions

of readers of Ladies' Home Journall
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I THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

IRENE'S TURN "] was reading a col-

umn in an old issue of Ladies' Home
Journal and saw your name," said

Irene, thirty, a pretty woman with

dark hair. "I said to myself, 'If those

people could solve their problems,

then maybe I can solve mine.' I want

to try. But I just don't know if I can

go on living with Larry anymore.

"He's a different man from the one

I married two years ago. In fact, ever

since our son, Robbie, was born, he's

distanced himself more each day.

"I've known Larry since seventh

grade. Ours is a small town, and ev-

eryone knows everyone else's busi-

ness. And positively everyone knew
Larry. He was the neighborhood bul-

ly, always getting into trouble and

picking fights. But with me, he was as

sweet as could be.

"Larry had a crush on me for years

and would do anything he could to

get my attention. But he was just too

wild and crazy for me, and I kept giv-

ing him the brush-off. I think he

scared me a little, and, besides, my
folks hated him. In fact, my father

was so angry when I married Lam-

,

he refused to come to our wedding.

"That hurt because I had always

adored my father and thought of my-
self as Daddy's girl—at least I did un-

til I was ten, when my younger
brother was born. I guess my father

was just waiting to have his boy, be-

cause from then on, he paid little at-

tention to me or my younger sister.

"I wasn't very happy growing u;

Both my parents were drinkers, but

:

least my father could be kind and lo-

ing when he was sober. Mother anc

never got along. Our personalities a,

like oil and water, and whenevi
we're together we fight. She's a coll

nasty woman who would punish hj

kids whenever the mood struck.

"But, most of all, I remember rr(

parents fighting a lot—loud and vi<|

lent battles. They finally divorce!

when I was thirteen. We supposed*

lived with my mother, but more oftei

than not we were shuttled from on

relative's house to another. I was tn

one who really raised my brother an

sister. I'd get them up and dresse:

for school, make their lunches, kee'

tracfcof homework, cook dinnei

Even when she was home, Mothe
was never involved with any of us.

"I couldn't wait to get away frorj

home. Mother wanted me to go tj

the local community college becaus

it was inexpensive, but I was so des

perate to get as far away from her a

possible that I lied and told her the

had rejected my application. Unfor,

tunately, she found the acceptance

letter in the back of my dresser draw

er and was furious. When I arrive^

home from school that day, I founc

all my things piled on the sidewalk ir.

front of the house as punishment. I

had to move in with an aunt who
lived nearby until school started iri

the fall. I didn't speak to my mothei

at all for almost a year.

"After two years, I finished my as-

sociate degree in mechanical drafting

and was hired by the town planning

board. I dated lots of guys, but I nev-.

er really cared very much about any

of them. All this time, Larry and I

stayed in touch, and one night I final-

ly agreed to go out with him.

"I think what won me over was his

generous nature. To be adored like

that was pretty seductive. He really

spoiled me, showering me with can-

dy, flowers, perfume—every romantic

gesture you can think of. He made
me feel loved and safe.

"We planned (continued on page 18)
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illced to my Kmart

pharmacist, I

thought a

free radical was a

flower child from tl

'60s. She explainec

a free radical is actually an

unstable oxygen molecule that may damage eel

membranes. Vitamins A, C and E could help pro-

nst cell damage. Did I buy

Certain medication or
disease states cause
vitamin or mineral de-

these supplements

in Kmart right then

lo. She told me all about

them. j** x.j n even recommended a book



"I went looking for the
difference between natural
and synthetic vitamins and

found out what a difference a
good pharmacist can make."

book depa

vs. synthetic vitamin:

or natural

there's

w no significant differen

ciples are the same, she sa

ive prin<

ee advice

from my Kmar

not at all radi<

Some questions yoi

answered over th

location and ph<
or pharmacy. <

pharmacist
>-866-0086



Can this marriage be saved?

continuedfrom page 14

a big church wedding, but when I found

out I was pregnant, we canceled it and

had a small ceremony in a judge's

chambers. I think we were both thrilled

to be parents but also more than a little

scared. Throughout the pregnancy,

Larry was a wonderful and pampering

husband, and he's an A-plus father

now. But the rest of our relationship has

gone straight downhill.

"To tell you the truth, I think he's

jealous of the baby, though he'll never

ever admit it in so many words. I can't

pinpoint it, but I had a sense that some-

thing was wrong not long after we
brought Robbie home from the hospi-

tal. Whenever I try to talk to Larry

about how distant he's become, though,

he stiffens up. It's like a wall goes up
between us and I can't get through. I

don't understand people like that. I'm a

very up-front kind of person. If some-

thing is wrong, if I'm unhappy or sense

that someone else is, I want to talk

about it. With Larry, you could talk

yourself blue in the face and still not fig-

ure out what's upsetting him.

"He also doesn't seem to know how
to talk to me without dripping sarcasm

or exploding about the littlest things

—

like if I burn the toast or forget to mail

a letter for him. When he's angry, he's

like a bulldozer. He rolls right over me,

and it's impossible to avoid or end an

argument. A few months ago, he

punched a hole through the kitchen

door. Is that any way to act?

"To be honest, I'm emotionally

drained. I work nine to five during the

week, and my evenings and weekends

are filled with freelance design work. A
lovely woman who lives down the

street watches Robbie for me. Lam-
works for a printing company. We're

rarely home at the same time, and
when we are, I find I'm constantly irri-

tated with him. Though I basically

work two jobs, I still do ninety percent

of the grocery shopping, cooking and

cleaning. I never get a break and can't

even trust Larry to build a fence

around the yard so Robbie can't wan-

der off. On top of this, Larry actually

wants me to quit my job so I can stay

home and do even more housework.

"Our sex life is one big zero. Before

we were married, Larry couldn't keep

his hands off me. Now we don't even

give each other a quick kiss or hug
good-bye. My mind is full of anxieties:

Is he worried about work? Money?
18 a nice unuc ini idmai mpin/emdc

Doesn't he find me attracth an

more? Is he having an affair? Butryi

to get any information from hi:, a<

said, is impossible. And the morla;

the more we fight.

"A few months ago. Larry H
sleeping on the living-room coiH
cause we were fighting so ml
know I should have called yoiH
but I really didn't think this bfl
would continue. What happenH
week put me over the edge. OnH
the rare nights we were actually!

at the same time, Larry told I
was going across the street to I
friend for a little while. ThJ
about seven P.M. He was golj

three hours. I started to get suspB
so I took Robbie out of hisH
walked across the street to his fjH

house, and peered in the side!
There was my husband, lei
against the kitchen counter with I
tie of beer in his hand. And therl

him was Kimberly, his old girlfl

kissing him.

"'"I stormed in and gave him al
matum: Either go with me for col
ing or go with me to see a law!

refuse to live like this anymore, 1
refuse to raise my child in a hoi
unhappy as the one I grew up in.

him to leave, and he's been st

with a friend for two weeks.

"I suppose I should be happy l

least he's here. But I honestly

know how I can trust this man!

seeing him kiss that other wo
Maybe I shouldn't have married

Maybe people really don't change.

LARRY'S TURN "Let me get

much straight, first of all: Yes, 1

berly kissed me that night—a si

kiss for old time's sake. I did not i

she was going to be at my frie

house, and there is nothing goin

between us, no matter what I

thinks she saw that night," said I

thirty-one, a short, muscular man
shifted nervously in his chair. "1

again, there's not very much left i

marriage either, is there?

"Do you know what it feels lik

live with a woman who consta

looks down on you? I have been m
in love with Irene since I was a

For years, I had her up on a pedes!

knew she dated other guys after grc

ation. I didn't care— I never stop

loving her. Finally, when she said si

marry me, I was the happiest gu.

the world. I'm as upset as she is

things have gotten so bad. (contin

1 QQ/I
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Can this marriage be saved?

But I don't know how to fix them.

"I'm tired of being bossed around.

She treats me like dirt. As soon as the

baby came, it seems, Irene lost all in-

terest in me, in us. I'll call her in the

middle of the day, and she'll tell me
she has too much work to talk to me
for five minutes. How do you think

that makes me feel? Like I'm getting

the brush-off, that's how—just like she

treated me when we were kids.

"Most of the time, in fact, Irene acts

like she can't be bothered with me. Un-
less, of course, she needs something.

Then, she's pushy and demanding. Do
the dishes; buy the life insurance; build

a fence. Even' night there's a long list

of things I have to do—I feel as if I'm

back in school. I told her I'd take care

of it all, but I never do anything fast

enough for my wife. And even when it's

done, it's never to her liking.

*'As far back as I can remember, I've

never done anything right. I was al-

ways the troublemaker, cutting classes,

do. So, yes, I snap at her, but it's cer-

tainly not any worse than the things

she calls me. It makes my blood boil to

be treated that way.

"Look, the holidays are coming up,

and I get sentimental this time of year.

I want us all to be together. Christmas

makes you think real hard about what

you might be throwing away. I'm not

convinced counseling is for me—not

that there's anything wrong with it, but

I just don't see how one person can fix

evemhing. But I love my wife and son,

and I'll give it my best shot."

THE COUNSELOR'S TURN Irene

and Larry had been separated for two

weeks when I first met them," said the

counselor, "and I'm certain that if they

hadn't come for help, their relationship

would not have lasted. Totally unpre-

pared for marriage, neither knew how
to handle stress and conflict in a

healthy way. Neither understood how
to express their feelings and needs

openly and honestly. Larry, especially,

was a hothead who resolved disputes

emotionally and impulsively. The work

"There is nothing going on

between me and klmberly," insisted

Larry, "no matter what Irene

THINKS SHE SAW THAT NIGHT. ##

getting kicked out of school. I don't

think my parents knew what to do with

me. Not that my father cared.

"My father, who's an electrician, is a

violent man. He drinks, and I know he

needs help, but he has hit my mother,

my brother and me too many times for

me to feel any sympathy for him.

"But my mother, who worked as a

seamstress for a dry cleaner, is an an-

gel—perfect, if you ask me. She'd do
anything for my brother and me,
though I always sensed my kid brother

was her favorite.

"I want my son to have the childhood

I never had. I know money will be tight

if Irene stops working, but we'll man-
age. We need time to be together—why
is this so tough for her to understand?

"Irene complains that she can't talk

to me. Well, I feel the same way about

her. She's so quick to jump on me for

all the things I don't do that she

doesn't see or give me credit for what I

20 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBE

ahead was clear: If this marriage was to

be saved, I needed to instruct this cou-

ple in the most basic communication

and anger-management techniques.

"Though Irene and Larry basically

accused each other of the same things,

they were unaware of this until I point-

ed it out. Their early family lives were

also strikingly similar: Both came from

homes rocked by heated arguments

and scant communication or affection.

Neither had received the love and nur-

turing they needed as children to be-

come confident, functioning adults.

Punishment was swift and often mean-

ingless. Intimacy and emotional close-

ness were nonexistent.

"Since children adopt the attitudes

and model the behavior of the adults

who raise them, it's not surprising that

these two had much to learn about

controlling anger, expressing their feel-

ings and trusting each other. But first

they had to end the open warfare.

1994

"Having grown up with alcqflg

parents, Irene didn't feel safe. Bonj
from relative to relative, she H
knew from one day to the next ifH
thing she did would provoke aH
Irene, like many children of alcolH
tried to make sense of her worldH
tempting to control everything. H
her husband rightly saw as her S
and domineering manner was theft

way she knew to cope with thH
heavals of her life.

"Solid, tough and devoted, fl
represented a physically safe havej|

Irene, someone who could prote<H

and love her forever. But he had I
learned that it was okay to feel sl|

or vulnerable or to share those fefl

with others. In fact, Larry had igip

his feelings for so long he wasn't I
aware that he had any.

"What's more, while every coupB
gue, Irene and Larry had rarelym
people settle a dispute without sm
hurtful things or punching a fist thr

a door. I explained that the waj

handle anger as an adult often dep

on the way your own parents handl

To help them better understand t

asked them to go home and think a

some very basic questions: When
were growing up, how were angry

ings expressed in your family? Wha
your parents do when they were i

Be specific—did they yell? Tl

plates? Did Dad sulk for days?

Mother smiling on the surfacel

seething underneath? When you m
upset or frightened as children, who!
it easier to talk to—Mother or Fall

Did anyone support your feelinga

were you told to sufle them?

"It wasn't easy for Irene or Lanra

answer even these questions since I

had been out of touch with their ii

feelings for so long. However, un

standing where their fury came f

was the first step in controlling it

bringing them closer.

"The next step was to teach tl

some basic rules of anger mana
ment. There is nothing wrong v

being angry, but it is wrong to verl

ly attack by being sarcastic, humi

ing or demeaning. They also hac

learn to put the brakes on their ar

ments. 'The next time either one

you realizes that things might be |

ting out of control, call a time-out

suggested. 'Then ask each othf

What do you hear me saying?' In

heat of an argument, we often hi

what we want to hear, not what I

other person is actually (coining
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Can this marriage be saved?

continued

saying. If they were still not able to

speak calmly, they should table the is-

sue and set a time within twenty-four

hours to bring it up again. Irene ap-

preciated this suggestion because she

often felt Larry's explosions ended
any discussion of problems.

"Once the hostility between them
ebbed, they both decided that Larry

should move back home. That's when
we began to talk about the importance

of communication.

"Like many men, Larry was con-

ditioned to believe that a guy should

be competitive and aggressive and
shut others out emotionally. For
men like Larry, the only time it is

acceptable to be sensitive or atten-

tive was when they are courting a fu-

ture wife—or when that wife is going

to have his child.

"However, before this couple could

begin to communicate on a deeper lev-

el, they had to recapture some of the

fun and lightheartedness of their dating

days. To do this, I suggested a number
of playful exercises [see "Skill builder"].

The fact that Larry was serious and

paid as much attention as he did to the

'homework' was critical for Irene.

"In the best marriages, couples

share thoughts, hopes, joys, doubts

and anxieties. It is this kind of sharing

that keeps passion alive. However,
since Irene was so much better at ex-

pressing herself than Larry was, he of-

ten felt frustrated and experienced her

as controlling.

"The basic tool of reflective listening

helped them overcome this hurdle. By
taking turns sharing and listening to

each other, without interrupting, judg-

ing or criticizing, Larry began to feel

that not only could he hold his own in

a conversation with Irene but that she

was actually hearing him. This struc-

tured format also forced Irene to think

before she opened her mouth, to com-

pose her thoughts and rephrase her

comments so they were not demean-

ing. They have stopped being defen-

sive and blaming each other.

"I noticed a slow but real shift dur-

ing the year this couple were in coun-

seling. Larry began to make himself

more available, sharing his feelings and

listening when Irene needed to talk.

"They've also been able to discuss,

calmly, the issue of Irene's job—some-

thing that in the past always triggered

heated fights. Since Larrv can now

more accurately pinpoint and rtic

late his feelings, he's been ablno
g

Irene to understand that he wojH
her to cut back on her freelancer

not because he wants her to dl*g

housework but because he wan the

to have more time as a family f^fo

she finishes her current worloa

she's promised to take on or/ 01

new project at a time, signitam

freeing up her evenings.

"When this couple ended c<ms<

ing, their marriage was by no lea

perfect. 'But we're working on r sa

Larry with a grin, 'and I know-e

make it.'
"

CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE sjfa

is a registered trademark of MmH
Corporation.

SKILL BUILDER

When arguments gel

out of control

One of this couple's bic.e

problems was Larry's runata

temper and Irene's inabilifl

withstand his unchecked araei

While Larry worked on colro

ling his rage, Irene workep
ways to deal with her reeliniig

being steamrolled. One wayip

simply to call for a break—»m

actually walk out of the rp

without trying to defend hese !

or explain—whenever Larr)be

came irrationally upset or criH

Another was to let him krfl

without criticism or contempt,hc

he was no longer talking api

the problem they had set oa
discuss. And the third was tol

ize that some of her facial ex«

sions and body language oc\m

were disparaging and inaci

tently fueling his anger. This ere

happens when one partna

more articulate than the othq"

you think this may be affectv

communication with your spok

ask yourself: Am I rollingin

eyes, curling my lips or givi

some other nonverbal cue 1

says I don't really respect vj

he's trying to convey? Am I rell

paying attention to what til

saying? Or am I simply wait)!

for him to finish so I can put inp

two cents' worth?
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IfOMAN TODAY

A lesson in courage
By Roberta Britton. as told to KaiTii Dabaahian

•)*)

Everyone always teases me
because I'm rarely without

a cup of coffee in my
hand. Sometimes I won-
der what would have hap-

pened six years ago if I hadn't wanted

just one more cup. On April 23, 1988,

my second husband, Buddy, and I

were away for the weekend in Mas-
sachusetts, with our friends Carol and

John Whalen. On our way back to

our hotel from a party,

we got lost. When we
passed a convenience

store, I figured it

wouldn't hurt to get

some coffee.

I returned with my
cup and directions to

our hotel, and joined

Buddy in the backseat

of Carol and John's

station wagon. We
were stopped at a

red light when anoth-

er driver suddenly
slammed into the rear

of the car. I blacked

out; when I came to, I

felt a searing pain

shoot through my
skull, as if mv scalp

had been ripped off.

My husband later

told me that my head

had flip-flopped back

and forth several

times, like a rag doll, and that I had

hit the metal frame on the back of

my seat. Buddy, the Whalens and
the other driver were shaken but not

seriously hurt.

I was rushed to Holyoke Hospital,

in Holyoke, where I was treated for

whiplash and released. Back home in

Winsted, Connecticut, I saw my
family doctor and an orthopedic sur-

geon, and they concluded that I had

postconcussive syndrome, whiplash

and a reversal of the curvature of

some of the vertebrae in my neck.

But what no one realized was that, at

the age of thirty-four, I also had a se-

rious, yet invisible, injury that would

change the rest of my life.

To be honest, / don't think I un-

derstood how badly I had been hurt,

even though I was dealing with con-

stant, severe shooting pains in my
head, jaw, shoulder and hip as well as

a burning sensation in my lower

Imagine not remembering things youVe

jusl read or people youVe just spoken to

That's the way I liYe now because of an

"invisible injury suffered by thousands
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back. I could barely turn my head,

and sleeping was virtually impossible.

I tried all kinds of physical therapy

for six months, but nothing relieved

my agony. I wondered how I'd be

able to raise our four young children:

Bobbi-Jo, then twelve, Diana, eight,

Robert, six, and Ronnie, five.

Worse still, my mind seemed to be

playing weird tricks on me. I would sit

at my dining-room table and think of

something I wanted to do, and by the

time I stood up, I would completely

NOVEMBER 1994

forget what it was! I tried to work aft

home for a while during my recovtt

ery, but I could barely function. Ml
job as an employment recruiter inl

volved a lot of phone conversations!

and I'd forget whom I was callinl

just seconds after dialing a numberfc

It was frightening.

Conversations outside of worl
were hard for me, as well; Budd
kept accusing me of repeating my

self, though I wasn'

aware I was doing it

This may sound un
believable, but I neve:

realized that some
thing was physicalb

wrong. To compen
sate, I kept a notepa

by my side and tacke

up memos every-

where to keep trad

of everything frorr

clients to chores.

My long-term mem-
ory was affected, too.

I couldn't remember
anything that hap-

pened in the year be-

fore the accident, and

the months that fol-

lowed seemed to dis-

appear as soon as

they passed. Even to-

day, I can look at

scrapbook that my
son Robert made for

me, and I don't remember the way
my children looked in 1989. It was

horribly frustrating.

It was especially hard on my kids.

They'd talk about recent events that

I couldn't remember, or they'd be

left waiting somewhere because I had

forgotten I was supposed to pick

them up. Hurt and upset, they'd say,

"How could you forget?"—and I

didn't know how to answer them.

After ten months, my inability to

remember and think fast (continued)
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A woman today

on my feet finally cost me my job. I

understood why I had to leave, but I

felt devastated nonetheless. Before

die accident, I had been considering

going into business for myself. Now-

all those dreams had to be set aside

—

maybe forever. I felt like a failure. Yet

I still wasn't aware that my memory

loss could be a medical problem.

My life spun out of control almost

before I knew it. I was withdrawn,

Roberta's children (above) are proud of her

achievements; today, she works full-time while

studying for her master's degree

depressed and resentful, and still in

too much pain to take on many ac-

tivities. My twelve-year marriage to

Buddy had never been perfect, but

now it began to disintegrate com-
pletely. Divorce was inevitable.

I soon realized I couldn't live like

this forever, and I made an effort to

pull myself together. I enrolled in the

Pain Management and Behavioral

Medicine Center, Inc., a physical-

therapy program in Farmington,
Connecticut, geared toward tolerat-

ing chronic pain and addressing the

psychological problems that patients

in pain often have.

By chance, around the same time, I

got a job as a receptionist with Com-
munity Associates, Inc., a human-
services organization. My bosses

hired me with the knowledge that I

would continue to work on my own
recovery. I soon found out this job

was the best thing that could have

happened to me.

In November 1990, Community
Associates was looking into opening a

group residence for patients suffering

from a disorder called traumatic

brain injury (TBI)—something I'd

never heard of before. In preparation,

James Tweedy, Ph.D., coordinator of

neuropsychology at Gaylord Hospi-

tal, in Wallingford, Connecticut,

came to our office to speak. He gave

us information sheets describing

some of the symptoms of brain in-

jury: pain, memory loss, difficulty

concentrating, visual impairment. I

was amazed. This was me they were

talking about!

Some two million people suffer

head injuries, or TBI, every year; of

those, 75,000 to 100,000 die. As Dr.

Tweedy explained, TBI is a central

nervous system dysfunction in the

brain that causes a traumat-

ic disruption of brain func-

tion. TBI can be caused by

any incident in which the

head is moved forcefully,

throwing the brain against

the skull. Because symp-
toms are not always imme-
diately recognizable, it can

take weeks, months or even

years to determine the

severity of the injury.

I was so excited I could

hardly wait for Dr. Tweedy
to finish his speech. I ran up

to him and told him about

my problems, and he agreed

to conduct an examination and cog-

nitive test on me the following week.

On November 15, my thirty-sixth

birthday, my suspicion was con-

firmed: I did indeed have TBI.

I had such mixed feelings when I

got the news. It was a relief to hear I

wasn't going crazy and that my con-

dition had a

name, but at the

same time, it

took me a while

before I could

even say the

name of the dis-

order aloud. It

was now two
and a half years

since the acci-

dent, and the

greatest recovery

usually occurs

during the first year after a head in-

jury. I was furious at the time I had

lost, and I cried endlessly.

Around 1991, less than a year af-

ter discovering I had TBI, I realized

I had to rebuild my career. I had

some credits toward my bachelor's

degree, and I thought about com-
pleting my studies to supplement

my associate degree in business. But

because Buddy and I had just di

vorced, I would have to take nigh

classes and work full-time. I believ^

the only way a family can make A
through a rough time is as a tearrjB

so I called my children together!

They immediately gave me theiHI

support and didn't seem to mind

that we'd have to make sacrifices!

They joked, "Now we get to nag yo\

about doing homework!"
In May 1991, with Bobbi-Jo al

my side for support, I met with Ker

Fuchsman, a continuing-educatior

counselor at the University of Con-

necticut at Torrington. When I tolq

Ken about my injury and my cogni-

tive problems, I expected him top

tell me, "Don't bother enrolling—

i

you'll never make it." Much to rm*
surprise, however, Ken gave me to-li

tal encouragement; and when hel

heard that I wanted to help otheif

TBI victims, he suggested I major

in human services.

Going to school was twice asj.

hard for me as for the average stu-l

dent. I concentrated as hard as Ij

could and took notes furiously in|

class, yet I still had to spend my
free time rereading chapters and!

writing notes to help me remember
what I had learned. My professors!

were always willing to go over ma-p

tenal with me after class.

My biggest fear was that I would \

walk into an exam and go completely

blank. I often became discouragedj

around exam time because I knew that

no matter howl

long and hard I

studied, I could

never be sure of

the results. But
I

with each pass-

ing grade, my
self-esteem
soared. Maybe
I really could

make (continued)
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Introducing

Professional Mascara's

New Lash-Enhancer

Straight Brush

It's the secret to separating

your lashes better than ever

before. The plusher brush

zeroes-in on every lash

to lengthen and thicken

incredibly. For a new, eye-

opening look of totally

magnified lashes. Without

a clump or glob in sight

It's a brush with greatness.

And there's still the

Pro Curved Brush too.

Magnify Your Lashes Like Never Before

COVER GIRL
Bridget Moynaha



A woman today

it' School was the first thing that

made me feel intelligent again since

the accident.

In May 1993, as my children, my
boss, a colleague and Buddy cheered me
on, I graduated with a grade-point av-

erage of 3.7 (out of 4.0). That was one

of the most rewarding days of my life.

I was also honored to be selected

in April of this year as the sole recipi-

ent of the National University Con-

tinuing Education Association

Student Award, an honor given to an

outstanding student who has re-

turned to college. The presenter

spoke about me and my struggle to

achieve, and when I walked up to re-

ceive my award, the entire audience

rose to its feet, smiling and applauding

wildly. I couldn't help crying.

Motivated by my successes, I im-

mediately began graduate studies ir.

rehabilitation psychology at the Uni-i

versity of Connecticut, and I expea

to complete my degree next May. Ul-

timately, I want to work as a consul-

tant, assisting legal and health-care

professionals on public education

about TBI.

Now I am a branch secretary assis-i

tant technician for Gallagher Bassetti

Sen-ices, Inc., a company that handles

worker's compensation and liability!

claims. I enjoy the work, because I

can empathize with the injured em4
ployees' medical and financial needs.

I still need to write myself reminders!

all the time, but I've learned to com-:

pensate for my weaknesses.

My life has completely changed

since the accident, but not all for the 1

worse. I used to focus on becoming

successful; now my main focus is on

helping others. I want to show people <

with cognitive learning disabilities howl

to get 'into college and succeed, to es-l

tablish a national educational scholar-

ship for people with disabilities, and to

educate the public about TBI. Ulti-

mately, I want to write a book about

my experiences. Bobbi-Jo might have

been right when she once said to me,

"Mom, maybe God had a reason for

you getting this head injury, because

He wanted you to go out and help

other people who have it."

Although I'm still angry about

what the accident has taken from my
life, I use that anger as a motivational

force to accomplish my goals. On the

occasions I do start feeling miserable

and self-pitying, I pull out my "hap-

py book," a scrapbook I've made of

letters and awards recognizing my
achievements. It never fails to restore

my belief in myself.

I truly believe I'm going to make
history someday—and for someone

who's been through what I have,

that's really wild. Six years ago, I

thought there was nothing for me
to look forward to anymore. Now I

know that there's so much I can ac-

complish if I follow my heart.

For information regarding traumatic

brain injury, write to the National

Head Injury Foundation, 1776 Alas-

sachusetts Avenue N.W., Suite 100,

Washington, DC 20036-1904; or call

their toll-free number, 800-955-6443,

between nine A.M. andfive P.M. E. T.

Beating the odds

As Roberta Britton discovered, disaster can strike even the most placid

life at any moment; and when such devastation occurs, it's hard to

cope. "Crises involve loss and/or a radical adjustment to change,"

says David Klimek, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist in Ann Arbor, Michi-

gan. "Oftentimes there's so much pain involved, we just attempt to

avoid dealing with it."

That may explain why, according to Klimek, about two thirds of peo-

ple encountering a crisis or severe challenge never fully recover psy-

chologically from it. Those who do manage to recover emotionally and

grow from their experience are "introspective people who don't dis-

place their anger by blaming the world," he says. "Well-adjusted peo-

ple responding to crisis will have depth. They will appraise what's

really important to them and find the energy to go on and accomplish."

Here, expert opinions on winning this most painful battle.

Vent. Crises leave us feeling hurt, discouraged, threatened. According

to Tina Tessina, Ph.D., a licensed psychotherapist in Long Beach, Cali-

fornia, and co-author of True Partners (Tarcher/Perigee, 1993), it's im-

portant to express those emotions before attempting to think rationally

about the situation. "Rant and rave. Cry or holler in the shower. Write

your feelings down," she says. "Do something—and you may have to

do it periodically—to express the emotions and gradually get them out

of the way, so you can start to think clearly." Klimek recommends confid-

ing in trusted friends, a pastor or a professional therapist.

Think positively. Out of great tragedy comes great personal

growth— if we are open to it. "It's important to realize that pain is the

precursor to all growth," notes Klimek. "It can bring about some real

soul-searching that may be necessary to build a better life."

Get focused. Crises, by their very nature, interrupt life. To get back

on track, take time to think about your goals and values and assess

what's important to you. "If your crisis is a divorce," says Tessina, "fig-

ure out if your new goal will be to build another relationship, start or

strengthen your career, or write the great American novel."

Prioritize your goals. "Be single-minded and stay focused on your

primary goal," suggests Tessina. If you try to accomplish too many things

at once, you re likely to find it difficult to see any of your plans to fruition.

Take small steps. Break each phase of your goal into simple,

doable steps, so you're bound to meet with success. "If education is

your goal, it's easy to say to yourself, 'I can't get a master's degree,'"

says Tessina. "But you can tell yourself, 'I can pick up the phone and

request an application.'"

Celebrate. Says Tessina, "Pat yourself on the back for every step

you've taken to reach your goal. You'll feel your energy rising, your

confidence growing. After months of taking a lot of little steps and cel-

ebrating them, you'll feel like a much more capable person than when
you started." —Donna Christiano



Discover Color That Looks Natural

with Incredible Shine.

CASTING
TONt-ON-TONE COLORANT

IT'S BRILLIANT

Casting blends a complementary

tone with your own tor natural

looking color and brilliant shine,

with no noticeable roots.

IT'S GENTLE

No ammonia and low peroxide

make it gentle as can be.

You can even color the same

day you perm.

IT'S EASY

lust go click for shining,

natural looking color that

lasts and lasts, up to 6 weeks.
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BEAUTY & FASHION JOURNAL
Seven ways to fake great skin, the secret to a long-lasting manicure, and more

ACKET BARGAINS
If you're like us, you're always on the lookout for terrific jackets at easy-on-your-wallet prices. Well,

THIS SEASON YOU'RE IN LUCK—WE DID THE SLEUTHING FOR YOU AND FOUND FOUR CAN'T-LIVE-WITHOUT BUYS

• Kmart's houndstooth • A winter-white jacket is

plaid is a classic mix of as versatile as black, but

:amel, forest green, navy harder to find—until now.

and plum. Unlined, wool Sears' wool blazer by

ilend, perfect for layering. Sag Harbor is a winner.

i A face-brightening red

jacket is a wardrobe

basic. Crazy Horse's

three-button blazer is a

fully-lined wool blend.

# We love the style and

price of this Southwest-

inspired, wool-blend blanket-

pattern jacket by Kmart. A
super weekend toss-on.

1

1 Editor's pick of the month

HANEL

'Chanel No. 5 Luxury Body Satin Spray is a dry oil mist that truly makes you feel like a French

movie star after every shower. The huge, chic-looking atomizer lasts for months, gives you silky

skin drenched with the classic fragrance of Chanel No. 5, and looks great on a bathroom shelf.

It's the best antidote to alligator skin I've ever tried, and the floral scent—a combination of

jasmine, rose, patchouli, iris, ylang-ylang and amber—is delicious. Pure indulgence at

$38.50 for 4.2 ounces." —LOIS JOY JOHNSON, BEAUTY AND FASHION DIRECTOR
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7 WAYS TO FAKE
-J SKIN

ONE CAN HAVE A BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION—WITH THE RIGHT frtB
OUNDATION, CONCEALER AND POWDER, AND THE KNOW-HOW TO

;

"J

APPLY THEM. It's EASIER THAN IT SOUNDS. TREAT YOUR SKIN TO A I
FLAWLESS FINISH WITH THESE TIPS FROM TOP MAKEUP PROS

Blend foundation the expert way, says Diana L. Car-

swell, of Washington, D.C.: Apply with your fingers or a

sponge in short, downward strokes (this allows foundation

to set on the skin, not be absorbed). Then lightly glide a

clean sponge over face to remove any excess. Allow foun-

dation to set for two minutes before applying powder.

Conceal blemishes and brown spots with this trick

from Trish McEvoy, of New York City: Spot-apply foun-

dation with a cotton swab where needed. Pat-blend with

ring finger, let dry7 for two minutes, buff with a dry swab.

Apply foundation all over face; powder to set.

Minimize pores instantly with face powder, says Cover

Girl makeup pro B.J. Gillian. "Apply over foundation with a

puff; press gently into skin all over center of face. Stick to a

translucent shade or one that

matches your foundation."

De-emphasize wrinkles by

using a concealer one shade lighter

than skin tone, says Gillian.

"Paint" it on lines and grooves with

a small eyeliner brush, then pat-

blend edges seamlessly into skin.

Give a matte look to oily skin

with a dual-powder foundation, says

Michael Maron, artistic director of

cosmetics for Matrix Essentials. "Skip moisturizer, or use an oil-

free formula where skin is driest. Sponge-apply foundation, using

downward strokes to prevent facial hair from being noticeable."

Refresh dry skin by using a tinted moisturizer instead of

foundation, says Carswell. "It will provide warm, dewy color for

a sheer, skinlike, noncakey look."

Camouflage dark circles, says Carswell, by applying conceal-

er with lip brush so you can easily cover the dark area between

the eye and the nose. Apply one light layer, wait ten seconds,

then apply the second layer with a damp sponge. Apply founda-

tion after concealer with a damp sponge to eye area first, then to

the rest of the face, for texture and color consistency.

Dav-to-dinner

DRESSING
HOW TO PULL OFF A

FIVE-MINUTE OFFICE-TO-

EVENING SWITCH WITH LITTLE

EFFORT, LOTS OF STYLE:

Substitute a creamy white shirt for the

sweater, sheer black hose for the

opaques, black pumps for the loafers.

Go for glitter with a narrow gold belt.

Trade small earrings for

big rhinestone clips.

Use a styling gel to lift hair up and

back at the hairline, which adds texture

and shine and creates soft waves.

Add sophistication with a rich red mouth.

3 b



MAYBE SI-HE'S MAYBE IT'S
BORN WITM IT. MAYBELLINE.

LASHES SO LONG,
STRONG,

THEY'RE LETHAL.

Illegal Lengths" Mascara.

Lash Extending Brush takes lashes

to extremes. Conditioning

formula keeps them strong.

If looks could kill...

ILLEGAL LENGTHS
MASCARA

by Maybelline
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1 HOPES
Bye-bye, cellulite? There are more gels and lotions on the

market than ever that claim to slim and smooth thighs in

no time flat. do they work? we did a four-week road test

Seven LHJ staffers were thrilled to Skin Zone Thigh Cream, $1 1.99)

take part in the thigh-cream test— to very pricey (Dior Svelte, $48).

after all, the idea of a miracle in a We all prayed for thinner thighs,

bottle is irresistible. The creams yet, not surprisingly, they never

and gels we slathered on

ranged from inexpensive (St.

Ives Swiss

Formula

came to be. One

tester reported a

disappearance of

bumpy ingrown

hairs after faithfully

applying Jason's

AHA 10 Thigh Gel

($36). Another tester said Na-

ture's Elements Thigh and Leg

Cream ($18) did make her

thighs a little firmer, but she was

hoping her stretch marks would

fade (they didn't). But the rest of

us agreed that the thigh creams

are simply glorified body creams

that may make skin smoother

than traditional creams, but just

aren't worth the price.

oils OU KNOW?
The secret to the longest-lasting

manicure is a fifteen-minute dryinj

time between coats—not the brant

of polish used.

FOR
100 FIELD

REPORTERS
We're looking for you if you're the type of

woman who loves beauty and fashion. We

need readers who would like to model for us,

report on beauty and fashion trends for us

—

or both! If you're interested in volunteering for

our network of cross-country regional

reporters, send us a separate sheet of paper

listing your name, age, address, occupation,

home and business phone, and answer the

following questions:

1 . Would you be able to scout local stores for

news about trends, such as what's selling,

what's not?

2. Would you be willing to interview friends,

neighbors and people in your town about their

personal problems, solutions and tips about

beauty and fashion? We want you to find out

what skin-care products they use, what their

latest cosmetic purchase was, which new

fragrance is their favorite and why, what was

their best off-price wardrobe buy, etc.

3. Would you be interested in being an LHJ

makeover candidate? (If so, we need a recent

color photo of you.)

SEND TO: LHJ Beauty and Fashion Field

Reporters, 100 Park Avenue, New York, New

York 10017.



(M collection ot bras that actually feel as good as they look. No surprise, it's the tit and quality of Fruit of the Loom®

And they're made from special 100% skin-sott fabrics. Comfortable bras that look good. too. what will they think of next'.'

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

flothes that makp vnn feel tfonrL



Where's the waist?
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Feel

F I T

Research shows that

women try on as many as

14 pair of jeans before

they're satisfied. That's

too many. So we're

offering more propor-

tioned fits for that

"just right" look every

time. Guaranteed or

your money back. Pick

up a pair today and

feel the fit for vourself.
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* sculptural masterpiece of floral delights created

fr >in the work of the Plate Artist of the Year

.now a Bradford Exchange recommendation

Since the release ofherfirstplate in 1987. the exquisite art

ofartist Lena Liu has won award after award.

Nowfor thefirst time, thefabulousflowers

ofLena Liu blossom beautifully into three dimension!

n unprecedented First

Edition. Pink and lavender iris nod

their voluptuous heads gently in the sun-

shine. A dappled butterfly dances above

them, intoxicated with their color and

heady fragrance. Only artist Lena Liu

could create such a dreamlike garden for

your pleasure. Now, re-created for the

first time in a three-dimensional collector's

plate, her mystical (lowers appear to

unfold before your eyes, and the butter-

fly seems ready to flutter off the surface!

"Iris Garden'
-

is first re-created in a

sculpted master, meticulously hand-cast,

then hand-painted to replicate the deli-

cate pastels of the original design under

the approval of artist Lena Liu herself.

To complete the enchantment, iris

Garden'' is encircled by a border of tiny

raised blossoms.

&tn Affordable Art Treasure.

Limited-edition plates offer the opportu-

nity to live with tine art at a modest cost.

And "Iris Garden" is truly an impressive

work. It is created from an original

design by Lena Liu—an internationally

acclaimed artist who has received the

plate world's highest honors, including

1993 Plate of the Year and Artist of the

"Iris Garden

Your Bradford Exchange
Advantages:

•A hand-numbered limited-edition

plate with a correspondingly hand-

numbered Certificate of Authenticity

•A complete plate story introducing

the artist and detailing the signifi-

cance of this recommendation

•A one-of-a-kind plate value: the first

sculptural plate created from a

design by the reigning Plate Artist of

the Year, encircled by an enchanting

border of tiny raised blossoms

•An unconditional 365-day guarantee

allowing you to return your plate for

a full refund of everything you have

paid—including postage

Year awards. Her latest work, a maJ

piece of color and composition]

brought to life for the first timl

thrilling three dimension.

Limited-Edition Plate H

Unlimited Potential For Pleast

The master mold for "Iris Garden"

be destroyed on December 13, 1<

after which date no more plates from

edition can ever be made. Once the

tion closes, collector demand co

exceed the supply of plates and ft

asking prices up. That's why you sh(T

act immediately to secure "Iris Gardl

at the most affordable issue price. I

first Lena Liu sculptural collector's pi

can be yours, to enjoy now and forevi

lasy to order-send no mo\

now. To acquire "Iris Garden" at

$34.00 issue price-backed by

unconditional 365-day full reft

guarantee-simply fill out and mail

coupon. Send no money now. You

be billed when your plate is shippl.

Order today and soon this sculpttll

garden of beauty by the fabled Lena U

will be in your hands, ready to brighh

vour home and vour heart!



'Iris Garden n

First Lena Liu plate in three dimension—hand-cast and hand-painted

Shown actual diameter <if " inches • l'W-i The Bradford Exchange

Stand not included

Signature

.

(JB)

-IE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
5 Milwaukee Avenue Niles. Illinois 6071 4-1 393

RECOMMENDING TOMORROW'S TREASURES TODAY

it Please enter my order for Iris Garden.''

ierstand I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. I will be billed

00* when my plate is shipped. Limit: one plate per order.
Telephone

Mr. Mrs. Ms.

.

Address

City

Please Respond Promptly

Name i Please Print Clearly)

State Zip.

21994 BGE DLG-757 3941-E88091



SLINE REPORT
transplants

. doctors have successfully transplanted hearts, livers and other

tissues from deceased donors to patients in need. Now, doctors at

gton University, in St. Louis, are experimenting with a new tech-

rransplantation. Unlike most other transplanted tissues, nerve

lot permanently replace the old tissue; instead, they stimulate the

i of new nerves, which completely replace the grafted ones in as little

\ o years. So far, the results have been promising: Some accident vic-

tim- have been able to regain feeling and movement in limbs that might

otherwise have been amputated. Nerve transplants have not yet been tried

in severe nerve injuries such as those involving the spinal cord, but doctors

say that's their next goal. —Dan Rutz, HealthWorks

THE WORLD'S
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LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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Fido and
Lyme disease
Your family dog may play a

bigger role in the spread of

Lyme disease than previously

believed. The disease, which

cart- cause fever, chills, arthritis

and other ailments in humans,

is spread to people and

animals (including dogs)

through the bites of infected

deer ticks. Now, a new study

at the University of Rhode

Island has found something

startling: Dogs can actively

infect ticks, not just the other

way around. This means that

dogs already infected with

Lyme can actually pick up

disease-free ticks, transmit the

Lyme bacteria to them and then

carry them into your home. This

may significantly increase the

odds of a pet's owners getting

Lyme disease. Experts say there

are precautions you can take to

make sure your dog does not

bring ticks into your home:

Spray them with tick repellent

and keep them out of bushy

areas, where ticks thrive. In the

meantime, new, more effective

vaccines to protect dogs from

Lyme disease are in the works,

according to Thomas Mather,

Ph.D., the lead author of the

study. —Miles O' Brien,

Science & Technology Week

Watch CNN's Larry King Live for intriguing interviews with newsmakers and celebrities (weekdays. 9:00 p.m. E.r

and Future Watch for a look at the future of the planet and its people (Saturday. 4:30 p.m., Sunday. 3:30 a.m. E.fj

Something old,

something really new • • .

Just how high tech is our world becoming? Recent-

ly, a young San Francisco couple exchanged

wedding vows using virtual reality, the technology

that allows users to view a simulated world and in-

teract with what they see there. As family and friends watched through

virtual-environment monitors, the bride and groom donned special head-

gear that transported them into the mythical city of At-

lantis, where they exchanged their vows before a

real—not virtual—minister. Developers of the wed-

ding software hope that this will lead to a whole new
market for virtual-reality centers, which have, until

now, been used primarily for pure amusement.
—Sharron Bruckert, CNN Future Watch

High fashion
This fall, shoes are going to be taking a walk on the wild side. Heels will be

spiky and tall (and we mean tall—as high as four to five inches). And the

toes? Xeedlelike, say the designers. The colors and the material will be

equally daring: patent leather in colors ranging from classic black to eye-

popping candy-apple red and silver.

—Elsa Klensch, Style with Elsa Klexsch

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
This was the only man in my life I

ever loved, and I think of him every

day. I wake up thinking about him.

Of course I feel terrible about it.

—Jean Harris, the former boarding-school headmistress convicted of killing the

"Scarsdale Diet Doctor," Herman Tarnower, while appearing on Larry King Uve



Ms, Wildlife, Primitive

Locations And Lots Of Babes

, Amoco Oil Company

Fulvous whistling chicks.

Least-tern babies. Birds aren't the

usual subjects of an advertisement.

But then again, we're not talking

about just any environmental program. It's one tlmt Amoco designed to give

endangered species and other birds a place to feed, breed and nest. These wildlife

habitats are monitored by Amoco employees themselves, working together with

No, This Is Not Another Swimsuit Issue.

conservation groups. From North Dakota to South Carolina, Amoco employee

volunteers are spending time in swampy marshes and mosquito-ridden woods to

help preserve all kinds of wildlife for future generations. These wetlands wildlife

habitats are part of an overall environmental program at Amoco. One that includes

clean-burning natural gas for cars and trucks at selected stations as well as our

Crystal ClearAmoco Ultmate gasoline which is refined an extra step to reduce

hydrocarbon exhaust emissions. Together, these

environmental efforts will be good for all living things

both today and down the road.

_J8I8L_

You Expect More From A Leader.

Ifyou would like more information, please contact us at: Amoco Oil Company, Customer Relations. 1-800-333-3991.





SURVEY

W ho s your
pavorite actress?
Sleepless in Seattle star Meg
Ryan roundly routed the com-

petition, with 37 percent of re-

spondents voting for her.

Second-place finisher Jodie

Foster was chosen by 18 per-

cent, followed by funny woman

Whoopi Goldberg (17 per-

cent), Pretty Woman Julia

Roberts (16 percent) and dar-

ing woman (remember those

revealing magazine covers?)

Demi Moore ( 1 1 percent)

.

Why are we so wild about

Meg? Probably because of her

all-American cuteness, her

girl-next-door charm and her

down-to-earth demeanor

instance, when her son

was born two and a

half years ago, she ar-

gued with her husband,

actor Dennis Quaid, over

who would have diaper

duty. So it is true that

celebrities lead Pam-

pered lives. . . .

HOW WE LIVE, WHO WE LIKE, WHAT WE WANT
TO FIND OUT WHAT WOMEN ARE THINKING, LADIES' HOME

JOURNAL SURVEYED 1 ,500 OF OUR BABY-BOOMER READERS

(BABY BOOMERS, IN THEIR THIRTIES AND FORTIES, ARE MORE

NUMEROUS THAN ANY OTHER GROUP IN THE U.S. POPULATION).

HERE'S WHAT WE ASKED THEM—AND WHAT THEY TOLD US,

ON EVERYTHING FROM THEIR FAVORITE CELEBRITIES TO THEIR

GREATEST HOPE FOR THE FUTURE. BY JOANNE KAUFMAN

VO rite an
Call it the battle of the hunks. The winner: Mel Gibson, by a nose

(or is it those intense blue eyes?), with 30 percent of the vote, fol-

lowed very closely by actor/director Kevin Costner with 29 per-

cent. Recent Oscar winner and Forrest Gump star Tom Hanks

was a distant third, with 19 percent of readers choosing him as

their all-time fave. Surprisingly, only 16 percent chose boyishly

good-looking Tom Cruise. Denzel Washington, Hanks' co-star in

the movie Philadelphia,was the fifth-place finisher with 5 percent.

\\ hat s your favorite T\ show?
Home Improvement handily nailed first place with 38 percent

of respondents naming it tops. A possible reason for the

how's popularity: It's the only time we're likely to see someone

with a tool kit show up on schedule! Nineteen percent chose

the Sunday-night staple 60 Minutes, while 1 3 percent

preferred the urban angst of Seinfeld, and 10 percent liked

to get steamy with NYPD Blue. Are we tired of Roseanne on-

and offscreen? Her once-number-one show came in fifth.
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V E Y

[s vour life better

liaii your mother s?

Yes! say 86 percent. Sixty-four

percent feel their life tops Mom's

because they have more opportunities

than she did, while 22 percent

believe they have more self-

confidence. The women who say

dieir life is worse than their mother's

seem overwhelmed—and overworked.

Eight percent simply aren"t satisfied

with their lot, while 5 percent feel

they're expected to do everything.

\\ hat famous woman would
you most like to change places

with for a week?
Oprah Winfrey was Oprah-whelmingly our readers' top

choice. Thirty-three percent would love to swap lives with

the talk-show queen. Princess Di was a distant second-place

finisher, with 21 percent of readers willing to don her tiara.

PrimeTime Live anchor Diane Sawyer is prime choice for 19 percent; am

13 percent would be quite happy to star in Julia Roberts' life. In last placejl

Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, for whom things seem less-than-enviable, sadd;.

she is with the White House and Whitewater. (For more on Oprah, see 's

makes Oprah run?" on page 200. For more on Hillary, turn to page 202.)

linn i >esi el zes

Mil III IK

Thirty-six percent say they're just plain happy, and another

35 percent characterize themselves as fairly content. But not

everyone is so placid: Twenty-four percent say they're stressed-

out, and 5 percent are searching for meaning in their lives.

\\ hat s your

idea of the

perfect day?
Attention, shoppers:

Thirty-two percent of

readers want to charge

out to the stores—with no

credit-card limit. But for

most respondents, the joy

of shopping simply

doesn't compare to the

joy of family: Forty-two

percent say the perfect

day would consist of a

special family outing.

Other choices: a day at a

spa (1 8 percent), while a

truly hedonistic 7 percent

want to be waited on

hand and foot.

\\ hat s your idea of

the perfect evening?
Respondents are almost evenly divided

on this. Thirty-three percent picked

relaxing at home with their husband

and kids as a

great night,

while 32 per-

cent say they'd

like to leave the

kids home

—

and go out to

dinner with

their mate.

Those in need

of some soli-

tude ( 1 5 per-

cent) would opt for some time alone,

while the social butterflies (11 percent)

would love to go to a party. Romance

finished a sad fifth: Only 7 percent say

the perfect evening means making love.

\\ hos die woman you most admire?
Chalk up another win for Oprah. With 34 percent of the vote, the

daytime doyenne was more admired even than Mother Teresa, who

finished second with 25 percent. Former First Lady Barbara Bush beat

out Hillary Rodham Clinton for third place (they scored 1 8 and

1 3 percent, respectively), iron Lady Margaret Thatcher got 6 percent

and Gloria Steinem finished last with 3 percent.
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\\ hat was

the happie

day of

vour life?

Events on the hoi
/ front reign supreH

Fifty-three percent*:

the day that most il

led them pink (or bl

was the day their child was born, and 32 peril

picked the day they said "I do." Other hal

days for some: graduation (8 percent), when M
vorce became final (3 percent) and a big proB

tion at work (2 percent).

W hos the man you

most admire?
General Colin Powell has to settle for secon

command with 26 percent of the vote. Top he

go to Steven Spielberg

—

21 percent of readers ac

the Oscar-winning director of Schindler's List.

did Spielberg get the biggest salute? Perhaps i

something to do with the fact that (with me e)l

tion of the unforgettable Schindler's) he makes m
the whole family can watch and enjoy. And ml
movies seems to be more admirable to respon<

than making policy: Bill Clinton won only 11

cent of the vote; Al

just 6 percent. On

media front, anchor

Peter Jennings wa

top choice of 18 pei

of readers, while coi

vative comment
Rush Limbaugh wasj

mired by 8 percent.
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I'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY

c Philip Moms Inc 1994

8 ma "tar!' 0.7 ma nicotine av. per ciqarette bv FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.



©1994 GM Corp. All rights reserved. Always wear safety belts, even with airbags.

Who says four doors can't be fun? In the new Pontiac5 Grand

Sedan, even the drive to work is an escape. It's no wonder.

with a new force balance sy:

delivers smooth, unsurpassed standard power in its class,

a refined rear suspension for excellent control, plus stanl

and . Now take it on !



|i lute or tear up a back road. You'll discover automotive elation — and a price that's

than Accord or Camry.* Call 1-800-2PONTIAC for complete information.

|
MAC CARES with a 3-year/36,000-mile no-deductible M p Q N T I A C
>er-to-bumper limited warranty, plus free 24-hour fQRAND A/Vl
side Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. See your

WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT
r for details.

'Based on MSRP of comparably equipped 1994 Honda Accord EX Sedan and Toyota Camry LE Sedan. Level of equipment varies.
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percent of respondents say they're fairly happy with their appearance and

enr are very happy, more than half are eager to make changes. Forty-one per-

cent wish they could lose weight, and 1 2 percent would like a complete makeover.

iow to do one yourself, see "The ultimate makeover guide" on page 90.)

What's the best

tiling about
setting older?

Age has its privileges. Thirty-four

percent say the best thing about

the passing years is that they know

more than they used to, 33 percent

say their lives are more settled

and 26 percent feel better about

themselves. Only 4 percent say

they earn more now than they ever

have, and just 2 percent feel sexier.

SpS^ \\ hat's the^ worst thing

about getting

older?
Extra pounds are the heaviest

issue, respondents say. Forty-

two percent cite gaining weight

as their top problem. Other

concerns seem to be less than

skin deep: Only 18 percent cited

wrinkles as the worst part

of another birthday.

!)o you ever lie

about vour ager
Honestly now, readers aren't shy to

admit their age. Ninety-three percent

say they've never

fibbed about it.

Really.

Which celebrity jl

would you most m
to look* like?

Forty-nine perajl

say they'd loveI
have the looks <

model Christie ::

Brinkley. The of]

wife of Billy Joai'l

thoroughly trouwl

the competition::

:

including fellowjh

supermodel CiA
Crawford (24 percent), Sharon

j

Stone (9 percent), Whitney Houp
(7 percent) and Claudia Schiffer

(5 percent). With her clean, class

ail-American good looks, Christidj

proves that getting older does noi|

mean kissing cover-girl days good—"
" —~ >

I low often do you feel stressed-out?

Perhaps the better question might be how often don 't you feel stressed-out? A whoppl

89 percent say they feel stressed some or most of the time, and 3 percent admit to fq

ing under pressure constantly. (A laid-back group—8 percent—claim they rarely

stressed.) Surprisingly, women without children are more likely to say they're stresd

most of the time. (Does that mean moms are more mellow, or do they just have be

coping strategies? See "The best years of our lives" on page 62 to find out more.)

/hat s your idea of a dream come true?

Most respondents hope to get lucky: Seventy-eight percent say

their top fantasy is to win the lottery. Eleven percent dream of

writing a best-selling novel, and 6 percent want to have a

romance with a handsome, rich, powerful man. Three percent

would choose to win the Olympic gold, and 2 percent dream of

starring in a blockbuster movie.

\\ hat s die one thing yon wish
yon had lime to do more of?

If the impossible happened and they found some free time,

most readers would like to spend it on themselves. Forty

percent would indulge in a few of their favorite things: read-

ing, gardening, playing tennis. Husbands weren't neglect-

ed either: Twenty-eight percent say they'd like to spend

more time with their mate. Fifteen percent would visit with their friends, 7 percent would

spend quality time with their kids, and 5 percent wish they had more time for lovemaking.

What do yoi

consider to b

your greates

source of sttes

Too much to do and t<

litde time was the

overwhelming complaii

chosen by 49 percent
i

respondents. Too littl

money is a stress-indue

for 19 percent, while wo

causes the most tension

1 5 percent. Fortunatel;

family members rate low

the stress index: Only

percent of respondents

their kids make them fe

pressured, and just 6 perc

point to their husband

t group do you trust the least?'\\ hat gn 1 1 u i < xi trust the most r \\

Bad news for our elected officials: Sixty-five percent of respondents say they're least likely to trust politicians. Many do,

however, have faith in the clergy: Forty-two percent said religious leaders were the most trustworthy group.
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IVE...FOR THE MOMENTS.
-Priscilla Presley
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If this is your idea of
decorating the bathroom.

?



lybe it*s time to look at things
om a slightly different angle.

Collage offers you a new collection of beautiful shower

rtains, liners, towels, tumblers. More Than Terry bath

its. toilet seats and dozens of other bath accessories you can

i joy mixing and matching and color-coordinating. So now

1 well under $100. you can decorate your bathroom with

; iny pretty things that don't

t flushed down the toilet.

Ion"! just sit Ihere. Do something.

KoK RETAILER INFORMATION, CALI 1-800-805-BATH.

1994 Dawson Homi Fashions. Iv . Ali items \m \m »i w mlable \t ux stores



The contoured sole supports your

arch, cradles your heel and stabilizes

EACH STEP TOEMPOWER YOU

WITH A FEELING OF CONFIDENCE.

I

Four unique layers of cushioning work
together to smooth away the shocks

of walking. you can feel the energy

UNDERFOOT AS YOU
EsCAptAND

GET AWAY FROM IT ALL.

SURVEY

iggesi gripe
It's the economy, stupid. T\venty-nine percent are upset that they and their ruban

are working twice as hard to keep up financially. Education and health care a als

top concerns: Twenty-seven percent worry that schools aren"t giving our chiheni

quality education, and the same percentage are annoyed that medical care is jsj

expensive. Women's issues seemed to be somewhat less troubling to readers:

percent are angry that women aren't treated fairly, and another 8 percent are|

that neither government nor business gives much help to mothers who work

the home. (For information on how to make the most of your money, despite

economy, see "The five money mistakes women make" on page 78.)

\\ hat do you
worry most about?
Not surprisingly, most readers

(42 percent) say they worry that

something will happen to their

children. They feel safer about

their husband's future, however:

Just 14 percent fear that

something will happen to him.

Finances are also a major

concern: Sixteen percent worry

that they won't be able to afford

to retire, 8 percent are afraid

they can't afford to send their

kids to college, and another

8 percent are anxious that they

or their husband will lose their

jobs. Just 5 percent are scared

that they'll become a victim of

a crime; 4 percent worry that

their parents will become

dependent on them.

\\ ha1 s your
greatest hope?
Children truly are our hope for the|

Sixty percent of respondents most wal

kids to lead happy, productive lives. El

percent hope we'll be able to solve J
tion's biggest problems, such as crime!

and the faltering economy. Seventeen I

pray we'll find a cure for cancer and!

3 percent wish racism would end, and)

cent want true equality- for men and vvf

W hal s your main sc
for the future?
Their marriage is our respondents' top p:

in the days ahead: Thirty-nine percent s

number-one goal is to spend more time v|

their husband. Twenty percent plan to w
hard to get where they want to be in the

careers, and another 20 percent would I

spending more time at home with their ki

Seventeen percent want to go back to sc

II you had a chance lo do it over again,

w 'hai would vou do differently?

I wouldn't change a thing, say a very satisfied 23 percent. Others would rewrit

life story. Forty-two percent of respondents would get more education,

1 5 percent would wait until they were older to get married, and

10 percent would choose a different career. Fortunately,

only 8 percent would have chosen a different husband, and

a scant 1 percent wouldn't have had children.

Who answered
onr survey?
The typical LHJ respondent:

• Lives in the suburbs (43 percent)

• Is married (82 percent)

• Has two children (40 percent)

• Has completed at least somi

college, business school or

post-high school education

(72 percent)

• Is employed full-time (58 per

• Has a household income of

$50,000 or more (48 percent)

hO AniFS' HflMF .IOIIRNAI NDUFMRFR 1 QQ4





ILL-BEING

THE BEST YEARS
of our lives
. . . are also the most stressful. How can you

make the most of your time and energy so you

can enjoy it all? By Donna Christiano

Cathy Shea, a mother of

two in Needham, Mas-
sachusetts, begins most
days at 6:15 A.M., when
her two preschool-age

daughters awaken. By 7:25, Cathy
and her children are headed to day

care. Twenty minutes later, the thir-

ty-four-year-old executive education

program director is in her office, be-

ginning what typically turns into a

nine-hour day. At 4:55 p.m., Cathy

is out the door to pick up her daugh-

ters and begin her evening marathon

of cooking dinner, drawing baths,

packing book bags and lunch boxes

and laying out clothes for the next

day. Anywhere between 9:30 and
1 1:00, after dinner cleanup and per-

haps a load of laundry, Cathy col-

lapses. "If there is one thing I'd do if

I had more time, it would be to take

golf lessons or go to the gym," she
J

says. "But I don't know where I'd

squeeze that into the day."

Hectic? Of course. Horrible? No.
For Cathy, and women like her, the

thirty- and fortysomething years are

both busy and happy ones, when
one achieves career and family goals

and feels, perhaps, more fulfilled

than at any other stage of life. "It's a

time that's very full and lush," says

Susan Heitler, Ph.D., a clinical psy-

chologist in Denver and author of

From Conflict to Resolution (Norton,

1990). "It's a time for you and your

spouse to enjoy the shared project of

child raising. And there's also great

excitement in launching a career.

The more challenges one takes on in

life, tb<e more gratifying life be-

comes.-But there's also," she warns,

"more potential for overload. The
goal is to find an optimum where life

is rich without slipping beyond that

critical point at which one's respon-

sibilities become overwhelming."

For women in their thirties and

forties, time always seems to be at a

premium. Of the women surveyed by-

Ladies ' Home Journal for "The reader

report" (see page 51), more than half

said they felt stressed-out at least oc-

casionally—and 22 percent said they

often felt that way. The biggest

source of their stress, they agreed,

was not having enough hours in the

day to accomplish everything they

needed to do. Another survey of

more than one thousand Americans,

conducted by Hilton Hotels Corpora-

tion, found that during an average

weekend, people between the ages of

thirty and forty-nine spend roughly

nine hours more than they want to on

chores such as working at their job,

cleaning and running errands.

And yet this constant activity isn't

necessarily bad. In fact, it may actual-

ly be good for you. While it's true that

an excess of stress can lead to physi-

cal problems such as migraines and

ulcers, the body thrives when it per-

forms at a manageable level of pres-

sure. "You're going to feel stronger,

faster, competent," says Pepper
Schwartz, Ph.D., professor of sociolo-

gy at the University of Washington,

in Seattle. (continued on page 66)
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Char-grilled steak. ..who has time? When it

comes to preparing a wholesome, deli-

cious meal, Swanson knows just

what your family loves.

Like beef, char-

grilled and sea-

soned just right

for that unbeatable

off-the-grill taste.

And with all your

favorite trimmings

ike mashed potatoes

and corn, Swanson

makes Salisbury Steak

Dinner irresistible.

So whether it's breakfast,

lunch or dinner, you can

always trust Swanson for a

wholesome, delicious meal

your family will love.

(swanson)

Campbell Soup Company Great Taste Made Easv.



Dual air bags, ABS, crus

side-guard door beams

Ar Chevrolet we believe that evervone,

no matter how much they have to spend.

deserves a safe car. And because

we test our cars in some of the

most advanced safetv labs in the

world, we can make important safety feati

available and affordable to most people.

Tiie best example is the new

Lumina LS. You'd probably expec

to pay extra for a list of features



Hies, child safety locks,

in you live with that?

hose above. But they're included. In

Lumina LS comes with the most

)rehensive protection package we've

offered in a mid-size car. Standard,

ts foundation is a nmged steel safety

cage that surrounds the passenger compart-

ment and uses an ingenious energy manage-

ment system to strategically absorb the

impact of an accident. A design so strong

it helps Lumina meet

1997 federal side-impact standards today.

But what really matters isn't award-

winning anti-lock brake technology, or dual

air bags that inflate in the blink of an eye.

. • ' What matters is safety at a price

that most people can live with.

That's what makes the new Lumina LS a

Genuine Chevrolet.

LL NEW LUMINA ?—
7 Genuine Chevrolet



The best years

continuedfrom page 62

'"You're going to get a high—literally."

The unpredictability- of a demanding

schedule also prevents us from falling

into a rut and provides us with needed

challenges. "Have you ever seen ponies

that carry kids around in a circle?" says

Schwartz. "They're very sad little ani-

mals. If new things aren't demanded of

you, you can [become] like one of those

ponies—you can get dispirited and de-

pressed. I tiiink the unpredictable pro-

tects you from that. It wakes you up

and makes you feel vital and strong."

In fact, it's necessary to have a cer-

tain amount of pressure in our lives in

order to achieve anything, says Elaine

Wethington, Ph.D., associate professor

of human development and family

studies at Cornell University, in Ithaca,

Xew York. "In a sense, it is guilt—but

guilt in the most positive and produc-

tive sense." And, she adds, when you're

a busy working mom with that many
more things to take care of, "you've

taken on this responsibility and you
have an obligation to meet it. In order

to do that, you have to use fairly effec-

tive problem-solving skills—otherwise,

you couldn't manage it all at once."

Remarks Arlene Kagle, Ph.D., a clini-

cal psychologist in private practice in

Xew York, "If you're not a little bit

anxious, you don't change. You have to

have some kind of motivation."

.And when all is said and done at the

end of the day, it really does feel good

to look back and think about all you've

accomplished. "When we're balancing

it all, when we're juggling perfectly,

we're prettv damn proud of ourselves,

although we might not like to say it to

anyone," says Schwartz. "We feel com-
petent. We feel like the person we
hoped we could be. Sometimes you can

only feel that kind of extraordinary plea-

sure with yourself when you really have

done a great deal." Adds Wethington,

noting how much reinforcement a

woman can get from her family or col-

leagues about the jobs she does, "The
more people we are involved with who
feel good about us and what we do, the

more positive our feelings are about

ourselves. That's really important."

Surprisingly enough, mothers may ac-

tually be less harried than their childless

counterparts, who presumably have less

to do. In the JoumaFs "Reader report,"

one in three women without children

said they felt stressed-out, compared to

only one in five mothers who felt that

way. Perhaps the joys kids bring coun-

terbalance the added responsibilities.

"Watching children enjoy [themselves]

can be as wonderful as seeing the best

comedy on Broadway," says Kagle.

"That sense of pleasure one gets from

watching one's children having a good
time is a tremendous de-stressor."

PUTTING YOURSELF FIRST

That's not to say, however, that women
need pressure every hour of every day.

In fact, in order to make the most of

these hectic years, it's essential to incor-

porate some personal time into one's

schedule. Women may yearn to do
more for themselves, but they tend to

put their own needs last on their to-do

list. When asked what one thing they

wished they had more time for, respon-

dents to the LHJ survey overwhelmingly

chose "doing things that I enjoy," like

reading or gardening.

"We've learned that our job is to

take care of everyone and everything

first, then use the leftover time for us,"

explains Georgia Witkin, Ph.D., author

of The Female Stress Syndrome (New-
market Press, 1991) and director of the

Stress Program at the Mount Sinai

School of Medicine, in New York City.

"The problem is, as our roles pile up,

there is no extra time. In fact, most
women experience a time shortfall of

about twenty-one minutes a day. As a

result, we end up overscheduling our-

selves, doing two things at once."

So, how can you cut down on over-

load stress, get the personal time you

need and make the most of your busy

days? These strategies will help you get

started:

Adjust your altitude Recognize that

you need time for yourself, and that

this is not a luxury. Tell yourself that if

you don't take care of your needs, you

won't be good for others, and you
won't be able to recognize what should

be pleasurable in your life.

Get your priorities straight .afo

list of everything you want to 'Jm

plish in a given week or even in jfl

day, then rank the items by fl
tance. You'll get more of the imfl
things done and feel good whB
major goals are crossed off.

Take five—as often as pc
Witkin advises that you spend atm
total of twenty minutes a day on yfl

.And while whole chunks of time -Jm

hard to come by, just about everyAj

find five-minute intervals throJw

the day. Stop at your favorite cofp

:

for a cup on the way to work; takepl

around the block at lunch hour; hr:

around the other stores in the shttj

center before picking up the groan

Look for hidden pleasures Tmi
ery opportunity- throughout the II

find joy, no matter how ordinjy.

you're doing something you hauft

on some music, or promise youw
reward—like lying on the couch p$

book—when you're done. "InstB

letting each thing bombard you*
Heitler, "take time to see how yM
do it most enjoyably."

Enjoy, enjoy Don't forget to ft

nize those moments of sheer, uic

terated bliss, too—getting a I
embrace from your husband, waB
your child hit her first home ruft

times like these that can make evft

most harried day worthwhile.

Make a date with yourself Sw

ule your personal time in a caleni

date book as you would a work ;&

ing or doctor's visit; otherwise,

probably fill that time with ell

Says Heitler, "Research shows th;l

maintain health not by decreasirl

amount of stress you're under, tl

adding a relaxation or downtiia)

your schedule. And for a busy p<i

the only way that ends up happerj

by putting it in the calendar."

But there are also unexpected li

time that can't be planned ill

vance—like sitting in a traffic ]£|

waiting in a dentist's crowded cl

Make it a habit to carry a book, al

needlepoint or a journal so yoi|

make the most of these mini breall

Don't sweat the small stuff

an annoying situation crops up, tl

deep breath and try to look at thirl

perspective. Chances are, you'll

that it's not worth agonizing over. I

If things don't go exactly accol

to plan—you run out of bread fol

kids' lunches, or the skirt you wjI

to wear to work (continued on pagei

"When we're balancing it all, we're pretty

proud of ourselves," says dr. schwartz.

"We feel competent."



SnowPrincess

BARBIE
Images of soft dancing snowflakes, snow

covered castles and far away places

are captured in the glamour of Snow
Princess Barbie"— the first doll in the

new Enchanted Seasons Barbie Collection?

She was created as a lovely tribute to the

winter wonderland ofour dreams.

Her white gown, as delicate as

a snowflake, sparkles with sequins and

crystal rhinestones as soft marabou

feathers blow gently in the breeze.

This wondrous Limited Edition,

complete with Certificate of Authenticity,

is available now only through direct

subscription for $79, payable in

installments. Snow Princess Barbie doll.

She'll melt your heart.

i 1

PLEASE RESERVE BY JANUARY 15, 1995

Please reserve my Snow Princess Barbie " doll & stand. I need send

no money now. Bill me in 5 monthly installments of SI 5.80" each,

the first prior to shipment. If not satisfied I can return my

doll within 90 days for a full refund. Mail to:

Snow Princess Barbif

P.O. Box 2352, Chatsworth, CA 91 3 1 3-2352

SORRY. M> 1 hoxis

Stale

Zip

D Check here if vou would prefer one convenient charge of $79 plus shipping

and lax applied to vour VISA MasterCard Discover American Express

i HLDir i ar5 = ivp inn

SIGNATURE

"Plus $4.95 for shipping & handltng. Residents of CA & TX please add *ales tax.

Valid while supplies last, ©1994 Timeless Creations. All Rights Reined. Doll made

in China. Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery. Offer good in U.S. only.

TtxCollMible/Sixailty Doll Division of SUrldlnc SPP-LHIW
.-I



(,(,My dangerous
nome When experts from the National

SAFE KIDS Campaign came to inspect my home, I was certain

they'd find it hazard-free. I was wrong. By Mary C. Hickey

Like most parents, I think a

lot about protecting my
children from harm. I've

instructed them endlessly

on what to do if they're

approached by strangers, on "good"
and "bad" touching and on how to

find help if they ever get lost. But
somehow, I've managed to overlook

one of the biggest threats to their

safety and well-being: their own
home. Experts say that children are

in most danger of being hurt, or

even killed, by unintentional in-

juries, and that the majority of these

occur at home.

I became acutely aware of this fact

just recently when a colleague at

Ladies' Home Journal approached me
with an assignment. She wanted me
to ask representatives from the Na-
tional SAFE KIDS Campaign, in

Washington, D.C., to go through a

typical family home (mine!) looking

for potential hazards.

At first, I balked. "I don't have to

worry about that anymore; my kids

are five and eight," I told her,

thinking back to the days when
Annie-Rose and Max were babies

and our stairwells were barricaded

with gates, our cabinets secured

Author Mary
Hickey comforts

five-year-old

Annie-Rose after

an accident

nobody thought

could happen

with kid-proof latches and our elec

trical outlets all plugged up.

But my colleague was insistent

That was exactly the point: Parent

should always be aware of safety haz

ards around the home—even beyond

toddlerhood. So I shrugged antrl

agreed to play guinea pig. After all

we have nothing to hide. We've go
(

smoke alarms on even* floor, includ 1

ing the basement. We even keep a
fire extinguisher tucked in the cabi-.

net under the kitchen sink. Wha'
dangers could there possibly be?

A THOROUGH INSPECTION

My colleague and I enlisted the help

of Heather Paul, Ph.D., executively

director, and Kathryn Kincaid, asso-S

ciate director.!"

of the National

SAFE KIDS
Campaign, an],

injury-prevention

program of Chil-

dren's National

Medical Center,

in Washington, D.C. Eager to make
the public aware of the importance ofj(

a safe environment for kids, theyl;

agreed to inspect my home and top

point out the things that present the

greatest safety risk.

The night before their visit, I did a

quick check of my house, feeling

confident that these kid-safety pros

wouldn't encounter a major hazard.

But it didn't take long before I spot-

ted a problem: Our downstairs,

smoke alarm was sitting on a nearby

radiator, dead. We had taken it down
one night when its annoying beep (to

signal that the batteries were running

low) kept us awake. The plan was to

put new batteries in right away and
j

rehang it, but . . . well, you know
how that goes. (For the record: My '

husband was supposed to do it.)

I thought about putting it up im-
j

mediately, but I had promised I'd

leave everything just as it was. Oh,

well, I thought, at least there will be

something for the inspectors to do.

Little did I know then that my
nonfunctioning smoke alarm was the

least of my problems. From the

moment Paul (continued on page 72)
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Wkens a good time to leWour child start

bmc> out ker own outfits? How aLout n0nt—_ ^ now

you can see. Playwear Denims from I lealtktex come tn a wide variety oi exciting

1 that elfoillesslv mix and match with our tons. I00°/o cotton pants, shorts, skirts, overalls

Healthsjumpers in all sorts of great looking prints and colors. Io find out

3. call 1-800-55-L-7G57 I )elore von know it. your ckilds outfits will

X)kinp o'reat. (At least until she gets into tluit mud puddle outside. -S00-, ), ) /-/ 6'. )/
o c) o

Questions? ( all ]-800-o5 1-765/. Look lor Healthtex ai fcimousJ ><u r. HeckisanJ Rob)insons-j iti\~



RememberHow EasilyAHome
CameAetherWhenYou

Didn't Have lb Choose Carpet?

©1094 Shaw Indusmes lrx

.



omewhere along the way, you in the country. Which means you

:w that quaint little rustic can count on the

The time had comefor some- selection, quality and

igger. But, with the joy value trusted for

rating a real home, you also decades by millions of people.

things you care

about most, like

thickness and

durability.

i he label on the back of even' TrustMark carpel

gives vou helpful information you can use to

compare one carpet to another

Presenting The TkusTMARK
Carpet Selection System.

vced thefrustration

cting carpet. So

< colors, textures

; vies. And so little

ation to help you find

rpet that's right [or you.

xat's why there's TrustMark
you how to use the TrustMark Information Center to

carpet selection system from TrustMark is a complete

Industries, the world's largest system oj carpet styles, practical

manufacturer. TrustMark information and trained sales-

ilable only at certified people. It gives you facts on every

lark dealers, a select group type of carpet. So vou can compare

I most respected ccupet dealers one to another, based on the

With TrustMark, you'll know

you've made the right

\' ore you leave

W the store. So now. putting

a home together can be every

bit as easy as it used to be.

For more information in

the U.S. and Canada call

l-800-TRUSTMARK

(1-800-878-7862).

TrustMark
Carpet Selection System

by Shaw Industries. Inc

Selection Made Simple:



' from page 68) and Kincaid

walked in my front door (pointing out

as they entered that the hallway rug

should have a pad under it to prevent

rig), their eagle eyes quickly fo-

c. ed on all sorts of potential dangers.

By the time their visit ended, I felt as if

I were living in a death trap.

Some of the problems they pointed

out were the result of sheer careless-

ness. For instance, I had left my hair

dryer plugged in alongside the bath-

room sink. Kincaid reminded me that

if a plugged-in dryer came into contact

with water, the result would be electric

shock. Another careless mistake they

caught me on: We had left a box of

matches sitting atop the fireplace.

"Kids can be tempted to play with

matches," said Kincaid. She dismissed

my protest that my kids were smart

enough to know better. "They may be,

but if I were you, I wouldn't want to

put them to the test."

But many of the hazards had to do

with certain structural realities of our

home. There is a radiator just below the

window in my daughter's room, for in-

stance. Paul pointed out that it was pos-

sible for an active five-year-old to climb

up on the radiator, reach the window
ledge and lean against the screen. No
screen is strong enough to support a

child's weight. "You need to install win-

dow guards," she advised. I told her

that I thought my daughter was too cau-

tious to lean against a window. But she

again reminded me that accidents are

never the result of intentional behavior.

Thinking about even the remote
possibility of my little girl tumbling

from a second-story window, I made a

mental note to add window guards to

our list of needed home improvements.

In the meantime, I decided that no
matter what the weather, that window
would be locked shut.

The team also zeroed in on a book-

shelf in our family room—the place

where the kids spend most of their

time. For some reason, the floor in that

room isn't level, and the shelf—which

holds heavy books and toys—is precari-

ously off-balance. "This could really

hurt a child if it tumbled over on him,"

Kincaid noted. She offered a simple

remedy: brackets to hold it in place.

I asked Paul and Kincaid if they

thought my house was more hazardous

than most because of its age. (Our
three-story colonial was built in 1904,

and, though it has aged well, it has,

well, aged.) They said that although

both old and new houses (continued)
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DANGER ZONES
As former surgeon general C. Everett Koop, M.D.,
said, "If a disease were killing our children in the

proportion that accidents are, people would demand
that this killer be stopped/' Below, typical home
hazards, and how to play it safe. By Linda Fears

s'4
The iron left out in Mary's

basement is double trouble: A
child could trip over the cord, or

plug it in and get burned. Keep

irons out of kids' reach.

A plugged-in hair dryer, an easily

accessible medicine cabinet and a

razor left out are a triple threat:

Always unplug styling tools; keep

medicine cabinets locked.

The entry to Mary's basement is in a

high-traffic hallway. There's no door

and no light—a perfect opportunity

for kids to fall down the stairs. All

stairwells must have sturdy doors.

Each year, fires kill 1 , 1 00 kids

fourteen and under. Install smoke

detectors outside all sleeping

areas and on every level of your

home; test monthly.

Inspectors found this frayed wire on

a floor fan plugged into the wall of

Mary's third-floor office. Check all

the wires in your home; if any are

damaged, they must be replaced.

Mary knew about the broken stair

rail on her third floor, but, she

reasoned, the kids never go up there.

"Kids are curious," says Kincaid.

"Who knows what they'll do?" n



Vfe challenge you to find

amore refreshing toothpaste.

®

BAKING

mm.

New Aquafresh Baking Soda.

Baking soda clean without that salty taste.

Compare New Aquafresh Baking Soda to your toothpaste. Ifyou don't prefer the refreshingly clean taste

of Aquafresh, we'll refund your money. Now that's an offer you can't refuse.

Aquafresh Baking Soda fights cavities and helps reduce plaque, leaving your mouth refreshingly

clean-without that salty taste. In fact, in a recent taste test, Aquafresh Baking Soda beatArm & Hammer

Dental Care, Crest Baking Soda toothpaste, even regular Crest and Colgate

.

So take the challenge. Leave your mouth refreshingly clean with New Aquafresh Baking Soda toothpaste.

Baking Soda Clean, Aquafresh Fresh—Or your money back!
r- — — —— — — —— — —— ___________ __________—____________

Mail-in-Certificate

AQUAFRESH BAKING SODA MONEY-BACKCHALLENGE
Here's how you can take the challenge. If you are not completely satisfied with

Aquafresh® Baking Soda we'll refund your money (up to S2.29).

1. Buy one Aquafresh Baking Soda toothpaste
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY.

(except trial size).

2. If you are not completely satisfied: Send the

proof-of-purchase (UPC Symbol) and cash

register receipt with purchase price circled.

3. Send to: Aquafresh Baking Soda Money-

Back Challenge. P.O. Box 1099. Grand

Rapids. MN 55745-1099

4. We'll send your money back to you

(up to S2.29).

LIMIT: ONE AQUAFRESH S2.29 REFUND PER NAME OR ADDRESS. This certificate may not be mechanically reproduced

and must accompany your request. Offer rights are not assignable or transferable. Offer good only in the United States.

Void where prohibited, taxed or restricted by law. Allow eight weeks for receipt of your refund. Offer expires 1/31/95.

STATE ZIP CODE

REASON FOR RETURN

C199-1 SOSmtthKlme Beecham
Consumer Healthcare



(continued) have problems, new hous-

es lend to be safer. They usually have

a central heating system instead of ra-

diators and finished basements in-

stead of unfinished ones, and they

don't contain lead paint. "However,"

said Kincaid, "people tend to think

new. sturdy window screens suffice

for fall prevention [they don't], and

many new houses contain wide-

spaced banister slats [also a common
problem in old homes] that small chil-

dren can slip through."

A LASTING LESSON
Despite my initial skepticism, the in-

spection had definitely proved worth-

while. That night, my children got a

stern lecture on safety, and my hus-

band got a long list of things we need-

ed to do. I had learned a lot about the

importance of making my home a

safer place. Or so I thought.

But the lesson didn't really sink in

until about two weeks after the women
from the National SAFE KIDS Cam-
paign had left: I was at work when my
baby-sitter called. Annie-Rose had
fallen in the backyard and punctured

her hand on a rusty nail. (The nail was

sticking out of a piece of wood on the

pile of fireplace logs we keep by the

back door.) Wouldn't you know? That

was one of the hazards that the SAFE
KIDS representatives had pointed out

during their visit, and one of the things

we intended to take care of. But in the

rush of our busy life, we hadn't gotten

around to removing them from the

yard or even covering them with a tarp.

(In fact, we hadn't gotten around to

doing many of the things on the list.)

So now I was frantic with worry

—

not to mention a double dose of guilt.

I left the office, raced home and took

my daughter to the pediatrician. For-

tunately, the wound wasn't that seri-

ous. Though it was deep, it didn't

require stitches. But since Annie-Rose

had never had a tetanus shot, she

needed one now.

My daughter left the doctor's office

that day with a bandaged hand and a

sore arm from the injection. And I left

with the feeling that this was some
kind of omen. I now realized that acci-

dents can—and do—happen. Luckily

for us, this was a relatively minor one.

But it was enough to teach me the im-

portance of taking care of safety haz-

ards. Right awav.

Mary C. Hickey is a senior editor at

Ladies ' Home Journal.

In Annie-Rose's room, the radiator

is right under the window. "Screens

keep bugs out but don't keep kids

in," says Kincaid. "Falls are the

leading cause of emergency-room

visits for children." Put guards on

all windows that aren't fire escapes.

unsturdy wicker bookcase of toys in

the playroom on an unlevel,

carpeted floor. One tug on the

shelf—by even a small child—could

pull the entire unit down. All

bookcases that children have access

to should be bolted to the wall.

Next door in Max's room was a

fairly obvious danger spot: an area

rug with no skidproof backing or

mat underneath. "Max loves

running into his room and sliding

across the floor on the rug," Mary
told us. Need we say more?

Mary thought she was being

economical by using an old

kitchen cabinet as a toy chest. The

problem: There's no safety hinge

to prevent the heavy lid from

slamming down on a child's

fingers—or head. Safety hinges

are available at hardware stores.

Woodpiles are tempting to climb

on, and if a child falls on the

wood, he can get splinters, cuts or

worse. Mary's woodpile

contained rusty nails (so Max
could practice hammering there),

but daughter Annie-Rose paid the

price with an injured hand. Cover

all woodpiles with a plastic tarp.

Many older homes have outdoor

access to the basement—often

double wood doors that lead to

a steep concrete stairwell. For

safety's sake, keep the doors

locked. Also, replace warped or

rotting doors so that if kids play

on them, there's no chance that

they'll fall through.
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The Lenox China Jewels Nativity Collection™

A grouping of ivory fine china figurines, each intricately detailed

in gold and accented with hand enameling. Yours to collect

piece by piece. A beautiful expression of the season.

To give or receive.

LENOX



IF YOU'VE NEVER TAKEN THE TRAIN,

WHAT EXACTLY HAVE YOU MISSED?



For starters,

unfortunately,

you have missed

this whole wonderful

country. You have
missed a tip of the hat

from D.W. Hunsuzker, potato

farmer, as he opens up shop
in the back of his pickup. YOU
HAVE MISSED THE CHANCE TO

WAVE BACK (it feels really good, for

some reason). You have missed
Thompson, Utah, population 40 (except

when you're passing through it). You've

missed what is real and good. You've missed a

darn nice sunset. (Remember those?) You've missed

the chance to take a few days, or even a few hours,

to not rush and to not run. You've missed the chance,

for once in your life, to go from major city to major city

AND SEE HOW LIVES ARE LIVED BETWEEN THEM. And

perhaps you've missed the one, single, dignified, civilized,

utterly relaxed form of travel left in this world. Train travel.

TUPRF't MMFTHINC ABOUT A TRAIN THAT'S MAGIC.
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THE FIVE
MONEY MISTAKES
WOMEN MAKE

Are you afraid to make financial decisions? Prefer your husband to handle the

family budget? Such avoidance tactics may be costing you plenty. Learn how to get

over your fears and get smart about money. By Clint Willis
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ith S 4,000 to

invest. Jenni-

fer Stewart, a

twenty-nine-
year-old human

resources administrator

in Costa Mesa. Califor-

nia, wanted a safe—but

smart—place to put her

money. "I decided to in-

vest through a friend

who had recently begun

a career as a stockbro-

ker," she says.

But the friend wasn't

the wise counsel Stewart

had hoped for. "He'd let

me know his stock ideas,

and I went along with

them," she says. "Over
the course of one year, I

lost fifteen hundred dol-

lars to brokerage fees

—

far more than I ever

made." Finally, she

stopped doing business

with the broker.

Today, Stewart says,

"I learned a number of

lessons from the experi-

ence. For one, I trusted

the broker too much. I didn't stay Now married, Stewart and her
involved with my money. Another husband are about to start a joint in-

lesson was that I got too caught up vestment plan, but they're taking
in the excitement of buying and sell- things slowly. "I'm not going to

N
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ing. I really didn't understand how
expensive it was for me—and he
never explained [it]."

make the same mistakes," she says.

Women today have great earning

power and financial responsibility.

but, as Stewart's story

shows, they face certain

obstacles when it comes

to handling money. On
the plus side, women are

often well suited to han-

dle their family's fi-

nances—and surveys

indicate that half of

women have sole re-

sponsibility for this task.

"Women tend to be dis-

ciplined, patient, good
learners and natural ad-

ministrators," says Ann
B. Diamond, a financial

counselor in New York
City, and author of Fear

of Finance (HarperBusi-

ness, 1994). "Those are

wonderful qualities for

managing money."

Still, women do make
costly financial missteps.

Of course, men make
money errors, too, but

psychologists and finan-

cial planners who work
with female clients have

discovered that women's
mistakes tend to fall into

particular patterns. "Women in gen-

eral approach financial matters with

a different set of fears and biases and

skills than men," says Esther Berger,

a certified financial planner and first

vice president at PaineWebber in

Beverly Hills, California, (continued)
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Money mistakes women make

i& It?

and author of Money Smart: Secrets

n Need to Know About Money (Si-

mon & Schuster, 1993). "As a result,

they tend to make different mistakes."

To find out about the most common
errors women make, we talked to ex-

pert > who help

women solve fi-

nancial problems.

The pros offered

sensible solutions

to these five typi-

cal mistakes:

Women leave

money matters
to a man. 'Many

of my clients grew

up with people

telling them to

find a man to take

care of them,"
says Kathleen
Gurney, Ph.D.,

author of Your

A Ioney Personality

(Doubleday,
1988), and a psy-

chologist in Sono-

ma, California,

who specializes in

women's financial

issues. When they

do join forces

with a man, they

often turn the fi-

nances over to

him.

Cheryl Coyne,

forty-two, a se-

nior flight atten-

dant based in

Minneapolis, was
one such woman.
Nine years ago,

after she married

her husband, a

successful busi-

nessman, her
money troubles

began. He invest-

ed all of her fi-

nances—including money Cheryl had
saved before their marriage. "I

thought. Well, he's a successful busi-

nessman, he has an MBA, he must
know just what he's doing," she says.

The consequences of letting a spouse

control all your money can be disas-

trous. "I recently counseled a woman
who was getting a divorce," says Ellen

Rogin, president of Rogin, Fox &
80 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994

Theodore, Inc., a financial advisory

firm in Northfield, Illinois. "She had

left the finances to her husband, and

they were a mess. She couldn't have

possibly done a worse job than he did."

The possibility of divorce raises an-

other risk. If a woman leaves financial

matters to her spouse, he may put as-

sets in his name, leaving her holding

9m,

Party Beans
Jelly Belly beans will turn your
next gathering into a bean tasting

party. They are not your
ordinary jelly beans. At

just 4 calories per bean,

it's fun to mix and share
all 40 "true-to-life" fun

flavors with your friends.

It's America's Favorite Jelly Bean

Jelly Belly beans are available

worldwide wherever fine candies

are sold. For free recipes

& your nearest retailer

CALL: 800 JB BEANS.

(800-522-3267noll-free Monday - Fnday
8 am -5pm - Registered trademarks o'

Herman Goelitz Inc 1993 Herman Goelrtz. Inc

the bag—and not much else—in the

event of a breakup. "I see it all the

time," says Rogin. "When a woman re-

mains uninvolved with the finances,

she's putting herself at great risk."

Even if a spouse does a good job of

managing money, you still should be in-

volved from the beginning. Given statis-

tics on divorce and widowhood, many
women are likelv to find themselves

making their own financial decisins:

some point in their lives. WhjM
time comes, you don't want to tfl

nancial know-nothing.

If your spouse has been rrjfl

most of the money decisions, tdfl

you want to be included in the pea
from now on. Share or alternate jfl

bills and balancing the checkH
And makeH
you're up ofl
family's cuH
financial cfad

tion. How
money havUc

saved? Hoji
he invested m
why? TellB
husband
your goal isfl

able to stlj

and take cm
of these man
he suddenlyH

do it himseliB

That's I
Cheryl Coy
nally decid

do. She
newspaper!

business

zines to

about inves

When her

band came
one day and

"Honey,
have five in

ment choice

your 401(k)

these are th<

funds I've p
for you," C
said, "No
fast." She re

his advice

after doin|

search, sele

a stock. T
years

Cheryl's sto

up 22 perc

while the fi

her husband

have made no gains or lost money.

Financially, "men think they kn<

all," says Cheryl. "Well, they doi

wanted to change [my attitude a

money]—and I have!"

Women don't take reasonablt

nancial risks. While men often

ishly charge into risky investmeni

hope of scoring big profits, woi

tend to hang back even (contii
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Money mistakes women mat
continued

when the risks are modest and H
tential rewards significant. Th«
entirely irrational. Many womtM
don't work outside the home arefl

position to recover from an invM
loss. Even women who earn «
tend to move in and out of th«
force and take home smaller payH
so their financial security can beH

But women's financial fears opj

too far. "On an emotional levelH

women are afraid they'll end upfc
ladies," says Ellen Rogin. "EveiS
en in big jobs have this fear."

Women's reluctance to accept Ip

able risks has enormous implicating:

their long-term security. Most fn
advisers agree that you must inveA
savings in growth investments $
stocks to ensure that your retirle

savings will keep pace with infBj

That's even more important for \\m

who live longer than men. "If voiH
avoid the risk in stocks, you'll losdft

ey to inflation," says Diamond.
arc some risks you simply must takfl

How do you learn to takep
chances? Scour your newsstand m
brary for publications and boom
discuss personal finance and im
ment strategies in basic terms. Ob
cellent starting point: UnderstM
Wall Street (McGraw Hill, 199|<

Jeffrey B. Little and Lucien Rrjdi

Also, talk to friends and acquainil

about your fears. "Find someonB
has made a successful financial del

on her own," says Kathleen Gurnijl

Know, too, that most beginniiji

vestors should not select stockai

bonds on their own. Instead, m
reputable full-service broker or ll

cial planner who can help you toI
a well-diversified portfolio. If yoip

fer to go it alone, or have lessl

S5,000 or $10,000 to invest, coJ
professionally managed mutual fl

which pool investors' assets tcfl

stocks, bonds or other investment:!

Newspapers such as Tfo Wall If

Journal and USA Today often fei

articles that will help you chooseoi

tual funds with strong long-termi

formance records. And start sil

Invest 20 percent of your long-I

savings in aggressive stock mtl

funds, and gradually increasel

amount to perhaps one half to!

thirds of your long-term savings.

Women take money matters H

sonally. When a man's stoc||
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fund suffers a setback, he's like-

lame the financial markets, the

lent or his broker. But women
:ome down hardest on them-
"Women figure that if some-
;oes wrong with an investment,

r fault," says Esther Berger.

: again, it may help to talk to

iends and family members who
estors. Ask them about the mis-

ley've made, and you'll begin to

that everyone makes the wrong
al choices at times,

ihore up your confidence, you
int to consider joining an invest-

lub. Some 12,700 clubs, inciud-

'00 women-only groups, belong

National Association of Invest-

Clubs (810-583-6242). The
will send you an introductory

that provides a list of regional

:s and information about clubs,

ers meet regularly to discuss

ind pool money to invest in a

io of stocks and bonds. By be-

; to such a club, you're less like-

:cond-guess decisions. After all,

:ire group agrees on them. And
iy find that you have fewer mis-

) bemoan.

n freeze up. When men con-

trol financial decisions, they assume
that they understand the relevant facts

and figures to make a reasonable

choice. Women are more likely to try

to evaluate every conceivable out-

come—often an impossible task.

In some cases, that tendency saves

women from making impulsive and
wrongheaded decisions. Often, howev-

er, it means they do nothing at all.

The problem, once again, lies partly

in women's lack of confidence that

they can cope with money matters.

"Women tend to freeze up when con-

fronted by large amounts of financial

information because they feel over-

whelmed," says Berger. "They weren't

brought up to believe they could han-

dle this sort of information."

If you're stymied by a financial de-

cision, talk to professional advisers

such as brokers or financial planners.

Ask them how much you could lose if

you invest in a particular stock or mu-
tual fund, for example. Inquire how
the fund performed during its worst-

ever year. Also ask to see research re-

ports—compiled by brokerage

analysts—on the stocks you're inter-

ested in. Finally, at most libraries, a li-

brarian will (continued on page 199)

A WOMAN'S
FINANCIAL LIBRARY

The more you know about money

matters, the fewer mistakes you're

likely to make. Besides those

books already mentioned in this

a rticle, some good titles include:

• Terry Savage's New Money
Strategies for the 90' s (Harper-

Business, 1994, $23).

• How to Turn Your Money Life

Around (Health Communications,

1992, $9.95), by Ruth L Hayden.

Next, move on to financial peri-

odicals, such as the weekly Bar-

ron's or The Wall Street Journal.

Read them at your local library first

to get a sense of how useful they'll

be to you. While you're at the li-

brary, take a look at the weekly

Value Line Investment Survey,

which tracks the performance and

prospects of publicly traded com-

panies, and Morningstar Mutual

Funds, a biweekly newsletter that

rates different funds.





"Menopause is something that

happens when you're old."

Myth no. 5

w old is "old." anyway? Menopause can happen

• some women as early as their forties. And

ne women even younger go through surgical

nopause. But whether you're 35 or 65. you're

ly as old as you feel. So it makes sense to make

ling great through menopause your goal.

Estraderm : for menopausal
symptoms at any age

Whatever your age, meno-

pause can bring symptoms like

hot flashes, night sweats and

vaginal dryness. Some women

suffer a lot; some don't. But,

no matter how severe, they're

caused by the same thing: loss

of estrogen.

Estrogen therapy, like

Estraderm. can replace this

loss. Estraderm is not a pill,

t a clear round patch that restores your body's

rogen: It delivers small steady doses into your

•odstream in much the same way your ovaries

I before menopause. You can wear Estraderm

your backside, hidden by your underwear.

iere it's less likely to cause skin irritation.

Benefits vs. risks of Estraderm

:raderm is available by prescription only and is

t for every woman. It's up to you - and your doc-

' - to decide if benefits balance risks. Millions

women have used Estraderm to help manage

nopausal symptoms. And along with calcium

ESTRADERM I'AICH

5NMED1CATED SAMPLE

ICLL'DED IN THE FREE

3RMATION KIT

and exercise, it can be effective for many women

in preventing postmenopausal osteoporosis.

Some women - those who are pregnant, for

example - should avoid estrogen therapy. You

should tell your doctor if you have ever had can-

cer of the breast or uterus, unusual vaginal bleed-

ing, abnormal blood clotting or any heart disease.

Estrogen therapy has been associated with

increased risk of uterine cancer.

What to ask your doctor

Q. How will I know when I start to go through

menopause?

Q. Is estrogen therapy - and Estraderm - right for me?

Q. How long do I need to stay on Estraderm to get the

most benefit? Months? Years?

Free menopause information

The time to prepare yourself for menopause

is now. Free information and a nonmedicated

sample of The Estraderm Patch are yours by call-

ing 1-800-521-CIBA. Or send this coupon.

TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION AND A NONMEDICATED SAMPLE.

MAIL TO: C1BA. P.O.BOX 907, SPRING HOUSE. PA 19477-9945

CALL 1-800-521-CIBA • EXT. LH32N
I Para una operadora en espanol. llame a la extension LH32N)

"1

ESTRADERM* ESTRADIOL TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN

05 MG AND 1 MG STRENGTHS

See next paflc for additional important information.

J

ESTRADIOL TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM

NOW THE CHANGE OF LIFE DOESN'T HAVE TO CHANGE YOURS.



Important Information on Estraderm Continued from Previous Page

Estraderm-
estradiol transdermal system

Continuous delivery for twice-weekly

application

BRIEFSUMMARY [FOR FULL PRESCRIBING

FORMA TION. SEE PACKAGE INSERT).

ESTROGENS HAVE BEEN REPORTED TO INCREASE THE RISK OF

ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMA.
Three independent case conlrol studies have reported an

increased nsk of endometrial cancer in postmenopausal women
exposed to exogenous estrogens tor more than 1 year This nsk was

independent of the other known risk factors for endometrial cancer

These studies are further supported by the finding that incidence

rates of endometrial cancer have increased sharply since 1969 in

eight drferent areas of the United States with population-based

cancer-reporting systems, an increase which may be related to the

rapidly expanding use of estrogens dunng the last decade

The three case control studies reported that the nsk of

endometnal cancer in estrogen users was about 4 5-13 9 times

greater than in nonusers. The risk appears to depend both on

duration of treatmem and on estrogen dose. In view of these

findings, when estrogens are used for the treatment of menopausal

symptoms, the lowest dose that will control symptoms should be

utilized and medication should be discontinued as soon as possible.

When prolonged treatment is medically indicated, the patient should

be reassessed on at least a semiannual basis to determine the need

for continued therapy Although the evidence must be considered

preliminary, one study suggests that cyclic administration of low

doses of estrogen may carry less risk than continuous

administration; it therefore appears prudent to utilize such a regimen

Close clinical surveitonce of all women taking estrogens is

important In all cases ot undiagnosed persistent or recurring

abnormal vaginal bleeding, adequate diagnostic measures should be

undertaken to rule out malignancy

There is no evidence at present that 'natural' estrogens are more

or less hazardous than "synthetic" estrogens at equiestrogemc doses

ESTROGENS SHOULD NOT BE USED OURING PREGNANCY.
The use of female sex hormones, both estrogens and

progestogens, dunng early pregnancy may seriously damage the

oftspnng. It has been shown that women who had been exposed in

uterolo diethylstilbestrol, a nonsteroidal estrogen, have an increased

nsk ot developing in later life a form ot vaginal or cervical cancer that

is ordinanty extremely rare. This nsk has been estimated as not

greater than 4 per 1000 exposures Furthermore, a high percentage

of such exposed women (30-90%) have been found to have vaginal

adenosis, epithelial changes ot the vagina and cervix. Although these

changes are histologically benign, it is not known whether fhey are

precursors ot malignancy Although similar data on the use of other

estrogens are not available, it cannot be presumed they would not

induce similar changes.

Several reports suggest an association between intrauterine

exposure to female sex hormones and congenital anomalies,

including congenital heart defects and limb-reduction defects. One

case control study estimated a 4 7-told increased risk of limb-

reducton defects in infants who had been exposed in uteroXo sex

hormones (oral contraceptives, hormone withdrawal tests for

pregnancy, or attempted treatment for threatened abortion) Some of

these exposures were very short and involved only a few days of

treatment. The data suggest that the risk of limb-reduction defects in

exposed fetuses is somewhat less than 1 per 1000

In the past, female sex hormones have been used during

pregnancy in an attempt to treat threatened or habitual abortion.

There is considerable evidence that estrogens are ineffective for

these indications, and there is no evidence from well-controlled

studies that progestogens are effective for these uses.

If Estraderm is used during pregnancy, or if the patient becomes
pregnant while taking this drug, she should be appnsed of the

potential risks to the fetus and of the advisability ot continuation of

the pregnancy.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Estraderm is indicated for the treatment ot the following: moderate-to-

severe vasomotor symptoms associated with menopause, female

hypogonadism, female castration; primary ovanan failure, atrophic

conditions caused by deficient endogenous estrogen production, such

as atrophic vaginitis and kraurosis vulvae, and prevention ot

osteoporosis (loss of bone mass).

Estrogen replacement therapy is the most effective single modality tor

the prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis in women Case-

controlled studies have shown a reduction ot approximately 60% in the

incidence of hip and wrist fractures in women who began estrogen

replacement therapy within a few years of menopause A recent, well-

controlled, double-blind, prospective trial conducted at the Mayo Clinic

has demonstrated that treatment with Estraderm prevents bone loss in

postmenopausal women at a dosage of 0.05 mg per day.

Treatment with Estraderm 05 mg showed full maintenance of bone

density with a slight (0 8%). but not significant, increase. Placebo

treatment resulted in a significant loss ot more than 6% below baseline

vertebral bone mass. Patienls using either Estraderm 0.1 mg, or 0.05

mg, had significantly greater bone densities than those using placebo

Other studies suggest that estrogen replacement therapy reduces the

rate ot vertebral fractures

Peak bone mass is reached at age 30 to 35 and can best be

maximized by adequate calcium intake and exercise during the

adolescent and early adult years Early menopause is one of the best

predictors for the development of osteoporosis. White women are at

higher risk for osteoporosis than white men, black women are at higher

nsk than black men, and thin women are at higher risk than obese

women Cigarette smoking may be an additional risk factor Calcium

deficiency has been implicated in the pathogenesis of this disease

Therefore, when not contraindicated. a calcium intake of 1000-1500 mg/
day either by diet or supplements is recommended for postmenopausal

women
Immobilization and protonged oedrest produce rapid bone loss, while

weight-beanng exercise has been shown lo both reduce bone loss and

to increase bone mass. The optimal type and amount ot physical activity

that might lower the risk for osteoporosis have not been established.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Patients with known hypersensitivity to any of the components of the

therapeutic system should not use Estraderm.

Estrogens should not be used in women or men with any ot the

following conditions

1 known or suspected cancer of the breast

.

2. known or suspected estrogen-dependent neoplasia.

3. known or suspected pregnancy (see Boxed Warning),

4 undiagnosed abnormal genital bleeding;

5 active thrombophlebitis or thromboembolic disorders,

6. history of thrombophlebitis, thrombosis, or thromboembolic

disorders associated with previous estrogen use.

WARNINGS
1 Induction of Malignant Neoplasms Long-term continuous

administration ot natural and synthetic estrogens in certain animal

species increases the frequency of carcinomas of the breast, cervix,

vagina, and liver There are now reports that estrogens increase the nsk

ot carcinoma of the endometrium in humans. (See Boxed Warning.)

At the present time, there is no satisfactory evidence that estrogens

given to postmenopausal women increase the nsk of breast cancer,

although a recent long-term follow-up study has raised this possibility.

Because ot the animal data, there is a need for caution in prescribing

estrogens for women with a strong family nistory of breast cancer or

who have breast nodules, fibrocystic disease, or abnormal

mammograms.
2. Gallbladder Disease A recent study has reported a two- to threefold

increase in the risk of surgically confirmed gallbladder disease in

postmenopausal women receiving oral estrogens, similar to the twofold

increase previously noted in users of oral contraceptives.

3 . Effects Similar to Those Caused by Estrogen-Progestogen Oral

Contraceptives. There are several serious adverse effects of oral

contraceptives and other high-dose oral estrogen treatments, most of

which have not, up to now. been documented as consequences ot

postmenopausal estrogen replacement therapy. This may reflect tne

comparatively low doses of estrogen used in postmenopausal women,
a. Thromboembolic Disease. It is now well established that users of oral

contraceptives have an increased risk of various thromboembolic and

thrombotic vascular diseases, such as thrombophlebitis, pulmonary

embolism, stroke, and myocardial infarction. Cases of retinal

thrombosis, mesenteric thrombosis, and optic neuritis have been

reported in oral contraceptive users. There is evidence that the risk ot

several of these adverse reactions is related to the dose ot the drug. An
increased risk ot postsurgery thromboembolic complications has also

been reported in users ot oral contracepbves. If feasible, estrogen

should be discontinued at least 4 weeks before surgery of the type

assocated with an increased risk of thromboembolism, or during

penods of prolonged immobilization.

While an increased rate of thromboembolic and thrombotic disease in

postmenopausal users ot estrogens has not been found, this does not

rule out the possibility that such an increase may be present or that

subgroups of women who have underlying nsk factors or who are

receiving relatively large doses ot estrogens may have increased risk.

Therefore, estrogens should not be used in persons with active

thrombophlebitis or thromboembolic disorders, and thev should not be

used in persons with a history ot such disorders in association with

estrogen use They should be used with caution in patients with cerebral

vascular or coronary artery disease and only for those in whom
estrogens are clearly needed.

Large doses of estrogen (5 mg corrugated estrogens per day),

comparable to those used to treat cancer of the prostate and breast,

have been shown in a large prospective clinical tnal in men to increase

fhe risk of nonfatal myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolism, and

thrombophlebitis When estrogen doses of this size are used, any of the

thromboembolic and thrombotic adverse effects associated with oral

contraceptive use should be considered a clear risk,

b Hepatic Adenoma. Benign hepatic adenomas have been associated

with the use of oral contraceptives. Although benign and rare, these

tumors may rupture and cause death from intra-abdominal hemorrhage.

Such lesions have not yet been reported in association with other

estrogen or progestogen preparations, but they should be considered if

abdominal pain and tenderness, abdominal mass, or hypovolemic shock

occurs in patients receiving estrogen. Hepatocellular carcinoma has also

been reported in women taking estrogen-containing oral contraceptives

The causal relationship of this malignancy to these drugs is not known

c. Elevated Blood Pressure Women using oral contraceptives

sometimes experience increased blood pressure which, in most cases,

returns to normal upon discontinuing the drug. There is now a report

that this may occur with use of oral estrogens in the menopause and

blood pressure should be monitored with estrogen use especially if high

doses are used. Ethinyl estradiol and coniugated estrogens have been

shown to increase renin substrate. In contrast to these oral estrogens,

transdermally administered estradiol does not affect renin substrate

d Glucose Tolerance A worsening of glucose tolerance has been

observed in a significant percentage ot patients on estrogen-containing

oral contraceptives. For this reason, diabetic patients should be carefully

observed while receiving estrogen

4 Hypercalcemia Administration of high doses of estrogens may lead

to severe hypercalcemia in patients with breast cancer and bone

metastases. If hypercalcemia occurs, use of the drug should be stopped

and appropriate measures should be taken to reduce the serum calcium

level.

PRECAUTIONS
General

1. A complete medical and family history should be taken before

initiation of any estrogen therapy The pretreatment and periodic

physical examinations should include special reference to blood

pressure, breasts, abdomen, and pelvic organs, as well as a cervical

Papanicolaou test. As a general rule, estrogen should not be prescribed

for longer than 1 year without another physical examination being

performed.

2. Because estrogens may cause some degree of fluid retention, careful

observation is required when conditions that might be influenced by this

factor are present (e g.. ast hma. epilepsy, migraine, and cardiac or renal

dysfunction).

3 Certain patients may develop undesirable manifestations of excessive

estrogenic stimulation, such as uterine bleeding, mastodyma, etc

4 Prolonged administration of unopposed estrogen therapy has been

reported to increase the risk of endometrial hyperplasia in some
patients Estrogens should be used with caution in patients who have or

have had endometriosis,

5 Studies of the addition of a progestin tor 7 or more days of a cycle of

estrogen administration have reported a lowered incidence of

endometrial hyperplasia Morphological and biochemical studies of

endometrium suggest that 12 to 13 days of progestin are needed to

provide maximal maturation of the endometrium and td eliminate any

hyperplastic changes. Whether this will provide protection from

endometrial carcinoma has not been clearly established There are

possible additional nsks that may be associated with the inclusion ot

progestin in estrogen replacement regimens. The potential nsks include

adverse effects on carbohydrate and lipid metabolism The choice of

progestin and dosage may be important in minimizing these adverse

effects.

6. Oral contraceptives appear to be associated with an mcreai
incidence of mental depression. Although it is not dear whett-H
due to the estrogenic or progestogenic component of the cores
patients with a history of depression should be carefulty obse'J
7 Preexisting utenne leiomyomata may increase in size dunr.

prolonged estrogen use. If this occurs, estrogen therapy shoi tje

discontinued while the cause is investigated

3. In patients with a history of iaundce dunng pregnancy, thesi
increased nsk that iaundice will recur with the use of estroget

containing oral contraceptives. If iaundice develops in any pat i

receiving estrogen, the medication should be discontinuedww
cause is investigated

9 Estrogens may be poorly metabolized in patients with imptjfl

function and should be administered with caution in such pal js
10 Because the prolonged use of estrogens influences the mH
of calcium and phosphorus, estrogens should be used with en
patients with metabolic bone diseases associated with hypercH
and in patients with renal insufficiency.

Information tor Patients

See Patient Package Insert pnnted below

Drug/Laboratory Test Interactions

The results of certain endocnne and liver tuncbon tests may tfe

by estrogen-containing oral contraceptives. The following chafi

been observed with large doses of oral estrogen

1. increased sulfobromophthalein retention;

2. increased prothrombin bme; increased factors VII, VIII. IX.l

decreased ahtrthrornbin 3; increased norepinephnne-induqj

aggregability.

3 increased tftyroxine-bindmg globulin (TBG), leading to inci

circulating total thyroid hormone (Tj as measured by col

radioimmunoassay, free T
3
resin uptake is decreased, rede

elevated TBG; free T
(
concentration is unaltered; TBG was

affected m clinical trials of Estraderm.

4. reduced response to the metyrapone test

5. reduced serum fclate concentration.

6. increased serum tnglycende and phospholipid concentrati

decreased pregnanediol excretion

The pathologist should be informed that the patient is recei

estrogen therapy when relevant specimens are submitted.

Carcinogenesis. Mutagenesis. Impairment ot Fertility

See WARNINGS and Boxed Warning.

Long-term continuous administration of natural and synthi

estrogens in certain animal species increases the frequency o
carcinomas ot the breast, cervix, vagina, and liver.

Pregnancy Category X
See CONTRAINDICATIONS and Boxed Warning.

Estrogens should not be used dunng pregnancy

Nursing Mothers

As a general pnnciple, the administration of any drug to nursii

mothers should be done only when clearly necessary since r

drugs are excreted in human milk.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
See WARNINGS and Boxed Warning regarding potential advei

dn the fetus, induction of malignant neoplasms, increased inci

gallbladder disease, and adverse effects similar to those of ora

contraceptives, including thromboembolism.

The most commonly reported adverse reaction to Estraderr

clinical trials was redness and irritation at the application site,

occurred in about 17% of the women treated and caused appr

2% to discontinue therapy. Reports of rash have been rare. Th

also been rare reports of severe systemic allergic reactions.

The following additional adverse reactions have been report

estrogenic therapy, including oral contraceptives:

Genitounnary System. Breakthrough bleeding, spotting, ch<

menstrual flow; increase in size ot uterine tibromyomata. chani

cervical erosion and amount of cervical secretion.

Endocnne Breast tenderness, breast enlargement

.

Gastrointestinal: Nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, bloa

cholestatic iaundice have been observed with oral estrogen the

Eyes: Steepening of corneal curvature; intolerance to contac

Central Nervous System Headache, migraine, dizziness.

Miscellaneous. Change in weight, edema, change in libido.

00SAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
The adhesive side of the Estraderm system should be placed o
dry area of the skin on the trunk of the body (including the butt

abdomen) The site selected should be one that is not exposed

sunlight. Estraderm should not be applied to the breasts. The s

application must be rotated, with an interval of at least 1 week a

between applications to a particular site The area selected sh<

be oily, damaged, or irritated The waistline should be avoided,

tight clothing may rub the system off The system should be ap

immediately after opening the pouch and removing the protecti

The system should be pressed firmly in place with the palm of I

for about 10 seconds, making sure there is good contact, espet

around the edges In the unlikely event that a system should fall

same system may be reapplied. If necessary, a new system ma
applied In either case, the original treatment schedule should b

continued

Initiation of Therapy

Treatment of menopausal symptoms is usually initiated with Esj

05 mg applied to the skin twice weekly The dosage should be.

adiusted as necessary to control symptoms The lowest dosage

necessary for the control of symptoms should be used, especia

women with an intact uterus Attempts to taper or discontinue ti

medication should be made at 3-to 6- month intervals.

Prophylactic therapy with Estraderm to prevent postmenopai

bone loss should be initiated with the 0.05 mg/day dosage as i

possible after menopause The dosage may be adiusted if neces

control concurrent menopausal symptoms Discontinuation off

replacement therapy may reestablish the natural rate of bone la

In women not currently taking oral estrogens, treatment with

Estraderm may be initiated at once In women who are currently

oral estrogen, treatment with Estraderm should be initiated 1 wt

withdrawal of oral hormone replacement therapy, or sooner if

menopausal symptoms reappear in less than 1 week.

Therapeutic Regimen
Estraderm therapy may be given continuously in patients who <J

have an intact uterus In those patients with an intact uterus, Est

may be given on a cyclic schedule (e.g., 3 weeks on drug follow

week off drug)
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/t was a paradise on earth. A luxurious turn-of-the-century
*

resort in the majestic Rocky Mountains, where the rich

mous came to bask in nature's wonders. And among the

ashionably attired ladies who visited The Broadmoor

-one stood out from all the rest. Channin' Crystal,

latest issue in Maryse Nicole's History of America Heirloom

ofiection, she's beautifully crafted entirely in hand-painted

tin, with paperweight glass eyes. Dressed in rich white velvet

d with glittering sequins, luminous faux pearls, and crys-

beads. A matching hat trimmed with luxurious marabou

s. And she wears genuine white leather Western-style boots.

,ed in a strictly Limited Edition, w hich will close forever

tst 45 firing days, with the artist s signature in 24 karat

Charmin' Crystal is just $495, payable inconvenient

ly installments.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

wish to return any Franklin Heirloom Dolls pure

) so within 10 days of your receipt of that purchase ftSHb
*>nt rrpAu nr rpfiirw]

Please mail by November 30, 1994.

Franklin Heirloom Dolls

Franklin Cenier, PA 19091-0001

Please enter my order lor Lharmin Crystal by Maryse Nicole.

1 need SEND NO MONEY NOW. 1 will be billed for my specially imported

doll in 10 equal monthly installments of $49.50* each, with the first payment due

prior to shipment.

'P/ns my stale sales lax and a one-time charge >/ S i /<>i shipping ami handling

SIGNATURE
ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

MR/MRS/MISS

ADDRESS

PLEASE PRINT CLEARL

- APT #

C ITY

S I ATE . ZIP-

TELEPHONE # (

© 1994 FHO 16960-9-001 -8QLN
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MAKEOVER^ eiune

VICKI MERICLE
A crisp, layered, gamine cut

and soft, sun-kissed makeup
shades were all Vicki, a

thirty-five-year-old finance

manager, needed to create a
natural but professional look

Desperate for a shot of glamour? Need new flair for your hair? You've

come to the right place. We did masterful makeovers on fifteen women

who wanted to break out of their beauty ruts. This comprehensive guide

will show you just how much a makeover can do for your looks and

your psyche—and inspire you to make a change of face!
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"Blondes Don't Have More Fun" Brunette
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1 VJR APPARENT

Paula Roberts, a psychic counselor and handwriting ana-

lyst, wanted a more dramatic look—and admitted that she al-

ways wanted to be a redhead!

Kathy Galotti, of the Louis Licari

Color Group, turned Paula into a

strawberry blond, and Caruso gave

her a blunt cut. Makeup ace Linda

Mason evened up Paula's skin (a

mix of yellow, red-pink and freckles)

with foundation. "Red lips would

have been fine," says Mason, "but

this berry shade adds surprise to an

otherwise warm, neutral look."

92 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994

One woman, eight

new hairstyles. We
changed forty-four-

year-old Paula

Roberts' hair (center

with a computer-

imaging system

designed by Styles on

Video to prove how

much impact a new

hairstyle can have.

According to hair pro

John Caruso, most

women end up

sticking to a style they

discovered when

they were younger,

and they're afraid to

try something

different. "Hair

texture and skin tone

change as you age,"

says Caruso. "A new

style and color can

enhance these

changes, while a

look that worked for

you in the past may

be working against

you now." Below,

Paula's new look.
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Slim 'n sassy.
MISTY

LIGHTS

s: 8 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine; Lights 120's: 13 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg.

. per cigarette by FTC method.

URGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

moke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

M !STY
1 2 O's



i long hair is the number-one mistake of many women who arc

for their best look/' says Caruso. While some women can go shorte

ill keep a long look, others would do best to cut it all off. Four examples:

Gabrielle Townsend is a thirty-five-year-old mounted Wendy Valvo-Brinson told us she was "ready for

police officer who was "tired of bad-hair days. My hair drastic cut. My hair wraps around me when I sleep!" W
looked terrible when I took off my helmet!" Young Hee sent the thirty-year-old office manager to Michael Mazzei

Kim, of Vidal Sassoon, gave her a short cut that accentu- of Nubest Salon, in Manhasset, New York. He cut layer,

ates the curl, and highlights Gabrielle's great cheekbones. for body and texture and lots of styling options.

Arpine Tcholakian, thirty, had "long, dry, lifeless Elsa Shapiro, a forty-eight-year-old copywriter, "was

hair," says Richard Stein, of New York's Richard Stein holding on to hippie hair," says Caruso. He kept the long

Salon. A just-below-the-chin length accents the texture feeling by blunt-cutting it at the shoulders. Changing her

and puts the focus on her face. Says Arpine, an actress, part to off-center added long, soft layers around the face

"This is perfect— I look professional, but not corporate." for youthful body and movement.
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Make the most
ofwhat you ve got

so you don't have thick, gorgeous waves like your best friend—get over

You'll look your best if you work with your hair's natural texture instead of curlin|

it or straightening it into the kind of hair you wish you had. Three true hair tales:

Marianne Monahan a thirty-eight-year-old fire mar

shal and mother of three, wanted an easier routine,

don't have time to dry and curl my hair every morning,"

she says. Young Hee Kim's R x :
feathery bangs to accent

the eyes and a no-fuss style that flatters straight hair.

Lori Grey had been avoiding a

haircut because she didn't know

what to do. But Caruso did: He

gave the thirty-year-old campaign-services manager a I

shoulder-length blunt cut that brought the curls back to

life. The new length is perfect for Lori's petite frame.

Lom Levin Hyams told us she'd jusi had
"A DISASTER HAIRCUT! My LONG, THICK, ONE-
LENGTH STYLE ENDED UP IX CHOPPY LAYERS. I

WANT MY LOOKS TO HAVE A CITY SOPHISTICA-

TION—I HAVE A VERY VISIBLE JOB AS A PUBLIC-

RELATIONS director. Help!" Caruso to the
rescue. He gave Lori, a thirty-seven-year-

old mother of one, a chin-length cut
THAT BLENDS THE LAYERS, CORRECTS THE
CHOPPINESS OE THE BAD CUT AND FLATTERS
HER NATURAL WAVES. CARUSO THEN .APPLIED A
CONDITIONING STYLING CREAM TO FREE UP THE
LAYERS AND ADD SHINE.
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BEAUTY

Makeup magic
Changing your makeup is less drastic than

cutting your hair, but what a difference a new
beauty palette can make

Dianne Clair Wenlc a thirty-two-year-old

mother of three, asked us how to go about

achieving a classic, neutral, not-too-made-up

ook. Makeup pro Linda Mason's easy sugges-

ion: Blend lots of neutral brown eye shadow

and liner to create huge, sculpted eyes. Lips, in

rontrast, were played down with soft beige-

arown and lined to refine the shape.

NDA MASON'S MAGIC TRICKS w o

:, ndation

T~1

j LA
Use a small, flat

„ ye-shadow brush

jl » apply and blend

aundation sheerly

under the eyes

Press face powder

into large areas of

skin with a velour

puff. Use an eye-

shadow brush for a

cake-free finish

around eyes, nose

and mouth

Apply lipstick before

lining lips—it's

easier to find your

mouth shape and

avoid overlining

If brows are

skimpy, fill *hem in

with brow powder
applied with a

small, firm brush

Stick with neutral

shadows: brown at

crease and outer

corner; ivory at inner

lid, blended out

Hold eyelid taut

while lining eyes

for the smoothest

line. Sketch liner on

in small back-and-

forth movements,

gradually
lengthening the line
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Lifestyle makeovers
The perfect time to make a change is right after a big event in your life—getting pi

moted, having a baby. It's also time to change if you've always had the same look

model

Lynn Palma owner of a sailing school, decided this was

the year for a change. Young Hee Kim gave her a short cut

with soft, full bangs, and colorist Sherwin Jones, of Vidal Sas-

soon, warmed the color. Mason gave her complexion a glow

with golden foundation and rosy cheeks.

Sharon O'Donnell thirty-two, said she's looked the same

for fifteen years and wants an update. Caruso gave her as

twenties bob, which Kathy Galotti, of the Louis Licari Colorj

Group, enhanced with auburn color. Mason softened her

brows and played up her mouth with chili-red lipstick.

^9 UKUtt

Elizabeth Hlinko thirty-two, wanted an easy look (she

travels a lot in her public-relations job) that suits her style.

Jackie Ferrara, of the Louis Licari Color Group, restored her

chestnut color, and Caruso created great waves. Mason re-

shaped her brows and defined her lips with tawny color.

Janess Messner, a thirty-four-year-old vice president of fi-

nance, knew she needed polish. Caruso worked with her lay-,

ers (which he suggested she grow out into a bob), using a

blow-dryer to add fullness. Mason focused on her eyes with

terra-cofta shadow and created a strong rusty-red mouth.
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Ready, set. go!
Being psychologically ready for a makeover is essential for the best results. It

not plastic surgery, and it's not permanent. Have a positive attitude—this is fun

WHERE TO GO
DEPARTMENT STORES
Cosmetics counters at department stores offJ

makeovers, many of which are free, that cal

last twenty minutes to an hour. If possible, gl

at off times during the day, when the

consultants have time to offer undivided

attention, or make an appointment. Ask

questions and learn as much as you can.

GLAMOURSHOTS AT THE MALL
There are rrJore than three hundred

Glamourshots companies at malls

nationwide that offer a total makeover:

makeup, hairstyling and wardrobe advice.

For $29.95 you can try four different looks.

Photos of the new you start at $30. A
makeover fakes about two hours. Call

800-452-6687 for more information.

SALONS
Many salons offer makeup lessons in

addition to cuts, color and styling. Find out

what services the salons in your area have

to offer. Prices vary around the country.

DAY SPAS
The most expensive, luxurious option.

Day-spa services range from simple makeup

applications to a full menu of services,

including massage, facial and lunch. $100

and up.

Sarah Romagnoli, a thirty-year-old fash-

ion designer, told us, "As a young designer, I

want to stand out." To update her predictable

bob and bangs, Richard Stein layered the

nape and feathered the sides. Mason added

rosy shades to Sarah's delicate features.

WHAT A
MAKEOVER CAN
DO FOR YOU: It

can give you a positive

body image, boost your

self-esteem and be a

symbolic way of taking

control of your life," says

Thomas F. Cash,

professor of psychology

at Old Dominion

University, in Norfolk,

Virginia, and author of

Body Images (Guilford,

\c\a i a nice UAMC ioiioi

1990). "We all have an

image of what we look

like and what we'd like to

look like. We have a self-

perception and an ideal

perception. A makeover

can bring these two

closer together."

HOW TO
APPROACH A
MAKEOVER: You

have to go into it with an

open mind—with the

idea that it's a change

that belongs to you. "Ask

questions. Learn skills,

enjoy it. If the results

don't seem right for you,

focus on the changes

that work, and adjust the

ones that don't," says

Cash. "You may want to

save the thirty-minute

sty ling for an evening

out, but incorporate the

simpler makeup tips into

vour dailv routine."

HOW TO ADJUST
TO A MAKEOVER:
It's easy at first, notes

Cash, because you get a

lot of compliments. After

a while, though, the look

becomes you and people

will stop commenting.

"The insatiable groomer

may make more

changes," says Cash, "but

you shouldn't change

yourself for others. Do a

makeover for vo«."
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Consider the
ALTERNATIVES

Remedies like acupuncture and biofeedback were

once regarded as quackery. But increasingly,

Americans are turning to these and other uncon-

ventional treatments. By Robin Marantz Henig

s a mother of three, Alice

Trembour, of Takoma
Park, Maryland, had been

to more than her fair

share of medical doctors

,for her young chil-

dren's sore throats, ear infec-

tions or flus. And, for the most

part, the approach to their ill-

nesses was the same. "It seems I

always left the pediatrician's of-

fice with a prescription for an-

tibiotics," she says.

So Trembour, forty-one, was

intrigued when she read about

homeopathic medicine, an alter-

native treatment that attacks

disease with very diluted doses

of disease-inducing compounds.

And when she found out about

Ioana Razi, M.D., a board-cer-

tified pediatrician who practiced

homeopathy in nearby Wash-
ington, D.C., Trembour decid-

ed to give it a try. "I wanted
something more than traditional

medicine, but I liked the idea

that Dr. Razi was a medical
doctor, too," she says.

Since meeting Razi eight years

ago, Trembour has relied on
homeopathic remedies for most
of the routine sicknesses the

family has come down with. But

she hasn't abandoned traditional

treatments completely: 'Tm not op-

posed to antibiotics if we really need

them," says Trembour. "'But we use

them much more judiciously now."

These days, middle-of-the-road

Americans like Trembour are turning

in increasing numbers to such un-

conventional approaches when they

feel sick. Disenchanted with the bed-

side manner of their physicians and

frustrated by chronic conditions that

conventional medicine just can't fix,

Alice Trembour, of Takoma Park,

Maryland, prefers homeopathic remedies

for healing her kids' everyday illnesses

large numbers of people are seeking

out healers whose tools of the trade

go beyond the prescription pad and

the scalpel.

According to a study published in

The Kezv England Journal of Medicine

in 1993, one in three Americans hafa

gone outside of establishment
medicine for health care. The study

defined "unconventional therapies')

quite broadly, including anything

from acupuncture and massage t(l

Weight Watchers and Alcoholic I

Anonymous. But even so, it made ail

important point: AlternativJ

medicine has come into the medicap

mainstream.

Even the National Institutes 01

Health (NIH), the government'!
leading medical-research agency and

a bastion of scientific ortho-l

doxy, is devoting serious studMI

to some healing techniques thai

aren't taught in medical schools]

In 1992, NIH created the Officd

of Alternative Medicine to de-l

velop solid data on the value ofl

such therapies as acupuncture

and biofeedback. The office had

gotten off to a shaky start: Its d\4

rector resigned after a year and

a half on the job and hadn't

been replaced as of press time.

And its budget is infinitesi-

mal—only $3.5 million—com-

pared to NIH's total budget of

$11 billion. Still, it represents

an attempt on the part of the

official medical establishment to

create a dialogue between alter-

native practitioners and conven-

tional doctors.

Not everyone is pleased by

the new focus. "The NTH office

of alternative medicine has been

a disservice to the public be-

cause it lends credibility to

quackery," says William Jarvis,

Ph.D., professor of health pro-

motion and education at the Loma
Linda University School of Public

Health, in California, and head of

the National Council Against Health

Fraud, a consumer-advocacy group

based in Loma Linda. (continued)
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Consider the alternatives

continued

"History has taught us that any kind of

medicine that is offered on the basis of

marketing rather than scientific evi-

dence is dangerous."

It's still possible, though, to separate

the promising from the preposterous.

These are the forms of alternative

medicine that seem to be making the

most valuable contribution to conven-

tional health care:

ACUPUNCTURE: UNDER THE NEEDLE
Ever since her menstrual cycle began,

Debra Cohn, of New York City, had a

difficult time of it. "My periods were

painful and irregular, and it just got

more severe over the years," says the

thirty-four-year-old photographer.

After she visited countless doctors

and experimented with various pain-

killers, a friend suggested that Cohn try

acupuncture. She did, and within a few

months, her periods became regular

and her cramps were much less painful.

"It has worked for me," she says.

Other Americans use acupuncture

to treat pain such as muscle strain,

headache or arthritis. It has also been

shown to lessen the symptoms of

asthma, sinusitis and irritable-bowel

syndrome.

Acupuncture is based on the tradi-

tional Eastern belief that there are four-

teen meridians, or energy pathways,

that run through the body. Along these

|
meridians flows "chi," the essential life

energy. Illness, according to this way of

thinking, is caused by a disruption of

chi, which leads in turn to an imbal-

ance between "yin" (passive energy)

and "yang" (active energy). The way to

release these disruptions and restore

balance is by inserting hair-thin metal

needles at a few of the more than two

thousand acupuncture points, each of

which corresponds to a particular organ

or bodily function.

Once the needle is inserted, it may
be left in place, rotated or stimulated

with a slight electrical current. (Having

the needles inserted or manipulated is

generally painless.)

Western medicine attributes

acupuncture's effectiveness to the nee-

dle's stimulation of the brain chemicals

such as endorphin, the natural opiate

that induces euphoria and counteracts

pain. Another explanation is the place-

bo effect, the patient's belief that the

treatment will do some good.

"If it is largely the placebo effect,

that's not necessarily bad," sa> Bi

Berman, M.D., director of thelivjs

of complementary medicin at

University of Maryland 'edi

School, in Baltimore, and an aasei

the NIH alternative-medicin offi

"Placebos are used in medicin all

time." What the placebo eff:t %

gests to people like Berman ^thj

positive attitude may be able ew

an immune-system response trjt ht

the body heal.

What kind of credentils

acupuncturists have? About \li

states require acupuncturists tc^e <

titled and licensed, usually aft<ntr;

ing at a recognized school.

BIOFEEDBACK: HEAL YOURSEL
Ilene Crystal, thirty-eight, hjrt

back in a car accident, and «t
years afterward, the excruciation

plagued her. "It got to the poirWti

I couldn't even work because wbs

such pain all the time," recalls

of Encino, California. Her regupi

fly doctor and a slew of specialism

everything they could to heal heW
avail. "I heard about biofeedback

I was so desperate, I was willinB

anything," she says.

Using this technique, Crystal #».'

learned to control the muscle m
responsible for her pain. Thoih

still experiences backache from |ne

time, her condition has vastly inijp

According to Caroline Grm
R.N., who administers biofeH
therapy at the Los Angeles HB
Arts Center, where Crystal is tat

biofeedback works by allowing!^

son to see the precise effect oin:

over body. During biofeedback

sions, a patient is attached via :tis

to a machine that can record irjjl

tary functions such as pulse,

pressure or muscle tension. ThB
practitioner tells the patient to lak

change—lower your blood prtju

relax your muscles—and the mf

tries to do so.

If the attempt is successful, tjl

tient can see the effects on a cori

screen. When muscle tension orllj

pressure decreases, for instance,

might sound, or a line on a "8

might move, or a key piece in g$

puter game might move. (The si

used quite effectively for kids.)

Since its introduction in the *

biofeedback has become so widt<1

cepted that it is even covered by (18

health-insurance policies. It is ud

treat conditions (cotuinued on pagU
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such as anxiety disorders, incontinence,

insomnia, mild hypertension, migraine

or tension headaches, and stress. Some
practitioners have had success with a

biofeedback posture-training device to

treat scoliosis, a spinal curvature. When
the wearer slouches, the device issues a

soft beep.

There are no specific licensing re-

quirements for biofeedback practition-

ers, though most of them are already

Debra Cohn, of New York City,

uses acupuncture to alleviate

severe menstrual cramps

trained as physicians, psychologists,

nurses or dentists.

HERBAL MEDICINE: GOING NATURAL
Whenever Susan Prager, a forty-one-

year-old graphic artist from Katonah,

New York, feels a cold or flu coming

on, she goes to her local health-food

store and buys echinacea and golden-

seal, two natural substances that she

believes help build her immune sys-

tem. "They work," she insists. "I don't

get sick." She also turns to herbal

remedies for headaches, premenstrual

syndrome and even cuts and bijie

"They're much better than preto

tion drugs," she says. "They're

tive, gentle and inexpensive."

Also known as botanical medicB

phytotherapy, herbal medicinal

plant extracts—such as leaf, root,B

er or bark—for therapeutic purpp

In general, herbal remedies wcB

the same way that conventional rai

do—that is, by their chemical ma#|

Different herbs contain different of

pounds that can strengthen thl

mune system, improve the t8|

chemistry or protect specific oil

against damage. "Herbal remedied

either help prevent illnesses orl

symptoms of a specific ailment,'!

Robert S. McCaleb, a foundep

president of the Herb Research 11

dation, a nonprofit organizatiflj

Boulder, Colorado.

McCaleb notes that there are nl

ly one thousand herbs available ill

country that can treat everything i

sleeplessness to heart disease, rl

can be taken internally in the foijH

tea, tablet or extract, or can be usl

a salve (such as aloe vera to treail

problems). One of the best-knoll

and readilv available—medicinal A



ic. Herbalists say it can help thin

x)d and lower cholesterol levels,

y reducing the risk of heart dis-

nd stroke. Garlic has also been

I to have a protective effect

t cancer: A study published in

jy the National Cancer Institute

5 patients in China found that

who had the highest consump-
' garlic were 60 percent less likely

elop stomach cancer than those

le lowest consumption,

ing back to the earliest civiliza-

herbal remedies are still used ex-

ely in many countries, most
ly Asian countries. Though
remedies were more common in

)untry several generations ago,

II out of favor as the pharmaceu-

ndustry began creating synthetic

ines that are perceived to be

effective. But it may be that

1 remedies are experiencing a

>ack. Some large pharmaceuti-

'mpanies have even begun to ex-

the commercial potential of

Pfizer Inc, for instance, last year

need a S2 million program with

Jew York Botanical Garden to

plants as potential remedies for

problems.

Herbal remedies

have traditionally

been available in

health-food stores,

but, increasingly,

they are showing up

in supermarkets and

neighborhood phar-

macies. Though of-

ficially they can't be

"prescribed," they

are frequently rec-

ommended by

acupuncturists and

naturopaths (people

trained in natural-

healing methods).

HOMEOPATHY:
LESS IS MORE
The central tenet of

this branch of med-

icine is "like cures

like." Essentially, homeopathic reme-

dies are extremely diluted forms of nat-

ural substances that, in much larger

doses, would cause the same symptoms

as those it seeks to alleviate. These
remedies are thought to stimulate the

body's own natural healing responses.

For example, homeopaths some-

llene Crystal, of Encino, California,

gets relief from serious back

pain using biofeedback

times treat sleepless-

ness with a remedy
prepared from a di-

luted form of coffee.

The key is the dilu-

tion: The prepara-

tion is mixed one

part coffee to ninety-

nine parts water and

alcohol— all in mi-

nuscule quantities.

This is shaken vigor-

ously, then one part

of that mixture is

combined again with

ninety-nine parts

water and alcohol,

and shaken some
more. This same di-

lution process is

done anywhere from

six to thirty times. "I

guess you could say

the essence of the substance is left,"

says Martha Oelman, spokesperson for

the National Center for Homeopathy,

in Alexandria, Virginia.

No one knows exactly how or why
these remedies work. Some suggest that

homeopathic preparations stimulate the

body's natural tendency to (continued)
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der the alternatives

ed

self. Others think they may re-

ie proper body chemistry—which

if sync during an illness,

leopathy is fairly well accepted

ope and the United Kingdom,

cause there is no hard scientific

i
lation for how homeopathy

; the concept is hard for many

;ans to accept. "I have had to

ne my own doubts as to the ef-

i iess of homeopathy in treating

1
5' disease," says Michael Carl-

' A.D., a family practitioner in

' iosa, California, who practices

II
omeopathic and traditional, or

lie. medicine. "Years ago, I was

1 fortable treating any bacterial in-

: with homeopathy. Now, I find

I: :ed with which homeopathic
• les cure acute otitis media [ear

I. n], for example, makes antibiot-

py second rate, by comparison."

ling involves extensive postgrad-

1; ark, and is generally offered to

L already licensed as physicians,

j: ths, dentists, nurses, chiroprac-

l r licensed acupuncturists. In

he first medical school elective

y eopathy was introduced at the

I: iity of California, San Francisco.

1 THERAPY: YOU ARE
1 3 BETTER . .

.

I sis has been accepted by the

I i mainstream for the past thirty-

lr. rs as a way to induce a state of

II on in people with stress-related

[I ons. Obstetricians have also

ij" 'pnosis for drug-free pain relief

I labor; some dentists use it in-

\l f anesthesia during root canals.

1 v, proponents say hypnosis not

j* lieves stress and combats pain,

lally stimulates healing.

>rts are accumulating that hyp-

j
really self-hypnosis, since the

a oner merely teaches patients

n. put themselves into a trance

—

||
ieve symptoms of sickle-cell

1 , make burn patients heal faster,

U thma patients widen their air-

is id smokers conquer their addic-

t| ne scientific explanation that's

R fered for how hypnosis works is

t[ allows the patient direct access

tr' imbic system, the region of the

III lat controls emotion and invol-

B. activities like digestion, hor-

nt ontrol and circulation.

I pnotic state can be induced in

a number of ways. Most typically, a

therapist uses a soothing tone of voice to

bring a patient into a kind of trance—

a

state where the body is relaxed and the

mind is diverted from the external envi-

ronment. (.Audio- and videotapes can

also be used for self-hypnosis.) While in

the hypnotic state, a patient is vulnera-

ble to suggestion and can be encouraged

to shift focus away from certain bodily

sensations (pain, for instance) or to exert

more control over bodily functions, such

as breathing and heart rate. The amount

of time that it takes to be hypnotized

—

or the number of sessions needed in a

particular treatment—varies greatly from

one individual to another since a per-

son's willingness, or reluctance, to be

hypnotized influences its effectiveness.

"Hypnosis isn't for people who
would like to magically get rid of their

problems without actively participat-

ing," says Karen Olness, M.D., profes-

sor of pediatrics and family medicine

at Case Western Reserve University, in

Cleveland. "It won't work unless the

patient practices."

In every state but Florida and Cali-

fornia, anyone can hang out a shingle

as a lay hypnotist. But clinical hypno-

tists are more carefully regulated. They

are certified in their field of specialty

(such as medicine, nursing, psychology

or social work), and then may be re-

quired to pass a clinical hypnosis board

examination.

Robin Marantz Hcnig is an award-
winning health and science tenter in

Washington, D.C.

For more information

You can request additional informa-

tion by sending a self-addressed,

stamped envelope to the following

organizations.

• American Association of Acupunc-

ture and Oriental Medicine, 433
Front Street, Catasauqua, PA

18032.
• American Society of Clinical Hyp-

nosis, 2200 East Devon Avenue,

Suite 291, Des Plaines, IL 600 1 8.

• Association for Applied Psy-

chophysiology and Biofeedback,

10200 West 44th Avenue, Suite

304, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033.
• Herb Research Foundation, 1007

Pear! Street, Suite 200, Boulder,

CO 80302.
• National Center for Homeopathy,

801 North Fairfax Street, Suite

306, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Homemade
taste in

so many ways.
There are so many

Stouffer's Entrees to choose from.

Look foryour favorite.
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Matthew Dahmei, child of divoice
Stay-at-home dad Bill Anderson

with Max ana Peg

Do you know who
our children are?

Have America's kids been robbed of their childhood—or does early maturit)

prepare them for a difficult life? A Ladies' Home Journal special report on the force

that are shaping our children's lives—and society's future. By Michael J. Weiss

Growing up has never been easy. But

for many of the current generation of

American children, the passage is

more daunting than ever. Today's

kids, the sixty-six million U.S. chil-

dren under the age of eighteen, face a world

more hostile than any parent can recall.

One in four children under six is living in

poverty. Almost half will experience divorce dur-

ing their childhood. A tragic number won't sur-

vive their teen years: Homicide has become the

nation's third leading cause of death for elemen-

tary- and middle-school children.

But statistics tell only part of the story. To hear

the voices of children living in homeless shelters

and those losing friends to gun violence is to dis-

cover a generation of lost innocence. Many children

today have taken on the responsibilities and anx

ieties of adulthood, at a time when fewer adult

are willing or able to help. When the Children'

Defense Fund published a book called The Statt

of America's Children this year, there emerged c

dark portrait of young people forced to fend foi

themselves in a society filled with "violence anc

poverty and drugs and family decay."

In spite of these bleak predictions, all is not

gloom and doom. For one thing, the care oil]

America's children is no longer a laissez-fairel

matter; their plight has finally captured the aH

tention of all. In the last decade, preserving the

fabric of society has gone from being a women's

issue to being a national crisis. Whatever the po-

litical hostility between, say, the Christian right

and the liberal left, all agree that (continued)
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Do you know who our children are?

aw we raise our children is of paramount con-

cern not only to parents but to society as a whole.

For another, certain changes have emerged

from the turmoil that will no doubt benefit chil-

dren—for example, the increase in the number of

fathers involved in primary care of their children,

or the fact that children are more likely than

their parents to attend college.

Nevertheless, whether positive or negative, t»

cultural shifts in America during the last gener

tion or two have been so dramatic as to lea;

the landscape of childhood almost unrecogn -

able. In order to better understand the world or

children inhabit, we've drawn the portraits b-

low to give a face to the ten most importa?

trends that have shaped that world.

#1 The endangered family

Sociologists blame many of to-

day's ills on the most dramatic

demographic trend of the last

two decades: the breakdown of the

traditional American family. In 1993,

more than one in four American chil-

dren, 27 percent, were living in sin-

gle-parent households, an increase of

1 18 percent since 1970. With 87 per-

cent of those children being raised by

their mothers, their childhood often

becomes a constant financial strug-

gle. While in 1992 the average family

income in two-parent households

was 544,500, households headed by

mothers brought in only SI 3,500.

Matthew Dahmer, a Denver
eleven-year-old, knows firsthand the

economic downside of divorce.

When his parents split four years ago,

the household income dropped from

852,000 to 828,000, and the vaca-

tions to Disneyland suddenly-

changed to local biking trips.

"I have to do the chores my father

used to do," he says. "Sometimes it's

hard not having him around." Unlike

many children in single-parent

households who exhibit learning and

behavior problems, Matthew has

maintained an A average at school

and has gotten over his anger at his

parents, which he sometimes vented

by running through the house on a

destructive tear. He's become much
closer to his mother, Janice DeLuzio,

an accountant, but that still doesn't

compensate for the absence of his fa-

ther, whom he sees on weekends. To

Sarah Mills, latchkey child

Matthew, divorce means
forced maturity. "It's made
me grow up faster," he

says. "But I think it makes

me tougher because I have

to do everything."

#2 Dads on duty

For some lucky chil-

dren, the change in

traditional family

structure means more
time with parents, not

less: In an increasing

number of two-parent
homes, child-rearing re-

sponsibilities are being

handled by the father. Ac-

cording to the latest

statistics, the proportion

of preschool children cared for bj|

dad while Mom works—steady foi

decade at 15 percent—rose to

percent in 1991. In households wft
working mothers, fathers outnui

ber day-care centers, preschocl

and even grandparents as the p
mary caregivers.

When Bill Anderson and his wi

Susan Brennan, had their secori

child two years ago, tl

San Rafael, Californil

couple felt guilty about k
|

ting a baby-sitter raise bo

children. But rather thi

have Susan quit her wei

paying job with Le

Strauss, the couple decid<

that Bill would leave his

brary administrator pos

tion to take over tl

home-parenting respons

bilities of Max, now fiv

and Peg, two. "We ju

didn't want to miss seeir\ their first step," says Bil

thirty-eight.

Bill makes the kic

breakfast, puts them dow

for their afternoon nap an

takes them on a daily ac

venture to a museum or a park.

"The women in the park think I'i

a divorced dad who has his kids fc

the week," he says. "Some men fig

ure I lost my job, and others simp

don't get it at all. Maybe I shoul

just tell them that I work nights as

Chippendale's dancer."

#3 Home alone

The case of David and Sharo

Schoo, the Chicago couple wh
at Christmas 1992 left their twj

children, four and nine years old

home alone while they vacationed i:

Acapulco, certainly didn't win an

sympathy from the American public

Nevertheless, their neglect highlights

what is a real dilemma for many pan

ents: If the (continued on page 122,
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Nothing's more fun for

a kid fhan feeding a big

silly dog, munching with a

bunch of hippos or chasing

after a big friendly bucket.

That's the fun of Slobberin'

Sam, Hungry Hungry

Hippos and Mr. Bucket.

Games that'll have your

kids giggling for hours.

So introduce your little

ones to some puppy love,

those hilarious hippos

and buckets of fun-

from Milton Bradley.

MANUFACT
Jo

On Any One Of These
Milton Bradley Games

SAM- H^fe^ B
™

Ket
Consumer: Limit one coupon per purchase Good only tor items

indicated Coupon may not be copied or reproduced Consumer must pay

any sales tax Retailer: Only coupons received within 3 months of expi-

ration will be honored We will reimburse you the face value of this

coupon plus 8 cents handling provided you and the

consumer have complied with the terms of this offer

Invoices proving purchase of sufficient slock to cover

presented coupons must be shown upon request.

Any other application may constitute fraud Coupon
void where prohibited taxed or restricted Consumer
must pay sales tax Mail to Hasbro, Inc CMS Dept

#38976 One Faucell Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840
1 994 Milton Bradley Company All Rights Reserved
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WARFARB
All automatics clean. But new Ty-D-Bol

E

is the only automati

bowl cleaner so powerful, it goes beyond clean to kill 99.9%

toilet bowl germs with every flush. And it's the only automa

you can buy that's registered with the United States E.P.A.

Only Ty-D-Bol Kills Gems
Do you know who our children are?

continuedfrom page 118

option of staying home is not avail-

able, and decent child care is either

nonexistent or unaffordable, who will

mind the children? Census Bureau
data suggest that up to almost five

million children are home alone most
afternoons each day of the week.

Eleven-year-old Sarah Mills has

been on her own after school for more
than two years. Arriving home a little

after two-thirty P.M., she first phones

her mother, an Air Force secretary,

and then makes a quick tour of the

house "to see if anybody has broken

in," Sarah says. In the two and a half

hours before her mother comes home,
she fills the time reading magazines,

writing stories or playing with her cat

and guinea pig— that is, if she isn't

frightened by strange sounds.

"I'll turn on the TV or try to hum
so I can't hear anything," Sarah says.

"Or I'll get my cat and make her purr

until I'm not scared anymore."

Among her friends in the fifth grade

at J.E. Hinchcliffe, Sr. Elementary
School, in O'Fallon, Illinois, Sarah's

routine isn't unusual. Some of them

have the responsibility of

taking care of even younger

siblings after school. While

Sarah claims to enjoy her

independence—"I like that

my mom trusts me," she

says—she realizes not ev-

eryone is so self-assured. "If

the kids can't handle it,"

she says, "they shouldn't be

going home alone."

B:

#4 Growing up too soon

ut when is a child old

enough to stay home
alone, to baby-sit

others, or—many parents'

worst fear— to consider

having sex? The cliche that

kids grow up fast these days

has become measurable: Between
1980 and 1988, the percentage of girls

under eighteen who'd had intercourse

rose from 51 percent to 56 percent;

for boys the figure increased from

63 percent to 73 percent during that

same period.

Ridgewood, New Jersey, is the kind

of affluent suburban community where

sex would seem to be furthest from the

minds of students concerned about

grades and getting into a good college

But seventeen-year-old Shana Con
way, who serves as a peer counselor t<

her classmates, estimates that a quarte

of the students at Ridgewood High ar<

sexually active. "With parents out o

the house so much, kids look for affec

tion in other ways," she says. "The;

make love as a way of finding love." I

there is any good news in this trend

it's that teens (continued on page 132.





Smart Buys from
Candlewood complements a wide range

of settings whether mountain lodge,

seaside cottage or suburban farmhouse.

For the living room, Candlewood

features a Sola. $799 $899! with gently rolled arms and double cone coil springs. The

button-tufted Lounge Chair, $549-$59# and matching Ottoman, Sir') SJ 1

)
1

), are the

perfect companion to the classic stripes of the Settee, $699-$799" with its distinctive

shaped legs. Also featured: Round End Table, $225, Rectangular Cocktail Table, So IS,

and Commode find Table, SJ-tO. In the contrasting Buttermilk finish, the Entertainment

Armoire, $1415, houses a 27" T\ and VCR as well as storage for games, tapes and more.

Shown on previous page: The charming Open China, $1440, gets its nostalgic appeal from

pierced fretwork, crown moldings and plate racks. This China provides a warm greeting in an

entry area or kitchen with extra storage and work space. Quality craftsmanship is evident in the

graceful!) turned legs of the Farm Table $ '65, and in the curves of the Splatback Arm Chair,

$225, and Splatback Side Chair, $175. Complete the look with the Server, $665.

Most upholstery /litres are mailable in otherfabrics. Prices on those items ran- depending on fabric selected

Candlewood's Side by Side Entertainment Center, $1375.

The beauty of this piece is its low profile, particularly useful in areas^

space is a premium. Pocket doors enclose generous room for a 31'"l



6f•Broyhill

Home is truly a haven with

Candlewood, Broyhill's popu-

lar classically styled furniture

collection. Candlewood is

versatile, with many pieces

designed to serve a variety of

uses. Broyhill has crafted

Candlewood from select pine

solids and pine veneers and

finished the collection in

warm Honey or, on select

pieces, in Buttermilk or a

charming combination of

Buttermilk and Honey. Finely-

carved fretwork, simple wood

pulls and beautifully turned

legs and feet give Candlewood

an appeal that will be welcome

in any room. Add Broyhill's

renowned quality craftsman-

ship and affordability, and

Candlewood is a value you'll

appreciate for many years

to come.

Vertical Mirror. $200, Jewelry Storage. $140, Triple Dresser, $725

HRiHigh Resiliency)foam, recog-

nized throughout the furniture

industry as the highest quality

i ii\hn ming material available,

means your Broyhill sofa cushions

will keep their shape and comfort.

r solid woodframes are

lened by screw and glue

veil as double and triple

Is that will endure scars

ofeveryday use.

Dressers and chests employ

mortise and tenon joints on cross

support rails between drawers to

help create structural strength

and Sturdiness of the cabinet.

Candlewood's Night Stand, $300, and Poster Bed, $(i40, in a rich Buttermilk funs

reflect the romance and charm of an evening at a country inn.



FREE
Set of2 Matching Lead
Crystal Candleholders
These alluring eundleholders,

compliments of Broyhill. are crafted of

249? full lead crystal and will certainly

dress up any occasion.

To qualify lor your tree crystal

candleholders, visit your participating

Broyhill retailer and ask to see the unique

styling of the Candlewood Collection.

lupon must he allot liedfur redemption of candleholders.This

Limit one pair per household. Offer good through December 31. 1994.
I III

For the k'droom, Candlewood offers a landscape Mirror. S2S0, Triple Dresser. $690. ar

Bed, $S(K). whose headboard features deeply carved moldings The Night Stand. $2". t

with the Drawer Chest, $690. maximize storage and organize clothing and accessories.

Share with us your decorating

successes using Broyhill furniture.

Perhaps your home will be featured.

Send your photographs to:

Dept. L

One Broyhill Park

Lenoir, INC 28633
Photographs will in < .inn Oil- property of Broyhill

Furniture Industries, lot and will not Ik' relumed.

Smart Buys'" from

• Broyhill
Manufacturer's suggested "Smart Bu\s" prices effec-

tive through December 31, 1994 Prices may vary at

individual retailers All items maj noi be available ai

all locations Furniture items may be special ordered

1-800-3BROYHILL.
(1-800-327-6944)
Call Broyhill Consumer Assistance Center:

• For additional information

• To receive a complimentary Decorating Guu

• To receive a complete Smart Buys

Literature collectionfor only $10 - MasterCai

and Visa accepted. Or, send check or money

order for $10 to: Broyhill Furniture Industries, te

Consumer Assistance Center

One Broyhill Park

Lenoir, North Carolina 28633

The items on these pages
may be purchased at the
following Broyhill Dealers

ARIZONA
Flagstaff

Gilbert

Green Valley

Kingman
Lakeside

Ik. Havasu City

Mesa

Phoenix

Prescott

Scottsdale

Sun City

Tucson

Yuma

CALIFORNIA
Anderson

Atwater

Chico

Concord

Crescent City

The Furniture Barn

Norwood Furniture

Dorson Furniture

Arizona Furniture

Joys Furniture

Michael Alan Home
Furnishings

Paul L Sale

Sears Homelile

Weberg's Furniture

M. D Pruitts

Marlei Furniture

Sears Homelife

Freeds Fine Furnishings

American Home Furnishings

Dorson Furniture

Sears Homelile

Barenholtz Fine Furniture

Kueblers Furniture

Passadoris Furnilure

Austins Home Furnishers

Sears Homelife

Kueblers Furniture

Cupertino Woodworks Furniture Caldwell Blackers Furnilure

El Cerrito Tradeways Furniture Coeur D Alene Runge Furniture

Fremont Connollys Furniture Lewiston Sylvans Furniture

Fresno Fashion Furniture Pocatello Southeast Furniture

Sears Homelile Sandpoint Sandpoint Furniture

Hayward Sears Homeiife Twin Falls Browns Furniture

Hollister Black-Cooper Furniture NEVADA
Manteca
Marysville

Haters Furniture

B J Richardson Home
Furniture

Matthews Fine Furniture

Lanzalame Furniture

Carson City

Fallon

Carson Furniture

Winan-Yoder Furniture

Oakhurst

Pittsburg

Lake Tahoe
Las Vegas

Carson Furniture

Sears Homelife

Walker Furniture
Pleasanton Woodworks Furniture

Rancho Cordova Naturwood Furniture OREGON
Rohnert Park Sears Homelile Bend Andersch Home Furnishings

Salinas Packwoods Showcase Corvallis Blackledge Furnilure

Galleries Hermiston Hermiston Fine Furniture

San Bruno Sears Homelile Hood River Murrays Furniture

San Carlos Woodworks Furniture Medford Joseph Winans Furniture

San Jose Sears Homelile Roseburg Kueblers Furniture

Woodworks Furniture Seaside Roehms Home Furnishings

San Mateo House Of Value Tigard Ripleys Fine Furniture

Sairta Rosa Santa Rosa Bedding Company UTAH
Turlock Woods Furniture Murray R C Wi Hey Home Furnishings
Vacaville Shocks Furniture Orem R C Willey Home Furnishings
Weed Edgewood Custom Interiors Saint George Boulevard Furniture

IDAHO Salt Lake City R C Willey Home Furnishings

Blackfoot Blackers Furniture Syracuse R C Willey Home Furnishings

Boise Commercial Home Furnishings West Valley RC Willey Home Furnishings

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen Goldberg Furnitx

Ellensburg Fitterers Furnitur
1

Everett Erickson Furnitui

Ferndale Samuels Furnitui

Kent Vans Furniture

Mt Vernon Bakers Skagit Va

Oak Harbor Whidbey Furnitui

Port Hadlock Petricks Home Fi
1

Seattle Olsen Furniture

Spokane Burgans Furnitun

Tacoma Schoenfelds Furn

Vancouver Koplans Furniturr

Wenatchee Davis Furniture

Also available in Cana

ALBERTA
Grand Centre Select Furniture

Lethbrldge Capitol Furniture

Medicine Hat The Furnilure 8arn

Red Deer

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Chilllwack G:and Pappys

Coqultlam

Cranbrook

Duncan

Kelowrna

Richmond

Vernon

Sandys Furniture

Taks Home Furniture

Tno Home Furniture

Jonathan Browne Ini

Sandys Furnilure

Poison Place

Furnilure

ONTARIO
BranHord

Fort Frances

Gloucester

Goderich i I

Leamington

Llstowel >
North Bay

Orleans

Samla Bl

Sudbury

Tlmmlns



reams

Noelle
Dona Gelsinger

lumbered limited-edition

r plate trimmed in 23kt gold.

pirit is in the air. It is an
d time, full of wishes and

; dreams. With her list to

nplete, the sounds of carols

ns of Christmas morning
drift into the imagination of

lie. As the setting sun gives

e magical night, she encoun-

must be one of Santa's "rem-

itted snugly beneath the snow-

ir tree in front of her house.

i a child's fantasy, delicately

by talented artist Dona
. Noelle's red cape and subtle

f holly complete the Christmas

his limited-edition porcelain

plate, available exclusively

Danbury Mint.

A Limited Edition.

The edition si:e of "Noelle" will be lim-

ited to a maximum of 75 firing days.

Each hand-numbered plate will be

trimmed with a band of 23kt gold

and accompanied by a personalized

Certificate of Authenticity. The price

is just $26.95.

No Obligation — No Risk.

You can acquire "Noelle" with our

Guarantee of Satisfaction. It you are not

delighted with your plate, simply return

it for replacement or refund within

30 days.

Dona Gelsinger's portrayal of this pre-

cious scene will surely bring a feeling of

holiday cheer to any home. Her loving

treatment of the more tender moments in

life appeal to a wide audience. To avoid

delay, mail your order today!

The Danhury Mint

47 Richards Avenue

P.O. Box 4900

Norwalk.CT 06857

GXP 13

Limit: two plates

per collector

Please accept my reservation tot "Noelle." 1 wish to

reserve (1 or 2) plate(s). 1 need send no money
now. 1 will pay for each plate in two convenient

installments of $14.95* each, with the first hilled

prior to shipment.

'Include* S2 95 per plate lor dipping and handling; any applicable s.ilc*

ux is additional.

N 11

Addr

dry:

Please Prim ( k-.irk

State/Zip

Signature:

VI..

All orders subject to.

(i S weeks itier imn.il r

prince

tor shir
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In Today's fast-paced world, you have

no time for a headache. Your busy

schedule means balancing a career, a

family and a social life. Making time

for the people who rely on you—not

to mention yourself!—is important.

You just can't be slowed down by

a headache.

Yet, when they can least afford it,

millions of Americans suffer from

headaches including migraine, cluster

headache and tension headache each

year. Of these, tension headache,

due to contraction of muscles in your

head neck or face, is one of the most
common.

One key to relieving headache pain is to

identify the physical and emotional fac-

tors that cause the tension:

• Poor posture and lack of sleep

• Anger, conflict and anxiety.

Once The cause of your headaches is

identified, you can take steps to pre-

vent them. If your headaches are

caused by factors that are:

• Physical—Don't slouch! Poor pos-

ture can contribute to tension head-

ache. Keep fit with a regular program

of exercise—work off the tension! EaT

well-balanced meals.

• Emotional—Take breaks from
Those Tension-causing situations

Relax! Take it easy. Soak in a warm bath

for at least 15 mmuTes! Try massage to

relieve tension.

In addition to following these strate-

gies, taking a nonprescription ibupro-

fen-conTaming pain reliever for Tension

headache, such as Advil, can provide

relief. If your headache persisTs, consulT

your physician

To receive additional free information

on controlling headaches, send a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to:

Advil Forum on Health Education','

1500 Broadway, 25Th Floor, Dept LJ,

New York, NY 10036

Advil
Forum on
Health Education"

Do you know who our children are?

continued from page 122

do take precautions when they have sex:

Nationwide, 72 percent of sexually ac-

tive girls aged fifteen to seventeen and

84 percent of girls aged eighteen and

nineteen use some form of contracep-

tion. "Before, kids would worn' about

pregnancy," Shana says. "Now they

worry about AIDS and sexually trans-

mitted diseases." Abstinence is „,„

popular among only a minority S|S

of U.S. studenTs, although

Shana and her steady boyfriend

of seven monThs have abstained

from sex. She's comfortable

talking about it, but has re-

frained from intercourse for a

number of reasons. "I worry

about the morality of it, about

getting a disease and becoming

pregnant," she says. "But most

of all, I've seen sex mess up too

many lives."

#5 Rise in child abuse
and neglect

Perhaps no statistic is

more troubling than the

fact that 2.9 million chil-

dren were reported abused or

neglected in 1992—more than double

the figure for 1980. From 1982 to

1992, the number of children in foster

care rose by 68 percent, to 442,000

youngsters. And though experts claim

that the sharp upturn in the number of

maltreated children reflects increased

reporting, other factors figure in: eco-

nomic stresses, the pervasive violence

of the times—and one danger to chil-

dren that is relatively
- new, substance

abuse by pregnant women. As mil

158,000 cocaine-exposed babi

delivered each year.

The story of four-year-old

Bates is typical of the newest class

glected children. Born to a worn

dieted to cocaine and heroii

Chicago youngster was abandoi

the hospital. When repeated effc

social workers failed To elicit any i

from the mother, the infam was a

Julian Rowand, touched it violence

in foster care. Every day, the two-]

half-pound baby fought an uphill I

For weeks, Ebony went througl

wiThdrawal: crying fits, insomnJ

stomach ailments. Says Debra Bai

foster mother who cared for Eboi

ing this difficult time, "You jus

to hug them until they get over il

Ebony pulled through in al

month, but some scars remain

smaller than others her age, and

evidence that she may
from attention-deficit di

typical among drug-e>

children. But unlike

abandoned children, w
shuttled from one fostei

to the next, Ebony was

Debra Bates fell in love v

child and, two years a£

mally adopted her. "Fost

dren often have be

problems, but Ebony is

smiling," says a beaming

#6 Held back by pover

The inability to bu
cycle of poverty

many kids down l

to failure and truancy,

past three years, (con
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THE #1 FACT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT PAIN RELIEVERS

ntains the

octor-prescribe

ingredient in its class,

in nonprescription

strenath.

re's why Advil should be
your #1 choice:

j can count on Advil to relieve tough

sdache pain, sore muscles, backache,

or arthritis pain and menstrual pain.

M l i I 1

•
• ;• [

— IBUf»ROFBN- '

jvanced: medicine n

.

Tpain
: gStf^

.

st one Advil is as effective at relieving

in as two regular-strength aspirin.

Ml works fast and it's gentler on your

)mach than aspirin.

ADVANCED MEDICINE FOR PAIN'

urs ibuprofen. in the class ol non-steroidal anti-intlammatory analgesics. Use only as directed.

:eha!l Laboratories. Madison. NJ. •
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L knowwho our children are?

i

\ i
iber of American children living

ty has risen; at rhis point, more

. live in poverty than at any time

•65, the year President Johnson

1 war on poverty. In 1992, some

illion children lived in house-

ith incomes below the poverty

lich, for a family of four, was

i. At the same time, an estimat-

I 000 children go homeless, and

I imbers are swelling, according

I tudy.

I :hildren, extended periods of

>sness typically cause health, de-

rmal and nutritional problems

—

s the emotional stress and

jnal disruption. Twelve-year-old

Campbell* nearly flunked the

ade during a period of homeless-

northern Virginia. Tiffany lived

her aunt's and then with her

at a motel for transients. Last

she and her twenty-nine-year-

)ther moved into the Shelter

in Falls Church, Virginia, where

ared a tiny room with two bunk

wo closets and little else. In the

of a year, Tiffany attended three

itary schools. Her interest— as

, her grades—took a nosedive,

t into fights with other children

gued more with her mother. Of
living, she says, "It's hard to feel

bout yourself." When her mother

landed an apartment after three

s in the shelter, it wasn't soon

l for Tiffany. On the eve of leav-

e shelter, she surveyed their

iy furnished room and issued a

sigh: "This is not a pleasant place

anyone would like to be."

' tims of violence

|
fielter from harm's way is not easy

I to come by for any of America's
' children. The violence engulfing

i iy of our inner cities has spread to

artland, and it is claiming younger

mnger children as victims.

: number of American children

each year by guns has risen, to

; the equivalent of a classroom

children is killed every two days

earms. Among black teenage
iged fifteen to nineteen, guns are

ading cause of death. From 1 983

92, the number of juveniles ar-

I for murder and nonnegligent

aughter rose by 128 percent,

an Rowand is one of the grieving.

£ has been changed.

The Amherst College freshman from
Washington, D.C., lost his best friend,

VCardell Scott, to gun violence two
years ago. "It was a case of being in

the wrong place at the wrong time,"

says Julian of the incident. "I don't

think Wardell was involved with
drugs, but I know he used to hang
around shady characters."

Julian had grown up playing basket-

ball with Wardell, who lived in a tough

neighborhood near Capitol Hill and

Scott Bird, on the

information superhighway

had a less than ideal home life.

His father was killed when
Wardell was young, and his

mother was a substance abus-

er. Wardell lived with a grand-

mother, who, caring for several

other children, couldn't pro-

tect him from the capital's

violent side.

When he received a scholar-

ship to a private high school,

Julian began to distance him-

self from Wardell's tougher

crowd. "Many people I've

known have lost so many
friends to a gun that they've

become almost callous." In

some parts of Washington,

youngsters even play a game
called "funeral," when they

pick what color casket they

want and what music they'd like at

their burial service. Julian, recalling the

loss of his friend, knows it's no game.

#8 Computer literacy

Television has gotten a bad rap

these days, especially in the

wake of all the violence. But sit-

ting in front of a flickering screen isn't

alwavs bad. More and more kids are

readying themselves for a future on
the information superhighway. In

1989, more than half of all elemen-

tary-age students, 53 percent, used

computers at school, and 18 percent

used one at home.

Just ask Scott Bird, an eleven-year-

old from Indianapolis, who's more
comfortable than his mother, a me-
dia specialist, programming the fami-

ly's IBM clone. An A student at

Indian Creek Elementary School, a

science and computer mag-
net school, he and twenty-six

classmates have the use of

ten computers in their class-

room. After school, Scott

heads for his dad's home of-

fice, where he'll sometimes
spend three hours at the

computer, doing homework
or playing computer games.

In many respects, Scott

takes computers for granted

the way his parents accepted

TV in their youth. And he can

easily imagine a future where

everyone is linked by comput-

ers. "My generation will one

day have computers on their

wrists," he forecasts. "And
you'll be able to get in touch

with anvone in the world."

Sherley Mondesir, one of
the new Americans

D
#9 Increase in minorities

unng the last decade, the num-
ber of minority children in

America has increased, espe-

cially among Hispanics. While the per-

centage of white and African-American

youngsters remained fairly constant,

the percentage of Hispanics increased

significantly. (continued)
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Enter The Rice-A-Roni Sweepstakes

To Win A Free TripTo San Francisco.

Grand Prize:

Free trip to San Francisco for you and your family.

Emrv Priic:

Free Rice-A-Roni cookbooks to the first 2.001) entrants.

Sweepstakes Rules-

1 Contest is open to l.'.S residents I is sears of j«;c Jtld oldet. except

employees of Golden Grain and Meredith Corporation, their

afflharcv subsidiaries and Ijtinlicv

2 Clearls ts jK- of print vout name and .iddrcv on entry torm or a postcard.

3. Send entries :o Ricc-A-Roni Sweepstakes I'.O. Bos (~2. Newark.

NY 14513-0672. No purchase necessary.

4. Ail entries must he postmarked no later than Jan, 17, 1995. No
responsibility' is assumed lor lost, late or misdirected entries

5. Winner will be selected b\ a random drawing from all enttics

received on or about rcb 2, I99S and will be notified In mail.

t>. F.ntn constitutes permission to use winner's name and hometown
lot promoiion.il purpose. Winner ssill Ik required to sipn Affidavit

or Eligibility, and winner and [ravel companion(s) will be required

to si«;n a Release nl I lahihts within 10 tlavs of notitlcal ion.

Subject to all ledctal. state and local Lavss and regulations. Void where

prohibited. Ap;>huihlc taxes, it am. are the sole responsibility ot the winner

S. One ptand pruc trip to San Francisco will be designed and awarded

lor sour family with a total saiue up to SVOOO I rip may include air

rare, ground transportation and hotel accommodations, plus dining

and actisities allowance rot winner and travel companionis) up to

S5.000. No substitution in lieu ot trip Irip subject to availability

and must be started no later than December 31, 1 995-

\>. 2.000 Rice-A-Roni cookbooks will be awarded by mail lo the first

2.000 entrants value S2.9S cachi.

10. For a list of pn/e winner, [available alter Feb, 2. 1995) send a

separate, sell-addressed, stamped envelope io RiLe-A-Rnni Sweepstake

2290 Last Ave., Rochestet. Ni 14610.

1 1. Odds ot winning depend on the number of entries received.

liOnecnlrs pet household.

Enter The Rice-A-Roni S\\ eepsiakes

PleaseAnswer. What is your t.i\ t >i itc- ingredient to

use in a Rice-A-Roni main dish recipe?

Do you know who our children are?

continued

In story and song, America has al-

ways paid homage to ethnic diversity,

and immigrants still vie to come here

for a better life. But in truth, life re-

mains a struggle for minorities, espe-

cially the newest wave of emigres.

Seventeen-year-old Sherley Monde-
sir came to this country from

Haiti four years ago, fleeing

her violence-torn country for

the multiethnic suburban
community of Elmont, New
York. An older brother and
sister had spent several years

in the U.S. earning money to

bring in the rest of the family

of seven. Like a third of

America's recent immigrant
families, the Mondesirs live

near the poverty line, though

Sherley's father drives a taxi

and her mother works as a

cook. But financial obstacles

haven't slowed Sherley's abili-

ty to adapt to U.S. soil. "I

love the American culture,"

she says. "I love the fashion

and the music and the

hairstyles. And I especially love the

junk food."

Not that Sherley has completely sev-

ered her Haitian roots. Her family still

speaks Creole at home, they attend a

Creole church, and meals often revolve

around the traditional ingredients,

beans and rice. But Sherley claims she

has yet to experience prejudice. "The
only true Americans are the Native

Americans," she says. "So everyone

else started out as immigrants." It

doesn't hurt that at Elmont High
School, where Sherley attends classes,

her 1,150 fellow students hail from
ninety countries.

"We learn from one another," says

Sherley. "Almost everybody comes
from another culture."

#10 Increase in college attendance

For some, education is still the

route to the American Dream;
for others, it's just standard

preparation for a job. But it's never

been more important. Between 1976

and 1993, the percentage of high

school graduates going directly to

college increased from 49 percent to

63 percent.

This fall, Tama Martinez will be

the first member of her family to go

to college. The eighteen-year-old

from Laguna Hills, Californi'

maintained an A average imJ
school, despite a schedule he-v

honors classes and an after-shj

job. The daughter of a Pervia

born truck driver and a mail Cfri

Tania is already charting a secikl

ture for herself. "College is thjoi

way to get to be successful injjfj

she savs.

Tania Martinez, college bound
I

Tania credits her success to »
verance. "No one ever had to tfl

to do my homework," she says.fi

ways wanted to be the best." ShcSl.

to enroll in the premed programit

'

University of California at Be:e

and has already applied for an acne

ic scholarship. Ultimately, her

to turn her college experience I
family affair. "I want my sister aft

cousins to go to college, too," shl

This is childhood in America. I

and Hairier it's not—yet neitherM

time without hope. In an era wfl

often parents have failed to pi
them, many of America's childrep

have to rely on themselves tor.

their way to adulthood. But ill

also be acknowledged that the I
day we long for—the fabled

where happy, carefree kids rodan

cles and read books all day—isl

fain 7 tale than fact. American crfll

may have lost their innocence, tJ

maturity they find in themselvew

give them, like Americans froli

days of the pioneers onwartw
strength to triumph over seeminuro

possible odds.

Michael J. Weiss is a contributing^.

of Ladies' Home Journal.
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The San FranciscoTreat

AsThe Center OfAttention.
Qtiick Toco Salad

V4 pound lecin ground beef

'/» cup chopped onion

I package Rice-A-Roni Beef Flavor

V2 cup salsa

1 teaspoon chilipowder

4 cups shredded lettuce

1 inediuin tomato, chopped

'/? cup shredded monterey jack or cheddar cheese

V2 cup crushed tortilla chips

In just 30 minutes, you can now make a delicious mam dish

uith a box 0/ Rice-A-Roni andajew simple ingredients.

Step I. In large skillet, brown ground beej and onion: drain.

Removefrom skillet: set aside.

Step 2. In same skillet, prepare Rice-A-Roni aspackage directs.

Step 3- Stir in meat mixture, salsa and chili pou der. continue

cooking 01 er lou 1 heat 3 to 4 minutes or until heated through.

Step 4- Arrange lettuce on seiring platter. Top with rice mixture,

tomato, cheese and tortilla chips. Series 5.

For over HO more recipes, just call the number below.

Tlje Rice-A-RoniMain Dish Helpline

1-800-421-2444
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What's it like to be a serious actress in a town full of

stars? Just ask Mary Steenburgen. By Jess Cagle

Mary Steenburgen stands

by her man. Example:

Not long ago, she and

her boyfriend, Ted
Danson (the Cheers

star), became separated in the crowd

as they filed in to see the Broadway-

revival of Carousel. Another woman,
spotting Danson at the lobby conces-

sion counter, pointed to the bald spot

in the back of his head and whispered

to her friend, "And I heard all the

hair in the front is fake.'" Danson
didn't hear, but Steenburgen did.

"Actually that's not true," Steen-

burgen piped up, catching the gossip

off guard.

"They turned and saw it was me,

and they were mortified," says forty-

one-year-old Steenburgen, laughing

about it weeks later. "I told her, 'I

think it would be real bizarre to have

a wig that was cut out in the back to

show your bald spot. That's an odd

concept, isn't it?' Then I just let

them go off and ponder this."

Pity that woman. Because get-

ting called down by the otherwise

soft-spoken Mary Steenburgen
must be as surprising as getting a

rap on the knuckles by a mild-

mannered grade-school teacher.

For over the past quarter century,

Steenburgen has crafted for herself

one of the kindest and gentlest per-

sonas in Hollywood. She played

the put-upon, tap-dancing young
mother in Melvin and Howard (for

which she won the 1980 Best Sup-

porting Actress Oscar) and Steve

Martin's understanding wife in Par-

enthood (1989).

Her darker characters are laced

with humanity, too; last year, she

oozed compassion as the lonely

housewife who seduced Johnny Depp
in What's Eating Gilbert Grape? And
as a lawyer defending the villain in

Philadelphia, her eyes glistened with

regret as she tore at Tom Hanks. Her

new drama, Pontiac Moon (co-starring

Danson), opens this month; in it,

Steenburgen plays an agoraphobic

who bravely sets out on a road trip to

follow her husband and son, in hope

of saving her marriage.

An Arkansas native with an accent

to prove it, she is also, along with

Barbra Streisand, one of the most
celebrated members of the Holly-

wood \hapter of the Friends of Bill

Clinton club. Yet, unlike Streisand,

Steenburgen is a low-key anomaly in

Hollywood; she is as likable offscreen

as she is on. While the tongues of the

movie industry constantly wag about

its divas and their demands ("Sharon

Stone wants zchat in her trailer?"),

Steenburgen has a reputation for be-

ing unfailingly easygoing.

The actress has never, however,

enjoyed a super-hot status. "It's not

like my career supports my life," she

says, when asked if this bothers her.

"It's the other way around. ... I

knew Bette Davis a little bit. I

thought she was the pinnacle of what

I could want, career-wise. But she

was a miserable, sad person. So sad.

That's not the way to go."

According to those who know her,

though, Steenburgen is no goody-

two-shoes. "She has a raunchy side,"

insists Danson. But this morning, as

Steenburgen pours coffee in her rus-

tic kitchen, wearing a flowery dress,

that particular trait is not apparent.

Her Los Angeles house is wrapped

not in a high-security electric wall,

but a white country fence. The clos-

est thing to a guard at the gate is a

big, lazy dog named Lucy. Steenbur-

gen has two children, Lilly, thirteen,

and Charlie, eleven, by her only ex-

husband, actor Malcolm McDowell,

whom she met while filming 1979's

Time After Time, and who now lives

just down the /continued on page 142)
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;'s EnoughToMakeYouCry
?ine, for a moment, what it's like to be a woman
) is transformed from the darkness and limi-

n of being illiterate, to the illumination and oppor-

ty of literacy. That transformation is what
celebrate at Coors. Through our Literacy,

sit On. program, over 250,000 women
e furthered their education and skills

h has become empowered. To find a

better job. To pursue her dreams. To help teach

her children.

We'd like to thank all of the literacy organiza-

tions, celebrities, authors and people like you

who've also given time, talent and money to

our five-year literacy commitment. You've

helped us transform tears of sadness into

stronger, wiser, more hopeful tears of joy.
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Alpha Hydrox reduces

Tinkles, Mittens and smooths

your skin, and acts as a natural

exfoliant. And now we have a new line

of Cleansers. Treatments and

Moisturizers for all skin types and

sensitivities. Available at grocery, drug

and discount stores for under 510. Call

1-800-55ALPHA with questions.

Alpha Hydrox

Foam ins; Face

Wash is soap-free

and fragrance-

free. It gently

cleanses your

skin, leaving it

smooth, soft and

perfectly balanced for alpha

hvdroxv treatment.

Alpha Hydrox

Face Cremc

hydroxy acid

and will help reduce the

appearance of fine lines and

wrinkles by acting as a

natural exfoliant. Try it for

1 weeks and see a brand

new softness and radiance.

Alpha M

Sensitive!

| Creme oti

wrinkle-ffl

benefits of alpha hydro!

in a formula that is genp

enough for even sensitl

See the radiant differeil

the softness and smootr

your complexion in 1 wi



Alpha Hydrox

Oil-Free Face Gel

is perfect for

daytime use under

makeup. And

because it contains

row acid, you'll get all

jii-fighting benefits in a

it gel. Exceptionally

on problem skin.

Alpha Hydrox

Hand and Body

Lotion, for all skin

types, absorbs

quickly and is deli-

cately scented. It's a

powerhouse of alpha

hydroxy benefits -

leaving rough, damaged skin

silkv smooth all over.

Alpha Hydrox

Daily Lotion

.Moisturizer, for

normal to drv

skin, delivers

optimum moisture

throughout the day in a light-

weight, fragrance-free formula.

Visibly boosts hydration level

for smoother-looking skin.

Alpha

Hydrox Night

Replenishing

Creme is

non-oily but luxuriously

rich, to deeply hydrate and

nurture your skin through

the night when renewal

processes are most active.

For normal to drv skin.
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Helping pets live

longer rteatthier lives
-

tip RamterP'*TG Zaire**,

-i CAT

Ghow
ORICINA1 FORMULA

ABSOLUTELY.

Purina* Cat Chow 1 has all the complete and

balanced nutrition your cat needs. Not the

artificial colors and flavors he doesn't need.

BETTER CARE MAKES BETTER CATS.
Call 1 -800-CAT-CARE for more information.

Mary, Mary, imcontrary

continuedfrom page 138

road with his new wife, Kelle M
Dowell ("We've hacked out ;ni

friendship," says Steenburgen H
kids, whose fair looks favor their tdc

are, at the moment, sprawled out it

living room watching Tlie Brady Iru.

Though it's Wednesday, the I
sounds like Saturday: the chai:r

midmorning reruns on TV, the rml

of the gardener's lawn mower osit

If you listen closely, you cariu

Lucy's snores as she sleeps on thfk

next to her master, who is burieir

giant white sofa in the sunroom. fet

burgen got Lucy at the Humantsc

ety. Lucy, in turn, alerted Steenljtf

to a small rattlesnake recently i t

driveway. "I was earning groceriia

would've stepped right on it,

W

Steenburgen. "I like to say that lj»

her life, and she saved mine."

Though Danson is not yet a futt

member of the household (he maja

hjs bachelor pad in Santa Monica*

here that he and Steenburgerjl

worked on meshing their families!

they met on the set of Pontiac MoM
winter; Danson has two daufl

roughly the same ages as CharlB

Lilly. The couple are buying a hoM
Martha's Vineyard, where they rp

ed this past summer to paint wait

ors. Neither will say if wedding>k

have been made, though Dansoidi

point out sardonically, "The A7*
Enquirer says Christmas."

All joking aside, Danson
ft

stranger to tabloids. Last year ha
ed his fifteen-year marriage to *
Danson, the mother of his chi|f

and took up with VThoopi Goloe

The Ted and Whoopi show cliia>

in October, when Danson ignitd

explosive, racial-based controvey

appearing in blackface at a FnanJ

roast honoring Whoopi.

Once they began working togi

Steenburgen found a man dill

than the one the world had beenie

ing about in the supermarket ch<fc

line. "He was just this really niojfi

ny, cigar-smoking person," shei

"[But] Ted is, of all the peopl 1

known in my life, the least ju<fi

That's what was so interesting o

the last year. He was so judged."
j

Steenburgen herself has son

perience with harsh judgments-s

inflicted ones. Back home in Little *c

her father, a freight-train condfl

suffered the first of eight heart ata
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uy was only eight years old. In

to make life as easy as possi-

;r father, the little girl set her-

ie very high standards and

herself if she failed. "I

I had to be perfect, as though

/ did depend on it," she says,

ained from fighting with her

sister. She gave parties for or-

s, brought home good grades

it to church. To keep herself

rouble, little Mary retreated

els, logging about thirteen li-

oks a week.

Steenburgen entered her

le farthest she had ventured

;tle Rock was a camp in Mo-
bama. Then she took her first

ip, alone, to visit a cousin in

;ton, D.C. "It altered my life

' she says, settling deeper into

watch the old romantic comedies of

Jean Arthur and Katharine Hepburn,
and then quizzed her on the perfor-

mances at the end of the day.

Following her movie debut, says

Steenburgen, "I was known as a come-
dian. Then I did Ragtime [in 1981],

and after that I got sent some serious

parts." What followed has been an im-

pressively diverse career, from VC'oody

Allen (A Midsummer Night's Sex Come-
dy, in 1 982) to horror (Dead of Winter,

in 1987) to executive producing (End

of the Line, in 1987) to action-comedy

(Back to the Future Part III, in 1990).

Steenburgen's next project will

I i and easing into

i
nory. "I saw mu-
I saw history. I

ick people with

sople. I saw mar-

ildings. I saw
And poverty. I

rything." She re-

to her home in

^ock so lovesick

city that she be-

ing D.C. directo-

:ance ("It was free

she points out)

gaging the opera-

onversation. "Is it nice there to-

nie would inquire,

n Steenburgen was sixteen, an-

/orld opened up for her when
>k to the stage for a small role

mmunity theater production of

ucible. Three years later Steen-

l moved to New York City,

she studied stage acting with

ned instructor Sanford Meis-
it it was Jack Nicholson who
her the ways of the camera,

g rehearsals for her debut
, Goin' South (1978), which
son directed, he ordered her to

Stepping out
(clockwise from
top right): with

current flame Ted
Danson; kids

Charlie and Lilly;

and (now-ex)
husband Malcolm
McDowell

unfold live onstage

in Los Angeles: in

Scott McPherson's
drama, Marvin 's

Room. Steenburgen

stars as a spirited spinster facing

cancer, with Designing Women's Jean

Smart as her selfish sister. Steenbur-

gen will take a hiatus from the play

and fly to Scotland, where Danson is

set to start filming Lochness this fall.

"I want to see where he's living,"

says Steenburgen, "so I can picture

it when we're on the phone."

Even when she can't literally stand

by her man, Steenburgen would still

like to share his view.

Jess Cagle is a senior zvriter at Entertain-

ment Weekly.

THE
CRUNCH
THAT

SATISFIES
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ntertainment
As the mother of a young man who was shot to death, I am sick of our nation's fascina-

tion with violence and our disregard for its victims. What I have to tell you isn't very

pleasant. But I want you to think about what is happening to us all. By Antoinette Bosco

For
the past few months,

out of all the images I

have seen on TV, one im-

age has burned itself into

my brain: O.J. Simpson
sitting in a courtroom

next to his defense lawyers. For the

past few months, almost no time of

day has passed without the TV
cameras focusing on this man—the

football star, the celebrity, the

centerpiece— listening

to the sparring

between his de-

fense team and
the prosecutors.

TV hosts have

had a field day
with sardonic O.J.

jokes and tidbits:

the latest on the

O.J. 900-number
hot line; the tale

of the car dealer-

ship whose window
sported a big photo

of a white Bronco
boasting, "'As seen

on TV."
And even.- day I find myself strug-

gling to conrrol the quiet rage I live

with. For I wonder daily about the

people we are not seeing on TV—the

victims: Nicole Simpson, thirty-five;

her twenty-five-year-old friend,

Ronald Goldman; their parents,

their relatives, their friends and, es-

pecially, especially, Nicole's now-

motherless children.

I have heard people say they feel

sorry for O.J. Simpson, the fallen

hero, the man who stands to lose his

fortune because he's been accused of

two murders and must wage an ex-

pensive defense. I want to scream,

"But who feels sorry for Nicole? Was
anyone there to protect her in times

past when this football hero was beat-

ing on her? Does anyone feel sorry for

her because cruel hands holding a

knife ripped her body open and stole

her life?"

If I have

such deep

sympathy for

the victims, it

is because as

I write this I

am reliving

what happened on August

19, 1993. That was the day I

received a call that no mother

should ever have to hear, the devas-

tating news that my son, John, and

his wife, Nancy, had been murdered,

cold-bloodedly executed in their

home in Ferndale, Montana.

I, and my five surviving children,

lived through months of unending

torment as we went from not know-

ing who had done this horror to

learning, on December 7, 1993, that

they were killed by the eighteen-

year-old son of the couple from

whom they bought their house
Court authorities have told us that

they found no solid motive—no rob

bery, no rape; we will just have to

live with the murderer's claim: "I

don't\now why I did it."

Yet, if we don't know why, we do

know zvhat he did. In the early

morning hours of August 12, 1993,

Joseph Shadow Clark stole up to

the isolated house where my son

and daughter-in-law were asleep in

their beds, cut the phone and elec-

tric wires, broke in through a first

floor window, went directly upstairs

to their bedroom, shot John in the

head, killing him instantly, shot

Nancy in her back and then her

head, put a pillow

over Nancy's

head, "may have

touched her" (he

The forgotten

ones—Nicole
Brown Simpson
and Ronald
Goldman, and
one who cannot

forget, Nicole's

mother, Judy

Brown

now says), and slithered out of the

house. Their bodies were found a

week later.

Adding to our pain was the "so-

lution" to this crime—the accep-

tance of a plea bargain that will put

Joseph Shadow Clark in prison,

with no parole, they say, until he is

sixty. And once the plea bargain

was in place, my family found it

could learn no more about the in-

vestigation's findings, (continued)
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Mi entertainment

All the evidence was sealed; we were

left totally ignorant.

I was told I might be able to apply

for a court order to see the evidence

one day. and I intend to do that. I also

want one day to meet personally and

privately with that young man, to look

into his face and see what his eyes will

tell me about why my son and his wife

had to die.

In the OJ. Simpson case, there has

been no such silence about the evi-

dence, or in fact about any tidbit relat-

ed to the killings. This is the other side

of the indignity coin for victims" fami-

lies: The media has reported every- last

scrap of gossip, all too often invading

the rightful privacy that should be given

to murdered Nicole and Ron. Consider

the pain their families must endure by

the blurb on just one of the rash of new

books {Juice: The O.J. Simpson Tragedy,

bv Larry Browne and Paul Francis,

Globe Communication Books)—"a

graphic reconstruction of how the bodies

the victim. The merchandising is abso-

lutely unconscionable. I met a mother

and father whose child was murdered

just before this, in the same vicinity.

They got absolutely no attention, no

response from officials," says Ives, the

mother of a seventeen-year-old mur-

dered son, whose killer was never

found. "When they talk about OJ.
Simpson, they say he is accused of

murdering his 'ex-wife and her friend."

They don't even mention their names."

But this insensitivity is only part of a

disturbing pattern that's becoming far

too apparent in this country. High-

priced defense lawyers maneuver end-

lessly, with little or no regard for the

truth; plea bargains are struck with no

consideration for what a victim's fami-

ly might want. Outside the courtroom,

murder is seen as an aspect of recre-

ation, with children playing violent

video games and seeing increasingly vi-

olent movies. Last November, Ives de-

cided she had had enough; she joined

with other members of POMC to

launch a national effort to stop this, a

movement they call bluntly "Murder Is

It is too easy to become

desensitized to violence, to think

of a killing as just another

piece of news, not as the tragic

loss of a precious life.

looked when they were discovered."

I've talked with many parents who,

like myself, have had to survive the

murder of a loved one. We are all, ev-

ery one of us, sickened by this case that

has become a three-ring media circus.

It is despicable that this kind of evil

can be made into a spectacle, an enter-

tainment series.

The vieweis, of course, are not suf-

fering. Most of them have not been

personally touched by murder. They
are removed from the human pain that

is the permanent legacy of the sur-

vivors who loved the murdered one.

Linda Ives, the state coordinator for

the Arkansas chapters of Parents of

Murdered Children (POMC), a na-

tional self-help support organization of

persons whose loved ones have been

murdered, is emphatic in her disgust.

"A suspected criminal is being made
^ ac • a nice us*mc irti idkj a i mcm/cmq

Not Entertainment."

"MINE wants to raise consciousness

about how murder has become a

multibillion-dollar entertainment in-

dustry and to change society's atti-

tude," says Ives.

Partly because of that attitude, only

the most sensational, the most "enter-

taining" real-life murders seem to mer-

it attention. "Ordinary" killings, on the

other hand, have become so frequent

that they barely rate a mention in the

newspaper or on the local TV news. In

Ives' own small town near Little Rock,

a drive-by shooting, a front-page story

at one time, now "gets a paragraph on

the second page of the second sec-

tion," she says sadly.

In either case—whether a killing

gets distorted network coverage or is

lost amid a flood of more "impor-

tant" stories— it is too easy to become
D 1 QQ/l

desensitized to violence, to thino

killing as just another piece of ?\ <,

not as the tragic loss of a preciousif

That attitude can have profound

sequences. Says Harry Bonnell, M)
forensic medical examiner irS

Diego, California, who is on the r/i(

al board of trustees of POMC, "Ale

as the human side is not seen, ppr

will have total disregard for life."

Mothers like myself, and i.

Campo, whose son, Robert, wask

dered in 1988 in California, can fe-

tor a moment forget the "human |l

Campo, a POMC member, rea|

out to me from another state whv
read of the murders of my som
daughter-in-law, wanting to heln[

me strength, even as she told me I

fully that our pain is permanent. !

With the Simpson case on her

she related hearing that the chapln

the U.S. Senate said a prayer foEi

Simpson and added a perfunctorw

tence about the victims at then

Cajnpo says fiercely as she talks *

the death of her son, "We will h

forget the gaping head wounds ant

swollen brain. We will take tm
graves the vision of every act of am
nation." Those are a mother"s wipe

ing words. They are not funpi

exciting; they are only sadly, irrd|

bly true.

I wonder what images haum
parents of Nicole Simpson and Rk

Goldman. I wonder how they're (e

ing with the insensitivities surrou(l

them, like a tabloid headline alM

Nicole had six abortions. True cm

does this mean she deserved to di|]

If survivors get a short shrift, it!

cause "murder is a bad word. Til

a stigma attached to it. Good pi

don't get murdered," says Rita <o.

smith, of Sedona, Arizona, with jl

able sarcasm. She is the motheil

murdered daughter in a nine-yea

unsolved case, and national prea

of POMC.
"Trying the victims as the guilt\^

has become very common," said I

garet DiCanio, author of An Fncy%

dia of Violence (Facts on File). Cm
the most recent—and shameful—pi

in point: the infamous California jl

der trial of the Menendez brothers!

defense painted them as pathetta

abused children, implying thaifcl

somehow justified the act of punjH

fifteen bullets into their parents.

My family, also, were not stl

blame-the-victim pain. Wheri

bodies of my son and (contti
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Mrs. Dash Roasted Lemon Chicken

Onewtx3fediicken(2,/«-21/2lbs.) 3Tbsp. Mrs. Dash Lemon Pepper

'A cup hot water - 1 Tosp. dried oregano

2 tsp. instant chicken bouillon

•Preheatoven to 400°F. Place chicken in roasting pan. Combine hot water

and bouillon; pour over chicken.

• Combine Mrs. Dash Lemon Pepper and oregano. Coat chicken with mixture.

"• Bate (covered with aluminum foil) 50 minutes. Remove foil. Baste.

Bake uncovered for 1 5 minutes or until golden brown and chicken is done.

(Serves 3-4^

Murder as entertainment

continued

daughter-in-law had just been found and police had abso-

lutely no comment yet as to what had happened, a Montana

paper quoted an unidentified source as saying, "Bosco

indicated he would not mind taking his own life." T;|

timation of murder-suicide from an "unidentified scnl

was beyond irresponsible and devastatingly painful f,-|

family. Then I got a call telling me that people in

tana were talking, saying this wasn't a Montana crim j

ter all, they said, the Boscos were killed, executionq

and, after all, John was Italian. It had to be an Eti
crime, a Mafia connection!

I wonder: Do people try to find some flaw, some gJt

the victim so that they don't have to feel revulsion I

murder? Certainly the sensationalized media coverage
j j

Simpson murder case has fed this sick attitude towarlf

tims. DiCanio, speaking of Nicole and Ron, pointelt

that "they're trying the victims, saying things like he [|i

man] was her lover, a stud with a history of taking wpi

away from their men. They used to throw Christians I
lions. Now they watch court trials."

Maybe in saying that, Margaret DiCanio has touJ
truth button, the one that should force us all to exfl

our consciences, to search our souls to find if wfl

about life and death and believe that murder—even I
it involves our superstars—is evil. Maybe we shoul

back to the Bible to be reminded of the origins and I

of human life, and the mandate of the Creator not M
Unfortunately, we've g^one from that great command!
to the TV cameras focjased on a woman fan, shout*

her football hero, "We love you, O.J., guilty or innocal

In that screeching moment, when millions of pi

watched—forgetting about two dead victims, focusnl

again on one more "dramatic" event in a continuing I

soap opera—we became less compassionate, less thouJ

in fact, less human.
Shame on all of us.

Antoinette Bosco is the author of "The Pummeled 1

Finding Peace Through Pain" (Tiventy-Third Publicai

and the executive editor of The Litchfield County

in Connecticut.

The best years
continued from page 66

is in the hamper— find an alternative

and move on.

Rethink your standards To keep

your priorities in focus, it's important

to realize that you can't do everything

perfectly every time. Your house
doesn't have to be as tidy as your

mother's was when you were little.

Keep a sense of humor You'll be

better able to cope with hassles if you

don't take them too seriously. Says

Heitler, "Keeping a sense of humor
helps us to step back and keep things

in perspective. We can chuckle at our-

selves and the situation."

Create a sense of teamwork Let

your children know that they're an

important part of the team and that

the chores they do help keep the unit

running. This sense of family is not

only a valuable concept to teach; it

can actually encourage your kids to

take on responsibilities.

Get your husband to help It can

be easier than you think to get your

husband to pitch in around the

house—if you know how to ask. "The
best way is to be straightforward,"

Heitler says. "Say, 'Here's what's on

my plate and here's how I feel about

it. Are you willing to pick up some
of these responsibilities, and if so,

which ones? Or can we make a trade-

off?'" But don't tell him you feel an-

gry when he doesn't do his share.

"It's a word that tends to make the

other person feel defensive and criti-

cized," she adds. "It's better to use

words like 'frustrated' or 'overwhelmed'

or 'discouraged.'
"

Accept help Next time someone offers

to give you a hand, take her up oi

you have trouble accepting help,

exchange system with family or fr

For instance, offer to baby-

friend's children on special occasi

she'll do the same for you.

So, the next time your mother,

sister or aunt tells you that "these i

best years of your life," don't laugl

the truth. Like the person in a mi

who stands nose-to-nose with a rr.

piece and sees only the paint smeai

cracks in the canvas, you may I

close to the subject. Take the time

day to stand back and apprecia

beauty in front of you.

Donna Christiano is a writer sp

izing in health, psychology and

en 's issues. She deals with her

by working out and (occasion

eating chocolate.
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GRACE
The untold stor\

An intimate look at the

marriage of Grace Kelly

and Prince Rainier—and

why it went so wrong.

By Robert Lacey

In
1956, Grace Kelly was

America's most popular

film star. She zvas

beautiful, aristocratic, the

winner of an Oscar for

Best Actress, and when she

married Prince Rainier III of

Monaco, everyone thought it

was a storybook romance. But

when Grace crossed the Atlantic

aboard the U.S.S. Constitution

to join hands with her fiance-

prince, she was sailing toward

a life that would fall far short

of most fairy tales. Twelve
years after her tragic death, we learn

at last that her marriage to Prince

Rainier did not prove the loving and
romantic experience that Grace—and

her fans—had expected.

From the moment their engagement

was announced, Prince Rainier and

Grace Kelly had been asked if

marriage meant the end of her movie

career. The prince had absolutely no

doubt that Grace would have to give

up her acting. He had first been
attracted to her because she was not

like a film star, and he could see no
way at all that it would be either

practical or dignified for his wife to

keep on working in Hollywood.

Grace, however, had talked as if

From GRACE, by Robert Lacey. Copy
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she was contemplating the prospect

of a long vacation from acting, fol-

lowed by occasional work on plum
roles. But she was not inclined to ar-

gue with Rainier. She was rather

pleased to have a man who took

such firm charge of her life. And at

the age of twenty-six, Grace very

much wanted to become a wife and

mother. She had always said that she

doubted whether it was possible to

combine either of those responsibili-

ties with the life of a working actress,

and there was also that part of her

that had never liked Hollywood—the

gypsy life, the days living out of a

trailer and the combination of ten-

sion and tedium. Giving this up for

sacrifice, except that her prince was!

not always loving.

Grace had a taste of Rainier'sl

moodiness during the weeks of theirl

engagement in America, when hej

showed his displeasure with the boldl

and brash American press, but shel

had not bargained for quite how im-l

perious the prince's temper could be

once they married. "With Rainier,"

says Gwen Robyns, an author and

friend of Grace, "she always felt as if

she were walking on eggs." In a sec-

ond, her prince could (continued)the love of a prince did not seem a

ht © 1994 by Robert Lacey. Reprinted by permission of G.P. Putnam Sons, of the Putnam Berkley Group, Inc
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Grace: the untold story

turn from being sweet as pie to diffi-

ld cruel.

Rainier's secretary, Madge Tivey-

Faucon, provided several magazines

with ample details. "•How many times

have I seen the princess coming out of

her room sniffling, red-eyed," she

ut"\\ "
1 have a cold,' she would tell

me, to bide her embarrassment. . . .

Once she had her hair cut very short

against the wishes of the prince. ... It

must have taken him all of three sec-

onds to discover what was different.

His mouth tightened and he clenched

his fist. The princess stopped in the

middle of the room, embarrassed. And
the prince, with all his force, threw his

glass on the floor."

But it was the silences that were

even harder for his wife to take, the

long hours the prince spent radiating

displeasure. Rainier also had the habit

of going to sleep when he was bored

—

in the middle of a dinner party, in the

royal box at the opera, on a sofa mak-

"if i had the choice,"

"i would divorce him.

He would keep

Louis Pierre was born. The prince and

princess reveled in their children. One
of the highlights of Grace's day was

when she read to them at bedtime.

The family setting that Grace and

Rainier created to relax with their new
baby son and daughter was Roc Agel,

an isolated, sixty-acre estate—part

farmhouse, part fortress—in the hills

above Monaco. Its scrubby, fragrant

terrain of herbs and bushes ran wild,

and a mixture of pets and farm animals

were free to roam. Roc Agel became
home to Grace in a way that the stuffy

palace never did.

Princess Grace had her husband,

her children, her good works. Yet it

struck Cary Grant, when he visited in

1961, that Grace, five years after her

wedding, was somehow "restive." Her

father died of stomach cancer in 1960,

and his death left her more lonely than

she cared to admit. She had no real

friends in Monaco. Worst of all, she

had suffered two miscarriages since Al-

bert's birth. All that contributed to a

heavyheartedness that left her unchar-

acteristically tired and apathetic. She

Grace told a friend,

But I have no choice.

MY CHILDREN."

ing small talk. It simply reflected his

regal disdain and his lack of interest in

anyone who could not, jester-like, keep

him perpetually amused.

Rainier's background scarcely

equipped him to be a sensitive and car-

ing marriage partner. He found it diffi-

cult to give of himself emotionally. He
had never been taught how to trust or

to share. But inside there was a spirit

who was striving to improve—the sar-

donic and funny man who had wooed
and won the famous film star. At his

best, the despot could be open and un-

pretentious—modern in his attempts

to be a sensitive human being.

Nowhere did the sensitive Rainier

show to better effect than in his prepa-

rations to be a father. Child rearing

was an area in which the prince had
made a conscious decision to do better

than his predecessors. In 1957, nine

months after they were married, Grace

had a baby girl, who was named Caro-

line Louise Marguerite, and just four-

teen months later, Albert Alexandre
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would go to bed at odd times of the

day, and on occasion she would spend

long hours asleep.

It was in this depressed and aimless

state that Grace turned an ear to Al-

fred Hitchcock. The director had sent

Grace the script for a movie entitled

Mamie, which had a challenging and

complex female role. The main impe-

tus for Grace to make Mamie came,

surprisingly, from her husband.
Rainier had not changed his view

about the dignified conduct he expect-

ed of his princess.

"There have been times," he told

his official biographer, Peter Hawkins,

"when the princess has been a little

melancholic—which I quite under-

stand—about having performed a

form of art very successfully, only to

be cut away from it completely." But

the citizens of Monaco loudly opposed

their princess going back to the

movies, fearing it was undignified to

be both a film star and a princess

—

"What about her kissing the leading

3 1994

man?" they wondered. GraceH
these local sensitivities whe
bowed out. Still, she wrote Hitcl

"It was heartbreaking for me t(

to leave the picture." Until M
the possibility that she might ret

the screen had been a consol

Xow the door of opportunity wj

manently closed.

On February 1, 1965, Grace

gave birth to the third child for

she had been trying so hard. Gn
joiced in her new baby, Step

Marie Elisabeth, but somethin

missing. The next year was the

anniversary of her wedding. Ask

Rainier what she would like for

sent, she snapped, "A year off."

"Are you happy?" was the qu

every interviewer put to the pri

And Grace was far too honest

off the query with plastic cheerin<

"I've had happy moments
life," she told Barbara Walters,

don't think that happiness—bein

py—is a perpetual state that a

ca^si be in. Life isn't that way.

have a certain peace of mind, ye

children give me a great deal of

ness." Grace made no menti

Prince Charming. While Rainier

be compassionate and warn
minute, when he was down—or <

right angry—the prince was heart

To Grace's old friends Davi

Micheline Swift, the saddest thin

the passivity with which Grace si

ted to Rainier's tyranny. Her
identity was tied up in being th

feet wife to this willful and di

man. In fact, Grace had come tdl

her status with absolute seriousnl

she was not a princess, what else I

be said about her life? Black tie, I

tie, fancy dress—the annual su I

round of galas and parties was hi
tire existence.

Grace and Gwen Robyns vl

have long talks about life when I

ing on the princess' book about fll

in 1976. Grace was entering herl

forties. She was starting to have I

lems with her weight. Robynl
noted how much time Grac«
spending in Paris, away from hei

band, and wondered if this was

just for the official reason—the n<

chaperone Caroline through colle

"You know," Grace said to R
one morning, as they walked toj

in the rose garden, "I have coi

feel very sad in this marriage." T
cade fell away. "He's not really

ested in me," Grace said (cont





Take comfort in Quilted

Northern8 Wet or Dry.

It's the only bathroom

tissue made to work

just as well wet as it does

dry. New Quilted Northern

Wet or Dry has two layers

quilted tosether to be extra

strons. Naturally, new

Quilted Northern Wet or

Dry is biodegradable and

safe for plumbing.

© 1994 James River Corporation

Grace: the untold story

continued

quietly. Rainier was treating his wife with apatl

even contempt.

For instance, Grace was spending some of her hit

gathering wildflowers, drying and pressing them, theigh

them into collages, which she framed. In 1977 the ia!

Drouant in Paris agreed to exhibit and sell her work.Jj

every one of Grace's dried-flower arrangements wji

and afterward the princely party adjourned to a re^u

for dinner. Sitting on the table was an arrangement f$

ers, and Rainier plucked some petals and held tl

against a plate.

"Sold!" he exclaimed. "For three thousand francs!'

Everyone laughed, but it seemed to one friend tha

had difficulty sharing the joke. She was aware that,

her royal imprint, her collages would not have comm
hundred francs, let alone a show in a Parisian art gall

it was a cruel moment to remind Grace of the fact.

In addition, people often whispered that Rainier

tresses. He once invited David Swift to join him on

only expedition to Paris, boasting of being able t(

women who, as the prince put it, "tore the wallpape

walls." Swift declined the invitation.

"If I had the choice," Grace once confessed to M
Swift, "I would div<3rce him. But I have no cho

would keep my children." Grace was referring to he

ment that had reserved custody of the children to th<

in the event of divorce.

The deterioration of her marriage hurt Grace bad

it was not just Rainier who failed to cherish her. Tho
son, Albert, was kind and devoted, Caroline and St

were anything but amenable. Stephanie was b

spoiled, still throwing public tantrums at the age of 1

and becoming a topless princess a few years later. Ai

daughters had a weakness for boyfriends of a playboy

ter, which infuriated Grace.

It's not surprising that Grace began to look elsew!

love. She was spending more time in her home in P;

she was far from lonely. Grace met Robert Dorni

young, rebellious film director. Grace was forty-six,

thirty. "Dornhelm was quite often around when I W£

out with Caroline," remembers Philippe Junot, Ca

first husband. "Sometimes we would all go out togi

two couples—Caroline with me and Grace with Don
do not know if they were lovers, but let me put it thi:

would be very surprised if they were not."

Dornhelm was not the only younger man with

Grace spent time in her later years. There was quit

Per Mattsson, a thirty-three-year-old Swedish actor;

.

Mullen, the New York restaurateur and former mod
was in his late twenties when Grace met him; and

FitzGerald, a tall, dark-haired business executive of

nine. "What she wanted was eternal glamour," say:

Robyns, "and those young men supplied it. They f.

her. They were fun."

During this same period, press photographs sh

putting on weight and getting puffy around the face,

mors flew that Princess Grace had a drinking problel

the reason for the change in her appearance was il

special increase in her eating habits. It was simply h|

of life. Grace suffered from a particularly difficult a|

setting menopause.
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in the midst of this distressing time, Grace was
to assume a less constrained character. Personally

-itually she was on the move. Her relationship with

lm, her growing emancipation from her husband

—

:n, within limits, from the conventions of being a

—were all part of a sea change. Grace was finally re-

live a life that was dictated to her by others. She

ting to live her own truths.

ilso began to seem more relaxed and warm with

The marriage evolved from discord and apathy to a

t of tolerance and friendship. Grace had learned how
1 about the moods of "the Dodo," and Rainier, in a

kfi imor, could be a delight. The couple had come to ac-

B :h other's separate but not totally divergent paths.

H >ne weekend at Roc Agel, in September 1982, was
' ith tension. Grace spent the time arguing with her

;n-year-old daughter, Stephanie, who had broken the

at she wanted to toss aside her educational plans to

acing car driving school with her new boyfriend, Paul

do. Grace had given in to her wild child before, but

e Stephanie had pushed her too far.

D vionday, September 13, mother and daughter were

il . tling. Rainier was driven down to Monaco early in

I; -ning to tend to business. Grace's chauffeur had been

g beside the brown Rover, ready to drive the two

jes, but Grace insisted on driving herself. Grace still

rigs she had to say to Stephanie, things that needed to

essed.

Phily, a truck driver, caught up with the Rover as it

gotiating the winding turns of the mountainous de-

ito Monaco. The Rover slowed as it approached a

bend, but about a quarter mile farther, the car veered

Il le center of the road onto the left-hand curb, its side

; knocking into the mountain rocks.

y sounded his horn, and the Rover corrected its

But as the car approached the next hairpin bend, it

lly accelerated, shooting forward at a frightening

I -so that instead of negotiating the bend to the right, it

It d directly on, dropping some one hundred fifty feet.

pi lei Pierre and a couple of neighbors came running out

|i r homes when they heard the crash. Pierre took a

jj:
lammer to the only door that was not totally smashed,

1: :ephanie came staggering out. The Monaco police

II the reports on the police radio and notified Prince

|i arriving just in time to see Grace being placed into

|
bulance. She was rushed to the Princess Grace Hospi-

Vtonaco. Confused, bruised and sobbing hysterically,

] nie was taken there at the same time,

rumors began circulating almost immediately—par-

ly that Stephanie was driving and was responsible for

ish. But after a preliminary investigation, the French

nan in charge, Captain Roger Bencze, concluded that

had lost control of the car through illness or some
: 1 lapse, and had slumped with her foot on the accelera-

: If in and out of consciousness.

: icess Grace suffered a fracture of the thighbone, the

:
the arm, various bruises and what the doctor described

: anial traumatization." It was necessary to perform a

scan (an X ray of the brain), but when Jean Duplay, an

: ationally respected brain surgeon, arrived, he discov-

hat the hospital possessed no CAT scanner. He also

that the princess had been given a narcotic drug,

could distort the results of the test. Thus, a CAT scan

1 have to be delayed until the effects of (continued)
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MOHINWTH

Total comfort either way.

Even though new Quilted

Northern" Wet or Dry is made

to hold up to water, it's soft

enough for total comfort.

And there's nothing like the

soft comfort of a quilt. New

Quilted Northern Wet or

Dry is the latest addition to

the Quilted Northern family.

It's the only tissue that you

can use wet or dry.

Take comfort in

new Quilted Northern

Wet or Dry.

' 1994 James River Corporation



MORE THAN YOU ASKED FOR?

Contact Us To Stop Unwanted Advertising Mail.

Most folks like advertising mail. They get special offers,

sweepstakes chances, free gifts, good prices on things they can't find

anywhere else. And shopping by mail or phone is quick and simple.

But if you're one of those people who would rather not receive

advertising mail, we can help.

Send us your name and full address and we'll tell participating

national mailers to remove your name from their mailing lists.

After all, they want to talk to people who want to listen.

Mail Preference Service

Direct Marketing Association

P.O.Box 9008

Farmingdale. N.Y. 11735-9008

Grace: the untold story

continued

the drug had worn off.

It was nearly midnight, tweh h(

after the accident, before Grs;,

unconscious, was moved to IMaa

only CAT scan machine, locadi

second-floor clinic across town.

What happened next still jz

friends, family and the world ;ila

Sometime on Tuesday, little m<et

twenty-four hours after the cr;h.

hospital's chief surgeon, Dr. faa

Louis Chatelin, met with ij

Rainier, Caroline and Albert. T;

.

tor told the royal family tip

princess was beyond his helppi

was no point, he said, in corim

with the artificial life support.

Rainier, Caroline and Albe:

ferred and accepted the doctql'

diet. They went into Grace's iion

say good-bye to her for the last bu

This rapid decision, with its Aim

style abruptness, provoketin

doubts. Rainier raised a startli^

sibility when he spoke to Ruin

lan, the couple's publicist*'

prince told me," Allan said, "jp

neurosurgeons told him the i"

came off well, the best they ccfl}

pect was that Grace would lit*

be completely paralyzed on M
side, which would cause am
change in her personality.™

sounded a long way from beinjbi

dead. There had clearly beeS
stage in the hours after the ape

when there may have been al
that Grace could be saved.

Grace's brother, Kell, and isi

Peggy and Lizanne, arrived forbe

neral furious and suspicious. Hi

had not considered it necessarB

volve them in the decision tow

nate her life support. Could |e

have waited a day or so to sej v

happened, or have given th«

chance to travel to Monacojo
good-bye?

Princess Grace's funeral was fell

the Saturday following her le

Rainier, wrapped up in his owl
followed the ebony coffin ounl

palace; thousands of people cte

the streets. When fairy tales do ijt

happily, their ending often tend*

cruel, and so it was with Pih

Grace of Monaco.

Robert Lacey is the author of a mil

best-selling books, including "Kirith

a portrait of Saudi Arabia.
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- (mono, t/te trencfo/w* t/te most

te/nfitt/uj tu/nes/jieioeltones,

nineteentA-centziru i/esiioiw, and ft

/teioest color co/?i6o^ ije//o(o a/ic/6i

imoges's Louisiane pattern, left, is the

ome of elegant simplicity. The deep-blue s\

border is based on an archival nineteenth-cen^

design. When china is this clean-lined, you car*,

more adventurous with the linens—such as usinm

jewel-red patterned tablecloth and lacy white rl

kins. A small crystal vase filled with roses

flanked by tapered candles is a perfect centerpH

for an intimate gathering. 800-845-1928. wl
glasses, Baccarat "Naples."

These lacquered, solid-brass charger plates,

right, embellished with black glass beads are

a wonderful way to give your old china a

brand-new look. The twelve-inch chargers are

liners to be placed under dinner plates, and

since these are so dramatic, they may be all

the decoration you need. From The Bombay

Company. For more information or a catalog,

call 800-829-7789.

We can't resist the glorious colors and rustic

design of Italian Majolica—the ceramic art

form popular during the Renaissance. So we

were delighted to discover the catalog Cottura,

which imports the wonderful oversize pieces. At

right is the Orvieto collection, which features

the fresco design of the green rooster, the Ital-

ian symbol of good luck. 800-348-6608.

H.J. 2





If you love a colonial look, The Williamsburg Reproduc-

tion Program just introduced its first stainless flatware pat-

tern. Royal Shell, right, features a scalloped-shell han-

dle—a popular nature motif found in eighteenth-century

decorative art. 800-446-9240.

ti/iticequests to linger at a tc/A/e t/ta*

s£arkle& loi't/i <st7oe/\ crystalanas

hlenty. pfcajt(//es

/ ( f ur holiday gift for you, left: When Lifestyl

V-/ Editor Leslie Lampert spotted these classica

designed, well-priced candlesticks, she arranged t

have them offered to Journal readers. The sophisticc

ed lead-free glass candlesticks are six inches fall an

can accommodate standard %-inch candles. At ju

$22 a pair, they're a perfect present to yourself, or t

give as a gift. To order, call 800-722-9999.

For the casual dinner table, notfl

ing looks newer than wrough

iron accessories. These dramati

pieces, below, adorned wit

decorative beads, are from Lj;

Collection's Veranda line. The,

contrast beautifully with tapestr

linens. 800-562-5034.

Three trends in one, above: Pfaltz-

graff's Farmer's Market collection

features a botanical theme inspired

by antique tea towels in its oversize

oven-to-table servers.

H.J. 4

The new direction for crystal stemware

is lightly cut decorative design—

a

more delicate look, and a smaller

price tag, than traditional crystal.

"Windsor," above, is the most classic

design from Dartington Crystal, a col-

lection of mouth-blown, hand-cut crys-

tal. 212-447-7437.



<0 u r i n a O.N.E. Created A

amb & Rice
For A Puppy's

Special
Nutritional

Needs.
n its first year, a puppy can grow up

10 times faster than a human.

e e d s

And If A Puppy's
Aren't Special,

Don't Know What Is."

A puppy grows so quickly, and needs so

' eh nutrition, it's not smart to feed him just

f y dog food. That's why there's Purina O.N.E.

and Lamb & Riee Formula for Puppies. The

i ly dry puppy food in your grocery store with

il lamb as its first ingredient.

Lamb provides high-quality protein,

•ewers rice is highly digestible. And

sential fatty acids help give yourpuppy

4 Ralston Purina Cunipan\

U R I N A O • N • E"

— Robert Urieh

a healthy, shiny coat. These, plus other high-

quality ingredients, give puppies the extra nu-

trition they need. And, they'll love the taste.

A great dog begins as a great puppy. But

a great puppy needs a great diet. Andfor opti-

mal nutrition, there's nothing better

than Purina O.N.E. Lamb & Rice

Formula for Puppies. It's as special as

your puppy 's needs.

SECOND TO NONE



m

f/ie season fo /)€ a/i-

out/e&tioe—settings coitA

special accessories ar&

mostmemora6/es

nce a year '
wnen you bring out your

very best for your guests, it's worth

it to use the prettiest linens—made from

100 percent linen. We found one company

that creates particularly charming napkins

and tablecloths with seasonal themes. The

designs at left and right are hand-painted

on linen by Peggy Walz, Inc. The Verdigris

Collection for Thanks-

giving, left, features a

bounty of fall fruits

and leaves; the

Holiday Collection

Cherubs and Angels

guest towels, top

right, are charming

bathroom accents.

212-645-5003.

Napkin rings am

'

place-card holders \ %

shiny silver plate crel

ate a more forma

look. Christofle's Pic:

colo Collection of adj

cessories is amon<

the prettiest we'v

seen. 800-477-099

After playing five ofAmerica's
finest golf courses, what's a bodyto do?

Naturally, as the home of

PGA of America, we offer

unforgettable golf on five

tournament courses. But wel

also have the ambience andl

facilities of a world class spa

with all the trappings of an
|

international, Four Star

resort. You'll find some

memorable challenges here|

at PGA National Resort &

Spa, but deciding how to

unwind isn't one of them

0M
THE SPA^
VI PGA NATIONAL RESORT]

400 Avenue of Champions
Palm Beach Gardens FL 3341!
407-627-31 1 1 • 1-800-843-77251



W 75% ONYMim
time for a change?

ur bathtub old, worn

i and in bad condition?

Was your house built in

the60's, 70'sor80's?

Is it time for new colors?

average American family spends $8,700 to remodel their bathroom,

h our space age resurfacing technology we can save you about 75%
he cost to replace your bathroom fixtures. So, instead of ripping out

bathtub, sinks, cabinets, countertops, tile, or showers and destroying

floors, walls and plumbing at great expense.and weeks of mess and

sle, let our polite and courteous representatives create a new bath-

im in a few days with our makeover systems. You will save thousands

dollars. We will guarantee satisfaction plus years and years of enjoy-

nt. Call 1 -800-583-9099 for the service location nearest you.

cf value to your home and protect your investment.

REFINISHING
SYSTEMS

America's largest and most

respected in-home refinisher

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS • P.O. BOX 3146 • WACO, TX 76707



A long time ago, someone went around

anil made up words for everything

And then they came to

Louisiana, a state that

has a way with words.

Here we dance to a music called zydeco

XTe call the great outdoors Kisatchie. Ant

when we throw a party, we call it Mardi

Uras. So come have a good time in

Louisiana. And say things

you've never seen hefore.

For your LREL Louisiana

lour Guide, return the reader service

card or call ti idav. 1-800-947-0653

et's talk turkey! Though we agree the

—
big-bird theme can get silly with too

many turkey accessories, these turkey platters

by Vietri are handmade, hand-painted and

truly stunning. The oversize oval shape makes

them perfect for arranging all the trimmings,

and the colors and details are reminiscent of

Old World stoneware. 800-277-5933.

Another beautiful example of

Renaissance-inspired design:

Cartier's La Maison Du Prince

line of china. The richly colored

florals, leaves, grapes and

shells are evocative of the

French court of Louis XVI and

Marie Antoinette. 800-CARTIER.

PRODUCT
INFORMATION

The U.S. Council for Ener-

gy Awareness provides in-

formation on nuclear energy

—

a clean, safe, domestic source

of electricity. Write to the U.S.

Council for Energy Aware-

ness, P.O. Box 66080, De-

partment BE27, Washington,

DC 20035.

Genie Garage Door Opener

Safety and Maintenance

Guide—A valuable brochure

to teach your family about

garage-door safety and the ins

and outs of garage-door and

garage-door-opener mainte-

nance. For a free copy, call

800-82-GENIE.

KitchenAid Style and Sub-

stance ... the functional ele-

gance of KitchenAid major ap-

pliances is detailed in full-color

literature featuring the com-

plete line of KitchenAid built-in

and freestanding refrigerators,

gas and electric cooktops,

built-in ovens, freestanding

and drop-in ranges, dishwash-

ers, clothes washers, dryers

and more. For information,

call toll-free, 800-422-1230.

Carpet—The Choice for

Every Walk of Life, from

the Carpet and Rug Institute,

provides helpful information

about carpet selection. To re-

ceive this free, fact-filled

guide, send a self-addressed,

stamped, legal-size envelope

to the Carpet and Rug Institute,

P.O. Box 2048, Dalton, GA
30722-2048.

Armstrong ( olor Passions

flooring features some of the

newest and brightest colors

ever. Perfect for custom de-

signs. Create your own spe-

cial places. Call 800-233-

3823 for a Free "Special

Places" brochure.

Andersen Windows' free

"Windows and Patio Door

Factbook" offers creative

ideas using windows and pa-

tio doors. It's a great resource

for building and remodeling

projects. Write: Andersen

Windows, Inc., #LHJ223-

0994, P.O. Box 3900, Peo-

ria, IL 61614; or call 800-

426-4261.

H.J.
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H ummel. The name alone

recalls timeless images of

childhood innocence and
)rtrayed in fine figurines cherished

:rations of collectors. And now, you
1 ng the beauty of Hummel's pre-

'osy-cheeked cherubs into your

vith "Angels Duet." This unique

ire— as magnificent in artistic

s a figurine — masterfully blends

lei's vision of how a child's life could

1 the inspiring joy of a traditional

i in Christmas.
1 k closely at the handcrafted village

i l and you'll see why "Angels Duet" is

: any other collectible sculpture. Its

' agnificent windows are adorned

leticulous reproductions of

i lei's angelic children! Their classic
1 'and crystal clarity is achieved

lh a carefully-controlled, ten-color

process which recreates"^•Hl
every fine detail of Hummel's gifted

artistry and adds a brilliant, comforting

glow to the sculpture. Why, Hummel's
angels actually seem to be lighting your

way to the front door!

The perfect gift for avid Hummel collec-

tors, "Angels Duet" will be treasured by

anyone whose love for children is matched

only by their love for the one holiday that

brings out the child in all of us. "Angels

Duet" is not available in any store— only

through Hawthorne — at the outstanding

value of just $49.90 and fully backed by

our 30-day Unconditional Guarantee. It

comes with an individually-numbered

Certificate of Authenticity, descriptive lit-

erature, and U.L.-listed bulb and cord set

. . . and you can pay for your sculpture in

three convenient monthly installments.

Send for your "Angels Duet" today!

™ SIShown smaller than

actual size of 8" high.

Pine tree sculptures sold separately.

iwthorne Architectural Register. Hummel is) and M. I. Hummel is) are used under License from Goebel. © ARS AC. Zug/Switzerland.

RESERVATION APPLICATION
Return this reservation application by:

December 30, 1994

HAWTHORNE ARCHITECTURAL REGISTER
Attention: Hummel Art Dept.

9210 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1322

Please enter my reservation for "Angels Duet.''

I need send no money now. I will pay for my
sculpture in three monthly installments of

just $16.63* each, the first payable before

shipment. IfI'm not completly satisfied, I have

'AO days to return my sculpture for replace-

ment or refund.

Name (Please print!

Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone

*Plus a one-time $3.94

shipping/handing charge,

and any applicable sales tax.

WRCHUt.im viih now

ADB-100
79281 -E88001



WOMA

s SECRET addiction
If you think drug addiction doesn't affec

mi ddi e-class, suburban, "nice" women,

please read my story

I'm
the last person you would

expect to see getting high on

drugs. I'm married, the moth-

er of two terrific children; I

live in an upper-middle-class

suburban neighborhood and have a

good job as a customer-service man-

ager. But for two years, all I could

think about from the time I woke up

until I got home from work was
where the next hit of crack was com-

ing from, and how I would get the

money to pay for my destructive

habit. Today, I'm lucky to be alive.

I had been an occasional drug

user since I was in my early twen-

ties—some marijuana and a little

cocaine now and then. All my
friends and associates were doing

it, so drugs never seemed like a

big deal to me. Even my husband,

Michael,* was a recreational pot

smoker when I met him.

Yet, several years after our mar-

riage, I started feeling overwhelmed

by my responsibilities. Both Michael

and I had been smoking pot because

we liked it more than alcohol; before

we knew it, we were getting high dai-

ly just to relieve our stress.

*All names have been changed.

Then, in the mid-

eighties, a drug deal-

er in a nearby city

offered Michael and
me a small vial of

crack cocaine for free

—probably knowing
we'd be back for more.

This highly concen-

trated drug looks like

a small white rock;

when burned, its

smoke induces a high

that lasts a couple of

hours. From the mo-
ment I first inhaled, I was instantly

hooked. Under the influence of

crack, I felt I could handle any-

thing, do anything.

As I have since learned, I was a

textbook case for addiction. I've al-

ways been an overachiever and a

perfectionist, and I lived with a con-

stant feeling of inadequacy and a

fear of failure. When I was high,

these feelings magically disappeared,

and I would concoct grand plans for

getting my life in order and making

everything perfect.

But life was far from ideal. Just af-

ter we bought a new house, Michael

was laid off. That added to my anxi-

ety and made me crave crack—and

the escape it provided—all the more.

Our weekend crack habit gradually

extended into the week. We felt sure

we could handle it. We were wrong.

About a year into our escalating

drug use, I realized I was seriously

addicted, and I tried repeatedly to

quit on my own. Every morning, in

tears, I would tell Michael, "We
have to stop this." Michael, who
didn't seem to need crack as much as

I did, would say, "Okay, we'll try to

cut down." But as evening came, my

early-morning resolve would dissi

pate, and I'd start pleading with hirr

to buy more, "just this once," until

wore him down. He didn't try t(

fight me; he just thought everythinj

would work itself out someday.

After two years of daily cracl

abuse, I was leading a double life. Ii

the daytime, I was a hardworkinj

mom who had it all together; a

night, I hid in my bedroom and go

high while Michael cared for th

children. I closed the door on m>
family, my friends and my busines

associates. By the end of this painfu

odyssey, we were spending betweer

$700 and $1,000 a week on crack

our home was headed for foreclosun

and bill collectors were calling daily.

The drugs were making me :

physical wreck, too. I was thin, m^
hands shook uncontrollably and

was exhausted from lack of slee

because the stimulants in the crack

kept me up all night. My marriage

was also a shambles. Yet none ofl

this seemed truly real to me—under

the influence of the drugs, my brain

was dulled.

A memory that's especially painful

for me now is the night my daughter,

then four, knocked on my bedroom,

door, calling, "Mommy?" I opened)

the door just wide enough to stick]

my head out, so she wouldn't notice'

the distinct metallic odor of crack.

|

"What?" I snapped. "I thought I told,

you to stay downstairs!" Her eyes

filling with tears, my little girl said,

"How come you don't spend any

time with us anymore? We haven't!

seen you all week."

I wish I could say that I was filled

with remorse and that I gathered
i

her up in my arms, read her a bed-,

time story and tucked (continued)]
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UseAs Directed

or Fast Nasal Relief.
lpleasant Nursery Odors Can Be Hard To Pin Down. Here's Where To Look

For Them, And How To Get Rid ofThem Quickly, With Clorox
R

Bleach.

~ther

Thosephantom potU ' swells.

If'occasionallyyou

*tjj^ smell something

comingfrom

thepotty

but find

nothing

there, it'sprob-

\ because theplastic has retained

\. s. Keep them away by wiping

i n baby 's potty with the Clorox

\ ch CleaningSolution (see

! w*j every timeyou empty it.

Plastic mattresses

cause more odors.

i Wet stains are

harder to see on

plastic mattresses,

d missing even afew usually

wis—you guessedit— more odors.

\ minate them by wiping down

•by splastic mattress with the

yrox Bleach Cleaning Solution* at

ist once a week.

When changing baby 's diapers doesn t

change the smell. It sprobably 1your

changing table. With all the

^^
action here, it's easy

for messes to build

up and cause

WL odors. Get rid

\ ofthem by

| gii ing \ 'our table a once-over u nth the

\. Clorox Bleach Cleaning Solution

• every week*

You 11 be happy to

^^.knoic that us-

Household
Uses

ing Clorox

mk Bleach to

clean also

™ means caring

ibout the kind of

worldyour child will

inherit. Wat's because after its work

is done. Clorox Bleach breaks down

to little more than salt and water.

Bleach
Process

Don 'tforgeJ

the pail. Pails

collect odors along

with diapers. And it's easy to take care ofwith Clorox Bleach.

To wipe out the odors, fill your five gallon diaper pailfull

ofwater and add 2 cups Regular Clorox Bleach. Let stand

for 5 minutes. Rinse well and let dry.

iix 3/4 cup Regular Clorox Bleach with

one gallon of water.

inse items first with water. Then apply

Clorox Bleach Cleaning Solution and

let stand for 5 minutes. Rinse well

and let dry.

Try our handy quart

and pint size bottles.

The Simple Solution ForA Healthy Home.

ledmxOj



EEL FIT&FABULOUS
ATHIE LEE WAY!

In the past, 1 led even the thought ofexercising. Now I'm happier,

mart 1 nd I have more stamina toface the challenges of the

workplace and v id."

it's new. It's fun.

Most of all, it works!

A modified interval program
that combines b< >dy sculpting

with easy to follow low-

impact aerobic exercise.

Stretching and abdominal
toning c< >mj )lete tl l.e pro-

gram. F< >r I » ;ginners at t< i

intermediate exercisers.

Available <u

your loc al retailer
or

Plus
a video
visit to

Kathie Lee's

home to

meet her family!

can- 1-800-642-3445 (Plus shipping & handling) IH-fiM'lHtl

Woman to woman
continued

her under the covers. But I didn't. In-

stead, I ordered, "Go downstairs,

watch TV and leave Mommy alone!"

and shut the door. If only I could take

that moment hack.

My life began to fall apart during the

final weeks of my addiction. My
moods swung between rage and de-

pression, and I was losing the ability to

function. I saw my children only long

enough to pick them up from day care

and deposit them in front of the TV.
One morning at work, I looked up the

number for a cocaine-abuse hot line in

the Yellow Pages, thinking I could call

it when I got home. But, as always, by

the time night came, my resolve crum-

bled and I was desperate for another

smoke. I was so consumed with the

need for drugs that I literally wished I

would go crazy, or die—anything to

stop the constant craving.

One night, I lay in bed, weeping yet

again, and I somehow knew the end

had come. If I didn't get help now, it

would only be a matter of time before

crack killed me. Shivering, barely able

to talk, I dialed the cocaine hot line
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number I had memorized and made an

appointment for the next day with Dr.

Ray, a psychiatrist.

I spent one full hour being brutally

honest with Dr. Ray about the extent

of my addiction. His advice was brief

and shocking: "You must admit your-

self to a psychiatric hospital for at

least thirty days." No one knew about

my habit, and I wasn't going to con-

fess to anyone now, when I had fi-

nally reached out for help. Besides, I

thought drug-rehabilitation clinics

were only for bums.

Dr. Ray reluctantly agreed to see me
on an outpatient basis, and we made
an appointment for the following week.

Over that weekend, I abused more
crack than I ever had, trying to "load

up" before quitting. Even in my drug-

induced haze, though, I could see that

as long as I had access to drugs, I'd

never be able to stop. Monday morn-

ing, I arranged to have myself admitted

to the hospital Thursday.

That meant I had to tell my
friends and family that I was a crack

addict. Michael was devastated when
I broke the news to him. He had de-

nied the severity of my addiction for

so long, hoping it was a phase that

R 1994

would resolve itself in time. Myfl

er was shocked but supportive.

approached my daughter and som

four and three, saying only that!

my was going to a hospital that!

help her become less cranky ar

After some initial panic and teai

seemed to understand.

One week before my thirty-;

birthday, I entered the drug reh

tion wing of the psychiatric hos

was high on crack and pot—faci

commitment without the cusn
drugs was out of the questiorl

stood behind the locked door I

hospital, watching my husbancS

away with tears streaming do'l

face, I was enveloped with an ul

able sense of shame.

When I eventually ventured frJ

room to the patient lounge latil

day, I was struck by how nornl

other patients seemed. Not the I

beats I had imagined, they werl

and women of all ages and backgi

who were addicted to drugs anJ

hoi. Some had lost their homes, f|

and jobs because of drug abuse. (K

were back after failed attempts al

bilitation; I vowed to myselfB

would never be one of them.



rehab program consisted of

ss Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

is (the principles they use also

substance abuse), marriage

i
nily counseling, and daily indi-

and group therapy sessions. I

3 realize that I was shouldering

iny responsibilities and that I

xiety-ridden over making mis-

id the fear of failure. Ironically,

;st to be perfect had resulted in

rig control over everything,

month later, I left the hospital a

oman— literally. Although I

taggering bills, a house in fore-

, a shell of a marriage, confused

;n and a constant desire for

1 slowly began to put my life

gether.

asn't easy. When I first came
ome, I had to fight the terrible

run out and find a crack dealer,

woke up each morning deter-

to stay clean for just twenty-four

and each day's success was a

ctory. I faithfully attended AA
gs every night. I returned to work

ne, and Michael and I arranged

:y payment plans with our bill col-

We remained in marriage coun-

for a year. Our biggest challenge

was relieving Michael of his guilt; he felt

responsible for not forcing me into

treatment sooner. The therapist helped

him understand that he wasn't to blame
for my problem. (Michael resolved his

own drug habit by quitting cold turkey

the day I entered the hospital. He's
been totally clean ever since.)

A couple of years later, I sat down
with our children and explained to

them what had really happened when I

went into the hospital. My son cried,

and my daughter, ashamed of me,
said, "You're a bad person!" I was
hurt, but I understood her feelings.

Today, they seem more comfortable

with the situation because they know it

happened so long ago.

It's been seven years since my recov-

ery. I'm proud to say that I've had no
relapses, and I don't crave drugs any-

more. I'm back in school, studying for

my undergraduate degree; my children

are healthy and happy and my mar-
riage is strong. I owe a lot to the hot

line that put me on the right track and

to everyone who stuck by me through

the whole ordeal.

I learned a great deal about myself

through the treatment program, but

I've also learned through the many

wonderful people I've met that drug

addicts come in all ages and colors, live

in big cities and small suburbs, and
need the same love, help and support,

no matter who they are.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU
This column is a scries of intimate conversa-

tions with women. Ifyou have a story you'd

like to share, write to: Ladies' Home Jour-

nal, Box WW, 100 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10017. Articles must be true,

first-person accounts about experiences that

would be considered personal enough to re-

veal only to a best friend. (All identities will

be kept anonymous on request.) Stories

should be 1,000 zvords, typed double-spaced

and accompanied by a self-addressed,

stamped envelope. We will pay $750 for

each article accepted for publication.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

To leant more about drug abuse, contact:

The National Clearinghouse for Alco-

hol and Drug Information, P.O. Box

2345, Rockville, MD 20847-2345;
800-729-6686.

The Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment Referral Line, which oper-

ates front nine A.M. to three A.M. on

zueekdays and nooti to three A.M. on

weekends (E.T.); 800-662-4357.

boneless skinless chicken

breast halves (about 1 lb.)

tablespoons margarine or butter, melted

envelope Upton Recipe Secrets

Fiesta Herb with Red Pepper Soup Mix

cup plain dry bread crumbs

Preheat oven to 350' Dip chicken in melted margarine,

then in Fiesta Herb with Red Pepper Soup Mix combined

with bread crumbs. In 13 x 9-inch baking or roasting pan,

arrange chicken, drizzle with remaining margarine. Bake

20 minutes or until done. Makes about 4 servings.

Variation: For Cheesy Chicken Breasts, substitute '/. cup

grated Parmesan cheese for bread crumbs.

5?^^ Liptoii Recipe Secrets Fiesta Herb with Red Pepper. The Secret Good Cooks Know.
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25 WAYS TO
TRENGTHEN YOUR

MARRIAGE
For more than forty years, "Can this marriage be saved?" our best-loved column,

has been holding up a mirror to marriage in this country. Now, from the new book o

that name—just out this month—time-tested advice on the most important areas of

conflict in any relationship. By Margery Rosen and the Editors of Ladies' Home hum

hen "Can this marriage-

be saved?" made its de-

hut in the January 1953

issue of Ladies' Home Jour-

nal, it immediately cap-

tured the attention of millions of

readers. That fascination endures to

this day, and the reason is simple:

This column is about real people in

real-life dramas. It's not just the vicar-

ious thrill of reading the details of

other people's intimate lives, though

indeed that's part of it. More impor-

tant is the fact that couples—often

disillusioned and hurt as the ro-

mance is leached from their mar-

riage both by mundane irritations

and tragic events—see in these

true stories a way to deal with

their own quarrels and conflicts.

Perhaps the most surprising

lesson of this column is that

from decade to decade, the

underlying issues that shake

the foundations of a mar-

riage remain fundamen-
tally the same. Problems

repeat from generation

to generation, and
couples bring to a

marriage a lifetime of

From the book \
CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?, ^
by Margery Rosen and the

Editors of Ladies' Home Journal

Copyright © 1994 by Ladies' Home Journal

Published by Workman Publishing.
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expectations based on how their par-

ents' marriage worked. When their

own marriage doesn't follow that

script, a host of problems can ensue.

What are the most problematic ar-

eas? Through the years, seven basic

areas of conflict have shown up re-

peatedly. The first of

these is

-—_____ Real

"MX \IXg&

trust: not just sexual fidelity, but

profound sense of security t

comes from the simple, basic bej

that a partner is true, honest, r

able and faithful. And if trust is

cornerstone of marriage, then c

munication is the cement that bi

it in place. Couples need to learn!

express feelings, to share hopes a I

dreams, successes and failurl

While disagreeme I

in marriage are I

evitable, how spoul
deal with anger—tl

only their own tl

their partners'—is ll

key to resolving th<|

differences.

Fueling many a bail

is an unspoken struggle I

power. Of course, marriil

is supposed to be a partnl

ship, but for many coupl

it turns into a competiti(!

And the biggest arena

competition is in money ml
ters. The arguments ran|

from who is spending t

much to how money should

invested, but the underlying I

sue is the symbolic meaning!
money and its connection!
power and to love.

What's love got to do with ?

Plenty. Battles over sex are js

charged as battles over (continuM





nts have a lot

tions.

Look for

Parent's Digest

in your

supermarket

or on your

favorite

newsstand

No-FaH
Advice For
First-Time
n i it

By T. Berry Brazelton

HOW
PESTICIDES

ARE HURTING
b OUR

CHILDREN

The Best Of Mister Rogers

WWoys To Tame B *

A Toddler

"IS MY BABY OKAY?"
WHEN TO CALL THE DOCTOR

PLUS BRYANT GUMBIL • KATIE COURIC • DR. LOUISE BATES A
DR. LAWRENCE BAITER • ADELE FA1ER • DR. RICHARD FERBER

KIDS DON'T
WANT TO

LEARN
By Priscilla Vail

UlTES AMES I
ERBIR jE^EH /

25 way's to strengthen your marriage

continued

money. When husbands and wives

complain that sexual intimacy is less

than satisfying, it invariably signals that

some essential need in the marriage is

not being met. Finally, conflicts triggered

by others -in-laws, children, stepchil-

dren, ex-spouses—can also destroy a re-

lationship if that relationship is not

firmly grounded.

Of course, understanding where the

potential for marital problems lies isn't

the same as actually knowing how to

solve them. Couples also need both in-

formation and skills to defuse hostility

and resolve differences. Following are

insights, techniques and practical ad-

vice— the highlights of some forty

years to help couples shed predictable

and destructive ways of behaving to-

ward each other and begin instead to

build a healthy, lining relationship.

Remember that trust in marriage is

much more than just sexual fidelity.

To trust someone fully means to re-

veal yourself—your insecurities, weak-

nesses and failures—to another. And
for your partner to be able to trust

you, you have to keep a tight rein on

your tendency to judge or find fault

with him.

Sexual infidelity, though profoundly

wounding, is a symptom, not a prob-

lem in itself. Two thirds of couples

who seek marital counseling after one

partner's infidelity are able to get their

marriages back on track. Partners must

view the infidelity not as a catastrophe

precipitating the end of the marriage,

but as a red flag that underlying issues

need to be addressed.

Fighting in front of the kids is in-

evitable, and it can even serve to teach

them valuable lessons about expressing

feelings and resolving differences, as

long as you play by the rules: no name-

calling or sarcasm; no long-term hos-

tile silences; no threats in the heat of

anger; and finally, when you're too fu-

rious to follow the rules, agree to dis-

agree and call a time-out.

Don't fall prey to the if-he-loved-

me-he'd-know-what-I-want syndrome.

Your spouse can't read your mind, and

criticizing or complaining will tell him

that you're unhappy but won't tell him

why or give him a clue about the part

he plays. Make a point of talking and

really communicating what you want

or what you'd like to change.

Show tolerance for each other'sidj

viduality. No matter how close a on

pie are, they're bound to a«

differences in opinions and prioritsa

well as in the way they handle

and anxiety. These differencear

what keep the marriage interest g-

don't let them turn into a threat.

People who are angry but afri t

express their emotions directly wjfl

ten act out in what psychologists ill

passive-aggressive fashion: TrJy
:

"forget" to do things they'\ e prorie,

consistently show up late for e\p

behave in a distracted manner o|
away. No amount of nagging or \M
ing or reminding is going to ell

this unless the spouse behaving i.|b

fashion learns to express feelings.
(

Don't discount the influent
i

physical contributors on marital so;

lems. See a doctor to rule out dka

problems (too much sugar in a 5g£

sensitive person, excess caffeine) pr

menstrual syndrome, lack of sleeS

the like for anxiety and tensiorifc

cas exacerbate difficulties.

^Many couples think that beta

they talk every day, they don'tB

any communication problems. Bid:

cussing when the school-board I
ing is or who's doing the shopp*
the cooking for the week is not lot

municating. Set aside thirty minB
day to really talk. Take turns beiijt)

listener or the sharer—each of yam
ten minutes to speak without inttih

tion about anything that's onf©

mind. When the sharer finishes, tf li

tener has to recap what he has sani

eluding the feelings behind the w(ds

Many husbands and wives fe<p

fairly criticized by their spouse, y | ft

powerless to defend themselveslYi

are each entitled to your feeling ai

have every right to speak up. M
lash out, but do say, "I feel offic

by what you just said" or "That vis

inconsiderate thing to do." Don'lht

criticism of your own—if you cait 1

spond reasonably, call a time-oujari

you've had a chance to calm dow;

You cannot change your pa;ni

You can only change yourself, lit

you take responsibility for your br

and your actions, you will no *u

find your spouse responding diffeSr.

to you as a result.

Never use something your mapi

told you in confidence as a weatkn

an argument.

It takes two people to have a r

lem, but often couples come to rM\

passe with the (continued on pag
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iVANCES
/.'WOMEN'S HEALTH
These Breakthroughs
Put You In Charge

iai miii re reading is pan of a revolution

in women s health care. The revolution is

being shaped by diree lorces— -breakthroughs in

science, sweeping changes in attitude, and a wealth of

newly accessible information—all of which benefits you

•ersonall}

.

In appreciate how science is working for

women, consider breast cancer. Todax, s mammography

units yield clearer pictures and use less radiation than

machines of just a few years ago. The new technique of digital

mammography promises to be even

better. Now being used in special-

ized research, this method soon will

be available to vou. On the horizon

is a test that could detect very early

breast cancer by measuring chemi-

cal traces in a sample of urine.

That's like finding a drop of liquid

in 13 million gallons, but it can be

done, says Laurie I .ocascio-Brown.

the scientist who's developing the tesf at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology. Some years

down the road, she predicts, the lest could even be

offered for use at I mine.

New therapies are keeping pace with these testing technologies. In development are

more than 300 drugs aimed at medical conditions that affect onl) women, like uterine

fibroids and pelvic inflammatory disease, or diseases that claim the lives of thousands

of women each year, like heart disease and cancers ol the reproductive tract.

Medicine's growing attention to female health comes parti) in response to a new, sell-

reliant attitude among women: They're taking charge of their own health and demand-

con tinued on page f



TO RAISE BREAST HEALTH AWARENE
Join today's top female vocalists as they raise their voices in sup!

of breast health.

Some of today's brightest musical stars have joined together to raise awareness about breast healttar

to support information and education. And you'll be adding your voice along with theirs when you puna:

this unique recording of their hit songs, Women For Women . That's because proceeds from Women For 'irr

CD and cassette sales benefit the National Alliance of Breast Cancer Organizations (NABCO).

At Bristol-Myers Squibb, we're proud to support the Women For Women recording and to add ouroi;

this important project. While we're a leader in developing treatments for women with breast cancer, wte.

working to educate women about seeking appropriate medical care for this jse

_
' to encourage early detection, and to help women achieve better breaslte;

To order call 1-800-877-SOII

Bristol-Myers Squibb Comp;
Dedicated to Excellence in Women's HealtM
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mow You Can
trevent It

^| nown as the "silent epi-

demic, osteoporosis afflicts

million \ineriean women,

causing no sj mptoms until ii is

advanced. I he disease involves

loss (>l bone mass, which leads

to fractures— 1.5 million a year

—w Inch in I Mi ll ran lead to

and death. Hie women most I i k »

• I \ to develop

porosis arc while or Wan. those who reach

Ipause before +•>. and those with

Osteoporosis can

1k» prevented

»r meiioimuse,

ays Dr. Morris /

btelovitz, >vidi

'eight-nearing

exercise, a

cium-soffieien*

let, and low-dose

estrogen therapj

or small bones. Other factors thai mean

i risk are smoking, excessive use of alcohol, inactivity,

oil) histor) of fractures in elderl) women, and chroni-

low calcium intake. But man) women who have none

iese characteristics end up with osteoporosis, because

urn process of getting older puis women at risk.

wasta ting fractures
I he vertebrae, or bones of the spine, are the ones most

K to break as a result of osteoporosis. \ simple activity

bending to pick up a bag of groceries can cause a ver-

a in collapse. One in three American women over >0

have this type of break, called a compression or crush

hire. Multiple crush fractures can cause loss of height

much as seven inches) and deformities ol the spine.

|

Hip breaks are the most life-threatening fractures

I ted to osteoporosis. As main as two in 10 victims die

i lin a year, usually from complications like pneumonia

•lood clots. \iid one in lour women
I ) break a hip after 55 don't heal well

i ugh to walk again without help.

Knowing how to prevent these devas-

ng effects involves understanding how

it's grow. During youth and earl)

adulthood, new bone tissue is added faster

than old bone tissue is removed. Wound age

T> or 40. the balance gels lipped: Bone starts

to be removed faster than it s replenished.

I hen. at menopause, the rate of bone loss

increases dramatically as the bod\ produces

less est rogen.

Three preventive tactics
i he best wa\ i" prevent osteoporosis is

to promote maximum bone growth w hile you

can. then slow the rate of bone loss. sa\s Dr.

Morris Notelovitz of the Women's Medical and Diagnostic

Center in Gainesville. I' la. This requires weight -bearing

exercise and a ealciuin-sulficienl diet to help build bom 1

and enough estrogen to limit bone loss. ''Preventive exer-

cise and diet ideally begin at puberty- says Notelovitz.

"and continue past menopause. But these alone are not

enough. Long-term, low -dose estrogen replacement

lerapy (I.B I
)
following menopause is also needed.

Kour estrogen products are approved to prevent

bone loss. I hese products (and their stalling doses)

include Est race* (microni/.ed 17$ estradiol 0.5 nig):

Premariir
1

(conjugated equine estrogen 0.625 nig):

Ogen" (est ropipate ()."'.> nig), and Esi raderin

(transdermal estrogen 0.05 nig). The government-

approved labeling for ERT recommends thai you

check with your doctor to be sure you arc using

the lowest iln.se lluil works, because there are risks

as well as benefits with ERT. The products come
in two forms: Est race. Premarin. and Ogen are

taken as pills: ol the three, list race has the lowest

skin patch. I hese products also

ces: fhe estrogen in Estrace and

e. ij.straderm n

come from varied s<

( )gen comes from

plants, w lull' I he

estrogen in Premarin

comes Irom the urine

ol pregnant mares.

Estraderm contains

a s\ nthetic estrogen.

E\ en w ( mien

w ho are \ ears past

menopause and have

ne\ er recei\ ed I .B I

can benefit from the

bone-preserving

effects once dm
begin taking il. "Bui

obviously, says

NoteIo\ it/ it s

preferable to pre\ cut

osteoporosis from

ever occurring.

For more information, contact:

THE NATIONAL
MENOPAUSE FOUNDATION

222 S.W . 36th Terrace

Gainesville, FL 32607

( all toll-free: 1-800-MENOASK

TllIS VIEW IMSIDE THE HIP

SHOWS THE CONTRAST BETWEEN

YOUNG BONE (INSET) AND OLDER

BONE. WITH AGE. THE SHELL

CROWS THINNER AND THE

HONEYCOMB-LIKE CENTER

BECOMES LESS DENSE. MAKING

FRACTURES MORE LIKELY.



A MESSAGE OF IMPORTANCE

ON OSTEOPOROSIS. One in four

women over the age of 60 and nearly half of men

and women over 75 suffer from osteoporosis, a

thinning of the bones. Osteoporosis develops

over many years and is a major cause of fractures

mostly in the spine, hip and wrist. Usually there

are no feelings of discomfort until a fracture occurs.

When a person has a fracture, pain and loss of

mobility as well as a change of lifestyle can result.

What's more, the process of bone thinning

tends to increase after menopause. Basically, as

women pass through menopause, they produce

less estrogen and, as a result, their bones lose

calcium at a faster rate - too fast, in fact, for the

body to fully replace the bone that is lost.

Women at highest risk include Caucasiar

Asian women, those with a slim build, those %j

experience early menopause, smokers and worst

with a family history of osteoporosis. One of]

earliest signs of osteoporosis is a loss in he

due to the collapse of the bones in the sp

This can lead to a curved spine.

Certain lifestyle factors may also prorotf

osteoporosis; particularly a poor diet, one \|

inadequate Vitamin D, calcium and protein. I

A calcium-rich diet, weight-bearing exerls

and drug therapy are the mainstays for b<

prevention of osteoporosis in postmenopa

women. If you are concerned about osteopon

talk to your health care provider and find

what prevention options are available to yoi

BROUGHT TO YOU BY BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB
DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE

©1994 Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, Princeton, NJ,



p Thought I
loung To

as Too
orry"

ou may think the same thing.

^ on re slill in your 30s. or maybe
your 40s, and you would never think

hat your joint pain could In- arthritis

W hat you might nol know is that

arthritis is ;i general term thai refers to

over 100 distinct medical conditions.

Some types ol arthritis affect onl\ the

elderly, w hile others can occur in a

younger segmenl of the population.

] in joinl pain does turn oul to be arthritis, it is ven

jl. irtant for vour doctor to determine the specific

tji . Every kind of arthritis has its own clinical fea-

I
- thai w ill ha \ e an impact on the choice of treat -

i t. So, il your doctor mentions arthritis, always

i, \\ hal kind?

"

I; >oa lifiril is/ rheumatoid

I iritis— Wttat's the (inference.'

Osteoarthritis is the most common type of

I litis. It is thought to develop as a result of stress

|< ljury to joints, and traditionally affects people

i! the age of 50. Osteoarthritis is seen with equal

uency in men and women. As a degenerative dis-

s it is recognized as one of the leading causes of

bility in the elderly.

Rheumatoid arthritis is seen with less frequency.

However, this is the

arthritic disease that

women in their 30s

and 40s should be

informed about. Unlike

osteoarthritis, rheuma-

toid arthritis affects

women two to three

limes more often

than men. b can

occur at any age.

but tends to have

its onset between

the ages of 30 and

50 \ ears.

Rheumatoid

arthritis is a systemic

disease characterized

by chronic inflam-

mation of the joints.

Researchers believe

I h^^cond and

lird fingers of

lis patient show

le swelling often

ssociated with

arly RA.

thai it develops because something has caused

the body s immune system to react against

itself. \\ ithout early appropriate treatment,

rheumatoid arthritis i an result in irreversible

destruction of the joints.

Should I l>e

worried about
rheumatoid arthritis?

I Joint pain especially
in the hands, wrists,
knees, or feet

j
Pain involving
joints on lx>il;

sides of the Ixxly

Joint stiffness
especia.lly in
the morning

|

Feeling tired or
just plain sick

Swelling around
the affected joints

What are the warning sinus of

rheumatoid arthritis?

The first thing that might alert you to the possible

presence of rheumatoid arthritis is persistent joint pain

or stiffness. Initially, rheumatoid arthritis tends to

affect the small joints of the hands, wrists, knees, and

feet, w ith later involvement of other joints. In general

the joint pain is symmetrical, meaning that correspond-

ing joints on both sides of the body are affected. Joint

stiffness is also common. It usually occurs in the

morning and commonly lasts longer than an hour.

In addition to joint pain, patients with rheumatoid

arthritis often complain about losing weight and feeling

tired, achy, or just plain sick. These symptoms of rheuma-

toid arthritis may actually occur before significant joint

pain starts, but since they re so generalized, it's hard to

relate them to rheumatoid arthritis.

For more information on
rheumatoid arthritis, contact:

THE ARTHRITIS KOI NDATION
1314 Spring Street, WV

Vtlanta. GA 30309

1 -800-283- 7800

Can I treat the joint pain of

rheumatoid arthritis with aspirin?

It's true that some over-the-counter

medicines, like aspirin, acetaminophen,

or ibuprofen, may temporarily alleviate

continued on the next /><igt'



PLAQUENIL® SULFATE
• 3R00UINE SULFATE) TABLETS. USP

I

CONTRAINDICATIONS

-

WARNINGS, Gene-al

.

sal ..':•>; =i> ol chloroquine. some-

: o I g in one 3-year-old

child) Patients Should oe strongly warned to keep rhese drugs out

Use ot PLAQUENIL in patients with psoriasis may precipitate a

severe attack of psoriasis When used in patients with porphyria

the condition may be exacerbated The preparation should not be

used in these conditions unless in the |udgment ot the physician

the benetit to the patient outweighs the possible hazard

Usage in Pregnancy—Usage ol this drug during pregnancy

should be avoided except in the suppression or treatment ot

malaria when in the |udgment of the physician the benelil out-

weighs the possible hazard It should be noted that radioactively-

tagged chloroquine administered intravenously to pregnant, pig-

mented CBA mice passed rapidly across the placenta It accumu-

lated selectively in the melanin structures ot the tetal eyes and

was retained m the ocular tissues for five months after the drug

had been eliminated from the rest of the body

PRECAUTIONS, General

Antimalarial compounds should be used with caution in patients

with hepatic disease or alcoholism or in coniunction with known

hepatotoxic drugs

Periodic blood cell counts should be made if patients are given

prolonged therapy If any severe blood disorder appears which is

not attributable to the disease under treatment, discontinuation of

the drug should be considered The drug should be administered

with caution in patients having G-6-PD (glucose-6-phosphate

dehydrogenase) deficiency

OVERDOSAGE
The 4-aminoquinolme compounds are very rapidly and com

pletely absorbed after ingestion, and in accidental overdosage, or

rarely with lower doses in hypersensitive patients, toxic symptoms
may occur within 30 minutes These consist of headache, drowsi-

ness, visual disturbances, cardiovascular collapse, and convul-

sions, followed by sudden and early respiratory and cardiac arrest

The electrocardiogram may reveal atrial standstill, nodal rhythm,

prolonged intraventricular conduction time, and progressive brady-

cardia leading to ventricular fibrillation and/or arrest Treatment is

symptomatic and must be prompt with immediate evacuation of

the stomach by emesis (at home, before transportation to the hos-

pital) or gastric lavage until the stomach is completely emptied If

finely powdered, activated charcoal is Introduced by the stomach

tube, after lavage, and within 30 minutes after ingestion of the

tablets, it may inhibit further intestinal absorption of the drug To be

effective, the dose of activated charcoal should be at least five

times the estimated dose ot hydroxychloroquine ingested

Convulsions, it present, should be controlled before attempting

gastric lavage If due to cerebral stimulation, cautious administra-

tion of an ultrashort-acting barbiturate may be tried but, if due to

anoxia, it should be corrected by oxygen administration, artificial

respiration or. in shock with hypotension, by vasopressor therapy

Because of the importance ol supporting respiration, tracheal intu-

bation or tracheostomy, followed by gastric lavage, may also be

necessary Exchange transfusions have been used to reduce the

level of 4-aminoquinolme drug in the blood

A patient who survives the acute phase and is asymptomatic

should be closely observed for al least six hours Fluids may be

forced, and sufficient ammonium chloride (8 g daily in divided

doses tor adults) may be administered for a lew days to acidity the

urine to help promote urinary excretion in cases of both over-

dosage and sensitivity

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS AND RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS

WARNINGS
Irreversible retinal damage has been observed in some patients

who had received long-term or high-dosage 4-aminoquinolme ther-

apy for discoid and systemic lupus erythematosus, or rheumatoid
arthritis Retinopathy has been reported to be dose-related

When prolonged therapy with any antimalarial compound is

contemplated, initial (base line) and periodic (every three months)
ophthalmologic examinations (including visual acuity, expert slit-

lamp, funduscopic, and visual field tests) should be performed
If there is any indication ot abnormality in the visual acuity, visu-

al field, or retinal macular areas (such as pigmentary changes,

loss ol toveal reflex) or any visual symptoms (such as light Hash-

es and streaks) which are not fully explainable by difficulties el

accommodation or corneal opacities, the drug should be discon-

tinued immediately and the patient closely observed for possible

progression Retinal changes (and visual disturbances) may
progress even after cessation of therapy

All patients on long-term therapy with this preparation should

be questioned and examined periodically including the testing of

knee and ankle reflexes, to detect any evidence ol muscular
weakness II weakness occurs, discontinue the drug

In the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, it objective improve-

ment (such as reduced |omt swelling, increased mobility) does not

occur within six months, the drug should be discontinued Safe

i:se o! the drug in the treatment of |uvenile arthritis has not been

established.

PRECAUTIONS
Dermatologic reactions to PLAQUENIL sulfate may occur and,

therefore, proper care should be exercised when it is adminis-

?red to any patient receiving a drug with a significant tendency to

produce dermalitis

The methods recommended for early diagnosis of "chloroquine

retinopathy" consist of (1) funduscopic examination of the macula

tor 'me pigmentary disturbances or loss ol the foveal reflex and

(2) examination ol the central visual field with a small red test

ob|ect for pericentral or paracentral scotoma or determination ol

retinal thresholds to red Any unexplained visual symptoms, such

as light flashes or streaks, should also be regarded with suspicion

as possible manifestations of retinopathy

II serious toxic symptoms occur from overdosage or sensitivity, it

has been suggested that ammonium chloride (8 g daily in divided

doses for adults) be administered orally three or tour days a week
lor several months after therapy has been stopped, as acidification

of the urine increases renal excretion of the 4-aminoquinolme com-

pounds by 20 to 90 percent However, caution must be exercised in

patients with impaired renal function and/or metabolic acidosis

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Not all of the following reactions have been observed with

every 4-aminoqumoline compound during long-term therapy, but

they have been reported with one or more and should be borne in

mind when drugs of this class are administered Adverse effects

with different compounds vary in type and frequency

CMS Reactions: Irritability, nervousness, emotional changes,

nightmares, psychosis, headache, dizziness, vertigo, tinnitus, nys-

tagmus, nerve deafness, convulsions, ataxia

Neuromuscular Reactions: Extraocular muscle palsies, skele-

tal muscle weakness, absent or hypoactive deep tendon reflexes

Ocular Reactions:

A O/m/v rwiv Disturbance of accommodation with symptoms
of blurred vision This reaction is dose-related and reversible wilh

cessation of therapy

B. Cornea Transient edema, punctate to lineal opacities,

decreased corneal sensitivity The corneal changes, with or with-

out accompanying symptoms (blurred vision, haios around lights,

photophobia), are fairly common, but reversible Corneal deposits

may appear as early as three weeks following initiation of therapy

The incidence of corneal changes and visual side effects

appears to be considerably lower with hydroxychloroquine than

with chloroquine

C. Retina Macula Edema, atrophy, abnormal pigmentation

(mild pigment stippling to a "bulls-eye" appearance), loss of

foveal reflex, increased macular recovery time following exposure

to a bright light (photo-stress test), elevated retinal threshold to

red light in macular, paramacular and peripheral retinal areas
Othfi Hindus chary,", include optic disc pallor and atrophy,

attenuation of retinal arterioles, line granular pigmentary distur-

bances in the peripheral retina and prominent choroidal patterns

in advanced stage.

D. Visual held delects: Pericentral or paracentral scotoma, cen-

tral scotoma with decreased visual acuity, rarely field constriction

The most common visual symptoms attributed to the retinopa-

thy are reading and seeing difficulties (words, letters, or parts of

obiecls missing), photophobia, blurred distance vision, missing or

blacked out areas in the central or peripheral visual field, light

Hashes and streaks

Retinopathy appears to be dose related and has occurred with-

in several months (rarely) to several years of daily therapy, a

small number of cases have been reported several years after

antimalarial drug therapy was discontinued It has not been noted

during prolonged use of weekly doses of the 4-aminoquinoline

compounds for suppression of malaria

Patients with retinal changes may have visual symptoms or

may be asymptomatic (with or without visual field changes)

Rarely scotomatous vision or field defects may occur without obvi-

ous retinal change.

Retinopathy may progress even alter the drug is discontinued In

a number ol patients, early retinopathy (macular pigmentation some-

times with central field delects) diminished or regressed completely

after therapy was discontinued Paracentral scotoma to red targets

(semelimes called "premaculopathy
')

is indicative of early retinal

dysfunction which is usually reversible wilh cessation ol therapy

A small number of cases of retinal changes have been reported

as occurring in patients who received only hydroxychloroquine

These usually consisted of alteration in retinal pigmentation which

was detected on periodic ophthalmologic examination, visual field

defects were also present in some instances A case of delayed

retinopathy has been reported with loss ol vision starting one year

after administration ot hydroxychloroquine had been discontinued

Dermatologic Reactions: Bleaching of hair, alopecia, pruritus,

skin and mucosal pigmentation, skin eruptions (urticarial, morbilli-

form, lichenoid, maculopapular, purpuric, erythema annulare cen-

tnfugum and exfoliative dermatitis)

Hematologic Reactions: Various blood dyscrasias such as

aplastic anemia, agranulocytosis, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia

(hemolysis in individuals with glucose-6-phosphate dehydroge-

nase (G-6-PD) deficiency)

Gastrointestinal Reactions: Anorexia, nausea, vomiting, diar-

rhea, and abdominal cramps

Miscellaneous Reactions: Weight loss, lassitude, exaceiba-

lion or precipitation ol porphyria and nonlight-sensitive psoriasis

Cardiomyopathy has been rarely reported and the relationship

lo hydroxychloroquine is unclear
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Arthritis:
"/ Thought I Was Too
Young To Worry" .„„/„„„,/

joint pain, bul these drugs don't neat

the disease. II you suspecl that you

have rheumatoid arthritis, the most

important step you can lake is to

make an appointment w ith your doc-

tor. \ proper diagnosis from your docs

tor can help ensure that vou II receive

proper therapy. ^ our doctor can also

help detei mine « hether vou need to

see a rheumatologist. a doctor who
specializes in treating rheumatoid

arthritis.

Wluil treatment can '".'/

doctor prescribe?

\ our doctor max start treatment

with a prescription anti-inflammatory

drug. However, mam doctors feel that

anti-inflammatory agents alone aren't

enough because the) don i treat the

disease itself. For this reason, your

doctor ii4a\ also prescribe our ol ihe

discuse-amodih ing anti-rheumatic drugs

(DM VRDs). a'rlass of drugs that

includes Plaquenir
1

(hydroxychloro-

quine sulfate). Prominent researchers

bclic\c thai I hoe drugs -|iecilicall\

large! the disease and dial the\ may
slow die mechanisms involved in

rheumatoid arthritis. Doctors often use

DM \l\Ds earK In therapj to help limit

damage to your joints ami ensure thai

von maintain a- much joint function

as possible.

I ike am drug. I'l \QI I \U mav

cause side elfects. and should be used

with caution in people with glucoses-

phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency.

II your doctor prescribes prolonged

treatment w ith I'l vol I Ml . periodic

eve examinations are recommended.

Please see the brief summary ol pre

scribing information on I'l KQ\ ENIL at

It'll, ami discuss it with v our doctor.

Breakthroughs Put
Vou In Charge ,„„,,„„,,

i

ing beilcr access lo medical informa-

tion. Vn\ vni ks in Vi omi \ s
| It \i iii was

created to meet that demand. I lere

you II I i 1 1 < I empowering knowledge on

the prevention and treatment ol medica

conditions common in women, as well

a- loll-free numbers to call for more

information. We urge vou to use these

number^ m vonr i|itesi for good health.

Advances in Women's Heaiih is produced by Dowden Publishing

Company, Montvale, N J . and BH Reps. Haworth. N J Copyright © 1994
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]Cndom
Vluit Women
'hmilil Know

3

ndometriosis takes its nam
metrium. the er of

uterus. Endometriosis is

I r« Mil i he

ells llial line

i disorder in

lich endometrial t i --^ 1 1

<

• is present out-

side the uterus. I mil recently, endome-

iosis seemed fairh uncoiumon. How-

ever, with improved diagnostic tech-

niques, we now know that il afflicts one

in 20 American women, Consequently,

ors now regard endometriosis as one <>l die most impor-

is interior view of the pelvis

ows common sites of

dometrial implants.

)\.\I<Y

FALI.OPI \.\ 77 /;/;

n

( I I III s

HI. \I)DER

\ iGINA

i gynecologica

blems in the I ,S.

Two sex hormones

—

©gen and progesterone

—

tnpt ilif lining of the uterus lo

'ken each month in preparation for pregnancy. I! con-

tion does not occur, the uterus sheds the lining as men-

ial flow: the cycle then begins again. Like endometrial

>uc inside the uterus, implants outside the uterus also

Ren each month, then break down and bleed,

fever, these breakdown products have no avenue <>l

ape.

ympIon is and d iagi tos is
Symptoms vary, hut the four mosl common arc

inful periods. heav\ or irregular menstrual flow, painful

Ecourse. and infertility

.

I he location and extent of endo-

pial implants usually determine a

mi. in s specific sj mptoms. If she

mplains ol pain, il nia\ be thai

i plain > arc crowding sensitive inter

1 1 : 1 1 >i i nci urc- nr organs. II she has been

unable in conceive, implants mav be block

i! Iier marie- or lallnpian lubes, nr nia\ be fcjK-O^
indui ing a hormone imbalance dial makes ^j^^^
cnnccpiinn dilliciill. Diagnosis i- made with

a laparoscope, a lighted lube dial allows I lie

physician lo view the enure pelvic cavity.

I reeisch whal gives rise lo endometriosi

i- not known. One theon i- dial ii is caused

b\ an imnume-sysii in disorder: In mosl wo-

men -nine menstrual How backs up through

die fallopian lubes into die abdominal cavi-

ty, where ii is rejected through a built-in mechanism.

Bnl in women with endometriosis, according to the

theory, a genetic Haw in the immune s\s|eiu allows

the lissuc to lake linlil and grow. I In- iua\ explain

win endometriosis tends in run in families.

Treatment
I realinent options include hormonal thcrapv dial

mimics pregnanes (birth control pills): hormonal

lherap\ that mimics menopause: surgery: and a combi-

nation ill hormonal lherap\ and surgery.

Birth control pills work b\ indirecth blocking the

pi i » luci ii in nl hormones thai stimulate menstruation.

Without monthh hormone surges, endometrial implants

shrink Side ellects ul biilh control pills include depres-

sion, nausea, weight gain, breakthrough bleeding,

and. in sonic cases, stroke or hearl attack.

Drugs that induce a menopause-like stale in-

clude Danocrine

danazol: Saiiofi

W ml hrop). I .upri in

I )c| ii it
'" (leupn iln le:

l'\l»). Synarer

iialarclm: Syntex).

and Zoladex

gi isereliu: Zeneea ).

Damn rim ha s

M en available lor nearh

20 years to treat endo-

metriosis. Danoi rim

prevents secretion ol

u\ hormones that

stimulate the ovaries lo

produce estrogen and

progesterone: as a result,

menstruation snips and

endometrial implants

shrink. In addition.

DvNOCRIM acts direct
lj

on implants, causing

them to shrink.

Most w OIIK

For more infonnatioiu contact:

l lll. I ADOMI I KIOSIS ASSOCIATION
International Headquarters

;>."">;!."> North "lull Place

Milwaukee. \\ I 53223

1-800-992-3636

tolerate

treatment with DANOCRINE well. Side

effects that max occur are usualh

manageable w idi the help ol \oiir doc-

tor and reversible once treatmenl is

discontinued. These include weight

gain, edema, acne, oily skin, unwant-
ritntiniwrl on the nr., i page



UCtl IUwnne
(danazol) capsules, USP

PLEASE REAP THIS SUMMARY CAREFULLY, AND THEN »SK YOUR

DOCTOR ABOUT DANOCRINE. THIS INFORMATION SHO JLO NOT

TAKE THE PLACE OF A FULL O'SCL'SSION WITH YCUR i.'OCTOR.

ONLY YOUR DOCTOR HAS THE TRAINING TC WB6H THE RISKS

AND BENEFITS OF A PRESCRIPTION DRUG FOR YOU

BRIEF SUMMARY
INDICATIONS A?.

:•••.» ' ,' is indicated for the treatment ol

endoneif'osif. amenable to hormonal management.

;ease Mast cases of symptomatic fttxo-

rrvsti breast disease may be seated by simple measures (eg,

d

, jsn; patients, symptoms ol pain and tenderness may

be severe enougn to warranl : eatmen' by suppression of ovarian

function. DANOCRINE is usually effective in decreasing nodular-

ity, pain, and tenderness It should be stressed to the patient that

this treatment is not innocuous in that it involves considerable

alterations of hormone levels and that recurrence of symptoms is

very common after cessation of therapy

Hereditary Angioedema DANOCRINE is indicated for the pre-

vention of attacks of angioedema of all types (cutaneous, abdom-

inal, laryngeal) in males and females

CONTRAINDICATIONS

DANOCRINE should not be administered to patients with:

1 Undiagnosed abnormal genital bleeding

2 Markedly impaired hepatic, renal, or cardiac function

3. Pregnancy (See WARNINGS )

4 Breast feeding.

5 Porphyria—DANOCRINE can induce ALA

synthetase activity and hence porphyrin metabolism

WARNINGS

Use of danazol in pregnancy is contraindicated. A sensitive

test (eg, beta subunit test if available) capable of determining

early pregnancy is recommended immediately prior to start of

therapy. Additionally a non-hormonal method of contraception

should be used dunng therapy. If a patient becomes pregnant

while taking danazol, administration of the drug should be dis-

continued and the patient should be apprised of the potential

risk to the fetus. Exposure to danazol in utero may result in

androgenic effects on the female fetus; reports of clitoral

hypertrophy, labial fusion, urogenital sinus defect, vaginal atre-

sia, and ambiguous genitalia have been received. (See PRE-

CAUTIONS: Pregnancy, Teratogenic Effects.)

Thromboembolism, thrombotic and Ihrombophlebitic events

including sagittal sinus thrombosis and life-threatening or fatal

strokes have been reported.

Experience with long-term therapy with danazol is limited.

Peliosis hepatis and benign hepatic adenoma have been observed

with long-term use Peliosis hepatis and hepatic adenoma may be

silent until complicated by acute, potentially life-threatening

intraabdominal hemorrhage The physician therefore should be

alert to this possibility Attempts should be made to determine the

lowest dose thai will provide adeguate protection. If the drug was

begun at a time of exacerbation of hereditary angioneurotic edema

due to trauma, stress or other cause, periodic attempts to

decrease or withdraw therapy should be considered

Danazol has been associated with several cases of benign

intracranial hypertension also known as pseudotumor cerebri

Early signs and c/mptoms of benign intracranial hypertension

include papilledema, headache, nausea and vomiting, and visual

disturbances Patients with these symptoms should be screened

for papilledema and. if present, the patients should be advised to

discontinue danazol immediately and be referred to a neurologist

for further diagnosis and care.

A temporary alteration of lipoproteins in the form of decreased

high density lipoproteins and possibly increased low density lipopro-

teins has been reported dunng danazol therapy These alterations

may be marked, and presenbers should consider the potential

impact on the nsk ol atherosclerosis and coronary artery disease in

accordance with the potential benefit of Ihe therapy to the patient

Before initiating therapy of fibrocystic breast disease with

DANOCRINE, carcinoma of the breast should be excluded.

However, nodularity, pain, tenderness due to fibrocystic breast

disease may prevent recognition of underlying carcinoma before

treatment is begun. Therelore, if any nodule persists or enlarges

during treatment, carcinoma should be considered and ruled out

Patients should be watched i tosely lor signs ol androgenic

effects some of which may not be wrsihle even when drug

administration is stopped

PRECAUTIONS

Because DANOCRINE may cause some degree of fluid retention,

conditions that might be influenced by this [actor, such as epilepsy,

migraine, or cardiac or renal dysfunction, reguire careful observation

Since hepatic dysfunction manifested by modest increases in

serum transaminase levels has been reported in patients treated

with DANOCRINE, periodic liver function tests should be per-

formed (see WARNINGS and ADVERSE REACTIONS)

Adminisfrafion of danazol has been reported to cause exac-

erbation of the manifestations of acute intermittent porphyria

(See CONTRAINDICATIONS )

Drug Interactions: Prolongation of prothrombin time occurs in

patients stabilized on warfarin Therapy with danazol may cause

an increase in carbamazepine levels in patients taking both drugs

Laboratory Tests: Danazol treatment may interfere with lab-

oratory determinations of testosterone, androstenedione and

dehydroepiandrosterone

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: No

valid studies have been performed to assess the carcinogenicity

of DANOCRINE.

Pregnancy, Teratogenic Effects: (See CONTRAINDICA-

TIONS
)
Pregnancy Category X. DANOCRINE administered oral-

ly to pregnant rats from the 6th through the 15th day of gestation

at doses up to 250 mg/kg/day (7-15 limes the human dose) did

not result in drug-induced embryotoxicity or teratogenicity, nor dif-

ference in litter size, viability or weight of offspring compared to

controls. In rabbits, the administration of DANOCRINE on days 6-

18 of gestation at doses of 60 mg/kg/day and above (2-4 times

the human dose) resulted in inhibition of fetal development

Nursing Mothers: (See CONTRAINDICATIONS )

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not

been established

ADVERSE REACTIONS

The following events have been reported in association with

the use of DANOCRINE:

Androgen-like effects include weight gain, acne and sebor-

rhea Mild hirsutism, edema, hair loss, voice change, which may

take the form of hoarseness, sore throat or of instability or deep-

ening of pitch, may occur and may persist after cessation of ther-

apy Hypertrophy of the clitoris is rare

Other possible endoenne effects include menstrual disturbances

in the form of spotting, alteration of the timing of the cycle and amen-

orrhea Although cyclical bleeding and ovulation usually return within

60-90 days after discontinuation of therapy with DANOCRINE. per-

sistent amenorrhea has occasionally been reported.

Flushing, sweating, vaginal dryness and irritation and reduc-

tion in breast size, may reflect lowering of estrogen. Nervousness

and emotional lability have been reported In the male a modest

reduction in spermatogenesis may be evident during treatment.

Abnormalities in semen volume, viscosity, sperm count, and

motility may occur in patients receiving long-term therapy

Hepatic dysfunction, as evidenced by reversible elevated

serum enzymes and/or jaundice, has been reported in patients

receiving a daily dosage of DANOCRINE of 400 mg or more. It is

recommended that patients receiving DANOCRINE be monitored

for hepatic dysfunction by laboratory tests and clinical observa-

tion Serious hepatic toxicity including cholestatic |aundice, pelio-

sis hepatis, and hepatic adenoma have been reported (See

WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS
)

Abnormalities in laboratory tests may occur during therapy

with DANOCRINE including CPK, glucose tolerance, glucagon,

thyroid binding globulin, sex hormone binding globulin, other plas-

ma proteins, lipids and lipoproteins.

The following reactions have been reported, a causal rela-

tionship to the administration of DANOCRINE has neither been

confirmed nor refuted; allergic urticaria, pruritus and rarely, nasal

congestion; CNS effects: headache, nervousness and emotional

lability, dizziness and fainting, depression, fatigue, sleep disor-

ders, tremor, paresthesias, weakness, visual disturbances, and

rarely, benign intracranial hypertension, anxiety, changes in

appetite, chills, and rarely convulsions, Guillain-Barr6 syndrome;

gastrointestinal gastroenteritis, nausea, vomiting, constipation,

and rarely, pancreatitis, musculoskeletal muscle cramps or

spasms, or pains, |Oint pain, |omt lockup, joint swelling, pain in

back, neck, or extremities, and rarely, carpal funnel syndrome

which may be secondary to fluid retention, genitourinary hema-

turia, prolonged posttherapy amenorrhea; hematologic: an

increase in red cell and platelet count Reversible erythrocytosis,

leukocytosis or polycythemia may be provoked. Eosinophilia.

leukopenia and thrombocytopenia have also been noted. Skin:

rashes (maculopapular, vesicular, papular, purpuric, petechial),

and rarely, sun sensitivity, Stevens-Johnson syndrome; other

increased insulin reguirements in diabetic patients, change in

libido, elevation in blood pressure, and rarely, cataracts, bleeding

gums, fever, pelvic pain, nipple discharge Malignant liver tumors

have been reported in rare instances, after long-term use
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jEnLclon^etriosia
Wluit Women
Should Know continued

ed hair, and muscle aches. Tempow
marked increases in LDL (the so-dl

"bad" cholesterol) and decreases iJI

HDL (the "good " cholesterol) ma\i|

occur, as may changes in liver enzl

levels. Consequently, it is reconimaj

that liver enzymes be monitored. I

There are other possible side i

effects with DANOCRINE. Be sure t(U

read the briefsummary ofprescriW

information that appears at left, rjfl

then ask your doctor about I) I VOfl

Lupron Depot. Svnarel. and I

Zoladex are drugs known as CnRl
agonists that are as effective as

DwocHIM in treating endometriol

They work by suppressing gona- I

dotropin-releasing hormone (CnBl

a chemical that stimulates the ovJ

to produce estrogen and progestin

thereby greatly reducing levels ofl

hormones. Lupron Depot is given!

intramuscular injection once a m<|

Svnarel by daily nasal spray, and

Zoladex by implanting a tiny pel

under the skin once a month.

Side effects will) CnRl 1 agonis

include vaginal dryness, hot flashe

headache, acne, muscle aches,

decreased sex drive, and bone masBj

As with any hormonal therapj

DANOCRINE and the CnRH agonisj

should not be used by women wf

are pregnant or brea

women should use a non-hormonl

contraceptive, such as the diaphnn

while on any of these medications I]

Surgery may also be used to reB

endometrial implants. ConservativSj

surgery does not involve removal < Jdbf

reproductive organs. It is often use™

combination with the drugs

above. Radical surgery invoh

of the uterus and ovaries, the orgaB 1

most closely linked lo endomerriosBl

is the only true cure.

The chances of a recurrence c

endometriosis are about the same

whether you are treated with con

ative surgery or medication. Aboi

to 50 percent of women experient

recurrence, most often within a y
alter initial treatment is complete

Because the safety of CnRH agon

beyond the recommended six moi

has not been established, these di

are not recommended for retreatt

DANOCRINE, however, may be rein

tuled if endometriosis recurs.

js discusM

obi-, re if
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ys to strengthen your marriage

blame game. You can break the im-

passe only when both partners stop

needing to be right or acting like a

martyr, and learn to acknowledge

their part in triggering or sustaining

die difficulties.

Even if your control has been poor

in the past, you can get a grip on

your anger. Monitor your behavior

for one week, writing down every

time you got angry, whom your

anger was directed at and why, as

well as what results your anger pro-

duced. Make a point of learning your

body's reactions to anger: a racing

pulse, a knot in your stomach, a

tightening in your temples or your

neck. (Sometimes we are angry long

before we recognize that feeling.)

Learn to state what you feel when

you feel it, instead of letting it build

to an explosive level.

When your spouse is angry, learn

to listen. Resolve not to react with

your own angry accusations. Validate

his feelings: Instead of telling some-

one he has no right to be angry by-

saying something like "You shouldn't

feel that way," try responding with,

"I can see how that would upset

you." You're not agreeing with him,

you're simply saying that you ac-

knowledge his right to an opinion.

Unspoken expectations, usually

rooted in childhood ideals or your

experience of your parents' mar-

riage, are often at the root of an on-

going power struggle. Just because

your father always handled the bills

doesn't mean your husband is obli-

gated to. The fact that your mother

stayed home with the children

doesn't mean that you have to follow

suit. You and your partner should

become aware of your expectations

about who makes decisions about

child rearing or how money is spent

so you can work out compromises

when problems occur.

All couples fight, but there are cer-

tain things you must avoid saying,

even in the heat of battle, such as

"This is just like the time you . .

."

Fighting fair means you don't get

hysterical—or historical. Forget past

transgressions.

"/ want a divorce. " Threatening

abandonment tells your mate that

you don't value him or the marriage.

Why should he try to resolve an £

gument?

"And you're a lousy lover, too. " D
meaning remarks that are complete

off the point linger long after the a

gument winds down.

"My mother always said you 'd nerd

amount to anything. " Third-par

criticism is destructive and inflar

matory. He married you, not yo

mother.

Stick to "I" messages when der

ing with volatile matters. For exar

pie, "When you criticize my cookin

I feel you're not paying attention

what's important in our marriage,

love you, but I can't put out]

gourmet meal even' night." Bewaj

of false "I" messages: "I think you'!

a jerk'" doesn't qualify.

Money is perhaps the most con

mon point of disagreement in

marriage. Instead of assuming th

your spouse's financial goals aj

the same as your own, sit down ar

reaLby discuss the role that moni

plays in your lives. What are yoj

attitudes and beliefs about it?

one of you a risk-taker, the oth

intent on building security? Do yd

feel money should be spent an

There's something

extra in your high fiber cereal.

(And we're not

talking about bananas)

More
sodium*

HUNCEREAL

FIBEP-
ONE_ Artificial

sweetener

•Compared to NABISCO 100% BRAN

c-1994 Kraft General Foods. Inc. NABISCO and CORNER TRIANGLE logo are registered trademarks of Nabisco. Inc. KELLOGG'S and ALL-BRAN are registered trademarks of Kellogg's Compi
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or squirreled away for emer-

: ? Only when you know the

, f disagreement can you find a

:
Tiise.

icial managers recommend
iples have monthly meetings,

rgue about who spends what,

ier to focus on how to make

t of what you have: Does our

need revision? How shall we
a big repair we know is corn-

Is our money invested wisely,

te present economy? Are we
ore credit than we could han-

e of us lost his job? If you hold

eetings on a regular basis, you

h less likely to be blindsided

incial crisis.

latter how tight money is, re-

small amount for pleasure,

you only go out once a week

i or to a movie, you'll feel bet-

it the relationship when you in-

mrselves once in a while. And
>er that spending time on the

iship is the surest way to let

rtner know that you value him
marriage.

lard to believe that sex is still

difficult subject that couples

learly impossible to talk about.

No matter how much your partner

loves you, he can't guess what feels

good to you. It's your responsibility to

tell him what you like. Never simply

banish feelings of dissatisfaction or

frustration because you're afraid dis-

cussing them will hurt your spouse.

The stress of balancing work and
family obligations can be exhausting,

and a couple's sex life often reflects

this strain. Make a pact that if more
than a week goes by without sex, you
and your mate will sit down and exam-
ine the reasons. Speak honestly and
openly, without criticizing or judging

each other.

Don't use your spouse as a go-

between with your in-laws. Maintain
direct contact and establish a relation-

ship as you would with any person you
meet. Get to know them apart from
the role they play in your life: VThat are

their interests and strengths? Get them
to talk about themselves.

Couples must strike a balance be-

tween themselves and their children.

Kids need the reassurance that they are

loved and cared for, but parents need

to set rules for the children's behavior

and especially for privacy and time for

themselves. Parents also have to pre-

sent a united front. Differences of

opinion regarding discipline should al-

ways be discussed privately, not in

front of the children.

Intimacy isn't limited to sexual inti-

macy. Think of how close you feel to a

dear friend. Talking is the key: Call

each other on the telephone, make a

date for lunch, or turn off the TV and
share a glass of wine after the kids are

in bed. Make a point of sharing some
private time every day.

Marf ery Rosen is a contributing editor of

I adies ' Home Journal.

WE WANT TO HEAR
FROM YOU

We know you read "Can this

marriage be saved?" Do you re-

member a favorite column or ad-

vice that you took to heart? Or

do you have a favorite tip for

making a marriage strong?

Write and tell us: Ladies' Home
Journal, Box CTMBS, 100 Park

Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
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I RATI O N

The kindness of

STRANGERS
It doesn't take grand gestures to make a difference in other people's lives. In fact,

simple acts of generosity and compassion are often the greatest gifts of all

T7
I ' leven years ago,

* -A an artist who lived

near San Francisco decided

that doing unexpected favors

for complete strangers would

make the world a kinder,

gentler place. Her call to

commit such "random acts

of kindness" quickly caught

on, and soon people across

the country were talking

about the considerate things

others had done for them. In fact, so strong was

the power of kindness that even the most simple

acts—such as stopping to help someone whose car

had broken down or paying for a stranger's cup of

coffee—seemed to make a profound impact on

people. (The movement inspired a book, Random

Acts of Kindness [Conari Press, 1993], that now has

425,000 copies in print.)

Why do such little actior

make such a big different

At the foundation of evei

act of kindness is a simp

and compassionate connec

tion between stranger;

who, for a moment, aren

strangers anymore. Gene

ous gestures are powerft

nection to those around u

Kindness, it seems, has the capacity to return us

the very core of our humanity.

Here, then, from the sequel to Random Acts

Kindness, are some special stories of kind doin£

that changed people's lives—in big and small way

Perhaps these tales will inspire you to make som<

one else's day a little brighter, too!

hildLesson troiii a c

A number of years back, my six-

year-old son and I had gone
shopping at one of those giant

discount toy stores. We had just

come around the corner of an

aisle when I saw a young, long-

haired, bearded man in a

wheelchair. He must have been in

a terrible accident because both

his legs were missing and his face

From MORE RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS, by the editors of Conari Press. Copyright ©

174 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994

was badly scarred. Just then my
son saw him, too, and said in a

loud voice, "Look at that man,

Momma!"
I did the normal mother thing

and tried to shush my son, telling

him it was not polite to point, but

before I could stop him, he ran

down the aisle to the man in the

wheelchair. He stood right in front

of him and said, "What a cool-

dude earring, man! Where did

you get such a neat earring?"

The young man broke into a gril

that lit up his face. He was so takeBj

aback by the compliment that he

just glowed with happiness. The

two of them stood there talking fori

a while about his earring and othm
"cool stuff." It made a lifelong

impression on me. Where I had

seen only a horribly scarred man il

a wheelchair, my six-year-old sawl

a man with a cool earring.

1994 by Conari Press, Berkeley, California.
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i he kindness ofstrangers

My brother is a teacher who doubles as

the golf coach for an inner-city high

school. When his first "team'* showed

up, he had four excited boys—and no

equipment. Doing what he could, he

scrounged up some old clubs and man-

aged to put together three mismatched

sets the boys could share.

One day he was playing golf with

some people he didn't know, and

mentioned his golf team and

their unusual equipment. The

next Monday morning he was

called down to the school of-

fice. One of the men he'd ,

played golf with had shown I

up at the school with four

complete sets of golf clubs,

golf bags and dozens of new golf balls.

My brother wanted to thank the

if 1

/ I man, but he dj

' ' remember his na^J

he wrote a letteib \

Us local newspape; ai

it ran on theroi
* page of the spoi %{

tion. Within two eel

the school receivj

much golf equipment iw

able to donate some to other inrf-ci

schools for their fledgling golf tebjs

The hunclred-clollar hero

I arrived at the airport in Pullman,

Washington, excited about my approaching

interview for admission to Washington State

University's veterinary school. I went directly

to the rental-car agency to pick up my car

only to find, to my disbelief and horror, that

my credit card had been

refused and I had no

other means of

payment.

I ran to the pay

phone and called my

roommate back in California. Between

hysterical sobs, I was trying to explain what

had happened, when a man walked up to

me, tapped me on the shoulder, handed me

a hundred-dollar bill and walked away.

Thanks to the generous compassion of a

total stranger, I made the interview on time

and was accepted into the school.

I If- Q l P"r

For several years I suffered from a

failing heart. Last summer, as its

strength waned dangerously to-

ward complete failure, I was final-

ly put on a list of patients waiting

for heart transplants. By then my
health was so precarious I was

unable to do even the simplest

chore. The daily walk to the mail^

box left me winded and weak. If I

were to list all the acts of kil

that were shown to me duris

time, it would fill an entire

a newspaper. But one act

out—that of the parents wfcut

their teenager in a horribleci

dent. In the midst of their an..

and indescribable grief, thdia

me the gift of life: their mi

heart. From the very depth tt

heart—my heart—flow gra|

sympathy and prayers.

^ •11 Twelve years ago I came home™

VjrOOCl Iiei^lll30rS grocery shopping to a messaglk

my husband had been killecm

freak auto accident. Totally aside from the devastating emotiona dI:

took on me, I was completely unprepared to cope with the rrila

things that needed to be done. Without asking, my neighbors sp
extended their circle of chores to encompass my small farm.

One day my cornfield was harvested; repairs to my roof andici

just happened. My vegetable garden was not only weeded, biwc

suddenly more productive than it had ever been—vegetables I idn

remember planting soon ripened. I would come home to see a fe<

wood, cut and stacked and ready to get me through the winter 3
ie

breads, jams and cases of canned tomatoes appeared at my doc.

It all seems so unreal now: Whatever was needed simply shwp

up. When it was no longer needed, it no longer appeared. It wdlik

some beautiful, self-correcting dance of kindness. I will be fcev

grateful to all those wonderful people.

My marriage had come
apart in a dramatic and vi-

olent fashion that left me shaking and scared to death. I es-

caped with two small children, a broken-down car and S423 in

cash. I w as so terrified that I drove aimlessly for hundreds of

miles, determined to get so completely lost that I could not be

found. After sleeping in the car for a couple of

days. I found a run-down old house outside a

small town and used up almost the last of my
money on die rent. I was frightened and broke, but

at least we had a place to start over. I spent the

next day looking for w ork, and came home to

our sad and virtually empty nest on the verge /
of tears, not at all sure we w ould make it.

1 76 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994

There, sitting on the sagging front porch, were five ligs

groceries, a large box of pots, pans and kitchen utensila

a vase of the most beautiful irises I had ever seen. m\

have cried for ten minutes before I could pull myself ttpeti

to unpack our miraculous gifts. No note, no explamon

could not imagine who could havesos

0"*> 1 bly known how desperate we wei»

ci 1 I That was many years ago. 'Mi

^ sitting on top of my stove in mytft

tiful, modern kitchen is an old, bm
whistling teapot, reminding me titi

boil water for my morning coffeep l

beautiful gift of kindness that wa'gr

to me in my hour of greatest need,
j
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AL MYSTERY

i

CciSG of the

PIMPLES

A healthy young woman mysteriously developed un-

explainable blemishes all over her body. Doctors

were baffled—until they learned more about a very

routine part of her day. By Jonathan A. Edlow, M.D.

Josephine Limone had just re-

turned from a relaxing trip to

California with her husband
when she suddenly developed

a series of strange symptoms.
She noticed the first one while en

route to her job as assistant adminis-

trator for the clinical laboratory at

Mount Sinai Medical Center, in

New York City. "I took the subway
to work, and when I reached up to

grab the handrail on the train, my
arm really hurt." recalls Limone,
who was twenty-five at the time. She
also began experiencing soreness in

her underarms: first on the right side,

then on the left. Before she knew it,

both armpits were hurting whenever

she moved.

At home that night, she noticed

some swelling under her arms and
near her breast. She asked her hus-

band, who is a dentist, to take a look.

He discovered that her lymph nodes

were swollen—a sign that she had
some sort of infection.

But the next day, as she was
dressing for work, Limone detected

the strangest symptom of all: Small

blemishes had appeared on various

parts of her body. "At first,!

thought it was just acne," she n
calls, "but they were in unusual li

cations: on my stomach, on ir:

shins, one on my knee." She applie

witch hazel to the pimples, hopir.

that they would dry up within a d;!

or so. But when they didn't, aril

when she began experiencing du:

headaches and a low fever, she kne

it was time to see a doctor.

"I asked Dr. Neville Colman, tr;

medical director of the lab wherel

worked at the time, to take a look
)

the blemishes," Limone recalls. "H
knew that I'd had chicken pox aboi

a year before, and thought it mig]

be a recurrence." So Colman ri

ferred her to Edward J. Botton
Ph.D., a professor of medicine aij

microbiology at Mount Sinai.

As part of his examination. Bo
tone carefully opened up one i

Limone's whiteheads—tiny raised l]

sions filled with pus—and took!

sample to check for bacteria, fij

looking at the sample with a mien
scope, he was able to rule out chic:

en pox. But further tests wei!

needed to determine what kind f
bacteria, if any, were present. In til

meantime, he told Limone to cal

him right away if she developed ari

new blemishes.

A few days later, Limone did tl

turn, with a new pimple on her ufr.

per right arm. "I did two things!

recalls Bottone. "I asked her to sa

an infectious-diseases specialisl

who ruled out the possibility thJ

this w7as something she may ha\l

contracted from an insect bitj

Then I referred her to a dermatohl

gist, Dr. Marsha Gordon."

LOOKING FOR CLUES

Gordon, who had seen Limone a fei

times in the past for minor problem)'

including her recent case of chickej

pox, brought in a second dermatold

gist to examine the patient. "Thfi

asked me all the usual questiori

about whether I had used any nel

soaps, new detergents, that sort v

tiling," says Limone. The doctors toll

her that they thought she had son"
;

sort of viral infection of the skin

meaning that she had a continue.
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case ofthe peculiar pimples

irus in her body that was showing itself

in ihe form of skin lesions. But they

needed to do more tests before they

could say definitively if that was the

case. It was at this point, Limone re-

members, that she began to grow more

concerned. She had never imagined

that her condition was anything out of

the ordinary. "Physically, I didn't feel

that sick," she says. "But I was really

worried that no one could tell me what

was causing my symptoms."

Gordon admits she was stumped.

Based upon Limone's medical history

and the fact that her lesions did not fit

the patterns of various other infections,

the dermatologist was able to rule out

the most common causes of such

symptoms: shingles, herpes simplex

I the virus that causes cold sores, which

can sometimes spread throughout the

body) and contact dermatitis—a rash

or other allergic reaction that occurs

when the skin touches an irritant.

So Gordon was relieved when the

lab report showed a crucial piece of in-

formation that would help narrow the

search: The tests that Bottone had

done on samples from Limone's le-

sions turned out to be positive for a

very unusual bacterium called pseu-

domonas aeruginosa, or PA. At least

now the doctors knew what was caus-

ing Limone's symptoms.

PA is an extremely hardy bacterium

that can grow almost anywhere, as

As Josephine Limone discovered, even ordi-

nary household items can be health hazards

long as there's moisture. It especially

loves swimming pools, whirlpools and

hot tubs that have not been properly

disinfected with chlorine. Healthy

people don't usually get PA infections;

it's more common in people whose

immune systems have been vve;ene

by chemotherapy or a serious Ine

or infection. But, though rare, Ii cj

occasionally cause skin mfectiisi

healthy people and lead to fev as

swollen lymph glands.

"When the culture turned p;itn

for PA, Dr. Bottone asked me a s«

of questions," Limone recalls •'B

cause of my California trip, he hi I

retracing my steps, verifying iar

hadn't gone into a sauna or a hJ tu

Then he asked me to think abet n

daily routine; he really got in^ tj

nitty-gritty. How many showered

take? When did I shave? What tk

and creams did I use? I had to b:fe

my toiletries to the lab. He toJp

tures of my soap, baby lotion, mpt
izing cream and shaving cj;a:

thinking that one of them milt 1

contaminated with the bacteria.'

But they weren't.

Still, Bottone was convincejltk

Limone had come in contacprr

something harboring PA. "Knjwn

the habitat [moist conditions] lit

organism, I persisted," Bottone ical

"I asked her how she took sh|rei

Did she use a washcloth? Shts;.:

'No, I use a loofah sponge.' bo
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m had no idea what a loofah

oji was, so I asked to see it."

§<| ;thing clicked when Bottone

faff iw the loofah. "Josephine

jjd this big sponge in," he recalls,

id: still a little wet, and when you

tta. d it, a small bit of water with a

KJ: i tint dripped out." Figuring it

| ;, tie kind of bacteria, he had the

wL tested. It was loaded with PA.

II: mgh they look like something

1 1 ght come out of the sea, loofah

It > are actually made from veg-

ftj:
gourds. Dry, they look like

lj eces of shredded-wheat cereal,

fl : use them because they help

rv iway dead skin cells in the

ft : or bath, leaving behind

ic er skin.) But because they are

m rom a living organism, loofah

m > can hold bacteria more easily

ji nthetic fibers.

P low, Bottone wondered, did the

ill a get there in the first place?

n inately, he wasn't able to come
M h any definitive explanation,

it eory is that the PA, which can

pi: nes be found in trace amounts

:»: nary tap water, contaminated

I: :'s sponge and then grew freely

r. the sponge was kept wet.

Though the small amount of PA that is

occasionally found in water supplies is

not harmful (even if we drink the wa-
ter, the small amount of bacteria is

killed by our body defenses before it

can hurt us), it can, as demonstrated
by Limone's story, lead to problems if

it's allowed to grow. Since Limone
took two showers daily, and her hus-

band (who didn't use the sponge) took

SAFE SPONGES

Because they are made from liv-

ing organisms, loofah and sea

sponges can sometimes harvest

bacteria. After solving Josephine

Limone's medical mystery, Ed-

ward Bottone went in search of

ways to make natural sponges

safer for use. He found that soak-

ing the sponge in a 10 percent

solution of household bleach

(one part bleach, nine parts wa-

ter) for about five minutes, then

thoroughly rinsing, was very ef-

fective against bacteria. The

sponge should be soaked at

least once a week.

one every day, the loofah, which
Limone kept hanging on the shower

faucet, never dried out enough for the

bacteria to die.

Doctors say that any sponge—or

even a washcloth—that remains wet all

the time is prone to harbor bacteria.

But since people tend not to launder

sponges, as they do washcloths,

sponges are a more likely culprit.

Sponges made from natural materials

(such as loofah or sea sponges) are

most susceptible to contamination.

JUST SOAP, THANKS
Once Bottone had figured out the

cause of Limone's strange malady,

curing it was simpie. Limone took an

antibiotic, and within a couple of

weeks she was fully recovered. Even

the pimples disappeared completely.

Still, the experience changed at least

one aspect of Limone's life: She's

sworn off loofah sponges forever. "I

never use them anymore at all," she

says. "In fact, I'm even cautious about

using a washcloth."

Jonathan A. Edloiu practices emergency

medicine in Cambridge, ^Massachusetts,

and zvrites fiction and health articles.

HOW IT TASTES.

Find Brita at: Bed Bath &
Beyond, The Bon Marche,

Burdines, Dillard's,

Elder-Beerman, Famous-Barr,

Foley's, Hecht's, Kaufmann's,

Lazarus, Lechter's, Linens 'n

Things, Macy's, Rich's, The

Broadway, Williams-Sonoma,

better health food stores and

other fine retailers.

For the retailer nearest

you, call 1-800-44-BRITA.

B BRITA
Makes tap water

taste great.



MEPINEWS
he latest health research and the best wellness techniques

LHJ-TESTED

liegitiaing with this issue.

sir lienllli tips ware learned

fi'ir new ones. This month ire

lr\' mil niie dI (he most basic

strategies ofall.

i DRANK
EIGHT
GLASSES
OF WATER
A D AY

"

After repeatedly hearing

about the health and

beauty benefits of water, I

recently decided to give it

a try. But. after guzzling a

whopping sixty-four

ounces a day for one

week—that's 148 ounces

total, enough to fill a small

fish tank— I can tell you

it's harder than it sounds.

To prepare for my
experiment, I put a pitcher

of water in the fridge to

chill overnight. But when I

stumbled into the kitchen

the next morning, the last

thing I wanted was a

jumbo glass of icy H^O. In

fact, I craved the complete
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opposite—a jolt of hot

coffee, as usual.

I had my first glass at

eleven A.M. and sipped for

about twenty minutes.

The next glass took a little

longer to finish, but

before I knew it, I was

back in the kitchen again

for a refill. In fact, I ran

back and forth so many
times that I decided to

carry a bottle-full around

with me. But that meant I

was drinking lukewarm

water. Ugh.

It got easier as the days

wore on, but there were

still problems. First, the

entire time, I was running

to the bathroom as often

as I'd been running to the

kitchen that first day.

Then, there was the issue

of accuracy. Sure, it was

easy to drink the

prescribed amount of

water when I was dealing

with a standard eight-

ounce glass. But how-

much did I slurp up while

hovering over the fountain

at the gym? Or at the

watercooler at my
husband's office? Finally, I

sometimes forgot about

water for hours at a time,

then had to guzzle a

couple of glasses in one

sitting—something that

can make you feel pretty

bloated.

The bottom line: This

prescription for health

takes time and effort. Yet,

despite the difficulties, I'm

continuing my watery

ways. It keeps me from

snacking and somehow

makes me feel cleaner,

more pure. My skin isn't

radiant yet, but it's only

been a week.

Now, if you'll excuse

me, I need a drink—of

water, of course.

—Christina Frank

NOVEMBER 1994

Do you ever find yourself lusting for a large order

fries? Or maybe your weakness is a hot-fudge sund

or a generous slice of cheesecake. There may be mo
behind those cravings than you think.

Scientists believe they have identified a brain cherl

ical that causes a strong dj

sire for fatty foods. Knowtf

as galanin, the substance

found throughout the bra

and the pancreas. In an e

periment at Rockefeller Ur

versify, in New York Cif

galanin injected into th

^8 brains of rats caused the ar

mals to eat more high-fat foods and gain more weig

than was normal, reports Sarah F. Leibowitz, Ph.D

lead researcher on the project.

Leibowitz says the discovery lays the foundation fc

developing new drugs that would vary or block th

effects of galanin, thus controlling appetite an

overeating. —Sally Squir

A WOMEN'S SPECIALTY
The number of women residents in obstet-

rics and gynecology has been climbing

steadily. Now they outnumber men.

1976 1980 1985 1990 1994



mr stomach knows
ie difference between
se pain relievers... And this one.
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The pain relievers doctors call NSAIDs— aspirin,

the latest drug with naproxen sodium, and even

ibuprofen — have a number of similarities.

An important one has to do with your stomach.

To varying degrees, every NSAID brand can

sometimes irritate your stomach. That's because

NSAIDs may reduce your stomach's natural ability

to protect itself.

But TYLENOL' is different. It won't irritate your

stomach. You know how well TYLENOL works. And

now you know it's definitely gentler to your stomach.

The choice is clear. The choice is yours.

Tylenol. The pain reliever

hospitals use most.

)McN-PPC Inc. '94
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m healing power of laughter
aughter may turn out to be the best In one of Fry's studies, laughter tern-

medicine after all. Recent research porarily raised participants' blood pres-

has shown that in addition to lifting sure—beneficial because it increases

one's spirits, letting out a good guf- circulation and, consequently, the distri-

faw actually helps

boost the cardiovascular,

muscular, respiratory and

immune systems.

According to William

Fry, M.D., an emeritus

associate clinical profes-

sor of psychiatry at Stan-

ford University Medical

School, in California,

hearty laughing is a

type of light aerobic exercise— it in-

creases a person's breathing rate,

which increases the oxygen in the

blood and stimulates muscles through-

out the body.

bution of nutrients to

body tissues. In another

study, laughter was found

to boost the immune sys-

tem: An analysis of par-

ticipants' blood showed
increased activity of

white blood cells, which

fight disease.

Fry says everyone can

benefit from a hearty

laugh. He suggests that people identify

what best tickles their funny bone and

actively seek it out.

Now, that's a doctor's order that's

easy to take. -C.F

/

r
r "i

r

First, the bad news: The
flu season is about to

begin.

Now the good news:

This year, experts pre-

dict the season will be a

mild one.

Influenza tends to run

in cycles, with strain A
and strain B striking on

alternate years. Influenza

A, which is the more vir-

ulent virus, hit during the

1993-94 season. This year,

the more moderate In-

fluenza B "should be the

predominant strain," says

W. Paul Glezen,

M.D., epidemiolo

gist at the Influenza

Research Center, at

Baylor College of

Medicine, in Houston.

Though there's no telling

how many people will come

down with the flu, those

who do aren't at as high

a risk of serious compli-

cations as they would
have been last year.

So, should you get a

flu shot? Yes, if you're

among the millions of

Americans with a chronic

illness, such as asthma,

diabetes, or kidney, lung

or heart disease. Doctors

also advise annual shots

for the elderly, who are

susceptible to flu com-

plications, and for

health-care workers,

£ family members of
M people in nursing

homes and others in

regular contact with peo-

ple at high risk for flu.

Best time for the shot:

now (before Thanksghmg),

to boost immunity before

the season begins. —S.S.

ASK THE
DOCTOR
Q: I often notice dart
specks or lines
floating in front of m
eyes when I look up
at the sky or at a
blank wall. Should I

be worried?

A: Those specks— calle

floaters—are tiny clumps

cells. Although they appear

be in front of your eyes, tht

are actually floating in the vl

reous, the clear, jellylike flu

that fills the eyeball. They cc

appear in different shapes:

fie dots, circles, lines, clou<

or cobwebs.

Floaters are quite commc
when people reach midd

age, and, unfortunatel

there's nothing to make the

go away. For the most pa

though, they're harmles

And they may fade over tirfr

or become less bothersome.

Still, you should consult wi

an ophthalmologist if yc

haven't had your eyes exar

ined within the past yea
since floaters can sometim

signal something more se-

ous, such as damage to tB

retina. If you notice a suddu

increase in floaters, or seei

reddish film before your ey£

see your doctor immediately

—Raymond Margherio, M.L

clinical professor of Oaklail

University Eye Research Institu

in Rochester, Michign

STRESSBUSTER OF THE MONTH
Do you get anxious while standing in line at the department ston

or supermarket? Try this technique, recommended by Herber

Benson, M.D., co-author of The Relaxation Response (Avon, 1 976
and president of the Mind/Body Medical Institute at Deacones:

Hospital and Harvard Medical School, in Boston:

Close your eyes and breathe easily and naturally. On each exhale

concentrate on a word, prayer or phrase that makes you feel comfon

able. As other thoughts come to mind, focus on disregarding then

and return to the repetition.

1R4 LADIES' HOMF .IOIIRNAI MDVFMRFR 1 QQA
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1 TEST
C

For advice on dealing with cholesterol, make an appointment

with your doctor. To simply know your cholesterol number,

there's no appointment needed. Introducing the

Johnson & Johnson ADVANCED CARE'
S

' Cholesterol Test.

Each test can be used once to measure your cholesterol. And in

about 15 minutes at home you'll get results as accurate as tests

used by doctors and laboratories.

There's no easier way to know your number.

THE CHOLESTEROL TEST AS ACCURATE AS THOSE
USED BY DOCTORS AND LABORATORIES.

994 Use only as directed
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Are you a
TELL-TALE WIFE?
Do you tell friends about your husband's flaws? Share things he wouldn't want

anyone to know? Although they may seem harmless, such revelations can hurtyourS

marriage. Here's why keeping quiet can be the smartest strategy. By Joanne Kaufman

friend just informed me, in

strictest confidence, of

course, that her husband

has a low sperm count. I

, really wish she hadn't told

me that, and I certainly wish she

hadn't appended the news about how
unsatisfying their sex life is. I can

keep a secret as well as the next wom-
an—and twice as well as the next

man—but I'm just terrified that the

next time I see Mr. Trying-

to-Reproduce I'm going to

use the words "low,"

"sperm" and "count" in the

same sentence.

This is just one of the

reasons I work very hard to

keep mum about my hus-

band's deficiencies. I've

been married for six years,

certainly long enough to

compile a substantial list of

things my husband should

have done or said, but

didn't; shouldn't have

done or said, but did. Yet

except for the most trivial

flaws (his bewildering in-

ability to hear me when I

ask him to empty the dish-

washer, for instance, or his

keen interest in hardware stores,

Monday Night Football and
Michelle Pfeiffer), you won't learn

about his failings from me.

Part of my reticence can be put

down simply to the do-unto-others

philosophy: I know that my husband

doesn't talk about me to other peo-

ple, and if only because of his cast-

iron gallantry, I feel emboldened to

live by the same standard. And part

of it can be put down to pride: I don't

want other people to know about my
marital problems—to know, in fact,

that I have marital problems.

But there are more practical mat-

ters to consider, not the least of

which is the fear that if my friends

knew the full story, rather than just

my hysterical half of it, they might

conclude that I, not my husband,

Michael, was the jackass.

Before I go any further, let me go

on the record as saying Michael is

pretty swell. He brings home flowers

for no reason, does almost all our in-

fant daughter's three A.M. feedings,

and calls in the middle of the day to

say "I love you." That's not to say

that I don't sometimes want to flee,

screaming in frustration, into the

night, to tell everyone of my inten-

tion to do so, and to explain why this

would be a totally appropriate ac-

tion. But what (usually) keeps me

from speaking about such a desper-y

ate deed is a fear of "institutionaliz-l

ing" it; in other words, making it—in

terms of public perception—part 01

our marriage's essential portrait.

A couple of months ago, my hus-j

band called from work—just for the!

record, he'd been due home half arl

hour before—to say he was going outj

for a drink with some colleagues anJ
was that all right with me. Well, itl

wasn't exactly all right!

with me—I had just hacl

periodontal surgery, ourl

two-year-old was on a

rampage and our four-

week-old was on a crying

jag—but since it was pre-

sented as a fait accompli, '.

didn't have much choice.

Just then, a not-especially-

close friend called and ]

let loose with a diatribe

about the thoughtlessness

of men in general, and my
man in particular.

When Michael came

home (within the hour, as

a matter of fact), he apolo-

gized and took full charge

of the children for the res!

of the night. But the next

time the friend called, she wanted to

know if Michael was starting tc

shoulder his share of the family re-

sponsibility. What, in fact, was anoma-

lous "bad" behavior on Michael's

part— I challenge anyone to find

more involved father—this friend, be-

cause ofmy sounding off, assumed was

typical of him and will forevermore as-

sume is typical. Her portrait of my
marriage, however inaccurate, features

an uncooperative husband, (continued)
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yport the achievements of

men in athletics, State Farm is

nul to sponsor these exciting

mts throughout the year.

3LF
• State Farm LPGA Rail Classic

(airing Labor Day weekend, on

Prime Xeticork)

' Women's College Gol)
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* LPGA Skins Game

MiCidl's LPGA Classic at
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Are you a tell-tale wife?

continued

But it isn't just outsiders who "insti-

tutionalize" a problem. Because of my
outburst, I was also to blame for my
friend's reaction. Frequently, nothing is

bad, but talking about it makes it so. If

you say it out loud, it somehow be-

comes more real. If you keep it to your-

self, maybe, just maybe, it will go away.

And if it won't, the person you should

be discussing it with is your husband.

WATCH WHAT YOU SAY
I've been married long enough to under-

stand that most spousal anger is transi-

tory, and threats of permanent flight

and/or divorce should be taken with a

large grain of salt. And just because I'm

not totally comfortable talking about my
husband doesn't mean I look askance at

others' need to. But there are limits.

My friend, Sara, complains to me in-

cessantly about her husband. She may
be utterly justified in her distress about

Richard, she may be completely off

base, but from my point of view, noth-

ing good is going on here. With this

dossier of sins forced on me—Richard

isn't making enough money, Richard

often takes that extra glass of wine,

Richard forgets to take phone messages,

Richard can't be trusted to do the gro-

cery shopping—I'm torn between an-

noyance at Richard (what's so tricky

about buying orange juice anyway?), ex-

treme awkwardness (I know all these

things about him that he doesn't know I

know) and anger at Sara for her con-

stant negativity and for the uncomfort-

able position she's put me in.

I think there is something to be said

for putting out what I call good marital

public relations. I think my husband is

wonderful and I say it fairly loudly and

fairly often, not so often to make other

people nauseated, I hope, and not so of-

ten as to make people doubt my sinceri-

ty, but enough to get the point across.

The fact is, I like being seen as part of a

happy couple partly because I think it

becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Similarly, if you complain about

your husband, I think it changes how
other couples view you, how eager they

are to make plans with you. You start

to be perceived as part of a troubled

couple, and I think that, too, becomes

a self-fulfilling prophecy.

A VOW OF SILENCE?

Clearly, I think it's unrealistic to expect

anyone to keep all marital frustrations

locked inside. But, of course, you've

got to be careful whom you talk to.

Under no circumstances should you
tell family members, because by defini-

tion, they are on your side, and may-

well hold on to your spouse's trans-

gression a great deal longer than you
do. While you will have forgiven and
forgotten two days later, they'll still be

seething on your twenty-fifth wedding

anniversary.

It's also a bad idea to talk to single

friends because they don't under-
stand—how could they?—the vicissi-

tudes of marriage, and tend to think

that any bit of marital dissatisfaction is a

step on the short road to divorce court.

Even with married friends, you have

to pick and choose carefully—selecting

those who share your value system,

who know your husband well, who like

him, and who, as a consequence, can

put your complaints into proper per-

spective. My closest friend is married

to a man who—to put it as kindly as

possible— is a crank. And while he is

utterly and absolutely devoted to Su-

san, constantly demonstrating his ar-

dor in big ways and small, he is equally

at home demonstrating his annoyance

about her messy closet, her love affair

with the telephone and her inability to

comprehend computer vagaries. But

Susan feels perfectly comfortable com-
plaining to me because I do know how
her husband feels about her and can

remind her of that fact all the while

I'm commiserating with her.

What you don't want is someone
who will take your side too enthusiasti-

cally, who may even fan the fires. You
may be a little hurt that your husband

didn't treat your birthday like a nation-

al holiday; your confidante, perhaps out

of a simple, human need to hear bad

news, will be outraged on your behalf,

which doesn't exactly help the situa-

tion. Far more useful is to talk to some-

one who will say, "Yes, that may have

been annoying, but don't forget that

this is the same guy who took you on

that surprise trip for your anniversary."

There are countless marital molehills

that might have become mountains had

I broadcast them. Likewise, some big

problems might have gotten bigger had

I put them out on the wire. Keeping

quiet is never easy—especially when you

like to talk as much as I do. But though

a vow of silence isn't part of the wed-

ding ceremony, maybe it ought to be.

Joanne Kaufman, a writer in Nezv York

City, is proud not to be a tell-tale wife.
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Boning up on osteoporosis

WHAT WOMEN
NEED TO KNOW
You may think you don't need to worry about this illness until you're old. But by

then, it's often too late. How can you avoid this surprisingly common condition?

By Catherine Winters

Standing in the grocery-store

line, Nancy Miller Friesen,

forty, shifted her weight

and felt her hip about to

give way. "I felt a searing

pain down my leg, like my hip had

come out of its socket," she recalls.

It wasn't the first sign that some-

thing was wrong. As an avid ball-

room dancer, she had begun to feel

back and foot pain doing simple

moves on the dance floor. Miller

Friesen, a computer-systems special-

ist in Arlington, Texas, went

to her physician and
was surprised to learn

she had fractured sev

eral vertebrae in her

spine and had a high

risk of fracturing

her hip. She was
also diagnosed with

osteoporosis, a po-

tentially debilitating

disease in which bones

become weakened and

prone to breaking.

Miller Friesen never

considered herself at

risk for osteoporosis

because, like many
women, she believed it

was a disease of old age.

An estimated twenty-five million

Americans— 80 percent of them
women—suffer from osteoporosis.

One of two women will have an

osteoporosis-related bone fracture

at some point in her life. But de-

spite the frightening numbers, sci-

entists are now convinced that

osteoporosis is not an inevitable

part of aging and, in fact, is largely

preventable. The secret, however, is

to start fighting it at a young age.

The lifestyle choices—diet, exercise,

smoking and others— a woman
makes in her twenties, thirties and

forties may reduce her risk of hip

fractures by as much as 50 percent.

Likewise, women who are aware of

their personal

When the vertebrae of a healthy spine (left) lose bone density, they become

prone to minuscule fractures. With so many fractures, the backbone

compresses (right), causing loss of height, stooped posture and pain

risk factors for the disease can take

preventive measures. Only after

Miller Friesen was diagnosed did

she learn that several factors put her

in the high-risk group—she had ear-

ly menopause due to a hysterectomy;

as an adolescent she had dieted to

stay thin, which hurt her calcium

intake; and she had a family history

of the disease. Here's what you can

do during each stage of life to make
your bones osteoporosis-proof.

AGES TWENTY TO THIRTY-FIVE:

BUILD STRONG BONES
Though seemingly as inert as stone,

bone is actually living tissue that con-

tinues to grow long after a woman
reaches her peak height. In a wom-

an's twenties and early thirties,

bone gains mass and
strength, and through-

out life, old bone cells

die and new ones re-

place them. Large

cells called osteo-

clasts routinely

break down and di-

gest old bone cells,

while osteoblasts lay

down new bone tissue.

With age, the balance

tips as the bone-digest-

ing cells outpace the

builders, making bones

fragile and susceptible

to fractures. "During

the teens and twenties,

you need to reach the best peak bone

mass—the point of greatest density

—

in order to withstand the gradual loss

that begins in the late thirties," ex-

plains Laura L. Tosi, M.D., orthope-

dic surgeon (continued on page 194)
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Boning up on osteoporosis

continuedfrom page 1 90

at h _ Children's National Medical Cen-

i Washington, D.C. The more

bone a woman accumulates now, the

lower her chances of having fractures

later in life.

But to build bones to their peak,

your body needs a continual supply of

calcium, which mineralizes or hardens

i >ne, and other vitamins and hor-

mones, including vitamin D (which

aids calcium absorption), estrogen and

calcitonin. To reach your personal

peak, take these important steps now:

• Increase calcium. It's well known that

children need calcium to build strong

bones, but few women realize calcium

remains critical for bones well into

their twenties, thirties and beyond.

Studies show that with adequate calci-

um supplies, a woman can still build

bone mass up until her mid-thirties.

Experts convened at the National In-

stitutes of Health (NIH) last June and

developed a new guideline called opti-

mal calcium intake (see chart, right)

for the prevention of osteoporosis and

other disorders, including colon cancer

and high blood pressure. They advise

women to consume more calcium than

the current recommended dietary al-

lowances (RDA).

• Don 't cut out dairy foods when dieting.

Beginning at adolescence—the very age

when women need to raise their daily

intake of calcium by about 400 mg

—

most begin to replace milk with diet

soft drinks and shun other dairy prod-

ucts because of their high fat content.

According to one survey, half of all

women aged twenty to thirty-nine con-

sume less than 645 mg of calcium each

day, while the optimal calcium intake

Optimal daily calcium

intake for women
AGE MG
11-24 1,200-1,500

(pregnant

and lactating) 1,200-1,500

25-49 1,000

(pregnant

and lactating) 1,200-1,500

50-64

(taking estrogen) 1,000

(not on estrogen) 1,500

65 and older 1,500

for this group is 1,000 mg.

who are dieting and avoidir
<J,

products are definitely hurti
; ti

bone density," says B. LawremRj

M.D.j Tabor Professor of Mecal

search at the Mayo Clinic amft

dation, in Rochester, Minnesc..

,

anorexia has long been linked tos

porosis. To increase your dc
when dieting, choose non- ancov

yogurt, cheeses and skim milk, e

to eat calcium-rich foods such
j b

coli, collard greens, tofu, almois.

dines and canned salmon.

• Get active. Exercising is theiei

essential component to buildina

bones. A study at the UnivJ
North Carolina at Chapel Hi»
that among teenage girls, xhm
had a high daily calcium intakB

to 1,200 mg) and who particili

team sports had 12.3 perceim

bone density- than girls who co|f

only 600 to 800 mg of calciJ

day and were sedentary.

How does exercise streg|

•bones? Osteoblasts build morew
response to the stresses exercB

on the body, explains Robert I
M.D., professor of internal meat

Creighton University, in (

This really is Praline &. Caramel.

So rich and creamy, just like our twelve

other indulgent flavors. And believe

it or not, they're all low-fat ice cream.

Pinchyourself
With Healthy Choice' foods,

there is just one rule. Eat what

vou like.



ie
nstantly adjusts its mass on

ml of what it experiences," he

til >r instance, there's no stress,

tr' ase ol astronauts in space, or

Ie o are bedridden, the skeleton

s ontains too much bone, and

oJ )reaks it down,

p ; recommend exercising for

i| :o sixty minutes, three times a

[ 1 1 gradually increasing to five

M> 3rd of caution: If you exercise

so excessively that your period stops,

this creates a deficiency in estrogen,

which leads to bone loss instead of gain.

AGES THIRTY-FIVE TO FIFTY:

KEEP BONES STRONG
When a woman reaches thirty-five, the

slow decline begins. Most women lose

a small percentage of their bone mass
by their late forties. While it's too late

to add bone now, the focus should be

on prot<"-ting whatever you have.

These strategies can slow bone loss.

• Kick the habit. A recent study found

that women who smoke one pack of

cigarettes a day have 5 to 10 percent

less bone density by menopause than

nonsmokers. Why? Smoking is believed

to cause a reduction in estrogen and re-

sultant bone loss. It may also inhibit

the absorption of calcium from foods.

• Take calcium supplements. While it's

best to obtain calcium from food,

some women need a supplement to

reach iheir optimal daily intake (see

"Optimal daily calcium intake for

women," page 194). Read the labels

for the supplement's level of elemental

calcium—the actual amount the body
will absorb.

• Do weight-bearing exercise. Increase

activities such as walking, hiking, jog-

ging and aerobic dance. Because your

body supports your weight during

these exercises, bones get enough
stress to keep the bone-building cells

active. Biking and swimming exert less

stress on bones because your weight is

being supported. Experts also recom-

mend resistance training to strengthen

your upper body. Using one- to five-

pound handheld weights, (continued)

A VITAL MEASUREMENT
r : its are commonly used to determine bone density. The radia-

i j: ;e is measured in mrem (a single chest X ray delivers 1 to 30
U, i single dental X ray, 100 mrem):

m'- nergy X ray absorptiometry Cost: $50 to $75

|ji ;s: spine, hip, forearm and

i| oones

n: ie to six minutes

Hi >n: 2 to 4 mrem

f|i 50 to $200
1 'nergy photon

> Dtiometry (DPA)

I ss: spine, hip and total body

s ree to five minutes

l >n: 2 mrem

• Quantitative computed

tomography (QCT)

Measures: spine

Time: ten minutes

Radiation: 200 to 1 ,000 mrem
Cost: $300 to $400
• Single-photon absorptiometry (SPA)

Measures: forearm, wrist and heel

Time: fifteen minutes

Radiation: 5 to 1 mrem
Cost: $50 to $75

/CHOICE

And this is our

at-free cheddar, mo::arella, American

and cream cheese. With the delicious

creamy taste you can layer,

^ spread, sprinkle and slice

"
to your heart's

"H content.

HEALTHY CHOICE
Eat what
you like



Boning up on osteoporosis

work buck, chest, shoulders, arms and

wrists (see "Exercise your way to

healthy bones," page 198). Try to

squeeze weight-bearing activity into

your daily life as well: Climb the stairs

instead of taking the elevator; take a

long walk during your lunch break;

carry bags of groceries to your car.

e Limit alcohol. Excessive drinking is

linked to osteoporosis. Limit alcohol to

no more than two drinks a day.

AGE FIFTY AND BEYOND:
AVOID BONE FRACTURES

At menopause, estrogen levels dip and

bone loss accelerates. A woman can

lose from 3 to 7 percent of her skeleton

each year, particularly in the first three

to five years of menopause. Yet osteo-

porosis creeps up without any symp-

toms, until one day a woman's bones

have become so weakened that a minor

slip fractures a hip or a strong hug

breaks a rib. Many women discover

they have the disease only when they

consult their doctor for back pain or

loss of height. It's then that they learn

they have fractures of the vertebrae, a

common result of the disease. Today
there are effective preventive therapies,

the most common being estrogen-

replacement therapy, that can halt

bone loss before it's too late:

• Get a bone-density test. If you're at

risk for osteoporosis, your physician

may recommend a bone-density test

("see "A vital measurement," page

195), which can identify whether you

need to take more aggressive preven-

tive steps. An ordinary X ray can't de-

tect osteoporosis until a woman has

lost 25 to 30 percent of her bone. Un-
fortunately, bone-density tests are

costly, ranging from S50 to $400, and

most insurance companies do not cov-

er routine screenings. The National

Osteoporosis Foundation reports that

about half the states offer Medicare for

high-risk women and that California

alone requires private insurers to cover

bone-density testing for these women.

• Take estrogen. Estrogen-replacement

therapy (ERT) is the only FDA-
approved treatment for the prevention

of osteoporosis. While the role of es-

trogen is not entirely clear, one theo-

ry is that the hormone inhibits the

osteoclasts that break down bone.

When estrogen levels drop with

menopause, these cells becomciig

active, making it difficult for thbo

builders to keep up. Studies shvt

ERT can completely halt bone 1 s,'

it works only as long as a worn; ta

estrogen. Yet ERT does have i rg

It can increase the odds of de\on

endometrial cancer, though p*

have found that giving women
terone for ten to fourteen da'i

month lowers that risk. More v<inj

most women is the growing boda
idence that ERT may increase e

of breast cancer. Women with :fa:

or personal history of breast^r

may be advised not to take ERT
• Look into calcitonin. High-riskp
who can't take estrogen may w
consider taking calcitonin, witt

FDA-approved for the treatnwM

teoporosis and is currently beirjt

ied as a preventive therap^L

estrogen, calcitonin slows the^r

down of bone, explains Riggs. br

er, it's only given by injection ffi:

form is in trials), and it's expw

Costing up to $3,000 a year,mr

$200 to $300 for ERT.
• Increase calcium. Postmenqp
women who are not taking ero:

should up their intake of calcw



n—to 1,500 mg a day—ac-

o the NIH (those on ERT
1,000 mg).

ggtl tive. Studies show that post-

Kjusal women who exercise can

loss and even regain bone

a study by Gail Dalsky,

sistant professor of medicine

'niversity of Connecticut

enter and The Osteoporosis

lostmenopausal women who
three times a week for about

showed a small increase in

al bone content after twenty-

Jis, while those who were in-

l a slight decrease in mass.

if the shade. Sunlight is a major
' vitamin D, which the body

ibsorb dietary calcium. While a

•y in this vitamin is rare in

idults, with age our diets tend

. less vitamin D, and our bodies

;ss efficient at processing what

;e in. In addition, older people

lemselves to less sunlight. Ex-

ammend taking a supplement

to 600 International Units of

> daily to reduce the risk of frac-

,t casual exposure to the sun

;n minutes of midday sun two

iays a week), with (continued)

TOP SOURCES OF CALCIUM
According to the National Institutes of Health, women aged 25 to 49 should get

1,000 mg of calcium each day to safeguard against osteoporosis. Below, the top

six sources of calcium, and how much you need to eat of each one to reach

1 ,000 mg. You can also combine them to reach your daily quota

SARDINES (Atlantic, canned

in oil) 22 sardines

LOW-FAT YOGURT
(8-oz. containers) Vli

BROCCOLI

14 spears

CALCIUM CARBONATE
SUPPLEMENTS (TUMS)

4 to 5 tablets

C0LLARD GREENS
(frozen, chopped) 3 cups

SKIM MILK

3 Vi cups

Count them. Seventeen

delectable soups with ladles of flavor,

hearty noodles and big, chunky vegetables in

even- bowlful. What more could you want

'

5ee? You're not dreaming, ^
You can bite into a juicy hot dog anytime.

TheyYe made with tine, lean meat

but only one-fifth the fat. To top it off,

we even supply the tangy kerchup.

Go ahead. Eat what you like.

The Healdiv Choice way.



Boning up on osteoporosis

iout sunscreen, can satisfy the vita-

min D needs of most people as well.

• Maintain your weight. Weight puts ad-

ditional stress on the skeleton, and this

stress helps build bones. Postmenopausal

women who lose weight also lose bone

mass. In fact, women who are very thin

may be advised to gain weight in order

stress on bones.

Catherine Winters is a freelance journalist

based in New York City who specializes

in writing about health.

For more information

The American Academy of Or-

thopaedic Surgeons offers a free brochure.

Write to "Osteoporosis," AAOS, P.O.

Box 2058, Des Haines, IL 60017. Send

a stamped, self-addressed business-size

envelope.

Tlie National Osteoporosis Foundation

offers a free brochure entitled "Stand Up

To Osteoporosis. " Send your request on a

postcard to: The National Osteoporosis

Foundation, Dept. LHJ, P.O. Box

96173, Washington, DC 20077-7456.

EXERCISE YOUR WAY TO HEALTHY BONES

FOLLOW THIS UPPER-BODY ROUTINE, RECOMMENDED BY SYNE

LOU BONNICK, M.D., DIRECTOR OF OSTEOPOROSIS SERVl

TEXAS WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY, IN DENTON, TEXAS

Back extension

Lie face down on the floor, hands at sides. Arch your back, raisinc/o

upper body as high as possible off the floor without using your arms;e<

your feet stationary. Do ten repetitions.

Bent-over row for back and arms

Place right hand on a chair or low table and bend over at the waisw

right foot in front, both knees bent. Hold a three- to five-pound weint

your left hand and raise it up toward your armpit, keeping elbow pcife

up. Return to starting position. Do six to ten repetitions, then switch si}

Biceps curl for upper arms

Stand with feet shoulder width apart, arms resting at your sides. Hold a'

to five-pound weight in each hand, palms facing forward. Slowly curl

toward shoulders, then lower arms. Do six to ten repetitions.

Wrist curl/extension

Sitting down, bend forward slightly and lay the back of your arm or

thigh, allowing your hand to hang over your knee. Holding a one- tci

pound weight with palm face up, allow your hand to drop down ovl

knee, then curl it up. Do six to ten repetitions, then turn arm over soli

faces down. Raise the hand up and lower the weight back down,

to ten repetitions, then switch wrists.

See your physician before starting strength-training exercises, especially if you'r

menopausal and not taking estrogen.

Imagine. Tender turkey,

mushrooms and rich, brown

gravy on a bed of rice pilaf.

Our luscious Country Roast Turkey

and Mushrooms is just one of many

favorite meals that will indulge vour tastes.

You really can)
Believe it. Spaghetti is even better when

made with our rich Pasta Sauce.

Now with a tastier new



loi
' mistakes women make

ittt dfrom page 83

t a computer search of on-line

its ; >es and provide you with arti-

es
1 >m the financial press that dis-

is particular stock or mutual

md The more you know, the more

)idi ent you will feel about your

jil to make an intelligent and in-

n] decision.

foj. n are too quick to trust the

mr s. Financial advisers can be ex-

•H r helpful. But just as some wom-
l| 1 to hand off financial matters to

Mi se, they're sometimes too eager

<J
tp those decisions in the lap of

||l ,. Often, such women are seeking

|| nal support as much as financial

11 Men tend to trust advisers who

llfi lem make money," says Berger.

«: mtrast, some women seek trust

|di iderstanding from advisers. They

Ul >r someone who will take care of

e nd listen to them."

u: matter how sympathetic an ad-

6 nay seem, no one cares about

iv rioney as much as you do. "You
jc: re someone to handle your mon-
1 t make sure you remain in charge

I process," says Kathleen Gurney.

That means you must understand the

basis of the advice you receive. If some-
thing seems wrong, raise the issue in

forceful terms. "A woman may doubt
the credibility of a financial expert,"

says Ellen Rogin, "but because she feels

inadequate in her understanding, she

won't pursue the matter."

Jackie Field-Olson, forty-seven, a

homemakcr in I^aguna Miguel, Califor-

nia, received a substantial amount of

money from her ex-husband in 1987 for

her share in their community-property

division. "I had always assumed what
society taught me: That men had a fi-

nancial gene and women had the mater-

nal gene," she says. "When I received

the money, I looked for a financial Big

Daddy to take care of it for me."

Jackie turned most of the money
over to a bank money manager—and
made no profit in three years.

If an adviser leads you astray, you
may have some recourse. Brokers gen-

erally ask clients to sign an agreement

that requires them to submit disputes

to an independent arbitrator who set-

tles the case. If you have a problem
with a broker or an adviser, you may
also want to contact a lawyer.

Of course, you're better off choosing

a competent adviser in the first place.

Ask people you know who work in

business or the financial-services in-

dustry—for example, an accountant or

insurance agent—for referrals. Inter-

view two or three potential advisers

and ask them each to provide you with

three or four references. "A good bro-

ker will respect you for your caution,"

says hllen Rogin. "If they're quick to

dismiss your questions about them,

they'll probably be terse when you ask

questions later about your account."

And don't make the mistake of los-

ing heart when a misstep costs you
money. Jackie Field-Olson eventually

took her money away from the bank's

investment manager and interviewed a

series of advisers, settling on one who
helped her design a sensible, long-term

investment plan. "I don't like reading

financial articles, but I recognize that

it's a necessary thing—like cooking, or

filling the car with gas," she says.

"Now I set aside [time] to read, go

over my financial reports and handle

my banking. I force myself to do it be-

cause it's necessary for my survival."

Clint Willis, a zuriter in Portland, Maine,

specializes in financial issues.

Healthy Choice* means you'll

never again have to sacrifice to eat

what you really want.

EAT what
you like

Healthy Choice



onsumed with

dread, the forty-

year-old woman
reclines in the

dental hygienist's

chair with all the

reluctance of a

naughty little girl.

Her arms cross

over the slight

midriff bulge that

peeps out between her exercise bra and

her Lycra bike shorts. Her skinny black

braids hang over the back of the chair

like stiff silk ropes. Nervously, she

bursts into song as the hygienist pauses

to change cleaning instruments. After a

good twenty-five minutes of poking

and scraping, the patient shoos the

looming technician away, as if her

guilty conscience can't stand the silent

treatment a second longer. She places a

hand on hip and demands. "Where's

however, has occurred on the inside.

The daily challenge of the runs, which

range from five to fifteen miles, has. she

says, resulted in a new clarity about her

purpose in life. Now Oprah Winfrey, as

she enters the ninth nationally syndicat-

ed season of her ever-popular show,

isn't going to spend her time talking

about problems with her audience. She's

going to focus on solutions.

"The time has come for this genre of

talk shows to move on from dysfunc-

tional whining and complaining and

blaming," says Winfrey with the weari-

ness of one who's heard it all. "I have

had enough of people's dysfunction. I

don't want to spend an hour listening to

somebody blaming their mother. So to

say that I am tired—yes, I am. I'm tired

of it. I think it's completely unneces-

sary. We're all awarftthat we do have

some problems and we need to work on

them. What are vou willing to do about

WHATMAKEI

SHE'S RESHAPED HER BODY, HER SHOW AND HER SOUL IN THIS

AMAZINGLY CANDID INTERVIEW, AMERICA'S MOST SUCCESSFUL WOMAf

TALKS ABOUT THE FORCE THAT DRIVES HER. BY MELINA GEROSA

my lecture?" Pulling back, the hygien-

ist surveys her patient's ensemble and

says, "Well, Oprah, flossing is like ex-

ercise. It's an important habit you've

just got to get into."

Winfrey may resist flossing, but exer-

cise is another story. In fact, an inten-

sive regimen of running has changed

Winfrey's life. She's re-shed nearly 80

pounds since she started running in

March 1993, and she obviously feels

proud enough of her considerably

toned 158-pound body to bare it for a

visit to her dentist. The real switch.

it? And that's what our shows are going

to be about."

Wait a minute. Isn't listening to peo-

ple's troubles precisely how Winfrey

found fame—and made millions—in

the first place? Why fiddle with a for-

mula that has been so successful? But

Winfrey has never paid attention to the

rules. After all, this is the woman who

achieved the most stunning kind of suc-

cess despite the overwhelming odds of

being born black and poor, and having

suffered childhood abuse. And now

that she's feeling (continued on page 278)







n 1989, Ladies' Home Journal began a search for women whose

LIVES WE WOULD FOLLOW THROUGHOUT THE 1 990s AS PART OF AN INNO-

vative oral-history project known as voices of the decade. thou-

sands of readers responded, and we selected five who we felt

represented a cross section of american women. they are: dlane

Bishop, thirty-six, of Malvern, Pennsylvania; Dana Crone, thirty-five,

. of Eminence, Indiana; Molly Minnick, thirty-five, of St. Johns,

| :higan; Paulette Polley, forty-five, of Akron, Ohio; and Anne Weatherill,

ty-nine, of Corpus Christi, Texas. In the years the Journal has chronicled

r lives, these women have gone through experiences, both joyful and

:rowful, that are similar to those of millions of american women. mar-

ie, divorce, loss of a job, starting a new business, moving to a new

vn, discovering a family secret, deciding whether to have another child,

r more about each woman, see page 274.)

his year, in addition to the annual interview with

:h woman, Editor-in-

iEF Myrna Blyth decided

arrange a visit to the

hite House so the group

uld meet with the most

ntroversial, and power-

,
American woman of the

90s: Hillary Rodham Clin-

<j. Here, excerpts from their

ealing, surprisingly intimate

< conducted in the white

xjse's historic map room.

ine: What is the best

ng about being First

dy—and what has

en your biggest

.appointment?

illary: The best thing

being able to feel that

n trying to help people

d that I'm trying to

lp my husband. It's

ry exciting to meet

ople and share their

es in a way that I could

)t have if I were doing

ivthing else. And then

see the way you

tually can do tilings

at change people's

'es—I mean, everything

om responding to mail

> working on projects

tat make the student-

an system in our

3untrv more accessible

to people.

Probably the most

disappointing thing is

how much attention is

given to things that don't

make any difference

—

and how easy it is today

in our country for

people to lie about you.

I don't know how else

to say it. You find

yourself being

characterized in ways

that are totally untrue

and there's no way to

really get ahead of it.

So that has been very

disappointing, because

I feel that it's such a

privilege to lie in

public life and I'm so

proud of my husband,

and it's so difficult to

live dav after dav with

the kinds of attacks that

he is subjected to. But.

unfortunately, it goes

with the position.

Paulette: How do you

cope with the stress?

Hillary: I find a great

deal of support

from and good times

with my husband

and daughter. \\"e do a

lot togedier: We play

cards together. We watch

a lot of sporting events

together. That's a real

release, especially for my
husband. Also, we watch

a lot of movies. Probably

the best thing about

living in the White House

is we have a movie

theater! That is terrific.

Then, on my own. I read

a lot, I pray a lot:

sometimes I go for a long

walk or a bicycle ride.

Sometimes I just call up

a friend of mine,

somebody I trust and can

just talk to and know that

she's there for me.

I try to be there for

my friends, too. I've had

so many of my friends

come to visit me here.

That's another benefit

—

you've got a lot of space

for guests. I've had

friends from high school,

college and Arkansas.

And they come and we
stay up late.

Dana: Is it like slumber

parties?

Hillary: Yeah, it is kind

of like slumber parties.

[Laughter]

Paulette: I imagine that

maintaining this contact

with vour (continued)



(continued) friends is

what's helped you to stay

in touch with ordinary

women and what their

concerns are.

Hillary: You know all

the years my husband

was governor, people

didn't drive me around,

people didn't guard me.

I'd get in my car, go to

work, and maybe I'd go

downtown for lunch or

run over to my
daughter's school for

something. Or I'd run

errands and then on

Saturday I'd load her in

the car and we'd make

the rounds that you have

to make, because we did

shopping now?

Hillary: I can go

shopping, but it is a r

big burden. And my
husband cannot do

anything. He
has to take an

entourage of

people with

him, and it is

very hard on

him, because

he is a real

people

person and

he loves

talking to

people.

Hut now
he's always

surrounded. I

•eallv

the press following you?

Hillary: Only at Camp
David. For reasons I

really don't fully

understand, the press

feels it has to go

everywhere.

Dana: How does that

affect your marriage?

Hillary: Well, it doesn't

affect our marriage so

much, because it is

something that together

we are able to talk about

and share our feelings

about. But it affects our

ability to have our

relationships with other

people be as normal as

possible. That's what's

there are some highs and
lows to raising a young

woman. I've often

wondered what that's

for you here in the Whit

House.

Hillary: That is

probably the question I .

have worried over more
j

than anything else. Both

my husband and I made'

the decision early on thai:

since he was going to be*

in public life, even back

in Arkansas, we would dL

everything we could to I

keep her life as normal a[

possible. That meant I

saying no to a lot of

things. It meant

a lot of our shopping

ourselves. I had no idea

what it would be like

coming here.

Diane: You mean
vou never get to go

don't have quite that kind

of burden, thank

goodness.

Dana: Do you and your

husband ever get away

—

the two of you, without

hard. We have good

friends here in town, and

we occasionally have

tried to spontaneously go

see them. [But] it just

turns into this huge

ordeal. By the time you

get all the cars lined up

and the press is ready to

go, what had been a great

idea turns into just

another event.

Molly: You've

mentioned Chelsea. I

have a fourteen-year-old

daughter who will turn

fifteen soon, and of

course I adore her. but

protecting her and not

subjecting her to the kin

of interest the press has.

I've worked very hard

on that. Now, there are

some people who will

say, "Well, you never

hear or see her; tiiey

must not care about

her. ..." You can never

please people and you've

got to keep doing what

you think is right, and

what we know is right is

protecting her so she can

have her own life.

I had an experience

last spring that brought

9D4



I

that home. One of the

networks was doing an

interview with my
husband, and they were

relentless in requesting

some kind of film footage

around Chelsea. And we
kept saying, "No, no.

no." So, after we said no

about a million times,

they finally accepted it.

Then the interview er said

to me, "Well, you made
the right decision. I

wouldn't let my daughter

be interviewed either."

I said to him, "Why
did you put me into such

a position where I had to

keep saying no?" He
said, "Well, because we
thought maybe you

would give in. And it

would make for good

television." I said. "But

not for good parenting."

He said, "That's right."

Diane: How do you stop

from losing your temper

when you encounter

things like that?

Hillary: It's hard. . . .

What I've unfortunately

learned is that it's very

hard in the public eye to

act in a way that vou

would act normally in

your personal life,

because people then draw

all sorts of conclusions

from it. So maintaining a

calm appearance is very

important. And I w ork on

that all the time—it's not

easy, I have to tell you.

Dana: Since I own a

hair salon. I've noticed

(continued on page 272)





Depending on the style, hair often looks thicker after a cut. As hair grows, the ends

become broken and damaged from brushing, shampooing and blow-drying. So,

once you cut the ends off, what's left seems bulkier because you've removed the

most damaged portion. The very best way to boost volume? Color your hair—the

dye beefs up the hair shaft. Also helpful: body-building shampoos and conditioners.

Red hair is the most difficult

to color successfully
Red hair contains phaeomelanin, a type of melanin that is resistant to peroxide

bleaching. Red hair cannot be easily lightened. For redheads to change their

natural color it is best to go darker or much brighter. Brownish-red hair can go

more vibrantly carrot-red or go to a deeper rich auburn, but it is difficult

(chemically) to make it a light strawberry blond.

All shampoos are the same
Even though two different shampoos may list the same ingredients, they are not

necessarily the same product. It's not just the ingredients but the quality,

quantity and proportion of the ingredients that differentiate shampoos—no

matter what the price or function of the shampoo.

Stress can make hair turn gray
Hair doesn't go gray overnight, but it's true that an extremely stressful situation can

trigger the graying process (it will take six months for the gray to be noticeable).

Just how does stress induce graying? Scientists are currently researching the link

between stress and the melanin system. Some experts believe that when a person is

under stress, the neuromelanin system in the brain is altered, which leads to a

change in the melanin, the pigment responsible for color, in the hair.
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Brushing is bad for your hair
Daily brushing and combing causes damage. So forget the one hundred strokes a day that

your mother taught you would distribute oil to the ends and make your hair silky and shiny.

Most women wash their hair at least every two days, and because shampooing removes

the oil, there's not enough left to redistribute. Massaging the scalp for thirty seconds while

shampooing is the best thing you can do to improve the health of your hair.

Dandruff is a

seasonal condition
Real dandruff is a problem that occurs all year long. It's a clinical condition caused by

bacteria in the scalp that causes flaking, and may also make the scalp red and itchy. It can

be cured in three to four weeks with an over-the<ounter dandruff shampoo containing

salicylic acid, zinc omandine or selenium sulfide. Dry scalp, commonly perceived to be

dandruff, is a seasonal condition that tends to occur in the winter when indoor heat is turned

on and outside humidity is low.

I t's safe to color and perm your hair
True, as long as your hair is in good condition to begin with and you don't do both >.

procedures on the same day—a double dose of chemicals from the two processes can

damage the outer layer of the hair shaft. Also, it's best to have a professional salon do the

procedures, especially the perm. Have the perm done first, then wait a week before coloring

(if you reverse the processes, the perming chemicals will remove the newly applied color).

An opaque hat that completely

covers your hair prevents fading
Believe it or not, a close-fitting, opaque hat—like a baseball cap—is the worst protection

against the sun for color-treated hair. A tight hat will trap moisture from sweat, which will

react chemically with the artificial color and lead to fading. What to wear? A loose-fitting

hat made from a breathable material. A large woven straw hat is ideal.

Conditioners work where your hair needs it

There's no need to apply conditioner only to damaged ends—all conditioners self-adjust

and work only where your hair needs it—so you can apply all over. All damaged hair is

negatively charged. All conditioners are positively charged and, therefore, are attracted

to the damaged hair. Women who blow-dry their hair should always apply conditioner all

over tc smooth and moisturize the outer layer, which tends to be dry.

Lemon juice will lighten hair

naturally in the sun
It can't hurt, but lemon juice won't substantially lighten your hair either. It's the sun that's

causing your hair to lighten. Lemon juice—and white vinegar, another popular option—acts

as a very weak acid. It closes the cuticle (the outer layer of the hair shaft that protects the hair

from chemicals) and may make hair look slightly shinier. Conditioners act in the same way,

however, and they enhance the health of the hair because of their moisturizing properties.







By Judy
Kuriansky, Ph.D.

n twenty years of counseling couples,

've learned some surprising—and
provocative—things. These are the

essons every husband and wife

hould know, too, to enrich their lovelife



LOUISE GERSEN,

41, writer, 5'

"I've been wearing

very short skirts since

the sixties—long

looks dowdy. Also,

since I run every day,

my legs are in show-

off shape. Short skirts

make me more

body-conscious—

I

automatically tuck

in my tummy."

Skirt, DKNY.

CYNTHIA
PASSMORE,
31, marketing

executive, 5'8"

"Short wraps are

flattering and easy to

sit in for long stretches.

My husband likes

short skirts, too. But

when I wear one that's

real short, he says,

'Don't bend over;

dip!' " Skirt, DKNY at

Saks Fifth Avenue.

DALIA GOLAN,
35, new mom, 5'6"

"I'm still trying to get

my figure back after

giving birth seven

months ago. Wearing

a short skirt helps me

feel like my old self,

and topping it with a

long, fluid jacket or

tunic helps hide the

extra fifteen pounds."

Skirt, The Works at

Saks Fifth Avenue.

DONNA
MARKMAN, 30
travel agent, 5'3",

"I have short legs,

and short skirts mak

them look much
|

longer. I wear shor

skirts several times i

week, alternating

with trousers, and

wear opaque tight:

year-round, even

in summer."

Skirt, Byblos.
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CHRISTINE

1 1NBERG, 32,

nsulting-firm

: ssistant, 5'8"

ve long legs, and

: to show them off

i short skirt and

s jIs. But I always

' ar a crisp white

f and a blazer or

i iter with it to keep

; look tailored, not

rendy." Skirt,

rienne Vittadini.

LESLIE LISBONA,

31, bank credit

analyst, 5'4"

"Navy—what could

be more classic? A
wrap worn with

toned hose dilutes the

trendiness. I'd wear

this on Fridays and

with a jacket during

the week, when the

dress code is more

formal." Skirt, DKNY
at Lord & Taylor.

t

issue
lie hottesl fashion trend right now

is short—very shorl—skirts.

Are ihev a designer fantasy thai

looks great on models hut ridiculous

on real women—or can they flatter

everyone? To find out. we asked six

women to try on dozens ol the new skirts

in lengths that ranged from fourteen

to nineteen inches. On these pages,

our skirt workshop winners plus tips on

how to wear short with style.



f skirts are a very hot trend that women

enthusiastically blended into their wardrobes.

Women associate short skirts with a

younger, sexier, more confident image/'
—Valerie Steele, professor of fashion history at the

Fashion Institute of Technology, New York City

How to wear a short skirt
# Keep things sleek and simple on top—a solid-color sweater

^flk or bodysuit looks best. Avoid fussy necklines, especially scarves

W and bulky, padded shoulders, which make the upper torso look top-

W heavy. • Wear opaque hose in the same shade or darker than the

tM skirt (you can go lighter if the skirt is pale). # Opt for shoes the same

9 shade or darker than the skirt. The styles that work best: loafers, lace-

up oxfords, high-vamped heels or chunky pumps with substantial heels.

# Avoid belts—they cut the body in half and ruin the proportion of the skirt.

PLEATS ARE
A KICK!
Pleats were the most po]

among our group—an

good reason: They're

young and flirty, the

disguise any hip/thl

bulges, and they

the easiest to mo

in. In short versions, pleats lc

sexy, not schoolgirlish. Perfe

pleats, from left: black and w

TJ Maxx; blue plaid, CK Ca

Klein; red plaid, Target; blac

pleated, Target; multicolor w

ABS; gray pleated, J. Crew.

"We're emphasizing the importance of the short ski

shoes. The kilt flip skirt and A-line wrap are oj



I5|

LI A-VERSUS-WRAP SIT TEST
ijed Cynthia to try on a in both skirts— until she sat

I lack slim skirt and a down. "I feel very self-conscious

rli 3ck wrap skirt to evalu- in the slim skirt— too much

I; comfort of each style, thigh is showing," she said.

If' the wrap was easier to The wrap, on the other hand,

h
,
Cynthia felt confident didn't ride up the thighs.

FITTING-ROOM
smarts

# Sample the skirt with several

tops to check its versatility. Try a

cardigan instead of a jacket for

a newer, more casual look.

• Bend, squat, stride, sit and

cross your legs—does the skirt

cover all the bases? Check the

hem all around to make sure the

back isn't shorter than the front.

• Bring along the right shoes.

The

shorts*
^ ust how short is considered short these

days? Put it this way: A twenty-one-

m inch skirt is now a classic length— it

9 hits the ;op of the knee on a woman

I who is five feet seven. A twenty-three-

m inch skirt is super conservative. This

B se esigners are urging women to

%S try se\ mteen and eighteen-inch skirts

—

and some have created skirts as skimpy as

fourteen and a half inches! We think a length

somewhere between seventeen and nineteen

inches looks new now. Sources for

great, affordable, wearable

lengths include Marshalls,

which carries slim A-line and

flippy styles in seventeen- to

nineteen-inch lengths; the

Spiegel catalog, which of-

fers seventeen- to twenty-

one-inch lengths; Target,

which has a seventeen-

inch pleated skirt in its

line; and JCPenney, widi

its nineteen-inch wrap.

Expect to pay between

$14.99 and $49.

So, are skirts going to

just keep getting short-

er every season? Says

FIT's Valerie Steele,

"Looking ahead to the

next century, I wouldn't

be surprised to see skirts

getting so short that they

disappear entirely. So in

stead of wearing skirts

and jackets, we'll dis-

pense with skirts alto-

gether and wear

leggings and

jackets."

part of a total look, along with the right hose and

T6nt bCSt'SCllcrS/' —Nicole Fischelis, fashion director and vice president, Saks Fifth Avenue



NURSE: Ann Forsman

PUCE: The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

Y: Angela Lakeberg, the conjoined twin who

ode headlines last year when she was separated

from her sister in a controversial operation. Here, how

this young nurse and this tiny baby forged a relation-

ship based on need and love. By Deborah Diamond

First-time
visitors are often

a bit taken aback by

what they see in this

place. Stainless-steel

cribs and plastic isolettes

hold babies with

malformed hearts that,

were it not for the

wizardry of open-heart

surgery, would mean

certain death. The

infants lie on their backs

under warming lights, embraced by

tangles of tubes and wires. Many are

waiting for their turn in the operating

room; those who have already had

surgery sport a tell-tale incision down
their tiny middles.

A practiced ear can pick out the

voices of Barney, Aladdin and Ariel

coming from the TVs and VCRs, and

the music of a windup mobile provides

counterpoint to the beeping of eighteen

sets of monitors. Animals are painted

on the walls. The cardiothoracic

intensive-care unit at The Children's

Hospital of Philadelphia is as cheerful

as a place can be that contains so

many trappings of high-tech medicine,

so many gravely ill children.

For most of Angela Lakeberg's brief

life, this was home. And, for all

practical purposes, the people here

who took care of her were her family.

The child with the sunny disposition

and gregarious nature won the hearts

not only of her doctors and nurses, but

also of employees throughout the

hospital. When she died unexpectedly

this past June, just short of her first

birthday, she left behind many who
loved her. Among those was the

person who probably spent more

time with her than anyone (continued)





(continued) else: her primary nurse,

Ann Forsman.

Tall, with dark brown hair and full,

pink cheeks, Ann is a quiet person who
prefers to go about her job with little

fanfare. At twenty-nine, she has wit-

nessed more pain, sadness and death

than most people see in a lifetime. But,

like most of the nurses who work in this

unit, she chooses to focus on the posi-

tives: the youngsters who leave here

with bright futures, the small ways in

which she can make a difference in the

lives of her diminutive patients.

Though Angela wasn't one of those

who got to leave the hospital, Ann did

everything she could to make the little

girl's fleeting existence a happy one.

She rocked her, she read to her, she

did silly things to make her laugh.

"I don't think people realize what a

personality she had," Ann says, smil-

ing wistfully. "She loved attention,

and she was always happy. Angela
smiled all the time."

The child's parents, who live in Indiana,

were unable to be with her much, given

financial constraints, their obligations

to their five-year-old daughter and a

multitude of other factors.

"I was the only consistent person in

her life," Ann admits. "She probably

thought I was her mother.

"

What she doesn't say out loud is

that in some ways Angela probably

did feel like her own.

It's hard to imagine there's a person in

America who didn't see or read a news

report last year about Angela and her

sister, Amy. Due to an embryo that

failed to split completely after concep-

tion, the sisters, born June 29, 1993, at

Loyola Medical Center in Chicago,

were connected from collarbone to bel-

ly button, sharing a malformed heart, a

liver and a chest cavity. (To describe

such twins, medical professionals prefer

the term "conjoined" to "Siamese,"

which is a slang term that dates back to

the days of P.T. Barnum and smacks of

circus sideshows.)

Doctors concluded that, without

medical intervention, the tiny duo

would perish within a few weeks. But

even with surgery to separate the in-

fants and repair the abnormal heart,

one would surely die and the othe

would be left with an i nf i n i tesi mo
chance of survival. The physicians a'

Loyola were unwilling to try the highly

risky procedure. Neonatologis
Jonathan Muraskas, M.D., tried tc

persuade Reitha Lakeberg—known a.1

"Joey"—and her husband, Kenneth, tci

let nature take its course. "Let's pul

them in God's hands," he suggested.

But the Lakebergs opted for surgery

in hopes of saving at least one of their

babies. Specialists at Loyola recom

mended the twins be transferred to The

Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

which had done a dozen such opera 1

tions. So, on August 17, the seven

week-old infants were flown to

Philadelphia. After evaluation, the sur;

geons at Children's agreed to attemp -

the delicate operation.

And so it was that the paths of Angelc

Lakeberg and Ann Forsman con

verged. The nurse first saw the fusee

baby girls about half an hour before

they were taken to the operating

room. Joey and Ken Lakeberg were,

with the twins, wishing them a tearfui
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On days when Angela was doing
we//, Ann would scoop her up and

waltz her around. The frail tyke
would smile, reveling in a few

moments of sheer bliss

>c/-bye. "Sometimes you
' even worse for the fami-

, " Ann says. "You know

ir lives are going to be

mged forever.

"

t was distressing to real-

one of the babies was

• ided for certain death,

n says, adding that she

d no idea what she

uld do if, as a parent,

• were presented with the

ne agonizing choice. "I can under-

nd why they wanted to try—it was

j

ir only chance.
"

: girls were wheeled into (he operat-

room at about seven a.m., and an

: ur later, after they'd been anes-

tized and the eighteen-member sur-

:al team deemed ready, the

xzedure officially began. To make it

sier to distinguish the two babies dur-

I
surgery, Angela's nails had been

inted bright pink. Because the por-

ns of the heart that were in Angela's

est were more functional than those

Amy's, the doctors decided Angela

d a better shot at survival. She was

; one they would try to save.

One of the surgeons began by split-

i g the liver, giving Angela the por-

|i >n of the organ already connected to

i ir blood supply. Then, another sur-

: ;on began to work on the severely

r alformed heart the twins shared.

A normal heart has four chambers,

il le girls' heart had roughly six cham-

: jrs and a dangerously abnormal
: ood flow. The surgeon fashioned a

t /e-chamber heart that was still de-

I rmed, but functional.

Eventually, the surgeon cut off Amy's

I ood supply, and the infant died on

I e operating table. Some of Amy's

I one and tissue were used to close An-

- sla's chest over the improvised heart

iat now belonged to her alone.

The nurses who had been caring for

le pair for the few days they'd been in

hiladelphia had been betting Amy
/ould be the one to make it, because

ie seemed to be the spunky one. But

ve and a half hours after the surgery

ad begun, it was Angela who
merged from the operating room alive.

\nd it was Ann who was chosen as

primary nurse for Angela. She began

o lavish attentive care on her tiny pa-

tent: watching her blood pressure,

'-eeping an eye on all the monitors,

drawing blood for tests, making sure

she was as comfortable as possible—
barely leaving her side for hours.

In the meantime, Angela had be-

come a celebrity. News organizations

swarmed all over the story. The twins

were the lead story on the networks;

they made headlines around the world.

In the intensive-care unit, however,

it was business as usual. Ann and the

doctors were pleased with Angela's

condition. "Even right out of surgery

she was doing really well, " Ann re-

calls, adding that Angela soon
opened her eyes and sucked on a

pacifier, and that her color was "nice

and pink. " True, her heart was a far

cry from what you'd find in an anato-

my textbook. The important thing was

that it appeared to be doing its job.

While medical experts and ethicists

debated the wisdom of trying to save

Of Angela, nurse Ann Forsman
(opposite page) says, "I'll never

forget her." Above: Angela

and Amy before the surgery

that separated them. At age
ten months, Angela watched
a video from her respirator

her life, Angela breezed through the

first seventy-two hours—the most criti-

cal period for a heart-surgery pa-

tient—and her doctors expressed

cautious optimism.

About a week later, she was taken

off the respirator she'd been on and

was moved to a negative-pressure ven-

tilator—a clear cylinder that encloses

the body from the neck down in a vac-

uum. This moved air through Angela's

nose and mouth and into her lungs

and spared her from having a breath-

ing tube in her nose.

Over the next months, Angela
spent a lot of time in the ventilator, or

"her bottle," as Ann and her col-

leagues refer to it. As she continued to

heal and grow, the baby made the

most of what little freedom of move-

ment the apparatus allowed. "She

loved to thump her fists and toys

against the inside of the bottle," says

Mary Gallagher, one of the other nurs-

es who cared for Angela in the unit.

The baby's head would swivel in all

directions as she took in everything

around her. "Angela had these beauti-

ful little blue eyes that said every-

thing," recalls nurse Lynn Dempsey.

Angela's location by a sink and

next to a side entrance to the unit

meant there was a fair amount of traf-

fic in her vicinity. "She loved that,"

Ann says fondly. Suzanne Murray, an-

other nurse in the unit, says whenever

two nurses would discuss something,

they'd stand near the sociable infant.

"She liked to hang out with the girls,"

Murray says.

Ann looks sad as she recalls what

Angela, or "Angie," as she often

called her, would do when someone

approached her corner of the unit.

"She'd smile and start kicking her

hands and feet and get really excit-

ed," she says. "Nobody walked by

her bed without stopping and say-

ing hello and playing with her. If

you'd blow kisses, she liked to try to

imitate." (continued on page 28 I

)



Welcome home—where what's old is news, what's current is comfort

what's in is the outdoors and what's hot is warm colors. Top designe

Michael Foster puts it all together for today's new take on traditional

By Leslie Lampert, Lifestyle Editor
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To make the most of corner

space, Foster placed a

hand-painted screen

behind a woven-leather

chair. The result: an

inviting spot for reading

or joining the conversation.

"Don't underestimate

nooks and crannies

as useful decorating

areas," he says.

"The new nineties look is

all about the mix," says

New York designer

Michael Foster. "It's about

blending cultures, colors,

styles and textures."

Foreign accents like the

Moroccan vases, left, lend

a touch of the exotic to a

traditional setting.

ELEMENTS

T
'•Ak

OO/i

Table dressing allows

you to invent interesting

vignettes within a larger

space. At left, a

mahogany table inspired

by British Colonial style

displays favorite finds.

All photos. Jeff McNamara; designer.

Michael Foster, all upholstery pieces.

Norwalk Furniture; all case goods,

Milling Road, a division of Baker Furni-

ture; woven-leather chairs. Harden Fur-

niture; drapery fabric, fabric by

Richloom Fabric Group, available at Cal-

ico Corners. Details, page 253.



rame mirrors, left,

I
panache to any

—and open up a

dw room. A hand-

i d fireplace screen is

whimsical way to

rj : >rate an otherwise

space. The latest in

>ffee tables—an

stered ottoman that

iles as tray holder.

eat look underfoot:

stained wood flooring

highlights the natural

,
layered with a linen-

rder sisal rug for an

Joorsy feel (the rug's

snap to maintain).

s treated with 3M Scotchgard fab-

ctor. Sisal flooring, Menda Meridi-

air rail and crown molding,

ng "Finishing Touches"; "Wood
id Fast-Drying Polyurethane." Mm-
inished by Pat McCarney Wood
Co.; decorative painting, Gail Leddy

Wonderful fabrics, tassels,

tiebacks and trims turn

ordinary draperies into

dramatic statements.

Another trick to make any

room cozy: Add an

architectural chair rail or

crown molding, then

sponge-paint walls a subtle

moss green on the bottom,

mellow gold on top.

Unmatched throw

pillows—needlepoints,

satins, velvets, stripes and

patterns—combine

comfortably on a creamy

damask sofa. A white,

hand-carved wood mirror

in British Raj style echoes

the lacy look of the sofa

and creates a focal point

on the wall above.

I

A tray table—especially

one in wicker and metal

—

is the perfect solution for

casual entertaining. The

tray is removable so you

can load it with goodies

in the kitchen, then return

it to its stand.

Accessories. Sam's Souk, Wilham-

Wayne Co.. Soicher-Marm Fine Art. The

Bombay Co .
Katie Ridder Home Fur-

nishings. Ballard Designs. Kentucky,

Rue de France. Maddix Deluxe. Carv-

er's Guild. Timeless Designs. Mander-

ley Pillows



NOTEBOOK

Today's design trends are twists on the traditional—classic looks that won't go oui

of style and that can be .adapted to different settings and lifestyles. Below, Michae

Foster's lessons on adapting these decorattng details to sltt your home. By Linda Fear?

Curtain call Tiebacks, like the tas-

sels above, are a great way to make

any window treatment more elegant.

If you like a simpler look than the one

we chose, place tieback brackets at up-

per corners of window, select a length

of lightweight fabric and swag the fab-

ric loosely around the brackets, allow-

ing excess fabric to puddle casually on

the floor on either side of the window.

Place tiebacks at upper corners, or at

either side of window.

Floor show "For a long time the

look for wood flooring was natural,

bleached or pickled. Today, floors are

stained a dark, rich color, such as

pecan, to highlight the wood grain,"

says Foster. If you don't have a wood

floor in your living room or don't want

to spend the money to refinish a worn

wood floor, Foster suggests wall-to-

wall sisal. "High-grade sisal isn't

scratchy or prickly—you can walk

barefoot on it. If you want an even

softer carpet, there are many wool-

blend sisals on the market now in a

variety of natural tones. If you want

more color, place a bright area rug

over the sisal."

Table talk "A coffee table is a natu-

ral focal point for a living room, espe-

cially if the room doesn't have a

fireplace," says Foster. We decorated

our room with the trendiest coffee

table—an ottoman—but there are plen-

ty of other options that look new. "A

simple, rectangular dining table with

the legs trimmed down to size makes a

dramatic statement," says Foster. 1

also like two rectangular tables side-b;i

side to create one big square." If yoij'.

living room is small, Michael suggests!

round coffee table: "Not having to ncj:

gotiate corners when you sit offei;

more room for easy movement."

Color code "There are two hot co
(

or groups right now," says Foste!

"soft tones such as parchment, yellov

cream, rose and sage green, and spic

tones, including gold, cinnamon an

rust. You can pair many colors sue!

cessfully, as long as they're in th

same tonal family. For example, if yo

want to use royal blue or crimson rec

they work with the spice tones. Pal

blue, on the other hand, works wit

the soft-tone group."
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IN VEGETABLE SOUR

I

MORE VEGETABLES.

Vecftable Vegetable

more vegetables. W^^i Pt

Now with 20 ( Now with bigger

chunks of vegetables.

If YOU GET A FULL SERVING OF VEGETABLES IN EVERY BOWL
UNDERESTIMATE



From to fajitas
in8minutes flat

Now you can

mcf%ty\ make great

/V. r;Min<_: hijinis

at home in just

minutes. That's because we've

done all the work. Tyson Fajita Kits have

everything you'll need. Fully cooked strips of

tender white meat chicken,

crisp garden vegetables

and Mexican Original

soft flour tortillas.

Whip up a fiesta tonight. It

takes only minutes, with Tyson Chicken or

Beef Fajita Kits.

Fajita Kits From
Feeding you like famir



AND ALL THE TRIMMINGS
You asked for it: a deliciouskdifferent Thanksgiving menu
that makes the most of falfipo^nty-^gpd keeps fat in check

OUR BEST DESSERTS
A sweet selection of holiday caHil and
pies from our new dessert cookbook -

50 WAYS TO GO LOW-FAT -

Easiest-ever tips and tricks for staying slim

SUfftRTIME: FAMILY-TESTED RECIPES
To find dinners that please botfi parents and kids of varying

ages, we asked four fami?te&Jto rate our recipes

THE LATEST DISH
The facts about food allergies, the new rage for

mushrooms, and more



desserts
We've created some divine desserts over the years—if we do say so

ourselves. These elegant endings come from Ladies' Home Journal's

new cookbook, 1 00 great dessert recipes. enjoy!









Our best desserts

continued

Toffee Ice-Cream Layer Cake

Creme Brulee

Apple-Pear Brown Betty

O Easy • Challenging T Low-fat

Q Moderate © Microwave V Low-calorie

% Can be frozen up to 1 , 3, 6 or 9 months

TOFFEE ICE-CREAM LAYER CAKE

A perfect choice for the holiday dessert

table, this tall and handsome cake is do-

ahead and easy to assemble. Serve

alone or with Heavenly Hot Fudge Sauce.

Prep time: 15 minutes plus chilling and

freezing O
Baking time: 10 minutes

Cinst

1 cup (20 cookies) chocolate-wafer

crumbs
V: teaspoon cinnamon
2 tablespoons butter or margarine,

melted

IV3 cups heavy or whipping crear
(

1 'A cups sugar

'A cup butter

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

1. Combine chocolate and crearin

medium microwaveproof bow M
crowave on High (100%) 1 V2 minute §

until chocolate is completely meltec

2. Stir in sugar. Microwave 1 minuteioi

Stir to dissolve sugar, then stir in jfl

and vanilla until smooth. Serve warrr'G

be made ahead. Cool. Cover and re g<

ate up to 1 week. Microwave on Hh 1

to 2 minutes, stirring after 1 minuttut

warm and smooth.) Makes 3 cups.

Classic Pumpkin Pie

1 quart premium coffee ice cream

3 bars (1.4 oz.) chocolate-covered

toffee candy, crushed, or 1 bag

(6 oz.) chocolate-covered toffee

candy bits, divided

1 quart premium chocolate ice cream

12 chocolate-wafer cookies, broken up

1 quart premium vanilla ice cream

Heavenly Hot Fudge Sauce (recipe

follows)

1. Make crust: Preheat oven to 350°F.

Combine cookie crumbs and cinnamon in

bowl. Stir in butter until crumbs are moist-

ened. Press into the bottom of 9-inch

springform pan. Bake 10 minutes. Cool.

2. Refrigerate coffee ice cream to soften

slightly, 30 minutes. Quickly spread onto

cooled crust and sprinkle with % cup tof-

fee candy. Freeze until firm, 1 hour.

3. Refrigerate chocolate ice cream to soft-

en slightly, 30 minutes. Quickly spread

onto coffee layer and sprinkle top with

broken chocolate wafers. Freeze 1 hour.

Repeat, softening vanilla ice cream;

spread on top of chocolate layer and

sprinkle with remaining toffee candy. Cov-

er and freeze overnight. (Can be made

ahead. Wrap and freeze up to 1 week.)

4. To serve, unwrap cake and refrigerate 20

minutes. Run a small, sharp knife around

edge of pan. Loosen side of pan and

transfer cake to platter. Serve with Heav-

enly Hot Fudge Sauce. Makes 12 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 505 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 34 g 60 g or less IF). 70 g or less (M)

Saturated tat 16 g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 93 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 262 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 47 g 250 g or more

Protein 5 g 55 g to 90 g

HEAVENLY HOT FUDGE SAUCE

Prep time: 5 minutes O ®
Microwave time: 2'A minutes

8 squares (8 oz.) unsweetened

chocolate, coarsely chopped

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calories 70 2.000 (F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60 g or less (F)- 70gc

Saturated fat 3g 20gor less (F); 23 g c

Cholesterol 11 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 12 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 1% 250 g or more

Protein lg 55 g to 90 g

CREME BRULEE

Food editor's choice This silky, ega

custard with a crackly caramel toppc

the ultimate in French desserts.

Pftp lime: 20 minutes plus standing an

"chilling

Baking time: 25 to 30 minutes

2 cups heavy or whipping cream 1

1 cup half-and-half cream

1 vanilla bean or 1 tablespoon valla

extract

6 large egg yolks

Va cup sugar, divided

1. Preheat oven to 300 C
F. Coipii

heavy cream and half-and-half cr<jm

medium saucepan. If using vanillas

split lengthwise and scrape out m
Add bean and seeds to cream mta

Bring just to boil over medium heaCc

er and let stand 15 minutes.

2. Whisk egg yolks and V2 cup site

medium bowl until light. Gradually^

in
1/2cup warm cream. Gradually vm

remaining cream; continue whiskinl

smooth. (Stir in vanilla extract, if usfl

3. Strain custard through a fine sieB

shallow 1 -quart baking or gratirii

Discard vanilla bean. Skim any fo|

top of custard. Place dish in large!

ing pan. Carefully pour enough I

water into roasting pan to come f|

up side of dish. Bake 25 to 30 ml
until custard is barely set in cent!

not overbake. Custard will sea^

cools.) Let stand in water bath 1

1

utes. Carefully transfer to wire rrt

cool completely. Cover and refrig* I

hours or overnight.

4. Preheat broiler. Sprinkle top of cl

with remaining V- cup sugar. Plac <

in roasting pan. Carefully pour \cm

into roasting pan to come halfvl

side of dish. Broil 3 inches from hJ

tating pan if necessary, (conm

00/1 1 a nice unMC miiRNAl MDVFMRFR 1994



1

(_y?emembered for a long time.

This delicious One Bowl™ Holiday Fudge will really

make a lasting impression when you make it with

Baker's® Chocolate and Diamond- Walnuts.

Simply melt squares of real Baker's Chocolate in

your microwave and you can do your melting and

mixing in one bowl. Then add plenty of cmnchy
1v Diamond Walnuts for a truly memorable Holiday gift.

Dne Bowl™ Holiday Fudge
2 packages (8 squares each)

BAKER'S 8

Semi-Sweet Chocolate

1 can (14 ounces) sweetened

condensed milk

2 teaspoons vanilla

1 1/2 cups chopped
DIAMOND "J Walnuts

Makes 4 dozen.

MICROWAVE chocolate and milk in large microwavahle
bowl on HIGH 2 to 3 minutes, or until chocolate is almost

melted, .-.tining halfway through heating time. Remove from

microwave. Sr/r until chocolate is completely melted.

STIR in vanilla and walnuts. Spread in greased 8-inch square

pan. Refrigerate until firm. Cut into squares.

To obtain high-quality tesults, be sure to use only-

Baker's ' and Diamond'' products.

(BBaker's
SEMI SWEET



ogle Bears?

Jingle Bears,

(bolWhip

AllTheWax

I"< >p ( >ff the h< >lidays with Co< >l Whip by

o >llecting these c harming reusable

decorat< >r bowls.

AVAILABLE

WHILE
SUPPLIES

LAST

3 1994

KRAFT

GENERAL
FOODS
INC.

Our best desserts

continued

2 to 3 minutes, until sugar is melted and

a dark amber color. Cool in ice water

5 minutes. Remove from roasting pan

and refrigerate 15 to 20 minutes or up

to 2 hours before serving. Makes
6 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 365 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 29 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (Ml

Saturated fat 17 g 20 g or less (F). 23 g cr less (M)

Cholesterol 252 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 40 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 22 g 250 g or more

Protein 4 g 55 g to 90 g

APPLE-PEAR BROWN BETTY

Our baked pudding of spiced fruit and
buttery bread, served warm with a vel-

vety custard sauce, is pure heaven.

Prep time: 25 minutes O
Baking time: 1 hour

2 Granny Smith apples, peeled and
sliced thin

3 ripe pears, peeled and sliced thin

1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

5 slices white or whole wheat bread
'/a cup butter or margarine, melted

1 tablespoon granulated sugar

Vi cup firmly packed brown sugar
x

/i teaspoon grated lemon peel

'A teaspoon cinnamon
Vs teaspoon nutmeg
Cinnamon-Vanilla Custard Sauce

(recipe follows)

1. Preheat oven to 375°F. Butter 9-inch

square baking dish. Toss apples and

pears with lemon juice in large bowl. Cut

bread into cubes; toss with butter and

granulated sugar in medium bowl. Com-
bine brown sugar, lemon peel, cinnamon

and nutmeg in cup.

2. Spread half the fruit in prepared dish.

Sprinkle with half the bread, then half the

sugar mixture; repeat. Cover and bake 30

minutes. Bake uncovered 30 minutes

more or until top is golden and bubbly.

Serve with Cinnamon-Vanilla Custard

Sauce. Makes 6 servings.

Per serving with Daily goal

3 T. custard sauce

Calories 405 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 13g 60 g or less (F). 70 gor less (M)

Saturated fat n 20gor less (Fj. 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 134 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 228 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 70 g 250 g 0' more

Protein 5g 55 g to 90 g

CINNAMON-VANILLA
CUSTARD SAUCE

Prep lime: 10 ininuies plus chilling

1. Scrape seeds from vanilla bea he

bean and seeds, milk and cinnaon

boiling in small saucepan.

2. Whisk yolks and sugar in>oi

Gradually whisk in hot milk. Rem
saucepan and cook, stirring ov

medium heat until mixture is thi.en

and coats back of spoon, about mi

utes (do not boil). Strain intcB
bowl; discard vanilla bean and inn

mon stick. (Stir in vanilla extracih

ing.) Refrigerate until cold, 2 on

Makes 1
1

/3 cups.

CLASSIC PUMPKlNTiT
How could we improve upon eveorv

favorite holiday pie? By adding c^ex

touch of spice to the pastry and filjg

Prep time: 15 minutes plus chilling pi

Baking time: 60 to 65 minutes

Spice Pastry

I
1

/: cups all-purpose flour

Vs teaspoon mace or nutmeg
j

'
: cup cold butter or margarts.

cut up

^ 2 tablespoons vegetable shorma
'

: teaspoon vanilla extract

3 to 5 tablespoons ice water

1 vanilla bean, split lengthwise, or

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1
1
/4 cups milk

1 cinnamon stick

3 large egg yolks

'A cup sugar

P.^fi LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVFMBER 1994

Filling

1 can (16 oz.) solid-pack pun
1 cup half-and-half cream
3 large eggs

V? cup firmly packed brown s

1 tablespoon brandy
1 teaspoon cinnamon
' : teaspoon ginger
lh teaspoon salt

'A teaspoon ground white pej

Pinch cloves

1. Prepare pastry: Combine flirt

mace in medium bowl. Withkas

blender or 2 knives, cut in bulb <

shortening until mixture resbt)

coarse crumbs. Combine vanillfl

tablespoons ice water. Sprint**

flour, tossing with fork and addiij m

water. 1 tablespoon at a time, uil o

try holds together. Shape into bl: f

ten into disk. Wrap and refrigerat 1 h

or overnight.

2. Adjust oven rack to lowest psm

Preheat oven to 425 J
F. Between she

of wax paper, roll pastry into 11-jcri

cle. Fit into 9-inch pie pan; trim JtT

edge. Freeze 15 minutes.

3. Line pie shell with foil; fill wii di

beans. Bake 10 minutes. Removeoi
1

beans; bake 5 to 10 minutes mce, i

golden. Cool on wire rack. Redis

temperature to 350°F.

4. Prepare filling: Stir all ingredients \z

bowl until combined. Pour into pasy si

Bake 45 to 50 minutes, until knifeise-

in center comes out clean. Cool n

rack. Makes 8 servings. (cctir*



\ndeven year, the Cosbj kid:-

give tluink> \ou didn'l eat

llie whole ihinii \oursell.

DOUBLE LA^ER PUMPKIN PIE
1 Dunces PHILLY Brand Cream Cheese softened"

1 tadiespoon milk or nait-and-haif

1 1 2 cuds thawed COOL whip Non-Dam. wmpped Topping

1 cup cold milk or hait-and-naif

• KEEBLER READY CRUST Granam Cracker Pie Crust (6 02 i

2 packages iJ-servmg sizel JELL-0 Vanilla Flavor Instant

Pudding & Pie Filling

1 can 1 16 o: i pumpkin

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1 2 teaspoon ground ginger

1 4 teaspoon ground doves

MIX cream cneese 1 tablespoon milk and sugar m large DOwl with wire whisk until smooth Gently stir m whipped toppino.

It

POUR t cup milk into bowl Add pudding mixes Beat with wire whisk t

minute (Mixture will be thick i Stir in pumpkin and spices with

wire whisk until well mixed Spread over cream cheese layer

REFRIGERATE 4 hours or until set Garnish witn additional

whipped topping if desired Store leftover pie in refrigerator

Makes 8 servings

'Hdptoi H ni Soften cream cneese in microwave on nigh 15 to 20 seconds

Fw recipe iriornstiori using JELL-0 Coo* & Serve or Sugar Free JELi-0

Rerjjcec Caione instant 'uoamc & Pie Fi ling a 1
'

-

-&3fr729-4545

Make a ThaiiWivino Classic.



Our best desserts

Per serving Daily goal

375 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

20 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

11 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

122 mg 300 mg or less

300 Tig 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 43 g 250 g or more

?g 5
C
g to 90 g

„F' 4UT-TRUFFLE
CHEESECAKE

Indulgent but worth it Each luscious

bite packs such fabulous flavor that a

small slice is all it takes to satisfy the

most die-hard chocolate lover.

plus chilling ©^ /

Baking time: 60 to 70 minutes

Crust
1

: cup hazelnuts, toasted and
skinned

2 tablespoons sugar

Vi cup all-purpose flour

Pinch salt
1

4 cup cold unsalted butter, cut up
(no substitutions)

Filling

3 packages (8 oz. each) cream
cheese or Neufchatel cheese, at

room temperature
1 Va cups sugar

12 squares (12 oz.) semisweet
chocolate, melted and cooled

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

Pinch salt

4 large eggs, at room temperature
Va cup heavy or whipping cream
2 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa

20 whole hazelnuts, toasted and
skinned

2 squares (2 oz.) semisweet chocolate,

melted

1. Prepare crust: Preheat oven to 350°F.

Butter 9-inch springform pan. Combine
nuts and sugar in food processor: pro-

cess until ground fine. Add flour and salt;

pulse to blend. Add butter and pulse until

mixture just begins to hold together. Pat

onto bottom of prepared pan. Bake 20 to

25 minutes, until golden. Cool on wire

rack. Keep oven on. Cover bottom and
outside of pan with heavy-duty foil.

2. Make filling: Beat cream cheese in

mixer bowl at medium-high speed until

light and fluffy, 2 minutes. Gradually beat

in sugar, scraping sides of bowl, until

mixture is smooth, 3 minutes. Reduce
speed to medium. Beat in melted choco-

late, the vanilla and salt. Add eggs, one
at a time, beating just until blended after

each addition. Add cream, then cocoa,

and beat until blended.

3. Pour filling over crust; place in roasting

pan. Place pan on oven rack. Pour enough
hot water into roasting pan to come
1 inch up side of springform pan. Bake

9 I ADIES' HOME JOURNAL • NOVEMBER 1994

60 to 70 minutes, until center is just set.

4. Remove cheesecake from water bath.

Cool completely on wire rack. Remove
foil. Cover cheesecake and refrigerate

overnight or up to 2 days.

5. To serve, run small, sharp knife around

edge of pan; remove side. Dip each
whole nut halfway into melted chocolate

and arrange around edge of cake. Drizzle

or pipe remaining chocolate over cake.

Makes 20 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 365 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 28 g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 16 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 99 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 131 mg 2.400 mgor less

Carbohydrates 27 g 250 g or more

Protein 6 g 55 g to 90 g

MULLED CIDER SORBET

Spice-infused frozen apple cider with a

splash of sweet port wine makes a most
unusual and refreshing seasonal sorbet.

Prep time: 10 minutes plus standing and

freezing O

1 cup port wine
Va cup sugar

3 strips (3 inches each) orange peel

2 cinnamon sticks (3 inches each)

5 whole cloves

4 cups apple cider

1. Combine port, sugar, orange peel, cin-

namon and cloves in small saucepan.
Bring to boil over high heat, stirring, 3

minutes. Cool to room temperature.

2. Strain port mixture through fine sieve

into bowl. Stir in cider. Transfer to ice-

cream maker and freeze according to

manufacturer's directions. (Can be made
ahead. Transfer to a freezerproof container

and freeze up to 3 days.) Makes 5"/2 cups.

Baking lime: 48 to 56 minutes

Per 1
/2 cup Daily goal

Calories 1 30 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 0g 60gor less(F); 70gor less(M

Saturated fat 0g 20gor less (F), 23 g or less tM

Cholesterol Omg 300 mg or less

Sodium 5 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 27 g 250 g or more

Protein 0g 55 g to 90 g

ESPRESSO PECAN TART

The sophisticated taste of espresso with

coffee liqueur enhances the rich flavor of

this pecan tart.

Prep time: 45 minutes plus chilling

Own a copy of

LHJ's new cookbook

100 Great Dessert Recipes is

available wherever books are sold

and by calling 800-678-2665 to

order. Priced at $14.95 each, the

book is available for $12.95 per

copy if you order two, and
$10.95 per copy for three or

more! For each order, add $2.95

shipping and handling.

Pastry

2 cups all-purpose flour

3 tablespoons granulated suga
Va teaspoon salt

Vi cup cold, unsalted butter, a u
2 large egg yolks

5 tablespoons ice water

Filling

1 teaspoon instant espresso po
1 tablespoon boiling water
2 large eggs, lightlv beaten

cup firmly packed brown star
2
/3 cup light corn syrup

2 tablespoons butter, melted
2 tablespoons coffee-flavored

liqueur
'/: teaspoon vanilla extract

2 cups pecan halves, toasted

Coffee Wliipped Cream
1 cup heavy or whipping creai

2 tablespoons confectioners'

2 tablespoons coffee-flavored

liqueur

Chocolate-covered coffee beans

1> Prepare pastry: Combine flourlu

and salt in a medium bowl. Withb
blender, cut in butter until mixture B
bles coarse crumbs. Blend egg yofes

ice water in a bowl. Add yolk rrm

tossing with fork until pastry just m
to hold together. Shape pastry inl

kneading lightly. Flatten into diskji

and refrigerate 1 hour or overnight]*

2. Preheat oven to 425°F. Onl
floured surface, roll pastry to 14-inJ

cle and fit into 12-inch tart pan M
movable bottom. Trim pastry to I
above edge; fold excess inwaB
press edge up to extend Va inchB

side of pan. Freeze 15 minutes.

3. Line frozen pastry shell with foilrm

with dried beans or uncooked ric«l

for 10 minutes. Remove foil and blip

rice; reserve for another use. Bake t)

minutes more or until golden. CoolBv

rack. Reduce oven temperature tom
4. Prepare filling: Dissolve esprrac

boiling water in bowl. Whisk in egds
ar, corn syrup, melted butter, liquwi

vanilla until combined. Stir in pecarM

5. Spoon filling into tart shell. Bak

.

35 minutes, until filling is just s«jD

on wire rack, then remove from pmt
be made ahead. Wrap and freeze mt

weeks. Thaw at room temperaturmi

hours.) Serve tart with Coffee V\im

Cream and garnish with chocolals

ered coffee beans. Makes 1 2 servijjs.

6. Make Coffee Whipped Cream: pal

ingredients in mixer bowl to soft ppes

Per serving with cream

Calories 495
Total fat 30 g

Saturated fat 12 g

Cholesterol 124 mg
Sodium 180 mg
Carbohydrates 52 g
Protein 6 g

Daily goal

2,000 (F), 2,500 (Ml

60 g or less (F); 70 j
20 g or less (F), 23

1

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less I

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g



^o-w you can have a sliver this hi

New Pkilly Free

FREE-
UHOWIML

Introducing Philly Free fat free cream cheese,
great new way to make delicious cheesecake. Look for recipe on back of each packa

Cheesecake contains two grams of fat per serving. Two servings shown ' „



Little Women
by Award-Winning Artist Wendy Lawton

Bright and
imaginative,
passionate and
independent, Jo

is one of the

most memo-
rable young
women in

American litera-

ture — heroine

of Louisa May
Alcott's Little

Women, the first

American chil-

dren's story to

become an all-

time classic. Now doll artist Wendy Lawton

brings you "Jo," first issue in the Little

Women collection of fine-porcelain dolls

based on Louisa May Alcott's immortal

storv.

Wendy Lawton's

complete Little Women
collection includes "Beth, Meg," "Amy," and "Jo."

Quality Craftsmanship in Every Detail

"Jo" is exquisitely handcrafted and hand-

painted to capture the personality of the

original character. She has long, beautiful

hair and eyes that sparkle with the zest,

courage, and eagerness for adventure that

she finds in the book she comes with:

Pilgrim's Progress. Her authentic, hand-knit

Civil War era-style cosmrning includes hair

snood, cotton blouse, plaid jacket with black

braiding trim, and black, ^
high-button boots. \f&

Evalutc

against

Uniform GrM
Standards 1
Dolls develfc

by the Asm
Drake Galldl

"Jo" has ea|

the Standi
highest rait

for outstanw

artistry

craftsmansrii

fine poraii

dolls - Preilj

Grade.

Order "Jo" ... and You Are Guarantees

Complete Collection

Acquire "Jo" now for only $59.95, pa|_

in three convenient monthly installrjen

and unconditionally guaranteed. Onccm
acquire "Jo" we will notify you oft

opportunity to complete your Little Vm
doll collection with the other March _kte

"Beth," "Meg," and "Amy."

"Jo" is issued in a hand-numbered ei

tion and may not be available for longfe

this opportunity to acquire this classicist

acter doll for only only $59.95, a remcM

value for a porcelain doll of this qualm

Wendy Lazvton! To order, complete anclci

the attached Reserviw

Certificate today.

The Ashtox-Drake Galleries

Bringing You Dolls ofIrresistible Value

'aO.1_Tt.Q_A_cKfcin,nraW» (^allorioc O^DD \W.h Nyf-rvlanH Ave.mi_. THinnic _L-1 1Q7 Mh r;



Introducing "Jo"—
beloved heroine of Louisa
May Alcott's Little Womenl

Complete with book shown. Actual sizp k 16 inches tali

State Zip

"Plus S4-94 home delivery fee and applicable taxes Delivery in 4 to f>

weeks. Canadian pnce: $79.95 plus postage and handling and .inv applica-
ble sales taxes. 96251-D88000



For right, a festive

Cranberry-Raspberry-

Pineappie Punch; below,

Mixed Greens with

Apples and Fat-Free

Raspberry Vinaigrette

B5? We asked readers and LHJ staffers what new dish

es they'd like to see on their Thanksgiving table th|

year. When the requests were in, we cooked li

the most tempting turkey gc-withs ever! From dc

ahead salads to low-fat stuffing, these are tria,

mings to be thankful for

* i

Left, clockwise from

eft: Snow Peas with

Lemon-Ginger Butter,

Cranberry-Beet Relish,

Mashed Potatoes and

Turnips; above, Wild

Rice Medley





And all the trimmings

Easy • Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave v
7

Low-calorie

CRANBERRY-RASPBERRY-
PINEAPPLE PUNCH

Start your party with a festive punch

made with seltzer or champagne.

O
1 can (48 oz.) pineapple juice, chilled

1 container (8.5 oz.) cranberry-

raspberry juice concentrate

I liter seltzer water or 1 bottle

champagne, chilled

Combine all ingredients in 3-quart pitcher

or punch bowl. Serve over ice. Makes
II cups.

Per 6-ounce serving Daily goal

95 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fa! 60 g or less(F); 70gor less (M)

Saturated fat Og 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less(M)

Cnolestero 1 mg 300 mg or less

i -g 2.400 mg or less

Carconydrates -^ 250 g or more

55 g tc 90 g

GREEN PEA DIP

A dip that is so vibrantly green will in-

trigue your guests. The secret: frozen

peas that are thawed but not cooked.

Prep lime: 10 minutes

Cooking lime: 5 minutes

o

4 tablespoons olive oil, divided

2 ounces pancetta or 2 slices bacon,

chopped (V3 cup)

2 tablespoons water
'/: teaspoon minced garlic

1 package (10 oz.) frozen peas, thawed
Va teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1. For pancetta, heat 1 tablespoon oil in

small skillet over medium high heat; add
pancetta and cook 4 to 5 minutes. For ba-

con, omit the 1 tablespoon oil; cook until

tender-crisp. Discard drippings from pan.

Add water and garlic; cook 1 minute more.

2. Combine peas, salt, pepper, pancetta

mixture and remaining 3 tablespoons oil

in food processor; puree until smooth.

(Can be made ahead. Transfer to a bowl;

cover and refrigerate overnight.) Serve
with assorted raw vegetables and crusty

bread slices. Makes 1 Vi cups.

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calories 30 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 2g 60 g or less(F); 70gor less (M)

Saturated fat 0g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 1 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 46 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 250 g or more

Protein : c 55 g to 90 g

REFRIGERATOR ROLLS

Want fresh-baked rolls for dinner without

a fuss? Let the dough rise in the fridge

overnight and shape it into rolls the next

day, then bake right after the turkey

comes out of the oven.

Green Pea Dip

Prep lime: 25 minutes pins rising and chilling

Baking time: 15 to 20 minutes O
2 packages active dry yeast

3 tablespoons sugar, divided

1 V: cups plus 1 tablespoon warm water

(105°F.-115°F.)

Va cup plus 1 tablespoon olive oil,

divided

2 large eggs, divided

6 cups flour, divided

2 teaspoons salt

Sesame, poppy, dill and caraway
seeds (optional)

1. Combine yeast, 1 tablespoon sugar

and IV2 cups water in large mixer bowl.

Let stand until bubbly, 5 minutes. At low

speed, beat in remaining sugar, Va cup
olive oil and 1 egg.

2. Gradually add 3 cups flour and beat

until smooth. Add remaining flour and the

salt; beat 1 minute.

3. On lightly floured surface, knead
dough 2 minutes. Lightly oil large bowl

with remaining 1 tablespoon oil. Add
dough, turning to coat well. Cover and

refrigerate overnight.

THANKSGIVING MENU
FOR TWELVE

• Cranberrv-Raspberrv-Pineapple Punch
• Green Pea Dip with assorted

vegetables and sliced crustv bread

• Refrigerator Rolls

• lalapehoCorn Bread

• Roasted Turkev with Low-Fat

Traditional Stuffing

• Cranberrv-Beet Relish

• Mashed Potatoes and Turnips

• Sweet Potato and Caramelized

Onion Gratin

•Snow Peas with Lemon-Ginger Butter

• Wild Rice Medlev
• Vegetarian Succotash

• Mixed Greens with Apples and Fat-

Free Raspberry Vinaigrette

• Pumpkin Chiffon Pie

• Coffee, tea

4. The next morning, grease 2\

sheets. Remove dough from reft

and divide into quarters. Cut eaq

ter into 12 pieces and shape in'

Place on prepared cookie shee
remaining egg with remaining

spoon water, brush on rolls and

with desired seeds. Cut an X in th

each roll with scissors or shar

Cover and let rise at room temf.

until double in bulk. 30 to 45 mini

5. Preheat oven to 400°F. Bake
to 20 minutes, rotating sheets

through, until golden. Makes 4 do

Per serving

Calories

Total lat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

80

2g
0g

9 mg
95 mg
13 g

2g

Daily goal

2.000(F). 2,500

1

60 g or less (F)
; 70

20 g or less (F)
; 23

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

JALAPENO CORN BREA
A reader asked us to create a spioli

bread recipe for her holiday bread

Prep lime: 15 minutes

Baking time: 15 to 20 minutes

Va cup butter or margarine
1 large egg, lightly beaten

1 cup milk

2 tablespoons minced jalapeno ii

seeded and stems removed™
1 cup all-purpose flour

1 cup cornmeal
2 to 4 tablespoons sugar

2 teaspoons baking powder
Vi teaspoon salt

V: teaspoon freshly ground pepj

Vs teaspoon ground red pepper

1. Preheat oven to 400°F.

2. Melt butter in 10-inch cast-iro

over medium-low heat or grease

stick pans, if using.

3. Meanwhile, whisk egg, mi

jalapenos together in medium be

in melted butter.

4. Combine remaining ingredi

large bowl. Stir in egg mixture ji

moistened. Pour batter into skil

bake 20 minutes until just golcl

pour batter into 12 cornstick pal

bake 15 to 18 minutes. Cool com!
(Can be made ahead. Wrap wj
freeze up to 2 weeks.) Cut into Vt

Makes 12 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 145 2,000 (F), 2,500 (Ml
Total fat 5g 60gorless(F)

: 70g|
Saturated fat 3g 20 g or less IF); 23 j

Cholesterol 31 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 227 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 21 g 250 g Or more

Protein 3 g 55 g to 90 g

ROASTED TURKEY

pictured on page 229

This is the easiest method we'v

for roasting a turkey. As requ

we've come up with a reduced-fa

that's full of flavor (we took adv

of the browned bits from the bof

the pan). (cor
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2\EVISIT AN OLD FRIEND AND
SEE HOW MUCH IT'S CHANGED.

Try our new Chicken Pies and you'll find a lot has changed from the m
pot pies you probably remember. That's becauseTyson Chicken Pies are

made with only the best ingredients.We use hearty chunks of tender

white meat chicken, crisp garden vegetables and a rich, creamy sauce.

And all surrounded by a flaky pastry crust. So try an old-time favorite

again. You'll be surprised just how good it is today.

FEEDING YOU LIKE FAMILY flySOIl

Chicken Pie

©1994 Tyson Foods, Inc



And all the trimmings

i

1 whole turkey (18-20 lb.), thawed if

frozen

Low-Fat Traditional Stuffing (recipe

follows)

2 tablespoons butter, melted

Gravy
2 cans reduced-sodium chicken

broth (14
1

/: oz. each), defatted

1 cup dry white wine

3 tablespoons cornstarch

1. Preheat oven to 325 :

F. Remove all

gibiets from interior cavity of turkey; re-

serve neck and gizzard. Rinse and pat dry

with paper towels. Loosely fill neck and

body cavities of turkey with stuffing. Fold

neck skin over back of turkey and fasten

with skewers or toothpicks. Tie legs to-

gether with string.

2. Place turkey, breast side up, in shallow

roasting pan. Brush with melted butter.

Roast 4 to 4 1

/2 hours, until meat ther-

mometer inserted in inner thigh reaches

180°F. (12 to 14 minutes per pound for

fresh turkey, 15 to 18 for thawed frozen

turkey). Transfer turkey to platter. Let

stand 15 minutes before carving.

3. Prepare gravy: Meanwhile, combine re-

served turkey neck and gizzard and the

chicken broth in saucepan. Bring to boil;

reduce heat and simmer 1 hour. Strain

and reserve broth.

4. After removing turkey from roasting

pan. pour pan juices into saucepan and
remove fat. Pour wine into roasting pan
and heat over high heat 3 minutes. With

wooden spoon, scrape up all browned
bits from pan. Transfer wine to saucepan
with pan juices; bring to boil, reduce heat

and simmer 5 minutes. Add reserved
broth and return to boil. Dissolve corn-

starch in 2 tablespoons water and whisk

into boiling broth; boil 1 minute. Strain

into gravy boat. Makes 4 1

/a cups.

Per 3-oz. serving with 2 T. gravy Daily goal

Calories 155 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60gor less(F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 68 mg 30C mg or less

Sodium 137 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 1 g 250 g or more

Protein 25 g 55 g to 90 g

LOW-FAT TRADITIONAL
STUFFING

To keep the calories really low, bake the

stuffing in a baking dish, not in the turkey.

If you like it really moist and dense, bake
it covered: if you prefer it dry. uncover it.

Prep lime: 30 minutes

Raking time: 45 minutes

2 teaspoons vegetable oil

3 cups chopped onions

2 cups diced celery

1 pound white mushrooms, quartered
1 bag (15 oz.) unseasoned stuffing

bread cubes (9-10 cups)

1 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
V: teaspoon salt

1 tablespoon chopped fresh thyme
2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

2 tablespoons chopped fresh sage or

1 teaspoon dried

2 cans (13
3A or 14'/: oz. each) chicken

broth, defatted

1. Preheat oven to 325°F.

2. Heat oil in large skillet over medium-
high heat. Add onions and cook 5 min-

utes. Add celery and cook 3 minutes
more. Add mushrooms: reduce heat to

medium, cover and cook 5 minutes.

Cook uncovered, stirring, over high heat

until all liquid is evaporated. Cool.

3. Meanwhile, combine bread cubes with

pepper, salt, thyme, parsley and sage in

very large bowl. Stir in cooled vegetables.

4. Lightly coat two 3-quart glass baking

dishes with vegetable cooking spray and
divide stuffing between them. Drizzle

1 can broth over each. Bake uncovered

45 minutes. Makes 1 1 cups.

Per 'A cup Dally goal

Calories B5 2.000(F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 2 60gor less(F); 70gor less (M)

Saturated fat 0g 20 g or less(F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 1 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 361 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 15 g 250 g or more

Protein 3g 55 g to 90 g

CRANBERRY-BEET RELISH

Many of you wanted a twist on the usual

cranberry sauce. So we added beets
and fresh ginger for deep-red color and
vivid flavor.

Prep time: 50 to 70 minutes plus cooling

Cooking time: 30 minutes O
12 ounces (about 2 medium) beets,

greens trimmed
Haifa large navel orange, diced

(
3
/4 CUp)

6 ounces ( 1 V: cups) fresh or frozen

cranberries

2 slices ("A inch) fresh ginger

V: cup sugar

V* cup orange juice

1 piece (2 inches) cinnamon stick

1. Preheat oven to 375°F. Wrap beets

tightly in foil and bake 45 to 60 minutes,

until tender. Cool, peel and chop.

2. Combine orange, cranberries, ginger,

sugar, orange juice and cinnamon in medi-

um saucepan. Bring to boil over high heat;

reduce heat, cover and simmer 20 minutes.

3. Add beets and simmer covered 10

minutes more. Cool. Remove cinnamon.

Transfer to food processor and pulse 4 to

5 times, until chopped fine. (Can be
made ahead. Cover and refrigerate up to

3 days.) Makes 2 cups.

Per tablespoon Dally goal

Calories 20 2.000 (F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat 0g 60gor less(F): 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 0g 20 g or less iF): 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 5 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 5g 250 g or more

Protein 0g 55 g to 90 g

MASHED POTATOES
AND TURNIPS

Test-kitchen favorite Your gue*
love this dish—even those who thijett

don't like turnips. The potatoes^
mellow flavor, but there's still just idj

of that homey turnip taste.

Prep time: 20 minutes

Cooking time: 25 minutes

4 pounds baking potatoes, peele

cut into 1-inch cubes (8 cu]

2 pounds turnips, peeled and cu at

1-inch cubes (5 cups)

Salt

1 cup heavy or whipping cream]
heated

'/4 cup butter or margarine, mel
V: teaspoon white wine vinegar m
xh teaspoon freshly ground pepnjv

1. Place potatoes in 1 large saw
and turnips in another large saut
each with 1 teaspoon salt and vfl

cover by 2 inches. Bring to beffc

medium-high heat; reduce heatp
and simmer potatoes 15 minutes*
20 to 25 minutes. Drain vegetabw
pass through a food mill or potaMi

into large bowl.

2. Add cream, butter, vinegar. 1 tew

salt and the pepper, and mix wa
be made ahead. Cover and refngefe

to 4 hours. To reheat, microwave m
10 to 75 minutes, stirring occasionm
til heated through.) Makes 1 cupdB
Per V? cup Dally goal

Calories 125 2,000 (F), 2,500 W
Total fat 7g 60 g or less (F); 70

j

Saturated fat 4 g 20 g or less (F)
; 23

]

Cholesterol 23 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 167 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 15 g 250 g or more

Protein 2 g 55 g to 90 g

SWEET POTATO AND
CARAMELIZED ONION GUI

Onions cooked slowly and gentbl

very sweet flavor to the sweet pM
We promise: Not even the kids vi |

the marshmallows.

Prep time: 1'/: hours

Baking time: 30 to 50 minutes

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

3 pounds onions, halved and slifl.

thin (7 cups)

Salt

'A teaspoon nutmeg
Vj teaspoon pepper
4 quarts water

5 pounds sweet potatoes, peeledin

sliced V:-inch thick (12 cup
'A cup chicken broth
1

4 cup apricot preserves

1. Heat oil in large skillet over rrldit

high heat. Add onions and cook,(hTi

occasionally, until soft and browse,

minutes. Add 2 teaspoons salt M
nutmeg and pepper. (coilm
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I
-(Bcui Potatoes and G/iicken 0tmemarw

i

7m potatoes,
' 1/4- inch

& microwaved
JO minutes until tender

ned and skinned chicken

ts, cut into 1/2- inch strips

s garlic, minced
olive oil

ried rosemary, crumbled

otatoes cook, in large skillet toss a
hicken and garlic in oil over-high heat
tes. Add potatoes and rosemary; saute^ (-^
s until potatoes are lightly browned,
with salt and pepper.

20 minutes Servings: 4 THE\'OTATO hoard

America Vegetable

Roc ,\u White ED ,o.\'G White Rlsset



And ail the trimmings

2. Meanwhile, bring water to boil in 8-

quart saucepan over high heat. Add sweet

potatoes and 2 tablespoons salt; cook 10

minutes. Drain and cool.

3. Arrange sweet potatoes in single lay-

er in shallow 3-quart baking dish. Layer

with half the onions, half the remaining

potatoes, then the remaining onions

and potatoes.

4. Preheat oven to 375°F. Pour chicken

broth over potatoes. Heat preserves and

brush on top. (Can be made ahead. Cov-

er and refrigerate up to 24 hours.) Bake

30 minutes (45 to 50 minutes if chilled).

Makes 16 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 170 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 2g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Sa:u-atea 'a: Og 20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or less (M)

Cro:esteroi mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 173 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohvdrates 35 g 250 g or more

Protein' 3 g 55 g to 90 g

WILD RICE MEDLEY

We combined white rice and fennel to

create a dish hearty enough to please

even the vegetarians at your table. Wild

rice is a native North American grain.

Prep time: 15 minutes Of ©
Cooking lime: 1 hour

1 cup wild rice

Salt

1' . cups long-grain white rice

2 tablespoons butter or margarine

3 cups chopped fennel or celery

1 cup finely chopped onions

1 cup finely chopped carrots

teaspoon thyme
1

/a cup chopped fresh parsley

1. Bring 4 cups water to boil in medium
saucepan. Add wild rice and 1 teaspoon

salt: cover and simmer until rice is tender

and grains burst open, 1 hour. Drain.

Cook white rice according to package di-

rections with 1 teaspoon salt.

2. Meanwhile, melt butter in large skillet

over medium heat. Add fennel and
onions; cover and cook, stirring occa-

sionally, until soft, 15 minutes. Stir in car-

rots, 1 teaspoon salt and the thyme; cook
uncovered until vegetables are tender

and golden. 5 to 7 minutes more. Stir in

wild and white rice. (Can be made ahead.

Cover and refrigerate up to 24 hours. Re-

heat in Dutch oven with 1 cup water over

medium heat until rice is hot and water is

absorbed, 10 to 15 minutes. Or mi-

crowave covered in shallow 3-quart mi-

crowaveproof casserole on High 5 to 8

minutes.) Stir in parsley. Makes 1 1 cups.

VEGETARIAN SUCCOTASH

This traditional dish of corn and beans,

usually lima, is enhanced by zucchini and

red pepper. Succotash is an Algonquin

word; it means ear of corn.

Prep time: 15 minutes O ©
Cooking time: 1 7 minutes

2 packages (10 oz. each) frozen baby
lima beans

2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 cup finely chopped onions

2 cups (10 oz.) finely diced zucchini
1

4 cup finely chopped red pepper
V: teaspoon salt

V: teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Pinch ground red pepper
1 package (10 oz.) frozen whole-kernel

corn, thawed
V: cup heavy or whipping cream
2 tablespoons chopped fresh dill or

V: teaspoon dried, plus additional

for garnish

1. Cook lima beans according to pack-

age directions; drain.

2. Meanwhile, melt butter in large skillet

over medium heat. Add onions and cook,

stirring occasionally, until tender, 10 min-

utes. Stir in zucchini, red pepper, salt,

black and ground red peppers: cook,

stirring, 5 minutes. Add lima beans, corn

and cream; bring to boil. (Can be made
ahead. Transfer to shallow microwave-

proof dish. Cover and refrigerate up to 4

hours. To reheat, cover and microwave

on High 5 minutes or until hot.) Stir in dill

and spoon into warm serving dish. Gar-

nish with additional dill. Makes 7 cups.

Per Vicup Dally goal

Calories 125 2.000 IF), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60gor less (F)
;
70 g or less(M)

Saturated tat 3g 20 g or less IF). 23gor less (Ml

Cholesterol 16 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 121 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 16g 250 g or more

Protein <g 55 g to 90 g

Per '«cup Daily goal

Calories 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

Total fat lg 60 g oi less IF), 70 g or less (M

Saturated fat 1 g 20 g or less IF): 23 g or less (M

Cholesterol 3mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 2.400 mgor less

Carbohydrates - 250 g or more

Protein 55 g to 90 g

TURKEY TROUBLE?

Here are toll-free numbers that you

can call with questions about

preparing your holiday turkey:

• The Butterball Turkey Talk-Line

Call 800-323-4848, November 1

to 23; weekdays from nine a.m. to

nine p.m. E.T.; November 19 to 20,

nine a.m. to seven P.m.; Thanksgiv-

ing Day, seven a.m. to seven P.M.

• The USDA's Meat and Poultry

Hotline Call 800-535-4555 (in

Washington, D.C., call 202-720-

3333) year-round; weekdays from

ten a.m. to four p.m. E.T.; throughout

November, call weekdays from nine

a.m. to five p.m.; November 19 and

20, nine a.m. to five p.m.; Thanksgiv-

ing Day, eight a.m. to two p.m.

SNOW PEAS WITH
LEMON-GINGER BUTT1_

If the snow peas in your market cial

tie limp but otherwise unblerrshe

plunge them into cold water and :ak

thirty minutes to crisp them up.

Prep tune: 5 minutes Q\
Cooking time: 7 to 12 minutes

1

j cup butter or margarine, softiea

1 teaspoon grated fresh ginger

'/: teaspoon grated lemon peel

Salt

1 teaspoon freshly ground pepp
1

' : pounds snow peas or 2 poun
green beans

1. Beat butter in small bowl until

Stir in ginger, lemon peel,
1/2teasp8j

and the pepper. Transfer to small e-

wax paper: wrap and refrigerate, iar

made ahead. Refrigerate up to 2 ds.

2. Trim snow peas. Wrap and relger

unwashed up to 24 hours. Rinse st

fore using.

3. Bring 4 quarts water to boil wy
blespoon salt in stockpot or Dutdjjl

Add snow peas and cook 2 minim
green beans, cook 5 to 7 minutesBn

Transfer to warm serving dish. Ci[

into small pieces, add to snow pi

toss to combine. Makes 16 servinl

Per serving Daily goal

Calcies 45 2.000 (F), 2.500 [fi

Total fat 3g 60 g or less (F); 70

Saturated fat 20 g or less IF); 23

Cholesterol 8 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 99 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 3g 250 g or more

Protein lg 55 g to 90 g

sMIXED GREENS WITH A
AND FAT-FREE RASPBEH

VINAIGRETTE

Our fat-free vinaigrette will dress I

salad in any season.

Total prep time: 20 minutes

1 tablespoon cornstarch

Water
1 'A cups frozen whole raspberrw

(6 oz.), thawed
1 tablespoon minced shallot

1 tablespoon sugar
'/» teaspoon salt

V: teaspoon Dijon mustard
4 cups torn radicchio

4 cups sliced Belgian endive leais

6 cups torn romaine lettuce

2 large Granny Smith apples,

quartered, cored and slice tth

(3 cups)

1. Dissolve cornstarch in 1 tablsp

water. Combine 7 tablespoons war

the raspberries in food process'; i

cess until smooth. Pass through ties

into small saucepan, using a rubb's

ula to push pulp through. Discard se<

2. Bring pulp to boil over medun-

heat. Whisk in cornstarch (coir.
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NEW
cranberry Qavor!

\niiltible

limilnl nri'i,

1 1 2 cups Soiling water

1 package (8-serving size) or 2 packages M-serving sizei

NEW JELL-0 Brand Cranberry Flavor Gelatin

i or any red flavori

112 cups cold -.vater

WICIIKKSKMOLD
1 2 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1 medium apple chopped

1 cup OCEAN SPRAY Whole Berrv Cranoerry Sauce

i package 1 8 ounces i PHILLY Brand Cream Cheese

softened
-

STIR boiling water into gelatin in large bowl 2 minutes or until completely dissolved Stir in cold water and cinnamon

Pour 2 cups of the gelatin into medium bowl Refrigerate about 1 1 2 hours or until thickened isooon drawn through

leaves a definite impressioni Reserve remaining 1 cup gelatin at room temperature

STIR apple and cranberry sauce into thickened gelatin Spoon into 6-cup mold Refrigerate

abput 30 minutes pr until set but not firm (Should stick to linger when touched and should

moundi

STIR reserved 1 cup gelatin gradually into cream cheese m small bowl with wire whisk until

smooth Put over gelatin layer in mold.

REFRIGERATE 4 hours or until firm Unmoid Makes 12 servings.

-

Make aJELL-0 Classic*



t Holiday Dinner?

slnTheBag!

Reynolds II,

W&nBogsM

With Reynolds® Oven Bags everything cooks up deliciously

tender all by itself.. .and in less time than other methods.

Plus, with no messy pan or oven to scrub, it's the perfect

end to the perfect meal.

Reynolds

And all the trimmings
continued

mixture, stirring constantly. Boil, stirring, 1 minute. Cool.

Whisk in shallot, sugar, salt and mustard. (Can be made
ahead. Cover and refrigerate up to 2 days.) Makes 1 cup.

3. Combine radicchio, endive, romaine and apples in large

bowl. Add dressing and toss to coat. Makes 16 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 35 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat Og 60gor less(F); 70 g or less(M)

Saturated fat Og 20gor less (F)
;
23 g or less(M)

Cholestero
1 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 43 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 8g 250 g or more

Protem lg 55 g to 90 g

PUMPKIN CHIFFON PIE

A showstopper pie with a reduced-fat crust? No problem—we
used phyllo pastry sprayed with vegetable cooking spray, not

butter, to cradle a lighter-than-air chiffon filling.

Prep nine: 25 minutes plus chilling © ©
Baking time: 12 minutes

'A cup plain bread crumbs
'/> cup plus 4 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons honey
Water
6 sheets phyllo dough
1 envelope unflavored gelatin

1 can (12 oz.) evaporated skim milk
V-i teaspoon cinnamon
Vs teaspoon ginger

1 cup canned pumpkin
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

2 large egg whites
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1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine bread crumbs an 2

1

blespoons sugar in cup. Place honey and 1 tablespooi.vat

in microwaveproof cup and microwave on High 15 seccds.

2. Lightly coat 9-inch metal pie pan with vegetable ow
spray. Place 1 sheet phyllo in pan; spray with vegetable^
mg spray and sprinkle with 2 teaspoons bread-crumb rfa
Place second phyllo sheet in pan and spray. Brush hoi on

mixture over bottom, sides and edge of phyllo. Sprinkl&tf

crust with 1 tablespoon crumbs. Top with phyllo, sprajj

add crumbs. Add a third layer of phyllo, spray, honil
crumbs. Repeat entire procedure to make a total of 6iye

ending with phyllo and coating entire crust with honey,
j

:

3. With scissors or sharp knife, trim dough to overhaniy.

inches. Fold dough under to form rim. Bake 12 minutesin

til browned. Cool on wire rack.

4. Sprinkle gelatin onto 2 tablespoons cold water m
Combine evaporated skim milk, V2 cup sugar, the cinS
and ginger in saucepan. Heat to boiling, stirring conp
over medium-high heat. Stir gelatin mixture into hot muj
completely dissolved.

5. Combine pumpkin and vanilla in large bowl; add m
and stir until blended. Refrigerate until mixture mound}*
dropped from a spoon, 30 minutes.

6. Beat egg whites and remaining 2 tablespoons sugar itsn

mixer bowl until stiff but not dry. Fold whites into pumpHjr

ture just until blended. Pour into cooled pie shell. Com
refrigerate 3 hours or up to 24 hours. Makes 8 servings. [

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 215 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 2g 90g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 0g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 2mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 170 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 42 g 250 g or more

Protein 7g 55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd and Fraya Berg.

Oh-So-PerfectTurke\l

It's InThe Bag!

Gloriously Simple Roast Turkey

1

Prep Time: 10 minutes

Reynolds* Oven Bag,
turkey size (19" x 23-1/2")

tablespoon flour

Vegetable oil

Cooking Time: 2-1/2 to 3 he

2 stalks of celery, sIM
1 medium onion, sli<c

16 to 20-pound turkej*

• PREHEAT oven to 350°F.

• SHAKE flour in Reynolds Oven Bag; place in large roastg

least 2 inches deep. Add celery and onions to bag.

• REMOVE neck and giblets; rinse turkey; pat dry. Lightly 3

if desired. Brush turkey with oil. Place turkey in bag.

• CLOSE bag with nylon tie: cut six 1/2-inch slits in top. Ink

thermometer through slit in bag into thickest part of inner fl

touching bone.

• BAKE until meat thermometer reads 180°F, 2-1/2 to 3 h<n

1/2 hour for stuffed turkey. Let stand in bag 15 minutes.
|

Makes 20 to 25 servings.



a

LastetuUyTender Ham?
It's InThe Bag!

-Than-Ever Baked Ham
spTime: 10 minutes Cooking Time: 2 to 2-1/2 hours

F iolds" Oven Bag. 8 to 10-pound fully-cooked

y size (19" x 23-1/2")

t; spoon flour

ham half, bone-in

Whole cloves

m AT oven to 325°F.

Ml flour in Reynolds Oven Bag: place in large roasting pan at least

inc 'deeP-

un and fat from ham. leaving a thin layer of fat. Score surface

n diamond pattern and insert cloves. Place ham in bag.

bag with nylon tie; cut six 1/2-inch slits in top. Insert meat ther-

i through slit in bag into thickest part of ham, not touching bone,

jntil meat thermometer reads 140 F. 2 to 2-1/2 hours. Let stand

5 minutes. Makes 10 to 12 servings.

JOURNAL SHOPPING CENTER

N AND FASHION JOURNAL Page 35 From left to right: Anne: shirt, J.Crew
;
vest,

ss; skirt, Philippe Adec; watch, Agatha. Susanne: shirt, 525 Made in Amen-
ants, ABS; earrings, Gerard Yosca. Aria: shirt, A-Lme Anne Klein: skirt,

f; scarf. Honey. Anne: shirt, J. Crew; vest, A-Line Anne Klein; watch, Vogue.

36 Left: compact, Almay. Right: pants, jacket, YL by Yair; sweater, Adrienne

lini; shoes, Robert Clergerie; earrings. Gerard Yosca; watch, Timex. Far right:

., YL by Yair; shirt, ABS; belt, Dame for Honey; bracelet. Lisa Jenks; watch,

Klein; earrings, Richelieu; shoes, Liz Claiborne. Page 40 Bodysuit, Complice.

YEARS OF YOUR LIFE Page 62 Red silk blouse, Equipment; belt, CK Calvin

i
pants, Nicole Farhi; all watches, Time Will Tell, NYC; shoes. Robert Clerg-

men's navy button-down shirt, Armani Jeans; his pants. J. Crew: women's
shirt, 525 Made in America: white T-shirt, Equipment; all children's clothes,

Children's Place; women's business suit, CK Calvin Klein; business blouse,

ael Kors; hosiery, CK Calvin Klein; earrings, Ralph Lauren Jewelry Co.; white

ng shirt, Equipment.

TING THE ISSUE Pages 214-215 Louise: cardigan, French Connection; top,

0; stockings, Liz Claiborne; shoes, Varda. Cynthia: top. Express; stockings.

Sox; shoes, Adrienne Vittadini; earrings, Erwm Pearl. Dalia: top, The Works at

Fifth Avenue; stockings, DKNY; shoes. Ferragamo. Donna: twinset, stockings,

:alvin Klein; shoes, Pupi Dangieri; watch. Lisa Jenks. Christine: top, Michael

at Bergdorf Goodman; stockings. Hue; shoes, Ralph Lauren. Leslie: shirt,

;ings, CK Calvin Klein; vest, DKNY at Lord & Taylor; shoes, Pupi Dangieri.

216 Louise: sweaters, J. Crew; skirt. Byblos; stockings, CK Calvin Klein;

s, Emporio Armani at Maraolo. Group photo: Donna: top, Express; stockings,

)alvin Klein; shoes, Robert Clergerie. Leslie: sweater. Cashmere & Co. by Bal-

ne; stockings, shoes, CK Calvin Klein. Cynthia: top. Cashmere & Co. by Bal-

•ne; stockings, CK Calvin Klein; shoes, Ferragamo. Dalia: top. Cashmere & Co.

lallantyne; stockings, CK Calvin Klein; shoes, Robert Clergerie. Louise: top.

imere & Co. by Ballantyne: stockings. CK Calvin Klein; shoes. Ferragamo at

& Taylor; watch, Vogue. Christine: twinset. CK Calvin Klein; stockings,

tVj shoes, Adrienne Vittadini. Page 217 Cynthia: sweater, J Crew; skirt, stock-

, CK Calvin Klein; shoes, Gucci. Donna: top. Calvin Klein; skirt, Tapemeasure;

kings. Hot Sox; shoes, Ferragamo. Christine: sweater, skirt. Anne Klein; stock-

i

CK Calvin Klein; shoes, Robert Clergerie.

(0 SETTING Pages 224-225 Top left: Moroccan vases, urns. Sam's Souk, 212-

-7210, 212-691-0726; mercury balls, William-Wayne Co., 212-288-9243;

r rail, crown molding, "Finishing Touches," Armstrong, 800-233-3823; urn

ure, Soicher-Marin Fine Art, 310-390-3418. Top center: lamps, shades,

ard Designs. 404-351-5099; mirror, Carver's Guild. 508-448-3063; silver

5, Katie Ridder Home Furnishings. 212-861-2345: fireplace screen. Timeless

ign, Inc., 206-621-0772. Top right: assorted pillows, Manderley Pillows, 415-

457-4606; sofa, Norwalk Furniti e, 800-837-2565; throw, William-Wayne Co.
Middle left: woven-leather chair, Harden Furniture, 315-245-1000; screen,

Timeless Design, Inc.; topiary. The Bombay Co.; 800-829-7789; ribbon. Offray,

908-879-4700. Middle center: lamp, Katie Ridder Home Furnishings; footed
bronze dish. The Bombay Co ; Moroccan vase, Sam's Souk; cherry and wrought-
iron table. Milling Road, a division of Baker Furniture, 910-885-1800; candles.

Maddix Deluxe, 404-872-7538; print, Soicher-Marin Fine Art. Middle right:

drapery fabric. "Cadence," Richloom Fabrics Group, available at Calico Corners.

800-777-9933 (all fabrics treated with 3M Scotchgard fabric protector, 212-
536-7943); drapery tiebacks. Rue de France, 401-846-2084; tassels. M&J
Trimmings. 212-391-9072; chair rail, crown molding. "Finishing Touches,"
Armstrong; faux finish. Gail Leddy, 212-247-0915. Bottom left: top mirror, The
Bombay Co.; bottom mirror, Gail Leddy; dice clock, Katie Ridder Home
Furnishings; pinecone finial, Bal vd Designs footed glass bowl, William -Wayne
Co.; lamp. Kentucky, 212-349-6577; drapery fabric. "Cadence," Richloom
Fabrics Group, available at Calico Corners; drapery tiebacks. Rue de France;

flooring, "Wood Finish and Fast-Drying Polyurethane." Minwax Co.. Inc.. 50
Chestnut Ridge Road. Montvale. NJ

;
floors refinished by Pat McCarney Wood

Flooring Company, 914- 76^-9372. Bottom center: flooring, Minwax Co.. Inc.;

woven-leat^er chair. Harden Furniture; sisal with three-inch border. Merida
Meridian, 800-345-2200 Bottom right: metal-and-wicker tray table, Wilham-
Wayne Co .; vases. Sam's Souk; pillow. Manderley Pillows; chairs. Norwalk
Furniture; general contractor, Al Gardner, 914-242-9717.
FOOD JOURNAL Page 229 Bird tray. Tiffany & Co., 800-526-0649; damask runner,

Anichini. 802-889-9430. glassware. "Shelley," Dartington Crystal, 516-944-
9010-, pitcher. "Glass Shop," Colony, 800-615-7767; sterling carving set,

"Hampton Court." Reed & Barton. 800-822-1824; Directoire table and Rocham-
beau chairs. Grange. 212-685-9057.
AND ALL THE TRIMMINGS Pages 244-245 White-and-blue china, "Curzon" and
white-and-yellow plates, "Mistral," Wedgwood; sterling flatware and slotted serv-

ing spoon. "Hampton Court," Reed & Barton; fork with salad, "Grandeur," Oneida

Silversmiths, 800-877-6667; candlesticks, salt cellars and pepper shakers, nap-

kin rings, serving spoon, Tudor Rose Antiques, 212-677-5239; damask runner,

tablecloth, napkins, Anichini; napkins (far right), Galileo, 212 243-1629; wine-

glasses (left), "Shelley," and pitcher with punch, "Rachel," Dartington Crystal;

wineglasses (right), "Mirage," small pitcher with dressing, Colony Crafts Table De-

lights, and glassware, "Glass Shop," Colony; candles, Candle-Lite, 513-733-

0800; turkey salt and pepper shakers, Fitz & Floyd, 800-527-5211. Page 246
Leaf plate. Tiffany & Co.; small knife, Tudor Rose Antiques.

SUPPERTIME: FAMILY-TESTED RECIPES Page 254 Top: fork, "Galaxy," Adrien Lin-

ford, 212-628-4500. Page 256 Top: plate, "Marine," Cassis and Company,
Kitchen Classics, 800-251-2421 Bottom: plate, Iden Pottery, 914-946-5703.
Page 258 Top: bowl. Cassis and Company, Adrien Linford.

Cooking Tips?

They're InThe Bag!

Turkey Tips Line: 1-800-745-4000

Need more help? Call toll-free for quick turkey tips-frorr

defrosting to roasting -or for a free Turkey Made Easy brochure

253



O Easy # Challenging Low-fat

v Moderate Microwave Low-calorie

Jfc Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

TORTILLA ROLL-UPS

Fastest recipe of the month One of

our families saved time by scrambling

the eggs all at once, then spooning

them into the heated tortillas.

Prep time: 10 minutes O
Cooking time: 6 minutes per omelet

4 flour tortillas

8 large eggs

V: cup water

V: cup shredded cheddar cheese

2 cups shredded lettuce

4 tablespoons prepared salsa

1. Preheat oven to 250T. Wrap tor-

tillas in foil and warm in oven.

2. Whisk eggs and water with fork in

large glass measure.

3. Coat 8-inch nonstick skillet with

vegetable cooking spray. Heat over

medium-high heat; pour in Va cup egg

mixture and cook, until set, 5 minutes.

Slide cooked side onto plate. Invert

skillet over omelet and flip over; top

with 2 tablespoons cheese and cook

1 minute.

4. Slide omelet onto warm tortilla. Top

with
1

/2 cup lettuce and 1 tablespoon

salsa; roll up. Keep warm in oven. Re-

peat with remaining egg, tortillas, let-

tuce and salsa. Makes 4 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 335 2,000 (F). 2.500 [Ml

Total fat 18 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less IM)

Saturated fat 6g 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 440 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 474 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 23 g 250 g or more

Protein 19 g 55 g to 90 g

CORKSCREWS AND
MEATBALLS

Budget recipe of the month This

recipe was a favorite. If you like your

meatballs browned, cook them before

adding to the tomato sauce.

Prep time: 25 minutes O «f»i

Cooking time: 45 minutes

Meatballs

3 slices firm white sandwich bread

'A cup packed fresh parsley leaves

1 pound lean ground beef

V: pound ground turkey

1 large egg

We asked four

families to try

out a slew of LHj

entrees. They

gave the thumbs-

up to their faves:

Our suppers

will please your

gang, too!

Ml
2 teaspoons chopped fresh basil
l
/i teaspoon salt
l
/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

2 cans (28 oz. each) tomatoes in puree

1 can (6 oz.) tomato paste

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 cup chopped onions

3 tablespoons minced garlic

1 cup water

'A cup dry white or red wine

1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil

V-t teaspoon thyme
Pinch dried rosemary, crumbled

1 teaspoon salt (continued)
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E YOUNG CHEFS NUMBER SIX IN A SERIES.

utter Makes Almost Every Food Taste Better"

Chef David Burke, Park Avenue Cafe, NYC

"That's what makes it so wonderful.

Butter can turn boiled carrots into

delicious glazed carrots. Here's how I do it.

I boil and drain fresh carrots, saute them with

a little of the cooking water, then stir in a few

pats of butter. They taste great. Try it yourself

at home. It's easy.

It you love preparing delicious food,

remember this tip: a little butter adds a lot

of flavor. " ^^^^

NOTHING BRINGS OUT THE TASTE LIKEBUTTER
America's Dairy Farmers C National Dairy Board 1994



(continued)
1

4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 pound corkscrew pasta, cooked

Freshly grated Parmesan cheese

1. Prepare meatballs: Combine bread and

parsley in food processor; process to

crumbs. In large bowl combine crumbs,

beef, turkey, egg, basil, salt and pepper.

2. Combine tomatoes in puree and toma-

to paste in food processor; process until

tomatoes are chopped.

3. Heat oil in large Dutch oven or sauce

pot over medium heat. Add onions and

garlic; cook 3 minutes. Add tomato mix-

ture, water, wine, basil, thyme, rosemary,

salt and pepper; bring to a low boil.

4. Shape meat mixture into 1
1

/?-inch balls.

Drop directly into simmering sauce. When
all meatballs are added, reduce heat to

medium-low and cook partially covered,

stirring occasionally, 45 minutes.

5. To serve, place pasta in large bowl.

Stir in lineups sauce. Spoon half the

meatballs on top. Pass 1 V2 cups sauce
separately in bowl. Serve with Parmesan.

Makes 6 cups sauce and 20 meatballs.

For 4 servings, freeze half the sauce and
meatballs for later use; for 8 servings, in-

crease pasta to 2 pounds.

FISH CAKES WITH
CREAMY DILL SAUCE

Even young picky eaters liked fish this

way—shaped into patties. Our fish-lovers

liked the sauce with fillets, too.

Prep lime: 30 minutes

Cooking time: 10 minutes

o

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 760 2.000(F), 2,500 (Ml

Total fat 20g 60 g or less (F) 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fa; 6g 20gor less (Fj. 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 90 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 1.029 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 109 g 250 g or more

Protein 34 g 55 g to 90 g

Creamy Dill Sauce
1 container (8 oz.) low-fat yogurt

1 tablespoon chopped green onion

1 small garlic clove, minced
1 teaspoon chopped fresh dill or

Va teaspoon dillweed

Va teaspoon grated lemon peel

1 pound flounder or cod fillets

6 slices firm white sandwich bread

1 large egg

2 tablespoons mayonnaise
'/: teaspoon dillweed

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
1 teaspoon grated lemon peel

Vi teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley

4 teaspoons vegetable oil, divided

1. Make Creamy Dill Sauce: Combine all

ingredients in bowl. Makes 1 cup.

2. Place fish in 10-inch microwaveproof

dish; cover with wax paper. Microwave

on High 3 to 4 minutes, until opaque.

Break up fish into large flakes and cook

covered 1 minute more. Cool.

3. Meanwhile, place bread in food

sor; process to crumbs. Transfer
<|

crumbs to bowl. Stir in fish. egg. nw
naise, dill, mustard, peel, salt and pqx
4. Transfer remaining crumbs ton
stir in parsley. Add Vz cup fish mid
turn to coat. Shape into 3-inch pat1

, f

peat to form 9 patties.

5. Heat 1 teaspoon oil in 10-inch nca
skillet over medium heat. Add 4 orjl

ties at a time and cook 3 minutes!

and add 1 teaspoon oil; cook 2 mi
more. Repeat with remaining pattiaa

oil. Serve with sauce. Makes 9 patt|.:

Per patty with 1 T. sauce

Calories 160

Total fat 7 g
Saturated fat 1 g
Cholesterol 52 mg
Sodium 347 mg
Carbohydrates 1 1 g
Protein 13.5 g

Daily goal

2,000 (F). 2.500 (M)

60gor less(F); 70giH
20gor less(F)

; 23g(H
300 mg or less H
2.400 mg or less |
250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

SAVORY CHICKEN
AND BISCUITS

srOur families found this hearty dis

niscent of chicken potpie.

Prep time: l'A hours

Baking time: 15 to 18 minutes

1 ehicken (3
1

/: lb.)

4 cups water

1 tablespoon butter or margarinJ
2 cups chopped mushrooms
1 cup each chopped carrots and mn
lh cup chopped green onions

Va teaspoon thyme
Vs teaspoon sage

Va teaspoon salt

Va cup all-purpose flour

2 cups chicken broth

Va cup milk

1 tablespoon white wine

Biscuits

1 cup all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon baking powder
Va teaspoon baking soda

Va teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons vegetable shortein:

V: cup buttermilk

1. Heat chicken and water to boiic

large Dutch oven; reduce heat, cov ar

simmer 1 hour. Remove from pot toioo

2. Meanwhile, heat butter in mfliJ

saucepot over medium (contpe
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©1994 Nestle rood Company

Peanut Duller Chocolate Bars
I Make? -oout 2/4 dozen bars I

1 cup smooth or chunky peanut butter

6 tablespoons butter or margarine, softened

Vi cup packed brown sugar

cup granulated sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

3 eggs

1 cup all-purpose flour

2 cups (11 '/2-ounce package)

NESTLE® TOLL HOUSE®

Milk Chocolate Morsels, divided

1 cup colored sugar or small colored

candies (optional)

BEAT peanut butter, butter, brown sugar,

granulated sugar and vanilla in large mixer bowl

until creamy. Beat in eggs; beat in flour. Stir in 'A cup

morsels. Spread into greased 13 x 9-inch baking pan.

BAKE in preheated 350°F. oven for 20 to 25 minutes or until

edges are lightly browned. Remove from oven: immediately

sprinkle with remaining morsels. Let stand for 5 minutes; spread

Sprinkle colored sugar over melted chocolate. Cool in pan on

wire rack.

GOBBLE. GOBB
Butterscotch Chip Chocolate Cookies

(Makes about iV?. dozen cookies)

Ml i.25 ounces)

ii
: ate cake mix

i| i ietable oil

•i

B IE cake mix. oil and eggs in

;< wl. Stir in morsels and

I. >op by rounded tablespoon

1 ireased baking sheets.

1 i preheated 350 °F. oven

I 10 minutes or until

1 ire just set. Let stand

1 nutes; remove to wire

I cool completely

2 cups (1 2-ounce package)

NESTLE® TOLL HOUSE®

Butterscotch Flavored Morsels

'/> cup chopped pecans {optional)

(IS THANKSGIVING, MAKE YOUR HOUSE A TOLL HOW
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(continued) heat. Add vegetables,

thyme, sage and salt; cook until tender. 5

minutes. Stir in flour. Stir in broth, milk

and wine. Bring to boil and cook 3 min-

utes. Cover and set aside.

3. Preheat oven to 425
:

F. When chicken is

cool enough to handle, remove meat from

bones: cut into bite-size pieces. Add 3

cups chicken to vegetables (reserve re-

maining for another use). Pour mixture into

2' 2-quart shallow casserole. Keep warm.

4. Make biscuits: Combine flour, baking

powder, baking soda and salt in large

bowl. With pastry blender, cut in shorten-

ing until mixture resembles crumbs. Stir

in buttermilk just until dough holds to-

gether. Drop by heaping tablespoonfuls

onto chicken mixture. Bake 15 to 18 min-

utes, until golden. Makes 8 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 250 2.000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 10 g 60gor less IF), 70 g or less (Mi

Saturated tat 3g 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 52 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 763 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 20 g 250 g or more

Protein 19 g 55 g to 90 g

CLASSIC CHILI

We based this ground-beef entree on the

Spanish seasonings in picadillo—hot

chiles and sweet spices.

Prep time: 5 minutes O
Cooking lime: 20 to 25 minutes

1 pound lean ground beef

1 cup chopped onions

V: cup diced poblano chile or green

pepper
1 tablespoon chili powder
'A teaspoon each cinnamon and cumin
V: teaspoon salt

1 can (28 oz.) whole tomatoes in puree

Vi cup raisins (optional)

Cooked rice

1. Cook beef in large skillet over medium-
high heat until browned, 2 to 5 minutes.

Add onions and chile; cook 3 minutes

more. Add chili powder, cinnamon,
cumin and salt; cook 30 seconds.

2. Add tomatoes in puree, breaking up
tomatoes with back of spoon, and

258

raisins. Cook, stirring occasionally, over

medium heat 15 minutes. Serve with rice.

Makes 4 servings.

Per serving with Daily goal
1 2 cup cooked rice

Calories 515 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 23 g 60 g or less (F)
;
70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 9g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 85 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 690 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 50 g 250 g or more

Protein 25 g 55 g to 90 g

CHICKEN NUGGETS WITH
TRIO OF SAUCES

Most everyone liked our selection of

sauces. The preteen set added another

great go-with—ketchup.

Prep time: 20 minutes O
Cooking time: 20 minutes

36 Ritz crackers

1 large egg

2 tablespoons water

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

1 pound boneless, skinless chicken

breast, cut in l'A-inch pieces

Creamy Salsa
:A cup prepared salsa, drained

A cup light mayonnaise
'A cup light sour cream

Honey Mustard
'A cup honey
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
2 tablespoons light mayonnaise

Pineapple Chutney
1 can (8 oz.) crushed pineapple in

juice, drained

'A cup corn syrup

2 teaspoons white vinegar

'A teaspoon salt

1. Preheat oven to 375 :

F. Coatoc
sheet with vegetable cooking spra

jj

2. Place crackers in food prod!
pulse to fine crumbs. Transfer to rji

3. Whisk egg. water and oil in M
bowl. Add chicken, turning to ccjl

in crumbs and transfer to prepared
ie sheet. Bake 20 minutes. Serve w
of sauces. Makes 4 servings.

4. Prepare Creamy Salsa: Combinjl

mayonnaise and sour cream in bow
5. Prepare Honey Mustard: Cm
honey, mustard and mayonnaise in

6. Prepare Pineapple Chutney: C|
pineapple, corn syrup, vinegar andl

small saucepan. Heat to boiling ari

until very thick, 8 to 10 minutes. Ci
Daily goalPer serving with

1 tablespoon of each sauce

Calories

Total fat

Saturated -at

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

485

23 g

2g
124 mg
677 mg

44 g
31 g

2.000(F). 2.500 (M

60gor ess (F); 70

1

20 g or :ess (F); 23

1

300 mg or less

2.400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Cynthia DePersio.

MEETCO TES
We asked four families to try out our\

end evaluate them. Our testers were:

• Linda and Mark Davies, Carrtl

John, 14, and Katherine, 10, o

town, New York.

• Mary Ann and Carmen LoRe, tm

1 3, and Alisha, 1 0, of Nutley, New I
• Susan and Bill MJIefte, Crystal

Bill, 12, and Tracey, 6, of White |
New York.

• Stephanie and John Turner, Em

and Sam, 1 0, of Boulder Creek, Ca



NOTES TO PREPARE
D THEY'LL BE BACK

DR SECONDS.
ie-Dish Chicken & Stuffing Bake

ups Pepperidge Farm herb seasoned

ied stuffing

kinless, boneless chicken breast halves

prika

an( 10 3/4 oz.) Campbell's- Cream of

ushroom Soup
i cup milk

bsp. chopped fresh parsley

Cream of

Mushroom

1. Mix stuffing, 1/2 cup boiling water and 2 tbsp.

margarine.

2. Spoon stuffing across center of 3-qt. shallow

baking dish. Place chicken on each side of

stuffing. Sprinkle chicken with paprika.

3. Mix soup, milk and parsley. Pour over chicken.

4. Bake covered at 400° F. for 15 min.

5. Bake uncovered 15 min. or until chicken is no

longer pink. Serves 6.

Prep. Time: lOmin. Cook Time: 30min.

NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE
THE POWER OF

mpbeii Soup Company



HY EATING

50 ways to

GO LOW-FAT
Most of us learned to count calories with a little booklet from the supermarket checkout

counter—and most of us discovered that the skill does more for your arithmetic than for your

figure. Learn how to stay in shape by cutting the calories that matter. By Victoria Moran

// calories are not created equal.

A calorie designates a unit of

energy, but the body does not

process all calories hi the same

way. For example, fat calo-

ries can be stored pretty much as they are

for later use, unlike calories from carbo-

hydrates and proteins, which must be

converted to fat before they can be stored.

Likewise, because the human body is effi-

cient, it will choose carbohydrate calories,

rather than fat calories, as an immediate

source of energy.

We know in the nineties that it's not

counting calories that matters, but invest-

ing those calories in healthy foods, brim-

ming with nutrients, that will send an

appetite packing and keep our

metabolism humming at a steady clip. To

do that, we need a new outlook on being

calorie savvy, and ways to put that to

zvork in our kitchens. Here are half-a-

hundred to get you started:

1 . Cut fat or cut quantity—the

choice is yours. Eating less fat means

consuming fewer calories without re-

sorting to tiny portions because fat is

calorie dense.

2. Pass on rich toppings. A table-

spoon of oily salad dressing has more
calories than the big green salad it

goes on. Two pats of butter or mar-

garine chalk up more calories than the

baked potato you put them on.

3s*

3. Swear off deep fry-

ing, and cook instead in

ways that don't add
calories: steaming, bak-

ing, pressure-cooking,

microwaving, grilling

and roasting—a yummy
technique for both meats

and vegetables.

4. For stir-frying, use

small, measured amounts

of oil. Remember that a

single tablespoon carries

a whopping 120 calories

of easy-to-store fat.

5. To help cut down
amounts, put oil in an

already heated skillet

(a little will go further,

and your food will ab-

sorb less).

6. Put the food where

the oil is—at the edges of

the skillet or the bottom

of the wok. Keep what

you're cooking moving,

too. This will help the

dish cook quickly and

evenly so vou won't be

(
>. [nvesl your calories in complex

carbohydrates like grains and vegeta^

bles. rhese food* are >ai i>iVina and

calorically reasonable. In addition,

they readjust your hormones, which

in turn l«»o>t> vour metabolism and

'ic hnrninu of calories.iicrd

tempted to add extra oil.

7. Water-saute. The point of sauteing

is to tenderize the food and unlock the

flavor; water will do this nicely. Use

water as you would oil, though you'll

have to use more of it (start with dou-

ble the amount of oil called for). Get

the water hot before you add the food.

8. Change the east ol vour meals to <ri\e veggie

example, have vegetable stew with beef instead of

carrots and potatoes. Instead of using one and a half pounds ol stewing

Ix cl fur four, u>e a half pound. Serve vegetarian entrees a few time? a

week: black beans and rice, chili sans came, pasta with fre>h tomato sauce

260 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994

(An exception to this is onions. They

tenderize better when started in cold

water.) Watch for evaporation, and,

add more water as needed.

10. Flavorful saute substances that,

are calorie-negligible include veg-'

etable broth (save vegetable cooking'

water in ice-cube trays) (continued) 1

,

a starring role. For
j

ieef Mew with incidental



ow do you top an ordinary dish of noodles7

n the sauce. Just toss together some
?an, boneless pork and a few other easy

ants, and you've got it made,

ation and cooking time: 20 minutes.

alian Pork Noodles
out a pound of boneless pork loin into 1" cubes and stir-fry with

poon vegetable oil, a chopped onion and sliced mushrooms. Stir in

ounce can of diced tomatoes and one teaspoon Italian seasoning,

and simmer for 10 minutes. Serve over hot cooked noodles. Serves four.

Information, approximately, per serving: 313 car: 9 g. total fat; 3g. saturated fat: 92 mg. choi.

For recipes, send a self-addressed, stamoed. business-size enveloDe to:

Recipes-Ad. Box 10383. Des Momes. IA 50306.

nalysis done by The Food Processor II Diet Analvs.s Software. Pork cata from USDA Handbook 8- 10 (1991 ).

The most
delicious

things

happen
when you
cut into

pork.

®

The Other
White Meat"

America's Pork Producers.

1 99<- National Pork Producer* Council in cooperation with rhe National Port* Boarrj



You don't
have to live
in the South

_ serve up
Southern

Hospitality.

m

mm,

Now. you can treat your

guests to one of the Souths

true treasures. Derby-Pie®

chocolate nut pie is. at last,

available in the North. East

and West. For shipment

to your front door, order

by phone from The

i loneyBaked Ham Co.,

l-8<XK8<)2-4-12(37.

DERBY

Since 1954. DERBY-PIE* has been baked
exclusively by KER.VS KITCHEN. Inc..

Louisville. Kentucky

DERBY-PIE* is a federally registered

trademark ol KER.VS KITCI IEN. Inc.

50 ways to go low-fat

continued

and tomato juice—excellent for sauteing

onions and garlic for a lentil or rice dish.

11. Using high-quality nonstick cook-

ware saves calories even- time you cook.

It's worth paying more to have a coating

that won't chip. Look for a long guaran-

tee—some brands offer warranties of

twenty years or more.

12. Become a connoisseur of spices

and herbs to make low-cal meals fine

cuisine. Buy small quantities and grind

your own for best taste. Fresh nutmeg in

a grinder can go right on your table. It's

great on stewed fruit or fruit salad,

onion soup, pasta and vegetables of any

kind, especially spinach.

13. Extracts pack a powerful taste and

cost scarcely a calorie. Instead of adding

calorie-laden almonds, rum or coconut,

add the extract instead.

14. Make a deceptively rich "shake" for

a paltry 70 calories by tossing a seeded,

peeled, diced ripe cantaloupe into the

blender. (Unless yours is a high-power

blender, you may need to add a bit of

water to get the machine going.)

15. Discover one-ingredient "soft

serve" at 100 calories per serving, only

3 percent of them from fat. Peel a ripe,

brown-speckled banana, chop, and

freeze overnight (or up to five days) in

a zipper bag. Puree in your food pro-

cessor, metal blade in place. (Scrape

sides with spatula if necessary.) In

about a minute, you've got luscious

frozen custard.

16. loj> your l>ivak!a>B

toasi or I >agel with a cl

miser like applc-aiicc.B

fruil jam or nonfal voj

17. Cook oatmeal with extra H
give it a creaminess without addM
or butter. To make hot cerealM

plete breakfast in a bowl, add sf|

nana, chopped apple and pear. I

18. Dress salads becomingly. Sk
fat-free dressings as a way of HfJt't

seasoned rice vinegar, a tasty, miH
mg all by itself. (Look for seasdjl

Vinegar in the vinegar section Jin

Asian-foods section of your super

Skip the Da

bits, cheese chu

croutons, olives I

sunflower seeds

your salad. The

caloric suppleni

Instead, garnish

radishes, baby ci

cocktail onions,

capers, jicaina.

20. Make salads so

could eat them nakedji

out dressing. Look iom
lettuces (hearty romairH

Boston, tangy endive),*

member, the darker gm
leaf, the more nutrients it has. A
accompaniments: cilantro, mini
la, enoki and other mushrooms. 1

2 1 . A low-cal crouton substitutft

made by mixing two cups om
wheat bread crumbs with a tatl]

of soy sauce and a teaspoon qrg

powder. Bake on a cookie stl<

350°F. until brown, stirring occaDr

22. A salad becomes a meal ji

when you add some pasta (coloid
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As THE HOLIDAYS
APPROACH, REMEMBER,
GOOD THINGS COME IN

SMALL PACKAGES.

One-step recipes. 'One-of-a-kind flavor1

less pizza tor you, too.;

tuff potatoes provocatively and
ntly with spicy red beans or

• baked beans, plain nonfat yogurt

nfat sour cream, (continued)

II 'hen home cooking

neeat to leave /.vine.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-8567

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri. • 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. • All Central 1 ime



HplVE, YOUK CHICKEN A
)f
rW COAT FOR THE WINTER.

Ranch Crispy

Combine 1/4 cup unseasoned bread crumbs and 1 oz.

packet of Hidden Valley Ranch Milk Recipe

Original Ranch® Dry Salad Dressing Mix in a

PLASTIC BAG. ADD 6-8 PIECES OF CHICKEN (BONE-IN);

SHAKE TO COAT. BAKE CHICKEN ON UNGREASED BAKING

SHEET FOR 50 MINUTES AT 375°F. SERVES 4-6.

For additional One-step recipes;"

call toll free 1-800-723-2343.

since 1 954-. DERBY-PIE* has been baked
exclusively by KER.VS KITCHEN. Inc..

Louisville. Kentucky

DERBY-PIE* is a federally registered

trademark ol KER.VS KITCHEN. Inc.

. W Ul 1UVJU

cessor, metal blade in place. (Scrape

sides with spatula if necessary.) In

about a minute, you've got luscious

frozen custard.

anu a

powder. Bake on a cookie s

350°F. until brown, stirring occas

22. A salad becomes a meal

when you add some pasta (color

?R9 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVFMRFR 1994



In a minute, you ll be a lot more
excited about leftover turkey

Cook and drain 8 oz. dry pasta according to package

DIRECTIONS. IN A SKILLET, MELT 1/2 CUP BUTTER WITH 1 OZ.

packet Hidden Valley Ranch® Milk Recipe Original

Ranch® Dry Salad Dressing Mix. Add 2/3 cup frozen

PEAS AND CARROTS; HEAT THOROUGHLY. TOSS WITH PASTA

and 3 cups cubed, cooked turkey (or chicken)

.

Serves 4. For additional One-step recipes,"

call TOLL free 1-800-723-2343.
.

ess pizza tor you, too.j

tuff potatoes provocatively and

ntly with spicy red beans or

baked beans, plain nonfat yogurt

nfat sour cream, (continued)

When home cooking

ih'tth to Uave home.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-8567

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri. • 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. • All Central Time



ikMk ;.

1st idea for mashed potatoes

SINCE GRAVY. In SECONDS.

I

f;0R ADDITIONAL ONE-STEP RECIPES)'

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-723-2343.

Since 195-4-. DERBY-PIE* has been baked
exclusively by KERN'S KITCHEN. Inc..

Louisville, Kentucky

DERBY-PIE E
is a tederally registered

trademark ol KERN'S KITCHEN. Inc.

cessor, metal blade in place. (Scrape

sides with spatula if necessary.) In

about a minute, you've got luscious

frozen custard.

powder. Bake on a cookie s

350°F. until brown, stirring occa;

22. A salad becomes a meal

when you add some pasta (color

?fi? LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994



It only takes a^moment to bring
OT NEW IDEA TO FROZEN VEGETABLES.

Combine 1 oz. packet Hidden Valley Ranch®

Milk Recipe Original Ranch® Dry Salad Dressing

Mix with 2 Tbsp. oil in a large bowl; mix with

32 oz. mixed, frozen vegetables and toss. Bake

in casserole dish at 375°F for 30 minutes; stir

EVERY 10 MINUTES. SERVES 8.

For additional One-step recipes;
call toll free 1-800-723-2343.

ess pizza ror you, too.;

tuff potatoes provocatively and
ntly with spicy red beans or
baked beans, plain nonfat yogurt
nfat sour cream, (continued)

II hen home cookiiw

need to leave home.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-8367

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri. •
l
) a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. • All Central l ime



§§/:::

PEN VaI ! 1Y FAVORITES THAT ARE

QUICK TO MAKE.

For.additional One-step recipes;

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-723-2343.

J

Since 1954. DERBY-PIE 1 has been baked
exclusively by KERN'S KITCHEN, inc..

Louisville. Kentucky

DERBY-PIE 1 is a lederally registered

trademark ot KERN'S KITCHEN. Inc.

cessor, metal blade in place. (Scrape

sides with spatula if necessary.) In

about a minute, you've got luscious

frozen custard.

powder. Bake on a cookie s

350°F. until brown, stirring occas

22. A salad becomes a meal

when you add some pasta (color

?fi? LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994



AABlNE 1 OZ. PACKET HIDDEN

tigSL

alley Ranch® Milk Recipe

riginal Ranch® Dry Salad

Dressing Mix with 3/4 tsp.

dill weed and 1/4 cup oil.

Pour over 12 oz. plain oyster

CRACKERS, STIR TO COAT.

Place in 250°F oven for 15 to

20 minutes. Stir GENTLY

HALFWAY THROUGH BAKING.

Ranch Stuffed Potatoes

Scoop out inside of four baked

potatoes, and combine with

1/4 CUP SOUR CREAM and 1 oz.

packet Hidden Valley Ranch®

'Milk Recipe Original Ranch®

Dry Salad Dressing Mix.

Fill potato skins with mixture.

Sprinkle with shredded cheddar

cheese and bake 12-15 minutes

at 375° F.

For additional One-step recipes;'

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-723-2343.

ess pizza ior you, too.;

tuff potatoes provocatively and

atly with spicy red beans or

oaked beans, plain nonfat yogurt

ifat sour cream, (continued)

When home cooking

need' to leave home.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-8567

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. .Won. - Fri. • 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sal. • All Central Time



Announcing
the Hidden Wley Ranch

Recipe Contest.

Give us your favorite

Original Ranch® Recipe.

And we could give you $1,000.

all it takes is one tasty,

easy-tomake recipe using

Hidden Valley Ranch®

Milk Recipe Original Ranch®

Dry Salad Dressing Mix.

Prizes will be awarded in three

categories: Main Dish, Side Dish,

Hors D'Oeuvres/Appetizers.

Enter by January 31, 1995

to be eligible to win.

Since 195-4-. DERBY-PIE 1 has been baked
exclusively by KERN'S KITCHEN, inc..

Louisville. Kentucky

DERBY-PIE1 is a federally registered

trademark ol KERN'S KITCI IEN. Inc.

cessor, metal blade in place. (Scrape

sides with spatula if necessary.) In

about a minute, you've got luscious

frozen custard.

powder. Bake on a cookie s

350°F. until brown, stirring occas

22. A salad becomes a meal

when you add some pasta (color

?fi? LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER 1994



• wheat elbows), steamed veg-

TOts, broccoli, new potatoes),

;
(chickpeas, kidney beans,

mils), skinless chicken slices or

eked tuna.

t creamy vegetable soup with-

n's calories by scooping a cou-

dles of the soup from the pot

ooking up, pureeing it in the

ind adding it back to the soup,

ontaining beans, peas, potatoes

Dts work best.)

efrigerate meat-base soup or

ernight so you can skim off the

r a calorie-shy sauce, puree any

;s in their cooking water with a

f salt plus thyme, sage and

(Start with a minimal amount

•, adding more to achieve de-

:kness.)

ase some of the calories in fish

lg with cocktail sauce instead of

uce.

ake rice a staple at your house

1 much of the world. Try hearty

ice and nutty basmati. Rice is

at it first so you'll be less hun-

icher foods.

periment with unusual grains

—

illet, chewy barley, hearty buck-

and sometimes vary their flavor

ng them in defatted broth or fruit

/half apple juice, half water),

dp the oil in your pasta water,

calories and keeps sauce from

g.) Simply add pasta to plenty

lly boiling water and stir well

rate. And skip cream sauces in

a light marinara.

>n't ruin pasta's virtuous reputa-

serving it with buttered garlic

i caloric disaster. Instead, bake

leads of garlic on your toaster-

ay at 375°F. for about half an

mil the cloves feel soft. Then
: cloves, mash them and spread

an bread. Eat as is or wrap the

aced bread in foil and bake at

for twenty minutes,

lake pizza skinny by leaving off

•ese. You can eat your fill and

i energetic. Use a thin crust, oil-

luce with ample garlic and
), and load on the veggies—red,

and green bell pepper, mush-
broccoli, spinach, artichoke

(A good pizzeria will do a

ess pizza for you, too.)

tuff potatoes provocatively and
atly with spicy red beans or

oaked beans, plain nonfat yogurt

afat sour cream, (continued)

3 umt ILL.
r r

It Hut

*, r i

r.

r
i

-J

Keep Food Hot Or Cold For Hours With

Tempreserve Food Servers.

Whether vou're iroiriK uptown, downtown, or all around the town this

holiday season, keep your special recipes at the perfect temperature with

Tempreserve insulated food servers.

Roomy enough to hold most 9x15 baking dishes, Tempreserve servers

keep vour food tasting as if it just came out ot your kitchen. No matter where

vou hang your hat this holiday season, your holiday favorites will taste like

vou never left home with Tempreserve insulated tood servers and bowls.

Another magic idea from Aladdin.

ylladdin

TEMPRESERVE
II 'ben home cooking

nccih to leave home.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-856"

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - h i. •
l
) a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. • All Central Time



i t,Why

ad How lb ,

Brown Rice.

What makes MINUTE® Instant

Whole Gram Brown Rice such a

nutritious,

great- tasting

addition to

anv meal.'

First ot all,

it has a

delicious

flavor and

hearty tex-

ture that

come from

the bran laver left on the grain. And

brown rice is naturally low in fat

_ and cholesterol-free. ^ /

4

'
t\ iWi\ mtt itfm^

Why use MINUTE®

Brown Rice ? Because we

gently steam our rice so you can"

make it in just ten minutes, not 45,

like long-cooking brown rice.

And how ? As a savory, wholesome

side dish. Or try MINUTE® Brown

Rice in a MINUTE RICE-IPES® recipe.

RICE-IPES® are a snap to make in

i

30 minutes or less and you can find

them right on the back of the box.

For wholesome recipes and coupons, join

our MINUTE RICE-IPES CLUB* Write to:

RICE-IPES* Recipes

Kraft General Foods

P.O. Box 24212

Kankakee. IL 60902-4212 £

MINUTE.

50 ways to go low-fat

continued

creamed com (there's no cream in it) or

baked mushrooms. (Sealed in foil,

mushrooms bake quickly in their own
flavorful juices.) When you're at a

restaurant, top that tater with mustard,

steak sauce, barbecue sauce or salsa.

33. Make baked tostadas instead of

fried ones by putting corn or flour tor-

tillas on a cookie sheet at 375°F. for

about ten minutes. They'll be crisp and

ready to take on that salsa, plus shred-

ded lettuce, sliced tomatoes and pep-

pers and grated low-fat cheese. (If the

edges curl, try thicker tortillas, or put

another cookie sheet on top to keep

them flat.)

34. Get meat's flavor and texture for

fewer calories by chopping or shredding

a measured portion into a veggie-filled

stir-fry, casserole, soup or salad. (Egg-

plant, mushrooms and sun-dried toma-

toes—dry-packed, not oil-packed—can

provide meaty texture while skimping

on calories.)

35. Make steamed vegetables as tasty

as they are nutritious by choosing the

freshest broccoli, cauliflower, string

beans and spinach you can get—from a

farmers' market or your own garden.

Steam just enough to tenderize, leaving

the vegetables colorful and slightly

crisp. Spike greens with lemon juice, or

fruited or balsamic vinegar. Or skip the

steam and cook vegetables such as car-

rots or turnips in fruit juice for a deli-

cate sweetness.

36. Hold the mayo: Season your sand-

wich with Dijon mustard, ketchup or

LIOI

Choose

kei oc

on hi I >e exfj

CCOIH |-r|;i - - did %\

1 1 ic l>c-t in them

al produce in ^
and exotic imports tofiri

yourself. ( ici out of tlf

;

ple/orange/luinana ruU

apricot-, kiw ilruii. inapt,

persimmons. nccTarinesli

.^barbecue sauce. (Check the be

;barbecue sauce—some makers Id:

Or use nonfat mayonnaise p«ei

with a bit of nonfat yogurt or

hot pepper sauce. And make sans

moist with juicy vegetables likauc

ber and tomato slices.

39. Give air-popped popcorn pa

by spraying it very lightly with ame

ter mist and adding flavor wirifchi

nutntional yeast flakes (not bakasv

you'll find this product in natJal-

stores), or onion, garlic, black oifl

per, or chili powder. The water
|

seasonings stick. So does u|

sauce—lighdy sprayed or caref^

zled—instead of salt.

40. Toast chickpeas and eat

roasted peanuts. Drain cann^
peas (garbanzo beans) andH
400°F. on the tray of your toal

for five to ten minutes. The*
with salt, and add chili peppl
like hot stuff, or sesame salt fo l

Asian touch.

41 . Calories you eat are moil
ing than those you drink, sdB

healthful, calorie-free beveragB

Flavored sparkling water is iM

(..'I

I line

lirt mm in

(iiid winter and give vegetable

spaghetti squash, zucchini, poi

1

potatoes and onion- in your

Make a marinade of soy sauce

juice, olive oil <>r vegetable broth

much hot peppei

marinade lot

"Tilt ot (nig -limine

marinate eggplant,

eppers. sliced

n hour or two.

<lr\ inn

aiice a- \t»u re up ioi

lustarcl. onion powciei|

Vpples are also snreal

a nice UAUC

M IN UTE
RICE-IPES'



25 SECONDS TO LEARN
25 MINUTES TO MAKE

SKILLET BARBECUE CHICKEN & RICE

1 lb. boneless, skinless chicken breasts cut into strips • 2 tablespoons oil

1/2 cups KRAFT5 Barbecue Sauce • 1 cup w ater • 1 can (11 02.) whole kernel corn, drained

1 small green pepper, chopped • 2 cups MINUTE" Original Rice, uncooked.

1. Brown chicken in hot oil in large skillet on medium-high hear,

itir in barbecue sauce, water, corn and pepper; bring to boil. Reduce heat; cover and simmer 5 minutes.

3. Stir in rice; cover. Remove from heat. Let stand 5 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

94 KRAFT GENERAL FOODS INC



Eagle' Brand
Low Fat

Traditional

Pumpkin Pie
iPreptime lOminuiesi

l 19-inch) unbaked
pasir>' shell

i ii6-ounce) can pumpkin
IciboUl 2 I lip.S

I

I il4-ouncrican Ea^lr®
Brand or Eagle8 Brand
L< »\\ Fai Sweetened
( ( >ndensed Milk

iN< )T r\<i|>< >raicd milki

I tsp. ground cinnamon

1/2 isp. each ground ginger,

nutmeg and sail

• Preheat i >ven to 4251

• In larxe how l, combine
all ingredients exc ei >t

I
>astry shell: mix well.

• i »ur mi<
»
pastry shell.

• BaKe 15 minutes

• Reduce < >ven ti 'n i-

perature io350°; bake
a~> to 40 minutes longer
i >r until knife inserted

I" from edge < omes
( »ui cleai i ( :< >< >l

• Garnish as desired

• Refrigerate leftovers

iMakes one 9-inch piei

50 ways to go low-fat

continued

(but check the label—some flavored wa-

ters also have sugar, which means calo-

ries), as is chilled herb tea (hibiscus is

especially nice over ice).

42. Cut calories in

baked goods by cutting

down (or out) added fat

in them. Try subsuming

applesauce measure for

measure for some or all

the butter, oil or shorten-

ing in your cake, cookie

or muffin redpe. (Unfor-

tunately, there is no single

rule that applies to all

baked goods, so this will

involve some trial and er-

ror.) You can get a light-

er product when you're

baking without fat by

omitting an egg yolk and

adding an extra white.

43. Pie is notoriously

caloric, the culprit gen-

erally being the crust.

Alternatives: a crustless

pie—autumn's favorite,

pumpkin, is a natural

for this—or, with apples

in season, make a crisp

instead of a pie. Count on saving some

10 grams of fat every time you serve

apple crisp instead of apple pie.

44. Summer's classic desserts are

low in calories, and there's no reason

46. Order creatively when ya ft

out. If the entree you want is fjufl

for it broiled or steamed. If a.ess

from fat city comes with a lijt ft

sauce, ask for that sauce on freslruit

angel food cake instead.

-t~\ Slock ii|> on siUa and

live, pico tie gallo. ai home

lor salad dressing. an<

di|) for raw vegetables

pimgeiii

tese cm

thev also make

md fat-free chil

they can't also be midwinter treats:

sherbet and sorbet, angel food cake,

and the ice cream of the nineties, non-

fat frozen yogurt.

45. Soft pretzels, giant pickles, snow

cones, lemonade with lots of crushed

ice, and corn on the cob (skip the but-

ter dunk) are safe snacking picks at

carnivals, fairs and festivals.

48. Burn calories more efficiic

getting regular moderate aerobic ten

This can be as simple as walking le i

and he doesn't have to be a greici

Twentv minutes a dav is all it tals.

-t°. I hose ice pops \(in in

die kids l>\ freczinii juice 1

i ic containers are rejuvenai

grown-ups. too. And \oui

vear-old can count highfl

the calories contained in

these treats.

50. Eat enough. The enviablyB

Chinese consume on averagB

food than we do, but theii»<

lifestyle and low-fat, high-carbJt

diet keep them lean. The bod|

pensates for prolonged calorieB

tion, making it harder to stay tm
answer? Eat hearty, but eat sm«
then walk the dog.

Victoria Moran is the author of &
Fat Out: 501 Simple Ways to CiM

m Any Diet.

"
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owfatM
I

Introducing Eagle* Brand Low Fat

••we've been catchin* up

( >ver a nice creamy

Eagle Brand Pumpkii i Pie

for ten Christmases.

Now that tiaglo Brand

has 5()% loss tat

and all that ric h creamy taste.

the slices arc a wh< )le 1( >t

—The Cane sisters

iRer.

It's not just low fat.

It's Eagle' Brand.



LATEST DISH

_ j

marvelous mushrooms
£~*y ay mushroom and what

comes to mind? For most of

K^s us it's the white button mush-

room (also called the domestic or

market mushroom) available in su-

permarkets everywhere year-round.

But the button mushroom is just one

of many types—and these days it's

OYSTER

the less common mushrooms, such

as shiitake and portobello. that are

making news. In restaurants, chefs

are showcasing specialty mush-
rooms in dishes such as grilled por-

tobellos and polenta with porcini.

Each variety is available fresh, with

a flavor all its own. A user's guide:

I (not shown) Small and very

mild in flavor. Extremely perishable.

Best sauteed or eaten raw in salads.

All-purpose, like the white

button mushroom, but with a more
intense flavor. Delicious sauteed and

flamed with a little cognac, then

served with roast chicken.

OYSTER MUSHROOM With a

mild flavor that hints of seafood, this

mushroom is a natural with fish and

shellfish. Butter, onions and shallots

help bring out the flavor.

A pumpkin-coiored

beauty, the chanterelle has a dis-

tinctive aroma and flavor

that bring apricots to mind.

Use in stews and sauces

for pasta and meat.

TRUMPET Also called a

false truffle, the trumpet,

whether black or white,

looks more like a velvety

flower than a mushroom.
The dried form (easily re-

constituted in cooking) has

a buttery flavor and is mar-

velous in soups and sauces.

MOREL The morel has an

earthy, nutty flavor and a

distinctive spongelike cap.

Generally, darker brown

morels have a richer flavor.

They are delicious sauteed

in butter or added to

sauces and stews.

: (not shown) Also
13 '' known as porcini. this is a

big, meaty mushroom beloved in

Europe. The taste varies, depending

on where it is grown, but is always

rich and intense. Fresh cepes are

sublime brushed with oil and grilled.

Dried cepes add unique flavor to

sauces, stews and risottos.

PORTOBELLO, CREMINI These

are close relations of the white but-

ton mushroom, but heartier in flavor.

Good for grilling, stuffing and mari-

nating, portobellos and cremini can

be substituted for button mush-
rooms when more assertive flavor is

desired. —Amy Farges

The orange root you'll be [\

serving at Thanksgiving is i

not actually a yam at all, bi 1
a moist sweet potato developed!

over fifty years ago. To
distinguish it from drier sweet-8
potato varieties, it was marketel

and is still known as a yam.

(True yams are an unrelated

food grown in Africa, Asia and |L

the Caribbean and are rarely

available in the U.S.)

Whatever you call this nativeB

American staple, it's impossible

to imagine Thanksgiving dinnep

without it. Baked, mashed or

candied, this veggie brings colop

and sweetness to the table.

Sweet potatoes are plentiful

fall and winter. Those grown ir

California and some Northern

states have a dry texture and

yellow to pale-orange flesh. Th
moist varieties known as yams,

grown in North Carolina,

Louisiana and throughout the

South, have orange-red flesh.

Bursting with beta-carotene

and vitamins A and C, sweet

potatoes, with just 105 calories

per Vi cup, also contain fiber,

potassium and trace minerals.

Look for firm, heavy sweet

potatoes that are unbruised ant

evenly colored. Store in a cool,

dry place up to one week. Donj

refrigerate them uncooked (it

can cause an undesirable taste)!

and don't wash until just befor|

using to help prevent spoilage.

A final thought: Scientists

developed moister, sweeter

sweet potatoes, so why couldn'

they create them in a more

uniform size to make them eveij

easier to prepare?



^Quaker
Vanishing Oatmeal
RaisiriCookies—

goodness
nd watch
them

disappear!

Quaker Vanishing OatmealRaisin Cookies
1 cup (2 sticks) margarine

or butter, softened

1 cup firmly packed

brown sugar
lh cup granulated sugar

2 eggs

1 teaspoon vanilla

IV2 cups all-purpose flour

Heat oven 350 F.

Beat together margarine and sugars until creamy. Add eggs

1 teaspoon baking soda

1 teaspoon ground

cinnamon

V2 teaspoon salt (optional)

3 cups QUAKER Oats

(quick or old fashioned,

uncooked)

1 cup SUN MAID Raisins
SUN-MAID
CALIFORNIA SUN-DRIED

RAISINS
and vanilla: beat well.

. Add combined flour, baking soda, cinnamon and salt:

mix well.

. Stir in oats, and raisins: mix well.

5. Drop by rounded tablespoonfuls onto ungreased cookie sheet.

6. Bake 10 to 12 minutes or until light golden brown.

7. Cool 1 minute on cookie sheet: remove to wire rack. Cool completely. Store in tightly

covered container.

ABOUT 4 DOZEN 2 2 INCH COOKIES
VARIATIONS:

' Stir in 1 cup chopped nuts.
• Substitute 1 cup semisweet chocolate pieces or candy coated chocolate pieces for raisins: omit cinnamon.

• Substitute 1 cup diced dried mixed fruit for raisins.

"QUICK
QUAKER
OATS
WOVNATIF* 1

•99JTreQLaKerQaisCc,



THE LATEST DISH

r /

NOVEMBER 1920
Some things never change:
Every Thanksgiving, the Jour-

nal shares in the celebration.

In 1920, we featured a family

reunion for eighty-five. Ac-
companying the turkeys

were classic

side dishes, such

as Peas d la

Parisienne, that

are just as ap-
petizing today.
And some things

must change.
In 1920, wom-
en finally won
the right to

vote.

In the November 1920 issue,

Journal editors urged American
women to cast their ballot to

determine "the character of the

country in which we wish to

live." It was good advice
then—and it still is today.

PEAS A LA PARISIENNE
Prep time: 10 minutes

Cooking time: 35 minutes

4 slices bacon, chopped

1 head iceberg lettuce, sliced thin

1 cup chicken broth

1 package (10 oz.) frozen peas

1 teaspoon sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 tablespoon butter

2 teaspoons flour

1. Cook bacon in large skillet until

crisp. Add lettuce; cook, stirring, over

medium-high heat 5 minutes. Add
chicken broth; reduce heat to medium

and simmer 20 minutes.

2. Add peas, sugar, salt and pepp

simmer 5 minutes more. Blend butt

with flour to form a paste; stir into pe

and cook until thickened, 1 minut

Makes' 3% cups.

Editor's note: The original recipe cat

for canned peas. We updated it by

ing frozen.

OR FOOD INTOLERANCE

Ml
any people mistak-

enly call all food-

related problems
.food allergies. In

fact, a report in The Journal

of the American Medical As-

sociation states that 25 per-

cent of adults believe they

have a food allergy. Howev-

er according to the Nation-

al Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, only

about 1 percent of adults

and 3 percent of children

have clinically proven aller-

gic reactions to foods.

True food allergy is char-

acterized by an abnormal

immune-
system

response to ordinarily harm-

less substances in foods.

Symptoms of food allergies

may include: itching and
swelling in the mouth, sneez-

ing, a runny nose, hives,

eczema, abdominal pain,

vomiting, diarrhea or an

asthma attack. Severe or

anaphylactic reactions can

include a drop in blood

pressure (often signaled by

feelings of faintness) and un-

consciousness.

Food intolerance is also

an adverse reaction to food,

but, unlike food allergy, it

doesn't in-

volve the im-

mune system.

The reactions, however, may
be similar to food allergy

—

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea.

Common causes are lack of

a digestive enzyme, and
food additives such as

monosodium glutamate. If

you have a food intolerance,

you can usually eat a small

amount of the offending food

without a reaction. With an

allergy, the tiniest amount
will cause a reaction.

The most common food al-

lergies for adults in the U.S.

are those to shrimp, lobster

and other shellfish, peanuts

(the primary cause of

anaphylactic reac-

tions), as well as to

walnuts and other

tree nuts, fish, wheat,

and eggs. Children are mc

likely to be allergic to egc.

milk and peanuts.

If you suspect you havel

food allergy, keep a jourr

of everything you eat. Nc|ts

the details of reactions, an_

after one to two weeks, d-

cuss your findings with yol

doctor, who can prescritp

treatments to ease sym-

foms. Among them: an arm

histamine for hives,

bronchodilator for asthm!

and, most important

you've ever had an anapf-

lactic reaction to food, il

jectable epinephrine.

For more informatio

call the American Acaderr

of Allergy and Immunoloc'

(800-822-ASMA), or th

Asthma and A
lergy Foundatia

of America (80-

7-ASTHMA).
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IDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN

Dear LI 1.1

:

II lien my litisband and I

were in West Palm Beach,

Florida, ire had dinner at

Sala del Toro at the jai

alai grounds. Dessert was

a white-chocolate mousse

with raspberry sauce that

was heavenly! I would lore

to be able to serve it to

company.

— I ////c Griffin

lUacktroixL Sew Jersey

WHITE MAGIC
Cooking white chocolate is a delicate

matter—the secret is to melt it gently over

very low heat. Executive chef Fred Nolte

serves his rich dessert in a sumptuous

setting: in a champagne glass adorned

with dark-chocolate shavings.

Melt 8 ounces premium or imported white

chocolate, chopped, with 1 cup heavy or

whipping cream in medium saucepan over very

low heat, stirring frequently, until completely

smooth. Cool completely to room temperature. Beat

1 more cup heavy cream with a pinch salt

in mixer bowl. Whisk one quarter of the whipped

cream into cooled white-chocolate mixture, then

fold in remaining whipped cream. Spoon into

champagne or dessert glasses. Cover and

refrigerate 2 to 3 hours. Serve with Raspberry

Sauce and semisweet chocolate shavings

(optional). Makes 8 servings.

Raspberry Sauce: Process 1 package (10 oz.)

frozen raspberries in light syrup in food

processor. Strain through sieve, discarding seeds.

Makes 1 cup.

RECIPE INDEX
Here is a listing of recipes appearing in this issue, inclt

ing those from the Journal kitchen and advertisemer

Advertisers' recipes appear in boldface Recipes mork

with an asterisk include microwave instructions.

BREADS Italian Pork Noodles p. 261

Julie's Pasta Shortcut p. 117
Jalapeno Corn Bread p. 246

Refrigerator Rolls p. 246

DESSERTS

Apple-Pear Brown Betty p. 236

Ciassic Pumpkin Pie p. 236

Creme Brulee p. 234

Double Layer Sweet Potato Pie

p. 237

Easy Butterscotch Chip Chocolate

Cookies p. 257

Espresso Pecan Tart p. 238

Hazelnut-Truffle Cheesecake

p. 238

Mulled Cider Sorbet p. 238

'One Bowl™ Holiday Fudge p. 235

Peanut Butter Chocolate Bars

p. 257

Pumpkin Chiffon Pie p. 252

Quaker Vanishing Oatmeal Raisin

Cookies p. 269

Toffee Ice-Cream Layer Cake p. 234

Traditional Pumpkin Pie p. 266

White-Chocolate Mousse with

Raspberry Sauce p. 272

ENTREES

Better-Than-Ever Baked Ham p. 253

Chicken Nuggets with Trio of

Sauces p. 258

Classic j&hih p. 258

Corkscrews and Meatballs p. 254

Fish Cakes with Creamy Dill

Sauce p. 256

Garlic & Herb Chicken p. 273

Gloriously Simple Roast Turkey

p. 252

Mrs. Dash Roasted Lemon Chick

p. 148

One-Disti Chicken & Stuffing Bal

p. 259

One-Pan Potatoes and Chicken

Rosemary p. 249

Quick Taco Salad p. 137

Roasted Turkey p. 246

Savory Chicken and Biscuits p. a
Skillet Barbecue Chicken & Rice

p. 265

Tortilla Roll-Ups p. 254

MISCELLANEOUS

Cinnamon-Vanilla Custard Saulr

p 236

Cranberry-Raspberry-Pineapplei

Punch p. 246

Green Pea Dip p. 246

'Heavenly Hot Fudge Sauce 1

p. 234

Low-Fat Traditional Stuffing p . 2

SIDE DISHES
|

Cranberry-Beet Relish p. 248

"Mashed Potatoes and Turnips!

p. 248

Mixed Greens with Apples and

Fat-Free Raspberry

Vinaigrette p. 252

Peas a la Parisienne p. 270 |
Sweet Potato and Caramelized!

Onion Gratin p. 250

Snow Peas with Lemon-Gingerj
Butter p. 250

'Vegetarian Succotash p. 250

1

'Wild Rice Medley p. 250

LHJ visits the White House
continued from page 205

you change your hairstyle a lot—and I

love this one. But is there a reason that

you've changed it so many times?

Hillary: Ever since I was a teenager I

have experimented with my hair because

I get bored with it. I really do. You
know, it's the one part of your body that

you can change easily. I mean, exercise

is so hard. [Laughter] So I'm always do-

ing something different with it. It's been
fun for me. Choosing clothes is also fun

for me, because it's not anything I've

ever been particularly concerned with in

my earlier life.

Molly: To go back to Chelsea—do you
control her television-watching?

Hillary: Well, we did all during the

time she was growing up. We were very-

strict about how much and what kind of

television she could watch. There were
some things we would let her watch reg-

ularly, but usually with my husband or

me. We were also very careful about
movies. You know, we just wouldn't let

her go to movies. Now, as she's gotten

older, even though she sees things with

her friends or at friends' houses that I

wouldn't personally approve of, she sees

it with the background of our values.

Diane: Do you ever worry about your
husband's safety or your own?
Hillary: I never used to worn- about it.

But I am very disturbed by what I see as

an increase in violence. I hope with
some of the changes we're making in

Washington, we'll begin to get that un-

der control. But I'm really troubled by

the sort of meanness—the mean-spirited

things people are saying on the radio

talk shows and in some of the other are-

nas. They're doing it to be sensational,

and they're doing it to make money. I

understand their motivation, but I don't

know that they understand how that of-

ten can unhinge people who are them-
selves not very stable. That troubles me.
Paulette: We're fortunate enough to

have a place in history by being Ladies'

Home Journal's Voices of the Decade.
What would you like your place in histo-

ry to be?

Hillary: I don't have any idea. I was al-

ways hopeful that whatever I did during

my life, I could feel that I'd made a con-

tribution to help other people. That is

the most important thing to me. So I

hope that history will say that I tried to

speak for people who often don't get

heard and that I tried in some way to

make our country more sensitive and
caring about people. We're at a funny

point in history, I think. All the time I

was growing up, the world seemed
frightening, but also stable. You had the

United States versus Communism. You
could know where you stood, and you
didn't have to reallv worn' too much

about that. The world is totally I

ing, in some ways that are verffl

good. The freedom that's come tji

em Europe and places like that ia

triumph of the human spirit. We I

celebrate that. But it does me^
there are no more easy ways.

So all of us are being really chaa

to maintain our values, our faith, a

lationships, as we're pushed into|f ;

different world. I think as a real

that, there's a lot of confusion an i

cunty that gets both acted out bj«

people and gets projected out D

President and other people in pub:

To some extent that's what 11

pened to us personally. Ev<§

around this table, I am sure, has lit

her life turn out exactly as shew

have expected and has had cha^e

her life even in the last several yeijs

were never expected.

Myrna: Last night we were ill

about the health-care issue, tol

you've devoted so much time. 19

feel the work you've done is gm
come to some kind of fulfillment?,

Hillary: Well, I really hope s]

even more convinced now tharl

when I started of how important^

for every family because no famil.ii

cure. The great lesson to me is itt

are in the richest country in tht*'

with by far the finest medical (M
and personnel, and yet we (coM

I AniPC HhMP .inilRNAI NinVFMRPR 1 QCM



Hunt's Ready »n—

Garlic&Herb Chicken
Simply salt & peeper 1 whole cut-up chicken.

Coat lightly with flour. Brown in skillet m
2 Tbsp oil. Pour 1 can Hunt's Ready Sauce

Chunky Garlic & Herb over chicken. Simmer,

covered. 20 minutes, or until cooked through.

- Makes 4 servings -

Hunt's makes dinner so simple,

you won't believe he actually made it.

We combined large chunks of

firm, vine-ripened tomatoes,

minced garlic, oregano and

other special herbs with a thick,

rich tomato sauce. The result?

The simplest way to create a

variety of delicious home cooked

meals. Try our other Hunt's Ready

Tomato Sauces. You'll find them

all to be just as easy to use.

AS SIMPLE AS GREAT GETS



H] visits the White House

n't make all of our people secure.

Myrna: Has your experience working

on health care been frustrating?

Hillary: It's been a real learning experi-

ence. What has happened is that groups

that profit from the existing system are

extremely well financed and powerful,

and they have launched a very effective

campaign over the last year and a half to

confuse people and to make people

afraid. The opponents say, "You're try-

ing to get the government to take over

the medical system." Totally untrue, but

it scares people. Or we're going to take

away your choice of doctor. Totally un-

true, but people don't know who to be-

lieve. And if you're sitting at home, you

see an eight-second television news story

where somebody in the administration

says. "We're going to preserve your

choice of doctor." Then you see very

well-produced ads that run around the

news, and then you get a mailing. How
do you know what to believe?

Unfortunately, we're living in a time

when it is increasingly difficult, if you're

in public life, to get your side of the facts

out, because unless it is sensationalistic,

or about conflict, it isn't considered very

newsworthy. That's been frustrating.

And that gets me back to the era that

we're in. I worry very much about how
we keep a democracy going when people

don'r know who to believe, when they

think everybody's in it for themselves,

when they don't think there's any objec-

tive facts out there.

Myrna: What's the issue you're going

to work on next, after health care?

Hillary-: I'm going to get back to all the

work I have done over the years on be-

half of children and families.

My belief is that a family is the result

of both their own values and the society

in which they live, and that both have to

work hard to support families. I believe in

the last couple of decades we have not

done as good a job on either the personal

family front or on our society's obliga-

tions. I think one of the ways to focus

that is around this whole issue of violence

and what it does when it renders people

so insecure that they cannot even let their

children go out and play, they cannot feel

comfortable in their own homes.

So I'm going to get back to what we're

doing with and for our children and how
we can help families to be stronger, to

take care of their own children better.

Anne: In what ways do you feel that the

American woman has benefited from

your being the First Lady?

Hillary: Well, I can't really speak to

that, but I hope that one of the ideas

that I believe very strongly is being

communicated, and that is that wom-
en should be (conti)iued on page 278)

VOICES OF THE DECADE-19M
Each year, Contributing Editor Kathryn

Casey interviews the five women who com-

prise Ladies' Home Journal's Voices of the

Decade oral-history project on women's

lives in the 1990s. The complete text of all

the interviews conducted with these women

for the project will be placed in the

Schlesinger Library of Radcliffe College, as

a resource for scholars.

The night before their visit with Mrs. Clin-

ton, the group gathered at the historic Hay-

Adams Hotel to talk about the past year.

Diane Bishop, 36; systems auditor,

Malvern, Pennsylvania; husband, Dave,

general contractor;

son, Sean, 9; step-

daughter, Leigh Ann, 9

After years of battling

an autoimmune disor-

der, Diane has begun

a new medication regi-

men that has kept the

illness at bay for near-

ly a year. So she felt

strong enough to make

a job change. As a

computer-systems audi-

tor, she now spends a

third of her time travel-

ing around the world.

These days, her

home life seems equal-

ly idyllic. After six

years of single motherhood, she describes

ner two-year marriage as a godsend.

Yet perhaps as an outgrowth of the

years of uncertainty, she admits, "It's al-

most an automatic thing to worry about the

rug being pulled out from under me. But

I'm working at getting over that."

Dana Crone, 35; beauty-shop owner/oper-

ator, Eminence, Indiana; husband, Jack,

farmer; children, Molly, 12, Ty, 1 1, Casey, 7

It's been an exciting year for "The Out-

back Hair Shack," the beauty salon Dana

opened next to her home on the family

farm last year. "I made three times what

I'd made the year before, working for

someone else," Dana says.

This year, in particular, the added in-

come will come in handy. Scarce rain crip-

pled the grain yield, and bumper crops in

other Midwest states caused prices to

plummet.

But their three children are thriving, and

the Croneses' marriage is back to normal

after a difficult year of confronting a long-

kept family secret: Tonya, the twenty-two-

year-old daughter Jack fathered in his

youth, sought the couple out. "She's a

member of the family now," says Dana.

Molly Minnick, 35; genetic social worker,

St. Johns, Michigan; husband, Dave,

physician; stepchildren, Brandon, 18,

Julie, 15; son, Andy, 7

"It's everything we really wanted, "Aoli>

says about the new home she and h hut

band built in St. Johns, a town in

Michigan. "I think we're really goincoh

happy here." Laying down roots is frtio.

larly satisfying because it's the Mi icies

sixth move in two years.

Ironically, after years of discussij ttt

possibility of a second child, the Mjiidj

have finally made the decision to heal

other baby, but even fertility drugs fell

enable Molly to conceive.

Now the couple are assessing hilt

they are willing to go to remedy the sirafon

Paulette Polley, tpm

lege instructor, w
Ohio; daug'e

Nicole, 1 7, Alyci I

The last year hdfej

its ambiguitit; tc

Paulette, whosew-

ty-three-year mdioqi

came to an enqvrf

her divorce frolu

band Williaftj

physician, becfl
nal in June. "I fH
I'm ready to bfll

new life," sheH

Washington memento (from left):

Dana, Paulette, Diane, Anne and
Molly meet the First Lady

"Yet there arm
touches of sadnB

Overall, thfl

she describes tfl

years since the separation as fruitfW

girls have fared well, and they've!!

her a lot of emotional support. AfteW

of being a well-to-do doctor's wife, FH
is grateful she has a career of her J§:

sustain them.

And Paulette has discovered thn

doesn't always have to be with somn

and that it's often enjoyable justfei'

alone. When she does want comparm

hasn't been lacking. "I've been pleiar1

surprised," she says.

Anne Weatherill, 49; writer/editor, wp

Christi, Texas; husband, Jim, commeral

lot; daughters, Maryanne, 26, Christb, I

"It's been an interesting summer. Myffit

life changed," Anne says.

In June, Anne and her husbanisc

their home and moved from Claistc

Washington, after Jim's employer,

nental Airlines, closed its route to ill

Spokane. They chose Corpus Chip

their new home because of the city P"

imity to the airline's Houston hub.

Since the move, Anne has had nre

get used to than the Texas heat aj

midity. She left behind not only herl

a daily newspaper in WashingtorSt'

but her two grown daughters, "im

them like crazy," she admits. "Bijir

sense I feel like Jim and I are staihc

second marriage."





FORMBY'S®
DECORATIVE TOUCHES

TBUE FINISH.

The elegant look
of marble in two
simple steps.

Turn on the accents and

transform the room! Bring

home the rich look of marble

with Formby's

Decorative

Touches finishes.

Simply spray on

the base tone -

choose from an

array of bold

colors. Then

lightly overspray

with metallic

highlights in silver or gold.

It's easy.

mm

It's fun.

You just can't

go wrong.

Create beautiful

accessories for every

room in your house.

All you need is

Formby's and your

own great ideas.
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The pleasures of Napa Valley

There's a lot more to do in Califor-

nia's legendary Napa Valley than

just taste the local wines (although

you'll certainly want to do that).

Visitors to this postcard-perfect area can

participate in everything from biking

through the vineyards and hot-air bal-

looning to such sybaritic pleasures as

being pampered at the local spa or din-

ing in romantic garden restaurants.

The picturesque town of Yountville,

which is about a ninety-minute drive

north of San Francisco, makes an ideal

home base from which to explore the
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wine country. The town is tiny but
packed with top-notch restaurants, art

galleries and boutiques, as well as a

charming country-style hotel called the

Vintage Inn (800-351-1 133). Among
the inn's many charms: wood-burning
fireplaces in each room, a free cham-
pagne breakfast and landscaped gardens

filled with flowers and fountains. Ad-
venturous guests who want to sec more
of the area have the option of signing up
for a backcountry cycling tour. (Those

who are a shade less athletic can cover

the same ground in the comfort of their

own car or even aboard the special

Napa Valley Wine Train that chugs se-

dately on a thirty-six-mile round-trip

journey through wine country.)

There are more than two hundred
wineries in the Napa Valley, and each

boasts its own special appeal. At Ster-

ling Vineyards, for example, an aerial

tram carries visitors to the hilltop

building that was designed to vM
a monastery in Greece. At Emjjj

Chandon, you can complete thedii

tional tour with a relaxing taing

bubbly on an outdoor garden tas

The Hess Collection, too, is a B
unlike any other. Owner DonaiM
patron to about twenty EuropM
American artists, has combiedi
Napa winery with a modern-anali
Visitors have the opportunity hJ
first-rate wines and to view onH
country's most remarkable ancjii

tant private collections.

For those who would prH
overview of all the vineyards, H
an early-morning hot-air-balloM

which lofts you high above the ma
side. The morning air is still aijh

and there's no sound at all exmt
whoosh of the burner that givesfe

loon's air a blast of heat. AroiH
other brightly colored balloons 1m
jestically over the vineyards. O U
pany that arranges balloon fm
Adventures Aloft (707-255-868!I

For a more down-to-earthMp
ence, stop off at Dr. Wilkinscjfa

Springs, in Calistoga (707-94^|
\sk for "The Works": You'll e s

merged up to your earlobes ira r

bath of volcanic ash. (It souls

putting, but it's actually extraolni

relaxing.) After a brisk wash-oj, y<

unwind in a mineral-water wklf

bath, soak up some mineral stijm

be treated to a lavish massage fhH
body and psyche in a state of shm
Reservations are advised; you H
the mud if you choose.

For total pampering, check kto

four-star Auberge du Soleil (ami

5406), a resort that elevatesRe

country charm to the max. Guls:

in luxurious villas, each of with

tures a wood-burning fireplac ai

terrace overlooking the vail'/.

Auberge originally began as ares

rant, and the haute cuisine conaui

attract foodies from all over the ori

Dining, in general, in the Nar V

is a treat. The local produce is ftfeh.

chefs in this region are prized ir i

imaginative innovations. And, ofcoi

everyone is an expert on local vjne

visitors have ample opportunities

pie a little of everything. Amu:
more popular local dining spts.

French Laundry (707-944-2380 er

sell-out crowds nightly. What's tm

here is that guests reserve their ibli

most of the evening. During this in.

multicourse meal, the custom iso !•

through the gardens between cojrse

to stop off in the kitchen for a ca.

owner (and chef) Thomas Ke:r

serve well in advance.

For more information, call thVi

Information Center (800-959-3D4

Yountville. BreK'A



v Dr. Sertoli's Advanced Pain Relief Corn And Callus Cushions.

For Pain Relief, The Solution Is Clear.

To every corn or callus sufferer, freedom conforming to your corn or callus, while it

m painful shoes has always been a thing

of the future. But no longer.

With new Advanced Pain

Relief Corn and Callus

Products from Dr. Scholl's,

the future is here today.

That's because our new

Advanced Pain

ilief Corn Cushions and

illus Cushions are made of a

5akthrough material we call

ishlin™ refined over years of

joratory research at Dr.

holl's. Cushlin™ gives you

mediate and all-day pain relief, by softly world of pain relief.

\IEW ADVANCED
I UN RELIEF CORN

CUSHION

absorbs painful shoe pressure and friction

And new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn

Removers also include

clinically-proven medicat-

ed discs that completely

remove your corn in five

applications or

NEW ADVANCED
PAIN RELIEF CALLUS

CUSHION

NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR SUPERIOR PAIN RELIEF

less, thanks to the most effective

removal ingredient available.

So buy new Dr. Scholl's

Advanced Pain Relief Corn and

Callus Products with Cushlin™

And step up to a whole new

DrSchotts

Make life in your shoes more comfortable.



DRICORT

GEST
iSONE FORMULA

THE ONLY HYDROCORTISONE

? GREASELESS

The strongest doctor recommended formula

you can buy without a prescription.

Dermarest® DriCort® works hard to help

relieve eczema, psoriasis, or dermatitis.

But that's not all. While other leading

hydrocortisones can leave a greasy film

on your skin, Dermarest DriCort leaves

a unique, comfortable, powder-smooth

feeling. No other 1 .0% hydrocortisone

feels better, or provides better itch and

rash relief than Dermarest DriCort.

STWONQMT FOWWUtA WITHOUT AMMUCWTION
1.0% HYDROCORTISONE

DERMAREST
=T>riCort

itcm cmtms

THE ONLY MAXIMUM STRENGTH HYDROCORTISONE
THAT FEELS GREASELESS.

Use as directed. © 1994 Del Pharmaceuticals. Inc., a subsidiary of Del Laboratories, Inc

nnnun
Powder
Smooth
Itch £ Rush Relief
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Skiing in the desert

Atypical winter morning in Taos,
New Mexico: Wake up to a sun-
soaked, sagebrush-covered mesa,

i take a drive along the Rio Grande-

Gorge, admiring cacti and adobe hous-
es, stop for a steaming breakfast burrito,

maybe take time out to explore a his-

toric site or an art gallery, and then . . .

head for the ski slopes.

R-4 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVEMBER

Tucked into the Sangre de Cristo

mountain range in northern New Mex-
ico, just eighteen miles north of Taos, a

thriving historic village, Taos Ski Val-

ley is one of the newest hot spots for

skiing. The steep terrain is challenging

enough for experts, while beginners
and intermediate skiers will find plenty

of wider trails that wind gently down
the mountainside.

With seventy-two world-class runs,

feather-light powder (thanks to the dry

desert air), an elevation of almost twelve

thousand feet and—the clincher—sunny

weather, Taos is consistently ranked as

one of North America's top ski resorts.

The mountain's ski school was recently

ranked number-one in the country; the

1994

Ski-Better programs are especia

ular and successful.

At the end of the day, ski

browse in the resort's shops at

of the mountain or have a relaxi

in one of the many restaurants,

son in Taos will run from Noven
1994, to April 9, 1995, but c

timing your visit for the low
(November 24 to December
March 27 to April 9), when li

and lodging prices drop and th

will be free of holiday crowds.

Of course, there's much mor
area than great skiing. Try to scl

break from the slopes to visit the

Taos, once the home of famec
tain man Kit Carson. There,
explore the centuries-old Taos P
a still-thriving Native Americar
with a population of two thousa

Kit Carson Home and Museufc
the Martinez Hacienda—a tweiftj

room fortresslike adobe buildirm

parts dating to 1780.

For a self-guided tour of somH
area's best scenery, pick up din
for the Enchanted Circle Driv«;
Taos Visitor Center for $1. TBi
lead you on a one-hundred-mile fc
tour, through mountain passes oil
thousand feet high, to the townBi
River—where you can visit a salor

take in some melodrama theat«
to sights such as the Rio Grandfe
Bridge, where you can watch wk:
ter rushing six hundred fifty feeje

you. In the winter months, yl
j

sometimes spot elk feeding at fen

points along the drive.

Taos also has an impressive hfl
an art colony, with four art mim
over eighty art galleries and mmi
dent artists per capita than ParisBB

of whom can be seen paintindp
vistas along the roadside. If youH
a spring visit, you'll find Taos bad
with special events: This April mlks

first annual Taos Talking Pictui|/F<

val, a four-day film extravaganzBj

in early May, the town celebr*s

Taos Spring Arts Celebratia v

dozens of art shows and receptor;

over the county.

Although shuttle buses are avafcl

get you from the nearest commeipl
port, in Albuquerque, to Taos X 1

ley, renting a car and driving ?e

hours yourself is well worth it. Tbb<
tiful and artsy city of Santa Fe—le

est capital city in the country—i;pn

way and a great place to stop fcHu

and a museum visit or shopping A

the seventy-mile drive from Sanii F

Taos offers unforgettable scene? i

winds its way along the Rio Gran.:.

For a complimentary copylf

Taos Vacation Guide, call the Can
of Commerce, 800-732-TAOS.

!—Lynn Pbw



irst from the Holiday Heirloom Collection

Franklin Mint Museum

nts the first-ever collector plate

vard-winning children's artist Sarah Bengry.

;'s an endearing portrait of holiday charm—one that

:ould only have come from award-winning children's

Sarah Bengry. An adorable Teddy Bear, complete with

V decorated Christmas cracker full of surprises for the

s holiday season!

ddy's First Christmas. The newest issue in the prestigious

lay Heirloom Collection, presented by the distinguished

din Mint Museum. In the tradition of the most prized

sibles, this heirloom collector plate is crafted of fine

lain and lavished with breathtaking color. It is hand-

Jered and bordered in 24 karat gold. And each imported

bears the artist's signature mark on its reverse side,

"iced at just S29.95, this Limited Edition will be closed

er after just 45 firing days. Available exclusively from

Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, PA 19091-0001.

A Limited Edition Collector Plate.

Hand-Numbered and Bordered in 24 Karat Gold.

The Franklin Mint Guaranteed Christmas Delivery

Franklin Center, PA 1909 ! - 000 1
if by November 30. 1994.

Please enter mv order tor Teddy 's First Christmas by Sarah Bengry. I need

SEND NO MONEY NOW. I will be hilled S29.95" when my plate 'is ready

to be sent. Limit: one pLite per collector.

*/'//« my state lata tax and S2 95 tor shipping and handling

SIGNATURE
ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

MR/MRS/MISS

ADDRESS

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLV

APT.

CITY/STATE. ZIP

TELEPHONE -( >

16522-1 35-001 -8LJP
Satisfaction Guaranteed. It you wish to return any Franklin Mint purchase, you may do so

within 30 cbvs oi your receipt ot that purchase tor replacement . credit or rerund ,»

Guaranteed Christmas Delivery 2



isits the White House
conn'finedfrom page 274

^ected for the choices they make and

not be criticized or put down. Because

given the fact that we are all living so

mch longer, which is wonderful, wom-
are going to have many stages in

their lives. And they may at some points

in their lives be full-time homemakers
and mothers, and they may at other

points be full-time in the world of work
outside the home.

For most women it will be a balanc-

ing act between home and work. What I

really regret is the way some groups try

to pit women and their choices against

each other, instead of celebrating the

fact that women now have a much
greater range of choices.

Molly: Have you ever given thought to,

or do you have any desire whatsoever, to

hold the office of the presidency?

Hillary: No; no! [Laughter]

Myrna: Mrs. Clinton, thanks for spend-

ing all this time with us.

Hillary: Well, I am so glad that you
did this, and I think you're all very

brave, sharing the stories of your lives.

Will you all tell me how this process

has made you feel? Has it been excit-

ing for you? Has it been a little scary

at times?

Dana: For me, it was exciting in the be-

ginning, but then when you go through a

very difficult year, which we all did, then

that's hard.

Molly: Because we promised we'd
share.

Dana: You kind of dread that; you're

not sure how people are going to react.

Hillary: How have your family mem-
bers and friends and relatives reacted?

Dana: They love it.

Molly: My husband's always nervous,

though.

Paulette: Let me share something with

you. Back in the 1940s, my parents used

to live in Washington, D.C., and my dad
was a driver for the Navy. He used to

make deliveries to the White House,
through the back door. So this is really a

kicker for my parents, that fifty years lat-

er their daughter is coming as an invited

guest! (Laughter]

Hillary: Oh, isn't that neat.

Diane: I've done two things to make my
mother really proud of me: give her her

first grandchild and come visit Hillary.

Molly: Yeah, my mom wanted me to

tell you how proud she is of you. She ap-

preciates the time that you have put into

this position

Hillary: Thank you. I am so impressed

at how you have all been through this

process for several years and you still

seem to be cheerful and optimistic about
it, which I think is a real tribute to both
the format and to the sensitivity. And
also to each one of you!

What makes Oprah run?

continuedfrom page 200

so good about her own life, she's deter-

mined to help her audience better theirs.

A WOMAN OBSESSED
The first pan of the two-day session, a

Ladies' Home Journal exclusive, starts in

Winfrey's plush Harpo Studios office in

Chicago. The office is unusually quiet

today during the show's final week of

summer break. Settling between the col-

orful needlepoint pillows on her terra-

cotta-color leather couch, Winfrey
radiates calm and control. She's clearly

ready to talk about the agony and the

ecstasy of being in the best physical and
emotional shape of her life. Her hair is

woven into braids a la Whoopi Gold-
berg. (The classic pouf Winfrey wears

during the TV season is taking a break

to accommodate her swimming lessons.)

She is wearing a long, black Jil Sander
apron dress with matching sandals, an
elegant Bulgari watch and earrings, and
tortoiseshell eyeglasses. Unlike the Ev-

erywoman image she conveys on her

show, this Oprah has the presence of a

sophisticated powerhouse.

Considering her self-made wealth

(her estimated worth is $250 million)

and her influence (her show is watched
by fifteen million viewers daily), Winfrey

literally may be the most powerful wom-
an in the country. But, most important,

now she feels she's finally gained power
over herself.

"Last year I asked [God] for freedom.

Did I not come out of myself in a big

way, breaking out of that fat shell?" says

Winfrey with a proud smile. "And this

year I asked for clarity. I have become
more clear about my purpose in televi-

sion and this show."

Her "purpose" is a constant obses-

sion these days. Every day, Winfrey
says, she wakes up and asks herself,

"What do I want?" and "What am I

willing to sacrifice for it?" She asks her-

self these questions about love, work
and life in general, but every morning
when the alarm clock sounds she is es-

pecially focused on the activity that's

most important to her right now: run-

ning. "Running is the greatest

metaphor for life, because you get out

of it what you put into it," declares

Winfrey, who completed a 13.1-mile

half-marathon under an alias in August

1993 and plans to run a grueling, full

26.2-mile marathon in Washington,
D.C., this fall.

Like many runners, she glories in ef-

fort and pain. "This is the hardest thing

there is for me. Nothing is harder

—

work, accomplishments, achievements

—

than the actual mental and physical

discipline that it takes to do this," she

says. "[But] this is what I have to do to

get the kind of mental and pj
sharpness that I want."

THE TOUGHEST DECISION

What Winfrey doesn't want the

she says with absolute certainty,

riage. Although she's well aware
audience is eager to see her mar
man Graham, the live-in boyfi;

whom she became engaged tw
1

ago, there will be no wedding
soon. "The reason I'm not ms
because there really is no re

be. There really isn't," she says.
"

regret being so insensitive abo
ing the announcement about b
gaged . . . and we're not mar
because there are any problen
adds, a defensive edge to her voi

These days Winfrey is willing

every issue head on, including h
biological clock. "So, yes, it's tic

what?" she says. "It's what I'm

this moment that really matters,

am supposed to have children

and I will knozv that.

"

Winfrey's newfound ability A
tough decisions isn't limited to M
sbnal life. This summer she finall

with a long-standing managemeifc
lem involving Debra DiMaK
show's executive producer andlji

time personal friend. DiMaio v*l

liant, but she had a reputatp
making everyone beneath her scfci

able that several top produce^
planning to quit if Winfrey didll

in, according to a published sp

DiMaio resigned in June, afteibt

with the show since its beginning}';1

of the producers had difficulty w
way Debbie dealt with them," saj \

frey, resignedly folding her handjin

lap. "And my only problem oer

years with Debbie has been the m
dealt with people. I've done the sp
so long with her, and she was it i

hand and my left hand and parjol

brain. So I just would not even p
doing it without her." Is DiMaj's

parture a decision she would ha; t

able to make two years ago? "Jsk"

says, her voice steady, calm and l<f»

The change at Harpo will mftr

finitely more work for Winfreyp]

have to attend the weekly story net

that she trusted to veteran DiM;E>,

she won't have the security of Dn/1

advice. But ever the student of liiBS

frey turns the experience into afes

"Now that I am [doing the shop
out her], I think, Oh, this is wh;B
supposed to be learning?" she sas,

talking to herself. "Yes, the sto

evolving, and now it is time foiyc

take complete control."

Winfrey demonstrated her "am
control" potential in June 199:iv

she decided at the last minute i J

back her autobiography. (cofn

a nice unuc innouAi . wru/cuDCD 1001
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Rail Travel Plan See why there's something aDOut a tram that s magic

ALABAMA
2. MOBILE. ALABAMA Fall is tarlaslic loi exploring Mobile's muse-

ums period homes public gardens and historic attractions and lor golfing and

lishing Free visitors' guide City Tourism Department 150 S Royal Street

Mobile, AL 36602

ARKANSAS
3. ARKANSAS s autumn is breathtaking Enjoy sight-seeing, hiking lishmg.

shopping and more Send lor your free Vacation Planning Kit
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it all Send lo- a FREC vacat on guide
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—
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What makes Oprah run?

The decision stunned the publishing

world: after all, Winfrey had spent more
than a year chronicling her life, and the

hook's sales were expected to reach

S20 million. But Winfrey simply felt the

book wasn't insightful enough. "That

decision was at the time the hardest de-

cision I ever made," she says sturdily. To
this day, though, she is happy with her

choice. "I no longer think that an autobi-

ography is what I should be doing," she

says, adding somewhat cryptically, "that

is not how my life should be used."

Ironically, though, the bungled autobi-

ography helped stimulate Winfrey's in-

trospection, the element that was
missing from the manuscript. "It was re-

ally wonderfully written . . . great detail

and all that, but zvhai did it all mean?"

Once she started trying to find out

what it all did mean, Winfrey began to

focus on the present as well as the past.

"I recognize that I have come here to

earth because of what I need to learn

"I don't want t

LISTENING TO S

THEIR M

guests. Around the same time, the show-

began experimenting with a debate for-

mat, in which guests, like The Man
Who Cheated, appeared with an enemy,

e.g., The Wife Who Was Wronged.
"Conflict TV," says Winfrey, "which
made for good television, but you spent

a lot of time arguing."

Now, she says, guests will spend a lot

of time affirming, during segments like

"Thank-you day" and "How to stop gos-

sip." Winfrey will now also pick the point

of view, a decision she made during the

episode on "To spank or not to spank
your child." Instead of spending an hour
randomly debating something Winfrey

already knows is wrong, she says, "I'm
going to spend my time and energy pre-

senting what I already knozu is the right

thing." This season, Winfrey would like

the topic to be "Alternatives to spanking."

Is she worried that an audience ac-

customed to the excesses of tabloid TV
is going to gag on shows filled with

sweetness and light? "I think there is a

risk short-term, because I think that

there are a number of shows that offer a

SPEND AN HOUR

OM EON E BLAME

OTHER. "

and what I can give to other people,"

she says, warming to her subject with a

preacherlike fervor. "I don't just know
that, I feel it. I feel that this television

show is a vehicle for that. People know
me, and I'm very fortunate that I have

built a show based upon my own per-

sonal integrity and the integrity of the

people who work with me. The people

listen to what I say. So, when you have

an opportunity to reach millions of peo-

ple and people listen to what you say,

how can you improve the world? My
new quest is 'How can I improve from

where I am right now?' "

A new quest indeed. When the show
first aired in 1984, Winfrey was far more
focused on encouraging guests to talk

emotionally, and at great length, about
their problems. Everyone's pain was the

same, she thought (her pain manifested

itself in obesity). And if pain involved

tales of illicit affairs, family conflicts or

neighborhood feuds, well, so much the

better. "In the earlier years I allowed my-
self to put almost anything on the air that

I thought would show people the horrors

of life," says Winfrey. To no one's sur-

prise, the horrors of life got great ratings.

As the show evolved in 1988 and
1989, the focus switched to the audi-

ence, who was encouraged to dole out

outrageous opinions and advice to the

?RD LADIES' HOME JOURNAL NOVFMF

kind of spectacle viewing," Winfrey says

cautiously. "[But] for me, it is about
making people see themselves and be

willing to change what they see."

A NEW MISSION?
Television isn't the only way Winfrey
hopes to help people better their lives.

When the host met Kalvin, a twelve-

year-old boy from the nearby projects,

while she was shooting a TV movie two
summers ago, she whisked him under
her wing. "Every Tuesday I'd look at his

homework," says Winfrey, who also had
him to her house last Christmas.

So badly did Winfrey want to help

Kalvin that she actually asked Graham if

the boy could move in with them. But
Graham pointed out that Kalvin already

had a family and that the best way to

help him was to help his relatives. In a

typically expansive gesture, Winfrey
reached out to the whole family. She
helped both Kalvin's mother and older

brother get jobs, enrolled Kalvin in pri-

vate school, got the mother into coun-

seling, and the family has since moved
out of the projects. "Kalvin's mother
called me the other day, and I was cry-

ing on the phone. Do I cry a lot or

what?" says Winfrey, her eyes gleaming

like wet, green slate. "She said, 'I feel

like I'm in the movies because when I

R 1Q94

come home from work, my k s

«

"Mama, how was your day?" Tlf jJ

first time I have something to sa
,: 4

Thus FABL, Families for ;Bet

Life, was born. Winfrey is sjndl

$60,000 per family over a two-y rjij

od to help one hundred famili n»

from the projects. The program elm

day care, job placement, educa >n i

counseling on skills as basic as am
how to open a checking account] j

ognize the problem with people ho

in cyclical poverty is that theytave

learned to break the chain of po\m
themselves," Winfrey says. "jM
taught to be a victim, and youku
taught not to be one."

If her quest goes as planned,

seek government and corporaiijnx

sors to aid the undertaking. "Be* a

to save families for a better life Ik
I

one of the other things I was Mm
do," she says with utter conjfci

"Like television. That's how Imv

posed to be using myself."

Not just anyone can challenged
fare system, and Winfrey, with hum,

and public appeal, may be onfef

^tery few Americans who coulAx
'Yet, as worthy as the goal is, ten
take such a campaign might seeifto

cynical, a bit grandiose. Does mi
ever feel God-like in the way shela
people's lives? "No/ That's the orb
tion you've asked I haven't like»i

Winfrey, palpably incensed. "Bfliu

am so connected to the bigger ptur

what God is, I realize I'm just ajm

in the God chain. I see God as the;

and I'm a cup of water from the cfear

WORKING IT OUT
No matter how strong an inne

Winfrey has on the world at la(e,

recent mission to teach others t) i

themselves was born out of herhi>

to better herself. She's at the toH
game, but is she too gung ho, t<H
to believe that since she's improM I

self, everyone else can, too? Wah.r

woman work out halfheartedly <trii

session at the gym, Winfrey, acjem

nied by her trainer, may seem a it t

temptuous. "Sometimes we sayM
as well be walkin' to the refrigei i

cause you're working for nothing
'

And so intensely is Winfrey »ci

on weight loss that, she says, higW
food now makes her sick. Li|n

When a friend of her caretaker (rop

off a homemade chocolate cakl N1

frey was encouraged to taste psr

piece. "I bit into, like, one littpp

from the layer, and I realized iifia<

much saturated butter in it, I ccid

feel it going down. So I threw ae

of it away, but I became realH re

sick from it," explains Winfrtf, 1

took milk of magnesia for the fnt t

in her life, "so sick I didn't wrk



'er not work out."

ie most part, workouts mean
and Winfrey literally has her

:ime broken down into pounds

versa. "To maintain myself at

1 Ired fifty pounds, I need to run

[J

:ve eight-minute miles a day. If

I d exercising, I would put on

lmediately, and I have."

j, hought must be terrifying, espe-

I someone who once before lost,

1 lily regained, 67 pounds—in the

4 spotlight no less. While Winfrey

j|i be more motivated now, there's

|i ; doubt about whether she can

I his intense pace. "That is where

I iged," she says forcefully. "You
aake it a priority. Wherever you

I , a priority." She cut short a Eu-

i vacation because of the heavy

1 won't stay in a hotel without

l facilities and she's building an

j
room in her house equipped

ie finest treadmill known to

I; he no longer calls her workouts

gle" but "a daily renewal, like

i commercial, 'Another day, an-

il mce to feel healthy.'
"

, the weight continually fluctu-

as much as ten pounds. "To
ii , it isn't like it ends. If some-

c >s upset me, I'll be standing at

ii jerator doing that grazing thing;

t's happening again. Close the

i tor and deal with the feeling,"

I

ains. So, if an upsetting phone
i a relative triggered the binge,

: courage herself to say no to the

: cookies and call the person back

i ghten things out. Weight con-

s Winfrey with missionary zeal,

jut personal chefs and personal

(although she has both), but

eing ready to deal with her feel-

i not smother them in food. "I

sie [Daley, Winfrey's chef] for

irs before I lost a pound," she

\nd I gained eighteen pounds
' first trainer."

,x forty-five A.M., and Winfrey is

running around the track at

o's exclusive East Bank Club,
ite Nikes stay low to the ground
er arms pump furiously, hands
ows slicing through the air. Her
ihoves out in excruciating, rhyth-

eases, and during the slow laps,

s that pass might hear one of

a's most powerful women urging

ner to sing along with her. But
eally keeps Winfrey going is a

hat only she can hear; the imper-

! thpp, thpp, thpp of her buttocks

the top of her thighs, a continual

er that 72 pounds may be gone,

tit have crept back on.

Gerosa is the entertainment editor

is' Home Journal.
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A nurse's story

continuedfrom page 221

No one, it seems, was immune to An-
gela's charms. Even the man who came
in to buff the floor was won over by the

carrottop in Bed 3, and the hospital's

housekeeping supervisor stopped by ev-

ery day to visit Angela. The child soon

learned ways to get attention when she

felt she wasn't getting her due. During

stints outside the ventilator, she'd try

the old let's-fling-a-toy-on-the-floor

trick. Failing that, she'd yank the moni-

tor leads off her chest and giggle as she

waited to see who would come running

in response to the beeping alarms.

"Angela was just wonderful, a sweet

little thing," recalls Lynn. "If I were to

describe her in one word, it would be

happy-go-lucky."

For Angela's parents, however, things

were becoming distinctly unhappy. At
first Ken, a twenty-six-year-old welder,

and Joey, twenty-four, had sought out

media attention. Ken had been unem-
ployed for many months, neither had
health insurance, and the couple and
their five-year-old daughter, Shervon,

were living with relatives in Wheatfield,

Indiana. Donations began pouring in

from a sympathetic public, but the me-
dia soon discovered that Ken had blown

a substantial sum of the money on a car,

fancy dinners and cocaine. He was later

jailed for a parole violation and for auto

theft. With that, plus Joey's having to

care for Shervon, the Lakebergs' visits

to Angela in Philadelphia were few. For

the most part, they had to get their

progress reports by telephone.

"Angela didn't have a whole heck of a

lot of family involvement, and people

knew that," says Barbara (continued)

?R1
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A nurse's story

continued

Cornell, head nurse of the unit. "Every-

body would try to spend a few extra

minutes with her." Indeed, the little girl

had an army of surrogate parents to take

up the slack, says social worker Judi Ru-

ley. "We had people coming in on their

lunch break," she says, sighing. "We
had people get attached."

And Ann Forsman was no exception. "There

are some patients you get quite close to."

she says. "Angela was one ofthose."

Ann was delighted when her little Angie

eventually was able to spend up to twelve

hours a day outside her "bottle." Ann
would buckle her into an infant seat, which

gave Angela a better view of the action in

the busx unit. For fun. the nurses would oc-

casionally dress her up in pretty clothes,

sometimes putting her in sunglasses and a

hat and taking "beach" snapshots.

But Angela was happiest when she was

being held and cuddled. "Whenever I had

free time I'd sit down and read to her."

says Ann. Berenstain Bears and Sesame

Street books were the baby'sfavorites.

Angela never mastered the trick ofchew-

ing and swallowing, so she was fedformula

through a tube. But she still managed to de-

velop a weakness for sweets, Ann says with

a chuckle. "We gave her lollipops some-

times. And when we'd have a cake on the

unit, we'd give her a little frosting.

"She rcallv loved movies, too," Ann
says. There was a VCR by Angela's bedside

most of the time: she'd gaze intently at the

screen, and let out what Ann describes as

her "fake cry" when the "Barney" episode

or the Disney movie had ended. If one of

the nurses dared roll "her" audiovisual

cart to another patient' s bed. Angela would

kick up a fuss.

The repertoire of activities available to

Angela was limited, but she thoroughly de-

lighted in the things she was able to do. "She

loved to be held, and to take her baths." Ann

says. During her bath time. "Grease" and

oilier show nines would blast from Angela's

tape player as she splashed and kicked in the

plastic tub. On days when she was doing par-

ticularly well. Ann or another nurse would

scoop her up after her bath and waltz

around. The frail tyke would smile and laugh,

reveling in a few minutes ofsheer bliss.

One of Ann's sisters has a son who was

about the same age as Angela, and the rwo

often would compare notes on the chil-

dren's progress. Because of her circum-

stances. Angela was somewhat behind

when it came to motor skills. But mentally,

says Ann. sounding almost like a proud

parent. "She was very alert. She knew ex-

actly what she was doing."

It's little wonder that the staff at The Chil-

dren's Hospital came to be irrevocably

attached to Angela. Over the cin
a year, about six hundred fifty ati

are brought to this intensive-c*

after their heart operations. T'l s

age stay is five days; Angela v|g

for forty-two weeks.

If the staff here didn't keep scie

fessional distance from their pth

they'd eventually dissolve into ;pu

of grief. While about 90 percer c:

children admitted to the unit iz.

out alive, says Russell Raphaehjft'

director of critical-care medicinrai

hospital, the rest don't. That xi
out to at least one patient death m

"These are babies with very m
medical problems," Raphaely sail

ing tired. "In making the decaD

care for babies like this, you rw
that. It doesn't mean it's any east

Head nurse Barbara Cornellp

"Each one of these patients is sptpi

naturally there are those who are pi:

tug at your heartstrings just a pi

more. You try to harden yourft

there are times when it really gets! a

Unfortunately, Angela Laketirg

to prove what we don't likep

jrbout—that the pain and grB
come with the death of a belovl

is something you never really esAt

Ann knew from the beginning fcr

wanted to do some type of pediatm

ing. "I've always liked kids." she sm.

She attended American UnivMi
Washington. DC and her first jem

a hospital in that city. She workedm
three years, then took this job mi

"Ann is one of the senior nurseme

terms of her capabilities and skilr

Cornell, her supervisor. But there'

m

her than clinical competence. Corm,
"She will take that extra step."

Ann lives by herself in the grom
of a century-old house. It's a nicetc

come home to. she says, with her ml,

ofplants and antiques.

But no matter what she's doim

she's off duty, her thoughts often dmi

patients at the hospital. "You thim

them when you're not there." she sm.

almost impossible to shut them out. I

Like most of the nurses, she occm
brings in a toy or an outfit for patim

gave Angela several books and srm

and bought her a pink one-piece pl\i

Around the holidays she gave lm

cheery Christmas socks. Often, s/m

home Angela's soiled clothes aMi

them in clean andfolded the next dm

Ann and her colleagues do theseti

things for their patients even thorn

know the emotional price they s<m

must pay. "They come to the hestio

and get the best medical care possilk

says softly. "When they don't make m
we know we gave them everything wm

The nurses all have differentvu
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with losing a patient. "1 cry," Ann

Vol everybody does." When she does

> does it in private. In all the years

een working with these critically ill

n, she has attended only one funeral:

a hoy I got very close to. a patient

first hospital I worked at. I never

another one. It's too hard
"

months passed, the medical staff

to hope that Angela would be one

lucky ones. "I honestly thought

be well enough to go home one

\nn says. Angela was growing and

I
weight and seemed to be making

wogress. She'd cut her first tooth

ter Christmas, and another white

as threatening to pop through. In

y of this year, doctors had discov-

narrowing in one of the arteries

I
to Angela's lungs and inserted a

tube to widen the vessel. "But

Tom that, we were making steady

ss," Raphaely says,

ate May, Angela developed cold

toms. "I was concerned," says

'But she'd had colds before."

)ut ten days later, though, Angela

1 a fever. "Things took a turn for

orse," Ann recalls. "I thought she

ad an infection, and that once we

d out what it was we'd put her on

otics and she'd get better."

jela's doctors began scrambling to

tie cause of the fever. The normal-

tgetic child became very lethargic

iale, and it occurred to the team

ley might be losing her.

nost immediately, Angela began to

difficulty breathing and had to be

hed back to the ventilator full-

And then, on June 8, the oxygen

in her blood began to plummet,

revealed a problem with Angela's

flow. The horrified medical team

gled to stabilize her, and by

lg it seemed they had succeeded,

shift ended at seven P.M., and she

:eling fairly certain that Angela

1 be okay.

ew hours later, though, Angela's

tion deteriorated significantly,

t nine-thirty p.m., her heart rate

i and her blood pressure began to

Eventually she lost consciousness,

ier heart began to betray her in

;t. The doctors and nurses work-

er Angela recognized what was
ning, and someone went to make
fficult calls to the child's parents

ier primary nurse. At one A.M.

day, June 9, Angela Lakeberg died

same room in which she had lived

jf her life.

id fallen into hed about ten p.m. that

exhausted. When the phone rang

i midnight, she snatched up the re-

Today she can' t remember exactly

as on the other end—all she recalls is
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the shock of what she heard. "They said

they wanted to let me know that she wasn't

doing well, and they didn't think she'd

make it through the night." Ann says.

Then she was left alone, upset and griev-

ing. She prefers not to discuss the long hours

between that call and morning. "I was upfor

a while." is all she'll saw Despite her efforts

to keep her pain to herself, though. Ann's co-

workers noticed that her eyes were swollen

when she came in the ne xt day.

It was a rough time on the unit: they'd

lost several patients that week. To have An-

gela slip through their fingers unexpectedly

was an additional blow to everyone "The

mood of the unit was very different that

day—people were very subdued." recalls

nurse Suzanne Murray. "It was like we'd

all lost a friend." Even the housekeeping

supervisor who visited Angela each day

was devastated.

Because all of Angela's belongings were

packed up and sent to her family, there are

no mementos or keepsakes for Ann or the

other nurses. No matter. Ann says quietly.

"I'll always remember her."

To the rest of the world, the Lakeberg

twins, and then Angela, represented a news

story, a medical challenge and—given the

costs, which topped SI million—ammunition

in the battles over health-care reform. To

Ann. though. Angela was a patient who

needed her. a child she caredfor very much.

Asked to describe the relationship she

had with this small person. Ann looks some-

what helpless.

"I don' t know." she says. "I don't know

how to answer that."

Here's what she does know: People who

feel nothing but pity for Angela, who feel

that because her time on this earth was

spent in hospitals it was nor worthwhile,

should think again

"This was her home, and we were her

family." she says. "She got a lot of love."

Love. Is that what she felt for Angela ?

"Of course." The reply is immediate,

and her expression betrays bewilderment

and surprise, as if to say. how could a per-

son care for this baby for so many months

and not fall in love with her.'

Perhaps the reason Ann finds it difficult

to describe her feelings for Angela Lake-

berg is that we have no handy category in

which to place them We have romantic

love, mother love. . . . But what is it called

when a woman shares this strong bond with

a child not her own '.'

That nameless love, as well as the grief

that sometimes follows it. is among the sad

secrets that Ann and nurses like her carry

with them each day—like stones in their

pockets that are taken out on occasion, bur-

nished tenderly, then tucked away again for

safekeeping. •

Deborah Diamond is a contributing editor

to Ladies' Home Journal.



What I've learned as a sex therapist

continuedfrom page 212

and to give each other exact instructions

on how and where they liked to be

touched. Mark objected. "How can you

tell us to do something that takes the

spontaneity out of sex?" he asked me.

As I explained to Mark, planning

when or how you make love may seem

to lack passion or romance, but it's a

necessary first step to getting one's rela-

tionship on the right track. What couples

may consider artificial—a woman mak-

ing a date with her husband, or playing

games, such as spouses imagining they're

strangers, ends up giving them new and

pleasurable possibilities to share.

Once they tried this technique, Mar-

lene and Mark reported that it did work

for them. Marlene was able to stop wor-

rying and enjoy lovemaking, and soon

their passion was flowing naturally.

COUPLES DON'T ALWAYS WANT
WHAT THEY SAY THEY WANT IN BED
When short-term sex therapy first start-

ed in the 1970s and several pioneer

therapists, including myself, found that

women could learn to have orgasms,

men could be "cured" of impotence and

that her desire to exert control over men
and, perhaps, even punish them was the

real, deeper problem. Simple sex therapy

had now evolved into more complex psy-

chotherapy, and I needed to work with

Delia to explore the sources of her hid-

den anger toward men. I found out that

her father had left the family when she

was six, and that, typically, Delia blamed
her abandonment on not being lovable

enough. I then helped Delia deal with

her feelings about her father. Even
though she couldn't talk to him in per-

son, in therapy she could "tell" him and
the other important people in her life the

anger and disappointment she'd kept

bottled up. This freed Delia from taking

out her anger on her partner and made
her able to enjoy sex.

SOME HAPPY COUPLES ARE LESS

HONEST WITH EACH OTHER THAN
ARE UNHAPPY COUPLES
One ironic lesson I've learned is that

sometimes the couples who seem happi-

est have the most problems.

Why is this? Unhappy people feel free

to be more open about their complaints.

Because they're hurting, they don't re-

sist hurting their partner. In fact, many
couples have sat in my office saying

I've learned that couples who
seem the happiest can actually

have the most problems.

couples could subsequently gain more
pleasure, we thought we had discovered

magic. But these successes were some-
times just the beginning of curing a per-

son's problems. In some cases, deeper
emotional conflicts needed to be uncov-

ered and dealt with in order to help cou-

ples fully enjoy sexual expression and a

loving relationship.

For example, thirty-six-year-old
Delia's initial complaint when she came
to sex therapy was that she could not

make love in different positions with her

husband. "I really want to do it," she

said, clearly perplexed. "So I don't un-
derstand why I don't do it."

The answer lies in a fascinating lesson

I learned: The very complaint some peo-
ple insist they want to get over often pro-

vides protection from a deeper problem.
In Delia's case, the initial therapeutic

step was to encourage her to do what she

resisted. The first time she made love

this way, she truly enjoyed it. But in sub-

sequent sessions, Delia reported that

during sex, she'd begun to feel the urge

to bite her husband— to the point of
causing him pain. This revealed to me

such mean things to each other that I've

flinched; others have professed great

love and insist nothing is wrong. So,

why have they come to therapy? Be-
cause something is wrong; they're just

frightened to admit it.

Like Marcia and Rick. Married only

seven months, they came to therapy pre-

sumably just to ask a few questions. Only

after much prodding did Rick reveal that

he'd like to last longer in their lovemak-

ing sessions. It took even more persistent

questioning before he finally admitted

that he usually ejaculated within three

minutes and couldn't get another erec-

tion. And only after many sessions did

Marcia, who at first insisted she had an

orgasm every time, finally admit that sex

didn't last long enough for her to climax.

At first, I had to reassure Marcia and

Rick that many couples feel perfect for

each other but still have to work on their

sexual interaction. Telling each other

what they want in bed does not mean
they love each other less. In fact, it opens

the door to sexual satisfaction. I gave the

couple homework: to spend time individ-

ually learning about their own bodies, to

7
experiment with touching themsees

they could regulate their own exci mi

levels and, then, to teach each oth h
and when to start and stop stimula «i

After their tenth—and final—ssii

the couple reported success: Rickasi

longer in intercourse, and Marciaaq

rienced her first real orgasm ever. 4

WHEN YOU LEAST FEEL LIKE

MAKING LOVE IS OFTEN WHEN
YOU MOST NEED TO
Life is full of crises—from minor fist

tions with work or relationships topa

catastrophes, like losing a job, or m
with a serious illness. In the face c|si

stresses—and the resulting fatigtr I

depression—one or both partner

understandably want to abstairfcri

sex. But a disinterest in lovemaki*

escalate into a vicious cycle of fki

tion and, ultimately, alienation. Iff:

it's in times of trouble when s^u

most need the love and comfoirtj

healthy sexual intimacy provides. I

Take the case of Laura and Toi, :

lege sweethearts who had enjoyeB
sionate lovemaking through rwenr|?e

of marriage. Yet, recently, as p-

computer consulting business expjio

and the couple had a third childttr

an unplanned pregnancy) who wajb<

with Down's syndrome, life becale

stressful they stopped making lovial

gether. It almost led to divorce.

"I was so busy with the baby, I pc

stop working," Laura says. "I felt k s

ry for myself that I began to reseriT

for not wanting to make love. I »ec

to feel attractive and like a woml,
stead of just like a slave to evefK
else. And I started to think that i*I

wasn't coming on to me, he mit
getting it elsewhere."

In our sessions, Tom reassuredk

he was not having an affair aiI

plained his distant behavior: "I fid

feel like I could be a good lover \|b

those worries on my mind. W<rse

thought the baby's problems w(fc

fault. I threw myself into woos
wouldn't feel like so much of a faire

Talking about their stresses aii s

ting aside private, intimate time test

allowed Laura and Tom to inlfe;

their individual self-esteen 1

strengthen their bond—helpingth

withstand outside pressures.

EVERY COUPLE HAS A SECRET SE LI

Early in the development of sex thra

fantasy became one method for fco

to unleash their private passions cc

pies sharing fantasies (withoutDe:

compelled to act them out) coulosp

up their lovelife and deepen thence

mitment. After years of encouragig

dividuals and couples to acce][ a

enjoy their fantasies without jucirrn

(except those involving children c| tr



ing pain), I came to a deeper un-

inding: that besides just thoughts

eting stories about sex, each of us

more ongoing "sexual script"—

movie in our minds—of what we

1 like to have happen in the ideal

mship.

king this theory one step further, I

ouples I counsel to identify what

; they most want their life to be

is a way to help them pinpoint and

their differences.

r instance, Denise and Robert's

passionate sex life was now barely

ering after nine years of marriage,

uds and the fact that Robert was

tor weeks at a time on business,

l asked how, ideally, they would

heir lives to be, Denise said, "I'd

try life to be like the night of long,

n-out passion that Demi Moore

n Indecent Proposal. She was so de-

, the guy was willing to go to any

i to have her."

stark contrast, Robert wanted his

be more like Sylvester Stallone's

acter in the action adventure

tanger. Although the movie didn't

much sex, Robert enjoyed its spec-

ar physical stunts. He fantasized

t that daring, on-the-edge quality

;
part of his work life and part of his

fe with Denise.

ennfying their fantasies clarified for

se and Robert their current needs,

itisfy his wife, Robert gave up being

;sed with his self-centered excite-

and made more time for Denise.

rather than picture her ideal man as

reserved and sophisticated, Denise

ed to bring out the macho man in

rt. By playing a role in each other's

sy, the couple made their sex life

,ally pleasurable.

4AL LESSON
e made a lot of progress since I first

:d practicing sex therapy. Fortu-

y, talking about sex today is not as

) as it was years ago. And despite

: growing conservatism in this

try, I've noticed that wherever I

from the Deep South to the urban

or West Coast—as soon as people

out I'm a sex therapist, their eyes

up. They're either intimidated,

ing I must know everything (I do

v a lot; if you worked on Wall

t, you'd know a lot about the stock

et, too), or they're just plain curi-

Because the most basic thing I've

ed as a sex therapist is that everyone

question about sex!

Kuriansky, Ph.D., is a sex therapist,

al psychologist and host of the radio

1 'how "Love Phones, " broadcast in

; York City and Cleveland. Her forth-

> ng book, "Generation Sex, " will be

ihed bv HarperCollins.
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—BALL MARKS CLUB LABELS MOfiE*

1 LINE IMPRINT IB COLORS
23 CHARACTERS A SPACES

SEND CHECK OR
SAMC DiSCOVER
4 EXP DATE TO

HOUSE OF TEES
P.O. Box 5000 Dept. 3

Dover, N.J. 07801-5000

FAX YOUR ORDER
201-328-4872

1-800-322-5850. HOUSE DRESSING FURNITURE. Save up to 60%'

(300 brands) Nationwide in-home delivery FREE BROCHURE. 3608

W Wendover. Greensboro, North Carolina 27407.

1-(800) 579-1802 DISCONTINUED CHINA. China Traders 18.000

Patterns. Buy. Sell, Appraisals.

BECOME A MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST. Great work at home

opportunity Approved home study. Free literature P C D I.. Atlanta.

Georgia 800-362-7070 Dept YYM203

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Lawyer instructed home study Join

America's fastest growing profession. P C. D.I. . Atlanta. Georgia. Free

catalogue 800-362-7070 Dept LLM203

CARPET. BUY DIRECT AND SAVE. Quality service Stain and wear

warranty. For samples call FloorFabncs 1 -800-472-5557

COLLEGE BOUND HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS. Financial Aid is avail-

able. Recorded message explains (201 ) 361 -8250 Box 21

EARN MONEY Reading books 1 $30.000/yr Income potential Details

11)805-962-8000 Ext. Y-2901

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Products al Home

1 -800-467-5566 EXT 11795

FLOWER ARRANGING AND FLORISTRY, Tram at home Free

brochure Lifetime Career Schools. Dept LE02B4 1-800-326-9221

FREE "SIMPLY SAVORY COOKING ' COOKBOOK

fromLipton . the makers of Recipe Secrets containing over 100 quick,

easy and delicious recipes Send $2 00 lor postage and handling with

your name and address to Recipe Secrets Cookbook Otter. P.O Box

1 1 77, Grand Rapids, MN 55745-1 1 77 Otter expires May 31 , 1 995 or

while supplies last Allow 4 6 weeks for delivery Void where taxed,

restricted or prohibited by law Good only in the U S A

FURNITURE FROM HIGH POINT. 1-800-695-4814 Discount prices,

Maior Manufacturers Hekman, Pearson Lexington Visit or call show-

room for great buys on market samples

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book Send name,

address to Calco Publishing (Dept C-682), 500 South Broad, Menden

CT 06450

GREAT EXTRA INCOME! Work Irom home assembling products from

National companies Fun easy 1 As seen on T V 1 Guaranteed' 1 -800

377-6000 ex61 40

HOME TYPISTS, PC users needed $35,000 potential Details Call

(1)805 962-8000 Ext B-2901

Be a Secretary
Train at home in spare time.

Ho previous experience needed.

Join thousands ol successtul secretanes who .

make good money Experts guide you step by I

step train you in office procedures, record-keep-

ing office machines, much more Free facts' I

Call 1-800-578-1234 orwrile I

At-Home Professions, Dept. WJSA4
2001 Lowe Fot Collins, CO 80525

LIVE PSYCHIC Confused, Lonely Unhappy Reunites Lovers, Removes

Others. Obstacles. Negatives Reveals Love. Career, Mamage. Law-

suits 512-385-5803

MONEY TROUBLES, overdue bills, reduce interest, cut monthly

payments 1-800-SAVE-ME-2

PAY ALL YOUR BILLS WITH LESS MONEY! FREE Information

1-800-369-4539,

RAISING SENSITIVE CHILDREN. Parenting Book, illustrated 96 pgs

send $7 50, Saturn Press, 370 W Camino Gardens Blvd
,
Suite 210.

Boca Raton. FL 33432.

SEEKING LOST FRIENDS. RELATIVES. CLASSMATES? BASCOMP

provides computerized search Send individual's name (middle initial

if possible) and S20 for listing Box 25. Knob Nosier. MO 65336

TELEPHONE RECORDERS. Bug/Phone Tap Detectors Electronic De-

vices, morel For catalog mail S5.00 EDE. POB 337LJ. Buffalo, NY

14226(716)691-3476.

WORK AT HOME — EARN UP TO S25.000. Tram at home to type

medical reports Flexible hours Free information. 1-800-475-0100 or

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME

Be a Medical Transcriptionist tull or part-time. ..we train

you at home in your spare time. No previous experi-

ence necessary. If you type, or are willing to learn, you
can make up to S25.000 a year and more at home typing

medical histories from audio cassettes dictated by
doctors. Get free facts! No obligation! Call toll-free...

1-800-475-0100. ..or write At-Home Professions. 2001

Lowe St.. Dept. WJMA4, Fort Collins. CO 80525. m

Live Psychic Advisors
Personal Readings $1.95 Min.—s r—^ See Why OUR Clients

!>s@ Refer Us to Their Friends!

Info 1-800-982-5041 Visa'MC & Checks

PSYCHICS 1-900-884-3292 S1.95 MIN.

Checks Accepted By Phone
24 Hours 18 & over

LIVE PERSONAL PSYCHIC
NumerologyTarot»Astrology

Clairvoyant

Love • Success • Money $ • Difficult Decisions

LOOK INTO YOUR FUTURE!
Sensational Results with Rare Gifted Psychics

1-900-933-7333
24 His. R MC7VISA & OUST. SERV.

SS. 1-800-972-1117
Mlle-HI Psychics • Must be 18 +

Also Spanish. French & German Speaking Psychics

$297
Per
Min.

High School At Home
DIPLOMA AWARDED

Without obligation, get free info on low cost

home study method, accrediation. Diploma.

No salesman will call on you.

American School®. Dep. 204 CALL FREE ANYTIME

850 E 58th St

Chicago. IL 60637
1-800-228-5600

PHOTOS from»PHOTOS a°E
N
f
G
DTD

Pick A Package
40 Wallets

32 Wallets & 1-5"x7

2 Custom 8"x10"

20 Jumbo Wallets

4 Jumbos &4-5"x7"
4 Jumbos & 2-5x7 & 1-8x10

TRUE COLORS ' BEST QUALITY • SPEEDY SERVICE

Send any photos, images, instant prints (B&W/
Color) up to 8"x1 0" or color 35mm negs. (returned).

Add S1 per package for postage & handling.

Weed Assistance? Call

1400-33-COLOR 9AU-IPM EST
Guaranteed. End. check or

M O. with ret address, send to:

RELIANCE COLOR LABS. INC

Studio F52 11 Box 1000

RELIANCE COLOR LABS, INC.

Rush X52-11 Box 999
OlUUlOrDil- I I DU1 IUUU "

Swansea. MA 02777 V-Swansea. MA 02777.



3ing your dogs and cats healthy and happy.

By Shana Aborn

WHEN YOUR PET
DRIVES YOU CRAZY

D
oes your dog destroy the

house when you're away?

Does your cat "forget" to

use the litter box? Sadly,

owners of problem pets often give

their animals away or have them de-

stroyed. But there are better solu-

tions to many common forms of

misbehavior.

"First, call your local veterinarian

to rule out any physical causes," says

Nicholas Dodman, B.V.M.S., director

of the behavior clinic at Tufts Univer-

sity School of Veterinary Medicine, in

ask
THE VET
By William D. Swartz. D.V.M.

We try not to give our dog table

scraps, but at Thanksgiving dinner,

it 's hard to resist. Is turkey meat good

for dogs? What about turkey bones?

All
animals need a well-balanced

diet, and too many table

t scraps—particularly meats,

which tend to be greasy—can con-

tribute to weight gain and skin, hair

and digestive problems. On the oth-

er hand, vegetables (fresh, not

smothered in sauces or casseroles)

can be a nutritious supplement to

your dog's meals, but check with

your vet first. Animals should never

be given poultry bones; they splinter

and can puncture the pet's stomach.

Or. Swartz is the owner
end medical director of

Cj ver Animal Hospi-

tal, in Herndon, Virginia.

Send your questions about

animal health and behavior

to Box PN, Ladies' Home
Journal, 1 00 Park Avenue,

New York, NY 10017.

North Grafton, Massachusetts. If

nothing is physically wrong, then ask

your veterinarian if she can help you

resolve the problem—or refer you to

a vet who has a special interest in

animal behavior.

Here are some possible solutions

to common behavior problems; you

can discuss them with your vet or be-

havior specialist.

DOG PROBLEMS:
• Growling when owners go
near its food or toys This is poten

tially dangerous because it can lead

to biting. Teach the dog simple one-

word commands, such as "come" or

"sit." Then make him obey the order

every day before giving him the food

or toy.

• Destructive behavior when
alone This is a classic sign of sepa-

ration anxiety, says Lloyd Aguero, a

pet-behavior consultant from Great

Falls, Virginia. Don't make a big

deal of leaving or coming home.

When you leave, distract him with a

toy or treat, then quietly slip out. On
returning, don't greet or pet him until

he has calmed down. Practice going

out for increasingly longer intervals.

• Barking Continuous, monotonal

barking can mean the dog is bored

or unhappy over being confined in

the house or yard. She may need

more frequent interaction with thd

family.

• Jumping on people Dogs do thil

for attention. To stop the habit, stanqi

still and don't react when she jumps.

CAT PROBLEMS:
• Refusal to use the litter box
The trouble may be the litter box itl

self. There should be one box fol

each cat in the house; keep then-

clean, and change the litter once c

week or more. Try sand litter instead]

of clay. Spraying urine around th

house, especially in a neutered cat

can signal anxiety or fear, and a bd
haviorist may recommend short-terrrj

use of a tranquilizer.

• Playfully "attacking" people

This aggressive play usually diminish

es in adulthood. Divert the cat's atten

tion by throwing a ball, or a toy on c

string, in the opposite direction.

—Ilene Springei

DEAR JOURNAL . .

Some pets come to us from pet stores, animal shelters or as gifts. But quite a fev

just seem to show up out of the blue to become a very dear part of our lives.

We'd like to hear the story of how an animal unexpectedly entered your life

whether or not the pet is still with you. Send your typed tale (no more than fiv(

hundred words, please) along with your name, address and daytime phoni

number to: Dear Journal: Pets, Ladies' Home Journal, 100 Park Avenue, Nev

York, NY 10017. You may include a photo of the pet if you like. Entries must bt

received by November 30. If we print your story, we'll send you $ 100.

All entries (including photographs) will become the property of Ladies' Homt

Journal and cannot be returned.
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In my opinion . .

.

Men who speak up are called leaders; women are called something far les

polite. A political commentator tells you why it matters. By Bonnie Erbe

I'm
pro-choice. She's pro-life.

I'm a baby boomer and a

child of the sixties. She's a baby

buster and a card-carrying

member of Young Conserva-

tives. On the major issues, we
couldn't be further apart, but we're

the closest of friends.

Betsy Han and I first came togeth-

er when our professional paths

crossed. We co-author a syndicated

point-counterpoint column. Twice

each month we appear on Lifetime

Television's Lifetime Magazine show.

Betsy is also a regular pan-

elist on my PBS program, To

the Contrary, the weekly all-

woman news analysis.

The secret is that though

Betsy and I may not share

opinions, we do share the

courage of our convictions.

Unfortunately, outspoken
self-confidence is not a trait

the world encourages in wom-
en. Society rewards men who
speak out on anything from

politics to football. They're

called leaders. Women who
speak out are called aggres-

sive—or something even less polite.

But it's November, and if there

were ever a time when all good peo-

ple need to express an opinion, it's

when we elect the men and women
who will govern this country.

Betsy and I were able to break the

stereotypical mold because both of

us were raised by women involved in

politics. When Betsy was young, her

mother ran for and won the job of

Republican committeewoman in a

township in Illinois. My mother took

me to civil rights marches when I was

barely old enough to walk.

Women who have not had those

childhood experiences can still be-

come comfortable voicing strong

opinions. Getting out there and ex-

pressing yourself is a great way to

make a difference—and new friends.

Here's how to get started:

1. Find a role model. It can be some-

one you admire in your community
or even someone on TV. Then study

that person. Pick up on tricks she

uses to express herself and still ap-

pear reasonable.

2. Imagine yourself in a discussion

with your role model. Jot down the

points you would make and her re-

sponses. Train yourself to be ready for

Commentator Bonnie Erbe (left) with friend Betsy Hart

a surprise. I have learned to deflect a

challenge by saying, "That's not really

relevant to my main argument, which

is . .
." Then I move the discussion

back to more familiar ground.

3. You can disagree without being

disagreeable. Don't say "You're wrong."

If someone makes a point you think is

silly, smile and say, "I have a hard

time agreeing with that because ..."

4. Humor is the great equalizer—as

long as it's not used to launch a sneak

attack. Discussing the Miss America

Pageant with Betsy, for example, I

told her how unappealing I find

beauty pageants. She said what galls

her is the political correctness: "The
girls invariably have backgrounds

that read: AIDS awareness activis

battered-women's shelter staff. Ca
you imagine the judges' disdain if

girl's profile read: pro-life activist, k
cal NRA coordinator?"

5. Stay away from topics that yo

know your opponent has rigid view

on. Religion and sex, for examplt

are a minefield. On the other han(

religion and sex are great fun to tal

about precisely because people fe<

strongly. My advice: Tread light]

until you have a feel for the othn

person's tolerance.

6. Do your homeworl
Choose a topic, then rea

/ I up on recent development

If you feel passionatel

about a recent increase

local property taxes, tal

about that, not about Pres

dent Clinton's latest foreigr

policy dilemma.

7. No one has an opinio

H about every issue, and n

one is informed about evei

issue. It's okay to sa^

"That's not something I fe

strongly about."

8. Don't be afraid to chan§

your mind. Wisdom, it is said, is tr

ability to see another's point of viev

The more information you gather, tl

more you'll question your own views

9. Become a good listener. Knowir

how a variety of people feel about a

issue will ground your opinions.

10. Learn when not to engage. Bis

ots and word-hogs just want to he;

themselves talk; they're not interes

ed in the lively give-and-take of re

conversation, or in examining the

own opinions.

So give the world a piece of yoi

mind. Not only is it fun, it's importan

As Thomas Jefferson pointed out, tr

opinion of the people is nothing le:

than the foundation of democracy.
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in the news
44 CNN NEWSLINE REPORT LHJ teams up with the world's news

leader to bring you the latest stories. This month: breakthroughs for

breast and ovarian cancer; banking at the grocery store: how to

choose a great tie for him; and more.

64 TO STOP A THIEF With burglaries on the rise at holiday

time, we sent seasoned security pros to check out three

typical homes—the tips and tricks they shared with these

homeowners can help you make your house a home safe

home too.

a
100 THE JOY OF ANGELS A heartwarming mes-
sage from the author of the best-seller A Book of

Angels, who tells of encounters with celestial

guardians. By Sophy Burnham

104 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL TRIMS THE TREE When Tip-

per Gore asked LHJ to help spruce up the Vice President's home
for the season, we got right to work to create a traditional Christ-

mas in the capital and help the Second Family feel at home for the

holidays. By Leslie Lampert

118 MOTHER AND CHILD REUNION It was a remarkable co-

incidence: A counselor and her client find out they have some-
thing very special in common. By Carolyn Campbell

personalities

38 THE TEN STARS OF CHRISTMAS Demi, Arnold. Meg,

Whoopi and more of today's hottest celebs light up the big

screen in the winter's best movies. By Meredith Berkman

124 'TIS THE SEASON TO DO IT RIGHT An experts' guide for han-

dling the holidays' more "challenging" moments—everything from how
to look younger than last year in the family portrait to carving the turkey

like a pro, and more!

body and mind

THE BIST
DRESSY

PAGE 33

72 MEDINEWS Health risks for holiday shoppers: how to tell what's ailing

your stomach; save your hearing with exercise; and more.

HOW NOT TO GAIN FIVE POUNDS THIS MONTH Yes, it is possible!

n enjoy the eggnog, the cookies and the stuffing without gobbling up a

ton oi lories. The best ideas for keeping stress low, spirits high—and
pounds oil By Donna Christiano

80 ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL Everyone knows the dangers of driving drunk.

But driving drowsy can be just as dangerous. If you think it can't happen to

you, read this before you get behind the wheel. By Mary C. Hickey
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Moisturized skin no bath bar can touch
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Introducing

Oil of Olay 2ml
Moisturizing

Body Wash.

IThe first complete

formula that combines

cleansers and unique Ola)

Moisturizers. Put a little

dab on the 01av purl and

massage yourself in rich,

moisturizing lather.

So totally different

from beauty bars. And

these Olay moisturizers

are actually absorbed

b\ the skin. So now

you can step out of the

shower with softer.

smoother skin. And

not even bother with

body lotion.

Breakthrough?

Unquestionably:

( ileansing pull included in

slartor kit. Product available

in l>ar ~<w|i aisle.
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families today
26 A WOMAN TODAY "Reverend Mom" For one

woman, it was a long, rewarding road to becoming

a minister—and an even more difficult journey to

motherhood. By The Reverend Mary Grace
Williams, as told to Anna Scotti

50 THE BEST TOYS FOR UNDER $10 Our an-

nual round-up of top toys: This year's "expert"

kid judges played and played—and picked out

the toys they'd most like to see under the tree.

By Linda Fears

112 ALL DRESSED UP Glamour is back! Scj

get set for a fete with these tips for best-tressedl

hair, alluring eyes and standout, sexy style!

By Lois Joy Johnson

120 YOU LOOK JUST LIKE . . . It's Jerry, George!

and Elaine! Cindy and Richard! Or is it
9 See if youl

can tell who's who among the winners of the third!

annual LHJ/Maury Povich Show Celebrity Look-l

Alike Contest.

food
129 FOOD JOURNAL What's cooking in December.

130 OUR BEST HOLIDAY BUFFET If you're host-

ing a party for family and friends, have we got a

menu for you: LHJ's food editors selected their fa-

vorite dishes and created classic fare that's guar-

anteed to please.

142 COOKIES! Bake- up a winning batch from

our readers' favorite cookie-recipe contest.

158 GOURMET GIFTS The most special presents

are those you make yourself. We've got delicious

f

treats to delight all those on your gift list.

164 THE LATEST DISH Super shrimp from the

new Forrest Gump cookbook; the food-pyramid de-

bate; all about oranges; and more.

168 INSIDE THE JOURNAL KITCHEN/RECIPE
INDEX

regular features
10 EDITOR'S JOURNAL

90 "NOT THE HOLIDAY I EX-
PECTED" Whether you celebrate

Christmas, Chanukah or Kwanzaa,
sometimes it just doesn't feel like

holidays pa I '-'ere, three women
tell how they lei -if old expecta-

tions and createu new tradi-

tions to share with then ilies.

PAG

style

33 BEAUTY & FASHION JOUR-
NAL The best party-dress bar-

gains; tips for a terrific manicure;

fragrances perfect for giving; and
more.

15 CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE
SAVED? "We can't even stop

fighting at Christmas" By Margery

D. Rosen

176 BACKTALK

178 LAST WORD "A Toast To
'94" A lighthearted tribute to the

newsmakers of the year. By
Lenore Skenazy

Cover: photo, Robert Diadul; hair. Gad Cohen for Gad Co-

hen Studio; makeup, Linda Mason for Linda Mason Ele-

ments; set design, Karen Reisler; stylist, Sharon Haver;

frame, Manhattan Art & Frame; models, Hania and Mis-

cha Baron of Wee Willy; leotard, Gilda Marx; tutu, Freed

of London, tights, Danskin; wreaths, D. Emmett Mc-

Carthy; bow, M&J Trimmings. This page, top: photo, Alan

Richardson; prop stylist. Cathy Cook; food stylist, Karen

J.M. Tack. Bottom: photo, Albert SanchezA/isages.
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Go ahead. Follow that feeling.

\^ ith Libhev. vou can afford to be impulsive.

^ hether it's our romantic Brain 1\ wine, or

any of our other vivid color collection*. Libbex off t-r>

so raanv choices, vou re sure to find just

the right glassware to set the mood for vour tabic.

Glasses for any moment. And anv occasion.

Libbey
s

For more information on Libbe\ products, write:

bbey Inc.. P.O. Box 10060. Dept. B-LH. Toledo. OH 13699-006
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CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SAVED?
The most popular, most enduring women's magazine feature in the world

hp

RACY'S TURN "We had the worst

Christmas ever," said Tracy, forty,

he mother of two preschoolers who
rorks part-time as an X-ray techni-

ian in a hospital. "I bought my hus-

iand, Mike, two beautiful shirts,

nd he didn't even open the pack-

ges, let alone thank me. They sat

here under the tree for three days.

"Jow, is this a mature way to act?

"Mike and I have been married

or four years, and though I've tried

o make it work for the sake of my
;ids, I'm so ambivalent now. So
nuch is wrong, I hardly know where

o begin. Mike has this Neanderthal

vay of looking at the world— I'm

ure it comes from his family. Mike's

>arents are very traditional and very

:onservative. His mother wouldn't

iream of leaving her children with a

)aby-sitter while she went to work.

3ut I love my work and I don't see

vhy a woman can't be a mother and

lave a career at the same time. But

Viike tells evervone that my job is

rir

|

r

y iVIarver y JJ. Ho

'something Tracy does to get away

from the kids.'

"Nor can he understand why, if

I'm working only part-time, I need to

pay for a full-time baby-sitter. But my
work schedule changes from week to

week. I usually work four p.m. to

midnight, so I can have my days free

to be with the boys, but I often work

weekends, too, and Mike isn't always

available to watch them. Besides, my
work is draining, emotionally and

physically. If I didn't have someone

to help with the housework, I'd be

too wiped out to enjoy my kids.

"So, if we're not fighting about my
work, we're fighting about some other

money-related problem. Mike is in-

sulted because I don't want to pool

our money. Well, I'm convinced that

if we did, the things that are impor-

tant to me would go way down on the

priority list. I'll give you a perfect ex-

ample: I had assumed that we'd use

some of the money we got for wed-

money on my credit cards and to the

IRS. When I mentioned this, Mike

announced that he'd already taken

that money to put a down payment on

a house. Can you believe that he

bought a house without even dis-

cussing it with me? And that he can't

understand why I'm upset and con-

cerned that my needs will be ignored?

"We have no real system of pay-

ing for things: I usually take care of

the household expenses—food,
clothes, that sort of thing. Mike
pays for the mortgage and car. But

it's never smooth: We're forever ar-

guing about it.

"When we're not battling over

money, we're arguing about the kids.

Mike thinks I'm a lousy mother be-

cause I don't discipline them
enough. The other day we took them

to a restaurant, and just because they

didn't sit there like little soldiers, the

way he and his sister always did

when they were kids, he thinks

they're out of (continued on page 18)ding gifts to pay off my debts—I owed

HIS MONTH'S CASE IS FROM INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION FROM THE FILES OF JANE GREER, D.S.W., A MAR
UAGE AND FAMILY PSYCHOTHERAPIST IN PRIVATE PRACTICE IN NEW YORK CITY AND DOUGLASTON, NEW YORK.
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Can this marriage be saved?

coinimtedfrom page 15

control. You can't expect a two-year-

old and a four-year-old to be perfect

dinner companions.

"Bui I can't discuss any of this with

Mike. When he's upset, he pulls away

and gives me the silent treatment. He
can ignore me for days. When he gets

really angry, he'll fling back at me
things I've told him in confidence.

"My childhood was kind of strange.

I know plenty of people would say my
family was totally dysfunctional, but to

me, it was normal. I grew up in Al-

bany, New York, and when I was

about six, my parents' marriage began

to unravel. After one particularly bad

argument, Mother took me and my
older brother to Las Vegas to live with

her former husband, who worked at

one of the big hotels there. Dad was at

work and didn't even know where we
had gone. I remember feeling very

frightened that I'd never see him again.

But, as always, I rolled with die punches.

"We stayed in Las Vegas for about

six months when, out of the blue, my

father showed up at school. The next

thing I knew I was on a plane back to

New York, terrified that I'd never see

my mother and brother again. She did

come back, and my parents tried to

make a go of it, but they ultimately di-

vorced when I was starting high

school. My brother and I lived with

Mother, who soon remarried someone

in the area where we'd grown up, but

I know she was never happy. She
yelled a lot and used to smack me
around. Her new husband was a very

unsavory guy.

"Anyway, after high school I

bummed around the ski resorts out

West for about three years. I met a

guy I really loved out there, and we
moved back to New Hampshire to-

gether and opened a restaurant. When
it became clear that he just wasn't go-

ing to marry me, I decided to go back

to school. I knew I wanted to do
something in the medical field, so I

enrolled in a college in New York to

become a radiology technician. I grad-

uated at the top of my class and got a

job almost right away in a hospital

near where I lived.

"Friends introduced me toMik'^

who had a furniture-design btines

He was a couple of years ydngi

than I was, but we really hit it cf. \X

dated for about two years befre v

decided to get married.

"But this marriage is a joke, .'ike

never home. He installs kitchen ar

wall units, and he has lots of de;llin

and often works until nine atlgb

Does he ever think to call and tf n

he'll be late? No. Maybe his njjth.--

kept a plate warm for him wh<ev.

he decided to grace her with hi&re

ence, but I'm not about to do thk

"We never talk anymore; I pan 1

out he had lost one of his biggQE i.

counts by overhearing a converter

with friends at dinner a few mptf

ago. The one thing that is good »oi

marriage is our sex life. In fact, let

the only reason I haven't pack*u
the boys and moved out. I keep t(Jir

myself that if sex can be this |kx

there must be something to buildir

"But right now I'm not *r

whether I'm in counseling to sa\|«rr :

marriage or to learn how to copJkc;

single mother."
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|'S TURN "If she's so miserable,

er get a divorce," thirty-eight-

-old Mike snapped bitterly,

's a nasty bitch, and I don't know-

ant to stay married to her either.

)o you know what it's like to live

a woman who is constantly call-

ou a liar, a stupid idiot or worse?

ft repeat in polite company the

;s she says to me. That's why I

: talk to her and why I stay at

so late. It's a lot safer than com-

ome.

lur biggest problem is that Tracy

10 concept of money manage-

t. Trying to get my wife to sit

i and make up a simple budget is

ssible. If I didn't take control of

loney, we'd have none. She uses

t cards for everything and worries

t paying for it all later. She thinks

when I want to save for retire-

or the kids' college education,

'inching pennies.

/hat's wrong with pooling our

;y? That's what married people

t makes sense. I think Tracy is

;
ridiculous, and it makes me very

She's paranoid about money,

but for the life of me I don't under-

stand why. In fact, most of the time, I

don't know what's bothering her;

she's just ranting and raving.

"Okay, I should have talked to Tra-

cy about buying the house, but I as-

sumed it was something she wanted,

too. We were getting married, and this

was a very good deal and a wise invest-

ment. It would be nice if she respected

my financial acumen once in a while.

"And, yes, I think a mother should

stay home w'ith the children when
they're little. iVly father was a security

guard, and my mother didn't go back to

work until my younger sister was in high

school. I want my kids to have the same

solid childhood I had. And what I see

happening is that they're starting to get

out of control. Tracy is too indulgent.

"Frankly, I do think that paying for

a full-time baby-sitter when Tracy is

home most of the day is a waste of

money. Either she works, or she stays

home. Why should she have it both

ways? Even with all this help, the

house is still messy.

"You know, I love this woman, and

there are days when I sit at work and

think about how much I want to make
this marriage work. I try—but she just

pushes mc away with her nastiness. I

fell in love widi a woman who had a lot

of spunk and energy. That energy was

sexy; and, yes, like she said, when
we're in bed, our sex life is as great as it

ever was. I try to block out all the fight-

ing and imagine us the way we were.

But then Tracy says something in that

tone of hers, and I have to pull away."

THE COUNSELOR'S TURN "These

two were so ambivalent about staying

married that I saw them separately for

several weeks to better assess the situ-

ation," said the counselor. "In doing

so, it became clear that they had more

in common than either was able or

willing to acknowledge. The hard part

was getting diem to realize it.

"In our joint sessions, my first goal

was to get them to make a commit-

ment to the relationship. I had them

do a simple assignment: I asked each

of them to make a list of the reasons

they wanted to be married and the

reasons they wanted to split. Seeing

these points on (co)itinued on page 24)
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Can this marriage be saved?

continuedfrom page 1

9

paper made them realize that there

were more reasons to work on the

marriage than to end it. 'So from

now on," I told them, 'you both have

to stop threatening to get a divorce.

That's hurtful for both of you.'

"•The next step was teaching them to

handle their anger in a healthy way.

With Tracy and Mike, nothing was sa-

cred. Each accused the other of being

cruel and uncaring, and several sessions

were spent simply getting them to agree

to basic rules of civility. I told them

that cursing and name-calling were off-

limits, especially in front of others. So

was dredging up old arguments or

confidences. 'You have to find a less

hurtful way to express your anger.'

"Tracy's unpredictable and unsta-

ble childhood wounded her in ways

she was still unable to acknowledge.

She thought of herself as rolling with

the punches, but in truth she denied

much of her painful past and uncon-

sciously replayed events from child-

hood in her marriage. Tracy coped

with the pain of her upbringing by

'normalizing' it, that is, insisting it

wasn't so bad. Tracy was raised in a

chaotic, volatile home where scream-

ing and yelling were a daily event.

When Mike ignored her or failed to

consult her about finances, she felt as

abandoned as she had as a child. This

is why she rejected Mike's suggestion

that they pool their finances; to her, it

smacked of putting his needs ahead of

her own, just as her parents had done.

"By contrast, in Mike's family such

behavior was unheard of. They didn't

express anger, and they didn't express

their needs and desires either. Mike
never learned to share his feelings. As

the oldest son, he was praised and
doted on. Mike expected Tracy to be

as organized as his mother was, to

take care of the house and the kids,

and to indulge him. When she didn't,

he felt cheated and unloved.

"In time, as Tracy learned to con-

trol her bitter outbursts and Mike
learned to take her concerns seriously

and talk about them, the tension at

home lessened. At this point, we
could focus on their money problems.

"To help develop a sense of finan-

cial partnership, I suggested they

make another list, this time of their fi-

nancial priorities. What was most im-

portant to each of them from a

financial point of view? While each

had assumed the other had very dif-

ferent priorities—and then got angry

because those priorities were different

from their own—they were again sur-

prised to see how similar their goals

actually were. Both were concerned

about their children's financial securi-

ty, saving for the future and having

some autonomy in personal spending.

"This last point was especially im-

portant to Tracy. I explained that for

most of us, money is a symbol—for

power, prestige or love. Tracy was

afraid of pooling her money because to

her that represented a loss of autono-

my. It helped when I reframed her

thinking: Instead of seeing pooled re-

sources as a means of Mike's taking

complete control, I suggested she think

of it as a way to get what both of them

wanted. In time, Tracy was also able to

understand that making a budget
wouldn't limit her; rather, it was yet an-

other way to ensure that they had the

resources to achieve their financial goals.

"I also advised them to learn to ex-

press appreciation and respect for each

other's strengths. As their marriage

improved, Mike was able to s< thi

Tracy really was a nurturing a a

tentive mother; most importa
, I

was able to tell her so. He's als 10

understanding of Tracy's neec >r

full-time baby-sitter. On nigh hi

Tracy doesn't work, he makes i m
of coming home for dinner.

"Meanwhile, Tracy has lean t

acknowledge that her husban s

good money manager—and Mi \a

made discussing purchases and i >s

ments with his wife a priority. I iu

ing that keeping separate acc |
created a bookkeeping nightmai ;r,

has agreed to joint checking an a\

ings accounts, as long as she II

small separate account in hei rr

name. Every six months, Mik q

Tracy sit down for a financial re\ u
"Tracy and Mike ended coun nj

after a year and a half. While in ni

marriages, money is still a taboc ib

ject, these two have learned that

ey arguments often have more

with how you learn to balana

partner's feelings and needs wit

other's."

CAN THIS MARRIAGE BE SA
is a registered trademark of Mei
Corporation.

SKILL BUILDER
|

The top four money mistakes

This couple's relationship was so soured by power struggles over money lit

they lost sight of the fact that they shared many of the same goals. If monei:.

an emotionally charged issue in your house, chances are you're makinclar

least one of these money mistakes:

1 . You haven't set financial goals. Sit down and make individual lists of yur

financial goals for the future. Dream a little here: Would you love to tra\K

Buy a cabin in the mountains? After you've compiled a wish list, make a :C-

ond list for goals that can reasonably be attained in a five-year period, jce

your goals in sync? If not, can you fine-tune them so they are?

2. You haven't hammered out a realistic budget. Tracy was particularly negligerin

this area. Keeping a tab of everything spent, down to the penny, for several mollis

gave her the true picture she needed to discuss money issues with her husbom

When Mike knew the basics were being covered, he felt comfortable giving Tr<sy

freedom to buy what she wants—within reason—without fear of criticism.

3. You have a poor credit rating, or none at all. As a single woman, Tracfs

credit rating had been abysmal. She had to clear up that record—forcing Hr-

self to pay cash and reserving credit cards for emergencies. Women vJ|

have no credit need to establish themselves with an individual savings op

checking account in their own name.

4. Your financial records and receipts are haphazardly "filed," and youm

no idea where. Appoint one person to do the monthly bookkeeping (you aj

rotate if you want to share the responsibility). Keep receipts, stubs and creil

card statements in one place. Ditto for other important financial records sul

as insurance and mortgage papers.
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workout along with the

superior exercise of a

non-motorized treadmill.

But there are 11 powerful
reasons to choose

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL:

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL NORDICTRACK WALKFIT

Low Price © $299
(plus S59 shipping/handling)

$59995

'plus $49 ^ shipping handling)

jfc Superior Workout
# of a Non-Motorized
• Treadmill

^«^\'on-motorized means you set the pace
for a better workout and greater

VlfV calorie burn. \o motor means safety

and no maintenance, too. ©
NordicTrack knows

they're on to something here. BUT...

HEALTHMAX gives you as much
and more for about 1/2 the price!

A Total-Body Muscular and

lJ Cardiovascular Workout

Works upper and lower body for most
effective total-body workout. Ordinary

treadmills only work lower body. © BUT...Why would you pay
5300 more than

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL?

A Full 44" Tread Length and
HJ 7 Incline Positions

Long tread designed for running and
walking. 7 different tread incline angles

give a full range of workout intensity.
NO

Shorter 41 '/•" tread limits stride length

machine can accommodate.
Only b incline positions.

_ Variable
Resistance on

*J Arm Fvprri*5pi Villi 1_.^ V- • 1 1 .11

Poles and Tread

Adjusts to your personal resistance

level with a simple twist of a dial.

Arm pole resistance is 2-way—
push and pull—

for maximum workout.
© BUT.. .WalkFit costs almost

twice as much as

HEALTHMAX!

# Adjustable Height on Arm
D Exercise Poles

Adjust to fit your height for

most effectiv e workout. ® Not adjustable. You'll have to

use the one height they give you.

W Electronic

M Workout Monitor
7-function monitor

tracks your workout progress. © BUT... Are you sure you want
to spend S300 more than

HEALTHMAX TREADMILL?

B Pulse Monitor

9 Included

Monitors your heart rate

for optimum— and safe—
workout. ® Not included To get one,

you must pay an extra

5149.95 for their optional

"workout computer."

tk Folds for

W Easy Storage

Easily folds to just

49" long by 19 'A" wide by
only 11" high! © BUT...When folded, it's still

52 '/;" long by 21" wide by
a cumbersome 1

7" high.

Comes Virtually

y Fully Assembled

Simply attach monitor

and 2 knobs,

and you're ready to go! ® Requires

more extensiv e assembly.

Payable in

Installments

8 easy credit card installments

of just S37.38!
(S3** shipping 'handling added

to first installment.)

^ftt^BUT.. Vou start by paying $169.90, then you

|
VB must pay 539.95 per month for 12 months.

^(P^ then a final $34.54! "nJudi- nui-nxi

You set the pace for a superior upper and lower body workout!
exercising your entire bodv simultaneously— the muscles in your arms, shoulders, back, chest, abdomen, but-

:ks and legs— HEALTHMAX gives you a non-motorized muscular and aerobic workout that ordinary tread-

11s, rowers or exercise bikes can't match! And it does all this at a price that's half that of NordicTrack's WalkFit!

don't delay, pick up the phone and order your HEALTHMAX TREADMILL today. And while you're using it,

u can think of all the things you can do with the $300 you've saved!

CALL TOLL-FREE FOR A 30-DAY

NO-RISK IN-HOME TRIAL: 1 -800-458-4652 Ext. 762-108

HEALTHMAX
X7 Rirlwds Av piiii.> • Nnrw.ilk CT OfiS57



OMAN TODAY

On a bitterly cold afternoon

this past February, I sat in

the restaurant of a hotel in

Wuhan, China, my heart

pounding with anticipa-

tion. After years of longing for a child,

I was at last about to meet the baby

girl who was to be mine. I seemed an

unlikely mother, to say

the least— I was thirty-

nine and single, not to

mention being an

Episcopal priest from

Kansas Cit
. , Missouri.

I had read ' Chi-

na's extreme po] i

tion-control measures

that allow couples to

have only one child. I knew that be-

cause many parents are desperate for

a son to earn on their name and pro-

vide for their old age, infant girls are

often abandoned. When I learned

that foreign parents arc permitted to

adopt these babies, I knew in my
heart that I had to be one of them.

Two of my greatest hopes had been

to serve God in the clergy and to be-

come a mother—but I never thought

my prayers would be answered quite

like diis. For one thing, I was raised

Catholic, and I grew up thinking I'd

be a nun. But by my late teens, I had

drifted away from die church.

The lone, rewarding road I took to the

ministry was surpassed only by the

one I traveled to become a mother.

By The Reverend Man Grace

\\ illiams. as told to Anna Scotti

After college, I moved to New
York, hoping to make it as an actress.

But my career never really took off,

and I was lonely and unhappy. When
I started attending church again, my
calling to the spiritual life reawak-

ened; I began to meditate and pray.

I earned a master's degree in

religious educap

tion and landed

job as director o?

religious educal
tion at a Catholii

church in Green
wich Village,

loved the work bu

chafed under the re-

strictions CatholK
cism placed on me as a woman. I felu

called to be a priest, and I felt trappec

when I realized I couldn't be one.

In 1984, after much soul-searching,

I joined the Episcopal Church, a de
n

nomination that ordains women tc

the priesthood and allows priests tc

marry. After attending Yale Divinit

Schooh I was ordained as a deacon:

in 19&8, and the following year I be- :

came a priest.

My other cherished dream, how-l

ever, seemed even farther out ol

reach. Even if I did marry, it was
J

possible I might not be able to have]

children. From the age of twenty-

five, I had suffered debilitating pain

from endometriosis, and numerous
surgeries hadn't helped.

I spent three years as a chaplain in

a Kansas City hospital; in 1991, I

was called to be an associate rector

at St. Peter's Episcopal Church, in

Kansas City. I enjoyed the people

there, and everyone called me "Rev-

erend Mimi." A year later I had a

hysterectomy, which ended the pain

and gave me back my
life. I felt at last I'd

have the strength and

endurance to be a

mother, and I wanted

to adopt.

But the idea of

domestic adoption

scared me, because I

didn't want to take the

chance that the biological parents of

my child might want to take the baby

back. Then a friend told me about a

couple who had adopted a baby from

China. Looking at a picture of their

child, I knew I'd found the way to

modierhood—as though the hand of

God was guiding me. (continued)
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Frustrate
Yourself?

Try Wrangler America first.

before they're satisfied. That's too many. So w e're offering more

proportioned fits for that "just right" look every time. Guaranteed

or vour monev back. Pick up a pair today and feel the fit for yourself.





woman today

UintuJ

Although child abandonment is illegal in China, it is such

:ommon practice that the orphanages there are tilled with

msands of babies, mostly girls. These orphanages are cold,

:ak, cheerless places where babies lie two or three to a crib.

ie healthiest, brightest and most beautiful babies—the ones

)St likely to be adopted—are sometimes placed in foster

mes until parents can be found. Some of the less fortunate

Dies die from poor medical care and lack of attention.

It's not that this is a heartless country; the Chinese dearly

e children. But there are so many needy orphans, and so

le money to care for them. Recognizing that these chil-

rn deserve loving homes, China now allows infant adop-

tion by foreigners,

single or married,

who are thirty-five

or older and have

no other children.

(Younger couples

or ones who al-

ready have fami-

lies may adopt

everend Mimi" and daughter

xe enjoy playtime and bath*

e together. One day, Williams

ies to take Grace for a visit to

na, her homeland

:cial-needs children.)

[ found an agency in Kansas

ty that works with one in

attle specializing in Chinese adoptions. The process be-

I and I was put with a group of several couples who
re to travel to China in January 1994. My mother, Dona,

i a friend, Nancy Harris, agreed to accompany me.

[ was a little nervous, thinking my congregation might

approve of my wanting to be a single mother. But they

re just wonderful; in fact, my parishioners threw a baby

)wer for me. They gave me lots of toys and clothes, plus

mey to help defray the cost of the trip, and a local drug-

>re offered to provide food and diapers. I was beside my-

f with joy and gratitude.

My scheduled January trip was unexpectedly canceled,

t a few weeks later, I was told that the orphanage now
d a month-old infant waiting for me, and our group, five

nilies in all, would leave for Wuhan in just a week. I hur-

d to pack an extra suitcase full of the baby clothes, blan-

ts, diapers, formula and medicine I needed to bring,

mcy Harris and I met Mom in Denver, then ren-

zvoused with the other adopting families in Seattle.

On the long flight the next day, everyone chatted excit-

ly. We spent the night in Hong Kong, at the YMCA.
ie next morning we took a train to Shenzhen, then

tdged one mile over the Chinese border, dragging our

avy suitcases, to a dirty, smoke-filled bus (continued)
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ENTERTHE

ALMAY
TIME-OFF

CONTEST.

TELL ALMAY WHY YOU DESERVE
i 'ME TIME OFF

AND YOUJUST MAY WIN A
"FUN SHIP" CRUISE ON CARNIVAL?

The people who developed Time-Off makeup and skincare

products to help you look younger without irntating your

skin, now offer you the opportunity to take some time off for a

fabulous 7-day Carnival Cruise Vacation for two. (Grand Prize).

Or time off from housecleaning for a whole year. (First Prize).

Or time off for a whole day devoted to beauty. (3 Second Prizes).

Or time off for a daily workout with Kafhie Lee's Feel Fit &
Fabulous Workout Video. (50 Third Prizes).

Just purchase any Almay product and enter the Almay
Time-Off Contest. Tell us in 50 words or less why you really

deserve some time off. Be clever or funny. Seek sympathy for

a life of drudgery or recognition for hard earned achievement.

But be sure to enter.

Hey; you could use some time off. Couldn't you?

Official Rules

1. To enter the contest submit the following:

A) Your original, unpublished essay (neatly handwritten and in English) m fifty (50) words or fewer

describing "Why I deserve Time Off (essay must be on 8-1/2' x 11" paper, with your complete

name, address and telephone number on the page, accompanied by Official Entry Form, and be
your sole work; 8) Proof-of-Purchase (package front or UPC-copies allowed) from any Almay
product purchased between 11/15/94 and 4/30/95, and the store identified cash register receipt

with the Almay price paid circled. Residents of Arizona. Florida, Maryland and Vermont need not

submit a proof-of-purchase for entry.

Mail to: Almay "Time -Off Contest, P.O. Box 5273. Parsippany N.J. 07054. One entry per envelope.

Entries must be received by May 15, 1995. Not responsible for lost, late, rris-dlrected, mutilated or

incomplete entries. Void where prohibited by law.

2. "itnes will be judged under the supervision of Clarion Marketing and Communications. Inc, on

or about May 31. 1995, based on the following critena: Originality and Creativity (50%), Appropri-

ateness of Essay to Almay Image (20%), Clarity of Essay (20%) and Sincerity (10%). Winner will be
notified by mail on or about July 14, 1995. In the event of ties at the Grand and First Prize levels, a

skill testing question will be used to break ties. In the event of ties at the Second Prize level,

duplicate prizes will be awarded.

3. Prizes and their approximate retail values are as follows: Grand Pnze (1) - a 7- day cruise for two

(2) aboard Carnival Cruise Unas (a cruise to the Caribbean or Mex'can Riviera on the HOLIDAY
JUBILEE or CELEBRATION) consisting of a category 6 ocean view cabin, round trip air travel from

gateway city nearest winner's residence to point of cruise departure ($3350); First Pnze (1) - Home
Clearing for a year awarded in the form of $1,300 cash (26 cleaning visits at S50); Second Prize

(3) -a day of beauty ($200 each); Third Prize(25)-aKalhie Lee s Feel Fit & Fabulous Workout video

($1955 each). Travel is subject to availability and certain restnctions apply. Travel must be accom-

plished by 12/18/95. Any additional items or expenses not listed above will be the responsibility of

the winner. Taxes, custom fees and port charges are the responsibility of winners.

4. Contest open to U S Residents, 21 years of age or older as of November 15, 1994, except

employees and immediate family members of Almay Carnival and their respective parent, subsid-

iaries, divisions and related companies and their respective agencies and agents and individuals

involved in the producton of program materials Limit one pnze per person or household. Grand

Pnze Winner will be required to sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility/Liability and Publicity

Release within 14 days of date of notification. Traveling companon must be 21 years of age and

must sign a Lability Release prior to departure date. Non-complance may result m disqualificaton

and selection of an alternate winner No prize transfer or substitution except by sponsor due to

unavailability of prize. All entries become the property of sponsor and will not be returned. Deci-

sion of the judges shall be final in all matters relating to this contest Entry authorizes use of

winners' name, likeness and/or essay for adverteing/promotion without further compensate.

5. For a list of winners, send by 5-15/95 a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Almay "Time- Off"

Contest RO. Box 5534. Parsippany, N.J. 07054

HCamival
THE MOST POPULAR CRUISE LINE IN THE WORLD >,

Mail this entry form, your essay and proof-of-purctiase to Almay "Time - Off" Contest.

P.O. Box 5273. Parsippany, N.J. 07054

Full Name:

Address: _

City:

.Tel:

State: Zip:



A nagging cough with congestion.

Or a cough with a painful sore throat.

Take new Drixoral® Liquid Caps.

You can't buy a more powerful liquid

cap for long-lasting cough relief.

So you'll feel better, longer. It lasts

Honger than even Robitussin DM®
brVicks® Formula 44E cough syrups.

Without a messy spoon.

TAKE DRIXORAL.

FIGHT HARDER.

^"y9 " ^! © 199* Schering-Plough HealthCare Products. Inc. REAO AND F>

isstn DM® Is a registered trademark of A. H. Robins Co. Vicks* i» a registe

Drixoral]
COUGH &
CONGESTION

bo >

or Vic

IDrixoral
COUGH &
SORE THROAT

I ll> ( U'S

A woman today
continued

station, where we waited for hours. Af-

ter a bus trip to the airport and a quick

flight to Wuhan, we arrived, cold, dirty

and exhausted, at the People's Hotel in

a poor, forbidding section of Wuhan.
When we saw our filthy room, my

mother gave me that "I'm gonna kill

you" look I saw often as a teenager.

Roaches crawled over the floor and
walls, and we heard rats running in

the walls. But we tried to make the

best of it; we were going to be in

Wuhan a week or two, waiting for the

Chinese documents to be processed.

On February 23, Lily, a young Chi-

nese interpreter, told us that we would

be meeting our babies that afternoon.

My child, Lily said, was a beautiful

five-month-old, named Luo Bin, who
had been found in a busy street after

her birth. My heart dropped, and tears

sprang to my eyes. "I don't under-

stand," I protested. "My baby was
born in January—just a month ago."

Surprised, Lily said that the orphan-

age director didn't know that the agen-

cy had promised me a newborn. She

de

it

explained that they could try t( rid

younger baby for me, but she ig

not be healthy. Meanwhile, lir L
Bin was in good condition, had

adoption papers in order and w
perately in need of a home.

More than anything, I had

to nurture and love my child fr

very beginning. What kind of

or deprivation might a five-moi

already have experienced?

Heartsick and confused, I lot

my mother, thinking about the C ie

belief that all people are connec I

an invisible red diread througho

lives. Mom had liked that i

much she'd tucked a piece of re

in her purse for luck before wi

for China. Now, when she said

"Mimi, I think you should at lei

diis baby," I hesitantly agreed to

At the orphanage that aftern

group of foster parents troop

each tenderly cradling an infan

Bin was fast asleep, dressed i

upon layer of warm clothes, with|

ing of her showing except h

cheeks. Despite our worries, Mo
I cracked up when I looked at L
and asked doubtfully, "This

Then the little girl woke u

looked intently at me with wise e;

was as if we knew each other aire

But I still had a few doubts.

Mom suddenly cried out, "O
God!" Startled, I followed her ey

saw that somehow, the red threa

found its way out of her purse. O:

was tangled in the strap, and the

end lay across the gurgling baby ifl

lap. In a surge of love and confidic:

I knew right then that I had foun tli

baby God had in mind for me. "Ml
I said, "this is my daughter."

I already had a name picked m\

Grace Elizabeth Li Williams, aftelrr.

grandmother and a close frier™

mine. Now there was nothing t d

but to wait until the paperworks'?

complete. Finally, on March 7, lira

allowed to take Grace back to these

tel. But that first night was far lbr

being the happy bonding period Iifl>

anticipated. She wouldn't take a m
tie, despite all coaxing from me,

and Nancy. I was dizzy and fevc.sl

with the flu. Then Lily called '[tl

more bad news. One of the coupktii

our group had decided not to ac^)

the babv thev'd been offered, 111
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Aire your socks
too attractive?

Static Guard"
stops static cling

on clothing,

from head to toe.

Utam-CuKu L'>A. In.
STATIC EIECTR1CW

STATIC STOPPERS.

ryone's papers would be delayed as a result.

The next morning, Mom had to leave. Still weak with

n and fatigue, I struggled not to break down as I

ched her go, Grace whimpering with hunger in my
is. When Nancy phoned me from her room, I lost

itrol and shrieked, "Either get down here and help me
get off the phone!" Nancy hurried down, popped a

tie in Grace's mouth, and my baby suddenly began to

k eagerly. We grinned at each other.

)n March 12, Grace's adoption became final; three

s later, Lily moved our group to Guangzhou and the

sh White Swan hotel. All the families were mobbed by

sersby in the hotel lobby and restaurants. People

aid study Grace, then me, and ask, "Chinese father?"

ien Lily explained that I was adopting this girl, they

aid smile and murmur, "Lucky baby, lucky baby."

Hie U.S. consulate issued Grace's visa on March 16.

ree days later, as we arrived in Los Angeles to make

connecting flight, the fear finally melted away, and I

:w the baby now nestled on my chest would be mine

;ver. Friends were there to meet us, and I was so glad

se on American soil, I wept. Back at home, Grace was

sed from arm to arm, wet with kisses and tears, as TV
leras rolled and local reporters shouted questions at me.

)n April 17, Grace was baptized at St. Peter's, sur-

nded by the congregation that had made her new life

•sible. As I proudly stood at the font, I knew that the

) most important and rewarding events of my life had

n fulfilled at last.

Grace, now fifteen months old, is everything I could want
in a daughter. She's a calm, happy baby who looks at every-

thing with awe. My favorite day with her is Sunday, when
we greet everyone at church just before the first service.

During the coffee hour after Mas.. Grace i-. passed around
and smothered with kisses. (She has eighi godparents and
no shortage of baby-sitters.) Grace has triply enriched my
life—I've never felt so fired or so fulfilled, and I love it!

I know how important it is that Grace know her heritage.

When I was in China, I bought a marble stone carved with

her Chinese name, and I found some beautiful picture

books and a Chinese folk painting that hangs over her crib.

I have photos and videos for her, and I hope someday we
can visit China together.

I'm so excited about sharing my first Christmas with

Grace. Last year, in preparation for my trip, I bought a

Chinese blown-glass Christmas ornament, hand-painted

inside with an angel singing "Gloria!" To me, that symbol-

ized my baby's arrival on earth—a miracle in any season.

And when I look into Grace's beautiful dark eyes, I know
how blessed I am that this miracle is mine.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

To obtain more information about adopting c child from

China or another foreign country, send a large-size

SASE to: Office of Overseas Citizens Services Bureau of

Consular Affairs, Room 4817, Department of State,

Washington, DC 20520-4818, or call 202-647-3444.

Get rid of

hairy legs.

Spray Static Guard^on

clothes and make it easier

to give pet hair the

brush off.

„
ELIMINATE

I STfiTlC ELECTRICITT

INSTANTLY

19*1 Alhcrt.vCuKft IjSA. I

STATIC STOPPERS.





BEAUTY & FASHION JOURNAL
Secret to the brightest eyes, the perfect manicure, new fragrances and more

Yoga is the new

trend for quick

de-tensing and

energizing. Here

three classic moves

STRESS
BUSTERS
Stand with feet hip-

distance apart, arms up,

palms together. Breathe

in; exhale, lift up and
lean to right until you
feel a stretch. Hold six

counts; switch sides.

Kneel with hands under shoulders, feet hip-

distance apart, toes down, as shown.
Inhale, roll hips downward, and look up.

Exhale. Pull chin to chest; round spine; push
through arms. Hold through ten breaths.

Stand,

knees
slightly

bent,

feet

hip-

distance apart.

Bend over, push
rear end up, hang
head through
arms. Hold
through ten

breaths.

Bye-bye, matte: The sexiest

mouths are red and flossy.

Make the slick look --toy put

with these tricks from L.A.

makeup ace Robyn Cosio:

Smooth texture with lip balm.

Tissue-blot to remove

residue.

Sponge-apply foundation

on lips so lip pencil has a

base to cling to.

Line lips with red pencil,

following natural shape.

Fill in with pencil. Begin at

the center of bottom lip

and work your way out,

coloring back and forth in

the middle and feathering

to the edges.

Keep shape crisp by tracing

just outside lip border with

foundation applied with

a fine lip brush.

Apply clear gloss to

center of lips. Kiss, kiss!

lips

i

2

33



FASHION JOURNAL

CARLE T FEVER
Be caught red-handed: Short, red nails look new now—very Hollywood

Check out top celebs' favorite

reds plus a pro polishing guide

RevlotrFfend
Ice Brooke Shields

Msa Passion.
Fa..anFa»ce«

Daryl Hannah

9
Bordeaux Diana Ross

m

: - Revlon Raven Red, Melanie Griffith

Revl'onLove That Red, Lauren Hutton

lax Factor Curtain

Chane, Red
Pass^n No. 5,i^T ^

CaH Red, Jaclyn Smith

rrv Hail

5 SECRETS
TO A

PERFECT RED
MANICURE

1 . To start with clean, dry, oil-free

nails, first apply polish remover.

Follow with soapy water, then pat

dry. (Oil and moisture cause polish

to chip or bubble.) 2. Use a

generous coat of polish. Too little

and you'll wind up with streaks,

which are most obvious on red

nails. 3. Double-polish the tips.

After applying two to three vertical

coats, paint a layer of polish across

the tips for long-lasting results.

4. For a pro finish: Take an

orangewood stick and file down

one end. Dip in remover, wrap in a

thin layer of cotton, then clean up

any mishaps at cuticles and sides.

5. Keep enamel fresh, not gloppy.

After every use, wipe mouth of

bottle with cotton soaked in polish

remover and close bottle tightly.

eve o

Quick eye lift:

Estee Lauder

Compact Disc

Eye Shadow in

Neutral 1

e n e r
Did you know . . . that a touch

of white eye shadow, blended

on the browbone, at the in-

ner corner of the eye and at

the center of the lid, instantly

brightens red, tired eyes?



THE MOST BEAU 1 CJ L THING ABOUT OUR
LINGERIE IS > vT YOU CAN'T SEE. <

Average F)j gore Full Figure Soft Co p-Ts CInderwire



SHION JOURNAL

Make it short,

i. make it

W/ sexy, and

make it under

S100. Those

were die criteria

for a great party

dress—and we

found two that

fit the bill: far

left, a bright red,

A-line-style tank

w ith jazzy rhinestone

buttons. Available

I
•

I nationwide at

, Loehmann's,

Near left: a

s oi tne season
sliver of silver

lace with cap

sleeves by

Florencia

Fiume,

Remember Mary Janes? They're back
but with a sophisticated edge: shapelier and
chunkier with a substantial heel. Here, our

model wears Mary Janes by Kenneth Cole

and contemplates the many other options,

in her hand, Robert Clergerie; on floor, from

left, Cynthia Rowley, Just Libby, Stuart

Weitzman and Pura Lopez.

Heaven scent

|This season's new fragrances are dramatically different from the crops of recent

years. For women, the best scents are HBHBWBHBBBBKBBBW many of which are pink! For men, crisp,

clean., citrusy, dec-dedly not macho colognes that many women would like for themselves (in fact, CK One
is marketed for men and women). pMBIBBGMMBBl from left: Chanel EgoVste Platinum, CK One, Halston

Catalyst For Men, Clinique Chemistry, Givenchy Insense. For her, from left: Cory Longing, Alexandra de

Markoff No Regrets, Ultima II Head Over Heels, Givenchy Fleur d'interdit and Elizabeth Arden True Love.



Tame
the wild

animals"Mom, he's looking at me!"

"She started it!"

Sometimes, getting there isn't half the fun. Like when it's a long trip. With kids.

But the Pontiac' Trans Sport could change all that. With our available seven-

passenger modular seating, everyone gets their own bucket seat. One or two

built-in child seats are available, too.

Trans Sport's available 3800 V6 engine makes it the most powerful front-wheel-

drive minivan in its class.* And it has an exclusive power sliding door that opens

with the push of a button.* Plus anti-lock brakes and airbag come standard.

No wonder R.L. Polk* found that Trans Sport has earned the highest owner loyalty

rating of any minivan.

To learn more, call 1-800-2PONTIAC for more information.

Of course, we can't guarantee that the kids won't get cranky. But Trans Sport

is a great way to keep your little creatures comfortable.

KZ

'Excludes other CM vehicles tR L Polk & Co .
Leading Mini Van Sales Analysis of Repeat Ownership. 6/94

©1994 CM Corp All rights reserved Always wear safety belts, even with airbags.

PONTIAC
' TRANS SPORT
WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT



The ten stars

of Christmas
This year, the holiday movie season is the hottest ever! Winona

remakes Little Women, Demi turns the tables on sexual harass-

ment, Arnold has a baby. Read about these and seven other

surprises Hollywood has in store for you. By Meredith Berkman

hese days more and more

\ families are heading to the

J£m«i movies aver rhe holidays.

"The last two weeks of December are

two of the largest movie-going weeks of

the year," reports John Krier, president

of Exhibitor Relations Co., Inc., which

tracks the film industry. That makes

sense when you consider that school is

out and the right film is a special treat

that parents and children can enjoy to-

gether. "The benefits are great," says

New York City psychotherapist Linda

Barbanel. "This is the time for family to

be first—you feel as if you're a unit.

And going to a movie is relatively low-

maintenance." The features The Swan

Princess, The Jungle Book, and The Lion

King (rereleased) are

all great family fare,

and following are our

picks for some of the

brightest stars of this

—

or any—year.

SPEECHLESS

"The/ma & Louise" made Geena Davis

a folk hero. Her husband, Renny Har-

lin, who directs her as a pirate in "Cut-

throat Island," has made her happy. "We both have such a passion

for the business that it 's wonderful to come home at the end of the day and still be talking

about all our plans," says the thirty-seven-year-old actress. Ironically, that's exactly

what her most recent character, a political speechwriter in

"Speechless, " must avoid once she takes up with her po-

litical opponent 's writer, played by Michael Keaton.

Sim (Z££en

THE SANTA
CLAUSE

After three years as everybody's

favorite handyman on ABC's hit

sitcom Home Improvement, Tim

Allen is finally breaking into

movies. It may be hard to rec-

ognize him, though, since he

spends most of his onscreen

time as a modern-day Santa

Claus wearing—you guessed

it—a flowing white beard

and a fat suit. The forty-one-

year-old actor was disap-

pointed earlier this year

when an administrative

slip-up by his own staff kept

him from Emmy considera-

tion. But the former stand-up

comedian is forging ahead

with some unique plans for

his filmmaking future. "I'd love

to go totally against [come-

dy]," says Allen. "I'm basically

an action-science fiction fan."

laracters. In fact, he s so good that even seasoned interviewers find

at intimidating. Which is why his latest role seems perfect for him: In

*v-eight-year-old actor stars as Ty Cobb, the baseball immortal who
ne of the meanest men in the game. For any other actor, this role

tough stuff, but not to Jones, who won an Oscar earlier this year

vman in The Fugitive. With credits like these, is it any wonder you
•d education? After all, he's got an image to protect.
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Chex Party Mix is So easy

Even He Cam Make It fast."

Great Homemade Taste In 10 Minutes!
1/4 cup (1/2 stick) margarine or butter, melted 8 cups of your favorite Chex" brand cereals (Corn, Rice and/or Wheat)

1-1/4 teaspoons Lawry's Seasoned Salt 1 cup Planters Mixed Nuts or Planters Peanuts

4-1/2 teaspoons Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce 1 cup pretzels

v K&9

In small bowl add

seasoned salt and

Worcestershire sauce

to melted margarine:

mix well. Pour Chex

cereals, nuts and pretzels

into large GLAD-LOCK"

zipper bag.

Pour margarine

mixture over cereal

mixture inside zipper

bag. Seal top of bag

securely. Shake bag

until all pieces are

evenly coated.

Conventional oven:

1. Preheat oven to 250 F

2. Follow steps 1 and 2 above

3. Transfer mix to open roast-

ing pan. Bake 1 hour, stirring

every 15 minutes. Cool and

store as directed above.

•Due lo differences in microwave ovens

cooking lime may need adjustment These

directions were developed using 625 to

700 watt ovens

PEANUTS

©United Future Syndicate. Inc.

1994 Ralston Foods. Inc

Pour contents of bag

into large microwave-

safe bowl. Microwave

on High 5 to 6 minutes,

stirring every 2 min-

utes* Spread on

absorbent paper to

cool. Store in airtight

container.

Makes 9 cups.



Hurt*

Take comfort in Quilted

Northern* Wet or Dry.

It's the only bathroom

tissue made to work

just as well wet as it does

dry. New Quilted Northern

Wet or Dry has two layers

quilted tosether to be extra

strong. Naturally, new

Ql ted Northern Wet or

Dry is biodegradable and

safe for plumbing.

PRET-A-PORTER

The private life of Julia

Roberts has become so

public that the twenty-

seven-year-old

star laid down

the law while

making Mary

Reilly, in which

she plays the

maid to Dr.

Jekyll/Mr.

Hyde: Every-

one on the

London set

signed a confidentiality

agreement. But even dur-

ing the filming of PreVd-

Porter—Robert Altman's

expose of the fashion in-

dustry—Roberts and her

husband, Lyle Lovett, who

both appear in the movie,

couldn't seem to get

their husband-and-wife

act together. Last May

Roberts, who portrays

fashion writer, flew to Pari:

to reshoot a few of her love

scenes with Tim Robbins.

But Lovett, who had jusl

finished his work (he plays

a cowboy-

boot maker),

decamped
for the United

States just a|

few hours be-'

fore his wifef

arrived. Still,;

Roberts defends

her eighteen-

month-old mar-

It's wonderful

being married," she has

said. "I'm quite happy. It

makes your work much

easier because you have

this great home base to

fall back on. People are

always telling me I look

healthy and happy. Why

should it be a surprise?"

MIRACLE ON
34TH STREET

Elizabeth Perkins

is suddenly tak-

In last summer's hit

Wilma Flintstone to life.

In the remake of the beloved Miracle on 34th Street,

the thirty-four-year-old actress inherits Maureen

O'Hara's role as a working mom who tries to teach

her daughter there's no such thing as Santa Claus.

Perkins was worried about the talk of casting a boy

in the role originated by Natalie Wood. "You don't

screw around with National Velvet," says Perkins,

the mom of a three-year-old daughter, "and you

don't screw around with Miracle on 34th Street."

'£' 1994 James Rtver Corporation. 40 LADIES' HOME JOURNAL DECEMBER 1994



Winona 3lude*
LITTLE WOMEN

A delicate waif with porcelain skin

and raven hair, Winona Ryder is an

actress who can span the centuries:

This year she was Oscar-nominated

for her nineteenth-century role in

"The Age of Innocence" and starred

as a grunge princess in "Reality

Bites. " In "Little Women, " Ryder plays the high-spirited

Jo in Louisa May Alcoa's tuneless classic. Only twenty-

three, Ryder has already spent ten years in the business,

but she's far from jaded. Last year, when twelve-year-

old Polly Klaas was abducted in Ryder's hometozvn of

Petaluma, California, Ryder offered a reward for the re-

turn of the child, who was laterfound murdered. She has

since become involved with the Polly Klaas Foundation,

which helps search for missi)ig children. "I try to talk

about it as much as I can, " said Ryder, who turned the

"Reality Bites " premiere into a

benefit for the group. "I don't

want people to forget just be-

cause it 's over.
"

Adorable Meg Ryan, Holly-

wood's version of the Ivory

Girl, broke free from her wholesome image this

year to portray an alcoholic mom in \Xlien a Alan

Loves a Woman. Now, the thirty-one-year-old ac-

tress, who is married to Dennis Quaid and has a

two-year-old son, stretches in two directions. In the

offbeat comedy I.Q., set in the 1950s, she is fixed

up with an auto mechanic (Tim Robbins) by her

matchmaking uncle, the physicist Albert Einstein

(played by Walter Matthau). Next, in Restoration,

Ryan dons seventeenth-century period costumes as

a mistress of King Charles II. "I've been lucky in

the last year," said Ryan, who also plans to co-

develop and co-star with Julia Roberts in a remake

of George Cukor's The Women. (The original

paired Joan Crawford and Norma Shearer.) "I've

been doing different stuff, trying out new muscles.

It's been an apprenticeship for me."

not

Total comfort either way.

Even though new Quilted

Northern' Wet or Dry is made

to hold up to water, it's soft

enough for total comfort.

And there's nothing like the

soft comfort of a quilt. New

Quilted Northern Wet or

Dry is the latest addition to

the Quilted Northern family.

It's the only tissue that you

can use wet or dry.

Take comfort In

new Quilted Northern

Wet or Dry.

41 © 1994 James River Corporation
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introducing Quilted

Northern' Wet or Dry.

It's the only bathroom tissue

made to work just as well

wet as it does dry. It has

two layers quilted together

and it's specially designed

to hold up to water, yet it's

quilted for comfort so it's

soft when you choose to

use it dry. Naturally it's

biodegradable and safe for

plumbing. New Quilted

Northern Wet or Dry is the

latest adun'on to the

Quilted Northern family

Take comfort in Quilted

Northern Wet or Dry.

1994 James River Corporation

2>£mi Mame « DISCLOSURE

Thirty-two-year-old Demi Moore seems to have ev-

erything: a perfect body, three young daughters with

husband Bruce Willis, and a night with Robert Red-

ford, in last year's smash "Indecent Proposal.
"

"Everyone seems very interested to know how he

kisses, " said Moore, who says love scenes—even

with Redford—are "very difficult. . . . Ifind that showing the act of sex isn't,]

you knozv, sensuous. I mean, when I watch it, I get embarrassed." Moore's

Puritanism seems at odds not only with her public image but with the emotion-}

al terrain of her latest zvork: "Disclosure," based on Michael Crichton's con-

troversial novel about sexual harassment, stars Moore as a high-pozvered

corporate executive zoho attempts to destroy a former lover (Michael Douglas)

when he refuses her romantic advances. A role that will, no doubt, inflame

Moore 's already hot career.

Academy Award-winning actress]

(she got an Oscar nod for her role

as a psychic in 1990's Ghost), but!

Arguably the most outspoken actress not for one as unpredictable and

in Hollywood, Whoopi Goldberg straightforward as Whoopi Gold-

made history last March as the first berg. Growing up, she has said, "I

woman—and the first African- didn't see any women who looked

American—to host the Academy like me in the movies. I don't want

Awards. But thirty-nine

year-old Goldberg,

who recently married

union organizer Lyle

Trachtenberg, has

found that her dis-

tinctive, gravelly

voice can carve out

a successful career

on its own. Gold-

berg emoted as

Shenzi the hyena in Disney's block

there to be a time when there isn't a

face like mine

available, as a

consistent part of

the fabric of Hol-

lywood. . . . You

watch all these lit-

tle kids, little Asian

kids, little Spanish

kids, and they don't

see themselves, you

know, in Cinderella

buster The Lion King; now she'll be and Sleeping Beauty. Jasmine [the

heard in The Pagemaster, a live- princess in Aladdin] was the darkest

action/animated adventure starring thing Disney did, but she wasn't

Macaulay Culkin as a boy who en- dark enough. Kids are much hipper

ters a magical world of books. They than we were. They know some-

may seem like odd choices for an thing's wrong."

|
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OmeU

JUNIOR

The former Mr. Universe has

had to swim with fire chasing

him and battle tons of bad

guys, but in Junior, he's doing

something really difficult

—

he's having a baby. The

"SHOULD I
BE CONCERNED
ABOUT MY CAT'S

URINARY
TRACT HEALTH?''

comedy, which also stars

Emma Thompson and Danny

DeVito, should be another

savvy move in Schwarzeneg-

ger's carefully constructed ca-

reer. 1993's Last Action Hero

was the forty-seven-year-old

actor's first commercial disas-

ter, but thanks to the stun-

ning success of last summer's

True Lies, he is back on top as

one of the most powerful men

in Hollywood. For Junior he

had to get in touch with his

female side—not a difficult

task, as it turns out. "For the

last five years I have been so

much a part of what my wife

goes through in the different

stages of pregnancy," says

Schwarzenegger, who has

three children with Maria

Shriver. "From the morning

sickness to the mood swings

to the times when she says T

look gross.' It makes it much

easier when you can copy

your wife."

ABSOLUTELY.
Maintaining a cat's urinary tract health is important to its overall

well being. Cat Chow Special Care®is formulated to help maintain
O I brand cat FOOO

adult cats' urinary tract health by reducing urinary pH, and

providing low dietary magnesium. It contains great tasting, high

quality ingredients and has no artificial colors or flavors.

BETTER CARE MAKES BETTER CATS

.

Call 1 -800-CAT-CARE for more information.



WW SLINE REPORT

eakthroughs in women's health
n recent weeks, experts have made a number of important discoveries about

breast and ovarian cancer. A summary' of their findings:

Women who want to reduce their risk of breast cancer should exercise

regularly, according to a new report in the Journal of the National Cancer

Institute. Physical activity, it seems, can affect menstrual cycles and lead to a

reduction in hormone levels; that, in turn, may reduce breast-cancer risk.

A popular fertility drug appears to increase the risk of both benign and

malignant ovarian tumors in some women, according to a new study by the

Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, in Seattle, Washington. The study

found that the drug clomiphene, also known as clomid or serophene, raises

the risk of ovarian tumors from one in five hundred to one in fifty over a

twelve-year period after treatment.

At last, doctors have identified a breast-cancer gene. Researchers at the

University of Utah, in Salt Lake City, have found the gene, called BRCA1
(breast cancer- 1), which they hope will one day be used to identify women

who carry the gene and give them early treatment options before detection

devices such as self-exams and mammograms reveal a problem.

—Andrew Holtz, HealthWorks

Don't give him a tie this Christmas
If you were planning to rely on ties as stocking stuffers this holiday season,

think again: Fashion pundits say that the classic men's accessory is on the de-

cline. Designers are using fewer ties in their shows, reflecting the relaxed

dressed codes and casual-wear Fridays now popular in many corporations.

But does this mean the tie is dead? Hardly, since quirky ties are still a boom-

ing business, as evidenced by the success of whimsical tie-makers Nicole

Miller and Jerry Garcia. So if you're planning on giving him a tie this year, at

least make sure it's one that will be a conversation piece.

—Elsa Klensch, St\'le with Elsa Klessch

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
I loved the White House. I loved the people

who worked there. I loved the life. I loved

the fact that, every day, you could get up
and do something that helped other people.

But, the marvelous part is that it does not

stop after you leave the White House.

—former First Lady Barbara Bush, while

appearing on Larry King Live

Watch CNN's Style with Elsa Klensch for a look at the world of fashion and interior design

and On the Menu for enticing reports on food, nutrition and cuisine (Saturday, 3

ON.,
THE WORLD'S

NEWS LEADER,

AND
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

PRESENT

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

FACTS AND FINDINGS

ABOUT THE

WORLD TODAY

A quart off

milk, a loaf off

bread and a
savings deposit
So you think those ATMs at

your supermarket checkout

counter were the last word in

convenience? Now, many

banks are setting up full-service

branches in grocery stores.

Customers can check out the

latest CD rates, make a deposit,

even open an account—all while

they take care of their grocery

shopping. Is banking at the

local fast-food restaurant next?

—Terry Keenan, Moneyline

Mothers
know best
For the third year in a row, the

number of women who breast-

feed their babies is on the rise,

according to a recent survey

by a leading infant-formula

manufacturer. They found
that 56 percent of mothers

breast-fed their babies in the

hospitals, and 20 percent were

still breast-feeding six months

after birth. It's a trend for the

better: Breast-fed babies have

fewer illnesses and allergies,

among other benefits.

—Linda Ciampa, On the Menu

(Saturday, 10:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m. E.T)

p.m., Sunday, 10 a.m. E.T).
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just one problem with your soft cleanser.

Soft Scrub cleanser is great. Until you try to

rinse it. Then you can be left with an annoying

gritty residue.

New DOW Smart Scrub" cleanser, on the

other hand, has 100% water soluble Baking Soda

so it rinses clean away in mere seconds. And no

other soft cleanser cleans better.

Soft Scrub. Smart Scrub. After rinsing for i seconds.

You'll also love the easy handling bottle

and the no-clog cap. For clean, grit-free counters,

sinks, tubs, appliances and chrome fixtures,

try new DOW Smart Scrub with Baking Soda.

Baking
sod3

Introducing DOW Smart Scrub.
fivvi£»T»t THnmiorH Tlr» flpiin f Tv* \ftPi« It wolf.



FOR A STORE NEAREST YOU PLEASE CALL 1-800-528-7228



A collection ofthoughtful gift

suggestions for Ihose special

somebodies on vour lis/

This holiday, treat her feet

to some heat.

This year, show some true warmth by giring,

her the new I ornado® I lealRest". I leal lies!

caresses her cold feet with gentle streams oj

perfectly heated air, while its bumpy surface

soothes her with a relaxing foot massage,

//eat/lest is perfect in cold offices or in front

ofherfavorite chair at home. For the name

ofyour nearest I lea litest retailer call

1-800-234-0604

© 1994 tornado lir Circulation Systems. Inc. Patents pending.

stetson S>ierra

lake him awayfor the holidays with

Stetson Sierra, a fragrance that captures

the fresh adventure oj the Sierras. Sexy...

romantic, il s a man s power of attraction

American Education Publishing

( hildren con note learn beginning reading

skills with six new educational software

titles featuring the lovable Muppel ' characters!

hermit and hisfriends help leach beginning

reading skills in full color with sound - the

software talks to children and no reading

is necessaiy to understand and complete the

lessons. Phonics, teller recognition and

other reading skills are taught.

I isil your local store or call 1-S00-5-+2- 7S33

for information, \vailable for H indows.

each title retailsfor only $19.99!

< Ojnri'Jil 1994Jim Henson Productions. Inc.



Mr. ( offer- 24 -( up Automatic

Drip ( 'offeemnker

The largest automatic drip coffeemaker

available today. Brews great-tasting coffee

30% faster than percolators — while

keeping il hot and fresh for hours without

burning, \ud the /ere/ indicator lets you

know you're got enough to keep (lie party

going. For the retailer nearest you,

call 1-SOO-MR-COFFEE.

Mr. Coffee* Pump
Espresso/Cappuccino Maker

Enjoy restaurant-quality espresso and
cappuccino in Ilie comfort ojyour own hot,

l itis pump-style espresso/cappuccino

maker produces the same rich, fu/l-bodiel

taste you 'd gec-jrom a coffeehouse. 1 •urin

steam tube makes frothing milk easy.

Makes a great gift. For the retailer neare.

you, call 1-SOO-MR-COFFEE.

Mr. ( offee® Burr Mill

There s nothing like fresh-ground beans

for the perfect cup of coffee. Simplypour
in the beans, choose one of nine grind

settings, and turn it on. The unique

pulverizing action produces a consistent,

precise grind for the greatest-tasting

coffee and espresso. For the retailer

nearest von. call I -SOO-MR-COFFEE.

Mr. Coffee® icceb

12-Cup ( "offeemaker

I tere s something for those coffee lovers

on your fist, \ccel has a stylish. European

design and premiumfeatures. Like a

programmable timer. 2-hour automatic

shut-off. and even Pause'n Scire to let yon

sneak a (/nick cup. Great looks. Great

price, (ireat gift. For the retailer nearest

von. call 1-SOO-MR-COFFEE.



9S5 liX

Here 's the perfect gift - the most advanced

Norelco® razor. The 9S5 RXfeatures the

latest in "Lift and Cut" technologyfor our

closest share, ever.

Speedrazor

Andfor that man on the go, die gift dint

goes with him. The Norelco Speedrazor®

gives him a close, comfortable share

anytime, anywhere.

Maverick Beard 6c

Moustache Trimmer

Or give him the Norelco Maverick Beard

& Moustache D immer. W ith six adjustable

sellings, he'll find scissors just won't cat

it anymore.

Silhouette

Or drop him a hint — you 'd like the

Norelco Silhouette W oman 's Razor.

Silhouette adjusts for optimum smoothness

and comfort. It s designed to share a

woman where a woman shares.



IE ISITING

HE BEST TOYS
for under $10

ho better to choose really great holiday toys and games for kids

IJHV than kids, of course! Our panel of judges, above, ranges in age

W from eight months to twelve years. We asked them to play with

dozens of toys (which they thought was a perfectly wonderful

assignment!) and select the ones they'd most like to receive as gifts. Take

our word for it: These guys know how to have fun. By Linda Fears

FOR INFANTS

Babies learn and grow first and foremost

by utilizing their senses—so for the first

twelve months, look for toys that they can

grasp, chew on, gaze at, make noise

with and toss.

WHAT'S COOKING? wonders ten-month-

old Una, left. She headed

lb. straight for the Happy Pot

& Spoon from The First

Years and started

stirring things up.

What's not to like?

Here are four chunky,

colorful fruits to grab, a

ig spoon to stir with (or to

chew on!) and an easy-grasp pot

with a lid, $6.99. Nine-month-old

Cameron, left, figured one toy is simply not enough

for him. Smart boy. Shelcore's 8 in 1 Play Center

(S8.99) offers eight removable toys—everything

that babies love, from a clicking telephone dial to I

j

a push-button squeaker. Just die thing to satisfy 1

short attention spans. Josh, above, ten months,

(likes what he sees—and no wonder. Little Tikes'

'Rock 'n' Spin Mirror ($10) features bright balls

that spin round and round a mirror—an

irresistible combo for curious tots l



spoonful

Seems like some cereals are full of sugar. But Kix is low in

sugar, with no added colors or flavors. No gimmicks whatsoever.

Kix is simply a cereal with a corn crunch that kids really

like. It's proof that you don't need a spoonful of something sweet

to get your kids to eat.

jx!Kid-Tested, Mother-Approved!
I 1994 General Mills. Inc



ENTING
ODDLERS

e one- to three-year-olds are on the go, go, go—and we know

how hard it is to find toys that will grab their attention and help them

grow. Encourage development of fine motor skills, language and

nagination with shape sorters, push toys, blocks, balls, toys with moving

parts, and easy puzzles.

SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL Susannah, left, eighteen months,

knows a good idea when she sees one. Fisher-Price's Bead Ball ($9.99) is

PX a new on the traditional bead maze. Small enough to hold and tote,

it's every bit as enjoyable as the big bead toys, at a fraction of the price.

** Two-and-a-half-year-old Oliver, right, is a boy who loves his trucks. So it was

no surprise that he selected the sturdy Scooters Animal

Truckins from Nylint ($8.95). Unable to choose

among the six different models, he took two for

the road. D.J., age two and a half, top right,

knew right away that Boppin' Beads from

Fisher-Price was the toy for him. Nothing

beats hammering—except the reward of

sending the shapes to their

proper places. Fun and

learning for

$9.99.

FOR

YOUNG
COLLECTORS

U.S. Capitol

Commemorative

Silver Dollars

will be prized

possessions—only

500,000 have been

issued. $40 each;

call 800-888-9911.

LOST CLASS?

Recently

restored, the I

1951 film

The Emperor's I

Nightingale,

based on

a tale by

H.C. Andersen,!

is a joy; $24.93

ALL IN THE RHYMING The object of the new board

game A Rhyme In Time is to move around the board by

creating original, silly rhymes. Great fun for all, $29.95.

X-CITING NEWS Catapult Entertainment's

new modem and video-game network,

XBAND, links Sega Genesis and Nintendo

players across the country. (Don't worry

about your phone bills; this system is parent-

friendly.) $69.95 , ages 7 and up.

STOCK OPTION For a different

gift, stock up. Buy your children stoc

in something they like: You can teac

them about money and investments,

and they'll have pride of ownership'
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Earning grunts of approval

from families everywhere.

Making travel less primitive:



In caseyou lose
the instruction manua.

here'sanother copy.

With the EZ1, if you can press a button, you can take great videos.

It's the world's first Point and Shoot camcorder.

IheLtycdOa,

TheJVCEZl
It's so easy you 'll fall in lore.

JVC
The Inventor of\1



fiw/ Parfum Spray

Heart Picture Frame with

Cologne Spray andBody Lotion

DesignedFor Giving

We think opening a gift should

be as wonderful as wearing it.

The Collection...$10.00-$20.00 Tofind Truly Lace

at a store nearyou, call 1-800-528-7228.

i m

hi with Wildflowers

Gift Certificate

Save $2.00
on any purchase of$10 00 or morefrom the Truly Lace Collection. /'

A00Q71 a.
1

'3165 5

_ State

.

Dealer Mjii this coupon 10 Cory Inc ? 9oi 870135 B
paso "e*as 88587-0135 '0' redemption plus 5 08 nandtmg

prcvtfeo *ou and the consumer ryve met me terms ot we offer

fl«deematne onry rjy retail dealers nandiing Truly Uce Good only on

Trury Laa purchase of S'O X or more Casn redemptwn value 1 20

i |
of $01 fepioductions are not 'edeemaoie Coupon iot assignae*

08 2 9 Void *nere P'OriiDrted invoce proving suffoem pu'CIUSeS Ot Trury

ijee to cow coupons presented '0' redemption must De snown

jpon request LtfN one per pyrcnas*

Luxurious Bath Essence

redKeepsake Box holds Eau de Parfum Spray

Bath & Shower Gel. and Bodv Lotion Cnlnpne Shrnv and Rndv Pnmd/>r



FOR PRESCHOOLERS

Three- to four-year-olds have longer

attention spans and greater curiosity:

Challenge them with construction toys, lacing

games and pretend play activities.

BUILDING CHARACTER Three-year-old Adam,
top left, is a talented young architect in the making

who is brushing up on his building skills with

Roylco's Straws & Connectors, $9.99. Meanwhile,

three-and-a-half-year-old C.J., right, is another

crafty kid who was immediately drawn

ffo* to Shelcore's classic Bucket 'O
*'\. Buttons. We were so

impressed with his lacing finesse

that we slipped him Bucket 'O Jewels and

Bucket 'O Bugs, too! ($4.99 each.)

Stephanie, four, left, loves puzzles and

dollhouses, and she just

had to have both. Small

World Toys' Max The
Moody Bear, $10, allows

Stephanie to change his

clothes and his expressions.

Mattel's Polly Pocket

Pollyville is miniature play

at its best, $8.

FOR SCHOOL-AGE KIDS
self-esteem.

$14.99 each fror

Cultural Toys.
Ages five to twelve

are the time for

more complex building

toys and puzzles, arts-and-crafts projects, board games, sports

equipment and electronic games. Even though these kids are full-time

students, remember to build in time for play— it's an

mportant part of learning.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES Drawing is a favorite

pastime for ten-year-old Amanda, top left, so Disney's How-
To-Draw Aladdin book, $8.95, was a natural choice for her.

The book offers instructions for drawing all the Aladdin

characters in a variety of poses and moods, and it also

includes facts about the movie. Elizabeth, age eleven, bottom

left, who also loves art, became an instant tie-dye

expert with Creativity For Kids Beginners Tie Dye kit,

$9.95. Seven-year-old Ted raced right for Nikko's

Road Runner Truck, $9.99, the second he saw it. Just

aim the battery-operated transmitter at one of the

coolest vehicles on the road and let it ride!
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The Leader in Home Safety

Is Your Home
Decked Out For

Disaster?
The holiday season is here again.

That magical time of year. Hours spent

decorating, and shopping for just the perfect

presents. Hours spent baking, and planning

family festivities...

With so much to do, you're probably not

thinking about how safe your home is.

But you should. Because for all the

magic the holidays hold, they hold

h some very real dangers, too.

Every year, you read about deadly

fires, started by space heaters, lights on

live Christmas trees, or candles. You

hear about families overcome by

carbon monoxide poisoning, from

a faulty furnace or fireplace. And

you hear about families who are robbed

of precious possessions, while out

attending holiday parties or

religious services.

\ These holiday tragedies don't

J7 have to happen. With just a few

simple precautions, you canmake your home"
-"

_ safe and sound, and have the magical,

memorable holidays you want.



Home fire deaths happen durii §1

Looks Pretty.

But Si It Safe?
Few things put people in the "holiday

mood" like seasonal decorations. All those

twinkling lights, flickering candles, pretty

packages...but decorations can also put

you in danger, unless you're

careful. How can you

watch out for holiday

hazards? Never put your

Christmas tree or presents

near a fireplace or heat

source. Use only UL-

approved holiday light sets,

and look them over care-

fully for frayed or cracked

insulation or broken sockets. Don't use

indoor lights outdoors. If you have a live

tree, check it every day to see that it has

water. Be careful with candles. Never use

them on or near your tree.

Never use electric lights on an aluminum

tree. Don't overload extension cords, or

run them under rugs or through doors or

windows to the outside. Install a

smoke detector on every

level of your home, and in

every bedroom. And

make sure they all have

working batteries. First

Alert makes a wide variety of

smoke detectors, specially

designed for different areas of

your house. It's also a good idea

to keep a multipurpose fire

extinguisher on hand, too, like

the First Alert FE1A10. And what

if you need to make a trip to the

basement fusebox, or investigate any

strange noises from the chimney? A

rechargeable flashlight

like the First Alert FL5 General Duty

Light is ideal.

Of course, fire hazards aren't them
ones to watch out for. Many peop

don't realize that sore c

the prettiest holida;

decorations are

dangerous to small

children. Poinsettias, holly
[

and mistletoe can all be toxic, h
Small ornaments can be easily

swallowed, and cause choking,

while others may have sharp

edges or contain lead. Better

to keep things like this out

of reach, or skip them

altogether, if you'll

have small children

around.
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Your House Is Cozy.

!ut Is It Deadly?
eryone likes a nice, cozy house

g the holidays., .especially if you live

lere it's snowy and cold. But poorly

entilated furnaces, fireplaces and fuel

burning appliances, like water

heaters, can harbor an

invisible killer: deadly

carbon monoxide.

Carbon monoxide

is the number one

cause of poisoning

death in America.

1,500 people die from it each

rj<^_ year, and another 1 0,000

SS— people are injured —
most of them children.

Carbon monoxide is

invisible. You can't see

it, smell it or taste

it. Chances are,

you won't even know you're being

poisoned — until it's too late, because the

symptoms of CO poisoning mimic the flu.

You feel nauseous, dizzy, tired and have a

headache. How can you protect your

family? Check your furnace and all your

fuel burning appliances on a regular basis.

Never leave a

car engine run-

ning in your

garage. And

most important

of all— install a

carbon monoxide

detector in your home.

The Consumer Products Safety

Commission recommends that every

residence have a carbon monoxide

detector. First Alert offers one that's battery

operated and approved by Underwriters'

Laboratory. It's easy to install, and it can

save the life of someone you love.

The Leader in Home Safety

Don't Make It A Cinch

For The Grinch.
Being robbed is never a pleasant experi-

ence. But there's something particularly

awful when it happens during the holidays.

It's supposed to be a time of joy. The sea-

son of giving — not taking. But for thieves,

the holiday time of year can be very jolly,

indeed. There are all those presents, sitting



Fitst Alert s.

The leader in Home S t ,

conveniently in shopping bags, just waiting

to be grabbed. The shorter days mean

more hours of darkness — more hours for

thieves to strike. The holidays mean get-

togethers — parties with family, friends and

co-workers, religious services, school

pageants. That means your house will be

empty more often. But thieves don't have

to know that no one's home. Indoor timers

are an inexpensive and easy way to help

fool them. Set your timers to turn lights on

and off, at different times, in different parts

of your house, and it'll appear as though

you're home. First Alert makes a wide vari-

ety of indoor timers. Some, are automatic,

like the First Alert model LS510W. It turns

on at dusk and stays on for the period of

time you select. Outdoor motion-sensor

lights are another

smart idea. They

go on automati-

cally when they

detect movement,

flooding the area

with light.

Imagine a

burglar's surprise

at that. First Alert

motion-sensor

lights are pre-

assembled. Easy

to install. And

First Alert offers 24-hour customer

assistance. Will you be out of town for the

holidays9 Law enforcement officials

recommend that you leave your drapes

partly open. Drapes that are always drawn

say no one's home. Also, have someone

collect your newspapers and mail. If

possible, leave a car in the driveway. And

arrange to have your driveway ploweo or,

if you're not in a snowy region, your

lawn mowed.

© 1994 BRK Brands, Inc.

Wrap Up A Safe Season.
You may not have thought of it, but many

home protection items would make wel-

come holiday gifts. Does someone on your

list have a new house or new baby? Give

them a smoke or carbon monoxide detec-

tor. How about a night light? Indoor light

timer? Or, outdoor motion-sensor light?

Everyone can use a good multi purpose fire

extinguisher. Rechargeable flashlights and

9-volt batteries make great stocking stuffers,

too. You'll find a full range of First Alert

products at your local retailer who <

home protection products. And ev<

Alert product has a special

mail-in coupon, good for a

free copy (plus $1.50

postage and handling)

of Home Safe & Sound,

a 44-page guide filled

with smart strategies

and tips for making your

home safe and sound— during the I

and all year 'round.

SPRING TRAINING CAMP'

Enter the First Alert

Spring Training Sweepstakes.

You could win a trip for four to see your favorite major league ball cluP

"warm up" at Spring training camp. Just think— a fun-filled, sun-filled

for four. Or, you could win other prizes, like a glove and official major Ie£!fl

baseball. To enter, just visit your local retailer selling home protectionI



LENOX

Carousel Art.

The Spice Of

Life.

Jars shown smaller than

actual size of 3W. Spice rack

measures 15 :,/4" high by I8V4" wide

Brighten your home with this

tempting new spicejar collection infine porcelain
r M BSCRIPT10N PORN

7or over a century, carousel art has

:aptured the imagination. Exhibited

n museums and prized by collectors,

t brings back the romance and glitter

)f a fondly remembered time.

Now, the art of the carousel adorns

1 collection of original spice jars in

ine porcelain. To beautify your home.

Vnd keep your spices close at hand,

resh and flavorful.

Sparkling designs— 24 karat gold

Take a pinch of clove from the saucy

)rancing horse. A bit of coriander

rom the artful tiger. Or a touch of

;elery salt from the gloriously

)lumed ostrich. Each jar portrays a

;olorful carousel animal, accented

)y a bouquet of the spice named n

he jar. The jars are washable. h

snug-fitting lids designed like

carousel canopies and accented with

24 karat gold. Each bears the prized

Lenox® hallmark.

Carousel display included

Your spice jars will glow in the custom-

designed carousel display that is part

of the collection. Crafted of hardwood

with brass accents, this unique spice

rack has insets for all 24 jars.

The Lenox Spice Carousel is not

currently sold in art galleries or even

fine collectible stores. It is available

by subscription exclusively from

Lenox, at just $9.50 for each imported

jar. The spice rack is yours for just

$14.95—and shipping is FREE. And

Lenox guarantees your satisfaction.

Begin your collection today. 1042720

The Lenox Spice Carousel

Not sold in collectible stores • Mail by December 30,1994

Please enter my subscript ion to Tfic Lenox Spice

Carousel, consisting of 24 porcelain spice jars

embellished with 24 karat gold, to be sent to me
at the rate of two jars eveiy other mont h.

I need send no money now. I will be billed for one

jar per month—just $9.50*. The hardwood carousel

display will be provided for just $14.95.

Signature

Name
CI.BV.K MINT 1 I.KMd.l

Address

City State „Zip
1042720

Telephone ( )

* Plus $3.98 per shipment for shipping, handling and insurance. Sales

lax "ill be billed if applicable. All subscriptions subject to acceptance.

Mail to: Lenox Collections

P.O. Box 3020 • Langhorne, PA 19047-9120

LENOX. SINCE 188 9.



STOP A THIEF
What's the best way to protect your house? Ladies' Home Journal

sent security experts to three homes to find out how to

stop the Grinch from stealing Christmas

The statistic is as simple as

it is frightening: Every

sixteen seconds, a home
is burglarized in this

country. And break-ins

over the holidays—when many fam-

ilies travel to visit relatives—are par-

ticularly common. While nothing

can make your home completely

burglarproof, experts say that every

precaution can help.

To learn more
about the best ways to

foil a thief, LHJ ar-

ranged for security eval

uations of three typical

homes around the coun-

try. In each case, a secu-

rity expert from the local

police department as-

sessed the home's security

measures and offered sug-

gestions for improvements.

(Many police departments

around the country offer

similar advice at no charge.)

CITY SMARTS
Samantha Gregory,* forty-

two, lives in a town-house
complex in a residential area

of Minneapolis with her three

children: Michael, twelve, Kimber-
ly, ten, and Steven, seven. Gregory,

a paralegal, bought the town house

after her husband died from a rare

heart problem about eight years ago.

Just ten days after Gregory
moved in, her jewelry box and a

valuable camera were stolen from a

closet while the family slept. One of

the living-room windows had not

been locked.

*All names have been cha)iged.

After that incident, Gregory de-

cided to buy a burglar-alarm system

for $1,000 and agreed to pay $29.95

a month to have the system moni-

tored. But after two false alarms (her

kids accidentally set it off), she de-

cided to discontinue the monitoring

service. Although the alarm itself re-

mained, the siren would sound onlv

in the town
house—which proved to be no help

when a second burglary occurred.

Gregory and the kids returned home
one night to find their new TV gone;

they hadn't even taken it out of the

box. The burglary was probably over

in seconds, and the neighbors had

no time to react to the siren.

Needless to say, Gregory was in-

terested to learn how to bur-

glarproof her home, from Officer

Jeff Hoberg, of the Minneapolis
Police Department's Community

Crime Prevention/SAFE program

This is what he told her:

Learn from past mistakes Un
locked windows made Gregory a:

easy target. In addition to keepin

them locked, especially at night an

when the family is away, Hoberg rec

ommended that she "pin" all of th

double-hung windows on both floors

Hoberg's instruction

With the window closed, dri

a set of holes with a 5/32" dril

bit at a slight downward an

gle through the two sashe

where they overlap; sto

drilling three fourths of th

way through the outsid

sash. When two 16-penn>

nails are inserted in thes

holes, the window canno

be opened from the out

side without breaking the

glass. (The nails should

be easy to remove from

inside the house in case

of fire.)

Improve on a good
thing When the family

moved into the town
house, Gregory replaced

the common key-in-the-knob-type

spring-latch lock on the front door

with a dead bolt. That was a smart

move; however, Hoberg pointed out

that she also needs a maximum-
security strike plate (the metal piece

surrounding the area where the

dead bolt enters the doorjamb) held

in place with at least four 3-inch-

long screws that can't be pried out

of the frame. In addition, the long,

narrow window next to the front

door should be reinforced with a

grille, screen (continued on page 69)
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HowIoBe
ASmartCool

Us the season to bake cookies. Read on tofind out ways to makeyours asgood as they can be.

Like using the oneflour more smart cookie bakers use than any other. Gold Medal Flour.

Start with the best ingredientsfor cookie dough that's smooth, easy to roll, and won't tear or crumble.

Gold Medal must pass 15 strict quality checks soyou can be sure it's the best it can be.

Be careful not to overworkyour dough.

Avoid rolling

more than twice.

The result could be tough cookies.

Refrigeratingyour dough before rolling will

also make your cookies more tender.

iHMMMMp

We continually bake cookies under home conditions in the

Betty Crocker Kitchens. It helps usguarantee that the

cookiesyou bake will beyour

best time after time,

batch after batch.

ALL-PUR^
Ehmched . Bleached • Presifted Flow

Bake with Gold Medal

America's #Zflour.





A made-to-measure fit

in an off-the-rack world.

Most new cars are built according to rather abstract and impersonal

engineering specifications. But the new Monte Carlo was designed to

be your own personal space. So instead of assuming what drivers want-

ed, we asked. Look inside the cabin. You'll discover front seats that are

deeply contoured and feature thick, cushioned bolsters for support.

You'll notice that every instrument and control is placed exactly where

you'd expect to find it. That every surface not only flows beautifully

into the next, but every texture is soft to the touch and easy on the eyes.

In short, we've made every effort to ensure that the new Monte Carlo

is a perfect fit. Why not visit your Chevrolet dealer and try one on?

The New JVLonte Carlo

C^~^D Genuine Chevrolet""
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MPKIN DUTCH APPLE PIE:

L I B IS Y'S I'l Ml'klN DITCH \ PPLE I' I E

APPLE LAYER

2 medium-size green apples,

peeled, cored and thinly sliced

(about 2 cups)

114 cup granulated sugar

2 teaspoons all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon lemon juice

114 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1 unbaked 9-inch (4-cup volume)

pie shell with high fluted edge

PUMPKIN LAYER

2 eggs, lightly beaten

1 112 cups LIBBY'S Solid

Pack Pumpkin

1 cup undiluted CARNATION

Evaporated Milk

112 cup granulated sugar

2 tablespoons butter or

margarine, melted

314 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1/8 teasiosn ground nutmeg

114 teaspoon salt

CRUMBLE TOPPING

(recipe follows)

FOR APPLE LAYER : TOSS apples with sugar, flour, lemon juice and cinnamo

in medium howl: place in pie shell.

FOR PI MPKI1V LAYER : COMBINE eggs, pumpkin, evaporated milk, sugar,

butter, cinnamon, nutmeg and salt in medium howl; pour over

apples. BAKE in preheated 375°F. oven for 3(1 minutes. Remove

from oven: sprinkle with Crumble Topping. Return to oven:

hake for 2(1 minutes or until custard is set. Cool on wire rack.

CRI MBLE TOPPING : COMBISE 1/2 cup all-purpose flour.

5 tablespoons granulated sugar: .'5 tablespoons softened butter

and 1/3 cup chopped walnuts in medium bowl with pastry

blender until cruinhb

.

FOR MORE RECIPES, SEND YOl R IN LYIE \\!> VDDRESS TO LIBBY'S PI MI'KIN RECIPES. P.O. BOX 8333. YOl'NC AMERICA. VIN .15551-833.



To stop a thief

continued from page 64

or high-impact-resistant plastic.

Secure the garage Gregory's

garage houses a vintage car and

eral expensive bikes. In addition, the

garage adjoins the town house and

has a connecting interior door a

thief who got inside would have easy

access to tools as well as a concealed

place to work.

Hoberg's tips: cover the garage-

door windows to conceal its contents,

i use a padlock on the garage-door

track and install a deadbolt lock on

the interior service door.

Too close for comfort Since the

balcony outside Gregory's master

bedroom is only two feet from the

balconies of the homes on either

side, Hoberg recommended that the

sliding doors here (as well as those

leading to the ground-floor patio) be

secured with a removable track

filler—a long piece of wood that fits

snugly inside the track to prevent

the door from being opened.

Finally, Gregory should turn the

proximity of her neighbors into an

advantage by starting a neighbor-

hood crime-watch program.
—Nancy Stesin

SMALL-TOWN SAFETY

The Gilberts and their two children,

ages three and one, live in a seventy-

five-year-old, two-story home in a

Missouri town of about twenty thou-

sand. Elaine, thirty-six, works as a

project manager for a local hospital;

Jeff, thirty-five, is an optometrist.

Detective Sergeant Lawson Bur-

ford, chief of detectives for the local

police department, did the Gilberts'

home-security inspection. Here's

what he said they should do:

Let there be light . . . lots of it

Light is a major deterrent to bur-

glars, who tend to target houses that

provide places to hide and work un-

seen. The Gilberts have a front-

porch light as well as a lamppost in

the backyard, but Burford said both

should be equipped either with sen-

sors, which turn the lights on at

dusk and off at dawn, or with mo-
tion-sensitive lights, which turn on

when anyone approaches the house.

Nowhere to hide "You want the

perimeter of your home to be clear

of places where people could con-

ceal themselves," Burford said. The

storage room directly off the

Gilberts' back porch is a prime hid-

ing spot. They should put a padlock

on that door so they can tell at a

glance whether someone has

been in there.

Under lock and key

"This kind of lock is

not good at all,"

Burford said, point-

ing to the spring-

latch lock. What
the Gilberts need,

he explained, is an all-metal dead-bolt

lock with a case-hardened cylinder

guard and a bolt diat extends at least

one inch into the doorframe.

But the lock is only one part of the

problem with the front door. "This is

a hollow-core door [made with two

thin panels with nothing but air sand-

wiched between them], which is ap-

propriate for interior use only,"

Burford said. It should be replaced

with a solid-core door constructed

from a single slab of material that is

one and three quarter inches thick.

And the hinges must be on the inside,

or a burglar could remove the hinges

and lift die door away from its frame.

The Gilberts' back door has a glass

window, so Burford recommended a

double-cylinder dead-bolt lock (a key

is required from either side of the

door). This is often the best choice

when there is glass within forty inch-

es of the lock, but a key must be kept

near the door for use in case of fire.

The exterior door to the base-

ment—which has another flimsy

lock—also needs a dead bolt. If the

door is never used, Burford said, the

Gilberts might want to barricade it

from the inside with two-by-fours

bolted into the concrete.

Safety pins Several of the Gilberts'

windows were usually left unlocked,

and some locks on the upstairs win-

dows didn't work at all. They should

begin by oiling the existing locks and

replacing the ones that are broken.

Then, since even good window locks

can be forced open, they should pin

all of die windows.

Securing the basement (continued)

companies offer discounts to homeowners with sucr

systems, which can help offset the additional cost.)

In general, alarms fall into three basic categories:

local alarms (the least expensive), which sound a

loud siren on the premises when the sensoring device

is triggered; central-reporting alarms, which send

a silent signal to the monitoring company and direct-

reporting alarms, which send a silent signal direct-

ly to the local police department.

Any system can be either hard-wired (with electric

wire linking the sensors and control unit and reporting

done via telephone lines) or wireless (radio waves car-

ry the signals). Wireless systems are often easier to in-

stall but tend to be more expensive and less reliable.

Hard-wired systems, on the other hand, can be dis-

abled if a thief knows which wires to cut.

SECURITY-SYSTEM BASICS

In addition to such simple precautions as trimming

your bushes and locking your windows (two security

flaws in the home shown here), you may want to con-

sider buying a security system. Prices vary widely—al-

though some do-it-yourself alarms can be found for as

little as $50, the cost of a dealer-installed system can

range anywhere from $300 to several thousand dol-

lars. With monitored systems, you will also pay a

monthly monitoring fee. (However, many insurance
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up to 79% more
dinary treadmills.

p to 79% higher caloric bun tk's W alkFit'" exerciser leaves ordinary treadmills behind.

simple. Ordinary treadmill «n lower-body muscles. But research at a major university shows

rlv I the combined upper- and lowci KhK workout vou yet with WalkFit can bum up to 79% more calories than

ordinary trc iJmilk

The b. - > :<
. -ake the weight off.

results in as little as three, 20-minute workouts a week. But that's only

in \ Once you get into the WalkFit exercise routine, you can burn up to

! ,000 calories per hour. What's more, exercise like you yet with WalkFit also

helps raise your metabolic rate, so even when you're not exercising, your body is

burning more calories. As a result, it will help take the weight off by combining

your regular workout with ,i sensible diet.

The best way to improve your cardiovascular fitness.

( Jut flywheel and independent resistance settings let you set the pace. You improve

your cardiovascular fitness 53% more efficiently than with ordinary treadmills because

vou power the totahhody exerciser, not a motor. You can start, speed up, slow down or

-top whenever vou want to keep your routine interesting and enjoyable.

The best way to look and feel great.

NordicTrack's

WALKFIT

And while you're burning calories, you'll be toning your whole body, reducing

stress, increasing your energy and strengthening your cardiovascular system. Rain or

shine, in the comfort of your home, WalkFit is simply the best way for you to get a

total-body workout. And wait till you see the results! You'll have a thinner waist,

tl.itter stomach — and a well-toned and firmly shaped hody. This you'll feel as good

as you look.

30-day

in-home trial!

Best «! «/i

it's from Nordic/rackmm MA CMl Company

SSre/Call 1-800-441-7512
or unte NordicTrack. Dept F3TL
loi Peave\ Road, Chaska, \1\ Si(

J Please s>end me a FREE brochure
i J Also a FREE VHS videotape
I

Name.

Sueet_

City

Phone!

,

-Zip.

1994 NordicTrack, Inc.. A CML Company • All rights reserved

To stop a thief

continued

windows—which are a common point

of entry for burglars—should be an-

other high priority. Local fire codes

permitting, the windows should either

be replaced with glass blocks or have

security bars bolted to the inside.

Give the dog its due The mere pres-

ence of a dog may discourage a bur-

glar, particularly if it's (in the large-

side, as the Gilberts' dog is, Burford

said. "But it's a mistake to rely solely

on the dog as a burglar alarm."

Consider an alarm system Burford

suggested the Gilberts look into get-

ting an alarm system, noting that sys-

tems have come down in price quite a

bit from seven or eight years ago.

Added the detective: "If the home-
owners take the precautions I've out-

lined and install a basic alarm system,

they will have a very secure home."

—Deborah Diamond

HOME ALONE
Joyce and David Adams live in a two-

story, wood-frame house in rural

Idaho. Although burglary isn't com-
mon in this isolated area, the

Adamses realize that it's not com-
pletely safe. Their main concern is for

their two daughters, Melissa, thirteen,

and Kelly, ten, who are home alone

every day for a short time after school.

Both Joyce, forty-four, a psychothera-

pist, and David, forty-four, a biolo-

gist, work in a nearby small town.

Deputy Douglas McPherson, from

the county sheriffs department, con-

. ducted the evaluation. His findings:

Country living Since there are no

street lights to illuminate their parking

area, McPherson recommended in-

stalling photosensitive lights that turn

on at dusk and off at sunrise. Similar

lights should also be used around the

home's exterior, he said.

Preserving appearances McPherson

conceded that some security precautions

might take away from the home's 1910

vintage charm. For example, he pointed

out that the glass panes on the front

door could easily be broken. "I usually

recommend a steel door with a peephole

and chain, but it's hard to do that with

older homes and keep the traditional

look," he said. In the end, he dadt

that a thief would be more likely tent

through the back or side of the ous

where they would be less visible.

In fact, the side door turned ut

be a real weak point: As the hou'i h

settled over the years, a gap hi a]

peared between the door and its am
The door does have a dead bolt,fct

penetrates the doorjamb only

half an inch, instead of the onJ

needed to prevent the door from|

pried open. The door also has

window that could be broken eas1

well as thin panels that could be

out. McPherson recommendec
the Adamses have the frame rebi|

that the bolt fully engages anc

they consider buying a solid-core

Safe kids Both girls are well ver^

the security rules of being home
but McPherson suggested a few

tional precautions. First, the f|

should get an answering machine

t;t rls won't need to answer the

without first knowing who's cal

Cordless phones might make it eas

call for help in an emergency, he ad

and large, well-lit address numbers-

the front door would help police

firefighters locate the house.

Money-saving strategies Secur

home doesn't necessarily require st

ing a lot of money, particularly in a|

crime area, the Adamses learned,

know those rubber stops that ke

door open? They also work very wl

keep the door closed," McPherson I

As an added precaution, the famiW

put them in place before going to b<|

Trimming the lilac bushes bj

front steps is another no-cost or.

the Adamses might want to cons]

(A good rule of thumb is to keej

shrubs trimmed to no more
three feet tall.)

McPherson also advised that

ders, hammers, screwdrivers and

er tools a burglar might find useful

kept locked up.

As for more sophisticated protecn

for country dwellers, McPherson sji

"Alarms only do so much—if a t|i

drives by and you've got good light!

and a dog prowling around, ninety-in

percent of the time, he's going to a

for easier pickings down the road." I

—Anne Weathem

Additional research by Kaiyii Dabaghil
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might take away from the home's 1910

vintage charm. For example, he pointed

out that the glass panes on the front

door could easily be broken. "I usually

recommend a steel door with a peephole

and chain, but it's hard to do that with

older homes and keep the traditional

drives by and you've got good lighi;

and a dog prowling around, ninety-M

percent of die time, he's going to bl

for easier pickings down the road." I'
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r.v/1/0/; on //?f
j holiday house tour: Arthur and greens, white pine, dried hydrangea and peach

uta Mini 's Colonial Revival—style home in the silk roses. "I like a grand-looking fireplace,"

ystoric village of Litchfield, Connecticut. Here, says Vita, executive director of Litchfield Fer-

tile liring-room mantel isfestooned with boxwood forming Arts. 11ic result?A lush, romantic look.

The Mans cozy red and dark wood li-

brary is the perfect backdrop foi a funci-

Jul Christmas tree that the whole family

decorates, "lie lore to change the theme

of tin tree each year, and everyone par-

ticipates in the decision," says I ita. "This

years Iheme is a country foxhunt, and

the tree is bold, bright and chock-full of

ornaments, including shin} - French horns,

shields, foxes and hounds.
"

H.J. 2



Corners as rounded as wind-

sculpted stone. A design that

fits flush with cabinetry to

blend in seamlessly with its

environment. Convection heat

that browns as evenly as the

sun. Just a few of the thought-

ful details in the freestanding

range designed by KitchenAid:

From an idea sparked by Mother

Nature. Call 1-800-422-1230

to learn more.

KitcHenAM*
FOR THE WAY IT'S MADE'



j
r'^m the street from the

1//^^. Christmas at The

l pper Bull House—an

1839 Federal Colonial—is

a toast to tradition. Stock-

ings hang from the mantel

in the library, which is be-

decked with pine and hol-

ly sprigs, and glowing with

\
soft candlelight. "This is

our special place to ex-

change gifts and savor the

holiday s,
" say the owners.

I he main tree in the sunny yellow lir-

ing room is a tribute In the twelve

days of Christmas—a year/\^ family

tradition. In addition to dozens of lit-

tle ichile lights, fresh fruit and cran-

berries, the family lores to display

their vintage ornaments: charming

carved wooden Santas, elves, turtle-

doves and pears.

H.J. 4
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The Lenox China Jewels Nativity Collection?

A grouping of ivory fine china figurines, each intricately detailed

in gold and accented with hand enameling. Yours to collect

piece by piece. A beautiful expression of the season.

To give or receive.

LENOX
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Chocolate
Bundles

1 sheet Pepperidge Farm Frozen

Puff Pastry

1 package (6 oz.) semi-sweet

chocolate chips

Va cup chopped walnuts

Confectioner's Sugar

haw pastry 30 minutes. Preheat

oven to 425°F.

On a lightly floured surface, roll pastry

to a 1 2-inch square; cut into four 6-inch

squares.

In the center of each square, place Va

cup chocolate and 1 tbsp. walnuts.

Bring pastry corners together just above
chocolate; twist and turn. Fan out

corner:.

Place on ungreased baking sheet. Bake
10-15 minutes or until golden brown.

Let stand at least 10 minutes.

Sprinkle with confectioner's sugar and
serve. Makes four individual servings.

Pepperidge Farm

-Pan Tomato Basil

Chicken

1 package (6.9 oz.) Rice-A-Roni !

Chicken Flavor

1 pound chicken breast, chopped

2 cups broccoli flowerets

1 medium tomato, chopped

1 teaspoon dried basil

1 cup (4 oz.) shredded mozzarella

cheese (optional)

n large skillet, saute rice-

vermicelli mix as package directs.

Add 2 cups water, chicken, and Special

Seasonings. Cover; simmer 10 minutes.

Stir in broccoli, tomato, and basil.

Cover; simmer 5 to 1 more minutes.

Sprinkle with mozzarella cheese before

serving, if desired.

Serves 4.

For over 1 70 more recipes, just call The

Rice-A-Roni Main Dish Helpline 1-800-

421-2444.

The Chewy Oatmeal
Cookie

cup Butter Flavor Crisco*

1 Va cups firmly packed light brown
sugar

1 egg
/3 cup milk

1 V2 teaspoons vanilla

3 cups Quaker" Quick Oats (not

instant or old-fashioned)

1 cup all-purpose flour

V2 teaspoon baking soda
V2 teaspoon salt

Va teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup raisins

1 cup coarsely chopped walnuts

eat oven to 375°F. Grease

baking sheet with Butter Flavo

Crisco. Combine Butter Flavor Crisco, I

brown sugar, egg, milk and vanilla in

large bowl. Beat at medium speed of

electric mixer until well blended. Com-

bine oats, flour, baking soda, salt and

cinnamon. Mix into creamed mixture al

low speed just until blended. Stir in raisin

and nuts. Drop rounded tablespoonfuls

of dough 2 inches apart onto baking

sheet. Bake at 375°F for 1 to 1 2 min-

utes, or until lightly browned. Cool 2

minutes on baking sheet. Remove to

kitchen counter. About 2'/2 dz. cookies.

"Butter Flavor Crisco is artificially flavored. ©1993 Procter & Gamb
Co Quaker* is a registered trademark of The Quaker Oars Co.
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Red isc Green
Stuffed Bells

pound lean ground beef

small onion, chopped

cup diced red bell pepper

clove garlic, minced

can (8
3
/4 oz.) whole kernel corn,

rinsed and drained

cup Kikkoman Stir-Fry Sauce

teaspoon crushed red pepper

cup shredded Monterey Jack

cheese

medium-size green bell peppers

(about 1 lb.)

ook beef with onion, red bell

pepper and garlic in large skillet

medium heat until onion is translu-

Stir in corn, stir-fry sauce and

ied red pepper; bring to boil. Re-

3 from heat and stir in cheese. Cut

n bell peppers in half lengthwise;

3rd seeds. Stuff each pepper half

equal amount of beef mixture;

e in single layer in baking pan.

; in 375°F oven 30 minutes, or until

)ers are tender. Serve immediately,

es four to six servings.

Hidden Valley Ranch®
Cheese Spread

1 package (8 oz.) cream cheese

softened

1 packet (1 oz.) Hidden Valley

Ranch® Original Ranch® Salad

Dressing Mix

Fresh-cut vegetables, crackers or

thin slices french bread

lend together cream cheese and

dry salad dressing mix in small

bowl. Serve as a spread.

For additional Hidden Valley One-Step

Recipes™, call toll free 1-800-723-2343.

ORIGINAL ~^fWM

DRESSING MIX

^Hidden
fivalley^
Hf-Ranch

One-Pan Potatoes and
Chicken Rosemary

4 medium potatoes, sliced '/4-inch

thick & microwaved 8 to 1

minutes until tender

1 lb. boned and skinned chicken

breasts, cut into '/2-inch strips

2 cloves garlic, minced

2 tbsp. olive oil

2 tsp. dried rosemary, crumbled

hile potatoes cook, in large

skillet toss and brown chicken

and garlic in oil over high heat 5 min-

utes. Add potatoes and rosemary; saute

and toss until potatoes are lightly

browned. Season with salt and pepper.

Time: 20 minutes

Servings: Four

AMERICA'S FAVORITE VEGETABLE
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Sun-Maid's Raisin

Oatmeal Classics

3
/4 cup butter or margarine, softened

1 cup firmly packed brown sugar

V2 cup sugar

1 egg

1 teaspoon vanilla

1 cup all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon cinnamon

V2 teaspoon baking soda

Vi teaspoon salt

3 cups rolled oats

1 pkg. (1 cup) Sun-Maid Baking

Raisins

eat oven to 350°F. Grease

cookie sheets. Combine butter,

brown sugar, sugar, egg and vanilla;

beat until well blended. Combine flour,

cinnamon, baking soda and salt. Add to

butter mixture; mix well. Stir in oats and

Sun-Maid Baking Raisins. Drop by table-

spoonfuls onto greased cookie sheets.

Bake in upper third of oven at 350°F for

1 2 to 15 minutes. Remove from cookie

sheets; cool on wire racks.

Makes three dozen cookies.

SUN-MAID
RAISINS

Orange Glazed
Cor n ism 1 Ikns

1 Reynolds Oven Bag,

large size (1 4"x20")

3 tablespoons flour, divided

4 Cornish hens (1 Vl pounds

each)

1 cup orange marmalade

2 tablespoons soy sauce

!/2 teaspoons ground ginger

reheat oven to 350°F. Shake 1

tablespoon flour in oven bag;

place in 1 3x9x2-inch baking pan.

Wash hens; pat dry. Place hens in bag.

In a small bowl, combine remaining

flour, marmalade, soy sauce and gin-

ger. Spoon sauce over hens in bag.

Close bag with nylon tie; cut 6 half-inch

slits in top. Bake until juices run clear

and hens are tender, 1 to 1 '/2 hours.

Let stand in bag 5 minutes. Serve with

sauce, if desired.

Makes four servings.

Reynolds

Pasta Accents Fiest

Chicken

"Accent -uate your holiday cooking

wiili delicious, quick

recipe idea from Green Giant:

3
/4 lb. thin strips chicken breast

1 tablespoon oil

1 package Green Giant Pasta

Accents Garlic Seasoning Froze

Vegetables and Pasta
3
/4 cup salsa

1 tablespoon chopped fresh

cilantro, if desired

n large skillet, brown chicken

in oil.

Add vegetables and pasta and salsa.

Cover; simmer 8 to 1 minutes until

vegetables are crisp-tender, stirring

occasionally.

Stir in cilantro.

Makes four servings.

Green
Giant
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kby's Pumpkin Pecan
Pie

\l VKES ONI ( >-l\UI I'll
)

I'l MPKIN LAY1 U

egg, lightly beaten

cup LIBBY'S Solid Pack Pumpkin

cup granulated sugar

teaspoon pumpkin pie spice

u nbaked 9-inch (4-cup volume) pie

shell

Pecan Layer

cup light corn syrup

eggs, lightly beaten

cup granulated sugar

tablespoons butter or margarine,

melted

teaspoon vanilla extract

cup pecan halves

or Pumpkin Layer:

Combine egg, pumpkin, sugar

pie spice in medium bowl. Spread

bottom of pie shell.

'ecan Layer:

bine corn syrup, eggs, sugar, butter

vanilla in same bowl; stir in pecans.

>n over pumpkin layer.

; in preheated oven 350°F. oven

minutes or until filling is set.

on wire rack.

Q
fihhu&

Double Chocolate
Fantasy Bars

made wiiii M&Ws® \li\i Baking Bits

'/3 cup butter or margarine (not

spread), melted

2 cups chocolate cookie crumbs

1 1 4 oz. can sweetened condensed

milk

1 1 2 oz. package (1
3
/4 cups)

M&MV Semi-Sweet Chocolate

Mini Baking Bits

1 cup shredded coconut

1 cup chopped walnuts or pecans

reheat oven to 350°F (325°F for

glass pan).

In a bowl, combine butter and cookie

crumbs; press mixture into the bottom of

a 9" x 13" baking pan. Pour sweetened

condensed milk evenly over the crumbs.

Combine the M&MV Semi-Sweet

Chocolate Mini Baking Bits, coconut

and nuts. Sprinkle mixture evenly over

condensed milk; press in lightly. Bake

25 to 30 minutes or until set. Cool

completely before cutting. Store in tightly

covered container.

Makes 32 bars.

Sugar Cookie
Jewels

made wiiii M&lVTs Mini Baking Bits

nrat
Mini Baking Bits

s

cup butter or margarine (not

spread)

cup granulated sugar

large egg

teaspoon vanilla extract

cups all-purpose flour

teaspoon baking soda

12 oz. package (l
3
/i cups)

M&MV Semi-Sweet or Milk

Chocolate Baking Bits

granulated sugar as needed

reheat oven to 350°F.

Cream together butter and sugar until

light and fluffy; add egg and vanilla.

Combine flour and baking soda; add to

creamed mixture just until blended. Stir

in M&MV Chocolate Mini Baking Bits.

Shape dough into 1-inch balls. Place on

greased cookie sheets about 2 inches

apart. With bottom of glass dipped in

sugar, flatten dough very slightly so as

not to crush baking bits. Bake 1 to 12

minutes or until edges are light golden;

let cool 1 minute before transferring to

wire rack to cool completely. Store in

tightly covered container.

Makes about four dozen cookies.

Mini Baking Bits



lyn iffilk into

Wtlerui i olo-

stanl/y that thisfam-

ily has a passion for I

collectibles. The tree

is an eclectic mix i>l

antique ornaments

(hundblown glass

Santas, birds and

bells) and the chil-

dren^ homemade

trinkets. Swags of

cranberry garlands

add a merry splash

of color. "The finish-

ing touch is our an-

gel Christmas-tree

topper t Iml \ been

in the family for

years. " says Ellen. "I

lore the Jeeling of

mi angel watching

over our holiday

festivities.
"

The Ebbs" tiro-story home is fillet! with

charm—frt>m hand-painted irull stencils

by Ellen /<> displays of holiday memora-

bilia. 1/ right, the family's aronnd-lhe-

world tltdl collection mokes a unique

mantel decoration—fresh greenery,

pinecones and red ribbons moke il cozy.

"On Christmas Ere. we hang twenty-three

stockings—one for each of our children

and grandchildren, says Ellen.

H.J. 10
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NEW GE PROFILE. BECAUSE
YOUWANT MOREROOM FOR FOOD.

NOTYOUR REFRIGERATOR.

nly GE could

come up with

lea this big.

GE Profile™ 30

iside you get a huge 30-cubic- foot capacity, the

;st of any side-by-side, ever. And thanks to our

usive Smartspace design, the outside won t

ip an inch more space than a

ubic foot GE refrigerator,

o make the most of that roomy
rior, we've also added lots of

nious, spacemaking features,

p door bins so big, they hold the

largest items, even

a 24-pack of soda.

A Quickspace"'

shelf that tucks

away to make room for tall things. Two slideout

shelves that keep spills from spilling over. Aid, in the

freezer, adjustable shelves and baskets.

See? You didn't need more kitchen

space. Just more refrigerator.

To find out more about the new
GE Profile"' 30 Refrigerator, call the

GE Answer Center" at 800.626.2000.

Profile
We bring good things to Me



Product Information Guide

// and Maggie \oeVs family love to join in theJim of creat-

ig the rose-and-green moire ribbon chain that graces the

anister. On Christmas Eve, the couple place rotire candles

in antique silver cups la give the staircase a magical glow.

Nuclear Energy Insti-

tute pnn ides information on

nuclear energy—a dean. sale,

domestic source ol electricitv.

\\ rite to the Nuclear Energy

Institute. 1776 1 Street

N.W.. Suite 400, Washing-

ton, DC 20006-3708.

Cenie Garage Door < Ipener

Safety and Maintenance

Guide— \ valuable brochure

in teach \ our famih about

garage-door safety and the

ins and outs of garage-door

and garage-door-opener

maintenance. Fur a tree

copy, call 800-82-GENIE.

KitchenAid Style and Sul>-

stance . . . die functional ele-

gance nl kitchen \id major

appliances is detailed in lull-

coloi literature featuring the

complete line of KitchenAid

liiiilt-in and freestanding re-

frigerators. gas anil electric

eooktops. built-in nv ens,

freestanding and drop-in

ranges, dishwashers, clothes

washers, dryers and more.

For information, call toll-free,

800-422-1230.

CARPET— The (ho
For Every W alk Of I.

from 1 he ( iarpel and Rus

stitute. provides helpful

formation about carpet s<

tion. To receive this f

fact-filled guide, send a

addressed, stamped enve

to The Carpet and Rug li

tute, P.O. Box 2048. Dal

GA 30722-2048!

Armstrong Floors—

all vinyl no-wax floors

alike lirlmr Mill llll\ laki

time to find out what in;

them different. ( lall the A

strong Solarian Line,

704-8000, for a FREE

of the "Understanding V

\ii-W ax Floors booklet

Andersen Window's

"Window s and Patio

Factbook offers ere,

ideas using windows and

tin doors. It s ! oreal •

source for building and

«

modeling projects \\ i

Andersen \\ iudou s, li

.

#LHJ223-0994. P.O. II

3900. Peoria. II. 61614.1

call 800-426-4261.

After playing five ofAmerica's
finest golf courses,what's a body to do?

Naturally, as the home of

PGA of America, we offer

unforgettable golf on five

tournament courses But we

also have the ambience and

facilities of a world class spa,

with all the trappings of an

international, Four Star

resort. You'll find some

memorable challenges here

at PGA National Resort &

Spa, but deciding how to

unwind isn't one of them.

0M
THE SPA
AT PGA NATIONAL RESORT

400 Avenue of Champions
Palm Beach Gardens FL 33418
407-627-31 1 I • 1-800-843-7725



Introducing a Solid Contender
for the Nobel Prize in Education!

!

Sc.'.' STOP PLAY

E NEW 2-XL

HOLASTIC SERIES.

TS MORE LEARNING.

TS MORE FUN.

2-XL is the amazingly popular interactive toy robot. Over

million kids of all ages already enjoy him for his jokes,

es, facts and fun. And now you can multiply his intelligence

x, with tapes that make math more interesting, teach safety

test their spelling.

Or your children can explore foreign languages, discover

re's secrets and find out about different careers. 2-XL's new

elastic Series puts a lot of brain power at a kid's fingertips.

with $ 1 0.00 off on any new 2-XL, the cost of a higher

:ation is finally within everybody's reach.

r
$10

MANUFACTURER'S REBATE

OFFICIAL 2-XL® REBATE OFFER FORM $10
To receive a $10.00 rebate from Tiger Electronics, Inc. when you purchase a 2-XL talking robot:

Send this completed form with the UPC symbol and numbers found on 2-XL packaging and

cash register receipt wirh dale of purchase and purchase price circled to:

2-XL Rebate Offer

P.O. Box 7218

Osseo, Minnesota 55569-7218

Use only original rebate form and proof of purchase; no facsimiles or copies accepted. Offer

good only for product purchased at retail in the U.S.A. between November 7 and December

31 , 1994. Offer void where prohibited, taxed or restricted by law. Manufacturer's rebate not

for store redemption. Requests must be postmarked by January 31, 1995. Limit one rebate per

family, household or address. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of check. Offer void if rebate check

is not cashed within 90 days.

NAME

STREET ADDRESS.

CITY, STATE. ZIP_

,APT#.
TIG£FL>

1994 Tiger Electronics

Pnnled inUSA
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t's holiday

time, and

you're all

set for a

day of shopping.

You tuck your gift

list in your

pocketbook and

head for the door.

Hold on! You

may be forgetting

something. Ella

Polster, R.N., head

nurse at Family

Physician's Group,

located in the Mall

of America, in

Bloomington,

Minnesota,

suggests these

ways to protect

your health and
well-being:

FILL UP FIRST You'll

feel better if you

take the time to eat

before you dash

out the door. A
higfvcarbohydrate

meal, such as a

bagel and cereal,

will give you

energy—and will

help you resist

tempting treats like

high-calorie

cinnamon buns. If

you do head for the

food court, go for a

healthy alternative,

like salad or grilled

chicken.

DRESS FOR SUCCESS

The weather

outside may be

frightful, but the

mall is downright •

balmy. To avoid

getting overheated,

leave your coat in

the car trunk or in

a locker. Wear a

sweater that you

can take off if you

get too warm.

MIND YOUR FEET

High heels are

hard on your feet—

and a potential

hazard. "You can

trip if your heel

gets caught in the

grooves on the

escalator stairs,"

Polster says. Also,

the various

surfaces used in

different mall

stores—from tiles

to carpeting

—

make flat, sturdy,

comfortable shoes

with good arch

support a must.

Sneakers or

walking shoes are

your best bet.

WATCH YOUR BACK

Don't lug too

many packages:

They can trip you

up, block your

view and, of

course, hurt your

back. Carry bags

evenly, so you

don't strain one

side of your body.

When you feel

overloaded, stash

your things in the

car trunk or a

locker.

TAKE A BREAK Busy

malls at the

holidays create

perfect conditions

for sensory

overload. That's

Iraim ng for

everyone,

and can

even

trigger

angina,

asthma, anxiety

attacks or

migraines in people

who are prone to

them. If possible,

find a quiet spot to

relax every now
and then.

—Christina Frank

DYSLEXIA
Researchers have pinpointed a

slight brain abnormality that

helps explain dyslexia, a

perceptual problem that

makes it difficult to read and
write despite normal intelligence.

A new study in the Journal of the

National Academy of Sciences reports that

the brain neurons that detect fast sound
are slightly smaller than normal in

people with dyslexia. An earlier study

found similar differences in the neurons

in the brain's visual pathways.

Small neurons carry information

more slowly than larger ones, which

could account for the fact that dyslexics

cannot process rapid images and

sounds—tasks that are critical to

learning language and, therefore, to

developing reading and writing skills.

—Katherine Lee

WHAT
PROMPTS
PMS?

In a survey of women
who said they began

experiencing premenstrual

syndrome after a specific

event, here are the most

common culprits:
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Because Santas come
in all styles and types,

Here's the perfect gift—

our most advanced

Norelco razor. The 985 RX
features the latest in

"Lift and Cut ",

technology for our

closest shave, ever.

The Norelco Maverick

Moustache Trimmer

makes a terrific gift.

Its unique adjustable

/ settings make it the

precise, easy way to get

just the look he wants.

3r gfve him the Norelco

Maverick Beard &
Moustache Trimmer.

With six adjustable

settings, he'll

find scissors just

won't cut it anymore.

And for that man on

the go, the gift

that goes with him.

The Norelco Speed razor

gives him a close,

comfortable shave

anytime, anywhere.

fljNor&co bringsyou closer/or the holidays.
©1994 Norelco Consumer Products Company A Division of Philips Electronics Norm America Corporation. Stamlord. CT 06912
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NOW HEAR
People who

exercise may be

doing more than

trimming body fat and

warding off heart disease:

They may also be

preventing hearing loss.

Researchers at Miami

University, in Oxford,

Ohio, divided

volunteers by fitness

level and exposed them

to various levels of noise.

The result: Those who

were most fit suffered the

least amount of temporary

hearing reduction, which

typically occurs after

exposure to noise and is

known to contribute to

permanent hearing loss.

What's more, the most

fit group consistently

showed improved hearing

ability right after

exercising. —K.L.

ask the doctor

My hands and feet sometimes get cold for no apparent
reason. Should I be concerned?

Most of the time,

cold hands and feet

are simply your

body's way of

saying it's not warm

enough. To protect

internal organs from

low temperatures, a

chilled body reduces

blood flow to some

areas so it can

increase circulation

to vital organs. So

your extremities

—

hands, feet and even

your nose—tend to

feel the effects of

cold first.

But if you also notice other

symptoms— if your hands temporarily

turn white, then blue (a sign of

restricted blood flow) and then, finally,

turn red and throb painfully for several

minutes when the attack ends and the

blood rushes back— it may be

Raynaud's phenomenon. This is a

condition in which the smallest parts of

the arteries in the hands constrict,
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impeding blood

flow.

Raynaud's

phenomenon is

most prevalent

among women in

their late teens to

mid-forties, though

anyone can suffer

from it. It's usually

triggered by

changes in

temperatures or by

emotional stress,

and most of the

time it's harmless.

However, if

chronically cold

hands are accompanied by other

symptoms, such as arthritis or joint

swelling, you should see your doctor.

In rare cases, that could signal

something more serious, such as

scleroderma or lupus.

Bill Cinsburg, M.D., is a rheumatologist

on staff at the satellite office of The

Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, Florida.

994

WHAT'S
WRONG
WITH MY
STOMACH?
Oh, no—you feel

queasy. Here's how to

know what's ailing you:

Is it food poisoning?
Yes, if within a few

hours after eating you

experience vomiting,

crampy abdominal

pain and diarrhea. It

rarely lasts more than

twenty-four hours, but it

can leave you feeling

drained and exhausted.

After it's over, try a

"rehydration cocktail"

(eight ounces of apple

juice, '/2 teaspoon

honey and a pinch of

salt) to replenish fluids.

Is it an intestinal

virus? Yes, if it starts

with fatigue, light-

headedness, achiness,

and low fever, and

then progresses to

nausea, diarrhea and

sometimes vomiting.

Symptoms usually last

three to five days. The

best Rx : Rest, fluids and

acetaminophen.

Did you eat too
much? Yes, if you

sometimes feel bloated

after a heavy meal but

don't vomit or develop

abnormal bowel habits.

Resist the urge to lie

down, which can

hinder digestion and

result in heartburn.

Instead, go for a walk.

Source: gastroenterologist

Bart Kummer, M.D., New
York Downtown Hospital, in

New York City



For Years,

omethiJg's Been Overlooked In The Design Of Women's Razors.

The Woman.

That's Why Norelco Designed Silhouette.

:
VI PLACE TO PLACE TO PLACE U)\ R SKIN HAS DIFFERENT SENSITIVITIES. YOUR HAIR HAS DIFFERENT TEXTURES. YET

IAZOR COULD ADJUST FOR OPTIMUM SMOOTHNESS, OPTIMUM COMFORT. UNTIL NORELCO* DESIGNED SILHOUETTE, WITH

I OPTI-SHAVE SYSTEM OF ADJUSTABLE SHAVING SURFACES CALLED "FOILS." THE LEG FOIL HAS LARGER HOLES THAT LET A

N GET CLOSE WITH A SINGLE STROKE. THE UNDERARM FOIL HAS SMALLER HOLES, TO PREVENT A WOMAN'S SENSITIVE

I FROM GETTING CAUGHT AND BECOMING IRRITATED. SILHOUETTE EVEN HAS A POP-UP BIKINI

Tl /1MER ALREADY BUILT-IN. AND THE RAZOR'S CURVES AND CONTOURS FIT YOURS PERFECTLY. SO

NORELCO DESIGNED SILHOUETTE, NOTHING WAS OVERLOOKED. ESPECIALLY YOU.

tr....»n»iv.-...,mi»w.y..l»um

e leg foil leaves you

soft, smooth.

The underarm foil shaves

more gently.

There's even a pop-up

bikini trimmer.

And it's safe to shower

with Silhouette.

i nouette designed to shave a woman where a woman shaves,

>1994 Norelco Consumer Products Company. A Division of Philips Electronics North America Corporation, Stamford. CT 06912.



w not to gain

live pounds this month
Presents aren't the

only thing Lynn
DeRobertis, thirty-

four, a registered

nurse and health

educator in Middletown,
Connecticut, can count on

getting during the holiday

season. She also usually ac-

quires a couple of extra

pounds. "It's all the food

that's around all the time,"

says DeRobertis, the mother

of a two-year-old girl. "I'm

pretty much used to having

three meals a day most of

the time. But at this time of

year, I even eat when I'm

not hungry."

Her plight is as common
during the holiday season as

the strains of Silent Night.

According to John Foreyt,

Ph.D., director of the

Nutrition Research Clinic,

at Baylor College of

Medicine, in Hous-

ton, people gain an

average of seven

pounds between
Thanksgiving and
New Year's Day. To
put it in perspective,

that's a whopping
weight gain of about

1.2 pounds per week.

The reasons are obvious: "First,

there are more opportunities to eat

because of all the parties." Foreyt

says. "Second, there are emotional

factors during the holidays that can

lead to overeating." He explains

W • trad,

IISCookies. Candy. Eggnog. No wonder th

is the easiest time of year to put on weight. But

as this holiday game plan shows, extra pounds

aren't inevitable. By Donna Christiano

that many people experience some

depression at this time of year be-

cause of family conflicts or other

troubling issues. Others are anxious

because they feel overextended and

stressed-out. Often, depressed and

anxious people look for solace in a

readily available source of

comfort: food.

But take heart! Holiday

weight gain isn't inevitable.

The following advice can

help you escape the season

without even an extra ounce:

DO allow for indulgences.

Many holiday foods are load-

ed with calories and fat,

which can quickly add up to

extra pounds. But you don't

have to eliminate these foods

completely. Rather, you
should "budget for the extra

fat and calories, just as you

would for an expensive item

you want to buy," says Wahi-

da Karmally, M.S.R.D., di-

rector of nutrition at the

Irving Center for Clinical Re-

search, at Columbia Presby-

terian Medical Center, in

New York City. "If you know

you're going to have some
cookies and eggnog at a par-

ty, plan ahead by re-

ducing your fat and

calorie intake for a

few days before. Cut

back on desserts.

Don't put butter on

your morning muf-

fin. Use nonfat dress-

ing on your salad."

DON'T eliminate exercise.

With your crammed holiday

schedule, you may be tempted to

abandon your exercise routine.

Don't let that happen. Adequate

exercise is a foolproof weight-

management tool that (continued)
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Water drops. A frustrating symptom of

a steam iron. Well, Norelco" has a cure.

The new Norelco EasySTEAM and

ULTIMA irons give up to twice the

steam of other irons. And their

unique Drip Stop System virtually

ends spitting, leaking and dripping.

The ULTIMA iron also includes

i \\ \\ \

\

\

V

the Clean Steam Process, providing

cleaner, stronger steam performance

by reducing mineral buildup. So if

you're s ick of seeing spots, Norelco has

the remedy. For the Norelco dealer

nearest you, dial 800-446-5420.

CjNoreteo*

me Ultima line



How not to gain five pounds
continued

can also help reduce stress. "If

there's one thing you should do this

season, it is to stick with a regular

exercise program," says Foreyt. But

don't fret if you do miss a day. Just

try to resume your regular exercise

program as soon as possible.

DO psych yourself to eat right.

Professional athletes mentally prepare

for games by using visualization exer-

cises—that is, closing their eyes and

imagining themselves engaged in an

ace performance. You can try the

same technique for weight manage-
ment: "Before you go to a party or sit

down to a holiday dinner, visualize

yourself as you hope to be," says

Foreyt. "See yourself sticking with

your eating plan. Imagine yourself

taking a taste of the pecan pie, then

stopping before you cat the whole
thing." The goal is to experience the

success in imagery, and then, hopeful-

ly, to replicate it in real life.

DON'T make food your focus.

Eating isn't the only reason for

holiday gatherings. More important,

social events offer the opportunity to

visit with family, catch up with friends

and meet new people. "One of my
strategies for not gaining holiday

weight is to talk to every single person

at each party I attend," says Jodie

Shield, R.D., a registered dietitian

and spokesperson for the Americl

Dietetic Association. "It's awful

hard to eat a lot when you're talkingffl

Another pound-preventing strail

gy: Incorporate a fun physical activi

into social events. "Organize^

predinner jog or a postdinner walk!

Thanksgiving," Shield suggests. 'I

DO MAKE UP FOR MISTAKES
Okay, so you couldn't resist another couple of cookies or a second piece

of pie. That doesn't mean you're doomed to be fat. You can compensate

for those setbacks by exercising a bit more than usual.

YOU JUST ATE
5 butter cookies

(225 calories)

A slice of pumpkin pie

(241 calories)

Two candied sweet potatoes

(285 calories)

Turkey (6 oz.) with gravy

(375 calories)

1 cup of stuffing

(440 calories)

1 cup of eggnog with rum

(340 calories)

'These vary, depending on body weight and

than running downhill).

NOW GET OUT THERE AND . .

Run for a half hour

(Burns 200-275 calories*)

Bike for an hour

(Burns 190-265 calories)

Walk for an hour

(Burns 230-335 calories)

Play tennis for an hour

(Burns 330-440 calories)

Ski for an hour

(Burns 460-558 calories)

Play racquetball for a half hour

(Burns 310-450 calories)

amount of effort exerted (e.g., running uphill burns more calories
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;'s dancing at a party, kick up
heels and work up a sweat."

take matters into your own
ds. If you aren't sure there will

iw-fat alternatives at a gathering,

• to bring a dish of your own.

e a healthful salad. Bake or buy a

ced-calorie dessert. This will en-

that you won't be caught at a

lay event unable to make any

t food choices.

weigh yourself too often.

)ing on the scale after every holi-

neal is not a reliable way of track-

our weight. Even if you do notice

and or two gain, it could be the

It of water retention and not a

weight gain. If you want to weigh

self, do it only once a week, at a

me of day.

beware of liquid calories. Al-

)1 is loaded with calories: One
has about 150 calories; one and

If ounces of liquor or a five-

re glass of wine has about 100. If

want to drink, opt for a wine

tzer that you can sip slowly.

1, switch to mineral water, seltzer

lother low-calorie beverage.

DON'T keep food around. If you
somehow end up with extra holiday

food at home—Christmas cookies a

neighbor made, a box of candy you
got as a gift—get rid of it quickly.

"The best thing you can do is to take

the food elsewhere," says Shield.

Bring it to the office, give it to your

kids to take to their class or drop it off

at a soup kitchen or nursing home.
DO eat before you go. Food will

look a lot less appetizing if you arrive

at an event with a full stomach. Eat a

piece of fruit, a salad or a whole grain

roll before you go. Drink a big glass of

water—it can make you feel full.

DON'T get too tired. If you're

feeling exhausted, you'll be less like-

ly to exercise good judgment in your

food choices. What's more, doctors

say that fatigue can cause a superfi-

cial depression. And that might
make you turn to food in an attempt

to pick yourself up.

DO look your best. Wear your fa-

vorite outfit, your favorite lipstick,

your favorite jewelry. Wear a tight-

fitting belt; that will help remind you

when you've eaten enough. Get a

great haircut or a facial. When you

look good, you feel good. And when
you feel good, you're less likely to

seek comfort in food.

DON'T be unrealistic and expect to

lose weight during the holiday season.

Simply try not to gain. "Worrying
about whether you'll lose weight will

increase the chance that you'll get de-

pressed, which increases the chance

that you'll overeat," Shield says. "In-

stead, go into the season with a realis-

tic break-even attitude."

Donna Christiano is a writer specializing

in health, psychology and women 's issues.

DID YOU DO IT?

Take the Ladies' Home Journal chal-

lenge: This year, see if you can

manage to get through the holiday

season without gaining weight.

After New Year's, write to us and

let us know how you've done. Se-

lected stories may be published in a

future issue. Send your stories to:

LHJ, Department W, 100 Park Av-

enue, New York, NY 10017.

EEL FIT&FABULOUS
rHE KATHIE LEE WAY!
In the past, I hated even the though t ofexercising. Now I'm happier,

tore confident and I have more stamina toface the challenges of the

workplace and motherhood. " -
(^^,/

It's new. lis fun.

Most of all, it works!

A modified interval program
that combines body sculpting

with easy to follow low-

impact aerobic exercise.

Stretching and abdominal
toning complete the pro-

gram. For beginners and
intermediate exercisers.

Available at
our local retailer

X-gOQ-642-3445

V

Plus
a video
visit to

Kathie Lee's
home to V 5

meet her family!

(Plus shipping & handling)
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A woman from Dyersburg, Tennessee,

is severely injured when she drives off

the road at seven forty-five A.M. and
slams into a light pole.

A young woman from McLean, Vir-

ginia, is killed instantly when her car

misses a curve and careens off the road.

A Milford, Massachusetts, woman is

badly bruised and burned after her ve-

hicle hits a tree and bursts into flames.

None of these accidents re-

ceived much notice be-

yond the readership of the

local newspapers in which

they were reported. But the cause of

them deserves a considerable
amount of national attention: In

each of these cases, the driver had
fallen asleep at the wheel.

"Sleepiness is a major problem
plaguing our highways." says Kastle

Lund, spokesperson for the National

Sleep Foundation, a public-awareness

organization in Washington, D.C.

The problem is particularly acute

during the holiday season. Lund
notes that many people are likely to

drink more than usual, and even a

single cup of Christmas punch can

hamper a driver's ability to stay

awake. People also tend to travel

long distances this time of year, and

the risk of fatigue-related accidents

appears to increase with the number
of hours spent behind the wheel. Fi-

nally, in the pace of the busy season,

many people push themselves to the

point of exhaustion. Says Lund:
"People aren't aware of it, but driv-

ing drowsy can be as dangerous as

driving drunk."

In fact, alcohol is the number-one

cause of car crashes and traffic

deaths. But what's less well known
is that sleepiness and (continued)

"I COULDN'T
STAY AWAKE

How easy is it to fall asleep

behind the wheel?

I recently discovered that

it's a Tot easier than I ever

imagined.

As part of my research for

this story, I spent two days at

the Sleep Disorder Center at

New York University/Belle-

vue Medical Center, in New
York City. The purpose was
to determine how my reflex-

es and reaction time

changed with my level of

sleepiness and to find out

how readily I could nod off.

My reflexes and reaction

time were tested by a simple

computer game: Four small

boxes appeared on the

screen. A smaller red square

moved around in them, and

my task was to hit a corre-

sponding key as quickly as I

could when the red square

jumped to a new box. "This

tests your ability to perceive

information, process it and
act upon it— skills that are

important when it comes to

driving," sleep researcher

Rochelle Zozula told me.

I took the test a total of

eight times over two days,

and, sure enough, my
scores changed with my fa-

tigue level. My highest

score—98 percent—was
when I felt most well rested

and refreshed, (continued)
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New Kotex Natural Curved won't

remind you of any other tampon.

It's curved, not straight. It's easier

to position accurately to help

prevent leaks and give you very few

reminders. It works so well you can

practically forget about your period.

Forget your period.

Remember this tampon.

Curved plastic applicator
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full nig sleep. '
i) lowe

score— 39 percent—came du

inq u mid-afternoon

What completely <

rne was how eosi'y !

stonished

could fall

ing up in

? lights on. It

»aiize that I could

just os readily nod off sitting be-

hind the wheel of the car on a

monotonous drive.

How did I find this out? Dur-

ing my stay at the clinic, I was
wired to a scanner that moni-

tored my brain waves and de-

tected sleep. A number of times

over the two-day period, Zozula

put me in a room
and instructed me to

sit in a chair, staring

ahead of me, and to

stay awake. "Piece of

cake," I thought, and

when I was well rest-

ed, it was.

But when I was
tired, it proved a lot

more difficult than I

ever would have
thought. In fact, on

two occasions, I actu-

ally fell asleep with-

out even realizing it!

Before each ses-

sion, I filled out a questionnaire

about my level of fatigue. On
those two times, I had acknowl-

edged feeling tired. But when
asked if I would fall asleep, I re-

sponded, "No way."

Was I wrong! When Zozula

told me I had slept, I was skepti-

cal. I hardly remember closing

my eyes. But the scan of my
brain waves left little doubt: I

had, in fact, fallen asleep.

In each case, I slept for only a

very brief period—nine seconds

one time, and fifteen seconds
the next. But, as Zozula remind-

ed, "that's long enough to be
deadly if you're driving a car."

The bottom line: People need
to realize that, when you're
tired, it's quite possible for any-

one to fall asleep at the wheel.

Even me. —M.C.H.

(continued) fatigue are believed to be

the second most common explana-

tion. The U.S. Department of

Transportation estimates that

drowsiness contributes to roughly

50,000 traffic accidents each year.

That figure may just be the tip of

the iceberg, however. In a survey by

the Better Sleep Council, a research

arm of the bedding-supply industry,

one in five Americans admits that

he has dozed off while driving. And
two thirds acknowledge that their

driving suffers when they're fa-

tigued. This suggests that drowsi-

ness may be behind far more than

the official estimates of fatigue-related

automobile crashes.

"It's very hard to get reliable

statistics on sleep-related accidents,"

says David Willis, executive director

of the American Automobile Associ-

ation (AAA) Foundation for Traffic

Safety, in Washington, D.C. Willis

explains that, in many localities,

there's no special category for sleepi-

ness in official accident reports

—

making it hard to accurately track.

Furthermore, motorists are often

embarrassed to admit that they were

tired or had fallen asleep, or may not

even realize that's what happened.

And in cases where there's a single

driver who is killed, there are often

no eyewitnesses to tell officials what

preceded the crash.

However, there are some telltale

signs. Often, there's just a single ve-

hicle involved because these acci-

dents tend to happen at late-night

hours, when there aren't many cars

on the road, according to Major
Craig Masterson, director of traffic

services for the New York State

Police. "A car might veer off the

road and hit something like an em-
bankment or guardrail or utility

pole," Masterson says. "Typically,

there won't be skid marks or indica-

tions that the driver tried to slow

down or steer back onto the road."

Masterson, who is part of a

statewide task force studying drowsy

driving, says that sleep-related acci-

dents are particularly common on
high-speed roads that are used to

travel long distances. And they are

especially likely to occur after a

driver has been in the vehicle for

several hours. "It's called white-

line fever," he says. "If you're tired,

a monotonous stretch of highway

can easily put you to sleep."

That's what happened three years

ago when Teresa Birch, a twenty-six-

year-old mother of six, was about

midpoint in the five-hour drive from

her sister's house in Seattle to her

home in Spokane, Washington.

Birch's husband hadn't come with

her, and her children were taking an

afternoon nap in the backseat of the

family van. "It was a long, boring

drive," she says.

Birch had stayed up late several

nights during the previous week, so

she knew she was tired. But with six

children under the age of eight, "I

don't know that I was ever not

tired," she says.

This time, however, the conse-

quences of her sleepiness were trag-

ic. The car was in cruise control,

and Birch was driving along at about

65 mph when she nodded off and

plowed into a guardrail. "When I

awoke with a jolt, I thought, Stop

the car," she says. "But before my
foot could even react to hit the

brakes, we were in the air."

The impact threw the vehicle into

an adjacent irrigation canal and sub-

merged it in the twelve-feet-deep wa-

ter. Rescuers managed to save Birch

and three of her children. But the

three others—Jonathan, who was

five, Katie, three, and Jacob, three

months—died. "You never think this

kind of thing can happen to you,"

Birch says numbly. "But it can."

Indeed, when fatigue-related acci-

dents do occur, they tend to be

deadly. That's because drivers are

often traveling at high (continued)
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Everyday

Introducing Reynolds Wrap^ 12-Inch

Everyday™ Heavy Duty Aluminum Foil

Heavy duty strength in a new 12-Inch

size. ..perfect for all those tough

cooking, freezing, and storage

jobs you have

every day.
~
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Protects against freezer burn.

© 1994 Reynolds Metals Company.

Perfect size for your
kitchen drawer.



& 5 at the wheel

ed

,
experts say. In a study of acci-

atterns on the New York State

/ay, crashes caused by a driver

asleep accounted for 3 percent

se in which a vehicle sustained

;e—but a full 50 percent of those

volved fatalities.

figure is believed to be even

t among professional drivers

s truckers, who travel long dis-

and frequently do so without

ng for rest. But experts point

at nobody is immune to falling

i at the wheel. "We live in a

'-four-hour society where a lot

pie are tired all the time," says

Walsleben, Ph.D., director of

eep Disorders Center at New
University/Bellevue Medical

r, in New York City. She cites

s showing that, over the past

rV, Americans have shortened

their sleep time by as much as 20 per-

cent. Though individual needs vary

greatly, on average, people require

seven to eight hours of sleep a night.

Often, they get much less.

And though many believe it's okay

to skimp on sleep, the biological fact

is that it's as necessary as food and
water. "The body has certain

rhythms, and there are times of the

day when we're naturally inclined to

sleep," Walsleben says.

Not surprisingly, those natural

sleep times correspond to the peak
times for fatigue-related traffic acci-

dents. Sleep researchers say the

body's rhythms slow and sleepiness

sets in between midnight and seven

a.m., and again between one p.m.

and four p.m.

According to data from the Asso-

ciation of Professional Sleep Soci-

eties, most drowsy-driver crashes

occur between midnight and six A.M.

A secondary peak occurs (continued)

STAY-AWAKE STRATEGIES

ollowing safety tips can help prevent the likelihood of fatigue-related

lents:

e when rested. Get a good night's sleep before a long trip, and don't

yourself to drive too many hours in one stretch. Be especially cautious if you

Vt been sleeping well in the previous days or weeks. Even if you don't feel

:ially tired at a particular moment, it's easiest to nod off when you're sleep-

ved. Also be on guard if you've got a chronic sleep disorder such as sleep

a, a breathing obstruction that hinders sleep in as many as one in ten adults,

ch what you drink and eat. Remember that alcohol is a sedative,

2ven a single drink can make you sleepy. Heavy meals also tend to make
le feel tired, so if you stop to eat during a road trip, opt for lighter fare,

be cautious if you're taking medications that might induce drowsiness,

and allergy pills, as well as antidepressants, fall into this category.

' stimulated. Take breaks during a long drive. Drink a cup of coffee,

ealize that its beneficial effects are limited. Get out of the car every two

> or so for an exercise break: Walk quickly or jog around the parking lot

rest stop, for instance.

/ou're driving with others, make sure at least one person in the car stays

ce with you. Engage in conversation to keep stimulated. Share the driv-

vhen possible.

/ou feel weary and can't stop, open the windows. Chew gum. Listen to

dio talk show at high volume. (Talk radio will keep you more alert than

:, which can lull you into sleepiness.)

w the danger signals. Watch for these signs that you're about to

isleep:

ur eyes are burning, you're blinking frequently or you're having trou-

ocusing.

ur head is nodding, and you can't stop yawning.

ur driving is erratic, you find yourself drifting from lane to lane, and you

trouble remembering the last mile or so.

ese symptoms should signal a red alert. Says Lund of the National

o Foundation: "That's when you have to pull off the road immediately

rake a break."
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Out Of The-Bag
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Reynolds wrap.

These hearty sandwiches are too

much for a sandwich bag. So
wrap them fresh and tight in

Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

NUTTY HAM AND CHEESE
2 leaves curly lettuce

4 oz sliced ham
sub roll (8-inch),
split

3 Tbsp cream cheese,
softened

2 slices Swiss cheese,
halved diagonally

cup alfalfa sprouts

Reynolds Wrap
aluminum foil

2 Tbsp coarsely
chopped pecans

2 Tbsp chopped green
onion

tsp garlic salt

Combine c ream cheese, pecans, green onion and

garlic salt ; spread on roll. Layer ingredients in order

listed. Wrap in Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

SMOKEHOUSE CALIFORNIAN

2 slices whole grain
bread

2 Tbsp mayonnaise

1 Tbsp thick & chunky
salsa, drained

6 fresh spinach leaves

2 slices tomato

3 oz sliced smoked turkey

Combine mayonnaise and salsa; spread on bread.

Layer ingredients in order listed. Wrap in

Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.

2 slices Cheddar
cheese

2 slices cooked
turkey bacon

Yi medium avocado,
sliced

Reynolds Wrap
aluminum foil

ReynoldsWtop 75

Wrap it up right with Reynolds Wrap.



wheel

beween two and four in the afternoon.

Thcr.e are not times of the highest

;;sip.£ volume," notes the National

! oundation's Lund. ''And yet

that's when a lot of accidents occur."

Sleep research-

stay awake dur-

ing those times, if

they're tired, they

are likely to drive

badly. "When
you're sleepy,

your reflexes slow

down," says Wal-

sleben. "It takes

longer for your

brain to process

information and

for you to react

to that informa-

tion. You tend to

blink more often,

and this can be

extremely haz-

ardous when
you're driving."

A report on
traffic accidents

by the New York

State Thruway
Authority lists

other hazards.

"Drowsiness in-

duces tunnel vi-

sion [loss of

peripheral vision],

affects attention

span and increas-

es the likelihood

that drivers will

attempt risky ma-
neuvers, such as

passing other ve-

hicles without
fully surveying

the situation,"

the report says, concluding: "Fa-
tigue has a detrimental effect on
overall vehicle control."

Researchers even talk about a phe-

nomenon called "microsleep," a very

brief period when a person actually

falls asleep without realizing it. "You
may be asleep for only a few sec-

you're behind the wheel, traveling at

sixty miles an hour, a lot can happen

in a few seconds."

AWARENESS INCREASING

Fortunately, public awareness about

driver fatigue is on the rise. Last

spring, Congress heard testimony

Jingle Beans
Jelly Belly beans are the perfect

gift for the holidays. They're not

your ordinary jelly beans

-

and they're just 4 calories

per bean. Available in

holiday gift boxes, bags,
bulk or jars in up to 40
"true -to-life," fun flavors. **ta2*ZZ*i»

Jelly Belly® beans are available

worldwide wherever fine candies
are sold. For free recipes

& your nearest retailer

It's America's Favorite Jelly Bean

onds," says Walsleben. "But when
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from sleep researchers and traffic au-

thorities in an effort to come up with

policy recommendations on how to

prevent drowsy driving. On a local

level, several states have undertaken

preventive measures. In New York,

for instance, "rumble strips" have

been installed on the New York State

Thruway so that when a car goes onto

the road's shoulder, grooves in

pavement jolt its driver into alertnes

There's also a push for legislath

that would make it illegal for drivers a

get behind the wheel when they're tinl

"People should be as responsible for le

fact that they drive when they can't sy

awake as they are for when they dr;

when they 1

;

drunk," says Rj

Marone, founc:

of Victims f

Irresponsib:
Drowsy Drive;

(VOIDD), bas!

in Westchest
County, Ne-

York. Maroi'

started tl

fledgling grovi

last year after h-

eighteen-yea-

old daughter w
killed in an ace

dent that o

curred when
friend, anoth

college-age gii

fell asleep whi

driving home
three a.m.

Experts say tl

obstacles to tl

implementatio

of such laws aij'j

formidable. It

hard to accurate

assess wheths

accidents ai

caused by drows

ness. And it's in

possible to te:

for fatigue level i

the same way yo

can test for alec

hoi. "I think th

best thing we ca:

do is to mak
people aware c

the dangers cj

driving whe
they're tired," says Willis, of the Four

dation for Traffic Safety. He points 01

that alcohol-related accidents have de-

clined significantly in recent years a

people have been alerted to the dan

gers of driving and drinking. "We hav

to do the same thing with letting pec

pie know that, if they're feeling sleep}

they shouldn't be driving," he says. I

CALL: 800 JB BEANS
(800-522 -3267) loll-lree Monday - Friday

8 a m - 5 p m ©Registered trademarks ot

Herman Goelitz, Inc ©1994 Herman Goelitz.lnc



WHAT DO MEN
REALLY
WANT?

f

-

• „ o> —I • • if* *

They don't

want another

tie. They want

toys, gadgets,

stuff, especially

electronic stuff. At

Radio Shack

we've got it. Great

gifts tor the men

(and women and kids) in

your life, including a

special way to deliver

them called Radio Shack

Gift Express—just ahout

the next best thing to

Santa himself. Read on!

A LITTLE SOMETHING
FROM

Radio /haek
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SEND IT RADIO SHACK GIFT
EXPRESS. SIX DISCS, NO
WAITING.

A special person deserves a

special g i t t , a n d this is

definitely it: Radio Shack's

top-of-the-line O p t i m u

s

six-disc CD changer, with

hells and w histles. Program

up to 32 tracks from each disc, w ith

memory storage; Automatic Digital Level

Control equalizes volume on ditferent discs; direct access, highlight

scan; random play; digit. il fader; fluorescent display and headphone

lack with its own volume control. An ultimate toy tor a music lover.

Priced less than many comparable changers. (42-=i04Sk) $249.99*

A SURE BET FOR FUN.
Do you have an Uncle Al, or

anyone else on your list with

an unbridled sense ol Inn and

adventure? We've got the

perfect gifts: Radio Shack's

line of handheld casino games

that run the gamut from the

$24.00 two-player poker and

blackjack combo shown here'

to $0.00 mini slots and card

games. (60-2431k) $24.99*

1 '

A -

BViCK JACK
POKKft

V

FOR TI IE PERSON WHO HAS EVERYTHING.
ALL OVER THE PLACE.

2 SO\aiiio Shack's personal data organizer stores over

nanu s, company names, addresses, phone and tax

bers; searches for entries by company name or

person's name, schedules appointments and sounds

an alarm as ,i reminder; displays the date, plus world-

tune for 32 major cities (pause here tor breath), a 10-

digit calculator and a password code that protects

sensitive information. For $39.99, the only thing it

doesn't do is let out the cat. We're working on it.

(65-830k) $39.99*

8>



CHECK ONE: WHEN I IE WAS A KID, HE WAN FED TO BE
| |

A PILOT,
| |

A FIREMAN,
| |

A POEICEMAN,
| | AN ACCOUNTANT?

Let's face it: boys like to\s. And boy, does Radio Shack have tl Radio Shack
scanners from portable models to powerful home receivers get you in on the action

on police, fire and emergency bands. The home scanner show n

here not only scans for active frequencies, but lets you store and
scan your favorites with the touch of a button. (2()-408k)

Regularly $139.99 Special $99.99*

LET YOUR PI IONE BOOK DO THE TALKING.

Busy guy? Wrds reading glasses, but never has them handy? Or,

usl .1 lover ol great gizmos? Radio Shack's lalkimj, telephone

director) actually "reads" the telephone number out loud. Busy

people will be able to dial w hile they listen. Along with storing,

seeking and speaking .ill the phone information, this directory

also functions as a clock with alarm, a calculator, and an

electronic account manager, storing up to six hank or credit

card accounts. Thai's a lot tor only $34.99.* (65-852k)

THROW A LITTLE LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT.

Alter all, most ol us watch TV in the semi-darkness, and it's all loo easy to get bleary

eyed trying to read the controls. Radio Shack's programmable 4 -in - 1 universal rerm >tc

with lighted buttons solved that problem. It's only $24.W and perfect for anyone

who wishes their remote was easier to read. And it couldn't be easier to use—enter

simple 3-digil codes for TV cable box, V( 'R and one other component. Q: I low

do you get your guy to do some sit-ups? A: Buy him this remote and tape it t<

his roes. (15-191 lk) Regularly $29.99 Special $24.99*

SMALL IS GOOD.
SMALL AND GOOD IS EVEN BETTER.

Love a big sound but don't have the space for big

speakers? Enter the Optimus Pro X 7 a mini-

powerhouse that will lili a room with sound without

fdling the room with "audio furniture." They stand

about 8 inches tall and only about 5 inches wide and

deep, yet the powerful 4" woofer delivers a solid bass

line, and the dome twcetei reproduces mid and high

ranges beautifully. They're S(>
(

>.
n(

' each and they

look great stone gray finish with removable

black cloth grill. (40-2071k) $69.99 each*



H( v ABOUT A PICTURE THAT CAN
PRA! (ICALLY HIDE IN THE PALM OF YOUR

HAND?

Here's a picture-perfect portable color TV just 5M inches tall. You

f/ won't believe how good this little color picture is: digital technology

ocks in both VHP and UHF stations; the backlit LCD provides a

crisp, clear picture. The earphone jack allows for private listening.

The set show n here has a 2.2-inch screen and runs only

$139.99*. (16-164k)

STICK IT ON YOUR EAR.

II you know someone who
thinks lradilion.il personal

portables are too bulky and too

heavy, doesn't want to carr\

cassettes, and complains about

tangled headset wires, Radio

Shack has the answei : ilus

ultralight AM/FM Stereo

1 [eadset. It only costs

$39.99 and it only

weighs 2 ounces, yet it

delivers sensational stereo "^^^

sound, including switchable

Extended Bass. And, it easily folds into a pocket

carrying. (12-103k) $39.99*

l( >r easy

A GIFT FOR THE TWO OF YOU.

You like Streisand and (he Spin Doctors. lie's into

( Country & Western. ( !ive him an ( )ptimus port

CD player. Both ol you will get tin- mo
remarkable sound and features .it a most

remarkable price. It has an Extended Mass

switch, a 20-track programmable memory,

a > beam laser pickup, preview scan,

ndom play and auto search. He can
1

en to his "stull" privately through

headphoni ind you -an do the same. It

conies with special cable hooks up

easily to youi home stereo. (42-5042k)

Regularly SI i
' <>9 Special $99.99*



BIG ON TALK, SMALL ON SPACI

And now just $49.99. Thanks to its upright handsel design.

Radio Shack's value-priced cordless phone w ill fit

anywhere —in a crowded kitchen, a small studio apartment,

on a jam-packed worktahle. Move around freely while
talking, without giving up handy features like a redial

button ami a flash button for services like Call-Waiting and

3-Way Calling. (43-1004k) Regularly $59.99

Special $49.99*

CHECK YOUR MATE.

Radio Shack's Chess Partner is a top-

quality electronic game that's lit lor a

king. (Or a prince—youngsters

can learn the game from the

bottom up and advance the

level of play.) A custom

LCD screen provides a

wealth of information,

including w hich of the 16

levels of play is activated. A
special set-up function lets you set pieces

at will, to practice escaping difficult situ.

The sensory keyboard anil 2" pieces .ire set in a

stylish cabinet. (60-2428k) $69.99*

ons.

NO SNAI> NO CRACKLE, NO POR

No kidding! Our 900-MHz Digital Spread Spectrum cordless

telephone is the ultimate in sound quality and security, as well as

in range away from the base. It's so powerful, you cm take 1

it mil

to the garage, to the yard or to a neighbor's. A w arning light lets

you know when you've gone too far. Ami it has a lighted dial

for easy nighttime use. It scans 10(1 channels for the clearest

path, and offers 100, (100 security code combinations. At ^

$299.99, it's one of the most versatile, powerful cordless

phones available anywhere. (43-1014k) $299.99*



WHOSE TOY IS THIS, ANYWAY?

Radio Shack is America's HQ for the

sleekest, hottest, most fun- and fantasy-

ed radio-controlled cars you can find.

They start at just under 812, complete with

controller. There are elegant, glossy racers,

rugged all-terrain 4-wheelers and

fantastic specialty cars and trucks,

like the 4x4 Off-Road Tiger shown

here for $49.99. It even has high

gear tor speed, low gear tor

climbing power.

(60-41 I Ik) Regularly $59.99

Special $49.99

SECRET CODES, FORTUNE TELLERS
AND FUNNY, FUNNY FACES.

"My Magu Diary" is a data organizer that's organized

especially for kids, ["hey can put in their friends' names,

addresses and phone numbers—and "draw" silly

laces tor each ol them on its display! They can type-

in their secret thoughts, or consult with l lu

Matchmaker or The Fortune Teller lor important

advice. And only their own secret password can open

the Magic Diary. It's 59.99, anil it also has a built-in

calculator, alarm clock, scheduler ami a world-

time clock with map. It makes youngsters feel grown

up at the same nine it provides them with hours ol tun.

(65-832k) $59.99*

YES, BUT WILL IT CLEAN
THEIR ROOM?

Radio Shack's S2 { K l

>
{

> Super Armatron is a

robot that will sharpen kids' agility ami

dexterity while it delights ami beguiles

u mi. I he robot arm moves up and down,

ild right; the pincer "hand" rotates,

opens .iii' closes to pick up ami move
objects, h even has a countdown timer so

the kids can compete with each other, picking up

objects before the buzzer sounds. (60-2558k) $29.99



YAKKITY i AK.

Some things kids love: talking, having

secrets, being cool. Radio Shack's 1 leadscl

Walkic Talkies give them all three. They can

stay in touch while they're playing or just plaj

at staving in ton h. They can talk their heads

of] iiel 10 one will hear but them.

And cool' these are voice

activated, hands-free walkie-

talkies with a high/low volume switch

and .in adjustable headband. Best ol

all, they're only $24. ( "> lor the set.

(60-4023k) $24.99*

A HIGHLY PERSONABLE
PERSONAL PORTABLE.

Only $19.99 fetches a child his or her very

own personal stereo tape player. I he

buttons are big enough lor little lingers, and

different colors so kids can easily operate it

by themselves. It comes with its own

headphones ami carry-strap and it

has Auto-Stop to save battery

wear—because you know how kids

never turn anything off. (14-864k) $19.99

A RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY FOR
* THE LITTLEST ENGINEER.

Why shouldn't your littlest Christmas angels enjoy

radio-controlled toys like their older brothers and

sisters 2 The Choo Choo is one oi several toys that

preschoolers will find easy to operate and great tun to

play with. It chugs, it w histles, it goes straight ahead, it

spins—just $19. (
)

l

>, complete with controller. The smiles

and giggles and wonder it elicits are tree ol charge.

(60-25 1 7k) $19.99
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Radio Shack

Gift Express,

It's Easier Than Ever To

Give The Gifts

People Love To Get.

i* * * •

YXdu just buy it. Wc can wrap it. We c an pack it. We can have it shipped, virtually

anywhere in the USA. We can even add a personalized greeting card.

And since there's a Radio Shack on almost every corner, returns, exchanges, service

and information are easy.

Radio Shack Gift Express—the easiest way to send the gilts people love to get.

FedEx® Delivery Service

Personalized Card and (Jilt Box Available

For the store nearest you, or to order, CALL 1-800-THE SHACK

Radio /hack GiftffTExpress

m
We wrap, pack, include a card,

and have it

shipped for you.

FedEx trademarks used by permission

* Sale' prices guaranteed through 12/24/94.

Foi pi idnci warranty information write: < Customer Relations, 1400 One Tandy ('enter. Ft. Worth, TX 76102



\ctivewear for ever 1 thing vou do. (And dream of doing.) JsRZssS
?or the retailer nearest you, call 1-800-379-5379.

—
Quality T-Shirts & Sweats



iat nurses know
%
m4 doctors don't tell you)

Nurses reveal how they get the most from their own doctors . . . how to tell

the good doctors from the bad . . . and their insider secrets to getting

the best health care possible. By Linda Collison, R.N.

TTT, hile it's easy to

feel you're over-

powered or out-

numbered when
dealing with doc-

tors, giant health-insurance

companies or hospitals, you

do have an ally in the health-

care system: the nurse.

Nurses are insiders in the

world of doctors and hospi-

tals, and as daily witnesses

to how doctors think and

work, they know some sur-

prising facts: They know,

for instance, that physicians

don't always suggest the

treatment that's the best op-

tion for each patient. Nurs-

es know that patients who
disagree with their doctors

often get the best care. And
they know when you should

look for a new doctor, when
to speak to a nurse instead,

and when to stay home and take care

of the problem yourself. When
you're negotiating the best health

care for yourself and your family,

nurses can offer you the best possible

advice. Among their tips:

DON'T CUM UP IN

THE DOCTOR'S OFFICE

It's a fact of life that many doctors

are lacking in interpersonal skills -

so, say nurses, it's up to patients

themselves to create szood doctor/pa-

tient communication.

Speaking openly with your doctor

can not only ease your c mcerns

about your health but can help en-

sure you get the right diagnosis and

treatment. In fact, studies show the

majority of diagnoses are based on

what patients tell their doctors,

rather than on diagnostic tests.

Approach your doctor's visit as

you would a job interview. "Work
on your agenda before the visit,"

says Linda Frazier, M.D., assistant

professor in the Department of

Community and Family Medicine

at Duke University Medical Center,

in Durham. North Carolina. "Write

a list of your concerns and your
symptoms, as well as any questions.

It's easy to forget them if

you're feeling pressed for

time or you're dealing with

an upsetting issue," says

^Frazier. Ask the important

'questions first so they get

addressed. "Don't wait un-

til the doctor is holding the

door for you on the way out

to ask the blockbuster ques-

tions," she advises.

As a nurse who sees doc-

tors rattle off important in-

formation to patients, I

know it helps to bring a pen

and pad to take notes. While

the information may seem
clear in the office, it's easy to

become confused later on. If

you sense your doctor is get-

ting impatient, be forthright,

saying, "This may be basic,

but I really don't understand

it yet." If you're feeling in-

timidated or rushed, have a

discussion about that—it may make
him adjust his behavior. Be sure to

ask these questions:

Will my condition improve on its own,

without any treatment? Doctors pre-

sume that patients want to leave

with a prescription in hand. But you

may not want to take the medica-

tion, for instance, if the drug is for

symptom relief rather than a cure.

Do I have any other treatment choices,

and what are the benefits and drawbacks

of each? Your doctor may assume

you'd prefer one type of treatment

over another. Knowing your choices

will help (continued on page S.E. 6)

S.E. 2



THERE'S HAIR. AND THERE'S HAIR WITH STYLE.

SSI TO GET IT, YOU NEED THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE.

SALON SELECTIVES.

A newly redesigned system

of interlocking formulas.

Elements you put together

for the precise level of

^ cleaning, conditioning and

finish you need. To go

beyond hair that's just 'there'

to hair with style.

MON SELECTIVES # THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE





Go ahead. Follow that feeling.

With Libbey, von ran afford to be impulsive.

Whether it's our dazzling Juniper Green, or

any of our other vivid color collections. Libbey offers

so many choices, you're sore to find just

the right glassware to set the mood for your table.

Glasses for any moment. And any occasion.

Libbey
For more in formation on Libbey products, write:

Libbey Inc., P.O. Box 10060, Dept. J-LH, Toledo. OH 43699-0060.
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yen become an active participant in the

• :aunent decisions.

Wiidi will you learn from the diagnostic

tests: Will the results change the way you

plan to treat me? Because of the preva-

lence of malpracci sui doctors

tend to over-oresciibe tests to cover

h ! But if you raise con-

cerns for instance, that you're wor-

ried about the cost of a test or the

radiation exposure of an X ray—she

may decide that the test isn't neces-

sary or that you can postpone it.

DISAGREE WITH YOUR DOCTOR
When your doctor suggests a diagno-

sis, don't just nod your head if you

t think he's on target. "I would

rather the patient tell me that she dis-

agrees, instead of leaving my office

without speaking up," says Frazier.

Disagreeing is an important part of the

diagnostic process. When you tell your

doctor why you think the diagnosis is

wrong, you'll be giving him direction

and may be providing information that

you had previously left out.

Likewise, if you disagree with a par-

ticular treatment, she may be able to

recommend an alternative. For in-

stance, a doctor may take an aggressive

approach to a back problem, suggesting

a drug or surgical procedure, while you

prefer to take a more conservative ap-

proach, trying physical therapy instead.

Or your doctor may tell you not to ex-

ercise because of an injury, but you feel

that if you stop exercising, you'll gain

weight. In that case, she may allow you
to do nonimpact exercises.

Don't be afraid to let your doctor

know you've done some research on
your own. A good doctor enjoys deal-

ing with people who have read up on
the problem. She'll also know she can

explain the illness in greater detail.

CONFIDE IN THE NURSE
While doctors often fall short in com-
munication skills, nurses tend to excel

in them. "Nurses are trained in listen-

ing and are actually graded on it," says

Virginia Trotter Betts, R.N., presi-

dent of the American Nurses Associa-

tion. "A doctor's education focuses on
science, illness and diseases, while a

nurse's education emphasizes looking

at the client as a whole person, with

individual needs and concerns."

Whether you are visiting the doc-

tor's office, in a hospital or going to a

clinic, ask to speak with a nurse, who
can furrher explain the doctor's diag-

nosis or your treatment options.

"Many doctors have a point of view

about what they want you to do and

may push you in that direction,

whereas nurses can be more objec-

tive," says Trotter Betts. More specifi-

cally, because of their emphasis on
illness prevention, nurses are helpful

with questions about diet, stress re-

duction, exercise and other lifestyle

factors. They can also address how a

AVOID THE WAIT

Doctors are notorious for making
patients wait . . . and wait. While

sometimes they just overbook them-

selves, doctors do face unavoidable

interruptions, such as phone calls

from laboratory technicians and follow-

up calls from other patients, as well

as emergencies that take them
away from the office.

These tips can help cut the wait:

When you make an appointment,

ask the clerk what time of day the

doctor is least likely to get behind

(it's usually first thing in the morning

because doctors get backed up as

the day goes on).

Call the day of your appointment

to see if your doctor is very behind.

If she is, and you don't have the

time to wait, the nurse might suggest

a slower time that day or can
reschedule you for another day.

Arrive early for your appoint-

ment and sign in immediately;
• some doctors see whoever signs in

first, regardless of the time of her

appointment.

Get to know everyone in the of-

fice by her first name. If the staff

knows you, they may make an effort

to expedite your visit by reminding

the doctor that you're waiting.

The American Medical Associa-

tion recommends that doctors don't

make their patients wait more than

thirty minutes. If you're consistently

waiting longer than this, let your

doctor know that you're unhappy. If

it continues, you may want to con-

sider changing doctors.

medication will affect your lifesle

For instance, if you're going on vp
tion soon, the nurse can find o#
there's a faster-acting drug youp
take. Finally, ask your nurse aboure

sources in your community, suciB

follow-up home care, physical thta

pists, social workers and dietitians.

CHOOSING DR. RIGHT

If you never get your questions

swered, if your doctor makes you
uncomfortable or if you're not cc

dent with his advice, you'll prob

want to look for a new doctor. Be
gent in your search, because doc

hopping can be expensive
frustrating. First, seek a referral f

another health-care provider

know, such as a gynecologist. Be :

to emphasize that you're looking

medical competence as well as g
bedside manners. Next, ask friend

co-workers, who are more iikeb

speajc candidly about their doct<

personality and qualifications. To
most hospitals and medical centers

fer doctor-referral hot lines as w

though these recommendations
be limited to doctors who are affi

ed with the particular center.

When you get a referral, call to

for a consultation visit, to interv

the physician and discuss y
health-care needs. Since consul

tions are brief, they are less co:

than a standard visit. While so

doctors may not offer consultatic

most will talk to potential new
tients on the phone. If you feel cc

fortable by the end of the phc

conversation, ask if you can stop

briefly to meet face-to-face bef

making an appointment.

When choosing a doctor, look

these traits:

• She shows common courtesy £

respect for you, isn't patronizing,

tens to you and provides understa:

able answers to your questions.

• His general approach to illne

whether conservative or aggressi

matches your philosophy.

• She admits when she doesn't kn

something and is not afraid to cons

another authority.

• He presents you with treatment (

tions whenever possible.

• She doesn't rush you through.

• He respects your (continum



Poise Pads are about

the same size as the leading

maxi pads, but Poise gives

you superior protection

because they are made

exclusively for bladder

control. Poise Pads lock

liquid into a gel that won't

leak. You feel more

confident. And Poise Pads

are curved and feminine

soft for added comfort.

Look for Poise Pads next

to Depend Products.

Consult your doctor about

bladder control problems.

Available in Regular, Extra and
new Extra Plus absorbencies.

I was

using a maxi

for light

bladder control

protection.

Until now!'

Suzanne Block
a woman with poise

Finally, The Protection You Need, The Size You Want.
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lifestyle, cultural background and per-

sonal values.

• She is boai'.. :ertif special-

ty by, for example groups like the

American Board or r^.mily Practice or

the American Bo-.ird of Internal

Medicine.

• He kecp^ ui medical advances

by reading jo nials and attending

seminars. A >r who is affiliated

with a teachii > hospital or university

or who works in a practice with oth-

ers, rather than working solo, is more

likely to stay up-to-date because he's

constantly being evaluated by peers.

EXPLORE THE ALTERNATIVES

Many doctors are referring patients to

specialists who were once on the fringes

of medicine. Dietitians, massage thera-

pists, physical therapists, biofeedback

technicians, social workers and psychol-

ogists make up the doctor's support

team today. These professionals are not

only more knowledgeable in their areas

of expertise than doctors, but they

work closely with patients and offer im-

portant follow-up and support. For in-

stance, while a doctor may advise a

patient with high cholesterol to cut out

fats, a dietitian can figure out how the

patient can alter her diet in a way that

fits her lifestyle.

Some HMOs, clinics and hospitals

employ nurse practitioners as supple-

ments to physicians. These profession-

als are registered nurses with an

advanced education and are qualified

to treat basic health problems, do mi-

nor surgical procedures such as re-

moving a mole, perform gynecological

exams and, in thirty-nine states, are

permitted to prescribe medications.

Nurse practitioners tend to take a per-

sonalized and a more holistic approach

to health care, explains Loraine

Domine, R.N., a nurse practitioner in

Portland, Oregon. Ask your HMO,
managed-care group or doctor if they

are affiliated with a nurse practitioner.

Rx FOR A HAPPY-AS-POSSIBLE

HOSPITAL STAY

Although you might not be able to get

your pillow fluffed or a shoulder rub

at your beck and call, there are t

you can do to make a hospital si

comfortable as possible:

Get acquainted with your primary ,

Many hospitals appoint one pn
nurse to each patient to handle a

patient's needs, rather than h;

different staff members tend to d

ent aspects of a patient's care.

Find out how fast you can expect torn

the call light answered. Talk tc|l

nurse if you feel it's taking too \om

get a response.

Ask what you can do for yourself

tients tend to assume they ne

nurse to assist them with everyf

but with staff shortages in many h

tals, you could be waiting a long

for help. Ask your nurse if you ca

some things on your own, such as

ting up or taking a bath. Also

how your family can assist as well.

Ask to see the dietitian. If you are

happy with the food, the dietitian

be able to request a specialized dietfc".

vegetarian or Kosher, which ma
slightly tastier. Ask your nurse if

family can bring you food from h

or if you can order out.

There's something

extra in your high fiber cereal.

(And we're not

talking about bananas)

sodium*

FIBER
OM Artificial

mm sweetener

"Compared to NABISCO 100% BRAN

• 1994 Kraft General P Is. Inc. NABI I land I
1 iRNEK 1 R1ANGLE logo are registered trademarks of Nabisco. Inc. KEIXOGCS and AIJ^BRAN are registered trademarks of Kellogg's Company

KIBEK ONE is a registered trademark >! Genera] Mills, Inc.



your doctor to write an order for you to

your own medications from home. An

rin from a hospital costs much

i than one from the supermarket.

e down questions as they occur to

during the day. Keep the list at

r bedside, so you're prepared

i your doctor drops by.

your nurse in advance if she can be

when your doctor visits. She can

i ensure that he answers your

tions, and can help clear up any-

l
you don't understand.

m your primary nurse ifyou are dis-

ced with your hospital care. If she

t solve your problem, ask for the

;nt-care representative or advo-

—most hospitals have one.

a family member or friend to cheek

ith the primary nurse. Some nurses

nore likely to meet the needs of a

;nt who has someone asking every

about her status.

SES' HOME REMEDIES

le doctors deal in major illness,

es are experts in minor maladies.

»'s what they suggest for treating

nost common ailments:

Sore throat Gargle with warm salted

water and drink warm fluids they're-

more soothing than cold fluids. Take

ibuprofen for long-term relief.

Menstrual cramps If they're mild,

place a heating pad on your abdomen.

But if moderate to severe, take

ibuprofen or naprosyn at the first sign

of cramps for fastest relief.

Nausea Suck on ice chips or take

small sips of clear liquid frequently. "I

drink flat cola, not diet, to settle mv
stomach," says Veronica Stevenson,

R.N., an emergency-room nurse at

Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Cen-

ter, in Denver. Stir soda to get bub-

bles out before drinking—carbonation

WHAT TO ASK YOUR
DOCTOR WHEN SHE

PRESCRIBES A DRUG

1 . What does the drug do?

2. What will happen if I don't take it?

3. When and how should I take

the drug (with or without food, for

instance)?

4. Is there a generic or less-expensive

version?

will actually make nausea worse.

Heartburn Avoid lying down for two

to three hours after you eat, and take

an over-the-counter antacid.

Tension headache Lie down for

thirty minutes to relax. Rub your eye-

brows, which are pressure points.

Caifeine often relieves pain by con-

stricting the swollen blood vessels

that are pressing on nerves. Drink a

cup of coffee or take aspirin (if you

ion't have reactions to it), which con-

tains caffeine.

Coughing Drink lots of fluids. The

membranes of the lung need fluid to

move mucus along. Avoid antihis-

tamines, which tend to dry up mem-

branes. Use a saline nose spray to

prevent postnasal drip.

Diarrhea While antidiarrhea drugs

often stop the problem, it's better not

to take anything, if possible, so your

body can expel the bacteria or virus

that's causing the diarrhea. Avoid

milk products and drink clear fluids to

prevent dehydration.

Linda Collison, R.N., has been a hospi-

tal emergency-room nurse for ten years.
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ness of wholesome bran with 11 vitamins and minerals. And

there's one little extra that makes it an even better choice —
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hite Christmas . .

.

he Christmas myths so joyously handed doivn from generation to generation this time ofyear . . . deserve

seme serious examination. Who's to say whether Santa keeps a master list of good kids and bad? What

solid proof do we have that giving is better than receiving? How can we be certain that absolutely nobody

likes fruitcake? In the interest of assuring you a sensible, scientific holiday, your favorite magazine contacted a roster

of experts to determine, once and for all, the truth behind our cherished illusions. By Lenore Skenazy

MYTH
Santa, cornea, d&OMt

Most modern chimneys range from 8"x8" to

12"xl2" on the East Coast, with slightly

wider flues out West, says Sue Fine, editor n^, L .
F

of Sweeping Magazine, the official publication

of the National Chimney Sweep Guild, in Gaithersburg, Maryland. "So Santa

<vould have to be pretty skinny."

rically, however, the chimney hasn't always been so Claus-trophobic.

"Ba^k at ti.e time when the Santa Claus story came into being, we had a lot of

chimneys that were big—certainly big enough to hold a man," says Fine. Homes
were construe. ith several fireplaces connecting to one big flue. "That's how
the legend mad; . . n- ? at all.''

While Fine say:- tie has never personi ly bumped into any white-bearded,

sleigh-driving gift-gi rs on the job, she confides, "I know a number of sweeps
who have gone into chimneys and actually polled out a scrap of red cloth."

S.E. 10

MYTH
/4 tiat o£ t&e

Children are inevitably

naughty and nice, contends

clinical psychologist Nancy
Julius, Ph.D., of New York

City; therefore, such a list

cannot exist.

"It should be, 'Because we
love you, you're getting gifts

for Christmas,' not 'because

you've been good,"
1 " says Julius.

"You know, I've never liked

that song for that reason."
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MOMENTS

IVE...FOR THE MOMENTS.
-Priscilla Presley

AVAU.ABI.F. IN MOST LARGE : PENNEY STORES
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"Ll s just put it this

David Taylor Ca.

in a big pack a r

would dictate i!

figure that the I

Texas we liki

olphus Derrv, a salesman for ""^^

"Whenever you see something

expectations. Human nature

11 box and a huge box, you'd

value—and often, it does. In

e houses, large steaks." X.

•V;

MYTH
Ai&e TQudolfcA,

%ei*tctee% one dcaeet
and faendttf,
&ie<%tc<Ke&.

A good chunk of the American public

apparently disagrees. "We're very busy

during the holidays," says Pam Bran-

don, a spokeswoman for Walt Disney

World, in Lake Buena Vista, Florida.

"Chrisunas and the Fourth of July are

really our two biggest days in the park."

In fact, Christmas is so popular at

the theme park that when Brandon's

own relatives came to Florida for the

holidays one year, she reports, "They
didn't even stay at my house! They
said, 'No, we'd really rather stay at

Disney World.' " And so she visited

them there.

MYTH
Hodody ti£e& facttca&e.

Don't say that to Richard Sullivan,

executive vice president of the

Maraschino Cherry and Glace Fruit

Processors Association, in Matawan,
New Jersey. "Of
course that's not

the truth!" he de-

clares. "I love fruit-

cake!" Yes, but isn't

he rather biased?

"Fruitcake is such

a varied thing!" he

says. "It's a question

of the kind of fruit-

cake. There's one
called a Yahoo Cake,

made with pecans,
candied cherries and
chocolate. I brought it

to a [company] meet-

ing, and it was just superb."

; he ever met anyone outside the

proce ,sed-fruit industry as enthusiastic

as he is about fruitcake? "Everybody
likes fruitcake except Johnny Carson,"
Sullivan insists. "There are always
people who make fun of things, and he
made fun of fruitcake. We didn't like

that very much, actuallv."

S.E. 14

MYTH
£wufO*te 4 eOieami*u^ o£ n

cv4cte @&udt<4ui&.

Marilyn Young, the first female may-
or of arid Yuma, Arizona, admits that

some of her constituents prefer a tra-

ditional holiday. "Some people will

drive from here to Prescott [Arizona]

to be in the snow," she says.

But Young likes her adopted town's

weather just fine. "I lived in snow for

thirty-five years of my life. I am not

dreaming of a white Christmas."

MYTH
>>r
)t 4- a 'Wottdenfrct *&i£e

"

<to beloved &eccuc&e it

cttfetune& t&e friue

It's a Wonderful Life is a great Frank

Capra film extolling the virtues of love

and family over greed and materialism.

Its popularity,

however, can

be directly at-

tributed to the

latter, explains

Paul Petersen,

co-author of

j
the // '.s- a

Wonderful Life

Trivia Book
(Crown
Publishing,

1992). Inde-

pendent TV
stations
usually pay

a film company $600 or

$700 to run a movie with an active

copyright. But in 1973, Republic Pic-

tures accidentally let its copyright on

the film lapse. The result? "Every sta-

tion everywhere could run it without

cost!" Petersen says. Which they
did—before Republic recaptured the

copyright in April 1993. Did some-
one say "Scrooge"?

Not exactly, says

Dean Lofgren, an

animal keeper at

the Brookfield Zoo's
Children's Zoo. in

Brookfield, Illinois. "With rein-

deer, the problem you're dealing

with is they've got that full rack

[of antlers], and they know how
to use it," he explains. "The
male will let me halter him, and
he pulls the sleigh, but as far as

affectionate and cute? No. I

can't really pet him."

MYTH
"Kid& ti£e t£e 6oxe&

t&eix Cfi^&i c<Mte t*t at&ie
t^a*t t&e toya- t&e*ttAeive&.

Christopher Byrne, editor of

Season 's Greetings magazine, in

New York City, scoffs at that no-

tion. " 'Oh, look, Johnny! Santa

brought you a box!' That'll work
till they're three or four. Then I

don't think they care about the

box at all," Byrne says. "If you're

lucky enough to get your mitts

on some Power Rangers, they're

gonna be ripping the boxes off

and playing with the toy."

On the other hand, if they

started advertising those box-

es on Saturday morning car-

toons. . . .

MYTH
"Vcd (tetter to <pive tfaut

to receive.

"Receiving is very important,

too," says Georgia Witkin,

Ph.D., a New York clinical psy-

chologist and author of The Fe-

male Stress Syndrome (Newmarket

Press, 1991). "That's why wom-
en sometimes run up their bills,

giving themselves little gifts—be-

cause no one else does. If other

people give us presents, we feel

loved." (Hint: You may want to

tape this article to the fridge.)

Lenore Skenazy is a reporter for

the New York Daily News.
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a ly Bertolli, Italy's best-selling, best-loved olive oil, could bring out

the true, subtle flavors of such delicious foods as this.

Olive Oil has No Cholesterol.

And Bertolli not only makes foods better, it's better for you, as olive oil is

naturally cholesterol free.

01 course foods like this are appreciated not only in Italy, where Bertolli

has been made for over 125 years, but here, where families like yours have

made it the best-loved olive oil in America today

Bertolli Dolce Pane con Zucchine

weca

3 cups flour

1 1/2 cups sugar

2 tsp. cinnamon

1 tsp. salt

1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp baking soda

3 large eggs

3 cups shredded, unpeeled zucchini

1 1/2 cups dark raisins

1 1 12 cups golden raisins

1 cup walnuts, chopped
2 tsp. vanilla

1 cup Bertolli Extra Light Olive Oil

IfYou Want ItTo Be Bi

It Better Be Bert!

Z% «4

REE RECIPE 300K!
> get your Bertolli Olive Oil

andbook containing 2^ delicious

pes and money-saving coupons,

nd $1.25, check oi money
der, for postage and handling

: Bertolli Nutrition Center,

0. Box 2399, Secaucus, NJ
096-2399.

in a large bowl mix together the (lour, sugar, cinnamon, salt, baking powder, baking soda,
zuc chini. raisins and nuts In another bowl beat together the eggs vanilla and olive oil.

Pour over flour mixture and stir until thoroughly mixed. Pour batter into 12 greased individual

Bundflerte" molds to 2/3 full Bake at 350'F for 30-35 minutes or until toothpick comes out
clean or pour batter into two 9x5-inch loaf pans, baking at 350'F for 1 hour and 20 minutes,

'. imon Icing

1/2 cups confectioner's sugar 3 Tbsp lemon juice

!
tsp if non zest 1 Tbsp, Bertolli Extra Light Olive Oil

in j small oowl. combine all icing ingredients Drizzle on room-temperature cake.
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Shown smaller than actual sizes of 33A" to 4" high.
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The world's most beautiful flowers.

A collection six years in the making.
Crafted with renowned

Lenox realism and artistry

in fine bisque porcelain.

Exquisite blossoms of the finest

porcelain, crafted by the artist's own
hand. Delicate petals painted bv
hand with stunning realism. These
are the beautiful sculptures in The

Lenox Garden Flower Collection, a

garden of original porcelain mas-
terworks, six years in the making.

From the brilliant ruffled Iris, to

the blushing Ten Rose, to the favor-

ite Parrot Tulip of spring, the col-

lection presents the most beloved
flowers of the garden. And each
imported work of art bears the
prized Lenox backstamp in 24
karat gold.

The price of each sculpture is

$39—guaranteed to subscribers for

the entire collection, and payable
in convenient installments. You'll

receive a floral sculpture at the rate

of one about every three months.
As a subscriber, you'll receive the

hardwood display cabinet—a $75
value— at no added cost. Mail
your subscription today. 978122

Hardwood cabinet included as part

of the collection, 2b" high, 21" wide.

Mail to: Lenox Collections,

P.O. Box 3020, Langhorne, PA L9047-9120

-ENOX. SINCE 188 9,

'lease enter my subscription to The Lenox

Garden Flower Collection of original floral

sculptures crafted in hand-painted porcelain.

1 need send no monev now. Mv collection

will be sent to me at the rate of one sculp-

ture approximately every three months, and

I will be billed for each sculpture in three

monthly installments of SI 3* each. The cus-

tom-designed hardwood display cabinet

will be sent to me at no additional cost.

Signature

Flower Collection

Please mail by December 31, 1994.

Name

Address

City

State _Zip Code,

Telephone
(

.

)

'Plus S3.98 per sculpture tor shipping. Kindling and insurance

IS6.98 lor display cabinet) Sales rax mil be billed it applicable

All subscriptions subject toaceepljiue
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"Not the holiday
For many women, the holidays are

I exDected auite different from their childhood

celebrations. But often the new traditions they create can mean even

more. Here, three women who have something special to celebrate

A change
in faith
By Deborah
Diamond

December is a funny

month for me, and

probably always will be.

As a child, it seemed to

me that it was. slightly

magical. It was the time of year when
the most earthbound of souls risked
life and limb to hang lights to trans-
form ordinary homes into spectacular

high-wattage fairylands. It was when

entire families set out to find just the

right tree. It was the time when peo-

ple at least tried to be nice to each

other. Even as a child, I perceived in

those pre-Christmas weeks a kind of

hyper-solidarity, a sense of us all try-

ing to be better than we are. (And, of

course, there was Santa Claus.)

I assumed that when I got mar-

ried and had children, I would re-

create for them the whole tinsel-

draped scene.

But after I fell in love with a Jewish

man, I began reading about Jewi

history and culture and faith. My d

sire to better understand Judaism b

came a desire to make it my own ar

to pass this heritage on to the childre

we planned to have. Michael worrie

that I felt obligated to do this f(

him. "No," I said, "this is for me."

And so nearly seven years ago

became a Jew. Though my fami

always has been a pretty nor

churchy bunch—Protestant in

vague sort of way—I know my cor

version made (continued on page 9<
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Nol oliday I ex *eeled"

c, matted from page 90

;ome uncertainty on their part.

Theirs were not theological questions

much as logistical 01 >: Will you cel-

ebrate Chanukah? (Ye< \»'
ill you have

a Christmas tree' No. So is it okay to

send you and Michad gifts? And if so,

when? (Please d 5 soon as possible.)

All I experience mixed

matter myself. I have

gretted my decision, but I

sometimes feel a litde sad about all the

family Christmas traditions that I will

not pass on to my two daughters. Five-

year-old Tova often asks me "Is so-and-

so a Christmas person or a Chanukah

person?" Given the size of the Jewish

community in our town of Columbia,

Missouri, odds are that the person in

question doesn't celebrate Chanukah.

Pretty soon I will have to explain to

Tova and her sister, Simone, two, that

their mother started out life as a

Christmas person and then chose to

become a Chanukah person. Mean-
while, I am in the peculiar position of

having to explain why we don't put up

pretty lights, have a tree or sit on San-

ta's lap—even though I did all those

things when I was their age. "We are

Jewish," I say. "We celebrate different

holidays." But I can see the confusion

and disappointment in their eyes. The
thing to do, I realize, is to accentuate

our own rich festivals and traditions.

The tricky part is, I'm still learning

exactly how we as a Jewish family do

celebrate holidays. So in my role as

our family's Keeper of the Holidays, I

read books, quiz my in-laws and Jew-

ish friends, and generally make it up

as I go along. We often visit my side

of the family or join non-Jewish

friends at Christmas, but in our home,

we celebrate Chanukah. This seemed

pretty clear-cut, we thought.

Until last year, that is. On Christ-

mas Eve, Tova suddenly announced

that we had to put out milk and cook-

ies for Santa. "Hmm," I said. "I don't

think Santa visits Jewish homes." Oh,

yes, Tova replied fervently. Santa vis-

its children all over the world. I knew

the expression on that sweet face. It

was the look that says, Please don't

tell me there is no Santa.

Yikes. My eyes met Michael's. Iti

ther of us had the heart to telbu

child that Santa Claus is a deligtfu

fellow, but he's not for you. So Un
the spineless parents we are, we lehe

go to sleep expecting to hear thoii

ter-patter of little hooves on our Jo:

And I sat down to drink milk, nib.e

cookie and write a note from Sant.i?

The next morning, Tova spM
from her bed and ran downstfe

Waiting for her was a letter tuckedai

a pretty box. In the note, Sm
thanked Tova and Simone for the m
snack. "I know you and your familW

Jewish and celebrate Chanukah, l|r

couldn't resist paying you a visit m
way. ... I hope you had a very H»
Chanukah, and that you also hav«j

celebrating Christmas with frieH

You know, of course, that the irrBt

tant thing about all these holida

love and friendship. . .
."

Tova was delighted, and we s

temporarily off the hook. Did w
the right thing? I don't know. I'm

plenty of people would have com
with a better solution. (I'm all ears

What I am hoping, though, is
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be our two daughters arc grown

ve'll have taught them several

• *s: that they know who th<

I
they are proud of who they arc,

that they have tolerance for those

are different. And so each year 1

i h the menorah and dig out the

i
lels and try out new latke recipes.

: y once in a while I find myself

i
ming along with a Christmas car-

: 1 the radio, but I'm Jewish now,

I'm comfortable with my choice,

n I hear my daughters saying the

:nt Hebrew blessings as I light the

les, I know in my heart there will

aditions aplenty to pass along,

e is magic enough for us all.

A special

celebration
By Desda Moss

r7"T"hen I was growing up in

/ the Midwest, my parents

A / always made Christmas

W festive for my sister and

T me. We were showered

gifts and love, and our table was

filled with traditional favorites from
my grandmother's kitchen.

Still, when I looked at displays of

Santas and pictures of a holy family

that looked nothing like mine, there

was a part of Christmas that I never

completely connected with.

That all changed in 1982, when I

discovered Kwanzaa, a seven-day

African-American holiday that cele-

brates family, culture and community.

Suddenly, there was a holiday that ev-

ery part of me could embrace.

Kwanzaa—which means "first fruits

of the harvest" in Swahili—was creat-

ed in 1966 by scholar and activist

Maulana Karenga, Ph.D. The holiday-

offers African-Americans an opportu-

nity for reflection and renewal

through its message of responsibility,

unity and self-love.

I'd read about Kwanzaa and was

delighted when a friend invited me to

participate. Our gathering moved to a

different home each night, and we ate,

talked, laughed and shared a deep

feeling of camaraderie.

Now the holiday season wouldn't

seem complete to my husband, Bill,

and me without including Kwanzaa in

our festivities. And it has become espe-

cially important since the birth of our

daughter, Alexandra, five years ago.

Every December, several weeks af-

ter we put up our Christmas tree in

our Arlington, Virginia, home, we get

out the candleholder that is the domi-

nant symbol of Kwanzaa. Over the

next seven days, we light one of the

ceremonial candles that represent the

principles of Kwanzaa: unity, self-de-

termination, collective work and re-

sponsibility, cooperative economics,

purpose, creativity and faith.

The holiday offers our family a

chance to celebrate in many different

ways. One night, we observe the fes-

tivities at home. The next, we gather

at a friend's house. And sometimes we

go to see local performers, artists and

musicians who teach us about our

heritage by sharing their talents.

I also find it refreshing that Kwan-

zaa stresses gifts that are modest, cre-

ative and educational. For instance,

Bill and I give our daughter games

that teach her about black history.

Alexandra and (continued on page 98)
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llso spend lots of time making pre-

sents—sachets, pomanders, wreaths.

By exchanging handmade gifts, I'm

ing my daughtt i the things

we create with our own hands can be

much more pn an any mass-

market fad.

rs me, as a moth-

>rtunity co counter the neg-

ative or nonexistent images of our

culture that are often portrayed by the

media. By focusing on our family's

past and emphasizing our cultural tra-

ditions, I feel I'm helping my daugh-

ter understand a heritage that's often

ignored by the history books.

Alexandra loves the Kwanzaa cele-

bration. She helps me light the can-

dles and prepare the foods we'll be

serving. But most of all, she enjoys

when I read to her about the themes

of Kwanzaa, or when she and her fa-

ther and I make gifts together.

I hope that Kwanzaa is something

my daughter will continue to cher-

ish—just as I cherish those traditions

from my youth. And I hope she will

pass it along to generations to come.

The ghost
of Christmas
past
By Mollv Richards

Tt
gets easier. I've never figured

out whether that's because I'm

getting more competent or be-

cause I have merely managed to

lower my standards for each of

the four Christmases since my separa-

tion and divorce from my husband of

sixteen years. I take my emotional

temperature—and that of my chil-

dren—frequently as the holiday ap-

proaches. For Emma, eleven, Henry,

nine, and Edward, seven, it seems to

be business as usual. One day they're

writing lists of several dozen things

they really, really want; the next,

they're whispering and plotting a

Christmas surprise for me.

The first year of being a solo Santa,

I almost killed myself to make every-

thing seem normal. The only thing I

abandoned was my Christmas-ire

list—I looked at the cards I'd bo*h

and wondered how I was suppose,^

sign them. My husband had b«
gone only a month, and I had no le:

who knew, who didn't. I haven't ?p

Christmas cards since.

But I cleaned, I baked, I cook

decorated and, most of all, I bov

Everything would be just as it ah

had been. Except, of course, it wa
We went through the motions

went to candlelight Christmas

service. We called the relatives

woke at six, ate breakfast and rip

into the bounty beneath the tree-

til noon, when they hurriedly gu

the feast I had prepared so they c

leave with my ex to spend the re

the day with his family. This pai

Christmas Day had always been

savoring; being alone in an en

apartment was a turning point for

I rernembered my own Christmas*

a child and thought how ill-prepar

was for what my life had become.

The Christmas of my childhood

magical, yet soothingly predicta

We opened our gifts on Christ:
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i front of a roaring fire. The mo-

we said the closing grace (we

I before and after every meal we

into the living room to tra\

ial ritual that separated us from

)unty: the reading of the Christ-

:ory, from Luke 2.

er Christmas Day services, we

home to a huge dinner at noon

:d into the car to drive to one of

extended family gatherings. I

know anyone who was divorced,

own children are infinitely more

.ticated. Perhaps because they al-

lived so much in an adult world,

terately wanted that first Christ-

vithout their father not to en-

1 any further than it already had

their innocence. Still, divorce to

was already a fact of life. And

ise we live thousands of miles

our relatives, Christmas had al-

>een a more or less private affair,

i out in solitary ritual amid the

e traditions of New York City,

rirst Christmas afternoon alone, I

> face the fact that it was time to

rying to re-create memories.

've since developed new tradi-

We go to see the Christmas tree

Metropolitan Museum of Art;

3 ice-skating the day before

mas; we make Christmas break-

big deal since the children now

linner with their father.

i I've grown to look forward to

quiet Christmas afternoons. It's

vn private time to reflect, to take

of my life. Being alone may not

actly what I had imagined for

I f, but neither was a traumatic

age. I like my life now.

> en my children and I talk these

about the difference between

mas past and Christmas present,

struck by their pragmatism,

're sad that instead of having

and Dad, they have Mom or

but they don't waste time

ling what isn't: They were quick

ilize that a divided household

s a multiplication of presents,

in a while we all get that feeling

omeone is missing, but we don't

rid it's okay. We talk. And we

't got rid of all the old traditions:

ill go to candlelight service, and

ill read Luke 2 before we open

resents. Maybe this year I'll even

Christmas cards again.
The Style Is Yours

I jiimK- runun Uupunt* nvluii
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rming messagefrom the

stories ofangels have given

king deeper to believe in.

B) * Sophy Burnham

II iy^v, uujjiij uui iuturn piiUUSUea /i DOOK

of Angels " (Ballantine Books). Against all

odds, it quickly became a bestseller and gave

rise to dozens ofangel books, as well as movies,

jewelry (angel pins, which are worn on the

shoulder) and even entire stores devoted to angel

products. But most important, Burnhanvs book

touched the hearts of those hundreds of thousands of

people who found comfort and strength in stories of ce-

lestial guardians. In fact, 'A Book ofAngels" elicited so

much mail that the author subsequently wrote 'Angel

Letters" (Ballantine Books, 1991), about others'

angelic experiences.

Here, Burnham writes movingly abou

how angels have changed her life and led her to an

even deeperfaith.
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wo thousand yi ars

ago an angel ap-

peared to a <

girl. She had been

bom to aged parents, Ann
and Joachim, who in grati-

tude dedicated hei (as was

the custom with a firstborn) to

God. From the age oj three or

^Lm four, shi reared in the

Temple, her life in service to God.

Then one day an angel came to her

and mid would give birth to a boy.

Her swelling belly validated the an-

gel's claim. A man teas found to mar-

ry her—Joseph, an older man,

according to tradition. He agreed to

take on a young wife and whatever

children she might bear him.

This is all zee know of Maiy's en-

counter with an angel, except for the

fact that it removed no suffering from

her life. She had her baby without a

midwife, in the outbuildings of a hotel

in a strange tozvn. Angels attended the

birth, we 're told. Could she see them?

And then—zvhat zve are sure of—
5/zt' held her baby, examining the per-

fection of his little body. Mary, the first

mother, looking at the first child with

all the emotions that every mother

clap of thunder, as it did to St.

Paul: blinded by the light. Some-

times it sifts into consciousness,

like fog, seeping into you over a

lifetime. Or perhaps it comes as an

angel's touch— invisible hands

pulling you from a burning car, a

voice, a vision, a series of miracu-

lous small coincidences that cannot

be ignored; and to a few it comes as

the angel herself, gloriously re-

vealed. You are struck by unfath-

omable love. You cannot forget.

And now you begin the long,

spiritual journey. For this is the

path by which you discover not

only God, but who you are.

There is a Buddhist saying: Be-

fore enlightenment, chop zuood, draw

water; after enlightenment, chop

zuood, drazu water. Afterward, you

do all the same things, but nothing

is as it was before.

It is difficult to write about my
personal journey. How to do it, with-

out sounding pretentious? Let me
begin with the book. I did not write

A Book of Angels for publication. I

had decided to put down for myself

and perhaps for my children all the

magical, mysterious, impossible

but added now were new pitfalls of

spiritual arrogance and pride.

But the most obvious change in

my life has been a deepening of my
faith. This is partly due to perfect

strangers who in their generosity

share their own courage and hope,

and their inspiring accounts.

A woman has an auto accident,

and a couple appear in a van, load

up her things and drive her three

hours home. Later, when she tries to

reach them, no sign of them exists.

A paratrooper's life is saved dur-

ing a night jump, when the soldier

above him catches his tangled

chute and carries the two of them

down on his one open chute. When
they land, the stranger laughs, "It's

been a long time since I jumped!"

When the young man looks up
from his chute, the trooper who
had saved him is gone. No one on

the jump roster resembles him.

A Cambodian Buddhist told me
how an arigel whispered directions

to save his family from the killings

of the Khmer Rouge.

The stories fill me with pleasure

and gratitude, reminding me that I,

too, am protected, even when I

After you see an angel you are

struck by lore. You cannot forget,

feels toward her nezvborn babe. . . .

A fezv days later, she climbed,

aching, on a donkey's back and rode

into Egypt, zvhere the family stayed for

the next eight or ten years, outcasts,

refugees, lonely, lost. . . .

Except for the memory of that an-

gel's eyes.

What happens after you see an an-

gel, have a spiritual experience? I

have dealt with this in my writing

—

the confusion and anguish, the

tears, doubt, fear, volcanic emo-
tional upheavals, combined with

the radiance and joy. You are freed.

But what is a mystical en-

counter.' Sometimes it comes like a

things that had happened to me or

to people close to me. Miracles, co-

incidences, angels ... I thought I

would turn the stories like stones in

my hand and see what sense they

made, because they did not con-

form to the logical, scientific way I

had been brought up to believe the

world worked.

And then A Book of Angels was

published, followed by the five oth-

er books I'd written, and my life

turned inside out.

The change from neglect to ac-

claim was so swift, so stressful. It

changed my lifestyle: an unlisted

phone number, a scramble to

guard my privacy, be "myself";

lose heart.

Today I walk with a Presence.

Call it an angel, Christ, my Com-
panion, I do not know. Sometimes

it goes away for days. And when
the Presence, my angel, my Com-
panion, leaves, then I have to re-

member by faith alone.

Skeptics tell me my faith in God
is too glib. What about evil? I am
asked. What of pain, loss, suffering?

What about death? What about the

horrors of Rwanda, Bosnia, Haiti?

My ideas have changed about pain

and suffering, or about evil. I see

them on various levels all at once,

shimmering, as if viewed through

water. (continued on page 176)
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Ladies' Home Journal

IEIMS THE TREE

When Tipper Gore asked LHJ to help deck the halls of the Vice President's

home, we put our team right to work to create a warm and glowing

Christmas—Southern style. By Leslie Lampert, Lifestyle Editor

Before moving into

the Naval Observa-

tory in Washington,

D.C. (the official

residence of the

Vice President since 1974), the

Gores celebrated the holidays at

the family's farm, in Al's native

Tennessee. So when Second

Lady Tipper Gore decided to

re-create their customary

Southern-style Christmas at the

veep's Victorian home this year,

she turned to the Journal for

help in bringing Southern

charm to the Massachusetts Av-

enue landmark.

"I've learned that tradition is

very important to the kids," says

Tipper, who plans to continue

from Washington her routine of

inviting relatives and close

friends to share Christmas Eve

dinner, late-night Monopoly

games, caroling and even a few

rounds of poker. And while it's

easy to adapt most of the family

rituals to their new quarters

—

cooking custard, baking caramel-

jam cake, icing Santa-shaped

sugar cookies and trimming the

tree—making die 1 1 ,000-square-

foot house feel like home takes a

little more thought.

To instill the spirit of the

South, we asked designer

Michael Foster to share his ex-

pertise. "In the South, lemon-

and-orange-decked (continued)
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(continued) wreaths and boughs

are symbols of bounty and hospi-

tality. So \vc filled the house with

these familiar fruits and fra-

grances—on shelves, hutches, ev-

erywhere," says Foster. Other

decorating essentials: holly and

boxwood greens, pinecones and

cinnamon sticks, and the glowing

warmth of candlelight every-

where. Add to that some family

keepsakes mixed with handcraft-

ed accessories by local Tennessee

artists, and the result is an earthy

yet elegant Christmas reminis-

cent of holidays at the farm.

Like
most other fami-

lies at holiday time,

die Gores and their

children, Karenna,

twenty-one, Kristin,

seventeen, Sarah, fifteen, and

Albert III. twelve, spend the ear-

ly weeks of December rushing

around buying presents and get-

tine the house readv. In addi-

tion. Tipper maintains a hectic

schedule of speaking engage-

ments as President Clinton's

Mental Health Advisor.

"But on Christmas Eve, the

frenzy stops, and everyone really

relaxes and enjoys one another,"

says Tipper. They also take time

out to help needy families near-

by—something, (continued)

On Christmas Eve, the whole

family gathers around the

fireplace in the library, left, to sing

Christmas carols. "It's our special

time for singing, talking and

storytelling," says Tipper

All fabrics and fabrication, Calico Corners; Christ-

mas trees, JBC Tree Farm; specialty ornaments,

Christopher Radko; Christmas decorations, Christ-

mas by Krebs, Silvestri; all ribbons, Offray & Lions

Ribbon Co.; fruit and desserts, Harry and David; all

citrus, Florida Dept. of Citrus; lamps, The Bombay

Co.; beeswax candles, Penn-Mowen Inc.; specialty

pillow, Mandereley; hand-painted plates, Society of

Decorative Painters; decorative plates, candle-hold-

ers, Society of Decorative Painters. Details, page 162.
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Each of the four

downstairs

mantels was styled

to evoke a

different mood

(clockwise, from

top left): a hand-

painted plate is the

focal point of the

dining room's

traditional mantel;

the foyer houses

the family

treasures—here,

the children's

stockings are

hung, surrounded

by collectibles and

ornaments; the

library mantel is a

bountiful still life of

greens, pinecones

and pheasant

feathers; gold

brings glamour to

the parlor in the

form of tassel-filled

frames, glowing

hurricane lamps

and gilded mirrors

(continued) says Tipper, that her

children feel strongly about.

Then, at bedtime, they open the

fireplace maie and leave cookies

and milk for Santa.

On Christmas morning, the

aroma of baked country ham
w afts through the house, and ev-

eryone dives into a breakfast of

homemade biscuits, ham, red-

eye gravy and grits. Right after,

they rip into the stockings. "It's

a free-for-all," says Tipper. But

opening the gifts under the tree

involves a more thoughtful pro-

cess. "We open these one at a

time so that everyone gets their

moment and so that we can real-

ly enjoy each gift."

hat are some of

Tipper's favorite

presents of Christ-

mases past? The

red drum set that

her husband got her two years

ago (she has played the drums

since she w as fourteen) and Co-

conut, a stray dog diat appeared

on their doorstep one snowy

Christmas Eve at the (continued)

Opposite, clockwise from top left: urns and gilded candlesticks. The Bombay Co ;

tole tray and urns painted by Gail Leddy: candles. Williamsburg Soap & Candle

Co. Hand-painted ornaments. Christopher Radko, Neiman Marcus. Candles,

Perin-Mowen; pinecones, Neiman Marcus; pinecone products. Lady Slipper De-

signs; trimmed mantel scarf. Mandereley; gilded mirrors and votives. tassels. The

Bombay Co.: mosaic hurricanes, Neiman Marcus; glass fruit ornaments, Christo-

pher Radko, all ribbons, Offray. This page, bottom right: pinecones. Neiman Mar-

cus; corn-husk angels and dolls. Foothills Craft Guild. Inc.; china, Lynn Chase

Designs; decorative plates. Society of Decorative Painters; fruit, Harry and David.

Bottom left: Santa collection, Silvestri, Christopher Radko; antique velvet shawl,

Mandereley; brass lamp, The Bombay Co. Details, page 162.





(continued) farm. (The family

dogs also include Shiloh, a black

Labrador retriever, and Inspector

Turnip, another abandoned dog

recendy rescued by the Gores.)

"The real meaning of Christmas

is what you can do for others

—

giving," says the Second Lady.

"It's my favorite time of year."

Ours, too. Merrv Christmas to all!

Christmas Eve guests get the royal

treatment at dinner in the Gores'

gracious red dining room.

Topiaries of oranges, red candles

and individual rose arrangements,

left, make a stunning statement.

Festive place settings, top, and

clever slipcovers, above, add to

the holiday spirit

All fabrics and fabrication, Calico Corners; silver

candlesticks, urns, footed silver and glass bowls,

gilded candlesticks, napkins, The Bombay Co.; tray

and urns painted by Gail Leddy, candles, Williams-

burg Soap & Candle; "Winter Game Birds," red

china and matching decorative accessories, Lynn

Chase Designs; sterling flatware and napkin rings,

crystal stemware, Gorham, Inc.; custom slipcovers

and fabric, Calico Corners; all ribbons, Offray; tan-

gerines, Florida Department of Citrus; faux berries,

Silvestri; fruit and desserts, Harry and David. De-

sign consultant, Albert Hadley of Pansh-Hadley As-

sociates. Details, page 162.
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AM GLAM< BACK—JUST IN TIME FOR

LIDAYS. SO r
T SET FOR A FETE WITH A

{, SHAPELY DRE SS, EXTRA-HIGH HEELS, SULTRY

.MAKEUP, SWINGY, SHINY HAIR—THE WORKS.

THE KIDS E DAZZLED, AND HE'LL FALL IN

/OU ALL OVER AGAIN

BY LOIS JOY

JOHNSON,

BEAUTY

AND FASHION

DIRECTOR

Beauty rituals

We know your life is hectic, but

dressy party? set aside at least an

After washing your hair, do

something you usually don't have

time for: Exfoliate your skin

everywhere. After all, your back,

hest, arms and shoulders have a

:omplexion, too For the most

touchable skin—e< ecially

important when you wear a

body-baring dress—we
recommend Nina Ricci L'Air du

Temps Exfoliating Shower Gel
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HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO TO A REALLY

HOUR TO GET YOURSELF GORGEOUS

and Foaming Body Polisher

Activee by Oscar de la Renta.

Both polish away flakiness and

add rosiness—use them instead

of your regular soap.

To smell delicious ail night

long, a scented version of your

favorite fragrance in a body

lotion or body-oil spray formula

works well as a base layer to

extend the scent for hours.





before app makeup, set your hair on Velcro rollers for sexy waves,

olying a li 3 spritz or gel mist before drying adds texture, holds

s set all nigh' ok for Revlon Outrageous Shimmer & Shine Gel Mist.

M No time to 3 A silicone shiner like Alberto Frizz-Solver & Shine

Enhancer v fresh gleam to dry hair. Apply shiner; flip hair forward,

brush, the n a light hairspray for lift at the roots. Flip back.

A buff bodv

Don't give a second thought to

a shape that's not super-sleek:

Fake it by slipping on a lacy

underwire bodysuit—you

know, the kind you look at

longingly in the lingerie

department and don't buy

because it seems so

frivolous? Actually, it's not.

An underwire bodysuit gives

the smoothest look under a

body-revealing dress. Then

put the focus on body parts

that are in show-off condition:

Smooth on a shimmery body

lotion such as Ultima II

Glowtion or H2O Plus Body

Moisturizer with Gold Dust

—

luxurious gold moisturizers

that work for all skin tones.

Face facts

A facial mask followed l>\ an AJ IA-

boosted moisturizer will
|

> 1 1 1 r 1
1

1

>

ii|> t\n\ lines mid give makeup a

fresher surface. Try \lma\ Moisture Re-

new Hydratiug \la-.k or Revlon Moon

Drops '.) Minute Moisture Pack, then ap-

ply LOeal Plenitude RXCELL- V !

or

\)iul - \gc Defying Lotion.

gu; ntee you'll look so good





ou look so beautiful in yo



Alluring e\m
The new evening makeup look is big, smoky eyes with pale, shimmery lips.

Pro tips: Do eyes before foundation so mistakes can be easily erased

Begin by lining eyes with black, deep brown or charcoal shadow. Chanel Le

Regard and Trish McEvoy Eye Definer are great, easy to blend. Sticking to your

natural eye shape, make the line most intense at the iashline, then fade it out for

a blurred, kohl-like effect.

To line: Dip a small, angled brush into the eye shadow and press brush into

base of lashes at outer corner. Slowly dust a line inward using short strokes. Do
upper lids first, then line lower lids at outer corners directly under lashes.

Curl lashes and apply a waterproof black mascara, such as Maybelline's

Waterproof Great Lash.

Standout style

The most flattering color

dress to wear? A lipstick

shade—it makes sense that

the colors that do so much for your

face are even more attractive in a

big dose. We love the boldness

(and holiday spirit) of red, but pink £
is a great choice, too. This season, *:

believe it or not, satin is high style

for the first time since the disco

seventies. Choose a style that

will deliberately highlight your

best feature: Have great legs?

Go shorter and wear higher

heels. Have an elegant neck,

back or shoulders? Try a strapless

dress or tailored A-line tank dress.

Great cleavage? Go for a dress with

a deep V neckline. Add a bit of

dazzle with rhinestones (one chunky

necklace is perfect—don't overdo it),

and you're ready to go.

Kissable lip:

Balance sexy eyes with soft lips.

Buff with a warm, damp wash-
cloth, then line with a rosy
brown shade. Top with L'Oreal

Sheer Colour Riche Hydrating Lip-

colour in Sheer Goldilocks or

Maybelline Moisture Whip Gloss

Stick in Barely Copper.

ess—can I wear itwhen Imm up?"





A counselor and

her clienl mel

as strangers,

then found thev

had something

very special in

common: a boy

named Jake.

By Carolyn
• *

Campbell

mil this past April, Kellie Forbes

and Shauna Bradley had never

met or spoken to each other.

Their husbands worked at dif-

ferent companies, their children

went to different schools. Now,

as Kellie and Shauna prepare to

celebrate their first Christmas

together, their only regret is that they didn't meet

sooner. For more than fourteen years, these two

Utah women unknowingly shared a connection

as close as blood; yet only through the most un-

likely of circumstances did they find out exactly

what it was. Call it chance, call it fate—or call it,

if you prefer, a miracle.

It wasn't long ago that Kellie, thirty-three, was

wondering if life would ever seem bright again.

Her husband's grandmother had died in October

1992; her own father died a few months later,

just before Christmas. Kellie's grandmother

passed away the following May. That June, the

Forbeses bought a new house in Sandy, Utah, a

suburb of Salt Lake City, and dealt with the

stress of a major move. Even that Christmas had

been less than joyful; after the holiday, her hus-

band, Thayne, thirty-three, was laid off from his

job as a systems analyst. Kellie struggled to re-

main optimistic, but three weeks later, she too

was let go from her job as a production-control

planner for a

computer-chip

manufacturer.

union
Kellie Forbes (far left) and

Shauna Bradley (left) are

delighted that a chance meeting

brought them together—and so is

Jake Bradley (center), Kellie's

son by birth. Top: Shauna with

baby Jake; below, Kellie as a

pregnant teen and with her

family today

The accumula-

tion of problems

left her feeling

overwhelmed
and helpless.

"For the first

time in my life, I felt depressed," she says.

As part of her layoff package, her company of-

fered career counseling, and by March, she was

ready to take advantage of it. Organizational Con-

sultants to Management (OCM), a Salt Lake City

outplacement firm, referred Kellie to Shauna

Bradley, a psychotherapist in private practice.

During their first brief meeting, Shauna,

forty-two, couldn't help (continued on page 172)
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"Seiif of the times
Imagine our surprise at finding

identical twins to the Seinfeld cast!

Though we didn't get any Kramer

entries, we were delighted with

our Jerry, Elaine and George

Jerry is, in real life, twenty-six-

year-old Steve NeSmith, a hospital

administrator in Orlando, Florida.

Says Steve, "I tape the shows and

have Se/nfe/c/-watching parties at

Jiome. I tell Seinfeld-style jokes

to patients to cheer them up,

and I don't mind saying

jthat people tell me I'm

better- looking than the

real Jerry." Twenty-

eight-year-old Mara

Proctor is a freelance

writer and mother of one

who lives on a ranch near

Dallas. "I definitely identify

with Elaine—my body

language and laugh are just

like hers. My husband

doesn't look like Jerry though

—

more like Emilio Estevez!" Our

George clone is thirty-four-year-

old Michael A. Neely, a money

broker and father of three from

Staten Island, New York. "I've got

every episode on tape," says

Mike. "I don't have to do anything

to enhance my resemblance to

George—this is me."

The dream team
You'd think Richard Gere and

Cindy Crawford were too

gorgeous to have carbon copies

—

until now. Thirty-six-year-old

Michael Murphy, the father of

seven, and a truck driver from

Simi Valley, California, does have

an idea of what life in the

limelight is like. Says Michael, "I

was recently mobbed while eating

dinner at Denny's." Cindy, aka

Chrissy Gabell, has had brushes

with fame, too. "Everyone says I

look like Cindy," says the twenty-

four-year-old country singer from

Scottsdale, Arizona. "I do,

however, enhance the Cindyness. I

paint on a mole, style my hair like

hers, and I've perfected her smile.

I even buy Revlon makeup!"



Vbkiijg headlines
[ales of love gone good and

j ivana's, Diana's and

names in the news. But

the lives of our look-alikes are

a lot more low-key. Carmen

Luisa Heinrich, a forty-^

year-old hairdresser, painter

and mother of two fr

Garden City, New York, even

shares Ivana's birthday

—

wedding ! attended, everyone

spent the evening asking the

bride if I was Ivana Trump!"

Donna Szalankiewicz, our

Princess Di, knows the feeling.

Says the twenty-eight-year-old

physical-therapy student from

Birmingham, "I'm always

followed through airports."

Darlene Corbett doesn't mind

the extra attention she gets

from looking like Loni Anderson.

She reminds me of myself

—

very independent," says the

forty three-year-old customer-

service rep from San Jose.

I .aughing all

1 1 ie way
No, you aren't looking at a

promo for a hot new comedy

show—our Jay, Bette and

David are really Thorn Doney,

Lorraine Fillmann and John

Hughes, being their usual funny

selves. Doney, a thirty-three-

year-old vice principal and

father of three from Huntington

Beach, California, says his

resemblance to Jay Leno has

become part of his everyday

life. "People either jokingly call

me Jay or try to pose with me,"

says Doney. Fillmann, a forty-

eight-year-old mother of three

from East Moriches, New
York, told us she was

recently mobbed at New Yorl

City's Radio City Music Hall.

"Now I understand what real

celebrities go through," says

Fillmann. "It's a little

unsettling." Forty-five-year-

old John Hughes, on the other

hand, thinks it's fascinating to

have a body double. "When I

watched Letterman for the firs-

time, it was scary," says the

schoolteacher and father of

two from Portland, Oregon.

"It was like watching my twin.

We even smile the same. By

the way, have you heard my

top-ten list for why it's great

to look like Letterman?"

V





UIDE TO THE HOLIDAYS

look younger
than last' V63T iii your holiday photos

Have a friend rake instant pictures ofyou in different hairstyles and different outfits—it's a wonderful way to

see how you 7/ really look. (This may seem like a lot of trouble, but the payoff will be terrific photos later.)

Remember that attitude is very important; relax, and tell yourselfyou look fabulous. You simply won't

photograph as well ifyou don 't feel that you look great.—Fr \ SCESCO Sew t llo, CELEBRin PHOTOGRAPHER

face if von re

over- or under-dressed

for a party

In
either case, don't even think about

dashing back out the front door. Just be

natural—and don't apologize; that

only draws attention to what you're

wearing. To avoid getting into such a

situation in the first place, call in

advance to find out what the dress code

will be.— \\\<:\ Tl CKI.UMAY CO-AI IIIOR

i)i mi 1 i in i iK o\n\(; hook '/'///.
1 1/)

/ WDuinii i ('(i\ii'i.i:ri Hook orFnot i tii

(l)ol ULKDA'i I

keep

your pets
from eating

the ornaments

nil I he live

124

Hang your ornaments higher

on the tree, and remember that

extra-large ornaments are

difficult to bite—the larger the

dog, the bigger your ornaments

should be (yes, owners of

Great Danes may end up with

a funny-looking tree).

Also, do not use dog

biscuits as ornaments

—

this should be obvious,

I but some people insist

| on making life difficul,

for themselves.

—Eddh . 11: \swi's .1 \( K

Hi ssku i i nun is



SEASON
to do it riffht

To help you conquer some of the holiday's most

challenging moments, we asked top experts for

advice on the best way to . . . #

create a centerpiece
For a look that's guaranteed to impress: Start with an ivy-covered

basket (check your local florist's shop); insert a block of foam into the

soil in the center. Then, use long, wooden florists' picks to attach

several medium-size pieces of fruit to the foam in a pyramid shape (we

used red Bartlett pears and apples). With a hot-glue gun, cover any gaps

with small fruit like strawberries, lady apples and green figs. Add a few

gold-sprayed leaves here and there, but don't overdo it. As a finishing touch, tie a gold ribbon around the

base of the basket.

—

Caklos \1«>i \. ownkr <>i Style Consi lta.nts, in ^okk Cm

get through

post-diriner

downtime

B
v this time,

family

togetherness is

probably

taking its loll. Playing a

game or doing other

family activities is not

usually a good idea

(you 're likely to end up

in a fight about who lost

a game piece or who

cheated). The best thing

to do is gel some

distance awayfrom each

other. Encourage people

to take walks, watch TV
or go lo the movies. If

possible, find a quiet

corner to yourself. Also,

plan ahead of time how
you 're going to relax

after the holidays are

over—it 's important to

have something to look

forward to.

—Dr. Joyce Brothers,

XOTED PSYCHOLOGIST
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cliill ^iiie fast

Put the bottle in an ice bucket

that's filled with a mixture of ice

and cold water (about half and

half). Most wines will be ready to

serve in fifteen to twenty minutes;

aiiow about a half hour for

champagne, which should be

served at a lower temperature.

— M \\a Light, spokksperson

for The \\ i\i Institi te

carve a turkey
•

SEASON
to do it limit

make ail Oscar-qtialirv-

Videotape of the family gathering

First, turn off the TV and stereo so you

won't have a lot of distracting noise in

the background. Then, turn on more

lights than you really think you'll

need. Try to keep the light source

behind you (the camera person), and

avoid backlighting (this happens

when light is coming from behind the

subject). Hold the camera steady, and

set it for the fastest possible tape

speed (usually marked SP or two-

hour). A faster tape speed will give

you a much better-quality image.

—STI-:\ I l'\^k U . (O-IAKCl Tl\ K PRODI CKU

t H I WERIC I 'S Fl \ \IEST HOME \ IDEOS

make a
graceful

getaway
from a

boring party

Her the host some mildly logical

excuse for which there is no

argument, and go quietly, with

no fanfare. (You don't zvam to

bust up the gala with a big announcement.)

Most, hosts will accept a good excuse—you

have to catch a plane; you're taking

medication; a relative is arriving and must

he met. Orjust say "Santa is wailingfor

me."—Liz Smith, syndicated con wist,

V£w York. \t h szmi

For easier carving, allow the turkey to cool twenty minutes before carving. Using a sharp knife, cut the skin

i the thigh and the breast. Bend the thigh outward to find the hip joint, and cut through it to remove

the whole leg. Cut through the joint between the thigh and the drumstick. Slice the meat from the drumstick,

igh into pieces. Next, remove the wing by slicing diagonally down through the first joint toward

the breast. Finally, hold the back of your fork against one side of the breast and slice the white meat.

—Cl RTIEIKD VI VSTEH Oil I FREDERIC H. SOXXENSCIIMIDI
-

. 1994 XMERICW Cl Ll\ \IO FEDERATION CHEF OF THE YEAR
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iLOW ROASTED

SECOND HELPING INCLUDED)

Got some really hungry people at home? Then serve

them delicious Swanson Hungry-Man "

Dinners with heartier portions ofwhat

they love most. Like Hungry-

Man Turkey Dinner— with

a second helping ofturkey

that's slow roasted so it's

always moist, tender and

savory. And with all your

favorite trimmings— mashed
potatoes, stuffing and peas.

Hungry-Man Turkey can really

satisfy those hearty appetites.

So whether it's breakfast, lunch

or dinner, you can always trust

Swanson for a delicious, wholesome
meal the whole family will love.

Campbell Soup Company

jSWANSON)

Great Taste Made Easy."'





OUR BEST HOLIDAY BUFFET
LHJ food editors proudly share their best-loved family

dishes with you for a most delicious celebration

COOKI
Our readers'

recipes are irresistible!

quU^j/ ~.\ :
'

Better than store-bought: Treats yo

make are truly gifts from the heart

the lATtsr d»sh
The new Forrest Gump shrimp

cookbook, a classic fruitcake and more
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From Jcspbsrry-

5anana Trif d-Fruif Tart, Buffet for ticelre
Mushroom Tart lets

Pissaladiere

( )yster Crab Cokes

LI IJ Dip with veggies

Stuffed Turkey Breast

Roast Beef Tenderloin with

Horseradish So are

Potato-Fennel Gratin

\ egetable medley

Roasted Beet and Orange Salad

(.rusty dinner rolls

Raspberry-Banana Trifle

Dried-Fruit Tart

Hazelnut Sacher Brownies

into mushrooms. Add brandy, salt and

pepper; boil, stirring. 2 minutes. Stir in

tomatoes and parsley.

3. Spoon filling by slightly rounded tea-

spoonfuls into toast cups. (Let stand 1

hour. Reheat in preheated 400 C
F. oven

5 minutes.) Makes 4 dozen.

Per appetizer Daily goal

Calories 35 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 2 g 60 g or less (F)j 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 1 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 5 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 81 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 5 g 250 g or more

Protein 1 g 55 g to 90 g

PISSALADIERE

Budget recipe of the month
One of our holiday favorites, this

Provencal onion tart comes to us from

Julia Child.

Prep time: 1 hour plus rising ©
Baking time: 15 to 20 minutes

Dough
1 package active dry yeast

'/: cup warm water

(105°F.-115°F.)

Vs teaspoon sugar

'A cup milk

l'/z teaspoons salt

2 teaspoons olive oil

3 cups bread or all-purpose flour

4 tablespoons olive oil, divided

4 cups sliced onions (1 lb.)

x
/a teaspoon thyme
V4 teaspoon each salt and pepper
2 cans (2 oz. each) flat anchovy

fillets

2 large garlic cloves, minced
Vi cup grated Parmesan cheese,

divided
l
/i cup Nicoise olives, pitted

1 . Make dough: Stir yeast, water and

sugar in large bowl; let stand 5 min-

utes. Stir in milk, salt and oil. Gradually

stir in flour. On lightly floured surface,

knead until smooth and elastic, 8 to 10

minutes. Cover and let rise in warm,

draft-free place until doubled, about

1
1

/2 hours. Punch dough down.

2. Heat 2 tablespoons oil in skillet over

medium-low heat. Add onions, thyme,

salt and pepper; cook 30 minutes.

Mash 6 anchovies with garlic and re-

maining 2 tablespoons oil. Cut remain-

ing anchovies into thin strips.

3. Preheat oven to 450°F. Grease large

cookie sheet. On lightly floured sur-

face, roll dough into 12-inch square.

Transfer to cookie sheet. Spread with

anchovy mixture; top with 1A cup
Parmesan, onions, then remaining

Parmesan. Garnish with anchovy strips

and olives. Bake 15 to 20 minutes, until

golden. Cut into 2-inch squares.

Makes 3 dozen. (continued)

Recij>t' not given

OEasy 9 Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

5f» Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

MUSHROOM TARTLETS

Two kinds of mushrooms make a filling

with great flavor.

Prep time: 1 hour ©
Baking lime: 8 to 10 minutes per batch

Toast Cups
3 tablespoons butter, melted

2 loaves very thin white bread

'/i cup dried porcini mushrooms
V-4 cup boiling water

2 tablespoons butter

1 tablespoon minced shallot
5
/4 pound white mushrooms,

chopped fine

1 tablespoon cornstarch

Va cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon brandy
V; teaspoon salt

Vj teaspoon pepper
V: cup diced plum tomato
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley

1 . Make toast cups: Preheat oven to

350°F. Brush 2 dozen mini muffin-pan

cups with some of the butter. With rolling

pin, roll bread slices flat. Cut into 272-

inch squares. Press into prepared pans.

Bake 8 to 10 minutes, until golden. Re-

peat with remaining butter and bread.

(Store in airtight containers up to 2 days.)

2. Soak porcini in boiling water. Melt

butter in saucepan over medium heat;

add shallot and cook 2 minutes. Drain

porcini; chop fine. Add to pan with

white mushrooms; cook, stirring, 7 min-

utes. Whisk cornstarch into cream; stir
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J

MIX 2 (8 oz.) pkgs. PHILLY* Cream Cheese or

PHILLY Neufchatel Cheese. 1/3 Less Fat than Cream Cheese, softened.

1 2 cup sugar

12 tsp. vanilla

Add 2 eggs

POIR into 1 prepared graham cracker crumb crust (6oz. or 9-in.)

BARF, at 350°F for 40 minutes or until center is almost set. Cool: refrigerate at least 3 hours.

Spread with 1 (21 oz.) can cherry pie filling. Makes 8 servings.



Advertisement

iioi

>ni an-
1

butteryflat
makes it a cla."

don't liave to st;

elbow macaroni zing up

this tradition;!! dir with other

pasta shape «s howties,

corkfi - 01 ruffles.

Prep lime: 20 minutes

Cooking time: 30 minutes

/ '/•> cups elbow macaroni

4 tablespoons butter, divided

>U cup all-purpose flour

3 cups milk

1 teaspoon dry mustard

% teaspoon salt

!U teaspoon freshly ground pepper

Pinch ground redpepper

1 '/.> cups shredded sharp

Cheddar cheese

'/i cup freshly grated Parmesan

cheese

cup plain dry bread crumbs

Preheat oven to Slo^F.

Cook macaroni in boiling salted water

in lar ge saucepan just until tender,

8 minutes.

Drain and rinse under cold water.

Meanwhile, melt 2 tablespoons butter

in large saucepan over medium heat.

Stir in flour and cook, stirring, 1 minute.

Gradually whisk in milk, mustard,

salt and peppers.

Bring to boil, whisking. Boil 1 minute.

Remove from heat and whisk in

cheeses until melted and smooth.

Stir in drained macaroni.

Pour into shallow 2-quart baking dish.

Melt remaining 2 tablespoons butter.

stir in bread crumbs and sprinkle

over macaroni.

Bake 30 minutes.

Let stand 10 minutes.

Makes 8 servings.

NOTHING BRINGS OUT THE TASTE LIKE

BUTTER
America s Dairy Farmers @ National Dairy Board 1 994

Our best holiday buffet

corninucd

Per square Daily goal

Calories 80 2,000 (F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 3 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 1 g 20 g or less (F)
:
23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 3 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 238 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 10 g 250 g or more

Protein 3 g 55 g to 90 g

OYSTER CRAB CAKES

A Journal recipe from the turn of the cen-

tury, when oysters were served at every

holiday table, inspired this delicacy.

Prep lime: 40 minutes O
Baking time: 10 minutes

Remoulade Sauce

Va cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons minced red onion

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

1 tablespoon capers, chopped
1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice

V: teaspoon freshly ground pepper

1 tablespoon butter or margarine
V: cup minced shallots

2 large eggs, lightly beaten

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley

1 tablespoon minced jalapeno chile
x

/i teaspoon each salt and pepper
V-4 teaspoon hot pepper sauce

12 ounces crabmeat, flaked

1
x

/i cups fresh bread crumbs
3 dozen shucked oysters, drained

1 cup unflavored dry bread crumbs

1. Make Remoulade Sauce: Combine
sauce ingredients in small bowl. (Refrig-

erate up to 24 hours.) Makes 3A cup.

2. Preheat oven to 450°F. Generously

butter 2 jelly-roll pans.

3. Melt butter in skillet over medium heat.

Add shallots; cook until tender. Combine

eggs, parsley, jalapeno, salt, pepper and

hot sauce in large bowl. Stir in shallots

and crab. Toss with fresh bread crumbs.

4. Spread 1 tablespoon crab mixture in

palm of one hand. Place 1 oyster on top;

pat mixture around oyster. Place on wax
paper. Repeat with remaining mixture

and oysters. Coat patties with dry bread

crumbs and transfer to pans. Flatten

slightly. (Refrigerate up to 4 hours.)

5. Bake 5 minutes per side. Serve with

Remoulade Sauce. Makes 3 dozen.

Per crab cake Daily goal

Calories 75 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated lat lg 20 g or less (F), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 31 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 146 mg 2,400 mgor less

Carbohydrates 4g 250 g or more

Protein 4g 55 g to 90 g

LHJ DIP

Citrus and pepper stirred into sour cream

make a refreshing dip for crudites.

Total prep time: 10 minutes

1 container (8 oz.) sour cream
2 tablespoons minced shallots

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsle

2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice
lh teaspoon salt
3
/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Va teaspoon grated lemon peel

Combine all ingredients in small b

(Refrigerate up to 24 hours.) Serve

assorted vegetables. Makes 1 cup.

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calories 30 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 3g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or lei

Saturated fat Zg 20 g or less (F)
; 23 g or §

Cholesterol ' ~i 300 mg or less

Sodium 76 mg 2,400 mgor less

Carbohydrates lg 250 g or more

Protein 0g 55 g to 90 g

STUFFED TURKEY BREAST

This boneless turkey is a superb buffe

tree, served hot or at room temperatur

Prep time: 45 minutes

Roasting lime: PA to 1
SA hours

1 whole turkey breast (5V2-6 lb.)

2 tablespoons plus 2 teaspoons olive

oil or vegetable oil

1 cup chopped onions

V: pound shiitake mushrooms,
stemmed and chopped

Salt and freshly ground pepper

1 bunch spinach (12 oz.), chopped
'A pound sliced prosciutto, chopped
V4 cup freshly grated Parmesan che

V4 teaspoon thyme
Va cup chicken broth

V: cup white wine

2 teaspoons cornstarch

1. Preheat oven to 325 C
F. To be

turkey, discard skin, cut down cer

breast bone, then gradually cut £

scrape meat from ribs, gently pull

back meat as you cut. To butterfly, pi;

meat flat. Holding knife parallel to m(

cut three quarters through meat
open like a book. Repeat with otl

breast half. Between 2 sheets of pla:

wrap, pound V2 inch thick.

2. Heat 2 tablespoons oil in large ski|

over medium-high heat. Add onions,

takes, V2 teaspoon salt and Va teaspc

pepper; cook, stirring, until tender

golden. Stir in spinach; cook over h

heat until wilted and liquid is evaporat

Stir in prosciutto and Parmesan.

3. Spread mixture along center of ea

turkey-breast half, leaving 1-inch bord

Starting at narrow end, roll up ea

breast half, jelly-roll fashion, to enclc

filling. Tie with string at 1-inch intervals

4. Place turkey on rack in roasting p;

Combine remaining 2 teaspoons oil,

teaspoon each salt and pepper and 1

thyme; brush (continued on page K
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HE YOUNG CHEFS N U M B E R FIVE IN A SERIES.

Butter Adds A Burst Of Flavor To Almost Everything

Chef George Morrone, Aqua, San Francisco

That's why I use it here and at home.

Citrus and mint flavored butter turns

grilled swordtish into something incredibly

delicious. Here's what I do. I simply blend

grated lemon and orange peel with mint and

softened butter. I put a pat or two on the

swordtish to baste it and keep it moist.

Delicious! Try it yourself. You'll enjoy your

own sauce creation."

NOTHING BRINGS OUT THE TASTE LIKE

B U IT E R
© 1995 America s Dairy Farmers



1 cup (2 sticks) margarine or

butter, softened

1-1/4 cups firmly packed brown

sugar

1/2 cup granulated sugar

2 eggs

2 tablespoons milk

2 teaspoons vanilla

1-3/4 cups all-purpose flour

Heat oven to 375° F. Beat together margarine and sugars until

creamy. Add eggs, milk and vanilla: beat well. Add combined
flour

r
caking soda and salt mix well. Stir in oats, chocolate

morsels and nuts; mix well. Drop by rounded tablespoonfuls

onto ungreased cookie sheet. Bake 9 to 10 minutes for a chewy
cookie or 12 to 13 minutes for a crisp cookie. Cool 1 minute on
cookie sheet; remove to wire rack. Cool completely.

ABOUT 5 DOZEN

I >

Chocolate Raspberry Streusel Square
1-1/2 cups all-purpose flour

1-1/2 cups Quaker* Oats (Quick

or Old Fashioned, uncooked) l

1/2 cup granulated sugar

1/2 cup firmly packed brown sugar 1/4

1 teaspoon baking powder 1/2

1/4 teaspoon salt (optional)

1 cup (2 sticks) margarine or

butter, chilled

cup raspberry preserves or jar

(about lO ounces)

cup (6 ounces) semisweet

chocolate pieces

cup chopped almonds

cup (3 ounces) semisweet

chocolate pieces orone-4oum

bar white chocolate, chopped

melted* (optional)

Heat oven to 375° F. Combine flour, oats, sugars, baking powder an
salt Cut in margarine until mixture is crumbly. Reserve 1 cup oat

mixture for streusel; set aside. Press remaining oat mixture onto

bottom of ungreased 9-inch square baking pan. Bake 10 minutes.

Spread preserves over crust; sprinkle evenly with chocolate pieces

Combine reserved oat mixture and almonds; sprinkle over chocolate

pieces, patting gently. Bake 30 to 35 minutes or until golden brown.

Cool completer/. Drizzle with melted chocolate, if desired. Let

chocolate set before cutting bars. Store tightly covered. 3 DOZEN.

*Tnm^rfKnfnbr^Plaf>mi<ty^i«m>iom'n«nipnrmWnunwalil>hnuH Mirnnwaw u HIHH 1 ml I

minutes, soiling every 30 seconds unci smooth. Or place in top put of double boiler overborn* boiling,

•Alter stir orcreinrally until smooth.



Low* Crescents

1 cup (2 sticks) margarine

or cutter, softened

3/4 cup powdered sugar

1/2 teaspoon almondextract

or 2 teaspoons vanilla

1-3/4 cups all-purpose flour

1/4 teaspoon salt (optional)

1 cup Quaker Oats (Quick

or Old Fashioned,

uncooked)

1/2 cup finely chopped almonds

Powdered Sugar

Heat oven to 325° F. Beat margarine, sugar and almond extract

until well blended. Add flour and salt; mix until well blended.

Stir in oats and almonds. Using level measuring tablespoonfuls,

shape dough into crescents. Bake on ungreased cookie sheet 14

to 1/ minutes or until bottoms are light golden brown Remove

to wire rack. Sift additional powdered sugar generously over

warm cookies. Cool completely. Store tightly covered.

ABOUT3DOZ£N

Cranberry-Orange Bread

cups all-purpose flour

cup Quaker* Oats (Quick

or Old Fashioned, uncooked)

cup sugar

teaspoon baking powder

teaspoon baking soda

teaspoon salt (optional)

cup orange juice

2 eggs

1/3 cup vegetable oil

1 tablespoon grated orange pee

3/4 cup chopped cranberries

1/2 cup chopped

nuts

(optional)

Heat oven to 350° F. Grease and flour bottom only

of 9x5-inch loaf pan. Combine first six ingredients,

mixing well; set aside. Beat orange juice, eggs, oil

and orange peel until mixed thoroughly. Ada to dry

ingredients, mixing just until moistened. Stir in

cranberries and nuts. Pour into prepared pan. Bake

60 to 70 minutes or until wooden pick inserted in

center comes out clean. Cool 10 minute* remove

from pan. Cool completely. 12 SERVINGS
fcOOHS'Nf Mil



(Of*

Only Baker's Joy ' combines vegetable oil and flour in a

convenient no-stick spray. So when it comes to baking,

nothing else is quicker, easier or better.

Our best holiday buffet

continuedfrom pugc 134

over turkey breast. Roast 1 Vi to 1 % hours,

brushing occasionally with drippings, until

meat thermometer inserted in thickest part

reaches 170°F.

5. Transfer turkey to platter: keep warm.

Add broth to pan; boil over high heat, stir-

ring to scrape up browned bits. Combine
wine and cornstarch in cup; add to pan.

Boil 1 minute. Slice turkey 1

/2 inch thick.

Serve with pan gravy. Makes 12 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

Calones 200 2.000(F). 2.500 (M)

Total fat 6g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Satwateo fat lg 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less(M)

Cholesterol 80 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 489 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 3g 250 g or more

Protein 32 g 55 g to 90 g

BEEF TENDERLOIN WITH
HORSERADISH SAUCE

We love serving this cut of beef for the

holidays. Yes, it seems extravagant, but

this elegant entree is so easy on the

cook— it takes just minutes to prepare.

Prep lime: 15 mini tics

Roasting time: 35 10 40 minutes

Horseradish Sauce
1 cup sour cream

o

x

/i cup firmly packed parsley leaves

3 tablespoons prepared horseradish

5 teaspoons fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon salt

V2 cup heavy cream, whipped

1 trimmed beef tenderloin (5-5'/:lb.)

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons crushed black pepper

1. Make sauce: Puree sour cream, pars-

ley, horseradish, lemon juice and salt in

food processor. Transfer to bowl. Fold in

whipped cream. Chill up to 4 hours.

2. Remove beef from refrigerator 1 hour

before roasting. Preheat oven to 450°F.

3. Place beef in foil-lined pan. Combine
oil and salt; brush over beef. Rub all over

with crushed pepper. Roast 35 to 40

minutes, until meat thermometer reaches

130°F. for medium-rare. Let stand 15

minutes or up to 2 hours before slicing.

4. Slice beef and arrange on platter.

Serve warm or at room temperature with

Horseradish Sauce. Makes 12 servings.

Per serving Daily goal

with 1 T. sauce

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

460 2.000(F). 2,500 (M)

28 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

12 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

160 mg 300 mg or less

487 mg 2.400 mg or less

3g 250 g or more

47 g 55 g to 90 g

POTATO-FENNEL GRATIt

Potatoes are a must at our tabkTf
slicing blade on your food process* w

t

easily cut the potatoes and fennel trj* f

Prep time: 30 minutes

Baking time: 1' 4 hours

1 tablespoon butter or margarine
2 tablespoons flour

1 Va cups chicken broth

1 cup heavy or whipping cream
2 teaspoons salt

V: teaspoon freshly ground peppej

V4 teaspoon nutmeg
5 pounds baking potatoes, sliced

2 bulbs fennel, sliced very* thin

V-i cup grated Parmesan cheese

1 . Preheat oven to 350°F. Butter 3]

shallow casserole.

2. Melt butter in saucepan. Add I

cook 30 seconds. Whisk in broth, cij

salt, pepper and nutmeg. Bring tol

reduce heat and cook, stirring, 2 min]

3. Toss sauce with potatoes and fa

spoon into prepared dish. Cover and!

1 hour. Sprinkle with cheese. Bake u{

ered 15 minutes more. Makes 12 ser

i

Per serving

Calories

Total fat

Saturated fat

Cholesterol

Sodium

Carbohydrates

Protein

235

11 E
7g

35 mg
666 mg

28 g

7e

Daily goal

2.000 (F). 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g or

20gor less (F); 23 g or

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

ROASTED BEET AND
ORANGE SALAD

Roasting is the trendy way to cook

etabies now, and it intensifies their r

ral flavor and sweetness.

Prep time: 25 minutes plus cooling

Rousting time: 1 to VA hours

4 pounds beets, trimmed
lA cup plus 2 teaspoons olive oil

4 navel oranges

4 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsk

1 tablespoon honey mustard
V-t teaspoon salt

V: teaspoon sugar

4 heads Belgian endive

2 bunches watercress (6 cups)

1. Preheat oven to 375°F. Toss bee

jelly-roll pan with 2 teaspoons oil. C
pan with foil and roast 1 to 1

1

/2 hours

til tender. Cool. Peel and cut each

into 8 wedges. (Refrigerate up to 2 da

2. Grate 1 tablespoon peel from oran

Cut off remaining peel; remove on

sections. Combine peel with lemon ji

parsley, mustard, salt and sugar in b

Whisk in remaining Vz cup oil.

3. Slice endive into Va-inch (contin,
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.eftte Food Company
Traditional Christmas Fudge

(Makes about 2 pounds)

2 tablespoons butter

or margarine

'A cup undiluted

CARNATION*
Evaporated Milk

VA cups granulated sugar

'A teaspoon salt

2 cups (4 ounces) miniature

marshmallows

t'/ cups (9 ounces)

NESTLE* TOLL HOUSE*
Semi-Sweet Chocolate Morsels

A cup chopped pecans or walnuts

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

TOMBINE butter, evaporated milk, sugar and salt in medium, heavy

saucepan. Bring to a boil over medium heat, stirring constantly. Boil for 4 to 5
minutes, stirring constantly Remove from heat.

STIR in marshmallows. r . nuts and vanilla. Stir vigorously for 1

minute or until marshmallows are melted. Pour into foil-lined 8-inch square

baking pan. Sprinkle with additional pecans if desired. Chill until firm.

VARIATIONS:
MILK CHOCOLATE FUDGE: Substitute 2 cups (11 /.-ounce package)

NESTLE* TOLL HOUSE* Milk Chocolate Morsels for Semi-Sweet Morsels.

BUTTERSCOTCH Fl

NESTLE* TOLL HOI
Semi-Sweet Morsels.

p€t: Substitute 2 cups (t2-ounce package)

ISE* Butterscotch Flavored Morsels for

MINT-CHOCOLATE FUDGE: Substitute 1 'A cups (to-ounce package)

NESTLE* TOLL HOUSE* Mint-Chocolate Morsels for Semi-Sweet Morsels.

Chocolate Mini Chip Holiday Cookies
(Makes about 3 dozen cookies)

> sticks) butter or 2% cups all-purpose flour

k dine, softened 2 cups (t2-ounce package) NESTLE*
acked brown sugar TOLL HOUSE* Semi-Sweet

Tanulated sugar Chocolate Mini-Morsels, divided

I

x>ns vanilla extract t container (15 ounces) prepared vanilla

; oonsalt frosting, colored if desired

1 )Ik

!i utter, brown sugar, granulated sugar, vanilla and salt in large mixer bowl until

II Beat in egg yolk. Gradually beat in flour. Stir in 1A cups morsels. Divide dough

If »ver and chill for t hour or until firm.

I 1 ofdough to %-inch thickness between two sheets ofwax paper. Remove top

I wax paper. Cut into shapes. Lift from wax paper and place on ungreased

I iheets. Chill for 10 minutes. Repeat with remaining dough.

1 preheated 3 jo°F. oven for 9 to 1 1 minutes or until golden brown,

d for 2 minutes. Remove towire racks to cool completely.

I 3 or pipe with frosting and melted semi-sweet morsels

'i id.

j

E CHOCOLATE: Place remaining A cup morsels in

I uty plastic bag. Microwave on HIGH (100%)

I or 45 seconds; knead. Microwave for 10 seconds;

j

intil smooth. Cut tiny comer from bag;

ji to pipe chocolate.

: For deep colored frosting, use paste colors available

I decorating shops.
I

•9UT



Our best h iiday buff;

triDS. Arrange with watercress on plat-

7 cs.5 Deets and orange with dressing.

Arrange on platter. Makes 12 servings.

refrigerate overnight.

5. Beat cream with confectioners' sugar

to stiff peaks. Spoon or pipe over trifle.

Garnish with berries. Makes 12 servings.

Per serving

Carbohydrates

Daily goal

125

7g 61 i
70 g or less (M)

1 g less F
. 23 g or less (M)

;

:

-

iNA TRIFLERASPBSRRY-Bi

Creamy custard, soft sponge cake and

sweet fruit make this a luscious dessert.

Prep lime: 40 minutes plus standing ©
Baking time: 12 to 15 minutes

Sponge Cake
4 large eggs, at room temperature
;

j cup granulated sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract
;

j cup all-purpose flour
1

4 teaspoon salt

Custard

2V2 cups milk

6 large egg yolks
1

4 cup sugar

Pinch salt

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1

: cup seedless raspberry preserves
1

4 cup dry sherry

2 ripe bananas, sliced

1 cup heavy or whipping cream
1 tablespoons confectioners' sugar

Fresh raspberries, for garnish

1. Make cake: Preheat oven to 350°F.

Grease 15 1/2x10 1

/2-inch jelly-roll pan. Line

with wax paper: grease and flour.

2. Beat eggs and sugar in mixer bowl un-

til tripled and ribbon forms when beaters

are lifted, 10 minutes. Add vanilla. Com-
bine flour and salt. Sift onto egg mixture;

gently fold in. Spread into pan. Bake 12 to

15 minutes, until top springs back when
touched. Cool in pan on wire rack.

3. Make custard: Bring milk to boil in

saucepan. Meanwhile, whisk yolks, sug-

ar and salt in medium bowl. Gradually

whisk in hot milk. Return to pan and
cook, stirring constantly, over medium-
low heat until custard thickens and coats

back of spoon, 10 minutes (do not boil).

Strain through sieve into clean bowl. Stir

in vanilla.

4. Invert cake onto wax paper sprinkled

with confectioners' sugar. Combine pre-

serves and sherry; spread evenly on
cake. Cut in half; invert one half onto the

other, making a sandwich. Cut into 1-

inch squares Cover bottom of 2-quart

glass bowl with half the squares. Layer

with bananas, half the custard, remaining

cake, then remaining custard. Cover and

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 315 2.000(F), 2.500 (M)

Total (at 14 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 7g 20gor less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 212 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 123 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 41 g 250 g or more

Protein 55 g to 90 g

DRIED-FRUIT TART

Food editor's choice

We updated the traditional fruitcake in a

jewel-like tart filled with dried cranberries

and figs instead of candied fruits.

Prep time: 35 minutes plus standing © ^ /

Baking time: 55 minutes

1 cup dried figs, coarsely chopped
1 cup dried cranberries

V: cup golden raisins

Va cup orange juice

Pastry

1 V: cups all-purpose flour

1 tablespoon sugar

V: teaspoon salt

6 tablespoons butter

V4 cup vegetable shortening

5 to 6 tablespoons cold water

V: cup light corn syrup

V4 cup firmly packed brown sugar

2 tablespoons butter, melted

1 teaspoon grated orange peel

'/4 teaspoon cinnamon
3 large eggs

V4 teaspoon salt

1 cup walnuts, coarsely chopped
'A cup red currant jelly, melted

1. Preheat oven to 425°F. Bring figs,

cranberries, raisins and juice to boil. Let

stand, tossing occasionally, 1 hour.

2. Make pastry: Combine flour, sugar and

salt in bowl. With pastry blender or 2

knives, cut in butter and shortening until

mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Add
water 1 tablespoon at a time, tossing

with fork until mixture holds together. On
floured surface, roll pastry to 16-inch cir-

cle. Fit into 12-inch tart pan with remov-

able bottom. Trim overhang to 1 inch;

fold overhang in against side of pastry.

Trim pastry even with rim of pan.

3. Line pastry with foil; fill with dried

beans. Bake 15 minutes. Remove foil and

beans; prick pastry with fork. Bake 8 to 10

minutes more, until golden. Cool on wire

rack. Reduce oven temperature to 375°F.

4. Whisk corn syrup, brown sugar, butter,

peel, cinnamon, eggs and salt in large

bowl. Stir in fruit mixture and nuts. Spoon
into crust. Bake 30 minutes. Cool on
rack. Brush with jelly. Makes 16 servings.

Per serving Daily 90a!

Calories 315 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 15 s fifl P nr Ip^ fFV 70 tv loc<

Saturated fat 5 e 20 e or |p« (Fl- 7"\ p nr \pv

Cholesterol 55 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 192 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 44 g 250 g or more

Protein 4g 55 g to 90 g

HAZELNUT SACHER BROWNII

It wouldn't be our party without cho^
late. These brownies satisfy our crjnl

ings—and make scrumptious gifts.

Prep time: 1 hour plus cooling (

Baking time: 45 to 50 minutes

Crust

1 cup butter or margarine
3
/4 cup confectioners' sugar

l
3/jcups all-purpose flour

1 cup hazelnuts, toasted, skinned

and chopped fine

Filling

1 jar (12 oz.) apricot preserves

1 cup butter or margarine

5 squares (5 oz.) unsweetened

chocolate

3 large eggs, lightly beaten

2 cups granulated sugar

Vj teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 cup all-purpose flour

6 squares (6 oz.) semisweet chocola

melted

2 ounces white chocolate, melted

1. Make crust: Preheat oven to 350

Line 15 1/2x10 1

/2-inch jelly-roll pan with f

Beat butter and sugar in mixer bowl u

light and fluffy. Beat in flour and nu

Spread in pan. Bake 25 minutes.

2. Make filling: Puree preserves in fo

processor until smooth. Spread
crust. Refrigerate 20 minutes.

3. Melt butter with unsweetened cho

late over low heat in saucepan. Cool

minutes. Beat eggs, sugar and salt

mixer bowl until ribbon forms when be

ers are lifted. Beat in chocolate mixt

and vanilla. Stir in flour. Pour over p

serves. Bake 20 to 25 minutes, u

toothpick inserted into filling comes
barely clean. Cool in pan on rack.

4. Lift out of pan: peel foil from sid

Spread top with semisweet chocolat

Let stand until set. Spoon white choc

late into plastic food-storage bag; sni-

off 1 corner and drizzle over brownie

Cut into 2x1 -inch bars. Makes 6 dozen.

Per brownie Daily goal

Calories 135 2.000(F), 2.500 (M)

Total fat 8g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (

Saturated fat 4g 20gor less (F); 23 g or less (

Cholesterol 2 3 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 65 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 16g 250 g or more

Protein lg 55 g to 90 g

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd, Fraya Ben

Kathy Nolan and Cynthia DePersio.
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Some shortcuts just look
" like they took all day.

t 1994 Peppendge Farm Inc





A

9.

appily munched our way

ugh dozens of batches

and, hard as it was, selected

the top twenty. This page,

clockwise from top left: Suited-

for-Santa Cookies, Peppernuts, }'

Grandma's Christmas Cookies

and Black-Pepper Cookies,

Pellegrini Anisette Biscotti,

Creamy Cashew Cookies,

Gunilla's Cookies, Little

Chocolate Drops, Russian

Torte, French Pistachio Butter

Creams. Opposite page:

Walnut Butter Wafers

HI1
1111 ii fininffTUwww



Cookies!

continued

Easy 9 Challenging Low-fat

© Moderate © Microwave V Low-calorie

2§£ Can be frozen up to 1 , 3, 6 or 9 months

HAZELNUT COOKIES

Theresa Charysyn, Tucson, AZ

"As a child, I helped my Italian mother

bake these crescent-shaped Christmas

cookies. They've remained a family fa-

vorite for generations— I bake them today

for my grandchild!"

Prep lime: 30 minutes

Baking time: 1 7 minutes per batch

1 cup butter, softened*
2
/i cup granulated sugar

IV2 cups hazelnuts, toasted, skinned

and ground

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

1 teaspoon grated lemon peel

2V2 cups all-purpose flour

Confectioners' sugar

1. Preheat oven to 325°F.

2. Beat butter and granulated sugar in

mixer bowl until light and fluffy. Beat in

nuts, vanilla and peel. Beat in flour until

blended. Divide dough in half

3. On lightly floured surface, roll each half

Va inch thick. Cut into crescent shapes

with 2
1

/?-inch cookie cutter. Transfer to

ungreased cookie sheet. Bake 17 min-

utes, until lightly browned. Repeat with

remaining dough and scraps. Sift confec-

tioners' sugar over cooled cookies.

Makes 5 dozen.

Per serving Daily goal

Calories 75 2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 5g 60gor less(F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated lat 2g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 8 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 31 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 7g 250 g or more

Protein lg bb g to 90 g

PEPPERMINT DELIGHT

Lori Zuclich, Duvall, WA
"When my two sisters and I were growing

up, we enjoyed helping my mom roll out

and cut this dough with our Christmas

cookie cutters. Now my two sons use the

same cookie cutters to help me!"

Prep time: 45 minutes

Baking time: 10 to 12 minutes per batch

3 cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon salt

2 cups butter, softened*

2 cups confectioners' sugar

2 teaspoons vanilla extract

2 cups oats, uncooked
V2 cup crushed peppermint candy
Decorative Icing (recipe on page 156)

1. Preheat oven to 325° F.

"No substitutions

2. Combine flour and salt in bowl. i»ap

butter and sugar in large mixer bowl iti

light and fluffy. Beat in vanilla. Grad'^

beat in flour mixture. Stir in oats and <in-

dy. Divide dough into quarters.

3. On surface sprinkled with confecLn

ers' sugar, roll one quarter of doug V

inch thick. Cut out with 3-inch conk

cutters. Transfer to ungreased cock

sheets. Bake 10 to 12 minutes, until g<j

en. Repeat with remaining dough v
scraps. Decorate cooled cookies as e

sired. Makes 9 dozen.

Per cookie: 60 calories. 4 gm total fat. 2 gm saturated fat.il

cholesterol. 55 mg sodium. 5 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein. I

WALNUT BUTTER WAFERS

U. Nadean Detry, Hayward, Wl

"These make a lovely Christmastime J

dition to a plate of decorated cooks

They have a subtle, unique flavor withj

being overly sweet."

Prep time: 20 minutes plus chilling Qfe

Baking lime: 10 to 13 minutes per batch

V2 cup butter, softened*

V2 cup granulated sugar

2 large egg yolks

IV2 cups all-purpose flour

1 cup walnuts, ground

Frosting

1 large egg white

V/a cups confectioners' sugar

1. Beat butter and sugar in mixer b

until light and fluffy. Beat in yolks on(

a time. At low speed, gradually bea

flour until blended. Stir in nuts. Div

dough in half. Shape each half into

inch log. Wrap and refrigerate overnigt

2. Preheat oven to 350° F. (continu

Pictured on page 129: 1. Hazelnut Cook.,

2. Peppermint Delight, 3. Walnut Butter Wat

4. Maple-Fig Pinwheels, 5. Suited-For-Santa Cook

6. Black-Pepper Cookies, 7. Grandma's Christmas Cool»
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Be a shame to see

that last scrumptious serving

of Poke ( lake go to waste.

\eah, it just

wouldn't seem like Christmas

il you didn't have \<>ur usual

1 1 slices.

HOLIDAY POKE CAKE
1 package (18 5 ounces) PILLSBURY PLUS

White Cake Mix

1 package (4-serving size) JELL-0 Brand Lime Flavor

Gelatin

1 can (16 ounces) PILLSBURY Vanilla FROSTING

SUPREME
2 cups boiling water

1 package (4-serving size) JELL-0 Brand Gelatin,

any red flavor

HEAT oven to 350°F

PREPARE bake and cool cake mix as directed on package for 2 (9-inch) round cake layers Place cake layers, top sides up.

in 2 clean 9-Inch round cake pans. Pierce cake with large fork at 1/2-inch intervals.

STIR 1 cup of the boiling water into each flavor of gelatin in separate bowls 2 minutes or until dissolved.

Carefully pour red gelatin over 1 cake layer and lime gelatin over second cake layer Refrigerate 3 hours.

DIP 1 cake pan in warm water 10 seconds; unmold onto serving plate. Spread with about 1/4 ot the

frosting. Unmold second cake layer; carefully place on first layer Frost top and sides of cake with

remaining frosting.

REFRIGERATE 1 hour or until ready to serve. Decorate as desired Makes 12 servings.

Slore leftover cake in refrigerator.

Note JtLL-0 Sugar Free Brand Low Calorie Gelatin Dessert and Pillsbury Light/Reduced Calorie While

Cake Mix and Vanilla Frosting Supreme can be substituted in this recipe

— — — —i

Make a Holiday Classic.



WE

Eagle8 Brand
LOW FcU

Traditional
Pumpkin Pie

(Prep time lominutes)

! (9-inch) unbaked
pastry shell

I (16-ounce) can pumpkin
taboui 2 cups)

1 (i4-ounce)can Eatflc®

Brand or Eagle® Brand
Low Fat Sweetened
Condensed Milk

(NOT evaporated milki

2 eggs or 4 egg w hites

1 tsp. ground cinnamon

1/2 tsp. each ground ginger,

nutmeg and salt

• Preheat oven to 42r>°

• In large bowl, combine
all ingredients except
pastry she!!: mix well.

• Pour into pastry shell.

• Bake 15 minutes.

• Reduce oven tem-
perature to 350"; bake
35 to 40 minutes l( >i »g< -r

or until knife inserted

i"from edge comes
out clean. Cool.

• Garnish as < iesired.

• Refrigerate leftovers.

(Makes one 9-inch pie)

ft-r Servinc 1

M<1(,<
' Wl,h

& whole rgtfs

Made with
Eagle Brand
Lou Fai

& L-jin whiles

Hdi 10 grams 7grams

Calories 25o 230

Cookies!

continued

Slice dough 1A inch thick. Transfer to un-

greased cookie sheets. Bake 10 to 13

minutes, until edges are golden.

3. Make frosting: Beat egg white in small

mixer bowl until just frothy. Beat in con-

fectioners' sugar until smooth. Decorate

as desired. Makes 6V2 dozen cookies.

Editors' note: Pictured decorations by Kencraft, Inc.. are

available in cake-decorating stores.

Per cookie: 40 calories. 2 gm total fat, 1 gm saturated fat, 9 mg
cholesterol. 13 mg sodium. 5 mg carbohydrates. 1 gm protein.

MAPLE-FIG PINWHEELS

Christine L. Nelson, Haddon Heights, NJ

"My family looks forward to my famous

pinwheels every Christmas. To save time,

I fill and assemble the dough and freeze

it up to one week before baking."

Prep tunc: 40 minutes plus chilling O^/
Baking tunc: 15 minutes per batch

1 'A cups all-purpose flour

V: teaspoon baking powder
V: teaspoon salt

10 tablespoons butter or margarine
2 ounces cream cheese, cut up
2Acup granulated sugar

V-i cup firmly packed brown sugar

1 large egg

IV: teaspoons grated lemon peel

1 teaspoon fresh lemon juice

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Filling

10 ounces dried moist-pack

Calimyrna figs, chopped
Vi cup pure maple syrup*

'A cup water

4V2 teaspoons lemon juice, divided
'/> teaspoon grated lemon peel

1 large egg white

1. Combine flour, baking powder and salt

in large bowl. Combine butter, cream
cheese, sugars, egg, lemon peel and
juice, and vanilla in food processor; pulse

.until well combined. Add to dry ingredi-

ents, blending with fork. Divide dough in

half. Wrap and refrigerate overnight.

2. Filling: Combine figs, syrup, water.

1 tablespoon lemon juice and the peel in

saucepan. Heat to boiling; reduce heat,

cover and simmer, stirring occasionally,

until figs are soft, 20 to 25 minutes. Cool

15 minutes. Transfer to food processor

and process until almost smooth. Add
egg white and remaining 1 Vi teaspoons

lemon juice; pulse to combine. Chill.

3. On floured pastry cloth, roll half the

dough to 12x8-inch rectangle. Spread
with half the filling. Roll up jelly-roll style

from long side. Wrap and freeze until

firm, 4 hours. Repeat with remaining

dough and filling.

Cranberry-Nut Cookies
and Maple-Fig Pinwheels

4. Preheat oven to 350°F. Line 2 cdl

sheets with foil; grease. Slice del

Y-i inch thick and transfer to col

sheets. Bake 15 minutes or until el

are browned. Cool on pan 3 minuj

transfer to wire racks. Makes IV2 doz

Per cookie: 45 calories, 2 gm total fat, 1 gm saturated fat

cholesterol, 33 mg sodium. 7 mg carbohydrates. gm protein

CRANBERRY-NUT COOKIE!

Sandra M. Kreuter, Burney, CA
"Years ago, a friend gave me this red

1 experimented a bit and added the c

berries. Everyone loves these cookies

bake them to give as Christmas gifts."

Prep lime: 20 to 25 minutes plus chilling ^

Baking time: 20 to 25 minutes per batch

'/: cup dried cranberriest

2 cups all-purpose flour

1 cup cold butter or margarine, cu

1 cup cottage cheese

Filling

'A cup firmly packed brown sug;

'A cup almonds, chopped fine

2 tablespoons butter

Vs teaspoon almond extract

1. Finely chop cranberries in food

cessor. Add flour, butter and che

pulse until dough holds together. Dr

dough into thirds. Flatten into di:

Wrap and refrigerate overnight.

2. Preheat oven to 350°F.

3. Filling: Combine brown sugar, almoi

butter and almond extract in bowl.

4. On pastry cloth, roll 1 disk to 10-i

circle. Sprinkle one third of the fil

evenly on top; press lightly. Cut intc

wedges. Starting from wide end, rol

each wedge and transfer tip side dowi

ungreased cookie sheet. Repeat with

maining dough and filling. Bake 20 tc

minutes, until lightly browned. Cool

wire racks. Makes 4 dozen.

tDned cranberries are available at specialty food s

and by mail from American Spoon Foods, 800-222-5'

Per cookie: 90 calories. 6 gm total fat, 3 gm saturated fat, I

cholesterol. 63 mg sodium, 9 mg carbohydrates. 2 gm protein.

(continu
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Introducing Eagle8 Brand Low Fat

We've been catchin' up

over a nice creamy

Eagle Brand Pumpkin Pie

for ten Christmases.

Now that Eagle Brand

has 50% less fat*

and all that rich creamy taste.

the slices are a whole lot bigger

— The Cane sisters

it's not just low fat.

It's Eagle* Brand.

BORDEN
© Borden Inc 1994



Cookies!

jUITID-FOR-SANTA cookies

Louise Ross. Elk Grove, CA

"I got this recipe from ghbor who
tailored it after one he <ier brought

from Sweden. My r ghoor made these

cookies with red jam to match Santa's

wardrobe."

Prep ; O^/
Baking lime: 18 to 20 minutes per batch

2V: cups all-purpose flour

V: teaspoon salt

1 cup butter, softened*

'
: cup sugar

1 large egg yolk

1 teaspoon almond extract

1 teaspoon grated orange peel
?

4 cup red jam (such as raspberry,

strawberry or cherry)
1

: cup Decorative Icing (recipe on

page 156)

1 . Preheat oven to 375°F.

2. Combine flour and salt in bowl. Beat

butter and sugar in mixer bowl until light

and fluffy. Beat in yolk, extract and peel.

Stir in dry ingredients until blended.

3. Divide dough into quarters. On lightly

floured surface, shape each quarter into

15-inch rope. Arrange evenly spaced on

ungreased cookie sheet. Using your fin-

ger or the rounded handle of a wooden

spoon, press a 1/2-inch-deep groove

down the center of each rope.

4. Bake 10 minutes. Remove cookies

from oven and fill grooves with jam. Re-

turn to oven and bake 8 to 10 minutes

more, until firm and light golden brown.

5. While still warm, cut strips into 1-inch

slices. Cool on pans 10 minutes, then

transfer to wire rack to cool completely.

Decorate as desired. Makes 5 dozen.

Per cookie: 65 calories, 3 gm total fat, 2 gm saturated fat, 12 mg
cholesterol, 51 mg sodium. 9 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein.

PEPPERNUTS

Mary Sindt, Auburn, CA

"My six grown children feel something

is missing at Christmas without these

little, hard cookies. Every year I bake
enough for them in case they don't

have time, as my mom and grandma
did before me."

Prep tunc: 45 minutes plus cooling V O
Baking lime: 15 minutes per batch

1 cup granulated sugar

1 cup vegetable shortening

1 cup dark molasses

V: cup hot water

1 teaspoon baking soda

1 tablespoon aniseed

1 teaspoon cinnamon
V: teaspoon nutmeg
'/: teaspoon cloves

6V4 cups all-purpose flour

Confectioners' sugar

1. Bring sugar, shortening and molass

to boil in saucepan over high heat. Coo
2. Preheat oven to 350°F.

3. Stir hot water, baking soda and spio
$p

into molasses mixture with woodi
spoon until blended. Gradually stir in

much flour as possible with spoo
kneading in remaining flour. Shape dou;

into ball. Divide into 16 equal pieces.

4. On floured surface, roll each piece in

16-inch rope. Cut into 1

/2-inch slice

place on ungreased cookie sheets. Bal

15 minutes, until browned. Roll hot coo

ies in confectioners' sugar. Store in

tight container up to 1 month. Mak
about 500 cookies. (Yes, 500!)

Per cookie: 1 5 calories, gm total fat, gm saturated fat,

cholesterol, 3 mg sodium, 2 mg carbohydrates. Ogm protein.

BLACK-PEPPER COOKIES

Cindy Harwick, Salisbury, NC

"These crisp, spicy cookies were my hu

band's favorites when he was a child

and his brothers were in charge of t

IE

let

Ml

'Best <Dishe



corating, and now we've passed on

5 tradition to our two boys."

;p time: 50 minutes plus dulling ©^ /

king lime: 6 to 8 minutes per batch

ups all-purpose flour

easpoons baking powder

up butter or margarine, melted

ablespoon ginger

easpoons cinnamon
teaspoon cloves

teaspoon freshly ground pepper

I cups sugar

arge egg

•corative Icing (recipe on page 1 56)

Combine flour and baking powder in

idium bowl. Combine butter, ginger,

inamon, cloves and pepper in mixer

wl. Gradually beat in sugar until com-
ied. Beat in egg. At low speed, beat in

jr mixture until blended. (Dough will be
ff.) Divide dough into quarters. Wrap
j refrigerate overnight,

^reheat oven to 375°F. Grease 2 cook-

jheets.

On lightly floured surface, roll one
arter of dough Vb inch thick. Cut with

nch cookie cutters; transfer to cookie

|

3ets. Bake 6 to 8 minutes, until edges

3 golden. Repeat with remaining

ugh and scraps. Decorate cooled

cookies as desired. Makes 8 dozen.
Per cookie: 45 calories. 2 gm total tat. 1 gm saturated fat, 8 mg
cholesterol. 31 mg sodium, 6 mg carbohydrates. gm protein.

GRANDMA'S
CHRISTMAS COOKIES

Deborah Daigle, Merrimack, NH
"This recipe has been in my family for

longer than I can remember—these
cookies are always the first to be baked."

Prep tunc: 40 minutes plus dulling ©<&/
Baking time: 6 to 8 minutes per batch

4' 4 cups all-purpose flour

2 teaspoons baking soda

1 cup butter, softened*

1 cup firmly packed brown sugar

2 large eggs

'A cup pure maple syrup*

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Decorative Icing (recipe on page 156)

1. Combine flour and baking soda in

bowl. Beat butter and sugar in mixer

bowl until light and fluffy. Beat in eggs,

maple syrup and vanilla. Stir in dry ingre-

dients until blended. (Dough will be soft.)

Divide dough into quarters. Roll each
quarter Va inch thick between 2 sheets of

wax paper. Stack on a cookie sheet.

Cover and refrigerate overnight.

2. Preheat oven to 350°F. Remove one

sheet of dough from refrigerator. Peel

off top sheet of wax paper and invert

onto floured surface Peel off remaining

wax paper. Cut dough with 2-inch cook-

ie cutters and transfer to an ungreased

cookie sheet.

3. Bake cookies 6 to 8 minutes, until

golden brown. Repeat with remaining

dough. Reroll scraps between sheets of

wax paper; refrigerate, then cut and bake.

Decorate as desired. Makes 10 dozen.

Per cookie: 40 calories, 2 gm total tat, 1 gm saturated tat. 8 mg
rholestero'. 39 mg sodium, 6 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein.

PELLEGRINI ANISETTE BISCOTTI

Carol Van Dyne, Fresno, CA

"Making these cookies reminds me of

my childhood and the mornings I shared

with my Italian grandparents. We would

dunk the cookies in coffee (mine was
half milk!) and eat them with a spoon."

Prep time: 25 minutes ©"&/

Baking time: 25 to 30 minutes plus drying

2V2 cups all-purpose flour

V4 cup cornmeal

2 teaspoons baking powder
'/» teaspoon salt

V: cup butter or margarine, softened

1 cup sugar

2 large eggs (continued)

Dr the "rrfolidays.
m 1

GERMAN SWEET CHOCOLATE PIE

1 package (4 oz) BAKER'S"' GERMAN S'"

Sweet Chocolate

'/j cup milk, divided

4 oz. PHILADELPHIA BRAND® Cream Cheese,

softened

2 tbsp. sugar

I tub (8 oz.) COOL WHIP9 Non-Dairy or

COOL WHIP LITE
9 Whipped Topping, thawed

I KEEBLER9 Ready Crust'" Graham

Cracker Pie Crust (6 oz.)

Additional whipped

topping for garnish

Beat in cream cheese,

sugar and remaining milk

until well blended Refrigerate

10 minutes. Stir in whipped

topping until smooth.

Spoon into crust.

Microwave chocolate

and 2 tablespoons of the milk

in large microwavable bowl

on HIGH for I '/2 to 2 minutes

or until chocolate is almost

melted, stirring halfway

through heating time. Stir

until chocolate is

completely melted.

Freeze 4 hours or until

firm. Garnish with additional

whipped topping if desired. Let

stand at room temperature

15 minutes or until pie can be

cut easily. Makes 8 servings.

Ready Crust"* is a trademark

of trie Keebler Company

© (994 Kraft General foods. Inc.



Cookies!

continued

1 tablespoon aniseed
* 4 cup coarsely chopped almonds
'

: cup finely chopped almonds

3 tablespoons anisette liqueur

1 . Preheat oven to 3 F Grease and

flour cookie sheet s flour, corn-

meal, baking pcwdei and salt in bowl.

Beat butter i mixer bowl until

light and t in eggs. Gradually

add d redients until blended, then

aniseed almonds and liqueur.

2. Divide dough in half. Place on cookie

sheet. Shape each half into 14-inch rope.

Flatten slightly, to 3/4 inch thick. Bake 25

to 30 minutes, until edges are golden.

3. Carefully transfer strips to cutting sur-

face. With serrated knife, cut into Vs-inch

slices. Place cut side down on clean

cookie sheet; return to oven. Turn oven

off; let cookies dry 1 hour. Cool on cook-

ie sheet. Makes 4 1
/2 dozen.

Per cookie: 80 :-. :i es. - gm total fat, 1 grr saturated fat, 12 mg
ctioiestero:. mg sodium. 10 mg carbohydrates. 2 gm protein

LATTICE-GATE SHEET COOKIES

Sandra G. Krantz, Sharon, PA

"This cookie recipe has been in my family

since the late 1940s or early '50s. My
mother traditionally baked up a batch of

these for special occasions, as I do now."

Prep time: 25 minutes O^t*/

Baking time: 35 to 40 minutes

3 cups all-purpose flour

V: cup granulated sugar

1 teaspoon grated lemon peel

Vj. teaspoon salt

'/4 teaspoon baking soda

1 cup cold butter or margarine, cut

up

2 large egg yolks
1

. cup sour cream
1 cup strawberry preserves

1 cup walnuts, ground
Confectioners' sugar

1 . Preheat oven to 350°F.

2. Combine flour, sugar, lemon peel, salt

and baking soda in large bowl. With pas-

try blender or 2 knives, cut in butter until

mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Com-
bine egg yolks and sour cream in cup;

stir into flour mixture until blended.

3. On floured surface with floured rolling

pin. roll two thirds of dough to 13x9-inch

rectangle. Fit into ungreased 13x9-inch

baking pan, pressing edges Va inch up
sides of pan. Spread preserves evenly

over dough: sprinkle on nuts. Roll re-

maining dough to 12x8-mch rectangle;

cut lengthwise into 72-inch strips. Ar-

range on filling in lattice pattern; trim if

needed and press dough at sides of pan.

Lattice-Gate Sheet Cookies

Almond Frosties

4. Bake 35 to 40 minutes, until golden.

Cool in pan on wire rack. Sift confection-

ers' sugar on top. Cut into 1
1/?x1-inch

bars. Makes 64 cookies.

Per cookie: 85 calories, 5 gm total fat, 2 gm saturated fat, 15 mg
cholesterol, 63 mg sodium, 10 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein

ALMOND FROSTIES

Kristen Olson Valles, Marietta, GA
"I collect new recipes every year to add

to my holiday cookie jar, but this is al-

ways one of the first I bake. It just

wouldn't be Christmas without them."

Prep time: 20 minutes Or£ /

Baking lime: 15 to 17 minutes

2V4 cups all-purpose flour

V: teaspoon salt

1 cup butter or margarine, softened

.3 tablespoons granulated sugar

1 teaspoon almond extract

Frosting

1 V2 cups confectioners' sugar

2 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa

V: teaspoon vanilla extract

2 to 3 tablespoons hot water

V2 cup slivered almonds, toasted

1. Preheat oven to 350°F.

2. Combine flour and salt in medium
bowl. Beat butter, sugar and almond ex-

tract in mixer bowl until light and fluffy.

At low speed, beat in dry ingredients

until blended. Shape dough into 1-inc

balls. Place on ungreased cook
sheets. Flatten slightly to 3A inch thic

Bake 15 to 17 minutes, until goldei

Cool on wire racks.

3. Frosting: Combine confectioners' sue

ar, cocoa and vanilla in bowl. Stir in watt

until spreadable. Frost cookies; top eac

with almonds. Makes 3 dozen.

Per cookie: 95 calories. 5 gm total fat, 3 gm saturated fat, 12 i

cholesterol, 71 mg sodium, 11 mg carbohydrates. 1 gm protein.

CREAMY CASHEW COOKIES

Brenda Schumann, White Lake. SD

"My mother gave me this recipe, and it i

always a special treat at our house. It'

easy to make yet looks fancy—a perfec

cookie for the busy holiday season."

Prep time: 30 minutes

Baking time: 12 minutes per batch

4 cups all-purpose flour

1 '/: teaspoons baking powder
1 V2 teaspoons baking soda

V: teaspoon salt

1 cup butter or margarine, softened

2 cups firmly packed brown sugar

2 large iggs

1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2
/3 cup sour cream
3 cups roasted cashews, choppedt

Brown Butter Frosting

1 cup butter*

4 cups confectioners' sugar

6 tablespoons heavy cream
V: teaspoon vanilla extract

Whole cashews, for garnish

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease 2 cook-

ie sheets. Combine flour, baking powder

baking soda and salt in bowl. Beat butteiffi

and brown sugar in mixer bowl until lighf

and fluffy. Beat in eggs and vanilla. Aw
low speed, beat in sour cream, then dryl

ingredients. Stir in cashews.

2. Drop dough by rounded teaspoonfulsl

onto cookie sheets. Bake 12 minutes, un-l

til lightly browned. Repeat with remaining I

dough.

3. Frosting: Melt butter in saucepan over

medium heat until lightly browned. Re-|

move from heat; whisk in confectioners'!

sugar, then cream and vanilla until!

smooth. Spread warm frosting on cook-l

ies; garnish each with a nut. Makes;

9 dozen.

tlf using salted cashews, omit salt from dough.

Per cookie: 102 calories. 6 gm total fat, 3 gm saturated fat, 14 mg

cholesterol, 92 mg sodium, 12 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein.

LITTLE CHOCOLATE DROPS
(SCHOKOLADEPLATZCHEN)

Karen Anderson, Rice Lake. Wl

"About forty years ago, my mother found

this Bohemian (continued on page 154)
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This buttery cookie has melted butterscotch chips

stirred in for a special cut-out cookie flavor.

cup butterscotch flavored chips

1 cup LAND O LAKES* Butter, softened

3 cups all-purpose flour

'/2 cup firmly packed

brown sugar
lh cup sugar

1 egg
2 tablespoons milk

2 teaspoons vanilla

Fronting

2 cups powdered sugar

>/< cup LAND O LAKES®
Butter, softened

1 to 2 tablespoons milk

1 teaspoon vanilla

In 1 -quart saucepan melt butter-

scotch chins over low heat.

LANDQ LAKES

stirring constantly, until smooth (3 to 5 minutes).

Pour into large mixer bowl; add all remaining

cookie ingredients. Beat at low speed, scraping

bowl often, until well mixed (1 to 2 minutes).

Divide dough in half; wrap in plastic food wrap.

Refrigerate until firm (1 hour). Heat wen to 575? On
ightly floured surface roll out dough, half at a time,

to Vs-inch thickness. Cut with 2'/'2-inch cookie cut-

ters. Place 1-inch apart on cookie sheets. Bake for 5

to 8 minutes or until edges are lightly browned.

Cool completely.

In small mixer bowl combine all frosting

ingredients. Beat at low speed, scraping

bowl often, until fluffy (1 to 2 minutes). If

I desired, color frosting with food coloring.

Frost and decorate cookies as desired.

Yield: 4 to 5 dozen.

Taste the difference Land O'Lakes makes.





Simple Stir Fry

for Turkey Leftoxers

• I pfcg. Green Giant*

American Mixtures9

San Francisco Style Frozen

Vegetables

• I medium onion, sliced

• 1 tablespoon oil

• IB-cup purchased stii -fiy squc

• 2 cups cooked turkey or chicfeen

breast strips

1. In large skillet, saute vegetables

and onion in oil for 6 to 8

minutes until crisp-tender.

2. Combine stir-fry sauce and turkey

Add to vegetable mixture;

beat thoroughly.

3. Serve over rice, if desired.

4 servings.



Cookies!

continued from page 150

recipe sne <ted to try because of our

family's Czech heritage. A? a child, I

loved grating the chocolate The cookies

are a favorite with my children, too."

tune: 15 minutes 0#»/

Baking lime: 35 to 40 minute* per batch

3 large egg whites

s teaspoon salt

: cup granulated sugar

inched aimonds, ground

1 bat ' oz.) German sweet chocolate,

grated

Unsweetened cocoa and
confectioners' sugar, for

decoration (optional)

1. Preheat oven to 275 =
F. Line 2 cookie

sheets with foil: grease foil.

2. Beat egg whites with salt in mixer bowl

to soft peaks. Gradually beat in sugar;

continue beating until very stiff and
glossy. Gently fold in nuts and chocolate.

Pipe or drop by tablespoonfuls onto

cookie sheets. Bake 35 to 40 minutes,

until cookies are dry. Peel cookies from

foil. Sprinkle with cocoa and confection-

ers' sugar. Makes 3 dozen.

Per cookie: 50 calories. 3 gm total fat, 1 gm saturated fat. 1 mg
cholesterol. 15 mg sodium. 5 mg carbohydrates. 1 gm protein

GUNILLA'S COOKIES

Jill A. Yoder. Gastonia, NC

"When I was an exchange student in

Sweden, Gunilla Luks and her family

opened their home and their hearts to

me. We spent long winter days baking,

and this recipe of hers is one of my
favorites."

Prep time: 25 minutes O^/
Baking time: 20 to 25 minutes

1 1 tablespoons butter*
1

i cup sugar

2 x
/a cups all-purpose flour

1

-i cup raspberry or apricot jam

Topping
'/2 cup flaked coconut
1

: cup oats, uncooked

5 tablespoons butter, melted
l

/<i cup sugar

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Beat butter

and sugar in mixer bowl until light and
fluffy. Stir in flour; knead until dough
holds together. Divide dough into quar-

ters. Roil each quarter into a 15-inch
rope. Arrange evenly spaced on un-

greased cookie sheet. Flatten slightly.

Using your finger or the rounded handle

of a wooden spoon, press a '/2-inch-deep

groove down center of each rope. Fill

grooves with jam.

Honey-Nut Christmas Cookies

2. Topping: Combine coconut, oats, butter

and sugar in bowl until blended. Sprinkle

evenly over strips. Bake 20 to 25 minutes,

until golden. Cut warm strips diagonally

into 1-inch slices. Cool on wire racks.

Makes 5 dozen.

Per cookie: 60 calories, 3 gm total fat. 2 gm saturated fat, 8 mg
cholesterol. 33 mg sodium. 7 mg carbohydrates. 1 gm protein.

HONEY-NUT
CHRISTMAS COOKIES

Rose M. Negri, Torrington, CT

"I bake up several batches of these nutty

cookies every Christmas. The recipe has

been in my family for many years."

Prep nine: 1 hour plus chilling

Baking time: 22 to 25 minutes per batch

2 cups all-purpose flour

Pinch salt

A HOLIDAY BAKER'S
GUIDE TO FATS

For crisp, flavorful cookies, using

the right type of fat is key—when
baking, fats are not interchange-

able. In the journal test kitchens,

we tested our winning cookie
recipes with butter and mar-
garine sticks containing 80 per-

cent fat—products with less fat

produce mixed results. A one-

pound brick (or four sticks)

equals two cups; one stick equals

one-half cup.

For the best results in holiday

baking, use only the type of fat

called for in the recipe. By law,

only products that contain 80
percent fat can be labeled butter

or margarine. Spreads, light but-

ter and some blends contain less

fat—even in stick form—and may
not produce successful cookies.

1 cup cold butter, cut up*
1 package (8 oz.) cream cheese, cut ui

Filling

1 cup walnuts

Va cup sugar

6 tablespoons honey
1 teaspoon butter, melted
V: teaspoon cinnamon

1. Combine flour and salt in large bow
With pastry blender or 2 knives, cut i

butter and cream cheese until blendec

Divide in half; shape dough into bal

Wrap and refrigerate 1 hour.

2. Filling: Grind nuts with sugar in fooi

processor. Transfer to bowl; stir in hone^

butter and cinnamon. Makes 1 cup.

3. Preheat oven to 325°F. Grease 2 cook
ie sheets. On well-floured surface, ro

haif the dough 1

/s inch thick. Cut into cir

cles with floured 2-inch round cooki

cutter. Place 1 teaspoon filling on half th

circles. Top with remaining circles; pres

edges with fork to seal. Transfer to pre

pared cookie sheets. Bake 22 to 25 min

utes, until golden. Cool on wire racks

Repeat with remaining dough, scrap

and filling. Makes 4 dozen.

Per cookie: 100 calories, 7 gm total fat. 4 gm saturated fat. 16 m
cholesterol, 59 mg sodium. 8 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein

RUSSIAN TORTE

Judy Chada. Bolingbrook, IL

"I still remember the day, thirty years

ago, when I tasted my aunt Phyllis's torte

for the first time. My mother started bak-

ing it every Christmas, and now it's a tra-

dition for us to make it together."

Prep time: 35 minutes ©Jf£/

Baking lime: 40 to 50 minutes

Filling

1 box (8 oz.) dried apricots

Va cup water

1 cup sugar

2 cups walnuts

1 cup sugar, divided

1 teaspoon cinnamon
cup plus 1 teaspoon milk

1 package active dry yeast
l

/2 teaspoon salt

1 V2 cups butter or margarine
4 large eggs, separated

3'/2 to 4 cups all-purpose flour

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine apri-

cots with water in saucepan. Bring to

boil: reduce heat, cover and simmer until

tender, 15 minutes. Stir in sugar. With

potato masher, mash to a paste. Cool.

2. Process nuts, Vz cup sugar and cinna-

mon in food processor until ground fine.

3. Heat V2 cup milk in small saucepan un- i

til warm (105°F.-1 15°F.). Sprinkle in yeast
J

and salt; let stand 5 minutes.

4. Beat butter in mixer (continued)
fl
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Cookies!

bowi until creamy. Beat in egg yolks, then

yeast mixture. Stir in flour. Vi cup at a

time, untii a soft dough forms. On lightly

d surface, knead dough until smooth

3 longer sticky. Divide into thirds.

. On lightly floured surface, roll one third

or the dough to inch rectangle; fit

into bottom D-mch jelly-roll pan.

Reserve it mixture: sprinkle re-

main:;-: nixture evenly over dough.

ling another third of the dough;

piace over nuts and spread evenly with

apricot mixture. Repeat with remaining

dough; fit over top and brush with re-

maining 1 teaspoon milk. Bake 30 to 40

minutes, until golden.

6. Beat egg whites at low speed in

clean mixer bowl until foamy. Gradually

beat in remaining 1/2CUp sugar until stiff

but not dry. Spread evenly over baked

torte. Sprinkle with reserved nut mix-

ture. Bake 10 minutes more or until be-

ginning to brown. Cool completely. Cut

into 1 '/2x1 -inch diamonds. Makes
80 cookies.

Pef cookie: 100 calories. 6 gm total fat, 2 gm saturated fat. 20 mg
cholesterol. 53 ng sodium, 12 mg carbohydrates. 2 gm protein.

FRENCH PISTACHIO
BUTTER CREAMS

Nancy Spokowski, Wellesiey, MA
"My mother always made these elegant

cookies, and my sisters and I carry on

the tradition. They never last long on our

Christmas cookie tray, so my husband
always asks for some to be set aside."

Prep time: 35 inmates plus chilling © © ^ /

Baking time: 13 to 15 minutes per batch

1' : cups all-purpose flour
'

: teaspoon salt

Vj cup unsalted butter, softened*
1

: cup confectioners' sugar

1 large egg

Filling

'A cup unsalted butter, softened
'/: cup confectioners' sugar

1 teaspoon rum, cognac or milk

1 package (6 oz.) semisweet chocolate

chips
1

: cup shelled pistachio nuts, chopped

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine flour

and salt in bowl. Beat butter and sugar

until light and fluffy. Beat in egg. At low

speed, beat in flour mixture. Refrigerate

dough 30 minutes.

2. Shape dough into sixty 3A-inch balls.

Transfer to ungreased cookie sheets.

Flatten each ball to 1 '/2-inch circle. Bake
13 to 15 minutes, until light golden.

3. Filling: Beat butter, sugar and rum in

Yiayia's Kourabiedes

Chocolate Nutcracker Sweets

bowl until smooth. Spread evenly on flat

side of half the cookies. Top with remain-

ing cookies to make sandwiches. Refrig-

erate 30 minutes.

4. To frost, microwave chocolate on High

1
1

/2 to 2 minutes, stirring after 1 minute,

until melted. Spread top of each cookie

with chocolate, then dip in nuts. Refriger-

ate until set, 10 minutes. Makes 30.

Per cookie: 140 calories, 9 gm total fat, 5 gm saturated fat, 24 mg
cholesterol, 40 mg sodium, 14 mg carbohydrates. 2 gm protein

YIAYIA'S KOURABIEDES

Bessie Theodorou, St. Louis, MO
"These cookies were handed down by
my grandmother and have been a holi-

day tradition in our family. Yiayia means
grandmother in Greek."

Prep time: 20 minutes O !§! /

Baking time: 18 to 20 minutes per batch

2 cups butter, softened*

Confectioners' sugar

1 large egg yolk

2 tablespoons brandy
'/2 teaspoon almond extract

4 cups all-purpose flour

1 . Preheat oven to 350°F.

2. Beat butter and 3A cup confectioners'

sugar in mixer bowl until light and fluffy.

Beat in egg yolk, brandy and almond ex-

tract. At low speed, beat in 2 cups flour.

With wooden spoon, stir in 2 more cis

flour, V2 cup at a time, until blended.

3. Roll dough into 1-inch balls. Place i

ungreased cookie sheets. Bake 18 to I
minutes, until pale golden. Transfer)

wire racks; sift additional sugar over ft-

cookies. Cool. Makes 6/2 dozen.

Per cookie: 75 calories, 5 gm total fat, 3 gm saturated fat, 15a
cholesterol, 48 mg sodium, 7 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein. I

CHOCOLATE
NUTCRACKER SWEETS

Betty J. Nichols, Eugene, OR
"After attending Christmas-season pe

formances of The Nutcracker ballet w
my family, I invented this nutty cookie

commemorate those special events."

Prep lime: 25 minutes plus chilling

Baking time: 10 to 12 minutes per batch

1 cup butter or margarine, softened
2A cup sugar

1 large egg

2 teaspoons grated orange peel

2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon cardamom
'/4 teaspoon salt

2 squares (2 oz.) semisweet chocolate

melted

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

l
1

/: cups all-purpose flour

IV2 cups sliced almonds

1. Beat butter and sugar in mixer bo

until light and fluffy. Beat in egg, oran

peel, cinnamon, the cardamom and sal

Beat in chocolate and vanilla until blenc

ed. At low speed, gradually beat in fkx

until combined. Wrap dough and refrigei

ate overnight.

2. Preheat oven to 375°F. Grease 2 cook

ie sheets.

3. Roll dough into 1-inch balls. Roll i

almonds and place 2 inches apart o

prepared cookie sheets. With the bot

torn of a glass dipped in sugar, flattei

balls to V2 inch thick. Bake 10 to 1

minutes, until almonds are just golden

Makes 4 dozen.

Per cookie: 90 calories, 6 gm total lat. 3 gm saturated fat, 15 m
cholesterol, 54 mg sodium, 8 mg carbohydrates, 1 gm protein.

DECORATIVE ICING

Total prep time: 10 minutes

1 box (1 lb.) confectioners' sugar

teaspoon cream of tartar

3 large egg whites

Assorted paste food colorings

Combine all ingredients in large mixei

bowl. Beat at medium speed unti

smooth. Beat at high speed 5 minutes

Tint icing with food colorings as desired

Store in tightly covered containers up tc

3 days. Thin with a little water, if neces-

sary, to spread. Makes 2 3/icups.
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Deck the halls

with bites

ofchocolate.

Xstl

AND TO ALL
A GOOD BITE

i the season for your family to enjoy the holiday tradition that

tastes as great as it looks: "M&M's" s Chocolate Candies for the Holidays.

Deliciously rich milk chocolate, all dressed up in bright red and green

/ / ^I^^^^MB^fcThey're if^sistible. Merry chocolate to you and yours

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

TO ALL

Fa la la la la, la la la la. __^> -
.

1 "The Milk Chocolate Melts In Your Mouth-Not In Your Hand."®

©Mars, Incorporated 1994



Easy Challenging T Low-fat

Q Moderate © Microwave Low-calorie

Can be frozen up to 1, 3, 6 or 9 months

MULTI-NUT BRITTLE

Here's the perfect gift for all the candy
lovers on your list—a slightly more so-

phisticated version of good old-
fashioned peanut brittle. It's a snap to

make if you use a candy thermometer
to ensure accuracy.

Prep nine: 5 minutes O
Cooking time: 20 minutes

V/2 cups sugar

1 cup water
1 cup light corn syrup
1 can (10.5 or 12 oz.) premium

mixed nuts

3 tablespoons butter

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 V: teaspoons baking soda

1 . Butter a cookie sheet.

2. Combine sugar, water and corn
syrup in large saucepan. Cook over

high heat until mixture reaches 280°F.

on candy thermometer. Add nuts and
cook, stirring, until temperature reach-

es 300°F. Remove from heat.

3. Stir in butter and vanilla until blend-

ed. Add baking soda and stir

vigorously.

4. Pour mixture onto prepared cookie

sheet With wooden spoon, spread as
thin as possible. Cool completely.
Break cooled candy into pieces. Pack
in decorative tins or bags tied with rib-

bon. Store in airtight container up to 1

month. Makes 2 pounds.

Per ounce Daily goal

Calories 145 2.000 (F). 2,500 (Ml

Total fat 7 g 60 g or less (F)
:
70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 2g 20 g or less IF), 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 4 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 126 mg 2.400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 20 g 250 g or more

Protein 2 g 55 g to 90 g

MARGARITA POUND CAKES
Test-kitchen favorite

These little treasures get their sparkle

from a simple sugar glaze rather than a

more time-consuming frosting. Let

them stand at room temperature to

soak up the luscious flavors.

Prep time: 25 minutes O «§« /

Baking lime: 40 to 60 minutes

3 cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon cream of tartar

1 teaspoon salt

2 cups unsalted butter, softened (no

substitutions)

2 cups granulated sugar
8 large eggs, at room temperature
2 tablespoons fresh lime juice

1 tablespoon grated lime peel

Glaze
2
/i cup tequila
x
/a cup orange-flavor liqueur
lA cup fresh lime juice

2 cups granulated sugar

1. Preheat oven to 325T. Grease and
flour 12 mini Bundtlette pans or two 6-

cup kugelhopf or Bundt pans; tap to

remove excess flour.

2. Combine flour, cream of tartar and
salt in medium bowl. Beat butter in

large mixe/ bowl at medium-high
speed until creamy. Gradually add sug-

ar and continue beating until light and
fluffy, about 5 minutes. Beat in eggs,

one at a time, beating well after each
addition. Stir in lime juice and peel.

Add dry ingredients and beat 1 minute

more. Spoon into prepared pans. Bake
40 to 45 minutes for small pans, 1 hour

for large pans, until toothpick inserted

in center comes out clean.

3. Make glaze: Meanwhile, combine
tequila, orange liqueur and lime juice in

small bowl. (If using 6-cup molds,
make half the amount of glaze.)

4. Remove cakes from oven. Brush
top with 2 teaspoons liqueur mixture.

Cool in pans on wire rack 3 minutes,

then invert onto rack set over wax pa-

per and cool completely.

5. Stir 2 cups sugar into remaining
liqueur mixture and brush over entire

cakes. Cool. Wrap well and let stand

overnight. (Can be made ahead. Let

stand at room temperature up to 5

days or freeze up to 1 month.) Wrap
decoratively in colored cellophane or

tissue paper. Makes 12 mini Bundtlette

cakes or 2 large cakes (12 slices each).

Per slice Daily goal

Calories 375 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 18 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 10 g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 1 14 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 120 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 47 g 250 g or more

Protein 4 g 55 g to 90 g

Variation:

Orange Rum Pound Cakes: For cakes,

substitute 1 tablespoon grated orange

peel, 4 teaspoons orange juice and
2 teaspoons lemon juice for lime juice

and peel. For glaze, substitute % cup
dark rum for tequila, (continued)
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When the occasion calls for something special, serve CURE 81' ham.

It's slow-cured in natural juices and always tender. In fact, all CURE 81'

hams are individually inspected to guarantee

their flavor and tenderness. Our CURE 8
1 /jTJ^^T/T^JM

spiral-cut ham or CURE 81 boneless ham V^MBnoMSHK
will make every occasion a special occasion



(continued) V* cup orange juice for

lime juice. Combine with orange liqueur

and sugar as directed. Proceed with

recipe for Margarita Pound Cakes.

HOT-PEPPER JELLY

A food processor makes quick work of

this recipe. For a personal touch, at-

tach a gift card of cooking and serving

suggestions—the jelly is great as a

glaze for pork or poultry, or a vibrant

topping for biscuits or corn bread.

Prep lime: 15 minutes plus standing O
Cooking time: 20 minutes

2 medium red peppers (12 oz.),

seeded and cut into eighths

6 jalapeno chiles with seeds, halved

8 cups sugar

2 cups cider vinegar

1 box (6 oz.) liquid pectin

1. Combine peppers and jalapehos in

food processor; pulse until coarsely

chopped (do not puree). Add to large

saucepan with sugar and vinegar; bring

to boil over high heat. Skim foam from

surface. Add pectin and return to boil;

boil 1 minute. Skim foam again.

2. Ladle mixture into 9 sterilized
1

/2-pint

jars and process 5 minutes in boiling

water bath (see "Processing pre-

serves." page 163). Makes 9 half-pints.

Per tablespoon Daily goal

Calories 45 2,000 (F). 2.500 IM)

Total fat g 60 g or less (F), 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat Og 20 g or less (F). 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol mg 300 mg or less

Sodium mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 12 g 250 g or more

Protein g 55 g to 90 g

SPICY CHEESE STRAWS
Indulgent but worth it

Flaky cheese crackers from your own
kitchen? You bet! These savory pas-

tries are such an impressive (and tasty!)

gift—how simple they are to make can

be your little secret.

Prep time: 45 minutes plus chilling OS/
Baking time: 14 minutes per batch

3
1
/: cups all-purpose flour

2 cups grated Romano cheese

1 teaspoon salt

'/: teaspoon ground red pepper
l

1

/: cups cold butter, cut up, plus

8 tablespoons softened butter

lA cup cold vegetable shortening
Vi to V2 cup ice water

1 . Combine flour, cheese, salt and pep-
per in large bowl. With pastry blender or

2 knives, cut in IV2 cups cold butter

and the shortening until mixture resem-
bles coarse crumbs. Sprinkle with water

1 tablespoon at a time, tossing with fork

just until dough holds together. Shape
into ball; divide in half and flatten

into two 6-inch squares. Wrap sepa-

rately and refrigerate 1 hour.

2. On floured surface, roll 1 square to

20x8-inch rectangle. Spread 2 table-

spoons softened butter two thirds of

the way down length of dough. Fold

unbuffered third up, then fold top third

down, letter-style. Repeat with remain-

ing dough. Wrap separately and refrig-

erate 45 minutes.

3. On floured surface, repeat rolling, but-

tering and folding chilled doughs.
Rewrap and refrigerate 45 minutes more.

4. Preheat oven to 400°F. Cut each

dough in half. On lightly floured surface,

roll one piece to 14x8-inch rectangle.

(Keep remaining dough refrigerated.)

Cut into 8x 1

/2-inch strips. Twist 2 strips

together and place 1 inch apart on un-

greased cookie sheet. Bake 14 minutes

or until golden brown. Cool. Repeat

with remaining dough.

5. Store straws layered on wax paper in

airtight containers at room temperature

up to 2 weeks or freeze up to 1 month.

Pack in decorative bags or tins. To

serve, reheat in single layer on cookie

sheet in preheated 400°F. oven 5 min-

utes. Makes 56 crackers.

Per cracker Daily goal

Calories 90 2,000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 7g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

Saturated fat 3g 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 16 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 124 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 6 g 250 g or more
.

Protein 2g 55 g to 90 g (continued)
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You can see the

difference

(made with PARKAY Soft Margarine) (made with leading spread)

The word is out. Chocolate chip cookies made with PARKAY™ Soft Margarine

turn out plump, golden and chunkier than cookies made with the leading spread.

Good cooks say PARKAY
© 1994 Kraft General Foods. Inc.



You don't
h^ve to live

e South
erve up

Hospitality.

Now. you can treat your

guests to one of the South's

true treasures. Derby-Pie®

chocolate nut pie is, at last,

available in the North, East

and west. For shipment to

your front door, order by
phone from "A Taste of

Kentucky", 1 -80O-444-0552

.

DERBY
PIE

Chocolate Nut Pit-

Since 1954. DERBY-PIE* has been baked
exclusively by KERN'S KITCHEN. Inc..

Louisville. Kentucky.

DERBY-PIE 1
is a federally registered

trademark ot KERN'S KITCHEN, Inc.

JOURNAL SHOPPING CENTER
ThE JOY OF ANGELS Pages 100-103 Frame. Manhattan

Art & Frame. Models, Hania and Mischa Barton, Wee
Willy. Leotard, Gilda Marx; tutu, Freed of London;

tights. Danskin: wreathes, D. Emmett McCarthy; bow,

M&J Trimmings. Page 103 Model, Michael
Deutchman of Ford. Costume, D. Emmett McCarthy.

LADIES' LOME JOURNAL TRIMS THE TREE Pages 104-111

Designer, Michael Foster. 212-874-0066. Floral

designer Oppizzi & Company Ltd, 212-633-2248.
Specialty Christmas glass, ornaments. Christopher

Radko, 800-7 1 -Radko. Solid color Christmas
ornaments, Christmas by Krebs, P.O. Box 5730,
Ri ' well, NM 88202. Christmas lights, gilt doves, hooks,

Silvestri, 800-527-5211. All ribbons, Offray & Lion

Ribbon Co., 908-879-4700. Christmas trees,

Traditional Trees by JBC, 800-540-3391. Foyer: table

ski/t fabric, "Ceasar," tree skirt fabric, "Nero," by

Richloom Fabrics Group, available at Calico Corners,

800-777-9933; citrus, Florida Department of Citrus,

Florida gift fruit, 800-428-4423; fresh pears, apples

and desserts, Harry and David, 800-547-3033. Study:

beeswax mantle candles, Perin-Mowen, Inc., 212-219-

3937; custom-made center pillow, Mandereley, 415-
457-4606; matching pillow fabric, "Thelma," "Damask
Stripe." "Alexandra," "Caesar," and fabrication. Calico

Corners; decorative plates and bowl, the Society of

Decorative Painters, 316-283-0665; candles, Perin-

Mowen, Inc.; lamps, The Bombay Co., 800-829-7789;
pinecone procucts, Lady Slipper Designs, Inc., 800-
950-5903. Mantles: clockwise from top left, gilt

candlesticks, urns, The Bombay Co.; tole painting by

Gail Leddy, 212-247-0915; candles, Williamsburg

Soap & Candle, 804-564-3354; hand-painted
ornaments, through Neiman Marcus Christmas book,

800-825-8781; additional Christmas cards, Hallmark,

800-Hallmark; candles, Perin-Mowen, Inc.; pinecones,

through Neiman Marcus Christmas book; trimmed
antique mantle scarf, Mandereley; gilt mirrors and
votives, tassles, The Bombay Co.; mosaic cherub
hurricanes, through Neiman Marcus Christmas book.

Banister: all ribbons, Offray & Lion Ribbon Co.;

ornaments, Christopher Radko; faux berries, Silvestri.

Sun porch ; pine cones, through Neiman Marcus
Christmas book; corn shuck dolls, angels, Foothills Craft

Guild, Inc., artists involved, Lila Marshall, Helen
Harmon, Sue Campbell, Ann Freels, Jacque Wynn, P.O.

Box 6999, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6999; "Winter Game
Birds," red china, Lynn Chase Designs, 800-228-9909;
fruits, Harry and David; lemons, Florida Department of

Citrus, Florida gift fruit. Santa collection: Silvestri and
Christopher Radko; antique velvet table scarf,

Mandereley; brass candlestick lamp with black shade,

The Bombay Co. Dining room: all slipcovers and
placemat fabrics, trims and fabrication provided by

Calico Corners; candles, Williamsburg Soap & Candle;

silver candlesticks, footed bowls, gilt candlesticks, tole

urns, napkins, The Bombay Co.; tangerines, Florida

Department of Citrus, Florida gift fruit; all desserts and

gourmet fruits, Harry and David; "Chanttlly," sterling

flatware, "Cherry Wood," stemware, Gorham Inc., 800-

635-3669; steamer, Rowenta 617-661-1600.
ALL DRESSED UP Page 113 Tank, Jockey for Her; girls

pajamas, Jo Boxer Girlfriend; puff, Shiseido; body lotion,

Chloe Narcisse; puff, Shiseido; moisturizer, Elizabeth

Arden Comeback Cream; powder, Valerie Beverly Hills

Fairy Dust Powder; makeup, Nina Ricci Gentle Care

Makeup; perfume, Estee Lauder Youth Dew; candle,

Riguad. Page 114 Bodysuit, La Perla; Pembroke comb,
Tiffany & Co.; compact, Givenchy. Page 115 Dress,

Victor Costa; stockings, Hanes; pants, shirt, Giorgio

Armani; tie, Tommy Hilfiger; watch, Jaz. Page 116
Dress, Victor Costa, necklace, earrings, Scott Kelinson.

YOU LOOK JUST LIKE. ..Pages 120-123 George: jacket,

shirt, Eddie Bauer. Elaine: dress, Ecote, available at

Urban Outfitters; necklace, earrings, Urban Outfitters.

Jerry: shirt, Jo S. Banks; belt, Eddie Bauer; jeans,

Levis. Cindy: dress, Pamela Dennis; earrings, Simon
Tu, available at Fragments; bracelet, Marie Ferra,

available at Fragments. Ivana: suit, Jones New York.

Loni: dress, Pamela Dennis. Jay: tie, Hugo Boss.

Bette: fur, Galery at The Forgotten Woman; necklace,

Mane Ferra at Fragments. David: suit, Novecento,
available at Marco Evani; shirt, Hugo Boss; tie,

available at Marco Evani.

OUR BEST HOLIDAY BUFFET Pages 130-131 Platter with

beef, Annieglass, 800-347-6133. Gold and white
plates, flatware, champagne glasses by Mathias,
porcelain silver-glazed serving bowl, vase, gold
napkin, Takashimaya, 800-753-2038. Venetian glass

bowl, embroidered runner, LS Collection, 212-472-
3355. Page 132 Top left: silk runner, LS Collection.

Rectangular platter. Annieglass. Center left: napkin,

Takashimaya, 212-351-0100.
COOKIES! Pages 142-143 Second photo from top right:

white and green tray, "Evergreen," D. King Irwin, 212-
683-0619. Page 146 Ornament, Vietn, 800-277-5933.

(continued)

SALMON PATE

Fastest recipe of the month
For a gift that any hostess will welcoi

with open arms, pack this elegant pi

into a pretty crock and bring it along

a holiday brunch or cocktail party.

Total prep time: 15 minines plus standing

1 pound salmon fillet

'/•i cup white wine
Vi cup unsalted butter, softened (no

substitutions)

Va pound smoked salmon, chopped
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

2 tablespoons gin or aquavit

(optional)

Vi teaspoon ground pepper
Salt (optional)

Dill sprigs, for garnish (optional)

1. Combine salmon fillet with wine ai

water just to cover in skillet. Bring

boil, reduce heat and simmer 5 minuti

Let stand 30 minutes. Drain and fla

salmon; discard skin and bones.

2. Process butter in food processor ur

creamy. Add smoked salmon, juice, c

and pepper; pulse to combine. Ac

cooked salmon and pulse just un

combined. Taste and add salt if neede

Pack into small crocks or decorati

containers. Cover and refrigerate up to 1

days or freeze up to 2 weeks. Garni

with dill. Makes 2V2 cups.

Per tablespoon

Calories 40

Total fat 3 g

Saturated fat 2 g
Cholesterol 13 mg
Sodium 28 mg
Carbohydrates g

Protein 3 g

Dally goal

2.000(F), 2,500 (M)

60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (M)

20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (NO

300 mg or less

2,400 mg or less

250 g or more

55 g to 90 g

WINE BISCUITS

These "cocktail cookies" are made froi

a refrigerated slice-and-bake dougl

Crisp and peppery, they are a wonderfi

ifi:> i Anip<«' homp .iniiRMAi nrrpr/iRPR iqq.t



;companiment to a glass of wine or a

jp of soup.

-ep time: 20 minutes plus cooling

and chilling O
iking time: 12 minutes per batch

cup white wine

cups all-purpose flour

teaspoon baking powder
reshly ground pepper
teaspoon salt

cup butter, softened

cup vegetable shortening

cup sugar

large egg white, beaten with

1 tablespoon water

Bring wine to boil in small saucepan
/er high heat. Boil until reduced to

cup, 8 to 10 minutes. Cool to room
mperature.

Combine flour, baking powder, 3
/4 tea-

won pepper and the salt in medium
)wl. Beat butter, shortening and sugar

mixer bowl until light and fluffy. Blend

cooled wine. Add dry ingredients; beat

minute. (Dough will be sticky.) Divide

Dugh in half. Spoon each half onto a

teet of plastic wrap; shape each into

)x1-inch log. Freeze overnight.

Preheat oven to 350°F. Cut chilled

gs into Winch slices and place on un-

eased cookie sheets. Brush tops of

scuits with beaten egg white. Grind

additional pepper on top. Bake 12 min-
utes or until edges are golden, switch-

ing position of pans halfway through
baking. Cool completely on cookie
sheets. Pack into decorative tins or

bags. Store at room temperature up to

1 month. Makes 80.

Per biscuit Daily goal

Calories 30 2.000 (F), 2,500 (M)

Total fat 2 g 60 g or less (F); 70 g or less (Ml

Saturated fat lg 20 g or less (F); 23 g or less (M)

Cholesterol 3 mg 300 mg or less

Sodium 32 mg 2,400 mg or less

Carbohydrates 4 g 250 g or more _
Protein 55g1o90g

Recipes by Lisa Brainerd, Fraya Berg.

Cynthia DePersio and Susan Kaufman.

PROCESSING preserve:

When making ams, jellies and
chutneys, the USDA ecommends
processing their sterilized jars in

a boiling water L

1 . Place canning lids and
bands in water to covt, 2 inches

in a canning pot fitted wii can-

ning rack. Boil 10 minutes; re ve

from pot.

2. Spoon the boiling fruit or veg-

etable mixture into the hot jars to

V2 inch from top. Wipe rims and

threads clean. Tightly screw on lids

and bands. Transfer to pot, adding

boiling water to cover tops of jars

by 2 inches. To process, boil gently

as the recipe directs (usually 5 to 1

5

minutes).

3. With tongs, transfer jars to a tray

lined with kitchen towels, leaving

space between the jars. Cool in a

draft-free place 1 2 to 24 hours.

4. Check the seals on the jars.

Properly sealed, preserves can be

stored in a cool, dry, dark place

up to one year.

1\EVISIT AN OLD
FRIEND AND SEE HOW
MUCH IT'S CHANGED.

Try our new Chicken Pies, and you'll find a

lot has changed from the pot pies you

probably remember. That's because Tyson

Chicken Pies are made with only the best

ingredients.We use hearty chunks of ten-

der white meat chicken, crisp garden veg-

etables and a rich, creamy sauce. And all

surrounded by a flaky pastry crust. So try

an old-time favorite again. You'll be sur-

prised just how good it is today.

FEEDING YOU LIKE FAMILY

Chicken Pie

©1994 Tyson Foods, Inc.
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MARKET TRENDS

This
year, audiences adored Forrest

Gump, the unlikely hero of the

runaway hit movie of the same
name. Now, this unforgettable

character has written a cookbook! The

Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.

Cookbook: Recipes & Reflec-

tions from Forrest Gump
(Oxmoor House) serves up

seventy-five shrimp recipes

along with Forrest's remi-

niscences about his mama,
his friends Bubba and Lieu-

tenant Dan, and his lifelong

love, Jenny. Life may be like a

box of chocolates, as Forrest

says, but a big plate of shrimp

sounds mighty good, too.

BUBBA S BEER-BATTER SHRIMP
Prep tunc: 25 minutes
( 'ooking time: _' minutes per batch

1 pound unpeeled large fresh shrimp

Vicvp all-purpose flour

Va cup cornstarch

Va teaspoon salt

Va cup beer

2 tablespoons butter or margarine, melted

1 large egg yolk

Vegetable oil, for frying

1. Peel and devein shrimp, leaving tails intact.

2. Combine flour, cornstarch and salt. Whisk
in beer, butter and egg-yolk until smooth.

3. Heat 1 V2 inches oil in large saucepan or

Dutch oven to 375°F. Dip shrimp inio bat-

ter, then add to pan a few at a time and I

cook until golden, 1 to 2 minutes. Drain on

paper towels. Makes 4 servings.
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There's nothing like a wintry nip

in the air to make us yearn for the

sweet, sunny taste of oranges.

Fresh from Florida and California,

most varieties are at their peak
now and throughout the winter.

Recently, more exotic varieties

have made
inroads
into the

market. Be-

low, some
of our fa-

vorites:

Blood or-

anges •

Named for

the ruby

color of the

pulp and juice, blood oranges

are a vivid addition to trendy

restaurant fare. Most plentiful

from December to mid-March,

these California-grown delicacies

are rather pricey. The Moro vari-

ety has the deepest color and an

intense flavor of citrus and
berries. Red Navels from Florida

have an earlier winter season.

Mandarins Mandarin is a

citrus family that includes tanger-

ines, tangelos, temples and
clementines— all have loose,

easy-to-peel "zipper skins." Man-

darin is also the name of a spe-

cific tangerine-size fruit.

Varieties include Satsumas (mild-

ly sweet and virtually seedless)

and Kinnows (juicy, full-flavored

but full of seeds). Juicy new tan-

gerine varieties, Fallglos and
Sunbursts, are available from

October to January.

Temple oranges « Temples

are a cross between the tanger-

ine and sweet orange. Available

from January to March, they have

a red-orange skin and pulp, a

tart-sweet taste and few seeds.

Tangelos Varieties of tange-

lo— a cross

between the

grapefruit

and tanger-

ine—differ

almost as

much as

their par-

ents do.

The tangy

Orlando,
most abun-

dant in early winter, resembles a

smaller, light-orange grapefruit.

The Minneola, available into the

spring, has a tart-sweet taste and

a unique knob at the stem end.

Clementines Delicate

clementines are the size of baby

tangerines (they're a cross be-

tween the tangerine and the

Seville orange). Sweet and seed-

less, they appear only briefly in

December and January; they're

imported and fairly expensive.

Oranges are best stored in the

refrigerator crisper. Look for

firm, plump fruits that are heavy

for their size. On average, a

medium orange (about 7 oz.

unpeeled) contains 65 calories

and 80 milligrams of vitamin C;

a medium tangerine (about 4
oz.) contains 35 calories and 26
milligrams of

vitamin C.

Americans consumed 216 million

cups of eggnog last year?





OOU flGIJ i OF V1J 1 i)

J//.s7

when i/'c thought /he

I >l) I .v //<•//• /(««/ pyramid was

/In 1 nutritional model to lire bv,

licit' comes the Traditional

Mediterranean Diet, developed by

the II arid Health Organization, <.> -

perts /rani the Harvard School aj

Public Health and Oldways Preset

ration \- Exchange Trust.

The I SD I says its guidelines re-

flect a consensus oj dietary recom-

mendations based an current

research. The Mediterranean Diet is

modeled an the typical eating pattern

of men in the Mediterranean region

around I960—a population notable

for low rates aj diet-linked disease

and long life expectancy. (In fact, ac-

cording to the i luted Nations' 1994
Human Development Report,

Mediterraneans from Spain and
Greece live longer than \mericans

and spendJar le*. on health care.)

lio/li diets use pyramids to illus-

trate the. recommendations, and
both advise liberal consumption of

complex carbohydrates, fruits and
vegetables. However, farther up

each pyramid, the differences are

more pronounced. For example,

olive oil, which is high in monoun-

saturated fat, occupies an important

place on the Mediterranean Diet

pyramid. The I SD I pyramid speci-

fies only sparing usage of all fats, in-

cluding inonounsaturated fats.

[nolher major difference is the

inclusion of wine on the Mediter-

ranean Diet. Die proponents of the

diet cite recent research that sug-

gests red wine may prevent, certain

cardiovascular diseases.

(ill us of the Mediterranean
Diet, however, believe that even

seem i nix to e n can rage wine con-

sumption could lead to increased

alcohol-related problems.

With so much disagreement

among the experts, what are the

rest of us la do? Perhaps the Greeks

I a<l it right when they counseled

moderation in all things.

Mediterranean Diet Pyramid

Cheese & Yogurt

Olive Oil

Sweets

,

Poultry «...

Fruits ^ Beans, Other

Legumes & Nuts

Breads, Pasta Rice, Couscous, Polenta,

Bulgur, Other Grains & Potatoes

A few times a month

A few times a day

Doily

Red Meat

— Eggs

Fish

Vegetables

Food Guide Pyramid

Fats, Oils & Sweets

(sparingly)

k, Yogurt & Cheese

(2-3 servings)

Vegetables

(3-5 servings)

Meat, Poultry, Fish,

Dry Beans, Eggs & Nuts

(2-4 servings)

Fruit

(2-4 servings)
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DECEMBER 1914
LHJ, as usual, was busy keep-

ing readers up-to-date on the

latest trends. In the December
issue, the food editors featured

"Plantation Christmas Cakes."
Our favorite: White Fruitcake, a
Georgia treat.

In 1914, the future

looked rosy to Ameri-

cans. Not yet involved

in the Great War that

broke out in Europe
that summer, we took

to the roads in our
Model T's and cele-

brated the first-ever

Mother's Day. We were confi-

dent that "peace on earth" was
more than an empty phrase.

WHITE FRUITCAKE
Prep time: 30 minutes

Baking time: SO minutes

1
3
/4 cups currants

1 V2 cups raisins

' ?cup (4 oz.) finely chopped candied citron

2 teaspoons grated lemon peel

2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

3 cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon baking soda

I teaspoon nutmeg

V* teaspoon mace
1

: cup butter

1 % cups sugar

3 large eggs, separated

1 container (8 oz.) sour cream

1 cup blanched slivered almonds

V-> cup brandy

1. Preheat oven to 300°F. Butter two

8'/2x4 '/2-inch loaf pans. Butter two 9x5-

inch pieces of wax paper; set aside.

2. Combine currants, raisins, citron

and lemon peel in bowl; toss with

lemon juice. In another bowl, combine

flour, baking soda, nutmeg and mace.

3. Beat butter and sugar in mixer bowl

until light and fluffy, 3 minutes. Add egg

yolks; beat 1 minute more. Gradually

beat in 1 cup flour mixture. Stir in flour

mixture alternately with sour cream, be-

ginning and ending with dry ingredients.

4. In clean mixer bowl, beat egg

whites until stiff; fold into batter. Stir in

nuts and fruit. Divide batter evenly

among prepared pans. Cover with but-

tered wax paper. Bake 80 minutes.

Cool in pan 30 minutes; cool on wire

racks 30 minutes more.

5. Peel off wax paper. Brush brandy

onto cakes, letting it soak in. Cool

completely. Wrap and store up to 1

month. Makes 2 loaves.



Keep Food Hot Or Cold For Hours With
Tempreserve" Food Servers.

Whether you re going uptown, downtown, or all around the town this

holiday season, keep your special recipes at the perfect temperature with

rempreserve insulated lood servers.

Roomy enough to hold most 9x1.3 baking dishes, Tempreserve servers

keep your lood tasting as il it just came out ofyour kitchen. No matter where

you hangyour hat this holiday season, your holiday favorites will taste like

you never left home w ith Tempreserve insulated lood servers and bowls.

Another magic idea from Aladdin.

Slladdin

TEMPRESERVE
n "hen home cooking

neech to leave home.

Call To Find Your Nearest Tempreserve Retailer: 1-800-785-8567

7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri. • 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sat. • All Central Time

INSIDE THE
JOURNAL KITCHEN
DearLHJ:
I recently hud Ilie

most delicious basil

mushed potatoes

TjOe, u chic restauran

in New York ( if

Please help me get ///

-I'uuiu n VI' New lark C

CHRISTMAS CHEER
You'll love the festive color tl

basil adds to your holiday table.

1 . Cook 1 pound each Yukon Gold a

baking potatoes, peeled and sliced, w
salted water in saucepan until tender.

2. Boil 6 cups water in another saucepc

Add 1 cup lightly packed basil leaves; co

30 seconds. Drain and pat dry. Puree bi

with 2 tablespoons olive oil in blender.

3. Heat % cup milk, 'A cup heavy crec

and '/4cup butter in saucepan.

4. Drain potatoes and mash with potci

masher. Stir potatoes, milk mixture, ba

puree', 1 teaspoon salt and ]A teaspoi

ground pepper until blended. Makes 4 cup!

RECIPE INDEX
Here is a listing of recipes appearing in this issue, inclul

ing these from the Journal kitchen and advertisemenl

Advertisers' recipes appear in boldface. Recipes mark!

with an asterisk include microwave instructions.

APPETIZERS
Broccoli with Basil Mushrooms p. 152

The Giant's Spinach Dip p. 152

LHJ Dip p. 134

Mushroom Tartlets p. 132

Oyster Crab Cakes p. 134

Pissaladiere p. 132

Salmon Pate p. 162

Spicy Cheese Straws p. 160

Wine Biscuits p. 162

COOKIES^
Almond Frosties p. 150

Black-Pepper Cookies p. 148

Buttery Butterscotch Cut-Outs p. 151

Choc-Oal-Chip Cookies p. 136

Chocolate Mini Chip Holiday Cookies

p. 139

Chocolate Nutcracker Sweets

p. 148

Chocolate Raspberry Streusel p. 136

Cranberry-Nut Cookies p. 146

Creamy Cashew Cookies p. 150

'French Pistachio Butter Creams

p. 156

Grandma's Christmas Cookies p. 149

Gunilla's Cookies p. 150

Hazelnut Cookies p. 144

Honey-Nut Christmas Cookies

p. 154

Lattice-Gate Sheet Cookies p. 154

Little Chocolate Drops

(Schokoladeplatzchen) p. 154

Maple-Fig Pinwheelsp. 146

Pellegrini Anisette Biscotti p. 149

Peppermint Delight p. 144

Peppernuts p. 148

Russian Torte p. 154

Snow-Covered Almond Crescents

p. 137

Suited-Foi-Santa Cookies p. 148

Walnut Butter Waters p. 144

Yiayia's Kourabiedes p. 156

DESSERTS
Christmas Jiggleis p. 144

Dried-Fruit Tart p. 140

'German Sweet Chocolate Pie p.

Hazelnut Sacher Brownies p. 1'

Holiday Poke Cake p. 145

Margarita Pound Cakes p. 158

Orange Rum Pound Cake p. 15!

Philly® 3-Step™ Cherry Cheesec;

p. 141

Raspberry-Banana Trifle p. 140

Traditional Christmas Fudge p. 13

Traditional Pumpkin Pie p. 146

White Fruitcake p. 167

ENTREES
Beef Tenderloin with Horseradis

Sauce p. 138

Bubba's Beer-Batter Shrimp

p. 166

Easy temon Chicken p. 133

Nutty Ham and Cheese Sandwich

Old-Fashioned Macaroni and Cheei

p. 134

One-Pan Potatoes & Chicken Dijon

p. 128

Simple Stir Fry for Turkey Leftover;

p. 153

Smokehouse Califomian Sandwich p.

Stuffed Turkey Breast p. 134

MISCELLANEOUS
*Chex Party Mix p. 39

Cranberry Oiange Bread p. 137

Decorative Icing p. 156

Hot-Pepper Jelly p. 160

Multi-Nut Brittle p. 158

SIDE DISHES

Basil Mashed Potatoes p. 168

Honey Thyme Vegetables p. 153

Potato-Fennel Gratin p. 138

Roasted Beet and Orange Salad

p. 138
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company allows yoi to
Go WINDOW CHOPPING.
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1-1(14 Me«<*ow Go1<A Dairies, l*tc.

MOU^JAINHIGH
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%igiit On The Money
At Your MMT Phone Center.

©The Walt Disney Co
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AIKT Mickey Mouse Telephone

Reg. $69199

SALE $49"

AEST Cordless Telephone 5483
Reg. $139.99

SALE
$99"

AT&T PHONE CENTERdMMHNMBHMH'

Call 1 800 858-3718 Ext 979
for the ARST Phone Center nearest you.

Offer ends 12 ,\i ^AUpniduclsnotavailahleinall locations
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.simply

INTRODUCING
FORMBY'S®
DECORATIVE
TOUCHES"
WOODCREME "

MATTE FINISH.

Add natural
warmth and color
to unfinished wood.

There's never been an

easier or more satisfying

way to bring out the

character and beauty of

unfinished wood.

Simply

brush

on the

thick,

no-drip

formula.

After a

few

minutes,

buff off

for a soft and natural matte

finish.

Clean up is

quick and

easy with plain

soap and water.

And because it's from Formby's,

the wood care expert, you can't

go wrong. You know you'll get a

perfect project every single time

M-

am

Family fun

\ at Deer Valley

For
many people, Utah's Deer

Valley Resort is synonymous
with posh. Built fifteen years ago

as a retreat for skiers weary of fighting

long lift lines and slopes plagued by

snowboarders, the resort exudes a

certain quiet gentility that more
closely resembles its European coun-

terparts than its Western neighbors.

Ski-lift tickets and ski-school prices

are a bit higher here than at neighbor-

ing Park City, but the results are

worthwhile—particularly if you're va-

cationing with kids.

What makes Deer Valley unique?

The resort strictly limits the number
of skiers on the slopes each day,

which translates into no-wait lift lines

and uncrowded runs, even during

peak vacation weeks. And you can't

help but feel cossetted by the atten-

tion paid to customer service—reach

to remove your skis from the car rack,

and before you turn around a uni-

formed ski valet is whisking them out

of your hands.

Parents will especially appreciate

Deer Valley's extra level of pampering.

If you've ever taken your kids on a ski

trip, you know it's not the most, well,

relaxing of holidays. Fun and exhila-

rating, yes. Stress-free? No way.

There's always one child who doesn't

realize she's missing a ski pole, goggles

or even a ski until she's just about to

sit down on the high-speed quad. And
then there's the one who is too tired

and, in a fit of last-minute crabbiness,

announces for all the world to hear

that he hates skiing and you, too. But

at Deer Valley, skiing with kids is as

easy as it gets.

The wide, manicured slopes cer-

tainly help (many of the easier runs

are groomed before dawn each morn-

ing). So does the well-equipped, li-

censed children's center, with its

crackling fire. Child-care pros watch

infants as young as two months from

eight-thirty a.m. to four-thirty p.m.

And if your kids are ready to learn

to ski, this is the place. Three- to five-

year-olds have a combination play/ski

program, while the six-years-plus

group focuses more on skiing. (The

consensus among experts today is that

by age four or five a child has the

physical and psychological maturity

necessary to master the sport, plus the

socialization skills to manage a group

setting for several hours at a stretch.)

Ski school starts at the very civilized

hour of ten a.m.; the groups are

small—sometimes only three or four

kids—and the instructors top-notch.

By the end of the first day, you'll be

amazed at how well they know your

kids. Incidentally, if you're thinking of

teaching them yourself, don't. It's

akin to teaching a teenager to drive a

car: Everyone gets tense and critical

and the fun fades fast. And don't push

a recalcitrant youngster. You may
adore skiing, but if you're kid is miser-

able . . . accept it.

After a busy day on the slopes, the

whole family will gladly head down to

one of the resort's outstanding restau-

rants and cafeterias. The choices are

many and varied, with something for

even the pickiest eaters—from the

gourmet pizzas at McHenry's to the

sea bass at The Mariposa. A word of

advice: Don't miss the seafood buffet

at Snow Park Lodge.

For more information about Deer

Valley, call 800-424-DEER.
—Margery D. Rosen
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/\nd its a gel — smootk and clean.
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Sculpture shown smaller t

actual size of 7" in height

Mail by December 30. 1 994 • Not sold in collectible stores^

Please enter my reservation for Crystal Elephant

from Lenox I need send no money now. I will be

billed for my full-lead crystal sculpture in five

monthly installments of $19* each. My satisfaction

is completely guaranteed

Signature

Name .

Address

City

State

PLEASE PRINT CLEAI

-Zip
1000264

Telephone) I

• Pius S5.98 per sculpture for shipping, handling and insurance. Sales

tax will be billed if applicable. All orders subject to acceptance

Mail to: Lenox Collections

P.O. Box 3020,

Lanehorne, PA 19047-9120
° O Lenox, W4

|

HE ELEPHANT . with its trunk

raised, has symbolized joy and

prosperity for centuries. Now let

its spirit of good fortune brighten

your home. Crystal Elephant by

Lenox is an original sculpture that

artfully combines both polished

and frosted finishes.

Portrayed trumpeting a call,

the elephant curls its trunk

upward. The curving surfaces of

the sculpture capture light— illu-

minating the form from within The

tall grass, faceted and delicately

frosted, glows in rich contrast.

Crystal Elephant will be etched

with the Lenox
f

trademark, your

assurance of unsurpassed crystal

artistry Not currently offered

through art galleries or even fine - -5

collectible stores, thTsltfiie imported

crystal sculpture is available from

Lenox at $95, payable in monthly

installments. To order, send no

payment now. Simply mail your ;

Reservation Form today.

Crystal Elephant. By Lenox.
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.ird shuffling

i. a XordicTrack'

i>ct uses .1 patented

h it heel and one-way

dutch mechanism to

pro\ ide .1 smooth non

_ jarring workout.

NordicTrack (.halk-nt>er '....only $£?9*V

NordicTrack Sequoia only SiJ')"!

Nordic I rack Excel only S-t')')
">

Oilier motifIs priced from $599 " to $1499"

30-day in-home trial!

Nordiclrack
m A CML Company

FREE Video andBrochure

Call1-800-942-1890^
or write: NordicTrack, Dept. 266L4

KM Peavev Road, Chaska. MN 55318-2355

* 1994 NoreiicTrack, Inc.. A CML Company • All rights reserved.

>lnppiny. handling .ind applicable tax .ire extra

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES
Change of Address: Please send

mailing label from this magazine

along with your new address to the

address below. 6-8 weeks advance

notice is needed.

Mailing List Name Removal:

We occasionally make our mailing

list available to organizations

whose offer we believe might be of

interest. If you do not wish to receive

any mailings from companies not

affiliated with Meredith Publications,

Inc., please send a note stating

your request along with your mailing

label to the address below.

Complaints: For duplicate issues,

late delivery or any problems,

send mailing label and details to the

address below.

Mail to: LHJ, P.O. Box 53940, Boulder,
CO 80322-3940

Mother and child reunion

continuedfrom page 119

noticing that her client bore an amazing
resemblance to her oldest son, Jake,

whom she had adopted as an infant. "She
looked exactly like him, with similar dim-
ples, freckles and dark hair," says Shauna.

"She had the same eyebrow arch and ex-

act shade of greenish-brown eyes." But
she passed it off as just an odd similarity.

During their second session, on April

13, Shauna asked Kellie about her plans

for the future, and she joked about want-
ing to be a country singer. Then Kellie's

tone turned sober as she announced,
"Whatever I do, I really want to write a

book about my adoption experience." As
a teenager, she said, she had given up a

baby boy for adoption to a couple she

had never met. Kellie had since gone on
to a happy marriage and three other chil-

dren, but she'd never stopped thinking

about that first son, who would be cele-

brating his fourteenth birthday in two
months. She hoped that writing about
her experience might help other young
women in similar circumstances.

"1 was impressed with Kellie's atti-

tude," Shauna recalls. "I knew if my
son's birth mother was like her, I would
be happy to meet her." The counselor
explained that as an adoptive mother.

this subject was close to her heart.

Grateful to have found a compassion-

ate listener, Kellie tearfully spoke of her

one regret: She had not been allowed to

hold her son before surrendering him.

When asked why, she replied, "Kanab is

a small town, and that's just the way
they did things," referring to the south-

ern Utah town where she'd grown up.

Startled, Shauna dropped her note-

book. Her son had been born in Kanab
fourteen summers ago. "Kanab! Did
you say Kanab?" she cried. Cautiously,

Kellie replied yes.

"I felt like I couldn't breathe—like

someone had hit me in the stomach,"
Shauna remembers. "Then I started to

hyperventilate." Kellie noticed that the

counselor was shaking, her trembling
hands covering her mouth as she repeat-

ed, "Oh my gosh! Oh my gosh!" Kellie's

next words seemed to emerge in slow

motion: "Do you have him?"

Shauna nodded. "I think I do."

A TALE OF TWO MOTHERS
As a teenager, Kellie felt alienated and
ridiculed by the classmates in her small-

town school. As a result, she says, "I al-

lowed myself to have a physical
relationship because I wanted so badly

to be loved and accepted."

The result of that need was an

unexpected pregnancy when Kellie as

eighteen. She broke up with her boyfri-id

soon after the pregnancy was confirr»d

and made the choice to put the babyjp

for adoption. The process was hanc;d

by an attorney, Mike McGuire.*
Open adoptions were less commoiin

1980 than they are today, so when er

child's future parents were selected,fll

Kellie was told about them was tri-

ages, general descriptions and religils

and educational backgrounds.

Jim and Shauna Bradley had bm
married four years when they began!)

consider adoption after what ShaA-
calls "a lot of infertility work." They It'

in applications with several agencies ap

attorneys; a year later, Mike McGuife
office called to tell them that they A
been selected to be the parents of a bm '

from Kanab who was due in ihm '

months. Three days after his birth, J*
was presented to the Bradleys \g

McGuire. Shauna became pregna
with their second child, a son, two yen
later; they then went on to adopli
daughter, completing their family. Tie

Bradleys told Jake about his adoption^

soon as he could understand, empha»
ing that his birth mother had given hp
up because she loved him. On eachj|f

his birthdays, Shauna would say, "YR
know who's thinking about you today!

Less than a year after Jake was bol
Kellie was married to Thayne Forbj*

Early on, Kellie told him about hi

baby. "He was very understanding frc|

the first—and still is," she says.

THE SECRET THAT COULDN'T BE KEF

Now, standing in the counselor's offi<%

Kellie didn't know whether to rejoice I

be wary. After all she'd endured in tit

past year, she couldn't risk another bl

ter disappointment if this woman wasit

her son's mother.

Kellie began, "So his birthday is . . R
"June 28, 1980," was the reply.

"And the attorney was . .
."

"Mike McGuire," said Shauna. "Ail

wasn't your maiden name Robinson?

Her heart pounding, Kellie nodded ye|

The impossible had happened.

To make this coincidental meetiij;

even more astonishing, Shauna practici

in Salt Lake City only one day a wel
and rarely sees patients for post-laycf

counseling. "The odds that we wouf
meet like this do not exist," says ShaK

na. "Even if we did meet in another cil

cumstance," adds Kellie, "adopticb

might not have been mentioned, and vj

would never know."

Shauna gave Kellie a school pictu

of Jake, and Kellie dashed into the wail

ing room to find a picture of her owl
family in her purse. Thayne, who ha

*Name has been changed.
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ccompanied his wife to the app>>irit-

lent, was dismayed to see her in tears.

: )azed, Kellie blurted the news to him,

ien ran back into the office before he

ould react.

The two women talked for a hall houi

fter the appointment was officially

ver. Shauna told Kellie that she wanted

o wait until Jake was eighteen to tell

im about her, feeling he would be bet-

It able to handle the news as an adult.

Nellie, happy in the knowledge that her

on had a loving home, agreed.

That evening, Jim Bradley, forty-two,

ould tell that his wife was "up and ex-

ited, as if she'd had the best workday

ver," he says. After their children were

sleep, he found out just why she was so

verjoyed—and shared in his wife's ex-

itement. The next morning, Shauna
ailed Kellie "to see if it was real or a

ream," and the two women made a

inch date for the following Tuesday.

In the days that followed, Kellie and
"hayne, on the advice of a counselor,

lecided to tell their children about the

mazing meeting. Amanda, twelve,

lara, nine, and Ben, eight, already knew
hey had a half brother who had been
:iven up for adoption to another family.

The children were excited, pressing

heir mother for details and asking when
hey would be meeting Jake.

In the meantime, the Bradleys were

;oing through a dilemma of their own.

iad they been right to insist on waiting

o long to tell their son? After weighing

he options, they concluded that Jake

vas old enough. "If we waited and he

ound out we had already known for

bur years—or if someone else told

iim—he'd probably be mad or lose trust

n us," Jim explains. "[But] if we told

iim now, he could grow into the knowl-

:dge of who his birth mother is, and we
:ould be part of it."

At lunch on Tuesday, the two wom-
:n were so busy giggling and exchang-

ng pictures that they forgot to look at

he menu. When Kellie heard that the

Jradleys now wanted to tell Jake as

ioon as possible, it was her turn to be

mxious. "Please don't tell him be-

:ause you think I want you to," she

.trged. Apprehensive thoughts raced

hrough her head: What if she didn't

meet Jake's expectations? Suppose
lake was angry or resentful that she'd

given him up?
That Saturday morning, Shauna and

fim came into Jake's room and woke
iim up. Shauna said, "Jake, the weirdest

:hing happened the other day. I was
:ounseling with a woman, and we fig-

ared out that she's your birth mother."

Jake's freckled face burst into a grin,

and his questions came rapid-fire:

"What does she look like? Where does

^BakeitTo receive your Bake It Better With

Quaker Oats Recipe Book for just

$1.25 (retail value $2.99). print your

complete name and address on a 3"x5"

piece of paper (or larger) and send it

with a check or money order for $1.25

(NO CASH) made payable to Quaker

Recipe Book to: Quaker Oats Recipe

Book, P.O. Box 5194, Clinton, IA

52736-5194.

OFFER EXPIRES June 30. 1996 or Good WhUe Supplies Last. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in th

U S A. and APO/FPO addresses. This offer inav not be republished without the written consent of The Quaker Oats Companv

©1994 The Quaker Oats Company.

she live? When do I get to meet her?"

His mother gave him the picture of Kel-

lie. Thrilled, the teen hurried to get

dressed, took the photo and ran off to

show his grandmother and other rela-

tives. "It was like a weight was lifted

from him, too," says Shauna.

For Kellie, the excitement began
anew when Shauna called that day to

say, "We've told him. Can we meet
Monday for dinner?" Kellie promptly

said yes, thinking: "I'd stop my life for

this dinner."

"SCARY AND WONDERFUL"
On the way to the momentous meeting,

Shauna sensed her son's anxiety. "Are

you okay?" she asked. "You don't have

to do this." Jake quickly responded,

"No, I really want to." Touching his

arm, Shauna said, "It's okay to be ner-

vous. This is scary and wonderful."

Kellie was the first to arrive at the

restaurant—a half hour early—and tried

to keep her emotions under control as

she waited at the entryway. Jim, who
came straight from work, was next; then

Shauna drove into the parking lot with

Jake. Kellie remembers, "She didn't

even get to park the car before Jake

jumped out and handed me a beautiful

Persian violet."

Kellie's voice quavered as she said to

the son she never knew, "Come here,

I've got to give you a hug—I've waited

so long for this." As they embraced,
Jake's eyes filled with tears and he

turned back toward his mother. Shauna
comforted him: "It's okay to be emo-
tional, honey. This is a pretty big deal!"

In the restaurant, an excited Jake

dominated the conversation for the first

ninety minutes, telling Kellie about his

life, hobbies and activities. He was
pleased to note that his biological moth-

er shared his love for music and his dis-

like for coconut, and that his talent for

fixing and inventing things came from

Kellie's father, who was a mechanic.

Both birth mother and son wept as

Kellie described her pregnancy and said

the words she had longed to say to him
as a baby: "There were so many things I

knew I couldn't do for you. I wanted

you to have a home with a mom and a

dad, and I couldn't give you that. I nev-

er did get to hold you, even though I re-

ally wanted to. And although I knew I

was doing the right thing by giving you

up, it was still really, really hard."

Today, Jake says he's glad his parents

didn't wait to tell him about his birth

mother; in fact, he says, he had been hop-

ing to find her one day. "I wanted to meet

her sometime, and I'm lucky I did. She's

a good friend." (continued on page 174)
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Mother and child reunion

continued

AN EXTENDED FAMILY
Since that first meeting had been so suc-

cessful, Shauna and Kellie brought al

their children to a recreation center tc

introduce them. "Our kids acted as i

they'd known each other for a long

time," says Kellie. In June, the Forbes

family invited the Bradleys over to cele-

brate Jake's birthday. As a gift, Kellie

presented him with an album full of pic-

tures of her family, and sang "From
God's Arms to My Arms to Yours," z

song about adoption.

The reunion with Jake has marked the

beginning of an upswing in Kellie's life

Thayne began a new job three weeks af-

ter the reunion, but money was still tight

Then last summer, he was offered a new
job as a systems analyst, with a significant

pay increase. Keeping to her goal, Kellie

has finished nine chapters of her book.

Kellie and Shauna talk frequently, and

they remain amazed at the astonishing

coincidence that brought them together,

"I'm so liappy for Jake," says Shauna
"A missing piece of his life puzzle has

been solved." Adds Kellie, "I'm thrilled

Jake has the family he does—they've far

exceeded my expectations."

Carolyn Campbell is a writerfrom Salt Lake

City specializing in human-interest issues.
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EVEN IN THE BEST RELATIONSHIPS, love-

making can lose its excitement all too soon. Sex can

become boring instead of ^m and recommended by

psychologists, and sex

pleasurable, frustrating instead of

fulfilling. That's why we've

created The Better Sex Videotapes,

hosted by nationally famous sex

educator Dr. Judy Seifer.

The Better Sex Videotapes

show how to put fun back into

lovemaking. They teach us not

to be satisfied with " going

through the motions," but to aim

for heights of ecstasy most

people only dream about.

Dr. Seifer introduces three

typical couples who show how to

overcome inhibitions and make

sex fun again. They begin with

the basics — intimacy, gentleness,

and good communication.

This series is controversial —
so much so that it has been

featured on HBO. Yet tens

of thousands have ordered

Better Sex Videotapes. They

are used in universities.

After years

of making love

the same old

way, here's an

exciting new

beginning.

family doctors, gynecologists,

therapists.

Why is ii controversial?

Simply, because it is explicit.

Each and ever) technique is

not just talked about but

demonstrated. Each lesson is

shown from start to finish, in

detail — preferably to be

watched and discussed by both

partners together.

Who orders Better Sex

Videotapes'.' Married people

seeking to restore the sense of

discovery they had when they

first met. Sexually active young

men and women who seek only

to find new ways to satisfy the

ones they love. Couples in their

40s. 50s. and 60s desiring to

rekindle the passion of their

younger days — often as a

specially meaningful gift.

Who else should order

these tapes? Perhaps you

should — for yourself, or for

someone you love very much.

Special Offer...

Regularly $29.95 each

NOW ONLY
$19.95!

nTHE

netter

JSex
Video

SERIES®

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

The Townsend Institute, Dept. ZLH6, P.O. Box 8855, Chapel Hill, NC 27515
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Vol. 1, Better Sex Techniques w.soi S>*5 SI 9.95
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Vol. 2, Advanced Sex Techniques #9502 $19.95

Vol. 3. Making Sex Fun (WW $2SM<5 $19.95

The3-VolumeSet-Save$10! mm $49.85

Postage & Handling

TAPES ARE IN VHS ONLY total

VISA MasterCard Check Money Order

$ 3.00

$

C.ty

Slalf. Zip

Card # Exp. Date

Canadian Orders Welcome. Please Make Checks Payable In U.S.

Dollars. An Additional $5.00 Is Required For Shipping.
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For Fastest Service

Credit Card Customers Call (800) 888-1900
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The joy ofangels

continuedfrom page 102

Suffering is intolerable. Yet seen

through the veil of the mystical every-

- p. Sect, everything connects as

nght, correct I know that

will find ncult to ac-

nd I do too. "lie remains

tiis exalted spiri il state for long.

You move in am! out of it, glimpsing a

different rea' -n you are no longer

certain wh good, what bad.

At still another level, pain works as

our teacher. And, finally, it permits us

to hold out to one another the Cup of

Compassion, to act as angels, to prac-

tice forgiveness.

The fact is, a mystical experience

does not relieve us from pain; God does

not shield us from life. But after the an-

gel comes, we relate to suffering differ-

endy. "How can I serve?" we ask. "How
can I use this experience well, love more
deeply, express it more?"

It is important to understand that

the person who sees an angel or has a

mystical experience is not special, or

"better" than one who does not. The
vision gives no righteousness. What it

does give, if it is a true grace, is a qui-

et happiness, even in the face of dis-

tress. You are filled with ringing joy,

tolerance, acceptance, a desire to

remain in that sweet space, to act with

purity of intent.

To reach this state of grace, however,

or to remain there, takes discipline. It is

the discipline that all religions espouse:

prayer, fasting, stillness, silence. I medi-

tate every day. I pray. I talk to God,
who is no longer the fickle and untrust-

worthy being of my childhood. Now I

see God as formless, limitless, as a Lake

of the Fire of Love—my own mystical

vision. It encompasses everything. In-

cluding us. We are formed of this God-
ness too. The task is to connect.

What happens after an encounter
with the divine? Years pass. One day

you notice you are different. You feel all

the dark emotions that everyone has:

anger, vanity, pride, anxiety, grief, de-

pression. You make demands in your

prayers: "My will, not Thine,"—and
catch yourself. You recognize in yourself

the ability to kill, lie, steal, cheat, hurt

others—and still you forgive yourself.

You do not need to use these skills.

The trick is to surrender everything,

into the loving lake of God. "I hurt," I

whisper to the God of my nonunder-
standing. "Take my anger. It is interfer-

ing with my ability to love, with my
connection to you. Help me, I belong

to you."

Today, I see the dark emotions not as

defects to run away from, but as signals

that an adjustment must be made, a dial

needs tuning. And the only thing that

can change is . . . me. Am I jealous? If

my answer is yes, it signals my feeling

lack instead of abundance: Whatever I

am or have or do is "not enough." I

must start a gratitude list, count my
j

blessings until I am full again. Am I

lonely? Scared? They are signs to call a

friend, find comfort.

The great German writer Goethe
said, "Just trust yourself, then you will

know how to live."

How deeply can I trust my intuitions,

then? How much dare I trust that God
and angels guard and guide?

In those days, people were so in touch ivith

their inner hearts that they understood the

messages they received. Joseph had a dream

in zvhich an angel told him it zvas safe to go

back home.

So he and Mary rode out of Egypt with

the young boy whom the angel had an-

nounced and who would die a horrible

death. Mary—lonely, scared, once again a

refugee.

Except for the memory of the angel's

eyes.
"
'Are you there?" she asks. "I am listen-

ing. Guide me. I am yours. "

Sophy Bumham 's most recent book is "For

Writers Only" (Ballantine Books, 1994).

BACK TALK
Send your letters, great ideas and photographs to: Backtalk, Ladies' Home Journal,

100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Please include a daytime phone number.

Brave capture

Thank you for telling Denise Sam-Cali's

courageous story, "I caught my rapist"

(September). I have a personal stake in

this story because my daughter, Charlotte

Schmoyer, was the fifteen-year-old paper

carrier who was murdered by Denise's

attacker. Our family has experienced the

most extreme form of grief from Char-

lotte's death, but thanks to Denise's forti-

tude, there has been an arrest. Denise has

not only helped capture and imprison

this man, she has provided sympathy,

support and care to other victims and
their families. —Karen Schmoyer

Ai.i.kxtown, Pennsylvania

Breast-cancer cure?

I became very angry when I saw the

cover blurb "You can prevent breast

cancer" Quly). Take it from one who s

been there— you cannot prevent
breast cancer.

I have spent my whole life eating the

diet described by Dr. Jon J. Michnovicz

and Diane S. Klein in the article "The
anti-breast-cancer diet." So, if this diet

could "prevent" breast cancer, why did

I need a mastectomy in 1973 and a sec-

ond one in 1985?

Although other potential risk factors

were not mentioned in the article, 1 have

also never smoked; my weight has re-

mained constant; I nursed all five of my
children; there are no known cases of

breast cancer in my immediate family.

So, now tell me, how do you prevent

breast cancer? —Josephine DodT
Sparta, New Jersey

Editor's note: Dr. Michnovicz, a re-

searcher at Rockefeller University Hospi-

tal, in New York City, pointed out in the

article the potential benefits of a diet rich

in phytochcmicals (found primarily in

vegetables, fruits and grains), zvhich may
have a protective effect against cancer. We
regret any implication that all breast can-

cer can be prevented through diet.

Share the excitement of

Ladies' Home
Journal

It's the perfeel gift for

every woman on your

holiday shopping list

!

Give a year of Ladies'

Home Journal! Order the

first gift for $12—that's

40% off the full rate. All

additional gifts are just

$9.99—half price!

Call today!

800-247-2570
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A TOAST TO'94
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COME to laugh (or try)

At ':9a and bid good-bye

To a!i the folks who made it great

—

And those who made it second-rate.

So grab a glass of pink champagne,

If nothing else, to dull the pain.

A toast to Tonya who, unplanned, |

Sent Nancy K. to Disneyland.

To Kate Moss who must eat at least

A Pez a day (two Pez—a feast!).

And let us cheer the Woodstock fuss:

The myth. The mud. The Maalox Plus.

O what a year! Tom Cruise grew fangs

—

To which some folks replied: "No thangs."

The meantime, Whitney Houston sang

And sang and sang and sang and dang!

That gal can hold a note as long

As bulk- rate mail takes to Hong Kong.

While she was trillin', thrillin' all,

Hillary hit the Hill, and all

Who heard her said, "She's smart! She's grand!

Her hair looks nice without the band!"

(Alas, for our fair Dem missus:

Her coif remained her nemesis.)

Her hub had troubles of his own,

Including one Ms. Paula Jones

Who wowed a crowd of Bureau chiefs

By vowing Bill sports shorts, not briefs.

This scoop made headlines overnight

Which goes to show . . . urn . . . something, right?

ee "Babs" took '94 by storm:

Babs Bush penned memoirs long and warm,
Streisand sang her show of shows

(Her fans, of course, paid through the nose).

Babs -iumbey: ^e? Well, saints alive!

"

1^1 Barbie Doll turned thirty-five.
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She's still with Ken, but others split:

Yes, Burt and Loni said, 'That's it."

Billy, Christie bade farewell,

Melanie sent Don Juan to hell.

The biggest news, of course: Roseanne.

She lost three hundred pounds ... of man.

Ms. Oprah shed some pounds herself

That's why her cookbook flew off shelf

Along with Waller's novelette:

The Bridges of . . . etcet., etcet.

The near-death books at top of chart

Proved one must (almost) die for art.

On fashion's front the thing most odd

Was watching as we Wonderbra'd

Our way from A to B and C
To D and, oh, no!—stand back!—

Soon even those as straight as spikes

Developed peaks to rival Pike's.

And yikes! Who can forget the chase

That first week of the Simpson case?

The bucking Bronco held inside

An O.J. threat'ning suicide.

Horrified, we watched our fill

While wife and waiter lay too still.

A further loss endured this year:

The country—world—shed a tear

And mourned the loss of Jackie O.,

A classer act we'll never know.

Brilliant, lovely, full of grace

She leaves and none can take her place.

So hold your glass, my friend, up high

And hail those who have passed us by:

To Candy, Tandy (John and Jess)

To Nixon safe, at last, from press.

Now '94 itself must cease!

Here's to '95, and peace.
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